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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
IN RE SRBA, CASE NO. 39576 
SUBCASE NO: 37-00864 Order 
Denying Motion to Set Aside and 
Order Denying Motion to File Late 
Claim 
GARY and GLENNA EDEN 
Appellants, 
v. 





















Supreme Court No. 44716-2016 
CLERK'S RECORD ON APPEAL 
Appeal from the District Court of the Fifth Judicial District of the State of 
Idaho, in and for the County of Twin Falls 
Honorable Eric J. Wildman, Presiding Judge 
Snake River Basin Adjudication District Court 
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SIJBCASE: 37- 008 64 FILE# : 01917 
CLAIMANT : EDEN, GARY T 
414 NORTH 800 WEST 
SHOSHONE 
STATUS : APPEAL FILED 
WATER SOURCE: 
ID B3352 
SPECIAL MASTER: WI LDMAN, ERIC J 
**** PARTIES INVOLVED**** 
GARY T EDEN C ATTY: HOFSTETTER, DANA L 
GLENNA R EDEN CATTY: HOFSTETTER, DANA L 
STATE OF IDAHO I ATTY: CHIEF NATURAL RESOURCES DIV 
**** ROA ENTRIES**** 
10-12-2012 ORDER ESTABLISHING DEADLINE FOR LATE CLAIM 
FILINGS IN BASIN 01, 02 , 03; 31, 34, 35 , 
36 , 37, 41, 45, 47 AND 63 
DEADLINE TO FI LE LATE CLAI MS : 01/31 / 13 ZB 01 - 31-2013 0500 
0 2-13- 2 013 ORDER CLOS I NG CLAIMS TAKI NG BASINS 01, 02 , 
0 3 , 31, 3 4 , 3 5 , 3 6 , 3 7 , 4 1, 4 5, 4 7 , AND 6 3 , 
AND DISALLOWAL OF UNCLAIMED RIGHTS 
89-30-2 01 6 MOTION TO SET ASI DE FI NAL UNIFIED DECREE AND MD 11-08-2016 
ORDER CLOSING CLAIMS TAKING BASINS 01 0 2 03 
31 34 35 36 37 41 45 47 AND 63 AND 
DISALLOWAL OF UNCLAI MED WATER RIGHTS SRBA 
SUBCASE NO 00-92099 AND MEMORANDUM IN 
SUPPORT 
0 9- 30- 201 6 EXPEDITED MOTION TO FI LE LATE NOTICE OF CLAI M MD 11-08- 2 016 
09- 30-2016 AFFI DAVIT OF DANA L HOFSTETTER -
09- 30- 2016 AFFI DAVI T OF GARY EDEN 
09- 30- 201 6 AFFI DAVIT OF GLENNA EDEN 
09-30-2016 NOTI CE SETTING HEARING ON MOTION TO SET ASIDE HS 10-27-2016 0130 
FINAL UNIFIED DECREE AND CLOSING CLAIMS 
TAKING AND DISALLOWAL OF UNCLAIMED WATER 
WATER RIGHTS AND NOTICE SETTING HEARING ON 
EXPEDITED MOTION TO FILE LATE CLAIM 
10-04-2016 (FAX) AFFIDAVIT OF KEVIN LAKEY 
10-05-201 6 NOTI CE CORRECTING DAY OF HEARING ON MOTION HH 10-27-201 6 0130 
TO SET ASIDE AND HEARING ON EXPEDI TED MOTI ON 
TO FILE LATE NOTI CE OF CLAIM 
10- 14- 2 01 6 STATE OF IDAHO' S RESPONSE TO MOTION TO SET 
AS I DE FINAL UNI FIED DECREE AND ORDER 
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UNCLAIMED WATER RI GHTS AND EXPEDITED MOTION 
TO FILE LATE NOTICE OF CLAIM 
10-1~-2016 AFFIDAVIT OF SHANTEL M CHAPPLE KNOWLTON 
10-14- 2016 (FAX) NOTICE OF ERRATA 
10- 21-2016 REPLY TO STATE OF IDAHO 'S RESPONSE TO MOTION 
TO SET ASIDE FINAL UNI FIED DECREE AND 
ORDER CLOSING CLAIMS 
10-21-2016 
10-27-2016 HEARING HELD HH 10-27-2016 0130 
10-27- 201 6 MINUTES 
EXHIBIT OFFERED & ADMI TTED AT HEARING 
11-08-2016 ORDER DENYING MOT ION TO SET ASIDE/ ORDER 
DENYING MOTION TO FILE LATE CLAIM 
12- 19- 201€ GARY AND GLENNA EDEN ' S NOTICE OF APPEAL 12-19-2016 
12- 20-2016 INFO ONLY: CLERK' S CERTIFICATE OF APPEAL SENT 
TO SUPREME COURT 
0 1-03-2017 (FAX) STATE OF IDAHO ' S REQUEST FOR 
ADDITIONAL RECORD 
02-07-2017 NOTICE OF LODGING (TRANSCRIPT OF 10/27/16) 
C3-07-2017 (FAX) STIPULATION REGARDI NG THE CLERK' S 
RECORD ON APPEAL AND NOTICE OF HEARING 
03-07-2017 HEARING SET HH 03-28-2017 0130 
03-07-20] '/ OBJECTION TO REPORTER 1 S TRANSCRIPT 
03 - 07- 2017 NOTICE OF HEARING ON OBJECTION TO REPORTER'S HH 03 - 28-2017 0130 
TRANSCRIPT 
03- 08- 2017 OBJECTIONS TO RECORD AND TO STATE OF IDAHO'S 
REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL RECORD 
03- 08-2017 NOT I CE OF HEARING RE APPELLANTS ' OBJECTIONS HH 03-28-2017 0130 
TO RECORD AND TO STATE OF IDAHO'S REQUEST 
FOR ADDITIONAL RECORD 
03-28-2017 HEARING HELD HH 03-28-2017 0130 
03-28-2017 MINUTES 
03-28-2017 ORDER ON OBJECTIONS TO CLERK 'S RECORD AND 
TRANSCRIPT 
01 - 03- 2017 NOTICE OF LODGING CORRECTED TRANSCRIPT 
Return to SRBA l WA lRS Reports 
Return to SRBA Home Pa!.!.e 
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DISTRICT COURT - SRBA 
Fifth Judicial District 
County of Twin Falls - State of Idaho 
OCT 1 2 2012 I 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRIC 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
In Re SRBA 









Basin-Wide Issue 16 
Subcase No. 00-92099 
(In Re: Form and Content of Final Unified Decree) 
ORDER ESTABLISHING DEADLINE FOR 
LATE CLAIM FILINGS IN BASINS 01, 02, 03, 
31, 34, 35, 36, 37, 41, 45, 47, and 63 
I. PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND 
Tbis Court issued an Order Setting Initial Status Conference Re: Form and Content of 
Final Decree on January 13, 2011. On July 15, 2011, this Court entered its Order Establishing 
Steering Committee and Notice of First Scheduled Meeting. "The steering committee 
("Committee") is charged with identifying issues and sub-issues pertaining to the form and 
content of the final decree to be entered upon completion of the SRBA." Id. at 1. The 
Committee is also "charged with recommending a logical order and time frame in which these 
issues and sub-issues should be decided." Id. 
In the State of Idaho's Initial Comments on Form and Content of Final Unified Decree, 
filed May 17, 2011, the State ofldaho ("State") recommended the Court "establish a schedule 
for closing claims taking in each of the reporting basins ... [i]n order to allow sufficient time for 
development of general provisions and preparation of the final decree .... " Id. at 6. On July 18, 
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2011, the State filed its Supplemental Comments on Form and Content of Final Unified Decree, 
in which it proposed a schedule for closure of taking oflate claims in the SRBA basins. The 
proposed schedule divided the SRBA basins into three groups based on the following criteria: (i) 
the amount of subease activity within each basin, (ii) regional distribution of the closures to 
spread the workload out for IDWR, and (iii) SRBA basins that represented an entire drainage 
basin. At its initial meeting, the Committee reviewed the State's proposed basin closme 
procedure and recommended that this Court implement that procedure. 
On September 23, 2011, this Court issued its Order Establishing Deadline for Late Claim 
Filings in Basins 23. 24, 25, 43, 51, 55, 57, 61, 81, 82, 83. 84, 85, and 86. The Court found that 
the Committee's proposal for closure of taking of late claims ,vithin basins based on subcase 
activity, staging ofIDWR' s workload, and drainage basins was a logical and necessary step in 
the completion of the SRBA, and ordered that claims taking in the initial group of basins be 
closed on November 30, 2011. On January 31, 2012, this Court issued its Order Establishing 
Deadline for Late Claim Filings in Basins 21, 22 .. 29, 32, 33, 65, 67, 69, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 77, 
78 and 79, which closed taking of late claims in the second group of basins on March 30, 2012. 
II. DISCUSSIO.'.'1 
Completion of claims taking in individual basins is an essential first step to completion of 
the SRBA. Without it, completion of the SRBA will not occur. 
Based on the criteria identified above, the Steering Committee recommended that the 
third basin closure order include basins Ol, 02, 03, 31, 34, 35, 36, 37, 41, 45, 47, and 63. 
Claimants in each of these basins previously received extensive first-round and second-round 
Notice of Filing Requirements in the SRBA. See Idaho Code§ 42-1408. These notice 
procedures meet constitutional due proeess requirements. LU Ranching Co. v. U.S., 138 Idaho 
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606 (2003). In addition, there is limited subcase activity in these basins. Accordingly, the Court 
finds that it is appropriate to begin the basin closure process ,vithin basins 01, 02, 03., 31, 34, 35, 
36, 37, 41, 45, 47, and 63. 
IDWR has provided the Court with a list of non-de minim is water rights from IDWR's 
water rights database, which is attached hereto as Exhibit 1. The preparation of this list is 
undertaken as a courtesy to the water users, not as an additional due process requirement. If 
unclaimed, these water rights v1ill be decreed as disallowed. 
IDWR is unable to ascertain from its database that a claim has been filed in the SRBA for 
those water right numbers listed on Exhibit 1. Claimants should examine Exhibit 1 to determine 
whether the listed water right numbers are active water rights. The burden of determining 
whether to file a motion for late claim for any of the listed water right numbers rests solely ,vith 
. the water right holder. In order to ensure that basin closing occurs in a timely fashion, the Court 
will establish a deadline of January 31, 2013 for late claims in basins 01, 02, 03, 31, 34, 35, 36, 
37, 41, 45, 47, and 63. 
III. CONCLUSION 
In accordance with the Court's September 23, 2011 Order, the Court has determined that 
claims taking should be closed in basins 01, 02, 03, 31, 34, 35, 36, 37, 41, 45, 47, and 63 on 
January 31, 2013. 
This Order shall be placed on the docket sheet. 
This Order does not alter the deferrable nature of de minimis domestic and stockwater 
rights as provided for in "Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and Order Establishing 
Procedures for Adjudication of Domestic and Stock Water Uses" (January 17, 1989), as 
modified by this Court's Order Governing Procedures in the SRBAfor Adjudication ofDejerred 
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De J1inimis Domestic and Stock Water Claims entered in Twin Falls County Case No. 39576 (In 
Re SRBA) on June 28, 2012. 
This Order does not preclude filing of late claims related to the resolution of litigation 
pending at the time of this Order in basins 01, 02, 03, 31, 34, 35, 36, 37, 41, 45, 47, and 63. 
IV. ORDER 
For the reasons stated above, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that, except for de minimis 
domestic and stockwater uses and late claims required to resolve pending litigation on the date of 
this Order in the SRBA,' the last date to file a MOTION TO FILE LATE CLAIM in Basins 01, 
02, 03, 31, 34, 35, 36, 37, 41 .. 45, 47, and 63 shall be Jamwy 3L 2013. No late claims will be 
accepted for filing in Basins 01, 02, 03, 31, 34, 35, 36, 37, 41, 45, 47, and 63 after January 31, 
2013, 
The Clerk of the Court is hereby instructed to file a copy of the Order Establishing 
Deadline for Late Claim Filings in Basins 01, 02, 03, 31, 34, 35, 36, 37, 41, 45, 47, and 63 in the 
above captioned subease and in the SRBA main case 00-39576. 
DATED -&diw 1 1 d I (}() /d,.I . 
Pr 1ding Judge 
Snake River Basin Adjudication 
1 "Pending litigation" refers to an active, related subcase(s) pending at the time of the basin closure deadline 
wherein an additional late claim(s) is required to resolve the related water right(s). 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I certify that a true and correct copy of the ORDER ESTABLISHIN 
DEADLINE FOR LATE CLAIM FILINGS IN BASINS 01, 02, 03, 31, 34, 
35, 36, 37, 41, 45, 47 AND 63 was mailed on October 12, 2012, 
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Represented by: 
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BOISE PROJECT BOARD OF CONTROL 
Represented by: 
ALBERT P BARKER 
1010 W JEFFERSON ST STE 102 
PO BOX 2139 
BOISE, ID 83701-2139 
Phone: 208-336-0700 
DILLER MILLER LAND CO LLC & 
EMMETT IRRIGATION DISTRICT 
HEARN LIVESTOCK 
PIONEER IRRIGATION DISTRICT 
SENECA FOODS CORPORATION 
SEWARD PROSSER MELLON AND 
SINCLAIR OIL CORPORATION DEA 
SNAKE RIVER DAIRIES LLC 
THOMPSON CREEK MINING CO 
WALLACH IX LLC 
Represented by: 
ANDREW J WALDERA 
101 S CAPITOL BLVD 10TH FL 
PO BOX 829 
BOISE, ID 83701-0829 
Phone: 208-345-2000 
CITY OF KETCHUM 
NORANDA MINING INC 
Represented by: 
BRUCE M. SMITH 
950 W BANNOCK ST STE 520 
BOISE, ID 83702-6118 
Phone: 208-331-1800 
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AMERICAN FALLS RESERVOIR 
Represented by: 
C THOMAS ARKOOSH 
CAPITOL LAW GROUP PLLC 
301 MAIN ST 
PO BOX 32 
GOODING, ID 83330-0032 
Phone: 208-934-8872 
ABERDEEN AMERICAN FALLS 
BINGHAM GROUND WATER DISTRICT 
BONNEVILLE-JEFFERSON GROUND 
JEFFERSON CLARK GROUND WATER 
MADISON GROUND WATER DISTRICT 
MAGIC VALLEY GROUND WATER 
NORTH SNAKE GROUND WATER 
Represented by: 
CANDICE MMC HUGH 
101 S CAPITOL BLVD, STE 300 
BOISE, ID 83702 
Phone: 208-395-0011 
IDAHO FOUNDATION FOR 
NEW YORK IRRIGATION DISTRICT 
Represented by: 
CHARLES FMC DEVITT 
420 W BANNOCK ST 
PO BOX 2564 
BOISE, ID 83701-2564 
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STATE OF IDAHO 
Represented by: 
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OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL 
STATE OF IDAHO 
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CITY OF NAMPA 
UNITED WATER OF IDAHO 
Represented by: 
CHRISTOPHER H MEYER 
601 W BANNOCK ST 
PO BOX 2720 
BOISE, ID 83701 2720 
Phone: 208-388-1200 
BIG WOOD CANAL COMPANY 
Represented by: 
CRAIG D HOBDEY 
HOBDEY LAW OFFICE PLLC 
125 5TH AVE 
PO BOX 176 
GOODING, ID 83330-0176 
Phone: 208-934-4429 
BASIN AND RANGE RESOURCE 
JEFF C & JACKIE HARPER 
Represented by: 
DANA L HOFSTETTER 
608 W FRANKLIN ST 
BOISE, ID 83702-5509 
Phone: 208-424-7800 
NAMPA & MERIDIAN IRRIGATION 
Represented by: 
DANIEL V STEENSON 
455 S THIRD ST 
PO BOX 2773 
BOISE, ID 83701-2773 
Phone: 208-342-4591 
NEZ PERCE TRIBE 
Represented by: 
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Phone: 303-444-2549 
CITY OF MERIDIAN 
Represented by: 
JEFFREY C FEREDAY 
601 W BANNOCK ST 
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BOISE, ID 83701-2720 
Phone: 208-388-1200 
EGIN BENCH CANALS INC 
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IDAHO IRRIGATION DISTRICT 
NEW SWEDEN IRRIGATION DISTRICT 
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Represented by: 
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FARM DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION 
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Represented by: 
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JOHN M MARSHALL LAW PLLC 
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CITY OF POCATELLO 
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DILLER MILLER LAND CO LLC & 
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A & B IRRIGATION DISTRICT 
BURLEY IRRIGATION DISTRICT 
CLEAR SPRINGS FOODS INC 
MILNER IRRIGATION DISTRICT 
NORTH SIDE CANAL COMPANY 
TWIN FALLS CANAL COMPANY 
Represented by: 
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195 RIVER VISTA PL STE 204 
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
Represented by: 
US DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 
ENVIRONMENT & NATL' RESOURCES 
550 WEST FORT STREET, MSC 033 
BOISE, ID 83724 
MINIDOKA IRRIGATION DISTRICT 
Represented by: 
W KENT FLETCHER 
1200 OVERLAND AVE 
PO BOX 248 
BURLEY, ID 83318-0248 
Phone: 208-678-3250 
IN RE: FORM AND CONTENT OF 
FINAL UNIFIED DECREE 
(BASIN-WIDE ISSUE 16) 
ASLETT RANCHES PARTNERSHIP 
PO BOX B 
TWIN FALLS, ID 83301 
Phone: 208 734-5533 
TERRY & ANITA CLARK 
PO BOX 308 
CAREY, ID 83320 
Phone: 208-788-4280 
DIRECTOR OF IDWR 
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ORDER 
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EXHIBIT 1 
Subcase Nos: 
01-00011 01-02076 03-02014 31-00261 31-02059 31-02189 
01-00012 01-04000 03-02016 31-00266 31-02060 31-02190 
01-00077 01-04008 03-02026 31-00288 31-02061 31-02204 
01-00083R 01-04009 03-02027 31-00303 31-02062A 31-02205 
01-00083V 01-04011 03-02044 31-00305 31-02062B 31-02220 
01-00090 01-04012 03-02047 31-00318 31-02066 31-02230 
01-00116AQ 01-04013 03-04007 31-00320 31-02068 31-02244A 
01-00117AS 01-04016 03-04015 31-00322 31-02070 31-02250 
01-00118AQ 01-04018 03-04020 31-00325 31-02071 31-02260 
01-00118AT 01-04019 03-07014 31-00353 31-02072 31-02283 
01-00130 01-04022 03-07023 31-00375 31-02073 31-02400 
0l-00146X 01-04023 03-07026 31-00377 31-02076 31-04002 
01-00168 01-04027 03-07032 31-02000A 31-02082 31-04003 
01-00173 01-04029 31-00009 31-02000C 31-02086 31-04006 
01-00174 01-04031 31-00010 31-02000D 31-02087 31-04013 
01-00178 01-04032 31-00014 31-02001 31-02088 31-04014 
01-00189 01-04034 31-00016 31-02002 31-02090 31-04020 
01-00197 01-04037 31-00017 31-02008 31-02096 31-04035 
01-00228 01-04039 31-00021 31-02009 31-02102 31-04036 
01-00282 01-04040 31-00044 31-02010 31-02106 31-04068 
01-00283 01-04042 31-00045 31-02012 31-02107 31-04070 
01-00289 01-04043 31-00068 31-02014 31-02109 31-04073 
01-00292A 01-04044 31-00069 31-02018 31-02110 31-04078 
0l-00292B 01-04059 31-00093 31-02020 31-02111 31-04080 
01-00293 01-07030 31-00094 31-02023 31-02113 31-04091 
01-00308 01-07032 31-00103 31-02026 31-02115 31-04094 
01-00310J 01-07036 31-00107 31-02027 31-02117 31-04103 
01-00314 01-07037 31-00108 31-02029 31-02118 31-04109 
01-00318 01-07047 31-00109 31-02030 31-02123 31-04113 
01-00325 01-07050 31-00148 31-02033A 31-02127 31-04118 
01-00364 01-07052 31-00149 31-02033B 31-02128 31-04120 
01-00365 02-02000 31-00152 31-02034 31-02130 31-04121 
01-00366 02-02003 31-00153 31-02035 31-02131 31-04124 
01-00367 02-02004 31-00154 31-02036 31-02138 31-04136 
01-02001 02-02006 31-00170 31-02038A 31-02140 31-04137 
01-02005 02-02010 31-00171 31-02038B 31-02144 31-04138 
01-02007B 02-02011 31-00172 31-02041 31-02145 31-04139 
01-02008 02-02015 31-00182 31-02042 31-02153 31-04140 
01-02011 02-02017 31-00183 31-02043 31-02155 31-07085A 
01-02012A 02-02019 31-00204 31-02044A 31-02158 31-07130 
01-02012B 02-02031 31-00217 31-02044B 31-02160 31-07336 
01-02018 02-02058 31-00222 31-02046 31-02162 31-07339 
01-02020 02-02152 31-00223 31-02048 31-02165A 31-07413 
01-02021 02-04014 31-00228 31-02049 31-02170 31-07419 
01-02023 02-04023 31-00230 31-02050 31-02171 34-00001 
01-02024 02-07277 31-00233 31-02052 31-02176 34-00027 
01-02034 02-07300 31-00234 31-02054 31-02177 34-00037 
01-02035 02-07321 31-00236 31-02055 31-02181 34-00051 
01-02052 02-07327 31-00259 31-02057 31-02182 34-00075 
01-02075 02-07366 31-00260 31-02058 31-02184 34-00090 




34-00091 34-00965B 34-02077 34-02166 34-04051 35-02005 
34-00101 34-00966 34-02078 34-02168 34-04071 35-02006 
34-00150 34-00968 34-02079 34-02169 34-04072 35-02007 
34-00168C 34-00969 34-02080 34-02178 34-04073 35-02008 
34-00176B 34-02000 34-02081 34-02179 34-04075 35-02010B 
34-00183 34-02002 34-02083 34-02180 34-04080 35-02011 
34-00185 34-02003 34-02086 34-02182A 34-04082 35-02020 
34-00190 34-02004 34-02087 34-02182B 34-04088 35-02021 
34-00202 34-02008 34-02089 34-02183 34-04090 35-02023 
34-00203 34-02009 34-02091 34-02186 34-04091 35-02027 
34-00204 34-02010 34-02093 34-02188 34-04092 35-02028 
34-00205 34-02013 34-02094 34-02196 34-04095 35-02036 
34-00206 34-02014 34-02095 34-02197 34-04129 35-02038 
34-00260 34-02016 34-02096 34-02198 34-04134 35-02040 
34-00261 34-02017 34-02098 34-02200 34-07062 35-02047 
34-00262A 34-02020 34-02100 34-02213 34-07191 35-02053 
34-00285 34-02021 34-02101 34-02217 34-07284 35-02054B 
34-00286 34-02023 34-02104 34-02228 34-07285 35-02057 
34-00306 34-02024A 34-02105 34-02230 34-07350 35-02063 
34-00345 34-02024B 34-02106 34-02238 35-00003 35-02105 
34-00396E 34-02025 34-02107 34-02249 35-00004 35-02118 
34-00402 34-02027 34-02109 34-02250 35-00005 35-02146 
34-00419 34-02028 34-02110 34-02264 35-00008 35-02162 
34-00545B 34-02029 34-02111 34-02268 35-00009 35-02193 
34-00578 34-02031 34-02112 34-02270 35-00011 35-02195 
34-00604 34-02032 34-02113 34-02301 35-00012 35-02196 
34-00670 34-02034 34-02114 34-02327 35-00013 35-02254 
34-00671 34-02035 34-02115 34-02338 35-00014 35-02343 
34-00679 34-02036 34-02118 34-02339 35-00016 35-02378 
34-00706 34-02037 34-02120 34-02446 35-00017 35-02414 
34-00744 34-02039 34-02123 34-02448 35-00021 35-02460A 
34-00748 34-02041 34-02124 34-02449A 35-00022 35-02578 
34-00749 34-02043 34-02128 34-02450 35-00023 35-02587 
34-00846 34-02044 34-02131 34-02451 35-00024 35-02607 
34-00853 34-02047 34-02132 34-02455 35-00025 35-02616 
34-00854 34-02051 34-02136 34-02470 35-00026 35-02671 
34-00857 34-02054 34-02137 34-02514 35-00027 35-02760 
34-00858 34-02056 34-02138 34-02601 35-00030 35-02780 
34-00863 34-02057 34-02139A 34-04000 35-00031 35-02790 
34-00876 34-02058 34-02139B 34-04007 35-00032 35-02886 
34-00877 34-02059 34-02141 34-04012 35-00033 35-02887 
34-00882 34-02061 34-02142 34-04014 35-00034 35-02891 
34-00900 34-02066 34-02143 34-04020 35-00035 35-02988 
34-00906 34-02067 34-02147 34-04021 35-00043 35-02994 
34-00920 34-02068 34-02150 34-04024 35-00044 35-02997 
34-00928 34-02070 34-02152 34-04025 35-00050 35-03004 
34-00933 34-02072 34-02153 34-04030 35-00056B 35-03005 
34-00940 34-02073 34-02154 34-04036 35-02000 35-03006 
34-00941 34-02074 34-02157 34-04038 35-02003 35-03007 
34-00942 34-02076 34-02164 34-04050 35-02004 35-04001 




35-04002 35-07527 36-00170 36-02240 36-04111 36-07972 
35-04010 35-07577 36-00171 36-02275 36-04112 36-07982 
35-04027 35-07578 36-00172 36-02278 36-04116 36-07987 
35-04033 35-07606 36-00173 36-02281 36-04118 36-07988 
35-04035 35-08010 36-00174 36-02287 36-04128 36-08066 
35-04036 35-08020 36-00175 36-02291 36-04149 36-08071 
35-04041 35-08185 36-00177 36-02292 36-04150 36-08109 
35-04042 35-08339 36-00178 36-02293 36-04160 36-08160 
35-04043 36-00013 36-00179 36-02353 36-04161 36-08173 
35-04048 36-00014 36-00180 36-02367B 36-04162 36-08193 
35-04060 36-00020 36-00181 36-02368B 36-04163 36-08210 
35-04067 36-00038 36-00182 36-02375 36-04164 36-08211 
35-04086 36-00040B 36-00183 36-02392 36-04165 36-08287 
35-04097 36-00045 36-00184 36-02402 36-04166 37-00014D 
35-04108 36-00052 36-00186 36-02411 36-04167 37-00023 
35-04109 36-00053 36-00187 36-02462 36-04168 37-00030 
35-04123 36-00055AE 36-00188 36-02534 36-04173 37-00031 
35-04126 36-00056 36-00189B 36-02601 36-04176 37-00052 
35-04128 36-00078 36-00195 36-02602 36-04177 37-00065 
35-04133 36-00083 36-00197 36-02677 36-04185 37-00071A 
35-04143 36-00107 36-00198B 36-02686 36-04189 37-00073 
35-04162 36-00114 36-02001 36-02687 36-04194 37-00074 
35-04165 36-00118 36-02003A 36-02695 36-04208 37-00075 
35-04173 36-00124B 36-02003B 36-02699 36-04216 37-00076 
35-04174 36-00126 36-02005 36-02702 36-04223 37-00093 
35-04178 36-00127 36-02012 36-02731A 36-04225 37-00094 
35-04185 36-00137 36-02015 36-02731B 36-04226 37-00100 
35-04186 36-00140 36-02020 36-02901 36-04229 37-00103 
35-04197 36-00142 36-02022 36-04003 36-04236 37-00105C 
35-04200 36-00143 36-02023 36-04022 36-04238 37-00106E 
35-04202 36-00144 36-02025 36-04028 36-04247 37-00113J 
35-04216 36-00145 36-02029 36-04029 36-04249 37-00122A 
35-04217 36-00146 36-02030 36-04030 36-04251 37-00122B 
35-04224 36-00147 36-02033 36-04031 36-04262 37-00123A 
35-04232 36-00148 36-02036 36-04034 36-07183 37-00123B 
35-04235 36-00150 36-02042 36-04039 36-07261 37-00124 
35-04238 36-00151 36-02070D 36-04041 36-07339 37-00146 
35-04239 36-00153 36-02091 36-04054 36-07375 37-00147 
35-04257 36-00154 36-02150 36-04055 36-07382 37-00148 
35-04259 36-00155 36-02153A 36-04056 36-07439 37-00152 
35-04262 36-00156 36-02160B 36-04063 36-07482 37-00156 
35-04264 36-00157 36-02172B 36-04066 36-07500 37-00165 
35-04265 36-00158 36-02174B 36-04067 36-07530 37-00166 
35-04267 36-00159 36-02183 36-04070 36-07637 37-00179 
35-04270 36-00160 36-02218 36-04077 36-07849 37-00182A 
35-04273 36-00161 36-02222 36-04093 36-07867 37-00185 
35-04278 36-00162 36-02223 36-04095 36-07880 37-00212B 
35-07381 36-00163 36-02226 36-04105 36-07891 37-00234A 
35-07446 36-00164 36-02234 36-04106 36-07893 37-00237A 
35-07482 36-00165 36-02235 36-04107 36-07910 37-00237B 




37-00242 37-00478 37-00770B 37-00937 37-01229 37-02107B 
37-00243 37-00479B 37-00809 37-00938 37-01234 37-02111 
37-00244 37-00484 37-00812 37-00940 37-01235 37-02112 
37-00251 37-00502 37-00813 37-00943A 37-01237 37-02113 
37-00261 37-00515 37-00816 37-00943B 37-01245 37-02115 
37-00264 37-00518 37-00829 37-00943D 37-02004 37-02119 
37-00266 37-00519 37-00830 37-00943E 37-02009 37-02120 
37-00276G 37-00520 37-00832 37-00944A 37-02011 37-02121 
37-00290 37-00531A 37-00837 37-00944C 37-02014 37-02129 
37-00291 37-00532 37-00838 37-00944D 37-02023 37-02130 
37-00298A 37-00534 37-00839 37-00944E 37-02025 37-02132 
37-00298B 37-00535 37-00840 37-00946 37-02027 37-02133 
37-00302A 37-00540 37-00841 37-00949 37-02028 37-02134 
37-00316B 37-00541 37-00842 37-00955 37-02029 37-02135 
37-00318B 37-00550 37-00843 37-00968 37-02036 37-02136 
37-00318C 37-00553 37-00853 37-00979 37-02037 37-02137 
37-00323 37-00554 37-00858 37-00985 37-02042 37-02141 
37-00324 37-00555 37-00860 37-00992 37-02044 37-02143 
37-00325A 37-00556 37-00864 37-01015 37-02047 37-02145 
37-00325B 37-00573 37-00866 37-01019 37-02048 37-02146 
37-00331 37-00575 37-00879 37-01020 37-02050 37-02149 
37-00334A 37-00602 37-00883A 37-01023 37-02053 37-02150 
37-00334D 37-00603 37-00886F 37-01024 37-02054 37-02151 
37-00334G 37-00605 37-00888 37-01025 37-02058 37-02155 
37-00335 37-00610 37-00890 37-01044 37-02059 37-02159 
37-00336 37-00615 37-00894A 37-01045 37-02060 37-02164 
37-00337B 37-00628 37-00896 37-01050 37-02061 37-02167 
37-00339 37-00644 37-00897 37-01055 37-02063 37-02171 
37-00340 37-00666B 37-00898 37-01069 37-02064 37-02175 
37-00342 37-00685B 37-00900 37-01071A 37-02065 37-02181 
37-00346 37-00691F 37-00901 37-01071B 37-02068 37-02182 
37-00347 37-00697 37-00902A 37-01091 37-02072 37-02183 
37-00348 37-00698 37-00902B 37-01093 37-02073 37-02184 
37-00349 37-00699A 37-00903 37-01104A 37-02077 37-02186 
37-00350 37-00699B 37-00904 37-01111 37-02078 37-02187 
37-00360 37-00700 37-00907 37-01121 37-02079 37-02189 
37-00362 37-00703D 37-00908 37-01122 37-02080 37-02193 
37-00363H 37-00704B 37-00909 37-01128 37-02081 37-02194 
37-00364C 37-00708 37-00910 37-01129 37-02082 37-02197 
37-00364H 37-00711 37-00911 37-01130 37-02083 37-02203 
37-00364J 37-00714 37-00912 37-01133 37-02084 37-02204 
37-00382 37-00721 37-00913 37-01171 37-02086 37-02205 
37-00383 37-00723 37-00914 37-01180 37-02088 37-02208 
37-00385 37-00729 37-00915 37-01182 37-02090 37-02209 
37-00413 37-00742 37-00916 37-01193 37-02091 37-02210 
37-00414 37-00749A 37-00920 37-01194 37-02093 37-02213 
37-00435B 37-00749B 37-00921 37-01196 37-02100 37-02214 
37-00442 37-00755 37-00922 37-01220 37-02105 37-02216 
37-00445 37-00765 37-00923 37-01221 37-02106 37-02219 
37-00462 37-00770A 37-00936 37-01224D 37-02107A 37-02225 




37-02232 37-02374 37-02603 37-04113 37-07021 37-30008 
37-02235 37-02381 37-02617 37-04115A 37-07048 37-30010 
37-02236 37-02382 37-02620 37-04143 37-07056 37-30011A 
37-02237 37-02389 37-02634B 37-04153 37-07057 37-30012 
37-02238 37-02390 37-02655 37-04154 37-07060 37-30013 
37-02239 37-02391 37-02659 37-04161 37-07068 37-30015 
37-02241 37-02392 37-02674 37-04164 37-07073 37-30016 
37-02253 37-02393 37-02677 37-04165 37-07097 37-30017 
37-02254 37-02395 37-02691 37-04171 37-07141 37-30018 
37-02263 37-02397 37-02718 37-04176 37-07155 37-30019 
37-02267 37-02401 37-02721 37-04179 37-07156 37-30020 
37-02272 37-02406 37-02731 37-04190 37-07161 37-30021 
37-02278 37-02407 37-02752A 37-04222 37-07182 37-30022 
37-02279 37-02408 37-02765 37-04230 37-07190 37-30023 
37-02280 37-02409 37-02767 37-04231 37-07212 37-30024C 
37-02281 37-02412 37-02768 37-04232 37-07250 37-30025 
37-02288 37-02421 37-02770 37-04233 37-07254 37-30026 
37-02291 37-02423 37-02772 37-04234 37-07263 37-30027 
37-02292 37-02424 37-02775 37-04235 37-07268 37-30028 
37-02295 37-02434 37-02786 37-04243 37-07293 37-30029 
37-02298 37-02436 37-02787 37-04244 37-07342 37-30031 
37-02299 37-02439 37-02793A 37-04253 37-07347 37-30032 
37-02301A 37-02442 37-02793B 37-04256 37-07449 37-30033 
37-02301B 37-02448 37-02798 37-04257 37-07529 37-30034 
37-02304 37-02450 37-02801A 37-04262 37-07578 37-30035 
37-02305 37-02454 37-03156 37-04290 37-07621B 37-30036 
37-02307 37-02459 37-04000 37-04299 37-07750 37-30038 
37-02308 37-02461 37-04001 37-04310 37-07778 37-30039 
37-02313 37-02463 37-04003 37-04316 37-07791 41-00010 
37-02314 37-02464 37-04006 37-04318 37-07946 41-00011 
37-02315 37-02465 37-04027 37-04321 37-07951 41-00014 
37-02322 37-02485 37-04028 37-04330 37-07959B 41-00045 
37-02323 37-02486 37-04036 37-04345 37-07998 41-00054 
37-02325 37-02487 37-04043 37-04346 37-08033 41-02002 
37-02328 37-02488 37-04046 37-04347 37-08037 41-02003 
37-02330 37-02490 37-04047 37-04348 37-08046 41-02010 
37-02331 37-02491 37-04056A 37-04360 37-08049 41-02011 
37-02334 37-02503 37-04056B 37-04361 37-08134 41-02018 
37-02335 37-02511 37-04064 37-04371 37-08241 41-04015 
37-02340 37-02520 37-04065 37-04380 37-08278 41-04020 
37-02342 37-02521 37-04068 37-04382 37-30000J 41-04021 
37-02343 37-02522 37-04073 37-04406 37-30000M 41-04033 
37-02348 37-02529 37-04075 37-04411 37-30000N 41-04036 
37-02353 37-02533 37-04079 37-04422 37-30001 41-07054 
37-02358 37-02534 37-04088 37-04423 37-30002 45-00571B 
37-02359 37-02537 37-04092 37-04424 37-30003 45-00573 
37-02369 37-02555 37-04094 37-04425 37-30004 45-00668 
37-02370 37-02574 37-04102 37-04426 37-30005 45-00670A 
37-02371 37-02585 37-04103 37-04428 37-30006 45-00670C 
37-02372 37-02590 37-04110 37-04431 37-30007 45-00724 




45-00725A 45-02308 45-04169 45-07510 47-00139 47-02161 
45-00725B 45-02501 45-04170 45-07528 47-00150 47-02162 
45-00725C 45-02507 45-04182 45-07530 47-00151A 47-02165 
45-00725D 45-02535 45-04183 45-07534 47-00151C 47-02183 
45-02000 45-02536 45-04184 45-07542 47-00159 47-02192B 
45-02005 45-02598 45-04188 45-07566 47-00165 47-02193 
45-02021 45-02607 45-04189 45-07569 47-00166 47-02201 
45-02023 45-02608A 45-04190 45-07570 47-00203 47-02211 
45-02027 45-02609 45-04196 45-07593 47-02015 47-02214 
45-02028A 45-02610 45-04203 45-07596 47-02019A 47-02216 
45-02029 45-02618 45-04206 45-07597 47-02019B 47-02221 
45-02034 45-02619 45-04207 45-07598 47-02020 47-02223 
45-02035 45-02645 45-04222 45-07602 47-02030 47-02226 
45-02041 45-02649 45-04224 47-00002 47-02042 47-02227 
45-02050 45-02675 45-04225 47-00005 47-02043 47-02228 
45-02054 45-02681 45-04226 47-00007 47-02044 47-02230 
45-02056 45-02707 45-04227 47-00009A 47-02050 47-02231 
45-02064 45-02708 45-04231 47-00009B 47-02053 47-02233 
45-02072 45-02721 45-04233 47-00009C 47-02054 47-02237 
45-02073 45-02756 45-04237 47-000llB 47-02055 47-02239 
45-02074 45-02762 45-04244 47-00012 47-02057 47-02240 
45-02076 45-04003 45-04246 47-00014 47-02058 47-02253 
45-02080 45-04004 45-04247 47-00015 47-02059 47-02254 
45-02081 45-04010 45-04248 47-00019 47-02060 47-02266 
45-02083 45-04012 45-04249 47-00020 47-02063 47-02270 
45-02088 45-04016 45-04255 47-00021 47-02065 47-02287 
45-02092 45-04017 45-04257 47-00022 47-02070 47-02288B 
45-02093 45-04019 45-04262 47-00024 47-02071 47-02303 
45-02095 45-04020 45-04265 47-00025 47-02073 47-02318 
45-02096 45-04034 45-04266 47-00028 47-02075 47-02444 
45-02107 45-04036 45-04267 47-00031B 47-02077 47-02445 
45-02108 45-04051 45-04268 47-00034 47-02079 47-02459 
45-02115 45-04064 45-07038 47-00036 47-02081 47-02460 
45-02118 45-04065 45-07078 47-00037A 47-02082 47-02471 
45-02119 45-04071 45-07091 47-00037B 47-02086 47-02475A 
45-02121 45-04106 45-07112 47-00042B 47-02088 47-02475B 
45-02122 45-04109 45-07123 47-00045 47-02089 47-02476A 
45-02137 45-04115 45-07146 47-00046 47-02108 47-02476B 
45-02139 45-04135 45-07185 47-00049 47-02109 47-02477 
45-02141 45-04140 45-07272 47-00050 47-02122B 47-02482 
45-02145 45-04141 45-07282 47-00053 47-02125 47-02483 
45-02146 45-04146 45-07348 47-00064 47-02127 47-02490 
45-02148 45-04147 45-07362 47-00065 47-02134 47-02493 
45-02165 45-04149 45-07365 47-00066 47-02138 47-02494 
45-02166 45-04150 45-07382 47-00067 47-02139 47-02520 
45-02178 45-04153 45-07384 47-00068 47-02140 47-02589 
45-02185 45-04154 45-07435 47-00069 47-02150 47-02590 
45-02191 45-04156 45-07437 47-00074 47-02155 47-02659 
45-02222A 45-04157 45-07453 47-00121 47-02156 47-02663 
45-02253 45-04161 45-07502 47-00123 47-02160 47-02665 




47-04002 47-04175 47-04411 47-07666 63-00274 63-02041A 
47-04007 47-04176 47-04412 47-07697 63-00288A 63-02041B 
47-04008 47-04186 47-04413 47-07711 63-00298 63-02043 
47-04009 47-04191 47-04415 47-07731 63-00305B 63-02044 
47-04011 47-04194 47-04420 47-07736 63-00309 63-02047 
47-04012 47-04195 47-04421 47-07759B 63-00310 63-02048 
47-04013 47-04201 47-04423 47-07773 63-00315 63-02049 
47-04020 47-04206 47-04424 47-07791 63-00316 63-02050 
47-04021 47-04220 47-04426 47-07885 63-00321 63-02053 
47-04026 47-04224 47-04434 47-07920 63-00323 63-02054 
47-04028 47-04226 47-04449 47-07981 63-00324 63-02056 
47-04030 47-04236 47-04467 47-08414 63-00325 63-02057 
47-04031 47-04237 47-04472 47-08415 63-00326 63-02058 
47-04032 47-04242 47-04473 47-08416 63-00327 63-02059 
47-04036 47-04248 47-04479 63-00009 63-00328 63-02060 
47-04041 47-04252 47-04480 63-00010 63-00333 63-02061 
47-04042 47-04255 47-04481 63-00011 63-00334 63-02065 
47-04044 47-04260 47-04483 63-00017 63-00335 63-02066 
47-04045 47-04262 47-04488 63-00018 63-00336 63-02067 
47-04050C 47-04269 47-04496 63-00027 63-00349 63-02068 
47-04067 47-04278 47-04498 63-00096A 63-00350 63-02069 
47-04070 47-04279 47-04499 63-00098 63-00351 63-02070A 
47-04075 47-04280 47-04500 63-00099 63-00352 63-02071 
47-04076 47-04298 47-04501 63-00108 63-00362 63-02074 
47-04079 47-04301 47-04502 63-00109 63-00363 63-02075 
47-04080 47-04304 47-04503 63-00110 63-00364 63-02076 
47-04084 47-04305 47-04510 63-00111 63-00377 63-02081 
47-04086 47-04306 47-07055 63-00149B 63-00380 63-02084 
47-04089 47-04307 47-07113 63-00161AE 63-00381 63-02087 
47-04090 47-04314 47-07123 63-00161AG 63-02000 63-02088 
47-04091 47-04316 47-07203 63-00161AQ 63-02003 63-02089 
47-04093 47-04317 47-07207 63-00161BC 63-02006 63-02091 
47-04102 47-04327 47-07215 63-00161BE 63-02008 63-02093 
47-04103 47-04328 47-07225 63-00161S 63-02010 63-02094 
47-04105 47-04336 47-07241 63-00162 63-02012 63-02095 
47-04114 47-04338 47-07249 63-00165C 63-02013 63-02096 
47-04115 47-04341 47-07251 63-00165L 63-02016 63-02097 
47-04116 47-04349 47-07337 63-00198X 63-02017 63-02099 
47-04118 47-04350 47-07338 63-00215 63-02018A 63-02101 
47-04121 47-04360 47-07377 63-00216B 63-02018B 63-02102 
47-04123 47-04378 47-07404 63-00230A 63-02018C 63-02104 
47-04127 47-04380 47-07406 63-00240 63-02019 63-02108A 
47-04137 47-04381 47-07473 63-00241 63-02020 63-02108B 
47-04138 47-04385 47-07474 63-00244 63-02021 63-02111 
47-04146 47-04386 47-07484 63-00245 63-02028 63-02113 
47-04152 47-04389 47-07499 63-00246 63-02030 63-02116 
47-04157 47-04392 47-07516 63-00247 63-02033 63-02119 
47-04158 47-04398 47-07527 63-00266 63-02035 63-02120 
47-04164 47-04402 47-07620 63-00267 63-02039 63-02121 
47-04168 47-04409 47-07626 63-00268 63-02040 63-02122 




63-02124 63-02230 63-02398 63-02550 63-02688 63-02861 
63-02125 63-02231 63-02399 63-02552 63-02689 63-02862 
63-02126 63-02235 63-02400 63-02558B 63-02692 63-02865B 
63-02127 63-02238 63-02402 63-02563 63-02693 63-02868 
63-02128 63-02243 63-02416 63-02564 63-02694 63-02869 
63-02129 63-02247 63-02417 63-02565 63-02697B 63-02870 
63-02133 63-02250 63-02418 63-02569 63-02702 63-02871 
63-02135 63-02254B 63-02419 63-02570 63-02704 63-02876 
63-02136 63-02262 63-02428 63-02574 63-02705 63-02883 
63-02139B 63-02263 63-02429 63-02577 63-02709 63-02885 
63-02140 63-02267 63-02430 63-02578 63-02715 63-02888 
63-02141 63-02273 63-02431 63-02579 63-02716 63-02894 
63-02142 63-02280 63-02435B 63-02580 63-02717 63-02897 
63-02144B 63-02288 63-02447 63-02582 63-02721 63-02905 
63-02145 63-02289B 63-02451 63-02584 63-02726 63-02924 
63-02146 63-02293 63-02452 63-02585 63-02728 63-02947 
63-02147 63-02309 63-02455 63-02589 63-02736 63-02950 
63-02149 63-02310 63-02456 63-02593 63-02737 63-02951B 
63-02151 63-02311 63-02457 63-02594 63-02745 63-02952 
63-02153B 63-02313 63-02458 63-02602 63-02752 63-02953 
63-02154 63-02314 63-02460 63-02607 63-02753 63-02959 
63-02156 63-02317 63-02463 63-02615B 63-02755B 63-02965 
63-02163 63-02319 63-02464 63-02616 63-02756 63-02969 
63-02166 63-02323 63-02466 63-02619 63-02764 63-02970 
63-02169 63-02324 63-02469 63-02620 63-02766 63-02976 
63-02170 63-02327 63-02480 63-02630B 63-02772 63-02977 
63-02175 63-02329 63-02485 63-02630C 63-02774 63-02981 
63-02176 63-02330 63-02486 63-02631B 63-02777 63-02982 
63-02178 63-02333 63-02487 63-02632B 63-02778 63-02984 
63-02179 63-02339 63-02490 63-02633 63-02783 63-02991 
63-02180 63-02345 63-02491 63-02634 63-02797 63-02993 
63-02181 63-02347 63-02492 63-02638 63-02801 63-02995 
63-02185 63-02348 63-02494 63-02641 63-02807 63-02996 
63-02187 63-02355 63-02496 63-02642 63-02809 63-02998 
63-02189 63-02361 63-02498 63-02645 63-02811 63-02999 
63-02190 63-02362 63-02501 63-02646 63-02817 63-03000 
63-02191 63-02363 63-02508 63-02649 63-02819A 63-03003 
63-02194 63-02365 63-02509 63-02652B 63-02820 63-03005 
63-02197 63-02366 63-02512 63-02653 63-02821C 63-03006 
63-02198 63-02367 63-02513 63-02658 63-02830 63-03015 
63-02201 63-02371 63-02525 63-02661 63-02831 63-03025 
63-02202 63-02378 63-02526 63-02665 63-02832 63-03030 
63-02204 63-02379 63-02527B 63-02669B 63-02835 63-03037 
63-02205 63-02380 63-02528 63-02674 63-02836 63-03038 
63-02207 63-02382 63-02530 63-02675 63-02838 63-03040 
63-02208 63-02384 63-02534 63-02676 63-02840 63-03042 
63-02211 63-02385 63-02536B 63-02677 63-02844 63-03045 
63-02213 63-02393 63-02541 63-02683 63-02847 63-03047 
63-02220 63-02394 63-02544 63-02685 63-02853 63-03050 
63-02223 63-02395 63-02548 63-02686 63-02859 63-03052 




63-03059 63-03385 63 04084 63-04385 63-04671 63-04910 
63-03063 63-03386 63-04087 63-04393 63-04672 63-04911 
63-03076 63-03388 63-04088 63-04399 63-04673 63-04913 
63-03087 63-03389 63-04120 63-04412 63-04687 63-04917 
63-03095 63-03410 63-04123 63-04416 63-04701 63-04924 
63-03098B 63-03421 63-04128 63-04418 63 04702 63-04925 
63-03106 63-03431 63-04130 63-04422 63-04703 63-04929 
63-03109 63-03433 63-04133 63-04423 63-04705 63-04933 
63-03115 63-03437 63-04140 63-04433 63-04711 63-04934 
63-03117 63-03444 63-04142 63-04435 63-04712 63-04943 
63-03127B 63-03446 63-04145 63-04439 63-04713 63-04944 
63-03130 63-03454 63-04151 63-04440 63 04715 63-04945 
63-03131 63-03456 63-04155 63-04448 63-04718 63-04947 
63~03133 63-03463 63 04161 63-04451 63 04720 63-04948 
63-03139 63-03468 63-04164 63-04463 63-04721 63-04955 
63-03143 63-03506 63-04168 63-04465 63-04722 63-04959 
63-03171B 63-03537 63-04169 63-04469 63-04723 63-04960 
63-03178B 63-03550 63-04173 63-04477 63-04726 63-04962 
63-03183B 63-03604 63-04174B 63-04478 63-04727 63-04969 
63-03185 63-03615 63-04177 63-04479 63 04729 63-04973 
63-03186 63-03621 63-04179 63-04480 63 04735 63-04975 
63-03192 63-03627 63-04181 63-04481 63-04738 63-04984 
63-03218 63-03628 63-04182 63-04486 63-04740 63-04985 
63-03228 63-03629 63-04187 63-04494 63 04751 63-04987 
63-03230 63-03632 63-04193 63-04497 63-04754 63-04991 
63-03235 63-03635 63-04196 63-04525 63 04755 63-04996 
63-03245 63-03650 63-04198 63-04530A 63-04768 63-04999 
63-03256 63-03651 63-04199 63-04539 63-04771 63-05000 
63-03258 63-03652 63-04208 63-04542 63-04800 63-05003 
63-03262 63-03653 63-04218 63-04543 63-04818 63-05008 
63-03263B 63-03654 63-04224B 63-04550 63-04824 63-05009 
63-03265 63-03655 63-04228 63-04553 63 04827 63-05014 
63-03267 63-03656 63-04249B 63-04568 63-04832 63-05019 
63-03290 63-03657 63-04253 63-04569 63-04842 63-05020 
63-03301 63-04000 63-04278C 63-04570 63-04850 63-05026 
63-03306 63-04003 63-04279 63-04578 63-b4855 63-05030 
63-03313 63-04009 63-04296 63-04581 63-04860 63 -05042 
63-03328 63-04011 63-04299 63-04584 63-04861 63-05043 
63-03332 63-04012 63-04300 63-04586 63-04863 63-05046 
63-03339B 63-04017 63-04304 63-04589 63-04875 63-05050 
63-03341 63 04031 63-04305 63-04592 63-04876 63-05056 
63-03342 63-04032 63-04310 63-04599 63-04879 63-05058 
63-03343 63-04033 63-04317 63-04627 63-04887 63-05061 
63-03345 63-04034 63-04330 63-04637 63-04889 63-05062 
63-03347 63-04041 63-04357 63-04648 63-04895 63-05064 
63-03364 63-04043 63-04360 63-04650 63-04896 63-05066 
63-03376 63-04044 63..:04363 63-04654 63-04899 63-05072 
63-03379 63-04046 63-04364 63-04656 63 04903 63-05074 
63-03381 63-04058 63-04382 63-04657 63-04908 63-05084 
63-03384 63-04077 63-04383 63-04666 63-04909 63-05086 




63-05090 63-05331 63-07323 63-08111 63-09149 63-10196 
63-05096 63-05333 63-07333 63-08133 63-09182 63-10200 
63-05110 63-05350 63-07335 63-08139 63-09184B 63-10218 
63-05113 63-05356 63-07339 63-08148 63-09185 63-10247 
63-05115 63-05363 63-07357 63-08157 63-09190 63-10252 
63-05118 63-05365 63-07364 63-08159 63-09210 63-10352 
63-05119 63-05368 63-07365 63-08162 63-09214 63-10353 
63-05128 63-05395 63-07373 63-08171 63-09242 63-10354 
63-05132 63-05407 63-07390 63-08192 63-09249 63-10355 
63-05136 63-05409 63-07411 63-08211 63-09259 63-10356 
63-05147 63-05410 63-07417 63-08212 63-09305 63-10358 
63-05162 63-05412 63-07433 63-08231 63-09312 63-10368 
63-05164 63-07000 63-07464 63-08259 63-09327 63-10392 
63-05175 63-07004 63-07491 63-08270 63-09331 63-10464 
63-05178 63-07009 63-07556 63-08282 63-09342 63-10512 
63-05186 63-07011B 63-07557 63-08286A 63-09369 
63-05187 63-07012 63-07563 63-08326 63-09374 
63-05188 63-07023 63-07565 63-08329 63-09407 
63-05189 63-07027B 63-07600 63-08364 63-09424 
63-05190 63-07065 63-07603 63-08391 63-09426 
63-05193 63-07096 63-07605 63-08396 63-09431 
63-05196 63-07118 63-07606 63-08430B 63-09646 
63-05202 63-07122 63-07607 63-08451 63-09659 
63-05213 63-07125 63-07610B 63-08478 63-09672 
63-05214 63-07129 63-07628 63-08485B 63-09680 
63-05217 63-07144 63-07653 63-08517 63-09731 
63-05223 63-07153 63-07656 63-08525 63-09749 
63-05238 63-07167 63-07677 63-08549 63-09752 
63-05246 63-07171 63-07687 63-08565 63-09760 
63-05247 63-07176 63-07690 63-08577B 63-09832 
63-05249 63-07181 63-07694 63-08580 63-09869 
63-05260 63-07208 63-07714 63-08639 63-09899 
63-05266 63-07212 63-07722 63-08652 63-09945 
63-05271 63-07216 63-07775 63-08719 63-09946 
63-05276 63-07222 63-07791 63-08781 63-09951 
63-05283 63-07231 63-07815 63-08801 63-09963 
63-05290 63-07232 63-07855 63-08823 63-09978 
63-05300 63-07233 63-07885B 63-08837 63-10004 
63-05301 63-07240 63-07915 63-08851 63-10015 
63-05302 63-07254 63-07919 63-08852 63-10032 
63-05305 63-07279 63-07944 63-08969 63-10033 
63-05308 63-07283 63-07967 63-08999 63-10062 
63-05313 63-07292 63-07970 63-09021 63-10106 
63-05314 63-07302 63-07977 63-09022 63-10108 
63-05317 63-07303 63-08000B 63-09038 63-10112 
63-05319C 63-07305 63-08024 63-09039 63-10128 
63-05320 63-07313 63-08032 63-09051 63-10140 
63-05324 63-07314 63-08045 63-09052 63-10174 
63-05328 63-07315 63-08050 63-09095 63-10176 
63-05329 63-07321 63-08058 63-09137 63-10187 
(Subcase list: UNCLAIMED3) 
10/12/12 
1-11 Decreed 4/1/1939 
1-12 De:::reed 4/1/1939 
1-77 Decreed 12/14/1891 
1-83R Decreed 6/1/1891 
Decreed 6/1/1891 
1-90 Decreed i 6/1/1902 
1-116AQ Decreed 6/1/1887 
1-117AS Decreed 6/1/1888 
1-118AQ Decreed I 6/1/1889 
1-118AT J Decreed 6/1/1889 
. 
1-130 Decreed 6/10/1885 
1-146X Decreed 6/30/1885 
1 1-168 Decreed 11/25/1902 
1-173 Decreed 8/17/19D1 
1-174 Decreed . 9/1/1901 
1-178 Decreed 11/25/1902 
1-189 Decreed 6/1/1893 
1-197 Decreed 11/18/1898 
:.-228 
I 
Decreed I 3/5/1902 
1-282 Decreed I 9/7/1915 
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7.00 SNAKE RIVER IRRIGATION j TILLEY, CLARENCE H 
4.00 SNAKE RIVER 
600,00 SNAKE RIVER 
L04 SNAKE RIVER 
0.20 SNAKE RIVER 
2.40 HEN RYS FORK 
3.20 DRY BED 
SNAKE 'l!VER 
9.13 SNAKE RIVER 
0.26 SNAKE RIVER 
13.40 DRY BED 
19.50 : SNAKE RIVER 
4,00 HENRYS FORK 
100,00 HEN RYS FORK 
0.34 HENRYS FORK 
12.80 HENRYS FORK 
L2C UNNAMED STREAM 
75.00 SNAKE RIVER 
4.00 SNAKE RIVER 
100.CO SNAKE RIVER 
IRRIGATION I KENDELL, WILL'AM 
IRRIGATION IDAHO CANAL & IMPROVEMEN7 CO 
IRRIG,\TION ISLAND lRRIGATION CO 
, BURKE, CW 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION KOOCH, JOPN W 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATiON HARRISON CANAL & IRRIGATION CO 
LONG ISLAND IRRIGATION CO 













LONG ISLAND IRRIGA'"ION CO; WE 
BARKDULL & SONS INC 
NELSON, SOREN; SJMMERS, STEPHEN 
J; SUMMERS, WILLIAM 
PARSONS DITCH CO 
· SHERMAN, EH; SHERMAN, SARAH E 
I SAINT ANTHONY POWER & UGHT CO i 
SAINT ANTHONY RAIL'lOAD CO 
! SULLIVAN, MARY A; SULLIVAN, 
; THOMAS E 
THOMAS, HENRY E 
WRIGHT,G G 
SCHODDE, HENRY T; SCHODDE, 
MINNIE 
PACIEICORP AN ORGEON CORP 
1-283 : Decreed i 11/14/1924 1,500.00 SNAKE RIVER IRRIGATION PACIFICORP AN ORGEON CORP 
1-289 \ Decreed 5/31/1913 3.50 SNAKE RIVER 
1-292A Decreed 10/3/1904 22,48 HENRYS FORK 
1-2928 j Decreed 10/3/1904 3.25 HENRYS FORK 
1-293 Decreed 2/20/1909 15,60 DRY BED 
1-308 Decreed 4/1/1939 6.00 SNAKE RIVER 
1-310J Decreed 4/1/1939 OAO SNAKE RIVER 
1-314 Decreed 4/1/1939 5.00 1 SNAKE RIVER 
1-318 Decreed. ! 4/1/1939 4.00 SNAKE RIVER 
1-325 Decreed 4/1/1939 2.00 SNAKE RIVER 
BRANDYWINE 





1-2001 ' License 
1-2005 License 



































LA HARTERT & CO 
SORENSEN, ROYALJ 
SORENSEN, ROYALJ; SO'!cNSON, 
: HUGH C 




JACKSON, MARVIN M 
MAC KAY, ROBERT D 
SAKAGUCHI, 5AM 
IRRIGATION, PCW,.,,R BITTON, HARRY 
i 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION I BITTON, HARRY 








SMITH, CHARLES J 
SEE KMAN, JOHN E 
i IRRIGATION i HOPF, CECIL H 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BRADBURY, WILUAM A 
Page 1 of 3 
- ~ ·~~I}t~i0Bt~~-1-2012A License 5/30/1917 1.90 SNAKE RIVER IRRIGATION LO'NDER, SIMON 
1-20128 Ucense 3/21/1907 L30 SNAKE RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION : LOWDER, SIMON 
1-2018 License 2/20/1909 15.60 SNAKE R:VER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
BRAMWELL, ADNA E; BRAMWELL, 
i VIOLA M 
1-2020 Ucense 3/3/1911 4.56 SNAKE RIVER IRRIGATION BRADBURY, WA 
1-2021 License 1/25/1913 3.20 SNAKE RIVER IRRIGATION ! TAYLOR, LYMAN A 
1-2023 Ucense 5/31/1913 3.50 SNAKE RIVER IRRIGATION ; LA HARTERT & CO 
1-2024 License 11/20/1913 0.80 SNAKE RIVER iRRIGATiON ' W!LSON, ANNA 
1-2034 Ucense ' 7/28/1919 0.30 SNAKE RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MORGAN, WILLIAM r ' 
DOMESTIC, IR'<IGATION 
1-2035 :Jcense 12/22/19:9 SO.DO SNAKE RIVER 
FROM STORAGE, 
DAIRY FARMS IRRIGATION DIST 
IRRIGATION STORAGE, 
IRRIGATION 
1-2052 License 4/24/1948 2.00 SNAKE RIVER IRRIGATION I NELSON, EPHRAIM M 
1-2075 License 7/5/1907 0.80 UNNAMED ScOUGH DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION • MOORE, DELLA C 
1-2076 License 4/9/1956 0.80 UNNAMED ScOUGH IRRIGATION MDORE, FRANCIS H 




11/1/1888 100.00 SNAKE RIVER • STOCKWATER IDAHO IRRIGATION DISTRICT 
1-4-009 
Statutory 
6/10/1888 260.00 SNAKE RIVER STOCKWATER i BURGESS CANAL & IRRIGATING CO 
Claim 
1-4011 
I Statutory ; 
6/1/1889 35.00 SNAKE RIVER STOCKWATER SUNNYDELl IRRIGATION DIST i Clalm 
' Statutory 1-4012 
Clalm 

















6/1/1968 75.00 SNAKE RIVER 
IRRIGATION, 
RUDY IRRIGATION CO 
Claim , STOCKWATER 
1-4022 
Statutory 




1/24/1891 40,00 SNAKE RIVER STOCKWATER NEW SWEDEN IRRIGATION DIST 
! ; Claim I 
1-4027 
Statutory 








11/1/1885 30.00 SNAKE RIVER 
DOMESTIC, 
REID CANAL CO 
I Claim STOCKWATER 
1-4032 
' Statutory 
11/1/1886 40.40 SNAKE RIVER 
DOMESTIC, 




11/1/1884 8.00 SNAKE RIVER 
DOMESTIC, 
DILTS IRRIGATION CO LTD 
Claim STOCKWATER 
! Stat;;tory ' 1-4037 5/1/1952 0.10 SNAKE RIVER INDUSTRIAL ! MONROC 
: Claim ' 
1-4039 
: Statutory 




7/9/1896 400,00 SNAKE RIVER 
:RRIGATION, SNAKE RIVER VALLEY IRRIGATION 
Claim ' STOCKWATER DISTRICT 
1-4-042 
Statutory 




6/1/1883 100.00 DRY BED 
DOMESTIC, 
PARKS & LEWISVILLE IRRIGATION CO 
Claim STOCKWATER i 
Page 2 of 3 
14044 
14059 6/28/1934 0.07 SNAKE RIVER 
STOCK WATER, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA ACTING 
Claim \NJLOUFE THROUGH 
1-7030 Li::ense 3/27/1979 1.00 SNAKE RIVER IRRIGA:ION LOTT. TAYLOR 
1-7032 License 7/3/1979 2.16 DRY BED IRRIGA,ION : CLARK, HALD; CLARK, MERLYN 
1-7036 License 10/12/1979 0.02 SNAKE RIVER tRRIGATION HINZ, BURL L 
1-7037 License 10/12/1979 0.02 SNAKE RIVER IRRIGATION HENDERSON, SAMUEL H 
1-7047 License 2/27/1980 0.02 SNAKE RIVER IRRIGATION JACK, RICHARD H; JACK, ROWENE 
1-7050 Licer,se 4/3/1980 om SNAKE RIVER IRRIGATION ACKERMAN, MARVIN 
1-7052 Ucense 4/25/1980 0.02 SNAKE RIVER IRRIGATION 
WALKER, RAYMONDE; WA.KER, 
RE3ECCAA 
Page 3 of 3 
Basin 02 Potentially Unclaimed Water Rights 
2·2000 License 6/:1/1906 1.53 SNAKE RIVER DOMESTIC, IRR:GATION MORDEN, STEPHEN R 
2-2003 Ucer1se 9/11/1908 0.25 WEISER RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BLANCHARD, M RAY 
2-2004 c..lcense 2/22/1909 0,70 l SNAKE RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BEDFORD, ERNEST 
2-2006 License 6/19/1909 1..00 SNAKE RiVER DOMES"CIC, IRRIGATION BLANCHARD, MARTHA W 
2-2010 Uce'lse 8/9/1910 L36 SNAKE RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ROBERTS, SOLOMON W 
2·2011 license 2/13/191: 0,10 SNAKE RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WILBUR, WALLACE D 
2-2015 Ucense 7/17/1912 0,30 : SNAKE RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HEFFNER, AGNES 
2·2017 License 6/9/1913 0,56 SNAKE RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION i CASTILE, S R 
2-2019 License 12/17/1912 1.20 SNAKE RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION VADER,ROY 
2-2031 License 7/29/1919 0.43 SNAKE RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GLASS, SAMUEL N 
2-2058 license 1/3/1934 0,32 SNAKE RIVER , DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION EUSTIS, TED W 
2·2152 license 10/26/1959 0,96 SNAKE RIVER : IRRIGA,ION TRIANGLE DAIRY INC 
2-4014 
Statutory 




10/29/1920 10,20 SNAKE RIVER IRRIGATION ANGELL, ROBERT R; ANGELL, VICTORIA B 
C!aim 
2-7277 license 1/16/1979 0.02 S?RING iRRIGATiON BYRNE, DELORES; BYRNE, EDWARD 
2-7300 License 4/25/1980 0.08 SNAKE RIVER : IR'llGATIOf-. Ll~DEMANN, DONALD 
2-7321 1 Licer.se 2/25/1981 0,02 SNAKE '1VER IRRIGATION MC DANIE~, JOHN A 
2-7327 U:::ense 3/10/1981 0,02 SNAKE RIVER IRRIGATION DUNLAP JR, ARTHUR W; DUNLAP, CORA P 
2-7366 License 12/26/1981 0,20 SNAKE R!VER tRRIGAT!ON BROWN, JAMES F; BROWN, ROSEMARY 
Page 1 of 1 
Basin 03 Potentially Unclairned Water Rights 
3-2014 i License 3/16/1967 2.48 SNAKE RIVER COMMERCIAL, IRRIGATION RALSTON, SAMUEL 
3-2016 Ucense 7/17/1947 0.74 SNAKE RIVER IRRIGATION E W LONG & SONS 
3-2026 License 8/19/1961 1.64 
SNAKE RIVER, UNNAMED 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BELL, ALVIE C 
STREAM 
3-2027 Ucense 8/29/1953 0.96 SNAKE RIVER IRRIGATION LYDA, JAMES M 
3-2044 Ucense 10/21/1957 1.15 SNAKE RIVER IRRIGATION ROEHL, AMY 6 
3-2047 Lice11se 12/16/1958 1.37 SNAKE RIVER IRRIGATION 












6/1/1955 0.02 SNA,E RIVER IRRIGATION ELKS BPOE 
C!ai1; 
3-7014 License 8/12/1974 0.04 ; SNAKE RIVER IRRIGATION 
TOWLE, GARY; TOW,E, 
SALLY 
3-7023 Ucense 2/23/1979 5,30 SNAKE RIVER WATER QUALITY IMPROVEMENT US DEPT OF DEFENSE 
3-7026 Ucense 3/4/1980 0.60 SNAKE RIVER IRRIGATION NAGASAKA, WRIGHT 
3-7032 License 6/29/1981 LOO SNAKE RIVER IRRIGATION US DEPT OF DEFENSE 
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31-9 Decreed 5/1/1908 3.20 DEADLINE LAKE 
I DOMESllC, IRRiGATiON, I ANDERSON BR07 HERS BANK • l STOCKWA"'."ER ' i 
31-10 Decreed 1/29/1910 3.20 DEAD UNE L~KE 
: DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, 
ANDcRSON BROTHERS BANK : I STOCKWATER 
31-14 Decreed 7/23/1902 8.00 
EAST FORK ! DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, 
ANDERSON BROTHERS BANK 
RATTLESNAKE CREEK : STOCKWATER 
CORRAL CREEK, 
DOMESTIC, IRRIG.l\TION, 
31-16 Decreed 9/22/1909 0.60 RATTLESNAKE CREEK, 
STOC~WATER 
ANDERSON 3ROTHERS BANK 
UNNAMED STREAM 
' DIVERSION TO STORAGE, 
31-17 Decreed 2/1/19:6 7.60 RATTLESNAKE CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ANDERSON BROTHERS BANK 
STORAGE, STOCKWATER 
31<2.1 j Decreed 4/1/1920 0.84 MUD ~AKE 
DOMESTIC, IRR:GATION, ! BECKNER, AMBBOSE J 
STOCKWATER 
31-44 I Decreed 11/10/1924 0.80 CAMAS CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, DONAHUE, MARGARET 
STOCKWATER 
Decreed B/16/1917 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, : 
l 31-45 J.76 CAMAS CREEK • STOCKWATER DONAHUE, MARGARET 
! 
I JIVERS10N TO STORAGE, 
31-68 Decreed 11/22/1909 20.20 IRRIGA,ION FROM STORAGE, HARMON RESERVOIR CO LTD 
IRRIGATION STORAGE 
: JIVERSION fO STORAGE, 
31-69 Decreed 11/22/1909 33.60 CRAB CREEK IRRIGATION FROM STORAGE, HARMON RESERVOIR CO L'D 
IRRIGATION STORAGE 
. DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, ESTATE OF THOMAS A 
31-93 Decreed 1/15/1917 1,60 MUD i.AKE 
STOCKWATER JACKSON i 
31-94 Decreed 8/22/1918 1.60 , MUD LAKE 
DOMESTIC, iRRIGATION, ESTATE OF THOMAS A I 
STOCKWATER JACKSON 
I Decreed 
: GROUND WATER, 
31-103 100.00 I SPRINGS, UNNAMED DIVERSION TO STORAGE JEFFERSON IRRIGATION CO LTD 
: 
STR=AMS 
: DOMEST:C, IRR,GAT,ON, 
31-107 Decreed 5/1/1901 2.50 . CAMAS ClEEK 
STOCKWATER 
JENSEN, H P 
' 
I 31-108 Decreed 9/7/1912 1.60 CROOKED CREEK 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, 
JENSEN, HP I STOCKWATER 




' 31-148 Decreed S/1/1898 4.50 COTTONWOOD CREEK 
STOCKWATER 
i Ml lLER, 3 ERf H 
31-149 Decreed 10/1/1900 0.80 COTTONWOOD CREEK 
DOMES~IC, IRRIGATION, ! MILLER, BERTH 
STOCKWATER 
31-152 Decre~d S/1/1902 2,00 CROOKED CREEK 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, 
MILLER & VIELE CO INC 
STOCKWATER 
31-153 Decreed S/1/:902 0.80 CROOKED CREEK 
i DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, 
MILLER & VIELE CO INC I STOCKWArER 
31-154 Decreed 6/1/1909 LOO CROOKED CREEK 
I DOMESTIC, lilRIGATION, 
MILLER & VIELE CO INC 
: : STOCKWATER ' 
31-170 Decreed 4/18/1916 1.20 SPRING LAKE 
• DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, I O 3RIEN, BN\THOLOMEW 
' 
STOCKWATER 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, : 
31-171 Decreed 8/24/1919 120 SPR,NG LAKE 
STOCKWATER 
' 0 BRIEN, BARTHOLOMEW 
31-172 Decreed 10/21/1915 0.80 SPRING LAKE 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, 
0 BillEN, JOSEPHINE 
STOCKWATER 
31-182 Decreed 11/21/1916 2.70 SPRING LAKE 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, AULDHOUSE, CLAUSON P; 
STOCKWATER OULDHOUSE, CLAUSON P 
31-183 Decreed 11/13/1914 0.70 SPRING LAKE 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, AULD HOUSE, GERRETT; 
STOCKWATER OLDHOUSE, GERRITT 
31-204 Decreed 1/1/1922 0.50 
' CAMAS CREEK, RAYS 901v1ESTIC, IRRIGATION, 
PETERSON, MARIE V 
! LAKE STOCKWATER 
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I 31-217 Decreed 11/21/1916 3.20 SPRING LAKE 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, 
RICHENS, AL l STOCKWATER 
' : DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, 3lw222 Decreed 5/3/1915 2.00 MUD LAKE 
STOCKWATER 
SAND BECK, ANDREW 




31-228 )ecreeci 5/1/1899 2.80 CAMAS CREE'< 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, 
SCHALLER, CHARL:'S J 
' STOCKWATER 
31-230 Decreed 4/4/1905 3.00 CRAB CREEK 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, FEDERAL LA.ND BANK OF 
STOCKWATER SPOKANE; SCHALLER, KELL 




31-234 Decreed l 7/9/1920 0,90 SPRINGS 
'. DOMESTIC, IRRJGATION, ~ SKODA1 OA : STOCKWATER 
31-236 Decreed 1/30/1917 1,60 McD LAKE 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, 
SPALDING, FRcD L 
STOCKWATER 
31-259 Decreed 5/1/1902 2.60 CRAB CREEK 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, UNION CENTRAL LIFE 
STOCKWATER INSURANCE CO 
I 
5/1/1908 
: DOMEST;C, IRRIGATION, UNION CENTRAL LIFE 
' 31-260 Decreed 3.20 CROOKED CREEK STOCKWATER INSURANCE CO ' 






DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, POPE, CHARLES E; WE.MOT, 
31·256 Jecreed 2.50 SPRING LAKE 
I STOCKWATER MILTON L 
31·288 Decreed 7/1/1893 0.40 UNNAMED STREAM 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, 
WOOD LIVESTOCK CO LTD 
, STOCK\\/ ATER 
31-303 Decreed 6/29/1914 1.60 CORRAL CREEK 
I DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, 
WOOD LIVE STOCK CO LTD 
STOCKWATER 
' DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, 31-305 Decreed 4/1/1910 0,80 SPRING CREEK 
STOCKWATER 
WOOD LIVE STOCK CO LTD 
31-318 Decreed 11/6/1913 1.00 SPRING 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, 
WOOD LIVE STOCK CO LTD 
I STOCKWATER 
31·320 Decreed 9/1/1909 20.00 CAMAS CREEK : STOCKWATER WOOD LIVE STOCK CO LTD 
31-322 Decreed 10/1/1919 32.00 CAMAS CREEK STOCKWATER WOOD LIVE STOCK CO LTD 
I 31-325 Decreed ' 6/11/1914 1.60 CAMAS CREEK IRRIGATION WOOD LIVE STOCK COL TD 
31-353 ;Jecreed 10/2/1917 1.20 CAMAS CREEK 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, 
HOLLEY WA1B USERS ASSN 
: STOCKWATER 
31-375 Decreed 6/11/1914 1.40 HARMON SLOUGH I STOCKWATER WOOD LIVE STOCK CO LTD 
3'.>377 Decreed 5/18/1914 4.74 SPRING LAKE 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, 
MC KEVITT, PETER 
STOCKWATER 
31-2000A Llcense 8/21/1903 3.20 CH!NG CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION STOOPS, PD 
31-2000( [ License 8/21/1903 CHING CREEK IRRIGATION ! SPONG, GUSTAF 
31-2000D License 8/21/1903 2.40 CHING CREEK IRqJGATION DUNN, HELGA 
DRY COlTONWOOD 
31-2001 License 5/28/1904 2.40 CREEK, UNNAMED DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION STOOPS, PD 
i 
l STREAM 
31-2002 ! Jcense 6/30/1904 3.20 CAMAS CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION JACOBY, JOSEPH 
31-2DJ8 License 12/2/1904 32.54 CAMAS CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WOOD LiVE STOCK CO LTD 
31-2009 license 5/4/1905 3.00 CRAB CREEK DOMES7 1C, IRRIGATION TAYLOR, DUNCANS 
! 
31-2010 License 5/12/1905 1.18 
OLD HALL MILLS!TE 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ROBBINS, FRANKLIN S 
l SPRING CREEK 
31-2012 Ucense :1/10/1905 I 2.50 LEFT FORK Ml:JDLE DOMEST:C, IRRIGATION ROBSON, LUCRETIA C 
; CREEK 
31-2014 license 11/10/1905 3.10 MIDDLE CREEK IRRIGATION STELZER, ISABE,LE ROBSON 
! 31-2018 License ! 3/12/1906 2.80 MIDDLE CREEK DOMESTIC, lRRIGATION ROBSON, LITTIE 
31-2020 license 4/24/1906 4.30 LITTLE MODOC CREEK DOMESTIC, !RRIGATION f PAUL, BERT H 
31-2023 License 8/8/1906 2.72 DIVIDE CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION TILLMAN, SAMUEL T 
31-2025 License 5/25/1907 1.60 ! CAMAS CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GREINER, JC 
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31·2029 License 4/3/:908 1.00 DUBOIS CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SPEAKMAN, M H 
31-2030 Ucense 4/30/1919 2.20 PATElZICK CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BURNSIDE, ARTHUR G 
31-2033A Uce:1se 7/1/1908 2.00 CROOKED CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CHRISTIANSEN, CHRISTINE 
31-20338 Ucense 11/11/1908 2.00 CROOKED CREEK IRRIGATION CHRISTIANSEN, CHRISTINE 
31-2034 License 10/19/1908 0.40 CRAB CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SCHALLER, CHARLES J 
31·2035 Ucense 3/23/1909 2.24 CAMAS CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION : GREINER, E F 
31-2036 License 4/23/1909 0.80 SPRING CREEK DOMESTIC, IRR!EAT10N GARDNER, PARLEY A 
31-2038A License 4/15/1912 80.80 MUD LAKE DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION OWScEY CANAL CO 
31-20388 License 12/2/1916 72.60 MUD LAKE DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION OWSLEY CANAL CO 
31-2041 License 6/29/1909 1.60 DUBOIS CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION YEAMANS, LUTl-!ER I 
. CROOKED CREEK, • I 31-2042 : Ucense 3/24/1910 0.52 
; ROCK S?RING 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BURWELL, NORA E 
31·2043 ! License : 9/16/1909 5,60 UNNAMED 1/sKE DOMES71C, IRRIGATION JENSEN, ALMA L; LITTLEFIELD, 
JOSEPHS 
: : CAMPBELL JR, JOHN; I 31-2044A , License 9/22/1909 0.60 ' RATTLESNAKE CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
CAMPBELL, ELIZA 




SAWMILL CREEK CAMPBELL, CHARLES 
31-2046 Ucense 11/22/1909 2.44 CROOKED CREEK DOMESTIC, IRR'GATION GARDNER, ELVA; WOOD, cl C 
31-2048 License ll/22/1909 33.60 
WEST FORK CAMAS 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
: 
HARMON RESERVOIR CO 
CREEK 
31-2049 License 6/4/1910 2.60 
EAST FORK 
DOMESTIC, IRR!GATiON FAYLE, WILLIAM H 
COTTONWOOD CREEK I 
31-2050 License 2/28/1910 0.50 
BOX SPRING, LITT,.E 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
; 
WOOD LIVE STOCK CO LTD 
ROCK S?RING 
31-2052 License 9/22/1914 2.00 
BEAVER CANYON 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION E LAI RD & SONS 
CREEK 
31-20S4 l License 6/20/1910 6.40 • CHING CREEK, DOMESTIC, 1qq1GATION PETERSON, STEVE 
I i COTTONWOOD C,EEK 
31-2055 License 7/1/1910 D,90 THREEMILE CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION : KELSON, CHRISTENA 
31-2057 ; Llcense 7/19/1910 3.00 I MUD LAKE ' DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION LUFKIN, GEORGE E i 
: 31·2058 License 8/27/1910 2.00 , THREEMILE CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SANDERS, EA 
i 31-2059 License 8/29/1910 3.00 MUD LAKE DOMESTIC, 'RRIGATON LAKE, GEORGE i 
31-2060 License 9/14/;910 0.52 WARM CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIEATION FREDERIKSEN, CHRISTINE 
: 31-2061 license 10/3/1910 3.00 MUD LAKE DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HANSON, JOHN 
31-2062A Ucense 10/3/1910 1.60 MUD LAKE DOMESTIC, IRRIGAT!ON NORDSTROM, CARL 
31·2062B Lice:ise 12/10/1917 ~.60 MUD LAKE DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION NORDSTROM, CARc 
31-2066 License 1/30/1917 1.60 MUD LAKE DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION PALMGREN, ER!CK E 
31-2068 Licer.se 2/26/1911 1.50 COTTONI/JOOD CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ZINK, JOSEPH H 
31·2070 Ucense 1/9/1911 0.42 SPRING ; DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION RUFENER, HENRY 
31-2071 ' U::ense 3/29i1911 2.40 1 CAMAS CREEK l DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MAGILL, CLARENCE 0 
31-2072 License 3/20/1911 3.50 • CAMAS CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WILEY, MARIE 
31-2073 Licerse 3i29/1911 1.60 MUO LAKE , DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION : CUTI.ER, AGNES 
31·2076 I license 8/9/1911 3.20 i CHING CREEK : DOMESTIC, IRRJGATION SMITE, CHETWIN 
I 31-2082 Li::ense 11/8/1911 1.40 • CHING CREEK DOMESTlC, IRRIGATION MC GOVERN, LEAH 
: 31·2086 Llcense 12/15/1913 1.60 MUD LAKE DO'vlESTIC, IRRIGATION JEMMETT, WILLIAM 
31-2087 License 8/31/1913 4.00 COTTONWOOD CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ZINK, KATIE E 
31-2088 License 4/22/1912 2.40 CAMAS CREEK DOMEST:C, IRRIGATION SPE~CER, ORSON 
31-2090 1 License 4/20/1912 0.14 IDAHO CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CARLSON, CHARLES GUSTAV 
31-2096 License 6/24/1916 2.44 MUD LAKE DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 'vllLlER, ADOLPH 
31-2102 License 9/17/1912 22.40 MUD LAKE DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION : OWSLEY, BERTHA I 
31·2106 ; Ucense 10/14/1912 0.80 UNNAMED I.AKE ! DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION LUNDHOLM, SAMUEL W ; 
31·2107 license 11/7/1912 i 1.80 ! CAMAS CREEK DOMESTIC, l'lRIGATION . WILLIAMS, ALICE RAY 
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DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION );JASON, JA~ :cS S 
31-2110 license 12/6/1912 6,00 
I CHING CREE,, 
' COTTONWOOD DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CASPER, GENEVA M 
CREEK, LITTLE CREEK 
31-2111 License 11/1/1912 1.60 COTTONWOOD CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HANKS, MARTHA E 
31-2113 License 12/5/1912 2.40 CAMAS CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION J WALKER, WILLIAM 
31-2115 Ucense 2/20/1913 1.70 
SANDHOLE LAKE, 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGA110N LARSEN, GEORGE R 
SPRING CREEK 
31-2117 License 6/16/1916 5,74 I CAMAS CREEK DOMESTIC, L,RIGATION HERRICK, WILLIAM N 
31-2118 License 2/26/1916 0,74 i CAMAS CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SANDERS, DA 
31-2123 License 8/24/1919 i 1.20 MUD LAKE iRRIGATION 0 BRIEN, BARTHOLOMEW 
31-2127 License 8/30/1913 12,00 CAMAS CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WOOD LIVESTOCK CO LTD 
,31-2128 Licer.se 9/4/1913 9.46 MUD LAKE DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
BIN NARD, GUSSIE; MOBLEY, 
EUGENE F 
31-2130 ! License 9/4/1913 0,80 CORRAL CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SCHARFHAUSEN, WILLIAM 
HART, CO; NEVILLE, DO; 
31-2131 I License 8/3/1513 12.22 CAMAS CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION NEVILLE, LOUISE; PRESTON, 
; CARRiE 
31-2138 license 12/15/1913 0.82 CROOKED CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SMITH, HENRY C 
31-2140 License 2/8/1914 OAO CORRAL CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION OLSON, ANNA LOUISA 
31-2144 License 4/22/1914 1.10 COTTONWOOD CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HENDERSON, ALBlNA 
31-2145 License 4/24/1914 ; 0,86 COTTONWOOD CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION FAYLE, EUZABETH 
31-2153 Licerse 6/1/1914 4,60 , CRYSTAL LAKE DOMESTIC, IRRIGAT;O,~ WILSON, JOHN 
! i HARDY, ChA.'lLcS W; HAU, 31-2155 Licer:se 6/4/1914 6,70 CAMAS CREEK cOMESTiC, IRRIGATION i ! l l ELIZABETH J 
' 31-21S8 License 6/11/1914 3,00 HARMON SLOUGH DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION DUNN, HELGA 
31,2160 License 6/29/1914 DAO CORRAL CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BURKE, PETER 
! 31-2162 Llcense 7/11/1914 5.32 MUD LAKE DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WAGONER, THOMAS 
31·2165A License 3/13/1915 0.44 CAMAS CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MC CANN, MARYL ' 
31-2170 Ucense 11/17/1914 3.40 CAMAS CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
?ERKINS, CHARcES; WOODIE, 
' FRED 
31-2171 Uce7se 11/17/1914 3.30 
WEST FORK CAMAS 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HAR<, CO; LARSEN, CHARLES E 
CREEK 
31·2176 License 1/7/1915 1.20 BEAVER CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGA110N STRINGHAM, DAVID 
31-2177 llcense 3/31/1915 6.26 
EAST CAMAS CREEK, 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION FREDERIKSEN, FREDERIK 
WARM RIVER 
31-2181 Ucense 5/20/1915 0,80 l UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATlON TAVENNER, HK 
' 31-2132 
1 Ucense 7/3/1915 2.00 MUD LAKE DOMESTIC, IRRIGAT:ON SANJBACH, ANDREAS 
31·2184 i license 9/2/1915 6.40 MUD LAKE IRRIGATION WILEY, MARIE 
31-2189 l Ucense 2/28/1916 0,70 CROOKED CREEK, DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION KLAMT, HERMAN F 
' SPRING 
31-2190 License S/9/1916 0,80 DRY CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION LOVE, EARLJ 
31-2204 License 9/13/1917 3.20 MUD LAKE DOMESTiC, IRRIGATION FERRUSI, LEWIS 
31-2205 License 1/1/1918 S.06 CAMAS CREEK !itRIGAiJON HUTCHISON, W H 
31-2220 License 9/15/1919 6,00 DRY CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WOOD UVE STOCK CO LTD 
31·2230 License 5/18/1922 0,01 BEAVER CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRleATION MARLOW, THOMAS e:.BERT 
31-2244A 1/20/1931 1.30 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ' 
31-22SO license 1/4/1932 4,80 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION US DEPT OF INTERIOR 
31-2260 license 9/6/1937 om SPRING DOMESTIC, IRRIGADON, HALVERSON, SHERMAN 5 
STOCKWATER 
31-2283 ! License 8/22/1945 2.96 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HAYES, GEORGE W 
31-2400 : License 4/30/1962 0,79 , GROUND WATER IRRIGATION ,AYLOR, LLOYD D 
j Sta~u:ory 
IR,qjGATION, STOCKWATER 





-- .,.· ... •-C;>> -31-4003 S':.atutory 12/15/1932 50,00 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION INDEPENDE~ T WA~ER US,RS Claim OF MUD LAKE iNC 
31-4006 
S:atutory 
5/10/1971 6,10 COTTONWOOD CREEK 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, B:.JCKLAND, GLADYS; 
Claim STOCKWATER BUCKLAND, STEVE E 
314013 
Statutory 




5/1/1935 i 3.20 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION ! ED!E, ARTHUR; EDIE, RICrARD Galm I 
31-4020 
Statutory 
5/23/1905 3.50 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, STOCKWATER USDA FOREST SERVICE 
Claim 
31-4035 
] S:atutory ! 
4/15/1935 4.00 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION, STOCKWATER EDWARDS, DAVID F 'Claim 1 
31-4036 
Statutory 








5/1/1946 ! 0.19 GROUND WATER ' DOMESTIC, !RRIGATION, YEARSLEY, '<OY D; YEARSLEY, 













10/1/1947 0,16 GROUND WATER 
' DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, 
PETU\SON, THOMAS R 
Claim STOCKWATER 
Statutory i DOMES~IC, IRRIGATION, 
31-4091 12/24/1961 ' 0.06 GROUND WATER SHULOBEG, KARL I'. ' Clai:n STOCKWATER ' 
31-4094 
Statutory 











5/1/1960 0.44 SPRINGS IRRIGATION, STOCKWATER ESTATE OF ARCHIE GROVER 
31-4113 
Statutory 
4/1/1930 0.11 SPRlNGS IRRIGATION ESTATE OF ARCHiE GROVER 
Claim I 
Statutory ' US SHEEP cXPERiMENT 31-4118 
Clalm 




8/1/1924 1.23 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, STOCKWATER 




5/1/1968 0,06 SPRING IRRIGATION, STOCKWATER ESTATE OF ARCHIE GROVER Cla;m ' 
31-4124 
Statutory 
6/1/1932 0.14 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
WOOD, JOHN; WOOD, 
C!ai--n I VAUGHN 
31-4136 
Statutory 
6/28/1934 0.41 PATELZICK CReEK STOC:<WATER, WILDLIFE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERiCA 
Cla!m ACTING THROUGH 
31-4137 
Statutory 
6/28/1934 0.36 COTTONWOOD CREEK STOCKWATER, WILDLIFE 
UNITED STATES Of AMERICA 
Claim ACT!NG THROUGH 
31-4138 
Statutory 
6/28/"93~ 0.89 DRY CREEK STOCKWATER, WILDLIFE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 





' STOCKWATER, Wi,DUFE 
UNITED STATES OF Alv.cRICA 
Claim CREEK ACTING THROUGH 
31-4140 
Statutory 
6/1/1967 6.00 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION BALL BROTHERS 
Clalm 
3i.7085A license 4/3/1973 2.26 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION BYRNE, RAYE; BYRNE, VERLA 
31-7130 license 7/30/1974 0.33 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC BEAVER CREEK RANCH 
31-7336 license 2/15/1980 0.04 MUD SPRING STOCKWATER USDA FOREST SERVICE 
' ' D01'1.ESTIC, IRR:GATI01', 31-7339 :..lcense 5/2/1980 0.04 GROUND WATER 
STOCKWATER 
EDWARDS, GAVID F 
31-7413 license- 6/29/1983 0.23 GROUND WATER STOCKWATER US DEPT OF AGRICULTURE 




Basin 34 Potentially Unclaimed Water Rights 
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34-" Decreed 7/1/1887 1.42 BIG LOST RIVER lilRIGATIO~ JO'·l~SON, MARY F 
34-27 Decreed ' 5/27/1907 2,00 AKELOPE CREEK IRRIGATION ! A'J[)ERSON, HYRUM 
34-37 , Decreed ' 7/1/1887 0.06 B'.G LOST RIVER IRRiGAT,ON ANDERSON, LOUIS 
34-51 l Decreed 6/1/"899 0.03 ; BIG LOST RIVER IRRIGATION BABCOCK, HANNAH 
34-75 Decreed 7/22/1901 0.04 BIG LOST RIVEo IRRIGATION BERTSCH,GUS 
34-90 Decreed 5/27/1907 2,50 DRY FORK CREEK IRRIGATION BLISS, LULU E 
34-91 Decreed 5/27/1907 1.50 DRY FORK CREEK IRRIGATION BLISS, PHILLIP R 
34-:01 Dec:eed 8/13/1899 1.60 
CEDAR CREEK, DRY 
IRRIGATION BRADSHAW, JO>;N ' CREEK !
34-150 Decreed 6/30/1896 0.40 ALDER CREEK i IRRIGATION CLARK, JC ! 
34-168C Decreed 6/1/1883 0.14 31G LOST RIVER IRRIGATION CONTINENTAL UFE INSURANC:: CO 
' 
34-1768 Dec-eed 4/22/1884 0.05 BIG LOST RIVER ! IRRIGATIO~ CROCKER, WRS TH01'cAS 
34-183 Decreed ' 5/10/1897 1.00 91G LOST RIVER IRRIGATION 
i DARLINGTON LAND & CATTLE 
IRRIGATION 
34-185 Decreed i 10/15/1893 1.40 ANTELOPE CREEK IRRIGATION 
DARLINGTON LAND & IRRIGATION 
i CO LTD 
! 34-190 Decreed 
I 
6/1/1890 1.36 BIG LOST RIVER IRRIGA';'ION 
DARLINGTON LAND & IRRIGAdON 
' COLTO 
34-202 Decreed 6/1/1901 2.40 TWIN BRElGES CREEK iRRIGATlON DAY, DALE 
34-203 Decreed 6/1/1914 2.40 TWiN BRIDGES CREEK IRRIGATION DAY, EN 
34-204 Decreed 6/1/1914 2.40 T'NIN BRIDGES CREEK IRRIGATION DAY, LUTHER 
34-205 Decreed 6/1/1914 2.40 TWIN BRIDGES CREEK IRRIGATION DAY, MARSHALL 
34-205 ] Decreed 6/1/1901 ' 5.60 ! TWIN BRIDGES CREEK IRRIGATION DAY, NELUE ~ 
34-260 i Decreed 9/1/1886 ! 0.20 BIG LOST RIVER ! IRRIGATION GEORGE, CHRISTINA 
34--251 i Decreed 9/1/1886 0.50 BIG LOST RIVER i IRRIGATION GEORGE, HM 
34-262A De:::reed 6/;./1890 I 0.03 31G LOST RIVER IRRIGATION GEORGE, HM 
34-285 I Decreed 5/27/1907 2.00 DRY :'ORK ANTELOPE ! IRRIGATIO~ GRIZZLE, SILAS 
CREcK 
34-286 Decreed 7/15/1907 1.00 ANTELOPE CREEK IRRiGATiON GRIZZLE, NAOMI 
34-306 Decr~ed 5/1/1885 0.01 BIG L05TRIVER IRRIGATION HARDY, LOUISE 
34-345 Decreed 3/12/1915 2.20 BIG LOST RIVER IRRIGATIO~ HUNTER, ALICE C 
34~396E De::reed 5/1/1885 0.11 BIG LOST RIVER IRRiGATION JOHNSON, MARY f 
' 34-402 Decreed 6/1/1896 O.Dl B>G LOST RIVER IRRIGATION JONES, HARVEY 
34-419 Decreed 8/1/1898 0.10 I BIG LOST RIVER IRRIGATION KIDMAN, HARRIET M 
34-545B Decreed 6/1/1887 0,90 BIG LOST RIVER IRRIGATION MCAFFEE, CLYDE 
34-578 Decreed 5/29/1893 3.20 ! DRY FORK CREEK IRRIGATION NICHOLS, D W 
34-604 i Decreed 9/30/1914 0.80 i BIG LOST RIVER IRRIGATION ! 0 ~EAL, RALPH ' 
34-670 Decreed S/1/1905 0.45 ALDER CREEK : IRRIGATION SAX, JACOB M 
34-671 Decreed 5/1/1909 0.80 ALDER CREEK IRRIGATION ; SAX, JACOB M ! 
34-679 Decreed 5/27/1907 2.66 DRY FORK CREEK , IRRIGATION SHANAFELT, MER,E 
34-706 Dec:-eed 12/1/19"5 3.20 BIG LOST RIVER l IRRIGATIO_~ STINSON, CHARLES H 
34-744 Decreed ' 5/27/1907 2.00 DRY FORK CREEK ' IRRIGAT,ON ,HOMPSON, LL 
! HUBBELL, JI; MULhALl, C Wt 
34-748 Decreed "/1/1922 250.00 BIG LOST RIVER 
IRRIGATIO~ •ROM SHANE, AT; THOUSAND SPRINGS 
S'i'ORAGE LAND & IRR CO; TUGGcE, J 8; 
WIPPERMAN, A J 
HUBBELL, JI; MULHALL, CW; 
34-749 Decreed 1/1/1922 50.00 
THOUSAND SPRINGS IRRIGATION FROM SHA"JE, AT; THOUSAND SPRINGS 
CREEK STORAGE LAND & IRR CO; TUGGLE, J B; 
WIPPERMAN, A J 
34-846 Decreed 8/13/1899 1,60 
CEDAR CREEK, DRY i IRRIGATION WHITE, JOSEPH 
CREEK 
i 34-853 Decreed 5/1/190S 0.60 BIG LOST RIVER IRRIGATION WILSON, GEORGE 
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34-1!54 Jec-eed 7/1/1916 1.00 BIG LOST RIVER . IRRIGATION WILSON, GeORGE I 
34-857 Decreed 5/1/1905 0.60 BIG LOST RIVER i IRRIGATION YOUNG, HYRUM 
34-858 Decreed 4/4/1914 2.60 BIG LOST RIVER IRRIGATION YOUNG, HYRUM I 
34-853 Decreed 6/1/1899 O.D2 BIG LOST RfVER IRRIGATION YOUNG, OKIE LEE; YOUNG, TC 
34-876 Decreed 12/30/1912 0.80 BIG LOST RIVER IRRIGATION BLACK, CHARLES H 
34-877 Dec:-eed 5/27/1910 0.80 BIG LOST RIVER iRRIGATlON CHAPIN, F H 
34-882 Decreed 4/24/1912 0.40 ANTELOPE CR EEK IRRIGATiON GILMOUR, AL 
34-900 Jecreed 11/2/1901 0.02 BIG LOST RIVER IRRIGATION Tl EDMAN, HELEN A 
34-906 Decreed 12/31/1915 0,28 ANTELOPE CREEK IRRIGATION HAGE JORN, FRANK F 
34-920 De:::reed 6/1/1896 0.04 BIG LOST RIVER IRRIGATION HOOPER, MARGARET 
34-928 Decreed 3/1/1910 20.00 CEDAR CREEK POWER MACKAY LIGHT & POWER CO 
34-933 Decreed 6/1/1896 0.12 BIG LOST RIVER IRRIGATION 
BUTTE COUNTY JOINT SCHOOL 
DISTRICT #111 
34-940 Decreec' 5/1/1884 4.00 ANTE lO PE CR EEK IRRIGATION USDA FOREST SERV'CE 
34-941 Decreed 2/1/1902 i 3.20 WILDHORS" CREE'< IRRIGATION USDA rOR"ST SERV;CE 
34-942 Decreed j 6/1/1896 ; 0.02 BIG cOST RIVER IRRIGATION VALLEY,RADING CO 
I TIBBITTS, JOYCE B; TiBBITTS, 
34-9658 Decreed 3/29/1885 0.50 Ci-lAMPAGNE CREEK MINING 
STEVEN W 
34-966 Decreed 4/14/1885 6.00 CHAMPAGNE CREEK 
IRRIGATION, 
BALDWIN, CLYDE W 
STOCKWATER 
34-968 Decreed 7/15/1907 3.40 DRY FORK CREEK 
IRRIGATION, 
ROTHVvELL, LEWIS W 
STOCK WATER 
l CHAM:JAGNE CREEK1 IRRIGATIO:-i, 
34-969 De:::reed 8/31/1911 2.12 SLAUGHTERHOUSE 
STOCKWATER 
ROTHWELL, LEWIS W 
GULrn CREEK 
34-2000 License 9/3/1903 3.20 ROCK CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WEST,ALVIN 
34-2002 License 7/29/1904 0.42 BIG LOST RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION EDRINGTON, SA 
34-2003 License 12/22/1904 1.60 NAVARRE CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION DAVIDSON, ELIZA E 
34-2004 License 6/9/1905 1.32 BIG LOST R,VER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION PURDY, WILLIAM C I 
34-2008 t License 9/5/1905 3.16 BIG LOST RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HOWELL, JOfi N B 
34-2009 License 10/13/1905 6.40 BIG LOST R,VER DOMcSTIC, IRRIGATION BRADSHAW, JOHN 
34·-2010 License 12/4/1905 0.80 BIG LOST RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION PENCE, CATHERINE A I 
34-2013 License Z/23/1906 3,20 BIG LOST RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BRADSHAW JR, WILLIAM 
34-2014 License 2/23/1906 3.20 BIG LOST RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION DONAHUE, THOMAS 
i 34-2016 Llcense 3/29/1906 30.50 CEDAR CREEK DOMESTIC, iRRIGATION HANSEN, CV 
34-2017 License 5/25/1906 3.20 BIG LOST RIVER i DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION : JONES, MARTHA A 
34-2020 License 6/20/1905 1.60 BIG LOST RIVER : DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 1 WELLS, w:,._UAM W 
34-2021 Licerise I 6/20/1906 2.40 BIG LOS' RIVER : DOMESTIC, IRRIGA710N : HARRIS, EVAN c 
34-2023 Uce:ise 6/20/1906 0.70 BIG LOST RIVER : DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WHITE, MARY A 
34-2024A license 8/13/1906 1.60 DRY CREEK i DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WILSON, ROBERT H 
34•20248 License 8/13/1906 1.60 DRY CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WHITE, JOSEPH 
34-2025 License 10/26/1906 3.20 BIG LOST RIVER ] DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION PRITCHETT, THOMAS J 
34-2027 License 12/30/1906 ' 1.20 SPRINGS DOMESTIC, IHRIGATION NEWMAN, ,HOMAS J  
3L-2028 License 1/28/1907 2.40 BIG LOST RIVER : DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION THOMPSON, ALVOR C 
34-2029 license 2/27/1907 1.60 UNNAMED STREAM i DOMESTIC, 1.,R,GATION MORRISON, CHARLES W 
34·2031 License 5/8/1907 1.30 BIG LOST RIVER I DOMESTIC, IRRIGA 110N VANCE, PRISCILLA 
34-2032 License 5/8/1907 4.00 PASS CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION TAYLOR JR, SAM F 
34-2034 Ucense 6/15/1907 2.00 WARM SPRINGS MINING LELAND, FRANK M 
: 34-2035 License 6/17/1907 3.20 CEDAR CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGAT!ON WEST, MAMIE 
34-2036 Licer:se 5/24/1907 3.20 BIG LOST RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGAT'ON GRAY, F EUGENE 
DRY CREEK, DRY 0 0R~ 
34-2037 Ucer.se 7/15/1907 4.53 ; ANTELOPE CREEK, )OMES71C, IRRIGATION NICHOLS, DW 
I LlffiE CHICKEN CREEK 
34-2039 License 7/29/1907 1.40 MARSH CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION RICHARDSON, DUESILLA 
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7/12/1907 
34-2043 License 10/24/1907 
I 34-2044 license [ 10/11/1907 
34-2047 License 12/18/1907 
34-2051 license 4/4/1908 
License 7/15/1908 
I 34-2056 License 7/18/1908 
t 34-2057 Ucet:se 7/13/1908 
34-2058 License 7/6/1908 
34-2059 \_icense 8/24/1908 
8/22/1908 
34-2066 License 10/26/1908 
34-2067 License ! 11/9/1908 
34-2068 License 11/9/1908 
34-2070 ! License 8/15/1909 
34-2072 License 12/22/1908 
34-2073 license 3/1:/1909 
34-2074 License 5/2/1909 
34-2076 ! License 5/7/1909 
34-2077 License 5/12/1909 
34-2078 Uce:1se 5/24/1909 
34-2079 L:cense S/27/1909 
34-2080 Ucense 5/27/1909 
34-2081 License 5/12/1909 
34-2083 license 6/10/1909 
34-2886 Ucense 7/19/1909 
: 34-2087 License 5/8/1909 











BIG LOST RIVER 
BIG LOST RIVER 
BIG LOSr RIVER 
PASS CREEK 





3.20 SWAUGER Dl~Ol 
0,80 : B:G LOST RIVER 

















BIG LOST RIVER 
BURNETT" SLOUGH 
BIG LOST RIVER 
WILLOW CREEK 
UNNAMED STREAM 
BIG LOST RIVER 
BIG LOST RIVER 
0.50 • CEDAR CREEK 
0,88 i ANTELO?E CREEK 
5.20 ANTELOPE CREEK 
0. 70 31G LOST RIVER 
12.80 UPPER CEDAR CREE< 
2.80 ANTI:i...OPE CREEK 
34-2091 : License 10/21/1909 1.10 ANTELOPE CREEK 
34-2093 Ucense 3/23/1910 ! 3.20 
34-2094 License 3/21/1910 1,60 
34-2095 License : 3/28/1910 0.40 
34-2096 License 1 4/12/1910 5.60 
34-2098 License 5/13/1910 1.60 
34-2100 License ! 5/9/1910 0.80 
34-2101 License 3/28/1910 4.80 
34-2l04 license 7/17/1910 1.80 
34-2105 License 6/1/1910 5.25 
; 34-2'.:.06 License 11/29/1911 1.00 
34-2107 License 7/18/1910 1.30 
: 34-2109 License 9/12/1910 1.70 
34-2110 License 8/18/1910 0.20 




UPPER CEDAR CREEK 
CEDAR CREEK 




NORTr. LAVA CREEK 
COLD SPRING CREEK, 




BIG LOST RIVER 
BIG LOST RIVER 
CONGDON SPRING 
CREEK 
34-2112 License 9/12/1910 3.36 UPPER CEDAR CREEK 
34-2113 Ucer:se 8/15/1910 0.80 1 SPRINGS 
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EVANS, DAVID I' 
EVANS, SARA, A 
MCKELVEY, ANNA 
FUREY, A GRACE 
LARTER, LEONE D 
BURTON, JOHN A 
! 
MILLER, GR 
DOMES~IC, IRRIGATION PARIS, SJ 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ANDERSON, CHARLES A 
DOMESTIC, IRRiGATION CLARK, ELIZABETH S 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 'NILUAMS, THOMAS H 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MCCLELLAN, HENRY V 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BROWN, MARTIN W i 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CONTRARY ~IMITED PARTNERSHIP 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BEVERLAND, GEORGE 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION LEIVIMON, JOHN J 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION LE'v1MON, DAV'D W 
DOMES-:-IC, IRRIGATION HARRIS, JENKIN N 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION PRITCHETT, THO'vlASJ 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CARLSON, JOHN 
DOMESTIC; IRRIGA~ION JENSEN, PETER N 
DOMcSTIC, IRRIGATION CRESTO, JOSEPH 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BRE'.>;GMAN, HT 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGA:ION JONES, WllUAM H 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WADDOUPS, EZRA 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HUNTER, J B 
i DOMESTIC, iRRIGATIO~ RICHARDSON, GEORGE P 
DOMEST!C, IRR!GATION CHERRY, CLARA H 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION fV'tUTZ, WlLUAM 
: DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MC CANN, LENNINGTON 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION LARSON, FREDERICK 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ! SARRET, URANIE 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION i MC CANN, LENNINGTON 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MC rlENRY, JO'IN 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATiON i SANDERSON, OLIVERG 
i 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MOUNTAIN SP'llNGS RANCH LLC 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SC0TT,JOHN H 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CLARK, WILLIAM 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION JONES, CALE3 R 
DO'vlESTIC, IRRIGATION CLARK, DANIEL 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WYA-;T,ANNAM 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION TRUSCOTT, LORENZO 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION VIAL, CAMILLE 
DOMESTIC, IRqlGATION HILE, SAMUEL 
; 
I 
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34-2!14 License 2/27/1511 2.00 BIG LOST RIVER DOMES,IC, IRRIGA-ION MILES, FRANK i 
34-2115 license 10/14/1910 ' 3.20 BIG LOST RIVER DOMESTIC, '8RIGATION NIEi.SON, SOREN R I 
34·2li8 License 11/9/1910 3.20 
WARM S>R!NGS 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION COWGcR, ALONZO T 
CREEK 
34-2120 License ; 3/4/1911 1.30 ALDER CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CLARK, C',ASE A; ClA,K, SOLON B 
34-2123 License 4/22/1911 0.80 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WATSON, CHARLES W 
34-2124 License 5/17/1911 1.58 ANTELOPE CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SPENCER. MRS N 
34-2128 f llcense 5/12/1911 5.00 ALDER CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ! CLARK, CHASE A 
34-2131 Ucer.se i 7/3/1911 3.20 WHITE KNOB CREEK DOMESTIC, !RRIGATIO:'i CLARK, CHASE A; CLARK, SOLON B 
34-2132 license ! 7/6/1911 0.70 LONE CEDAR CREK DOMESTIC, lHIGATION I SARRETT, JULES 
34-2136 License 9/6/1911 2.40 UPPER CEDAR CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION [ SARRETT, JULES 
CHAMPAGNE CREEK, 
34-2137 License 8/31/1911 2.12 SLAUGHTERHOUSE DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION NICHOLS, D W 
CANYON CREEK 
34-2138 : License 8/30/1911 1.40 BIG LOST RIVER DOMES7 1C, IRRIGATION PORTER, THOMAS S 
34·2139A Ucer.se ! S/1/1913 ! 1.26 ANTELOPE CREEK DOMES7 IC, IRRIGATION TAYLOR, WILLIAM F 
34-21393 Ucer:se 9/27/1911 0.94 ANTELO>E CREEK DOMESTIC, JRRIGATIOt-.: TAY .OR, WILLIAM f 
34-2141 License 2/17/1912 0.80 GARDEN CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
, 
BURTON, MARY 
34-2142 License 2/10/1912 0.40 BIG LOST RIVER • DOMESTIC, !RRIGAT,ON BEVERLAND, JAMES 
34-2143 License 3/16/1912 1.80 I.OM CEDAR CREEK i DOMESTIC, I.RRIGATiON RAYMOND, EMILE 
34-2147 Ucense 4/4/1912 OAO 
SPRINGS, UNNAMED 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION POTTS, CHARLES R 
STREAM 
34-2150 Llcer.se 4/29/1912 0.90 ANTELOPE CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CHERRY, MARK K 
34-2152 Ucense 7/12/1912 1.20 ANTELO?E CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATiON GOODMAN, LULU i 
34-2153 License 7/13/1912 1.60 PASS CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION KRANOVICH, JOE 
34-2154 Ucense 8/16/19:2 0.80 CEDAR CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRlGATION CLARK, ELIZABETH 5 
34-2157 License 11/6/1912 1.60 BIG LOST RIVER ! JRRlGATIO!'J YOUNG, JOSEPH 
34-2164 License 10/14/1913 3.20 BIG I.OST RIVER i DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SPE'RS, JAMES B 
34-2166 Jcense 10/24/1912 1.60 
DRY FORK ANTELOPE ! DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SANDERSON, OLIVER G 
CRE>K 
34-2168 License 11/11/1912 0.54 . UNNAMED SLOUGH I DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GAMET, FRANK A 
i CHANEY, ED; Fl1ZGERALD, AB; 
34-2169 License 10/28/1912 1.60 • BIG LOST RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
STACY, JOSIE MAUD 
' 
34-2178 Ucense 5/17 /19:3 3.20 BIG LOST RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGA~ION WAITE, GEORGE 
34·2179 License 4/9/1913 2.60 BIG LOST RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATIO.\ FRICKEY, WIUAM 
34-2180 License 12/18/1913 0.70 BIG LOST RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATIO,\ LONGHURST, MURRAY 
34-2182A License 10/3/1913 0.40 BIG LOST RlVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HARMON JR, Al.LE,\ I 
34-2:829 License 10/3/1913 0.90 BIG LOST RIVER DOMESTIC, l'!RIGATION I HARMON, ALLEN I 
34-2183 License 11/1/1913 1.00 I BIG I.OST RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGA!lON ] HARMON SR, ALLEN I 
34-2186 License 11/10/1913 1.00 I SPRING DOMESTIC, MINING 
1 CANADAY, AW 
l 34-2188 U::erise 12/17/1913 0.20 i BIG LOST RIVER DOMESTiC, IRRIGATION I BLACK, CHA,LES H 
l 34-2196 License 1/7/1916 1.60 ! BIDDY CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION FALUNI, CARLO I 
34-2197 License 5/22/1914 2.40 I BIG LOST RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION LAWSON, OVID 
34-2198 License 8/8/1914 1.24 
DRY FORK ANTELOPE 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MILLER, JOH,~ C 
! CREEK 
34-2200 Llcense: 6/10/1914 0.40 BIG LOST RIVER DOMESTIC, :RRiGATION BAKER, ROSA 
34-2213 Ucense 5/3/1915 0.60 BIG LOST R'VER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION OLIVER, OLIVE E 
34-2217 L'.cense 8/11/1915 0.80 GREENS DITCH IRRIGATlON CURRA,~, DELLA SChAff 
34-2228 License 6/21/1933 0,30 CARR SPRING INDUSTRIAL, IRRIGATION TAYLOR, CLYDE C; TAYLOR, IVAN I 
34-2230 License I 7/2/1916 0.10 BIG LOST RIVER COMMERCIAL OREGON SHORT LINE RAILWAY CO 
34-2238 License 6/27/1918 0.40 ANTELOPE CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION TAYLOR, AMOSS 
l 34·2249 License I 2/3/1926 0.34 LOWER CEDAR CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CLARK, WILLIAM 
34~2250 1 license 2/3/1926 0.10 LOWER CEDAR CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CLARK, JOSEPH A 
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34-22&4 License :2/3/1938 050 I GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, FIRE MURGIC, STEVE 
PROTECTION 
34-2268 Ucense 1/3/1945 12.20 ' BIG LOST RIVER DOMESTIC, IRR1GATION WEISE, JOHN B 
34-2270 License 2/26/1945 2.20 I BIG LOST RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WEISE, JOHN B 
34~L301 : License 2/25/1953 0.60 BIG cOST RIVER '. DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION KIMBALL, THATCHER 
34-2327 i Ucense 4/13/1955 0.48 GROUND WATER i IRRIGATION JONES, 0 T 
34-2338 license 1/23/1957 0.04 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION I MACXAY SCHOOL DISTRICT #182 I 
34-2339 l license 6/3/1957 0.28 GROUND WA,ER i IRRIGATION NEF, OWAINE A 
34-2446 
' Ucense 8/24/1962 
1.21 GROUND WATER I IRRIGATION STEWART, KENNE,H 
34-2448 Uce11se 2/21/1963 052 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION FELTON, MARLIN H 
34-244SA l.icense 3/4/1963 2.20 GROUND WA~ER IRRIGATION 
BEVERLAND, SEYMOUR A; KING, 
i ALFRED L 
34-2450 License 3/11/1963 0,80 
EAST FORK BiG LOST 
DOMESTIC, IRRiGATION SOWARDS, NORMAN K 
. RIVER 
34-2451 Ucense 10/23/1962 0.14 i GROUND WATER IRRIGATION WALKER, NED R : 
34-2455 license 1/13/1954 0.16 LUCKY GULCH CREEK MINING SORGATZ, ETHEL MAY STRUNK 
34-2470 License 9/28/1965 Q,04 l SPR!NG DOMESTIC USDA FOREST SERVICE 
34-2514 license 3/12/1945 3.50 i BIG LOST RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION : WIESE, MAX 
34-2601 License 1/6/1964 0.01 SPRING : STOCKWAT!'R, WILDLIFE 









3/1/1958 75,00 UNNAMED STREAM . "RIGATION WEISE, JOHN B 
1 34-4012 
' Statutory 
10/2/1885 2.04 FERRIS SLOUGH 
IRRIGACmN, THORN,ON, BARBARA V; 
Clain: STOCKWATER THORNTON, ROBERT M 
I 34-4014 
Statutory 
12/17/1944 2.30 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION FELTON, MARLIN H 
Claim 




5/1/19L9 0.30 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC 
FERGUSON, MILDRED M; 
Clalm FERGUSON, VERNON V 
34-4024 
Statutory 




6/1/1885 I 0.80 BIG LOST R!VER IRRIGArtON BRASWELL,! LESTER I Claim 
Statutory . ! IRRIGArtON, I 34-4030 
Claim 
7/1/1927 12,80 BIG LOST RIVER 
STOCKWATER 
WOODIE LAND & LIVESTOCK I\C 
34-4Q36 
Statu':ory 
5/1/1893 0.16 i GROUND WATcR DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, TAYLOR, RIOlARD T 
Claim STOCKWATER 




5/1/1968 O.OZ UNNA"1ED S,REAM STOCKWATER STORAGE, I USDA FOREST SERVICE 
Claim ' . STOCKWATER I 
34-4051 
Statutory 
6/1/1968 0.02 UNNAMED STREAM 
I STOCKWATER STORAGE, 
USDA FOREST SERVICE 
l Clalm STOCKWATeR 
I GROUND WATER, 
I I StatJtory : DOMESTIC, INDUSTRIAL, 
34-4071 
: Ciaim 
7/1/1954 6.04 SPRINGS, WILDHORSE 
MINING 




5/1/1960 1.25 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION i WADDOUPS, ROBERT D 
Clalcr i 
i Statutory IRRIGA"ION, I BARTER, ROBERT E I 34-4073 Claim S/1/1961 0.19 GROUND WATER , STOCKWATER 
I Statutory DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, 
34-4075 4/10/1944 0,13 GROUND WATER JENSEN, JACK A 
' Claim STOCKWATER ' 
34-4080 
Sta<:utory 
1/1/1920 1.12 GROUND WA"ER MUNICIPAL CITY OF ARCO Claim 
34,4082 : Statutory I 5/1/1953 I 0.10 GROUND WA1ER I IRRIGATION 
LEMVJON, JOYCE; LEMMON, 
i Cla;m MELVIN C 
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34-4088 
Statutory 




12/1/1938 0.20 GROUND WATER 
IRRIGATION, 








11/28/1952 2.40 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 
HINTZE, DARLA ANN; HINTZE, 
Claim MELVIN MARX 
34-4095 
Statutory 
10/1/1969 SPRING STOCKWATER, WILDLIFE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
Claim ACTING THROUGH 
34-4129 
Statutory 
5/1/1900 2.40 DRY FORK CREEK 
IRRIGATION, 




5/1/1923 12.00 SPRING IRRIGATION HOUSTON GRAZING 
Claim 
34-7062 License 2/1/1974 1.00 SPRINGS FISH PROPAGATION KIMBALL, GEORGE C 
34-7191 License 5/13/1977 0.02 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION CHAMBERLAIN, ARVIL 
STOCKWATER FROM 
34-7284 License 10/9/1980 0.02 BAILEY CREEK STORAGE, STOCKWATER USDA FOREST SERVICE 
STORAGE, STOCKWATER 
STOCKWATER FROM 
34-7285 License 10/9/1980 0.02 UNNAMED STREAM STORAGE, STOCKWATER USDA FOREST SERVICE 
STORAGE, STOCKWATER 
34-7350 Permit 4/29/1981 0.02 SPRING STOCKWATER USDA FOREST SERVICE 
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t 35-3 i Decreed 5/1/1896 5.40 HUcL SPRINGS IRRIGATION COOPER, SAMUEL 
I 35-4 Oec:eed 5/1/1896 3.20 BOONER CREEK IRRIGATION ] COOPER, SAMUEL ' ; 
35-5 Decreed 5/1/1895 4.20 
I HUcLS SLOUGH, MC 
, TUCKER SPRING 
IRRIGATION I DRISCOLL, MARTIN A 
35-8 Decreed 6/20/1891 3,20 
I 300NE CREEK, HULLS i IRRIGATION NE!.SON, JOHN , SLOUGH I 
35.9 Decreed 6/20/1891 i 3.20 BOON'c CREEK, HULLS I IRRIGATION NELSON, ANDREW I SLOUGH 
HULLS SLOUGH, MC I I 
35-11 Decreed 6/1/1895 3.20 
TUCKER SPRING 
IRRIGATION GROVER, J A i 
I 3S-12 Decreed 6/1/1890 3.20 
BOONE CREEK, HULLS 
IRR!GATJON HAMILTON, HARRY 
i SLOUGH 
! 
35-13 ! Dec,eed i 6/:1/1889 4.00 BOONE CREEK, HULLS IRRIGATION j HAMILTON, HARRY I SLOUGH 
I 3S-14 I Decreed i 6/1/1903 6.00 
,ULLS SLOUGH, MC 
IRRIGATION 1-lMJJIL TON, HARRY 
i ,UCKER SPRING 
I ' BOONE CREEK, HULLS i 35~16 Decreed 6/20/1891 I 3,20 ' SLOUGH IRRIGATION JOHNSON, EPHRAIM 
35-17 Decreed 6/20/1891 ! 1.60 ! BOONE CREEK, ,ULLS IRRIGATION JOHNSON, JOSEPH 
i : SLOUG'J 
35-21 Decreed S/1/1903 2.40 MC TUCKER SPRING IRRIGA710N NELSON1 NF 
35-22 Decreed 5/1/1903 1,60 MC TUCKER SPRING IRRIGATION NUGENT, LA 
3S-23 De::reed 4/22/1895 9.60 BOONE CREEK IRRIGATION PAYNE, SL 
35-24 Decreed 4/22/1895 4.00 BOONE CR'cEK IRRIGATION PRESTON, WA 
35-25 Decreed I 5/1/1903 4.00 MC TUCKER SPRING IRRIGATION PUGMIRE,GY 
3S-26 
i 
! 6/11/1889 5,00 
BOONE CREEK, HJLLS 
IRRIGATION ! RICE, J M i j Decreed SLOUGH 
' i i BOONE CREEK, HULLS 35-27 Decreed I 6/11/1889 5.00 SLOUGH IRRIGATION R1CE, OSCAR F 
' 35-30 Decreed 5/1/1888 I 2.80 1 BOONE CREEK I IRRIGATION WANLESS, SARAH A 
I HULLS SLOUGLJ, MC I 
3S-31 Decreed S/1/1903 1.60 
i TUCKER SPRING 
iRRIGATION WARD, JESSEN; WARD, RA 
35-32 Decreed 6/:1/1889 5.00 
BOONE CREEK, HUUS 
IRRIGATION WARD, JESSEN 
SLOUGH 
BOONE CREEK, HUL..S I WHITE, I H ' 35,33 De::reed S/1/1903 2.00 
SLOUGH 
IRRIGATION I 
35-34 j Decreed 5/1/1903 0.80 MC TUCKER SPRING IRRIGATION WH'TE, I H; WHITE, MARY A 
' 35.35 Decreed i 5/1/1903 3.20 MC TUCKER SPRING IRRIGATION WILLIAMSON, BENJAMIN 
! ! i ' DANILSON SPRINGS 35.43 Decreed I 4/30il885 3,00 i CREEK IRRIGATION STUFFLEBEAM, W G 
35-44 Decreed 3/15/1901 6.40 1 SAGE BRUSH SPRING IRRIGATION STUFFLEBEAM, W G 
35-SO Decreed 4/22/1895 d,QC BOONE CREEK IRRIGATION JONES, TL i 
35-56B Decreed 5/1/1905 10.55 MC TUCKER SPRING I IRRIGATION COUMERILH, JOSEPH 
I 
i 
35~200G Ucen3e 1/14/1905 4.00 HANSON SPRINGS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
I DRISCOLL, MART'N A; DRISCOLL, 
. RICHARD I 
35·20C3 i Uce:ise 2/18/1905 4,90 BIG HOLE SPRINGS IRR:GATION BOr-1.AN, FANNIE E 
' 
I 
BIG HOLE SPRING, 
! 35-2004 License 4/22/1905 I 1.80 BOWMAN SPRING, DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION PARSONS, GEORGE W ' ; PARRISH SPRING 
35-200S license i 10/5/1905 2.20 BAUGH SPRING DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION :EICHERT, BERTHA 1 
35·1W06 U:ense 12/10/1906 2.48 BOONE CREEK JOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WHITE, I H I 
35-2007 license 8/24/1907 2.30 UNNAMED LAKE DOMESTIC, !'lRIGATION PLAST:NO, FRANK 
35-2008 License 11/20/1907 2.40 UNNAMED LAKE DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION I HARRIS, CC'IARLES J 
3S-2010B : llcense. 4/9/1908 0.76 ALKALI CREEK DOMESTiC, IRRIGATION I TOWN SITE OF STERLING 
35-2011 Uce:ise 6/20/1908 0.70 UPPER SPRING CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION JONES, THOfcl.AS R 
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I 35·2038 License 
I 35-2040 License 
I 35-2047 Uce.nse 
35~2053 License 
! 3S-2054B License 
35-2057 License 















35-2578 1 License 
35·2587 j 'c_jcense 
35·2607 i Llceme 
35-2616 License 
, 












1/26/1911 1.50 JPPER SPRING CREEK I DOMES~IC, IRRIGATION 
3/27/1911 1.80 UNNA.vlED STREAM 
7/13/1914 0.08 i SPRINGS 
10/1/1914 0.80 SPRING 
• 2/2/1918 0.50 LOWER SPRING CEEK 






















0.04 UNNAMED STHEAM 
0.02 UNNAMED STREAM 
1.60 ! GROUND WATER 
1.80 UNNAMED STREAM 
0.56 WASTE WATER 





















, GROUND WATER 




' GROUt-,;C WATER 
GROUND WATER 
8/25/1960 I 0.82 GROUND WATER 
10/21/1960 :.78 
6/26/1961 0.30 
! 2/23/1965 0,03 
i 6/9/1965 4.68 
8/20/1965 i 2.22 



















fv'.ARY FRANKLIN MINE 
SPRINGS 




: UNNAMED STREAM 
I 
1 UNNAMED STREAM 
I UNNAMED STREAM 
i UN'.\AMED S"l"REAM 
: UNNAMED STREAM 

















































BO,YIAN, FANNIE E 
JONES, THOMAS R 
GOUGH, JOSIAH 
HOLLAND, CE 
SOMMERCORN, CHARLES F 
CARLSO:";I WILUAM 
COOK, CHARLfS S; COOK, JUDITH 
ANN; SORENSEN, BARRY R 
: WEBB, CHARLES 
BOWEN, HR 
SWANSON, JOSHLA 
ROBISON, ORIE W 
! SHATTUCK IRRIGATION CO 
; JOHNSON, EMILC 
NUNGESSER, PERRY 
UNDERWOOD, ROBERT F 
l EDELMAYER, JOHN 
I TRACY, KIZZIAcl; TRACY, LESTER 
STROSCH EIN, ROY I 
HARRIS, ALBERT I 
i KIEFER JR, FRC:D W 
! SI MONSON, GEORGE 
HONDA, MASAYUKI 
POITEVIN JR, ANTON 
WAITE, WELDON 
fv'.OORE, LOWELL C 
' NLBC UTILITIES INC 
' HONDA, KAZUO 
HATCH, WILLIAM M; HATCH, ZINA D 
IDAHO POTATO GROWERS INC 
HAMMOND, KENNETH L 
' lAMB WESTON INC 
IDAHO POTATO STARCH CO LTD 
CONNELLY JR, EDWARD J 
, CONNELLY JR, EDWARD J 
HAYS LAND CO 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
ACTING THROUG~ 
UNITED STATES OF AMER•CA 
ACTING THROUGH 
UNIIED STATES OF AMERICA 
ACTING THROUGH 
UNITED ST ATES OF AMERICA 
ACTING THROUGc, 
UNITED STATFS OF AMERICA 
ACTING THROUGH 
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I 35-3007 License 3/20/1968 UNNAMED STREAM STOCKWATER STORAGE, UNITED s~ATcS OE AMERICA WILDLIFE STORAGE ACTING THROUGH 
35-4001 
Statutory 




4/1/1968 0,60 GROUND WATER , IRRlGATION CHRISTENSEN, DEAN i Claim 
35-4010 
Sta:utory 
I 9/1/1957 2.22 GROUND WATER IRRIGA".'ION MICHAELSON, TRAV,S Clalm 
! StatJtory ! I ' 35-4027 4/l/l962 7.00 , GROUND WATER i IRRIGATION GERALD E STOL WORTHY & SON INC ; C!alm ' I Ststutory 
5/1/1955 I GROUND V>JA".'ER I 35-4033 ! Claim 0.70 IRRIGATION JENSEN, J DUANE 
35-4035 j Statutory 
Claim 
5/1/:949 '.LOO WASTE WATER iRRIGATION SCHUMACHER, CLYCE i( 
35-4036 
l StatJtory 
5/1/1959 2_34' GROUND WATER 
' IRRIGAT!ON, 
DISHMAN, WiLLIAM T 
1 Clalm STOCKWATER 
35-4041 
Statu:ory 













5/1/1957 5.70 GROUND WATER IRRIGA,ION GAMBLE, BONNIE; GAMBLE, CLYDE J 
i StattJtory ! ' i 35-4060 6/1/1959 O,S6 GROUND WATER j IRRIGATIO, J W VANDERFORD INC : C!alm i I 
35-4067 
I Stat'Jtory 













U &I INC I 35-4108 Claim 0.08 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC 
35.4:09 
Stat1.tory 




Statutory ! 4/17/1926 UNNAMED STREAM 
, STOCKWATER STORAGE, UNITE<l S IATES OE AMER:CA I i : Claim , WILDLIFE STORAGE ACTJNG THROUGH 
I I Statutory I I AHLSTROM, FARRELL; ANDRUS JR, 
! 
35-4126 5/1/1965 0,.c6 , GROUND WATER - DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 1 DOUGLAS; CHUMLEY, ARRILL; 
i 
: Claim j HARRI EL, LADON; WHITE, FRANCIS E 
! 3S-4128 Statutory 4/17/1926 MORGANS STOCKWATER, WILDLIFE 
1 UNITED STA7ES OF AMERICA 
' 
Claim WATERHOLE . ACTING THROUGH 
35.4133 
Statutory 




1011/1960 I 0.12 GROUNDWATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, WOMACK, DONALD L; WOMACK, I Claim STOCKWATER NEDRAJ 
35-4152 
S':atutory 
4/1/1958 :,13 I GROUND WATER IRRIGATION, ,lUDD, IRA DELL; RUDD, NINA D 
Claim i STOCKWATER 




7/1/1962 0.08 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION COOK, EDWARD C i Claim 
35-4174 
Statutory 




3/1/1957 3.23 G'<OUND WATER 
IRRIGATION, 




1/1/1900 i 0,13 i GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, SALL, LIONEL W; BALL, MARJORIE U . Claim i STOCKWATER 
35-4186 
I St;:11utory 
i 1/1/1900 i 0.12 I GROUND WATER 
; DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, 
BALL, LIONEL W; BALL, MARJORIE U 
, Claim I j STOCKWATER 







































0,24 GROUND WATER 
0,20 GROUND WATER 
2.13 GROUND WATER 
2,00 GROUND WATER 
0,12 GROUND WATER 
0,10 GROUND WATER 
0,06 GROUND WATER 

































35, 7331 Ucense 
35-7482 Ucense 
35,7577 License 





1/18/1965 11.26 GROUND WATER 
4/1/1959 0.12 GROUND WATER 
5/6/1960 0,50 GROUND Wt1TER 
6/1/1974 I 3,12 GROUND WATER 
12/12/1975 4.79 GROUND WATER 
12/28/1948 0,80 GROUND WATER 
3/10/1963 2,64 GROUND WATER 
7/1/1960 0,04 GROUND WATER 
6/28/1934 UNNAMED STREAM 
10/25/1966 UNNAMED STREAM 
1/28/1974 0,09 GROUNJ WATER 
10/7/1974 
2/24/1975 0,02 GROUND WATER 
8/15/197S 0,12 GROUND WATER 
1/28/1976 0,12 GROUND WATER 
1/28/1976 ! 0,20 GROU.~D WATER 
; 
4/28/197€ ' 0,04 GROUND WATER 
11/30/1981 UNNAMED STREAM 
2/9/1982 0.14 GROUND WATER 
6/21/1983 Q,02 GROUND WATER 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
" J;J,i~;Jl; } pf);':? ;,, •. 
-·• ... :~\--(·--_··: 
JEJJLIS, Vc'lA; FACK,ELL, 
MA'UORiE; T.~OMPSON, HELEN; 
VAN EVERY, EDNA 
DOMESTIC, STOCKWATER VANLEUVEN, VAIL 
































SCHRI.TER, ;ENARD A; SCfiR!TTER, 
NADINE 
TAMASHIRO, MARYE ODEN; 
TAMASHIRO, THOMAS K 
BROOKS SR, MARTIN; BROOKS, 
GLENDA 
BOLAND, JAMES F 
i PATRICK, FAY L; PATRICK, LOUIS H 
ARCHIBALD, DON C 
SEAMONS, KENT B; SEAMONS, 
PEGGY A 
GARDNER, !VANE 
GRIFFIN FARMS INC 
INVESTORS CREDIT INC 
DARRIN J WHEELER LTD 
PARTNERSHIP 
STEVEN L WHEELER LTD 
PARTNERSHIP 
MODERN MILLS '\OCKFORD l~C; 
OREGON SHORT LINE RAILROAD CO; 
UNION ?ACIFIC RAILROAD CO 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
ACTING THROUGH 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
ACTING THROUGH 
BROWN & PARKER INC 
STATE OF IDAHO 
POULSON, JACKMAN G 
MCCULLOUGH JR, WILLIAM JAMES 
ARBIT JR, EMIL; HANSEN, DAVID; 
HARKER, MELBA; SWANSON, 
NORMAN; TORN ETON, WILLIAM 
COLLETT, RALPfi T; DASH, ALLEN; 
KOBAYASHI, NORMAN; RINGEL, 
RALPH; SCYMl8T, FE.IX 
TRI OPP 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
ACTING THROUGH 
POLZIN, LENA 
BERRETH, JUUUS R 
35·8339 License 1/23/1984 
STOCKWATER STORAGE, 
U~NAMEJ STREAMS I 1NILDLIFE STORAGE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
ACTING WROUGH 
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36-13 Decreed 5/25/1891 2.00 BICKEL SPRING : lilRIGATION BEDAL, jAMES; BEDAL, KATE C 
' i 36-::.4 Decreed 5/1/1884 i 4,40 RILEY CREEK IRRIGATION BEDAL. JAMES; BEDAL, KATE C 
36-20 Decreed 10/1/1308 0.50 
RILEY CREEK, UPPER 




HUITT SPRING IRRIGATIO~ 
CONDIT, JAMES E; CONDT, JENNIE 
36-38 0.50 
i M 
I 36-408 Decreed 1/2/1891 C.28 SPRING IRRIGATION 
C,\REY, CHARLES C; DILATUSH, 
I ALICE I; DILATUSH. E W i 
i Decreed i FARMER, J EUGENE; FARMER, 36-45 2/1/1888 0.50 WEATHERBY SPRINGS IRRIGATIO~ . I✓ ARVEL 
. GLAUNER. EMMA A; GLAUNER, 
. 
36-52 Decreed 6/26/1881 0.40 Blll!NGSLEY CREEK IRRIGATION 
JOHN 
36-53 Decreed 6/26/1881 0.40 SPRINGS IRRIGATION 
GLAUNER, EMMA A; GLAUNER, 
JOHN 
36-SSAE Jecreed 5/1/1883 1,09 R:1..EY CRE'i:K IRRIGATION GRIDLEY, ANNA; GRIDLEY, WALTER I 
36-56 Decreed 5/1/1883 0,30 RILEY CREEK IRRIGATION GRIDLEY, ANNA; GRIDLEY. WALTER 
• 
35-78 Decreed 7/1/1916 0,50 SPRING IRRIGATION MARSH, FLOSSIE; MARSH, JAMES H 
36-83 Decreed "/2/1891 i 0,80 SPRING IRRIGA".'ION CUNNINGTON, FRED I 
36-107 Decreed 4/30/1887 1.00 BILLINGSLEY CREEK IRRIGATION TERRY, JOHN D; TERRY, SARAH F 
36,114 Decreed 4/4/1928 ' 0.80 HUITT SPRING IRRIGATION TUPPER, LILLIAN; TUPPER, W G 
36-118 Decreed 12/12/1901 i 0,10 j WEATHERBY SPRINGS IRRIGATION VADER, EARL; VADER, E7HEL 
36-1248 Decreed 4/l/1886 0.26 SPRING IRRIGATION VADER, VERNON 
: i I WHARTON JR, J A; WHARTON, 
! 36-126 Decreed I 5/1/1883 100 RILEY CREEK IRRIGATION AIPYA i 
I 36,127 )ecreed ! 10/1/1908 1.00 UPPER TUCKER SPRING ' IRRIGATION 
WHARTON JR, J A; Wf-iARTON, 
ALPHA 
36-137 Decreed i 4/1/1901 3.00 RILEY CREEK IRRiGATION iOAHO POWER CO 
36-140 Dec:eed 4/1/1888 6.40 BILLINGSLEY CREEK ,RIGATION 
SANDS, BEffi; SANDS, FLORENCE; 
SANDS, JESSIE; SANDS, MARTHA A 
36-142 Decreed 4/1/1905 1.08 GILLI NGSLEY CREEK IRRIGATION 
· SANDS, BETTY; SANDS, ELOREt,CE; 
i SANDS, JESSIE; SANDS. MARTHA A 
36-143 Decreed 4/1/1885 i 0,80 BILLINGSLEY CREEK IRRIGATION Di LA TUSH, CHARLES N 
36-144 Decreed 4/1/1890 1.60 BIL',INGSLEY CREEK IRRIGATION ! REED, ALVA 
! BARLOGI, AGNES; BARLOGI, JAMES; 
36-145 j Decreed 4/1/1885 4.00 BILLINGSLEY CREE'( IRRIGATION BARLOGI, LOUISE; BARLOG,, RETA; 
i BARLOGI, REX ! 
36-146 l Decreed 4/1/1907 0.92 BIUNGSLEY CREEK IRRIGATION BARLOGI, AGNES 
36-147 [ Decreed 4/1/1885 0.24 BILLINGSLEY CREEK IRRIGATION TROVILLO, DC; TROVILLO, ESTELLA J 
36-148 Decreed 4/1/1909 0.24 BILUr,GSLEY CREEK IRRIGATION 
CLIFFORD, IV'RS W H; CL;FFORD, W 
rl 
36-150 Decreed 4/1/1885 0,40 BILLINGSLEY CREEK IRRIGATION MOORE, JOHN; MOORE, MRS JOHN 
36-151 Decreed 4/1/1885 0.40 BILLINGSLEY CREEK IRRIGATION 
i 
MOORE, DAN; MOORE, MRS DANIEL 
36-153 i Decreed 3/21/1901 0.80 BIG SPR!NGS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SECOR, HE 
36-154 Decreed 3/21/1901 i 0.80 BIG SPRINGS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION Ni LES, PM 
36-155 ! Decreed 3/21/1901 0,80 I BIG SPRINGS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION DENN,S, JOHN 
. 36-156 Decreed i 3/21/1901 0.80 ! BIG SPRINGS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION NEWCOMB, WG 
36-157 Decreed 3/21/1901 0.40 BIG SPRINGS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION cORNS, HATTIE 
35-158 )ecreed 3/21/1901 0,80 B:G SPRINGS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION NORTON, '.H 
36-159 Decreed 3/21/1901 0,30 BIG SPRINGS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SHERMAN, EE 
36-160 Decreed 3/21/1901 0.08 BIG SPRINGS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HAINSWORTH, THOMAS 
36-161 )ecreed 3/21/1901 0.02 BIG SPRlNGS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GRIDLEY, ALBERT 
36-162 Decreed 3/21/1903 : 1.90 BIG SPRINGS DOMESTK. IRRIGATION SECOR, HE 
36-163 Decreed 3/21/1903 2.70 BIG SPRINGS DOMESTIC, 1,RIGAT:ON LOWER, HS 
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! 36-164 Decreed 3/21/1903 
' 
0.80 BIG SPRINGS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ! DENNIS, WESLEY J i 
36-165 Decreed 3/21/1903 2,70 BIGSNINGS i DOMESTIC, IRRIGA,ION j DJRFEE, MJ ! 
i 36-170 1 Decreed 9/1/1889 1.60 SPRING IRRIGATION I ORMSBY, LL ! 
36-171 Decreed 9/1/1889 B.00 SPRING I IRRIGATION B EDAl., KA TE C I 
36-172 Decreed 5/25/1891 20.00 SPRING i iRRIGAT!O\I BEDAL, KATE C 
36-173 Decreed 2i27/1891 1.60 SPRINGS i 'RRIGATIOI\ BEDAL, KATE C 
i 36-174 Decreed i 2.00 UPPER TUCKER SPRING IRRIGATlON BEDAL, KATE C 
36-175 Decreed 8/2/1915 0.50 SPRINGS DOMESTIC, IRRIGA:ION • VADER, FRANK C 
36-177 Decreed 2/1/1888 1.78 WEATHERBY S0 RINGS IRRIGATION LEMMON,GUY 
36-178 Decreed :u:/1888 0.50 SPRINGS IRRIGATION COOK, WALTER E ! 
36-179 Decreed 12/12/1901 0.36 S>RINGS I IRRIGATION MC KNIGHT, JOHN 0 I 
36-180 Decreed 12/12/1901 I 0.44 SPRINGS : lRRIGATION JENKINS, COLUMBUS E 
36-181 Decreed 3/8/1902 0.12 SPRINGS iilRIGATION JENKINS, COLUMBUS E 
36-182 Decreed i 12/12/1901 0.20 SPRINGS IRRIGATION GROVER, GEORGE H 
36-183 Decreed 3/8/1902 2.10 SPR:'IGS IRRIGATION i SHIMP, BASCOM R 
36-184 Decreed 12/:2/1901 1.61 SPRINGS IRRIGATION i SHlRTCLIFF, ET 
36-186 Decreed 3/8/1902 6.40 S>RINGS IRRIGATION I ORMSBY LAND & LIVESTOCK CO 
36-187 Decreed 3/15/1911 3.20 S::>RJNGS ! IRRIGATION MORTON REALTY CO LTD 
36-188 Decreed 3/8/1902 ! 3.20 SPRINGS : IRRIGATION BARTON, RALPH i 
36-1898 Decreed 3/8/1902 0.91 SPRINGS LRRIGAf!ON OWENS, CA 
36-195 Decreed 5/1/1918 0,50 RILEY CREEK 
DOMESTIC, 
IDAHO POWER CO 
STOCKWATER 
36-197 Decreed 2/1/1888 0.70 SPRl'IGS IRRIGATION GROVER, GEO.'lGE H 
36-1983 Decreed 4/4/1910 0.70 SPRINGS IRRIGATION SH!MP1 BASCOM R 
36-2001 License 1/31/1905 0.60 SMALLEY SPRINGS ! DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION : SMALLEY, WINIA E 
36-2003A License 4/16/1908 l 0.50 CLEAR IAKE : DOMEST!C, IRRIGAT!ON ! tNGERSOL, C N 
36-2003B License 11/21/1912 1.46 CLEAR '.AKE i DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION INGERSOL, C N ' : 
36-2005 license 3/19/:909 0.20 l WEECH T,INNEL i DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WEECH, JOSEPH S 
35-2012 ' :.icense 6/27/1912 1.20 M COULEE I DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION RAY, TRENAK 
36-2015 Ucer,se 6/26/1913 1.50 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
SHIELDS, ARTHUR G; SrllELDS, 
JAMESW 
36-2020 License 1/4/191S 0.40 SAND CREEK DOMESTIC, IRR,GATION ELSON, JOSEPH 
35.2n2 License G/9/1915 0.50 
E URD COULEE, TERRY 
, DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GOSS, JAMES 0 
COULEE 
36-2023 License 7/8/1915 0.50 WEATHERBY SPRINGS I DOMESTIC, lRRIGA TION VADER, FRANK C ' 
35-2025 Llcense 2/12/1916 1.20 SPRING I DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BOYER, LEE 
36-2029 i.icer,se 4/5/1921 14.40 JONES SPRING DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MC CARTY, JOHN i 
36-2030 Ucer,se 3/16/1917 1.10 UNNAMED STREAMS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION TERHUNE, CORNELIUS S ! 
36-2033 license 2/11/1918 0.50 UNNAMl'J STREAM DOMESTIC, IRR!GA TION BAINTER, EC 
36-2036 License 6/12/1919 2.00 WEBBS COULEE DOMESTIC, IRRiGATION WEBB, ELMER 
36-2042 License 5/4/1928 0.30 SPRING IRRIGATION TUPPER, W G 
36-2070D Ucense 3/11/:!.948 ! 3.50 GROUND WATER IRillGATION JULION CLAWSON FARMS INC 
35-2091 License 6/17/1950 1.47 GilOUND WATER IRRIGATION FRAZIER, FRED M 
36-2150 Ucerse 9/26/1951 0.12 UNNAMED STREAM 
;RRIGATION, 
MC CLURE, JAMES B 
[ STOCKWA--:-ER 
36-2153,~ License 11/27/1951 3.24 GROUI\D WATER IRRIGATION WOO:J, WILLARD G 
36-2160B License 12/27/1951 3.00 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MILLER, CR 
36-2172B License 6/20/1952 0.05 GROUND WATER IRR!GA-:-ION JONES, HERBERT J 
36-2174B License 6/23/1952 0.04 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION JONES, HERBERT J 
36-2183 License 12/1/1952 i 1.16 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION i BEAMES, KUE H 
36-2218 License 4/29/19S3 1.08 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATiON HERBOLD, MAX 
36-2222 License 5/7/1953 ! 1.60 UNNAMED 5HEAM IR.illGAT:ON HENSCHEILD, HERMAN 
I 36-2223 License 5/7/1953 1.20 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION HENSCHEILD, HERMAN 
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36-2226 License 6/26/1953 2.00 V-JAST:: VJ ATER IRR!GATON BODENl'A"1ER, rOWAR:3 
36-2234 license 9/2/1953 ! 1.60 U~NAMED STREAM DOMES,IC, IRRIGATION ALASTRA, SANTIAGO 
36-2235 License 9/2/1953 1.10 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRR;GATION AlASTRA, SANTIAGO 
36-2240 License 11/13/1953 Q.60 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION BERNARD, ClAUDE R 
36-2275 License 1/21/1955 1.54 GROUND WATER COMMERCIAL JEROME COOPERATIVE CREAMERY 
35-2278 License 3/9/1955 1.50 UNNAMED STREAM IRR:GATION OKELBERRY, LP 
36-2281 License 4/:1/1955 0.80 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION 
AU.EN, !SABEL; BUSC·HORN, 
ERNEST; THORNTON, ANNt, MAE 
36-2287 Ucense ' 8/4/195S 4.26 i UNNAMED DRAIN IRRIGATION DAVIDSON, JOSIE G 
NE;BAUR BRO"CHERS; NE!BAUR, 
36-2291 Ucense 2/24/1956 2.40 UNNAMED STREAM iRRIGATION BRUCE; NEIBAUR, DARWIN P; 
NEIBAUR, WARREN D 
36-2292 license 1/25/1956 4.00 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION 
NEIBAUR, EDNA H; NEIBAUR, MACK 
' 
w 
36-2293 License 1/16/1956 2.06 UNNA"1ED S"CREAM IRRIGATION CRYSTAL BROTHERS 
36-2353 License 6/5/1958 2.30 :J~NAMED DRAIN IRR"GATON HANSEN, HERMAN R 
' 
36-2367B Lice:ise 12/31/1958 3.28 1 GROU:\D WATER IRRIGATION 
36-23688 Ucense 12/31/19S8 4,83 l GROUND WATER IRRIGATION ' 
36-237S Ucense 1/14/19S9 0.54 WASTEWATER 
IRRIGATION, 
KOFOED, REX I STOCKWATER 
! 36·2392 License 6/15/1959 0.30 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION GIBSON, JAMES ! 
! 36w2402 Uce:1se 9/11/1959 4.92 : GROUND WATER IRRIGATION FEARN, DAVID GAR,H 
36-2411 License ' 12/3/1959 0.32 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION ?RIEST, WILMER G 
35-2462 License 
' 
1/11/1961 0,21 GROUNDWAER iRRIG.4':ION SERR, EL"1ER 
36-2534 Licer;se 1/4/1962 1.57 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION OLSEN, BRUCE; OLSEN, SHARYN 
36-2601 Ucense 8/10/1964 0.71 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MOON, C EUGENE 
36-2602 License 8/13/1964 0,15 INDIAN SPRINGS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MASKE, HERBERT L 
36-2677 License 1/11/1967 0.38 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION BRYNGELSON, ALLAN V 
36-2686 license 3/31/1967 1.29 : UN~AMED DRAIN IRRiGATION GUERRY, JUAN i 
36-2687 Lice:ise ' 3/21/1967 0.24 
l UNNAMED DRAIN, 
IRRIGATION :\EEO, DAHL W 
WASTE Vi/ATER 
36-7695 License 5/17/1967 0,34 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION GRAHAfv1, RAL;:;H 
36-2699 license 7/20/1966 4.36 WASTEWATER i IRRIGATION ISHINO, EARLS 
IRRIGATION FROM 
36w2702 License 8/11/1954 UNNAMED STREAM STORAGE, IRRIGATION WOOD, WILlARD G 
STORAGE 
36-273:A Ucer:se ' 3/24/1947 0.68 WASTE WATtR l IRRIGA~ION GAMBRE~, =LOYD C 
35-27318 License 5/6/1944 0.76 \N ASTE VVATER IRRIGATION GAMBREL, FLOYD C 
36-2901 License 11/8/1961 2.68 
ELLI SONS SPRING, F!SH PROPAGATION, 
SCOTT, CA 
UNNAMED SHEAM lRR:GAT\ON 
35-4003 
Statutory 
6/1/1963 2.00 UNNAMED DRAIN 
IRRIGATION, 




4/1/1961 1.20 BILLINGSLEY CREEK 
IRRIGATION, 
SMITH, ETHEL C; SMITH, 0 S 
C!aill'i i STOCKWATER 
36-4028 
Statutory 


















5/1/1961 3.20 [ GROUtxD WATER IRRIGATION 
SELLERS, ~RRY E; SELLERS, RUTH 
Claim ' ANN 
Statutory ! ' IRRIGATION, i 36-4039 Clalm 1/1/1961 0.42 WASTEWA7ER : STOCKWATER GARONE,, ORi\lN 
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' 3S..4041 
S-::atutory 
6/1/1912 2.50 I WASTE WATER i IRRIGATiON, KE'lSEY, JAR,ELLJ 
' Claim I STOCKWACER 
36-4054 
Statutory 












6/1/:934 4.00 GROUND WAER IRRIGAT:ON 
REMSBERG, JOHN D; REMSBERG, 
Claim JUDY 
Statutory i LOWER TUCKER : 
36-4066 10/15/1941 16.00 FISH PROPAGATION STATE OF IDAHO 















6j1/1950 0,20 GROUNJ WATER 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, 
MILLER, MICl<:EY 
1 Claim ' STOCKWATER 
3&-4093 
Statutory I 








3/15/1940 0.20 WASTE WATER IRRIGATION 
FLEENOR, CHARLES E; FLEENOR, 
Claim EDWARD 
1 
35 .. 4:06 
Statuto:-y 
4/1/1920 0.50 WASTE WATER . IRRIGATION i AN DOE, OTIS 
Cla1rr. 
Statutory ; i CAMMACK, JAMES S; cYDA, 
3(-4107 
Claim 




4/15/1947 0.02 UNNAMED DITCH 
IRRIGATION, 




THAETE, KENNETH D; THAETE, 
36-4112 
Claim 





6/1/1955 0.15 WASTE WATER IRRIGATION i FULLMER, BIRDIE; FULLMER, D C 
36-4118 
i Statutory 










3/1/1960 0.50 CLEAR LAKE IRRIGATION 
CLEAR LAKE RANCH P U D MASTER 
Claim ASSN INC 
35-4150 
S~atutor{ 
4/1/1960 0.03 G'!OUND WATER IR'!IGATION GOFF, GORDON A 
Clai:n ' 
s-.:atutory ' 36-4160 
Claim 
3/15/1954 0.29 BANBURY SPRINGS IRRIGATION BANBURY PIPE CO lNC 
36-4161 
Statutory 













7/16/1969 0.04 BANBURY SPRINGS IRRIGATION BANBURY PIPE CO INC 1 Cla'.rr: 
36-4165 
Statutory 












12/2/1924 1.31 i BAN BU RY SPRINGS DOMESTIC, IRRIGA1 ION, BANBURY PJPE CO INC 
Caim i STOCKWATER 
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l Statutory : 












































36-7375 i License 10/3/1973 I 
36-7382 '....lcense 9/20/1973 I 
36-7439 license 4/20/1973 
36-7482 License 6/5/1974 
36-7500 License 10/7/1974 
36-7530 License 3/31/1975 
36-7637 License i 8/20/1976 



































; WASTE WATER 
i 














0,05 GROUND WATER 
0.52 GROUND WA~ER 
0,80 1 GROUND WATER 
0,64 GROUND WATER 
36-7867 l License i 7/31/1979 0.05 WASTEWATER 









































\ HESS, PHIUP H 
HESS, PHILIP H 
LLEWELL Y'.\, WILL W 
LEHMANN, KENNETH J 
SIRUCEK, ROY 
SAUER, WILLIAM RUEBEN 
SCHENK, FREDONA; SCHFNK, 
i ROBERTW 
GARDNER, KATRINA; GARDNER, 
WALTER; !CKE, DONALD; ICKE, 
EM1LY 
urr, KAREN T; UH, ROBERT 
IDAHO YOUTH RANCH INC 
BRAILSFORD, KAREN; BRAILSFORD, 
RICK 
THAIN, JOHN T 
BUXTON, WILLiAM C; SANDY, 
WILLIAMA 
CANTO~E1 JANE; CANTONE, 
RONALD; MILLER, FELICE; MILLER, 
, TED 
I PA HERSON EARMS OF IDAHO INC I 
1 
SPECbT, HOWARD LE ROY 
I 
SUCHAN, FRANK J 
CiJfhON, VER"'ON B 
GUNNING, FRANCIS F 
GREGERSEN, BRENT T 
SCHUTfE, HENRY W 
MOSELEY, PAUL~ 
HAAG, LAWRENCE R 
BLACKWELL, ESTHER; B'-ACKWEl~, 
LOUIS 
CONNECTICUT MUTUAL ~IFE 
INSURANCE CO; THIBAULT, DONALD 
F; THIBAULT, PHYLLIS N 
CLl~'TON, VERNON 9 
BUTLER, WILLIAM B 
i 
! 
CLINTON, VERNON B , 
LOCKWOOD, CHARLES T; 
LOCKWOOD, JOA~ NE A 
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36-7891 License 1/25/1980 0.06 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
DU FOUR, DONALD E; DU FOUR, 
NORMAJ 
36-7893 License 2/20/1980 0.03 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION WOLFF, EDGAR 
36-7910 License 4/2/1980 1.84 WASTE WATER IRRIGATION MC FARLAND, DON 
36-7972 License 3/16/1981 0.14 WASTE WATER IRRIGATION THAETE, KENNETH D 
36-7982 License 5/4/1981 0.04 WASTE WATER 
IRRIGATION, HUMPHRIES, CHESTER R; 
STOCKWATER HUMPHRIES, HELEN M 
36-7987 License 5/21/1981 0.03 WA5rE WATER IRRIGATION GAMBREL, FLOYD C 
36-7988 License 6/25/1981 0.11 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC BASELINE WATER CO 
36-8066 License 2/22/1982 0.04 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
ARCHER, ROBERTL; HAMBLIN, 
JERRY 
36-8071 License 3/4/1982 0.08 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SLADE, JEFFREY H 
36-8109 License 8/17/1982 0.07 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 80NAOIMAN, RUDY 
36-8160 license 4/5/1983 0.04 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION KORSEN, DANG 
36-8173 License 3/25/1983 0.02 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION FLEENOR, EDWARD 
36-8193 License 4/6/1984 0.04 GROUND WATER 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, 
SKEEN, A DALE; SKEEN, KAREN L 
STOCKWATER 
36-8210 License 6/23/1983 0.01 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION NIELD, MAR DENNE; NIELD, ORAN 
36-8211 License 6/23/1983 0.04 GROUND WATER COMMERCIAL OTTO, EVA DEE; OTTO, IVAN K 





Basin 37 Potentially Unclaimed Water Rights 
-,m 
>i 
37-14D Decreed 5/15/1883 0.21 LITTLE WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION BARTON, J A 
37-23 Decreed 8/2/1902 60.00 SIL VER CREEK POWER ALBRETHSON. MARTTN 
37-30 Decreed 6/1/1885 1.80 CHIMNEY CREEK IRRIGATION ARNOLD, CASTRO 5 
37-31 Decreed 6/1/1889 1.40 CHIMNEY CREEK IRRIGATION ARNOLD, CASTROS 
37-52 Decreed 6/15/1885 2.60 BIG WOOD RIVER I IRRIGATION BERGIN,JOSEPH D 
37-65 Decreed 6/15/1883 7.70 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION 
BANZET, WILLIS J; GRAF, FRANKLIN; 
GRAF, HARRISON F 
37-71A Decreed 5/1/1892 1.SO BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION BLAIR, SAMUEL M 
37-73 Decreed 5/31/1900 4.00 EAST FORK WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION BOARD, CHARLES 
37-74 Decreed 7/13/1901 25.00 EAST FORK WOOD RIVER POWER BOARD, CHARLES 
37-75 Decreed 7/26/1902 50.00 WARM SPRINGS CREEK POWER BOARD, CHARLES 
37-76 Decreed 1/2/1906 300.00 BIG WOOD RIVER POWER BOARD, CHARLES 
37-93 Decreed S/1/1890 4.SO WILLOW CREEK IRRIGATION ! BRINEGAR, ALBERT E 
37-94 Decreed 4/1/1890 1.00 CHANEY CREEK IRRIGATION BROADHURST, JAMES B 
37-100 Decreed 7/1/1889 2.40 EAST FORK WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION BROWN, JAMES N 
BROWN, MARY; BROWN, MICHAEL; I 
37-103 Decreed 8/1/1884 3.20 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION BROWN, SARAH; SWEAT, 
CATHERINE L , 
37-lOSC Decreed S/31/1887 1.54 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION MOLYNEUX, AW 
37-106E Decreed 5/1S/1892 4.61 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION MOLYNEUX, AW 
37-113] Decreed 7/10/1884 0.16 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION HEAD, DERRIS; HEAD,JOSEPHINE 
I 37-122A Decreed 5/1/1887 I 4.14 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION BYRNE, JOHN; BYRNE, PATRICK ' 
37-1229 Decreed : 5/1/1887 0.90 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION SORENSEN, GORDON E 
37-123A Decreed 5/1/1887 9.50 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION 
BYRNE JR, THOMAS J; BYRNE, 
MICHAELJ 
37-123B j Decreed 5/1/1887 0.50 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION KIPP, ROBERT H 
37-124 Decreed 5/1/1887 0.80 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION BYRNE SR, THOMAS 
37-146 Decreed 6/1/1883 2.70 CORRAL CREEK IRRIGAflON CLARK, H L 
37-147 Decreed 6/1/1886 0.70 CORRAL CREEK IRRIGATION CLARK, H L 
37-148 Decreed 4/16/1888 3.20 CORRAL CREEK , IRRIGATION CLARK, H L 
37-1S2 i Decreed 4/1/1893 3.20 LITTLE WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION ESTATE OF HENRY A COIT 
' 37-1S6 Decreed S/1/11!87 0.80 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION COOK,JOHNW 
I 37-165 Decreed 6/1/1891 1.SO BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION DARRAH,BEN 
37-166 Decreed 10/20/1902 1.40 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION . DARRAH, BEN 
37.179 \ Decreed 11/1/1907 6.40 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION CALKINS, W J ! 
37-182A ; Decreed 5/31/1887 9.60 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION MOLYNEUX, AW 
37-185 Decreed 5/1/1898 2.00 LITTLE WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION OHLINGER, W J 
37-212B Decreed 6/23/1888 2.80 WARM SPRINGS CREEK IRRIGATION 
FARNLUN, AUGUST; FARNLUN, 
PETRA 
37234A Decreed 6/15/1884 0.40 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION FOSTER, PEfER 
37-237A Decreed 6/lS/1887 1.13 SILVER CREEK IRRIGATION LARKIN, CHARLES R 
37-2378 Decreed 6/15/1887 0.89 
LOVING CREEK, SILVER 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
MOLYNEUX, CLYDE L; ORVIK. NINA 
CREEK MOLYNEUX 
37-242 Decreed 6/1/1885 2.00 SOLDIER CREEK IRRIGATION GARDNER, WALTER 
! 37-243 Decreed 6/1/1888 3.00 SOLDIER CREEK IRRIGATION GARDNER, WALTER 
37-244 Decreed 6/1/1898 2.66 SOLDIER CREEK IRRIGATION GARDNER, WALTER 
37-251 Decreed 6/15/1887 1.40 CAMAS CREEK IRRIGATION SAND SPRINGS RANCH & CO 
37-261 Decreed 3/18/1896 4.80 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION GOMES, AM; GOODING, FRANK R 
37-264 Decreed 5/26/1883 1.80 LlffiE WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION GOODING, FRANK R 
37-266 Decreed 4/lS/1884 1.40 LITTLE WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION GOODING, FRANK R 
37-276G Decreed 6/1/1885 0.04 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGAllON GOODING, FRED W 
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: 37-290 Decreed 7/1/1883 3.20 BURGESS CREEK IRRIGATION GRAY,JOHNJ 
37-291 Decreed 5/15/1895 3.20 EARLY CREEK IRRIGATION GRAY,JOHNT 
37-298A Decreed 9/18/1885 1.00 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CLARK, WAYNE 
37-298B Decreed 9/18/1885 3.00 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION HARTE, CT 
37-302A Decreed 6/1/1891 0.55 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION ClOUGHTON, MATTHEW 
37-3168 Decreed 10/15/1884 2.88 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION WOOD RIVER RANCH CO INC 
37-3188 Decreed 6/14/1883 1.40 SILVER CREEK IRRIGATION 
HODGMAN, WA; HOWARD, HUGH 
i E 
37-318C Decreed 6/14/1883 0.40 SILVER CREEK IRRIGATION HOWARD, HUGHE 
37-323 Decreed 6/1/1887 3.00 SOI.DI ER CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION PERRY, JOHN A I 
37-324 Decreed 11/22/1890 3.20 SOLDIER CREEK IRRIGATION HUlSTROM, ANNIE M 
37-32SA Decreed 11/22./1890 3.20 SOI.DIER CREEK IRRIGATION HULSTROM, JOHN A 
37-325B Decreed 11/22/1890 1.60 SOLDIER CREEK ! DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION PERRY, JOHN A 
37-331 Decreed 6/1/1889 280.00 BIG WOOD RIVER POWER IDAHO ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO 
37-334A Decreed I 6/30/1884 050 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION !FLAND, ADAM 
37-334D Decreed 6/30/1884 2.00 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CLARK, WAYNE 
37-3348 Decreed 6/30/1884 0.08 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION MOLYNEUX, AW 
37-335 Decreed 5/15/1882 3.00 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION IVERS, THOMAS C 
37-336 Decreed 5/15/1895 1.00 BIG WOOD RIVER : IRRIGATION IVERS, THOMAS C 
37-3378 Decreed 6/1/1887 5.00 EAST FORK WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION IVIE,A5 
37-339 Decreed 5/1/1888 3.00 SOLDIER CREEK IRRIGATION JEFFERS, BENJAMIN F 
37-340 Decreed 5/9/1901 l.50 SOLDIER CREEK IRRIGATION JEFFERS, BENJAMIN F 
37-342 Decreed 11/20/1883 1.SO SOLDIER CREEK IRRIGATION JENKINS, EMILY 
37-346 Decreed 6/15/1886 3.00 SOLD! ER CREEK IRRIGATION JOHNSON, GEORGE F 
37-347 Decreed 6/1/1892 0.20 SOLDIER CREEK IRRIGATION JOHNSON, GEORGE F 
37-348 Decreed 4/1/1888 0.80 
MALLm BRANCH 
IRRIGATION JOHNSON, HANS P 
SILVER CREEK 
37-349 Decreed 4/1/1890 l.60 
MALLETT BRANCH 
IRRIGATION JOHNSON, HANS P 
SILVER CREEK 
! 37-350 Decreed 6/15/1891 2.00 GANNETT CREEK IRRIGATION JOHNSON, HANS P 
37-360 Decreed 10/31/1889 3.20 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION JONES, JOHN W 
, 
37-362 Decreed 5/20/1902 6.40 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION JONES, THOMAS J 
37-363H Decreed 4/12/1883 0.22 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION MC ILHENNY, SCOTT 
37-364( Decreed S/1/1887 0.64 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION 
CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST OFTHE 
LATTER DAY SAINTS 
37-364H Decreed 5/1/1887 0.08 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION JUSTUS, US 
37-364) Decreed 5/1/1887 0.16 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION MC ILHENNY, SCOTT 
37-382 Decreed 5/1/1900 2.40 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION KINSEY, ALPHA A 
37-383 Decreed 5/1/1886 3.00 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION KINSEY, HENRY H 
37-385 Decreed 5/1/1887 1.40 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION KINSEY, HENRY H 
37-413 Decreed 6/15/1885 2.00 DEER CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION COMMONS, EG 
37-414 Decreed 7/1/1893 2.00 DEER CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION COMMONS,EG 
37-4358 Decreed 6/2/1890 0,08 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION BOONE, MARGARET M 
37-442 Decreed 7/8/1884 1.60 LOVING CREEK IRRIGATION MOLYNEUX, A W 
37-44S Decreed 6/1/1899 1.60 CAMAS CREEK IRRIGATION MARREN, THOMAS 
37-462 Decreed 6/l/1886 2.40 CHIMNEY CREEK IRRIGATION MC GHEE, BARKLEY J 
37-478 Decreed 6/10/1887 2.40 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION MELLER, J W 
37-479B Decreed 6/10/1887 1.20 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION ' MELLER, J W 
37-484 Decreed 7/16/1907 3.00 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION MILLER, BENJAMIN F l 
37-502 Decreed 0.80 SOLDIER CREEK IRRIGATION MORRELL, SIEGEL 
37-515 Decreed 8/2/1909 0.80 LITTLE WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION NEWHOUSE, RA 
37-518 Decreed 6/1/1902 2.00 SOLDIER CREEK IRRIGATION OLSON, PETER 
37-519 Decreed 6/1/1903 I 1.00 SOLDIER CREEK IRRIGATION OLSON, PETER 
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37-531A Decreed I 5/1/1905 0.80 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION PECK, CHARLES M 
37-532 Decreed 7/1/1880 PECKS SPRING IRRIGATION PECK, GEORGE W 
37-534 Decreed 5/9/1883 0.25 LITTLE DEER CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION COMMONS, E G 
37-535 Decreed 7/5/1884 3.00 UTILE DEER CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION COMMONS, E G ' 37-540 Decreed 6/10/1892 3.20 SOLDIER CREEK IRRIGATION PETERSON, NELS J 
37-541 Decreed 5/5/1900 1.60 SOLDIER CREEK IRRIGATION PETERSON, NELS J 
37-550 Decreed 5/18/1907 1.60 
EOURMILE CREEK, 
IRRIGATION PHIPPS, WILEY W 
TKREEMILE CREEK 
37-553 Decreed 6/1/1884 0.30 TRAIL CREEK IRRIGATION PRICE, WM 




37-555 Decreed BIG WOOD RIVER RECREATION STORAGE PURDUM,AM 
37-556 Decreed 12/1/1885 umE WOOD RIVER COMMERCIAL PURDUM & PURDUM 
37-573 Decreed 8/27/1882 40.00 WARM SPRINGS CREEK POWER RHODES, JAMES M 
37-575 Decreed 8/1/1888 0.80 
EAST FORK, NORTH 
INDUSTRIAL RHODES, JAMES M 
FORK BIG WOOD RIVER 
37-602 Decreed 6/1/1887 a.so WILLOW CREEK IRRIGATION SHIPP, ELIZABETH 
37-603 Decreed 6/1/1897 LOO WILLOW CREEK IRRIGATION SHIPP, ELIZABETH 
37-605 Decreed 11/6/1903 60.00 LITTLE WOOD RIVER POWER SHOSHONE LIGHT & WATER CO 
37-610 Decreed 5/31/1903 6.40 CAMAS CREEK IRRIGATION SAND SPRINGS RANCH & CO 
37-61S Decreed S/31/1884 3.10 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION SILVA, MANUEL 
37~28 Decreed 6/1/1891 2.80 
WEST FORK THREEMILE 
IRRIGATION SMITH,CH 
CREEK 
37~44 Decreed 4/1/1884 2.00 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION STIFFLER, LUCY C 
37-666B Decreed 6/12/1886 0.34 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION STATE OF IDAHO 
AESTHETIC STORAGE, 
DIVERSION TO BRAMON, DARLENE M; BRAMON, 
37-6858 Decreed 10/15/1884 3.00 : BIG WOOD RIVER STORAGE, FIRE FRANKLIN L; SLOCUM, RONALD; 
PROTECTION STORAGE, SLOCUM, SALLIE 
IRRIGATION 
37-691F Decreed 4/1/1885 0.24 LITTLE WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION : ROSE, KENNErH 0; ROSE, MARY D 
37-697 Decreed 5/31/1887 3.20 SOLDIER CREEK IRRIGATION WHITE, ISAIAH 
37-698 Decreed 5/5/1884 1.30 LITTLE WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION STIMPSON, DON F 
37-699A Decreed 5/5/1884 2.70 LITTLE WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION STIMPSON, DON F 
37-6998 Decreed 5/5/1884 0.90 LlffiE WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION STIMPSON, DON F 
37-700 Decreed 5/5/1884 1.30 LITTLE WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION STIMPSON, DON F 
37-703D Decreed : 6/15/1891 0.20 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION SPENCER, MABEi 
37-7048 Decreed 6/15/1891 3.20 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION W!LSON1 CW 
37-708 Decreed 4/1/1877 1.00 LITTLE WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION WOODWORTH, EL 
37-711 Decreed 11/29/1907 3.20 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION WORDEN, RUTHS 
37-714 Decreed 10/1/1890 2.40 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGArlON i YOUNG, HM ' 
37-721 Decreed 6/1/1888 0.70 CORRAL CREEK IRRIGATION CARTER, TflOMAS 
37-723 Decreed 6/1/1886 0.60 CORRAL CREEK IRRIGATION KEMPTON, MARYL 
37-729 Decreed S/25/1888 0.60 CORRAL CREEK IRRIGATION HADDIN,SG 
1 37-742 Decreed 5/15/1903 1.60 FISH CREEK IRRIGATION COATES, JOSEPH E 
37-749A Decreed 3/30/1883 2.40 FISH CREEK IRRIGATION ELDREDGE, IRA 
37-7498 Decreed 3/30/1883 0.80 FISH CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CONDIE, LILLIE I 
37-755 l Decreed 5/15/1904 0.40 FISH CREEK IRRIGATION KNIGHT, VINSON P 
37-765 Decreed S/15/1908 0.20 FISH CREEK IRRIGATION NORTON, LAFAYETTE M 
37-770A Decreed 3/30/1883 1.30 FISH CREEK IRRIGATION PATTFRSON,JOSEPH R 
37-7708 Decreed 3/30/1883 1.20 FISH CREEK IRRIGATION SNIDER, PETER 
37-809 Decreed 4/1/1892 1.40 CLOVER CREEK IRRIGATION FERGUSON, BARLOW 
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37-813 f Decreed 7/7/1909 0.48 CLOVER CREEK IRRIGATJON LITTLE, IDA 
37-816 Decreed 4/1/1884 0.40 CLOVER CREEK IRRIGATION COLVIN, FRED 
37-829 Decreed 4/1/1888 0.80 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION CHE!.INE, HAROLD 0 
37-830 Decreed 4/1/1904 3.20 CALF CREEK IRRIGATION PAINTER, THEODORE E 
37-832 Decreed 4/23/1910 3.20 COW CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WATTLES, ZELLA L 
37-837 Decreed 7/1/1887 3.20 SOLDIER CREEK JRRIGATJON LABRUM, HENRY GEORGE 
37-838 Decreed 4/30/1887 1.24 SOLDIER CREEK IRRIGATION PERKINS, WILLIAM Y 
37-839 Decreed 4/30/1887 I 2.54 SOLDIER CREEK IRRIGATION PERKINS, LEANDER N 
37-840 Decreed 5/31/1887 2.00 SOLDIER CREEK IRRIGATION WHITE, SARAH 
37-841 Decreed 4/1/1886 2.00 SOLDIER CREEK IRRIGATION 
ESTATE OF IRAS WARING; WARING, 
ROSEM 
37-842 Decreed 4/1/1887 2.00 SOLDIER CREEK IRRIGATION 
ESTATE OF IRAS WARING; WARING, 
: ROSEM 
37-843 ! Decreed 4/1/1892 2.00 SOLDIER CREEK IRRIGATION 
ESTATE OF IRAS WARING; WARING, 
' ROSEM i 
37-853 Decreed 7/1/1891 1.20 SOLDIER CREEK IRRIGATION WATSON, HENRY D 
37-.S58 Decreed 5/1/1886 1.40 DRY CREEK IRRIGATION CRIST, EL 
37·860 Decreed 3/1/1905 10.00 DRY CREEK IRRIGATION KANAUSS, LESTER; PETERSON, J W 
37-864 Decreed 9/28/1896 0.80 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GOMES, ANTHONY M 
37-866 Decreed 4/1/1905 3.20 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION ROBERTSON, JENNIE 
37-879 '. Decreed 5/1/1905 2.40 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION VAUGHN, ROY 
37-883A Decreed 5/15/1885 3.07 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION MOLYNEUX, AW 
37-886F Decreed 6/1/1884 0.60 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION DISBENNETT JR, OTIS 
37-888 Decreed 11/11/1884 16.00 DEER CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MC MONIGLE, PATRICK B 
37890 Decreed 6/23/1934 6.00 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 
UPPER BIG WOOD RIVER WATER 
USERS ASSN 
BIG WOOD CANAL COMPANY; 
37-894A Decreed 9/1/1920 3.S8 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION MUTUAL WOOD RIVER WATER 
USERS ASSN 
37-896 Decreed 4/1/1940 0.07 : BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BROWN, ROBERT A 
37-897 Decreed 4/1/194() 0.03 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BUSHNELL, ADA B 
37-898 Decreed 4/1/1940 2.91 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BUTTRAM, RE 
37-900 Decreed 4/1/1940 2.98 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CLARK, WAYNE 
37-901 Decreed 4/1/1940 0.73 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CROCKER,G F 
37-!l02A Decreed 4/1/1940 0.48 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION DAVIS, VERN 
37-9026 Decreed 4/1/1940 0.10 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION GORMAN, JAMES A 
37-903 Decreed 4/1/194() 0.07 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION DECKARD, IRA 
37-904 Decreed 4/1/1940 2.18 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION DREXLER, JOHN 
37-907 Decreed 4/1/1940 0.96 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HURST, ERED 
37-908 Decreed 4/1/1940 0.04 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HURST, MADALINE 
37-909 Decreed 4/1/1940 0.18 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION JOHNSON, FLOYD 
3H10 Decreed 4/1/1940 4.65 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MC CURRY, ETTA B 
37-911 Decreed 4/1/1940 0.44 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MCATEE, WYATTV 
37-912 Decreed 4/1/1940 1.45 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MIZER, DALE 
37-913 Decreed 4/1/1940 0.26 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION POOL,JACK 
37-914 Decreed 4/1/1940 0.12 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION POVEY, FREDERICK 
37-915 Decreed 4/1/1940 0.33 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SHARP, ARTHUR 
37-916 Decreed 4/1/1940 0.04 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SHARP,JOHN 
: 37-920 Decreed 4/1/1940 0.07 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WILSON, ELOYD 
37-921 Decreed 4/1/1940 0.76 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION YOUNG, MARTIN 
37-922 Decreed 4/1/1940 0.76 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION YOUNG, ROBERT 
37-923 Decreed 4/1/1940 0.22 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION YOUNG, WA 
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37-936 Decreed 5/1/1918 2.00 SILVER CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION LEWIS, HK 
37-937 Decreed 5/1/1918 1.00 SILVER CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION LEWIS, LOIS 
37-938 Decreed 6/1/1912 2.00 LITTLE WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MALCOLM, GEORGE E 
37-940 Decreed 5/1/1910 2.00 SILVER CREEK IRRIGATION SMITH, DB 
37-943A Decreed 0.80 J DRAIN IRRIGATION 
MOLYNEUX, AW; MOLYNEUX, 
MAXINE 
37-943B Decreed 1.34 J DRAIN IRRIGATION LARKIN, CHARLES R 
37-943D Decreed 0.81 J DRAIN DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
! MOLYNEUX, QYDE L; ORVIK, NINA 
! MOLYNEUX 
37-943E Decreed 0.25 J DRAIN IRRIGArJON LARKIN, CHARLES R : 
37-944A Decreed 0.67 K DRAIN, L DRAIN IRRIGATION LARKIN, CHARLES R 
37•944C Decreed 0.40 K DRAIN, L DRAIN IRRIGATION 
MOLYNEUX, AW; MOLYNEUX, 
MAXINE 
37-944D Decreed 0.40 DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
MOLYNEUX, CLYDE L; ORVIK, NINA 
MOLYNrnx 
37-944E Decreed 0.12 K DRAIN, L DRAIN ! IRRIGATION LARKIN, CHARLES R 
37-946 Decreed 0.80 I DRAIN IRRIGATION GILLJAN, JAMES 
37-949 Decreed 2.22 
F DRAIN, G DRAIN, H 
IRRIGATION CHESS, BEN 
DRAIN 
37.955 Decreed 4/1/1886 1.50 LITTLE WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION OTTERSON, WILLIAM H 
37-968 Decreed 4/1/1885 0.60 LITTLE WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION KEMPTON, JEROME B 
37-979 Decreed 4/1/1885 1.00 LITTLE WOOD RIVER IRRIGAHON BOWMAN, JAMES W 
37-985 Decreed 8/31/1892 1.20 LITTLE WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION HORTON, EW 
37-992 Decreed 4/15/1885 1.80 LITTLE WOOD RIVER l IRRIGATION NUSGEN, GUSTAVE 
FRIEDMAN CREEK, 
37-1015 Decreed 4/1/1887 1.60 
SOUTH FORK MULDOON 
IRRIGATION WINCHESTER, STEPHEN 
CREEK, UNNAMED 
STREAMS 
37-1019 Decreed 4/1/1885 0.50 LITTLE WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION WOMACK, ASAL 
37-1020 Decreed 4/1/1888 0.50 LITTLE WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION WOMACK, ASAL 
37-1023 Decreed 6/30/1884 0.60 UNNAMED STREAMS IRRIGATION GOODMAN, DOUGLAS H 
37-1024 Decreed 4/1/1885 0.40 UNNAMED STREAMS IRRIGATION GOODMAN, DOUGLAS H 
37-1025 Decreed 4/1/1887 0.80 UNNAMED STREAMS IRRIGATION I GOODMAN, DOUGLAS H 
37-1044 Decreed 6/15/1885 1.20 FRIEDMAN CREEK IRRIGAflON BALLANTINE, J W 
37-1045 Decreed 4/1/1886 1.00 FRIEDMAN CREEK IRRIGATION BALI.ANTINE, J W 
37-1050 Decreed 4/1/1888 LITTLE WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION EVANS, DAVID J 
37-1055 Decreed 5/20/1885 2.20 
, 
UNNAMED STREAMS IRRIGATION CUSHING, HENRY 5 
37-1069 Decreed 6/1/1891 U.O LITTLE WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION MUCHADO, LOUIS 
37-1071A Decreed 6/1/1892 0.20 SILVER CREEK IRRIGATION PARKER, MARY 
37-1071B Decreed 6/1/1892 2.00 SILVER CREEK IRRIGATION CARPENTER, JOHN H 
37-1091 Decreed 4/1/1890 1.50 SIL YER CREEK IRRIGATION HAYDEN, JOHN 
37-1093 Decreed 6/1/1890 2.00 SILVER CREEK IRRIGATION GRAHAM, ANDREW J 
37·1104A Decreed 4/1/1890 1.00 SILVER CREEK IRRIGATION STOCKS, THOMAS 
37·1111 Decreed 8/14/1890 250 SILVER CREEK IRRIGATION NISSEN, CHRISTIAN 
37-1121 ~creed 9/26/1906 0.50 LITTLE WOOD RIVER lRRIGATION 
MALCOLM, GEORGE E; MALCOLM, 
MARGARET 
37-1122 Decreed 9/26/1906 0.50 LITTLE WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION DIXON, ELMER 
37-1128 Decreed 12/1/1911 3.20 LITTLE WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CARPENTER, FORREST A 
37-1129 Decreed 12/1/1911 4.00 LITTLE WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CARPENTER, SALEM 
37-1130 Decreed 12/1/1911 0.80 LITTLE WOOD RIVER DOME;TIC, IRRIGATION CARPENTER,CLARENCE 
37-1133 Decreed 7/1/1910 2.00 DRY CREEK IRRIGATION MC CARTER, ORLA J 
37-1171 Decreed 7/1/1906 1.60 LITTLE WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GUBLER, GODFREY 
37-1180 Decreed 5/23/1910 1.00 FISH CREEK IRRIGATION NORTON, LAFAYETTE M 
37-1182 Decreed 6/27/1883 0.08 SOLDIER CREEK IRRIGATION WH !TE, SARAH 
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37-1193 Decreed j 4/1/1940 0.18 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BARKER, 0 D 
37-1194 Decreed 15.00 FISH CREEK IRRIGATION CASE, GEORGE W 
37-1196 Decreed 3.00 FISH CREEK IRRIGATION CASE, GEORGE W 
37-1220 Decreed 6/10/1882 4.00 CROY CREEK IRRIGATION CONNETT, LOUISE S 
HOT SPRINGS GULCH 
37-1221 Decreed 6/24/1909 1.50 CREEK, WILSON GULCH IRRIGATION CONNETT, LOUISE S 
CREEK 
37-1224D Decreed 12/28/1932 0.20 SILVER CREEK IRRIGATION SCHOEN, LAWRENCE 
37-1229 Decreed 6/1/1901 0.70 
BLACKMANS GULCH 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION LEE, ARCHIE R; LEE, SARAH E 
CREEK 
i 37-1234 Decteed 4/15/1910 6.00 DUGWAY CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GRAY, GOLDIE 
37-1235 Decreed 2/20/1911 2.40 CROY CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HORAN, JAMES H 
' HARRIS, ANNIE I; NORTHWESTERN 37-1237 Decreed 11/19/1929 3.00 SPRING IRRIGATION & PACIFIC HYPOTHEEKBANK 
DIVERSION TO 
37-1245 Decreed 9/12/1912 41.02 LITTLE WOOD RIVER 
STORAGE, DOMESTIC, 




37-2004 License 8/20/1903 6.40 SOLDIER CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BECKER, ADELINE; HALE, J M ! 
37-2009 License 8/30/1904 2.20 
RATTLESNAKE CREEK, 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WARD,JOHNW 
WEST FORK FISH CREEK 
37-2011 License 12/12/1904 250.00 BIG WOOD RIVER POWER CRAMER ELECTRIC CO 
37-2014 license 7/8/1905 2.10 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WARD,JOHN W 
' GROUND WATER, , 
37-2023 Llcense 9/22/1905 3.20 
THREEMILE CREEK 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION COOK, CHARLES W 
37-2025 Llcense 9/20/1905 6.40 THREEMILE CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HALE, STELLA I 
37-2027 License 9/8/1905 0.10 SPRINGS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BOYER, REECE C 
37-2028 License 10/9/1905 1.00 ALKALI SPRING DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION JOHNSON, ANDREW 
37-2029 license 10/4/1905 4.72 CORRAL CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GIBBONS, MARY V : 
37-2036 license 3/28/1906 1.60 LITTLE WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION LEWIS, SAM 
37-2037 License 3/29/1906 0.10 SPRINGS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
CONDIT, FRANCESE; CONDIT, J E; 
CONDIT,J H 
37-2042 license 4/17/1906 6.00 
EAST FORK THREEMILE 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
GARBUTT, WILLIAM; MONTAGUE, 
CREEK HOLLISTER 
37-2044 : License S/16/1906 0.50 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION STRONG, PATRICIA ANN 
37-2047 Llcerise 6/18/1906 9.00 
CORRAL CREEK, LANSING 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ORR, FRED 
CREEK 
37-2048 license 9/22/1905 4.50 
EAST FORK THREFMILE 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ROUDEBUSH, LIZZIEE 
CREEK 
37-2050 License 7/6/1906 0,80 BROADFORD SLOUGH i DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 1 MARTIN,JOHN 
37-2053 License 7/11/1906 3.20 I SHEEP CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MC GHEE, BARKLEY J 
37-20S4 License 7/19/1906 4.00 CHIMNEY CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HARRISON, LAURA E 
37-2058 License 7/5/1906 1.20 CAMAS CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CHIPMAN, ROSA B; RICE, ER 
37-2059 license 9/19/1906 0.50 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION VANCE, MARTHA E l 
37-2060 license 10/8/1906 3.00 
EAST FORK THREEMILE 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WOOD, JOSEPH C 
CREEK 
37-2061 License 10/17/1906 1.00 SHEEP CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION DARR, MARYE 
; 37-2063 License 12/10/1906 2.00 THREEMILE CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GRIFFITH, RICHARD M 
37-2064 License 12/10/1906 2.00 THREEMILE CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GRIFFITH, RICHARD M 
37-2065 license 12/10/1906 2.00 THREEMILE CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BOOE, ELVIS R 
37-2068 license 12/13/1906 3.20 ABBOTT CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION DANIELS, JOSEPH E 
37-2072 License 5/1/1907 3.00 
PROUT SPRING, 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION JORDAN, ALICE C 
UNNAMED STREAM 
37-2073 License 5/3/1907 0.80 CAMP CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ROWLEY, EMMA 
37-2077 License 6/20/1907 0.20 SPRING DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BOYER, REECE C 
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37-2079 License ' 6/29/1907 3.00 LITTLE WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION LAN£, JAMES H; LANE, JENNIE E 
37-2080 License 7/11/1907 3.00 
DAVIDSON SPRINGS, 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION PERKINS, DEAN l 
TIMBER GULCH 
37-2081 License 7/i/1907 2.10 CORRAL CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION TIEDE, MARY C 
i 37-2082 License 7/20/1907 1.20 COVE CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ROCKWELL, IRVIN E 
37-2083 License 7/20/1907 i 2.00 
CHIMNEY CREEK, HARDY 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WARDEN, JARY 
CREEK 
37-2084 License 7/20/1907 2.00 
CHIMNEY CREEK, HARDY 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SUMMERS, ADALINE 0 : 
CREEK i 
37-2086 License 9/16/1907 3.20 
EAST FORK THREEMILE 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BECKER, ADELINE I i CREEK 
37-2088 License 8/7/1907 24.00 
NORTH FORK MULDOON 
MINING, POWER MULDOON MINING CO 
CREEK 
37-2090 License 10/16/1907 2.00 LITTLE WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
ANDERSON, GEORGE H; 
ANDERSON, HARRY W 
37-2091 license ! 10/17/1907 . 0.74 ROCK SPRING DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SAND SPRINGS RANCH & CO 
37-2093 License 11/26/1907 220.00 BIG WOOD RIVER POWER ROCKWELL WHITE POWER CO ' 
37-2100 License 4/4/1909 1.00 SPRINGS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GRAVIET, SAMUEL 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
I 
37-2105 License 10/25/1912 60.00 MC KINNEY CREEK 
FROM STORAGE, TWIN LAKES RESERVOIR & 
IRRIGATION STORAGE, IRRIGATION CO LTD 
IRRIGATION 
37-21.06 License 2/29/1908 9.50 CORRAL CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SAND SPRINGS RANCH & CO 
! 37-2107A License 5/8/1908 0.90 DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GULL, CLARICE N 
i 37-2107B License 12/7/1909 1.50 Mill CANYON CREEK ' DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION LEONARD, CLARICE N 
37-2111 License 5/8/1908 1.90 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GRAVIET, SAMUEL 
37-2112 License G/1/1908 8.40 SOLDIER CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION FROSTENSON, MF; SIi.VA, AD 
37-2113 Ucense 5/8/1908 0.80 FISH CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION EARNWORTH, ANNIE C 
37-2115 License 6/15/1908 1.00 LANSING CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ADKINS, SN ' 
37-2119 License 8/17/1908 0.30 CAMAS CREEK, SPRING DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SAND SPRINGS RANCH & CO 
37-2120 License 7/11/1908 2,00 HALL GULCH CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HANFORD, PERCY W 
37-2121 License 10/6/1908 0.84 UNNAMED STREAM I DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ROWLEY, JAMES J 
37-2129 License 3/5/1909 1.70 , UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CHIPMAN, ROSA B 
37-2130 License 5/20/1909 1.20 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION DARRAH, ARZILLA 
37-2132 Llcense 4/21/1909 a.so EASHORK CORRAL DOMESTIC, IRRIGAllON MC MASTER, GEO A ! CREEK 
37-2133 License 4/28/1909 0.40 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BONNING JR, JAMES i 
37-2134 License 4/28/1909 0.20 ELKHORN GULCH CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BONNING JR, JAMES 
37-2135 License 5/3/1909 2.40 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION PERRY, ELLEN C; TRADER, FRANK 
37-2136 license 4/17/1909 0.60 LITTLE WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WINTER, WILLIAM H 
37-2137 License 5/18/1909 1.20 BALE GULCH CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGAllON ELLSWORTH, W P 
37-2141 License 6/17/1909 0.70 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION JONES, El.BERT W 
37-2143 license 6/26/1909 1.00 CLOVER CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION FLEfCHER, GEORGE W 
37-2145 License 5/22/1909 25,00 SILVER CREEK DOMESTIC, POWER 
HODGMAN, ADELAIDE B; 
HODGMAN, WILLIAM A 
37-2146 License 6/16/1909 i 0.94 CAMP CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ROWLEY, JAMES J 
37-2149 llcense 6/16/1909 1.60 SPRINGS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ROWLEY, ARTHUR 
37-2150 License 7/24/1909 1.90 SHEEP CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
MC ADAMS, ALICE B; MC ADAMS, C 
A H; MC ADAMS, HARRY 
37-2151 License 7/7/1909 1.20 EAST DEMPSEY CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION i LITTLE, JOSEPH E 
37-2155 License 10/8/1909 0.70 COLD SPRING CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WERRY, NICHOLAS G 
37-2159 License 11/20/1909 0.80 COAL OIL FLAT CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ELDREDGE, IRA 
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37-2164 license 1/24/1910 4.50 WASTEWATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
KELLY, CHARll'/; KELLY, GEORGE F; 
i STRUNK, C 
37-2167 License 3/4/1910 0,51 SILVER CREEK IRRIGATION 
HOFSTETTER, MARIANNE; I 
HOFSTETTER, WALTER J 
37-2171 License 4/18/1910 0,40 ' SPRING DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HANFORD, PERCY W 
37-2175 License 5/2/1910 0,80 LITTLE WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SILVA, ANTONIO I 
37-2181 ; Ucense 6/23/1910 L28 POWELL CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BEAN, ORAB 
! 37-2182 License S/16/1910 1.20 SPRINGS ! DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION YOUNG JR, EBEN 
37-2183 License 7/15/1910 1,50 
CAMAS CREEK, COW 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SIMONSON, ANDREW J 
CREEK 
37-2184 License 10/6/1910 1.50 
DUGWAY CANYON 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GRAY, GOLDIE E 
CREEK 
37-2186 License i 7/21/1910 0.32 KELLY GULCH CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION NEUSIIS, CARL H 
37-2187 License 8/13/1910 0,90 SPRINGS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SAND SPRINGS RANCH & CO 
37-2189 License I 9/6/1910 0.40 GROUNDWATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ESTATE OF CHARLES F TRITTHART 
37-2193 License 10/4/1910 2.10 WARM SPRING CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SIMONSON, EMMA C 
37-2194 License 10/5/1910 2.40 CORRAL CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ASHMEAD, CHARLES N 
37-2197 License 10/19/1910 0.40 SOLDIER CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION USDA FOREST SERVICE 
37-2203 Ucense 2/20/1911 0,70 CROY CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CURTIS, HD 
37-2204 License 3/4/1911 1,50 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION PAINTER, DOLLIE FMC TAGGERT 
37-2205 License 3/17/1911 2,90 DAVIS FLATS SPRINGS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SAND SPRINGS RANCH & CO 
37-2208 license 4/11/1911 0.20 SPRINGS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION PARK, CJ 
37-2209 License 4/17/1911 0.02 ! SPRING CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION PRICE, JOHN H 
IRRIGATION FROM 
37-2210 License 4/71/1911 2,86 COW CREEK STORAGE, IRRIGATION TRULLINGER, DANIEL 
I STORAGE, IRRIGATION i 
37-2213 License 6/9/1911 0.40 WILSON GULCH CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION Pl.UM ER, JOHN J . 
37-2214 License 6/29/1911 2.00 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BORUP, PETER P I 
37-2216 License 7/12/1911 0.40 MALAD RIVER IRRIGATION YOUNG, WIWAM 
37-2219 License 8/21/1911 3.60 MIZER SPRINGS DOMESTIC, POWER MIZER, THOMAS 
37-2225 License 10/26/1911 1.10 LITTLE WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GEROULAS, WILLIAM 
' 37-2232 License 4/22/1912 0,80 SILVER CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WHITE, HORACE R ! 
37-2235 License 4/17/1912 0,80 
SPRINGS, WEST FORK 
IRRIGATION HEDDEN, CLARENCE D 
CORRAL CREEK 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
37-2236 license 5/31/1912 1.80 UNNAMED STREAM 
FROM STORAGE, 
NIELSON, CAROLINE F 
IRRIGATION STORAGE, 
IRRIGATION 
37-2237 License 6/10/1912 2.60 COW CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BROWNELL, MARTHA C 
37-2238 License 6/10/1912 1.60 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION REDMON, GEORGE W 
37-2239 License 6/25/1912 3.30 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SONNER, AH; SONNER, ROSA 
37-2241 license 6/22/1912 0.40 ASPENWOOD SPRINGS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MOSIER, WRAYW P 
37-2253 License 10/30/1912 1.30 MALAD RIVER DOMESJK, IRRIGATION ALLER, CASPER 
: 37-2254 License 2/14/1913 2.10 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GOODING, ALICE 
i 37-2263 License 1/22/1914 0.02 SPRING DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION JOHNSON, ARTHUR 
37-2267 License G/23/1913 1.00 SPRINGS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION LAVERl'l,WJ 
37-2272 License 8/14/1913 1.20 WEST FORK FISH CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION POTTER, ADELBERT L 
37-2278 License 12/14/1913 0.32 SILVER CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HUNTER, WA 
37-2279 License 9/22/1913 18.00 WARM SPRINGS CREEK POWER GUYER, ELENA C 
FENDER, HENRY M; FENDER, 
37-2280 License 3/27/1913 s.20 LITTLE WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION LAWRENCE EARL; PENCE, 
MARGARET 
37-2281 License 12/4/1913 0.80 
DUGWAY CANYON 
IRRIGATION GRAY, GOLDIE E 
CREEK . 
37-2288 License 4/24/1914 0.80 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION STRATTON, LESLIE E 
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37-2291 License 6/13/1914 1.00 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HILL, LAUNIE 
37-2292 License 6/16/1914 1.30 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BAYLIS, FRANK 
37-2295 License 9/28/1914 0.64 SPRINGS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HORNBECK, ELIZA 
37-2298 License 10/6/1914 1.60 UNNAMED COULEE DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SMITH, ERNEST 
37-2299 License 9/28/1914 0.60 SPRINGS IRRIGATION BUTLER, EFFIE M 
37-2301A License 9/8/1914 1.40 
SILVER CREEK, 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION STRUNK, ROY 
UNNAMED STREAM 
37-2301B License 9/8/1914 0.20 
SILVER CREEK, 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION STRUNK, ROY 
UNNAMED STREAM 
37-2304 License 12/14/1914 4.00 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION DAUBNER,AW 
37-2305 License 1/20/1915 0.64 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SAMS, AH 
37-2307 License 3/31/1915 18.00 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION FALL CREEK SHEEP CO LTD 
37-2308 License 4/24/1915 0.40 
ALBERTHSEN CANYON 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ALBRETHSEN, WILLIAM 
CREEK 
37-2313 License 6/21/1915 1.10 CROY CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BENSON, 5 J 
37-2314 License 6/23/1915 1.00 THOMPSON CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SOMSEN, FRANK 
37-2315 License 5/3/1915 1.32 SPRINGS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BLACK BUTTE HILLS LLC 
37-2322 License 11/1/1915 0.40 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION COVENEY, JOHN 
37-2323 License 11/1/1915 1.00 SPRING DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GOODING, FRANK R 
37-2325 License 4/15/1916 0.30 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CHENEY, FRANK B 
37-2328 License 9/24/1916 2.40 MULDOON CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HILLS, FRANK R 
37-2330 License 6/21/1916 0.80 TRAIL CREEK IRRIGATION POTHIER, FRED W 
37-2331 License 7/10/1916 0.24 CAMP CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION KEITH, OSBORNE R 
37-2334 License 8/24/1916 1.36 
LITTLE WOOD RIVER, 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
MICHELWAIT, LYDIA E; STRUNCK, 
SILVER CREEK DC 
37-2335 License 10/5/1916 2.00 EAST FORK WOOD RIVER MINING FEDERAL MINING & SMELTING CO 
37-2340 License 1/6/1919 0.30 POORMAN DITCH DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION STORY, J J 
37-2342 License 1/18/1917 0.45 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION NOVINGER & DARRAH SHEEP CO 
37-2343 License 3/9/1916 0.74 LITTLE WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WOMACK, ASA L 
37-2348 License 5/18/1917 0.30 UNNAMED COULEE DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION PAULSON, CHARLES 0 
37-2353 License 7/25/1917 0.70 FRICKE CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION KRAHN, OTTO 
37-2358 License 10/4/1917 0.60 BAUGH CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SAUNDERS, MABEL 
37-2359 License 10/4/1917 0.70 FISHER CANYON CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SAUNDERS, MABEL 
37-2369 License 2/21/1918 0.10 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CROSS, RT 
37-2370 License 2/23/1918 0.34 UNNAMED STREAMS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WEISS, JOHN P 
37-2371 License 2/14/1918 0.10 FISH CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CROSS, RT 
37-2372 License 3/2/1918 1.00 POORMAN DITCH DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION AYERS, E J 
37-2374 License 4/24/1918 0.48 CLOVER CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION RADERMACHER, MAUDE 
37-2381 License 7/26/1918 0.50 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION SUTPHEN, DH; SUTPHEN, PT 
37-2382 License 8/28/1918 0.12 SPRINGS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CUNNINGHAM, MARYE 
37-2389 License 9/28/1919 1.00 WASTEWATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION FORDICE, 5 T 
37-2390 License 7/7/1919 0.40 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION FINCH, JOHN 
37-2391 License 7/5/1919 0.80 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION LEONARD, H 5; LEONARD, NOLA B 
37-2392 License 7/31/1919 0.40 WASTEWATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HENRY, J J 
37-2393 License 7/19/1919 1.00 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION EDHOLM,JOHN 
37-2395 License 8/14/1919 0.50 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION INDERMUHLE, MARTIN 
37-2397 License 9/11/1919 0.50 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HARRIS, CHARLES 
37-2401 License 12/14/1919 1.60 LITTLE WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION PEYRON, PIERRE 
37-2406 License 6/6/1920 1.06 MILLEGAN CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION KNIGHT, DOUGLAS T 
37-2407 License 5/26/1920 1.10 
BAUGH CREEK, HAILEY 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WILLIAMS, NOUN DAE 
CREEK 
37-2408 License 6/28/1920 4.00 MULDOON CREEK POWER MARTY, LEO 
37-2409 License 8/2/1920 0.40 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MASON, FRANK 
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37-2412 License 11/4/1921 0.88 TEXAS GULCH CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION STRONG, PATRICIA ANN 
37-2421 License 7/5/1924 1.00 LITTLE FISH CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HOWARD, RACHEL A 
37-2423 License 8/14/1924 200.00 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BIG WOOD CANAL COMPANY 
37-2424 License 2/17/1925 1.00 SPRING POWER AYRES, EMERY S 
37-2434 License 8/10/1926 0.14 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MORRISON, MARGARET 
37-2436 License 5/9/1928 100.00 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BIG WOOD CANAL COMPANY 
37-2439 License 8/2/1929 0.14 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HUGHES, EB 
37-2442 License 8/4/1931 0.02 SPRINGS 
DOMESTIC, 
PASCOE, RAYMOND L 
STOCKWATER 
37-2448 License 10/7/1933 2.00 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION BROWN, WALTER 




37-2454 License 2/13/1940 0.50 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION HOBDEY, LEO M 
37-2459 License 8/7/1939 1.00 SPRINGS DOMESTIC JENSEN, AM 
DOMESTIC, 
37-2461 License 10/4/1939 0.04 TRAIL CREEK IRRIGATION, ROBINSON, BELLE 
STOCKWATER 
37-2463 License 2/19/1942 0.50 GROUND WATER 
IRRIGATION, CAMAS COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT 
MUNICIPAL #121 
37-2464 License 2/27/1942 a.so GROUND WATER DOMESTIC CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST OF THE 
LATTER DAY SAi NTS 
37-2465 License 1/27/1942 0.15 COLORADO CREEK MINING EXNER, J A; POVEY, FREDE 
DOMESTIC, 
37-2485 License 12/26/1947 0.17 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION, BAUSCHER, DON; BAUSCHER, FRED 
STOCKWATER 
DOMESTIC, 
37-2486 License 12/26/1947 0.03 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION, BAHR, VIVIAN 
STOCKWATER 
37-2487 License 12/26/1947 0.04 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BAHR,JOHN H 




37-2490 License 5/24/1948 0.30 SPRINGS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION LIPE, DAVID C 
37-2491 License 6/1/1948 2.00 BULLION CREEK MINING APACHE MINES CO 
37-2503 License S/11/1949 0.24 LITTLE WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ELDREDGE, GAIL V 
37-2511 License 6/5/1950 0.03 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MILLER, WILLIAM E 
37-2520 License 4/2/1951 0.50 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION CLARK, DEWAIN 
37-2521 License 6/7 /19Sl 0.06 UNNAMED STREAM 
IRRIGATION, 
TEWS, CLARENCE R 
STOCKWATER 
37-2522 License 6/7/19Sl 0.10 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION THORNTON, FLOYD S 
37-2529 License 1/30/1952 0.30 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION CHENEY, VICTOR 
37-2533 License 1/17/1953 S.38 ABBOTT CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HOLLOWELL, CLIFFORD 
37-2534 License 7/6/1966 1.32 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION GEE, CHARLES L 
37-2537 License 4/29/1953 2.40 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION PAHL, LOUIS 
37-2555 License 8/27/1954 0.38 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MCATEE, WYATTV 
37-2574 License 11/15/1955 0.28 TRAIL CREEK IRRIGATION LANE, J P 
37-2585 License 10/20/1955 1.00 EAST FORK WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION STRUTHERS, MARGARETE 
DOMESTIC, 
37-2590 License 10/25/1956 0.06 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION, SAUNDERS, IVA W 
STOCKWATER 
37-2603 License 7/10/1958 2.34 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION BALDWIN, L W 
37-2617 License 6/23/1959 3.72 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION PICABO LIVESTOCK CO INC 
37-2620 License 7/28/1959 2.46 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION PICABO LIVESTOCK CO INC 
37-2634B License 5/6/1960 0.02 LITTLE WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION ROSANDER, VD 
37-2655 License 4/6/1961 0.64 UNNAMED DRAIN IRRIGATION STEVENSON, LYNN 
37-2659 License 3/29/1961 9.37 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION QUIGLEY LAND & LIVESTOCK CO INC 
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37-2677 License 1/8/1962 0.10 GROUNDWATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MCHAN, EV 
, 
37-2691 License 7/18/1963 0.64 UNNAMED DRAIN IRRIGATION JONES. HALCIE C 
37-2718 Ucense 11/29/1965 0.09 GROUNDWATER DOMESTIC SUN VALLEY CO INC 
37-2721 license 12/20/1965 0.30 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC WARM SPRINGS PROPERTIES INC 
37-2731 License 4/1/1966 0.01 SPRING DOMESTIC HARTWELL, ALBE RT J 
37-27S2A License 11/14/1966 0.08 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION FEDERAL RESOURCES CORP 
37-2765 License 7/14/1909 0.64 HUFF CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MAC KAY, JAM ES E 
DOMESTIC STORAGE, 
37-2767 l License 8/24/1916 
LITTLE WOOD RIVER, IRRIGATION FROM 
MICKELWAIT, LYDIA E; STRUNK, DC 
SILVER CREEK STORAGE, IRRIGATION 
STORAGE 
IRRIGATION FROM 
37-2768 Ucense 7/3/1924 umE FISH CREEK STORAGE, IRRIGATION HOWARD, RACHELA 
STORAGE 
DOMESTIC STORAGE, 
37-2770 License 4/6/1937 PRAIRIE CREEK 
IRRIGATION FROM 
ESTATE OF R J BLAKELY 
STORAGE, IRRIGATION 
' STORAGE DOMESTIC STORAGE, 
37-2772 License S/14/1930 LITTLE FISH CREEK 
IRRIGATION FROM ALBRETHSEN. ALFRED; CAMERON, 
STORAGE, IRRIGATION EDWARD 
STORAGE 
STOCKWATER FROM 
37-2775 License 6/26/1941 UNNAMED STREAM 
STORAGE, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
STOCKWATER ACTING THROUGH 
STORAGE 
37-2786 License 12/18/1905 9.60 THREEMILE CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GWINN, DAVID H 
37-2787 License 6/30/1947 2.00 BIG WOOD RIVER WILDLIFE STATE OF IDAHO 
! 
37-2793A License 5/16/1908 0.60 DRY CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SAUNDERS, RALPH H 
: 37-2793B License 8/16/1909 1.40 DRY CREEK \ DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SAUNDERS, RALPH H 
37-2798 License 2/1/1918 0.76 UNNAMED COULEE DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HARDING, HARVEY L 
37-2801A License 8/9/1905 6.00 CAMAS CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BLEDSOE, RELF J; NELSON, LUCY M 
37-3156 Ucense j 5/21/1934 0.50 
SOUTH FORK BIRCH 




6/1/1922 0.46 OREGON GULCH CREEK 
IRRIGATION, MARIN, DAVID PAUL; MARIN, MARY 
Claim STOCKWATER JANE 
: Statutory 

























5/1/1958 0.04 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
BENNETT, EDMUND D; BENNETT, 
daim ELLA MARIE 
37-4-043 
Statutory 










9/19/1907 1.20 BOX CANYON CREEK IRRIGATION OLSEN, VINCENT W 
Clalm 
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37-4056A 
Statutory 
4/1/1969 0.25 UNNAMED STREAM 
IRRIGATION, 













SPUD PATCH SPRING, STOCKWATER, 
STATE OF IDAHO 
Claim UNNAMED DRAIN WILDLIFE 
37-4068 
Statutory 





POWELL CREEK, SPRING, STOCKWATER, 
BAUSCHER RANCH INC 
Claim UN NAM ED STREAM WILDLIFE 
37-4075 
Statutory 





SEVEN HUNDRED WASTE 
















S/1/1943 1.00 WASTE WATER IRRIGATION 




5/1/1943 0.60 WASTE WATER IRRIGATION 












































1/1/1941 0.30 SPRING 
IRRIGATION, 




5/lS/1910 3.21 WASTEWATER 
IRRIGATION, 












UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
37-4222 
Claim 





6/l/19SS 0.14 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
MATSUURA, FLORENCE T; 
Claim MATSUURA, THOMAS 0 
37-4231 
Statutory 
6/1/1910 0.70 UN NAM ED STREAM IRRIGATION LOUCKS, LEON W; LOUCKS, LOIS V 
Claim 










6/1/1950 0.80 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION 




4/15/1969 2.20 WASTE WATER IRRIGATION 
MUCHOW, CRAIG R; MUCHOW, 
Claim PAT J 
37-4235 
Statutory 





















1/1/1907 1.06 SPRINGS STOCKWATER STRUTHERS INC 
37-4262 
Statutory 
6/1/1954 5.00 DEER CREEK MINING THE PASS MINING CO i Claim 
: Statutory COMMERCIAL, I 
37-4290 
Claim 
6/2/1947 0.02 GROUND WATER 
DOMESTIC 
BUTLER, HAROLD S 
37--4299 
Statutory 
1/1/1937 0.13 GROUND WATER 
COMMERCIAL, 












6/1/1940 1.20 WASTEWATER IRRIGAnON 
CARRAWAY, EERRELL G; 
Cia1m CARRAWAY, WILLA L 
37-4321 
Statutory 
7/1/1970 0,20 WA>[EWATER IRRIGATION 















5/25/1937 0.15 GROUND WATER 
DOMESTIC, 













6/1/1949 0.10 GROUND WATER 
IRRIGATION, SHUTER, CARRIE A; SHUTER, 
Claim >[OCKWATER EUGENE 
37-4361 
Statutory 
6/1/1969 0.01 SPRING 
STOCKWA TER, UNITED >[ATES OF AMERICA 
! 
Claim WILDLIFE ACTING THROUGH ' 
37-4371 
Statutory 
7/1/1953 0.10 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION BROWN, WILLIAM D I Claim 
37-4380 
Statutory 
1/1/1963 0.08 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC 




12/1/1962 0.27 GROUND WATER 
COMMERCIAL, EIRTH, CURTIS D; FIRTH, SHERYL 
Claim DOMESTIC LYNN 
37-4406 
Statutory 







SOUTH FORK MULDOON IRRIGATION, 
FLAT TOP SHEEP CO 
Claim CREEK STOCKWATER 
37-4422 
Statutory 
6/10/1880 0.86 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION 
GARDNER, CLOYD W; GARDNER, 
Clalm ROBERT E; GARDNER, RUTH HELEN 





EAST FORK THREEMIL£ 





MC MAHAN CREEK, 









WEST FORK THREEMILE 




11/14/1919 0.80 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION JEROME, PAUL 
Claim i 




37-7048 license 7/24/1969 0.70 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION SMITH, BERNARD E 
37-7056 License 12/11/1969 I O.D4 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC TYROLEAN LODGE 
I IRRlGATION, 
37-7057 License 12/8/1969 0.48 GROUND WATER 
STOCKWATER 
RUBY, LESLIE T 
37-7060 I license 5/6/1970 0.68 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC GOITIANDIA, JOE 
37-7068 llcense 5/12/1970 0.10 GROUND WATER COMMERCIAL FIFE, MILTON 
37-7073 License I 6/26/1970 O.D4 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION NOPP, JACK D; NOPP, LORRAINE R 
37-7097 License 5/5/1971 0.10 GROUND WATER 
DOMESTIC, FIRE 
LOOMIS, GEORGE A 
PROTECTION I 
37-7141 License 4/18/JSJ72 0.20 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC NORTH FACE PROPERTIES 
37-7155 License 8/10/1972 0.06 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC ROOT, MICHAEL C 
37-7156 License 8/14/1972 0.06 ! GROUND WATER IRRIGATION FIELDS, EUGENE E 
37-7161 License 8/30/1972 SPRING RECREATION STORAGE LEA YELL CATTLE CO 
37-7182 License 12/20/1972 0.22 GROUND WATER , DOMESTIC WOOD RIVER RACQUET CLUB 
37-7190 License 1/8/1973 0.08 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC HARRIS, ORVILLE J; PRICE, RALPH 8 
37-7212 license 3/19/1973 0.20 GROUND WATER COMMERCIAL MOONSTONE INC 
37-7250 License 7/11/1973 0.80 WASTE WATER IRRIGATION BRADSHAW, RAY 
37-7254 License 7/31/1973 0.10 GROUND WATER COMMERCIAL PROUTY, WESLEY C 
i 37-7263 License 8/30/1973 0.02 SPRINGS DOMESTIC, TRIUMPH MINERAL CO INC 
INDUSTRIAL i 
THE ALTON & PAULA HUYSER 
37-7268 License 8/23/1973 3.06 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION TRUST UNDER TRUST AGREEMENT 
DTD4-1-2001 
37-7293 License 10/10/1973 6.59 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION STEVENSON, LYNNE 
: 37-7342 License 2/21/1974 0.14 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MCSTAY, GM 
37-7347 Ucense 3/17/1974 2.45 WASTE WATER IRRIGATION RICHTRON FINANCIAL CORP 
37-7449 ' License 8/6/1975 0.08 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC DAECH, SHERRY 
37-7529 License 9/28/1976 0.94 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION i ARRATE, CHRISTINA; ARRATE, JOSE 
37-7578 Llcense 4/29/1977 0.08 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION GOITIANDIA, JOE 
37-76218 License 6/7/1977 0.65 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 
OLSEN, RICHARD P; US DEPT OF 
AGRICULTI.JRE 
37-7750 License 11/29/1978 5.34 SPRINGS POWER BLACK CANYON BUSS LLC 
37-7778 license 5/14/1979 0.03 GROUND WATER 
STOCKWATER, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
WILDLIFE ACTING THROUGH 
37-7791 Ucense 7/19/1979 0.02 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION FAIRFIELD, RICHARD W 
37-7946 License 10/8/1981 0.03 GROUND WATER 
DOMESTIC, 
SHEER, ED C 
STOCKWATER 
37-7951 License 11/13/1981 0.03 GROUND WATER j DOMESTIC KNIEP, MARTIN J 
37-79598 License 12/9/1981 0.04 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC DROUGAS, THOMAS C 





I 3/-8037 Llcense 9/23/1982 0.05 i GROUND WATER DOMESTIC CORWIN, BARBARA l; CORWIN, ! CHARl£5 H; FREUND, ROBERT B 
i 37 8046 License 10/1/1982 0.01 ! SPRING 
STOCKWATER, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA i , WILDLIFE ACTING THROUGH 
I 
37-8049 license 10/1/1982 O.Ql SPRING 
ST OCKWATER, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA I 
i WILDLIFE ACTING THROUGH 
37··8134 Ucense 6/29/1983 0.05 ' GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ROBERT POTTERS 
I STOCKWATER FROM I 
I Licen><? I 
STORAGE, 
I 37-8241 9/16/1985 UNNAMED STREAM 
STOCKWATER UNITED STATES OE AMERICA 
STORAGE, WILDLIFE ACTING THROUGH 
FROM STORAGE, 
l WILDLIFE STORAGE 
37-8278 Ucense 9/25/1986 4.00 BIG WOOD RIVER WILDLIFE FASSETT, HELEN M 
37-30000J Decreed 3/24/1883 1.06 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION MOLYNEUX, AW 
37-30000M Decreed 3/24/1883 23.05 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION WOOD RIVER LAND CO 
37-30000N Decreed 3/24/1883 o.os GROUND WATER IRRIGATION CORIELL, RANDY E; CORIELL, 
' 
TERESA B 
37-30001 Decreed 3/24/1883 1.00 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION PAULL, AUGUSTA 
I Decreed 
FRIEDMAN, LEON S; FULD, JOSEPH 
37-30002 3/24/1883 6.00 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION W; HOWES, MARIEL; PERRY, MRS E 
G; ROY, AMELIA VIC 
37-30003 Decreed 3/24/1883 2.00 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION BLAINE COUNTY NATIONAL BANK 
37-30004 Decreed 3/24/1883 1.60 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION STATE OF IDAHO 
37-30005 Decreed 3/24/1883 4.00 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION BLAINE COUNTY NATIONAL BANK 
37-30006 Decreed 3/24/1883 5.00 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION BURLINGTON SAVINGS BANK 
37-30007 Decreed 3/24/1883 1.69 BIG WOOD RIVER 
IRRIGATION, 
THE VALLEY RANCH PARTNERS ! RECREATION 
37-30008 Decreed 3/24/1883 3.80 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION cRIEDMAN CO i 
37-30010 Decreed 3/24/1883 2.40 . BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION CRONE, DH 
I 37•30011A Decreed 3/24/1883 6.85 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION MOLYNEUX, AW i 
37·30012 Decreed 3/24/1883 0.38 [ BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION MOORE, KENNETH 
AESTHETIC, FISH ' 
37-30013 Decreed 3/24/1883 1.20 BIG WOOD RIVER PROPAGATION, 
PETER M THOMAS TRUST; RIVER 
I RECREATION GROVE FARM 
: 37-30015 Decreed 3/24/1883 1.28 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION WOOD RIVER RANCH CO INC : 
37-30016 Decreed 3/24/1883 1.53 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION ESTATE OF MARIAASTORQUIA 
37-30017 Decreed 3/24/1883 0.35 BIG WOOD RIVER . IRRIGATION HAUGH, CHRISTIE A 
37-30018 Decreed 3/24/1883 0.50 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION CAMERON, GEORGE EDWARD 
37-30019 Decreed 3/24/1883 0.10 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION GORMAN, JAMES A 
37-30020 Decreed 3/24/1883 2.90 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION STUART JR, E HADLEY 
37-30021 Decreed 3/24/1883 0.48 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION BALDWIN, CLYDE W 
37-30022 Decreed 3/24/1883 1.20 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION DAVIS INVESTMENT CO 
37-30023 Decreed 3/24/1883 0.02 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION BURKE, WAYNE L 
37-30024C Decreed 3/24/1883 0.62 BIG WOOD RIVER . IRRIGATION BODNER, LlSELOTTE 
37--30025 Decreed 3/24/1883 0.18 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION LANIER, FRANK J 
37-30026 Decreed 3/24/1883 0.10 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION HARRIS, JAMES L 
37-30027 Decreed 3/24/1883 0.10 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION Mlll£R, RICHARD D 
37-30028 Decreed 3/24/1883 0.08 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION RINKER CO : 
37-30029 Decreed 3/24/1883 0.10 BIG WOOD RIVER AESTHETIC, WILDLIFE RINKER CO 
37-30031 Decreed 3/24/1883 0.10 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION LANIER, FRANK J; LANIER, MARILYN I 
37-30032 Decreed 3/24/1883 0.04 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION ANDERSON, RICHARD B 
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Decreed 3/24/18S3 0.26 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION 
' 37-30034 Decreed 3/24/1883 0.39 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION CORD JR, CHARLES E 
37-30035 Decreed 3/24/1883 0.15 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION i GRAYSTONE INC 
37-30036 Decreed 3/24/1883 0-02 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION 
EITIREIM, CAROLE; EITTREIM, 
WILLIAM D 
37-30038 Decreed 3/24/1883 0.37 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION BRENNAN, ROBERI M 
37-30039 Decreed 3/24/1883 0.91 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ! CLARK, WAYNE 
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Basin 41 Potentially Unclaimed Water Rights 
4JA0 Decreed 4/1/1884 0.60 
SOGTrl FORK ROCK 
IRRIGATION HARTLEY, WAYNE 
CREEi( 
41-11 Decreed 4/1/1884 0.44 
SOUTH FORK ROCK 
IRRIGATION HARTLEY, JOHN 
CREEK 
41-14 Decreed 4/1/1889 0.40 I INDIAN CREEK IRRIGATION : OLNEY, ET 
41--45 Decreed 5/1/1885 0.80 
SOJTH FORK ROCK 
IRRIGATIO, : '.viC DONALD, GEORGE 
CREEK 
41-54 Decreed 12/12/1917 0,72 LITTLE WARM C,EEK DOMESTIC, IR!\IGATION CAMPBELL, FRED R 
41-2002 Ucense 10/26/1908 0.13 SPRINGS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION QUINLAN, EDWARD 
41-2003 License 7/10/1909 1.50 SPRINGS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION RALPHS, EPHRAIM 
41~2010 License 9/12/1914 0.40 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WALKER JR, HYRUM S 
41-2011 License 7 /31/19'!.5 0.25 ROCK CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MUEHLBERGER, ANTON 
41-2018 ] '..icense 12/27/1955 0.20 GROUND WATER IRR:GATION ROCKLAND CEMETERY DIST 
41-L015 
S':.2tJt:,:ry 




9/1/1969 UNNAMED STREAM 
STOCKWATER, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
Claim WILDLIFE ACTING THROUGH 
41-4021 
Statutory 
9/1/1969 UNNAMED STREAM 
STOCKWATER, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
Claim WILDLIFE ACTING THROUGH 
41-4-033 
Statutory 




41-4036 6/12/1915 0.2: SPR,~G IRRIGATIO\J, NELSON, FAROcD J; NELSO.N, LEIA rv 
C!alrn 
STOCKWATER 
41-7054 License 8/25/1981 0.17 GROUND W1\TER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION LASLEY, H WARREN 
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Basin 4S Potentially Unclaimed Water Rights 
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45·571B Decreed 5/1/1882 0.03 GRAVEYARD SPRINGS 
IRR1GATlON, j FAIRCHILD, KENNETH; FAIRCH,W, LE 
STOCKWATER ROY 
FAIRCHILD, CALISTA; FAIRCHILD, 
, 
45-573 Decreed 5/1/1883 0.20 MILL CREEK IRRIGATION 
SAML.:EL 
45-668 Decreed 4/1/1894 0.62 MILL CREEK IRRIGATION 
FAIRCHILD, CALIS:A; FAIRCHILD, 
i SAMUEL 
45~670A Decreed 4/1/1894 0.86 fv'.ILLCREEK iRRIGAT:ON STEEL, M ROY . 
45~670C i Decreed 4/1/1894 0.25 MILL CREEK IRRIGATION $•EEL, M ROY 
45-724 Decreed 2/21/1925 MINETUNNE!.5 l'lRIGATION LAKE, F J; LAKE, MALVINA 
45-725A De:::eed 4/12/1892 3-60 COTTONWOOD CREEK IRRIGATION POULTON, RAYMOND I 
45-725B : Decreed 4/12/1892 i 1.20 . COTTONWOOD CREEK IRRIGATION POULTON. J RICHARD I 
45-725C Decreed 4/12/1892 0.80 ! COTTONWOOD CREEK IRRIGATION CRANNEY BROTHERS 
' 45-725D i Decreed POULTON, DESMA; POULTON, RALPH 4/12/1892 0.80 i COTTONWOOD CREEK IRRIGATION 
I H 
45-2000 License 8/21/1903 1.60 MARSH CREEK DOMEST!C, IRRIGATION BARRETT, EDWARD 
45-2005 ! Ucense 5/26/1904 4,20 i MARSH CREU IRRIGATION JUDD, ROY A; LEWIS, HYRUM S 
4S-2021 License 5/27/1907 3.20 GOOSE CREEK IRR!GATION C,ANNEY JR, WI CLARO D 
! 45·2023 License 6/27/1907 0.25 WARM SPRINGS DOMESTIC, IRRIGAflON HUNTER, ROSEL H 
45-2027 License 10/23/1907 3,20 COTTONWOOD CREEK IRRIGATION 1 WHEELOCK, ELIZABETH 
I 45-2028A 
I CRA~~EY JR, WILLARD D; CRANNEY, 
Ucer:se 11/5/19C7 8.14 COTTONWOOD CREEK . IRRIGATION . KATE VIVA; CRANNEY, KEITH; 
, CRANNEY, STENSA J 
45-2029 Lh::e:nse 11/20/1907 9.80 
BIRCH CREEK, MILL 
IRRIGATION 
CRANNEY, KATE VIVA; CRANNEY, 
i CREEK STENSA J; CRANNEY, VERA 
45-2:.34 Ucense 3/6/1908 3.60 GOOSE CREEK I DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION i E,SK,NE, OSCAR 
45-2035 ' License i 3/7/1908 7.70 ; GOOSE CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BEYMER, ARTHlJR 
45~2041 License 6/25/1908 2.40 BiRCY CREEK DOMEST!C, IRRIGATION BRONSON, GEORGE fv'. 
45-2050 License ! 12/19/1908 1.90 EAST FORK GOOSE DOMESTIC, IRRIGA~ION OKLEBERRY, MARTIN LORENZO 
CREEK 
45-2054 License 2/4/1909 4.80 LAND CREEK '.RRIGATION WORT'JINGTON, MARTHA D 
45-2056 ! License 2/3/1909 0.13 SPRINGS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CLAYTON, ELMER E 
45-2064- License 7/16/19:0 150.00 MARS;\ CREEK DOMEST'.C, IRRIGATION US DEPT OF INTERIOR 
I BEAVER DAM CREEK, I 45-2072 license 9/3/1909 1.00 
CANYON CREEK 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ' EMERY, EUGENE 
43-2073 Li:::ense 6/15/1916 0.80 DRY CREEK IRRIGATION PARKS, AGNESE 
45-2074 License - 1/20/1910 0.80 UNNAMED STREAM : DOMESTIC, IRRIGAT,ON ERICKSON, A 1; WH•TTLE, WC 
45-2076 : Ucense 
i 
2/14i1910 0.40 : GREEN SPRINGS DOMESTIC, IR'llGATION JOHNSON, THOMAS A 
45-2080 License 5/12il910 0.80 I SPRINGS IRRIGATION LACKEY, GREELEY E 
45-2081 ! License 6/2/1910 0.20 i COTTONWOOD CREEK iRRIGATION LAPREE, BR i 
45-2083 '...icense 3/28/1910 0.34 IRRIGATION BECK, GEORGE A I 
45-2088 Llcense 10/10/1510 0.20 WlcLOW SPRINGS :RRIGATION LATHROP, EUGENE 
45-2092 .Jcense 12/14/1910 0.80 SPRING DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION : TUNKS, CLYDE P 
i 45-2093 U:ense 12/14/1910 0.80 LITTLE PINE C,EEK DOMEST.C, IRRIGATION HEDGES, S"RAUD S 
I 45-2095 License 2/13/1911 0.10 SUMMIT SPRINGS IRR!GATION DRUSSE'..L, AUGUST 
i 45-2096 Ucense 3/4/1911 1.20 CEDAR SPRl'\JG IRRIGATION B!:OKEI POLLY A 
45-2107 license 7/10/1911 i 1.00 SPRING , IRRIGATION WH'TEAKER, JqA 
45-2108 License : 8/8/1911 ! 0.30 S?RING j IRRIGATION BARIGAR, GEORGE 
45-2113 Ucense I 4/27/1913 1.50 i DRY CREEK I DOMESTIC, !RRIGAT,ON MOYES, WG 
45-2118 i License 6/25/1912 0.40 
I EAST MEADOW 
"lRIGArlON PULLEY, LOUlS':: 
[ SPqjNGS 
45M21:9 Llcense 6/25/1912 0.54 
WEST MEADOW 
DOMESTIC. IRRIGATION WHEYL~ND, TESSIE I SPRINGS 
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45-2121 Uce1se 7/20/1912 0.4C 
EAST ,-ORK GOOSE 
IRRIGATION STONE, HENRY P : CREEK 
45-2122 i License 6/30/1913 0,20 MICA SPRING i'!RIGATION ROG:c'<S, THERON L 
45-2137 License 4/1/1914 f 0,20 ! LAND CREEK IRRIGATION JOLLEY, MILTON M 
45-2139 License 5/8/1914 2.80 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION WORTH,NGTON, SOLOMON P 
45-2141 Lice rise 6/22/1914 0.24 SPRINGS IRRIGATION CHAPMAN, FRANK M 
45-2145 License 6/17/1914 2.80 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTiC, lRRIGATION MATHEWS, TIMOTHYW 
' 
45-2146 License 10/4j19'.:.4 3.20 MARSH CREEK f IRRIGATION DAYLEY SR, HEBER C 
45-2148 Ucense i 11/28/1914 ' 0,24 : GROUND WATER ! IRRIGATION FULLER, ANDREW : 
45-2165 Llcense ! 4/1/1919 0.10 : SPRINGS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CRITCHFIELD, LEWIS A 
45-2166 License 4/16/1920 0.50 SUMMIT CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGAflON CLARK, JOHN A 
45-2178 Uce;1se 5/8/1930 0,04 SPRING DOMESTIC, !RRIGATION PRICE, J H 
45-2185 License 1/8/1940 1.00 WILD CAT CREEK I DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SEVERE, WILLIAM J 
45-2191 U:::ense 7/18/1938 0,28 UNNAMED STREAM I IRRIGATION NORTd AMERICAN MORTGAGE CO 
45-2222A license i 7/3/1946 0.60 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WISEMAN, L F 
45-2253 license i 4J9/1948 0.02 , GROUND WAHR 
• DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, 
LAYTON, EUGENE 
' STOCKWATER 
45-2308 License ! 7/21/1949 i 1.30 UNNAMED STREAl'l IRRIGATION PERKINS, D S 
45-25C1 License 9/2/1955 1.52 WASTE WAIT, IRRIGATION W 8 SAVAGE RANCHES INC 
45-2507 License 10/3/1955 I 1.20 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGAf!ON HATCH, R 0 I 
45-2535 License : 9/7/1956 i 1.20 UNNAMED STREAM !R.'l!GATION BLACKER, ALMA 
10/11/1956 ! 
: UHLIG, EDWARDESTATE OF EDWARD 
45-2536 License 1.50 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION 
; UHLIG 
45-2598 License 1/13/1960 2.97 UNNAMED DRAIN ! IRRIGATION HOWARD, DONALDS 
: 45-2607 License 3/7/1960 4.90 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION GOLDEN VALLEY MUTUAL WATER CO 
45-2608A Uce:ise 3/7/1960 13.52 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION GOLDEN VALLEY MUTUAL WATER CO 
45-2609 License 3/11/1960 3.16 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION GOLDEN VALLEY MUTUAL WATER CO 
45-2610 Ucense 3/1/1960 7.10 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION GOLDEN VALLEY MUTUAL WATER CO 
45-2618 Ucense 4/18/1960 
i 
1.14 GROUND WA-:"ER IR8'GATION 1 BRJGGS1 G;..EN ! 
45-2619 License 4/22/1960 ! 2.03 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION I BRIGGS, G'.EN 
45-2645 Ucense 3/20/1961 ! 1.20 GROUND WATER l'\R!GATION f SHAW,SH 
! 45-2649 License 9/14/1961 2.75 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION : GOLDEN VALLEY MUTUAL WATER CO 
45-2.675 license 11/29/1961 3.66 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION : MORRILL, CHARLES q 
45-2681 License 7/2/1962 3.00 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION MC KEE, GLENN 
45-2707 License 1/5/1966 i 3.00 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION CONRAD, HOWARD E 
45-2708 License 1/5/1966 ! 3.00 WASTE WATER IRRIGATION CONRAD, HOWARD E 
: 
45-2721 License 5/18/1966 
! WAYMEN,, BYRON; WAYMENT, GARR 
! 2.00 , WASTE WATER IRRIGATION G; WAYMENT, JIM ' 45-2756 License 8/31/1908 ' 0.75 SPRING STOC'<WATEis KEOGH, THOMASJ : 
45 .. 2752 Lice:ise 1/23/1962 2.44 GROUND WA "ER COMMERCIAL SOUTHEASTERN PUBLIC SERVICE CO 
45-4003 
Statutory 




4/1/1960 5.00 WASTEWA"'.'ER IRRIGATION MARTIN, MAC C 
45-4010 
Sta!utory 




3/1/1964 5.30 ' WASTEWATER IRRIGATION ANDERSON BROTHERS Claim i 
45-4C16 
Statutory 
3/1/1958 1.50 WASTEWATER IRRIGATiON 
NIELSON, ROSS T; WHITELEY, 
Claim WINSLOWB 
Statutory ' NIELSON, ROSS T; WHITELEY, 45-4017 3/1/1961 1.50 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION 
Claim WINSLOW B 
45-4019 
Statutory 
I 5/15/1969 2.00 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION GIBBY, EVARD C Claim 
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I _ Statutory IRRIGATION, I 45·4020 
: Claim I 4/10/1950 1.28 GROUND WATER STOCKWATER ENGL, MARGARET i 
i 45-4034 Statutory I 3/8/1948 2.24 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION UEZZELL, LEONA M i Claim 





I Statutory I 




5/1/1962 5.35 GROUND WATER I IRRIGATION BARNES, CHARLES; BARNES, JOhN 
i Claim l 
i 45-4065 
j Statutory 
5/1/1962 I 3,12 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION BARNES, CHARLES ' 
j Claim i i 
I Statutory ' I I 45-4071 
Claim 
4/1/1956 2,80 GROUND WATER IRRIGA,ION OLSON, PEilRY 
45-4106 
Statutory 








9/1/1955 1.60 ! GROUND WATER IRRIGATION LARSEN, GLEN H 
Claim 
Statutory i STOCKWA: ER STORAGE, I UNITED STATES OF AMERICA ACTING 





















MACKEY SPRINGS, STOCKWATER 
i 
NELSO'.>J SPRINGS, 
I i i PALMER SPRINGS, ; , TOLMAN SPRINGS 
45-4147 
: Statutory 








5/1/1940 1.40 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 







UNITED STATES OF AMERICA ACTING 
Claim SPRING THROUGH 
45-4154 
Statutory 
3/19/:sn 0,20 SPRiNG 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGA".'ION, KEMPTON, JIMMY D; KEMPTO,, 
Claim STOCKWATER SUSA~ L 
45-4156 
Sta:utory 
6/1/1955 1.20 DRY CREEK IRRIGATION L & S LAND HOLDINGS LLC 
Claim 
l PATTERSON, ELDA; PATTERSON, 
45-4157 
Statutory 
1/1/1953 0.11 GROUND WATER I DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION I GAYclN K; PATTERSON, JOETTA Claim . WADA; PA HERSON, W L; SCHOCKE, 

















6/1/1929 0,30 WASTEWATER IRRIGATIO~ OKELBERRY, D L 
Clalrn 
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45-4183 
Statutory 
12/31/1932 0.10 GROUND WATER DOMESC-1(, IRRIGATION 
PLEASANTVIEW WATERiJSERS ASSN 
: Clalm INC 
45,4184 Statutory 1/1/1930 2.00 
GROUND WATER, 
MUNICIPAL CITY OF OAKLEY 
I Claim SPRING 
I Statuto:y COMMERCIAL, 45-4188 
Claim 
6/1/1960 0.09 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, GERRATT, REX 
STOCKWATER 














4/1/1959 O.OE GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 








6/1/1968 UNI\AMED 'ifREAM ; STOCKWATER, WILDLIFE 




1/1/1955 0,50 GROUND WATER 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, 
OKELBERRY, D L c;aim STOCKWATER 
45-42.24. 
StatL:tory 
1/1/1913 0,12 GROUND WATER 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGA"'."ION, 
CONGLETON, EUNICE H 
Claim 'if OCKWATER 
45-4225 
Statutory 




6/1/1950 0.09 GROUND WATER c>OMESTIC 
CASSIA COUNTY FARM cABOR 





: 0,12 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION DEMER, VAUGHN N 
45-4231 
I Stat1.,tory 
: Claim 1/1/1921 1.09 GROU:ND WATER IRRIGATION OAKcEY CAI\AL CO 
45-4233 
Statutory 








0,30 GROUND WATER '.NDUSTRIAL THE AMALGAMATED ScGAR CO I 
45-4244 
Statutor; 
6/28/1934 0.94 ,JRY CREEK STOCKWATER, WILDLIFE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA ACTING ] 
i Claim THROUG;.{ 
45-4246 
Stat,_rtory 




' 6/28/1934 1.38 · COLD CREEK STOCKWATER, WILDLIFE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA ACTING 
Clalm i THROUGH 
45-4248 
Statutory 
6/28/1934 ! 1,54 BEAVERDAM CREEK STOCKWATER, WILJUFE UNITED S.ATES OF AMERICA ACTING 
C!aim i THROUGH 
45-4249 
Statutory 
6/28/1934 0.62 3LUE HILL CREEK STOCKWATER, WILDUFE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA ACTING 






1.92 MACKEY WASH C'\EEK 
STOCKWATER 
CONRAD, JULIE 
Statutory ' • HOWELL CREEK IRRIGATIO~, 45-4257 5/1/1877 1.50 : KEMPTON, JIMr~Y D 
Claim STOCKWATER ; 
45-4262 
Sta:utory 
J 3/15/1919 I 0.02 UNNAMED SHEAM IRRIGAT;ON REED, LUc!J Claim I 
45-4265 
'. Statutory 
4/22/1971 0,60 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION PRICE, EUGENE F 









1/1/1872 i 0,02 : ROBBER GULCH CREEK STOCKWATER, WILDLIFE USDA FOREST SERVICE Claim 
45-4268 
Sta:utory 
i 1/1/1872 I 0,02 I BEAVERDAM CREEK STOCKWATER, WILDLIFE USDA FOREST SERVICE Claim 
45-7038 License l 4/21/1969 l 0.80 WftSfE WATER IRRIGATION ESTATE OF WARREN L WAqREN 
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' IRRIGA~ION, 
45-7~78 Licerse 3/9/1971 ' 0.36 i GROUND WATER STOCKWATER . STEINMETZ JR, GEORGE 
45-7091 Ucer:se 2/8/1972 WASTEWATER WILDLIFE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA ACTING 
THROUGH 
45-7112 License 10/31/1972 0.95 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION MILLERCOORS LLC 
45-7123 License 1/19/1973 0.20 1 GROUND WATER INDUSTRIAL 
KLOEPFER SAND GRAVEL 
TRANSPORTATION 
45-7146 Ucer.se 7/18/1973 0.09 GRO~ND WATER DOMESTIC, !RRIGATION GILES, NELDON 
45-7185 Llcerse 8/16/1974 0.10 GROUN) WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION rv.c CAULEY, CHARI.ES 
45.7272 License 7/9/1976 0.98 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION MAI, PHILLIP 
45-7282 License 4/17/1978 2.70 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION HONDO, ROY N 
45-7348 License 11/10/1970 0.08 GROUND WATER INDUSTRIAL MILLERCOORS LLC 
WILDLIFE FROM 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA ACTING 
45-7352 Ucense 11/8/1978 WASTEWATER STORAGE, WILDLIFE 
' STORAGE i 
THROUGH 
45-7365 Ucense 12/4/1978 · WASTEWAER WILDLIFE STORAGE 
UNl~ED STATES OF AMERICA ACTING 
I THROUGH 
45-7382 Licer:se 6/20/1979 ; 0.08 SPR:NG !RRIGATION, WOOLSTE'JHULfv'E, ALFRED 
STOCKWATER 
45 .. 7334 License 7/20/1979 UNNAMED STREAM RECREATION STORAGE WEST, BRENT W 
45-7435 Ucense 1/21/1980 0.02 GROUND WATER COMMERCIAL 
KERANEN, OSCAR M; KERANEN, 
PATRICIAB 
i 45-7437 Ucerse 2/26/198J ' 2.72 GROUND WATER :RRIGATION 
SEARLE, JESSE F 
45-7453 Licerse 10/17/:980 C.19 GROUND WATER Jm✓.ESTIC, IRRIGATION MEADE, CONSTANCE; MEADE, 0-ANDY 
45-7502 Ucense 4/2S/:982 0.08 GROUND WATER DOfv'.ESTIC EVANS JR, JOHN V; HALES, TERRY) 
45-7510 License 8/3/1982 1.19 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION ; GOCHNOUR, JIM W 
45-7528 license 3/29/1983 0.08 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC 
B:JRGESS, DON; HI GENS, JAMES F; 
VIGH, LORENZO T 
45-7530 license 4/13/1983 0.04 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION PRESTON, EUDORA; PRESTON, JAMES 
' : ' PETERSON, ARNOLD E; PETERSON, : 45-7534 Ucense 7/24/1984 0.07 GROLJND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
SHERRYL C 
45-7542 License €/15/1983 0,07 GROUND WATER 
COfv'.MFRClf,L, 
WEECH, DONNA; VJ:'.ECH, REX A 
IRRIGATION 
45·7566 License 2/1/198S 0.01 WILLOW CREEK SPRING STOCKWATER, WILDLIFE 
j UNITED STA TES OF AMER1CA ACT:NG 
: THROUGH 
45-7569 License 6/11/1985 0.02 SPRING STOCKWATER, WILDLIFE USDA FOREST SERVICE 
45-7570 Uc:e.nse 6/11/1985 O.Q2 SPRING STOCKWATER, WILDLIFE USDA FOREST SERVICE 
45-7593 Ucense 4/1/1986 0.02 POCKET SPRING STOCKWATER, WILDLIFE USDA FOREST SERVICE 
i STOCKWATER FROM 
: STORAGE, S,OCKWATER 
45-7596 License i 4/1/1986 UNNAMED STREAM j STORAGE, WILDLiFE 





45-7597 License 4/1/1986 UNNAMED STREAM STORAGE, WILDLIFE USDA FOREST SERViCE 
FROM STORAGE, 
WILDUFE STORAGE 
' : STOCKWATE R FROM : 
: S,ORAGE, STOCKWATER 





; UN:TED STATES OF AMERICA ACTING i 45-7602 License i I 0.01 SPRING STOCKWATER, WILDLIFE THROUGH 
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Basin 47 Potentially Unclaimed Water Rights 
~ ~~ 
47-5 Decreed 7/12/1907 3.00 ! DEEP CREEK IRRIGATION PALMER, JAMES A 
! ' COTTONWOOD CREEK, 
: 47-7 Decreed 4/l/1890 4.50 SOUTH FORK IRRIGATION RICE,JB 
COTTONWOOD CREEK 
47·9A Decreed 8/1/1889 6,70 BIG CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION UTAH CONSTRUCTION CO 
47-98 Decreed 8/1/1889 1.11 HANNAHS FORK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION UTAH CONSTRUCTION CO 
47-9C Decreed 8/1/1889 1.28 \ SHOSHONE CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION UTAH CONSTRUCTION CO 
47-11B Decreed 4/19/1907 0.44 SHOSHONE CREEK IRRIGATION MC CONNELL, FRANCIS E 
47·12 Decreed 6/1/1907 1.40 
HORSE CREEK, HOT 
IRRIGATION HOWARD,WL 
CREEK 
47-14 Decreed 9/15/1908 4.20 BIG CREEK IRRIGATION 
CAMERON, MAUDE; WI lLIS, 
BRYANT 
47-15 Decreed , 7/24/1909 1.08 BIG CREEK IRRIGATION IORAIN, H B 
47-19 Decreed 8/13/1911 8,26 BIG CREEK IRRIGATION 
WILLIS, JOSEPH; WILLIS, JOSHUA T; 
WILLIS, MARIA 
47-20 Decreed 8/26/1911 2.30 BIG CREEK : IRRIGATION SCHNITKER, BERTHA 
47-21 Decreed 8/21/1913 3.00 HANNAHS FORK IRRIGATION REED, MARYE 
47-22 Decreed 3/14/1914 1.00 LANGFORD FLAT CREEK IRRIGATION HARDY, PHIL 
47-24 Decreed 5/1/1911 SALMON FALLS CREEK IRRIGATION VINEYARD LAND & STOCK CO 
47-25 Decreed 5/1/1894 5.50 CEDAR CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CEDAR MESA INC 
47-28 Decreed 5/1/1897 : 2.40 CEDAR CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, REYNOLDS, GEORGE 
STOCKWATER 
' 
47-318 Decreed S/1/1900 0.80 CEDAR CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HAINES,J W 




47-36 Decreed 5/1/1894 : 2.50 • CEDAR CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CEDAR MESA INC 
' 
I DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, 
47-37A Decreed S/1/1894 2.94 CEDAR CREEK ROGERSON, ROBERT 
STOCK\AJATER ' 
47-378 Decreed 5/1/1894 0.80 CEDAR CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CEDAR MESA INC 
47-428 Decreed 5/1/1894 8.62 CEDAR CREEK 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, 
CEDAR CANAL CO 
STOCKWATER 
47-4S Decreed 4/15/1885 a.so DEVIL CREEK DOMESTIC, STOCKWATER DUNN, SAMUEi C 
47-46 Decreed 9/1/1914 0.80 DEVIL CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BOYD,JOHN 
DIVERSION TO STORAGE, 
DOMESTIC FROM 
47-49 Decreed .t/29/1915 DEVIL CREEK 
STORAGE, IRRIGATION 






47-50 Decreed 11/19/1915 DEVIL CREEK FROM STORAGE, IDAHO FARM DEVELOPMENT CO 
STOCKWATER FROM 
STORAGE 
47-53 Decreed 3/1/1917 0.80 ANTELOPE SPRING IRRIGATION SNYDER, WALTER H 
47-64 Decreed 5/6/1907 0.54 
NORTH COTTONWOOD 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION COTTONWOOD RANCH CO LTD 
CREEK 
DRY COTTONWOOD 
47-6S Decreed 5/23/1907 1.24 CREEK, NORTH DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION COTTONWOOD RANCH CO lTD 
COTTONWOOD CREEK 
47-66 Decreed 5/6/1907 3.10 
DRY COTTONWOOD 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION COTTONWOOD RANCH CO LTD 
CREEK 
47-67 Decreed 4/27/1908 1.60 
DRY COTTONWOOD 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION COTTONWOOD RANCH CO LTD 
CREEK 
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47-69 Decreed 2/9/1911 0.30 SPRING DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION COTTONWOOD RANCH CO LTD 
i 47-74 Decreed 3/1/1887 GOAT SPRINGS IRRIGATION NORTON, LH 
47·121 Deueed 5/1/1879 2.00 ROCK CREEK IRRIGATION I GRAY, LUCY 
47-123 Decreed 5/15/1879 0.24 ROCK CREEK IRRIGATION GRAY, LUCY 
47-139 Decreed 5/30/1887 0.40 ROCK CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BROYLES, JOSEPH 
47-150 Decreed 3/14/1892 1.20 ROCK CREEK IRRIGATION JONES, HENRY 
47-151A Decreed 3/14/1892 0.06 ROCK CREEK IRRIGATION 
WARTGOW, BETTY A; WARTGOW, 
ROBERTH 
47-lSlC Decreed 3/14/1892 0.03 ROCK CREEK IRRIGATION 
DEADMOND, FLOYD J; 
DEADMOND, SHERRY S 
47-159 Decreed 3/14/1892 0.40 ROCK CREEK IRRIGAHON LARSEN, LARS 
47-165 Decreed 3/14/1892 : 0.80 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION WORKMAN, FRANK 
47-166 Decreed 3/14/1892 3,00 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION EIGNOR, MERRITT 
47-203 Decreed 1/8/1927 3,00 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION BONNICKSEN, R 
47-2015 License 11/7/1906 a.so MONUMENT SPRINGS, DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CATLEUGH,JOHNJ 
UNNAMED STREAM 
EAST FORK 
47-2019A Llcense 5/23/1907 1.24 
COTTONWOOD CREEK, 




47-20198 License 5/6/1907 3.10 
COTTONWOOD CREEK, 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION NORTON, ALICE E 
WEST FORK 
COTTONWOOD CREEK 
47-2020 license 5/6/1907 0.54 
EASTFORK 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SAWYER, JOHN D 
COTTONWOOD CREEK 
47-2030 License 4/27/1908 1.60 
WEST FORK 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WALKER, JAMES A 
COTTONWOOD CREEK 
47-2042 License 7/28/1909 1.20 COTTONWOOD CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CARR, HENRY B 
' 
47-2043 License 9/14/1909 0.20 SPRING DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION JORDAN, THOMAS VINCENT 
47-2044 License 12/1/1909 0.40 COTTONWOOD CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GRAEHL, LORENZO 
I 47-2050 License 12/4/1911 3.00 SOLDIER CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WISEMAN, JEFFERSON D 
' 
47-2053 Ucense 9/3/1910 0.10 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESHC, IRRIGATION DEAN, DAVID HENRY 
47-2054 License 8/24/1910 3.00 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION TAYLOR, HUGH G 
47~2055 Ucense 10/5/1910 0.60 SPRING DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CURTIS, ZACHARIAH 
47-2057 License 10/22/1910 0.60 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MOUNCE, AMERICUS V 
47-2058 License 11/11/1910 1.90 ANTELOPE CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GRAY,JOHN L 
47,zo59 License 12/17/1910 0.20 TWIN SPRINGS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION VINEYARD LAND & STOCK CO 
47-2060 License 2/9/1911 0.70 SPRING DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CURTIS, ZACHARIAH 
47-2063 Ucense 6/21/1911 1.50 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION RIECHERS, JOHN C 
47-2065 Ucense 12/31/1911 2.00 ANTFLOPE CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GRAY,JOHN 
47-2070 license 9/10/1912 0.10 DUCK SPRING DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION DRAPER, CLAIR 
47,2071 License 10/31/1912 LOO UNNAMED STREAMS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WIKER,AM 
47-2073 license 12/7/1912 0,74 
SPRINGS, UNNAMED 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ROMES, NORMA 
STREAM 
47-2075 License 3/17/1913 1.60 
WESTEORK 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION LOO, MATILDA 
COTTONWOOD CREEK 
47·2077 license 3/12/1913 2.30 CRYSTAL SPRINGS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HURST, WR 
47-2079 license 7/9/1914 1.20 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BUSSELl,J 5; MC MILLAN, WR 
47-2081 License 10/16/1913 0.10 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BISBEE, CLARENCE E 
47-2082 License 8/16/1913 3.44 COTTONWOOD CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION JOSLIN, SARAH M 
47-2086 License 2/5/1914 0.70 SPRINGS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WEECH, JOSEPHS 
47-2088 license 5/14/1914 0.80 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION PITT,HW 
47-2089 License 5/13/1921 1.50 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGAflON ANDERSON, HILMA 
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47-2108 License 11/20/1915 1.00 COTTONWOOD CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GRAEHL, LORENZO 
47-2109 License 11/15/1915 LOO UNNAMED COULEES DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION RIHA, PETE 
47-21228 License 5/8/1916 0.64 SEWER CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION FAIRCHILD, SEYMOUR 
47-2125 License 11/16/1916 0.04 SPRING DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ; WEECH, JOSEPH S 
47-2127 License 2/17/1917 0.60 POND DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION OLIVER, JOHN 
47-2134 1 License 11/23/1917 0.60 UNNAMED COULEE DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION NICHOLSON, WILDAY W 
47-2138 License 8/2/1918 0.40 UNNAMED COULEE DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CRABTREE, ELLIS E 
47-2139 License 2/29/1920 0.24 ANTELOPE SPRING DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SNYDER, W H 
47-2140 License 6/3/1919 1.30 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ANGELL, GRANT 
47-2150 License 2/21/1921 1.00 LOST CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION LINDGREN, CHARLES ' 
47-2155 License 3/21/1922 1.60 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SMITH, JESSEE 
' PALMER,JAMESA; PALMER, 47-2156 License 1/3/1923 3.64 SPRINGS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
ROBERT 
47-2160 License 5/10/1924 1.60 COTTONWOOD CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION DAVIS, CLARENCE I 
47-2161 Llcense 5/10/1924 1.60 COTTONWOOD CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION STEWART, H L 
47-2162 Ucense 5/12/1924 3.20 COTTONWOOD CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
APPLEMAN, HENRY C; FULLER, 
' FRANKL 
47-2165 License 5/13/192S 0.80 COTTONWOOD CREEK : IRRIGATION MC NEISH, JOHN 
47-2183 License 1/31/1947 0.40 CEDAR DRAW CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HARDING, JOYCE C 
CROCKETT, CARRIE; CROCKElT, 
• 47-2192B License 12/1S/1930 1.88 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GEORGE D; ESTATE OF W H 
TURNER 
47-2193 license 7/10/1931 1.02 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ESTATE OF CARLE LIND 
47-2201 License 9/12/1934 1.00 SPRING IRRIGATION 
DAVIS, ROSS B; DAVIS, VIRA; 
STRICKLIN, ALICE 
47-2211 License 5/7/1940 1.02 ANTELOPE SPRING IRRIGATION BRACKETT, CHESTER E 
47-2214 License 9/27/1940 0.40 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BOWER, CURTIS W 
47-2216 License 12/10/1940 1.60 
WEST FORK ROCK 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION LARSEN, RUSSELL C 
CREEK 
47-2221 License 9/10/1941 0.30 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION HYPOTHEEK LAND CO 
47-2223 License 8/4/1941 4.00 FARGO TUNNEL COMMERCIAL JEROME COOPERATIVE CREAMERY 1 
47-2226 License 5/16/1939 2.12 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SCHNITKER, OTTO A 
47-2227 Ucense 6/6/1939 LOO GROUND WATER DOMESTIC REED, HUGHE 
47-2228 License 7/26/1939 0.80 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WARBERG, ROBERT M 
47-2230 License 10/22/1942 0.40 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HlNRICHSEN, WILLIAM ; 
47-2231 License 1/31/1946 0.70 CEDAR DRAW CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HARDING, JOYCE C 
47-2233 License 2/6/1946 0.40 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GIVANS,JM 
47-2237 License 5/6/1946 0.36 MUD CREEK IRRIGATION STASNEY SR, JOE 
47 2239 License 11/24/1949 0.40 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION RUHTER, PETER HENRY 
47-2240 license 5/16/1947 1.54 UNNAMED STREAM 
FISH PROPAGATION, 
JENSEN, MARTIN C 
IRRIGATION 
47-2253 License 12/27/1949 0.93 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MC CLAJN, CHESTER W 
' 47-2254 License 11/23/1949 \ 1.10 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION GLANDER, ARTHUR E 
47·2266 License 11/8/1952 0.60 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION MENDINI, LOUGI 
47·2270 License 7/1/1953 0.80 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION, MUNICIPAL CITY OF CASTLEFORD 
GIESE, ERANK THEODORE; GIESE, 
47-2287 Llc:ense 4/26/19S5 0.60 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION JAMES WILLIAM; GIESE, JOHN 
HERMAN; GIESE, JOSEPH THOMAS 
47-2288B License 6/1/19S5 0.13 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 
ALEXANDER, LONNIE D; 
ALEXANDER, PATSY R 
47-2303 License 9/17/1956 0,07 GROUND WATER COOLING FIRST NATIONAL BANK 
47-2318 License 4/13/1959 LOO SPRINGS IRRIGATION LEMMON, GEORGE H 
47-2444 License 1?/27/1912 0.50 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION RIECHERS, J C 
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47-2445 License 3/1/1937 STORAGE, STOCKWATER BRACKETT, CH ESTER E 
FROM STORAGE, 
; STOCKWATER STORAGE 
. 47-2459 Licer.se 11/6/1944 1.00 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION i SCHNITKER, OTTO A 
47-2460 License 12/9/1918 052 TIMBER CANYON CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CLARK, J F 
47-2471 License 11/23/1917 0.60 UNNAMED COULEE DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION NICHOLSON, Wit.DAY W 
; MCDERMID, HARRIET E; 
47-2475A License 7/13/1907 8.80 ROCK CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
OSBORNE, GEORGE W; ROMIG, 
CHARLES F; TILLEY, EDWARD W; 
TILLEY, EDWARD 
47-24758 License 7/13/1907 0,80 ROCKCREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION TURNER, WILLIAM H 
' WEST FORK ROCK 47-2476A license 8/30/1907 1.11 
CREEK 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION RICE, JAMES B 
47-24768 License 2/8/1908 1.10 
WEST FORK ROCK 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION RICE, JAMES B 
CREEK 
47-2477 License 8/31/1908 0.50 ROCKCREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WALKER, JAMES A ' 
47-2482 ! license 5/31/1911 0.60 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION EDMINISTER, FOREST L 
47-2483 License 6/19/1911 0.60 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ASHDOWN, Wlll!AM R 
' I 47-2490 License 12/3/1917 1.80 ROCK CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MCDERMID, HARRIET E 
47-2493 License 9/23/1929 6.40 ROCK CREEK IRRIGATION EDMINSTER, CLYDE E 
47-2494 License 3/4/1935 4.56 ROCK CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ROMIG, AUGUSTA E 
47~2520 License 9/21/194S 0.59 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MORRILL, CHARLES R 
47-2589 License 1/24/1942 UNNAMED STREAM STOCKWATER STORAGE 
UNITED STAFES OF AMERICA 
ACTING THROUGH 
; UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
47-2590 License 1/24/1942 UNNAMED STREAM STOCKWATER STORAGE 
ACTING THROUGH 
47-2659 Uceme 3/29/190S 3.20 HOUSE CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BRATTEN, JOHN M 
47-2663 License 6/25/1914 0.04 SPRING IRRIGATION WICKERSHAM, THOMAS C 











GREEN BIG SPRINGS, 
FISH PROPAGATION BAGGETT, LARRY D 
Claim PECK DRAIN 
47-4008 
Statutory 




4/1/1931 0.80 SEWER CREEK 
IRRIGATION, 
TURNER, ROBERT L 
Claim I STOCKWATER 
47-4011 
; Statutory 
































7/1/1942 1.64 UNNAMED DRAIN 
IRRIGATION, 





SALMON FALLS CANAL, 




4/1/1953 I 0.80 CEDAR DRAW DRAIN IRRIGATION HOLLOWAY,J R daim 




1/1/1960 0.60 SPRING, WASTE WATER 
. lRRlGATION, RUHTER JR, VJRGIL P; RUHTER, 
Claim STOCKWATER , MILDRED 
47-4036 
Statutory 














8/1/1937 0.04 WASTE WATER IRRIGATION 
WILDE, CALVIN L; WILDE, SHIRLEY 




8/1/1937 0.08 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION KELLY, CARLL; KELJ.Y, DONNA R 
47-40S0C 
Statutory 
S/1/1956 0.38 WASTE WATER IRRIGATION MATHERS, RUBY 
Claim 
DIVERSION TO STORAGE, 
47-4067 
Statutory 
6/1/1953 2.00 WASTE WATER 
IRRIGATION FROM 
GLAVIN, DON 
Claim i STORAGE, IRRIGATION 
l STORAGE 
Statutory l IRRIGATION, 
47-4070 
Claim 
3/1/1969 0.83 WASTEWATER 
STOCKWATER 
COOK, BETTE; COOK, MELVIN 
47-4075 
Statutory 












6/1/1906 0.20 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION 
BUCKLIN JR, THOMAS C; 
Claim PICKERING, BEVERLY J 
47-4084 
Statutory 




3/1/1952 0.50 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION 








4/1/1964 0.15 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION 




4/1/1948 0.62 WASTEWATER 
IRRIGATION, 








9/1/1961 0.16 GROUND WAfER 
DOMESTIC, INDUS TRIAL, 
MAURICE ECKERT & SONS INC ! Claim STOCKWATER 
47-4103 
Statutory 
4/1/1930 0.2.0 UNNAMED STREAM 
IRRIGATION, 




1/1/1917 0.03 SPRINGS STOCKWATER 










SPRING, UNNAMED IRRIGATION, 
BATES, GARY C 
Claim STREAM STOCKWATER 
47-4116 
Statutory 
4/1/1970 0.07 CLEAR SPRING CREEK 
IRRIGATION, 













6/1/1970 0.04 LP COULEE 
IRRIGATION, 




8/24/1962 0.23 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION US DEPT OF AGRICULrLJRE 
Claim 
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I 47-4137 
Statutory 





6/1/1905 0.50 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION ESTATE OF JESSIE A CAMPBELL 
47-4146 
Statutory 
6/1/1930 1.00 WILSON CREEK IRRIGATION WOLFORD, DONALD E 
Claim 
Statutory ' IRRIGATION, OSTERHOUT, BLAIR; OSTERHOUT, 47-4152 
Claim 









FIFrH FORK ROCK 
IRRIGATION CROCKETT, CHARLOTTE W 
Claim CREEK, ROCK CREEK 
47-4164 
Statutory 
6/1/1918 0,80 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION EHLERS, IRVIN 
Claim 
Statutory - VEDVIG, EL WOOD; VEDVIG, 
47-4168 
Claim 




4/15/1925 0.22 WASTE WATER 
IRRIGATION, FRANDSEN, A WAYNE; FRANDSEN, 
' Claim STOCKWATER CAROLE S 
47-4176 
Statutory 








4/1/1940 2.40 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION COLE, ESTHER LEONA 
Cla1m . 















5/1/1925 2.00 WASTEWAJER 
IRRIGATION, LANCASTER, ROY; LANCASTER, 
Claim STOCKWATER TOM 
47-4206 
Statutory 




















5/1/1953 2.00 WASTE WATER 
IRRIGATION, 












6/1/1964 1.00 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION KAES, ROBERT D; KAES, WALTER 
Claim 
: Statutory 




5/1/1915 2.00 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION 




1/1/1953 SPRING STOCKWATER, WILDLIFE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
Claim l ACTING THROUGH 
47-4269 
Statutory 









3/1/1918 0.19 GROUND WATER 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, 







6/1/1939 0.12 WASTEWATER 
IRRIGATION, 
















1/16/1948 0.58 UNNAMED STREAM 
IRRIGATION, 
RING, JUNE; RING, ROBERT W 
Claim i STOCKWATER 
Statutory ' 47-4307 
Claim 





IRRIGATION BIGGS SR, RUSSELL A 




I COULEE, WA>fE 
IRRIGATION GROSSERHODE, HELEN 
Claim WATER ' 
47-4317 
Statutory 




4/15/1882 4.00 ROCK CREEK IRRIGATION 
HAZELTON/WILSON JOINT 
, Claim VENTURE 
47-4328 
Statutory 
1/1/1945 0.10 GROUND WATER 
COMMERCIAL, DOME>f!C, 


























1/1/1940 0.20 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC 
NELSON, MAXINE M; NELSON, 
Claim VICTOR W 
47-4378 
Statutory 












1/1/1920 0.17 GROUND WATER 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, 
>f!EB, WILMA B 
Claim STOCKWATER 
Statutory ' 47-4386 
: Clalm 
4/l/1920 0.09 K COULEE IRRIGATION TVRDY JR, OTTO E 
47-4389 
Statutory 
5/15/1960 1.00 WASTE WATER 
IRRIGATION, 




6/1/1905 1.00 WA>fEWATER IRRIGATION 












1/1/1916 0.20 GROUND WATER 
DOME>f!C, IRRIGATION, STAFFORD, CORINNE; STAFFORD, 
Claim STOCKWATER ROGER 





9/1/1967 0.02 UNNAMED STREAM 
STORAGE, STOCKWATER, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 







9/1/1965 0.02 UNNAMED STREAM 
STORAGE, STOCKWATER, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 







9/1/1965 0.02 UNNAMED STREAM 
STORAGE, STOCKWATER, UNITED STAFFS OF AMERICA 





7/1/l5J57 0,10 GROUND WATER 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, 




5/1/1910 2,60 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION 












3/15/1954 0,09 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 




























4/1/1945 4,00 COTTONWOOD CREEK 
IRRIGATION, 




3/1/1905 6,00 WASTEWATER 
IRRIGATION, 




3/1/1920 0,20 WASTE WATER IRRIGATION TWIN FALLS LIVESTOCK LANO CO : Claim 
47-4481 
Statutory 
3/15/1922 0.10 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION 




12/29/190S 2.04 WASTE WATER 
IRRIGATION, 




1/1/1930 0.50 UNNAMED STREAM 
IRRIGATION, 




1/1/1950 0,04 GROUND WATER COMMERCIAL 
BRENNAN, JAMES E; OREGON 
Claim SHORT LINE RAILROAD CO 
Statutory 
NORTH COTTONWOOD 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
47-4498 
Claim 





6/28/1934 0.71 MC MULLEN CREEK STOCKWATER, WILDLIFE 
UNITED STATES OE AMERICA 
Claim ACTING THROUGH 




FORK DEEP CREEK, 
STOCKWATER, WILDLIFE 
UNITED ST ATES OF AMERICA 
Claim SOLITH FORK DEEP ACTING THROUGH 
CREEK 




6/28/1934 0.13 DRY GULCH SPRING STOCKWATER, WILDLIFE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
Claim ACTING THROUGH 
47-4502 
Statutory 
6/28/1934 2.56 SALMON FALLS CREEK STOCKWATER, WILDLIFE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
; Claim ACTING THROUGH 
47-4503 
Statutof)' 
6/28/1934 3.16 SHOSHONE CREEK STOCKWATER, WILDLIFE 
UNITED STATES OE AMERICA 
Claim ACTING THROUGH 
47-4510 
Statutory 
6/1/1921 1.00 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION DE NARDIS, ALICE 
Claim ; 
47-7055 License 11/12/1968 5.00 UNNAMED STREAM FISH PROPAGATION DALO$, CARLJ; DALOS,JUNE ' 
! 47-7113 License 2/12/1971 3,00 UNNAMED STREAM FISH PROPAGATION AMERO, ERNEST ED 
47-7123 License 8/16/1971 0.06 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION REYNOLDS, WESLEY E 
47-7203 Llcense 4/24/1973 0.20 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION KELSO, MD 
47-7207 Ucense S/10/1973 0,10 SPRING IRRIGATION 
RUHTER JR, VIRGIL P; RUHTER, 
MILDRED 
47-7215 License 8/20/1973 0.06 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION SHAUB, NORRIS 
47-7225 License 11/5/1973 0.02 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION MILLS, FLOYD 








47-7251 license 3/8/1974 0.54 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION BRUNELLI, HAROLD LEE 
47-7337 License 6/11/1976 0.08 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HASKELL, MARJORIE ELLEN 
DOMESTIC, FIRE 
47-7338 license 5/2S/1976 0.29 GROUND WATER PROTECTION, ECKERT, MAURICE H 
STOCKWATER 
47-7377 License 4/5/1977 4.68 UNNAMED STREAM FISH PROPAGATION SILVER CREEK FARMS INC 
l IRRIGATION FROM 
47-7404 I License 6/9/1977 0.92 WASTEWATER STORAGE, IRRIGATION GLAVIN, DON 
i STORAGE, IRRIGATION 
47-7406 \ License 6/7/1977 0.02 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION FLAVEL, JACK R; FLAVEL, KAY I 
47-7473 License 9/10/1978 UNNAMfD STREAM WILDllFE STORAGE 
UNITED STAffS OF AMERICA 
ACTING THROUGH 
47-7474 License 9/10/1978 UNNAMED STREAM WILDLIFE STORAGE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
ACTING THROUGH 
47-7484 Llcense 12/6/1978 0,12 GROUND WATER COMMERCIAL, DOMESTIC ADAMS, RONALD H 
47-7499 License 11/14/1978 DESERT CREEK WILDLIFE STORAGE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
ACT"ING THROUGH 
47-7516 license 4/9/1979 0.08 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION 
DEVINE, MATTHEW L; DEVINE, 
MICHAELS 
47-7527 Ucense 6/22/1977 0.68 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION 
FALLIS, CLIFFORD S; FALLIS, 
JANITTE I 
47-7620 License 1/14/1980 0.02 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC FOLLOWERS OF CHRIST CHURCH 
47-7626 Ucense 2/4/1980 0.02 WASTE WATER IRRIGATION SHIPLEY, BOYD; SHIPLEY, PATRICIA 
47-7666 License 8/19/1980 0.02 SCHNELL SPRING STOCKWATER, WILDLIFE 
UNITED STATES OE AMERICA 
ACTING THROUGH 




47-7711 License 3/6/1981 0.06 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC BELVEAL, WALTER D 
47-T731 License 6/21/1981 S.00 
SLAUGHTERHOUSE 
FISH PROPAGATION HOLLAND, LARRY 
GULCH CREEK 
47-7736 License 5/J2/J981 0,18 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION PECKHAM, KYMM P 
47-7759B License 9/28/1981 0.04 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 
DINGUSS, KENNEIH A; DING USS, 
LYLA 
47-7773 License 11/30/1981 0.32 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION ALLRED, ERNEST 
47-7791 License 2/2/1982 0.04 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION DIXON,GARY 
47-7885 License 4/24/1984 0.03 GROUND WATER 
COMMERCIAL, DOMESTIC, 
LITWILLER, RAYMOND W 
STOCKWATER 
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47-7920 0.04 DOMESTIC 
KIMBALL, EDWJN; KlMBALL, 
JUANJTA V; NORRIS, CLAUDIA 
CURRY BEAN CO INC; OREGON 
47-7981 Ucense 5/1£/1984 0.03 GROUND WATER COMMERCIAL SHORT LINE RAILROAD; UNION 
PACIFIC RAJLROAD CO 
STOCKWATER FROM 
STORAGE, STOCKWATER 
47-8414 License 8/11/1983 SPRING . STORAGE, WILDLIFE US DEPT OF AGRICU!TURE 
fROM STORAGE, 
WILDLIFE 5[0RAGE 
47-8415 License 8/11/1983 SPRING 
STOCKWATER STORAGE, 
USDA FOREST SERVICE 
Wl LOLI FE STORAGE 
47-8416 License 4/1/1986 0.01 SPRING STOCKWATER, WILDLIFE USDA FOREST SERVICE 
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63-9 Decreed 6/1/1888 SPRINGS IRRIGATION 
BAXTER, ROSEMARY Y; MC 
COY,SOLON 
PATTERSON, FRED; 






63-17 ·oecreed 6/1/1881 2.00 HIGHLAND CREEK IRRIGATION BEDEL, WILLIAM 
63-18 Decreed 6/1/1877 I 0.90 HIGHLAND CREEK !, IRRIGATION PERCY, ALfRED ; 
63-27 Decreed LSD DIXIE SLOUGH IRRIGATION BOISE TRUST CO 
63-96A Decreed 8/10/1897 0.20 SMITH CREEK IRRIGATION WOLFE,EM 
63-98 Decreed 2/28/1900 ! 2.75 SMITH CREEK IRRIGATION i SANDLIN, ROBERT 
63-99 Decreed 3/30/1900 2.33 SMITH CREEK I IRRIGATION LOVING, MARTHA B 
63-108 Decreed 5/1/1903 a.so SMITH CREEK IRRIGATION NAUERTH, JULIUS P 
63-109 Decreed 8/15/1902 6.00 SMITH CREEK IRRIGATION i NAUERTH, JULIUS P 
63-110 Decreed 3/1/1900 3.88 SMITH CREEK IRRIGATION NAUERTH, MINNIE J 
63-lll Decreed 7/1/1902 0.24 SMITH CREEK IRRIGATION SMITH, SARAH C 
63-149B Decreed i 6/1/1865 225.80 BOISE RIVER POWER RIDEN80UGH, W H; ROSSI, A 
63-161AE Decreed 5/1/1866 0.20 BOISE RIVER IRRIGATION CONSUMERS WATER CORP 
63-161AG Decreed 5/1/1866 0.10 BOISE RIVER IRRIGATION CONSUMERS WATER CORP 
63-161AQ Decreed 5/1/1866 0.05 BOISE RIVER IRRIGATION CONSUMERS WATER CORP 
63-161BC Decreed 5/1/1866 0,20 BOISE RIVER IRRIGATION CONSUMERS WATER CORP 
63-161BE Decreed 5/1/1866 0.08 BOISERIVER IRRIGATION CONSUMERS WATER CORP 
63-161S Decreed 5/1/1866 0.20 BOISE RIVER j IRRIGATION CONSUMERS WATER CORP 
63-162 Decreed 7/1/1877 200.00 BOISE RIVER POWER JOHNSON, RICHARD 
63-16SC Decreed 8/1/1866 0.38 BOISE RIVER IRRIGATION RICE, LA 
63-165L Decreed 6/1/1866 0.68 BOISE RIVER MUNICIPAL UNITED WATER IDAHO INC 
63-198X Decreed 6/1/1877 0.10 BOISE RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WOOD, CC 
63-215 Decreed 6/1/1889 0.06 BOISE RIVER IRRIGATION JOPLIN, SONORA 
63~216B Decreed 6/1/1889 0.40 BOISE RIVER IRRIGATION JOPLIN, SONORA 
63-230A Decreed 10/17/1884 0.30 BOISE RIVER IRRIGATION BRUCE, WALTERS 
63-240 Decreed 5/1/1889 0.06 BOISE RIVER IRRIGATION MILLER, CHARLES H 
63-241 Decreed 5/1/1889 0.02 BOISE RJVER IRRIGATION HOSELEY, LOOMIS L 
63-244 Decreed 5/1/1889 2.94 BOISE RIVER IRRIGATJON GALLAGHER, J H 
63-245 Decreed 5/1/1889 0.05 BOISE RIVER IRRIGATION FOGARTY, ANNJE H 
' 63-246 Decreed 5/1/1889 0.10 BOISE RIVER IRRJGATION CALL, GRACE 
63-247 Decreed 5/1/1889 0.03 BOISE RIVER IRRIGATION CANFIELD, SAMUEL H 
63-266 Decreed 6/1/1890 0.72 BOISE RIVER IRRIGATION SPENCER, ANNA 
63-267 Decreed 6/1/1890 0.10 BOISE RIVER IRRIGATION SPENCER, WILLIS B 
63-268 Decreed 6/1/1890 0.40 BOISERIVER : IRRIGATION BELL, REBECCA 
63-274 Decreed 6/1/1881 0.34 BOISE RIVER IRRIGATION 
JURRIES, CHARLES; PIONEER 
DIXIE DITCH CO 
63-28EA Decreed 4/1/1880 0.10 i BOISE RIVER IRRIGATION BETTY, RB 
I 
63-298 Decreed 4/1/1905 5.40 BOISE RIVER IRRIGATION 
SOUTH BOISE MUTUAL 
: DITCH CO ; 
63-3058 Decreed 5/1/1875 1.70 BOISE RIVER IRRIGATION 
ROEDEL, KARL F; ROEDEL, 
OTTOW 
: 63-309 Decreed 7/23/1899 0.20 STEWART CREEK IRRIGATION HALLIWILL, H A 
63-310 Decreed 4/1/1915 0.10 STEWART CREEK IRRIGATION SMffH,CO 
63-315 Decreed 2.50 ELK CREEK BUENA VISTA DITCH CO 
63-315 Decreed 5.00 ELK CREEK IRRIGATION 
HANSON, GEORGE; MANN, 
' CRAIG 
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--'"' -~·'•· ~ ~ ·~ . ··•·· -63-321 Decreed 1/18/1911 0.02 ROBIE CREEK IRRIGATION POLLITT, JEAN; POLLITT, VANCE 
63-323 Decreed 14.00 GRIMES CREEK MINING LIGHTFOOT, EXTA 
63-324 Decreed 7/24/1933 5.40 GRIMES CREEK MINING 
ANDERSON, A E; ZEZl, 
GEORGE 
63-325 Decreed 6/6/1934 4.60 GRIMES CREEK MINING 
ANDERSON, A E; ZEZI, 
GEORGE 
63-326 Decreed 1/1/1864 12.00 GRIMES CREEK MINING 
BOISE BASIN HYDRAULIC & 
POWER CO LTD 
: BOISE BASIN HYDRAULIC & 
: 63-327 Decreed 6/1/1869 5.50 GRIMES CREEK MINING POWER CO LTD 
63-328 Decreed 6/1/1877 0.50 GRIMES CREEK MINING 
BOISE BASIN HYDRAULIC & 
' l POWER CO L:D 
63-333 Decreed 4/1/1907 0.10 TENMILE CREEK 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, LORD, DONALD R; LORD, 
STOCKWATER OLIVER 
63-334 Decreed 5/2/1910 0.70 TENMILE CREEK 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGA, ION, LORD, DONALD R; LORD, 
STOCKWATER OLIVER 
63-335 Decreed 4/1/1916 0.20 TENMILE CREEK 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, LORD, DONALD R; LORD, 
. STOCKWATER , OLIVER 
63-336 Decreed 4/1/1928 0.90 TENMILE CREEK 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, LORD, DONALD R; LORD, 
STOCKWATER OLIVER 
63-349 Decreed 12/2/1907 1.60 EIGHTMILE CREEK IRRIGATION 
GRAY, ClARAE; GRAY, 
MAURICE GLEN 
63-350 Decreed 4.70 EIGHTMILE CREEK IRRIGATION 
HAGA, JAMMIE E; HAGA, 
OLIVER 0 
63-351 Decreed 1.00 
INDIAN CREEK 1 
IRRIGATION JACKSON, MAY MC ELROY 
RESERVOIR I 
63-352 Decreed 1,000.00 INDIAN CREEK 
DIVERSION TO STORAGE, INDIAN CREEK IRRIGATION 
IRRIGATION co 
63-362 Decreed 10/28/1928 3.64 WARM SPRINGS CREEK IRRIGATION BACHMAN, FRED L 
63-363 Decreed 10/28/1928 2.45 WARM SPRINGS CREEK IRRIGATION BACHMAN, FRED L 
63-364 Decreed 10/28/1928 2.55 WARM Si'RINGS CREEK IRRIGATION KENNISON, RAY 
63-377 Decreed 1/1/1877 0.90 HIGHLAND CREEK IRRIGATION BEDEL, WILLIAM 
63-380 Decreed 12.00 GRIMES CREEK i THATCH ER, G W 
63-381 Decreed 12.00 GRIMES CREEK GAY,MB 
63-2000 License 12/2/1907 1.60 EIGHTMILE CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HAGA, OLIVER 0 ' 
63-2003 License 11/10/1903 1.20 
EIGHTMILE CREEK, 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION EAGLESON, MARY H 
FIVEMILE CREEK 
63-2006 Ucense 5/5/1904 6.00 CHARCOAL CREEK MINING RICHARDSON, J E 
UNNAMED STREAM, BARKER, DAN; DAVIDSON, 
63-2008 License 7/29/1904 2.60 WEST FORK LITTLE DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MELVIN Z; LEWIS, PERRY G; 
EIGHTMILE CREEK SIMMONS, JOHN M 
63-2010 License 11/16/1904 1,300.00 BOISE RIVER POWER BARBER LUMBER CO 
63-2012 License 2/3/1905 0.40 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WILSON, ELIZABETH 
DALY, I A; GWALTNEY, JOHN; 
63-2013 Ucense 3/21/1905 2.00 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION KNUTSON, 0 K; LEWIS 
BROTHERS 
63-2016 license 5/2/1905 2.14 FIVEMILE CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION NOBLE, ROBERT 
63-2017 License 3/17/1905 1.00 UNNAMED STREAMS ! DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION DAVIDSON, MELVIN Z 
63-2018A License 5/19/1905 2.40 SMITH CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION COLE, WILLIAM 5 
63-20188 License 5/19/1905 1.50 SMITH CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WYLIE, CALVIN 
63-2018C License 5/19/1905 6.40 SMITH CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION COLE, ELMAW 
63-2019 License 5/3/1905 9.60 SMITH CREEK DOMESJlC, IRRIGATION RHOADS, W H 
63-2020 License 6/9/1905 7.10 SMITH CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
BATES, HUGH C; BATES, LOU 
T 
63-2021 license 7/14/1905 3.20 SMITH CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HATGfER, HARVEY A 
63-2028 license 12/12/1905 3.00 KENNEDY SLOUGH DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION LAWRENCE, JANE 
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63-2030 License 2/23/1906 0.34 
SOU, H FORK BO!SE 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION PECK, RICHARD A I RIVER 
63-2033 License 3/27/1906 0.80 DEVILS HOLE CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HIGHLEY, CHARLES J 
63-2035 License 4/18/1906 t 0.50 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ' lAING,J M 
63-2039 U::ense 5/17/1906 3.04 RUSSELL GULCH CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION RUSSELL, JOSEPHINE 
63-2040 License 5/26/1906 1.60 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION DECK, L K; REGAN, MA 
63-2041A Ucense 7/6/1906 0.10 MAYNARD GULCH CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SIMMS, JAMES P 
63-2041B Ucense 7/6/1906 0.20 MAYNARD GULCH CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SIMMS,JAMES P 
63-2043 License 9/19/1906 0.20 
LfTTLE BEAR CREEK, 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION PHELPS, EDMOND T 
WOOD CREEK 
63-2044 Ucense 10/10/1906 2.00 
WEST FORK GRANITE 
. MINING, POWER 
CROSSEN, HUGH; MC KAY, 
CREEK JAMES 
63-2047 Ucense. 11/15/1906 2.7S UNNAMED STREAMS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATiON CASWEU., D G 
63-2048 License 11/12/1906 20,00 
SAWMILL CREEK, 
POWER 
MINERVA MINING & 
UNNAMED STREAM MILLING CO LTD 
63-2049 License 10/25/1906 25.00 HOT CREEK MINING BOISE KING PLACERS CO 
63-20SO License 10/25/1906 25.00 PHIFER CREEK MINING BOISE PLACER CO 
63-20S3 License 5/2/1907 0.10 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MC NEWELL, JACOB 
63-20S4 License 5/10/1907 0.80 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION LEE, SOLOMON 
63-2056 License 3/26/1907 1.80 SMITH CREEK !AKE DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SANDLIN, RS 
63-2057 License 6/17/1907 : 0.40 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MATHEWS, GUYE 
63-2058 License 7/5/1907 0.76 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CAGE,JOHN W 
53 .. 2059 llcense 7/27/1907 3.00 
EAST FORK MINNEHA 
MINING ERY, G W; FRY, OTTO J 
CREEK 
: 63-2060 License 8/6/1907 0.15 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SMITH,) HG 
I 63-2061 License 8/24/1907 0.10 SPRINGS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SCOTT, DANIEL H 
63-2065 License 11/7/1907 0.71 PIERCE CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MENNECKE, HENRY 
! 63-2066 License 11/4/1907 i 4,70 EIGHTMILE CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HAGA, OLIVER 0 
63-2067 License 11/16/1907 1.00 
EAST MONTEZUMA 
DOMESTIC, MINING, POWER STEVENS, CE 
CREEK 
63-2068 License 11/30/1907 1.70 WILLOW CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION LATIMORE, D W 
63-2069 license. 1/2/1908 l.50 DIXIE CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGA110N BYEYER, EDWARD J 
63-2070A License 12/16/1907 a.so UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BECK, JR ' 
63-2071 License 2/15/1908 1.00 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CUNNINGHAM, F 5 
MIDDLE FORK BOISE 
. 
63-2074 License 4/13/1908 20.00 
RIVER 
DOMESTIC, MINING, POWER FRANKE, LN 
63-2075 License S/7/1908 0.40 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION VANCE,SD 
63-2076 License 5/18/1908 0.12 $LOANS GULCH CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HALL,JOHNJ 
63-2081 License 8/5/1908 1.10 TRAIi.CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ROSS, ERANKLIN P 
! 63-2084 license 8/10/1908 0.70 SAND HOLLOW CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION COMBS, MORELAND A 
' 
63-2087 License 9/8/1908 8.00 CLEARCREEK 'MINING DAY, HW i 
I 63-2088 license 8/17/1908 0.50 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SHELL WORTH, J LESLIE 
63-2089 License 9/29/1908 0.20 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION , JENSEN, SP ! ; 
63-2091 License 10/8/1908 10.00 BIRCH CREEK DOMESTIC, MINING HARVEY, HENRY 
63-2093 license 12/16/1908 200.00 BOISE RIVER POWER ' FISCHER, EUGENE 
63-2094 License 2/20/1909 0.12 WILSON CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ANDERSON, J M 
LEWIS CREEK, 
63-209S license 3/1/1909 5.00 THOMPSON GULCH MINING ATKINSON, S K 
CREEK 
' 
63-2096 License 2/23/1909 0.18 LONG GULCH CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION USDA EOREST SERVICE 
! KUNTER, F H; SCHNEIDER, 63-2097 License 3/17/1909 0.80 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WILLIAM; SNYDER, LEO; 
I ZEILER, JD 
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RICHARD F 
63-2101 License 5/2/1909 1.00 PATCH SLOUGH DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION TOLLETH, FLOYD 
' ASH, GEORGE; SOLOMON, 63-2102 License 3/30/1909 1.60 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
ERNEST P 
63-2104 Ucense 6/11/1.909 2,38 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WHITE, FRANK A 
63-2108A License 6/24/1909 1.00 UNNAMED SLOUGH DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MEYER, JACOB 
63-21088 Ucense 8/1/1317 1.00 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION RANDOLPH, T F 
63-2111 License 8/9/1909 0,80 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
ELY, WALTER E; 
! MESSERSMITH, WILLlAM G 
I 63-2113 License 10/7/1909 0.90 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ROSENLOF, FRANK 
63-2l16 License 11/8/1921 0.10 RANGER CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION USDA FOREST SERVICE 
I 63-2119 License 2/26/1910 0,12 MEADOW CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION KENT, EMMAE 
63-2120 License 1/24/1910 0.76 PONY CREEK, SPRINGS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SANDLIN, CLARA S 
63-2121 Llcense 3/17/1910 0.84 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BOECK, l WARDELL 
63-2122 License 1/31/1910 0.70 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BADLEY, DURBIN L 
63-2124 License 4/19/1910 0.50 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTlC, IRRIGATION HON, ROBERT L 
63-2125 Ucense 5/2/1910 1.50 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CORBUS, RAY 
63-2126 License 2/14/1910 1.20 SPRING CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION RUSSELL, JOSEPHINE 
63-2127 License 4/14/1910 i 0.14 MC FARLAND CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION VINCEN, FRANKL 
63·2128 License 4/18/1910 0.80 UNNAMED STREAMS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HILL, AC 
63·2129 License 4/25/1910 0.50 ' JOHNSON CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GARDNER, NATHAN M 
63-2133 Ucense 6/8/1910 0.10 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GISH, FM 
63-2135 License 6/25/1910 0.20 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SQUIER, JOHN H 
63-2136 License 5/16/1910 25,00 ELK CREEK M!N!NG 
BOISE BASIN IMPROVEMENT 
co 
63-2139B License 8/15/1910 1.40 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HATHAWAY, WARREN D 
63-2140 License 10/19/1910 0.20 SHAKE CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION USDA FOREST SERVICE 
63-2141 License 10/19/1910 0.50 PARADISE CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION USDA FOREST SERVICE 
63·2142 License 1/21/1919 2.16 : UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SPENCER, ANNA 
SOUTIH FORK BOISE ! 
63-2144B Decreed 11/17/1910 0.41 
RIVER 
IRRIGATION AGUIRRE, JOSEPH 
63-2145 License 10/26/1910 0.90 MACKS CREEK, SPRING DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ADAMSON, SETH 
63-2146 License 10/10/1910 0,60 GRANITE CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION DAVIS, CHARLE W 
63-2147 Ucense 1/26/1912 0.60 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION POWELL, M 
63-2149 Llcense 9/29/1919 0.4-0 KARNEY CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION PARISHO, ZORA 
63-2151 l License 12/13/1910 1.60 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION KENNEDY, WP 
63-21538 Ucense 1/18/1911 0.44 RUBY CREEK, SPRING DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WOOD, G N 
63-2154 License 12/lS/1910 5,00 BROWNS CREEK IRRIGATION, MINING ANDREWARTHA, H H 
63-2156 License 1/17/1911 0.46 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION PILGRIM, BERT L 
63-2163 License 4/17/1911 2.50 SPRINGS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION TAYLOR, JAMES B 
63-2166 1 License 4/27/1911 2.50 TENMILE CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGAllON BOOTH, WT 
63-2169 License 7/27/1912 0.80 , UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION JEPSEN, JOHN 
63-2170 License 6/13/1911 6,00 MOORES CREEK, SPRING DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION YARYAN,JAMES F 
63-2175 License 6/9/1911 5.00 MOORES CREEK, SPRING DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION PARKINS, GEORGE 
63-2176 i License 6/19/1911 5,00 MOORES CREEK, SPRING DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION PARKINS, SARAH 
63-2178 Ucense 5/21/1913 0.08 
MUD SPRING, THORN 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HAMMER, FRANCIS M 
SPRl1'G 
63-2179 License 8/22/1911 0.90 
SOUTH FORK BOISE 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ANDERSON, J M 
RIVER 
BLACK WARRIOR CREEK, 
63-2180 / License 9/5/1911 200.00 MIDDLE FORK BOISE MINING, POWER BOISE KING PLACERS CO 
RIVER 
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i 63-2181 license 9/15/1911 0.50 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BROSE, FRED 
63-2185 Ucense 8/29/1911 10.00 ELK CREEK MINING BEARDIN, LAM3ERT A 
63-2187 License 11/29/1911 1.4S LITTLE WOOD CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION FRENCH, GEORGE W 
i 63-2189 license 12/8/1911 0.80 DOLLAR CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION FRENCH, LAURA A 
63-2190 Ucense 1/13/1912 0.20 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MC DEVITT, JAMES 
63-2191 License 12/29/1911 0.60 CORRAL CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SIMMONS, FLORA M 
63-2194 License 4/1/1912 1.00 
SOUTH FORK BOISE 
IRRIGATION GEERHART, CHARLES S 
RIVER 
63-2197 license 3/21/1912 0.40 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GRAVES, AF 
63-2198 I Ucense 5/10/1912 1.50 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MESSERSMfTH, WILLIAM G 
63-2201 License 7/8/1912 10.00 oROWNS CREEK IRRIGATION, MINING ANDREWARTHA, MRS H H 
1 BOISE BASIN IMPROVEMENT 
63"2202 License 7/16/1912 lS.00 ELK CREEK MINING co 
63-2204 License 7/30/1912 0.04 COTTONWOOD CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION A\,DECOCEA, CASTER 
63-2205 License 8/7/1912 0.40 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION PEMBERTON, JNO F 
63-2207 License 9/12/1912 0.80 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION HURST, BF ' 
63-2208 License 9/13/1912 1.60 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION HURST, B F 
63-2211 License 10/9/1912 1.00 UNNAMED STREAMS DOMESTIC, IRRIGAHON ESTATE OF JOHN DIENST 
63-2213 License 1/14/1913 1.06 HULLS GULCH CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ANNETT & STEWART 
' 63"2220 license 4/12/1913 l 1.30 CRANE CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SMITH, CO 
63-2223 License 12/24/1929 0.80 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION DAVIDSON, Z 
i 63-2230 Ucense 11/25/1913 0.32 PURDAM GULCH CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WITHERS, G G 
63-2231 License 12/8/1913 0.50 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SEELY, MARK 
! 63-2235 license 11/28/1919 0.60 ELK CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION EASTMAN, HP 
I 63-2238 License 5/18/1914 2.26 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MORELAND,J E 
I 63-2243 license 6/28/1915 0.30 TIMBER GULCH CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ' HOWELL, WILLIAM 
63-2247 license 7/25/1914 0,60 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION PEARSON, SW 
COYOTE GULCH CREEK, 
63-2250 License 9/24/1914 6.20 GREGORY CREEK, IRRIGATION, MINING TRADER, META 
UNNAMED STREAM 
63-2254B License 2/6/1915 0.36 UNNAMED SIBEAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
63"2262 License 6/12/1915 15.00 ELK CREEK MINING 
BUENA VISTA GOLD MINES 
co 
63-2263 License 6/12/1915 10.00 
WARM SPRINGS GULCH 
MINING 
BUENA VISTA GOLD MINES 
I CREEK co 
I 63-2267 license - 9/23/1915 0.40 SPRINGS DOMESTIC, IRRIGAIION MERRfIT, LE 
63-2273 License 11/27/1915 0.01 SPRING DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BERRY, LOUISAJ 
! 63-2280 License 4/6/1'320 10.00 SIAUGHTERHOUSE MINING BUENA VISTA GOLD MINES GULCH CREEK co 
63-2288 License 5/1/1916 0.70 TEN MILE CREEK IRRIGATION MC MILLEN, JOSEPH 
63-22898 Ucense 5/27/1916 0.38 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
MCCOLM, LT; NELSON, 
GEORGE E 
63-2293 License 4/8/1916 1.50 HORRACE CREEK IRRIGATION 
CULVER, WARREN; 
MORROW, SARAH 
63-2309 License 9/6/1917 0.60 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ACHENBACH,A 
63·2310 license 9/4/1917 0.12 WILLHOTE CREEK DOMESTlC, IRRIGATION PERCY, WALTER W 
63-2311 License 11/8/1917 4.00 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGA!lON BACKMAN, FRED 
63-2313 License 2/13/1918 0.20 SPRING DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION FROOM,J E 
63-2314 License 2/25/1918 0.80 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HANSON, EN 
63-2317 License 8/3/1918 1.45 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BRYCE, JAMES N 
63-2319 license 7/18/1918 0.80 WATSON GULCH CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION EARNER, JOHN M 
63·2323 license ll/16/1918 2.00 BARDSLY GULCH DRAIN DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
PICARD, CHARLES O; 
ROBERTS, MA 
63"2324 Ucense 6/1/1943 0.40 GREEN CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION JOHNSON, HENRY B 
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63·2327 license 6/2/1924 1.10 UNNAMED SLOUGH IRRIGATION EAGLESON, JOHN W 
63·2329 License 6/3/1919 5.00 BENDER CREEK MINING HERMO,JOHN 
63-2330 / License 3/15/1921 0.50 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION THOMPSON, S C 
63-2333 Ucense 8/24/1919 LOO UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MANVILLE FRUIT CO 
63-2339 L1cense 1/6/1920 0,60 UN NAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION LAMB, MORRIS B 
63-2345 License 8/29/1920 0.50 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION TUNNICLIFF, BF 
63-2347 License 8/22/1920 0.50 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION RICE, ROSS; VOGT, CHARLES 
63-2348 License 8/20/1920 0.56 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION FORNEY, B D 
' 63-2355 License 4/2/1921 0,4-0 STEWART CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BOOTH, Tl-lOMAS ' 
I 63-2361 License 7/20/1921 i 0,29 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION PLANT, LOTTIE 
63-2362 License 7/25/1921 1.46 CRANE CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION DAVIS, EDWIN H 
' 63·2363 License 3/15/1920 0,22 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WILLIAMS, CA ' 
63-2365 License 9/10/1921 5.00 GRAYBACK GULCH CREEK MINING SMALL, ALBERT E i 
CALIFORNIA GULCH ' 63·2366 Ucense 9/10/1921 5.00 
i CREEK 
MINING SMALL, ALBERT E 
63-2367 License 9/10/1921 3.00 SHAWS GULCH CREEK MINING SMALL, ALBERT E 
63-2371 License 4/21/1924 I 0.40 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION TODD,CLAYC 
BACH MAN, FRED L; ' 63-2378 License 1/30/1923 3.86 WARM SPRINGS CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION KENNISON, RAY 
63-2379 Lice:ise 6/4/1923 0.20 
KARNEY CREEK, RUBY 
IRRIGATION BULLOCK, CHARLES E 
CREEK 
63·2380 License 6/5/1923 0.66 WARM SPRINGS CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BACHMAN, ERED L 
63-2382 Ucense 7/27/1923 40.00 MORES CREEK MINING BOISE PLACER CO 
63-2384 License 10/22/1923 0.80 UNNAMED STREAM , DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GLENN, NATHAN 
63-2385 License 11/24/1923 I 0.62 UNNAMED SLOUGH IRRIGATION BUFFINGTON, P N 
' 
63-2393 License 6/11/1925 1.00 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MOORE, CRAWFORD 
' 63-2394 license 4/21/1925 10.00 GRIMES CREEK MINING, POWER MINERAL MINING CO 
63-2395 License 5/19/1926 0.32 UNNAMED DRAIN DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION AUBERMANN, PErER 
63-2398 License 6/12/1926 1.30 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MANSELL, !DAB 
63-2399 License 6/11/1926 0.66 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BUNKER, F N 
63-2400 License 8/21/1926 0.70 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION !DOINGS, EJ 
63-2402 License 11/22/1926 0.84 GROUND WATER 
DOMESTIC, HEATING, 
EDWARDS, THOMAS F 
IRRIGATION 
63-2416 License 9/5/1928 9.00 ClEARCREEK DOMESTIC, MIN!NG PONCIA,CR 
: 63-2417 License 1/30/1949 1.00 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ! HANNAH, LLOYD N 
' 
i 63-2418 Ucense 12/10/1928 1.70 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ESTATE OF GUY D GOFF 
! 63-2419 License 2/6/1929 1.00 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CHADWICK, ANNA 
i 63-2428 License 3/1/1930 0.60 CONWAY DRAIN DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION POWELL, GM 
63-2429 License 4/4/1930 2.40 KEISEL DRAIN OOMESTIC, IRRIGATION STOCKTON, ELLEN 
63-2430 License 4/24/1930 0.46 MASON CREEK DRAIN DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HARSHMAN,C 
63-2431 License 4/29/1930 1.00 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WAGNER, MRS A 
63-24353 License 7/28/1930 0,70 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
63-2447 License I 8/11/1931 0.50 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GORTON, LM I 
63-2451 License 8/14/1931 1.00 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
MC NEIL, AW; MC NEIL, 
!SABEL 
i 63-2452 License 8/14/1931 0,20 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CORY,JOHNJ 
63-2455 License 10/21/1931 1.40 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION RICHARDS, H G 
63-2456 license 9/2/1931 0.92 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION CALKINS, JESSIE N 
63-2457 License 9/11/1931 l 0,10 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGAflON ROSENLOF, FRANK 
63-2458 Ucense 9/15/1931 0.12 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION PARKER, HG 
53-2460 License 10/8/1931 6.00 WILLOW CREEK MINING 
IDAHO MODOC PLACER 
MINING CO 
63-2463 License 10/19/1931 i 0,10 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HUCKBA, WILLIAM F 
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63-2464 License 10/13/1931 0,06 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WATKINS, CARL W 
63-2466 License 1/22/1932 0,10 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION EH DEWEY INC 
63-2469 License 2/18/1932 1.10 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION STEWART, CH 




63-2485 License 8/27/1933 0,01 SPRING DOMESTIC USDA FOREST SERVICE 
63-2486 license 9/18/1933 0,20 t UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION BRANDT, H L 
63-2487 License i 8/22/1935 6,00 CHARillAL CREEK MINING SCHULTZ, HARRY A : 
63-2490 License 4/30/1934 0,04 SPRING DOMESTIC USDA FOREST SERVICE 
' 
63-2491 License 4/28/1934 16,00 WEST FORK CREEK MINING MILLER, WALTER W 
CONFEDERATE CREEK, 
I 
63-2492 License 4/28/1934 21.00 GRANITE CREEK, WEST MINING MILLER, WALTER W 
FORK CREEK 
l ADELMANN, AG; 
i 
63-2494 License 6/6/1934 0,10 SPRING DOMESTIC, MINING ADELMANN, CR; 
ADELMANN, WILLIAM A 
63-2496 License 6/16/1934 0,10 SPRING DOMESTIC TRULEMANS, ALBERT L 
i 63-2498 license 8/31/1934 0,40 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION POTEFT, MRS LESSIE 
63-2501 License 9/20/1934 0,20 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION RODGERS, CHARLES$ 
! 63-2508 License 8/24/1935 0,36 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION TEUSCflER, MARTIN 
63-2509 License 10/9/1935 0,68 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION ' RIGNEY, MACH 
63-2512 ; License 11/25/1935 0.66 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION WOLFE, EARL 0 
63-2513 License 1/7/1936 0,04 BANNOCK CREEK IRRIGATION USDA FOREST SERVICE 
63-2525 License 9/19/1936 7,00 SAWMILL CREEK MINING HIRT, GEORGE F 
63-2526 License 12/2/1936 0,04 GROUND WATER COOLING BUHL, HOWARD 
63-2527B Ucense 3/1/1937 0,12 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION DUNCAN, LR 
63-2528 Llcense 4/26/1937 0.30 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ALLEN, TA 
63-2530 License 6/10/1937 0,40 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION OFFILL, AV 
63-2534 license 8/14/1937 0.20 GROUNDWATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HERRICK, DELLA E 
63-2536B : License 8/23/1937 1.26 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION LAWRENCE, HERBERT JAMES 
' 63-2541 License 10/6/1937 0,02 ' SPRINGS DOMESTIC USDA FOREST SERVICE 
63-2544 License 9/17/1938 0.24 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MC CONNELL, CHARLES E 
1/8/1940 
COOLING, DOMESTIC, ; 
63-2548 Ucense 0,50 GROUNDWATER 
IRRIGATION 
FLETQ;ER, FO 
53 .. 2550 License 5/7/1940 L75 GROUNDWATER MUNICIPAL UNITED WATER IDAHO INC 
63-2552 license 7/11/1940 Q,20 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ,LANPHERE, AC 
63-2558B License 2/18/1941 0,l8 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WHITMORE, JAMES A 
63-2563 License 4/28/1941 10.00 BEAR CREEK MINING ANGEL, IDA H 
63-2564 Ucense 7/8/1941 0.06 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION FRANCONE, AN ITTA 
63-2565 License 5/15/1941 0,04 BOGUS CREEK DOMESTIC STATE OF IDAHO 
63-2569 License 8/21/1941 2,62 GROUND WATER MUNICIPAL UNITED WATER IDAHO INC 
' I BOISE RIVER LOWER CENTER POINT 63-2570 license 5/15/1950 1,60 IRRIGATION DITCH CO 
63-2574 Ucense 4/5/1938 8,00 , UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BUDGE, ALFRED H 
63-2577 License 6/21/1938 0,02 SPRING COMMERCIAL, DOMESTIC SHEEP CREEK MINING CORP 
63-2578 Ucense 7/1/1938 0,04 UNNAMED LAKE IRRIGAflON ROBBINS, CATHERINE 
63-2579 License 6/21/1938 0,22 GROUND WATER COOLING JORDAN,J 0 
63-2580 License 6/21/1938 0.52 SPRINGS DOMESTIC, MINING KINS!cLA, JOHN J 
63-2582 License 2/6/1939 0.50 GROUND WATER COMMERCIAL OWYHEE fWTEL CO 
' 63-2584 License 4/3/1939 0.10 BOISE RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MISSMAN, GLENN E 
I 63-2585 license 4/5/l5J39 10.00 FALL CREEK DOMESTIC, INDUSTRIAL, HARNDEN, EA; PIERCE, RC IRRIGATION 
63-2589 License 6/26/1939 0.40 GROUNDWATER IRRIGATION ESTATE OF AG MARION 
63-2593 License 4/4/1938 DAO GROUND WATER IRRIGATION ROTH, HARRY 
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63-2594 license :'.1/18/1939 15,00 
NORTH FORK THORN 
MINING 8AUMHOFF, AF 
CREEK, THORN CREEK 
GLENNON, PANSY; NIX1 
63-2602 License 3/9/1943 0.10 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
ETHEL; YOUNG, CUSTER 
JACKSON; YOUNG, ELl£N; 
YOUNG,JOEALVA 
63·2607 License 8/25/1943 0,64 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION SHAPLEY, WAYNE 
63-26158 License 5/16/1960 20.00 
EIGHTIVILE CREEK, 
IRRIGATION 
, PLEASANT VALLEY 
UNNAMED STREAM i IRRIGATION CO 
63-2616 License 8/7/1945 o.os GROUND WATER COMMERCIAL, DOMESTIC GRIMES, TODD 
63-2619 i License 1/25/1945 1.70 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION BOLLING ER, EARL R 
63-2620 License 3/22/1945 0.60 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION WINTERS, CARROLL 
63-26308 license 2/21/1946 0.78 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION STEEL,JOHN 
63-2630C License 2/21/1946 0.20 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION STEEL, ALVIN A 
63-26318 License 8/30/1947 2.48 ' T~OMASON LAKE IRRIGATION JENSEN, REX S i 
63-26328 License 8/30/1947 1.40 TIIOMASON LAKE IRRIGATION JENSEN, ROXY C 
63-2633 License 3/8/1946 0.50 DFAD DOG CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BERRY, GEORGF C 
63-2634 License 7/20/1969 0.10 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
AYRES, M H; AYRES, MRS M 
H 
6~2638 license 7/9/1946 0,33 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BRANDT, JOHN H 
63-2641 License 8/21/1946 0.36 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION PETERSON, M R 
63-2642 License 9/25/1946 0,67 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ALDAPE, JOE P 
63-2645 License 10/16/1946 0.05 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, 5TOCKWATER THOMPSON, THOMAS A 
63-2646 License 8/22/1946 2.00 GROUND WATER 
FISH PROPAGATION, KELLEY, W D; STEARMAN, W 
IRRIGATION R 
63-2649 License 11/8/1946. 0.02 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
SUMMERS, ELLA M; 
SUMMERS, WILBUR A 
63-2652B license 12/14/1946 1.84 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
63-2653 License 
' 
12/19/1946 0.24 SUGAR CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HOLCOMBE, AS 
63-2658 License ! 2/20/1947 0,05 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION AXTELL, HM 
63-2661 3/11/1947 0,06 
PROHASKA, HAZEL MAY; ' License GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ' PROHASKA, LORIS M 
63-2665 ! License 6/28/1947 0.52 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GODFREY, M R; STANLEY, LE ' 
63-26698 License 8/12/1947 0,66 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION BURBACK,) G 
63-2674 License 12/19/1947 0.15 GROUND WATER COOLING ALDAPE, JOHN 
63-2675 License 12/16/1947 0.56 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
HARRIS, ALICE; HARRIS, 
ERSHA!. L 
63-2676 Ucense 1/5/1948 ' 0.05 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION LUNSTRUM, CARL K 
63-2677 License 1/19/1948 I 0,05 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GROVE, EDD 
63-2683 License ! 2/9/1948 0,13 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SPIVY, DAISY; SPIVY, WA i 
63-2685 license 2/25/1948 0,02 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GRIFFITHS JR, HENRY R 
63-2686 License 2/27/1948 0.07 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WOOD, TH 
63-2688 license 3/11/1948 0.40 UNNAMED DRAIN DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WYMER, ED 
63-2689 License 3/20/1948 0.20 GROUND WATER DOMES~IC, IRRIGATION CARTER, AUDREY M 
63-2692 License 4/21/1948 0.06 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GALE, RALPH E 
63-2693 [ License 4/29/1948 0.44 UNNAMED DRAINS IRRIGATION DUNLAP, S BEN 
63-2694 License 5/19/1948 0.02 GROUND WATER 
COOLING, DOMESTIC, 
NICHOLS, RICHARD A 
IRRIGATION 
63-26978 license 5/20/1948 0.02 GROUND WATER IRRIGAflON ROHRER,GEORGEGLEN 
63-2702 license 5/19/1949 0,06 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRl<SATION GROVER, MORGAN 
63-2704 license 7/6/1948 i 1.60 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ! BUTLER JR, THOMAS C 
63-2705 license 7/12/1948 0.02 i GROUND WATER DOMESTIC BOYD COFFEE CO 
63-2709 Ucense 7/20/1948 I 0.08 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BEOUGHER, CLYDE L 
' 
53-2715 Ucense 8/9/1948 0.13 I UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION REMPP,JOHN 
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63-2716 License 8/17/1948 0.44 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HARRI$, ERSHAL L 
63-2717 License 8/8/1948 3.02 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION JORDAN, FRED W 
- 63-2721 License 9/24/1948 1.00 MACKS CREEK IRRIGATION, MINING MERK, ALFRED -
63-2726 License 10/20/1948 0.02 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION PALMER, CA 
63-2728 License 11/1/1948 0.12 GROUND WATER 
COMMERCIAL, COOLING, 
BOISE COLD STORAGE CO 
DOMESTIC 
63-2736 License 11/17/1948 0.23 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC SUN RISE RIM WATER CORP 
i 63-2737 License 11/18/1948 0.40 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SMITH, HAROLD W 
63-274S License 12/15/1948 0.52 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GIVENS, GRANVILLE L 
63-2752 License j 1/11/1949 2.10 WASTEWATER IRR!GA110N MORELAND, EARLJ 
63-2753 License 1/14/1949 0.02 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC TATE, EDITH WOODS 
-
LAUB,JAMES A; LAUB, 
63-27558 License 1/19/1949 1.50 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 
MAUDS 
63-2756 License 1/24/1949 1.00 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION, STOCKWATER TOBIAS, CHARLES C 
63-2764 License 3/11/:949 0.07 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION NEWKIRK, HARRY 
63-2766 License 4/22/1949 Q,03 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GILYARD, WENDLE 
63-2772 license i 6/27/1949 0.05 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGAflON FISCHER, BERNICE 
63-2774 License: 7/14/1949 0.05 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC DUFRESNE, WALTER 
63-2777 License 8/8/1949 
-




63-2778 License 8/13/1949 0.11 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION USDA FOREST SERVICE 
63-2783 License 9/3/1949 0.02 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
RIGNEY, CLARENCE J; 
RIGNEY, MRS CLARENCE J 
63-2797 Ucense 1/27/1950 0.80 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
STANGER, AMELIA; 
STANGER, PARLEY P 
63-2801 License 4/10/195D 0.02 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION KIRCHNER, OTTO F 
63-2807 License 3/31/1950 0.40 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION HARRELL, WK 
63-2809 License 4/3/1950 0.74 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 5MITH,GUYW 
63-2811 License ' 4/19/1950 0.06 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION I FAIRBANKS, LEON 
63-2817 License 6/20/1950 0.05 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WATERMAN, HOWARD E 
63··2819A License 6/30/1950 0.50 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION i MURPHY, BARTLETT J 
63-2820 Ucense 6/28/1950 0.08 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION JONES, ROBERT P 
63-2821C License 6/28/1950 0.80 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HOUSE,J M 
63-2830 License 9/20/1950 0.20 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION BENEDICT, HUGH C 
63-2831 License 10/11/1950 0.01 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
GORDON, HAROLD H; 
GORDON, MARGARET J 
63-2832 License 10/12/1950 0.04 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRlGATION LESTER, W L 
! 
63·2835 License 11/13/1950 0,20 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
NAMPA SCHOOL DISTRICT ff 
131 
63-2836 License 11/13/1950 0,04 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION FREDRIKSEN, HAROLD H 
63-2838 License 12/16/1947 0.60 SPRING DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HARRIS, ERSHAL L 
! 63-2840 license 1/11/1951 0.10 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WOODRUEF, VERNON EARL 
63-2844 license 1/24/1951 0.05 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
MORGAN, ARTHUR L; 
MORGAN, EUVA H 
63-2847 License 8/7/1954 0.04 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, HEATING HOWELL, WW; NEITZEL, F H 
63-2853 Ucense 3/30/1951 0.02 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
SALTIER, HELENE B; 
SAL TIER, JOSEPH 
63-2859 license 5/7/1951 0,30 WASTE WATER IRRIGATION 
CLEVENGER, KENNETH; 
CLEVENGER, MARQUERITE 
: 63-2861 License 5/21/1951 0.09 GROUND WA1ER HEATING, IRRIGATION MENDENHALL, JR 
63·2862 license 5/21/1951 0.22 GROUND WATER COOLING MENDENHALL, JR 
! 63-28658 license 6/15/1951 0,65 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GREEN, MARTIN 
63-2868 license 7/13/1951 0.02 : GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CARMAN, CHARLES M 
63-2869 license 5/25/1951 0.70 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION VERHEYEN, WlLLIAM J 
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63-2870 license 7/19/1951 0.02 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION :VANKOV!CH, NICK 
63-2871 License 8/1/1951 0.02 GROUNDWAER DOMESTIC, IRRIGA,ION BELL, LYDIA A 
63-2876 License 8/28/i951 0.16 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
' HARRIS, LeSTER R; HARRIS, 
TRESSA L 
63·2883 Llcense 9/24/1951 0.02 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION CARMAN, H H 
63-2885 License 11/8/1951 3.00 GROUND WATER COMMERCIAL, COOLING 
ADA COUNTY DAIRYMEN$ 
ASSN 
63-2888 License 11/21/1951 0.14 GROUND WATER 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, 
KRALL, LOU V 
STOCKWATER 
63-2894 License 2/11/l952 0.55 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION FRENCH, RS 
63-2897 License 3/22/1952 0.06 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION RYALS, CHESTER 
63-2905 License 8/12/1952 i 0.06 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION KOCH, HENRY F 
i 63-2924 License 1/14/1953 0.50 GROUND WATER COOLING BROADBENT EST INC 
l 63-2947 License 7/15/1953 0.25 GROUND WATER COOLING, INDUSTRIAL BOISE ICE & PRODUCE CO 
63-2950 license 8/29/1.953 0.16 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION HALL, EIFFEL SHAFFER 
63·29518 License 8/21/1953 0.22 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SMITH, OSCAR 
63-2952 license 8/25/1953 : 0.15 GROUND WATER INDUSTRIAL IDAHO lAUNDRY 
63-2953 License 7/lt./1967 2.00 HIGH CREEK 
DOMESTIC, FIRE 
FAIRFIELD MINING CO INC 
PROTECTION, POWER 
63-2959 License 9/l/l953 0.06 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION FULLER, EL 
63·2965 License 11/4/1953 0.13 PARMA WASTEWAY IRRIGATION SlATE, W J 
63-2969 License 12/11/1953 0.32 GROUND WATER COMMERCIAL, DOMESTIC GRIMES, ELWOOD D ' 
63-2970 License 7/19/i960 0.10 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION Pl.AGER, CHARLES E 
63-2976 Ucense 2/28/1954 0.02 GROUND WATER [ IRRIGATION WEAVER, RAE D 
63-2977 Ucense 1/21/1954 1.02 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION WORK, GLENN W 
63-2981 License 2/5/1954 0.06 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION VANDERVEER, M H 
63·2982 Ucense 2/13/1954 0.66 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
MOUNTAIN VIEW MUTUAL 
WATER CORP 
I 
3/25/1954 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 
REKOW, COLEENE; REKOW, 
63-2984 license 0.02 
i !VANE 
63-2991 Llcense 2/26/1954 0.74 WATKINS DRAIN 
. 
IRRIGATION NOVAK, FRANCES 
63-2993 License 6/28/1954 0.04 GROUND WATER ! DOMESTIC, IRR!GAflON OLSON, KENNETH D 
63-2995 License 7/7/1954 0.70 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION GEORGE A WEIT7 INC 
63-2996 License 8/5/1954 0.54 BIG GULCH CREEK IRRIGATION HARTLEY, MORRIS W 
63-2998 license 7/29/1954 0.89 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, INDUSTRIAL DAR!GOLO INC 
63·2999 License 7/29/1954 2.11 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, INDUSTRIAL DAR!GOLD INC 
63-3000 i License 7/29/1954 2.22 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, INDUSTRIAL DARIGOLD INC 
63-3003 Llce-nse 10/8/1954 OJl GROUND WATER 
FISH PROPAGATION, 
BOGEN, ALBERT L 
STOCKWATER 
63-3005 License 9/29/1954 i 0.60 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION WILLSON, HARRY E 
63·3006 license 3/15/1%5 0.22. BOISE RIVER IRRIGATION SHIPLEY, FRANK A 
63-3015 license 12/20/l954 0.02 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION EDSALL, MONICA S 
63-3025 License 2/17/1955 0.01 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 
LEISHMAN, WILLJAM DEAN 
i G 
63-3030 License 3/15/1955 0.17 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HAWKINS, CONRADE 
63-3037 License 4/17/1955 0.02 SPRINGS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION STATE OF IDAHO 
63-3038 License 4/8/1955 0.50 GROUND WATER INDUSTRIAL 
FIRST SECURITY BANK OF 
IDAHO NA 
63-3040 license 4/18/1955 0.12 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION NEWBY, GLEN 
COMMERCIAL, DOMESTIC, 
63-3042 License 4/26/1955 0.06 GROUND WATER FIRE PROTECTION, HUSKEY SR, 0 E 
: IRRIGATION 
63-3045 License I 5/10/19SS 0.12 GROUND WATER DOMESJ"IC, IRRIGATION, HUTCHINSON, WALLACE STOCKWATER 
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63-3047 License 5/23/1955 o.os GROUNDWATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION NElSON, F OSCAR; NElSON, . MAY 
63-3050 Ucense 5/31/1955 0.03 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, STOCKWATER KEPROS, GEORGE 
63-3052 License 6/13/1955 0.10 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
HOFFMAN, ERNESTINE; 
HOFFMAN, JOSEPH H 
63-3059 License 7/28/1955 0.40 UNNAMED STREAM ; IRRIGATION NEWKIRK, GLENN H : 
63-3063 License 10/12/1955 0.12 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION OCHSNER, DAVID 
63-3076 Llcense 3/1/1956 0.10 GROUND WATER COMMERCIAL, DOMESTIC 
JOSLIN, ARLISS R; KINZER, B 
T 
63-3087 Ucense 5/20/1956 0-02 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION LEEPER, HD 
63-3095 License 8/31/1956 0.02 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
ATKINSON, GEORGE A; 
ATKINSON, ROSA F 
63-30988 License 10/9/1956 0.28 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION GEORGE A WEITZ INC 
63-3106 License 6/17/1957 0.80 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION DOBSON, MELVIN L 
63-3109 License 7/11/19S7 0.14 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION MAYNARD, PALMO 
63-311S License 10/11/1957 0.24 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION ESTATE OF JAMES PLANE 
63-3117 License 11/29/1957 0.02 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC DONEY, VM 
63-3127B License 3/26/1958 0.02 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
CHAVEZ, MYRTA; CHAVEZ, 
PABLO 
63-3130 License S/23/1958 1.64 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION HENNIS, EDMOND L 
63··3131 Ucense 6/17/1958 0.04 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 
IDAHO FIRST NATIONAL 
BANK 
' 63·3133 License 6/27/1958 0.26 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGAflON PE!RSOL, F!.OYD N 
63-3139 License ' 9/30/1958 0.26 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION PURCELL, MARK 
63-3143 License 1/9/1959 1.11 GROUND WATER 
DOMESTIC, FIRE 
GUERDON INDUSTRIES INC 
PROTECTION, INDUSTRIAL 
63-3171B License 9/29/1959 0.22 SLEEPY HOLLOW DRAIN IRRIGATION LLOYDS INC 
63·31788 License 5/9/1960 0.12 DIXIE DRAIN IRRIGATION ROARK, ROY A 
63-31838 License 3/1/1960 0.24 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ROHN, EMANUEL 
63-3185 License 2/23/1960 I 0.02 WASTE WATER IRRIGATION CLOUGH, ES 
63-3186 License 3/11/1960 0.14 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION SHINN, EVERETT W 
63-3192 License 12/14/1959 0.41 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION ; BESCH, LOUIS 
63-3218 License 3/19/1961 0.80 SLEEPY HOLLOW DRAIN IRRIGATION MOON, HYRUM H 
63-3228 Ucense 3/13/1961 0.03 GROUND WATER DOMESllC, IRRIGATION \ HETTINGER, LAWRENCE E 
63·3230 License 3/16/1961 0.04 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SJGGETY, ALVIN H 
63-3235 License 1 5/22/1961 0.04 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC NEWLAND, JOHN A 
' UTAH IDAHO CONCRETE 63-3245 License E/27/1961 0.20 GROUND WATER COMMERCIAL 
PIPE CO INC 
63-3256 License 8/24/1961 0.04 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SMITH, THOMAS L 
63-3258 , License 1/4/1963 0.40 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION WAGNER,OW 
. 
63-3262 License 9/29/1961 0.03 GROUND WATER . IRRIGATION GRANGE MUTUAL L!FE CO 
63-32638 License 10/12/1961 0.06 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION DAIY PRODUCTION CORP 
i 63-3265 License 10/23/1961 0.06 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION, RECREATION WOLFE, EARL 0 
63-3267 License 11/27/1961 1.03 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION JOHNSON, JAMES A 
63-3290 License 5/2/1962 0.03 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MACKEY, KENNETH E 
63-3301 License 7/3/1962 0.60 SHEEP CREEK IRRIGATION GAIGE, A JOHN 
63-3306 Ucense 9/7/1962 0.04 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION PAUL, HOWARD W 
63-3313 License 9/26/1962 0.27 GROUNDWATER 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, GIFFORD, LORETTA M; 
STOCKWATER GIFFORD, ROBERT 
63-3328 Ucense 1/23/1963 0,07 GROUND WATER 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, KINDRED, EDNA F; KINDRED, 
STOCKWATER EUGENE 0 
' 63-3332 Li~nse 3/8/1963 0.10 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC PARKlNSON, DALE 
63-33398 License 7/19/1963 0.58 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION CAN ADA FARMS 
' MIDDLE FORK BOISE i 63·3341 License 6/23/1%3 0.20 RIVER IRRIGATION USDA FOREST SERVICE 
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63-3342 License 6/10/1963 0.04 RANGER CREEK IRRIGATION USDA FOREST SERVICE 
63-3343 Ucense 6/10/1963 a.so COTTONWOOD CREEK IRRIGATION USDA FOREST SERVICE 
63-3345 License 6/10/1963 0.01 SPRING 
DOMESTIC, FIRE 
USDA FOREST SERVICE 
PROTECTION, STOCKWATER 
63-3347 License 6/10/1963 0.04 LESTER CREEK 
FIRE PROTECTION, 
USDA FOREST SERVICE 
IRRIGATION 
63-3364 license 7/22/1966 0.10 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 
TILTON, DWIGHT E; TILTON, 
LEOLA A 
63-3376 License 5/27/1963 0.01 SPRING DOMESrlC USDA FOREST SERVICE 
63-3379 License 5/27/1963 0.01 SPRING DOMESTIC USDA FOREST SERVICE 
63-3381 License 5/27/1963 0.01 SPRING DOMESTIC USDA FOREST SERVICE 
63-3384 license 5/27/1963 0.01 SPRING DOMESTIC, FIRE PROTECTION USDA FOREST SERVICE 
63-3385 License 5/27/1963 0.01 SPRING DOMESTIC, FIRE PROTECTION USDA FOREST SERVICE 
63-3385 License 5/27/1963 0.01 SPRING DOMESTIC, FIRE PROTECTION USDA FOREST SERVICE 
63-3388 License 10/22/1963 0.28 GROUND WATER 
DOMESTIC, FIRE 
INTERMOUNTAIN GAS CO 
PROTECTION, IRRIGATION 
63-3389 Lice:ise I 9/9/1963 0.06 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION CORNELL, IRVING W 
63-3410 Lice:ise 5/12/1964 0.23 : DAVIS DRAIN IRRIGATION MAYNARD, PALMO 
63-3421 license 7/6/1964 0.10 GROUND WATER 
DOMESTIC, INDUSTRIAL, 
LAMPE, CHARLES L 
IRRIGATION, STOCKWATER 
63-3431 , license 9/17/1964 0.28 GRIMES CREEK IRRIGATION, STOCKWATER USDA FOREST SERVICE 
63-3433 ! license 2/1/1967 0.03 UNNAMED DRAIN IRRIGATION, STOCKWATER LUKE, ALVIN !) 
63-3437 Ucense 2/5/1965 0.80 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 
NAYLOR, DOROTHY L; 
NAYLOR, GEORGE F 
63-3444 License 5/5/1965 0.10 
MIDDLE FORK BOISE 
DOMESTIC USDA FOREST SERVICE 
l RIVER 
63-3446 License 4/26/1965 0.17 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC - J & N INC 
63-3454 License 6/23/1965 0.12 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION PHILLIPS, HENRY W 
63-3456 License 7/6/1965 0.22 GROUND WATER COOLING H & B DEVELOPMENT CO 
63-3463 License 8/16/1965 0.10 GROUND WATER DOMESTK, IRRIGATION 
SPRINGER, HATTIE M; 
1 SPRINGER, WILLIAM T 
63-3468 License 9/23/1965 0.10 i HOT SPRING CREEK RECREATION 1 CITY OF ATLANTA 
: OWENS, GRACE E; OWENS, 
63-3506 License 5/11/1956 0.03 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
PAULL 
63-3537 License 8/19/1966 1.45 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION SVEDIN, ROBERT A 
63-3550 license 10/17/1966 3.14 LEWiSCREEK MINING BERRY, TL 
63-3604 License 4/26/1967 0.05 SPRINGS IRRIGATION TERTELiNG, J L 
STOCKWATER FROM 
63-3615 License 12/27/1946 UNNAMED STREAM STORAGE, STOCKWATER BECK, JAMES 0 
STORAGE 
63-3621 Ucense 6/23/1908 25.00 BEAR CREEK POWER BEAR CREEK M & M CO 
63-3627 License 5/7/1906 0.32 
NORTH FORK WILLOW 
MUNICIPAL CITY OF PEARL 
CREEK 
63-3628 License 6/28/1948 1.74 HURD GULCH CREEK IRRIGATION ARMENT,J L 
63-3629 License 4/27/1955 0.24 WASTEWATER 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, SLEIGHT, ERMA B; SLEIGHT, 
STOCKWATER RAYMONDE 
63-3632 License 11/16/1928 2.00 
WEST FORK G RANJTE 
DOMESTIC, MINING 
MAYFLOWER GOLD MINES 
CREEK INC 
63-3635 License 12/4/1913 0.24 
WEST FORK LITTLE 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SUTTON, JOSEPH L 
EIGHTMILE CREEK 
63-3650 Ucense 8/4/1950 UNNAMED STREAM STOCKWATER STORAGE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
ACTING THROUGH 
63-3651 License 8/4/1950 UNNAMED STREAM STOCKWATER STORAGE 
UNITED STATES OE AMERICA 
ACTING THROUGH 
' UNITED STATES OF AMERICA i 63-3652 License 8/4/1950 UNNAMED STREAM STOCKWATER STORAGE ACTING IBROUGH 
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63-3653 License 8/4/1950 UNNAMED STREAM STOCKWATER STORAGE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
; 
' ACTING THROUGH 
63-3654 License 8/4/1950 UNNAMED STREAM STOCKWATERSTORAGE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
ACTING THROUGH 
63-3655 Ucense 8/4/1950 UNNAMED STREAM STOCKW ATER STORAGE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
ACTING THROUGH 
63-3656 License 8/4/1950 UNNAMED STREAM STOCKWATER STORAGE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
ACTING THROUGH 
63-3657 License 8/4/1950 0.10 SPRING IRRIGATION, RECREATION 




6/1/1920 0.02 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC ADAMS, JAMES MARVIN 
Claim 
Statutory ' 
63-4003 6/1/1907 0.10 GROUND WATER 
1 








Claim UNNAMED DRAINS DISTRICT 
63-4011 
Statutory 





8/1/1939 0.05 GROUND WATER 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGA!ION, 
MAYES, PEARL; MAYES, ROY 
Claim RECREATION, STOCKWATER 
63-40"7 
Statutory 






5/15/1946 0.04 GROUND WATER 
· DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, DAVISON, BESSIE; DAVISON, 
Ciaim STOCKWAlER JERRY 
63•4032 
Statutory 










































6/9/1962 0.03 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
Claim 
TURNER, MERRILL M 
Statutory 
CORDON, CLARENCE H; 





7/1/1962 0.04 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
EVANS, EDITH G; EVANS, 
1 Claim PAULB 
63-4123 
Statutory 
7/24/1933 1.00 WET GULCH CREEK 
DOMESTIC, INDUSTRIAL, 




3/1/1961 0.20 GROUND WATER 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, UPTMOR, ARl.ENE; UPTMOR, 
Claim STOCKWATER EARL 
63-4130 
Statutory 








6/1/19S2 1.50 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION WAITE, LYNN IRA 
Claim 
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6/1/1947 0,0S GROUND WATER 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, 








6/13/1960 0,07 GROUND WATER 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, UPPIANO, ARNI LOO J; 
Claim STOCKWATER UPPIANO, BARBARA A 
63-4:73 
Statutory 
4/1/1922 0,12 GROUND WATER 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, 
HOUSE, LEONA D 
Claim STOCKWATER 
: Statutory STEIJTNITZ, OPAL E; 
' 63-4174B Claim 4/1/1905 0,12 CLEAR CREEK IRRIGATION STEDTNITZ, WILMER F 
63-4177 
Statutory 
4/1/1922 0,06 ! GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 




4/1/1946 2.04 SPRINGS 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, 




6/1/1926 0,10 GROUND WATER 
DOMESTIC, EISH THOMAS, FLOYD E; 




8/1/1956 0.04 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, STOCKWATER 







0,16 ' GROUND WATER COMMERCIAL, DOMESTIC NELSON, EDWARD J 
63-4193 
Statutory 




8/1/1953 0,04 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC BOOTH, VERN E Claim 
63-4198 
Statstory 
4/1/1948 0,04 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC 
DATER, THOMAS G; NEITZEL, 
Claim EH 
Statutory ' DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, STINSON, DENNIS; STINSON, 63-4199 
Claim 








6/1/1958 0,11 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 
MAYES, DOROTHEA; MAYES, 
Claim WILLIAM DEAN 
63-4224B 
Statutory 
6/1/1965 1.30 EAST HARTLEY DRAIN IRRIGATION 
SPENCER, MYRTLE; 
Claim SPENCER, RAYMOND i 
63-4228 
Statutory 
11/1/1971 0.0S GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
WRENN, ROSE ANNE; i 
Claim WRENN, THOMAS L 
63-4249B 
Statutory 
6/1/1944 0.78 GROUND WATER i IRRIGATION HART, LEOR Claim 
63-4253 
Statutory 
6/1/1959 0,06 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
KOCH, JANICE L; KOCH, 




SOUTH EORK BOISE 




6/1/1928 0,39 GROUND WATER 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, MADSEN, INAJEAN; 
Clalm STOCKWATER MADSEN, LENARD J 
63-4296 
Statutory 
3/14/1961 0,14 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 




5/1/19S4 2,00 INDIAN CREEK DRAIN IRRIGATION 






IRRIGATION STEWART, EVELYN 
Claim GULCH CREEK 
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IRRIGATION,,, ,r. ,,._,.,.lr.F 
Claim , CREEK, WASTE WATER '"" 
63-4305 
Statutory 
3/15/1971 0.06 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
BLATTNER, NORMA J; 
Claim BLATTNER, WIWAM R 
63-4310 
Statutory 
12/1/1941 0.08 GROUND WATER COMMERCIAL, DOMESTIC 





6/1/1960 0.08 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION SWORD, DON 
63·4330 
Statutory 










6/1/1931 0.64 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 
PRICKETT, JOAN A; 
Claim PRICKETT, JOHN P 
63-4363 
Statutory 




6/1/1939 0.06 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC 
MURPHEY, CHESTER A; 
C!a1m ! MURPHEY, KETO H 
' 63-4382 
Statutory 
4/1/1958 0.08 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC 
JOHNSON, SANDRAJ; 
Claim 1 JOHNSON, THOMAS G 
63-4383 
Statutory 
6/1/1926 1.04 SPRINGS 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, CLEMENT, H BUEL; 
, Claim STOCKWATER CLEMENT, !RENE E 
63-4385 
' Statutory 
4/1/1943 0.08 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 
BRANDON, JAMES E; 
Claim BRANDON, LUELLA 
63-4393 
Statutory 




6/1/1910 0.16 GROUND WATER 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, 




6/1/1947 1.00 UNNAMED DRAIN IRRIGATION 
MURRAY, HOPED; MURRAY, 
Clalm LLOYD L 
63-4416 
Statutory 
4/1/1950 0.10 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 
JOHNSON, HELEN R; 
Claim JOHNSON, PAUL 
63-4418 
Statutory 
4/1/1968 1.00 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION 
BLEVINS, KENNETH; 
ClailTl BLEVINS, NORMAJ 
63-4422 
Statutory 
3/15/1951 0.12 UNNAMED DRAIN IRRIGATION 
SUNDBERG, DANNIELE; 
Claim SUNDBERG, ROBERT M 
I 63-4423 
Statutory 
3/15/1955 DAO UNNAMED DRAIN IRRIGATION 
SUNDBERG, DANNIE LE; 
Claim ' SUNDBERG, ROBERT M 








6/1/1955 0.15 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, STOCKWATER 
LEDBETTER, BRUCE; 
Claim i LEDBETTER, NOLA 
63-4440 
Statutory 
3/1/1971 3.20 WASfEWATER IRRIGATION 
GAMBLE, ROBERT L; 
Claim PINKSTON, JOHN R 
Statutory ' DOMESTIC, INDUSTRIAL, JEWELL, BERTHA; JEWELL, 63-4448 6/1/1935 0.12 GROUND WATER 
Clalm IRRIGATION, STOCKWATER VERN 
63-4451 
Statutory 




4/1/1966 0.14 UNNAMED DRAIN IRRIGATION 




6/1/1969 0.02 UNNAMED DRAIN IRRIGATION 
RANDALL, GARY; RANDALL, 
Claim JEROME W; RANDALL, RUBY 
63-4469 
Statutory 
4/1/1956 0.16 UNNAMED DRAIN IRRIGATION 




4/1/1934 0.36 UNNAMED DRAIN IRRIGATION, STOCKWATER DANEORTH, W L 
Claim 
i 63-4478 Statutory 5/1/1947 0.12 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IR,UGATION VIANI, LAWRANCE G i Claim 
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63-4479 
Statutory 
6/1/1947 0,70 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 
IVERSON, ESTELLE N; 
i 'Claim IVERSON, P HUBERT ! 
Statutory GEORGE, ALBERT C; ' 
63-4480 Claim 6/1/1923 








3/1/1953 0,08 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION 
HILL, C!AUDIA D; HILL, 
Claim THOMASA 




10/1/1946 0.34 GROUND WATER KEITHLY, CLYDE R 
63-4497 
Statutory 










2.00 UNNAMED DRAINS IRRIGATION TRUMBUil, BETH Claim 
Statutory ' WOLD, CHERYL G; WOLD, 63-4539 6/1/1964 0.04 I GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
Claim ' PETER I 
63-4542 
Statutory 














6/1/192S 0.11 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, STOCKWATER ) ROGDE, GARY S 
1 Claim I 
Statutory 
K& M MINE; j 
63-4568 
Claim 
6/1/1937 0.06 COLD SPRINGS DOMESTIC, MINING MARCHMONTE, HUGHLON 





6/1/1922 0.06 SHEEP GULCH CREEK DOMESTIC, MINING MARCH MONTE, HUGH LON 
C; MARCH MONTE, HUNTER 
! Statutory K&M MINE; 
63-4570 6/1/1922 0.33 BIG GULCH CREEK DOMESTIC, MINING MARCH MONTE, HUGH ION 
Claim 
C; MARCHMONTE, HUNTER 
63-4578 
Statutory 
6/1/1952 0,16 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, STOCKWATER 
PENNINGTON, BERTHA; 
Claim PENNINGTON, LUTHER M 
63-4581 
Statutory 
6/1/1961 0.03 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION MITCHELL, THAINE LEE 
Claim 
: 63-4S84 Statutory 6/1/1946 1.02 UNNAMED DRAIN IRRIGATION, STOCKWATER SEEWALD, JUDITH C; ' Claim SEEWALD, LAWRENCE P 
63-4586 
Statutory 
3/15/1914 3.00 SAND HOLLOW CREEK IRRIGATION 
STILLWELL, GLENN W; 
Claim STILLWEll, MARY G 
63-4S89 
Statutory 
6/1/1945 0.10 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
LAMBETH SR_, BILL R; 
Claim LAMBETH, MELBA D 
63-4592 
Statutory 
6/1/1894 0.04 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION 
SUTHERLAND, HOLLIS P; 
Claim SUTHERLAND, LUVERNE H 
63-4599 
Statutory 
S/1/1951 0.08 GROUND WATER 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, 




12/30/1962 0.04 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC 
i WOODS, PAUL H; WOODS, 
Claim i VIRGINIAM 
63-4637 
Statutory 




7/1/1959 0.12 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION 




4/1/1961 2.90 HIGHLAND CREEK IRRIGATION 
MARCUM, DIRK L; 
Claim WISEMAN, MRS CLAUDE 
j 63-4654 
Statutory 






7/1/1893 0.07 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
OTTER, JOHN V; OTTER, 
Claim JUNES 
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63·4657 
Statutory 
7/1/1941 0.80 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION 
SPENCER, DONNA J; 
Claim SPENCER, RAY L 
63-4666 
Statutory 
6/1/1850 0.06 SPRING 
DOMESTIC, MINING, 
FLACK, JANE D 





DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ROST, RODNEY; ROST, VICKI 
! Claim STREAM 
63-4672 
Statutory 




6/1/1962 0.12 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC 
JOHNSON, CHARLES R; 
Clalm JOHNSON, MINNIE T 
Statutory 
9/1/1953 
; SLACK, LESLIE L; BLACK, 
63-4687 
Claim 








1/1/1913 1.10 BOISE RIVER IRRIGATION 
HURLEY, JOHN H; HURLEY, 
Claim LOISJ 
Statutory 
DIVERSION TO STORAGE, 
ASHCRAFT, ARTHUR E; 
634703 7/1/1954 0.20 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION FROM STORAGE, 
Claim 
IRRIGATION STORAGE 
ASHCRAFT, BONNIE L 
63-4705 
Statutory 






1/1/1946 0.20 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC 












7/1/1945 0.06 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
DAVIS, E HAROLD; DAVIS, 
Claim LILLIAN E 
63-4718 
Statutory 
10/8/1969 0.08 SPRING 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, 
















5/1/1958 0.06 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
BUCKLEY, JAMES W; 
Claim BUCKLEY, VIVIAN 
63-4726 
, Statutory 




1/1/1956 0.04 UNNAMED DRAIN IRRIGATION 
JACKSON, ORVILLE; SHARP, 
Claim Sl• ARON L 
63-4729 
Statutory 
1/1/1946 0.38 GROUND WATER 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, GROSS, ELLA L; GROSS, 
Clalm STOCKWATER ROBERT E 
63-4735 
Statutory 
























1/1/1918 0.14 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
WYMAN, ALBERT L; 
Claim WYMAN, DEVERA J 
63-4771 
Statutory 
5/1/1955 0.02 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC US DEPT OE DEFENSE 
Claim 
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63-4800 
Statutory 
2/1/1951 0,12 GROUND WATER 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, HUFF, JULIA A; HUFF, 
Claim STOCKWATER KENNETHD 
63··4818 
Statutory 
3/1/1965 Q,03 SPRING IRRIGATION 




7/1/1955 0,07 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
STEINMAN, HELEN L; 
Claim STEINMAN, HERMAN C 
63-4827 
Statutory 
6/1/1910 2,00 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION 





SPRING FED. DRAINAGE 
IRRIGATION 
IDAHO FIRST NATIONAL 
Claim DITCH BANK 
63-4842 
Statutory 




1/1/1940 0.70 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION 
EIDEMILLER, ARLENE M; 
Claim EIDEMILLER, CLIFFORD 
63-4855 
Statutory 




6/1/1940 0.12 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC 
MCCRACKEN, D GENEVIEVE; 
Oaim MC CRACKEN, LESTER 
63-4861 
Statutory 







OURADA, EARLS; OURADA, 
Claim STREAM KATHLEEN M 
63-4875 
Statutory 
4/17/19S3 0.28 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 
MILLER & THOMPSON 
Claim WATER USERS ASSN INC 
63-4876 
Statutory j 




1/1/1963 0.06 GROUND WATER ! COMMERCIAL VICS RESTAURANT & PIE 
Claim SHOP INC 
63-4887 
Statutory 
6/1/1963 0.06 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
GOLDEN, AGNES M; 
Claim GOLDEN, LESLIE B 
63-4889 
Statutory 








3/1/1955 0.02 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION 













JOHNNY WOODS GULCH ! MIN'NG COOK, DONALD W; COOK, 
Claim CREEK ; ' ?ATRICIAA 
63-4909 
Statutory 




1/1/1947 0.50 LITTLE SMOKY CREEK MINING 
LITTLE SMOKEY 
Cla[m ENTERPRISES INC 
63-4911 
Statutory 








7/21/1895 0.07 MASON CREEK DOMESTIC, STOCKWATER 
BRIANS, W S; J M & CB 
Claim BRIANS TRUST 
63-4924 
Statutory 
1/1/1926 0.10 SPRING IRRIGATION, STOCKWATER 
ARCHER, KEARNEY T; 
daim ARCHER, MARCELLA 
IRRIGATION FROM STORAGE, 
Statutory 
IRRIGATION STORAGE, 






1/1/1948 2.04 TEN MILE CREEK IRRIGATION, STOCKWATER CHERRY LANE RANCH 
Claim 
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63-4933 
Statutory 




1/1/1911 0.11 GROUND WATER 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, 












63-4945 1/1/1957 0.06 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION DONNELLY, MARYE; 
Clalm 
DONNELLY, THOMAS P 
63-4947 
Statutory 
1/1/:933 0.16 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
MYERS, LUCILE; MYERS, 
Claim ' MARCUS 
Statutory 
IRRIGATION FROM STORAGE, 

















1/1/1935 0.21 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
JENNINGS, JERALD; 
Clalm • JENNINGS, MARVIN S 
63-4969 
Statutory 








3/15/1902 3.00 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION 
GAMBLE, ROBERT L; 
C!alm PINKSTON, JOHN R 
63-4984 
Statutory 









3/25/1929 0.45 GROUND WATER MUNICIPAL 
OREGON SHORT LINE 
Clalm RAILROAD CO 
63-4991 
Statutory 
7/1/JE6l 0.19 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC DECKER PROPERTIES LTD 




3/15/1927 0.32 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 








5/14/1949 0.40 WASTEWATER IRR•GATION 




6/3/1909 0.16 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGA HON, STOCKWATER BUCKLEY, GEORGE 5 
Claim 
Statutory ' INGLE, MARION.JOSEPH 63-5009 
Claim 
4/15/1950 0.28 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION 
63-5014 
Statutory 
7/1/1937 0.84 GROUND WATER COMMERCIAL, STOCKWATER 




1/1/1955 0.04 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC 
MARSHALL, CR; MARSHALL, 
Claim NANCY R 
63-5020 
Statutory 
1/1/1920 0.04 j GROUND WATER DOMESTIC 
MARSHALL, CR; MARSHALL, 
Oaim NANCY R 
63-5026 
Statutory 
11/1/1940 0.09 I GROUND WATER 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, MOSMAN, ELAINE M; 
' Claim STOCKWATER MOSMAN, FRANK D 
I Statutory UNITED PRESBYTERIAN 
i 63-5030 Claim 7/1/1962 0.08 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION I CHURCH 
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63-5042 
Statutory 
1/1/1920 0.04 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC 
NAMPA SCHOOL DISTRICT# 
Claim 131 
Statutory NAMPA SCHOOL DISTRICT# ' 63-5043 
Claim 




1/1/1955 0.20 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC BRIGGS, KEITH 
Claim 
i Statutory 
' COOK, DONALD W; CODK, 
63-5050 
Claim 
6/1/:963 0,02 SPRING DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
PATRICIA A 





1/1/1933 0,17 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC 
ANCHUSTEGUI, GEORGE; 
Claim ANCHUSTEGUI, NINA 
63-5061 
Statutory 




7/1/1930 0,12 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 
GOERING, MARGARET K; 
Claim GOERING, WINSTON K 
63-5064 
Statt.1tory 
1/1/1944 0,04 GROUND WATER COMMERCIAL, DOMl'STIC 
CULLEN, JOSEPH W; CULLEN, 
Claim REBA L 
63-5066 
Statutory 




1/l/1940 0.08 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
ANDREW, VIVIAN L; 
'Cfa1m ' ANDREW, WILBURN H 
Statutory 
CALL Ill, ALBERT C; CALL, 
63-5074 7/1/19% 0,08 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC KAREN R; FESLER, JOYCE M 
Claim 




0.02 : GROUND WATER IRRIGATION CRESWELL, DOROTHY M 
63-5086 
Statutory 








Claim UNNAMED DRAIN RICHARDSON, WILLIAM L 
63-5096 
Statutory 
5/1/1960 0.21 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
POWELL, JAMES W; 
Claim POWELL, JOYCE 
Statutory ' JONES, GWEN S; JONES, 63·5110 
Claim 




1/1/1951 0.10 I WASTEWATER HEATING, IRRIGATION 
MC KENZIE, DOR01HY; MC 
Claim KENZIE, KENNETH H 
63-5115 
Statutory 
6/1/1958 1.10 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION 
JOHNSON, CLIFFON H; 
Claim JOHNSON, ErHEL 
63-5118 
Statutory 








4/1/1945 0,02 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 1 CHAPMAN, GAIL F Claim ; 
63-5132 
Statutory 




l/l/1961 0.10 · GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BALES, EMMA; BALES, J H 
Claim 




S/1/1936 0.16 BAD BEAR CREEK MINING 
, BREEN, EARLL; BREEN, 
Claim TIMOTHY M 
63-5164 
Statutory 
1/1/1967 0.19 WASTE WATER IRRIGATION, STOCKWATER 












1/l/1955 0,08 GROUND WATl'R DOMESTIC DULGAR, HELEN L 
Claim 
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63-5187 
Statutory 
1/1/1959 0.22 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC 








7/2/1960 0.75 DIXIE DRAIN IRRIGA110N, STOCKWATER 
FOREMAN, ALLEN; 
Claim FOREMAN, LORRE 
63-5190 
Statutory 








1/1/1956 0.12 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
BATES, LENORE E; BATES, 
Claim RONALD B 
63-5202 
Statutory 
1/1/1904 0.20 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC 









6/1/1963 WASTEWATER WILDLIFE STORAGE 




1/1/1958 0.18 GROUND WATER 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, PIERCE, JUDITH B; PIERCE, 
Claim STOCKWATER WILLIS C 
63-5223 
Statutory 








1/1/1931 0,08 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CHANEY, JAMES E Claim ' 
63-S247 
Statutory 




1/1/1864 0.10 SPRING DOMESTIC IDAHO LODGE #1 AF&AM 
, Claim 
Statutory ' DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, 63-5260 7/1/1930 O.S2 SPRINGS USDA FOREST SERVICE 




SOUTH FORK BOISE 
IRRIGATION HAMMffi LIVESTOCK CO 
: Claim RIVER 
Statutory . BICANDI, DOROTHY; 
63-5271 
Claim 
S/1/1966 0.75 MASON CREEK IRRIGATION 
BICANDI, RICHARD L 
63-5276 
Statutory 





4/14/1958 0,11 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 7.ACHRESON CO 
63-5290 
Statutory 
1/1/1911 0.10 GROUND WATER COMMERCIAL 




3/15/1946 2.00 UNNAMED DITCH IRRIGATION 
CLAPIER, DWAINE D; 
Claim (LAPIER, HYLA M 
63-5301 
Statutory 
7/1/1934 O.lS GROUND WATER COMMERCIAL 
EVANS, DORIS B; EVANS, 
: Claim ' LEONARDW 
63-5302 
Statutory 
1/1/1935 4,18 UNNAMED STREAMS 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, 








7/1/1949 0.10 GROUND WATER COMMERCIAL, DOMESTIC 




7/1/1901 0.27 GROUNDWATER 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, 








4/1/1950 0.60 BIR;) CREEK IRRIGATION 




3/1/1960 0.88 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ZACH RES ON CO 
Claim 
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63-5320 
Claim 




WEST FORK GRANITE 




4/1/1936 0.09 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 
INDEPENDENT SCHOOL 
Claim DISTRICT OF BOISE Q1Y 
63-5329 
StaMory 








4/1/1935 0,05 GROUND WATER 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, WllLIAMS, BE"fTy'; 
Claim STOCKWATER WILLIAMS, BRUCE 
63-5350 
Statutory 




5/5/1951 1.50 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION 
KOUDELKA JR, J J; 
Clafm i KOUDELKA, MADGE 
63-5363 
Statutory 
3/15/1961 1.00 WAS7EWATER IRRIGATION 
WISCOM3E, KENNETH D; 
Clalm WISCOMBE, PW 
63-5365 
Statutory 
4/1/1958 0.12 GROUNDWATER IRRIGATION 
MATEO, ALFREDO U; 
Claim ' MATEO, LOLA l 
63-5368 
Statutory 




8/20/1936 l 0.12 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION LUTZ, ALVINE; LUTZ, NANCY 
Claim i A i 
63-5407 
Statutory 
4/20/1966 1.50 EIGHTIVILE CREEK IRRIGATION 
GRAY, CLARA E; GRAY, 
Claim MAURICE GLEN 
63-5409 
Statutory 








4/1/1964 0.15 HVEMILE CREEK IRRIGATION HADDOX, JOHN L 
Cfaim 
63-7000 License 5/31/1967 1.00 GROUND WATER DOMES71C 
HITTINGER, LAWRENCE 
ERWIN 
BUCHANAN JR, WARREN B; 
63-7004 license 6/14/1967 0,35 SPRING CREEK IRRIGA110N BUCHANAN, DENNIS K 
(DENNY); CLAIMED, NOT 
63-7009 license 7/1/1967 0.25 INDIAN CREEK IRRIGATION 
KELLEY, CLARICE; KELLEY, 
MELVILLE D 
53-70118 License 8/14/1967 0.02 GROUND WATER IRRIGATlON 
BREACH, HAROLD D; 
BREACH, JO ANN B 
53 .. 7012 License 6/19/1967 0,06 GROUND WATER 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, BEUTLER, VIRGINIAN; 
STOCKWATER BEUTUR, WALTER E 
63-7023 Ucense 9/5/1967 0.08 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
HAZELTINE, ALTON W; 
HAZELTINE, D JOAN 
63-70278 License 1/22/1969 0.20 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC 
PLANTATION VIEW 
CONDOMINIUMS 
63-7065 License 2/13/1968 0.02 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC MC RITCHIE, T P 
63-7096 License 6/23/1968 0,12 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION ESTATE OF EDNA L MC Vf':f 
i 63-7118 Lice~se 6/28/1968 0,03 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION JOLLY, RAYC 
i 63-7122 License 7/5/1968 0.12 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
1llOMPSON, CLARENCE L; 
THOMPSON, ELEANOR F 
63-7125 License 7/26/1968 1.04 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION WELlS, RICHARD P 
63-7129 License 7/23/1968 0.07 GROUNDWATER 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, LINDEMOOD, CL; 
STOCKWATER LINDEMOOD, ELLEN L 
63-7144 License 9/9/1968 0.07 GROUND WATER 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, 
FINNEY, FLOYD A 
STOCKWATER 
63-7153 License 9/22/1968 0,08 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION SIMMERMAN, EDMUND E 
63-7157 License 11/13/1968 0,12 GROUND WATER COMMERCIAL, DOMESnc 
FEARLESS FARRIS 
WHOLESALE INC 
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63-7171 License 11/26/1968 0.17 GROUND WATER MUNICIPAL CITY OF MARSING 
63-7176 License 12/4/:L968 I 0.52 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, INDUSTRIAL ll.AH CO 
' 
63-7181 License 12/24/1968 0.02 GROUND WATER INDUSTRIAL, STOCKWATER KIRK, KENNETH 
63-7208 License 3/24/1969 0.19 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION, STOCKWATER ERO RESOURCES CORP 
63-7212 License 4/7/1969 0,06 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION REED, CLYDE; REED, LAURA 
63-7216 License 4/18/1969 0.04 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION HURLEY, EVERETT K 
63-7222 License 4/29/1969 0.12 GROUND WATER COMMERCIAL 
TREASURE VALLEY BY 
PRODUCTS 
63-7231 License 5/27/1969 0.02 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC STATE OF IDAHO 
E3-7232 License 5/27/1969 0.02 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC STATE OF IDAHO 
63-7233 License S/27/1969 0.02 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC STATE OF IDAHO 
63-7240 License 6/4/1969 0.02 SPRING DOMESTIC 
PICKENS, CHARLES A; 
PICKENS, DOROTHY V 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, 
CAt\>;.BRA, ALMO; CAMBRA, 
63-7254 License 7/30/1969 0.07 GROUNDWATER HELEN M; CLARK, MARIE C; 
STOCKWATER 
CLARK, RAYL ; 
63-7279 license 11/24/1969 0.05 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION SHERWOOD, WILLIAM L 
' LA BRIE, MARY I; LA BRIE, 
63-7283 License 12/12/1969 0.02 WASTE WATER IRRIGATION 
, VICTOR 
i 63-7292 Utense 2/4/1970 0.10 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION EASON,JOHN 
63-7302 License 2/18/1970 0.14 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC ESTERHOLDT, M H 
! 63-7303 License 2/23/1970 0.33 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC YOUNG, OTIS A 
' 63-7305 License 3/3/1970 0.74 SOUTH SLOUGH DRAIN ; IRRIGATION HILL, MERLING 63-7313 License 3/30/1970 0.06 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION LARSCN, DAVIDE 
' 63-7314 Llcense 3/31/1970 0.02 PINE SLOUGH IRRIGATION PERKINS·WELLS,JANET B I 
' 
63-7315 License 3/31/1970 0.04 GROUND WATER ; DOMESTIC PERKINS-WELLS, JANET B 
I ' UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 63-7321 License 5/31/1970 0.35 i GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 
ACTING THROUGH 
63-7323 License 4/10/1970 0.04 I WOLF CREEK DOMESTIC OLSON, EARL A; TILLETT, 
ALBERT 
63-7333 License 4/28/1970 0.50 SAND CREEK IRRIGATION BLAND, WALTER G 
63-7335 License 4/27/1970 0.06 GROUND WATER i DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WHITMORE, CARLE 
63-7339 License 5/8/1970 0.05 SPRINGS DOMESTIC, MINING BRFSKEARS, KENNETH H 
63-7357 License 8/5/1970 0.02 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC QUALITY ELECfRIC INC 
63-7364 License 9/1/1970 0.16 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC PKIPPS, CE 
63-7365 license 8/24/1970 0.04 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC LARSON, BRAD 
63-7373 License 9/10/1970 0.54 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC 
CONSOLIDATED 
INVESTMENT CO 
63-7390 License 1/26/1971 0.44 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION MC CARY, JOE E 
63-7411 Ucense 3/22/1971 0.07 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MC LAIN, RALPH G 
63-7417 License 4/19/1971 0.04 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 
JEPPESEN, [RENE K; 
JEPPESEN, MARVIN 5 
I BERST, RONALD R; OK CAR 
63-7433 License 5/13/1971 0.06 GROUND WATER COMMERCIAL 
WASH OF BOISE 
I 63-7464 License 7/9/1971 0.09 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION OLSON, MARLIN P; OLSON, VERlAR 
i 63-7491 License 2/1/l!l72 0.09 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC BLASER, EDWARD ' 
63-75S6 License 2/11/1972 0.02 GROUND WATER COMMERCIAL, DOMESTIC CHRISTENSEN MOTOR SALES 
63-7S57 License 2/15/1972 0.10 GROUND WATER DOMESJ"IC 
WHITTINGTON, FLORENCE; 
WHITTINGTON, NORMAN 
63-7563 license 3/2/l!l72 0.39 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION WAITE, LYNN IRA 
63-7565 License 3/3/1972 0.67 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BALDWIN, GARTH 
i 63-7600 Ucense 5/9/1972 0.35 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC FLETCHER, LEONARD 
63-7603 License 5/11/1972 0.05 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION KETTINGER, LARRY E 
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63-7605 License 5/16/1972 0.27 GROUND WATER 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, THOMSEN, BETH M; 
STOCKWATER THOMSEN, RONALD M 
63-7606 License 5/30/1972 0.22 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC SHOWALTER, HARRY 
63-7607 License 5/25/1972 0.48 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC 
STECKER MUTUAL WATER 
co 
63-7610B License 6/12/1972 0.10 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 
BRIGGS, JOAN; BRIGGS, 
KEITH 
63-7628 License 9/5/1972 0.08 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GREEN WORLD INC 
63-7653 License 8/24/1972 0.05 GRANITE CREEK DOMESTIC, MINING 
KEEFER, FLORENCE M; 
KEEFER, NORMAN W 
63-7656 License 9/6/1972 0.16 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC WELLS, IVYL W 
63-7677 License 10/26/1972 0.03 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 
MC QUEEN, CR; PACK, PAUL 
M 
63-7687 License 11/6/1972 0.04 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC 
ZIMMERMAN, NETTIE M; 
ZIMMERMAN, ORVAL A 
63-7690 License 11/9/1972 0.10 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, STOCKWATER CE NICHOLSON & SONS INC 
63-7694 License 11/17/1972 0.27 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION, STOCKWATER NAN INC 
63-7714 License 2/1/1973 0.04 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC 
CHAMPION HOME BUILDERS 
co 
63-7722 License 2/13/1973 0.03 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION KIRKPATRICK, G W 
63-7775 License 4/16/1973 0.04 GROUND WATER COMMERCIAL KELARI CORP 
63-7791 License 5/8/1973 0.34 GROUND WATER INDUSTRIAL 
PROVIDENT FEDERAL 
SAVINGS & LOAN ASSN 
63-7815 License 7/7/1973 0.08 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC STATE OF IDAHO 
63-7855 License 8/27/1973 0.05 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 
TRIANGLE DEVELOPMENT 
COINC 
63-7885B License 10/16/1973 0.33 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 
CROOKS, CAROLEE; CROOKS, 
JOHN W 
63-7915 License 1/17/1974 0.10 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION BEUS, DEAN; BEUS, ELAINE 
63-7919 License 2/9/1974 0.06 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SOBERS, AARON L 
63-7944 License 3/4/1974 1.10 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION MURGOITO, JC 
63-7967 License 4/15/1974 0.06 GROUND WATER COMMERCIAL, DOMESTIC SCHOENS TRAILER SALES INC 
53-7970 License 4/23/1974 DAO WASTE WATER IRRIGATION MURGOITIO, JC 
63-7977 License 5/9/1974 0.46 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION MC CAIN, ALLEN LESTER 
63-8000B License 6/27/1974 0.10 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
WUTHERICH, LLOYD; 
WUTHERICH, MAROLYN 
63-8024 License 8/29/1974 0.04 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 
GREEN ACRE PROPERTIES 
INC 
63-8032 License 9/13/1974 0.06 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
HOWELL, CHARLES D; 
HOWELL, L BETH 
63-8045 License 10/7/1974 0.04 
SOUTH FORK BOISE 
RIVER 
IRRIGATION WHITNEY, ANNA JEAN 
GIAMPAOLI, ALBINA; 
63-8050 License 10/15/1974 0.06 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GIAMPAOLI, JOSEPH; 
NELSON, WILLIS R 
63-8058 License 11/12/1974 0.15 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION NYBORG, JAMES S 
63-8111 License 4/14/1975 0.14 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BOOTHE, JAMES A 
63-8133 License 6/2/1975 0.12 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC COLVARD, RALPH 
63-8139 License 5/8/1975 0.06 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
DECKER, KATHRYN B; 
DECKER, ROBERT M 
63-8148 License 6/16/1975 0.08 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
HORN, BARBARAJ; HORN, 
CRAIG P 
63-8157 License 6/27/1975 0.04 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC 
INTERMOUNTAIN EQUINE 
HOSPITAL 
63-8159 License 6/25/1975 0.04 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
ACTING THROUGH 
63-8162 License 6/30/1975 0.20 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC YOUNG, OTIS A 
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63-8171 License 7/10/1975 0.12 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 
BAIRD, ANNIE; BAIRD, 
ROBERTO 
i 63-8192 license 8/15/1975 0.09 WASTEWATER 
IRRIGATION, RECREATION BAIRD, ANNIE; BAIRD, 
STORAGE ROBERTO 
63-8211 License 10/4/1975 2.05 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION UMBAUGH, THOMAS E 
63-8212 License 10/2/1975 0.02 SPRINGS DOMESTIC 
PECK, DONALD G; PECK, 
LUCILLE M 
63-8231 Llcense 1D/28/1915 0.08 
1 
GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
HENSON, JESSIE; HENSON, 
ORIEL 
: 
FRAN KUN, LJTHA O; 
63-8259 \ License 1/30/1976 0.04 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION : 
FRANKLIN, ROY M ' 
63-8270 License 2/27/1976 0.08 GROUND WATER COMMERCIAL CONTINENTAL CAR WASH 
63-8282 License 3/10/1976 0.15 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC FIELDS, JOHN B 
63-8286A License 7/25/1975 0.10 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION NEEL, TED 
63-8326 License 6/15/1976 0.06 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
HEFFNER, MARCELLA M; 
HEFFNER, VIRGIL V 
63-8329 License 6/23/1976 0.06 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, lRRIGATION 
! AMESBURY, HARRY Aj 
AIMESBURY, MARYL 
63-8364 License 11/3/1976 0.08 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION RIDDLE,ROY 
63-8391 license 12/1/1976 0.22 GROUND WATER COMMERCIAL, DOMESTIC NAUGLE, KENNETH W 
63-8396 License 12/21/1976 0.04 EIGHTMILE CREEK IRRIGATION 
SCHENK, lAREEDA E; 
SCHENK, LARRY B 
63-84308 License 2/11/1977 0.97 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION ELLIS, RONALD G 
53-8451 License 3/5/1977 0.12 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION i nmRNTON, MICHAEL 
63-8478 License i 2/18/1977 0.03 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION, 5TOCKWATER PAYNE, ED M; PAYNE, JAMES 
L 
63-8485B License 2/23/1977 0.61 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION ANDERSON, EDMOND A 
63-8517 license 2/28/1977 1.02 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 
ITANO, JAMES K; ITANO, 
MABELY 
63-8525 License 3/3/1977 0.12 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION ANDERS, EMMONS 
53-8S49 License 3/7/1977 1.60 GROUND WATER i IRRIGATION GOODSON, EDWARD H 
: AGUIRRE, LORI A; AGUIRRE, 
63-8565 license 3/8/1977 0.20 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION ' RONALD D; ROWE, KFVIN J; 
ROWE, TAIMARA K 
63-8S776 Uce:nse 3/28/1977 0.32 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION YAMAMOTO, PAULA 
63-8580 Ucense 3/16/1977 1.00 DRAIN DITCH NO 3 IRRIGATION, STOCKWATER LEIGH, LENA L 
63-8639 License 3/12/1978 1.93 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION DYER,JOHNA 
63-8652 License 4/12/l377 2.00 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 
SVEDIN, ELLEN K; SVEDIN, 
ROBERTA 
63-8719 Ucense 5/13/1977 0.20 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION SCHULERIANE FARMS INC 
63-8781 License. 5/4/1977 0.07 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
FREEMAN, HOWARD; 
FRFEMAN, LINDA C 
53-8801 License 5/4/1977 0.10 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HASTRITER, DONALD 
63-8823 license 5/10/1977 0.05 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION, STOCKWATER 
CANNON, BERTHA; 
CANNON, JACK 
63-8837 License 4/27/1978 1.73 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION DYER,JOHNA 
63-8851 License 4/28/i978 1.10 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION HARSHrv'.AN, ALDEN W 
63-8852 License 4/28/1978 1.40 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION VINSON FARMS INC 
63-8969 License 6/24/l977 1.31 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION BURRILANE FARMS INC 
63-8999 License 8/8/1977 0.04 GROUND WATER DOMFSTIC 
SILVER TIP CELLULOSE 
INSULATION CO 
63-9021 license 8/25/1977 0.06 UNNAMED SLOUGH IRRIGATION HOPKINS, KENNETH J 
63-9022 License 9/6/1977 0.03 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION KIRKPATRICK, GERALD W 
i 63-9038 l License 9/25/1977 0.72 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION LArv'.M, ROBERT W 
63-9039 license 9/13/1977 0.54 UNNAMED ;:tRAIN IRRIGATION HARMON, EARL 
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63-9051 License 10/13/1977 0.28 GROUNO WATER IRRIGATION 
ADAMSON, CLARA K; 
ADAMSON, CLIFFORD C 
f 63-9052 License 10/13/1977 1.00 UNNAMED DJTCH IRRIGATION BRUVELEIT, BETTY L 
63-9095 License 12/12/1977 0.08 GROUND WATER COMMERCIAL 
IDAHO LAND DEVELOPERS 
i INC 
' 
63-9137 License 4/17/1978 0.26 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, INDUSTRIAL RIDDLE, EDWARD B 
63-9149 License 5/15/1978 0.06 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 
TAYLOR, CAROLE;TAYLOR, 
LLOYD I 
63-9182 License 10/25/1978 0.10 MILL SLOUGH IRRIGATION CLARK, JOHN W 
63-9184B License 11/1/1978 0.40 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION ANDERSON BROTHERS 
63-9185 License 11/5/1978 0.17 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC WARREN, !VAN V 
BARTHOLOMEW, CLAUDE T; 
63-9190 License 11/27/1978 0.04 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION, STOCKWATER BARTHOI.OMEW, VIRGINIA 
M 
63-9210 License 1/26/1979 0.16 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION LYTLE, BUD 
63-9214 License 2/22/1979 0.12 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION JOHNSTON, LEO R 
63-9242 License 6/25/1979 0.11 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
BERG, JEFFREY; BERG, 
KA1HERINE 
63-9249 License 6/18/1979 0.03 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
EVANS BUILDING CENTER 
i INC 
63-9259 License 7/2/1979 0.08 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
NIHILI., ARCHIE M; NIHILI., 
GRACE L 
63-9305 License 11/9/1979 0.64 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION ' HOWERY, FRANCES W 
63-9312 license 11/23/1979 0.08 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC FUJII, EDSON A 
63-9327 License 12/31/1979 0.18 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION CONNOI.LY JR, EDWARD J 
63-9331 License 1/17/1980 0.10 GROUND WATER MUNICIPAL Cl1Y OF EAGLE 
63-9342 License 2/12/1980 0.20 GROUND WATER 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, STREIB, G ROYDEN; STREIB, 
STOCKWATER PATRICIA 
63-9369 License 4/22/1980 0.03 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 
MILLER, GISELA; MILLER, 
, RANDALL 
63-9374 License 5/6/:980 ' 0.10 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION ' GREEN WORLD INC 
63-9407 Ucense 6/3/1980 0.20 GRANITE CREEK MINING QI.SEN, DOUG 
63-9424 License 7/23/1980 0.12 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION PIPKIN, AG 
63-9426 License 6/12/1981 0.08 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC EAST LAKE EST ATES 
63-9431 license 8/4/1980 0.04 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 
LARSON, VERN C; 
TERWILLEGER, DIANE L 
63-9646 License 3/25/1981 0.19 BUCKSKIN CREEK MINING HARRIS, FRED; MILLS, JACK 
63-9659 License 1/12/1981 0.16 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, iRRIGA TION PONDEROSA NURSERY 
DIVERSION TO STORAGE, 
63-9672 License 10/4/1985 5.49 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION FROM STORAGE, RHEAD,BOB 
IRRIGATION STORAGE 
63-9680 License 3/3/1981 0.04 GROUND WATER 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, DAVISON, GLENNA B; 
STOCKWATER DAVISON, HARRY M 
63-9731 license 5/7/1981 0.02 EIGHTMILE CREFK IRRIGATION 
DORAN, JASON G; DORAN, 
STACYL 
63-9749 Llcense 6/23/1981 0.07 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
STINEMETZ JR, OMER 
' EUGENE ' 
63-9752 License 6/25/1981 0.67 
WEST FORK GRANITE 
MINING VIAN!, LAWRANCE G 
i CREEK 
BISHOP, JACK; BISHOP, 
63-9760 License 7/2/1981 0.03 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION KATHY; COl.E, JUDITH C; 
COLE, WR 
63-9832 license 11/23/1981 0.09 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION JENSEN, RONALD R 
63-9869 Ucense 1/11/1982 0.18 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION OELRICH, RAYMOND M 
63-9899 Ucense 4/20/1982 0.02 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION LEONARD, ROSALIE E 
63-9945 License 9/2/1982 0.15 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BINDER, LARRY 0 
63-9946 License 9/22/1982 0.03 GROUND WATER HEATING BOYLAN, RICHARD F 
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63-9951 License 10/18/1982 0.13 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ENTER KINE, JACK 
63-9963 License 3/23/1982 0.10 WASTE WATER IRRIGATION 
NOE, MARY F; NOE, 
WARREN 
63-9978 License 3/24/1984 0.16 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 
HENDRICKSEN, ROBERT; 
HENDRICKSON, CINDY A 
63-10004 License 3/15/1983 0.03 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 
BURROUGHS, CAROL M; 
WOODS, ST FRANCIS 
63-10015 License 7/8/1983 0.08 GROUND WATER COMMERCIAL 
J R SIMPLOT CD; SIMPLOT 
SOIL BUILDERS 
63-10032 License 5/10/1983 0.02 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION LACKLAND, HILDA 0 
63-10033 License 4/6/1983 0.16 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION THOMAS, HAROLD E 
63-10062 License 6/8/1983 0.06 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC 
MORRISON, PATRICK]; 
VAUGHN,OUANET 
63-10106 License 6/29/1983 0.04 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC CDNESCD OF IDAHD 
63-10108 License 6/27/1983 0.09 GROUND WATER DDMESTIC,.IRRIGATIDN 
MATTHEWS, DALE C; 
MATTHEWS, MARY J 
63-10112 License 5/5/1984 0.14 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC 
VALUVUE SCHOOL DISTRICT 
ND 139 
63-10128 License 9/18/1983 0.04 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC ODE WILLIAMS WATER ASSN 
63-10140 License 6/28/1983 0.12 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC JONAS, EV LYN M 
63-10174 License 8/8/1983 0.02 WEST FORK SPRING STOCKWATER, WILDLIFE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
ACTING THROUGH 
63-10176 License 8/8/1983 0.02 SPRING STDCKWATER, WILDLIFE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
ACTING THROUGH 
63-10187 License 7/6/1983 0.04 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
MESENBRIK, EUGENE; 
MESENBRIK, MARY 
63-10196 License 8/26/1983 0.02 JEFF SPRING STOCKWATER, WILDLIFE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
' 
ACTING THROUGH 
63-10200 License 8/1/1983 0.02 SPRING STDCKWATER, WILDLIFE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
ACTING THROUGH 
63-10218 License 3/12/1984 0.06 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION MOORE, WILLIAM L 
63-10247 License 6/18/1984 0.03 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION LORENSEN, DALE 
63-10252 License 6/13/1984 0.08 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC 
PARSONS, BEULAH; 
PARSONS, WALTER H 
63-10352 License 4/2/1986 0.05 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SOLIS, GEORGE 
63-10353 License 3/26/1986 0.10 SPRING STDCKWATER, WILDLIFE USDA FOREST SERVICE 
63-10354 License 4/1/1986 0.06 SPRING STDCKWATER, WILDLIFE USDA FOREST SERVICE 
63-10355 License 4/1/1986 0.06 SPRING STDCKWATER, WILDLIFE USDA FOREST SERVICE 
63-10356 License 4/1/1986 0.08 SPRING STDCKWATER, WILDLIFE USDA FOREST SERVICE 
63-10358 License 4/1/1986 0.06 SPRING STOCKWATER, WILDLIFE USDA FOREST SERVICE 
63-10368 License 7/3/1986 0.04 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION BASIN SCHOOL DISTRICT #72 
63-10392 License 12/16/1986 0.04 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC MATZEK, MIKE 
63-10464 License 4/30/1987 0.02 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 
BOONE MEMORIAL 
PRESBYTERIAN CH URCH 
63-10512 License 6/29/1987 0.17 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
CONSOLIDATED PROPERTIES 
OF IDAHD LLC 
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DISTRICT COURT • SRBA 
Filth Judicial District 
County of Twin Falls - State of Idaho 
FEB 1 3 2013 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JFDICIAL DISTRICT OF TIIE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
In Re SRBA 
Case No. 39576 
) Basin-Wide Issue 16 
) Subcase No: 00-92099 
) (In Re: Form and Content of Final Unified 
) Decree) 
) 
) ORDER CLOSING CLAIMS TAKING 
) BASINS 01, 02, 03, 31, 34, 35, 36, 37, 41, 
) 45, 47, and 63, At~ DISALLO\V AL OF 




This Court issued an Order Setting Initial Status Conference Re: Form and 
Content of Final Decree on January 13, 20] 1. On July 15, 2011, this Court entered its 
Order Establishing Steering Committee and Notice of First Scheduled Meeting. "The 
steering c-0mmittee ("Committee") is charged with identif}ing issues and sub-issues 
pertaining to the form and content of the final decree to be entered upon completion of 
the SRBA." Id. at 1. The Committee is also "charged with recommending a logical 
order and time frame in which these issues and sub-issues should be decided." Id. 
In the State of Idaho ·s Initial Comments on Form and Content of Final Unified 
Decree, filed May 17,2011, the State ofidaho ("State") recommended the Court 
"establish a schedule for closing claims taking in each of the reporting basins ... [i]n 
order to allow sufficient time for development of general provisions and preparation of 
the final decree .... " Id. at 6. On July 18, 2011, tl1e State filed its Supplemental 
Comments on Form and Content of Final Unified Decree, in which it proposed a 
schedule for closure of taking oflate claims in the SRBA basins. The proposed schedule 
divided the SRBA basins into three groups based on the following criteria: (i) the amount 
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of subcase activity vvithin each basin, (ii) regional distribution of the closures to spread 
the workload out for ID WR, and (iii) SRBA basins that represented an entire drainage 
basin. At its initial meeting, the Committee reviewed the State's proposed basin closure 
procedure and recommended that this Court implement that procedure. 
On October 12, 2012, the Court issued its Order Establishing Deadline for Late 
Claim Filings in Basins 01, 02, 03, 31, 34, 35, 36, 37, 41, 45, 47, and 63 ("Deadline 
Order"). This Court found that the Committee's proposal for closure of taking oflate 
claims within basins based on subcase activity, staging ofIDWR's workload, and 
drainage basins was a logical and necessary step in the completion of the SRBA, and 
ordered that claims takings in basins 01, 02, 03, 31, 34, 35, 36, 37, 41, 45, 47, and 63 be 
closed on January 31, 2013. 
II. 
DISCUSSION 
Completion of claims taking in individual basins is an essential first step to 
completion of the SRBA. Without it, completion of the SRBA will not occur. 
Based on the criteria identified above, the Deadline Order provided that "except 
for de minimis domestic and stockwater uses and late claims required to resolve pending 
litigation on the date of this Order in the SRBA, the last date to file a MOTION TO FILE 
LATECLAJMinBasins0l, 02, 03, 31, 34, 35, 36, 37,41,45,47, and 63 shall be 
January 31, 20 l3." Deadline Order at 4. Exhibit I to the Deadline Order included a list 
of non-de minimis water rights from IDWR's water rights database that IDWR 
determined were required to be claimed in the SRBA The preparation of this list was 
undertaken as a courtesy to the water users, not as an additional due process requirement. 
The Deadline Order provided that "[i]funclaimed, these water rights will be decreed as 
disallowed." Id. at 3. 
Claimants in each of these basins previously received extensive first-round and 
second-round Notice of Filing Requirements in the SRBA See Idaho Code § 42-1408. 
These notice procedures meet constitutional due process requirements. LU Ranching Co. 
v. US., 138 Idaho 606 (2003). 
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As of January 31, 2013, 69 motions for late claim in basins 01, 02, 03, 31, 34, 35, 
36, 37, 41, 45, 47, and 63 were receive<l by the Court. 
III. 
COJ\'CLUSION 
In accordance with the Deadline Order, the Court has determined that except for 
de minimis domestic and stock.water uses and late claims require<l to resolve pending 
litigation on the date of this Order in the SRBA, that claims taking should be closed in 
basins 01, 02, 03, 31, 34, 35, 36, 37, 41, 45, 47, and 63. Further, the Court has 
determined that unclaimed water rights represented by the water right numbers listed on 
Exhibit 1 to this Order, expect for any deferrable domestic and/or stock.water portion of 
such rights, should be decreed as disallowed. 
This Order does not alter the deferrable nature of de minimis domestic and 
stockwater rights as provided for in "Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and Order 
Establishing Procedures for Adjudication of Domestic and Stock Water Cses" 
(January 17, 1989). 
This Order does not preclude filing oflate claims related to the resolution of 
litigation pending at the time of this Order in basins 01, 02, 03, 31, 34, 35, 36, 37, 41, 45, 
47, and 63. 
IV. 
ORDER 
For the reasons stated above, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that, except for de 
minimis domestic and stockwater uses and late claims required to resolve pending 
litigation on the elate of this Order in the SRBA, 1 claims taking in basins O 1, 02, 03, 3 l, 
34, 35, 36, 37, 41, 45, 47. and 63 is closed. No late claims will be accepted for filing in 
basins 01, 02, 03, 31, 34, 35, 36, 37, 41, 45, 47 and 63, except as expressly provided by 
this Order. 
1 "Pending litigation" refers to an active, related subcase(s) pending at the time of the basin closure 
deadline wherein an additional late claim{s) is required to resolve the related water tight(s). 
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IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that all unclaimed water rights represented by the 
water right numbers listed on Exhibit l, except for any deferrable domestic and/or 
stockwater portion of such rights, are hereby decreed as disallowed. 
The Clerk of the Court is hereby instructed to file a copy of the Order Closing 
Claims Taking in Basins 01, 02, 03, 31, 34, 35, 36, 37, 41, 45, 47 and 63 and Disallowal 
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Presiding Judge 
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BIG WOOD CANAL COMPANY 
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CRAIG D HOBDEY 
HOBDEY LAW OFFICE PLLC 
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PO BOX 176 
GOODING, ID 83330-0176 
Phone: 208-934-4429 
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IDAHO POWER COMPANY 
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JAMES C TUCKER 
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JEANNE S WHITEING 
1628 - 5TH ST 
BOULDER, CO 80302 
Phone: 303 '-444-2549 
CITY OF MERIDIAN 
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JEFFREY C FEREDAY 
601 W BANNOCK ST 
PO BOX 2720 
BOISE, ID 83701-2720 
Phone: 208-388-1200 
EGIN BENCH CANALS INC 
FREMONT MADISON IRR DIST 
IDAHO IRRIGATION DISTRICT 
NEW SWEDEN IRRIGATION DISTRICT 
NORTH FREMONT CANAL SYSTEM 
PEOPLES CANAL & IRRIGATION 
SNAKE RIVER VALLEY IRR DIST 
THE UNITED CANAL COMPANY 
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JERRY R RIGBY 
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REXBURG, ID 83440-0250 
Phone: 208-356-3633 
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FARM DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION 
GRINDSTONE BUTTE MUTUAL 
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JOHN M MARSHALL 
JOHN M MARSHALL LAW PLLC 
575 W BANNOCK ST STE B 
BOISE, ID 83702 5917 
Phone: 208-991-2701 
BASIC AMERICAN INC 
CONAGRA / LAMB WESTON 
JR SIMPLOT CO 
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JOSEPHINE P BEEMAN 
409 W JEFFERSON ST 
BOISE, ID 83702-6049 
Phone: 208-331-0950 
CITY OF IDAHO FALLS 
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LUKE H MARCHANT 
HOLDEN KIDWELL HAHN & CRAPO 
iooO'RfVERWALK DR STE 200 
PO BOX 50130 
IDAHO FALLS, ID 83405 
Phone: 208-523-0620 
CITY OF NAMPA 
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BURLEY IRRIGATION DISTRICT 
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NORTH SIDE CANAL COMPANY 
TWIN FALLS CANAL COMPANY 
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CITY OF POCATELLO 
Represented by: 
PEMBERTON, MITRA M 
WHITE & JANKOWSKI LLP 
511 16TH ST STE 500 
DENVER, CO 80202 
Phone: 303-595-9441 
CITY OF BOISE 
Represented by: 
ROBERT A. MAYNARD 
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1111 W JEFFERSON ST STE 500 
BOISE, ID 83702-5391 
Phone: 208-343-3434 
CITY OF IDAHO FALLS 
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ROBERT L HARRIS 
1000 RIVERWALK DR, STE 200 
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ROBYN M. BRODY 
PO BOX 389 
TWIN FALLS, ID 83301 
Phone: 208-734-7510 
FALLS IRRIGATION DISTRICT 
Represented by: 
ROGER D LING 
PO BOX 623 
RUPERT, ID 83350-0623 
Phone: 208-434-2717 
CITY OF POCATELLO 
Represented by: 
SARAH A KLAHN 
WHITE & JANKOWSKI LLP 
KITTREDGE BUILDING 
511 16TH ST STE 500 
DENVER, CO 80202 
Phone: 303-595-9441 
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BOISE PROJECT BOARD OF CONTROL 
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SARAH W HIGER 
BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON LLP 
1010 W JEFFERSON ST STE 102 
PO BOX 2139 
BOISE, ID 83701-2139 
Phone: 208-336-0700 
DILLER MILLER LAND CO LLC & 
EMMETT IRRIGATION DISTRICT 
HEARN LIVESTOCK 
NEWFOUNDLAND PARTNERS 
PIONEER IRRIGATION DISTRICT 
SENECA FOODS CORPORATION 
SEWARD PROSSER MELLON AND 
SINCLAIR OIL CORPORATION DEA 
SNAKE RIVER DAIRIES LLC 
THOMPSON CREEK MINING CO 
TREE TOP RANCHES LP 
WALLACH IX LLC 
Represented by: 
SCOTT L CAMPBELL 
101 S CAPITOL BLVD 10TH FL 
PO BOX 829 
BOISE, ID 83701-0829 
Phone: 208-345-2000 
NEZ PERCE TRIBE 
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STEVEN C. MOORE 
NATIVE AMERICAN RIGHTS FUND 
1506 BROADWAY 
BOULDER, CO 80302-6929 
Phone: 303-447-8760 
A & B IRRIGATION DISTRICT 
BURLEY IRRIGATION DISTRICT 
CLEAR SPRINGS FOODS INC 
MILNER IRRIGATION DISTRICT 
NORTH SIDE CANAL COMPANY 
TWIN FALLS CANAL COMPANY 
Represented by: 
TRAVIS L THOMPSON 
195 RIVER VISTA PL STE 204 
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
Represented by: 
US DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 
ENVIRONMENT & NATL' RESOURCES 
550 WEST FORT STREET, MSC 033 
BOISE, ID 83724 
MINIDOKA IRRIGATION DISTRICT 
Represented by: 
W KENT FLETCHER 
1200 OVERLAND AVE 
PO BOX 248 
BURLEY, ID 83318-0 48 
Phone: 208-678- 0 
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ASLETT RANCHES PARTNERSHIP 
PO BOX B 
TWIN FALLS, ID 83301 
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PO BOX 308 
CAREY, ID 83320 
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DIRECTOR OF IDWR 
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BOISE, ID 83720-0098 
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EXHIBIT 1 
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I it,B,1gp;,,, .. 
I :-11 i Cecreed : 4/1/1939 7.0D SNAKE RIVER lRRIGATION TILLEY, CLARENCE H 
1~12 Decreed i 4/1/1959 4.00 ! SNAKERlVER IRRIGATON KENDELL, WllU.t\M 
1-77 Decreed 12./14/1891 600.0C ' SNAKE RIVER IRP)GATION iDAHC CA\IAL & IMPROVEMENT CO 
! l-83R Decreed ! 6/1/1891 l,04 SNAKE RIVER IRRIGATION ISLAND IRRIGATION CO 
l-83V Decreed 6/1/1891 0,20 SNAKE RIVER IRRIGATION EURKE,CW 
1-90 Decreed 6/1/1902 2.40 HENRYS FORK i DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION KOOCH, JOHN W i ' 
1-116AQ Decreed 6/1/1887 3.20 DRY SEC I OOMESTiC, IRRIGt,JION ! HARRISON CANAL & IRRIGATION CO 
'.;.-l.'.t.7AS l Dec;re.ad 6/1/1888 SNAK£ RiVER LONG ISLAND rnRIGf\TlON CO 
1-118AQ Decreed 6/1/1889 9.13 SNAKE RlVER :RRIGA!ION LONG ISLAND lRRIGATION CO 
\ De.creed ' lONG lSLA.ND IRRIGATION CO; WE 1-llBAT 6/1/1889 0.26 SNAKE RIVER IRl'llGATION 
BARKDULL & SONS !NC 
1-13::J Decreed 5/10/1885 B.40 DRY BED IRRIGATION 
NELSON, SOREN; SUMMERS, STEPHEN 
J; SUMMERS, WILLIAM 
' 1-l.46X Decreed 6/30/1885 ;_9.50 SNAKE RIVES ' IRRIGATION PARSONS DITCH CO ; 
: 1-.1.68 Decreed 11/25/1902 4,00 HENRYS .=or:K I lRRIGAT!ON , SHERMAN, EH; $HERMA,, SARAH E 
1-173 Decreed 8/17/19D1 100.00 ~ENRYS FORK MUNICIPAL, POWER . SAINT ANTHONY POWER & UciHT CO 
1-174 Decreed . 9/1/1901 0.34 HENRYS FORK : IRRIGATION SAINT ANTHONY RAILROAD CO 
::.-178 Decreed 11/25/1902 12,80 HENRY$ FORK l,RIGATION 
SULLlVAN, MARY A; SULUVAN1 
: THOMAS F 
1·189 Decreed 6/1/1893 1.20 UNNAE✓ED STREAM IRRIGAT!ON THOMAS, HEN,YE 
1-197 Decreed 11/lS/lllS8 75,DO SNAKE RtVER POWER WRIGHT, G G 
: SCHO:JDE, HENRYT; SCHODDE, 
1-228 Decreed 3/5/1902 4.00 SNAKERIVER IRRIGATION MJNNlE 
1-282 Decreed ' 9/7/1915 100.00 SNAKE RIVER POWER PAC!FlCORP AN ORGEON CORP 
' 1-283 j De-creed U/14il924 1,500,0il SNAKE RIVE, IRRIGATION PAC:FICORP AN ORGECN CORP 
1-289 0ecreed 5/31il913 3.SO SNAKE RIVER DOMESTIC, 'RRlGAflON LA H ARTSRT & CO 
1~292A Decreed 10/3/1904 : 22.48 HENRYS FORK IRRIGATION SORENSEN, ROYAL! 
1·2925 Decreed lD/3/1904 3.25 HENelYSFORK L,RIGATION 
SORENSrn, ROYALJ; SORENSON, 
' : HUGH C 
1·293 Decreed 2/20/1909 15.GC DRY BED IRRIGATION 
I BR.~MWELL, ADNA E: BRAMWELL, 
VIOLAM 
1-308 Decreed 4/1/1939 6.00 SNAKE RIVER !R.R(GATION : FOX, DEWEY 
1-3WJ D-ecreed i 4/1/1939 0.40 SNAKE RIVER IRRIGATION HOLDEN, REBECCA 
1-314 De,reed 4/1/1939 5.00 SN~KE RIVER IRRIGATION JACKSON, MARV!~ M 
1·318 ] Decreed. i 4/1/1939 4.00 ( S1'.AKE RIVER IRRlGA~ION MAC KAY, ROBERT D 
:..~32.5 Decreed 4/1/1939 2.00 SNAKE RIVER IRRIGATION SAKAGUCHI, SAM 
. 1-354 Decreed 3/21/1909 3,20 
! BRAND\'W!Nic 
'. S!..OUGHI SNAKE IRRIGATION, P(l,\11,.f\ B,TTON, HARRY 
RIVER 
BRANDYW:NE 





1-366 Det:reed 1/22/1916 4.20 SLOUGH, SNAKE DO~·'ESrtC, lRRIMTION STOLT!'NBERG, FRANCIS 
; RIVER 
j BRANDYWl'\lE I 1-357 I Decreed 1/22/1916 2.40 SLOUGH, SNAKE DOM,STIC, IRRIGATION KRUSE, JOE 
R'VER 
1-2001 ; License 5/7/1904 1.30 i SNAKERIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GIBSON, WESLEY 
1-2C0S License 9/30/1905 1,12 SNAKE R!VEH DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SM!TH, CHARLES D 
l-20078 License 9/15/1905 1.42 SNAKE RIVER 
1 IRR!GATiOt\l 
BEEKMAN, JOrlN E 
STOO<WATER 
i 1-2008 License 12/ll/1905 0.60 KEN RYS FORK IRRIGATION HOPF, CECIL H I 
1-2011 License 9/24/1906 C.80 S~AKERIVER DCMESTIC1 IRRIGAT10N 6RAOBURY, WILLIAM A i 
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::. ~ 2012A i Ucense 5/30/19l7 1.90 
l-20128 license 3/21/1907 1,30 
1-2018 license- 2/Z0/1909 15.60 
1-2020 license ! 3/3/1911 4.55 
1~2021 Ucense 


































































































































BRAMWELL, ADNA E; BRAMWELL, 
VIOi.AM 
BRADBURY, WA 
TAYLOR, LYMAN A 
WILSON, ANNA 
MORGAN, WILLIAM T 
DAIRY FARMS IRRIGATION DIST 
IRRlGAT'.ON : NELSON, EPHP.A!r>I, M 




























j tv100RE, FRANCIS H 
ORE-lDA fOODS INC 
IDAHO IRRIGATION DISTRICT 
BURGESS CANAL & IRRlGATING CO 
SUNNY:JELL IRRIEATION D!ST 
MART1N CANAL CO 
HARRISON CANAL & IRRIGATION CO 
FARMERS FRIEND CANAL CO l TD 
!-<ANSON, RUTH; HANSON, THEO I 
RUOY IRRIGATION CO 
NEW SWEDEN IRRIGATION DIST 
NEW SWEDEN jqRIGA7 1ON DIS; 
I 
ISLANiJ !RBJGATION CO 
TEXAS FEDER 
REID CANAL CO 
REID CANAL CO 
DILTS IRRIGATION CC> LTJ 
MONROC 
























SNAKE RIVER VALLEY IRRIGATION 
DISTRICT 
lABELLE IRRicATING CO 
PARKS & :EWISVILLE IRR'GATIDN CO 
1'4059 
Statutory 
6/28/1934 0,07 SNAKE RIVER 
s-;-ocKWATER, i UNl,ED STATES OF AMERICA ACTING 
Claim WILDLIFE THROUGH 
1-7030 License 3/27/1979 LOO SNAKE RIVER IR"GATION LOTT, TAYLOR 
1-7032 License 7/3/1979 2,16 fJRYBED IRRIGATION CL~RK, HALD; CLARK, MERcYN 
1-7036 Uce1se: 10/:2/1979 0,02 SNAKE RIVrn IRRIGATION HINZ, BURL L 
1-7037 Ucer"lse 10/12/1979 0.02 SNAKE RIVER IRRIGATION HENDERSON, SAMUEL H 
1-7047 Uci:nse Z/27/1980 0,02 · SNAKE R:VER IRRIGATION JACK, RICHARD H; JACK, ROWENE 
1-7050 License 4/3/1980 Q,02 SNAKE RIVER IRRlGATION . ACKERMAN, MARVIN 
1.~7052 License 4/25/1980 C,02 SNAKE RIVER , IRRIGATION 
WALKER, RAYMOND E;;WAL..'<EF:, 
, RE3ECCA A 
aasin 02 Potentially Unclaimed Water Rights 
2·2003 Li-cert.Se 9/11/1908 0.25 BLANCHARD, M RAY 
2-2.004 -:..icense 2/22/1909 0.70 SNAKE RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BEDFORD, ERNEST 
- 2·2006 , license 6/19/1909 :.,oo SNAKE RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BLANCHARD, MARTHA W 
2-2011 License 2/13/1911 C.10 SNAKE RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRiGATION WILBUR, WALLACE D 
2-2015 License 7/17/1912 0.3C i SNAKE RIVER DOMESTIC, JRRIGATION HEF'NER, AGNES 
2·2C17 License 6/9/1913 0.SE SNAKE RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CASTILE, SR 
2-2019 License 12/17/1912 1.20 SNAKERIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION VADER, ROY 
2-2031 License 7/29/1919 0.43 SNAKE RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGAllON GLASS, SAMUEL N 
2-2058 License 1/3/1934 0.32 SNAKE RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION EUSTIS, TED W 
2-2152 License 10/26(1959 0.96 SNAKE RIVER IRRIGATION 7 RIANGlE DAIRY INC 
2~4014 
Statut0:y 
6/1/1964 1.50 SNAKE RIVER IRRIGATION NANNEY, HELEN M Claim 
2-4023 
Statutory 
:0/29/192" lD.20 SNA,E RIVER : IRRIGATION ; ANGEL,, ROBERT R; ANGELL, VICTORIA 8 
c!alrri 
2-7277 Ucens~ 1/16/1979 0,02 SPRING '. IRHIGAT!ON BYRNE,DELORES;oYRNE,E9WARD 
2~7300 Ur:ens-e 4/25/l.980 0.08 SNAKE RIVER IRRIGATION l.lNOEMANN, DONALD 
2-7321 LlceMe 2/25/1981 0.02 SNAKE R,VER IRRIGATION MC DANIEL, JOl-l~ A 
2-7327 Uce:rise 3/10/198: 002 SNAKE RIVER IRRIGATION DUNLAP JR, ARTHUR W; DUNLAP, CORA? 
2-7365 i..icense 12/25/1981 020 SNAKE RIVER IRRIGATION BROWN, JAMES F; BROWN, ROSEMARY 
Page 1 of 1 
Basin 03 Potentiaily Unciairned Water Rights 
license 7/-:,.7/1947 0,74 SNAKE RIVER CW LONG ~ SONS 
3-2026 S/19i1%1 1.64 
SNAKE RIVER, UNNAMED 
DOMESTIC, I RR!GAT!ON BELL, ALVIE C 
STREAM 
3-2027 Ucense 8/29/1953 0.96 SNAKE RIVER IRRIGATION LYDA, JAMcS M 
3·2044 ; '...Jcense 10/21/1957 1.15 SNME RIVER IRRIGATiCN ROEHL, AMY 3 
3-2047 License 12/16/1958 1.37 SNAKE RIVER IRRIGATION 




6/:/1955 1.70 SNAKE RIVER i 1RRJGATION U SAR M P.A~CH INC Claim 
3-4-015 
Sttttutory 




6/1/1955 0,02. SNAKE RIVER IRR!GATIOI\ ELKS BPOE 
Clf.lirr. 
3-7014 License 8/12i1974 0.04 1 SNAKERIVER lRRIGATION 
TOWLE, GARY; TOWLE, 
SALLY 
3-7023 Uce.nse 2/23/1979 5,3'..: SNAKE RIVER WATER QUALln' !MPROVEMEJ\T US DEPT OF DEFSNSE 
3-7026 Lice:1se 3/4/1980 0,60 SNAKE R1V2R IRRIGATION ) NAGASAl(AI WRIGH7 
3-7032 License 6/29/1981 1.00 SNAKE RIVER IRRIGATION i US DEPT OF DEFENSE 
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Basin 31 Potentially i,;nclalrn€d Water Rig~ts 
31-9 Decreed 3.20 DEADLINE LAKE 
31·10 Decreed l/'29/1910 3,20 DEAD LINE LAKE 
DOMESTICJ IRRIGATION, 
ANilERSDN BROTHE~S BANK 
STOO<WATER 
31~14 I :>ecreed 7/23/1902 8.00 EA5f FORK DOMESTIC, IR~IGATION, A~DERSON BROTHERS BANK 
RATTcESNAKE CREEK STOCKWATE:l 
CORRAL CREEK, 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGf,TION, 
31-16 i Decreed 9/22/1909 0.60 RATTLESNAKE CREEK, ANDcRSON BROTHERS BANK 
' UNNAMED STREAM 
STOCKWATER 
: DIVERSION TO STORAGE, 
31-17 Dec-eed 2/1/1916 7.6, RATT:.ESNAKE CREcK DOMESTIC, IRnlGArlON AN'.lERSON BROTHERS BAN, 
STORAGE, STOCKWATER 
31~21 Decreed 4/1/1920 DJ!4 MUD ~KS, 
DOMEsr;c1 !RR:GAT!ON, BECKNER, Ml•~:'lOSE J 
STOCKWAIER 




31-45 Decreed 8/16/1917 1,76 CAMAS CREEK 
OOMEST!C1 1RRiGATlON1 DONAHUE, MARGARET 
STOCKWATER 
DIVERSiON TO STORAGE, 
31-68 De:::reed 11/22/1909 20,20 IRRIGATION FROM 5TOqAGE, HARMO~I RESERVOIR CC LTD 
IRRIGATION STORAGE 
DIVERSION TO STORAGE, 
3:-'59 Decreed 11/Z2/l909 33,60 CRAB CREEK IRRIGATION FROM STORAGE, HARMON RcSERVOIR CO LTD 
IRRIGATION STORAGE 
31-93 Decreed 1/15/1917 L60 MUD LAKE 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, ESTATE OF THOMAS A 
STOCKWATER JACKSON 
31-94 Decreed 8/22/1918 1.60 MUOLAKE 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, EST ATE ff THOMAS A 
STOCKWATER JACKSON 
GROuND WATER, I JEFFERSON IRRIGA-ION CO LTD 31-103 Decreed 100,00 SPRINGS, UNNAMED DIVERS ON TO STORAGE 
STREAMS 




31-108 Decreed 9/7/1912 1.60 CROOKED CREEi( 
O:J\1ESTIC, IRRIGATION, 
, JENSEN, HP 
STOCKWATER 
31-109 Decreed 9/2/1905 uo CROO:<E:J CREEK i DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, JENSEN, HP STOCKWATER 




31-149 Decreed 10/1/190~ 0.80 COTTONWOOD CREEK 
: OOMESTiC, lRRIGATIO'i, 
MILLER, B"R' H 
, STOCKWATER 
31-152 Decreed 5/1/1902 2,0C CROOKED CREEK 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, 
MILLER & VIELE CO INC 
STOCKWATER 
31-l53 Decreed 5/1/1902 0,80 CROO!<E-D CREEi< 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, 
MILLER & V1ELE CO INC 
STOCKWATER 
31-154 Decreed 6/1/1909 1.00 : CROOKED CREEK 
DOMESTIC1 1RRlGAT!CN1 MILLER & VIELE CO INC 
: STOCKWATER 
31-170 D~creed 4/18/1915 L.!.O SPRING lAKE 
DOMESTIC/ !RRiGAT!ONI 
0 9RIEN, BARTHOLOMEW 
STOOIWATER 
31-1.71 Decreed 8/24/1919 l.20 SPRING lAl<E 
POMESTiC, IRRIGATION, 
0 Bill EN, BARThOLOMEW 
STOCKWAER 
'll-172 Decreed 10/21/1915 0,80 SPS.ING lAKE 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, 
0 BRIEN, JOSEPHINE 
STOCKWATER 
3,1•182 Decreed 11/21/1916 2,70 SPn!NG LA~E 
: DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, AuLDHOUSE, CLAUSON P; 
STOCKWATER OULDHOUSE, CLAUSON P 
31-183 , De.creed 11/13/1914 0.7D , SPRING LAKE 
DOMESTIC1 iRRlGAT!ON1 AULD HOUSE, GERRETT; 
I i STOCKWATER OLDHOUSE, GERRETT 
31-204 Decreed 1/1/1922 0.50 
CAMAS CREEK, iiAYS . DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, 




31-217 Decreed 11/21/1915 3.20 SPRING LAKE ~~o~~:~~~~RIGATION, RICHENS, AL 




31·223 Decreed 2/26/1919 I 1.20 M~DLAKE 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGAllO'l, 
SANO BECK, ANDREW 
' STOCKWATER 
l OecreeC 
; DOMESTIC, RR!GA-ION, I 
31-228 S/i/1899 2.80 CAM.4S CRccK 
, STCCKWATER 
SC-IAL':..ER, CHARi:..ES J 
3!·230 Decreed 4/4/1905 3.00 CRAB CREEK 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, FEDERAL LAND BANK Or 
STOCKWATER SPOKANE; SCHALLER, KELL 








3l·Z36 Decee.d 1/30/1917 1,60 MUD ..A~E 
DOMESTIC, IRR'GAT,ON, 
SPAL:>I N6, FR Eu L 
f-· 
I STOCKWATER 
31-259 Decreed 5/1/1902 2.60 CRAB CREEK 
DOMESTIC, JRR:GAT:ON, UNION CENTAAL LIFE 
STOCKWATER INSURANCE CO 
31-260 Deemed 5/1/1908 3.20 CROOKED CREEK 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, UNION CENTRAL L!FE 
STOCKWATER INSURANCE CO 
31-261 Decreed 5/15/1897 6.40 WEST CAMAS CREEK 
DOMESTlC, IRRlGATION, 
VADNAIS, LUDGER ; : STOCKWATER 
I DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, PO?E, C:-lARLES E; WILMOl', 
31-266 0ecre.ed 
I 
5/1/1914 1.60 SPRIN3 LAKE 
i STOCKWATER MILTON, 
31·288 )screed 7/1/1893 0.40 UNNAMED SHEAM 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, 
WOO C LIVE STOCK CO l TD 
STOCKWATER 
31-303 Decreed t/29/1914 1.60 CORRAL CREEK 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, 
WOOO LIVE STOCK CO LTD 
STOCKWATER 
31w305 Decreed 4/1/1910 0,20 SPRING CREEK 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, 
WOOD LIVE STOCK CO LTD 
STOCKWATER 
31-318 D-ecreed 11/6/1913 1.00 SPRING 
, DOMESTIC, IR,IGATION, 
WOOD LIVE STOCK CO L W i STOCK'WATER 
31-320 Decreed 9/1/1909 20.00 CA.V:AS CREEi( STOCKWAT!:'R WOO:> LlVE STOCK COL TD I 
31-322 Decreed i 10/1/1919 32.00 , CAMAS CREEK ST<)CKWAT!:R ) WOOD LIVE STOCK CO LTD 
31·325 Decreed 6/11/1914 1,60 I CAMAS CREEK IRRIGATION WOOD LIVE STOCK CO LTD 
31-353 Decreed 10/2/1917 1,20 CAMAS CREEK 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, 
HOLLEY WATER USERS ASSN 
STOCKWATER 
31-375 Decreed 6/11/1914 1.4(1 HARMON SLOUGH ! stOCKW'ATER WOOD L!VE STOCK CO LTD 
31·S77 Decreed 5/18/1914 4,74 SPRING LAKE 
: DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, 
MC KEVITT1 ?ETE~ STOCKWA1ER 
31•2JOOA Uce:-ise 8/21/1903 3.20 CHNG CREEi( DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION STOOPS, PD 
31-2000( ' License 8/21/1903 CHING CREEK IRRIGATION SPONG, GUSTAF 
::n~20000 Ucense : 8/21/1903 2.40 CHING CREEK IRRIGA,ION DUNN, HELGA 
DRY COTTONWOOD 
31-2001 Ucense 5/28/1904 2.40 CRfEK, UNNAMED DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION STOOPS, PD 
STREAM 
31-2002 UCe!1se 6/30/19G4 3.20 CJ>.MAS CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION I JACOBY, JOSEPH 
31,:2008 ; Ucense 12/2/1904 32.54 CAMAS CREEK • DO.v1ESTIC, IRRIGATION I INOO'J L!VE STOCK co GD 
31-2009 License 5/4/1905 3.CC CRAB CREEK ' DO.V,ESTIC, ,RRIGA710N \ TAYLOR, DUNCANS 
31•2010 Uce:ise 5/12/1905 1.18 
OLD "ALL Mill.SITE 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ROBBINS, FRANKLIN S 
SPR!NG CREEK 
31-2012 Ucense 11/10/1905 2.SO 
LEFT FORK MIDDLE 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ROBSON, LUCRETIA C CREEK 
31·2014 Ucense 11/10/1905 3.10 MIDDLE CREEK IRRIGATION STELZER, ISABELLE ROBSON 
31-2018 license 3/12/1906 2.80 ,WD0LE CREE~ DOMESTIC, 1RRIGATION ROBSON, LmlE 
31-2C20 Li.cer:se 4/24/1905 4.3C LITTLE MOJOC CREEK COMESTlCI lRRlGA~;JN PAUL, BERTH 
31<2023 License 8/8/1906 1.n DIVIDE CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRl8ATl:JN TILLMAN, SAlvlJEL T 
31-2026 LicensE 5/25/1907 L.50 : CAMAS CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GRSl'lER, JC 
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s1<m29 Ucense 4/3/1908 LOO ~OMESTIC, iRRIGATION SPEAKMAN, lv1 H 
31-2030 License 4/30/1919 2.20 PATELZICK CRcEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION i BURNSIDE, ARTHUR G 
31-2033A License 7/l/l908 2.00 ] CROOKED CREEK DOMESTIC, IRR'GATION CHRISTIANSEN, CHRISTINE 
3l-2C33B : _icense ll/11/1908 2.00 CROOKED CREEK lRRIGATlON CHRISTIANSEN, CHRISTl>,E 
31-2034 License 10/!9/1908 0,40 CRAB CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SCHALLER, CHARLES J 
31-2.035 Licrwse 3/23/1909 2.24 CAW'AS CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGAllON GREiNER, E < 
3.1-2035 Uce·nse 4/23/1909 0.80 I SPRING CREE~ DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GARD:'lER, PARLEY A 
i 31-2C38A l!ceT\Se 4/15/1312 80.80 : MUD LAKE DO,~ESTIC, IRRIGATION OWSLEY CANAL CO 
31~20388 License 12/2/1916 72.SQ MJD LAKE JOMESTtC, lRRIGAT10N OWSLEY CANAL CO 
31-2041 License. 6/29/1909 1.60 DUBOIS CREEi( DOMESTIC, IRRlGATION YEAMANS, LUTrlER 
31-2042 Ucense 3/24/1910 0.52 
CROCKED CREEK, 
; DOMES-CIC, IRRIGATION GURWELL, ~ORA E 
ROCK SPRING 
31·2"43 License 9/16/1909 5,60 UNNAMED LAKE DOMESTlC, IRRIGATION 
JENSEN, ALMA L; LITTLEFIEL:>, 
JOSEPHS 
31~2044A Ucense 9/22/1909 0.60 : RATTLSSj';AKE CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGAllON 
CAMPBELLJR1 JOHiX; 
CAMPBEU, E:.JZA 
31-2044B Ucense 1/5/19:.0 1.00 
RATitESNAkE CREEK, 
DOMEST!C,, IRRIGATION 
, CAMPBELLJR, JOHN: 
SAWMILL CREEK CAMPBELL, CHAR LES 
31-ZC46 Li:ense U/22/1909 ' 2.44 CROOKED CREEK , DOMESTIC, IRRlGATION GARDNER, ELVA; WOOD, cl C 
31-2050 Uce:r.se 2/28/1910 0.50 
BOX SPRING, LITTLE 
DGMESTIC, IRRIGATIO:~ WOOD LIVE STOCK CO cTD 
ROCKS?RING 
31-2052 llcense 9/22/1914 2.00 
BEAVER CAKYON 
DOMcSTIC, IRHIGATION E LAIRD & SONS 
CREEK 
31-2054 License 6/20/191C 6.40 
CHING CREEK, 
DOMESTIC, iRRIGATION PETERSON, STEVE 
COTTONWOOD CREEK 
31-2055 License 7/1/1910 0,90 THREEl\tlLE CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION KELSON, CHRISTENA 
3:-2057 Ucense 7/19/1910 3,00 MUD LAKE DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION LUFKIN, GEORGE E 
31-2058 License 8/27/1910 1.00 : THREEMILE CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SANDERS, cA 
31-2059 L:cense 8/29/1910 3.00 MUD LAKE COMESTIC, IRRIGAT:ON LA{E,GEORGE 
Sl-20S(J Ucense 9/lL/1910 0.52 WARM CREE!< DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION FREDER:KSEN, CHRISTINE 
31~2C&~ License 10/3/1910 3,00 MUD LAKE DOMESTIC, IRR:GATION HANSON1 JOHN 
31-2062A license 10/3/1910 1,60 MUD LAKE DOMESTJC, !RR!GATION NORDSTROM, CARL 
31-20526 Uce,se J.2/:.0i1917 1.50 MUD LAKE OOV1ES,IC, IRRIGATiON NORDSTROM, CARL 
31-2066 Ucense 1/30/1917 1.50 ¥.\JD LAKE 1 DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION PA!.MGREN, ERICK E 
31-1.068 License 2/26/1911 1,50 COTrONWOOD CRE"K OOMESTlL, !RRIGATlON ZiNK, JOSEPH H 
31-2070 Ucense 1/9/1911 0,42 SPRtNS IJOMES1'1C, IRRIGATION : RUcENER, HENRY 
31-2071 Llcense 3/29/1911 2.40 : CAMAS CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 1 MAGILL, O.ARENCE 0 
31-2072 License 3/20/1911 3.5D CAMAS CREEK DOMESTIC1 l RR!GATTON W'~E'f, MARIE 
31-2073 license 3/29/1911 1.60 MUD LAKE :,QMESTIC, i~RiGATION CUTLER, AGNES 
31.-2076 license 8/9/1911 3,20 CHING CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SMtTH, CHETWIN 
31-2082 U;:::ense: 11/B/1911 1.40 CHING CREEK DOMESTIC, i RRIGAT!ON MCGOVERN, LEAH 
31-2085 License 12/15/1913 1.60 MUD lAKE DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION JEMMETT, WllllAM 
31•2JS7 Llce.rse. 8/31/1913 4.00 COTTONWOOD CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRlGATION ZINK, l<ATIE E 
31-2088 '....!cense 4/22/1912 2.1~0 I CAMAS CREEK DOMEST.C, IRRIGAllON SPENCER, ORSON 
31-2G90 License 4/20/1912 0.14 IDAHD CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRlGATION CARcSON, CHARLES GUSTAV 
31-2096 Ucen:fr::. 6(24/1916 2,44 MlJD LAKE DOMESTIC, IRRIGATIOt\ MILLER, ADOLPH 
31-2102 License 9/17/1912 '.12.40 MUD LAKE OOMEST:C, I RRIGAnON OWSLEY, BERTHA, 
31~2106 License 10/14/1912 0.80 lJNNAMED LAKE 1 DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION LUNDHOLM, SAMUEL VJ 
31-2107 License 11t7i1912 1,80 , CAMAS CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WILLIAMS, ALICE RAY 
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31-2109 u,ense 11/9/1912 3.20 CHING CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MASON, JAMES S 
CHING CREEK, 
31-2110 license 12/6/1912 6.00 COTTONWOOD DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CASPER, GENEVA M 
CREEK, LITTLE CREEK 
31-2111 License 11/1/1912 1.60 COTTONWOOD CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HANKS, MARTHA E 
31-2113 License 12/5/1912 2.40 CAMAS CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WALKER, WILLIAM 
31-2115 license 2/20/1913 1.70 
SANDHDLE LAKE, 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION LARSEN, GEORGE R 
SPRING CREEK 
31-2117 Ucense 6/16/1916 5.74 CAMAS CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HERRICK, WILLIAM N 
31-2118 license 2/26/1916 0,74 CAMAS CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SANDERS, DA 
31-2123 License 8/24/1919 1.20 MUD LAKE IRRIGATION D BRIEN, BARTHOLOMEW 
31-2127 License 8/30/1913 12.00 CAMAS CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WOOD LIVE STOCK CO LTD 
.31-2128 License 9/4/1913 9.46 MUD LAKE DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
BINNARD, GUSSIE; MOBLEY, 
EUGENE F 
31-2130 Licens-e 9/4/1913 0.80 CORRAL CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SCHARFHAUSEN, WILLIAM 
HART, CO; NEVILLE, DO; 
31-2131 License 8/3/1913 12.22 CAMAS CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION NEVILLE, LOUISE; PRESTON, 
CARRIE 
31-2138 license 12/15/1913 0.82 CROOl(W CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SMITH, HENRY C 
31-2140 License 2/8/1914 0.40 CORRAL CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION OLSON, ANNA LOUISA 
31-2144 licen.se 4/22/1914 1.10 COTTONWOOD CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HENDERSON, ALBINA 
31-2145 Ucense 4/24/1914 0.86 COTTONWOOD CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION FAYLE, ELIZABETH 
31-2153 License 6/1/1914 4.60 CRYSTAL LAKE DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WILSON, JOHN 
31-2155 License 6/4/1914 6.70 CAMAS CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
HARDY1 CHARLES W; HART, 
ELIZABEll7 J 
31-2158 License 6/11/1914 3.00 HARMON SLOUGH DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION DUNN, HELGA 
31-2160 License 6/29/1914 0,40 CORRAL CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BURKE, PETER 
31-2162 Llcense 7/11/1914 5.32 MUD LAKE DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WAGONER, THOMAS 
i 31·2165A llcense 3/13/1915 0.44 CAMAS CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MC CANN, MARY L 
31-2170 License 11/17/1914 3.40 CAMAS CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
PERKINS, CHARLES; WOODIE, 
FRED 
31-2171 License 11/17/1914 3.30 
WEST FORK CAMAS 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HART, CO; LARSEN, CHARLES E 
CREEK 
31-2176 License 1/7/1915 1.20 BEAVER CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION STRINGHAM, DAVID 
31-2177 License 3/31/1915 6.26 
EAST CAMAS CREEi<, 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION FREDERIKSEN, FREDERIK 
WARM RIVER 
31-2181 License 5/20/1915 0,80 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION TAVENNER, HK 
31-2182 license 7/3/1915 2.00 MUD LAKE DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SANOBACH,ANDREAS 
31-2184 License 9/2/1915 6.40 MUD LAKE IRRIGATION WILEY, MARJE 
31-2189 License 2/28/1916 D.70 
CROOKED CREEK, 
DOMESTJC, IRRIGATION KLAMT, HERMAN F 
SPRING 
31·2190 Ucense 5/9/1916 0.80 DRY CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION LOVE, EARLJ 
31-2204 license 9/13/1917 3.20 MUD LAKE DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION FERRUSI, LEWIS 
31-2205 license 1/1/1918 5.06 CAMAS CREEK IRRIGATION HUTCHISON, W H 
' 31-2220 License 9/15/1919 6.00 DRY CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WOOD LIVE STOCK CO LTD 
31-2230 License 5/18/1922 Q,01 BEAVER CREEi( DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MARLOW, THOMAS GIi.BERT 
31-2244A 1/20/1931 1.30 GROVND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
31-2250 License J./4/1932 4.80 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION US DEPT OF INTERIOR 
31-2260 License 9/6/1937 0.02 SPRING 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, 
HALVERSON, SHERMAN S 
STDCKWATER 
31-2283 License 8/22/1945 2,96 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HAYES1 GEORGEW 
31·2400 License 4/30/1962 0.79 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION TAYLOR, LLOYD D 
Statutory 
IRRIGATION, STOCKWATER 




I dai11 ' OF MUD LAKE INC 
31-4-006 
: Statutory 
5/10/1971 6.10 COTTONWOOD CREEK 
DOMESTIC1 IRRIGATION, B UC KLAN D1 GLADYS; 
: dalm STOCKWATER BUCKLAND, STEVE E 
314Ul3 
· Statutocy 








5/23/1:905 3.50 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, STOCKWATER USDA FOREST SERVlCE i Claim 
I 31-4035 Staturory 4/15/1935 4.00 GROJND WATER ~ lRR!GAT!ON, STOCKWATER EDWARDS, DAVID F Cl,jlm 
31-4036 
Statutory 








5/'./1946 0.19 GROUND WATER 
DOMESTlC, IRRIGATION, YEARSLEY, ROY); YEARSLEY, 
Claim STOCKWArER RULON R 
Statutory 
D~V:ESTIC, FIRE 









10/1/194, 0.16 GROVND WAT\:R 
: DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, 




12/24/1961 0,06 GROUND WATER 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, 
SFJLDBEG1 KARL H Claim STGCKWATER 
31-4094 
Statutory 




i StatJtory : 
31-4103 
Clalm 
6/1/1937 0,80 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION HALI' CIRCLE CATTLE CO INC 
31-4109 
Statotary 
5/1/1960 0.44 SPRINGS IRRIGATION, STOCKWATER ESTATE OF ARCHIE GROVER Cia:tm 
l 31-4113 
; Statutory 
4/1/1930 0.11 SPRINGS iRRlGATION ESTATE OF ARCHIE GROVER ' Claim 
31-4'18 
Statutory 
8/11/1938 1.23 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, STOCKWATER 




8/1/1924 1,23 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, STOCKWATER 
US SHEEP EXPERIMENT 
Claim STATION 
3:.-4121 S:a.tutory i 
Cla,m 
5/1/1968 0.06 SPRING IRRIGATION, STOCKWA1ER ESTATE OF ARCHIE GROVER 
31·4124 
Statutory 
6/1/1932 0.14 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
WOOD, JOHN; WOOD, 
C!aiTTI ' . VAUGHN 
' Statutory UNITED STATES OF AMEq!CA 31-4136 
Claim 




6/28/1534' 0.35 COTTONWOOD CREEK STOCKWATER, WILDLIFE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
Claim ' . ACTING THROUGH 
31·4138 
Statutory 
6/28/1934 0.89 DRY CREEK STOCKWATER, WILDLIFE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 






UNITED STATES OF AMERiCA 
Claim CREEK AC11NG THROUGt·I 
31-4140 
Statttory 
6/1/1967 6.00 GROUNDWATER IRRIGATION EALL BROFlERS 
Clai:-r ' 
31-708SA License: 4/3/1973 2.26 GROUND WATER IRRIGATlON eYRNE, R~.Y E; BYR~E, VERLA 
31-7130 Ucense 7/30/1974 0.33 : GROUND WATER DOMESTIC BEAVER CREEK RANCH 
31-7336 License 2/15/1980 0.04 MUD SPRING S:O:KWATER USDA FOREST SERVICE 
31-7339 ! 5/2/1980 0.04 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRiGATION, DWARDS, 0AVID F I I License STOCKWATER 
l 31-7413 License 6/29/1983 0.23 GROUND WATER STOCKWATER US DEPT OF AGRICULTURE I 
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Basin 34 Potentially Unciaimed Water Rights 
•-==--4-"= .. }\ iiwlf;~-== 34•1 Decreed 7/1/1887 1.42 B:G LOSTRIVER IRRIGAT!ON I JD~NSON, MARV F 
3<-27 Decreed 5/27/1907 2.,00 ANTEL:J?E CREEK :~RIGATION , ANDERSON, HYRUM 
34·37 . Decreed 7/1/1887 0,05 3'.G LOST RNER IRRIGATION ANDERSON, LOUIS , 
34-51 Decreed 5/1/1899 
34-75 j Decreed 7/22/1901 
34-90 Decreed S/27/1907 
! 34-91 Decreed 5/27/1907 
8/13/1899 
0.03 BIG LOST RIVER 
0.04 : EIG LOST RIVER 
2.50 DRY FORK C"EEK 
1.60 







i 34-lSO Ce.-::reed 6/30/1896 0.40 ALDER CREEK ; !RR\GAT10N 
1 34-158C Dei:::reed 6/1/1883 0.14 BlG LOST RIVER IRRIGAT!ON 
34-176B Decreed 4i22/1884 : 0.05 BIG LOST RIVER IRRIGATIO~ 
34• 183 D€creed 5/10/1897 1.00 . BIG LOST RIVER !R'\IGATION 
34-:85 Decreed 10/15/1893 : 1.40 ANTELOPE CREEK 
i 
IRRIGATION 
34-:S0 Decreed 6/1/1890 
34-202 Decreed l 6/1/1901 
34-203 Decreed 6/1/1914 
34-204 Decreed I 6/1/1914 
34-205 , Decreed G/1/1914 
34-2.06 Decreed 6/1/1901 
I 34-260 Jecreed 9/1/1886 
34-261 Decreed 9/1/lll8S 
! 34-262P. Decreed 6/1/1890 
I 34-28s Decreed S/27/1907 
34-286 ! Decreed 7/15/1907 
34-306 Decreed 5/1/1885 
34-345 i Dec:-eed 3j12/191S 
34-396E Decreed 5/1/1885 
34-402 ! Decreed 6/1/1B9E 
j 34-419 Decreed 8/1/1898 
34-545B 6/1/1887 
34-578 Decreed S/29/1893 
34-604 Decreed 9/30/19"4 
34-670 Decreed 5/1/1905 
34-671 Decreed 5/1/1909 
34-679 Decreed ! 5/27/1907 
34-706 Decreed 12/1/1916 
34-744 Decreed 5/27/1907 
34-748 Decreed 1/1/1922 
34.749 Decreed l/1/1922 
34-845 j Decreed 8/13/1899 


























BIG LOST RIVER IRRIGATION 
TWIN B'l!DGES CREEK I RRIGI\TION 
TWIN BRIDGES CREEK IRRIGATION 
TWIN BRIDGES CREEK !RRIGATICJN 
1\f;IN BRIDGES CREEi( IRRIGAT'ON 
TWIN BRIDGES CREE{ lRRIGAnON 
BIG LOST RIVER IRRIGATION 
BIG LOST RIVER IRRlGATION 
31G LOST RIVER IRRIGAllON 
DRY FORK ANTELOPE 
Ci\EEK 
ANTELOPE CREEK 
i3lG LOST R)VER 
BIG •_OST RIVER 
BIG LOST RiVER 
816 LOST RIVER 
BIG LOST RIVER 
BIG LOSTRIVER 
DRY FOI\I CREEK 
I 5IG LOST RIVER 
' ALDER CREEK 
ALDER CREEK 
DRY FORK CREEK 
BIG LOSnlVER 
DRY FORK CREEK 
BIG LOST RIVER 
THOUSANO SPRl~GS 
Cl'lEEK 
CEDAR C?.EEI<, DRY 
CREEK 
SIG LOST "iVER 






















: 52:RTSCH, GUS 
BLISS, LULU E 




CONTINENTAL LIFE INSURANCE CO 
CROCKER, MRS TtlOMAS 
DARLINGTON LAND & CJ\'fTLE 
IRR:GATION 
DARLINGTON LAND & iRRIGATION 
CO LTD 






; GEORGE, CHR!S":!NA 
GEORGE,H M 
GEORGE, HM 
GR ZZLE, SILAS 
GRIZZLE, NAOM} 
HARDY. LOUISE 
' HUN'!'ER, ALICE C 
JOHNSON, MARY f 
JONES, HARVEY 
KIDMAN, HARRIET M 
MCAFFEE, CLYDE 
NICHOLS, DW 
0 NEAL, RALPH 
SAX,/ACOB M 
I SAX, JACOB M 
SHANAFE'LT, MERLE 
STINSON, CHARLES H 
TriOMPSON, LL 
HUBBELL,~!; MUL½ALL, CW; 
SHANE, AT; THOU~ND SPRINGS 
. LAND & IRR CO; TUGGLE, J B; 
1 WlPPERMAN, A .i 
HUBBELL1 JI; MULHALL, CW; 
SHANE, AT; THOUSAND SPRINGS 
lAND & IRR CO; TUGE'.£,, B; 






34-854 Decreed 7/1/1916 1.00 BIG LOST RIVER IRRIGATION WILSON, GEORGE 
34-857 Decreed 5/1/1905 0,60 BIG LOSTRIVER IRRIGATION YOUNG, HYRUM 
34-858 Decreed 4/4/1914 2.60 BIG LOST RIVER IRRIGATION YOUNG, HYRUM 
34-863 Decreed 6/1/1899 O.Q2 BIG LOST RIVER IRRIGATION YOUNG, OKIE LEE; YOUNG, TC 
34-876 Decreed 12/30/1912 0,80 BIG LOST RIVER IRRIGATION BLACK, CHARLES H 
34-877 Decreed 5/27/1910 0.80 BIG LOST RIVER IRRIGATION CHAPIN, F H 
34-882 Decreed 4/24/19:l.2 0,40 ANTELOPE CREEK IRRIGATION GILMOUR,A L 
34-900 Decreed 11/2/1901 0,02 BIG LOSTRIVER IRRIGATION Tl EDMAN, HELEN A 
34-906 Decreed 12/31/1915 0,28 ANTELOPE CREEK IRRIGATION l·IAGEDORN, FRANK F 
34-920 Decreed 6/1/1896 0.04 BIG LOST RIVER IRRIGATION HOOPER, MARGARET 
34-928 Decreed 3/1/1910 20.00 CEDAR CREEK POWER MACKAY LIGHT & POWER CO 
34-933 Decreed 6/1/1896 0,12 SIG LOST RIVER IRRIGATION 
BUTTE COUNTY JOlr-.ff SCHOOL 
DISTRICT#lll 
34-940 Decreed 5/1/1884 4,00 ANTELOPE CREEK IRRIGATION USDA FOREST SERV!CE 
34-941 Decreed 2/1/1902 3.20 WILDHORSE CREEK IRRIGATION USDA FOREST SERVICE 
34-942 Decreed 6/1/1896 0,02 BIG LOST RIVER lRRIGATION VALLEY TRADING CO 
34-965B Decreed 3/29/1885 0.50 CHAMPAGNE CREEK MINING 
TIBBITTS, JOYCE B; TIBBITTS, 
STEVEN W 
34-966 Decreed 4/14/1885 6.00 CHAMPAGNE CREEK 
IRRIGATION, 
BALDWIN, CLYDE W 
STOCKWATER 
34-968 Decreed 7/15/1907 3.40 ORY FORK CREEK 
IRRIGATION, 




34-969 Decreed 8/31/1911 2.12 SLAUGHTERHOUSE ROTHWELL, LEWIS W 
GULCH CREEK 
STOCKWATER 
34-2000 License 9/3/1903 3.20 ROCK CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WEST,ALVIN 
34-2002 License 7/29/1904 0.42 BIG LOST RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION EDRINGTON, SA 
34-2003 License 12/22/1904 1,60 NAVARRE CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION DAVIDSON, ELIZA E 
34-2004 License 6/9/1905 1.32 BIG LOST RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION PURDY, WILLIAM C 
34-2008 License 9/5/1905 3.16 BIG LOST RIVER DOMESTIC, JRRIGATION HOWELL, JOHN B 
34-2009 License 10/13/1905 6.40 BIG LOST RIVER DOMESTIC, JRRIGATION BRADSHAW, JOHN 
34-2010 License 12/4/1905 0,80 BIG LOST RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION PENCE, CAlliERINE A 
34-2013 License 2/23/1906 3,20 BIG LOST RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BRADSHAW JR, WILLIAM 
34-2014 License 2/23/1906 3.20 BIG LOST RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION DONAHUE, THOMAS 
34-2016 License 3/29/1906 30.50 CEDAR CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HANSEN, CV 
34-2017 Ucense 5/25/1906 3,20 BIG LOST RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION JONES, MARTHA A 
34-2020 License 6/20/1906 1.60 BIG LOST RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WELLS, WILLIAM W 
34-2021 License 6/20/1906 2.40 BIG LOST RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HARRIS, EVAN H 
34-2023 License 6/20/1906 0.70 BIG LOST RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WHITE, MARY A 
34-2024A License 8/13/1906 1.60 DRY CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGAT!ON WILSON, ROBERT H 
34-2024B License 8/13/1906 1.60 DRY CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WHITE, JOSEPH 
34-2025 License 10/26/1906 3.20 BIG LOST RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION PRITCHETT, THOMAS J 
34-2027 License 12/30/1906 1.20 SPRINGS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION NEWMAN, THOMAS J 
34-2028 License 1/28/1907 2.40 BIG LOST RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION THOMPSON, ALVOR C 
34-2029 License 2/27/1907 1,60 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MORRISON, Cf1ARLES W 
34-2031 License 5/8/1907 1.30 BIG LOST RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION VANCE, PRISCILLA 
34-2032 License 5/8/1907 4,00 PASS CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION TAYLOR JR, SAM F 
34-2034 License 6/15/1907 2.00 WARM SPRINGS MINING LELAND, FRANK M 
34-2G35 Li-cense 6/17/1907 3.20 CEDAR CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WEST, MAMIE 
34-2036 License 5/24/1907 3,20 BIG LOST RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GRAY, F EUGENE 
DRY CREEK, ORY FORK 
34-2037 License 7/15/1907 4.53 ANTELOPE CREEK, DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION NICHOLS, OW 
LITTLE CHICKEN CREEK 
34-2039 License 7/29/1907 1.40 MARSH CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION RICHARDSON, DUESILLA 
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GS --DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ! WARM SPRINGS CRSEI( RANCH LLC 
' ' 
! 34-2043 License 10/24/1907 1.34 , BIG LOST RIVER i DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION EVANS, DAVI? -I 
' 34-204/4 License 10/:1/1907 0,80 [ BIG LOST RlVER DOfvlEST!C, IRRIGAT!ON EVANS, SARAH A ' 34--2047 ! LK.ense 12/18/1907 o,so BIG LOST RIVER DOMESTJC, IRRIGATION MC KE'.VEY, AN,\A 
34·2051 
, 
License 4/4/1908 1,50 PASS CREEK DOMES7 iC, IRRiGATlON 'UREY, A GRACE 
34-2054 License 7/15/1908 0,4-0 BIG LOST RIVER ?OvlESTIC, l.~RIGATIO~ LARTER, LEONE? 
GARDEN CREEK, 
34-2.056 License 7/:.S/1908 3.20 WARM SPRINGS DOfv'ESTIC, IRRIGATION BURTON, JOHN A 
CREEK I 
34-2057 Ucense 7/13/1908 3.20 CHERRY CREEK DOMES/IC, !RRlGAT!ON M:LLER, G f{ 
34-2058 Uce1se 7i6/1908 3,2G : SWAUGE, DITCH DOtvESTIC, IRRIGATION PARIS, SJ 
34·2059 ~i~ense 8/24/1908 0.80 BIG LOST RIVER l DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION .ANDERSON, CHAR:..ES A 
! 34-206: ucense 8/22/1908 4.80 CEDAR CREEK DOMESTiC, IRRIGATION : CLARK, El.lZABETH S 
34-20£6 License 10/26/1908 0.3€ 
llTTc: COTTONWOOD 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WILLIAMS, THOMAS H 
CREEK 
34-2067 License 11/9/1908 0.44 ANTELO?c CREE, DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION . MC CLELJ.AN, tlENRYV 
34-2068 License : 11/9/1908 1.20 ANTELOPE CREEK DOMESTIC, JRR!GAT!ON BROWN, MARTIN W 
34•2070 i Llcen~e 8/15/1909 1.20 ANTELOPE CREEK DOMESTIC, IRR•GATION CONTRARY LIMlTEO PARTNERSHIP ---
3:,...2072 U:::ense 12/22/1908 i 0.¥ BIG LOST RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BEVERLAND, GEORGE : 
34-2073 License 3/11/:..909 2,60 BURNETT SLOUGH . DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION LEMr\PiON, JOHN j 
34"2074 License 5/2/1509 0.20 BIG LOST RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION LEMMON1 DAV1D W 
34-2076 ! -k:anse 5/7/1909 0.34 WILLOW CREEi< DOMESTIC, IRRIGATIO~ HARRlS, JENKl:sl N 
34·2077 License 5/12/1909 1.60 : UNNAMED STREAM 
' 
OOMEST;C, !RRIGAT!ON "RITOiETr, THOMASJ 
34-2078 License 5/24/1909 0,6D BIG LOST RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATIO~ CARLSON, JOHN 
34~2079 ucense 5/27/1909 0,80 BIG LOST RlVER DOMESTIC; IRRIGATON JENSEN, PETER N 
34-2080 License 5/27/1909 0.50 CEDAR CREEK DOMESTIC, IRR'.GATION CRESTO, JOSEPH 
' 34-2081 License 5/12/1909 0.88 ANTELOPE CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BR ENGMAN, HT : i 34-2083 License 6/10/1909 5,20 AN1"ELOPE CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ;ONES, VifiLUAM H 
34-2086 : L'<:ense ' 7/19/1909 : 0,70 BIG LOST RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRiGATION WADDOUPS, EZRA 
34·2087 Ucense 5/8/1909 12.80 U?PER CEDAR CREEK i DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ; HUNTER, J B 
3.4--2039 License 8/26/1909 2.80 i ANELO PE CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION RICHARDSON, GEORGE P 
34--2091 License 10/21/1509 1,10 ! A~TELOPE cqEEK DOMEST:C, IRRIGATION CHERRY, CLARA H 
34-2093 Ucense 3/23/1910 3.20 CEDAR CREEK DOMESTIC, :RRIGATION MUTZ,Wll.lAM 
34-2094 License 3/21/1910 1.60 CEDAR CREE'< DOMESTIC, IRRIGATJON NIC CANN1 LENNINGTON 
34;zogs ; Ucense 3/28/1910 0.40 ANTELOPE CREEK OOMESTiC, IRRIGATION LARSON, FREDERICK 
34-2036 License 4/12/1910 5,60 UPPER CEDAR ffiEEK DOMESTIC, I R'liGATION SARR ET, URAN!!: ' 
' 34-2098 Li,cerne 5/13/1910 1,60 CEDAR CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ! MC CANN, LENNINGTON 
' 34~2100 U:::en-s.e ! 5/9/1910 0.80 BIG LOST RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATIO~ i MC HENRY, JOHN 
I 34-2101 License 3/28/1910 4.80 S?R!NG, WILcOW ; DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SANDERSON, OLIVER G 
CRtEK 
3i~2104 Ucense 7/17/1910 1.80 
CHERRY CREEK, 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MOU'ITAlN SPRINGS RANC-, LLC 
NORTH LAVA CREEK 
COLD SPRING CR.EEK, 
34-2105 License 5/1/191C 5.25 DRY FORK ANTE:JPE OOMEST;C1 !RRIGATiON SCOTT, JOHN H 
CREEK 
34-2106 i License ll,!29/1911 1.00 CEDAR CREEK DOMESTIC, IRR'GATION CLARK, WILLIAM 
34·2107 Licen:se 7/18/1910 1.30 BOOM CREEK DOMESTIC, lRRIGATION JONES, CALEO R 
34-2109 License 9/12/1910 1.70 BIG LOST .~!VER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION OLARK, OAK EL 
3r..2110 Uc£;nse 8/18/1910 0.20 BIG LOST RIVER . DOMESTIC, IRR!GATION WYATT, ANNAM 
34~2111 License 7/21/1910 2.20 
: CONGDON SPRING 
DOMESTIC, IRRIEATION ,R USCOTT, LORENZO 
l CREEK 
34-2112 Ucens.e 9/12/1910 3,36 UPPER CEDAR CREEK l OOMESllC~ IRRIGATlON VIA,, CAMillE 
34-2113 \ License i 8/15/1910 0,80 [ SPRINGS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ;JILE, SAMUE~ 
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34-2114 license 2/27/1911 2.00 BIG LOST RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MILES, FRANK 
34-2115 License 10/14/1910 3.20 BIG LOST RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION NIELSON, SOREN R 
34-2118 License 11/9/1910 3.20 
WARM SPRINGS 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION COWGER, ALONZO T 
CREEK 
34-2120 License 3/4/1911 1,30 ALDER CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CLARK, CHASE A; CLARK, SOLON B 
34-2123 license 4/22/1911 0.80 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WATSON, CHARLES W 
34-2124 license 5/17/1911 1.58 ANTELOPE CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SPENCER, MRS N 
34-2128 License 5/12/1911 5.00 ALDER CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CLARK, CHASE A 
34-2131 License 7/3/1911 3.20 WHITE KNOB CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CLARK, CHASE A; CLARK, SOLON B 
34-2132 License 7/6/1911 0.70 LONE CEDAR CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SARRETT, JULES 
34-2136 License 9/6/1911 2.40 UPPER CEDAR CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SARRETT, JULES 
CHAMPAGNE CREEK, 
34-2137 License 8/31/1911 2.12 SLAUGHTERHOUSE DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION NICHOLS, DW 
CANYON CREEi< 
34-2138 Ucense 8/30/1911 1.40 BIG LOST RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION PORTER, THOMAS S 
34-2139A License 5/1/1913 1.26 ANTELOPE CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION TAYLOR, WILLIAM F 
34-2139B License 9/27/1911 0.94 ANTELOPE CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION TAYLOR, WILLIAM F 
34-2141 License 2/17/1912 0,80 GARDEN CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BURTON, MARY 
34-2142 License 2/10/1912 D.40 BIG LOST RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BEVERLAND, JAMES 
34-2143 License 3/16/1912 1.80 LONE CEDAR CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION RAYMOND, EMILE 
34~2147 License 4/4/1912 0.40 
SPRINGS, UNNAMED 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION POTTS, CHARLES R 
STREAM 
34-2150 License 4/29/1912 0.90 ANTELOPE CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CHERRY, MARK K 
34-2152 License 7/12/1912 1.20 ANTELOPE CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GOODMAN, LULU 
34-2153 License 7/13/1912 1.60 PASS CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION KRANOVICH, JOE 
34-21S4 License 8/16/1912 0.80 CEDAR CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CLARK, ELIZABETH 5 
34-2157 License 11/6/1912 1.60 BIG LOST RIVER IRRIGATION YOUNG, JOSEPH 
34-2164 License 10/14/1913 3-20 BIG LOST RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SPEIRS, JAMES B 
34-2166 License 10/24/1912 1-60 
DRY FORK ANTELOPE 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SANDERSON, OLIVER G 
CREEK . 
34-2168 License 11/11/1912 0.54 UNNAMED SLOUGH DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GAMET, FRANK A 
34-2169 License 10/28/1912 1.60 BIG LOST RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
CHANEY, ED; FITZGERALD, AB; 
STACY,JOSIE MAUD 
34-2178 License 5/17/1913 3.20 BIG LOST RIVER DOMESTIC, !RfllGATION WAITE, GEORGE 
34-2179 Ucense 4/9/1913 2.60 BIG LOST RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION FRICl(EY, WILLIAM 
34-2180 Ucense 12/18/1913 0.70 BIG LOST RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION LONGHURST, MURRAY 
34-2182A License 10/3/1913 0.40 BIG LOST RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HARMON JR, ALLEN I 
34-2182B License 10/3/1913 0.90 BIG LOST RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HARMON, ALLEN I 
34-2183 License 11/1/1913 1.00 BIG LOST RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HARMON SR, ALLEN I 
34-2186 License 11/10/1913 1.00 SPRING DOMESTIC, MINING CANADAY, AW 
34-2188 license 12/17/1913 0.20 BIG LOST RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BLACK, CHARLES H 
34-2196 Ucense 1/7/1916 1.60 BIDDY CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION FALLIN!, CARLO 
34-2197 License 5/22/1914 2.40 BIG LOST RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION LAWSON, OVID 
34-2198 Llcense 8/8/1914 1.24 
DRY FORK ANTELOPE 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MILLER, JOHN C 
CREEK 
34-2200 Llcense 6/10/1914 0.40 BIG LOST RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BAKER, ROSA 
34-2213 License 5/3/1915 0.60 BIG LOST RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 0 LI VER, OLIVE E 
34·2217 Llcense 8/11/1915 0.80 GREENS DITCH IRRIGATION CURRAN, DELLA SCHAFF 
34-2228 License 6/21/1933 0.30 CARR SPRING INDUSTRIAL, IRRIGATION TAYLOR, CLYDE C; TAYLOR, iVAN I 
34-2230 License 7/2/1916 0_10 BIG LOST RIVER COMMERCIAL OREGON SHORT LINE RAILWAY CO 
34-2238 License 6/27/1918 0.40 ANTELOPE CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION TAYLOR, AMOSS 
34-2249 License 2/3/1926 0-34 LOWER CEDAR CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CLARK, WILLIAM 




~jij;: , ~· .'Cf_~ 
! 34·2264 Lkense 12/3/1938 0,50 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, clr.E MURGIC, STEVE 
PROTECTION 
34-2268 Ucense 1/3/1945 ' 12,20 BIG LOST RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WEISE,JOHN B 
34-2270 Ucens,e 2/26/1945 2.20 BIG LOST RIVER DOMcST:c, IRRIGATION WEISE, JOHN B 
34-2301 Ucense 2/25/1953 0,60 BIG LOST RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION KIMBALL, THATCHER 
34·2327 U.::ense 4/13/1955 D.48 GROUND WA·rn j IRRIGATION JONES, OT 
34-2338 Ucer.se 1/23/1357 0,04 : GROUND WATER lRRIGATfON >'JACKAY SCHOOL DISTRICT #182 
34.2339 Uc-ense 6/3/1957 0.28 GROUND W~TER , IRRIGATION NEF, DWAINE A 
34-2446 ' License 8/2A/1962 1,21 3ROUND WATER i IRRIGATION STEWART, KENNETH 
' 
34-2448 L;;;:ense 2/21/1963 0,52 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION FELTON, MARLIN H 
34-2449A license 3/4/1963 2.20 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 
BEVERlAND, SEYMOUR A; KiNG, 
ALFRED L 
' ' EAST FORK BiG c05T 34-2450 I L:c<;!nse 3/ll/1953 0,80 
RIVER 
DOMEST!C, IRRIGATION SOWARDS, NCRMAN K 
! 34-2451 license 10/23/1962 0,14 GROUND WATER 1 IRRIGATON Vv'ALKER, NED R 
34-2455 License 1/13/1964 0,16 LUCKY GULCH CREEK i MINING SORGATZ, ETHEL MAY STRJNK 
! 34-2470 l License 9/28/1965 0.04 ! SPRiNG DOMEST;C USDA FOREST SERVICE i 
34-2514 license 3/12/1945 3.50 1 6!G LOST RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WIESE, MAX 
34-2601 \ Ucense l/6./1964 0,01 SPR!NG STOCKWATER, WILDLIFE 








3/1/1!!58 75.00 UNNAf\·tED STREAM IRRIGMION WE!S!::1 JOHN B Claim 
34-4012 
Statutory , 
10/2/1885 2.04 FERRIS SLOUGH 
IRRIGAllON, THORNTON, BARBARA V; 
' C\2lr, I ' STOO(WATER THORNTON, ROBERT M 
I 34-4014 i Statutory : 12/17/1944 2,30 G,OUND WATER IRRIGATION FELTON, MARLIN H i Claim 
34-4020 
I Statutory 
3/1/1970 0.80 UNNAMED smEAM IRRIGATION DAVIES, PHILLIP J : C!aim 
34-4021 
I St(<tWtory 
6/1/:.949 0,30 GROUND WATER OOM~STrc 
"ERGUSON, MILDREO M; 





BIG :.DST .91VER ! IRRIGATION BRASWELL, DE'lNIS L 
34-4>325 
Statutorv 
6/1/1885 0,80 SIG LOST R!VEH IRRIGATION BRASWELL; J LESTER 
Clalm 
Statutory ' IRRIGATION, 
' WOODIE LAND & LIVESTOCK INC 34·4030 
, Clalm 














6/1/1966 O.D2 UNNAMED STRE,•M 
STOCKWATE'l STORAGE, 
USDA FOREST SE~ViCE 
Claim STOCKWATER 




6/1/1968 0,02 UNNAMED STREAM 
STOCKWATER 
USDA FORESTSERVIC< 
! GROUND WATER, ! Statutory DOMEST',C, INDUSTRiAL, 
34-4071 
Claim 
7/1/1954 6.04 I SPRINGS, WlLDHORSE 
MINING 








5/1/1961 o.~9 GRQUND WATER I am1GATION, BART cR, R03ERT F 




4/:0/1944 0.13 GROUKD WATER 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, i JENSEN, JACK A STDCKWATER 
34~4080 
Statutory 




6/1/1353 0,10 GROUND WATER \,RIGATION 
LEM!v,ON,JOYCE; LEMMON, 




12/1/:1938 0.20 GROUND \NATER 
IRRIGATION, 
MERRILL., J KEITH 
Claim • STOCKWATER 
34-4091 
Statutory 




ll/28/19S2 2.40 GROUND WATER JRRIGATION 
HINTZE, DARLA ANN; H!l\l'fZ:E, 
Claim MSLViN MARX 
34-4095 
Stat~to1y 
10/1/1969 SPRING STOCKWATER, WILDLIFE 
JNITED STATES Of A'\1ERICA 
Claim ACTING THROUGH 
34-4129 
Statutory 
5/1/1900 2.40 DRY FORK CREEK 
IRRiGATION, 




5/1/1923 12.00 SPRING IRRIGATION --IOUSTON GRAZING 
daln 
34-7062 License 2/1/1974 1.C:J SPRINGS FISH PROPAGATION KIM3Ai.L, GEORGE C 
3,;...7191 Ucense 5/13/:977 0.J2 GROUND WATER !RRJGA710N CHAMBERLAIN, ARVIL 
STOCKWATER FROM 
34-7284 Uce'ise 10/9/1980 0.02 BAILEY CREEK STORAGE, STOCKWATER : USDA FOREST SERVICE 
STORAGE, STOCKWATER 
STOCKWATER FROM 
34-7265 License 10/9/1930 0.02 UNNAMED STREAM STORAGE, STOCKWATER USDA FOREST SERVICE 
STORAGE, STOCKWATER 
34-7350 , Permit 4/29/1931 0.02 SPRING STOCKWATER USDA FOREST SERVICE 
Pa:ge6of6 





' :, ,; 
35·4 I Decreed 5/1/1896 3.20 SOONER CREEK lRR!GAT:ON : COOPER, SAMUEL 
I 
35-5 j Decreed I 6/1/1895 4.20 HULLS SLOUGH, f-;C !!,RIGATION ! DR,SCOL~ fl,ARTIN A i TUCKER S?RING 
i 35-8 Decreed 6/20/1391 I 3.20 BOONE CREEK, MULLS I !RRtGATION NELSON, JOH~ 
I , SLOt:GH 
' I BOONE CREEK, HULLS i 35-9 Decreed 5/20/1891 I 3,20 SLOUGH IRRIGATION NELSON, A~DREW i 
: HULLS SLOUGH, MC 
35-11 Decreed 6/1/1895 3.20 
TUCKER SPRING 
IRRIGATION GROVER, J A 
35-12 j Decreed I 6/1/1890 3.20 
300NE CSE!K, HULLS 
lRRIGATJON HAMJLiON 1 HARRY i SLOUGH 
3S-13 I 0ec,eed 6/1:'./1889 4.00 300NE CREEK, HULLS cRRIGATION HAMILTON, HARilY I 
SLOUGH i 
I I Decteed 
' HULLS SLOUGH, MC 
j 35-14 6/1/1903 6.00 ,RRIGATlON Hi\:v1ILTON, HARRY i TUCKER SPRlNG ' 
I ' BOONE CREEK, HULLS 35-16 Decreed 6/20/1891 3.20 IRRIGATlON JOHNSON. EPHRAIM 
SLOUGH ' 
35-17 Decreed 6/20/1891 1.60 
BOONE CREEK, HULLS 
!RRIGATIDN l JOHNSON, JOSEPH 
1 SLOUGH 
35-21 Decreed 5/1/1903 2.40 MC TUCKER SPRING IRRlGATlON I NELSON, NF 
35-22 Decreed ! 5/1/1903 1.60 J M.'.: TUCKER SPRING IRRIGATION NUGENT, LA 
35-23 Decreed I 4/22/189S 9.60 BOONE CREEK IRRIGATION ! PAYNE, SL 
3S-24 1 Decreed 4/22/1895 4.00 BOONE CREEK ' IRRIGATION PRESTON,WA 
35-25 Decreed I 5/1/1903 4.00 ' MC TUCKER SPRING IRRIGATION PUGMlRE, GY 
I 35-26 Decreed 6/ll/"889 5.00 
BOONE CREEK, HULLS 
IRR.\GATlON : RICE, J :v1 
I SLOUGH 
6/111rnss I BOONE CRcEI<, HUUS ' ' 35u27 Decreed 5.00 IRRIGATION RICE, OSCAR F i SLOUG:·I 
35-30 Decreed 5/1/1888 2.80 BOONE CREEK IRR!GATtON WANLESS, SARAH A 
3S-31 Decreed 5/1/1903 L60 
HULLS SLOUGH, MC 
,RRIGATION WARD, JESSEN; WI\RD, RA 
TUCKER SPRlNG 
35-32 Decreed 6/11/1889 5.0D 
BOONE CREEK, ~ULLS 
IRRIGATION WI\RD, JESS\' N 
SwUGH 
35-33 Decreed 5/1/1903 ' 2.00 
BOONE CREEK, HULLS 
IRRIGATION \\'\ilTE, I H 
1 SLOUGH 
i 35-34 Decreed 5/1/1903 0.80 MC ,UC.(ER SPRING IRRIG/fflON WHITE, I H; W'llTE, MARY A 
I 35-35 Decreed 5/1/1903 3.20 ; MC TUCKER SPRING !RRlGATION WILUAMSON, BENJAMIN 
35~43 DecreeO </30/1885 3.00 
O'<NILSON SPRINGS 
IRRIGATION STUFELEBEAM, W G i CP,EEK i 
35~4 : Decreed ! 3/15/1901 6.40 SAGE BRUSH SPRING iRRIGAT!ON S/UFFLEBEAM, W G 
I 35-50 :iecr€ed 4/22/1895 4.00 BOONECREF.K IRRIGATION i JONES, TL 
i 35-568 ! Decreed 5/1/1906 10.55 MC TUCKER 5pqING i lRRIGATION COcJMERILH, JOSEPH 
i 35-2000 ! Ucense 1/14/1905 4.00 I HA~SON SPRINGS DOMESTIC, !Rr\lGATION DRISCOLL, MARTIN A; DRJSCO~L, 
i I RICHARD 
35-2003 Ucense 2/18/1905 4.9G BIG HOLE SPRINGS IRRIGATION BOMAN, FAN NIE E I 
I 
BIG HOLE SPR.!NG, 
35-2004 Llcense 4/22/190S 1.80 BOWMAN SPRING, DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION PARSONS, GEORGE W 
PARRISH SPRING I 
35·2005 Llc,er,,c;:e 10/5/1905 2,20 BAUGH SPRING DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION "'.clCHERT, BERTHA : 
35-2006 Ucense 12/lC/1906 2.48 BOONE CREEK DOMES"l'IC, iRRiGATIDN i WHITE,! H 
35-2007 License 8/24/1907 2,30 UNNAMEC LAKE DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION PLAST'.NO, FRANK ' 
35-2008 license 11/20/1907 vu: UNNAMED LAKE DOMESTIC, IRRlGATION ' HARRIS, CHARLES J 
35-20108 Ucense i 4/9/1908 0.76 ALKALI CREEK DOMESTlC, IRRIGATION j TOWNSITE OF S,ERLING 
, 35-20ll Llcer.se I 6/20/1908 0.70 UPPER SPRING CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION JONES, THOMAS R 
Pago 1 or 4 
~~~~ 
,w,, ;if~\! 
BOMAN, FANNIE E : 
35-2021 ! license 1/26/1911 1.50 UPPER $>RING CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION JONES, THOMAS R 
i 55-2023 license 3/27/1911 1,80 UNNAMED s~REAM •JOMFSTTC, IHRIGATION GCUGH, JOSIAH I 
35-2J27 Lfcer1se 7/13/1914 0.08 SPRl.~GS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HOLLAND, CE 
35-2028 Ucens€ I lC/1/1914 0,80 SPRING DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SOMMERCORN, CHARLES F 
35-2036 :Jcens-e 2/2/1918 0.50 LOWER $?RING CE£< DOMESTIC, lRRIGATION CARLSON, WILLIAM 
35-1038 :..lcense 5/25/1920 :),40 UNNAMED ST,EAM DOMEST:C, IRRIGATION 
COOK1 CHARLES$; COOK1 JUD!TH 
ANN; SORENSEN, BARRY 'l 
35--2040 Ucense 2/11/1925 Q,08 SPRINGS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WEBB, CHARLES 
35-2047 L:Cense 4/17/1934 0.04 UNNAMED STREAM !RRJGATON BOWEN, HK 
35~2053 L'C'eflSe 3/3/1938 0.02 UNi'!AMED STREAM )OMEST'C, IRRIGA7i0N SWANSON,JOSHUA 
35-20548 L:cens,e I 4/8/1940 1.60 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION ROBISON, ORIE 'N 
35-2057 Ucens:: 9/29/1938 1.80 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION SHATTUCK IRRIGATION CO 
35·2063 license 7/21/:945 0.56 WASTEWATER 1.RRIGA710N JOHNSON, EMIi. C 
35-2105 License 8/23/1548 0,64 GROUND WA,ER IRR!GATlON NUNGESSER, µERRY 
35-2118 License 12/6/1948 1.00 ; GROUND WATER 
IRRIGATION, 
UNDERWOOD, ROBERT F 
STOCKWA TF.R 
35~2146 License 5/24/1949 0.28 
ROBERTS SLOUGH 
l lRRIGATION EDWvlAYER, JOHN CREEK 
35-2162 License 3/26/1963 4.04 GROGND WATER I IRRIGATION TRACY, KIZZI.AH; TRACY, LESTER I 
I IRRIGATION, : 35-1193 License 12/23/1950 0.56 UNNAMEJ STREAM 
; STOCKWATER 
STROSCHEIN, ROY i 
35·2195 License 2/22/1951 ! 0.64 GROUND WAE3 i IRRIGATION Hi'.RRIS, ALBERT I 
35-21.96 Uce1se 2/27/1$51 1,70 GROUND WATE" I :RRIGATION KIEFER iR, FRED W 
35-2254 ! License 9/20/1952 0.40 ! GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRolGAl10N SIMONSON, GEORGE. 
35·2343 license. 7/3/1953 0.84 : GROUND WA•ER i IRRIGATION rlONDA, MASAYUK! 
35-2378 i License 7/6/1948 6.0:) WASTE WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATiO~ POIEVIN JR, A'.>ITDN 
35-2414 ! license 4/14/1955 0.74 ! GROU~D WATER 1R.::::.!GAT!ON WAITE, WELDON 
35-2460A i License: 4/30/1956 0.53 I GROUND WATER IRRIGATJON MOORE, LOWELL C 
35-2578 : License 6/14/1959 2.22 GROUND WATER fv1UNICIFAL NLBC UTILITIES INC 
35~2587 Ucense 2/8/1960 0.46 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION HO~OA, KAZUO , 
35-2607 Ucense 8/25/1960 0,82 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION HATCH, W:LUAM M; HATCH1 ZINA D [ 
35-2616 License 10/21/1960 ' C.7B GROUND WATER !NDUSTR!AL IDAHO POTATO GROWERS INC 
35-2671 dcense 6/26/1961 0.30 GROUND WATER L,RIGATION HAMMOND, XSNNETH E 
35-2760 Ucer.se i 2/23/1965 0.03 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC CRYSTA, ICE CAVES INC 
35-2780 License 6/9/!965 4.68 GROUND WATER INDUSTRIAL LAMB WESTON INC 
35-2790 License 8/20/"955 2,22 GROUND WATER F!RE PROTECTION IDAHO POTATO STARCH CO LTD 
, 
I MARY FRANKL! N MINE 35-2886 Lk:erse. 3/2/1953 3.JO 
SPRiNGS 
F!SH PROPAGATJON CONNELLY JR1 ED\iVAR.D J 
35~2887 Ucerse 6/4/1953 1.ao MARY FRANKUN MJNE FISH PROPAGATION CONNELLY JR, EDWARDJ 
SPRINGS 
35-2891 ucerise 2/9/1931 2,22. UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGA110'1 HAYS LAND CO 
' : STOCKWATER STORAGE, • 'JNITED STATES OF AMERICA ' 35-2985 Uce:tS:! 12/3/1965 UNNAMED STREAM 
i W!lDllFE STORAGE ACTING THROUGH 
i 
35·2994 Ucense $/ll/1967 
OOMEST C STORAGE, UNITED S:ATES OF AMERICA 
I 
UNNAMED STREAM 
WiLDLIFE STORAGE ACTING THROUGH 
: DOMESTIC STORAGE, UNIED STATES OF AMERICA ' 
35-2997 Llcense 8/11/1967 UNNAMED STREAV. 
WllDUFE STORAGE · ACTING Tf'ROLJGH 
i 35-3004 ) Llcense 2/21/1968 i UC'JNAMED STREAM STOCKWAT'ER STORAGE, UNITED sr ATES OF A.\1ERICA I i WILDLIFE STORAGE ACTING THROUGH 
I 35-3005 Ucense 2/21/1958 I UNNAMED STREAV, STOCKWATER STORAGc, UNITEO STAf"i.S OF AMEillCA 
WJLDLIFE STORAGE ACTING THROUGH 
i 35-3006 Ucense 3i20/1968 i UNNAMED STREAM STOCKWATER STORAGE, UNITED STATES Of AMERICA WILDLIFE STORAGE ACTINGThROUGH 
Pago 2 of 4 
-- ·-s::. ,\-; 1 
''" 
_,.,, 
I ')5-3007 :Jcertse 3/20/1968 UNNAMED STREAM STOCKWATER STORAGE, ! UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 








4/1/1963 0.60 I GROUND WATER IRRIGATION CHRISTENSEN, DEAN Claim 
35-4010 
Statutory 
i 9/1/1957 2.22 i GROUND WATER !'lRIGATiON MICHAELSON, TRAVIS Clalm 
35-4027 




5/~/1956 0.70 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION JENSEN, J DUANE 
-~ 
Claim 
35~4035 j Statutory 6/1/1949 1.00 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION SCHcHv'.ACHcR, CLYCE R Claim ; 
i 35~4-C-36 
'. Statutory 
5/1/1959 2.34' GROUNJ WATER 
IRRIGATION, 
D!SH\1AN 1 W!LUAM l ' t Claim STOCKWATER 
I 35-404: Statutory 5/1}1959 4.W 1 GROUt..JD \!VATER l~RIGATiON KO;JGHLANC FARMS INC 
I Clairn 
I 
Statutory I i UNNAMED DRAIN 35~4042 
C!a:m 11/19i1929 
0.80 IRRIGATION I COR9RI DG E, VERNAU 
I Statutory I I 35-4043 
C!ai:n 
6/1/1947 2,20 GROUND WA1ER IRRIGAr!ON I VANDE~FORO, J w 
f sratutory ' 35-4048 
Cl,lm 
6/1/1957 5,70 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION i GAMBLE, BONN!E;GAMBLE, CLYDCJ 
35-4()60 
l Stattrtory 
6/1/1959 0.56 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION I J W VANDERFOHD INC I Claim ; 
35-40E7 
s:atutory 
7/8/:950 3.42 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION WADA, AUlERTT 
ClarG1 ' 
Statutory I GRCUND WI\TER ! I 35-4006 7/1}1963 0.06 DOMESTIC KIRK, DOROTHY M; KIRK, JOHN P Cla.Jm : ! 
I Statuto .. v ' ! DOMESTIC. IRRIGATION 35-4097 
Claim 
4/1/1925 0.04 GROUND WATER I.UIS, DIANE C; LUIS, EUODORO R 
35--4108 
Statutory 
5/1/1932 0.08 GROUND WATER I DO!v'.ESTIC U &I \NC 
; ctalm i 
Staturnry ' 35-4109 
, Claim 
3/1i1932 0.12 GROvND WATER DO,,,EST:c :J&l!NC I 
35-4123 
Statutory I 4/17/1926 UNNAMEC 5T9:EAM STOCKWATER STORAGE, JNITED STATES Of AMER:C/1. Claim WllDlifE STORAEE ACTING THROUGH 
St2tutort ! 
AHcSTROM, FARREll; ANDRJS JR, . 
35-4126 5/1/1965 0.16 GROUND WATER i DOMESTIC, IRRIEATION : DOUGLAS; C~UMLcY, A,RILL; I 
I Cialm ! [ HARR!EL, LADON; \/\/H!TE1 FRANCIS E 
! 35-4123 
Statutory I 4/17i1926 MORGANS : STOCK\i\'ATER, WILDLIFE I UNITED STATES Of AMERICA I 'Clalm i WATERHOcE ' ACING THROJGl-i 




3/1/1937 0.20 GROUNDWATER DOMESTIC FISrlERi ?ERCY K 
I 35-4143 , Statutory 10/1/1960 0.:2 GROUND WATER DOIVESTIC, iRRIGA1 ION, WOMACKJ DONALD L; WOMACK1 Clairr, STOCKWATER • NEORAJ 
35-4162 
Statutory 
! 4/1/1958 :.13 GROUND WATER 
IRRIGATION, 
RUDD, IRA DELL; RUDD, NINA D 
Clai!Tl , STOCKWATER 
354165 
Statutory i 3/15/1947 3.57 GROUND WA;ER I :RRIGATION VOU.!VIER, GEORGE i Cialm ; ' 
I 35-4173 
Statutory 




6/15/1950 Z.98 GROcND WATER IRRIGATION SEARLE, LLOYD A; SEARLE, S'1AR01\ 
Claim 




3/1/1957 3.23 GROUND WATrn 
STOCKWATER i 
Statutory i DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, i 35-4185 Cla 1m i 1/1/1900 0.13 GROUND WATER STOCI\WATER BAU., LIONEL W; 8ALL, MARJORIE U 
35-4136 
Stat1.,tory i 1/1/1900 0.12 GROUND WATEil DOMESTIC, IRRJGATJON, Bill, LIONEL Wi BAU, MARJbRlt U I Claim S:DCKWATER 
Page 3 of4 
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Statutory 
DEJULIS, VERA; FACKRELL, 
35-4197 
Clalm 
7/1/1920 0.40 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MARJORIE;THOMPSON, HELEN; 
VAN EVERY, EDNA 
35-4200 
Statutory 




8/1/1957 0.20 GROUND WATIER DOMESTIC, STOCl<WATER SNARR, LINDAi SNARR1 ROBERT B Claim 
35-4216 
Statutory 




5/1/1930 2.00 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 




4/1/1959 0.12 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC 
TAMASHIRO, MARYE ODEN; 
Claim TAMASHIRO, THOMAS K 
35-4232 
Statutory 
4/1/1910 0.10 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 




4/111940 0.06 GROUND WATER 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, 












4/1/1959 0.12 GROUND WATER 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, SEAMONS, KENT B; SEAMONS, 
Claim STOCKWATER PEGGY A 
35-4259 
Statutory 












12/28/1948 0.80 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 




3/10/1963 2.64 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 
STEVEN L WHEELER LTD 
Claim PARTNERSHIP 
Statutory 
MODERN MILLS ROCKFORD INC; 
35-4270 7/1/1960 0.04 GROUND WATER COMMERCIAL, DOMESTIC OREGON SHORT LINE RAILROAD CO; 
Claim 
UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD CO 
35-4273 
Statutory 
6/28/1934 UNNAMED STREAM STOCKWATER 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
Claim ACTING THROUGH 
35-4278 
Statutory 
10/25/1956 UNNAMED STREAM STOCKWATER 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
Claim ACTING THROUGH 
35-7381 Ucens€ 1/28/1974 0.09 GROUND WATER COMMERCIAL, DOMESTIC BROWN & PARKER INC 
35-7446 Licehse 10/7/1974 UNNAMED STREAM STOCl<WATER STORAGE STATE OF IDAKO 
35-7482 Ucens€ 2/24/1975 0.02 GROUND WATER INDUSTRIAL POULSON, JACKMAN G 
35-7527 License 8/15/1975 0.12 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MCCULLOUGH JR, WILLIAM JAMES 
ARBIT JR, EMIL; HANSEN, DAVID; 
35-7577 License 1/28/1976 0.11. GROUND WATER DOMESTIC HARKER, MELBA; SWANSON, 
NORMAN; TORNETON, WILLIAM 
COLLETT, RALPH T; DASH, ALLEN; 
35-7578 License 1/28/1976 0.20 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC KOBAYASHI, NORMAN; RINGEL, 
RALPH; SCHMIDT, FELIX 
35-7606 Licens€ 4/28/1976 0.D4 GROUND WATER INDUSTRIAL TRI OPP 
35-8010 License 11/30/1981 UNNAMED STREAM 
STOCKWATER STORAGE, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
WILDLIFE STORAGE ACTING THROUGH 




35-8185 License 6/21/1983 0.02 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BERRETH, JULIUS R 
35-8339 License 1/23/1984 UNNAMED srnEAMS 
STOCKWATER STORAGE, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
WILDLIFE STORAGE ACTING THROUGH 
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Basin 36 Potentially Unclaimed Water Rights 
~91 ~ ---~--[~ 2.00 BIC{EL SPR!NG IRRIGATIQ;;i BEDAL,JAMES; BEDAL, KATE C 
35-14 Decreed 5/1/1884 4,40 RILEY CREEK i IRR!GATION i BEDAL1 JAMES; BECAL, KATE C 
I 
! 
RILEY CRcEK, UPPEi\ 
36-20 ' Decreed 10/1/1908 0.50 
TUCKER SfR'NGS 
iRRIGATION BELL, HARIAN 
35-38 Cecreed 4/1/1930 0.50 HUiTTSPRING IRRIGATION 
CONDIT, JAMES E; CONDIT, JENNIE 
M 
36-403 Decreed ! 1/2/J.891 0,28 SPRING IRRIGA170N 
CAREY, CHARLES C; D!LATUSH, 
ALICE I; DILATUSH, E W 
36-45 Decreed 2/1/1888 o.so VVE.ATHERBY SPRfNGS IRRIGATION 
FARMER, J EUGENE; FARVER, 
MARVEL 
Decreed 6/26/1881 I BlLUNGSLEY CREEK I GLAUNER, EMMA A: GLAUNER, 36-S2 0.40 : IRRIGATION 
JO~N 
36-53 i Decreed 6/26/1881 0.40 SPRINGS IRRIGATION 
GLAUNER, EMMA A; GLAUNER, 
I JOHN 
36-SSAE Decreed 5/1/1883 1.09 RILEY CREEK IRRIGATION GRIDLEY, A.NNA; GRIDLEY, WALTER 
36·56 Decreed s/:/1883 0.30 RILEY CP,E:K IRRIGATION GRIDLEY, ANNA; GRIDc.EY, WALTER i 
35,73 Decreed ! 7/1/1916 0.50 5PftNG lRRIGATiON MARSH, FLOSSIE; MARSH, JAME$ H : 
36-33 Decreed 1/2/1891 0.80 SPRING IRRIGATION . CUNNINGTON, FRED 
36.:::.07 Decreed 4/30/1887 1.00 B!LUNGSLEY CREEK IRRIGATION TERRY,JOHN D; ER:<Y, SARAH F 
36-114 Decreed 4/4/1928 0.80 :-iU!TT SPRING lRRIGAT!ON '. TUPPER1 ULLIAN; TUPPER, W G 
i 36-118 Decr~d 12/12/1901 0.10 l WEATHERBY SPRlf!GS IRRIGATION , VADER, EARL; VADE'1, ETHEL 
36·124B Decreed 4/1/1886 0,26 SPRING iRRIGATION VADER, VERNON 
36<t2.6 Decreed 5/1/1383 l.,OG RILEY CREEK IRR'GATION 
WHARTON JR, J A; W'"iARTON, 
i ALPHA 
! 36-127 Decreed 10/1/1908 1.00 U??ER TUCKER SPRING I IRRIGATION WHARTON JR, J A; WHAR,ON, 
ALPHA 
i 3E·l37 Decreed 4/1/1901 I 3,00 RILEY CREEK !RFUGAT!O~ IDAHO ?QWER CO 
I I SANDS, BIT:Y; SANDS, FLORENCE; 
36·14C Decreec 4/(/1888 6,40 Bl LLJNGSLEY CREEK IRRIGATION 
SANDS, JESSIE: SANDS, MARTHA A 
I SANDS,. BETTY; SANDS, FLORENCE; 
36-142 : Decreed 4/1/1905 1,08 BILLINGSLEY GEEK IRRIGATION SANDS, JESSIE; SANOS, MARTHA A 
36~143 Deceed 4/1/1885 0.80 BILLINGSLEY CREEK !RRIGATION OILATUSH, CH,,RLES N 
35-144 Decreed 4/1/1890 E.60 BILLINGSLEY CREEK IRRIGATION REW,ALVA 
36·'.•15 Decreed 4il/1885 IRRIGATION 
I BARLOGI, AGNES; BARLOGl,JA!YIES; 
i 4.00 BlcLINGSLEY CREEK BARLOGI, LOU!S::; BARLOGI, RITA; , BARLOGl, REX i 
36-!46 Decreed 4/1/1907 i 0.92 BILLINGSLEY CREE( , IRRIGATION 1 BARLOGI, AGNES 
36·147 Qecreed 4/1/1885 . ' 0.24 Bl~UNGSLEY CREEK [ !RRIGATIOI'\ TROVILLO, DC; TROVILLO, Eo"TEliA J 
36-148 Decreed 4/1/1909 0.24 BILLINGSLEY CREEK IRRIGATION 
! CLIFFORcl, ~RS W H; CUFFORO,. W 
I lH 
36-150 Decreed 4/1/1885 0.40 BILLINGSLEY CREEK 1 IRRIGATION MOORE, JOH.~; MOORE, MRS JOHN ! 
36-1.51 Decr~ed 4/1/1885 0,4Q SilllNGS~EY CREEK IRRIGATION MOORE, DAN; MOORE, MRS DANIEL 
36·153 Decreed 3/21/1901 D,8{) B•G SPRINGS ! DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SECOR, HE 
'l6·154 Decreed 3/21/:901 0.80 6 G SPRINGS DOMESllC, IRRIGATION NILES, PM 
36·15S Deemed 3/21/1901 0,80 BIG SPRINGS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION DENNIS, JOHN 
36-156 Decreed 3/21./1901 0.80 BIG SPRINGS OOMESTIC, IRRIGATION NEWCOMB1 WG 
i 36-157 Decreed 3i2:/1901 0.40 BIG SPRINGS DiJMESTIC, IRRIGATION IORNS, HATTIE 
35-15S De.creed 3/21/190: 0.80 BIE S?RINGS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION NORTON, LH 
36-159 DecrC€d 3/21/1901 ' 0.30 BIG SPRINGS OOM£5TIC, IRRIGATION SrlERMAN, E E 
35-160 Decreed 3/21/1901 0,08 GIG SPRINGS ·)OMESTIC, IRRIGA7 I0N HAINSWORTH, THOMAS 
36-161 : D-ecreec' 3/21/1901 0.02 oiG SPRlNGS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GRIDLEY, A'.3ER1 
36-162 ! Decreed 3/21/1903 1.90 BIG SPRIN5S DOMESTIC, iRRIGATION SECOR, h E 
! 35-153 ; Decreed ' 3/21/1903 2,70 SIG SPRINGS DOMESTIC, JRRIGATION LOWER, H 5 
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-36-164 Decreed 3/21/1903 0.80 BIG SPRINGS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION DENNIS, WESLEY J 
36-165 Decreed 3/21/1903 2.70 BIG SPRINGS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION DURFEE, M J 
35-170 Decreed 9/1/1889 1.50 SPRING IRRIGATION ORMSBY, LL 
36-171 Decreed 9/1/1889 8.00 SPRING IRRIGATION BEDAL, KATE C 
36-172 Decreed 5/26/1891 20.00 SPRING IRRIGATION BEDAL, KATE C 
36-173 Decreed 2/27/1891 1.60 SPRINGS IRRIGATION B EDAL, KATE C 
36-174 Decreed 2.00 UPPER TUCKER SPRING IRRIGATION BEDAL, KATE C 
36-175 Decreed 8/2/1915 0.50 SPRINGS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION VADER, FRANK C 
36-177 Decreed 2/1/1888 1.78 WEATHERBY SPRINGS IRRIGATION LEMMON, GUY 
36-178 Decreed 2/1/1888 0.50 SPRINGS IRRIGATION COOK, WALTER E 
36-179 Decreed 12/12/1901 0.36 SPRINGS IRRIGATION MC KNIGHT, JOHN 0 
36-180 Decreed 12/12/1901 0.44 SPRINGS IRRIGATION JENKINS, COLUMBUS E 
36-181 Decreed 3/8/1902 0.12 SPRINGS IRRIGATION JENKINS, COLUMBUS E 
36-182 Decreed 12/12/1901 0.20 SPRINGS IRRIGATION GROVER, GEORGE H 
36-183 Decreed 3/8/1902 2,10 SPRINGS IRRIGATION SHIMP, BASCOM R 
36-184 Decreed 12/12/1901 1.51 SPRINGS IRRIGATION SHIRTCLIFF, ET 
36-186 Decreed 3/8/1902 6.40 SPRINGS IRRIGATION ORMSBY LAND & LIVESTOCK CO 
35-187 Decreed 3/15/1911 3.20 SPRINGS IRRIGATION MORTON REALTY CO LTD 
36-188 Decreed 3/8/1902 3.20 SPRINGS IRRIGATION BARTON, RALPH 
36-189B Decreed 3/8/1902 0.91 SPRINGS IRRIGATION OWENS, CA 
36-195 Decreed 5/1/1918 0.50 RILEY CREEK 
DOMESTIC, 
IDAHO POWER CO 
STOCKWATER 
36-197 Decreed 2/1/1B88 0.70 SPRINGS IRRIGATION GROVER, GEORGE H 
36-198B Decreed 4/4/1910 0.70 SPRINGS IRRIGATION SHIMP, BASCOM R 
36-2001 Llcense 1/31/1905 0.60 SMALLEY SPRINGS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SMALLEY, WINIA E 
36-2003A License 4/16/1908 0.50 CLEAR LAKE DOMESTfC, lRR!GATION INGERSOL, C N 
36-20038 License 11/21/1912 1.46 CLEAR LAKE DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION INGERSOL, C N 
36-2005 License 3/19/1909 0.20 WEECH TUNNEL DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WEECH, JOSEPHS 
36-2012 license 6/27/1912 1.20 M COULEE DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION RAY, TRENA K 
36-ZOlS License 6/26/1913 1.50 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
SHIELDS, ARTHUR G; SHIELDS, 
JAMESW 
36-2D20 License 1/4/1915 DAD SAND CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ELSON, JOSEPH 
36-2022 License 6/9/1915 0.50 
HURD COULEE, TERRY 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GOSS, JAMES 0 
COULEE 
36-2023 License 7/8/1915 0.50 WEATHERBY SPRINGS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION VADER, FRANK C 
36-2025 Ucense 2/12/1916 1.20 SPRING DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BOYER, LEE 
36-2029 License 4/5/1921 14.40 JONES SPRING DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MC CARTY, JOHN 
36-203• License 3/16/1917 1.10 UNNAMED STREAMS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION TERHUNE, CORNELIUS F 
36-2033 License 2/11/1918 a.so UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BAINTER, EC 
36-2036 License 6/12/1919 2.00 WEBBS COULEE DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WEBB, ELMER 
36-2042 License 5/4/1928 0.30 SPRING IRRIGATION TUPPER, W G 
36-2070D Llcense 3/11/1948 3.50 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION JULION CLAWSON FARMS INC 
36-2091 license 6/17/1950 1.47 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION FRAZIER, FRED M 
36-2150 License 9/26/1951 0.12 UNNAMED STREAM 
IRRIGATION, 
MC CLURE, JAMES B 
STOCKWATER 
36-2153A License 11/27/1951 3.24 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION WOOD, WILLARD G 
36-2160B License 12/27/1951 3.00 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MILLER, CR 
36-2172B License 6/20/1952 0.05 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION JONES, HERBERT J 
36-21748 License 6/23/1952 0.04 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION JONES, HERBERT J 
36-2183 License 12/1/1952 1.16 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION BEAMES, KUE H 
36s2218 License 4/29/1953 1.08 UN NAM ED STREAM IRRIGATION HERBOLD, MAX 
36-2222 Licens.e S/7/1953 1.60 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION HENSCHEILD, HERMAN 
36e2223 License 5/7/1953 1.20 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION HENSCHEILD, HERMAN 
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~ 
36-22.34 License 9/2/1953 1.60 UNNAMED STREAM DQMESTlCs .RR!GAl!ON ALASTRA1 SANTIAGO 
36-2235 license ) 9/2/1953 1.10 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ALASTM, SANTIAGO 
36-2240 Uce~se ll/13/1953 0.60 UNNAMD STREAM IRRIGATION BERNAR9, CLAUDE R 
36-2275 License ' 1/21/1955 1.54- GROUND WATER COMMERCIAL JEROME COOP£,ATiVE CREAMERY 
36·2278 Lice;1se 3/9/1955 1.50 UNNAMED STREArV: IRRIGATION OKELBERRY, LP 
36-2281 , License 4/11/1955 0,80 iJNNAMED STREAM t lRRIGAT!ON 
ALLEN, !SABEL; BUSCH HORN, 
ERNEST; THORNTON, ANNA MAF 
' 36-2287 UC€nse 8/4/1955 4.26 UNNAMED DRAIN ioRIGATION DAVIDSON, JOSIE G 
! 
' NE;BAUR BROTHERS; NEleAJR, ' 
36-22.91 License 2/24/leSB 2,40 :,NNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION ' BRUCE; NE13AUR, DAR\,VIN P; 
NEIBAUR, WARREN D 
36-2292 license 1/25/1956 4,J0 UNNM/,ED STRcAM IRRIGATION 
NEIBAUR, EDNA fl; NEIB/\UR, MACK 
w 
36-2293 Ucansa 1/16/1956 2,06 UNNAMED STREAM !RRIBAT!ON CRYSTAL BROTf-'E'lS 
36-2353 Ucense 6/5/1958 2.30 UNNAMED D!\AIN IRR!GAT'ON ,iANSEN, HERMAN R 
36·23678 Uce;;se 12/31/1958 3.28 ' GROUNDWATER IRRIGATION 




i 36·2375 license 0.54 WASTEWATER S;QCKWATER KOFOED, REX 
I 36-2392 License 6/15/1959 0.30 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION G,BSON, JAMES ! 
36-24()2 ucens1:: 9/ll/1959 4,92 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION FEARN, DAVID GAITT"1 
35-2411 License 12/3/1959 0.32 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION PRIEST, WILMER G 
36-2462 License 1/11/1961 ! 0.21 GROUNDWATER I IRRIGATION SERR, ELMER 
35.,2534 License 1/4/1962 l,57 GROUJ\D WATER i IRnlGATION OLSEK, BRUCE; OLSEN, SHARYN 
36-2601 Ucerue 8/10/1964 0.71 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRR!GATON MOON, C ,UGENE 
36-26G2 L!Ge:"!Se i 8/13/1964 0.15 I INDIAN S?RINGS DOMESTIC, IRR GATlON MASKE, HERBERT L 
36-2677 License 1/11/i,957 0.38 \NAS;-EWATI" !RRIGATIO~ BRYNGELSON, ALLAN V 
36-2685 Ucense 3/31/1967 1.29 ! UNNAMED DRAIN IRR1<3AT'.ON GUERRY, JUAN 
36-2687 Ucense 3/21/1967 0.24 
l UNNAMED DRAIN, 
IRRiGATION REED, DAHL W 
WASTEWATER 
36·2695 Ucer.se 5/17/1967 0.34 GROUND WATER IRRlGATlON GRAHAM, RALPH 
36-2539 License 7/20/196€ 4.36 WASTEWATER IRRIGATIO.~ IS'-11'40, EARLS 
IRRIGATION FROM 
35~2702 License B/11/1954 UNNAMED STREA\A STORAGE, IRRIGATION WOOD1 WILLARD G 
STORAGE 
36~273:A Lk:ense 3/24/1947 0.68 WASTEWATER lRRIGA,ION GAMBREL, ,LOYD C . 
35·2731B License 5/6/1944 0.76 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION GAMBREL, FLOYD C 
36-2901 Ucenst'l 11/8/1961 2,68 
ELcl50NS SF RING, FISH PROPAGATION, 
SCOTT', CA 
UNNAMEJ STREAM lRR!GATlON 
36-4003 
Statutory 
6/1/!963 2.00 UNNAMED DRAIN 
IRRIGATION, 
S'v11TH JR, ODEL, 
i Claim STOCKWATER 
36-4022 
Statutory 
! 4/1/1961 1.20 BILLINGSLEY CREEK 
IRRIGATION, 
SMITH, i'THEl C; S:V,ITH, 0 S 
C\alm I ' STOCKWATER 
36-4028 
Statutory 











5/1/1930 LDO WASTE WAlc!\ IRRIGATION ANDRUS1 CLIN;' Claim 
364031 
Statutory 




5/1/~961 3.20 ! GROUND \N,'\TER IRRIGA~ION SEL',J:RS, LP.RRY E; SE:..LERS, RUTH 
Claim I ANN 
36-4039 
Sta-<;utO\'Y 


























6/1/1934 4,00 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 




























4/1/1942 0.62 WASTE WATER IRRIGATION ROICE1 JOHN Claim 
36-4095 
Statutory 




3/15/1940 0.20 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION 








4/1/192D LOO WASTE WATER IRRIGATION 
CAMMACK, JAMES S; LYDA, 
Claltn DOROTHEE C 
36-4111 
Statutory 
4/15/1947 O.D2 UNNAMED DITCH 
IRRIGATION, 




6/1/1950 1.00 WASTE WATER IRRIGATION 
THAITE, KENNETH D; THAETE, 
Claim MELVIN E 
36-4116 
Statutory 








3/17/1970 0.82 WASTE WATER 
IRRIGATION, 
BLADES1 AL Claim STOCKWATER 
36-4149 
Statutory 
3/1/1960 0.50 CLEAR LAKE IRRIGATION 
CLEAR LAKE RANCH P U D MASTER 
Claim ASSN INC 
36-4150 
Statutory 




































12/2/1924 1.31 BANBURY SPRINGS 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, 
BANBURY PIPE CO INC 
Clalm STOCKIVATER 
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~- ~~- ' " GROUND WATER IRRIGATiON FOUR H FARMS INC \ 
36-4176 
Statutmy ' 
5/5/1959 6.40 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION HESS, PHIUP li : Clatrn 
36-4177 
Statutory 




1/1/1960 0.8"9 GROUND WATE, 
COMMERCIAL, 
LLE\VELLYN 1 W!Ll W '. Cioim IRRIGATION i 

















l/1/1958 l.50 GROUND WATER STOCKWATER 
SCHENK, FRECONA; SCHENK1 
Claim ROBERTW 
Statutory DOM,STIC, IRRIGATION, 
GARDNER, KATRl~A; GARDNER, 
36-4223 
Claim 
1/1/1907 0.09 GROUND WATER 
STOCKWATER 




36-t.225 j Statutory 4/1/Bll 2.00 WASTEWATER I IRRIGATION UTT, KAREIH; lfIT, ROBER, : , Claim 
36-4225 
Statutor; ' 
1/21/1957 i 0.29 GROUND WATER 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGA: ION, 
IDAHO YOUTH RANCH INC , Cl.aim STOCKWATER 
StattJtOF)' 
4/15/1970 
I I BRAILSFORD, KAREN; 3,AILSFOR~, 
36-4229 
c\aim 








! ! BUXTON, WILLIAM C; $~\DY, 
! 36-4238 Claim 3.00 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION WILLIAM A 
Statu':cry 
CANTONE, JANE; CANTONi:, 













4/1/1969 Q,40 GROU:,lD WATER U\RIGATION SUCHAN, FRANK J l Claim 
36-7183 llcet1se 6/29/1971 D.lB GROUND WATER IRR!GATlON CC:NTON, VERNON 8 
36-7261 License 9/19/1972 0,70 GROJND WATER IRRIGATiO:, G\JNNING, FRANQS F 
36-7339 License G/c4/19'/3 0,27 GROUND WATER 
DOMESTIC, 
, GREGERSEN, BRENTT j STOCKWATER 
36<?375 license 10/3/1973 0.04 GROUND WATER 
COMV.ERCIAL, 
SCHU1TE, HENRY W 
j DOMESTIC 
i 36-7439 I License 4/20/1973 0.14 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC HAAG, LAWRENCE R 
36-7482 License 6/5/1974 0,11 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC 
BLACl<WSLL, ESTHER; BLACKWELi., 
• ', LOUIS ' I 
I 
CO'vlMERCIAL, 
CONNECTICUT M\JTUAL UFE 
36-7500 UceGse 10/7/1974 0,35 GROlND WATER INSURANCE CO; ~HI BAULT, DONALD 
i 
DOMESTIC 
F; THIBAULT, PHYLLIS N 
36-7530 Ucense 3/31/1975 0.52 GROUND WATER l~RIGATION CLINTON, VERNON B 
36-7637 License 8/20/1976 0.80 GROUND WATER I IRRIGA-:-ION 3UTLER, WILUAM B 
i 36-7849 Lk:ens.e 3/30/1979 OM I GROUND WATER 'RRIGA7'10N CL1NTON, VERNON B 
36-7867 License 7/31/1979 0.05 [ WASTE WATER ! IRRlGAT!ON LOCKWOOD, CHARLEST; i i LOC'tWOOO, JOANNE A 
I 36-7880 license 11/27/19?9 0,60 GROUND WATER I 1RRIGATION i WIERSEMA, KURT; WIERSEMA, ' LLOYD 
Page 5 016 
0,06 DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
NORMAJ 
35-7893 License 2/20/1930 0,03 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION WOLFF, EDGAR 
36-7910 Ucer,sa 4/2/1980 1,84 ! WASTE WATER IRRIGATION MC fARlAND1 DON 
36-7972 Ucer,s.e 3/16/1981 0,14 : WASTE WATER IRRIGATION THAITE. KENNETH D 
36-7382 Llcer.s.e 5/4/1931 0,04 WASTEWATER 
IRRIGATION, HUMPHRIES, CHEScER R; 
STOCKWATER HUMPHR!ES, r.cLEN M 
35-7387 Ucense 5/21/198:L 0.03 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION GA~BRE½ FLOYD C 
3&-79.88 License. 6/25/1981 0,11 GROUNDWATER DOMESTIC BASELINE WATER CO 
36-8066 License 2/22/1982 0,04 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
Ai'\CHER, ROBERTI.; HAMBUN, 
JERRY 
36,8071 -Ucense. 3/4i1982 0,08 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRiGATION StADE, JEFFREY H 
36-8109 license 8/17/;.982 0,07 GRCUND WATER ::JOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BONADIMAN, RUDY 
35#8160 License 4/5/1983 0.04 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRR!GATION l(QR5Ef,, DANG 
35-8173 License 3/25/1983 0.02 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION FLEENOR, EDWARD 
36•8193 Lican.se 4/6/1984 0.04 GROUND WATER 
DOMESTIC, IRRlGATION, 
SKEEN, A DALE; SKEEN, KAREN L 
STOCKWATER 
31;.8210 License 6/23/1983 0.01 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION NIELD, MARDENNE; NIELD, ORAN 
36·8211 License 6/23/1983 0,04 GROUND WATER COMMEROAL OTTO, EVA DEE; OTTO, !VAN K 
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Basin 37 Potentially Unclaimed Water Rights 
~ ~~ 
37-23 Decreed 8/2/1902 60.00 SILVER CREEK POWER AlBREH!SON, MA!lTIN I 
37-30 Decreed 6/1/1885 1.80 CHIMNEY CREEK IRRIGATION ARNOLD, CASTROS 
37-31 De,:reed 5/1/1889 1.40 CHIMNEY CREEK IRRIGATION ARNOLDI CASTRO s 
37-52 Decreed 6/15/1885 2.60 BIG WOOD RIVER !RRIGATION BERGIN,JOSEPH D 
i 37-65 Decreed 6/15/1883 7.70 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION 
BANZIT, W!U.ISJ; GRAF, FRANWN; 
GRAF, HARRISON F 
i 37-71.t.. Decreed ' 5/1/1892 1.50 . BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION BLAIR, SAMUEL M 
! 37-73 Decreed 5/3V19oo 4.00 ' EASTFORK WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION BOARD, CHARI.ES 
37-74 Decreed 7/13/1901 25,00 EAST rORK WOOD RIVER POWER BOARD, CHARLES 
37-75 Decreed 7/26/1902 SO.DO WARM SPRINGS CREEK POWER BOARD, CHARLES 
37-76 Decreed 1/2/1906 300.00 B G WOOD RIVER POWER BOARD, CHARLES 
37.93 Decreed 5/1/1890 4.80 WILLOW CREEK IRRIGAT!ON BRINEGAR, ALBERT E 
37-94 Decreed 4/1/1890 1.00 CHANEY CREE:< IRRIGATION BROA!JHURST, JAMES 6 
37-!00 Decreed 7/1/1889 2.40 EAST FORK WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION BROWN, JAMES N 
BROWN, MARY; BROWN, MICrAEL; 
37-103 Decreed 8/1/1884 3.20 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION BROWN, SARAH; SWEAT, 
CATHERINE L 
37-,0SC Decreed 5/31/1887 1.54 SIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION MOLYNEUX, AW 
37·106E ; Decreed 5/15/1392 4.61 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION MOc.YNEUX1 AW i 
37-113J Decreed 7/10/1884 0,15 GROUND WATER ! IRRIGATION HEAD, DEBRIS; HEAD, JOSEPHINE ! 
' 37-122A Dei;:~eed 5/1/1887 4.14 BIG WOOD P.JVER IRRIGATION BYRNE, JOHN; BYRNE, PATRICK ' 
i 37-1228 Decreed 5/1/1887 0.90 BIG WOOD R:VER jqRIGATION SORENSEN, GORDON E 
37-123A Oec,-eed 5/1/18.87 9.50 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION 
BYRNE JR, THOMASJ; BYRNE, 
i MICHAELJ 
37-lBB Decreed 5/1/1887 050 BIG WOCD RIVER IRRIGATION KIPP, ROBERT H 
37·124 Decreed 5/1/1887 0.80 BIG WOOD RIVER ; IRRIGATION BYRNE SR, THOMAS 
37-146 Decreed 6/li1883 2.70 CORRAL CREEK li\RIGATION CLARK, H L 
37-147 Decreed 6/1/1886 0.70 CORRAL CREEK IRRIGATION CIARi(, Ht 
37-148 Decreed 4/16/1888 3.20 CORRAL CREEK IRRIGATION a.ARK, H L 
37-152 : Decreed 4/1/1893 3-20 LITTLE WOOD RIVER IRR:GATION ESTATE OF HENRY A COlf 
37-156 Decreed ! 5/1/1887 o.so BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION COOK,JOHNW ! 
37-165 ! Decreed 6/1/1891 1.50 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION DARRAH.BEN 
37-166 Decreed lC/20/1902 1.4-0 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRlGATlON DARRAH,BEN 
37·179 Decreed 11/1/1907 6.40 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION CALKIIIS, W J j 
37-182A Dec.reed 5/31/1887 
, 
9.60 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION MOLYNEUX, AW ! 
37·185 Decreed 5/1/1898 2.00 LITTLE WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION OHLINGER, W J 
37-2128 Decreed 6/23/lSSB 2.80 WARM SPRINGS CREEK IRRIGATION 
FARNLUN, AUGUST; FARNlcN, 
PETRA 
37-234A Decreed 6/15/1884 0.40 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION FOSTER, PHER 
37•237A Decreed 6/15/1887 1.13 Sil VER CREEK IRRIGATION LARKIN, CHARLES R 
37-237B 1 Decreed 6/15/1887 0.89 
LOVING CREE,, StL VER 
DOMESTIC, IRR!GATION 
MOLYNEUX, CL'/DE L; ORVIK, NINA 
CREEK MOLYNEUX 
37-242 Decfeed 6/1/1885 2.00 SOLDIER CREEK IRRIGATION GARDNER, WALTER 
37-243 Decreed 6/1/1888 3.00 SOLDIER CREEK IRRIGATION GARDNER1 WAlTER 
37-244 Decreed 6/1/1898 2.66 SOLDIER CREEK IRRIGATION GARDNER, WALTIR 
37-251 Decreed 6/15/1887 1-40 CAMAS CREEK IRRIGATION SAND SPRINGS RANCH & CO 
37-261 Decreed 3/18/1895 4.80 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION GOMES, AM; GOODING, FRANK R 
37-264 Decreed 5/25/1883 l.SO LITTlE WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION GOODING, FRANK R 
37-266 Decreed 4/15/1884 1.40 LITTLE WOOD RIVER !RRlGATION GOODING, FRANK R 
37-276G Decreed 6/1/1885 0.04 BIG WOOD RIVER ,RRIGATION GOODING, FRED W . 
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37-290 Decreed 7/1/1883 3.20 BURGESS CREEK IRRIGATION GRAY, JOHN J 
37-291 Decreed 5/15/1895 3.20 EARLY CREEK IRRIGATION GRAY,JOHl'IT 
37-298A Decreed 9/18/1885 1.00 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CLARK, WAYNE 
37-298B Decreed 9/18/1885 3.00 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION HARTE, CT 
37-302A Decreed 6/1/1891 0.55 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION CLOUGHTON, MATTHEW 
37-3168 Decreed 10/15/1884 2.88 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION WOOD RIVER RANCH CO INC 
37-318B Decreed 6/14/1883 1.40 SILVER CREEK IRRIGATION 
HODGMAN, WA; HOWARD, HUGH 
E 
37-318C Decreed 6/14/1883 0.40 SILVER CREEK IRRIGATION HOWARD, HUGHE 
37-323 Decreed 6/1/1887 3.00 SOLDIER CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION PERRY1 JOHN A 
37-324 Decreed 11/22/1890 3.20 SOLDIER CREEK IRRIGATION HULSTROM, ANNIE M 
37-325A Decreed 11/22/1890 3.20 SOLDIER CREEK IRRIGATION HULSTROM, JOHN A 
37-325B Decreed 11/22/1890 1.6() SOLDIER CREEK DOMESTIC, !RRIGATION PERRY, JOHN A 
37-331 Decreed 6/1/1889 280.00 BIG WOOD RIVER POWER IDAHO ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO 
37-334A Decreed 6/30/1884 0.50 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION !FLAND, ADAM 
37-334D Decreed 6/30/1884 2.00 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CLARK, WAYNE 
37-334G Decreed 6/30/1884 0,08 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION MOLYNEUX, AW 
37-335 Decreed 5/15/1882 3.00 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION IVERS, THOMAS C 
37-336 Decreed 5/15/1895 1.00 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION IVERS, THOMAS C 
37-337B Decreed 6/1/1887 5,00 EAST FORK WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION IVIE,AS 
37-339 Decreed 5/1/1888 3.00 SOLDIER CREEK IRRIGATION JEFFERS, BENJAMIN F 
37-340 Decreed 5/9/1901 1.SO SOLDIER CREEK IRRIGATION JEFFERS, BENJAMIN F 
37-342 Decreed 11/20/1883 1.50 SOLDIER CREEK IRRIGATION JENKINS, EMILY 
37-346 Decreed 6/15/1886 3.00 SOLDIER CREEK IRRIGATION JOHNSON, GEORGE F 
37-347 Decreed 6/1/1892 0.20 SOLD I ER CREEK IRRIGATION JOHNSON, GEORGE F 
37-348 Decreed 4/1/1888 0.80 
MALLETT BRANCH 
IRRIGATION JOHNSON, HANS P 
Sil VER CREEK 
37-349 Decreed 4/1/1890 1.60 
MALLETT BRANCH 
IRRIGATION JOHNSON, HANS P 
SILVER CREEK . 
37-350 Decreed 6/1S/1891 2.00 GANNETT CREEK IRRIGATION JOHNSON, HANS P 
37-360 Decreed 10/31/1889 3.20 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION JONES, JOHN W 
37-362 Decreed 5/20/1902 6.40 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION JONES, THOMAS J . 
37-363H Decreed 4/12/1883 0.22 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION MC ILHENNY, SCOTT 
37-364C Decreed 5/1/1887 0.64 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION 
CKURCH OF JESUS CHRIST OFTHE 
LATTER DAY SAINTS 
37-364H Decreed 5/1/1887 0.08 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION JUSTUS, U 5 
37-354J Decreed 5/1/1887 0_16 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATfON MC ILHENNY, SCOTT 
37-382 Decreed 5/1/1900 2.40 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION KINSEY, ALPHA A 
37-383 Decreed 5/1/1886 3.DO BIG WOOD RIVER IRRfGATION KINSEY, HENRY H 
37-385 Decreed 5/l/1887 1.40 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION KINSEY, HENRY H 
37-413 Decreed 6/15/1885 2.00 DEER CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION COMMONS, EG 
37-414 Decreed 7/1/1893 2.00 DEER CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION COMMONS, EG 
37-43SB Dec.reed 6/2/1890 0.08 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION BOONE, MARGARET M 
37·442 Decreed 7/8/1884 1.60 LOVING CREEK IRRIGATION MOLYNEUX, AW 
37-445 Decreed 6/1/1899 1.60 CAMAS CREEK IRRIGATION MARREN, THOMAS 
37-462 Decreed 6/1/1885 2.40 CHIMNEY CREEK IRRIGATION MC GHEE, BARKLEY J 
37-478 Decreed 6/10/1887 2.40 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION MELLER, J W 
37-479B Decreed 6/10/1887 1.20 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION MELI.ER, J W 
37-484 Decreed 7/16/1907 3.00 BIG WOOD RIVER fRRIGATION . MILLER, BENJAMIN F 
37-502 Decreed 0.80 SOLDIER CREEK IRRIGATION MORRELL, SIEGEL 
37-515 Decreed 8/2/1909 0.80 LITTLE WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION NEWHOUSE, R A 
37-518 Decreed 6/1/1902 2.00 SOLDIER CREEK IRRIGATION OLSON, PETER 
37-519 Decreed 6/1/1903 1.00 SOLDIER CREEK IRRIGATION OLSON, PETER 
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37-531A Oecree-d 5/1/1905 0.80 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION PECK, OlARlES M 
37-532 Decreed 7/1/1880 PECKS SPRING IRRIGATION PECK, GEORGE W 
37-534 Decreed 5/9/1883 0.25 LITTLE DEER CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION COMMONS, EG ! 
37-535 Decreed 7/5/1884 3.00 UTTLE DEER CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION COMMONS, EG 
37-540 Decreed 6/10/1892 3.20 SOLDIER CREEK lRRJGA':'ION PETERSON, NELS J 
37-541 Decreed 5/5/1900 1.60 SOLDIER CREEK IRRIGA~ION PETERSON, NELS J . 
37-550 Decreed 5/18/1907 1.60 
FOURMILE CREEK, 
IRRIGATION PHIPPS, WILEY W 
I THREMILE CREEK 
37-553 Decreed 6/1/1884 0.30 TRAIL CREEK IRRIGATION PRICE, WM 




37-555 Decreed , BIG WOOD ,!VER RECREATION STORAGE PURDUM,AM 
37-556 Decreed 12/1/1885 i LITTLE WOOD RIVER COMMERCIAL PU~OUM & PURDUM 
37-573 Decreed 8/27/1882 40.00 WARM SPRINGS CREEK POWER RHODES, JAMES M 
37-575 Decreed 8/1/1888 0.80 
EAST FORK, NORTH 
INDUSTRIAL RHODES, JAMES M 
FORK BIG WOOD RIVER 
37"'602 Decreed 5/1/1887 0.50 WILLOW CREEK IRRIGATION SHIPP, aJZABETH 
37"603 Decreed 6/1/1897 LOO WILLOW CREEK IRRIGATION SHl?P1 ELIZABETH 
37-605 Decreed 11/5/1903 60,00 UTTL: WOOD R!VcR POWER SHOSHONE LIGHT & WATER CO 
37-610 Decreed 5/31/1903 6.40 C4MASCREEK IRRIGATION SAND SPRINGS RANCH & CO 
37-615 Decreed 5/31/1884 3.10 ! BIG WOOD RIVE'l IRRIGATION SILVA, MANUEL 
37-628 Decreed 6/1/1891 2.8() 
WEST FORK nrnEEMIL£ 
IRRIGATION SMITH, CH 
CREEK . 
37-644 Decreed 4/1/1884 2.00 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION STIFFLER, LUCY C 
' 
37-666B Decreed 6/12/1886 0,34 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION STATE OF IDAHO 
AESTHETIC STORAGE, 
I DIVERSJOr, TO BRAMON, DARLENE M; BRAMON, 37-6858 Decreed 10/15/1884 3.00 BIG WOOD RIVER STOAAGE, FIRt FRANKLIN L; SLOCUM, RONALD; 
PROTECTION STORAGE, I SLOCUM, SALLIE 
IRRIGATION 
37-691f Decreed 4/1/1885 0.24 LITTLE WOOD RIVER lRR!GATION : ROSE, KENNETH O; ROSE, MARY D 
37-697 Decreed 5/31/1887 3,20 SOLDIER CREEK : IHRIGATION WHITE, ISAIIIH 
37-698 Decreed 5/5/1884 ! :.30 LITTLE WOOD RIVER ' IRRIGATION STIMPSON, DON F 
! 37-699A Decreed 5/ll/1884 2.70 LJTTLEWDOD RIVER IRRIGATION STIMPSON, DON' 
37-699B Decreed 5/5/1884 0.90 L:TTU: WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION STIWPSON, DON F 
37-700 Decreed 5/5/1&84 L30 LI TfLE WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION STIMPSON, DON F 
37-7030 Decreed 6/15/1891 o.?.O BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION SPENCER, MABEL 
37·7041! Decreed 6/15/1891 3.20 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION WILSON,CW 
37 .. 7oe Decreed 4/1/1877 1.00 LlffiE WOOD ~IVER IRRIGATION WOODWORTH, E L 
37-711 Decreed 11/29/1907 3.20 BIG WOOD R !VER IRRIGATION WORDEN, RUTHS 
37-714 Decreed 10/1/1890 2.40 BIG WOO) RIVER IRRIGATION YOUNG,H M 
37-721 De.creed 6/1/1888 0.70 CORRAL CREEK IRRIGATION CAR".'ER, THOMAS 
37-723 Decreed 6/1/1886 0.60 CORRAL CREEK IRRIGATION KEMPTON, MARYL 
37-729 Decreed 5/25/1888 Q.50 CORRAL CREEK IRRIGATION HADDIN,SG 
• 37-742 Decreed 5/15/1903 1.50 FISH CREEK IRRIGATION COATES, JOSEPH E 
37-749A Decreed 3/30/1883 2.40 FlSH CREEK IRRIGATION ELDREDGE, IRA 
37-7498 Decreed 3/30/1883 0.80 FISH CREEK DOMESTIC, mmGATION CONDIE, LILL•E I 
37-755 Decreed 5/15/1904 0.40 F!SH CREEK IRRGATION KNIGHT, VINSON P 
37-765 Decreed 5/15/1908 0.20 FISH CREEK IRRIGATION NOR"ON, LAFAYETTE M I 
37-770A Decreed 3/30/1883 1.30 ! FISH CREEK IRRIGATION PATTERSON.JOSEPH R 
37-7708 Decreed 3/30/1883 1.20 , FISH CREEK IRRIGATION SNIDER, PffiR 
37-809 Decreed 4i1/1892 1.40 I CLOVER CREE~ IRRIGATION FERGUSON, BARLOW 
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37-812 Decreed 7/7/19D9 0.76 CLOVER CREEK IRRIGATION LITTLE, JOSEPH E 
37-813 Decreed 7/7/1909 0.48 CLOVER CREEK IRRIGATION LITTLE, IDA 
37-816 Decreed 4/1/1884 0.40 CLOVER CREEK IRRIGATION COLVIN, FRED 
37,829 Decreed 4/1/1888 o.so WASTEWATER IRRIGATION CHELI NE, HAROLD 0 
37-830 Decreed 4/1/1904 3.20 CALF CREEK IRRIGATION PAINTER, THEODORE E 
37-832 Decreed 4/23/1910 3.20 COW CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WATTLES, ZELLA L 
37-837 Decree-d 7/1/1887 3.20 SOLDIER CREEK IRRIGATION LABRUM, HENRY GEORGE 
37-838 Decreed 4/30/1887 1.24 SOLDIER CREEK IRRIGATION PERKINS, WILLIAM Y 
37-839 Decreed 4/30/1887 2.54 SOLDIER CREEK IRRIGATION PERKINS, LEANDER N 
37--840 Decreed 5/31/1887 2.00 SOLDIER CREEK IRRIGATION WHITE, SARAH 
37-841 Decreed 4/1/1886 2.00 SOLDIER CREEK IRRIGATION 
ESTATE OF IRAS WARING; WARING, 
ROSE M 
37-842 Decreed 4/1/1887 2.00 SOLDIER CREEK IRRIGATION 
ESTATE OF IRAS WARING; WARING, 
ROSEM 
37-843 Decreed 4/1/1892 2.00 SOLDIER CREEK IRRIGATION 
ESTATE OF IRAS WARING; WARING, 
ROSE M 
37'853 Decreed 7/1/1891 1.20 SOLDIER CREEK IRRIGATION WATSON, HENRY D 
37'858 Decreed 5/1/1886 1.40 DRY CREEK IRRIGATION CRIST, EL 
37-860 Decreed 3/1/1905 10,00 DRY CREEK IRRIGATION KANAUSS, LESTER; PETERSON, J W 
37-864 Decreed 9/28/1896 0.80 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GOMES, ANTHONY M 
37-866 Decreed 4/1/1905 3.20 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION ROBERTSON, JENNIE 
37-879 Decreed 5/1/1905 2.40 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION VAUGHN, ROY 
37-883A Decreed 5/15/1885 3.07 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION MOLYNEUX, AW 
37-886F Decreed 6/1/1884 0.60 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION DISBENNETT JR, ons 
37-888 Decreed 11/11/1884 16.00 DEER CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MCMONIGLE, PATRICK B 
37-890 Decreed 6/23/1934 6.00 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 
UPPER BIG WOOD RIVER WATER 
USERS ASSN 
BIG WOOD CANAL COMPANY; 
37-894A Decreed 9/1/1920 3.58 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION MUTUAL WOOD RIVER WATER 
USERS ASSN 
37'896 Decreed 4/1/1940 0.07 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BROWN, ROBERT A 
37-897 Decreed 4/1/1940 0.03 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BUSHNELL, ADA B 
37-898 Decreed 4/1/1940 2.91 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BUTTRAM, RE 
37-900 Decreed 4/1/1940 2.98 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CLARK, WAYNE 
37-901 Decreed 4/1/1940 0.73 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CROCKER, G F 
37-902A Decreed 4/1/1940 0.48 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION DAVIS, VERN 
37-902B Decreed 4/1/1940 0.10 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION GORMAN, JAMES A 
37-903 Decreed 4/1/1940 0.07 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION DECKARD, IRA 
37-904 Decreed 4/1/1940 2.18 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION DREXLER, JOHN 
37-907 Decreed 4/1/1940 0.96 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HURST, FRED 
37-90B Decreed 4/1/1940 0.04 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HURST, MADALINE 
37-909 Decreed 4/1/1940 0.18 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION JOHNSON, FLOYD 
I 37-910 Decreed 4/1/1940 4.65 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MC CURRY, ETTA B 
37-911 Decreed 4/1/1940 0.44 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MCATEE, WYATTV 
37-912 Decreed 4/1/1940 1.45 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MIZER; DALE 
37-913 Decreep 4/1/1940 0.26 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION POOL, JACK 
37-914 Decreed 4/1/1940 0.12 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION POVEY, FREDERICK 
37-915 Decreed 4/1/1940 0.33 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SHARP, ARTHUR 
37-916 Decreed 4/1/1940 0.04 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SHARP,JOHN 
37-920 Decreed 4/1/1940 0.07 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WILSON, FLOYD 
37-921 Decreed 4/1/194D 0.76 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION YOUNG, MARTIN 
37-922 Decreed 4/1/1940 0.76 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION YOUNG, ROBERT 
37-923 Decreed 4/1/1940 0.22 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION YOUNG, WA 
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37-936 Decreed 5/l/1918 1.,00 SILVER C~EEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION LEWIS, HK 
37-937 Decree-d 5/1/1918 LOO SILVER CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION LEWIS, LOIS 
37-938 Decreed 6/1/1912 2.00 tlTTL£ WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIEATION MALCOLM, GEORGE E 
37.94c Decreed 5/1/1910 2.00 Sil VER CqEEK IRRIGATION SMITH, DB 
37-943A Decreed 0.80 J DRAIN IRRIGATION 
MOLYNEUX, AW; MOLYNEUX, 
MAXINE 
37-9436 Detreed 1.34 J DRAIN tRRiGAT!ON LARKIN, CHARLES R 
37-943D Decreed 0.81 J DRAIN DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION , 
MOLYNEUX, 0.YDE L; ORVIK, NINA 
MOLYNEUX 
37-943£ Decreed 0.25 J DRAIN IRRIGATION LARKIN, CHARLES R 
I 37,944A Decreec'. 0.67 K DRAIN, L DRAIN IRRIGATION LARKIN, CHA.,LES R 
' MOLYNEUX, AW; MOLYNEUX, 37,944C Dec:reed 0.40 K DRAIN, L DRAIN IRRIGATION 
MAXINE 
37-944D De.creed 0.40 DOMESTIC, IRRJGATION 
. MOLYNEJX, CLYDE L; ORVIK, N!NA 
\ MOLYNEJX 
37-944E Decreed 0.12 K DRAIN, l DRAIN IRRIGATION LARKIN, CHARLl'S R 
37·946 Decreed 0.80 I DRAIN IRRIGATION ! GILLIAN, JAMES 
37.949 Decreed 2.22 
f DRAIN, G ORAi ~, H 
IRRIGATION CHESS, BEN 
' 
'DRAIN i 
37-955 i Decreed 4/1/1886 l.50 LITTLE WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION OTTERSON, WILLIAM H 
37-968 I Decreed 4/l/1885 0,60 LlffiE WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION KEMPTON, JEROME B 
37-979 Decreed 4/1/1885 LOO LlffiE WOOD RI VER IRRIGATION f3.0WMAN, JAMES W 
37-985 Decreed 8/31/1892 1.2C UTTLE WOOD RiVER IRRIGATION HORTON, EW 
37-992 Decreed 4/15/1885 1.80 UTT LE WOO 0 RIVER . IRRIGATION NUSGEN, GUSTAVE 
FRIEDMAN CREEK, 
37-1015 Decreed 4/1/1887 1.60 
SOUTH FORK MULDOON 
IRRIGATION W NCHESTER, STEPHEN 
CREEK, UNNAMED 
-STREAMS 
I 37-1019 Decreed 4/l/1885 0.50 IJTTLE WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION WOMACK, ASA l 
37~1020 Decreed 4/1/1888 0.50 LITTLE WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION WOMACK,, ASA L 
37-1023 Decreed 6/30/1884 0.60 UNNAMED STREAMS IRRIGATION GOODMAN, DOUGLAS H 
37-1024 Decreed 4/1/1885 0.40 UNNAMED STREAMS IRRIGATION GOODMAN, DOUGLAS H 
37-1025 Decreed 4/l/1887 0.80 UNNAMED STREA.~S IRRIGATION GOODMAN, DOUGLAS H 
37-1044 Decreed l 6/15/lZSS 1,20 FRIEDMAN CREEK IRRIGATION 3/<tlANTINE, J W 
37-1045 Decreed 4/l/1886 ! 1.00 FRIEDMAN CREEK IRRIGATION BALLANTINE, J W ! 
37-1050 Decreed 4/1/1828 LlffiE WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION EVANS, DAVID J 
37,1055 Decreed 5/20/1885 2.20 UNNAME:J STREAMS IRRIGATION CUSHING. HENRY S 
! 
37-1069 Decreed 6/1/1891 1.20 unu WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION MUCHADO, LOUIS 
37-1071A Decreed 6/1/1892 Q,20 SILVER CREEK IRRIGATION PARKER, MARY 
37-1071B Decr2ed 6/l/1892 2.00 SILVER CREEK IRRIGATION CARPENTER, JOHN H 
37~1091 Decreed 4/1/1890 1.50 SILVER CREEK IRRIGATION HAYDEN, JOHN 
37-1093 Decreed 6/1/1890 2,00 SILVER CREEK IRRIGATION GRAHAM, ANDREW J 
I 37-:104/\ Decreed 4/1/1890 1,00 SILVER CREEK , IRRIGATiON STOCKS, THOMAS ' ' 
37-1111 Decreed 8/14/1890 2.50 SILVER CREEK mqlGATION NISSEN, CHRISTIAN 
37-1:21 De::reed 9/26/1906 0.50 LITTLE WOOD RIVfR 'IRRlGA TICN 
MALCOLM, GEORGE E; MALCOLM., 
MAR€ARET 
37-1122 Decreed 9/26/1906 0.50 LITTLE WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION DIXON, ELMER 
37-1128 De:::reed 12/1/1911 3.20 tlTTLE WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CARPENTER, FORREST A 
37-1129 Decreed 12/1/1911 4,00 LITTLE WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CARPEN fER, SAi.EM 
37-1130 Decreed 12/1/1911 0.80 LlffiE WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CARPENTER,CLARENCE 
37-1133 Decreed 7/1/1910 2.00 DRY CREEK IRRIGATION MC CARTER, ORLAJ 
37-1171 Decreed 7/1/1906 1.60 LITTLE WOOD RIVE q DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GUBLER, GODFREY 
37-1180 Decreed 5/23/1910 1.00 FISH CREEK IRRIGATION NORTON, lAFAYffiE M 
I 37-1182 Deemed 6/27/1883 0.08 SO LDI EH CREEK IRRIGATION WHITE, SARAH . 
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37-1193 Decreed 4/1/1940 0.18 
37-1194 Decreed 15.00 
37-1196 Decreed 3.00 
37-1220 Decreed 5/10/1882 4.00 
37-1221 Decreed 5/24/1909 1.50 
37-1224D Decreed 12/28/1932 0.20 
37-1229 Decreed 6/1/1901 0.70 
37-1234 Decreed 4/15/1910 6.00 
37-1235 Decreed 2/20/1911 2.40 
37-1237 Decreed 11/19/1929 3.00 
37-1245 Decreed 9/12/1912 41.02 
37-2004 license 8/20/1903 6.40 
37-2009 License 8/30/1904 2.20 
37-2011 License 12/12/1904 250.00 
37-2014 License 2/8/1905 2.10 
37-2023 License 9/22/1905 3.20 
37-2025 license 9/20/1905 6.40 
37-2027 license 9/8/1905 0.10 
37-2028 license 10/9/1905 1.00 
37-2029 Ucense 10/4/1905 4.72 
37-2036 License 3/28/1906 1.60 
37-2037 License 3/29/1906 0.10 
37-2042 License 4/17/1906 6.00 
37-2044 Llcense 5/16/1906 0.50 
37-2047 licerise 6/18/1906 9.00 
37-2048 lfcense 9/22/1905 4.50 
37-2050 Ucense 7/6/1906 0.80 
37-2053 License 7/11/1906 3.20 
37-2054 License 7/19/1906 4.00 
37-2058 License 7/5/1906 1.20 
37-2059 license 9/19/1906 0.50 
37-2060 license 10/8/1906 3.00 
37-2061 License 10/17/1906 1.00 
37-2063 License 12/10/1906 2.00 
37-2064 License 12/10/1906 2.00 
37-2065 License 12/10/1906 2.00 
37-2068 Lice rise 12/13/1906 3.20 
37-2072 License 5/1/1907 3,00 
37-2073 License 5/3/1907 0.80 
37-2077 license 6/20/1907 0.20 
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CASE, GEORGE W 
CONNETT, LOUISE S 
CONNETT, LOUISE S 
SCHOEN, LAWRENCE 
LEE, ARCHIE R; LEE, SARAH E 
GRAY, GOLDIE 
HORAN, JAMES H 
HARRIS, ANNIE I; NORTHWESTERN 
& PACIFIC HYPOTHEEKBANK 
CAREY LAKE RESERVOIR CO 
BECKER, ADELINE; HALE, J M 
WARD,JOHN W 
CRAMER ELECfRIC CO 
WARD,JOHN W 
COOK, CHARLES W 
HALE, STELLA I 
BOYER, REECE C 
JOHNSON, ANDREW 
GIBBONS, MARY V 
LEWIS,SAM 
CONDIT, FRANCESE; CONDIT,J E; 
CONDIT,J H 
GARBUTT, WILLIAM; MONTAGUE, 
HOLLISTER 
STRONG, PATRICIA ANN 
ORR, FRED 
ROUDEBUSH, UZZ!E E 
MARTIN, JOHN 
MC GHEE, BARKLEY J 
HARRISON, LAURA E 
CHIPMAN, ROSA B; RICE, ER 
VANCE1 MARTHA E 
WOOD, JOSEPH C 
DARR,MARYE 
GRIFFITH, RICHARD M 
GRIFFITH, RICHARD M 
BOOE, ELVIS R 
DANIELS, JOSEPH E 
JORDAN, ALICE C 
ROWLEY, EMMA 
BOYER, REECE C 
~ 
37-2079 Ucense 6/29/1907 3.00 LITTLE WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC. IRRIGATION LANE, JAMES H; L~NE, JENNIE£ i 
37-2080 License 7/11/1907 3.00 
DAVIDSON SPRINGS, 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGAT'O~ PERKINS, DEAN L 
TIMBER GULCH 
37-2081 l license 7/1/1907 2.10 CORRAL CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRlGATION TIEDE, MARV C 
37·2CS2 License 7/20/1907 1.20 COVE CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ROCKWEL~ IRVINE 
37·2083 Ucense 7/20/1907 2.00 
CHIMNEY CREEK, HARDY 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WARDEN, JARY 
CREEK 
37-2084 i Ucense 7/20/1907 2.00 CHIMNEY CREEK, HARDY DOME.TC, IRRIGATION SUMMERS, ADALiNE 0 i 
I CREEK ' 
37-20116 j Uce1se 9/16/1907 3.20 
EAST FOR, THREEMILE 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SECKER, ADELINE I CREEK 
37·?JJ88 : License 8/7/1907 24.00 
NORTH FORK MULDOON 
MINING, POWER MULDOON MINING CO 
' CREEK 
I 37·2090 Ucense 10/16/1907 2.0C LITTLE WOOD R!VER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ANDERSON, GEORGE H; ANDERSON, HARRY W 
i 37-2091 license 10/17/1907 0.74 ROCK SPRING DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SANO SPRINGS RA~CH & CO 
37-2093 License 11/26/1907 220.00 BIG WOOD RlVI:.!{ POWER ROCK½'ELL WHITE POWER CO 
37-2100 license 4/4/1909 1.00 SPRINGS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GRAV!ET, SAMUEL 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGAT,ON 
37-2105 Ucens:e 10/25/1912 €0.00 MC KINNEY CREEK 
FROM STORAGE, TWIN LAKES RESERVO!R & 
IRRIGATION STORAGE, IRRIGATION CO LTD 
IRRIGATION 
37·2106 ' Ucense 2/29/1908 9.50 CORRAL CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SAND SPRINGS RANCH & CO 
37-2107A License 5/8/1908 0.90 DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GUtL, CLARI CE N 
37-21078 License 12/7/1509 1.50 MILL CANYON CREEK DOMESTIC, IRIUGATION LEONARD, CL"-RICE N , 
37-2111 License 5/B/1908 ' 1.90 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GRAVIET, SAMUEL 
37-2112 license 6/1/1908 S.40 SOCDIF.R CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION FROSTENSON, M F; SILVA, AD 
: 37,2113 Liceme 5/8/190$ 0.60 flSH CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION FARNWORTH, ANNIE C 
37~2115 License 6/15/1908 1.00 LANSING CREEK DOMESlK, IRRIGATION ADKINS, SN 
! 37-2119 1 License 8/17/1908 0.30 CAMAS CREEK, SPRING DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SAND SPRINGS RANCH & CO 
37•2120 Ucense 7/11/1908 2.00 HALL GULCH CREEK DOMESTIC, IR~IGATION HANFORD, PERCY W 
37~2::.21 license 10/6/1908 C.84 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRmGATION ROWLEY, JAMES J 
37-2129 Ucense 3/S/1909 1.70 , UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CHIPMAN, ROSA B 
37-2130 License 5/20/1909 1.20 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION DARRAH, ARZILLA 
37-2132 License 4i21/1909 0.50 
EAST r-ORK CORRAL 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATiON MC MASTER, GEO A 
CREEK 
37-2133 License 4/2il/JB09 0.40 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BONNING JR, JAMES 
37-2134 Ucensi: 4/26/1909 0.20 ELKHORN GULCH CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATlON BONNING JR, JAMES 
37~2135 Lke,1se 5/3/1909 2.40 UNNAMED STRF.AM DOMESTIC, IRRIGA-:lON PERRY, ELLEN C; TRADER, FRANK 
37-2136 license 4/17/!!309 Q.60 LITTLE WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGA~ION ' WINTER, WILLIAM H i 
37-2137 License 5/1.8/1909 1..20 BALF GULCH CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGAT:ON ELLSWORTH, W P 
37-2141 Jcense 6/17/1909 0.70 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION JONES, ELBERT W 
37-2143 license 6/26/1909 1.00 ! CLOVER CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION fLITCHER, GEORGE W 
37·2145 
1 
License 5/22/1909 25.00 SILVER CREEK DOMESTIL1 POWER 
HODGMAN, ADELAiDE B; 
HODGMAN, WILLIAM A 
37-2146 Ucense 6/lB/1909 0.94 CAMP CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ROWLEY, JAMESJ 
37-2149 Llcense 6/16/1909 1.60 SPRl~GS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ROWLEY, ARTHUR 
37·2150 Ucense 7/24/l909 1.90 SHEEP CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
MC ADAMS, ALICE B; MC ADAMS, C 
A Ii; MC ADAMS, HARRY : 
37-2151 , llcense 7/7/19C9 1.20 EAST DEMPSEY CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATlON LITTLE, JOSEPH E i 
37-2155 j Ucense 10/8/1909 0.70 COLD SPRING CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WERRY, M0101.AS G 
37-2159 License 11/20/1909 0.8C COAL OIL FLAT CREEK . DOMESTIC, lRRIGATION EWREDGE,IAA 
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37-2164 license l/24/1910 450 WASTEWATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
KELLY, CHARllY; KELLY, GEORGE F; 
STRUNK, C 
37-2167 License 3/4/1910 0.51 Sil VER CREEK IRRiGATION 
HOFSTETTER, MARIANNE; 
HOFSTETTER, WALTER J 
37-2171 Ucense 4/Ul/1910 0.40 , SPR:NG DOMES11C, IRRIGATION HANFORD, PERCY W 
3l-2'.:.75 License 5/2/1'310 0.80 LITTlE WOOD RVER DOME511C. IRRIGATION SLVA, AITTONIO I 
37-2181 Ucense 6/23/1910 1.28 . POWELL CREEK :lOMESTIC, l"RIGATION BEAN, ORAB 
37-2182 license 5/16/1910 1.20 SPRINGS DOMESTIC, IRR GAT'ON YOUNG JR, EBEN 
37-2183 license 7/15/1910 1.50 
CAMAS CRE,K, COW 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SIMONSON, ANDREW J 
CREEK 
37-2:184 License 10/6/1910 1.so DUGWAY CANYON DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GRAY, GOLDIE E 
CREEK 
37-2:186 License l 7/21/1910 0.32 KELLY GULCH CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION N EUSl !$, CARL H 
37-2187 Uc.ense 8/13/1910 0.90 SPRINGS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SAND SPRINGS RANCH & CO 
37-2189 License ! 9/6/1910 OAO GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IR'\IGATION ESTATE OF CHARLES FTRITTYART 
! 3'7-21:73 License 10/4/1910 2,10 WARM SPRING CREEK DOME511C, IRRIGATION SIMONSON, EMMA C 
37-2194 License 10/5/1910 : 2.40 CORRAL CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATlON ASHMEAD, CHARLES N 
37-2197 License 10/19/1910 0.40 SOLDIER CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION USDA FOREST SERVICE 
37-2203 Ucense 2/20/1911 0.70 CROY CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CURTIS, HD 
37-2204 Ucens.e 3/4/1911 1.50 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION PAINTER, DOlUE f MCTA£GERT 
37-2205 Ucense 3/17/1311 2,90 DA\<15 FLATS SPR!NGS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SAND SPRl~SS RANCH & CO 
37-2208 Ucense 4/11/1911 0,20 SPRINGS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION PARK, CJ 
37·2209 License 4/:L?/1911 0.02 SPRING CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION PRICE, JOHN H 
IRRIGATION PROM 
37-2210 license 4/21/1911 2.86 COW CF.EEK STORAGE, IRRIGATION TRULUNGER, DANIEL 
STORAGE, IRRIGATION 
37-2213 License 6/9/:1911 0.40 WILSON GULCH CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION PLUMER, JOHN J 
37-2214 :.icanse 6/29/1911 2.00 UNNAMED SfREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BORUP. PETER P 
37-2216 Ucense 7/12/1911 0,40 MALAD RIVER IRRIGATION YOUNG, WIWAM 
37-2219 Ucense 8/21/1911 3.60 MIZER SPRINGS DOV!ES~IC, POWER 1\/IZER, THOI\/AS 
37-2225 License l0/26/191l 1.10 LITTLE WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRR:GATION GEROULAS1 Wtl. . LlAM 
37-2232 Ucer:se 4/22/1912 a.so SILVER CREEK DOMESTIC, IRR;GATION WHITE, HORACE R 
37-2235 License 4/17/1912 0.80 
S?RINGS, WEST FORK 
IRRIGATION HEDDEN, a.JIRENCE D 
CORRAL CREEK 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
37-2236 Ucense 5/31/1912 1.80 UNNAMED STREAM 
FROM STORAGE, 
NIELSON, CAROLINE F 
IRRlGATION STORAGE, 
JRRIGATION 
37-2237 Ltcense 6/10/1912 2.50 COW CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BROWNEL~ MARTHA C 
37·2238 Ucense 6/10/1912 1.60 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRlGATION REDMON, GEORGE W I 
37-2239 License 6/25/1912 3.30 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SONNER, AH; SONNER, ROSA 
37-2241 License 6/22/1912 0.40 ASPENWOOD SPRINGS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MOSIER, WRAY WP 
37M2253 License 10/30/1.912 1.30 MALAD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ALLER, CASPER 
37-22S4 2/14/1913 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GOODING, ALIOE ' License 2.10 i 
37-2253 Ucense 1/22/1914 O.Q2 SPRING DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION JOHNSON, ARTHU, 
37-2267 ' License 6/23/1913 1.00 SPRlNGS ! DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION LAVERTY; W J 
37-2272 license 8/14/1913 1.20 WEST FORK FISH CREEK QOMESflC, IRRIGATION POITTR, ADELBERT L 
37-2278 license 12/14/1913 0.32 SIL VER CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HUNTER, WA 
37-2279 Llcense 9/22/1913 18.00 WARM SPRINGS CREEK POWER GUYER, ELENA C 
FENDER, HENRY M; FENDER~ 
37-2280 Lice:1se 3/27/1913 5,20 UTilE WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGA1lON LAWRENCE EARL; PENCE, 
MARGARET 
37-2W1 :..icense 12/4/1913 c,sc PUGWAY CANVON IRRIGATION GRAY. GOLDIE E 
CREEK 
37-2288 License 4/24/1914 0.80 UNNAMED STREAM OOMESTIC, IRRIGATION STRATTON, LESLIE E 
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37-2291 Ucense 6/13/1914 ' LOO UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HILL, LAJNIE . 
37-2292 Llcense 6/16/1914 1.30 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMLSTTC, IRRIGATION BAYUS, FRANK 
37-2295 License 9/28/1914 0.64 SPRINGS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HORNBECK, ELIZA 
37·2Z98 Lkense 10/6/2914 ; 1.60 I UNNAMED COULEE DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SMITH, ERNEST 
37-2299 License 9/28/1914 i Q.60 j SPRINGS \ IRRIGATION BUTLER, EFFIE M 
37·2301A License 9/8/1914 1.40 
SILVER CREEK, 
DOMESTIC, IRRJGATiON STRUNK, ROY 
UNNAMED STREAM 
37-2301S License 9/8/1914 0.20 
SILVER CREEK, 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION STRUNK, ROY 
UNNAW.ED STREAM 
37-2304 u~ense. 12/14/1914 4.00. UNNAMED STilEAM JOMES"'."IC, IRRIGATION DACBNER,AW 
37~2305 ucense 1/20/1915 0.64 ! BIG WOOD RIVER DOMES7 1C, IRRIGATION SAMS, AH 
37-2307 1 License 3/31/1915 18,00 i BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION FALL CREEK SHEEP CO LTD 
37-230S License 4/24/1915 0.40 
ALBERTHSEN CANYON 
:JOMESTIC, !RRIGAflON ALBRETHSEN, Wll!.IAM 
CREEK 
37-2313 License 6/21/191S 1.10 ! CROY CREEK D011.'ESTIC, IRRl€ATION 3ENSON, SJ 
37-2314 Ucettse 6/23/191.5 1.00 . THOMPSON CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SOMSEN, F~ANK 
i 37~2315 License 5/3/1915 1.32 f SPRINGS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BlACK BUTTE HILLS LLC 
37-2322 License 11/1/1915 0.40 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION COVENEY, JOHN 
37,2323 Ucense 11/1/1915 1.00 S?RING DOIVESTIC, IRRIGATION GOODING. FRANK R 
37-2325 Lk.e1se 4/15/1916 0.30 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRiGATION CHENEY, FRANK B ! 
372328 Uce:ise 9/24/1915 2.40 , MULDOON CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRl€ATION HILLS, FRANK R 
37-2330 Llcense 6/21/1916 0.80 TRAIL CREEK IRRIGATION POTHIER, FRED W 
37-2331 l Lkense 7/10/1916 C.24 CAMP CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION KEITH, OSBORNE R 
37-2334 license 8/24/1916 1.36 
LITTLE WOOD RIVEl1, 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
MICHEL WAIT, l YDIA E; STRU\!CK, 
SILVER ffiEEK DC 
37-2335 license 10/5/1916 2.00 EAST FORK WOOD RiVER MINING FEDERAL MINING & SMELTING CO 
37-2340 License 1/6/1919 0.30 ?DORMAN DITCH DOMESTIC, lRRIGATION ! STORY, J J 
37-2342 Lleens-e 1/18/1917 0.45 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, HRIGATION ' NOVINGER& DARRAH SHEEP CO 
37,2343 Lkense 3/9/1916 0.74 LlmE WOOD RIV8l DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WOMACK, /<SAL 
37-2348 Ur::ense 5/18/1917 030 UNNAMED COULEE DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION PAULSON, CHARLES C 
37.2353 Ucense 7/25/1917 0.70 FRICKE CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION KRAHN, OTTO 
37-2358 license 10/4/1917 0.50 BAUGH CREEK DOMESTIC, IR~IGATION SAUNDERS, MABEL 
31-2359 License 10/4/1917 t.70 FJSHER CANYON CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SAUNDERS, lv1.~BEL 
37-236.9 license 2/21/1918 G.10 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CROSS, RT 
37-2370 Ucense 2/23/1918 0.34 UNNAMED STREAMS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WEISS, JOHN P 
37-2371 Llcense 2/14/1918 U.10 FISH CREEK DOMESTiC, IRRIGATION CROSS, RT 
37 2372 Llcense 3/2/1918 1.00 POORMAN DiTCH DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION AYERS, EJ 
37-2374 License 4/24/1918 0.48 CLOVER CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION RADERMACHER. MAUDE 
37,2381 License 7/26/1918 0.50 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION SUTPHEN, DH; SUTF'HEN, PT 
37-2382 License 8/28/1918 0.12 SPRINGS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CUNNINGHAM, MARYE 
I 37-2389 License 9/28/:919 LOO WASTEWATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION FORDICE, ST 
37-2390 License 7/7/1919 0.40 UNNAMED Sl"REAM DOMESJIC, lilRIGATION FINCH, JOHN 
i 37·2391 License 7/5/1919 o.so WASTE WATER IRRIGATION LEONARD, HS; LEONARD, NOLA B 
37-2392 License 7/31/1919 0.40 WASTEWATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGIUJON HENRY, J J 
37-2393 license 7/19/1919 1.00 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION EDHOLM.JOHN 
37-2395 license 8/14/1919 o.so UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION INDERMU>iLE, MARTIN 
37-2397 Ucehse 9/11/1919 0.50 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HARRIS, CMARLES 
37-2401 License 12/14/1919 1.60 Ll7"LE WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION PEYRON, PIERRE 
37-2406 License 6/6/1920 1.06 MILl£GAN CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION KNIGHT, !JOUGLAST 
37-2407 Llcense 5/26/1920 
i 1.10 
BAUGH CREEK, HA:LEY 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WILLIAMS, NOUN DAE 
CREEK 
37-2408 License 6/28/1920 4.00 MULDOON CREEK POWER MARTY, LEO 
37-2409 License B/2/1920 0.40 UNNAMED STREAM DOME5nC, IRRIGATION . MASON, FRANK 
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37-2412 Ucense 11/4/1921 OJIB TEXAS GllLCH CREH DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION STRONG, PATRICIA A~N 
I 37•2421 Llcense 7/5/1924 LOO LITTLE FISH CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HOWARD, RACHEL A· 
37~2423 License 8/14/1924 20C.OO BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BIG WOOD CANAL COMPANY 
37-2424 License 2/17/1925 1.00 SPRING POWER AYRES, EMERY S 
37-2434 License I 8/10/1926 0.14 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRR!GATION MORRISON, MARGARET 
37-2436 Ucense j 5/9/1928 1m.oo 616 WOOD RlVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BIG WOOD CANAL COMPANY 
37-2439 ! License 
, 
8/2/l.929 D.14 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HUGHES, EB l 
37-2442 License 8/4/1931 0.02 SPRINGS 
DOMESTIC, 
PASCOE, RAYMOND L 
STOCKWATER 
37-2448 License 10/7/1933 2.00 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION BROWN, WALTER , 




i 37-2454 License 2/13/194() 0.50 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION HOBDEY, LEO M 
37·2459 Ucense 8/7/1939 1.00 SPRINGS DOMESTIC JENSEN, AM 
! DOMESTIC, 
37·2461 License 10/4/1939 0,04 TRAIL CREEK IRRIGATION, ROBINSON, BELLE 
STOCKWATER 
37-2463 License 2/19/1942 0.50 GROUND WATER 
IRRIGATION, CAMAS COUNTY SCHOOL DIS1RICT 
; MUNICIPAL #121 
37¥2454 License 2/27/1942 0.50 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC 
CHURCfl OF JESUS CHRIST OF THE 
LATTER DAY SAINTS 
37 .. 7455 Ucens.e 1/27/1942 i 0,15 coto.,ADO CREEK MINING EXNER, J A; PDVEY, FREDE i 
! DOMESTIC, 
I 




37·2486 License 12/26/1947 O.G3 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION, SAHR, VIVIAN 
STOCK'NATER 
37·2487 Llcerse 12/26/1947 0.04 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, JRqjGATION BAHR,JOHN H 
IRRIGATION, ' 37-2488 Llcer1se 1/3/1948 0.04 GROUND WATER 
STOCKWATER 
GIESLER, HARRY 
! 37-2490 license 5/24/1948 0.30 SPRINGS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION UPE, DAVID C 
37-2491 License 6/1/1948 2.00 BULUON CREEK MINING APAGIE MINES C.0 
37•2503 : License 5/11/1949 Q.24 LITTLE WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ELDREDGE, GAL V 
37-2511 License 6/5/1950 O.D3 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MILLER, WILLIAM E 
37-2520 i Ucense 4/2/1951 0.50 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION CLARK, DEIVAIN 
37-2521 License 6/7/1951 0.06 UNNAMED STREAM 
[RR!GATlON1 TFWS, CLARENCE R 
i STOCKWATFR 
! 37-2522 License 5/7/1951 C.10 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION THORNTON, FLOYD S 
I 37-2529 License 1/30/1952 0.30 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION CHENEY, VICTOR 
! 37-2533 License 1/17/1953 5,38 ABBOTT CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HOLLOWELL, CLIFFORD 
37-2534 License 7/6/1966 l.32 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION GEE, CHARLES L 
! 37-2537 license 4/29/1953 2.40 GROUND WA"ER DOMESTIC, IRRIGA110N PAHL, LOUIS 
37-2555 license S/27/1954 C.38 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MC.O:IEE, WYATTV 
37-2574 License 11/15/1955 0.28 TRAlcCREEK :RRIGATION LANE, JP 
37-2585 .Jcense 10/20/1955 1.00 EAST FORK WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION STRUTHERS, MARGARETE 
' 
OOME5TIC, 
37 .. zsgo license l0/25/1956 0.06 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION; SAUNDERS, !VA W 
STOCKWATER 
37-2603 Ucense 7/10/1958 2.34 GROUND WATER JRRIGATIDN BA,DWIN, LW , 
37-2617 License 6/23/1959 3.72 GROUND WATER JRRIGATION P!CABO LIVESTOCK CO INC 
37-2620 license 7/28/1959 2.46 GROUND WATER J,RIGATION PICABO LIVESTOCK CO INC 
37-26348 :..lcer.se 5/6/1960 0.(12 LITIIE WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION ROSANDER, V D 
37-26S5 ~icense 4/6/1961. 0.64 UNNAMED DRAIN IRRIGATION STEVENSON, l YNN ! 
37-2659 License 3/29/1961 9,37 i GROUND WATER IRRIGATION QUIGLEY LAND & LIVESTOCK CO INC \ 
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37~2674 License 7/31/15!61 2.00 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION CHENEY, M STALEY 
37-2677 License 1/8/1962 0.10 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MC HAN, EV 
37-2691 License 7/18/1963 3.64 UNNAMED DRAiN IRRIGATION JON ES, HAlC!E C 
37-2718 License 11/29/1965 0.09 GROUND WATER DOMEST!C SUN VALLEY CO INC 
37-272l license l 12/20/1965 0.30 GROUND WATE, DOMESTIC WARM SPRINGS PROPERTIES INC 
37-2731 License 4/1/1966 0.01 SPRING DOMESTIC HARTWELL, ALBERT I 
37-2752A l...icense 11/14/1966 O.OR GROUND WATER IRRIGATION FEDERAL RESOURCES CORP 
37-2765 License 7/14/1909 0.64 IiUFF CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MACKAY,JAMES E 
DOMESTIC ST-:JRAGE, i 
37-2767 1 License 8/24/1916 
LITTLE WOOD R'VER, lRRlGATION FROM 
MlCK'El..WAlT, LYDIA 'E; STRUNK, DC 
SILVER CREEK STOIIAGE, IRRIGATION 
i STORAGE 
! IRRiGATiON FROM 
37-2768 License 7/3/1924 UTTI.E FISH CREEK STORAGE, IRRIGATION HOWARD, RACHEL A 
STOIIAGE 
DOMES; C STORAGE, 
37-2770 Llcense 4/6/1937 PRAIRIE CREEK 
IRRIGAT:ON FROM 




37-2772 ucerse 5/14/1930 LITTlE flSH CREEK 
IRRIGATION FROM ALBRETHSEN, ALFRED; CAMERON, 
STORAGE, IRRIGATION EDWARD 
STORAGE 
STOCKWATER FROM ! 
37-2775 UceJ"l.St! 6/26/1941 UNNAMED STREAM 
STORAGE, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
! STOCKWATER ACTING THROUGH 
! 
I STORAGE 
37-2786 License 12/18/1905 9.50 THREEMILE CREEK DOMESTIC, iRRiGATION GWINN, DAVID H 
,. 
37-2793A Llcen.se 5/16/1908 0.60 DRY CREEK ' OOMESTJC; IRRIGATION SAUNDERS, RALPH H 
37-27936 License 8/H;/:909 1.40 DRY CREEK DOMESflC, IRRIGA 1'I0N SAUNDERS, RALPH H 
37-2798 License 2/1/1918 C.76 UNNAMED CO~LEE DOMES,IC, IRRIGATION HARDING, HARVEY L : 
37,2801A License 8/9/15!05 6.00 CAMAS CREEK DOMES~IC, IRRIGATION BLEDSOE, RELF J; NELSON, LUCY M 
37-3:56 Lkense 5/21/1934 0.50 
SOlffH FORK BIRCH 




6/1/1922 0.4-0 OREGON GULCH CREEK 
IRRIGATION, <\/,ARIN, OAV.D PAUL; MARIN, MARY 
Claim STOCKWATE~ JANE 
37-4001 
Statutory 





7/1/1944 0.02 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION, THORNTON, MAY 
' 
STOCK\VATER 
I Statutory DOMESTIC, 37-4006 3/25/1920 0.40 SPRING IRR!GATION1 GRAHAM, CAROLINE 
! Clalrn STOCKWATER 
Sta:utory : 
37-4027 6/1/JE47 ' 0.32 GROUND WAT'ER DOMESTIC PIONEER WELL USERS C!airn i 
37-4028 
Statutory 




5/1/1958 0,04 GROUND WAfER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 




6/1/1903 5.00 BOX CANYON CREEK 
IRRlbATION, 








9/:9/1907 1.20 BOX CANYON CREEK IRRIGATION OLSEN, VINCENT W Clairr, . 
P•ge 11 of ',6 
37-40S6A 
Statutory 
4/:/1969 0,25 UNNAMED STREAM 
IRRIGATION, 













SPUD PATCH SPRING, STOCKWATER, 
STA7E OF IDAHD 
Cialm 
' UNNAMED DRAJN WILDLIFE 
37-4068 
StatutDry 




POWELL CREEK, SPRING., STOCKWATER, 
BAUSCHER RANCH INC 
Claim UNNAMED STREAM WILDLIFE 
37-4075 
Statutory 





SEVEN HUNDRED WASTE 
IRRIGATION JONES, ELMER D;JONES, WALDO C 
Cla!m DfTCH 
\ Statutory \ 
37-4-0BS 
Clalrn 
4/25/1911 1.00 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION BIG WOOD CANAL COMPANY 
37-4092 
Statutory 
8/1/1943 2.40 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION RENNcR, ALBERT Claim 
37,4094 
Statutory 




5/1/1943 1,00 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION 




5/1/!943 0,60 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION 









dalm ! 3,13 WASTEWATER STOCKWATER LOWRY, OLIVER 
37-411SA 
Statutory 




4/1/1920 1.02 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION ANDOE,OTIS Cl.aim 
37-4153 I ;~a:utory 6/1/1915 1,20 TOWN5END GULCH IRRIGATION CAL-PACIFICO RANCH INC 
I ...,,,:um CREEK 
37-4154 
j Statutory 












4/25/1881 0,20 SPRINGS AESTHETIC, IRRiGArlON KIMBALL, HAROLD CHARLES Claim : 
37-4171 
1 Statutory 
l/l/1941 0,30 SPRING 
IRRIGATION, 
SIVITH, TH0\1AS S 
: Claim STOCKWATER 
37-4176 
l Statutory 
5/15/1910 3.21 WASTEWATER 
IRRIGATION, 
BAKER, GERALDO; BAKER, MAR'/ M 1 Claim SfOCKWATER 
37-4179 
Statutory 








8/13/1556 THORN CREEK , STORAGE, WILDLIFE 
UNITED :,TATES OF AMERICA 




6/1/1955 D.14 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGA110N 
MATSUURA, FLORENCE T; I dalm MATSJURA, THOMAS 0 
37-4231 
Statutory 
G/1/1910 0.70 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION LOUCKS, LEON W; LOUCKS, LOISV 
: 
Claim 










6/1/1950 0.80 UNNAMED STREAM IRI\IGATION 




4/15/1969 2,20 WASTE WATER IRRIGATION 
MUCHOW, CRAIG R; MUCHOW, 
Claim PAT J 
37-4235 
S~atutol)' , 
6/1/196() 0,60 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION ESTERBROOK, BOB R I Claim 
' Statutory I 
37-4243 
Claim 
10/20/1902 4,00 DRY CREEK lRRlGATION WEST, DONNA Q; WEST, JAMES E 
37-4244 
Statutory 




















6/2/1947 0,02 GROUND WATER 
COMMERCIAL, 
BU7 LER, HAROLD S 
Claim DOMESTIC : 
37-4299 
Statutory 
l/1/t937 0,13 GROUND WATER 
COMMERCIAL, 
4 BROS DAIRY INC 
i Claim STOCKWATER 
I 37-4310 
statutory 









6/1/1940 uo WASTEWATER IRRIGAn• N CARRAWAY, E<RRELL G; 
daim CARRAWAY1 WiLLA L 
37-<1321 
Statuto,-
7/1/1970 020 WASTE WATER IRRIGATION 
BiSHOP JR, SAMUEL H; BISHOP, i 
Claim BETIY E I 
37-6330 
Statutory 









S/25/1937 0,15 GROU~D WATER 
DOMESTIC, 
TURNER, E SUSAN 
I Clatm IRRIGATION, STOCKWATER 
37-4347 
Statutory 








6/1/1949 0,10 GROUND WATER 
IRRIGATION, SHUTER, CARRIE A; S~UTER, 




6/1/1969 o.oi I SPRING STOCKWATER, UN'TED STATES OF AMERICA 
I : Claim WILDUFE ACTIN(i 'THROUGH 
I : Statt.rtory I 37-4371 Cla!m 7/1/1953 C,10 ' GROUND WATER IRRIGATION BROWN, WILLIAM D 
37-4380 
Statutory 
1/1/1963 0,08 GROUND WATER I DOMESTIC HEIGH, CARROLL; LAWRENCE, THAD I 
Claim i DB 
37-4382 
Statutory 
:2/1/1952 0.27 GROUND WATER 
COMMERCIAL, ElRfH, CURTIS D; FIRTH, SHERYL I 
Claim DOMESTIC LYNN 
37-4406 
Statutory 







SOUTH fOqK MULDOON iRRIGATJON, 
FLAT TOP SHEEP CO 
Claim CREEK STOCKWA1ER 
i 37-4422 , .Statutory 6/10/1880 0,86 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION i GARDNER, CLOYD W; GARDNER, l Claim ROBERT E; GARDNER, RUTH HELEN 
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37-4423 
Statutory 




EAST FORK THREEMILE 




MC MAHAN CREEK, 









WEST FORK THREEMILE 




11/14/1919 0.80 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION JEROME, PAUL 
Clafm 




37-7048 Ucens.e 7/24/1969 0.70 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION SMITH, BERNARD E 
37-7056 License 12/11/1969 0.04 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC TYROLEAN LODGE 
37-7057 License 12/8/1969 0.48 GROUND WATER 
IRRIGATION, 
RUBY, LESLIE T 
STOCKWATER 
37-7060 License 5/6/1970 0.68 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC GOITIANDIA, JOE 
37-7068 License 5/12/1970 0.10 GROUND WATER COMMERCIAL FIFE, MILTON 
37-7073 License 6/26/l970 0.04 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION NOPP, JACK D; NOPP, LORRAINE R 
37-7097 Ucense 5/5/1971 0.10 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, FIRE LOOMIS, GEORGE A 
PROTECTION 
37-7141 License 4/18/1972 0.20 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC NORTH FACE PROPERTIES 
37-7155 license 8/10/1972 0.06 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC ROOT, MICHAEL C 
37-7156 License 8/14/1972 0.06 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION FIELDS, EUGENE E 
37-7161 License 8/30/1972 SPRING RECREATION STORAGE LEA YELL CATTLE CO 
37-7182 Ucense 12/20/1972 0.22 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC WOOD RIVER RACQUET CLUB 
37-7190 License 1/8/1973 0.08 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC HARRIS, ORVILLE J; PRICE, RALPH B 
37-7212 License 3/19/1973 0,20 GROUND WATER COMMERCIAL MOONSTONE INC 
37-7250 License 7/11/1973 0.80 WASTE WATER IRRIGATION BRADSHAW, RAY 
37-7Z54 License 7/31/1973 0.10 GROUND WATER COMMERCIAL PROUTY, WESLEY C 
37-7263 License 8/30/1973 0.02 SPRINGS 
DOMESTIC, 
TRIUMPH MINERAL CO INC 
INDUSTRIAL - . . 
~~---~-~~~ 
- -- - . 
37-7293 Uceme 10/10/1973 6.59 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION STEVENSON, LYNNE 
37-7342 License 2/21/1974 0.14 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MCSTAY, GM 
37-7347 License 3/17/1974 2.45 WASTE WATER IRRIGATION RICHTRON FINANCIAL CORP 
37-7449 License 8/6/1975 0.08 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC DAECH, SHERRY 
37-7529 License 9/28/1976 0.94 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION ARRATE, CHRISTINA; ARRATE, JOSE 
37-7578 license 4/29/1977 0.08 GROUND WATER lRRIGATION GOITIANDIA, JOE 
37-75218 License 5/7/1977 0.55 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 
OLSEN, RICHARD P; US DEPT Of 
AGRICULTURE 
37-7750 License 11/29/1978 5.34 SPRINGS POWER 
. 
BLACK CANYON BLISS LLC 
37-7778 License 5/14/1979 0.03 GROUND WATER 
STOCKWATER, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
WILDLIFE ACTING THROUGH 
37-7791 License 7/19/1979 0.02 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION FAIRFIELD, RICHARD W 
37-7946 License 10/8/1981 0.03 GROUND WATER 
DOMESTIC, 
SHEER, ED C 
STOCKWATER 
37·7951 Llcense 11/13/1981 0.03 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC KNIEP, MARTIN J 
37,7959B License 12/9/1981 0.04 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC DROUGAS, THOMAS C 





I 37-8033 Ucense 8/6/i982 0.06 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
RODRIGUEZ, EMMA J; RODRIGUEZ, 
RAFAEL 
I 37-8037 Lkense 9/23/1982 0.05 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC CORWIN, BM0ARA L; CCRWIN, 
I ! CHARLES H; FREUND, ROBERT B 
37-804{; License 10/1/1982 0.01 SPRING 
STOCKWATER, LNITEO STA1ES OE AMrnlCA 
I WILDLIFE • ACTING THROUGH 
; STOCKWATER, UNl,ED STATES OE AMERICA . 
37-8049 License 10/1/1982 0'°1 SPRING 
WILDLIFE ACT.NG THROUGH I 




37-8241 Llcense 9/16/1985 UNNAMED STREMI, 
· STOCKWATER UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
STORAGE, WILDLIFE ACTING THROUGH 
FROM STORAGE, 
WILDLIFE STORAGE 
37-8278 License 9/25/1986 4.00 BIG WOOD RIVER WllDLIFE FASSETT, HELEN M l 
37-30000) Decreed 3/24/1883 1.06 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION MOLYNEUX, AW 
37-30000M Der.reed 3/24/1883 23,05 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION WOOD RIVER !AND CO l 
37-30000N Decreed 3/24/1883 0,05 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 
CORIELL, RANDY E; CORIELL, I TERESAB 
37-30001 Decreed 3/24/1883 1.00 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION PA:JLL, AUGUSTA I 
FRIEDMAN, LEON 5; FULD, JOSEPH 
37-30002 Decreed 3/24/1883 6.00 BlG WOOD Rr✓ER IRRIGATION W; ',OWES, MARIE L; PERRY, MRS F 
. G; ROY, A'.IAELIA VIC 
37-30003 Decreed 3/24/1883 2.CO BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION BLAINE COUNTY NAT,ONAL BANK 
37-30004 Deneed 3/24/1883 1.60 BIG WOOD RIVER IR:llGAT10N STATE OF IDAHO 
37-30005 Decreed 3/24/1883 4.00 BIG WOO:i RIVER !RRlGATlON BLAINE COUNTY NATIONAL BANK 
37-30006 Decreed i 3/24/1883 5.00 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION BURLINGTON SAVINGS BANK 
I 37-30007 Decreed 3/24/1883 1.69 BIG WOOD RIVER 
IRRIGATION, 
' THE VALLEY ll~NCH PARTNERS i RECREATION 
\ 37-30008 Decreed 3/24/1883 3.80 BIG WOOD RlVER iRRlGATION FRIEDMAN CO 
37-30010 Jecreed 3/24/1883 2.40 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION CRONE, DH ! 
l 37,30011A Decreed 3/24/1883 6.85 RlG WOOD RIVE< IRRlGATION MOLYNEUX, AW i 
37-30012 Decreed 3/24/1883 0.38 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRtGATlON MOORE, KENNcTH 
' 1 AESTHETIC, FISH 
PETER "1 THOMAS TRUST; RIVER 
37-30013 Decreed 3/24/1883 l.20 BIG WOOD RIVER ! PROPAGATJON, 
i RECREATION 
GROVE 0 ARM 
37-30015 DecreeC 3/24/1883 1.28 BIG WOOD RIVER IRqlGATION WOOD RIVER RANCl1 CO INC 
37-30016 Decreed i 3/24/1883 1.53 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION ESTATE OF MARIA ASrDRQCIA 
37-30017 Decreed 3/24/1883 0.35 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION HAUGH, CHRISTIE A 
' 37-30018 oe::reed 3/24/1883 0.50 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION CAMERON, GEORGE EDWARD 
37-30019 Decreed 3/24/1883 0,10 31G WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION · GORMAN, JAMES A 
37-30020 Decreed 3/24/1883 2.90 SIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION STUART JR, tl-iADLEY 
37-30021 Decreed 3/24/1883 OA8 , BIG WOOD RIVER IRBIGATION BALDWIN, CLYDE W \ 
37-30022 Decreed 3/24/1883 1.20 BIG WOOD RJVER IRRIGATION DAVIS INVESTMENT CO I 
37-30023 Decreed 3/24/1883 0,02 B:6 WOOD RIVE?< IRRIGATION BURKE, WAYNE L 
37-30024C Decreed 3/24/1883 0.62 BIG WOOD RIVER . IRRIGATION BODNER, USElOTTE 
37-30025 Decreed 3/24/1883 0.18 BIG WOOD RIVER :RRIGATION LANIER, FRANK J 
37-30026 Jec:reed 3/24/1883 0,10 SIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION HARRIS, ,AMES L 
37·30027 Decreed 3/24/1883 3.10 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION MILLER, RIC~ARD D 
37-30028 , Decreeo 3/24/1883 o.os BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION RINKER CO 
37-30029 Dec;eed 3/24/1883 0.10 BIG WOOD RIVER AESTHETIC, WILDLIFE R:NKER CO 
37-30031 Decreed 3/24/1883 0.10 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION LANIER, FRANKJ; !ANIER, MARILY~ 
37-30032 Decreed 3/24/1883 0,04 BIG WCOD RIVER IRRIGATION ANDERSON, RICHARD B 
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37-30033 Decreed 3/24/1383 0.26 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION 
CAMPION, LYNN H; CAMPION, 
THOMAS B 
37-30034 Decreed 3/24/1883 0.39 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION CORO JR, CHARLES E 
37-30035 Decreed 3/24/1883 0.15 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION GRAYSTONE INC 
37-30036 Decreed 3/24/1883 0.02 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION 
EITTREIM, CAROLE; EITTREI M, 
WILLIAM D 
37-30033 Decreed 3/24/1383 0.37 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION BRENNAN, ROBERT M 
37-30039 Decreed 3/24/1883 0.91 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC. IRRIGATION CLARK, WAYNE 
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Basin 41 Potentially Unclaimed Water Rights 
41-11 Decreed 4/1/1834 0.44 
SOUTH FORK ROCK 
IRRIGA,ION HARTLEY, JOHN 
CR.EEK 
41-14 Decreed 4/1/1889 0.40 INOIAN CREEK IRRIGATION OLNEY, ET 
41-45 Decreed 5/1/1885 0.80 
SOUTH fORI( ROCK 
IRRIGATION MC Dot,ALD, GEORGE 
CREEK 
41-54 Decreed 12/12/1917 0.72 LITTLE WARM CREEK DOMESTIC, IR~IGATION CAMPBELL, FRED R 
41-2002 L·1cerse lJ/26/1908 0,13 SPRINGS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION QUINLAN, EDWARD 
41·20l3 License 7/10/1909 1,SQ SPRINGS DOMESTIC, l~R,GATIO~ RALPHS, EPHRAIM 
41-2010 License 9/12/1914 0.40 UNNAMED STRcAM ; DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WALKER JR, Hnl!M S 
41-201::. Ucense 7/31/1915 0,25 ROCK CREEK : DOME5TIC1 1RRIGATlON MUEr!LBERGER, ANTON 
41-2018 :...icense 12/27/1955 0.20 GR:JUND WATER IRRIGA.~ION ROCKLAND CEMETERY DIST 
41-i!OlS 
Statutory 
5/14/1880 0.30 : LANDEN CREEK ; IRRIGATION N cLSON, EAR OLD J 
C!.;im 
41-L020 I Statutory 9/1/1969 UNNAMED STRE~M 51 OCKW ATER, UN:HD STATES OF AMERICA 
Clalm WILDLIFE ACTING WRO'JGH 
41-4G2l 
Statutory 
9/1/1969 UNNAMcD STREAM 
ST'.lCKWAT'°R, UNITED S~ATESOF AMERICA 
Cla!rn WILDLIFE ACTING THRCUGH 
41~4033 
Statutory 





, Claim 6/12/1915 
0.2: S?R,NG iRRIGATION, NELSON; FAROLQ ~; NELSO''(, LEI.AM 
STOO<WATER 
4l~705t. L1ce1s€ I 8/25/1981 0.17 i GROUND WAT'i.?. DOMESTIC, IRRIGAclON LASLEY, H WARREN 
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Basin 4S Potentialiy Unclaimed Wa:er Rights 
II~~!I~-~ ~~ ,., '"·'' 45-5718 Decreed S/l/"882 0.03 GRAVEYARD S>R!NGS IRRIGArlON, STOCKWA";ER : ROY 
45-573 Decreed 5/:/1883 0,20 MILLCREEK IRRIGATION 
I FAIRCHILD, CAL15TA1 cAIRCniLD, 
SAMUEL 
45-668 Decreed 4/1/1894 0.62 . MILLCREcK IRRIGATION 
FAIRCHILD, CALISTA; FAlRC.HIW1 
SAMUEi. 
45-670A. Decreed 4/l/1894 0,86 MILL CREEK IRRIGATION STEEL, M ROY 
45-570C i Decreed 4/1/1884 0,25 MILL CREEK :RRIGATION STEEL, M ROY 
45.724 I Decreed 2/21/1925 i MINE TUN~ELS I iRRIGATION LAKE, F J; LAKE, MA~VlNA 
45-725A De::::reed 4/12/l892 3.60 COTTONWOOD CREEK iRRIGAT,ON '. POU,TON, R,WMOND i 
45-72:58 Decreed 4/12/1892 1.20 COTTONWOOD CREEK IRRIGATION ! ?OUL'TON, J RICHARD i 
4S-725C Decreed 4/12/1892 0,80 COTTONWOOD CRE,K IRRiGATION I CRANNEY BROTHERS 
i 4S-725D Oecreed 4/12/1892 0.80 I COTTONWOO;J CR:'EK IRRIGATION POULTON, DESMA;POULTON, RALPH i H 
45-2000 Lk:ense l 8/21./1903 l.GG MARSH CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SARRETT, EDW,t\RC ' 
\ 45-2005 : License 5/26/1904 : 4,20 : MARSH CREE, IRRIGATION JUDD, ROY A; LEWIS, HYRUM S 
45-2021 license 5/27/1907 3.28 : GOOSE CREEK IRR!GATiON , CRANNEY JR, WILLARD D 
45.zoa, License 6/27/1907 0.25 WARM SPRINGS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION i HUNTER, ROSEL -I 
45-2027 U,;;ense 10/23/1907 3.20 COTTONWOOD CREEK : IRRIGATION WHEROCK, ELIZABETH 
CRANNEY iR, WILLARD D; CRANNEY, 
t.S-2028A License 11/5/1907 8,14 COTTONWOOD CREEK IR'<IGATiON KATE VIVA; CRANNEY, KErTH; 
' CRANNEY, STENSA J 
45-2029 , License 11/20/1907 9,80 
SIRCK CREcK, MILL 
IRRIGATION 
CRANNEY, KATE VIVA; CRANNEY, 
CREEK STENSA J; CRANNEY, VERA 
i 45-2034 License 3/6/1908 3.60 GOOSi"CREEK DCMEITiC, IRRIGATION ESSK•NE, OSCAR 
.!!5-2035 I ~;cense 3/7/1908 i 7.70 GOOSE CREEK DOMESTIC, !RE!GATION EEYMER1 Af\1 HUR 
l 
45-204, , Li;:ense 6/25/J5;08 2.40 BlRCH CREEK DOMESTJC, !RR GATION BRONSON, GEORGE M 
45-2050 L!cer;&e. 12/19/1908 1.90 
EAST FORK GOOSE 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGA:10N OKLEBERRY, MART!N LORENZO CREEK 
45-2054 license 2/4/:909 4.SG LANJ CREEK IRRIGATION WORTHING.ON, MAR~HAD 
45-205(> License i 2/3/1909 0.13 , SPRINGS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CLAYTON, EtMER E 
45-2064 License 7/16/1910 150.0C MARSH CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATl::>N US DEPT OE ,NTERIOR 
45-2072 Lcer.s.e 9/3/1909 1.0D 
BEAVER DAM CREEK, 
DO!V'.EST!C, lRRlGATiON EMERY, EUG~NE 
i CANYON CREE{ 
45-2073 License 6/15/1916 0.80 ORY CREEK ' IRR!GATION PARKS, AG~ES E 
45-2074 Ucens~ 1/20/1910 O.BQ UNNAMED STREAM t DOME:STIC:1 !R.RIGATlON ERICKSON, A-.._; VVHffflE, W C: 
45-2076 License : 2/14/19"0 
, 
CAO 1 GREEN SPRINGS DOMESTIC, lRRIGATION JOHNSON, THOMAS A 
45-,080 Ucense 5/12/1910 0.80 ! SPRINGS IRRlGATION LACKEY, GREELEY E 
45~2081 . Ucense ! 6/2/1.910 0,20 : COTTONWOOD CREEK IRRIGA~ION :..APREE, BR 
i 45-2083 Lice,se 3/28/1910 0.34 . IRRIGATION BECK, GcORGE A 
' 45-2088 i Ucense 10/10/1910 0.20 WILLOW SPRINGS lRRIGATICN LATHROP, EUGENE : 
•S-2092 I Ucense 12/14/1910 0,80 SPRING DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION : T'JNKS, ClYDE P 
45-2093 · License 12/14/1910 0.80 UTILE Pl NE CREEK DOMSTIC, IRRIGATION HEDGES, STRAUD S 
45-2095 License 2/13/1911 i 0.10 SUMMIT SPR NGS IR~:GA,iON DRUSSElL, AUGUST ! 
45-2096 License 3/4/1911 ! 1.20 , CEDAR SPRING IRRIGATlON BEDKE, POU.YA 
45-2107 License 7/10/1911 LQ0 i SPRING iRRIGATION WHlTEAKER, IRA 
I 45~2108 Ucen:;e 8/8/1911 0.30 ! SPRING :RRIGAT!ON BARIGAR, GEORG£ 
45•2115 Ucense 4/27/c9B 1,50 DRY CREE, ! DOMEST:c, IRRlGATION MOYES, WG 
45-2E& L!cens.e 6/25/1912 C.40 
EAST MEADOV\I 
IRRIGATION PULLEY, LOU!SE i I i SPRINGS 
LS-2119 License I 6/25/1912 0.54 WEST MEADOW i DOMES-TIC, IRR!GATION WHEYLAND, TESSIE ! SP,INGS 
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45-2121 Llcense 7/20/1912 0.40 
EAST FORK GOOSE 
IRRIGATION STONE, HENRY P 
CREEK 
4S-2122 License 6/30/1913 0,20 MICA SPRING IRRIGATION ROGERS, THERON L 
45-2137 License 4/1/1914 0.20 LAND CREEK IRRIGATION JOLLEY, MILTON M 
45-2139 Ucense 5/8/1914 2.80 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION WORTHINGTON, SOLOMON P 
45-2141 License 6/22/1914 0,24 SPRINGS IRRIGATION CHAPMAN, FRANK M 
45-2145 License 6/17/1914 2,80 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MATHEWS, TIMOTHY W 
45-n4o License 10/4/1914 3.20 MARSH CREEK IRRIGATION DAYLEY SR, HEBER C 
45-2148 License 11/28/1914 0.24 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION FULLER, ANDREW 
45-2165 License 4/1/1919 0.10 SPRINGS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CRITCHFIELD, LEWIS A 
45-2166 License 4/16/1920 0.50 SUMMIT CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CLARK, JOHN A 
45-2178 License 5/8/1930 0.04 SPRING DOMESTIC, lRRIGATION PRICE, J H 
45-2185 Uc-ense 1/8/1940 1.00 WILD CAT CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SEVERE, WILLIAM J 
45-2191 License 7/18/1938 0.28 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION NORTH AMERICAN MORTGAGE CO 
45-2222A License 7/3/1946 0.60 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WISEMAN, L F 




45-2308 License 7/21/1949 1.30 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION PERKINS, D S 
45-2501 License 9/2/1955 1.52 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION W B SAVAGE RANCHES INC 
45-2S07 License 10/3/1955 1.20 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION HATCH, R 0 
45-2535 License 9/7/1956 1.20 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION BLACKER, ALMA 
45-2536 License 10/11/1956 1.50 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION 
UHLIG, EDWARDESTATE OF EDWARD 
UHLIG 
45-2598 License 1/13/1960 2.97 UNNAMED DRAIN IRRIGATION HOWARD, DONALDS 
45-2607 license 3/7/1960 4.90 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION GOLDEN VALLEY MUTUAL WATER CO 
45·2608A License 3/7/1960 13.52 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION GOLDEN VALLEY MUTUAL WATER CO 
45-2609 License 3/11/1960 3.16 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION GOLDEN VALLEY MUTUAL WATER CO 
45-2610 License 3/1/1960 7.10 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION GOLDEN VALLEY MUTUAL WATER CO 
45-2618 License 4/18/1960 1.14 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION BRIGGS, GLEN 
45-2619 License 4/22/1960 2.03 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION BRIGGS, GLEN 
45-2645 License 3/20/1961 1.2D GROUND WATER IRRIGATION SHAW,SH 
45-2649 License 9/14/1961 2.75 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION GOLDEN VALLEY MUTUAL WATER CO 
45-2675 Llcens.e 11/29/1961 3.66 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION MORRILL, CHARLES R 
45-2681 Llcense 7/2/1962 3.00 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION MC KEE, GLENN 
45-2707 License 1/5/1966 3.00 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION CONRAD, HOWARD E 
45-2708 License 1/5/1966 3.00 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION CONRAD, HOWARD E 
45-2721 License 5/18/1966 2.00 WASTE WATER IRRIGATION 
WAYMENT, BYRON; WAYMENT, GARR 
G; WAYMENT, JIM 
45-2756 License 8/31/1908 0.75 SPRING STOCKWATER KEOGH, THOMAS J 
45-2762 License 1/23/1962 2.44 GROUND WATER COMMERCIAL SOUTHEASTERN PUBLIC SERVICE CO 
45-4003 
Statutory 
3/1/1960 3.00 WASTE WATER IRRIGATION MARTIN, MAC C Claim 
45-4004 
Statutory 
4/1/1960 5.00 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION MARTIN, MAC C C\aim 
45-4010 
Statutory 








3/1/1958 1.50 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION 
NIELSON, ROSS T; WHITELEY, 
Claim WINSLOW B 
45-4017 
Statutory 
3/1/1961 1.50 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION 
NIELSON, ROSS T; WHITELEY, 
Claim WINSLOW B 
45-4019 
Statutory 
5/15/1969 2.00 WASTE WATER IRRIGATION GIBBY, EVARD C 
Claim 
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Statutory ' 45-4034 
Claim I 3/8/1948 2.24 GROUND WA'TER !RRlGATION UEZZELL, LEONA M 
454036 








5/1/1962 S 35 GROUND WATER IRRIGAT'ON BARNES, CHARLES; BA,NES, JOoN 
Clalm 
! 45-4065 Statutory 5/1/1962 ' 3.12 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION BARNES, CHARLES ' Claim I 
45-4071 
Statutory 




6/1/1918 1.00 WASTEWATER I mRIGATION '. EGBERT, CLARENCE V l C!alm ' 
45-4109 I S~•tutory 4/1/1950 1.60 WASTEWATER :RRIGATION MASON CATTLE CO 1 Cl.air."\ ' 
45-4115 
Statutory 
9/1/1955 1.60 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION i LARSEN, GLEN H I C!airn 
Statutcry 
sroCKWATER STORAGE, 
UN\TED STATES OF AMEEI CA ACTING 
45-4135 
Claim 
1./1/1967 0.01 SPRING STOCKWATER, WILDL!FE 
THROUGH 
I STORAGE, WILDLIFE 
I 45-4140 Statutory 11/1/1937 1.00 LAND CREEK STOCKWATER I MARCHA/\Cf, GAREID S Clal:n I 
45-4141 I Statutory ' I 10/1/1890 0,50 LAND CREEK STOCKWATER ! ELQUIST RANCHES INC , Cla!m ' 
I I 
ANDERSON SPRING, ! 
I 
oELCHEH S?RINGS, 
i i ERWlN SPRl!\GS, 
Statutory FROST SPRING, IRRIGATION, ' 45-4146 
Claim 
6/21/1911 0.52 
MACKEY SPRINGS, STOCKWATER 






8/1/1957 0.06 GROliND WATER : DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SPENCER, FRANK H 
; Clalm 
! Statutory ' 
45-4149 
I Claim 
3/10/1949 2.00 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION SIEVERS, GERALD J 
45-4150 
Statutory 
6/1/1940 1.4C GROUND WATEl1 lRRJGATION 
RIChAROSON, JEANNITTE; TURMEi\., 






UNITED STATES Of AMERICA ACTING I 
Claim SPRING THROUGH 
I 45-4154 Statutory 3/19/1892 0.20 S?RING I DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, KEMPiON,JIMMY D; KEMPTQ~, 
I . Cla!rn STOCKWATER , SJSA'\ L 
Statutory ' 
t 45-4156 Clalm 6/1/1955 1.20 DRY CREEK IRRIGATION !. & 5 LAND HOLDINGS LLC 
I 
' PATTERSON, ELDA; PATTERSON, 
45-4157 
Statutor,' 
1/1/1953 O.ll . GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGA110N 
GAYUN Ki PATTERSON, JOETTA 
C!ahn WADA; ?ATTERSON, W :.; SCHOCKE, 
TERRI; SChOCKE, 1ERRY 
Statutory 





6/1/1960 C.08 GROUND WATER DOMESTiC, IRRIGATION WELC\-!1 GEOKGE C 1 Claim i 
45·4170 
Statutcry ! 6/1/1960 I 0.11 GROUND V•lATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, W:LCH, GEORGE C 
C!a!m I STOCKWAFR 
45-4182 
Statutory I 6/1/1929 o.,o WASTEWATER lRR!GAT10N OKELBERRV1 D L Claim 
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45-4183 S!atutory 12/31/1932 0 10 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC IRRIGATION PLEASANTVIEW WATERUSERS ASSN 



































































































































































BLUE HILL CREEK 






ROBBER GULCH CREEK 
BEAVERDAM CREEK 
WASTEWATER 






































CITY OF OAKLEY 
GERRATT, REX 
GERRATT, LARRY; GERRATT, REX 
BAILEY, EDDIE J; BAILEY, ELIZABETH A 
HINMAN, ORRA 
RAYBURN, NORMAN H; RAYBURN, 
RUTHA 
BAILEY, FAUN A SCHUTTE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA ACTING 
THROUGH 
OKELBERRY, 0 L 
CONGLETON, EUNICE H 
SIMPLOT, JR 
CASSIA COUNTY FARM LABOR 
SPONSORING 
DEMER, VAUGHN N 
OAKLEY CANAL CO 
OAKLEY CANAL CO 
THE AMALGAMATED SU GAR CO 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA ACTING 
THROUGH 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA ACTING 
THROUGH 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA ACTING 
THRDUGK 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA ACTING 
THROUGH 
UNiTED STATES Of AMERICA ACTING 
THROUGH 
CONRAD, JULIE 
KEMPTON, JIMMY D 
REED,LULU 
PRICE, EUGENE F 
USDA FOREST SERVICE 
USDA FOREST SERVICE 
USDA FOREST SERVICE 
ESTATE OF WARREN L WARREN 
-·-· I~"-'"'·'\': '-~- ' ,,c•, 45-7078 License 3/9/1971 0,36 :iROUND WATER , IRRIGAT,ON, STEJNMETZ JR, GEORGE ' 1 STOCKWATER 
I UNITED STATl:.S OP AMEfi:CA ACTING 
45·7091 Uce:ise 2/8/1972 WASTEWATER W1LDUFC 
THROUGH 
45~7112 Licer-ise I 10/31/1972 0.95 GROUND WATER IRR.lG,\T:ON MILLERCOORS UC 
1/19/1973 
, KLOEPFER SAND GRAVEL 
45-7123 License C.20 1 GROUND WA,ER INDUSTRIAL rRANSPORTATION 
45-7146 License ! 7/18/1973 0,09 i GROUND WATcR DOMESTIC, IRR.iGATION GlLES1 NELDON 
45-718$ U:ense i 8/16/1974 0.10 ! GWUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGA710N MC CAULEY, CHARLES 
45"7272. i License 7/9/1976 0.98 ; WASTE WATER IRRIGA'ilON : MAI, Dr,tLUP ' ' 45·7282 License 4/17/1978 2.70 GROUND WIHEP. • IRRIGATION HONDO, ROYN 
45-7348 ;Jcense 11/10/1970 0.08 GROUND WATER INDUSTRIAL M:LLERCOORS LlC 
WILDLIFE FROM 
UNITEO STATES OF AMERICAAC'i1NG 
45-7352 License il/8/1978 WASTEWATER STORAGE, WILDLIFE 
STO~AGE 
TdROUGH 
45-7365 License- 12/4/1978 WASTEWATER WILDLIFE STORAGE 
UN17ED STATES OF AMERICA ACTING 
THROUGH i 
45~7382 Uc~'H.•e 6/20/1979 I 0.08 SPRING 
IRRIGATION, 
WOOLSTENHULME, ALFRED !_ 
STOCKWATfR 
45-7384 : License 7/20/1979 ! UNNAMED STREAM RECREA!lO"I STORAGE WEST, BRENT W 
45-7435 License 1/21/1930 0.02 GROUND WATER cor~MERCIAL 
KEMNEN1 OSCAR M; RERANEN, 
PATRICIA B 
45-7437 License 2/26/1980 2,72 G,OUND WATER IRRIGATION : SEARLE,JESSEF 
45-7453 Ucense 10/17/1980 0.19 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MEADE, CONSTANCE; MEAJE, RANDY 
45-7502 [ License 4/28/1982 :>.08 GROUNDWATER DOMEST:C EVANS JR, JOHN V; HALES, TERRY D 
45-7510 License 8/3/1982 1.lS GROUND WATER IRRGAT:ON , GOCHNOUR, JIM W 
45-7528 license 3/29/1983 0.08 GROUND WATER DOMEST,C 
BURGESS, DON; HIGENS, JAMES F; 
' VIGH, LORENZO T 
45H7530 License ! 4/13/1983 0.04 GROUND WATE, IRR!GATIOr',! ! PRESTON, EUDORA; PRESTON, JAMES 
45~7534 - Ucx!nse 7/24/1984 0.07 GROUND WAT'ER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
PETERSON, ARNOLD E; PETtRSON,. 
SHERRYL C 
45-7542 L:cer:se 6/15/1933 O-,C7 GROUND WATER 
COMMERCIAL, 
WEECH1 DONNA; WEECH, EEX A IRRIGA-ION 
45-7556 License 2)1/1985 
I 
0.01 I WILLOWCREEKSPRNG STOCKWATER, WILDLIFE UNITED STATES OF AMERIO\ ACDNG 
i THROUGH 
' 45-7559 License 6/11/1985 0.02 ! S?RING STOCKWATER, WILDCIFE : USDA FOREST SERVJCE ' 
45--7570 License 6/11/1985 0.02 I SPRl!\G STOCKWATER, WILDLIFE USDA FO:\EST SERViCE 
! 45-7593 License 4/1/1986 0,02 POCKef SPRING STOCKWATER, WlLDLlFE USC/\ FOREST SERVICE 
I STOC,WATER FROM 
S-:-ORAGE, STOCKWATEi1 
45-7595 License 4/1/1985 UNNAMED STREAM STORAGE, WILDLIFE USDA FOREST SERVICE 
FRO!¼ STORAGE, 
WILDLIFE STORAGE I 
STOCKWATER FROM I I 
STORAGE, STOCKWATER 
' 45-7597 Uce'1SE1 4/1/1986 UNNAMED STREAM STORAGE, WILDUFE USDA FORE,, SERVICE 
I I 
FROM STORAGE, 
I WILDLIFE STOilAGE 
I 
· 5TOCKWATER FRO~ 
I I I 
I STORAGE, STOCKWATER 
45-7598 License 4/1/1985 UNNAM£D STREAM STORAGE, WILDLIFE USDA FOREST SERV!CE 
, FWM STORAGE, 
I WIL!JLJFE STORAGE 
I 45-7602 U:::ense 4/17/1986 0,01 SPRING STOCKWATER, WlLDL'.FE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA ACTING 
TiiROUGH 
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Basin 47 Potentially Unclaimed Water Rights 
~
I 47.5 ! Decreed 7/12/1907 I 3.00 DEEP CREEK IRRIGATION PALMER, JAMES A 
I COTTONWOOD CREEK, 
I 
47.7 Decr-eed 4/1/1890 4.50 SOUTH fORK IRRIGATION RICE, J B 
COTTONWODD CREEK 
i 47-9A Decreed 8/1/1889 6.70 BIG CREEK DOMESTIC, lRRIGATIO~ UTAH CONSTRUCTION CO 
I 47-9B Decreed 8/1/1889 1.11 HANNAHS "ORK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION UTAH CONSTRUCTION CO 
I 47·9C Decreed 8/1/1889 1.28 SHOSHONE CREEK DOMESTIC, I,RIGATION UTAH CONSTRUCTION CO 
47-llB Decreed 4/19/1907 0.1.4 SHOSHONE CREEK IRRIGATION MC CONNELL, FRANCIS E 
47-12 :Jecreed 6il/1907 1.40 
HORSE CREEK, HOT 
IRRIGATION HOWARD, WL . 
CREEK 
47-14 Decreed 9/15/1908 4.2G BIG CREEK IRRIGATION 
CAMERON, MAUDE; WILL\S, 
BRYANT 
47-15 Decreed 7/24/1909 1.08 8!G CREEK IRRIGAnON LORAIN, H 8 
I 47·19 :iecreed 8/13/1911 8.26 BIG CREEK IRRIGATION 
WILLIS, JOSEPH; W,LLJS, JOSHUA T; 
WILLIS, MARIA 
47-20 Decreed 8/26/1911 2.3C SIG CREEK IRRIGA7 ION SCHNITKER, BERTHA 
i 47-21 Decreed S/21/1913 3.00 HANNAHS FORK IRRIGATION REED, MARYE 
i 47-22 Decreed 3/14/:Lqi4 1.00 LANG FORD FLAT CREEK IRRIGATION HA~?Y, PH1L 
I 47-24 Decreed 5/i/1911 SALMON FALLS CREEK IRRIGATION VINEY ARD LAND & STOCK CO 
47-25 Decreed 5/1/1894 5,50 CEDAR CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CEDAR MESA INC ' 




47-318 Decreed 5/1/1900 0.8() CEDAR CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HAINES,J W 




47-36 Decreed 5/1/1894 ' 250 CEDAR CREEK , DOMESTIC, IRRIG4TION CEDAR MESA ·Ne !
47-37A Decreed 5/1/1894 2.94 CEDAR CREEK 
DOMESTIC, IRRlG/iHON, 
ROGERSON, ROBERT : STOCl<WAlER 
47-378 Decreed 5/1/1'!84 0.80 CEDAR CREEK ' DOMESTIC, IRRIG/ITION CEDAR MESA INC 
I 47-428 i Decreed 5/1/3894 8.62 CEDAR CREEK I DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, , STOCKWATER CEDAR CANAL CO 
: 47-45 Decreed 4/15/1885 0.50 DEVIL CREEK i DOMESTIC, STOCKWATER DUNN, SAMUEL C 
47-46 i Decreed 9/1/1914 0.80 DEVlL CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BOYD,JOHN 
DIVERSION TO STORAGE, 
DOMESTIC FROM 
47-49 Decreed 1/29/1915 DEVIL CREEK 
STORAGE, IRRIGATION 
IDAHO EARM DEVELOPMENT CO 
FROM STORAGE, : STOCl<WATER FROM 
i STORAGE 
! DOMESTIC EROM 
STOHAGE, IRRIGATION 
47-50 Decreed 11/19/1915 DEVIL CREEK FROM STORAGE:, IDAHO FAR\1 DEVELOPMENT CO 
STOCKWATER FRON' 
STOHAGE . 
47.53 Decreed 3/1/1917 0.80 ANTElO?E SPRING IRRIGATION SNYDER, WALTER Y 
47.54 oecr'eed 5/6/1907 0.54 
NORTH COTTONWOOD 
DOMESTIC, IRR;GAT:ON COTTO'IWOOD RANCH CO LTD 
CREEK 
DRY COTTONWOOD 
47.55 Decrf!ed 5/23/1907 1.24 CREEK, NORTH DOW.ESTIC, IRR GATtON COTTONWOOD RANCH CO LTD 
COTTONWOOD C~EEK 
47-66 Oecrsed 5/6/1$07 3.10 
DRY COTTONWOOD 
:JOMESTIC, IRRIGATION COTTONWOOD RANCH CO L fD 
CRtEK 
47-67 Decreed 4/27/1908 ! 1.60 DRY COTTONWOOD DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION i COTTONWOOD RAN CH CO LTD 
I CREEK 
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47-69 Oe<;recd 2,19/1911 : 0.30 J SPR!NG l DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION COTTONWOOD RANCH CO LTD I ' 47-74 Decreed 3/1/1887 GOA7 SPRINGS j !RH!GATION NOR.TON, LH 
47-12.1 Decreed 5/1/1879 2.00 ROCK CREEK j IRRIGATION GRAY, LUCY 
47-123 Decreed 5/15/1879 ; 0,24 ROCK CREEK IRR:GATION GRAY1 LIJCY 
47-13$ Decreed 5/30/1887 0.40 ROCKCREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BROYcES, JOSEPH 
47-150 Decreed 3/14/1892 1,20 ROCK CREEK IRRIGATION JO~ES, HENRY 
47-151A Decreed 3/14/1892 0,06 ROCK GEEK IRRIGATICN 
WARTGCW, BETTY A; WARTGOW, 
ROBERTH 
L7-151C Decreed 3/14/1892 O.o3 ,OCK CREEK IRRIGATION 
DEADMOND, FLOYO J; 
I DEADMOND, SHERRY S 
I 47-159 Decreed 3/14/1892 : 0.40 ROCK CREEK IRRIGATIO~ LARSEN, LARS 
47-155 Decreed 3/14/1892 , 0.80 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION WORKMAN, FRANK 
47·166 Decreed 3/14/1892 s• :m UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION EIGNOR, MERRITT 
47-203 Decreed 1/8/1927 3.00 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGA-noN BONNlCKSEN, R ----
47-2015 License 11/7/1905 0.80 
MONUMENT SPRINGS, 
clOMESTIC, l~RIGATION CATLEUGH, JOHN J 
UNNAMED STREAM 
EAST FORK ' 
l 47-2019A I Lkense 5/23/1907 1.24 COTTONWOOD CREEK, DOMESTIC, IRRIGATIO~ NORTON, ALICE E WEST FORK 
COTTONWOOD CREEK 
EASTFORK i 
.C:7-20198 Llcens~ 5/6/1907 3,10 
COTTONWOOD CREEK, 
OOMESTC, IRRIGATION NORTON, ALICE E 
WEST FORK 
COTTONWOOD OlEEK 
' EAST FORK 
i 
47-2020 license 5/6/:907 054 i COFONW009 CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SAWYER, JOHN D 




47-2042 license 7/28/1909 1.20 COTTONWOOD CREEK DOMESnc, IRRIGATION , CARR, HNRY B 
47-2043 '.Jcense ; 9/14/1909 0,20 SPRING DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION JORDAN, THOMAS VINCENT 
47-2044 dcense 12/1/1909 0.40 COHONWOOD CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GRAEHL, LOR,NZO 
' 
47-2050 Ucens.c 12/4/1911 3,00 SOLDIER CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WISEMAN, JEFFERSON D 
47-2053 License 9/3/1910 0,10 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION DEAN, DAVE) HENRY 
47-2054 ~icense 8/24/1910 3.0D UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION TAYLOR, HUSH G 
47-2055 License lC/5/1910 0,60 SPRING DOMESTIC, l:RRIGAT!ON CURTIS, ZAC,SARIAH 
47-2057 Ucer.se 10/22/1910 0,6() i UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MOUNCE, AMERICUS V ; 
47-2058 License 11/11/1910 1,90 AN7EL0PE CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION G!lA Y, JOHN L 
47-2059 l'.cense 12/17/1910 0.20 TWIN SPRINGS c>OMESTIC, IRRlGATION VINEY ARD LAND & STOCK CO 
···-
47-2060 License 2/9/1911 0.70 SPRING DOMESTIC, IRRIGATIO~ CURTIS, ZACHA,IAH 
47-2063 Ucense 6/21/1911 1,50 GROUN;:J WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION RIECHERS, JOHN C . 
47-2065 license 12/31/1911 2,00 ANTELOPE CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GRAY1 JOHN 
47-2070 license 9/10/1912 0,10 DUCK SPRJNG DOMESTlC, IRRIGATI0'.'-4 DRAPER, ClAlrt 
47-2071 License ::.0/3'.:_/1912 1.00 UNNAMED STREAMS OOWESTIC, li<RIGATION l WIKER,AM 
SPRINGS, c ~NAMED i 
<7-2073 Ucense 12/7/1912 J,74 
STREAM 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ROMES, NORMA 
47-2075 License I 3/17/1913 1.G0 WEST FORK J.OMESTIC, IRRIGATION LOO, MATILDA i COTTONWOOD CREEK 
47-2077 Ucense ! 3/12/1913 2.30 I CRYSTAL SPRINGS DOMESTIC, IRRiGATION HURST, WR 
47-2079 License j 7/9/1914 1,20 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BUSSELL, JS; MC MILLAN, WR -
47-2081 Ucense 10/16/1913 0,10 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATIO~ BISBEE, CLARENCE E 
47-2082 License 8/15/1913 3.44 COHONWOOD CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION JOSU~, SARAH M 
47-2086 U:::ense 2/5/1914 0.70 I SPRtNGS DOMESTIC, IRAIGATION WEErn, JOSEPHS 
47-2088 Uce;;se 5/14/1914 0,80 UNMMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRlGAT!ON ?ITT, HW ... 
4-7-2089 license 5/13il921 LSD UNMM ED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRlGATION ANDERSON, HILMA 
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47·2103 Llceose 11/20il915 1.00 COTTONWOOD CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GRAEHt, LORENZO 
47-2109 License 11/15/1915 1.00 iJNNAMED COULEES DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION RIHA, PITE 
47-2122B Uc-ense 5/8/1916 0.64 5EWERCREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATiON I FAIRCHILD, SEYMOUR 
47-2125 Ucense 11/16/1915 0.04 SPRl'\G DOMESTIC, IRS1GATION WEECH, JOSEPH S 
47-2127 License 2/17/1917 :J.60 · POND DOrlESTIC, IRRIGATION OLIVER, JOHN 
47-2134 Uce11se 11/23/1917 O.&O UNNAMED COULEE DOMES"P.C, IRRIGATION NICHOLSON, WILDAY W 
47-2138 : Llcense- 8/2/1918 0.40 UNNA!v'.ED COULEE DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CRABTREE, ELLIS E 
47-2139 :Jcense 2i29/1920 C.24 ANTELOPE SPRING DOMESTIC, IRRIGATIO~ SNYDER, W H 
47-2140 License 6/3/1919 1.30 UNNAMEJ STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ; ANGELL, GRANT 
47-2150 License 2/21/1921 1.00 LOST CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION LIKDGREN, CsARLES 
47-2155 License 3/21/1922 1.50 UNNAMcD STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIG.~TION SMIT~, .lE5SE E 
47~2156 License 1/3/1923 3.54 SPRINGS DOMESTIC, lRRIGi'fftON 
PALMER, JAMES A; PALMER, 
; ROBERT --~~-
47-2160 Lk:erse 5/10/1924 l.60 COTTONWO;JD CREFK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ! DAVIS, CLARENCE I 
47·2161 Llce1se 5/:0/1924 1,60 COTTONWOOD CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION STEWART,H L 
47-2162 License 5/12/1924 3,20 COTTONWOOD CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
APPLEMAN, HENRY C; FULi.ER, 
I FRANKL 
47-2165 License 5/13/1925 D.80 COTTONWOOD CREEK IRRIGATION MC NEISH, JOHN i 
47-2133 License 1/31/1947 0.40 CEDAR DRAW CREEK ::>OMESTIC, lRRIGATION HARD.NG, JOYCE C ; 
i 47-21928 CROCKITT, CARRIE; CROCKETT, : Ucer.se 12/:5/1930 1,88 GROVN3 WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GEORGE D; ESTATE Of W H 
1iJRNER 
47,2193 license 7/10/1931 1.02 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ESTATE CF CARLE UNO ' 
47-2201 License 9/12/1934 1.00 SPRING IR~IGATION 
DAVIS, ROSS B; DAViS, Vlk.<\; 
STRICKUN, ALICE 
47-2211 License 5/7/1940 1.02 , ANTELOPE SPRING IRRIGArlON 3MCKETT, CHESTER E 
47-2214 Ucen.se 9/27/1940 0.40 UNNAMtD STREAM OCMESTIC1 IRRIGATION BOWER, CURTIS W 
47•2215 Ucense 12/10/1940 1.60 
WEST FORK Rae, 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION LARSEN, RUSSELL C 
CREEK 
47-2221 Ucense 9/10/1941 0.30 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION : HYPOTHEEK LAND CO 
47,2223 Uce:1se 8/4/1941 4.00 EARGO TUNNEL COMMERCIAL JEROME COOPERA~l""✓E CREAMERY 
47-2226 license 5/16/1939 2.12 UN NAM ED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGA"nON SCHNITKER, OTTO A 
47-2227 License ; 016/1939 :wo GROUND WATER DOMESTIC REED, HUGHE 
47-2228 ' l Ucense 7/26/1939 0.80 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WARBFRG, ROREfff M 
47-2230 U::ense 10/22/1942 0.40 UNNAMED STREAM VOMESTiC, IRRIGATIO~ HINRICHSEN, WILLIAM 
" 
4/•·2231 ' Ucense 1/31/1946 0,70 CEDAR DRAW CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HARDING, 10YCE C 
47-2233 !..kense 2/6/1946 0.40 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GIVANS,JM 
47-2237 license 5/6i1946 ' 0.36 MUD CREEK IRRIGATION STASNEYSR,JOE 
i 47-2239 License ll/24/194!1 0.40 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION RUflTER, PETER HENRV 
I 47-2240 License 5/16/1947 1.54 UNMMED STREAM FISH PROPAGATION, JENSEN, MART'N C IRRIGATION 
47-2253 Ucense 12/27/1949 0,93 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IR'llGATION MC CLA1N, CHESTER W 
47-2254 _lcense 11/23/1.949 1.10 UNNAMED STRcAM IRRIGATION GLANDER, ARTHUR E 
47·2266 Llcenee 11/8/1952 0,60 GROU~D WATER rnRIGATlON MENDINI, LOUGI 
47-227C License 7/1/1953 0.80 GROUND WATl'R !RRlGATION, rv'IUNl:::IPAL CITY OF CASTl.EEORD 
GIESE, FRANK THEODORE; GIESE, 
47·2287 Ucense i 4/26/1955 0.60 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION JAMES WILLIAM; G!ESE,JOHN HER'VIAN; GIESE, JOSEPH THOMAS 
47-2288B I License 6/1/1955 0.13 GROUND \'\.'ATER IRRIGATION ALEXANDEq, IONN!E D; I ALEXANDER, PATSY R 
47-2303 ! License 9/17/.1956 O.C7 GROUND WATER COOLING FIRST NATIONAL BANK ! 
I 47-2318 I License 4/13/1959 1.00 SPRINGS iRRIGATION LEMMO~, GEORGE H 
47-2444 License 12/27/1912 0.50 UNNAMED STREAM l DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION RIECHERS, JC _J 
P.age 3 of 10 
"' IRRIGATION FROM i 
STORAGE, IRRIGATION 
47-2445 Ucense 3/1/1937 ANTELOPE CREEK STORAGE, STOCKWATER BRACKETT, CHESTER E 
FROM STORAGE, 
STOCKWATER STORAGE 
47-2459 l1cense 11/5/1944 ' 1.00 : UNNAMED STREAM DOM
0 STIC, IRRJGATION SCHNITKER, OTTO A 
47-2450 License 12/9/1918 0.52 TIMBER CANYON CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CLARK, J F 
47-2/,71 License 11/23/1917 0.50 UNNAMED c• u·.EE DOMESTIC, IRR:GATION NJCHOLSOS, WILDAY W i 
MCDERMID, HARRIET E; 
47-2475A U-cense 7/13/1907 8.80 ROCK CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
OSBORNE, GEORGE W; ROMIG, 
CHARLES F; TILLEY, EDWARD W; 
TILLEY, EDWARD 
47-24755 License 7/13/1907 0,80 ROCK CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION TURNER, Wl~UAM H 
I WEST FORK ROCK ! 47-2476A : License 8/30/'l907 1.11 
CREEK 
OOMESTtC, IRRIGATION RICE, JArv1ES B ' 
I 47·:C476B Lice:-ise 2/B/1908 1,10 WEST FORK ROCK DOMEST:C, ,RRIGATION RICE, JAMES S i I CREEK 
47-2471 Lice;'lse 8/31/1908 ' 0,50 ; ROCK CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WALKER, JAMES A ! : : 
47-2482 license 5/31/1911 0.60 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION EDMINISTER, FOREST L 
47-2483 Lkense 5/19/1911 0,60 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ASHDOWN, WILLIAM R 
47-2490 license 12./3/1917 L30 ROCKCREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MC OERMID, HARRIIT E 
47·-2493 Ucens:e 9/23/1929 6.40 ROC< CREEK IRRIGATION EDMINSTER, CLYDE E 
47·2494 ; U::.anse 3/4/:935 4.56 ROCK CREE( DOW.ES-IC, IRRIGATION ROM;G, AUG'JSTA E 
47-2520 License 9/21/194/l 0.59 GROUNDWAER i DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MORRILL, CHARI.ES e 
47-2589 License l/24/1942 UNNAMED STREAM STOCKWATER STORAGE 
UNITED STATES Of AMERICA 
ACTING THROUGH 
47-2590 License 1/24/1942 UNNAMED STREAM STOCl(WATER STORAGE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
ACTING THROUGH 
i 47-2659 Ucense 3/29/1905 3.20 HOUSE CREEK ' DOMESTIC, IRRiGA"rlON BRATTEN, JOHN M ' i
I 47-2663 Lice rise 6/25/J.914 0.04 SPRING :RRIGATION WICKERSHAM, THOMAS C 






4/1/1962 2.00 : SPRINGS DOMESTIC1 IR:RiGATION HUNT, RA Cla1m 
47-4007 
Statutory 10/20/1969 3,00 GREEN BIG SPRINGS, FISH PROPAGATION BAGGETT, LARRY D 
Claim PECK DRAIN 
47-4008 
Statutory 
4/1/1892 1.00 WARM SPRINGS IRRIGATION KERPA, EDWARD H 
Claim 
I Statutory 
4/1/1931 I l iRRIGAT!O)Jf ' 47-4X9 0.80 SEWER CREEK TURNcR, ROBERT L ! Claim STCCKWATSR 
47--'lOlj, 
Statutory 



















5/1/1918 0.80 J COULEE, SPRINGS 
IRRIGATION, 
DE NARD IS, AL:CE l Claim S:OCKW/\TER 
A?-4C21 
Statutory 








7/1/1942 1.64 UNNAMED DRAIN 
IRRIGATION, 





SALMO~ FALLS CANAL, 
RRIGATION WRIGHT, BYRON 0 
Cla1m WAS"E WA-ER 
47-4331 
Statutory 
4/1/1953 i 0.80 CEDAR DRAW DRAIN l~RIGATION l,Olc:)WAY,J R 
Claim 
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47-4()32 
Statutory 
1/1/1960 ' 0,60 SPRING, WASrE WATER 
I IRRIGATION, RUHTER JR, VIRGIL P; RUHTER, 
Clam i i srocKWATER MILDRED 
47-4036 
Statutory 






8/1/1937 G,20 WA5fEWATER IRRIGATION KESO,MO 
! 
Claim I 




8/1/1937 0.04 \.VAST£ WATER IRRIGATION 












0,38 ' WASTE WATER IRRIGATION MA rnrns, RUBY 
. 
DIVE~SION TO STORAGE, 
47-4167 
Statutory 
6/1/1953 2.00 WASTEWATER 
IRRIGATION FROM 
Gi...AVIN1 DON 
! Claim STORAGE, IRRIGATION STORAGE 
47-4070 
Statutory 
3/1/1969 0.83 WASTEWATE~ 
IRRcGATION, 
COO.,, BETTE; COOK .. MELVIN Ctalm STOCKWATER 
47.4075 
i Statutory 




3/1/1915 1.00 WASTEWATER IRfUGAT!ON BAUGHMAN, RALPH R 
Ciajm 
47 .. 4079 
Statut:ir{ 




6/1/1906 0.20 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION 
BUCKL'.N JR, THOMAS C; 




3/1/1960 1.00 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION !RISH, ED'.'JA L; !RISH, LEONARD R 
47-4086 
Statutory 
3/1/1952 0.50 WASTE WATER !R.R!GATION 




6/9/1947 0,5{) SPRING FISH PROPAGATION 
CANYON TROUT FARM; DELBERT 
, dai-m ,LUNDT 
47-4090 : Sta:utory 4/1/1954 0.15 \VASTS W f.1:rER i IRRIGATION DUTT, EP-!R.A1M A; OUTr, I Clarm PATRICIA 
47-4091 
/ Statutory 
4/1/1948 0.52 WASTEWATER 
' RRIGATION, 
AUDR!TT, SAMUEL DA\cO 
• Claim : STOCKWATER 
47-4<)93 
Statutory 





I DOMESTIC, INDUS1RIAL, 
47·4102 
C!afrn 
D.16 GROUND WATER 
STOCKWATER 
MAURICE ECKERT & SONS :NC 
47-4103 
Statutory 
4/1/1930 0.20 UNNAMED STREAM 
IRRIGATION, 




1/1/1917 0.03 SPRINGS ,'TOCKWATER 








SPRING, UNNAMED IRRIGATION, 
!!A TES, GARY C 
Claim STREAM STOCKWATER 
47-4116 
Statutory 
4/1/1970 0.o7 CLEAR SPRING CREEK 
iRR1GATION, 
STALEY, GA'LJ; STALEY, JEAN 
, Claim STOCKWATER 
47-4118 
Statutory 
3/15/1916 3.00 UNNAMED STREAM 
IRRIGATION, 
Clair., STOCKWATER 
Statutory i ' 47-4121 Clalm 4/1/1906 3.20 : WASTE WATER IR,!GATION DINGMAN, DAVID R 
47·4t23 
Statutory i 5/1/l'JIO 0.04 LP COULEE 1,RIGATION, PRATER, £:JWIN F 
Clalm l STOCKWATER 
i 




8/24/1962 0.23 GROUND WATER I DOMESTIC, IRRIGAT!ON US DEPT OF AGRICULTURE 
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47-4137 
Statutory 








fi/1/193tl 1.00 I WllSON CRl'FK IRRIGATION WOLFORD, DONALD E ' Claim i -
I 5tati.itory I ' IRRIGATION, OST£RHOJ~, BL~IR; OSTERHOUT, I 47-4152 Claim 7/2/1968 0.30 U!>:NAMED STREAM STOCKWATER ',YNN 






FIFTH FORK ROCK 
IRRIGATION CROCKETT, CHARLO'ITE W 
Claim CREEK, ROCK CREEK 
47-4164 
Statutory 





4/1/1968 0.50 WA>1, WATER IRRIGATION 




4/l5/J925 0.22 WASTE WATER 
IRRIGATION, FRANDSEN,,, WAYNE; FRANDSEN, 
Claim STOCKWATER CAROLES -
47-4176 
Statutory 
6/1/1940 0.60 WASTEWAJH IRRIGATION HUDSON, DIX Claim 
474186 
Statutory 








1/1/1950 5.JO IJNNA\ilEO STREAM 
IRRIGATION, 
LYONS, CECIL 
\ Claim STOCKWATER 
47-4195 
Statutory 






5/1/1925 7.00 WASTE WATER 
IRRIGATION, LANCASTER, ROY; LANCASTER1 
Claim STOCKWA!ER TOM 
47-42C6 
Statutory 











4/1/1952 0.60 ' WASTE WATER iRRIGATION EGBEfiT, CLEVELAND KEITH 
47,4226 
Statutory 























6/1/1964 1.00 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION KAES, ROBERT D; KAfS, WALTER Claim 
' , Statutory 
47-4255 
(;aim 
3/15/1915 1.60 WASTEWATE"R IRRIGATION UERMAO/, RO.LPH K 
47-4260 
StatJtory 
5/1/1915 2.00 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION 




1/1/1953 SPRING STOCKW,ATER, WILDLIFE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
Claim ACTING THROUGH 
47-4269 
Statutory 








3/1/1918 0,19 GROUND WATER 
DOME5TIC, IRRIGATION, 
EDSON, DAsREll G I 




6/li1939 0.12 WASTEWATER 
IRRIGATION, 
8RfGGS, JUNE E 
· Claim STOCKWATER 
47-430l 
, S.:atutory 












lilG/1948 0.58 I UNNAMED STREAM 
IRRIGATION, 










IRRIGATIO~ B!GGS SR, RUSSEcL A 




I COULEE, WASTE 
IRRIGATION GROSSERHODE, HELEN C:.a!rn WATER 
47-4317 
Statutory 









1/1/1945 0.10 GROUNi:l WATER 
COMMERCIAL, DOMfSTIC, 














3/15/1910 3.60 WASTE WA".'ER IRRIGATION HARP, LANA; HARP, STEVEN aa,m 
47-4349 
Statutory 
6/1/1961 0.06 WASTEWATER IRRIGA~ION : TONER, JAMES E Claim 
47-4350 
Statutory 




1/1/1940 0.20 EROuND WATER DOMESTIC 
















1/1/1920 0.17 GROU~DWATEC\ 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, 














6/1/1905 1.00 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION 




6/1/1905 1.30 WASTEWATER DOMESTIC, IR,IGATION COLEY, !VANS C'alm 
47-4402 
Stat.Jtory 




1/1/1916 0.20 GROUND WATER 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, STAFFORD, CORINNE; STAFFORD, 
Claim STOCKWATER ROGEil 





9/1/1967 0,02 UNNAMED STREAM 
STORAGE, STOCKWATER, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 







9/1/1955 om UNNAMED STREAM STORAGE, STOCKWATER, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 







9/1/1965 0,02 U~NAMED STREAM 
STO'\AGE, STOCKWATER, UN(TED STATES OF AMERl:::A 









5/1/1910 2.60 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION 












3/15/1954 0,09 GROUND WATER DOMEST!C, IRRIGATION 
KNIGHT, MICHAEL F; MUSGRAVt, 
' Oa!rn GERALDINE 
47-4426 
Statutory 




6/l/1948 1.00 WASTEWATER 
!RRtGAT!ON, 
WEST, GARY 
: Cla!m STOCKWA':'ER 
47-L.449 
: St\ltutoiy 
10/20/1569 3,00 UNt,;ArJ,l'D STREMI flSH PROPAGATION BAGGETT, LARRY!} : Claim 
47-4467 
Statutory 










4/1/1945 4,00 COTTONWOOD CREEK 
IRRIGATION, 














3/15/1922 0,10 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION 
DEVINE, MATTHEW L; DEVINE, 
Claim MICHAEL B 
47,4433 Statutory 12/29/1905 2,04 WASTEWATER 
IRnlGATJON, 




1/1/1930 050 UN NAMED STRcAM 
;RRIGATION, 




1/1/1950 0,04 GI\OUNC WATER COMMERCIAL 
BRENNAN, JAMES E; ORcGO\! 
I Claim SHORT LINE RAILROAD CO 
Statutory 
NORTH COTTONWOOD 
UNITED Sf ATES OF AMERICA 






6/28/1934 0.71 MC MULLEN CREEK STOCKWATcR, W:ll)LIFE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
Claim ACTING THROUGH 
[JEEP CREEK, NORTH 
I sTOCKWATER, WILDLl,E 47-4500 · Statutor,r 6/28/1934 0.65 :'OR< DEEP CREEK1 UNIT!:D STATES OF AMERICA i Claim SOUTH EORK DEEP ACTING THROUGH 
CREEK 




6/28/1934 0.13 DRY GULCH SPRING STOCKWATER, WILDLIFE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
Claim ACTING THROUGH 
47-4502 
Statutory 
6/28/1934 2.56 SALMON FALLS CREEK STOCKWATER, WILDLIFE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
Claim ACTING THROUGH 
47-4503 
Statutory 
6/28/1934 3.16 SHOSHONE CREEK STOCKWATER, WILDLIFE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
Claim ACTING THROUGH 
47-4510 
Statutory 
6/1/1921 1.00 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION DE NARDIS, ALICE Claim 
47-7055 License 11/12/1968 5.00 UNNAMED STREAM FISH PROPAGATION DALOS, CARLJ; DALOS,JUNE 
47-7113 Ucense 2/12/1971 3.00 UNNAMED STREAM FISH PROPAGATION AMERO, ERNEST ED 
' 47-7123 License 8/16/1971 0.06 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION REYNOLDS, WESLEY E 
47-7203 L\cense 4/2.4/1973 0.20 WASTE WATER IRRIGATION KELSO, M 0 
47·7207 Ucense 5/10/1973 0.10 SPRING IRRIGATION 
RUHTER JR, VIRGIL P; RUHTER, 
MILDRED 
47-7215 License 8/20/1973 0.06 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION SHAUB, NORRIS 
47-7225 License 11/5/1973 0.02 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION MILJ.S, FLOYD 








47-7251 License 3/8/1974 0.54 WASTE WATER IRRIGATION BRUNELJ.I, HAROLD LEE 
47-7337 License 6/11/1976 0.08 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HASKELL, MARJORIE ELLEN 
DOMESTIC, FIRE 
47-7338 License 5/25/1975 0.29 GROUND WATER PROTECTION, ECKERT, MAURICE H 
STOCKWATER 
47-7377 License 4/5/1977 4.68 UN NAM ED STREAM FISH PROPAGATION SILVER CREEK FARMS INC 
IRRIGATION FROM 
47.740,1 License 6/9/1977 0.92 WASTEWATER STORAGE, IRRIGATION GLAVIN, DON 
STORAGE, IRRIGATfON 
47-7406 License 6/7/1977 0.02 WASTE WATER IRRIGATION FI.AVEL,JACK R; HAVEL, KAY I 
47-7473 license 9/10/1978 UNNAMED STREAM WILDLIFE STORAGE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
ACTING TiiROUGH 
47-7474 License 9/10(1978 UNNAMED STREAM WILDLIFE STORAGE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
ACTING THROUGH 
47-7484 License 12/6/1978 0.12 GROUND WATER COMMERCIAL, DOMESTIC ADAMS, RONALD H 
47-7499 License 11/14/1978 DESERT CREEK WILDLIFE STORAGE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
ACTING THROUGH 
47-7516 License 4/9/1979 0.08 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION 
DEVINE, MATTHEW L; DEVINE, 
MICHAEL B 
47-7527 License 6/22/1977 0.68 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION 
FALLIS, CLIFFORD S; FALLIS, 
JANETTE I 
47-7620 Ucense 1/14/1980 0.02 GROUND WATER DOMEsnc FOLLOWERS OF CHRIST CHURCH 
47-7625 License 2/4(1980 0.02 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION SHIPLEY, BOYD; SHIPLEY, PATRICIA 
47-7666 License 8/19/1980 0.02 SCHNELL SPRING STOCKWATER, WILDLIFE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
ACTING THROUGH 




47·7711 License 3/6/1981 0.06 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC BELVEAL, WAI.TER D 
47-7731 License 6/21(1981 5.00 
SLAUGHTERHOUSE 
FISH PROPAGATION HOLLAND, LARRY 
GULCH CREEK 
47-7735 Licens.-e 5(12/1981 0.18 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION PECKHAM, KYMM P 
47-7759B License 9/28/1981 0.04 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 
DING USS, KENNETH A; DING USS, 
LYLA 
47-7773 License 11/30/1981 0.32 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION ALLRED, ERNEST 
47-7791 License 2/2/1982 0.04 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION DIXON, GARY 
47-7885 License 4/24/1984 O.D3 GROUND WATER 
COMMERCIAL, DOMESTIC, 
LITWILLER, RAYMOND W 
STOCKWATER 
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47-7920 License 6/23/1983 0.04 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC 
KIMBALL, EDWIN; KIMBALL, 
JUANITA V; NORRIS, CLAUDIA 
CURRY BEAN CO INC; OREGON 
47-7981 License 5/16/1984 0.03 GROUND WATER COMMERCIAL SHORT LINE RAILROAD; UNION 
PACIFIC RAILROAD CO 
STOCKWATER FROM 
STORAGE, STOCKWATER 
47-8414 License B/11/1983 SPRING STORAGE, WILDLIFE US DEPT OF AGRICULTURE 
FROM STORAGE, 
WILDLIFE STORAGE 
47-8415 License 8/11/1983 SPRING 
STOCKWATER STORAGE, 
USDA FOREST SERVICE 
WILDLIFE STORAGE 
47-8416 License 4/1/1986 0,01 SPRING STOCKWATER, WILDLIFE USDA FOREST SERVICE 
Page 10 of10 
Basin 63 Potentially Undalmed Water Rights 
~~71f!~~ 
PATTERSON, FRED; 
63-10 Decree:i 4/1/1900 LOO uNNAMED STREAM IRRIGAnDN PATTERSON, f..iAZEl; 
i PATTERSON, JOHN : 
63-1:i Decreed 
UNNAMED GULCH 
RUSSELL, WW i CREEK 
' 63-17 'Decreed 6/l/l881 2.00 HIGHLAND CREEK IRRlGATION BEDEI. WILLIAM 
63-18 Decreed 6/1/1877 ' 0.90 HlGhLAND CREEK IRRIGATION PERCY, ll.LFRED 
63-27 Decreed 1.50 . DIXJE SLOUG"-1 IRRIGATION BOISE TRUSf CO 
63-96A Decreed 8/10/1897 0.20 SM:TH CREEK IRRIGATION WOLFE, EM 
£3-98 Deueed 2/28/1900 2.75 SMITH CREEK iRRIGATION SANDLIN .• ROBER[ 
63-99 Decreed : 3/30/1900 2.33 · SMITH CREEK IRRIGATION LOVING, MARTrlA B : 
63~1D8 De:reed 5/1/1003 0,50 SMITH CREEK IRRIGATiO~ NAUERTH, !UUUS P 
63-109 Decreed 8/15/1902 6.00 SMITH CREEK IRRIGATION NAUERTH, JULIUS.> i 
6H10 Decreed 3/1/1900 3.88 SMiTH CREEK IRRIG.J\TlQN NAUERTH, MINNIEJ 
63-111 Decre~d : 7/1/1'302 0.24 : SMITH CREEK IRRIGATION SMITH, SARAH C 
63-1498 ~ecreed 6/1/1865 225.80 ' BO!SE RIVER ?OWER RIDENBOUGH, W H; ROSSI, A 
63-151AE Decreed 5/1/1866 0.20 BOlSE RIVER IRRIGATION CONSUMERS WIUER CORP 
63-161AG Decreed 5/1/1866 i 0.10 BOISE RIVER IRRIGATION ' CONSUMERS WATER CORP i 
I 63-161AQ Decreed 5/1/1866 0,05 BOISE RIVER IRRIGATION CONSUMERS WATER CORP 
! 63-lElBC Decreed ' 5/1/1866 0.20 BOISE RIVER IRRIGATION CONSL).l,ERS WATER COR? 
63-:J:1BE Decreed 5/1/1866 0.08 BOISE RIVER IRRIGATION CONSUMERS WATER CORP 
63-161S Decreed 5/1/1866 0.20 BOISE RIVER ' IRRIGATION CONSUMERS WATER CORP 
63-162 Decreed 7/1/1877 200.00 BOISE RIVER POWER JOHNSON, RICHA.RD 
63-165C Decreed 8/1/1866 0.38 ~OIScRJVER IRRIG!l.TION ' RICE, LA 
63-165L De.creed 6/1/1866 I 0.68 BOISE RIVER i MUNICIPAL UNITED WATER IDAHO INC 
63-198X : Decreed 6/1/1877 0.10 BOISE RiVER DOIIESTIC, IRRIGATION WOOD,CC i 
1 63-215 Decreed 6/1/1889 i 0.06 BOISE RIVER IRRIGATION JOPLIN, SONORA I 
: 63-2163 Decreed 6/1/1889 0.40 BOISE RIVER IRRIGAflON 10PUN, SONORA I 
63-230A I Decreed 10/17/1884 Q.30 BOISE RIVER IRRIGAT'ON BRUCE, WALTERS ! 
63240 Decreed 5/1/1889 0.06 BOISE RIVER IRRIGATION Mill.ER, CHARLES H ... 
63-241 Decreed i 5/1/1889 om BOISE RIVER IRRIC"ATION HOSELEY, lOOMlS L 
63-244 Decreed 5/1/1889 2.94 BOISERIVER IRRIGATION '· GALLAGHl:R, J H 
63-245 Decreed 5/1/1889 0.05 BOISEHIVER IRRIEATION FOGARTY, /\NNlt H 
63~246 Dec,eed 5/1/1889 0.10 BO!SERIVER IRRIGATION CALl., GRACE 
53-247 Decreed 5/1/1889 0.03 BOISE RIVE'! IRR:GATION CANFIELD, SAMUEL H 
- . --.. ' - -- --- --
63-274 Decreed 6/1/1881 0,34 50'.S.E R!VER i IRRIGATION JURRiES1 CHARLES; PIONEER 
i DIXIE DITCH CO 
63-288A Decreed 4/1/1880 O.l• \ BOISE RIVER :RRIGATION BETTY, RB 
63-298 Decreed 4/1/:905 5.40 BOISE RIVER IRRIGATION 
SOlfTH BCiSE tvsUTUAL 
Dl'CH CO 
63~305B Ot:creed S/1/1875 1.70 BOIS( RIVER IRRlEATION 
ROEDE'~ KARL F; ROEDEL, 
OTTOW 
63-309 Decreed 7/23/1899 0.20 STEWART CREEK IRRIGAEJN HALUWILL, H A 
53.3:0 Decreed 4/1/1915 0.10 STEWART CREEK IRRIGATION SMffH, C 0 
63-315 Decreed 2.50 ELK CREEK BUE:-;.A VlS'i"A DlTCh CO 
63-316 Decteed i 5.C3 ELK CREEK IRR;GATION 
HANSON, GEORGE; MANN, 
' CRAIG . 
~ 
63-323 Decreed 14.00 GRIMES CREEK MINING LIGHTFOOT, EXTA 
63-324 Decreed 7/24/1933 5.4-0 GR!MES CREEK MlNING 
ANDERSON,_ A Ei ZW1 
GEORGE 
I 63-325 Vee.reed 6/6/1934 4.60 GRIMES CREEK MINING 
ANDERSON, A E; ZEZI, 
I GEORGE 
63-326 D-ecreed 1/1/1864 12.00 GRIMES CREEK MINING 
BOISE BASIN 'iYDRAJLIC & I 
I I POWER CO LTD 
i 63-327 Decreed 5/1/1869 5.50 GRIMES CREEK MINING 
BOISE BASIN fjYDRAUUC & 
I POWER CO LTD 
63-328 Decreed 6/1/1877 050 GRIMES CREEK MINING 
BOISE BASIN HYDRAULIC & 
POWER CO LTD 
I DOMESTIC, IRRIGAflON, LORD, DONALD R; LORD, 
i 53-3'!3 Decreed i 4/1/1907 
0.10 TENM:LE CREEK 
STOCKWATER OUVER 
63-334 Decreed 5/2/191C 0.70 TENMLEC'lEK 
DOMESTIC, l'\RIGATION, LORD, DONALD Ri_ LORD, 
5'.'0CKWA'ER OLIVER 
63-335 Decreed 4/1/1916 0.20 TENMILE CRE::K 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, LORD, DONALD R; LORD, 
STOCKWATER OUVER 
63-336 Decreed 4/1/1928 0,90 TENMILE CREEK 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, LORD, DONALD R; LORD, 
STOCKWATER OLIVER 
' GRAY, CLARA E; GRAY, 
53-349 l De::reed I ll/2/1907 1.60 EIGH1MILE CREEK IRR;GATION MAURICE GLEN 
! HAGA, JAMMIE E; HAGA, 
63-350 l Decreed 4.70 EIGHTMILE CREEK IRRIGATION 
OLIVER:> 
63-351 Decreed 1,00 
INDIAN CREEK 
IRRIGA710N JACl(SON, MAY MC ELROY 
RESERVOIR ' 
63-352 Decreed l.,000,00 INDIAN CREEK 
DIVERSION TO STOI\AGE, INDIAN CREEK IRRJGATION 
IRRIGA710N co 
63-362 Decreed 10/28/1928 3.54 WARM SPRINGS CREEK IRRIGA710N BACHMAN 1 FRED l 
63-363 De;:reed 10/28/1928 2.45 WARM S?RINGS CREEK IRRIGATION BACHMAN, !=RED L 
53-364 Decreed 10/28/l'fflB 2.55 WARM SPR;NGS CREEK RRIGATIO~ KENN!Sot,l; RAY 
63-377 Decreed l/1/1877 0.90 HIGHLAND GEEK RRIGATIO~ BEDEJ:, WILLIAM 
63-380 De('.reed 12.00 GRtMES CREEK THATCHER, G W 
63-381 Decreed .12.00 GRIMES CREEK GAY,MB 
63-2000 License 12/2/1907 1.60 EIGHTMILE CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION --~:"'GA, OLIVER 0 
63-2003 License 11/10/19(13 1.20 
EIGHTMILE CREEK, 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION EAGLESON, MARY H 
FIVEMILE GREEK 
I 63-2006 Ucense 5/5/1904 6.00 CHARCOAL CREEK MINING RICHARvSON, J E 
I UNNAMED STREAM, BARKER, DAN; OAVIJSON, I 
I 63-2008 Li:em:;: 7/29/:904 ' 2.60 . WEST FORK Lll'LE i DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MELVIN Z; LEWIS, PERRY G; 
f EIGHTMlLE CREEK ' SIMMONS, JOHN M 
63-2010 License 11/16/1904 1,300,00 BOISERJVER POWER BARBER LlJMBER CO 
63-2012 License 2/3/1905 0.40 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WILSON, EU7ABETH 
DALY, l A; GWALTNEY1 JOHN; 
63-2013 License 3/2:L/1905 2.00 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION KNUTSON, 0 K; LEWIS 
' ' BROTHERS 
63·2016 j Li~ense 5/2/1905 2.14 F VEMILE CREcK DOMESTIC, lRRIGATION NOBLE, ROBERT I 
63-2017 License 3/17/1905 1.00 UNNAMED STREAMS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION DAVIDSON, MELVIN Z 
63-20:lSA License 5/lS/1905 2.AO SMITH CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION COLE, WILLIAM S 
63-20i8S Ucense 5/19/1905 1.50 SMITH CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGAnON WYUE1 CALVIN w---
63-2018C Utense 5/19/1905 6.4-0 SMITH GRl:l"K DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION COLE, ELMA W 
63-2019 Ucense 5/3/1905 9,60 SMITH CREEK DOM!'STJC, IRRIGATION RHOADS, W H 
63-2020 license 6/9/1905 7.10 SMITH CREEK DOMESTlC, IRRIGATION 
BATES, HUGH C; BATES, LOU 
T 
63-2021 License 7/14/1905 3.2J SMITH CREEK DDMESTlC, IR'llGATION ; HATCH Ee\, HARVEY A 
63-2028 llce:1se 12/12/1905 3.00 KE1'NEDY SLOUGH i :JOMESTIC, IRRIGATION i LAWRENCE, JANE ' 
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53-2033 Ucense 3/27/l9C6 0.80 DEVfLS HOLE CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HIGHLEY, C>-{ARLES J I 
63-2035 License 4/18/1906 0.50 UNNAMED STREArv'I D0'1ESTIC, IRRIGATION LAING, J M 
53-2039 License 5/17/1906 3,04 RUSSELL GULCH CREEK j DOMEST!C1 IRRlGATION RUSSELL, JOSEPHl"E 
i 63-2040 Ucense 5/26/1906 1.60 UNNAMED STREAM ! DOMESTIC, 1RRIG4TION :JECK, L K; REGAN, M A 
63-2041A Lkense 7/6/1906 0.10 MAYNARD GULCH CREEK ! DOMESTIC, !RR!GATION SIMMS, JAMl;S P 
63-20418 U;;;ense 7/61!906 0.20 MAYNARD GULC:rl CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SIMMS, JAMES P 
63-2043 License 9/19/~906 0.20 
LITTlE BEAR CREEK, 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION PHEI.PS, EDMOND T : WOODCREEK l 
53-2044 License 10/10/l906 2.00 
WEST FORK GRANITE 
MINING, POWER 
! 
CROSSE"l, HUGH; MC KAY, 
CREEK JAMES 
63-2047 License 11/15/1906 2,75 UNNAMED STREAMS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION \ CASWELL, D G 
l ' SAWMILL CREEK, MINERVA M:MNG & 63•Z048 : License 11/12/1906 20,00 POWER ; UNNAMED STREA\'1 M1LUNG CO L":D 
i 63-2049 l Ucense 10/25/1906 25.00 HOT CREEK M!NING BOISE KING PLACERS CO 
63-2050 licer,se 10/25/1906 25.00 P~IFER CREEK MlNING BOISE PLACER CO 
' 63-2053 License 5/2/W07 0,10 UNNAMED STREAM 
. DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MC NEWELL. JACOB 
63-2054 Ucense 5/10/1907 ! 0.80 UNNAMED S-:-REAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION LEE, SOLOMON 
' 
63-2056 license 3/26/1907 i 1.80 SMIT!-\ ffiEEK LAKE DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SANDLIN, RS 
63-2057 License 6/17/1907 l 0.40 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MATHEWS, GUY c 
63-2058 ; Ucense 7/5/1907 0.76 IJNNAMEO STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CAG:E,JOHN W ... 
63·2059- license 7 /27/:9U7 3.GO 
EAST FORK MINNEHA 
MINING FRY, G Wi FRY, orro J 
i CREEK 
63-2060 License 8/5/1907 0.15 U~NAMED STREAM DO~,11ESTiC, !RRlGAIION SMIT'rl, Hf G 
63-2061 Ccense 8/24/1907 0,10 SPRINGS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SCOTT, DANIEL H 
63-2055 Ucense U/7/1907 0.71 ?JERCE CREEK DOMESTIC, IRR!GA110N MENNECKE, HENRY 
53-2066 License 11/4/1907 4.70 EIGHTMILE CREEK D OMESTiC, IRRIGATtO N HAEA, OLiVER 0 ' 
I 63-2067 License 11/16/1907 1.00 
EAST MONTEZUMA 
DOMESTIC:, MINING, POWEi'. STEVENS, CE 
CREEK 
I 63-2068 . ;Jcense 11/30/1.907 1.70 , WILLOW CREEK DOMES"'."IC, IRRIGATION LATIMORE, D W 
i 63-2069 Ucense 1/2/1.908 1.50 DIXIE CREEK , DOMESTIC, lRRIGAflO.~ ' BYtYER, EDWARD J 
63~207:JA Ucense 12/16/1007 ; 0.80 UNNA1\.1ED STREAM DO\<IESTIC, "i\lGATION BECK, rn 
' 
63-2071 License 2/15/1908 1.00 UN~AMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CUNNINGHAM, F S 
I 63-2074 License 4/13/1908 ! 20.00 MIOCLE FORK BOISE DOMESTIC, MINING, POWER FRANKE, LN RIVER 
63-2075 Ucense S/7/1'308 0.40 U~NAMED STREAM IRRIGATION VANCE, SD 
63-2076 Licer~se 5/18/1908 0,12 SLOANS GULCH CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HALL, JOKNJ 
63-2oa1 Ucense 8/5/1908 1.10 TRAll.CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGA110N ROSS, FRAN KU~ P i 
63-2084 License 8/!D/1908 D.70 SAND HOLLOW CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION i COMBS, MORELAND A 
63-2087 License 9/8/1908 8.00 CLEARCREEK MINING 1 DAY1 HW I ' 
63-2088 Ucer,se i 8/17/1908 0.50 UNNAMED STREAM OCMESTIC, !RRIGATION SHEI.LWORTH,J LESLIE 
63-2089 license 9/29/1908 0.20 UNNAMED SfREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION JENSEN, SP l 
' 
63-2091 Ucer,se 10/8/1908 i 10.00 BIRCH CREEK DOMESTIC, MINI NG HARVEY, HENRY 
r 63-2093 Uce:nse 12/16/1908 200.00 BOISE RIVER POWER FISCHER, EUGENE 
63-2094 Ltcense 2/W/1909 0.12 WILSON CREEK DOMESTIC, IRR:GAT10N ANDERSON, J M 
I LEWIS CREEK, 
63-2095 Ucense. 3/1/1909 5.00 THOMPSON GULCH t,,'.INING ATKINSON, S K 
CREEK 
63-2095 License 2/23(1909 0.18 LONG GULCH CREEK JOMEST!C, IRR!GATIO'.\i USDA FOREST SERV1CE 
I License KUNTER, F H; SCHNEIDER, 63-2097 3/17/1909 0.80 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, lRRIGATION WILLIA[✓.; SNYDER, LEO; 
• ZEILER, JD 
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BALDWIN, DAVi:> E; 
63-2099 ':Jcense 4/23/1909 1.40 UNNAMED STREAM i DOMESTIC,, !RRIGATION CrlAPMAN, MARY E; NEAi, 
RICrARD F 
£3-2:101 License ' 5/2/1909 1.00 PATCH SLOUGH 
! DOMESTIC, IRRIGA-ION : TOLLETH, FLOYD 
53-2102 License 3/30/1909 1.6() UNf'!AMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
ASH, GEORGE; SOLOMON, 
ERNEST P 
63-2104 Ucense 6/H/1909 2.38 UNt,AMED STREAt,< DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WHTTE, FRANK A 
63-21J8A License 6/24/1909 i 1.00 i UNNAMED SLOUGH DOMESTIC, RRIGATION MEYER, JACOB 
63-21088 License 8/1/1917 LOO f UNNAMED STREAM ! DOMESTIC, lRRIGATION RANDOLPH, T F 
8/9/1909 I 
, 
i DOMESTIC, IRR'.GATION ELY, WALTER E; 63-2111 License 0.80 UNNAMED STREAM 
I MESSERSMITH, WILLIAM G 
63"2:1.13 License 10/7/1909 D.90 UNNAMED STREAM ! DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION i ROSENlOE, FRANK 
63~2116 Ucen,;e 11/8/1921 0.10 RANGER CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION USDA FOREST SERVICE 
I 63-2119 License 2/26/1910 0,12 MEADOW CREEK i DOMESTIC, iRRIGATION KENT, EMMAE 
63~2:.20 U:::e:1se 1/24/1910 0.76 PONY CREEK, SPRINGS I DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SANDLIN, CLARA S 
63-2121 : License 3/17/1910 0.84 j UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BOEC{, L WARDELL 
63-2122 LJ::ense 1/31/1910 0.70 UNNAMED 51REAM DOME:>71C, IRRIGATION BAD l.EY, DURBIN l 
I 63-2124 i License 4/19/1910 0.50 I UNNAMED SIBEAM D0"1SSTIC, IRRIGATION HON, ROBERT L 
E3-212S License S/2/1910 1.50 GROUND WATER ! DOMESflC, IRRIGAT:ON CORBUS, RAY 
63-2126 Li::ense 2/14/1910 1.20 SPRING CREEK i DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION R:JSSELL, JOSEPHINE .. 
53--2127 license 4/14/1910 0.14 MC FARLAND CRF.EK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION VIN-CEN, FRANKL 
63 2128 License : 4/18/191~ 0.80 UNNAMED STREAMS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION KE .. L, AC , 
63-2129 Lice rise 4/25/1910 0.50 ; JOHNSON CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GA'lDNER, NATHAN M 
' 
i 63-2133 License 6/8/1910 0.).0 UNNAMED 51REAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION : GISH, F fv: 
i 53-213.5 lice:1se G/2S/1!l10 0.20 UNNAMED STI\EAM DOMEST!Cj IRRIGATION SQUlER, JOHN c1 
53-2136 Uce.nse 5/lG/1910 25.00 ELK CREEK MINfNG 
1 BOISE 3A51N lMPROVEMENT 
i co 
: 63-21398 Ucense 8/15/1910 1.40 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC. IRRIGATION EATHAWAY, "WARREN D 
i 63-2140 Ucense 10/19/1910 C.20 SHAKE CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION USDA FOREST SERVICE 
I 63-2141 license 10/19/1910 0.50 PARADISE CREE.{ DOMESTIC, iRRIGAT:ON USDA SOREST SERVICE 
63-2142 License 1/21/1919 2.16 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SPENCER, ANNA 
63-21L4B Decreed 11/:c 7/1910 0.41 
SOLn'H eDRK BOISE i iRRIGATION AGUIRRE, JOSEPH 
RIVER 
53-2145 Ucer;se 10/26/1910 C.B0 MACKS CRE£K, SPRING ! DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ADAMSON, SETH 
63-2146 LiCe!n$e 10/10/1910 0.60 GRAN:TE CREEK : JOMESTIC, IRRIGATION DAVIS, CHARLE W 
63w2147 Ucense 1/2E/19l2 0.50 UNNAMED STREAM DOME5TiC1 IRRIGATION POWELL, M 
63-2149 Lcense 9/29/1919 0.40 KARNcY CREEK DOMEST C, IRRIGATION PARISHO, ZORA 
63w2J51 License 12/13/1910 1.60 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION KENNEDY, W 2 
63-21536 license 1/18/1911 QA4 ; R.UBY CREEK, 'SPRiNG DOMESTiC, IRR!G:ATION WOOD,G N 
63-21S4 License, 12/15/1910 5.00 BROWNS CREEK IRRIGATION, MINING ANDRE\i\/ARTHA, H H 
63-2l.$6 Ucense 1/17/1911 0.4£ L;NNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION , PILGRIM, 6ERTL 
63-2163 ucense 4/17/1911 2,50 SPRINGS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION TAYLOR, JAMES B 
63-2156 Lkense 4/27/1911 2.50 TEN MILE CI\EEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BOOTH, WT 
63-,169 Lk:t":nse 7/27/1912 0.80 UNNAMED STR!'AM DOMESTIC, lRRIGATION JEPSEN,JOnN 
63-2170 Llc.ense 6/13/1911 6.00 MOORES CREEK, SPF.ING JOMESTIC. IRRIGATION YMYAN,JAMc.SF 
63--2175 License 6/9/1911 S.00 MOCRES CREEK, SPRING : DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION PARKlNS, GEORGE 
63-2176 License: ; 6/19/19'1 S.00 MOORES CREEK, SPRING i DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION PARKINS, SARAH 
63-2178 Ucense 5/21/1913 c.os MUD SPRING, THORN l DOME511C, IRRIGP<TION HAMMER, FRANCIS M 
S?RING 
63~2179 License 8/22/1911 0.90 
SOUTH FORK BOfSE 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ANDERSON,J M 
RIVER 
BLACK WARRIOR CREEK, 
63-2180 Ucense 9/5/1911 200.QO i MIDDLE FORK BOISE MINING, POWER BOISE KING PLACERS CO 
i i RIVER 
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53-2181 Ucense 9/15/1911 0.50 GROUNDWAtR DOMESTJC, IRRIGAllON BROSE, FRED 
63·21BS Lkense 8/29/1911 10.00 ELK CREEK MINlNG BCARDI N, LAMBERT A 
63·2157 Ucense 11/29/1911 1.45 lffTLE WOOD CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION RENCH, GEORG" W 
63-2189 license 12/8/1911 0.80 OOLLAR CREEK DOMESTIC, IHRJGA-CION FR:!:NCH, LAURA A 
63·2190 license 1/13/1912 0.20 UNNAMED 5TREA.M DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MC DEVITT, JAMES 
63-2191 License 12/29/1911 0.60 CO~RAL CREEK )OMESTIC, IRRJGATl0'• SIMMONS, FLORA M 
63-2194 License 4/1/191.2 1.00 
sou-:-H FORK B0l$E 
:RRIGATION GEER HART, CHARLES S 
RIVER 
63·2197 l!::ense 3/21/1912 0.40 ' UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GRAVES, AF 
63-2198 License . 5/10/1912 LSD UNNAIVED STREAM ! DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MESSERSMITH, Wl:.LIAM G i .• 
I 63r2201 License 7/8/1912 10.00 BROWNS CREEK IRRIGATION, MINING ANDREWARTHA, MRS H rl 
I 53•2202 lk:ense l 7/16/1912 15.00 ELK CREEK MINING BOISE 9ASIN IMPROVEMENT i co 
' 
63-2204 License 7/30/1912 0.04 COTTONWOOD CREEK DOME:fflC, 1RRIGA1;0N . AlPECOCEA, CASTI:, 
63--2:;.0S License 8/7/1912 0.40 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION PEMBERTON, ;No F 
i 63-2237 License 9/12/1912 0,8() : UNNAMED STREM,,~ IRRIGATION HURST, BF 
63-2208 Ucerise 9/13/1912 1.50 I UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION HURST, BF 
63,2211 License ' 10/9/1912 
. 1.00 UNNAMED STREAMS DOMESTIC, lRRIGATION ESTATE Of JOHN DIENST 
I 63-2213 Ucer:se 1/14/1913 1.06 HULL$ GULCfl CREEK DOMESTJC1 IR~!GATON ANNETT & STEWART i 
i 63·2220 license I 4/12j1913 1.30 CRANE CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGAT,ON SMITH, C 0 
! 63·2223 1 Lic:ense 12/24/1929 o.ao lJ~NAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION : DAVIDSON, Z 
i 53-2230 ' Ucense 11/25/1913 0.32 PURDAM GULCH CREEK DOMESTiC, IRRIGATION WITHERS, G G 
63-2231 Ucense : 12/8/1913 a.so UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SEELY, MAilK ---
; 63~2235 Ucense 11/28/1919 0.60 i ELK CREEK DOMESTIC, IRP.iGATION EASTMAN, HP 
63-2238 License 5/18/1914 2.26 i UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRiGATION MOREIAND, J E i 
63-2243 license 6/26/1915 C.30 TIMOER GULtH CREEK DOIVESTIC, IRRIGATION HOVJELL, WILLIAM 
63-2247 1 Ucens~ 7/25/1914 0.60 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGAT!ON PEAilSON, SW 
I COYOTE GULCH CREEK, I 63-2250 :Jcense 9/24/1914 
I 
6.20 GREGORY CREEi(, · IRRIGATION, MINING TRADER, META 
UNNAMED SGEAM 
63-22S4B , License 2/6/l!JlS ! 0.36 UNMMEDSBEAM OOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
63-2262 license 6/12/1915 15,00 I ELK CRCEK MINING 
BJENA VISTA GOLD fvCINES 
co 
63-2263 Ur.ense 6/,2/1915 10.00 
WARfvC SPRINGS GULCH 
MINING 
BUENA V:STA GOLD Mlf\ES 
CREEK co 
63·2267 license . 9/23/1915 0.40 SPRINGS f DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MERRITT, LE 
63-2273 Ucense 11/27/1915 0.01 SPRING DOMESTIC, IP.RIGA-ION BERRY, LOUISAJ 
63·2280 Ucense 4/6/1920 10.00 i SlAUGHTERHOUSE Ml~ING BUENA \~STA GOLD MlNES ! GULCH CREEK CD 
63-2288 License 5/1/1916 0.70 i ;ENMILE CREEK tRRJGATION MC MlLLEN, JOSEPH 
63-22898 License S/V/1916 0.38 ! UNNAMED STREAM DOMES!lC, IRRIGATION I MCCOLM, LT; NELSON, 
: GEORGE F 
63-2293 Ucer.se 4/8/1916 1.so HORRACE CREEK IRRIGATION 
CULVt:R1 WARREN; 
f MORROW, SARAH 
63-2309 1 Licerse 9/5/1917 0.60 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTTC, iRRIG/\:flON ACHENBACH,A 
63-2310 I Llcense 9/4/1917 0.12 WILLHo·;E CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION PERCY, WALTER W 
63~2311 Ucense 11/8/1917 '-.0~ UN NAMED STREAM DOMESTJC, IRRIGATION BACKMAN1 FREJ 
63-2,13 Ucense 2jl3/l918 0.20 SPRING DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION FROOM,J E 
63·2314 License ' 2!'25/1318 o.so UNNAMED STllSAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HANSON, EN I 
63-2317 Licer,se 8/3/1913 1.45 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC; 1RR!GAi!ON BRYCE, JAMES N 
63-2319 license. 7/18/1918 0.80 WATSON GJLCH CREEK DOMESTIC, IR~:GATION EARNER, JOHN M 
I 
63-2323 , LTcens:e 11/16/19!.8 2.,00 BAADSlY GULCH DRAIN DOMESTIC, IRR!GATION 
PICARD, CHAR:£5 O; 
i • ROBERTS, MA -
63-2324 Ucense 6/1/1943 0.48 SREFN CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION JOHNSON, HENRY B 
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63-2329 License 6/3/1919 5.00 BENDER CREEK MINING , HERMO,JOHN 
63-2330 License 3/15/1921 050 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION THOMPSON, S C 
63-2333 License 8/24/1919 1.00 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MANVILLE FRUIT CO 
53-2339 License 1/6/1920 0.60 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION LAMB, MORRIS B 
63-2345 License 8/29/1920 0.50 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION TUNNICLIFF, BF 
63-2347 License 8/22/1920 0.50 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION RICE, ROSS; VOGT, CHARLES 
63-2348 License 8/20/1920 0.56 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION FORNEY, B D 
63-2355 License 4/2/1921 0.40 STEWART CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BOOTH, THOMAS 
63-2361 License 7/20/1921 0,29 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION PLANT, LOTTIE 
63-2362 License 7/25/1921 1.46 CRANE CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION DAVIS, EDWIN H 
63-2363 License 3/15/1920 0.22 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WILLIAMS, CA 
63-2365 License 9/10/1921 5.00 GRAYDACK GULCH CREEK MINING SMALL, ALBERT E 
63-2366 License 9/10/1921 S.00 
CALIFORNIA GULCH 
MINING SMALL, ALBERT E 
CREEK 
63-2367 License 9/10/1921 3.00 SHAWS GULCH CREEK MINING SMALL, ALBERT E 
63-2371 License 4/21/1924 0.40 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION TODD,CLAYC 
63-2378 License 1/30/1923 3.86 WARM SPRINGS CREEi< DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
BACH MAN, FRED L; 
KENNISON, RAY 
63-2379 License 6/4/1923 0.20 
KARNEY CREEK, RUBY 
IRRIGATION BULLOCK, CHARLES E 
CREEK 
63e2380 License 6/5/1923 0.66 WARM SPRINGS CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BACHMAN, FRED L 
63-2382 License 7/27/1923 40.00 MORES CREEK MINING BOISE PLACER CO 
63-23B4 License 10/22/1923 0.80 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GLENN, NATHAN 
63-2385 license 11/24/1923 0.62 UNNAMED SLOUGH IRRIGATION BUFFINGTON, P N 
63-2393 License 6/11/1925 1.00 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MOORE, CRAWFORD 
63-2394 License 4/21/1925 10.00 GRIMES CREEK MINING, POWER MINERAL MINING CO 
63-2395 License 5/19/1926 0.32 UNNAMED DRAIN DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION AUBERMANN, PETER 
63-2398 License 6/12/1926 1.30 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MANSELL, IDA B 
63-2399 License 6/11/1926 0.66 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BUNKER, F N 
63-2400 License 8/21/1926 0.70 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION IDDINGS, EJ 
63-2402 License 11/22/1926 0.84 GROUND WATER 
OOMESTtC, HEATING, 
EDWARDS, THOMAS F 
IRRIGATION 
63-2416 License 9/5/1928 9.00 CLEAR CREEK DOMESTIC, MINING PONCIA, CR 
63-2417 License 1/30/1949 1.00 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HANNAH, LLOYD N 
63-2418 License 12/10/1928 1.70 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIG,\TION ESTATE OF GUY O GOFF 
63-2419 License 2./6/1929 1.00 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CHADWICK, ANNA 
63-2428 license 3/1/1930 0.60 CONWAY DRAIN DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION POWELL, GM 
63-2430 License 4/24/1930 0.46 MASON CREEK DRAIN DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HARSHMAN,C 
63-2431 License 4/29/1930 1.00 UNNAMED STREAM OOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WAGNER, MRS A 
63-24358 License 7/28/1930 0.70 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
63-2447 License 8/11/1931 0.50 GROUNDWATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GORTON, LM 
63-2451 License 8/14/1931 1.00 GROUNDWATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
MC NEIL, AW; MC NEIL, 
!SABEL 
63-2452 License 8/14/1931 0.20 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CORY, JOKNJ 
63-2455 License 10/21/1931 1.40 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION RICHARDS, HG 
63-2.456 License 9/2/1931 0.92 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION CALKINS, JESSIE N 
63-2457 Ucense 9/11/1931 0.10 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ROSENLOF, FRANK 
63-2458 License 9/1S/1931 0.12 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION PARKER, HG 
63-2460 License 10/8/1931 6.00 WILLOW CREEK MINING 
IDAHO MODOC PLACER 
MINING CO 
63-2463 License 10/19/1931 0.10 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION KUCKBA, WILLIAM F 
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53-2466 : License. 1/2211932 0.10 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRR!GATION EH DEWEY INC 
! 63-2469 :.icense 2/1.&/1932 I 1.10 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ; STEWART, CH 
I 63-2480 Ucense 11/12/1932 4.r,J EAST FORK ELK CREEK, MINING P~CI<, R N; PiSRCE, R G; ! 
ELK CREEK SCHRA,"7, ELMER ' 
53"2485 License 8/27/1933 0.01 SPRING DOMESTIC USDA FO,EST SERVICE l 
63-2486 License 9/lS/1933 0.20 i UNNAME0 STREAM IRRIGATION BRANDT, H L i 
: 63-2487 Ucense 8/22/1935 6.00 CHARCOAL CR EEK MINING SCHULTZ, HARRY A 
63-2490 License 4/30/1934 0.04 SPRING DOMESTIC USDA FOREST SERVICE 
63-2491 License 4/28/1934 16.00 WEST FORK CREEK ~\INING MIU.ER, WALTER W 
CONFEDERATE CREF.K, i MINING 63-2492 License 4/23/1934 21.(l{) GRANITE CREEK, WEST MILLER, WALTER W 
FORK CREEK I 
I , ADEl.lv'.ANN, AG; 
63-2494 License 6/6/1934 0.10 SPRING ! DOMESTIC, MINING l ADELMANN/CR; 
i ! ' ADELMANN, WILLIAM A 
63-2496 Lice.:1!>e 6/16/1934 0.10 SPR!N:5 : DOMESTIC TRULEMANS, ALBEf!T L 
63-2498 Ucense. 8i3l./l934 0.40 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION POTEET, MRS LESSIE 
63-2501 Ucense 9/2C/1934 0.20 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGA,ION RODGERS, CHARLES S 
63-2508 License 8/24/1935 0.36 UNNAMED ST~EAM IRRIGATION TEUSCHER, MARTIN 
63,2509 Llcc:nse 10/9/1935 0.68 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION R:GNEY, MACH 
63-2512 License 11/25/1935 0.66 UNNAMED STREAM ' IRRIGATION WOLFE, EARL 0 
63-2513 License 1/7/1936 0.04 BANNOCK CREE, IRRIGATION USDA FOREST SERVICE 
63-2525 Ucense 9/19/1936 ' 7,00 SAWMll...LCREEK . MINING HIRT, GEORGE F 
63-2526 License 12/2/1936 0,04 GROUND WATER COOLING BUHL, HOWARD 
63-252/B Jcense 3/1/1937 0.12 G,OUND WATER DOMl'SilC, IRRIGA".'ION DUNCAN, LR . 
63-2528 License 4iZ6/1937 0.30 UNNM~ED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ALEN, TA 
63-2530 License 6/10/1937 0.40 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION OFFIL,, AV 
63-2534 License B/14/1937 CL20 GROJND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ' HERR:CK, DELiA E ' 
€3-25368 : License 8/23/1937 1.26 GROUNO WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION :.AWRENC", HERBERT JAMES 
63~2:54'.1 License 10/6/1$37 I 0.02 SPRINGS i DOMESTIC USDA FOREST SERVICE 
' 
63-2544 License 9/17/1938 I 0.24 GROUND WATER i DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MC CONNELL, CHARLES E 
63-2548 License 1/8/1940 0.50 GROUND WA-:-ER 
COOLING, DOMESTIC, 
FLETCHER1 F 0 IRRIGATION 
63-2550 
' 
Uce:nse 5/7/1940 1.75 GROUND WA'ER MUNICIPAi. UNITED WATER lDAHO INC 
63-2552 License 7/11/1940 0,2.0 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRiGATION ,LANPHERE, A C 
63-25538 i License :>}18/1941 0.18 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WHITMORE, JAMES A 
53-2563 License 4/28/1941 10.00 , BEAR CREEK MINING ANGEL, IDAH 
63~2$64 Ucense 
' 
7/8/19<1 0.06 j GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION FMNCONE, ANETTA 
63-2565 Ucense 5/15/1941 0.04 I 30GUS CREEK DCMESTIC $TATE OF IDAHO ~··-
53.2559 Ucense 8/21/1941 2.62 GROUND WATER MUNfCIPAL UNITED WATER IJAHO INC 
63-2570 Ucense 5/15/1!/50 1.60 BOISE RIVER IP.RIGA".'ION 
LOWER Cl'.~ TER POINT 
DITCH CO 
03-2574 License ' 4/5/1938 B.00 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, !RR!GATJON BUDGE, ALFRED H 
63-2577 , '...lce:ise 6/2!/1933 0.02 SPRING COMMERCIAL, DOMESTIC SHEEP CREEK MINING CORP 
63-2578 Uce:1se 7/1/1938 0.04 UNNAMED LAKE IRRIGATION ROBBINS, CAThERINF. 
! 63-2579 License 6/21/1938 C.22 GROUND WATER COOll~G JORDAN,J 0 i 
63-2580 Uce.Me 6/21/1938 0.52 SPRl~GS DOMESTIC, MINING : KINSElA,JO.-fNJ \ 
63-2582 License 2/6/1939 0.50 G~OUND WATER Cv.MMERCIAL OWYHEEHOTELCO 
63-2584 Ucerse 4/3/1939 0.10 BOISE RIVER D0Mc$TIC, IRRIGATIOtl MISSMAN, GLcNN E 
63-2585 Llcense ! 4/5/1939 10.00 FALL CREEK DOMESTIC, INDUSTRIAL, liARNDEN, EA; P'ERCE, RC 
i IRRIGATION 
53-2589 License 6/26/1939 0.40 GROUND WATER IRRIGA70N ESTATE OF AG MAR>ON 




63-2594 License 11/18/1939 15.00 
NORTH FORKTHORN 
MINING BAUMHOFF, A F 
CREEK, THORN CREEK 
GLENNON, PANSY; NIX, 
63-2602 License 3/9/1943 0,10 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
ETHEL; YOUNG, CUSTER 
JACKSON; YOUNG, ELlcN; 
YOUNG, JOE ALVA 
63-2607 License 8/25/1943 0.64 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION SHAPLEY, WAYNE 




UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATJON CO 
63-2616 License 8/7/1945 0.0S GROUND WATER COMMERCIAL, DOMESTIC GRIMES, TODD 
63-2619 License 1/25/1945 1.70 UNNAMED STREAM IRRJGATION BOWNGER, EARL R 
63-2620 License 3/22/1945 0.60 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION WINTERS, CARROLL 
63-2630B license 2/21/1946 0.78 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION STEEL,JOHN 
63-2630C Ucens.e 2/21/1946 0.20 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION STEEL, Al VIN A 
53-2631B License 8/30/1947 2.48 THOMASON lAKE IRRIGATION JENSEN, REX S 
63-26328 License 8/30/1947 1.40 1110MASON lAKE IRRIGATION JENSEN, ROXY C 
63-2633 License 3/8/1946 0.50 DEAD DOG CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BERRY, GEORGE C 
63-2634 License 7/20/1969 0.10 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
AYRES1 M Hi AYRES, MRS M 
H 
63-2638 License 7/9/1946 0.33 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BRANDT, JOHN H 
63-2641 license 8/21/1946 0.36 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION PETERSON, M R 
63-2642 Llcense 9/25/1946 0.67 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ALDAPE, JOE P 
53-2645 License 10/16/1946 0.05 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, STOCKWATER THOMPSON, THOMAS A 
63-2646 License 8/22/1946 2.00 GROUND WATER 
FISH PROPAGATION, KELLEY, W D; STEARMAN, W 
IRRIGATION R 
63-2649 License 11/8/1946 0.02 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
SUMMERS, ELLA M; 
SUMMERS, WILBUR A 
63-2652B Ucens-e 12/14/1946 1-84 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
53-2653 license 12/19/1946 0.24 SUGARCREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HOLCOMBE, AS 
63-26S8 License 2/20/1947 0.05 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION AXTELL, HM 
63-2661 License 3/11/1947 0.06 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
PROHASKA, HAZEL MAY; 
PROHASKA, LORIS M 
63-2665 License 6/28/1947 0.52 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GODFREY, MR; STANLEY, LE 
63-26698 License 8/12/1947 D.65 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION BURBACK, JG 
63-2674 License 12/l'l/1947 D.15 GROUND WATER COOLING ALDAPE, JOHN 
63-2675 License 12/16/1947 0.56 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
HARRIS1 AUCE; HARRIS, 
ERSHAL l 
63-2676 Ucense 1/5/1948 0.05 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION LUNSTI1U M, CARL K 
63-2677 License 1/19/1948 0.05 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GROVE, EDD 
63-2683 License 2/9/1948 0.13 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SPIVY, DAISY; SPIVY, WA 
63-2685 License 2/25/1948 O.D2 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GRIFFITHS JR, HENRY R 
63-2685 License 2/27/1948 0,07 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WOOD,TH 
63-2688 License 3/11/1948 0.40 UNNAMED DRAIN DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WYMER, ED 
63-2689 License 3/20/1948 0.20 GROUND WATER DOMES11C, IRRIGATION CARTER, AUDREY M 
63-2692 License 4/21/1948 0.06 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GALE, RALPH E 
63-2693 License 4/29/1948 0.44 UNNAMED DRAINS IRRIGATION DUNLAP, S BEN 
63-2694 License 5/19/1948 om GROUND WATER COOLING, DOMESTIC, NICHOLS, RICHARD A 
IRRIGATION 
63-26978 Uccnse 5/20/i948 0.02 GROUNDWATER IRRIGATION ROHRER, GEORGE GLEN 
63-2702 license 6/19/1949 0.06 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GROVER, MORGAN 
63-2704 license 7/6/1948 1.60 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BUTLER JR, THOMAS C 
63-270S License 7/12/1948 O.Q2 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC BOYD COFFEE CO 
63-2709 license 7/20/1948 0.08 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BEOUGHER, CLYDE L 
63-2715 Ucense 8/9/1948 0.13 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION REMPP,JOHN 
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63'-2717 Ucer.se S/B/1948 3.02 GROUND WATER ! IRRIGATION JO~DAN1 FRED W 
' 53--2121 License 9/24/1948 1.00 lv1ACKS CREEK IRRIGATION, MINlt,G MERK, Al.FRED 
63-2726 U:.:ense lG/20/1948 0.02 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATIO~ PAL'vlER, CA 
53-2728 1 Ucense 11/1/:948 C.12 GROUND WATER 
COMMERCIAL, COOLING, 
BOISE COLD STORAGE CO 
i DOMESTIC 
63-2736 : License 11/17/1948 0,23 GROUND WA1ER DOMES:IC $UN RISE RIM WATER CORP 
63-2737 Ucer:se 11/18/1948 0,40 GROIJNJ WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION , SMITH, HAROLD W 
63-2745 Ucense 12/15/1948 0.52 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GlVENS, GRANVILLE:~ 
63-2752 License 1/11/1949 2,10 WASTEWATER iRRlGAT!GN i MORELAND, EARLJ 
63-2753 License l/t4/1949 0.02 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC i TATE, EDITH WOODS 
63-27556 license l/19/1949 150 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 
LAUB,JAMES A; LAUB, 
I MAUDS 
63-2756 License :/24/1949 l.00 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION, STOCKWATER !OBLAS, Cl-<ARLES C 
63,2764 UcertSe 3/11/1949 0.07 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, 1qRIGATION NEWKIRK, HARRY 
63-2756 license 4/24/1949 C.03 GROUt.D WATER ' DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GILYARD, WENDLE 
63,2772 License 6/27/1949 0.0S GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGIITION F'.SCHER, BERN:cc 
53-2774 License 7/14/1949 0.05 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC DUFRESNE, WALTER 
63-2777 License 8/&/1949 0.12 GROLND WATER 
DOMESTIC, IRR,GAllD~, 
KELI.EH ER, F,ANK J 
sroCKWATER 
63-2778 Llcens-e 8/13/1949 0_11 UNNAMEJ STREAM IRRIGATION USDA FOREST SElWICE 
63-2783 Ui;ense 9/3/1949 0,02 GROUND WATER DOMEST:C, IR'llGATION 
RIGNEY, CLARENCE J; 
RIGNEY, MRS CLARENCE J 
63-2797 License 1/27/1950 0.80 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
STA-'IGER,AMEUA; 
STANGER, PMLEY P 
63,2801 License 4/10/1950 0.02 GROUND WATER OOMES'IC, \RRIGATION KIRCHNER, OTTO F 
63-2807 Ll::ense 3/31/1950 0.40 UNNAMED STREAM !RR!SATION HARREU., W K 
53,2809 Ucense 4/3/1950 C.7il GROUND WATER !RRlGAT!ON SMITH,GLIYW 
63-2.8:1 Lk:ense 4/19/1950 0,05 UNNAMED STREAM iRRIGATION FAIRBANKS, ,EON 
63,2817 : Ucense 6/20/1950 G,05 G~CUND WATER ] DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WATERMAN, 1-lOWARD E ! 
l 63-23BA License: 6/30/1950 0.50 GROUND WATER ;RRIGATION , MURPHY, BARTLETT J ' 53,2sw license 5/28/1950 0.08 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, iRRIGATION JONES, ROBERT P 
' 63-252lC License 6/28/1950 
' 
o.so GROU~~D WATE~ DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HOUSE,J M 
63-2830 Lk:eme 9/20/1550 0.20 1 GROUND WATER IR~IGAllON BENED,CT, flUGH C 
l 63-2831 Llcense 10/11/1950 0,01 I GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GORDON, HAROLD H; 
' 
GORDON, MARGARET J 
53-2832 'Jcense 10/12/1950 0,04 GROUN::l WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION LFSTER, W L 
63-2835 Ucer:se 11/1$/lSSO 0.20 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
NAM?A SCHOOL Dl5TR!CT Ji 
131 
63-2836 Utense 11/13/1950 \104 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, tRRIGATION FREDRIKSEN, HAROLD H 
63-2838 License 12/16/1947 0,50 SPRING DOMESJK, IRRIGAT:QN HARRIS, i'RSrlAI. l 
63-2540 License- l/11/1951 0,10 : GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WOODRUFF, VERNON EARL 
63-2844 license 1/24/1951 0.05 I GROUND WATER DOMESTlC, IRRIGA•ION MORGAN, ARTHUR L; 
MORGAN, EUVA H i 
63,2847 Li::::ense 8/7/1954 0.04 , GROUND WATER DOME.STtC, HEATING HOWELl WW; NEITZEL, F H 
63-2853 license 3/30/1951 0.02 I GROLND WATER DOMESTIC, :RRIGATION SALTIER, 1-H:'.::.E~E B; 
SALTZER, JOSEPH 
63~2859 License 5(7/1951 0.30 WASTEWATER IR'UGATION 
CLEVENGER, KcNNETH; 
CLEVENGER, MARQUERiTE 
63~286!. Uce;1se. S/21/1951 0.09 GROUND WATER HEATING, IRRIGATION MENDENHALL, J R 
53-,2862 Ucerise 5/2JJ1951 0.22 GROUND WATER COOLING MENDENKALl, J R 
63-1865B 6/15/1951 ' license i 0.65 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, !RRfGATION G~EEN, MARTIN 
63-2&68 License 7/13/195:. C.D2 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CARM.4K, CHARLES M 
63~2869 I L:.certse 5/25/1951 0.70 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION VERHEYEN, WILLIAM J 
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63-2870 License 7/19/1951 O.o2 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION IVANKOV!CH, NICK 
63-2871 License 8/1/1951 0.02 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BELL, LYDIA A 
63-2876 License 8/28/1951 0.16 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
HARRIS1 LESTER R; HARRIS, 
TRESSA L 
63-2883 License 9/24/1951 0-02 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION CARMAN, H H 
63-2885 Ucense 11/8/1951 3.00 GROUND WATER COMMERCIAL, COOLING 
ADA COUNTY DAIRYMEN$ 
ASSN 
63-2888 License 11/21/1951 0.14 GROUND WATER 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, 
KRALL, LOU V 
STOCKWATER 
63-2894 License 2/11/1952 O.SS GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION FRENCH, RS 
63-2897 License 3/22/1952 0.06 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION RYALS, CHESTER 
63-2905 Ucense 8/12/1952 0.06 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION KOCH, HENRY F 
63-2924 License 1/14/1953 0.50 GROUND WATER COOLING BROADBENTEST INC 
63-2947 License 7/15/1953 0.25 GROUND WATER COOLING, INDUSTRIAL BOISE ICE & PRODUCE CO 
63-2950 License 8/29/1953 D.16 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION HAL!., EIFFEL SHAFFER 
63-29518 litens.e 8/21/1953 D.22 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SMITH, OSCAR 
63-2952 Licens,c 8/25/1953 0.15 GROUND WATER INDUSTRIAL IDAHO LAUNDRY 
63-2953 License 7/14/1967 2.00 HIGH CREEK 
DOMESTIC, FIRE 
FAIRFIELD MINING CO INC 
PROTECTION, POWER 
63-2959 License 9/1/1953 0.06 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION FUL!.ER, EL 
63-2965 License 11/4/1953 0.13 PARMA WA5fEWAY IRRIGATION SLATE, W J 
63-2969 license 12/11/1953 0.32 GROUND WATER COMMERCIAL, DOMESTIC GRIMES, ELWOOD D 
63-2970 License 7/19/1960 0.10 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION PLAGER, CHARLES E 
63-2976 license 2/28/l.954 0.02 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION WEAVER, RAE D 
63-2977 License 1/21/1954 1.02 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION WORK, GLENN W 
63-2981 License 2/5/1954 0.06 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION VAN DER VEER, M H 
63-2982 Ucense 2/13/1954 0.66 GROIJNO WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
MOUNTAIN VIEW MUTL/AL 
WATER CORP 
63-2984 License 3/25/1954 D.02 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 
REKOW, COLEENE; REKOW, 
IVAN E 
63-2991 License 2/26/1954 0.74 WATKINS DRAIN 
. 
IRRIGATION NOVAK, FRANCES 
63-2993 Ucense 6/28/1954 0.04 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION OLSON, KENNETH D 
63-2995 License 7/7/1954 0.70 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION GEORGE A WEITZ INC 
63-2996 license 8/5/1954 0.54 BIG GULCH CREEK IRRIGATION HARTi.EV, MORRIS W 
63-2998 License 7/29/1954 0.89 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, INDUSTRIAL DARI GO LID INC 
63-2999 license 7/29/1954 2.11 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, INDUSTRIAL DARIGOLD INC 
63-3000 License 7/29/1954 2.22 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, INDUSTRIAL DARIGOLD INC 
63-3003 License 10/8/1954 0.11 GROUND WATER 
FISH PROPAGATION, 
BOGEN, Al.BERT L 
. STOCKWATER 
63-3005 License 9/29/1954 0.60 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION WILLSON, HARRY E 
63-3006 License 3/15/1965 0.22 BOISE RIVER IRRIGATION SHIPLEY, FRANK A 
63-3015 Ucense 12/20/1954 0.02 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION EDSALL, MONICA S 
63-3025 License 2/17/1955 0.01 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 
LEISHMAN, WILLIAM DEAN 
G 
63-3030 License 3/15/1955 0.17 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATlON HAWKINS, CONRADE 
63-3D37 License 4/17/1955 O.D2 SPRINGS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION STATE OF IDAHO 
63-303B License 4/8/1955 0.50 GROUND WATER INDUSTRIAL 
FIRST SECURITY BANK OF 
IDAHO NA 
63-3040 License 4/18/1955 0.12 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION NEWBY, GLEN 
COMMERCIAL, DOMESTIC, 
63-3042 License 4/26/1955 0.06 GROUND WATER FIRE PROTECTION~ HUSKEY SR, 0 E 
IRRIGATION 
63-3045 License 5/10/1955 0.12 l GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, HUTCHINSON, WAL!.ACE 
STOCKWATER 




I 63-3047 License 5/23/1955 o.os GROUND WATER . DDMEsnc, :RRIGATION ; ~~ON, F OSCAR; NELSON, 
63-3050 License 5/31/1955 0.03 GRO:...ND WATER cOMESTIC, STOCKWATER KE?ROS, GtORGE 
i 63-3052 license 6/13/1955 0.10 GROUND WATER DOMES:IC, IRRIGATION HOFHV,AN, ERNESTINE; HOFFMAN,, JOSEPH H 
G3-3:J59 License 7/28/1955 0."1l UNNAMED STREAM ; IRR,GATION NEWKJRK, GLENN H 
53-3053 Ucense 10/12/1955 •,12 GROUND WATER i IRRIGATION OCHSNER, DAVID 
63-3076 License 3/1/1956 0.10 GROUND WATER I COMMERCIAL, DOMESTIC JOSL!N,ARLlSS R; Ki:'\IZER1 8 
T 
l 53-3087 License 6/20/1956 C.02 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION LEEPER, HD ' 
63--3095 License S/3c/19ss 0.Dl GROUNDWATER DOMESTICJ IRRIGATION 
ATKINSON, GEORGE A; 
ATKINSOt-1, ROSA F 
53~30988 License. 10/9/1956 0.28 GROUND WATER IRRIGA7 I0N GEORGE A WEiIT INC 
63-3106 License 6/17/1'957 0.80 UNNAMED STREAM IRRlGATION DOBSON, \.1ELVIN L 
i 63-3109 lkense 7/11/1957 0,14 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION MAYNARD, P.A,MO 
63-3115 License 10/11/1957 0.24 WASTE WATER IRRIGATION ESTATE OF JAMES P cANE 
! 63-3117 License i 11/29/1957 0.02 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC DONEY, VM 
' 
I 63-31276 License 3/26/1958 0.02 GROUND WATER , DOMESDC, IRRIGATION 
Ci-'.AVEZ, MYRTA; CHAVEZ, 
PABLO 
63-3130 Uc:::nse 5/23/1958 1,64 UNNAMED STREA"-1 IRRIGATION HENNIS, E!JMOND L 
' IDAHO FlRST NATIONAL 63·<U31 License 6/17/l!JSS 0.04 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 
BANK 
i 63-3133 license 6/27/1958 0.26 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, RRIGADON PEIRSOL, FLOYiJ N 
' 63-3139 License 9/30/1958 0.26 WASTEWATER !RR!GATlON PURCELL, MARK 
! 63-3143 License i 1/9/1959 1.11 GROUND WATER 
DOMESTIC, FiRE 
GUERDON INDUSTRIES tNC 
PROTECTION, INDUSTRIAL 
63-3171B License 9/29/1959 0.22 SLEEPY HOLLOW DRAIN IRRIGATION LI.OYDS INC 
63-31788 Uce.nse ' 5/9/1963 0.12 j DIXIE DRAIN I IRRIGADON ROARK, ROYA 
63-31838 license 3/1/1960 0.24 GROUND WATER D0'1E5nC, ,qRIGA TION ROHN, EMANUEL 
53··3185 license 2/23/lSf,O 0,02 ! WASTEWATER IRRIGATION Cl.DUGI-I, ES 
63-3166 License 3/11/1960 0.14 GROJNDWATEB IRRIGATION SHINN, EVERffi W ' 
i 63-3192 license 12/14/1959 0,41 i GROUNO WATER IRRIGATION BESCH, LOUIS 
63-3218 , License 3/'-9/1961 0.80 SLEEPY HOLLOW DRAIN IRR!G'ATlON MOON, HYRUM H 
I 63-322& tJCe:nse 3/13/1961 0,03 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HITTlNGER, LAWRENCE E ' 
63-3230 , Ucense 3/16/1961 I 0,04 GROUND WATER I DOMESTIC, IRRIGATIO'l : SlGGETY, ALVIN H 
63-3235 License 5/22/1961 0.04 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC NEWLAND, JOHN A 
63-3245 License 6/27/1961 0.20 GROUND WATER COMMERCIAL 
UTAP IDAHO CONCRETE 
PPECOINC 
63-3255 License 8/24/1961 0,04 GROUND WATI:R DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SMITh, THOMAS L 
63-3258 License 1/4/1953 0.40 GROUND WATE,, IRRIGATi:)N j WAGNER,OW 
i 63~3262 License 9/29/196l 0,03 GROUND WATER iRRlGATION I GRANGE MUTUAL L!FE co 
63-32638 Ucense 10/12/1961 0,06 GROUND WATER IRR'.GAT!ON DALY PRODUCTION CORP ' 
' 63-3265 license 10/23/1961 0.06 GqQUND WATER lRRIGATION, RECREATION WOLFE, EARL 0 ' 
53-3267 License 11/27/1961 I 1.03 GROCNO WATER DOMESTIC, RRiGATION J0I1NSON,JAMESA 
63-3290 Ucense 5/2/1962 0.03 · GROW·JD WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MACHY, KENNETH E --
63.~3301 ; Ucense 7/3/1962 0.60 I SHEEP CREEK - IRRlGA';.lON GAIGE, A JOHN 
63-3306 Llcense 9i7/19S2 0,04 GROUNO WATER DQMESTiC, IRRIGATION PAUL, HOWARD W 
l 63-3313 license 9/26/1962 0,27 GROUND WATER 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, GlfFORD, LOR=ITA M; 
STOCKWATER GIFFORD, ROBERT 
I 63-3328 License 1/23/1963 om GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, KINDRED, EDNA f; Kli':DRED, 
' . STOG,WATER EUGENE 0 
63-3332 : Ucense 3/8/1953 i 0.10 1 GROUND WATER ~OMESTIC PARKINSON, DALE 
63-33396 License 7/19/1963 0.58 , GROUND WATER IRRIGATION CAN ADA FARMS 
63-3341 License 6/23/1963- i 0.20 MIDc>LE FORK BOISE lRRIGATION USDA FOREST SERVICE i RIVER 
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63-3342 License 6/10/1963 0.04 RANGER CREEK IRRIGATION USDA FOREST SERVICE 
63-3343 License 5/10/1963 0.50 COTTONWOOD CREEK IRRIGATION USDA FOREST SERVICE 
63-3345 License 6/10/1963 0.01 SPRING 
DOMESTIC, FIRE 
USDA FOREST SERVICE 
PROTECTION, STOCKWATER 
63-3347 License 6/10/1963 0.04 LESTER CREEK 
FIRE PROTECTION, 
USDA FOREST SERVICE 
IRRIGATlON 
63-3364 License 7/ll/1966 0.10 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 
TILTON, DWIGHT E;TILTON, 
LEOLA A 
63--3376 License 5/27/1963 0.01 SPRING DOMESTIC USDA FOREST SERVICE 
63-3379 License 5/27/1963 0,01 SPRING DOMESTIC USDA FOREST SERVICE 
63-3381 License 5/27/1963 O.Ql SPRING DOMESTIC USDA FOREST SERVICE 
63-3384 License 5/27/1963 0.01 SPRING DOMESTIC, FIRE PROTECTION USDA FOREST SERVlCE 
63-3385 Ltcense 5/27/1963 0.01 SPRING DOMESTIC, FIRE PROTECTION USDA FOREST SERVICE 
63-3386 License 5/27/1963 0.01 SPRING DOMESTIC, FIRE PROTECTION USDA FOREST SERVICE 
63-3388 Lkense 10/22/1963 0.28 GROUND WATER 
DOMESTIC, FIRE 
INTERMOUNTAIN GAS CO ' 
PROTECTION, IRRIGATION 
63-3389 License 9/9/1963 0.06 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION CORNELL, IRVING W 
63-3410 Ucense 5/12/1964 D.23 DAVIS DRAIN IRRIGATION MAYNARD, PALMO 
63-3421 License 7/6/1964 0.10 GROUND WATER 
DOMESTIC, INDUSTRIAL, 
LAMPE, CHARLES L 
IRRIGATION, STOCKWATER 
63-3431 License 9/17/J.964 0.28 GRIMES CREEK IRRIGATION, STOCKWATER USDA FOREST SERVICE 
63-3433 License 2/1/1967 0.03 UNNAMED DRAIN IRRIGATION, STOCKWATER LUKE, ALVIN D 
63-3437 License 2/5/1965 0.80 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 
NAYLOR, DOROTHY L; 
NAYLOR, GEORGE F 
63-3444 License 5/5/1965 0.10 
MIDDLE FORK BOISE 
DOMESTIC USDA FOREST SERVICE 
RIVER 
63-3446 License 4/26/1965 0.17 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC J & N INC 
63-3454 License 6/23/1965 0.12 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION PHILLIPS, HENRY W 
63-34S6 License 7/6/1965 0.22 GROUND WATER CODLING H & B DEVELOPMENT CO 
63-3%3 License 8/16/1965 0.10 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
SPRINGER, HATTIE M; 
SPRINGER, WIU!AM T 
63-3468 License 9/23/1965 0.10 HOT SPRING CREEK RECREATION CITY OF ATLANTA 
63-3506 License 5/11/1966 0.03 G"OUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATlON 
OWENS, GRACE E; OWENS, 
PAULL 
63--3537 License 8/19/1966 1.45 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION SVEDIN, ROBERT A 
53-3550 License 10/17/1966 3.14 LEWIS CREEK MINING BERRY, TL 
63-3604 license 4/26/19fi7 0,05 SPRINGS IRRIGATION TERTELING, J L 
STOCKWATER FROM 
63-3615 Ucense 12/27/1946 UNNAMED STREAM STORAGE, STOCKWATER BECK, JAMES 0 
STORAGE 
63-3621 Ucense 6/23/1908 25.00 BEAR CREEK POWER BEAR CREEK M & M CO 
63·3527 License 5/7/1906 0.32 
NORTH FORK WILLOW 
MUNICIPAL CITY OF PEARL 
CREEK 
63-3628 License 6/28/1948 1.74 HURD GULCH CREEK IRRIGATION , ARMENT,J L 
63-3629 Llcense 4/27/19S5 0.24 WP-STE WATER 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, SLEIGHT, ERMA B; SlEJGHT, 
STOCKWATER RAYMOND F 
63-3632 License 11/16/1928 2.00 
WEST FORK GRANITE 
DOMESTIC, MINING 
MAYFLOWER GOLD MINES 
CREEK INC 
63-3635 License 12/4/1913 0.24 
WEST FORK LITTLE 
DOMESTlC, IRRIGATION SUTTON, JOSEPH L 
EIGHTMILE CREEK 
63-3650 License 8/4/1950 UN NAMJ;D STREAM STDCKWATER STORAGE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
ACTING THROUGH 
63-3651 Llcense 8/4/1950 UNNAMED STREAM STOCKWATERSTORAGE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
ACTING THROUGH 
63-3652 Lkense 8/4/1950 UNNAMED STREAM STDCKWATERSTORAGE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
ACTING THROUGH 
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! 63-3654 License 3/4/1950 UN~MED STREAM STOCKWATERSTORAGE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA I 
ACTll\:G THROUGH , 
! 63-3655 License 8/4/:950 UNNAMED STREAM STOCKWATER 5'."0RAGE UNITED STATES Of A"1ERICA 
ACTING THROvGH 
63-3655 License 8/4/1950 ~NNAMED STREAM STOCKWATER STORAGE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERIC~ 
ACTING ,HROUGH 
63-3657 Ucense 8/4/1950 0.10 . S?RING IRRIGATION, RECREATION 
UNITED STATES 01' AMERICA 
I ACTING THROUGH 
63-4000 
Statutocy 
6/1/1920 0.02 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC ADAMS, JAfvES MARVIN I Oa.lm 
63-4003 
Statutory 






INDIAN CREEK, i IRRIGATION ! RIVERSIDE lilRIGATION Clatm UNNAMED DRAINS DISTRICT ---
Statutory 
10/18/1924 I i IRRIGATION RJVl'RSIDE IRRIGAT'ON 63-4011 
C!alrn 




8/1/1939 ! 0.05 GROUND WATER I DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, MAYES, PE4RL; MAYES, ROY Ctaim ! RECREATION, STOCKWATER 
63-4017 
Statt;ttiry 






S/15/1946 0.::14 GROUNDWATER 
DOMESTIC, IRR:GATION, DA\1SON, BESSIE; DAVISOf!, 
Clalm STOCKWATER JERRY 
63-4032 
Stat'Jtory 








4/1/194£ 0,10 DAVIS DRAIN DITCH i IRRIGATION ANDERSON, OMER. 
' Claim i 
63-4041 
Stt1tutory 
4/1/1960 om GROUND WATER I 1RRIGATION SMITH, MAP,IE Cla:m f 
53-4043 I S~tutory c,/;llm 1/1/1953 O.Q7 GROUND WATER I DOMESTIC HUSK~ OIL CO 
53-4044 
I Statutory 




! StatL1ory f 
I 63--4046 'Clalm 1/1/1900 I 0.50 GROUSE CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION RUSS, THOMAS L 
I 63-4058 Statutory 4/1/1950 ! 0.70 WASTEWATER iRRiGATION LEDBETTER, BRUCE Claim 
63-4077 
StabJtory 




6/1/1949 0.14 GROUND WAIER DOMESTIC KlRWAN, MARY ;.ou Clal,n 
63-4087 
Statutory 
6/9/1962 0.03 I GROcJND WATER DOMESTIC, IR,.IGATION TJRNER, MERRlll M I , daim 
I Statutory CORDON, CLARENCE H; 63-4088 3/1/1959 2.20 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION GARDEN INVESTMEN1 
I Cliiirn r'I.SSOC 
! 63-4::20 Statutory 7/1/1962 0.04 GROUND \•VAT:ER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION EV A.NS, EDITH G; EVANS, 
Claim FAUL B 
63-4123 
Statu':ory 
7/24/1933 LOO WET GULCH CREEK 
! DOMESTIC, l"DUSTRIAL, 
I ELDRIDGE, MILDRED A 
da(m • MINl~G ___ , 
53-4128 
Statutory 
3il/1961 0.20 I GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, \RRIGATION, UPTMOR, AH LENE; UPTMOR, 
Claim STOCKWATER EARL 
63-4130 
Sia~utory 
4/1/1.940 2,0D I GROUND WATER INDUSTRIAL TRIANGLE DA!RY 'NC 
Claim ' 
I 63-4133 ' Statutory 6/1/1954 0.50 \ GROUND WATER COMMERCIAL S?ARKS1 ALTA C Cla'.m 
i 63-4140 Statutory 6/:}1952 1.50 WASTEWATER lRHIGATION I WAITE, LYNN !RA i C!a1m 

























6/1/1947 0.05 GROUND WATER 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, 
GRAGG, VESTA M -Claim STDCKWATER 
63-4168 
Statutory 




6/13/1960 0.07 GROUND WATER 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, UPPIANO, ARNILDO J; 
Claim STDCKWATER UPPIANO, BARBARA A 
63-4173 
Statutory 
4/1/1.922 0.12 GROUND WATER 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, 
HOUSE, LEONA D Cl.aim STDCKWATER 
63-4174B 
Statutory 
4/1/1905 0.12 CLEAR CREEK IRRIGATION 
STEDTNITZ, OPAL E; 
Claim STEDTNITZ, WILMER F 
63-4177 
Statuto1y 
4/1/1922 0.06 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 




4/1/1946 2.04 SPRINGS 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, 




6/1/1926 0.10 GROUND WATER 
DOMESTIC, FISH TKO MAS, FLOYD E; 
Claim PROPAGATION, IRRIGATION THOMAS, VERONA E 
63-4182 
Statutory 
8/1/1956 0.04 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, STOCKWATER 
PARKER, EVELYN; PARKER, 
Cialm JAMES D 
63·4187 
Statutory 








8/1/1953 0.04 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC BOOTH, VERN E Claim 
63-4198 
Statutory 
4/1/1948 0.04 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC 




4/1/1959 0.08 GROUND WATER 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, STINSON, DENNIS;STINSON, 
Claim STOCKWATER DORTHA 
63-4,08 
Statutory 




6/1/1958 0.11 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 
MAYES, DOROTHEA; MAYES, 
Claim WILLIAM DEAN 
63-4224B 
Statutory 
6/1/1965 1.30 EAST HARTLEY DRAIN IRRIGATION 
SPENCER, MYRTLE; 
Claim SPENCER, RAYMOND 
63-422B 
Statutory 
11/1/1971 0.05 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
WRENN, ROSE ANNE; 
Claim WRENN, THOMAS L 
63-4249B 
Statutory 




6/1/1959 0.06 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
KOCH, JANICE L; KOCH, 




SOUTH FD RK BOISE 




6/1/1.928 0,39 GROUND WATER 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, MADSEN, INAJEAN; 
Claim STOCKWATER MADSEN, LENARD J 
63-4296 
Statutory 
3/14/1961 0.14 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 




5/1/1954 2.00 INDIAN CREEK DRAIN IRRIGATION 






IRRIGATION STEWART, EVELYN Claim GULCH CREEK 
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~~~~ , Ca • CR , WASTE A SHEP. ARD, HAROLD F 
63-4305 
t S:atutory 
3/15/lf,7" 0.06 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATiON 
BLATTNER, ~~ORMA J; 
i Claim BLATHiER1 W!LUAM R 
63-4310 
Statutory 
:2/1/1941 0.03 GROcND WATER COMMERCfAL, DOMESTIC 








6/1/1904 10.00 APPLEJACK CREEK 





6/1/1918 0.60 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION NELSON, SVAFA A 
Clalm . 
Statutory l PR!CKETT, JOAN A; 
63-4350 
Claim 
6/1/1931 0,64 I GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 









6/1/1939 I 0.06 GROUND WA:ER DOMESTIC MURPHEY, CHESTER A; Ctalm MURPHEY, KETO H 
63-4382 
Statutory •./1/l9Sa ' 0.08 GROUND WATCH DO~~,ESTlC JOHNSON, SANDRA J; Claim JOHNSON, TKOMAS G -
' ' 63-4383 Statutory 6/1/"925 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, CLEMENT, H BUEL; 
Claim 
1.04 SPRINGS 
STOCKWATER CLEMENT, !RENEE ' 
\ 33~438S 
Statutory 
4/1/1943 0.08 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 
BRANDON, JAMES E; 
I da!m BRANDON, UJE~LA 
53-4393 
Statutory 




6/1/1910 0,16 GROUND WATER 
DOMESTIC, lRRIGATION, 




6/1/1947 1.00 I UNNAMED DRAIN i lRRIGATION MURRAY; HOPED; MURRAY, C!aim LLOYD L 
63-4416 
Statutory 
4/1/1950 0.10 GROUND WATER [ IRRIGATION 
JOHNSO!'., HELEN R; 
Claim ' JOHNSON, PAUL 
i 63-44i8 Statu;:ory 4/l/lSJ68 1.00 W/'STE WATER l~,~lGATlON BLEVINS, KENNE:TH; Cla1m BLEVINS, NOriMAJ """ _____ 
! 63-4422 Statutory 3/15/1951 0.12 UNNAMED DRAIN IRRIGATION SUNDBERG, DA.~NIELE; 
C!al:11 SUNDBERG ROBERT I✓• 
63-4423 
S::atutory 
3/1S/1955 0.40 l:NNAMED DRAIN IRRJGATION 
SUNDSERG, DANN!l::..E; 
Claim SUNJBERG, '<OBERT M 
63-4433 
Statutory 









6/1/195S 0.15 GROUND WATER DOMESTlC, STOCKWATER 
LEDBETTER:, BRUCE; 
Claim LEDBcTTER, NOLA 
Statutory 
3/1/1971 ' :RRIGATION GAMBLE1 ROBERT L; 63-4440 
Claim 
3.ZC WASTEWATER 
PINKSTON, JOHN R 
Statuto.ry ' DOMESTIC, INDUSTRIAL, JEWELL, BERTHA; JEWELL, 63-4448 
Claim 6/1/1935 
0.12 I GROUND WATER 
IRRIGAT,ON, STOCKl/vATER VERN 
63-4451 
Statutory 
6/l/l91l4 0.06 GROUND WATER DOMEST1CJ lRRIGATtON GIBSON, MIRIA\-1 E Cla:m 
63-4463 
Statutory 
4/l./1966 0.14 UNNAMED DRAIN IRRIGATION 
DILLON, ALMA; DILLO~, 
Claim !VAN 
Statutory ' ' RANDALL, GARY; RANDALL, 63-4465 
Claim 
6/1/195!) 0.02 UNNA~ED PRAil; : IRRIGATION 




4/1/1956 0-.ifi UNNAMcc\ DRAIN l,RIGATION 
SHARP, GLENN E; SHARP. 
: C!aim MAUDED 
! 53-4477 Statutory 4/1/1934 0.36 UNNAMED DO.AIN IRRIGATION, STOCKWATER DANFORTH, W L 
Clalm 
i 63-4478 Statutory 5/1/1947 0.12 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION VIAN!, LAWRANCE G Claim i 
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63-4479 
Statutory 
6/1/1947 0.70 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 
IVERSON, ESTELLE N; 
Claim IVERSON, P HUBERT 
63-4480 
Statutory 
6/1/1923 2.00 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, STOCKWATER 
GEORGE, ALBERT C; 
Claim GEORGE, WANDA 
63-4481 
Statutory 
























6/1/1964 0.04 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
WOLD, CHERYL G; WOLD, 
Clalm PETER I 
63-4542 
Statutory 




6/1/1935 0.02 GROUND WATER 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, 
MEANS, GLADYS 
Claim STOCKWATER . 
63-4550 
Statutory 




6/1/1925 0.11 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, STOCKWATER ROGDE, GARY 5 
Claim 
Statutory 
K& M MINE; 
63-4568 6/1/1937 0.06 COLD SPRINGS DOMESTIC, MINING MARCHMONTE, HUGHLON I 
Claim 
C; MARCH MONTE, HUNTER 
Statutory 
K&M MINE; 
63-4569 6/1/1922 0.06 SHEEP GULCH CREEK DOMESTIC, MINING MARCH MONTE, HUGH LON 
Claim 
C; MARCH MONTE, HUNTER 
Statutory 
K& M M;NE; 
63-4570 6/1/1922 0.33 BIG GULCH CREEK DOMESTIC, MINING MARCH MONTE, HUGHLON 
Cla!m 
C; MARCH MONTE, HUNTER 
63-457B 
Statutory 
6/1/1552 0,16 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, STOCKWATER 
PENNINGTON, BERTHA; 
Claim PENNINGTON, LUTHER M 
63-4581 
Statutory 




6/1/1946 1.02 UNNAMED DRAJN IRRIGATION, STOO<WATER 
SEEWALD, JUDITH C; 
Claim SEEWALD, LAWRENCE P 
63-4586 
Statutory 
3/15/1914 3.00 SAND HOLLOW CREEK IRRIGATION 
STILLWELL, GLENN W; 
Claim STILLWELL, MARY G 
63-4589 
Statutory 
6/1/1945 0.10 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
LAMBETH SR, BILL R; 
Claim LAMBETH1 MELBA D 
63-4592 
Statutory 
6/1/1894 0.04 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION 
SUTHERLAND, HOLLIS P; 
Claim SUTHERLAND, LUVERNE H 
63-4S99 
Statutory 
5/1/1951 0.08 GROUND WATER 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, 




12/30/1962 0.04 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC 








7/1/1959 0.12 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION 




4/1/1961 2.90 HIGHLAND CREEK IRRIGATION 
MARCUM, DIRK L; 
Claim . WISEMAN, MRS CLAUDE ~· 
63-4654 
Statutory 






7/1/1893 0.07 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
OTTER, JOHN V; OTTER, 
Claim JUNES 
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--~---i 63-4657 ~::~~tor; 7/1/1941 0,80 [ WASH WATER RRIGA110N ~~:~~:~: :~~AJ; 
I 63-4666 Statutoiy 6/1/1850 0.06 SPRING DOMESTIC, MINiNG, FlACK, JANE 0 
Claim STOCKWATER 




6/30/1952 COMMERCIAL, DOMESTIC 
Claim 
0.03 GROUND WATER BAKER, ERMEL; BAKER, l R 
53-4673 
Statutory 
6/1/1362 0.12 GROUND WATt.R DOMESTIC 
JOHNSON, CHARLES R; 
Claim JOc!NSON, \'llNNIE T 
i 63-4687 Statutory 9/1/1953 0.08 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC BLACK, LESUE L; BLACK, Claim RUTHH 
! Sta:tutory ' 
i 63-4701 Claim 1/1/1904 8.00 WASTEWATER s IRRJGAT!ON,STOCKWAT!:.R MACE1 LEONARD C 
I 63-4702 Sta~Lltory 1/1/1913 1.10 BOISERIVER IRRIGATION HURLEY, JOHN H; HURLEY, Clalrn LOIS: 
' Di VERSION TO STORAGE, 
63-4703 Sti:itutorf j 7/1/1554 0.20 WASTE WATEi1 IRRIGATION FROM STORAGi', ASHCRAFT, ARTHUR E; 
Claim : IRRIGATION STORAEE 
ASHCRAFr, 30NNIE L 
63·4705 
Statutory 






1/1/1946 0.20 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC 




1/1/1864 4.00 ELK CREEK MUNICIPAL CITY OF IDAHO en Claim 
63-4713 
Starutor; 




7/1/1945 0.06 GROUND WATER OD:.AESTIC, IRRIGATION 
DAVlS, E HAROLD; DAVIS, 
Claim UlLlAN E: 
6~4718 
Statutory 
10/8/1969 0.08 SPRING 
DO\1ESTlC, IRRlGAT!ON, 
BELKNAP, H WILLIAM i Claim STOCKWATER 
63-4720 
Statutory 




9/12/1921 ~.12 WASTEWATER : IRRIGATION, STOCKWATER QUALMAN, CARL M 
Claim i 
I Statutory ' 63-4722 Claim 7/28/1966 0.10 WASTEWATER I IRRIGA ~ION SHANNON, DONAL) H 
63-4Tl3 
Statutory : 
5/1/1958 0.06 , GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
BUCKLEY, JAMES W; 
Claim BUCKLEY, VlVIAN 
63-4725 
Statutory 




1/1/1956 0.04 UNNAMED DRAIN 1RRIGA110N 
JACKSON, ORV'.UE; SHARP, 
Clalm SHARON L 
63-4729 
Starutor; 
1/1/1946 0.38 I GROUND WATER DOMESTIC1 !RRJG/i.TION, GROSS, ELLA L; GROSS, 
Claim STOCKWATER ROBERT E 
63-4735 
Stau,tor; 
1/1/1945 2.00 ! UNNAMED DRAIN IRRIGATION LESTER, AilOElL E Claim I 
634738 
Statutory 












1/1/1962 0.19 ' GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRiGATiON BECHTOlD, RICHARD 
Claim 
I 63-4755 Statutory 6/1/1953 0.2:J SPRING DOMESTIC, MINl~'G GILLIS, EDWARD E Cl.aim 
63-4768 
Stawtory 
1/1/1918 0.14 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
WYMAN, ALBERT l; 
Claim I WYMAN, DEVER.A J 
L_63-477l 
Statutory 
5/1/1%5 om GROUND WATER DOMESTIC I us DEP7 OF DffENSE Cialm i 
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63-4800 
Statutory 
2/1/1951 0.12 GROUND WATER 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, HUFF, JULIAA; HUFF, 
Claim STOCKWATER KENNITH D 
63-4818 
Statutory 
3/1/1966 0.03 SPRING IRRIGATION 
TAGGART, VELLA; TAGGART, 
Claim WALTER L 
63-4824 
Statutory 
7/1/1955 0.07 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
STEINMAN, HELEN L; 
Claim STEINMAN, HERMAN C 
63-4827 
Statutory 
6/1/1910 2.00 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION 





SPRING FED. DRAINAGE 
IRRIGATION 
IDAHO FIRST NATIONAL 
Claim DITCH BANK 
63-4842 
Statutory 




1/1/1940 0.70 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION 
EIDEMILLER, ARLENE M; 
Claim EIDEMILLER, CLIFFORD 
63-4855 
Statutory 




6/1/1940 0.12 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC 
MCCRACKEN, D GENEVIEVE; 
Claim MC CRACKEN, LESTER 
63-4861 
Statutory 







OURADA, EARLS; OURADA, 
Claim STREAM KATKLEEN M 
63-4875 
Statutory 
4/17/1953 0.2.8 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 
MILLER & THOMPSON 
Claim WATER USERS ASSN INC 
63-4876 
Statutory 




1/1/1963 0.06 GROUND WATER COMMERCIAL -
VICS RESTAURANT & PIE 
C!aim SHOP INC 
63-4-887 
Statutory 
6/1/1963 0.06 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
GOLDEN, AGNES M; 
Claim GOLDEN, LESLIE B 
63-4889 
Statutory 








3/1/1955 0.02 UNNAMED 5IBEAM IRRIGATION 













JOHNNY WOODS GULCH 
MINING 
COOK, DONALD W; COOK, 
Claim CREEK PATRICIA A 
63-4909 
Statutory 




1/1/1947 a.so LITTLE SMOKY CREEK MJNfNG LITTLE SMOKEY 
Claim ENTERPRISES INC 
63-4911 
Statutory 








7/21/1895 0.07 MASON CREEK DOMESTIC, STOCKWATER 
BRIANS, W S;J M & CB 
Claim BRIANS TRUST 
63-4924 
Statutory 
1/1/1926 0.10 SPRING IRRIGATION, STOCKWATER 
ARCHER, KEARNEYT; 
Claim ARCHER, MARCELLA 
IRmGATION FROM STORAGE, 
Statutory 
IRRIGATION STORAGE, 






1/1/1948 2.04 TENMILE CREEK IRRIGATION, STOCKWATER CHERRY LANE RANCH 
Claim 
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Claim 
0.12 GROUND WATER DOMESTlC 
63,4934 
Statutory 
1/1/1911 C.11 GROUND WATER 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, 
BR ESH !:AR$1 W H Claim STOCKWATER 
63-4943 
, Statutory 
I Claim 1/1/1952 0,08 GROJNO WATER DOMl:$T!C SrlANNON, DONNA R 
63-4944 
i Statutory ' 
: Clalrn 





1/1/1957 0.06 Gf{OUN) WATER lRRlGAT!ON :iONNELLY, MARYE; 
DONNELLY THOMAS P 
63-4947 
Statutorv 
1/1/1933 0.:!._5 GROUND WATER DOMESTlC, IRRIGATION 
MYERS, LUCILE; MYERS, 
Clalm MARCUS 
Statutory 
IRF.IGATION FROM STORAGE, 
63-49<!! 
Claim !/1/1950 15C 




4/1/1954 0.23 G~OUND W/\TER IRRIGATION COLLEGE PARK ASSN 
daim 
53-4959 0.08 GROUND WATER D0fv1ESTiC BUDGE, CLEANCR 
DOMES11C, IRRIGATION 
JENN1NGS, MARVIN S 
63-1969 
Statutory 








3/1-5/1902 3.00 WA'Sf'E WATER IRRIGATION 
GAMBLE, ROBERTl; 
Clalrn 0 1NKSTON, JOfiN R 
63.a984 
Statutory 








3/25/J929 0,45 GROUND WATER MUNICl?Al 












3i15/1927 0.32 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 




4/15/1932 70.00 BOISE RIVER RR!GATION EUREKA NO TWO 
Claim 












7/1/1937 Q.84 GROUND WATER COMMERCIAL, S;OCKWATER 




1/1/1955 0.04 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC 




1/1/192() D.D< GROUND WATER DOMESTIC 




11/1/1940 0.09 GROUND WAcER 
DOMESTIC, 1RR!GATION, MOSMAN1 ELAINE M; 
Clalm STOCKWATER MOSMAN, ,RANK D 
63~5030 
Statu':.ory 
7/1/1962 0.08 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 
I UNITED ?Rl'SBYTERIAN 
J Claim , CHURCH 
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~ df:1 ; ' ' .l. 
I Sratut::;ry NAMPA SCHOOL DISTRICT# i 63-5043 
Claim 




1/1/1955 0.20 : GROUND WATER DOMESTIC BRIGGS, KEITH , Cialm 
' 
63-5050 i Statutor/ ! 6/111953 O.C2 I SPRING DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION COOK, DONAL,D W; COOK, I Claim I PATRICIA A 
63'5055 j Statutory / 8/1/1923 0.08 G'\OUND WATER DOM~ST!C, JRFUGATION 




1/1/1933 0,17 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC 
ANCHUSTEGUI, GEORGE; 









7/1/'.33Q ' GCERING1 MARGARET K; 63-5002 
Claim 
0,12 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 
GOERING,.WINSTON K 
I 63-5064 , Statutory 1/1/1944 J,04 GROUND WATER CGMMERCIAL, DOMESTIC CULU:':N, JOSEPH W; CULLEN, ' I C!alm REBAL 
' I Statutory I 1/1/1925 I 63-5066 l Clalr, ! 0,08 GROUND WATE!l DOMESTIC SUTTLE, RICHAED D 
i 63-5072 
: Statutory 
1/1/1940 I 0,08 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, !RRIGA110N ANDREW1 VIVIAN L; 
Claim ANDREW, WILBURN 'l 
Statutory 
CALL ill, ALBERT C; CAL~ 
63-5074 7/1/1946 0.08 GROUND WATER DOMESCIC K,\REN R; FESLER, JOYCE M 
da\m 
CLARK; FESLER, RICHARD 
63-50il4 
Statutory 











Clairr UNNAMED DRAJN RICHARDSON, WIUJAM L 
63-5096 
Statutory 
5/1/,960 0.21 GROlJND WATER DOTv'lESTlC, IRRIGA-rlON 
POWELL,, JAMES W; 
Claim ?OWELL1 JOYCE 
63-5110 
Statutory 
1/1/1952 0.06 SROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRlGATION 
JONES, GWE:-:.. S; JONES, 
Claim PHILLIP R 
63-5113 
Statutory 
1/1/1.951 D.10 , WASTEWATEK HEATING, IRR:GATIO~ 
MC KENZIE, DOROTHY; MC 
Cf aim ! KENZIE, KENNETH H 
63-5115 
Statutory 
6/1/l5JS8 1.10 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION 
JOHNSON, CLIFON H; 
daim JOHNSON, ETHEL 
63~5118 
Swtutury 
6/1/1962 0.06 GROUND 'WATER IRRIGATION STANGER, AMELIA Claim ----
! 63-5119 Sta~utory j 7/1/1955 0.$0 ! GROUN~ WATER DOMESTIC, IR.RIGATION RENCHER, JACK P; REt-.:C~ER, 
Claim , ' LOUISE 
63-5c2B 
Statutory ; 










1/1/1961 0,10 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BAcES, EMMA; BALES, J cl 
Claim -
I 63-5147 ; Statutory 5/1/1958 0,39 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION TAYLOR, CLARENCE] Claim 
63·5162 
Statutory 
5/l/l936 0,16 MD BEAR CREEK MINING 




1/1/1367 0.19 WASTEWATER ,RRIGATION, ST'.JCKWATER 








7/1/1943 0.10 MORES CREEK IRRIGATION USDA FOREST SERVICE 
C!a!m 
63-5186 ' Stat.JtD:"'{ l/l/1955 I 0.08 GROIJND WATER DOMESTIC DULGAR, HEtEN L I : Clalm 
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i 63-5188 ! Statutory 7/1/1947 1.70 G'IOUND WATER IRRIGATION HOBBS, DARLl'Nc F 






7/2/1960 0.75 DIXIE DRAIN IRRIGATION, STOCKWATER 
fOREMAN, ALLCN; 
C!alm FOREMAN, lORRE 
63-5190 
Statuto-y 
1/15/1883 L66 DRY CREEK IRRIGATION SM IIB, FRANK 0 
Cla1m 
63-5193 
1 Statutory l/1/1946 0.20 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGA:iON COX !II, CHARLES E 
: Claim 
i Statutory BATES, LENORE E; BATES1 I 63-5196 dalm 1/1/1956 0.12 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION RONALD B 








6/1/1963 WASTEWATER WILDLIFE STORAGE 




1/1il958 0.18 GROUND WATER 
, DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, .PIERCE, JUDITH B; PIERCE1 
Claim STOCKWATER WILLISC 
63-5223 
'. Statuto:-y 1 








1/1/1931 0.08 GROUND WATER DOMEST•C, IRRIGATION Cr.ANEY, JAMES E I C!airn 
I Statutoty 
; 63-5247 Claim 7/1/1947 0.12 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC SCRIVER, KENT 
63-5249 
Statutory 




7/1/1930 0.52 SPRlNGS 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, 
USDA FOREST SERVICE 




SOUTH FmK BOISE 
1RRIGATION , HAMMETT LIVFSTOCK CO 
Claim RIVcR i 
~ !! 
' !! ill!!!! IE- -63-5276 ! Stat-Jtor{ ! 7/1/1966 0.10 I GRIMES DRAIN DlTCn lRRIGATION I HARBIG, ARNOLD ! 
1 C!airn 
i 63-5283 Statutory 4/14/1953 0.11 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, iRRIGATION Z.4.CHRE$0~~ CO Claim ' 
63-5290 
Statutorv 
1/l/1911 0.10 GROUND WATER COMMERCIAL 




3/15/1946 2-00 UNNAMED Dl,CH IRRIGATION 
CLAPIER, DWAINE D; 
Claim CLAPIER, HYLA M 
63~5301 
Statutory 
7/1/1934 0.15 GRGCND WATER COMMERCIAL 
'EVANS, DORiS B; £VANS, 
'Clalm ! LEONARD W 
63~5302 
St'ltutory 
1/1/1935 4.18 ! UNNAMED STREAMS 
DOMESTIC, IRR!GA,ION, 
JD ALDECOA & SON INC 
Claim ' STOCKWATER 
63-5305 
, Statutory 
9/1/1960 0.14 I GROUND WATER DOMESTiC, STOCKWATER YOUNG, CHMH.ES T 
Claim ' 
I Statutmy 
. ABBOlT, FORREST; STEELE, 
63-5308 
Claim 




7/1/1901 0.27 GROUNO WATER 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, 
YEE, BOYD; Yi':S, DAISY 
C!alm STOCKWATER 




4/1/1950 0.60 BIRD CREEK IRRIGATION 
BUCHANAN, DIANE; R:CE, 
Claim GW:NN F 
i 63-S319C 
Statutory 
3/1/1950 0,88 GROUNO WATER DOMESTIC, IR?.IGATION ZACrlRESON CO 
Claim -
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63-5320 
Statutory 





WEST FORK GRANITE 




4/1/1936 0.09 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 
INDEPENDENT SCHOOL 
Claim DISTRICT OF BOISE CITY 
63-5329 
Statutory 








4/l/1935 0.05 GROUND WATER 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, WILLIAMS, BETTY; 
Claim STOCKWATER WILLIAMS, BRUCE 
63-5350 
Statutory 




5/5/1951 1.50 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION 
KOUDELKA JR, J J; 
Claim KOUDELKA, MADGE 
63-5363 
Statutory 
3/15/1961 1.00 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION 
WISCOMBE, KENNETH D; 
Claim WISCOMBE, PW 
63-5365 
Statutory 
4/1/1958 0.12 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 
MATEO, ALFREDO U; 
Clalm MATEO, LOLA L 
63-5368 
Statutory 




8/20/1936 0.12 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 




4/20/1966 1.60 EIGHTMILE CREEK IRRIGATION 
GRAY, CLARA E; GRAY, 
Claim MAURICE GLEN 
63-5409 
Statutory 








4/1/1964 0.15 FIVEMILE CREEK IRRIGATION HADDOX, JOHN L 
Claim 
63-7000 license 5/31/1967 1.00 GROlJND WATER DOMESTIC 
HITTINGER, LAWRENCE 
ERWIN 
BUCHANAN JR, WARREN B; 
63-7004 License. 6/14/1967 0.36 SPRING CREEK IRRIGATION BUCHANAN, DENNIS K 
(DENNY); CLAIMED, NOT 
63-7009 License 7/1/1967 0.26 INDIAN CREEK IRRIGATION 
KELl£Y, CLARICE; KELLEY, 
MELVILLE D 
63-7011B License 8/14/1967 0.02 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 
BREACH, HAROLD D; 
BREACH, JO ANN B 
63-7012 License 6/19/1.967 0.06 GROUND WATER 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, BEUTLER, VIRGINIAN; 
STOCKWATER BEUTLER, WALTER E 
63-7023 license 9/5/1967 0.08 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
HAZELTINE, ALTON W; 
HAZELTINE, D JOAN 
63-7027B License 1/22/1969 0.20 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC 
PLANTATION VIEW 
CONDOMINlUMS 
63-7065 license 2/13/1968 0.02 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC MC RITCHIE1 T P 
63-7096 License 6/23/1.968 0.12 GROUND WATER IRRlGATION ESTATE OF EDNA L MC Vcf 
63-7118 License 6/28/1.968 0.03 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION JOLLY, RAY C 
63-7122 License 7/5/1968 0.12 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
THOMPSON, CLARENCE L; 
Tl·IOMPSON, ELEANOR F 
63-7125 License 7/26/1968 1.04 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION WELLS, RICHARD P 
63-7129 License 7/23/1968 0.07 GROUND WATER 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, LINDEMOOD, CL; 
STOCKWATER LINDEMOOD, ELLEN L 
63-7144 License 9/9/1968 0.07 GROUND WATER 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, 
FINNEY, FLOYD A 
STOCKWATER 
63·7153 License 9/22/1968 0.08 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION SIMMERMAN, EDMUND E 
63-7167 License 11/13/1968 0.12 GROUND WATER COMMERCIA~ DOMESTIC 
FEARLESS FARRIS 
WHOLESALE INC 
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63-7171 license 11/26/1963 0.17 GRCUND WATER MUNICIPAL CITY OF MARSlNG 
63-7176 Uce11se 12/4/1968 0.52 GROUND WATER OOY.ESTJC, INDiJSTRlAL LLAH CO 
63-7181 1.1cerise 12/24/1968 0.02 GROLND WATER INDUSTR,AL, STOCKWATER KIRKr KENNETT-l. 
, 
63--7208 Ucerrne 3/24/1969 0,19 i GROUND WATER IRRIGATION, STOCKWATrn ERO ,£SOURCES CORP I 
63-7212 License 4/7/1969 0.05 GROUND WATER , IRRIGAC-ION REED, CLYDE; REED, LAURA 
63-7Z16 Lk:er:se 4/18/1969 0.04 GROU~D WATER ! 1RRlGAT10t\' H.!RLEY, EVERITT K 
63-7222 L.ke-nse 4/:29/1969 0.12 GROUND WATER COMMERCIAL 
TREASURE VALLEY BY 
PRODUCTS 
i 63--7231 :.icense 5/27/1969 0.02 GBOlJND'NAl'ER DOMESTIC STATE OF IDAHO 
; 63-7232 License 5/27/1969 0-02 I GROUND WATER DOMESTIC STATE OF IDAHO 
63-7233 License S/27/1969 O.C2 GROUND WA,ER DOMESTIC STATE OF IDAHO 
j 53-7240 :Jcense 6/4/1959 0.02 SPRING DOMESTIC 
PICKENS, CHARLES A; 
PICKENS, DOROTifY V 
I I DOMESTIC, l~,IGATION, 
CAMBRA, ALMO; CAMBRA, 
63-7254 License. 7/30/1569 O.Q7 GROUND WATER HELEN M; CLARK, MARIE C; 
STOCKWATER 
CL<\M.K, AAY L 
63-7279 , License H/24/1959 0.05 GROUND WATER lRRIGA~ION SHERWOOD, WILLIAM L 
63~7283 Li::::21\Se 12/12/1969 i 0.02 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION LA BRIE, MARYi; lA BRIE, 
ViCTOR 
63-7292 license 2/4/JSJ70 '. 0.10 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION E.~SON,JOHN 
63-73Dl Li::ense 2/IB/1970 0.14 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC ESTERHOLDT, M H 
6::l-7303 License I 2/'23/1970 0.33 1 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC YOUNG, OTlS A 
63-7305 1 License 3/3/1970 0.74 SOUTH SLOUGH DRAIN IRR!GATlON HILL, ME RUNG 
63-7313 L;cense 3/30/1970 0.06 GROUND WATE.'<: IRRIGATION LARSON, DAVIDE 
, 
I 63-7314 Ucense 3/31/1970 0.02 P!NESLOUGH IRRIGATION PERKIN:rWELLS, JANET B 
63-7315 License 3/31/1970 0.04 GROUND WATER DOME.ST!~ PERKINS~WELLS1 JAN::T B I 
63-7321 license 5/3~/1370 0.35 ' GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 
UNITED STATES OF AMER'.CA 
ACTING THROUGH ··-
63-7323 Ll::ense 4/10/1970 0.04 WOU' CREEK DOMESTIC 
OlSON, EARLA;TlcLElT, 
ALBERT 
53 .. 7333 : Ucense 4/28/1970 0.50 SAND CREEK IRRIGATION BlAN), WALTERG 
53 .. 7335 Li::ense ' 4/27/1970 0.06 GROU:'i'.D WAT:'.R i DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WHITMORE, CARLE ' 
63-7339 License 5/8/1970 0.05 ' SPRINGS DOMESTIC, MINING BRESHEARS, KcNNETH H 
I 63-7357 License 8/5/l970 0,02 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC QUALITY ELECTRIC INC ' 
63-7364 License 9/1/1970 0.16 GROUND 'NATER DOMESTIC I PHIPPS, CE 
) 63-7365 ; License 8/24/1970 0.04 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC LARSON, BRAD 
63-7373 License 9/10/1970 0.54 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC 
CCNSOLIDA'Hl 
INVESTMENT CO 
63~7390 Uce.nse 1/25/1971 0.44 GROUND WATIR I !RR;GATIO N MCCARV,JOE E 
63-7411 jcense 3/22/1971 0.07 GROUND WATER ' DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MC lA!N, RALPH G 
l JEPPESEN, iRENE K; 
63-7417 L~cense I 4/19/1971 0.04 GROJND WATER IRRIGATION 
JEPPESEN, MARVIN S 
63·'1433 Ucense S/l3/l971 0.36 , GROUND WATER COMMERCIAL 
BERST, RONALD Ri OK CAR 
' WASH OF BOISE 
I 63-7464 License 7/9/1971 0.09 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRR:GATION 
I OLSON, MARLIN P; OLSON, 
; VERLA R 
63-7491 Llcens:e 2/1/l972 0.09 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC BLASER, EDWARD 
63-7556 ' License 2/11/1972 0.02 GROUNDWATER • COMMERCIAL, DOMESTIC CHRISTENSEN MOTOR SALES 
63-7557 L:cense 2/15/1972 0.10 GROJND WATER DOMEST;c 
Wt".ITTINGTON, FLORENCE; 
WHlmt\GTON, NORMAN 
' 63-7563 license 3/2/l!:!72 0.39 WASTE\.VATEU IRRIGATION WN.TE, LYNN. lR..ll. 
! 63-7565 License 3/3/lSn D.67 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BALDWIN, GARTH 
l 63-7600 License S/9/1972 0.35 GROUND WATER DOMESTlC I FLETCH ER, cEONARD 
63-7603 , License 5/11/1972 0.05 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 1-IITTINGER, LARRY E 
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63-7605 license 5/16/1972 0.27 GROUND WATER 
DOMEST!C1 JRRIGATION1 THOMSEN, BETH M; 
STOCKWATER THOMSEN, RONALD M 
63-7606 License 5/30/1972 0.22 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC SHOWALTER, HARRY 
63-7607 License 5/25/1972 0.48 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC 
STECKER MUTUAL WATER 
co 
63-7610B Ucense 6/12/1972 0.10 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 
BRIGGS, JOAN; BRIGGS, 
KEITH 
63-7628 Ucense 9/5/1972 0.08 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GREEN WO RUD INC 
63-7653 License 8/24/1972 0.05 GRANiTE CREEK DOMESTIC, MINlNG 
KEEFER, FLORENCE M; 
KEEFER, NORMAN W 
63-7656 License 9/6/1972 0.16 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC WELLS, IVYL W 
63-7677 Ucense 10/26/1972 0.03 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 
MC QUEEN, CR; PACK, PAUL 
M 
63-7687 License 11/6/1972 0.04 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC 
ZIMMERMAN, NETTIE M; 
ZIMMERMAN, ORVAL A 
63-769D License 11/9/1.972 0.10 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, STOCKWATER CE NlCHOLSON & SONS INC 
63-7694 License 11/17/1972 0.27 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION, STOCKWATER NAN INC 
63-7714 License 2/1/1973 0.04 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC 
CHAMPION HOME BUILDERS 
co 
63-7722 Uceme 2/13/1973 0.03 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION KIRKPATRICK, G W 
63-7T/5 License 4/16/1973 D.04 GROUND WATER COMMERCIAL KELARI CORP 
63-7791 License 5/8/1973 D.34 GROUND WATER INDUSTRIAL 
PROVIDENT FEDERAL 
SAVINGS & LOAN ASSN 
63-7815 License 7/7/1973 D.08 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC STATE OF IDAHO 
63-785S License 8/27/1973 0.05 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 
TRIANGLE DEVELOPMENT 
COINC 
63-7885B License 10/16/1973 0.33 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 
CROOKS, CAROLEE; CROOKS, 
JOHNW 
63-7915 License 1/17/1974 0.10 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION BEUS, DEAN; BEUS, EI..AlNE 
63-7919 Ucense 2/9/1974 0.06 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SOBERS, AARON L 
63-7944 License 3/4/1974 1.10 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION MURGOITO, JC 
63-7967 License 4/15/1974 0.06 GROUND WATER COMMERCIAL, DOMES'TIC SCHOEN5 TRAILER SALES INC 
63-7970 License 4/23/1974 0.40 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION MURGOITIO,J C 
63-7977 License 5/9/1974 0.46 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION MC CAIN, ALLEN LESTER 
63·-80008 License 6/27/1974 0.10 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
WUTHERICH, LLOYD; 
WUTHERICH, MAROLYN 
63-8024 License 8/29/1974 0.04 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 
GREEN ACRE PROP ERTi ES 
INC 
63-8D32 Llcense 9/13/1974 0.06 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
HOWELL, CHARLES D; 
HOWELL, L BETH 
63-8045 Lkense 10/7/1974 0.04 
SOUTH FORK BOISE 
IRRIGATION WHITNEY, ANNA JEAN 
RIVER 
GIAMPAOLI, ALBINA; 
63-8050 License 10/15/1974 0.06 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GIAMPAOLI, JOSEPH; 
NELSON, WILLIS R 
63-8058 License 11/12/1974 0.15 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION NYBORG, JAMES S 
63-8111 license 4/1.4/1975 0.14 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BOOTHE, JAMES A 
63-8133 License 6/2/1975 0.12 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC COLVARD, RALPH 
63-8139 license 5/8/1975 0.06 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, lRRIGATION 
DECKER, KATHRYN B; 
DECKER, ROBERT M 
63-8148 License 6/16/1975 0.08 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
HORN, BARBARAJ; HORN, 
CRAJG P 
63-8157 Llcense 6/27/1975 0.04 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC 
INTERMOUNTAIN EQU[NE 
HOSPITAL 
63-8159 License 6/2S/1975 0.04 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
ACTING THROUGH 
63-8162 License 6/3D/1975 0.20 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC YOUNG, OTIS A 
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63-8171 Ucense 7/10/1975 0.12 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 
BAIRD, ANNIE; BAIRD, 
ROBERT D 
63-8192 License 8/15/1975 O.Q9 WASTEWATER 
IRRIGATION, RECREATION BAIRD, ANNIE; BAIRD, 
STORAGE ROBERT D 
63-8211 License 10/4/1975 2.05 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION LIMBAUGH, THOMAS E 
63-8212 License 10/2/1975 0.02 SPRINGS DOMESTIC 
PECK, DONALD G; PECK, 
LUCILLE M 
63-8231 License 1D/28/1975 0.08 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
HENSON, JESSIE; HENSON, 
ORIEL 
63-8259 License 1/30/1976 0.04 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 
FRANKLIN, UTHA O; 
FRANKLIN, ROY M 
63-8270 License 2/27/1976 0.08 GROUND WATER COMMERCIAL CONTINENTAL CAR WASH 
63-ll282 license 3/10/1976 0.15 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC FIELDS, JOHN B 
63-8286A License 7/25/1976 0.10 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION NEEL, TED 
63-8326 License 6/15/1976 0.06 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
HEFFNER, MARCELLA M; 
HEFFNER, VIRGIL V 
63-8329 License 6/23/1976 0.06 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
AMESBURY, HARRY A; 
AMESBURY, MARYL 
63-8364 License 11/3/1976 0.08 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION RID OLE, ROY 
63-8391 Licens-e 12/1/1976 0.22 GROUND WATER COMMERCIAL, DOMESTIC NAUGLE, KENNETH W 
63-8396 License 12/27/1976 D.D4 EIGHTMILE CREEK IRRIGATION 
SCHENK, LAREEDA E; 
SCHENK, LARRY B 
63-8430B License 2/11/1977 0.97 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION ELLIS, RONALD G 
63-8451 License 3/5/1977 0.12 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION THORNTON, MICHAEL 
l 
iiii$iiiiiiiiii -63-8485B License 2/23/1977 0.61 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION ANDERSON, EDMOND A 
63-8517 License 2/28/1977 l.D2 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 
ITANO, JAMES K; fTANO, 
MABEL Y 
63-8525 l.ic,ense 3/3/1977 0.12 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION ANDERS, EMMONS 
63-8549 License 3/7/1977 1.60 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION GOODSON, EDWARD H 
AGUIRRE, LORI A; AGUIRRE, 
63-8565 License 3/8/1977 0.20 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION RO NAUD D; ROWE, KEVIN J; 
ROWE, TAMARA K 
63-85778 License 3/28/19T7 0.32 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION YAMAMOTO, PAULA 
63-8580 License 3/16/1977 1.00 DRAIN DITCH NO 3 IRRIGATION, STOCKWATER LEIGH, LENA L 
63-8639 License 3/12/.1978 1.93 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION DYER, JOHN A 
53-8652 License 4/12/1977 2.DD GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 
SVEDIN, ELLEN K; SVEDIN, 
ROBERT A 
63-8719 License 5/13/1977 0.20 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION SCHULERLANE FARMS INC 
63-8781 License 5/4/1977 0.07 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
FREEMAN, HOWARD; 
FREEMAN, LINDA C 
63-8801 License 5/4/1977 0.10 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HASTRITER, DONALD 
"-
63-8823 License 5/10/1977 0.05 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION, STDCKWATER 
CANNON, BERTHA; 
CANNON, JACK 
63-8837 license 4/27/1978 1.73 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION DYER, JOHN A 
53-8851 License 4/28/1978 1.10 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION HARSHMAN, ALDEN W 
63-ll852 License 4/28/l978 1.40 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION VINSON FARMS INC 
63-8969 License 6/24/1977 1.31 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION BURRI LANE FARMS INC 
63-8999 License 8/8/1977 0.04 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC 
SILVER TIP CELLULOSE 
INSULATION CO 
63-9021 License 8/25/1977 0.06 UNNAMED SLOUGH IRRIGATION HOPKINS, KENNETH J 
63-9022 license 9/6/1977 0.03 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION KIRKPATRICK, GERALD W 
63-9038 License 9/25/1977 0.72 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION LAMM, ROBERT W 
63-9039 License 9/13/l977 0.54 UNNA\1ED DRAIN IRRIGATION HARMON, EARL 
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63-9051 Ucense 10/13/1977 0.28 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 
ADA'"1SON, ClARA K; 
ADAMSON, CLIFFORD C 
63-9052 License 10/13/1977 1.00 UNNAMED DrrCH IRRIGATION BRUVELEIT~ BETT'( l 
63-9095 '. License 12/U/1977 O.v8 G,OUND WATER COMMERCIAL 
!DAHO LAND DEVELOPERS 
!NC 
63-9137 License 4/17/1978 0,26 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, 1NDUSTRIAL RIDDLE, EDWARD B 
TAYLOR, CAROLE;TAYLOR, I 
63-9149 LiLEnse 5/15/1978 0,06 GROUND WATER IRRIGA7 ION LLOYD l 
63-9182 Ucense 10/25/1978 ! 0.10 MILL SLOUGH IRRIGATION CLARK, JOHN W ! 
63-311l4B License 11/1/1978 0.40 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION ANDER50~ ~ROrHcRS 
! 63-9:85 Llcense 11/5/197S 0,17 GROUND WATER DOMESTTC WARREN, !VAN V 
BARTHOLOMEW, CLAUDE T; 
63-9190 License 11/27/1978 0.04 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION, STOCKIVA,ER BARTHOLOMEW, VlRGINIA 
M 
63-9210 ! License 1/Z6/EJ79 Q,16 GROUND WA'.ER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION LYTLE, BUD 
63~9214 License 2/22/l379 0.12 WAS1"E V1,•'ATER iRRIGATION JOHNSTON, ~OR 
I BERG, JEFFREY; BERG, I 
63-9242 U:ense G/25/1979 0.11 GROUND WATER 1 DOMESTIC, IRRIGAnON KATHERINE 
63-9249 UL,':!nse 5/lll/1979 0.03 GROUND WATER DOME5ilC, i'HIGATION 
EVANS BUii.DiNG CENTER 
INC 
63-9259 Uce.nse 7/2/l379 0,08 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
NIH!Ll, ARCHIE M; M!Hlll, 
GRACE L 
63-9305 '...kense 11/9/1979 0.64 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION HOWERY, I.RANCES W 
63-3312 Ucense 11/23/1!!79 0.08 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC f-UJ!t1 EDSON A 
63-3327 Ucense 12/31/1979 0,18 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION CONNOLLY JR, EDWARD J 
63-9331 ucense 1/17/1980 0.10 GROUND WATER MUNICIPAL cm OF £AGLE ' 
63~9342 License 2/.12/:980 D.20 I GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATIOI\, STRF.18, G ROYOEN; STREIB, 
1 STOC01'/ ATER PATRICIA 
63-9359 License 4/22/1980 0.03 ! GROUNJ WATER IRRIGATlON MILLER, G!S:'.LA~ MILL:R, 
r RANDALL 
i 63-9374 Ur::ense 5/6/1.980 0.10 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION .- GREEN WORLD INC 
! 63-94:)7 License 6/3/1980 0.20 J GRANITE CREEK MINING OLSEN, DOUG 
i 63-9424 : Lkeme 7/23/1980 0_12 : GROUND WATER IRRIGATION ! PIPKIN, AG 
63-9426 1 License 6/l.2/1981 0,08 I GROUND WATER ; DOMESTIC EAST LAKcESTATES i 
53-9431 1 ' 8/4/1980 0.04 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 
LARSON, VERN C; 
1 license 
fERWllLEGER, p!ANE L 
E3,9646 i Ucense 3/25/1981 0.19 BUCKSKIN CREEK MINING HARRIS, FRED; MIL,S_. JACK 
63~9659 Ucense 1/12/1981 0.16 GROUNr; WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION PGNDFROSA ~URSERY 
.. DIVERSION TO STOP.AGE, 
! 
63-9672 License 10/d/1985 5,49 G.R0Uf\D WATF.R IRRIGATION °ROM STORAGE, RHEAD, BOB 
IRRIGATION STORAGE ----·· 
63-9580 License 3/3/1981 0.04 GROUN::l WATER 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, DAV!SO!'{. GLENNA B; 
SfOCKWATER DAVISON, HARRY M 
63~9731 Llceme S/7/l931 O.C2 EIG~TMllE CREEK IRRIGATION 
OORAN, JASON G; DOR.AN, 
STACY!. 
63-9749 Ucense 6/23/1981 0.07 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
STNEMETIJR,OMER 
EUGENE 
63-9752 Llcense 6/25/1981 0.67 
, WEST FORK GRANITE 
MINING VIAN!, LAWR/,NCE G 
i i CREEK 
: BISHOP, JACK; BISHOP, 
63-9760 License 7/2/1981 C.03 GROU:-ID WATER ' RRIGAT!ON 
KATHY; COLE, JU0!TH C; 
i COLE, WR 
63-9832 \ Ucense ' 11/23/~981 O.C9 GROUND WATER i DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION JENSEN, RQNALD R 
63-9869 Llce:1se l 1/11/1982 0.18 GROU~D WATER i RRIGATION OEI.RICft, RAYMOND W. 
63-9899 License ' 4/20/1982 O.Q2 GROUNDWAER IRRIGATION l.EONARD, ROSAUE E 63-9945 License i 9/2/1982 0.15 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BINDER, LARqy 0 
63-9946 License 9/22/1982 0,03 GROUND WATER HEATING BOYL4N, RICHARD E 
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-~ 63·9951 License '. 10/1&t"982 0,13 ; GROU?-.DWATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION £t',,'TCRK!NE,JACK 
63·9963 License : 3/23/1982 0.10 WAS-TE WATEr! iRRIGATlON NOE1 MARY F; NOE, 
' WMREN 
63-0978 license 3/24/1984 0.16 GROUNDWATER IRRIGATION 
HENDRICKSEN, ROBERT; 
HENDR[CKSON, CINDY A 
6~10084 License 3/15/1983 0.03 GROUND WJ.ffER IRRIGATION 
BURROUGHS, CAROL M; 
WOODS, ST FRANCIS 
63·10015 License 7/8/1983 0.08 GROUND WATER COMMERCIAL 
J R SIMPLOT CO; SlMPlOT 
, SOIL BUILDERS 
63·10032 Uc:.e:ise 5/10/1983 0.02 GROUND WATER IRRIGA,ION LACKLAND, HILDA D 
63~10033 U~ense 4/6/1'l83 0,16 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION THOMAS, HAROLD E 
63~10062 License 6/8/1983 0.06 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC 
MORRISON, PATR!CKJ; 
VAUGHN, DUANET 
63·10106 license 6/29/1983 0.04 GROUNDWAER DOMESTiC CONESCO OF IDAHO 
63·10108 License 6/27/1983 0,C9 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
MATTHEVJS, DALE C; 
MATTHEWS, r•1ARY J 
63·10112 License 5/5/1984 0.14 G10UND WATER DOMESTIC 
VALL:VUc SCHOOL :1STRICI 
' . NO 139 
6''\.10128 Ucense ' 9/18/1983 0.04 GROUND WATER DOME-qlc ODE WlLUAMS WATER AS$\; 
63-lDJ.40 Ucense 6/28/1983 0.12 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC JONAS, EV LYN M 
63-10174 Uc~nse 8/S/1983 0,02 WEST FORK SPRING STOCKWATER, WILDUFE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
I ACTING THROUGH 
53-10176 License B/8/1983 0.02 SPRING STOCXWATER, WILDLIFE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
ACTING THROUGH 
' 63~10187 U::ense 7/5/19?,3 0.04 GROUN) WA~ER DOMESTIC, !RRIGATJON 
MESfNBRiK, EUGEN"; 
MESENBRIK, MARY 
63-10196 License 8/26/1983 0.02 JEFF SPRING STOCK.WATER, WILDUFE 
UNlTED STATES OF AMERICA 
' ACTING THROUGH 
63·10200 License 8/1/1983 0.02 SPRING STOCKWATER, WILDLH'E 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
ACTING THROUGH 
63-10218 License 3/12/1584 i 0.06 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION MOORE, WILLIAM c 
63~102.1~7 Llcerrse 6/18/1984 0.03 GROUND ViATER !RRIGAT!ON LORENSEN, DALE 
63-10252 License 5/13/1984 0.08 , GROJND WATER D::JMESTIC 
PARSONS, BEULAH; 
' PARSONS, WALTER H 63-10352 license 4/2/1986 0.05 GROUND WATcR DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SOL,S, GEORGE 
63-1D3S3 License 3/26/1986 0.10 SPRING STOCKWATER., WllDLiFE USDA FOREST SERVICE '. 
63·10354 Llcense 4/1/1986 0.06 SPRING STOCKWATER, WILDLIFE USDA FOREST SERVICE I 
63-10355 license 4/1/1986 0.06 SPRING STOCKWATER, WILDLIFE USDA FOREST SERVICE i 
63-10356 License 4/1/1986 0,08 I SPRING STOCKWATER, WlcOUEE USDA FOREST SERVICE 
63-:0358 License 4/1/1986 O,C6 S'DR!NG STOCKWATER, WlLDLJF::'. USDA FOREST SERVICE 
63-:0358 License 7/3/1986 0,04 GROUND WATE,_ IRRIGATION BASlt<! SCHOOL :JIStRICT #'/2 
63-:0392 Uce:1se 12/16/19&6 0.04 GROUND WATER DOMEST,C MATZEK, MIKE 
£3-10464 license 4/3-0/1987 0,02 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 
BOONE MEMORIAL 
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH 
63•10512 License 6/29/19B7 0.17 G~OUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
CONSDLIDATED PROPERTIES 
Of IDAHO lLC 
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HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP 
877 Main Street, Suite 1000 
P.O. Box 1617 
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Subcase No. 37-864 
AFFIDAVIT OF DANA L. 
HOFSTETTER 
Dana L. Hofstetter, being first being duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says: 
(1) I am Dana L. Hofstetter, counsel of record in this matter for Gary T. and 
Glenna R. Eden. 
(2) Attached hereto as Exhibit I is a true and correct copy of an April 28, 2005, 
letter from Sally Sherman of the Idaho Department of Water Resources ("IDWR") to 
Gary and Glenna Eden asking for confirmation of their correct mailing address. I 
obtained a copy of this letter from the IDWR website. As indicated on Exhibit I and 
pursuant to the instructions in the letter, Glenna Eden apparently signed and returned the 
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letter to IDWR confirming that the Edens' correct mailing address was: 414 N 800 W, 
Shoshone, Idaho 83352. A notation on the letter stating "records previously modified" 
followed by what appears to be the initials "ss" and the date 5-17-05, indicates that by 
May 17, 2005, Ms. Sherman of IDWR had received the letter signed by Ms. Eden 
confirming the Shoshone mailing address. 
(3) Attached hereto as Exhibit 2 is a true and correct copy of Affidavit of Danni 
M. Smith Re: Second Round Service of Commencement Notice for Basin 37, Part 1, filed 
with the SRBA Court on June 1, 2005. I obtained this copy of Exhibit 2 from IDWR. 
Attached as Exhibits A and B to this document (but unmarked in this version) are copies 
of respectively the Second Round Service of Commencement Notice for Basin 37, Part 1 
and the service list for Second Round Service of Commencement Notice for Basin 37, 
Part 1. The first page of Exhibit B to the Affidavit of Danni M. Smith, indicates inter alia 
that on May 5, 2005, Gary T. and Glenna Eden were mailed Second Round Service of 
Commencement Notice for Basin 37, Part 1 at the correct mailing address they had 
confirmed by return of the April 28, 2005, letter: 414 N 800 W, Shoshone, Idaho 83352. 
The Second Round Service Notice of Commencement states on page 3 that "[a]ssistance 
in filing Notices of Claims may be obtained at all offices of IDWR .... " 
( 4) Attached hereto as Exhibit 3 is a true and correct copy of the certified 
return receipt signed by Glenna Eden on May 6, 2005, that I obtained from IDWR. 
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Apparently, Exhibit 3 confirms Ms. Eden's receipt of the Second Round Service Notice 
on that date. 
(5) Attached hereto as Exhibit 4 is a true and correct copy of a May 19, 2005, 
letter "Re: Snake River Basin Adjudication (SRBA) Notice of Claim to a Water Right 
#37-864" from Sally Sherman of IDWR to Gary and Glenna Eden that I obtained from 
the IDWR website in Word document form. The letter inter alia acknowledges the 
Edens' "signing and returning of the [April 28, 2005] address change letter so promptly." 
It also indicates that the Edens' enclosures submitted with the returned address change 
letter provided that the Edens would like to file a claim on 37-864: "I gathered from the 
enclosures you sent me that you would like to file a claim on 37-864." Ms. Sherman's 
letter goes on to state that a claim form "for your possible use" is enclosed and that the 
filing and late fees amount to $50.00 each. I have inquired of IDWR whether there is any 
record of the enclosures sent by the Edens with the address change letter they returned in 
early May 2005 or the signed copy of Ms. Sherman's May 19, 2005, letter and IDWR has 
indicated that they have no record of those enclosures or the signed May 19, 2005, letter. 
In any event, the Word version of the May 19, 2005, letter on the IDWR website 
indicates that if that letter was mailed, it went to an incorrect address, as the Edens' 
address on the May 19, 2005, letter differs from the Shoshone mailing address that they 
had confirmed in writing just days earlier. 
(6) I have been informed by the Basin 37 Water Master that the American Falls 
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Reservoir District #2 considers the storage right the Edens hold in that District to be 
supplemental to Water Right 37-864. 
FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SA YETH NAUGHT. 
~ 
DATED this~ day of September, 2016. 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me thislcr-'fa.y of September, 2016. 
otaryPublic i nd fur the State of Idaho 
Residing at: L 
My Commission Expires: S'J ~ /u 17 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this~ of September, 2016, I caused to be served a 
true copy of the foregoing AFFIDAVIT oftl~A L. HOFSTETTER by U.S. Mail postage pre-
paid to: 
C. THOMAS ARKOOSH 
ARKOOSH LAW Ol<"FICES 
802 W. BANNOCK ST., SUITE 900 
POBOX2900 
BOISE, ID 83701 
JOHN K. SIMPSON 
SHELLEY M. DA VIS 
BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON LLP 
1010 W. JEFFERSON ST., STE. 102 
POBOX2139 
BOISE, ID 83701-2139 
PAULL. ARRINGTON 
TRAVIS L. THOMPSON 
BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON LLP 
163 2ND A VENUE WEST 
POBOX63 
TWIN FALLS, ID 83303-0063 
BLAIR J. GROVER 
BEARD ST CLAIR GAFFNEY PA 
2105 CORONADO ST. 
IDAHO FALLS, ID 83404-7495 
JOSEPHINE P. BEEMAN 
BEEMAN & ASSOCIATES PC 
1019 N. 17TH ST. 
BOISE, ID 83702-3304 
BERT L. OSBORN 
BERT L. OSBORN CHARTERED 
26S. 9THST. 
PO BOX 158 
PAYETTE, ID 83661-0158 
RON KERL 
COOPER & LARSEN CHARTERED 
151 N. 3RD AVE., STE. 210 
POBOX4229 
POCATELLO, ID 83205-4229 
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UNITED ST ATES DEPT OF JUSTICE 
ENVIRONMENT & NATURAL RESOURCE 
550 WEST FORT STREET, MSC 033 
BOISE, ID 83724-0 IO I 
W. KENT FLETCHER 
FLETCHER LAW OFFICE 
1200 OVERLAND A VE. 
POBOX248 
BURLEY, ID 83318-0248 
MICHAEL C. CREAMER 
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP 
601 W. BANNOCK ST, 
POBOX2720 
BOISE, ID 83701-2720 
RICHARD L. HARRIS 
HARRIS LAW OFFICE 
1023 ARTHUR ST. 
PO BOX 1438 
CALDWELL, ID 83606-1438 
MICHAEL B. WHITE, SECRET ARY 
HECLA MINING COMPANY 
6500 N MINERAL DR STE 200 
COEUR D'ALENE, ID 83815-9408 
CRAIG D. HOBDEY 
HOB DEY LAW OFFICE PLLC 
125 5THAVE. 
PO BOX 176 
GOODING, ID 83330-0176 
TERRY G. HOGUE 
HOGUE & DUNLAP LLP 
POBOX460 
HAILEY, ID 83333-0460 
48728.0001.8390835.1 
ELIZABETH P. EWENS 
ELLISON SCHNEIDER & HARRIS LLP 
2600 CAPITOL A VE., STE. 400 
SACRAMENTO, CA 95816-5931 
CHARLES L. HONSINGER 
HONSINGER LAW PLLC 
PO BOX 517 
BOISE, ID 83701-0517 
C. TIMOTHY HOPKINS 
JOHN D. HANSEN 
HOPKINS RODEN CROCKETT HANSEN 
& HOOPES PLLC 
428 PARK A VE. 
IDAHO FALLS, ID 83402-3609 
JAMES C. TUCKER 
IDAHO POWER CO. 
1221 W. IDAHO ST. 
POBOX70 
BOISE, ID 83707-0070 
GRAY A. YOUNG 
TERRY T. UHLING 
J.R. SIMPLOT COMPANY 
999 MAIN ST., STE. 1300 
POBOX27 
BOISE, ID 83707-0027 
JOHN M. MARSHALL 
JOHN M. MARSHALL LAW PLLC 
575 W. BANNOCK ST., STE. B 
BOISE, ID 83702-5917 
LARYC. WALKER 
LARY C.W ALKER LAW OFFICE 
232 E. MAIN ST. 
POBOX828 
WEISER, ID 83672-0828 
EDWARD A. LAWSON 
LAWSON LASKI CLARK & POGUE PLLC 
675 SUN VALLEY RD., STE. A 
PO BOX 3310 
KETCHUM, ID 83340-3310 
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KENT W. FOSTER 
ROBERT L. HARRIS 
HOLDEN KIDWELL HAHN & CRAPO PLLC 
1000 RIVERW ALK DR., STE. 200 
PO BOX50130 
IDAHO FALLS, ID 83405-0130 
J. JUSTIN MAY 
MAY BROWNING & MAY PLLC 
1419W. WASHINGTON 
BOISE, ID 83702 
CHARLES F. MC DEVITT 
MC DEVITT & MILLER LLP 
PO BOX 1543 
BOISE, ID 83701-1543 
SCOTT L. CAMPBELL 
MOFFATT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK 
& FIELDS CHARTERED 
IO l S. CAPITOL BL VD., I 0TH FL. 
PO BOX 829 
BOISE, ID 83701-0829 
BRUCE M. SMITH 
MOORE SMITH BUXTON & TURCKE CHTD 
950 W. BANNOCK ST., STE. 520 
BOISE, ID 83702-6118 
DON B. MILLER 
NATIVE AMERICAN RIGHTS FUND 
1506 BROADWAY ST. 
BOULDER, CO 80302-6217 
DA YID J. CUMMINGS 
NEZ PERCE TRIBAL EXEC. COMM. 
100 AGENCY ROAD 
POBOX305 
LAPWAI, ID 83540-0305 
CHIEF NATURAL RESOURCES DIV. 
OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL 
STATE OF IDAHO 
PO BOX 83720 
BOISE, ID 83720-0010 
48728.0001.8390835.1 
ROGER D. LING 
LING LAW OFFICE 
POBOX623 
RUPERT. ID 83350-0623 
PATRICK D. BROWN 
PATRICK D. BROWN, PC 
516 HANSEN ST. E 
PO BOX 125 
TWIN FALLS, ID 83303 
JAMES A. PENDLEBURY 
PENDLEBURY LAW OFFICE PA 
151 N. RIDGE AVE., STE. 260 
IDAHO FALLS, ID 83402-4042 
ERIKA E. MALMEN 
PERKINS COIE LLP 
l l I l W. JEFFERSON ST., STE. 500 
PO BOX 737 
BOISE, ID 83701-0737 
RICHARD A. CUMMINGS 
PO BOX 1545 
BOISE, ID 83701-1545 
ANGELO L. ROSA 
PO BOX 1605 
BOISE, ID 83701 -1605 
IDWR DOCUMENT DEPOSITORY 
POBOX83720 
BOISE, ID 83720-0098 
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DAVID F. SHIRLEY 
WILLIAM A. PARSONS 
PARSONS SMITH STONE LOVELAND 
AND SHIRLEY LLP 
137 W. 13THST. 
PO BOX 910 
BURLEY, ID 83318-0910 
DANIEL V. STEENSON 
SAWTOOTH LAW OFFICES PLLC 
l JOI W. RIVER ST., STE. 110 
PO BOX7985 
BOISE, ID 83707 
BRANDELLE G. WHITWORTH 
WILLIAM F. BACON 
SHOSHONE-BANNOCK TRIBES 
TRIBAL COUNSEL OFFICE 
POBOX306 
FORT HALL, ID 83203-0306 
B.J. DRISCOLL 
SMITH DRISCOLL & ASSOCIATES PLLC 
POBOX50731 
IDAHO FALLS, ID 83405-0731 
DOUGLAS B.L. ENDRESON 
REID PEYTON CHAMBERS 
SONOSKY CHAMBERS SACHSE 
ENDRESON & PERRY LLC 
1425 K ST. NW, STE. 600 
WASHINGTON, DC 20005-3498 
JAMES P. SPECK 
SPECK & AANESTAD 
A PROFESSONAL CORPORATION 
120 EAST A VENUE 
POBOX987 
KETCHUM, ID 83340-0987 
DYLAN B. LAWRENCE 
VARIN WARDWELL LLC 
MOFFATT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK 
& FIELDS CHARTERED 
242 N. 8TH ST., STE. 220 
PO BOX 1676 
BOISE, ID 83701-1676 
48728.0001.8390835.1 
DAVID HEIDA 
PO BOX 956 
KUNA, ID 83634-0900 
RANDALL C. BUDGE 
RACINE OLSON NYE BUDGE & 
BAILEY CHARTERED 
201 E. CENTER ST., STE. A2 
PO BOX 1391 
POCATELLO, ID 83204-1391 
JERRY R. RIGBY 
RAYW.RIGBY 
RIGBY ANDRUS & RIGBY CHARTERED 
25 N. 2NDE. 
POBOX250 
REXBURG, ID 83440-0250 
JAMES W. GIVENS 
1026 F ST. 
PO BOX 875 
LEWISTON, ID 83501-0875 
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CLIFF S. BENTZ 
YTURRI ROSE LLP 
89 SW 3RD A VE. 
ONT ARIO, OR 97914-0058 
JAMES ANNEST 
1742 OVERLAND A VE. 
POBOX686 
BURLEY, ID 83318-0686 
CHARLES J. OLSON 
8813 OLD HIGHWAY 30 
MOUNTAIN HOME, ID 83647-6017 
48728.0001.8390835.1 
State of Idaho 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
322 East Front Street, P.O. Box 83720, Boise, ID 83720-0098 
Phone: (208) 287-4800 Fax: (208) 287-6700 Web Site: www.idwr.idaho.gov. 
April 28, 2005 
DIRK KEMPTHORNE 
Governor 
KARL J. DREHER 
Director 
GARY AND GLENNA EDEN 
~~6~~~0N~ID 83352 /It~ ;~l~ ~/U.A:J.r[eaf, 
- · /P f-f1- 6'5 
RE: Snake River Basin Adjudication (SRBA) "' 
Notices of Claim to a Water Right #37-365, 37-366 and 37-367B 
and Decrees #37-10322 and 10953 
Dear Claimants: cc; l.A. 
The Postal Service advised us your address has changed to the above address. 
Although we have reached you at the address above, we need your written 
confirmation this is your correct mailing address before we can change our records. 
- ............ · =o this office. 
is letter, list 
ank you 
If your mail delivery address changes in any form, please contact us in 
writing so we can update our records. Be sure to list your water right numbers. 
If there has been a change in ownership of the property connected with the water 
rights referenced above, please call this office toll-free at 1/800-451-4129 to obtain a 




Technical Records Specialist 
Adjudication Bureau 
###### 




State of Idaho 
CLIVE J. STRONG 
Chief, Natural Resources Division 
NICHOLAS B. SPENCER, ISB No. 2911 
Deputy Attorneys General 
Idaho Department of Water Resources 
P.O. Box 83720 
Boise, ID 83720-0098 
Telephone: {208) 287-4800 
Telefax: (208) 287-6701 
RECEIVED 




Filth , . URT-SRBA 
Couniy of rwtutcra/ District 
alls • State of Idaho 
JUN - 1 2005 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
InReSRBA AFFIDAVIT OF DANNI M. SMITH 
RE: SECOND ROUND 





SERVICE OF COMMENCEMENT NOTICE 
FOR BASIN 37, PART 1 
AFFIDAVIT REGARDING SECOND ROUND SERVICE OF 
COMMENCEMENT NOTICE FOR BASIN 37, PART 1 
I, Danni M. Smith, being first duly sworn on oath, depose and state as follows: 
1. I am employed by the Idaho Department of Water Resources ("IDWR") and have been so 
employed since August 14, 1988. I am the Administrative Assistant I for the Adjudication 
Bureau of IDWR. I have been employed in this position since April 30, 1989. One of my duties 
AFFIDAVIT OF DANNI M. SMITI1 RE: SECOND ROUND SERVICE OF COMMENCEMENT NOTICE FOR 
BASfN 37, PART I • Page I 
EXHIBIT 2. 
in this position is assisting with the second round service for the Snake River Basin Adjudication 
("SRBA"). 
2. A Second Round Service of Commencement Notice for Basin 3 7, Part I (Second Round 
Notice") was prepared pursuant to Idaho Code§ 42-1408(4) and is attached hereto as Exhibit A 
and incorporated by this reference. 
3. On May 5, 2005, the Second Round Notice was mailed by certified mail, return receipt 
requested, to each of the persons listed on Exhibit B attached hereto. 
4. Pursuant to the Second Amended Second Round Service Order (hereinafter "Service 
Order") issued by the SRBA District Judge on January 14, 2000, the mailing list (Exhibit "B" for 
the Second Round Notice was compiled using procedures identified in the Service Order in part 
III. A. (Water Right Data Base). B. (GIS Evaluation and Second Round Service), and C. 
(Potentially Unclaimed Water Rights Discovered During the Investigation of Claims}. 
Unclaimed water rights were identified in Blaine, Elmore, Gooding and Lincoln Counties of 
Basin 37. In accordance with the Service Order. Anita Warntjes, Grants Contract Program 
Specialist at IDWR. and I researched the county assessor and recorder databases for each of the 
listed counties to determine the chain of title for the unclaimed places of use. See Service Order 
at III. If ownership could not be ascertained, we used assessors' plat and subdivision maps, 
companion sheets, and database information to detennine the current owner of the property as 
well as to identify all lien holders to the property. The list of current property owners was then 
reviewed to remove duplicate names as required by the Service Order. See Service Order at IV. 
DATED this_). 1-r:ft day of May 2005. 
AFFIDAVIT OF DANNI M. SM1TH RE: SECOND ROUND SERVICE OF COMMENCEMENT NOTICE FOR 
BASIN 37, PART l - Page 2 
(/}--
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN before me this c-2.7 of May 2005. 
NOTARY PUBLIC for Idaho 
Residing at /Jc tS::{;_~ 
My Commission Expires //- · t q- · ·· 2 t1 I ..:, 
AFFIDAVIT OF DANNI M. SMITH RE; SECOND ROUND SERVICE OF COMMENCEMENT NOTICE FOR 
BASIN 37, PART I • Page 3 
( CER'flFICA TE OF SERVlCE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this -d-7 _ of __ ->,;;......,_.;,.__ __ ,, 2005, I caused to 
be served a true and correct copy of the foregoing by the follow· g method to: 
1. Original to: 
Clerk of the District Court 
Snake River Basin Adjudication 
253 Third A venue North 
P.O. Box 2707 
Twin Falls, ID 83303-2707 
2. Copies to: 
United States Dept. of Justice 
Environment & Nat'] Resources Div. 
550 West Fort Street, MSC 033 
Boise, ID 83724 
Chief, Natural Resources Division 
Office of the Attorney General 
State of Idaho 
P.O. Box44449 
Boise, ID 83711-4449 
IDWR Document Repository 
P.O. Box 83720 










_ Overnight Mail 
_ Regular Mail 
~land-Delivered 
Facsimile 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
In Re the General Adjudication of 
Rights to the Use of Water from 




) ________________ ) 
Civil Case No. 39576 
SECOND ROUND SERVICE OF 
COMMENCEMENT NOTICE FOR 
BASIN 37, PART I 
IMPORTANT LEGAL NOTICE: 
Records of the Idaho Department of Water Resources (ID WR) indicate that you may own or have an 
interest in a water right in the Snake River Basin, but have NOT filed a Notice of Claim with IDWR for this 
water right. This notice serves as your second and FINAL notice of your responsibility to file a Notice of 
Claim. FAILURE TO FILE A REQUIRED NOTICE OF CLAIM WILL RESULT IN A 
DETERMINATION BY THE COURT THAT THE WATER RIGHT NO LONGER EXISTS. 
YOUR FILING DEADLINE IS AUGUSTS, 200S 
On November 19, 1987, the District Court for the County of Twin Falls issued an order commencing 
a general adjudication of all water rights from the Snake River Basin water system in Idaho. A general 
adjudication is a court case that will result in a decree determining all water rights from the water system. 
The purpose of the adjudication is to determine an accurate schedule of water rights to assure the proper 
( delivery of water in times of shortage. The purpose of this notice is to inform you of your legal 
responsibility at this stage of the adjudication. 
WHO NEEDS TO FILE A NOTICE OF CLAIM WITH IDWR? 
Idaho Code § 42-1409 requires all persons owning water rights within the boundaries of the Snake 
River Basin water system in Idaho to file a Notice of Claim with IDWR for each water right, except for 
certain water rights specifically excluded by law. Failure to file a required Notice of Claim will result in a 
determination by the court that the water right no longer exists. 
You MUST file a Notice of Claim with IDWR if your water right is based upon: 
• a CONSTITUTIONAL or IDSTORIC USE RIGHT (a diversion and application of water to a 
beneficial use, regardless of whether the water right has been recorded with IDWR pursuant to 
Idaho Code§ 42-243); 
• a STATE or FEDERAL DECREE ( even if your water right was decreed in a previous 
adjudication you still must file a Notice of Claim with IDWR); 
• a LICENSED RIGHT (based upon a license issued by IDWR, fonnerly known as the Idaho 
Department of Water Administration, the Idaho Department of Reclamation, and the State 
Engineer's Office); 
• an APPROPRIATION PERMIT if proof of beneficial use was filed before November 19, 1987 
(based upon a permit issued by IDWR, formerly known as the Idaho Department of Water 
l Administration, the Idaho Department of Reclamation, and the State Engineer's Office); or 
Pg 1 Basin 37 Part 1 Second Round Service Notice 
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• a FEDERAL LAW (generally reserved rights claimed by the federal government, by or on 
behalf of the Indian Tribes, or by subsequent owners of former federal reserved lands). 
WHO DOES NOT NEED TO FILE A NOTICE OF CLAIM WITH IDWR? 
• Small Domestic and Stockwater users: A Notice of Claim may be, but is not required to be, filed at 
this time for water rights used solely for small Domestic and/or Stockwater purposes (D&S), as those 
terms are defined by Idaho Code§ 42-1401A (4) & (11). However, even if you have a D&S water 
right, it might be to your advantage to file a claim on this water right in this adjudication for a number 
of reasons. First, you will be required to have the water right adjudicated before the water right can 
be distributed by a watermaster or before an application for change of the water right may be filed 
with IDWR. Furthermore, while the filing fee for a Notice of Claim with IDWR for a D&S water 
right is currently $25, the costs of filing a motion with the district court at a later date to have the 
water right adjudicated will be considerably higher. 
• Permits for which Proof of Beneficial Use was fded on or after November 19, 1987: A Notice of 
Claim may be, but is not required to be, filed for permits for which proof of beneficial use was filed 
on or after November 19, 1987. The director of IDWR may at a later date require holders of such 
permits to file a Notice of Claim. If the director does issue such an order, the permit holder will be 
notified by mail. 
• Fire-Fighting and In-Stream Livestock: A Notice of Claim may be, but is not required to be, filed 
for water rights arising under Idaho state law that are used solely for fire-fighting purposes or solely 
for in-stream livestock use as defined by Idaho Code§ 42-113. 
• Water users who are not the owner of the water right: A person using water from the Snake River 
Basin water system is not required to file a Notice of Claim if the water user is not the owner of the 
water right, but the water user should make sure that the owner has filed a Notice of Claim. For 
example, a water user need not file a Notice of Claim where the water user receives water solely by 
virtue of ownership of shares of stock in a water delivery organization, or solely by virtue of being 
located within the boundaries of a water user organization if the water delivery organization holds 
legal title to the water right and if the water delivery organization has filed a Notice of Claim. 
Examples of water delivery organizations include cities, water utility companies, and irrigation 
districts, among others. 
WHAT WATER SOURCES ARE INCLUDED IN THE SNAKE RIVER BASIN ADJUDICATION 
AND WHAT ARE THE BOUNDARIES? 
A Notice of Claim must be filed for water from any water source, including streams, springs, lakes, 
ground water, developed water, wastewater, or any other source for any purpose within the boundaries of the 
Snake River Basin water system in Idaho. A map showing the boundaries of the water system is included at 
the end of this notice. 
WHAT ARE THE FEES AND DEADLINES FOR FILING A NOTICE OF CLAIM? 
Idaho Code § 42-1414 requires each person who files a Notice of Claim, except those exempted by 
law, to pay a filing fee. Failure to pay the fee will result in rejection of the Notice of Claim. 
The deadline for filing Notices of Claims to water rights is August 5, 2005. Late-filed Notices of 
Claims will be accepted prior to filing the director's report with the court, but failure to file a Notice of 
Claim by the deadline may result in assessment of a late fee of $50.00 or 15% of the original filing fee, 
whichever is greater. 
A late fee may also apply if you were previously served with a Commencement Notice and did not 
file your claim by the deadline set forth in the previous notice. 
Pg2 Basin 37 Part 1 Second Round Service Notice 
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NOTICE OF CLAIM FORMS AND INSTRUCTIONS 
Notices of Claims must be filed on forms prepared by IDWR or a reasonable facsimile. When filing 
at an IDWR office, bring a legal description of the property with Township, Section, Range and ¼, ¼. The 
lot and block numbers are not sufficient. Claimants should always call the nearest regional office to make an 
appointment if desiring assistance to fill out a Notice of Claim. The Notice of Claim forms and instructions 
for completing and filing the forms are available on IDWR's website at www.idwr.idaho.gov or at the 
following locations: 
I. IDWR, Western Region, 2735 Airport Way, Boise, ID, 83705, Phone (208) 334-2190; 
2. IDWR, Southern Region, 1341 Fillmore St., Suite 200, Twin Falls ID 83301, Phone (208) 736-3033; 
3. IDWR, Eastern Region, 900 N. Skyline Drive, Suite A, Idaho Falls, ID 83402, Phone (208) 525-
7161; 
4. IDWR, Soda Springs Office, 15 W. Center St., Soda Springs ID 83276, Phone (208) 547-3993, 
5. IDWR, Northern Region, 1910 Northwest Blvd. Suite 210, Coeur d'Alene ID 83814, Phone (208) 
769-1450; 
6. IDWR, Lewiston Office, 1118 F Street, Lewiston ID 83501, Phone (208) 743-0301; 
7. IDWR, State Office, 322 East Front Street, P.O. Box 837201 Boise ID 83720-0098, Phone (208) 287-
4800, or toll free 1-800-451-4129. 
NOTICE TO IDWR OF CHANGE IN OWNERSIIlP OR ADDRESS 
Idaho Code § 42-1409(6) requires all purchasers of a water right to inquire of IDWR whether a 
Notice of Claim has been filed. If not, the purchaser must file any required Notice of Claim, as described 
above. If a Notice of Claim has been filed, the purchaser must file with IDWR a written notice of the change 
in ownership along with some evidence of ownership. "Purchaser" includes any person acquiring a water 
right from another water user, whether it is acquired by purchase, gift, inheritance, or any other means. 
Idaho Code§ 42-1409(6) requires all persons who have filed a Notice of Claim to file a written notice of 
change in address with IDWR. 
FURTHER INFORMATION 
The files of the District Court for Blaine, Camas, Elmore, Gooding and Lincoln Counties will contain 
affidavits and other documents listing the persons served with copies of this notice. Documents can also be 
obtained at the Snake River Basin Adjudication District Court (SRBA) at the following address: SRBA 
District Court, 253 Third Avenue North, Twin Falls, ID 83303-2707, telephone number: 208-736-3011. 
Assistance in filing Notices of Claims may be obtained at all offices of IDWR, which are listed 
above. If you want information about Notices of Claims filed in this adjudication, which are filed with 
IDWR, you may inquire at any office of IDWR. If you want information concerning other documents filed 
in this adjudication, which are filed with the court, you may obtain a copy of the docket sheet from any 
office of IDWR or the SRBA website at www.srba.state.id.us/docket.htm. The docket sheet will be 
prepared each month and will reflect the court's schedule for the following three months. You can get a 
copy of a docket sheet for the cost of mailing and/or copying, or you can get a subscription to receive the 
docket sheet each month. The cost of the subscription is $7.50 per year. The docket sheet will also be filed 
with the district court clerk for every county within the boundaries of the Snake River Basin water system in 
Idaho. 
Karl Dreher, Director, Idaho Department of Water Resources 
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101 RANCH lNC 
8099 E HENDERSON HILL RD 
KING I-IlLL ID 83633 
JOSEPH F AUSTIN 
POBOX547 
HAGERMAN ID 83332 
JAMES L BRAUN 
2359 E 1375 S 
GOODING ID 83330 
DANIELL DA VIS 
POBOX714 
HAGERMAN ID 83332 
GARY T & GLENNA EDEN 
414N800W 
SHOSHONE ID 83352 
GRANT FLA VEL 
POBOX68 
RICHFIELD ID 83349 
LARRY R GILBERT 
1800 E 1961 S 
GOODING ID 83330 
VERDA GOLD LIVING TRUST 
C/O STACEE PARKE 
POBOX545 
GOODING ID 83330 
GENE GOOLD 
PO BOX 1903 
TWIN FALLS ID 83303 
H & A LAND & CATTLE 
173 MILLARD RD 
DEITRICH ID 83324 
TOMARKOOSH 
POBOX32 
GOODING ID 83330 
BRADLEY M BOWMAN 
1048 E 2500 S 
HAGERMAN ID 83332 
DAVID J & DEBRA L BROWN 
1853 E 1500 S 
GOODING ID 83330 
DICK WAITE FAMILY LTD 
321 VALLEY RD W 
HAGERMAN ID 83332 
JAY EDWARDS 
POBOX446 
SHOSHONE ID 83352 
DALE & BECKY GERRATT 
1533 SHOESTRING RD 
GOODING ID 83330 
JOHN H GOECKNER 
563 A A VE EAST 
WENDELL ID 83355 
GOODING HWY DIST 1 
POBOX266 
GOODING ID 83330 
ROBERT L GRUBBS 
PO BOX 171 
BLISS ID 83314-0171 
CRAIG S HADDEN 
POBOX649 
SHOSHONE ID 83352 
JOHN B HATFIELD & 
HATFIELD PROPERTIES 
1823 SHOESTRING RD 
GOODING ID 83330 
HENDREN TRUST 
6100HWY 1 
BODEGA BAY CA 94923 
RODNEY R HUBSMITH 
POBOX65 
RICHFIELD ID 83349 
ROBIN LYNN JOHNSON 
500 RIVERVIEW DR 
GOODING ID 83330 
K & L SCHROEDER 
511 E SPRING COVE RD 
BLISS ID 83314 
TODD KUHN 
9204MILERD 
GOODING ID 83330 
LAWRENCE LANKFORD 
PO BOX 190 
RICHFIELD ID 83349 
JOE LEONARD 
PO BOX 167 
BLISS ID 83314 
LINCOLN COUNTY 
SHOSHONE ID 83352 
RH LOCKWOOD 
2429 ELLIS ST 
BOISE ID 83702 
DAVE HEATH 
PO BOX 3429 
OGDEN UT 84409 
JOHN W HERBERT 
POBOX479 
KETCffiJM ID 83340 
J3TINC 
2225 US HWY 46 
GOODING ID 83330 
WILLIAM L JONES 
544POLARST 
BLISS ID 83314 
GARTH H KOYLE 
1820 SHOESTRING RD 
GOODING ID 83330 
LAIDLAW PARK CATTLE ASSOCIATION 
20132 HWY 2493 
CAREY ID 83320 
VIOLET LEGUINECHE 
2099 E 1400 S 
GOODING ID 83330 
KAREN & ROBIN LEZAMIZ 
980 E 720N 
RICHFIELD ID 83 349 
LINCOLN COUNTY INVESTMENTS LLC 
PO BOX39 
RICHFIELD ID 83349 
LOW INVESTMENTS LP 
2344DUNYON 
EAGLE ID 83616 
M & S CHILDREN TRUST 
1420 WHWY24 
PAUL ID 83347 
RUSSELL A & PAMELA L PANTONE 
&PANTONE PROPERTIES 
325 W 620N 
SHOSHONE ID 83352 
ROGER L PASCOE 
17748 E DORADO RD 
AURORA CO 80015 
W JAMES & MARY PETERSON 
201 LITTLE WOOD RIVER RESEVOIR RD 
CAREY ID 83320 
RANDALL QUIGLEY 
2244 S 1600 E 
GOODING ID 83330 
EPIGMENIO & JUANA ROJAS 
BOX 109 
BELLEVUE ID 83313 
DON LEE & & DENN1S RAY RUSH 
BOX303 
CAREY ID 83320 
JOE SORENSON 
045 OLD STATE HIGHWAY 
CAREY ID 83320 
JOHN THOMAS STOKES 
1806 E 1400 S 
GOODING ID 83330 
KENT STOWE 
59 SUNNYSIDE DR 
JEROME ID 83338 
CRAlG R MUCHOW 
1451 S 1700E 
GOODING ID 83330 
STEPHEN H PARKE 
RT 1 BOX l21 
KING HILL ID 83633 
PETER BROOK PROPERTIES 
421 HWY75 
SHOSHONE ID 83352 
RUSSELL PHARRJS 
360ASPENDR 
BLISS ID 83314 
RAFAEL & EMMA RODRIGUEZ 
PO BOX 158 
RICHFIELD ID 83349-0148 
RICHARD ROSS 
PO BOX 519 
SHOSHONE ID 83352 
ROBERT DOUGLAS SOIGNIER 
300 S 724 W 
HEYBURN ID 83336 
SOUTH COLE VENTURES 
C/O CIDJCK HILL 
PO BOX 1607 
BELLEVUE WA 98009 
GREGG & ANNA STOWE 
276 E 300N 
JEROME ID 83338 
GALLEN STOWELL 
346NHWY75 
SHOSHONE ID 83352 
( 
T & T AGRI-BUSINESS LLC 
608 PINE ST 
GOODING ID 83330 
TRA-CO FARMS INC 
1509N 470 E 
SHOSHONE ID 83352 
WILDHORSE LAND & CATTLE 
PO BOX 14001 
KETCHUM ID 83340 
MARJE ELIZABETH TEWS 
680N 350 W 
SHOSHONE ID 83352 
DAVID L & LAURA K WHITE 
1967 HWY 26 
GOODING ID 83330 
BRENT & JOLENE WILLIAMS 
583 W720N 
SHOSHONE ID 83352 
..-, ARMERS HOME ADMINISTRATION 
.JEBTOR DON LEE & & DENNIS RAY RUSH 
POBOX684 
IOSHONE ID 83352 
CHASE MANHA TTEN MORTGAGE CORP 
DEBTOR W JAMES & MARY PETERSON 
343 THORNALL ST 
EDISON NJ 08837 
OLD KENT MORTGAGE CO 
DEBTOR EPIGMENIO & JUANA ROJAS 
174 N ORCHARD ST 
BOISE ID 83706 
FIRST HORIZON HOME LOAN CORP 
LOAN #BG-04723 DEBTOR GARTH H KOYLE 
3505 E OVERLAND DR 
MERIDIAN ID 83642 
MAGIC VALLEY BANK LOAN #37004314 
DEBTOR DAVID L & LAURA K WIBTE 
.13 MAIN AVE W STE 203 
'TWIN FALLS ID 83301 
NW FARM CREDIT LOAN #42782-442 
DEBTOR KAREN & ROBIN LEZAMIZ 
POBOX2515 
SPOKANE WA 99220-2515 
SAWTOOTH CATTLE CO LAON #200487 
DEBTOR JOHN B HATFIELD & HATFIELD PROPERTIES 
2343 S 1800 E 
GOODING ID 83330 
FARMERS NATIONAL BANK LOAN #188584 
DEBTOR JOHN H GOECKNER 
POBOX546 
WENDELL ID 83355 
FARMERS NATIONAL BANK LOAN #77014086 
DEBTOR TODD KUHN 
POBOX2706 
TWIN FALLS ID 83303-2706 
LEVANS BANK LOAN #10110112 
DEBTOR CRAIG SHADDEN 
378 FALLS AVE 
TWIN FALLS ID 83301 
WELLS FARGO LAON #BOI MT2T20548. l 
DEBTOR DALE & BECKY GERRATT 
5000 BRITTONFIELD PARKWAY STE 900 
EAST SY A CRUSE NY 13057 
MORTGAGE ELCTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEM 
LOAN #1721933 DEBTOR EPIGMENJO & JUANA ROJAS 
PO BOX2026 
FLINT MI 48501-2026 
WASHINGTON MUTIJAL BANK 
DBA: WESTERN BANK LOAN #9001 
DEBTOR CRAIG R MUCHOW 
TWINFALLSBUSINESSBANKINGCENTER 
1411 FILLMORE 
TWIN FALLS ID 83303 
GENE & DONNA E EGELER LOAN #192459 
DEBTOR JOHN B HATFIELD & HATFIELD PROPERTIES 
1690 E 1700 S 
GOODING ID 83330 
NW FARM CREDIT LOAN #44230-441 
DEBTOR RUSSELL A & PAMELA L PANTONE & PANTON 
PROPERTIES 
PO BOX 2515 
SPOKANE WA 99220-2515 
PACIFIC REPUBLIC MTG CORP LOAN #35436802 
DEBTOR RAFAEL & EMMA RODRJGUEZ 
7310N 16THST#300 
PHOENIX AZ 85020-5256 
LA VERNE & JUDI SCHROEDER LOAN #200523 
DEBTOR K & L SCHROEDER 
511 SPRING COVE RD 
BLISS ID 83314 
NW FARM CREDIT SERVICES 44815-441 
DEBTOR BT INC 
POBOX5059 
TWIN FALLS ID 83303-5059 
FARMERS NATIONAL BANK LOAN #76048643 
DEBTOR LINCOLN COUNTY INVESTMENTS LLC 
160 S IDAHO ST 
WENDELL ID 83352 
STEVE & LINDA JONES LOAN #GL-04299 
DEBTOR WILDHORSE LAND & CATTLE 
POBOX473 
SHOSHONE ID 83352 
SENDER: COMPLfff rHIS SECTION 
• Complete Items 1, 2, and 3. Also complete 
Item 4 If Restricted Delivery Is desired. 
• Print your name and address on the reverse 
so that we can return the card to you. 
• Attach this card to the beck of the mallplece, 
or on the front If space permits. 
1. Artlole Addressed to: 
GARY T & GLENNA EDEN 
414N 800W 
SHOSHONE ID 83352 
2. Miele Number (Copy from lfll'Vice label) 
COMPLETE nus SECTION ON DELIVERY 
• Agent 
• AddresMe 
D. ls delivery address dl!f-,t from Item 17 • Yes 
If YES, enter delivery address below: • No 
3. SEll)llceType 
at Certified Mall 
• Reglslenld 
• ln8Ul'ld Mall 
• Express Mall 
• Return Receipt for Men:handlse 
• c.o.o. 
4. Restricted Delivery? (Extra Fee) • Yes 
?OD3 OS •• 0003 189• 5548 
PS Form 3811, July 1999 Domestic Return Receipt 102S9S.OO-M-otlli2 
EXHIBIT~ 
GARY AND GLENNA EDEN 
414 N 800W 
GOODING ID 83330 
May 19, 2005 
RE: Snake River Basin Adjudication (SABA) 
Notice of Claim to a Water Right #37-864 
Dear Mr. and Mrs. Eden: 
Thank you for signing and returning my address change letter so promptly. 
gathered from the enclosures you sent me that you would like to file a claim on 37-864. 
I have enclosed a claim form with instructions for your possible use. The filing fee is 
$50.00 and the late fee is $50.00. 
SS:region 
Enclosures: 
Long Form w/lnstructions 
Sincerely, 
Sally Sherman 
Technical Records Specialist 
Adjudication Bureau 
EXHIBIT" 
Dana L. Hofstetter, ISB #3867 
Allison C. Parker, ISB #9219 
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP 
877 Main Street, Suite 1000 
P.O. Box 1617 
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Subcase No. 37-864 
AFFIDAVIT OF GARY EDEN 
GARY T. EDEN, being first being duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says: 
(I) I am Gary T. Eden, one of the claimants of the above entitled water right. 
(2) I together with my wife, Glenna Eden, own Water Right No. 37-864 from 
the Big Wood River and previously used it together with supplemental storage rights 
from American Falls Reservoir District #2 for irrigation of our property in the 
AFFIDAVIT OF GARY EDEN - 1 
SWl/4SWl/4 of Section 9, Township 05S, Range 16E, Boise Meridian, Lincoln County, 
Idaho. Other than Water Right No. 37-864 and the storage water from American Falls 
Reservoir District #2, we hold no other water rights with which to irrigate the subject 
property. 
(3) I recently reviewed the May 19, 2005, letter from Sally Sherman of the 
Idaho Department of Water Resources (IDWR) regarding "Snake River Basin 
Adjudication (SRBA) Notice of Claim to a Water Right #37-864." We never received 
this letter. If we had, we would have responded accordingly. We filled out the paper work 
for what we received from IDWR and we thought everything was done on our behalf. 
Having received no response from IDWR to our attempts to claim 37-864, I believed the 
matter had been adequately addressed. 
(4) I understand that the issue of the deliverability of 37-864 and the associated 
American Falls Reservoir District #2 storage water was raised by the Big Wood Canal 
Company during one of the 2016 irrigation season Board of Directors meetings. Shortly 
thereafter, one of the Directors, Doug Kerner, called me to inform me to get legal 
assistance to correct the matter. I then contacted attorney Dana Hofstetter. 
FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SA YETH NAUGHT. 
AFFIDAVIT OF GARY EDEN - 2 
DATED this 2f day of September, 2016. 
Gary f.\Eden<-
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me thi~~y of September, 2016. 
Debbie L. 7.atica 
Notary Public 
State of Idaho 
AFFIDAVIT OF GARY EDEN - 3 
,7 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on thisJ_i~y of September, 2016, I caused to be served a 
true copy of the foregoing AFFIDAVIT OF GARY EDEN by U.S. Mail postage pre-paid to: 
C. THOMAS ARKOOSH 
ARKOOSH LAW OFFICES 
802 W. BANNOCK ST., SUITE 900 
POBOX2900 
BOISE, ID 83701 
JOHN K. SIMPSON 
SHELLEY M. DA VIS 
BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON LLP 
1010 W. JEFFERSON ST., STE. 102 
POBOX2139 
BOISE, ID 83701-2139 
PAULL. ARRINGTON 
TRAVIS L. THOMPSON 
BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON LLP 
163 2ND A VENUE WEST 
POBOX63 
TWIN FALLS, ID 83303-0063 
BLAIR J. GROVER 
BEARD ST CLAIR GAFFNEY PA 
2105 CORONADO ST. 
IDAHO FALLS, ID 83404-7495 
JOSEPHINE P. BEEMAN 
BEEMAN & ASSOCIATES PC 
1019 N. 17TH ST. 
BOISE, ID 83702-3304 
BERT L. OSBORN 
BERT L. OSBORN CHARTERED 
26 S. 9TH ST. 
PO BOX 158 
PAYETTE, ID 83661-0158 
AFFIDAVIT OF GARY EDEN - 4 
UNITED STATES DEPT OF JUSTICE 
ENVIRONMENT & NATURAL RESOURCE 
550 WEST FORT STREET, MSC 033 
BOISE, ID 83724-0101 
W. KENT FLETCHER 
FLETCHER LAW OFFICE 
1200 OVERLAND AVE. 
POBOX248 
BURLEY, ID 83318-0248 
MICHAEL C. CREAMER 
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP 
601 W. BANNOCK ST. 
POBOX2720 
BOISE, ID 83701-2720 
RICHARD L. HARRIS 
HARRIS LAW OFFICE 
1023 ARTHUR ST. 
PO BOX 1438 
CALDWELL, ID 83606-1438 
MICHAEL B. WHITE, SECRETARY 
HECLA MINING COMPANY 
6500 N MINERAL DR STE 200 
COEUR D'ALENE, ID 83815-9408 
CRAIG D. HOBDEY 
HOBDEY LAW OFFICE PLLC 
125 STHAVE. 
PO BOX 176 
GOODING, ID 83330-0176 
RON KERL 
COOPER & LARSEN CHARTERED 
151 N. 3RDAVE., STE. 210 
POBOX4229 
POCATELLO, ID 83205-4229 
ELIZABETH P. EWENS 
ELLISON SCHNEIDER & HARRIS LLP 
2600 CAPITOL A VE., STE. 400 
SACRAMENTO, CA 95816-5931 
CHARLES L. HONSINGER 
HONSINGER LAW PLLC 
POBOX517 
BOISE, ID 83701-0517 
C. TIMOTHY HOPKINS 
JOHN D. HANSEN 
HOPKINS RODEN CROCKETT HANSEN 
& HOOPES PLLC 
428 PARK A VE. 
IDAHO FALLS, ID 83402-3609 
JAMES C. TUCKER 
IDAHO POWER CO. 
1221 W. IDAHO ST. 
POBOX70 
BOISE, ID 83707-0070 
GRAY A. YOUNG 
TERRY T. UHLING 
J.R. SIMPLOT COMPANY 
999 MAIN ST., STE. 1300 
POBOX27 
BOISE, ID 83707-0027 
JOHN M. MARSHALL 
JOHN M. MARSHALL LAW PLLC 
575 W. BANNOCK ST., STE. B 
BOISE, ID 83702-5917 
AFFIDAVIT OF GARY EDEN - 5 
TERRY G. HOGUE 
HOGUE & DUNLAP LLP 
POBOX460 
HAILEY, ID 83333-0460 
KENT W. FOSTER 
ROBERT L. HARRIS 
HOLDEN KIDWELL HAHN & CRAPO PLLC 
1000 RIVERW ALK DR., STE. 200 
POBOX50130 
IDAHO FALLS, ID 83405-0130 
J. JUSTIN MAY 
MAY BROWNING & MAY PLLC 
1419 W. WASHINGTON 
BOISE, ID 83702 
CHARLES F. MC DEVITT 
MC DEVITT & MILLER LLP 
PO BOX 1543 
BOISE, ID 83701-1543 
SCOTT L. CAMPBELL 
MOFFATT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK 
& FIELDS CHARTERED 
101 S. CAPITOL BLVD., 10TH FL. 
POBOX829 
BOISE, ID 83701-0829 
BRUCE M. SMITH 
MOORE SMITH BUXTON & TURCK.E CHTD 
950 W. BANNOCK ST., STE. 520 
BOISE, ID 83702-6118 
DON B. MILLER 
NATIVE AMERICAN RIGHTS FUND 
1506 BROADWAY ST. 
BOULDER, CO 80302-6217 
LARY C. WALKER 
LARY C.WALKER LAW OFFICE 
232 E. MAIN ST. 
POBOX828 
WEISER, ID 83672-0828 
EDWARD A. LAWSON 
LAWSON LASK.I CLARK & POGUE PLLC 
675 SUN VALLEY RD., STE. A 
POBOX3310 
KETCHUM, ID 83340-3310 
ROGER D. LING 
LING LAW OFFICE 
POBOX623 
RUPERT, ID 83350-0623 
PATRICKD. BROWN 
PATRICK D. BROWN, PC 
516 HANSEN ST. E 
PO BOX 125 
TWIN FALLS, ID 83303 
JAMES A. PENDLEBURY 
PENDLEBURY LAW OFFICE PA 
151 N. RIDGE AVE., STE. 260 
IDAHO FALLS, ID 83402-4042 
ERIKA E. MALMEN 
PERK.INS COIE LLP 
1111 W. JEFFERSON ST., STE. 500 
POBOX737 
BOISE, ID 83701-0737 
AFFIDAVIT OF GARY EDEN - 6 
DAVID J. CUMMINGS 
NEZ PERCE TRIBAL EXEC. COMM. 
100 AGENCY ROAD 
POBOX305 
LAPWAI, ID 83540-0305 
CHIEF NATURAL RESOURCES DIV. 
OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL 
STATE OF IDAHO 
POBOX83720 
BOISE, ID 83720-0010 
DAVID F. SHIRLEY 
WILLIAM A. PARSONS 
PARSONS SMITH STONE LOVELAND 
AND SHIRLEY LLP 
137 W. 13TH ST. 
POBOX910 
BURLEY, ID 83318-0910 
DANIEL V. STEENSON 
SAWTOOTH LAW OFFICES PLLC 
1101 W. RIVER ST., STE. 110 
POBOX7985 
BOISE, ID 83707 
BRANDELLEG. WHITWORTH 
WILLIAM F. BACON 
SHOSHONE-BANNOCK TRIBES 
TRIBAL COUNSEL OFFICE 
POBOX306 
FORT HALL, ID 83203-0306 
BJ. DRISCOLL 
SMITH DRISCOLL & ASSOCIATES PLLC 
POBOX50731 
IDAHO FALLS, ID 83405-0731 
RICHARD A. CUMMINGS 
PO BOX 1545 
BOISE, ID 83701-1545 
ANGELO L. ROSA 
PO BOX 1605 
BOISE, ID 83701-1605 
IDWR DOCUMENT DEPOSITORY 
PO BOX 83720 
BOISE, ID 83720-0098 
DAVID HEIDA 
PO BOX 956 
KUNA, ID 83634-0900 
RANDALL C. BUDGE 
RACINE OLSON NYE BUDGE & 
BAILEY CHARTERED 
201 E. CENTER ST., STE. A2 
PO BOX 1391 
POCATELLO, ID 83204-1391 
JERRY R. RIGBY 
RAYW.RIGBY 
RIGBY ANDRUS & RIGBY CHARTERED 
25N.2NDE. 
POBOX250 
REXBURG, ID 83440-0250 
AFFIDAVIT OF GARY EDEN - 7 
DOUGLAS B.L. ENDRESON 
REID PEYTON CHAMBERS 
SONOSKY CHAMBERS SACHSE 
ENDRESON & PERRY LLC 
1425 K ST. NW, STE. 600 
WASHINGTON, DC 20005-3498 
JAMESP. SPECK 
SPECK & AANESTAD 
A PROFESSONAL CORPORATION 
120 EAST AVENUE 
POBOX987 
KETCHUM, ID 83340-0987 
DYLAN B. LAWRENCE 
VARIN WARDWELL LLC 
MOFFATT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK 
& FIELDS CHARTERED 
242 N. 8TH ST., STE. 220 
PO BOX 1676 
BOISE, ID 83701-1676 
CLIFF S. BENTZ 
YTURRI ROSE LLP 
89 SW 3RD A VE. 
ONTARIO, OR 97914-0058 
JAMES ANNEST 
1742 OVERLAND A VE. 
POBOX686 
BURLEY, ID 83318-0686 
CHARLES J. OLSON 
8813 OLD HIGHWAY 30 
MOUNTAIN HOME, ID 83647-6017 
JAMES W. GIVENS 
1026 F ST. 
POBOX875 
LEWISTON, ID 83501-0875 
AFFIDAVIT OF GARY EDEN - 8 
D~ 
-
Dana L. Hofstetter, ISB #3867 
Allison C. Parker, ISB #9219 
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP 
877 Main Street, Suite l 000 
P.O. Box 1617 
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Subcase No. 37-864 
AFFIDAVIT OF GLENNA EDEN 
GLENNA R .. EDEN, being first being duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says: 
(1) I am Glenna R. Eden, one of the claimants of the above entitled water right. 
(2) I together with my husband, Gary Eden, own Water Right No. 37-864 from 
the Big Wood River. 
(3) I recently reviewed the May 19, 2005, letter from Sally Sherman of the 
AFFIDAVIT OF GLENNA EDEN - 1 
Idaho Department of Water Resources {IDWR) regarding "Snake River Basin 
Adjudication (SRBA) Notice of Claim to a Water Right #37-864." We never received 
this letter. If we had, we would have submitted the requested paper work. Having 
received no response from IDWR to our attempts to claim Water Right No. 37-864, I 
believed the matter had been adequately addressed. 
FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SA YETH NAUGHT. 
DATED this~ day of September, 2016. 
Glenna R. Eden 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me thia:.£'day of September, 2016. 
Debbie L. Zatica 
Notary Public 
State of Idaho 
AFFIDAVIT OF GLENNA EDEN - 2 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
11.1 t!!-I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this r£L. day of September, 2016, I caused to be served a 
true copy of the foregoing AFFIDAVIT OF GLENNA EDEN by U.S. Mail postage pre-paid to: 
C.THOMASARKOOSH 
ARKOOSH LAW OFFICES 
802 W. BANNOCK ST., SUITE 900 
POBOX2900 
BOISE, ID 83701 
JOHN K. SIMPSON 
SHELLEY M. DAVIS 
BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON LLP 
1010 W. JEFFERSON ST., STE. 102 
POBOX2139 
BOISE, ID 83701-2139 
PAULL. ARRINGTON 
TRAVIS L. THOMPSON 
BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON LLP 
163 2ND A VENUE WEST 
POBOX63 
TWIN FALLS, ID 83303-0063 
BLAIR J. GROVER 
BEARD ST CLAIR GAFFNEY PA 
2105 CORONADO ST. 
IDAHO FALLS, ID 83404-7495 
JOSEPHINE P. BEEMAN 
BEEMAN & ASSOCIATES PC 
1019N.17TH ST. 
BOISE, ID 83702-3304 
BERTL. OSBORN 
BERT L. OSBORN CHARTERED 
26 S. 9TH ST. 
PO BOX 158 
PAYETTE, ID 83661-0158 
AFFIDAVIT OF GLENNA EDEN - 3 
UNITED STATES DEPT OF JUSTICE 
ENVIRONMENT & NATURAL RESOURCE 
550 WEST FORT STREET, MSC 033 
BOISE, ID 83724-0101 
W. KENT FLETCHER 
FLETCHER LAW OFFICE 
1200 OVERLAND A VE. 
POBOX248 
BURLEY, ID 83318-0248 
MICHAEL C. CREAMER 
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP 
601 W. BANNOCK ST. 
POBOX2720 
BOISE, ID 83701-2720 
RICHARD L. HARRIS 
HARRIS LAW OFFICE 
1023 ARTHUR ST. 
PO BOX 1438 
CALDWELL, ID 83606-1438 
MICHAEL B. WHITE, SECRETARY 
HECLA MINING COMPANY 
6500 N MINERAL DR STE 200 
COEUR D'ALENE, ID 83815-9408 
CRAIG D. HOBDEY 
HOBDEY LAW OFFICE PLLC 
125 5THAVE. 
PO BOX 176 
GOODING, ID 83330-0176 
RONK.ERL 
COOPER & LARSEN CHARTERED 
151 N. 3RDAVE., STE. 210 
POBOX4229 
POCA TELLO, ID 83205-4229 
ELIZABETH P. EWENS 
ELLISON SCHNEIDER & HARRIS LLP 
2600 CAPITOL A VE., STE. 400 
SACRAMENTO, CA 95816-5931 
CHARLES L. HONSINGER 
HONSINGER LAW PLLC 
POBOX517 
BOISE, ID 83701-0517 
C. TIMOTHY HOPKINS 
JOHN D. HANSEN 
HOPKINS RODEN CROCKETT HANSEN 
& HOOPES PLLC 
428 PARK AVE. 
IDAHO FALLS, ID 83402-3609 
JAMES C. TUCKER 
IDAHO POWER CO. 
1221 W. IDAHO ST. 
POBOX70 
BOISE, ID 83707-0070 
GRAY A. YOUNG 
TERRY T. UHLING 
J.R. SIMPLOT COMP ANY 
999 MAIN ST., STE. 1300 
POBOX27 
BOISE, ID 83707-0027 
JOHN M. MARSHALL 
JOHN M. MARSHALL LAW PLLC 
575 W. BANNOCK ST., STE. B 
BOISE, ID 83702-5917 
AFFIDAVIT OF GLENNA EDEN - 4 
TERRY G. HOGUE 
HOGUE & DUNLAP LLP 
POBOX460 
HAILEY, ID 83333-0460 
KENT W. FOSTER 
ROBERT L. HARRIS 
HOLDEN KIDWELL HAHN & CRAPO PLLC 
1000 RIVERWALK DR., STE. 200 
POBOX50130 
IDAHO FALLS, ID 83405-0130 
J. JUSTIN MAY 
MAY BROWNING & MAY PLLC 
1419W. WASHINGTON 
BOISE, ID 83702 
CHARLES F. MC DEVITT 
MC DEVITT & MILLER LLP 
PO BOX 1543 
BOISE, ID 83701-1543 
SCOTT L. CAMPBELL 
MOFFATT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK 
& FIELDS CHARTERED 
101 S. CAPITOL BL VD., 10TH FL. 
POBOX829 
BOISE, ID 83701-0829 
BRUCE M. SMITH 
MOORE SMITH BUXTON & TURCKE CHTD 
950 W. BANNOCK ST., STE. 520 
BOISE, ID 83702-6118 
DON B. MILLER 
NATIVE AMERICAN RIGHTS FUND 
1506 BROADWAY ST. 
BOULDER, CO 80302-6217 
LARYC. WALKER 
LARY C.WALKER LAW OFFICE 
232 E. MAIN ST. 
POBOX828 
WEISER, ID 83672-0828 
EDWARD A. LAWSON 
LAWSON LASKI CLARK & POGUE PLLC 
675 SUN VALLEY RD., STE. A 
POBOX3310 
KETCHUM, ID 83340-3310 
ROGER D. LING 
LING LAW OFFICE 
POBOX623 
RUPERT, ID 83350-0623 
PATRICK D. BROWN 
PATRICK D. BROWN, PC 
516 HANSEN ST. E 
PO BOX 125 
TWIN FALLS, ID 83303 
JAMES A. PENDLEBURY 
PENDLEBURY LAW OFFICE PA 
151 N. RIDGE A VE., STE. 260 
IDAHO FALLS, ID 83402-4042 
ERIKA E. MALMEN 
PERKINS COIE LLP 
1111 W. JEFFERSON ST., STE. 500 
PO BOX 737 
BOISE, ID 83701-0737 
AFFIDAVIT OF GLENNA EDEN - 5 
DAVID J. CUMMINGS 
NEZ PERCE TRIBAL EXEC. COMM. 
I 00 AGENCY ROAD 
POBOX305 
LAPWAI, ID 83540-0305 
CHIEF NATURAL RESOURCES DIV. 
OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL 
STA TE OF IDAHO 
PO BOX 83720 
BOISE, ID 83720-0010 
DAVID F. SHIRLEY 
WILLIAM A. PARSONS 
PARSONS SMITH STONE LOVELAND 
AND SHIRLEY LLP 
137 W. 13TH ST. 
POBOX910 
BURLEY, ID 83318-0910 
DANIEL V. STEENSON 
SAWTOOTH LAW OFFICES PLLC 
1101 W. RIVER ST., STE. 110 
PO BOX 7985 
BOISE, ID 83707 
BRANDELLE G. WHITWORTH 
WILLIAM F. BACON 
SHOSHONE-BANNOCK TRIBES 
TRIBAL COUNSEL OFFICE 
POBOX306 
FORT HALL, ID 83203-0306 
BJ. DRISCOLL 
SMITH DRISCOLL & AS SOCIA TES PLLC 
PO BOX 50731 
IDAHO FALLS, ID 83405-0731 
RICHARD A. CUMMINGS 
PO BOX 1545 
BOISE, ID 83701-1545 
ANGELO L. ROSA 
PO BOX 1605 
BOISE, ID 83701-1605 
IDWR DOCUMENT DEPOSITORY 
POBOX83720 
BOISE, ID 83 720-0098 
AVID HEIDA 
POBOX956 
KUNA, ID 83634-0900 
RANDALL C. BUDGE 
RACINE OLSON NYE BUDGE & 
BAILEY CHARTERED 
201 E. CENTER ST., STE. A2 
PO BOX 1391 
POCATELLO, ID 83204-1391 
JERRY R. RIGBY 
RAYW.RIGBY 
RIGBY ANDRUS & RIGBY CHARTERED 
25N. 2NDE. 
POBOX250 
REXBURG, ID 83440-0250 
AFFIDAVIT OF GLENNA EDEN - 6 
DOUGLAS B.L. ENDRESON 
REID PEYTON CHAMBERS 
SONOSKY CHAMBERS SACHSE 
ENDRESON & PERRY LLC 
1425 K ST. NW, STE. 600 
WASHINGTON, DC 20005-3498 
JAMES P. SPECK 
SPECK & AANESTAD 
A PROFESSONAL CORPORATION 
120 EAST A VENUE 
POBOX987 
KETCHUM, ID 83340-0987 
DYLAN B. LAWRENCE 
VARIN WARDWELL LLC 
MOFFA TT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK 
& FIELDS CHARTERED 
242 N. 8TH ST., STE. 220 
PO BOX 1676 
BOISE, ID 83701-1676 
CLIFF S. BENTZ 
YTURRI ROSE LLP 
89 SW 3RD A VE. 
ONTARIO, OR 97914-0058 
JAMES ANNEST 
1742 OVERLAND A VE. 
POBOX686 
BURLEY, ID 83318-0686 
CHARLES J. OLSON 
8813 OLD HIGHWAY 30 
MOUNTAIN HOME, ID 83647-6017 
JAMES W. GIVENS 
1026F ST. 
POBOX875 
LEWISTON, ID 83501-0875 
AFFIDAVIT OF GLENNA EDEN - 7 
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(Insert water right number) 
STANDARD FORM 4 
EXPEDITED MOTION TO FILE 
~ LATE NOTICE OF CIAIM 
0 AMENDED NOTICE OF CLAIM 
INSTRUCTIONS 
This form is used to file a late Notice of Claim or an amendment to a Notice of Claim in a 
reporting area where the Director's Report has been filed. Forms may be obtained from the 
SRBA Court, the Idaho Department of Water Resources (IDWR), or you may copy or reproduce 
this blank form. 
The water right number for your late or amended claim must be indicated above in the 
blank space following "Subcase." To obtain your water right number, contact the Idaho 
Department of Water Resources. You must use a separate form for each late or amended 
Notice of aaim. 
This form has been adopted by the court in SRBA Administrative Order 1, Rules of 
· Procedure (amended Sept. 30, 1996), Section 4, which may be consulted for further information. 
By filing a Motion to File a Late Notice Claim or a Motion to File an Amended Notice of 
Claim, you certify that it is well-grounded in fact; is warranted by existing law or a good-faith 
argument for the extension, modification or reversal of existing law; and is not filed for any 
improper purpose, such as to harass, cause unnecessary delay, or needlessly increase the cost of 
litigation. 
~ I have read SRBA Administrative Order 1, Rules of Procedure ( amended Sept. 30, 1996). 
SF.4 
Amended 2/9/2015 Page I 
48728.0001.8384517.1 
My name is Gary T. Eden and Glenna R. Eden 
My address is 414 North 800 West, Shoshone, Idaho 83352 
I am an attorney representing Gary T. Eden and Glenna R. Eden 
My name is Dana L. Hofstetter 
My address is HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP, 877 Main Street, Suite 1000, 
P.O. Box 1617, Boise, ID 83701-1617 
My phone number is 208-344-6000 
MOTION TO FILE A LATE NOTICE OF CLAIM 
A Motion to File a Late Notice of Claim will require a hearing before the Presiding Judge. 
~ I did not file a Notice of claim to the use of water in the SRBA because: 
See contemporaneously filed Motion to Set Aside Final Unified Decree and Order 
Closing Claims Taking Basins 01, 02, 03, 31, 34, 35, 36, 37, 41, 45, 47, and 63, and 
Disallowal of Unclaimed Water Rights, SRBA Subcase No. 00-92099 and Memorandum 
in Support; Affidavit of Gary Eden; Affidavit of Glenna Eden; and Affulavit of Dana 
Hofstetter. 
0 I filed a Notice of Claim and elected to defer judicial proceedings on my domestic or 
stock watering use. I desire to reinstate my Notice of Claim for domestic or stock 
watering use. 
[8l I am providing legal and factual documentation for my claimed use of water. You must 
describe these documents and attach a readable copy. (You do not need to fill this out if 
you are reinstating a Notice of Claim for domestic or stock watering use, but you must 
attach a copy of your Notice of Claim.) 
SF.4 
Anthony M. Gomes v. James Devaney, Decree, September 11, 1918; 
Warranty Deed, Lincoln County Instrument No. 156516. 
Amended 2/9/2015 Page 2 
48728.(Xl) 1.8384517. l 
I have attached: 
l8J A fully completed Notice of Claim (available from IDWR). 
D A claim filing fee for a domestic and stock watering use. IDWR may charge this fee 
pursuant to I.C. § 42-1414. To determine this amount, contact IDWR at (800) 451-4129. I 
have enclosed a check payable to: State of Idaho Department of Water Resources in the 
amount of$ _ ____, 
[gj A claim filing fee and a late claim fee for those claims other than a domestic or stock 
watering use for which a notice of claim was not filed. To determine this amount, contact 
IDWR at (800) 451-4129. I have enclosed a check payable to: State of Idaho Department 
of Water Resources in the amount of $140.00. 
Follow these instructions regarding the hearing on this motion. 
1. Contact the Clerk of the SRBA Court (208-736-3011) to request a hearing date and time. 
2. Fill in the following information: This motion will be heard on October 27. 2016. 
1:30 p.m .• Mountain Time at the SRBA courthouse, 253 Third Avenue North, Twin Falls, 
Idaho. 
MOTION TO FILE AN AMENDED NOTICE OF CLAIM 
A Motion to File an Amended Notice of Claim may require a hearing before the Presiding 
Judge or Special Master or may be granted by leave of the court or by written consent of the 
parties and the Idaho Department of Water Resources. Leave to amend a claim shall be freely 
given when justice so requires. 
D I must amend my Notice of Claim to the use of water in the SRBA because: 
SF.4 
Amended 2/9/2015 Page 3 
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D I am providing legal and factual documentation to support my amended Notice of Claim. 
You must describe these documents and attach a readable copy. 
I have attached: 
D An amended Notice of Claim {available from IDWR), 
D Payment of the following additional fees required by IDWR: 
SF.4 
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VERIFICATION (Must Be Completed) 
STA TE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Ada ) 
Dana L. Hofstetter, being first duly sworn, upon oath, deposes and says: 
That I am the party/claimant filing this motion for late or amended claim (as listed on 
Page 2) as defined by I.C. §§ 42-1401A(l) and (7) or that I am the attorney for the party/claimant 
filing this motion for late or amended claim and that I have read this motion, know its contents 
and believe that the statements are true to the best of my knowledge. 
Signature of person filing motion 
Subscribedandswomtobeforemeon ~ .:21', 2-41!!: 
1 
(Inse Date) 
.1 :tf_k if/;_ 
~~ Residing at:t..(..t'.l.ft / 'ZD . 
My commission expir~s: f/;/i, 11 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR MAILING 
You must mail this form, including all attachments, to the Clerk of the SRBA Court. 
FAX filings will not be accepted by the SRBA Clerk of the Court. You must also send a 
copy to all the parties listed below in the Certificate of Mailing. 
SF.4 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I certify that on ~1/1.kkr /i? 1 , 2016, I mailed the original and copies 
of this form, including allat chments, to the following persons by mailing the original and/or 
copies, postage prepaid and addressed as follows: 
1. Original to: 
Clerk of the District Court 
Snake River Basin Adjudication 
253 Third A venue North 
PO Box 2707 
Twin Falls, ID 83303-2707 
2. Copies to: 
IDWR Document Depository 
PO Box 83720 
Boise, ID 83720-0098 
United States Department of Justice 
Environment & Nat'I Resources Div 
550 W Fort Street, MSC 033 
Boise, ID 83724 
Chief, Natural Resources Division 
Office of Attorney General 
State of Idaho 
PO Box 83720 
Boise, ID 83720-0010 
3. If you are filing an amended Notice of Claim in a subcase being heard before the 
Presiding Judge or a Special Master, you must serve a copy on all parties to that subcase. 
SRBA Court Certificate of Mailing for Expedited Hearings 
SF.4 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
IN RE THE GENERAL ADJUDICATION 
OF RIGHTS TO THE USE OF WATER FROM 
THE SNAKE RIVER BASIN WATER SYSTEM 
CIVIL CASE NUMBER: 39516 




ROTICB 01' CLllN TO A anarmGll'f-
ACQVIDD OIIDD. l'IATB ~ DISTRICT COURT. s 
1. Name of Claimant(s) 
GARY T. & GLENNA R. EDEN 
414 NORTH 800 WEST 
SHOSHONE, IDAHO 83352 
2. Date of Priority: 09/28/1896 
. , · . Fifth JUdicial D · RBA 
. ..,~., .,ty Of 1Wln Fr'I I.strict 
GI I • State Of Idaho 
SEP 3 O 20,6 
3. Source: BIG WOOD RIVER Trib. to: MALAD RIVER 
4. Point of Diversion: 
Township Range Section 1/4 OF 1/4 OF 1/4 Lot 
04S 19E 15 SWNWSE 





6. Water is used for the following purposes: 
Purpose 
IRRIGATION 
7. Total Quantity Claimed: 
8. Non-irrigation uses: 
9. Place of use: 
TWP IUfG S!C NE NE NW SW SE 






NW SW SE 










11. Do you own the property listed above as place of use? Yes 
NE 










14. Basis of Claim: Anthony M. Gomes v. James Devaney, Lincoln County, Decree 
(September 11, 1918). 
15. Signature(s) 
(a.) By signing below, I/We acknowledge that I/We have received, read and understand 
the form entitled "How you will receive notice in the Snake River Basin 
Adjudication." (b.) I/We do do not X wish to receive and pay a small 
annual fee for monthly copiesofthe docket sheet. 
Number of attachments: 
For Individuals: 
I/We do solemnly swear or affirm under penalty of perjury that the statements contained 
in the foregoing document are true and correct. 





16. NOTICE OF APPEARANCE: 
Notice is hereby given that I, DANA L. HOFSTETTER, will be acting as attorney at law on 
behalf of the claimant signing above, and that all notices required by law to be mailed 






877 Main Street, Suite 1000, 
P.O. Box 1617 
Boise, ID 83701-1617 
September ,2;J_, 2016 
9/27/2016 
•~. . . --- .. ..J?.~-1 cu ,- .. 
IN THE DISTRICT CtlURT OF 'i'HE rotJRTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 'l.'HE 
STATE OF IIJAHO, IN AHD FOR LifUDIH OOUNTY 
Plaint 11'1' 
Vlh 
James Devaney, Watel"lft&Bter 
Da.t'cmdant 
DECREE 
ThiD cause c811\8 on regularly to be h81lrd. in open Court t,his the 10th day 
of SepteJnber, 1916, pla:1ntitt appearing by hi& counsel, Fn.nk T. Dianoy• and 
the Defendant not appearing an:I. being in delaui t, and ha default having bom 
ent,ered, and it appearing that t?:11 said defendant bad been peraooally 111rvad 
with a cow of the swr:mns and complaint 1n said action, anl. that due am 
legal notice or the pendel!OJ' ot saitl action had been civen by publication, 
and. in accordance 'Id.th law an:1. the onlere ot Court. "ditnesses ha~ been 
IMllll'I and t.estil'ied m behalf of pl.a:l.ntiff, Gild the court. be:l.n« tully inf'omod. 
and. advised in the preriti.se11, and havi~ ordered that judgment be rendered 
in accordanoe 'Id.th the lav, an:I. fin:U.ngs of facts and conclusions at lavJ 
37,. Of!l&f ':c-r I8 ORDER&>, AllJUDOED JtlD .tmCllEl!D. That the plaintiff, Anthony 1-1. 
Gomes, does have j\Uigment for a right to use £01• irrigation and domst.1.c 
purpoaes forty (40) inches o£ water on tho 1-si.s or f1fty (SO) incbae thereof, 
1111 equivalent to the !l01f of one cu'al..c foot per second of time, as prescribed 
by the laws of Idaho, appurtenant to the Southwest Quarter or th! Sollthwet1t 
quarter (SW.( S'tl;) of Section Nine (9) Township Five (5) South, Raiue sixteen 
(16) Ea.st of the Boise Meridian, from the mtcr.s of Big 1,kiod 11.3:ver, and its 
tribut.(lriea, under date at priarity of use o£ September 28th, 1896, This decree 
1.s made aa .supplementary to the decree :l.n the ror1111r adjUdic:ted a01w>n of 
s. c. P'nat.1 et al plairrt:.ifts, w. Alturas Water Company, a COl"porat:Lon, et al 
def'ffliants, 1n accardance wit.h Chapter 224, Sesaim Laws of Idaho of l9ll, and 
S2gmd at Shoshone, ldabo Septe111ber llt.h, 1918. 
Filed September 1.3, 191.6 
J • W, Lundin, Clel'k 
By Mil.d red Barger I Deputy 
H. F • ~ign, 
"""''-' ' ':_ 
'; ... , t, 
"lllf . . ' 
.. . .. .. .,,. ' 
S'l' .. TE Ql,' IDAaO 
County of Lincoln 
--
liS 
I, E. A. Bowler, Clerk of the Diatrict Ce;urt and Ex-Officio Recorder 
in and. for the County of' Lincoln, State of Irkho1 do hl:reby cert:.ii'y that the 
annexed. iB a full, true and correct copy of the or;l,g:Lnal decree, now on file 
in my office, as the same appeani on the Records of said Lincoln Co·.mty, 
State o! Idaro, in Book 2, at page 597. 
In TESTIMJIJY WHE2F.OF, I have u:t my hand and ai'i'ixed m,y oil' id.al. 
seal this 7th dajr of June, A. D. 1927, 
E, A, :OOWLER 
Cle:ric-Ex-Oi'i'icio Recorder 














J'ar Vlllue Jllll:llli"8:I 
Ridim:d C. BS~ 1111d Qu:pl~ J. 13&1:al!tn, hl.!llbm1 1111d wife, 
~ftar afar:mi tq - GJ:11t1tm:', di:-. hsnlby~. l:llu;va1n, ..:u, f.llld. o.,nvey unto 
Qiey 'I' • . D:Wi .,i Glema R. _.., JUlban:1 and wife, 
~.~ tQ .. ·Gtwae, ~·cu.~,~ is 
llOD !Jut ut, North, Goodl.ng, ;ID iJ)J30 
CDJb.'Y or✓ . 
a, 'DUii A,;{.~ or ~. in tM )'!lllt'.1"2,]llifam .. , a Notary SUblic 
in.!Uld tar -14 ~. ~Y 4111 1. rzUdl:!lm:d c. -~•111uu:r.1 Qu::Qlytl ,T. · ~. 





First.American Title Company of Idaho< "-'"-.J;:z;, . . . _ .. 
··.:,,, ... 
=~----,-----------~--.----.......... .,.,.._,, ____ .,.,.....,,..,~.......-
' 
'rhe !fottheut Quart.er o:f the southaaat Quart•r.- of s•::ti.cn e, 
'l'oWNlhip 5 'Sauib, Range 16 '.Ee• t of' the Boiwe Meridian, Lint:0ln 
Colil'!tY, ldabc, 
nleaL tr 
'l'he Sou.t.hvest ggllrl;ar of Sact.i.0n !il , Toltnllh.l,p s South, lUln911 16 EHt 
af tb• -Bui ... Meridian, Lincoln county, ldahc. 
llSaaJr,ftlr& ~-- tract 205 • · x _07 '-3 in tll• llort.haa•t. -Corner of 
tlMt 1'a~ Qllarter r:ir -tti• 8tnltb~ ~rt•r r,f said sact-.ion 9, 
ea.id 'q:11c::t.·4•ct-.l.bed by iaatea _.-~ ,H.fallowa: 
. •P~ af t:b• ;'tlpnbNst Ql.'irn.r •pf ~ !loith...t -~-- -of 
. lt)l• 8•~•t 'QUll:d;ar af •~aia.,$~ 9,. _ · 
'lhll!l~ 1' .. t •~l~ the Nort:b J:;t.rua,ot -~ 40 U2r1Ut, 205 
· . ,U41.t iic!-. -~r J.••• t.o • txi.ittt illHi lforth ot the division 
. _· ~- lll:IW ~g-; ·. - . . _. . . 
Thenoe--Sc:i\¢11 al.ong -. li-lda.i,.Qn ~ i .. it "'°w ax:1.Jts 201 •a, 
. _ 110l!e_ -or .. ids,_. tQ ·:tb•. IO\tl:ht,tl111: -~ ·ot .Ud_ tract, 
If.hen~ r:10ntinui11g .•Sbt -mi ·•14 _ tivu:Ldn •-f1111C!4!1 2,115 . 't-t, 
_ 111v,ra ·•or iL-., ~ii tb•. nai: .. l¼,n• ·cif ·•,'&14 ,,10· aci:eu 
'Th•n~ lll7tt:h to -'the ·po:l,bt cit HV~•• . 
. !rOG.,,. •4.th _uo •tui:ru of •i!lJ 'WaDIS illilPf.l ,'Cmq,&J\Y water, 
StJBJP ??0: _ _ . · . · . · . . . . .·· . . _. . _ . ._ _ _ : 
1. ·i.ruu :to,: .u12 ,an,~ Ulllh ~ :nvb ~ du• or FtYahla. 
2. _ ''lbllM ·,i,~.- ;ue .wttbil,11 !llb• ,~.. cit American nu• 
-·~µ-., ,1>.Ul1:i,tat :trp~ .:2 .. ,..-, .· ~- aUpjeqt. ':tp .· the levier._ ...-..:t , •• ,..,.._ta. tbflWlf ,,114 .uatdctions : ad µmita'tiona thareof aa 
.,-.cUJJ:ilily ~at fcu;:bh, am ;.:,Pl'~.~~ -~ 1.4, U54., by 
Uni~ sta1:n.(pf '.ba!:ica -w~ta Allulrican 'Fall.a •M•~cir Diiitr:ict -10, 
2, recsot'i!la4 ,1it.riuary. •;, 151155 'in 'lltXlk ~ ~-nts "Pllg-a ·485, .r1JCO'i:ds 
ot X.i~;!;n, county, Ulahl:I. ·, · 
' . . 
J, _ t;ius, 1:e1f~ and u •Ull!lan'ta of tha B:1.g ,Wooi!I ,canal. 'CDl!PlmY, . 
• &yld -tb• ~. ,JI~• and __ .._.~ta tif •-1G l:tialjJatty •• ~Y law 
:PtQV14-:i. . · . , · _ - · · -· 
. . ' 
4 • carut.l• an4 _- 3.&tarW. of _ l\~ 1111:pt ~l ~ and -• l.ibj•~ to· 
tlie 1:igl&ts of ·in;r.• 11 • bl\ ~. . •- _ - _ 
5. Ttl-8, :l'nrvuions,. ··and. Condi."ONl•DOntil.UlitCl..,1..n anAl;rrli ... nt, a• 
•at fai:t)i :t:lierain,, Qf tbe .OU.ic:i1-l. ~u. or • ai-a cau:nt:y. · 
Dat:• dl l.p:ti.J. 1'1 1 1.Jl6 . . ·, 
Fo!C' tn• puq,ou Oft -· u.a• of Vas~ "flltiw 11nd r.lfht of way :or ilit.cb 
By: 1,nthony H. Comes l•twun~ . Jlal!U• l . .sUv11 
_RetM:ded: April 30, l.906 Book ii. cf Agra.-antil _and f.\Qnds e.t l'&IJI! 26 
I , 
6 • ". n J::u.11mant ov.ar ,aah'l lal14 :f'or .1,.ncidellta.l !l)tu;:PCIIIU, acaa.n.Ung 
to th• .provil.• iorua u set tc.rth t:b_..ilm :i:>t ·:tlba gftid.ll.1 llee!oroll or 
aaia ·co\inty. . . 
!PW:poHt · et\1aq•11111nt ,c:f d.rrlgatian dd.1:r:h • 
In ·ravor •of: Edlrard. ;cupbel.l •~ "Do:tl.:.w :lfC'l?ilgQll.rt 
Recorded: .7.un• 12, UD!l tn l!Oi.llt 1 1:1f Dtae411 ,at ;pqe :If.I! 
7. , An ~t ~or roada, ra:J.lL.r.Dai:15,, ,dii.tdhea ena :1.nc.l.aental 
;pptpOIIH 1l•. 'tbity TI.DW IIICU't. . 
·'II.. ~ ~-• ~ -~ 1U1 cd.ginal .ti~ ,raf ,1:to 1 wov .. :oo., 
and ·,any .Otibllr•· '-..OUJ;ita ·aid/:Gr •CtliU:W-"ClrJll -~ ~J'., J1.lll,:Jl.>ml• G, 
••-~ :JliO, .11;SJ11" ... ~nt '111:1~ w,u.~ ~.._ ~:i:1s ..• 
Pet.ea; · :••~ ,1(1],, :D.'HJ . · . . . · , · · ·.·. . . . . 
•rtv•SJM.I l'.arl/aU •bet· iflJld ~ !P. t:lank.,.IJ~.iBl:14.lll& 
•rtvag•: !l!bil V~tlld iJt.atej tDt ~, iadtimJg ~ 1:b• 
!'Blt'1118l"Jl E~n AGll~t.hm , · · . , 
' . . . . . . . . . 
1 •. · A ~g• t.o 'IIIIClt,ln, ar1 -~~ ~•• pr ;S.11 ... 1&._...:no,. . 
am! ,any -otbm'. iUIOUt'lts 1Ul4/ar -au~·~~, ~
.J'eb~ry U., l.971, •• ~ :Ro~ :JtaailU.,; Clf)LC'!ld. '~. 
!)abut . . -Pttb~ a.a·, . ~,1. . . , . . , · .. . · 
~: lliclli• -C. •Ba'tllll!dm' <IUlil ICll.:tim!L,:rt ~, · ~•11~ illdlt. w.i!!a ~-t wi. ~. lt&tiu ';i:i;t ~i:111.,, '1tc:t.11.n!,J ~lijti, ltiba 
l'llrlllfml lllou ,.,._~n · 
Dana L. Hofstetter, ISB #3867 
Allison C. Parker, ISB #9219 
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP 
877 Main Street, Suite 1000 
P.O. Box 1617 
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DISTRICT COURT - SRBA 
Fifth Judicial District 
County of Twin Falls - State of Idaho 
SEP 3 ij 2016 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE 
OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
InReSRBA 

















Subcase No. 37-864 
MOTION TO SET ASIDE FINAL 
UNIFIED DECREE AND ORDER 
CLOSING CLAIMS TAKING BASINS 
Ol,02,03,31,34,35,36,37,41,45,47, 
AND 63, AND DISALLOW AL OF 
UNCLAIMED WATER RIGHTS, 
SRBA SUBCASE NO. 00-92099, AND 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT 
MOTION TO SET ASIDE 
COME NOW Gary and Glenna Eden ("the Edens"), by and through their counsel of 
record, Dana L. Hofstetter and Allison C. Parker with Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley, PLLC, 
pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 60(b), and hereby move the Court to set aside its 
SRBA Final Unified Decree (August 25, 2014) and its Order Closing Claims Taking Basins OJ, 
02, 03, 31, 34, 35, 36, 37, 41, 45, 47, and 63, and Disallowal of Unclaimed Water Rights, SRBA 
Subcase No. 00-92099 (February 13, 2013) as to Water Right No. 37-864. This Motion is 
MOTION TO SET ASIDE FINAL UNIFIED DECREE AND ORDER CLOSING CLAIMS TAKING BASINS 
01, 02, 03, 31, 34, 35, 36, 37, 41, 45, 47, AND 63, AND DISALLOW AL OF UNCLAIMED WATER RIGHTS, 
SRBA SUBCASE NO. 00-92099, AND MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT - I 
48728.0001.8388309 .2 
supported by the Memorandum below, and the contemporaneously filed Affidavit of Dana L. 
Hofstetter, Affidavit of Gary Eden, Affidavit of Glenna Eden, and Expedited Motion to File Late 
I 
Claim and, also, other matters of record. 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO SET ASIDE 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Only specifically with regard to its effect on Water Right No. 37-864, the Edens seek to 
set aside this Court's SRBA Final Unified Decree (August 25, 2014) and Order Closing Claims 
Taking Basins OJ, 02, 03, 31, 34, 35, 36, 37, 41, 45, 47, and 63, and Disallowal of Unclaimed 
Water Rights, SRBA Subcase No. 00-92099 (February 13, 2013) (hereinafter collectively the 
"Judgment"). The Edens request that the Judgment be set aside in accordance with Idaho Rule 
of Civil Procedure 60(b) due to "unique and compelling" reasons that justify relief from the 
operation of the Judgment including that the Edens attempted to make a claim on Water Right 
No. 37-864, but the Idaho Department of Water Resources ("IDWR") failed to direct 
correspondence relating to this claim to the Edens' correct address. The Edens also pray that 
this Court, sitting in equity, relieve them from the Judgment by setting aside its disallowance of 
37-864, allowing the Edens to pursue their late claim. Claimants also file this Memorandum in 
I 
The Edens are also contemporaneously filing a Standard Form 4: Expedited Motion to File 
Late Notice of Claim and lodging the Notice of Claim for the above-captioned water right. The 
Edens hereby incorporate by reference the Expedited Motion to File Late Notice of Claim and the 
Notice of Claim. Additionally, all filings in this subcase are being made on an expedited basis. 
MOTION TO SET ASIDE FINAL UNIFIED DECREE AND ORDER CLOSING CLAIMS TAKING BASINS 
01,02,03, 31, 34, 35, 36, 37, 41, 45, 47, AND 63, AND DISALLOW AL OF UNCLAIMED WATER RIGHTS, 
SRBA SUBCASE NO. 00-92099, AND MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT - 2 
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support of the contemporaneously submitted Expedited Motion to File Late Claim for the same 
water right. 
II. FACTUAL BACKGROUND 
The Edens hold Water Right No. 37-864 from the Big Wood River and have used it for 
irrigation of their property in the SW1/4SW1/4 of Section 9, Township 05S, Range 16E, Boise 
Meridian, Lincoln County, Idaho. See Standard Form 4: Expedited Motion to File late Notice of 
Claim, Exhibits; Affidavit of Gary Eden. Typically, water right no. 3 7-864 is delivered during the 
first part of the irrigation season. Then, supplemental storage water from American Falls Reservoir 
District #2 is delivered. Affidavit of Dana L. Hofstetter. Other than Water Right No. 37-864 and the 
storage water from American Falls Reservoir District #2, the Edens hold no other water rights with 
which to irrigate the subject property. Affidavit of Gary Eden. 
On or about April 28, 2005, IDWR sent the Edens a letter stating that IDWR received 
notification that the Edens' address had changed from a Gooding address to a Shoshone address 
and asked the Edens to confirm the address change by signing and returning the letter. Affidavit 
of Dana L. Hofstetter. In early May 2005, the letter was signed and returned to IDWR by Glenna 
Eden, confirming the new Shoshone address. Id. 
Around this same time, in early May 2005, the Edens received the SRBA Second Round 
Service Notice, likely due to their ownership of the place of use associated with unclaimed Water 
Right No. 37-864. /d. Along with returning the signed April 28, 2005, address change letter to 
IDWR, and apparently in response to the recently received Second Round Service Notice, the 
Edens also enclosed documentation attempting to claim Water Right No. 37-864 in the SRBA. 
MOTION TO SET ASIDE FINAL UNIFIED DECREE AND ORDER CLOSING CLAIMS TAKING BASINS 
01, 02, 03, 31, 34, 35, 36, 37, 41, 45, 47, AND 63, AND DISALLOW AL OF UNCLAIMED WATER RIGHTS, 
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Id. IDWR then sent a response letter, dated May 19, 2005, to the Edens confirming receipt of the 
signed address change letter along with the enclosures indicating "you would like to file a claim 
on 37-864." Id. While the May 19, 2005, IDWR letter enclosed a Notice of Claim form to use for 
Water Right No. 37-864, it apparently was sent to the Edens' old Gooding address, rather than 
the correct Shoshone address that the Edens had just confirmed. Id. The Edens never received 
this incorrectly addressed letter from IDWR. As, if they had, they would have responded 
accordingly. Affidavit of Gary Eden; Affidavit of Glenna Eden. Having received no response 
from IDWR, the Edens believed they had adequately claimed 37-864 in the SRBA. Id. 
The issue of the deliverability of 37-864 and the associated American Falls Reservoir 
District #2 storage water was raised by the Big Wood Canal Company during one of the 2016 
irrigation season Board of Directors meetings. Affidavit ~f Gary Eden. Shortly thereafter, Mr. 
Eden contacted this law firm seeking assistance with this matter. Id. 
III. LEGAL STANDARDS FOR SETTING ASIDE A PARTIAL DECREE 
A motion to set aside a partial decree in the SRBA "is treated the same as a motion to set 
aside a default judgment and determined in accordance with the criteria set forth in LR.C.P. 
60(b). A.0.1 § 14d ("Parties seeking to modify a partial decree shall comply with LR.C.P. 60(a) 
or 60(b)")." Order Denying Motion to File Late Notice of Claim, SRBA Subcase No. 21-13176, 
p. 4 (January 9, 2014). Rule 60(b) permits a court to relieve a party from a final judgment, order, 
or proceeding for the following reasons: 
1) mistake, inadvertence, surprise, or excusable neglect; 
2) newly discovered evidence that, with reasonable diligence, could not have been 
discovered in time to move for a new trial under Rule 59(b); 
MOTION TO SET ASIDE FINAL UNIFIED DECREE AND ORDER CLOSING CLAIMS TAKING BASINS 
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3) fraud (whether previously called intrinsic or extrinsic), misrepresentation, or 
misconduct by an opposing party; 
4) the judgment is void; 
5) the judgment has been satisfied, released, or discharged; it is based on an earlier 
judgment that has been reversed or vacated; or applying it prospectively is no 
longer equitable; and 
6) any other reason justifying relief. 
I.R.C.P. 60(b). 
The decision to grant or deny a Rule 60(b) motion for relief from a final judgment rests 
in the sound discretion of the trial court. Pullin v. City of Kimberly, 100 Idaho 34, 36,592 P.2d 
849,851 (1979). Where the trial court "applies the facts in a logical manner to the criteria set 
forth in Rule 60(b), while keeping in mind the policy favoring relief in doubtful cases, the court 
will be deemed to have acted within its discretion." Eby v. State, 148 Idaho 731,734,228 P.3d 
998, 1001 (2010). In cases dealing with water rights, public policy weighs against forfeiture: 
"The courts abhor forfeiture and where no public interest is favored thereby, equity leans against 
declaring a forfeiture. Hurst v. Idaho Iowa Lateral & Res. Co., 42 Idaho 436,246 P. 23 (1926) 
and Idaho Farms Co. v. North Side Canal Co., 24 F. Supp. 189 (D. Idaho 1938)." Special 
Master Report, SRBA Subcase No. 45-167A, p. 8 (March 20, 2007). 
The Court does not abuse its discretion when it grants relief under Rule 60(b) to a 
movant who shows "unique and compelling circumstances justifying relief[.]" Miller v. Haller, 
129 Idaho 345,349,924 P.2d 607,611 (1996). Determining whether to set aside a default 
judgment requires that the Court "apply a standard of liberality rather than strictness and give 
the party moving to vacate the default the benefit of genuine doubt." Johnson v. Pioneer Title 
Co., 104 Idaho 727,733,662 P.2d 1171, 1177 (Ct. App. 1983). Thus, the Court must weigh 
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each case in light of its unique facts. Id. at 732, 662 P.2d at 1176 (citing Orange Transportation 
Co., Inc. v. Taylor, 71 Idaho 275,230 P.2d 689 (1951)). 
In addition to stating a reason justifying relief from operation of the judgment, a party 
must also show that he or she has acted in good faith and exercised due diligence in the 
protection of his or her rights, such as an ordinarily prudent person would exercise under 
similar conditions. Council Improvement Co. v. Draper, 16 Idaho 541, 102 P. 7 (1909) and 
Kovachy v. DeLeusomme, 122 Idaho 973, 842 P.2d 309 (Ct. App. 1992). 
Not only must a movant satisfy one of the criteria set forth in I.R.C.P. 60(b ), the movant 
must also allege facts, which if established, would constitute a meritorious defense. The 
meritorious defense standard requires that a movant: 
1) allege facts; 
2) which if established; 
3) would constitute a defense to the action; and 
4) the facts supporting the defense must be detailed. 
See McFarland v. Curtis, 123 Idaho 931, 854 P.2d 274 (1993); Hearst Corp. v. Keller, 100 Idaho 
10,592 P.2d 66 (1979); Thomas v. Stevens, 78 Idaho 266, 300 P.2d 811 (1956). The detailed 
factual requirement is more than the mere general notice requirement that would ordinarily be 
sufficient if pled prior to default. Reeves v. Wisenor, 102 Idaho 271,629 P.2d 667 (1981). 
The standards for setting aside a default judgment take into account the preference for 
having a case decided on its merits. Order On Pennissive Review Granting Motion To Set Aside 
Partial Decrees and Order of Recommitment to Special Master, SRBA Subcase No. 79-02063 et 
al., p. 6 (June 10, 2010). In making the determination, the Court must take into consideration that 
judgments by default are not favored and that the general rule in doubtful cases is to grant relief 
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from the default in order to reach a judgment on the merits and that procedural rules other than 
those which are jurisdictional should be applied to promote disposition on the merits. Reeves at 
272, 629 P.2d at 668. This is a factual determination and is discretionary with the Court. 
Johnson at 732, 662 P.2d at 1176. 
Rule 60(b) also requires that a motion to set aside be made within a reasonable time and, 
for Rule 60(b )(1), (2) and (3), not more than six months after the judgment, order, or decree. 
Because the Judgment was entered more than 6 months ago, only the fourth, fifth and sixth 
justifications are applicable. In this case, and as will be explained below, the Edens believe 
I.R.C.P. 60(b)(4) and (6) provide them avenues to obtain relief. 
A. The Judgment is Void as to its Disallowance of Water Right 
No. 37-864 under I.R.C.P. 60(b)(4) 
In order for a judgment to be void, there must generally be some jurisdictional defect in 
the court's authority to enter the judgment, either because the court lacks personal jurisdiction or 
because it lacks jurisdiction over the subject matter of the suit. Puphal v. Puphal, 105 Idaho 302, 
669 P.2d 191 (1983). A judgment may also be void for insufficient procedural due process, 
whether for lack of notice or denial of opportunity to be heard. McGrew v. McGrew, 139 Idaho 
551, 558, 82 P.3d 833, 840 (2003). "The private interest at stake is great. The right to water is a 
permanent concern to farmers, ranchers and other users. The importance of the government's 
interest is great, as the steward of a finite resource that is the lifeblood for much of the state's 
economy and quality of life." LU Ranching Co. v. United States, 138 Idaho 606, 608 (2003) 
(discussing notice and due process in the SRBA). 
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Here, the Edens, through no fault of their own, never received IDWR's May 19, 2005, 
letter enclosing the Notice of Claim form. Although, in writing, the Edens recently had 
confirmed their correct, current address in Shoshone, IDWR inadvertently continued to use the 
Edens' incorrect, former address in Gooding for the May 19, 2005, letter. Id. Because the Edens 
never received this letter, they did not receive or file IDWR's enclosed Notice of Claim form for 
Water Right No. 37-864. The record reflects that the Edens attempted to file a claim with IDWR 
for 37-864 along with their early May 2005, address change correspondence to IDWR. Without a 
response, the Edens believed IDWR had accepted their submission and that it was adequate. 
Affidavit of Gary Eden; Affidavit of Glenna Eden. This belief was reasonable in view of their 
receipt of the Second Round Service Notice, stating that, "Assistance in filing Notices of Claims 
filed in this adjudication may be obtained at all offices of IDWR" and that "Notices of Claims 
must be filed on forms prepared by IDWR or a reasonable facsimile." Affidavit of Dana 
Hofstetter, Exhibit 2, at Exhibit B, p. 3 ( emphasis added). Having received Second Round 
Service and then complying by contacting IDWR to claim 37-864, the Edens effectively were 
denied their due process notice and hearing opportunities with respect to 37-864 when IDWR 
used the incorrect address for the May 19, 2005 response letter. Without receiving a response 
from IDWR, the Edens believed IDWR had accepted their submission as an SRBA claim for 
37-864. Affidavit of Gary Eden; Affidavit of Glenna Eden. 
To obtain relief under I.R.C.P. 60(b)(4), the motion for relief must be brought within a 
reasonable time. McGrew, 139 Idaho at 559, 82 P.3d at 841. "Where judgment is entered without 
the party's knowledge, what constitutes reasonable time is judged from the time that the party 
learned of the judgment." Id. Shortly after the 2016 Board of Directors meeting of the Big Wood 
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Canal Company at which the topic came up, the Edens initiated these steps to correct the matter. 
Affidavit of Gary Eden. The Edens have expended considerable time and money to prepare this 
matter to be heard in a short period of time. Rather than rely on standard docket sheet procedure, 
they elected to have this matter heard on an expedited basis, by providing service to the 
expedited service list. See Expedited Motion to File Late Claim. Additionally, there should be no 
prejudice to other parties as a result of granting the requested relief. This water right, decreed in 
1918 with an 1896 priority, has been in existence for quite awhile. The IDWR moratorium on 
new water rights in the Big Wood River Drainage also would effectively preclude any affected 
relatively recent intervening new water rights, thereby avoiding prejudice to other parties. In any 
event, under equitable principles, other parties should not benefit from IDWR's use of an 
incorrect address and the resulting disallowal of 37-864. 
B. Unique and Compelling Circumstances Support the Edens' Request for Relief 
under IRCP 60(b )( 6) 
Under Rule 60(b)(6), a court may relieve a party from a final judgment, order, or 
proceeding for "any ... reason justifying relief." I.R.C.P. 60(b)(6). Although the court is vested 
with broad discretion in determining whether to grant or deny a Rule 60(b)(6) motion, its 
discretion is limited and the motion may be granted only on a showing of "unique and 
compelling circumstances" justifying relief. Miller v. Haller, 129 Idaho 345, 349, 924 P.2d 607, 
611 (1996). Whether a Rule 60(b) motion is supported by unique and compelling circumstances 
is a determination that must be made on a case-by-case basis. Order Denying Motion to File 
Late Notice of Claim, SRBA Subcase No. 21-13176, p. 3 (January 9, 2014). A review of the 
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facts in this case reveals circumstances particular to the Edens that are both unique and 
compelling. 
Based on the above, the Edens' present unique and compelling circumstances warrant relief 
from operation of the Judgment for the limited scope as to its effect on Water Right No. 37-864. See 
Order Setting Aside Disallowal of Unclaimed Water Rights; Order Granting Motions to File Late 
Notice of Claim; Order for Expedited Late Claim Director's Report and Setting Forth Procedures 
and Deadlines for Expedited Process, SRBA Subcase Nos. 65-2324 et al. (May 21, 2014); Order 
Setting Aside Disallowal of Unclaimed Water Rights; Order Granting Motions to File Late Notice of 
Claim; Order for Expedited Late Claim Director's Report and Setting Forth Procedures and 
Deadlines for Expedited Process, SRBA Subcase Nos. 74-361 et al. (May 21, 2014). 
C. Meritorious Defense 
The Edens meet the meritorious defense standard associated with I.R.C.P. 60(b) because 
their water right was previously decreed, their water use has historically been administered and 
granting this Motion will not result in prejudice to other water users. 
Water Right No. 37-864 has a priority date of September 28, 1896 and was decreed in 
1918. The Edens and their predecessors-in-interest have diverted and used water under water 
right no. 37-864 when this water has been historically available. The late claim filed by the 
Edens contemporaneously in this subcase claims the water right as the right was decreed in 
1918. Because the Edens are claiming their water use as it was decreed in 1918, there will be no 
prejudice to other water users who are accustomed to the Edens receiving water - the water has 
been historically administered without objection or protest. Little investigation will be required 
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of IDWR because the Edens have claimed the right as it was decreed in 1918 and subsequently 
delivered. 
While there will be no prejudice to other water users, the prejudice to the Edens will be 
profound and devastating. The Edens will be denied water that has historically irrigated the 
land, and could be left with no ability to irrigate their land, greatly reducing the land's value and 
making them unable to farm or lease their property. 
By setting aside the judgment only as to its effect on Water Right No. 37-864, the Edens 
will be provided with the just result that other water right holders and their neighbors have 
received from the SRBA: namely, decrees for valid water rights that are beneficially used. 
Granting the Edens the ability to claim this water right is in keeping with State policy to provide 
claimants a full and fair opportunity to receive notice, be heard, use and appropriate water for 
beneficial purposes, and provides a fair and equitable result to all water users on the impacted 
water sources by maintaining the status quo. 
IV. EQUITABLE RELIEF 
If neither I.R.C.P. 60(b)(4) or (6) provide relief, the Edens pray upon this Court, sitting in 
equity, to relieve them from the Judgment as to the disallowance of their water right. Idaho 
courts are allowed to provide equitable relief if the conduct has been "inequitable, unfair and 
dishonest, or fraudulent and deceitful as to the controversy at issue." Sword v. Sweet, 140 Idaho 
242, 251, 92 P.3d 492, 501 (2004). "[H]e who comes into equity must come with clean hands." 
Gilbert v. Nampa School Dist. No. 131, 104 Idaho 137, 145,657 P.2d 1, 9 (1983). 
As stated above, the Edens were unaware that their water right was in jeopardy. If the 
Edens had known that their water right was not secure, they would have fixed the problem. The 
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Edens' water right will be effectively forfeited, and, possibly, the associated storage right, if the 
Judgment is not set aside. "The courts abhor forfeiture and where no public policy is favored 
thereby, equity leans against declaring a forfeiture." Special Master Report, SRBA Subcase No. 
45-167A, p. 8 (March 20, 2007), citing Hurst v. Idaho Iowa Lateral & Res. Co., 42 Idaho 436, 
246 P. 23 (1926) and Idaho Farms Co. v. North Side Canal Co., 24 F. Supp. 189 (D. Idaho 
1938). Given that Idaho courts do not favor forfeiture of water rights and that no public interest 
is served by forfeiture of the Edens' water right, equity compels against declaring a forfeiture in 
these unique circumstances. In light of the facts, the Edens come with clean hands and pray 
upon this Court for sympathy. 
V. CONCLUSION 
By not receiving the May 19, 2005, letter from IDWR and their unique and compelling 
circumstances, the Edens meet the requirements of I.R.C.P. 60(b)(4) and (6). The Edens have 
presented a meritorious defense of a decreed water right and by bringing this action when they 
did, have pursued their cause of action within a reasonable amount of time. The Edens also 
come in equity, with clean hands, seeking just relief from forfeiture of their water rights. As 
such, the Edens respectfully request the Court set aside its Judgment only as to water right no. 
37-864. The Edens respectfully request they be allowed to pursue their late claim, as it was 
decreed in 1918, and obtain a valid SRBA partial decree that reflects historic water use from the 
Big Wood River. Because the Edens are pursuing their water right in Basin 37 as it was decreed 
in 1918, and has been used historically, no prejudice should result to any other water users. 
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Water Right Claim: 37-00864 
NOTICE SETTING HEARING ON MOTION 
TO SET ASIDE FINAL UNIFIED DECREE 
AND ORDR CLOSING CLAIMS TAKING 
BASINS 01, 02, 03, 31, 34, 35, 36, 37, 41, 45, 47 
AND 63, AND DISALLOWAL OF 
UNCLAIMED WATER RIGHTS, SRBA 
SUBCASE NO. 00-92099 and NOTICE 
SETTING HEARING ON EXPEDITED 
MOTION TO FILE LATE NOTICE OF 
CLAIM 
On September 30, 2016, Gary and Glenna Eden, by and through counsel, Dana L. 
Hofstetter, filed a Motion to Set Aside Final Unified Decree and Order Closing Claims Taking in 
Basins OJ, 02, 03, 31, 34, 35, 36, 37, 41, 45, 47 and 63, and Disallowal of Unclaimed Water 
Rights, SRBA Subcase No. 00-92099 and Expedited Motion to File Late Notice of Claim and 
Memorandum in Support for the above-captioned water right. 
NOTICE IS GIVEN that hearing on the above-captioned Motions is set for Tuesday, 
October 27, 2016, at 1:30 p.m. (Mountain Time), at the Snake River Basin Adjudication 
District Court, 253 - 3rd A venue North, Twin Falls, Idaho. It is not mandatory for you to 
appear in person at this hearing. Parties may participate by telephone by dialing the number 
1-720-279-0026 and when prompted entering code 786692, followed by the# sign. Should you 
experience difficulty connecting to the conference call or experience a disconnect during the 
proceedings, please hang up and call the court clerk at 208-736-3011, for further instructions. 
Notice Setting Hearing on Motion to Set Aside and Expedited Motion to File Late Notice of Claim 
Page 1 
Dated: September 30, 2016. 
Presiding Judge 
Snake River Basin Adjudication 
Notice Setting Hearing on Motion to Set Aside and Expedited Motion to File Late Notice of Claim 
Page2 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I certify that a true and correct copy of the NOTICE SETTING 
HEARING ON MOTION TO SET ASIDE FINAL UNIFIED DECREE/ EXPEDITED 
MOTION TO FILE LATE CLAIM was mailed on September 30, 2016, 
with sufficient first-class postage to the following: 
C THOMAS ARKOOSH 
ARKOOSH LAW OFFICES 
802 W BANNOCK ST SUITE 900 
PO BOX 2900 
BOISE, ID 83701 
JOHN K SIMPSON 
SHELLEY M DAVIS 
BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON LLP 
1010 W JEFFERSON ST STE 102 
PO BOX 2139 
BOISE, ID 83701-2139 
PAULL ARRINGTON 
TRAVIS L THOMPSON 
BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON LLP 
163 2ND AVENUE WEST 
PO BOX 63 
TWIN FALLS, ID 83303-0063 
BLAIR J GROVER 
BEARD ST CLAIR GAFFNEY PA 
2105 CORONADO ST 
IDAHO FALLS, ID 83404-7495 
JOSEPHINE P BEEMAN 
BEEMAN & ASSOCIATES PC 
1019 N 17TH ST 
BOISE, ID 83702 3304 
BERT L OSBORN 
BERT L OSBORN CHARTERED 
26 S 9TH ST 
PO BOX 158 
PAYETTE, ID 83661-0158 
RON KERL 
COOPER & LARSEN CHARTERED 
151 N 3RD AVE STE 210 
PO BOX 4229 
POCATELLO, ID 83205-4229 
ELIZABETH P EWENS 
ELLISON SCHNEIDER & HARRIS LLP 
2600 CAPITOL AVE STE 400 
SACRAMENTO, CA 95816-5931 
NOTIE 
UNITED STATES DEPT OF JUSTICE 
ENVIRONMENT & NATURAL RESOURCE 
550 WEST FORT STREET, MSC 033 
BOISE, ID 83724-0101 
W KENT FLETCHER 
FLETCHER LAW OFFICE 
1200 OVERLAND AVE 
PO BOX 248 
BURLEY, ID 83318-0248 
MICHAEL C CREAMER 
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP 
601 W BANNOCK ST 
PO BOX 2720 
BOISE, ID 83701-2720 
RICHARD L HARRIS 
HARRIS LAW OFFICE 
1023 ARTHUR ST 
PO BOX 1438 
CALDWELL, ID 83606-1438 
HOFSTETTER, DANA L 
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY 
877 MAIN ST STE 1000 
PO BOX 1617 
BOISE, ID 83701-1617 
MICHAEL B WHITE, SECRETARY 
HECLA MINING COMPANY 
6500 N MINERAL DR STE 200 
COEUR DALENE, ID 83815-9408 
CRAIG D HOBDEY 
HOBDEY LAW OFFICE PLLC 
125 5TH AVE 
PO BOX 176 
GOODING, ID 83330-0176 
TERRY G HOGUE 
HOGUE & DUNLAP LLP 
PO BOX 460 
HAILEY, ID 83333-0460 
KENT W FOSTER 
ROBERT L HARRIS 
HOLDEN KIDWELL HAHN & 
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CRAPO PLLC 
1000 RIVERWALK DR, STE 200 
PO BOX 50130 
IDAHO FALLS, ID 83405-0130 
CHARLES L HONSINGER 
HONSINGER LAW PLLC 
PO BOX 517 
BOISE, ID 83701-0517 
C TIMOTHY HOPKINS 
JOHN D HANSEN 
HOPKINS RODEN CROCKETT HANSEN 
& HOOPES PLLC 
428 PARK AVE 
IDAHO FALLS, ID 83402-3609 
JAMES C TUCKER 
IDAHO POWER CO 
1221 W IDAHO ST 
PO BOX 70 
BOISE, ID 83707-0070 
GRAY A YOUNG 
TERRY T UHLING 
JR SIMPLOT COMPANY 
999 MAIN ST STE 1300 
PO BOX 27 
BOISE, ID 83707-0027 
JOHN M MARSHALL 
JOHN M MARSHALL LAW PLLC 
575 W BANNOCK ST STE B 
BOISE, ID 83702-5917 
LARY C WALKER 
LARY C WALKER LAW OFFICE 
232 E MAIN ST 
PO BOX 828 
WEISER, ID 83672-0828 
EDWARD A LAWSON 
LAWSON LASKI CLARK & POGUE 
PLLC 
675 SUN VALLEY RD STE A 
PO BOX 3310 
KETCHUM, ID 83340-3310 
NOTIE 
ROGER D LING 
LING LAW OFFICE 
PO BOX 623 
RUPERT, ID 83350-0623 
J JUSTIN MAY 
MAY BROWNING & MAY PLLC 
1419 W WASHINGTON 
BOISE, ID 83702 
CHARLES FMC DEVITT 
MC DEVITT & MILLER LLP 
PO BOX 1543 
BOISE, ID 83701-1543 
SCOTT L CAMPBELL 
MOFFATT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK 
& FIELDS CHARTERED 
101 S CAPITOL BLVD 10TH FL 
PO BOX 829 
BOISE, ID 83701-0829 
BRUCE M. SMITH 
MOORE SMITH BUXTON & TURCKE 
CHTD 
950 W BANNOCK ST STE 520 
BOISE, ID 83702-6118 
DON B MILLER 
NATIVE AMERICAN RIGHTS FUND 
1506 BROADWAY ST 
BOULDER, CO 80302-6217 
DAVID J CUMMINGS 
NEZ PERCE TRIBAL EXEC COMM 
100 AGENCY ROAD 
PO BOX 305 
LAPWAI, ID 83540-0305 
CHIEF NATURAL RESOURCES DIV 
OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL 
STATE OF IDAHO 
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DAVID F SHIRLEY 
WILLIAM A PARSONS 
PARSONS SMITH STONE LOVELAND 
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AND SHIRLEY LLP 
137 W 13TH ST 
PO BOX 910 
BURLEY, ID 83318-0910 
PATRICK D BROWN 
PATRICK D BROWN PC 
516 HANSEN STE 
PO BOX 125 
TWIN FALLS, ID 83303 
JAMES A PENDLEBURY 
PENDLEBURY LAW OFFICE PA 
151 N RIDGE AVE STE 260 
IDAHO FALLS, ID 83402-4042 
ERIKA E MALMEN 
PERKINS COIE LLP 
1111 W JEFFERSON ST STE 500 
PO BOX 737 
BOISE, ID 83701-0737 
RICHARD A CUMMINGS 
PO BOX 1545 
BOISE, ID 83701-1545 
ANGELO L ROSA 
PO BOX 1605 
BOISE, ID 83701-1605 
IDWR DOCUMENT DEPOSITORY 
PO BOX 83720 
BOISE, ID 83720-0098 
DAVID HEIDA 
PO BOX 956 
KUNA, ID 83634-0900 
RANDALL C BUDGE 
RACINE OLSON NYE BUDGE & 
BAILEY CHARTERED 
201 E CENTER ST STE A2 
PO BOX 1391 
POCATELLO, ID 83204-1391 
JERRY R RIGBY 
RAY W RIGBY 
RIGBY ANDRUS & RIGBY CHARTERED 
NOTIE 
25 N 2ND E 
PO BOX 250 
REXBURG, ID 83440-0250 
DANIEL V STEENSON 
SAWTOOTH LAW OFFICES PLLC 
1101 W RIVER ST STE 110 
PO BOX 7985 
BOISE, ID 83707 
BRANDELLE G WHITWORTH 
WILLIAM F BACON 
SHOSHONE-BANNOCK TRIBES 
TRIBAL COUNSEL OFFICE 
PO BOX 306 
FORT HALL, ID 83203-0306 
BJ DRISCOLL 
SMITH DRISCOLL & ASSOCIATES 
PLLC 
PO BOX 50731 
IDAHO FALLS, ID 83405-0731 
DOUGLAS BL ENDRESON 
REID PEYTON CHAMBERS 
SONOSKY CHAMBERS SACHSE 
ENDRESON & PERRY LLC 
1425 K ST NW STE 600 
WASHINGTON, DC 20005-3498 
JAMES P SPECK 
SPECK & AANESTAD 
A PROFESSONAL CORPORATION 
120 EAST AVENUE 
PO BOX 987 
KETCHUM, ID 83340-0987 
DYLAN B LAWRENCE 
VARIN WARDWELL LLC 
MOFFATT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK 
& FIELDS CHARTERED 
242 N 8TH ST STE 220 
PO BOX 1676 
BOISE, ID 83701-1676 
CLIFFS BENTZ 
YTURRI ROSE LLP 
89 SW 3RD AVE 
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JAMES W GIVENS 
1026 F ST 
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1742 OVERLAND AVE 
PO BOX 686 
BURLEY, ID 83318-0686 
CHARLES JOLSON 
8813 OLD HIGHWAY 30 
MOUNTAIN HOME, ID 83647-6017 
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AFFIDAVIT OF KEVIN LAKEY 
Case No, 39576 
) 
) -------------ST A TE OF IDAHO ) 
L 
)ss. 
COUNTY OF h'x.o\l'\ ) 
KEVIN LAKEY, belna flJ'St being duly sworn upon oath. deposes and aays: 
(1) I am Kevin Lakey, the Wetermaster of Buin 37 In Idaho. 
(2) I have served as the Watermaster of Basin 37 since November 2003. 
(3) My responsibilities involve the administration and distribution of Basin 37 
surface water rights, including Water Right No. 37-864. 
(4) Typlc:ally, water right no. 37-864 is delivered during the first part of the . 
inigation season. Then. it is the practice for supplemental stcxqc water from American Falls 
Reservoir District #2 to be delivered to the place of use. 
AFFIDAVlTOF KEVIN LAKEY- I 
cnl.CXIOl,139W'7.I 
10/4/2018 1:53:08 PM Jennifer Taylor Hawley Troxell 
(5) In view of the long term exiatence of37-864, l would not anticipate prejudice 
to other existing water users If it were reinstated. 
FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SAYBTH NAUGHT. 
DATBD this !.I!!:._ day of October, 2016. 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this 4~ day of Octber, 2016. 
AFFlOAVIT OF KEVl'N LAKEY - 2 
Page 3 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on thl~ay of October, 2016, I caused to be served a true 
copy of the foregoing AFFIDAVIT OF KEVIN LAKEY by U.S. Mail postage pre-paid to: 
C. THOMAS ARKOOSH 
ARK.OOSH LAW OFFICBS 
802 W. BANNOCK ST., SUITE 900 
POBOX2900 
BOISE, ID 83701 
JOHN K. SIMPSON 
SHELLEY M. DAVIS 
BAR.KER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON LLP 
1010 W. JEPPERSON ST., STE. 102 
POBOX2139 
BOlSE, ID 83701-2139 
PAULL. ARRINGTON 
TRAVIS L. THOMPSON 
BARK.ER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON LLP 
163 2ND A VENUE WEST 
POBOX63 
TWIN FALLS, ID 83303--0063 
BLAIR I. GROVER 
BEARD ST CLAIR GAFFNEY PA 
2105 CORONADO ST. 
IDAHO FALLS, ID 83404-7495 
JOSEPHINE P. BEEMAN 
BEEMAN&: ASSOCIATES PC 
1019N.1TrH ST. 
BOISE, ID 83702-3304 
BERT L. OSBORN 
BERT L. OSBORN CHARTERED 
26S.9THST. 
PO BOX 158 
PAVBTTE, ID 83661-0158 
RON KERL 
COOPER & LARSEN CHARTERED 
lSl N.3RDAVE., STE. 210 
POBOX4229 
POCATELLO, ID 83205-4229 
AFFIDAVIT OF KEVIN LAKEY - 3 
UNITED ST ATES DBPT OF JUSTICE 
ENVIRONMENT & NATURAL RESOURCE 
SS0 WEST FORT STRElrr, MSC 033 
BOISE, ID 83724--0101 
W. KENT FLETCHER 
FLETCHER LAW OFFICE 
1200OVERLAND AVE. 
POBOX248 
BURLEY, ID 83318--0248 
MICHAEL C. CREAMER 
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP 
601 W. BANNOCK ST. 
POBOX2720 
BOISE, ID 83701-2720 
RICHARD L. HARRIS 
HARRIS LAW OFFICE 
1023 ARTHUR. ST. 
PO BOX 1438 
CALDWELL, ID 83606-1438 
MICHAEL B. WHITE, SECRETARY 
HECLA MININO COMPANY 
6500 N MINERAL DR STE 200 
COEURD'ALENE,ID 83815-9408 
CRAIO D. HOBDEY 
HOBDBY LAW OFFICE PLLC 
12SSfHAVE. 
PO BOX 176 
OOODINO, ID 83330-0176 
TERRY 0. HOGUE 
HOGUE&. DUNLAP LLP 
POBOX460 
HAILEY, ID 83333-0460 
41nB.000\.1394'°7. I 
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ELIZABETH P. EWENS 
ELLISON SCHNEIDER & HARRIS LLP 
2600 CAPITOL A VB., STE. 400 
SACRAMENTO, CA 95816-593 l 
CHARLES L. HONSINGBR 
HONSINOBR LAW PLLC 
POBOXSJ7 
BOISE. ID 83701-0517 
C. TIMOTHY HOPKINS 
JOHN D. HANSEN 
HOPKINS RODEN CR.OCK.B'IT HANSEN 
A HOOPBS PLLC 
428PARK.AVE. 
IDAHO FALLS. ID 83401-3609 
JAMES C. TUCKER 
IDAHO POWER CO. 
1221 W. IDAHOST. 
POBOX70 
BOISE, ID 83707-0070 
ORA YA. VOUNO 
TBR.RY T. UHLINO 
J.R. SIMPLOT COMPANY 
999 MAIN ST., STE. 1300 
POBOX27 
BOISE. ID 83707.0027 
JOHN M. MARSHALL 
JOHN M. MARSHALL LAW PLLC 
575 W. BANNOCK ST •• STB. 8 
BOISE, ID 83702-S9l7 
LARYC. WALKER. 
LARY C. WALKER LAW OFFICE 
232 B. MAIN ST. 
POBOX828 
WBISER. ID 83672-0828 
EDWARD A. LAWSON 
LAWSON LASKI CLARK. A POOUB PLLC 
675 SUN VALLEY RD., STB. A 
POBOX3310 
KETCHUM, JD 83340-3310 
AFFIDAVIT OF KEVIN LAKEY• 4 
KENT W. FOSTER 
ROBERT L. HARRIS 
HOLDEN KIDWELL HAHN &. CRAPO PLLC 
I 000 RIVEllW ALK. DR., STE. 200 
POBOX.50130 
IDAHO FALLS, ID 83405-0130 
J. JUSTIN MAY 
MA V BROWNING & MAY PLLC 
1419W. WASHINGTON 
BOISE, ID 83102 
CHARLES F. MC DEVITT 
MC DEVITI' .t. MILLER LLP 
POBOXU43 
BOISB. ID 13701-1543 
SCOTT L. CAMPBELL 
MOFPAITTHOMAS BARREIT ROCK 
& FIELDS CHARTERED 
101 S. CAPITOL BLVD., 10TH FL 
POBOX829 
BOISE, ID 83701-0829 
BRUCE M. SMI'lli 
MOORE SM11H BUXTON & nJRCKE OITD 
950 W. BANNOCK ST., STE. 520 
BOISE, ID &3702-6118 
DONB.MlLLBR 
NATIVE AMERICAN RIOHTS FUND 
1506 BROADWAY ST. 
BOULDBR.. CO 80302-6217 
DAVID J. CUMMINGS 
NEZ PERCE TRIBAL EXEC. COMM. 
100 AOENCY ROAD 
POBOX305 
LAPW Al, ID 13S,0.0305 
CHJEF NATURAL RESOURCBS DIV. 
OFPICB OF 1HE ATIORNBY OBNERAL 
STATE OF IDAHO 
POBOX83720 
BOISE, ID 13720.0010 
41nlOOOI.IJNS07, I 
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ROOBR D. LING 
LINO LAW OFFICE 
POBOX623 
RUPERT, ID 83351).()623 
PATRICK D. BROWN 
PATRICK D. BROWN, PC 
516 HANSEN ST. B 
PO BOX 12.5 
TWIN PALLS, ID 83303 
JAMES A. PENDLEBURY 
PENDLEBURY LAW OFFICB PA 
151 N. RIOOB AVE., STE. 260 
IDAHO FALLS. ID 83402-4042 
ERIKA E. MALMBN 
PERKINS COlE LLP 
1111 W. JBFFERSON ST., STE. 500 
POBOX737 
BOISE, ID 83701-0737 
RICHARD A. CUMMINGS 
PO BOX 1545 
BOISE, ID 83701-1545 
ANGELO L. ROSA 
PO BOX 1605 
BOISE, ID 83701-1605 
IDWR DOCUMENT DEPOSITORY 
POBOX83720 
BOISE, ID 83720-o098 
AFFIDAVIT OF KEVIN LAKEY - 5 
DAVID P. SHIRLEY 
WILLIAM A. PARSONS 
PARSONS SMITH STONE LOVELAND 
AND SHIRLEY LLP 
137W. 131liST. 
POBOX910 
BURLEY, ID 13318-0910 
DANIBL V. STEBNSON 
SAWTOOTH LAW OFFICES PLLC 
1101 W. RIVERST.,STE.110 
POBOX7985 
BOISB, ID 83707 
BRANDELLE 0. WHITWORTH 
WR.LIAM P. BACON 
SHOSHONE-BANNOCX TRIBES 
TRIBAL COUNSEL OFFICE 
POBOX306 
FORT HALL, ID 83203-0306 
B.J. DRISCOLL 
SMITH DRJSCOlL &. ASSOCIATES PLLC 
POBOX5073I 
JDAHO FALLS, ID 83405-0731 
DOUGLAS B.L. BNDRESON 
REID PEYTON CHAMBERS 
SONOSK.Y CHAMBERS SACHSE 
ENDRESON &. PERRY LLC 
1425 K ST. NW, STE. 600 
WASHJNOTON, DC 2000,-3498 
JAMES P. SPECK 
SPECK & AANESTAD 
A PROFESSONAL CORPORATION 
120 EAST A VBNUB 
POBOX987 
KETCHUM, ID 83340-0987 
DYLAN B. LAWRENCE 
VARIN WARDWELL LLC 
MOFFATT TIIOMAS BARRETI' ROCK 
& FlELDS CHARTERED 
242 N. 8TH ST., STE. 220 
PO BOX 1676 
BOISE, ID 83701-1676 
.anB.0001.1394507. I 
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DAVID HEIDA 
POB0X956 
KUNA, lD 83634-1)900 
RANDALL C. BUDGE 
RACINE OLSON NYE BUDOE &. 
BAJLEY CHAR.TERBD 
201 E. CENTER ST., STE. A2 
POBOX139J 
POCATELLO, ID 83204-1391 
JERRY R. RIOBY 
RAYW.RIGBY 
RlOBY ANDRUS&. RIOBY CHARTBRED 
2SN.2NOE. 
POB0X2'0 
REXBURG, ID 83440-0250 
JAMES W. GIVENS 
J07.6FST. 
POB0Xl75 
LEWISTON, ID 83501-Gl75 
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YTURRI ROSE LLP 
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0NTARI0,OR 97914.0058 
JAMES ANNBST 
1742 OVERLAND AVB. 
POBOX686 
BURLEY, ID 83318--0616 
CHARLES J. OLSON 
881) OLD HIGHWAY 30 
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Water Rigµt Claim: 37-00864 
NOTICE CORRECTING DAY OF HEARING 
ON MOTION TO SET ASIDE FINAL 
UNIFIED DECREE AND ORDR CLOSING 
CLAIMS TAKING BASINS 01, 02, 03, 31, 34, 
35, 36, 37, 41, 45, 47 AND 63, AND 
DISALLOW AL OF UNCLAIMED WATER 
RIGHTS, SRBA SUBCASE NO. 00-92099 and 
NOTICE SETTING HEARING ON 
EXPEDITED MOTION TO FILE LATE 
NOTICE OF CLAIM 
On September 30, 2016, Gary and Glenna Eden, by and through counsel, Dana L. 
Hofstetter, filed a Motion to Set Aside Final Unified Decree and Order Closing Claims Taking in 
Basins 01, 02, 03, 31, 34, 35, 36, 37, 41, 45, 47 and 63, and Disallowal of Unclaimed Water 
Rights, SRBA Subcase No. 00-92099 and Expedited Motion to File Late Notice of Claim and 
Memorandum in Support for the above-captioned water right. 
NOTICE IS GIVEN that hearing on the above-captioned Motions is set for Thursday. 
October 27, 2016, at 1:30 p.m. (Mountain Time), at the Snake River Basin Adjudication 
District Court, 253 - 3rd Avenue North, Twin Falls, Idaho. It is not mandatory for you to 
appear in person at this hearing. Parties may participate by telephone by dialing the number 
1-720-279-0026 and when prompted entering code 786692, followed by the# sign. Should you 
experience difficulty connecting to the conference call or experience a disconnect during the 
proceedings, please hang up and call the court clerk at 208-736-3011, for further instructions. 
Notice Correcting Day of Hearing on Motion to Set Aside and Expedited Motion to File Late Notice of Claim 
Page I 
Dated: October 5, 2016. 
ERICJ~ 
Presiding Judge 
Snake River Basin Adjudication 
Notice Correcting Day of Hearing on Motion to Set Aside and Expedited Motion to File Late Notice of Claim 
Page 2 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I certify that a true and correct copy of the NOTICE CORRECTING 
DAY OF HEARING ON MOTION TO SET ASIDE AND HEARING ON EXPEDITED 
MOTION TO FILE LATE CLAIM was mailed on October 05, 2016, with 
sufficient first-class postage to the following: 
HOFSTETTER, DANA L 
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY 
877 MAIN ST STE 1000 
PO BOX 1617 
BOISE, ID 83701-1617 
Phone: 208-344-6000 
DIRECTOR OF IDWR 
PO BOX 83720 
BOISE, ID 83720-0098 
NOTICE 
Page 1 10/05/16 FILE COPY FOR 01917 
OCT. 14. 2016 1 :31PM ATTORNEY GENERAL 
LAWRENCE 0. WASDEN 
Attomey General 
CLIVE J. STRONG 
Deputy Attorney General 
Chief, Natural Resources Division 
NO. 174 P. 1 
DISTRICT COUrff • SABA 
Fifth Judicial District 
County of Twin Falls - State of Idaho 
OCT 1 4 2016 
SHANTEL M. CHAPPLE KNOWLTON (ISB # 9759) By 
Deputy Attorney General ---------=--
Natural Resources Division 
700 W. State St. 2nd Floor 
P.O. Box 83720 
Boise, ID 83720-0010 
Telephone: (208) 334-4543 
Facsimile: (208) 854-8072 
Electronic Mail: shantel.knowlton@ag.idaho.gov 
Attorneys for the Stats of Idaho 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
InReSRBA 
Cue No. 39576 
Subcue No. 37-864 
NOTICE OF ERRATA 
The State of Idaho filed on October 14, 2016, State of Idaho's Response to Motion to Sst 
Aside Final Unified Decree and Order Closing Claims Taking Basins 01, 02, 03, 31, 34, 35, 36, 
37, 41, 45, 47, and 63, and Disallowal of Unclaimed Water Rights and Expedited Motion to File 
Late Notice of Claim. On page seventeen. of the State's Response, it requested an award of 
attorney fees "pursuant to Idaho Code section 12-117.'' The citation to Idaho Code section 12-
117 was in error. This sentence should state that the State is requesting an award of attorney fees 
"pursuant to Idaho Code section 12-121.'' 
STATE'SNOTICEOFERRATA-1 
OCT. 14. 2016 1: 32PM ATTORNEY GENERAL NO. 174 P. 2 
The remainder of the State's Response, as well as the affidavit filed COilCUl'l'eJltly 
therewith, remain unchanged 
Respectfully submitted this JL,'6 day of October, 2016. 
STATB'S NOTICE OP ERRATA -2 
LAWRENCE 0. WASDEN 
Attorney General 
CLIVE J. STRONO 
Deputy Attomey General 
Chief, Natural Resources Division 
OCT.14.2016 1:32PM ATTORNEY GENERAL NO. 174 P. 3 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this /if!'day of October 2016, I caused the foregoing 
docwnent to be filed with the Court and true and correct copies served on the following parties 
by the methods indicated: 
1. Original to: 
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT 
SNAKE RIVER BASIN ADJUDICATION 
253 TIIlRD A VENUE NORlH 
POBOX2707 
TWIN FALLS. ID 83303-2707 
2. Copies to: 
DANA L. HOFSTETIER 
HAWLEY TROXELL 
PO BOX 1617 
BOISE, ID 83701-1617 
IDWR DOCUMENT DEPOSITORY 
POBOX83720 
BOISE, ID 83 720-0098 
C.lHOMASARKOOSH 
ARKOOSH LAW OFFICES 
POBOX2900 
BOISE. ID 83701 
ALBERT B. BARKER 
JOHN K SIMPSON 
SHELLEY M. DA VIS 
BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON LLP 
POBOX2139 
BOISE, ID 83701-2139 
PAULL. ARRJNGTON 
1RA VIS L. THOMPSON 
BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON LLP 
195 RIVER VISTA PL. STE. 204 
TWIN FALLS, ID 83301M3029 
W. KENT FLETCHER 
FLETCHER LAW OFFICE 
POBOX248 
BURLEY, ID 83318-0248 
MICHAEL C. CREAMER 
GIVENS PURSLEY lLP 
POBOX2720 
BOISE, ID 83701-2720 
• U.S. Mail. postage prepaid 
• Hand Delivezy 
• Federal Express 
~ Facsimile: (208) 736-2121 
cm U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
D Hand Delivery 
D Federal Express 
• Email 
rgJ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
• Hand Delivery 
• Federal Express 
• Email 
IE U.S. Mail. Postage Prepaid 
• Hand Delivery 
• Federal Express 
• Email 
cm U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
• Hand Delivery 
• Federal Express 
• Email 
IEJ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
D Hand Delivery 
• Federal Express 
• Email 
IE U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
• Hand Delivezy 
• Federal Express 
• Email 
Cil U.S. Mail, P06tage Prepaid 
• Hand Delivery 
• Federal Express 
• Email 
OCT. 14. 2016 1: 32PM ATTORNEY GENERAL NO. 174 P. 4 
ELIZABETH P. EWENS Iii U.S. Mail. Postage Prepaid 
ELLISON SCHNEIDER & HARR.IS LLP • Hand Delivery 
2600 CAPITOL AVE. STE 400 • Federal Express 
SACRA'MENTO, CA 95816-5931 • Email 
UNITED STATES DEPT. OF JUSTICE Iii U.S. Mail. Postage Ptepaid 
BNVJltONMENT &. NATIJRAL • Hand Delivery 
RESOURCE • FederaJ.Ex:press 
SSO WBST FORT STREET, MSC 033 • Email 
BOISE. ID 83724--0101 
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LAWRENCE G. WASDEN 
Attorney General 
CLIVE J. STRONG 
Deputy Attorney General 
Chief, Natural Resources Division 
DISTRICT coiiiuR;:;T:--==sR:-=----
County ~ih ~udicial District BA 
w,n Faffs - State of Idaho 
OCT 1 ~ 2016 
SHANTEL M. CHAPPLE KNOWLTON (ISB # 9759) 
Deputy Attorney General 
Natural Resources Division 
700 W. State St, 2nd Floor 
Boise, ID 83720-0010 
Telephone: (208) 334-4543 ii 
Facsimile: (208) 854-8072 
Electronic Mail: shantel.knowlton@ag.idaho.gov 
Attorneys for the State of Idaho 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
In Re SRBA 
Case No. 39576 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
COUNTY OF ADA ) 
Subcase No. 37-864 
AFFIDAVIT OF SHANTEL M. 
CHAPPLE KNOWLTON 
SHANTEL M. CHAPPLE KNOWLTON, being duly sworn upon her oath, deposes and 
states that: 
1. I am a Deputy Attorney General in the Idaho Office of the Attorney General and 
one of the attorneys of record for the State of Idaho in the above-entitled proceedings. 
2. The following is based upon my own personal knowledge. 
AFFIDAVIT OF SHANTEL M. CHAPPLE KN OWL TON - 1 
3. Attached hereto as the individual exhibits identified below are true and correct 
copies of the following: 
a. Exhibit 1: The Notice of Claim to a Water Right Acquired under State Law 
for water right no. 37-365 that I printed from the IDWR website's 
Aqjudication Backjile for water right no. 37-365. 
b. Exhibit 2: The Notice of Claim to a Water Right Acquired under State Law 
for water right no. 37-366 that I printed from the IDWR website's 
Adjudication Backfile for water right no. 37-366. 
c. Exhibit 3: The Notice of Claim to a Water Right Acquired under State Law 
for water right no. 37-10953 that I printed from the IDWR website's 
Adjudication Backjile for water right no. 37-10953. 
d. Exhibit 4: The State of Idaho Department of Water Resources Notice of 
Change in Water Right Ownership for water right nos. 37-365, 37-366, and 
37-10322 that I printed from the IDWR website's Water Right Backjile for 
water right no. 37-365. 
e. Exhibit 5: The State of Idaho Department of Water Resources Notice of 
Change in Water Right Ownership for water right no. 37-12782 that I printed 
from the IDWR website's Water Right Backjile for water right no. 37-12782 
f. Exhibit 6: The State of Idaho Department of Water Resources Notice of 
Change in Water Right Ownership for water right no. 37-21394 that I printed 
from the IDWR website's Water Right Backjile for water right no. 37-21394. 
g. Exhibit 7: Page 4 of 16 of Basin 37 Potentially Unclaimed Water Rights 
included in Exhibit 1 to the Order Establishing Deadline for Late Claim 
AFFIDAVIT OF SHANTEL M. CHAPPLE KNOWLTON - 2 
Filings in Basins OJ, 02, 03, 31, 34, 35, 36, 37, 41, 45, 47, and 63, Basin Wide 
Issue 16, Subcase No. 00-92099 (In Re: Form and Content of Final Unified 
Decree) (Oct. 12, 2012). 
h. Exhibit 8: Page 4 of 16 of Basin 37 Potentially Unclaimed Water Rights 
included in Exhibit 1 to the Order Closing Claims Taking Basins 01, 02, 03, 
31, 34, 35, 36, 37, 41, 45, 47, and 63, and Disallowal of Unclaimed Water 
Rights, Basin Wide Issue 16, Subcase No. 00-92099 (In Re: Form and Content 
of Final Unified Decree) (Feb. 13, 2013). 
1. Exhibit 9: Page 8 of Attachment 6 to the Final Unified Decree (Aug. 26, 
2014). 
J. Exhibit 10: Amended Moratorium Order, In the Matter of Applications for 
Permits for the Diversion and Use of Surface and Ground Water Within the 
Eastern Snake River Plain Area and the Boise River Drainage Area (April 30, 
1993). 
Further your affiant sayeth naught. 
I -lb 
DATED this lL__ day of October, 2016. 
~~~ 
SHANTEL M. CHAPPLE KNOWLTON 
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~ 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me this/?, day of October, 2016 . ............. 
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Notary Public for Idaho 
Residing at: _:B""'-"O=\'-----~"""'"""----,-,---,--
My commission expires: {fijj~ /;;>:>--
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this J -f'day of October 2016, I caused the foregoing 
document to be filed with the Court and true and correct copies served on the following parties 
by the methods indicated: 
1. Original to: 
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT 
SNAKE RIVER BASIN ADJUDICATION 
253 THIRD AVENUE NORTH 
POBOX2707 
TWIN FALLS, ID 83303-2707 
2. Copies to: 
DANA L. HOFSTETTER 
HAWLEY TROXELL 
PO BOX 1617 
BOISE, ID 83701-1617 
IDWR DOCUMENT DEPOSITORY 
POBOX83720 
BOISE, ID 83 720-0098 
C. THOMAS ARKOOSH 
ARKOOSH LAW OFFICES 
POBOX2900 
BOISE, ID 83701 
ALBERT B. BARKER 
JOHN K SIMPSON 
SHELLEY M. DA VIS 
BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON LLP 
POBOX2139 
BOISE, ID 83701-2139 
PAULL. ARRINGTON 
TRAVIS L. THOMPSON 
BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON LLP 
195 RIVER VISTA PL. STE. 204 
TWIN FALLS, ID 83301-3029 
W. KENT FLETCHER 
FLETCHER LAW OFFICE 
PO BOX 248 
BURLEY, ID 83318-0248 
MICHAEL C. CREAMER 
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP 
PO BOX 2720 
BOISE, ID 83701-2720 
!ID U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
• Hand Delivery 
• Federal Express 
• Facsimile: (208)736-2121 
[ID U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
• Hand Delivery 
• Federal Express 
• Email 
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• Email 
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• Hand Delivery 
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• Email 
ELIZABETH P. EWENS [8] U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
ELLISON SCHNEIDER & HARRIS LLP • Hand Delivery 
2600 CAPITOL A VE. STE 400 • Federal Express 
SACRAMENTO, CA 95816-5931 • Email 
UNITED STATES DEPT. OF JUSTICE [8] U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
ENVIRONMENT & NATURAL • Hand Delivery 
RESOURCE • Federal Express 
550 WEST FORT STREET, MSC 033 • Email 
BOISE, ID 83724-0101 
BLAIR J. GROVER [8] U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
BEARD ST. CLAIR GAFFNEY PA • Hand Delivery 
2105 CORONADO ST. • Federal Express 
IDAHO FALLS, ID 83404-7495 • Email 
JOSEPHINE P. BEEMAN [8] U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
BEEMAN & ASSOC IA TES PC • Hand Delivery 
1019N 17th ST • Federal Express 
BOISE, ID 83702-3304 • Email 
BERT L. OSBORN [8] U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
BERT L. OSBORN CHARTERED • Hand Delivery 
PO BOX 158 • Federal Express 
PAYETTE, ID 83661-0158 • Email 
ANGELO L ROSA [8] U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
PO BOX 1635 • Hand Delivery 
BOISE, ID 83701-1605 • Federal Express 
• Email 
RON KERL [8] U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
COOPER & LARSEN CHARTERED • Hand Delivery 
POBOX4229 • Federal Express 
POCA TELLO, ID 83205-4229 • Email 
TERRY G. HOGUE [8] U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
HOGUE & DUNLAP LLP • Hand Delivery 
POBOX460 • Federal Express 
HAILEY, ID 83333-0460 • Email 
KENT W. FOSTER [8] U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
ROBERT L. HARRIS • Hand Delivery 
HOLDEN KIDWELL HAHN & CRAPO • Federal Express 
PLLC • Email 
PO BOX 50130 
IDAHO FALLS, ID 83405 
RICHARD L. HARRIS [8] U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
HARRIS LAW OFFICE • Hand Delivery 
PO BOX 1438 • Federal Express 
CALDWELL, ID 83606-1438 • Email 
MICHAEL B. WHITE [8] U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
HECLA MINING COMPANY • Hand Delivery 
6500 N. MINERAL DR. STE. 200 • Federal Express 
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CRAIG D. HOBDEY [8] U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
HOBDEY LAW OFFICE PLCC • Hand Delivery 
PO BOX 176 • Federal Express 
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GRAY A. YOUNG [8] U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
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SHANTEL M. CHAPPLE KNOWLTON 
Deputy Attorney General 
¢' C 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
IN RE THE GENERAL ADJUDICATION CIVIL CASE NUMBER: 39576 
OF RIGHTS TO THE USE OF WATER FROM 





AMENDED NOTICE OF CLAIM TO A WATER RIGHT 





1. Name: JOHN PRUD'HOMME 








2885 WRIGHT AVE. 
PINOLE, CA 




3. Source: SNAKE RIVER Trib. to: COLUMBIA RIVER 







1/4 of 1/4 of 1/4 
SW NW 
5. Description of diverting works: 
MILNER-GOODING CANAL 












C.F.S (or) A.F.A. 
7. Total Quantity Appropriated is: 
3.000 
0.090 
3.000 C.F.S. (and/or) A.F.A. 
8. Total consumptive use is 720.0 Acre Feet Per Annum. 
9. Non-irrigation uses: 
S/400 CATTLE 




10. Place of Use: 
Township Range Section 1/4 of 1/4 Lot Use Acres 
OSS 16E 7 NE SE IRR 40.0 
SE SE IRR 40.0 
Section Acres 80.0 
8 NE SW IRR 40.0 
NW SW IRR 40.0 
SW SW IRR 40.0 
SE SW IRR 40.0 
Section Acres 160.0 
Total Acres 240.0 
11. Place of use in counties: GOODING, LINCOLN 
12. Do you own the property listed above as place of use? YES 
13. Other Water Rights Used: 
A37-00366, A37-00367 
14. Remarks: 
RT. DELIVERED VIA BIG WOOD CANAL CO. SYSTEM; PER WATERMASTER. 
THIS RIGHT WAS ORIGINALLY DECREED WITH A SOURCE FROM THE BIG 
WOOD RIVER. THE SOURCE IS NOW THE SNAKE RIVER VIA THE MILNER-
GOODING CANAL. THIS IS DUE TO A TRADE-OFF OF DECREED WATER FROM 
THE BIG WOOD RIVER AND CANAL WATER FROM THE SNAKE RIVER. 












(a.) By signing below, I/We acknowledge that I/We have received, read and 
understand the form entitled "How you ~ill receive notice in the Snake River 
Basin Adjudication." ( b. ) I/We do v do not wish to receive and pay 
a small annual fee for monthly copiesof' the docKetsheet. 
Number of attachments: 
For Individuals: 
I/We do solemnly swear or affirm that the statements contained in the 
foregoing document are true and correct. 
Signature of Claimant(s)~-~.,,,.,,,._._ 
~ __f_~ Date: 
State of Idaho ) 
Date: 
__,- r:: ~ /)/) J ) s s . 
County of ~ r~ ) 





Residing at ~, ~ 
My Commission Expires 
3 Date: 
,s-s 


































fN ~HE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
IN RE THE GENERAL ADJUDICATION 
OF RIGHTS TO THE USE OF WATER FROM 
THE SNAKE RIVER BASIN WATER SYSTEM. 








AMENDED NOTICE OF CLAIM TO A WATER RIGHT 
ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAW 
AMENDED 
1. Name: JOHN PRUD'HOMME 415-758-5378 
Address: 2885 WRIGHT AVE. 
PINOLE, CA 94564 
AND/OR 
Name: VIRGINIA PRUD'HOMME 415-758-5378 
Address: 2885 WRIGHT AVE. 
PINOLE, CA 94564 
2. Date of Priority: APR 15, 1896 
3. Source: SNAKE RIVER Trib. to: COLUMBIA RIVER 







1/4 of 1/4 of 1/4 
SW NW 
5. Description of diverting works: 
MILNER-GOODING CANAL 
















7. Total Quantity Appropriated is: 
1.400 c.r.s. (and/or) A.F.A. 
8. Total consumptive use is 720.0 Acre Feet Per Annum. 
9. Non-irrigation uses: 
S/400 CATTLE 
A37-00366 Page 1 Date: 08/22/88 




10. Place of Use: 
Township Range Section 1/4 of 1/4 Lot Use Acres 
oss 16E 7 NE SE IRR 40.0 
SE SE IRR 40.0 
Section Acres 80.0 
8 NE SW IRR 40.0 
NW SW IRR 40.0 
SW SW IRR 40.0 
SE SW IRR 40.0 
Section Acres 160.0 
Total Acres 240.0 
11. Place of use in counties: GOODING, LINCOLN 
12. Do you own the property listed above as place of use? YES 
13. Other Water Rights Used: 
A37-0036S, A37-00367 
14. Remarks: 
RT. DELIVERED VIA BIG WOOD CANAL CO. SYSTEM; PER WATERMASTER. 
THIS RIGHT WAS ORIGINALLY DECREED WITH A SOURCE FROM THE BIG 
WOOD RIVER. THE SOURCE IS NOW THE SNAKE RIVER VIA THE MILNER-
GOODING CANAL. THIS IS DUE TO A TRADE-OFF OF DECREED WATER FROM 
THE BIG WOOD RIVER AND CANAL WATER FROM THE SNAKE RIVER. 




S. C. FROST, ET. AL. 
Decree Plaintiff 
A37-00366 
ALTURAS WATER COMPANY, ET. AL. 
vs Decree Defendant 
Page 2 Date: 08/22/88 
16. Signature(s) 
(a.) By signing below, I/We acknowledge that I/We have received, read and 
understand the form entitled "How you will receive notice in the snake River 
Basin Adjudication." (b.) I/We do do not wish to receive and pay 
a small annual fee for monthly copiesol' the docketsheet. 
Number of attachments: 
For Individuals: 
I/We do solemnly swear or affirm that the statements contained in the 
foregoing document are true and correct. 
Signature of Claimant(s)•~-==~:::: 
State of Idaho ) 
) ss. 
County of T~ ,:::--~) 
Subscribed and sworn (or affirmed) before me 
of ~ 19 Pf 
Seal 
Residing at ~ , _J)jl..__ 
; 
My Commission Expires h -31:J-7.V 






' g, / 
' \ 








IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
IN RE THE GENERAL ADJUDICATION CIVIL CASE NUMBER: 39576 
OF RIGHTS TO THE USE OF WATER FROM 






YOUR FILES NO'l'ICB OP CI.ADIi 'l'O A WATBR RIGH'l' ACQUIRBD UNDBR STATE LAW 
1. Name of Claimant(s) 
GLENNA R EDEN Phone: (208)886-2180 
800 W 414 N 
GOODING ID USA 83330 
GARY EDEN Phone: (208)886-2180 
800 W 414 N 
GOODING ID USA 83330 
2. Date of Priority: 04/25/1940 
3. Source: GROUND WATER Trib. to: 
4. Point of Diversion: 
Township Range Section 1/4 of 1/4 of 1/4 Lot 
05S 16E 5 NW NW NW 
5. Description of diverting works: 
WELL AND PUMP 





7. Total Quantity Appropriated is: 
0.12 C.F.S. 
















9. Non-irrigation uses: 
EXHIBIT 
3 
37-10953 03/06/2002 1 

















12. Do you own the property listed above as place of use? Yes 
13. Other Water Rights Used: 
14. Remarks: 
Acres 
5/4/2000 TF; OWNERSHIP CHANGED BEORCHIA TO EDEN PER 1409(6) AND WARRANTY DEED 
REC'D 5/3/2000. 
15. Basis of Claim: Beneficial Use 
37-10953 03/06/2002 
i- STATE OF IDAHO /y 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES I: 0 I: 1 
NOTICE OF CHAl~GE 11'1' WATER RIGHT OWNERSHIP,¥ / S v ~ D 
Pleo,c print or lyp•. "1Uch p,g .. with ;iddition:il infonnuion. wtNr:tiOl'IS :ite inctudod •t I.he md of !!us fom. ·~"'' ~ 
!a<omplcu: fomu will ti. retumed. ""II'' 
t, Please list the water right nu.mber(s) and/or adjudication claim munber(s) (if any) for each water right to be cb:lllged. List 
jusc the adjudication claim number if there is no corresponding water right record on file with the department Indicate, by 
checking in the space provided (under the "split" heading). if the change in ownersh.ip is limited to a portion of a waccr 










• Split Right No{s). 
Adjudication 
Claim No{s). Split 




A. The appropriate FILING FEE. See instructions for fee amounts. 
B. A copy of the most recent DEED, TITLE POLICY, CONTRACT OF SALE or other legal document indicating your 
ownership of the property and water right(s) or claim(s) in question, WITH A TI ACHED LEGAL D ESCRlPTION. 
C. Either of tbe following {if necessary to clarify division of water rights or other complex property descriptions): 
PLAT OF PROPERTY or SUR VEY MAP clearly showing the location of the point(s) of diversion and place of use of 
your water right(s) and/or adjudication claim(s) (these are usually attached to your deed or on file with the county). 
OR 
If your water righ1(s) and/or adjudication clairn(s) is for ten or more acres of irrigation, you must submit a USDA Fann 
Service Agency AERIAL PHOTO with the irrigated acres outlined and point(s} of diversion clearly marked. The 
AERIAL PHOTO should be submitted in place of the PLAT OF PROPERTY or SUR VEY MAP. 
Name and Address of Former 
Owner/Claimant{s) 
New Owner/Claimant(s) 
New Mailing Address 
Cicy. State and ZIP Code 
New Telephone Number 
Date you acquired the property 
Delbert W.Barnett and Carole L. Barnett 
2472 E 1300 S, Gooding, ID 83330 
Virginia Prudhomme 2885 Wright Ave,Pinole, CA 94564 
Gary Eden and Glenna Eden 
l'l.1m• CoM«:tor (Check. one): I l ;ind, [ I o,, { ) and/or 
414 North 800 West, Shoshone, ID 83352 




6. If the change in ownership affecu the entire water right for each water right or adjudication claim Dumber list1'll in 
item l, THEN SKIP THIS ITEM A.'fD GO TO ITEM 7. [f !he change in ownership divides the water right(s) among 
mulLiple owners. you must describe. in detail, your portion of each water right after the change. Fill in the appropriate 
spaces in lhe bo.~(cs) below to describe your water right(sJ after the change (one water right per box. you may copy I.his page 
as necessarJ). [f your quantity of water is greater than a proportionate split, you must attach docurnentaLion to show 
justi.ficaLion far a larger amount. [f you are not sure haw ta identify your portion of the original wat:r right or adjudication 
claim records. please contact the nearest IDWR office far assistance. 
7. 
DESCRIPTION OF YOUR PORTION' OF WATER RIGHT 
(lfthe righr{s) will aot be split, skip this area and proceed to item 7) 





Diversion Rate or Volwne Descrip1iat1 
(cubic feet per second or acre-feet p,,r annum) (acres, number and type of st0<k. homes, otc) 
Other ______ _ 
Total 
DESCRIPTION OF YOUR PORTION' OF WATER RIGHT 
(If the right(s) v,iil not be split, skip Utis arc and proceed to item 7) 
Water Right and/or Adjudication Claim Nwnber ____________________ _ 
Water Use Diversion Rate or Volume 
(cubic feet per second or acre-feet per annum) 
Description 




Other ______ _ 
Total 
Signature of New Om1er(s) or Claimant(s) _5:,=:!~··_,.4-'C,,l..~~--'-'~=.c...o._... ___________ _ 
(include title if applicable) 
far Snake River Basin Adjudication Claims: Please attach a Notice of Appearance completed by your attorney, if you wish 
ID\VR to correspond with h.im/her for all matters related ta your claims. 
Far Office U~Ouly 
Received by . 
Receipted by & 
Processed by ' · AJ 




Receipt No. 5 t,%:5'3 ltc 
WR · Date ______ _ 
OE✓ 
form4l-!4814Hl00(6) 10/07 STATE OF IDAHO R £:CF. f V CD 
DEPARTMENTOFWATERRESOURCES APP: 1 . 
NOTICE OF CHANGE IN WATER RIGHT OWNERS8R OF w~
1
c . ..Vtl 
SOLJTHFRr~ R1EJpuFiC£s 
Please print or rype. AtlOChpageswith addi1io110I infonnatinn. ln.rtru,:nons ar, included at the end ofrl11,fann. lncample1efunns will be rt/urned• ON 
I. Please list the water right number(s) and/or adjudication claim number(s) (if any) for each water right to be changed. List just 
the adjudication claim number if there is no corresponding water right record on file with the department. Indicate, by checking 
in the space provided (under the "split" heading), if the change in ownership is limited to a portion of a water right in which case 










2. The following REQUIRED information must be submitted with this form: 
A. The appropriate FILING FEE. See instructions for fee amounts. 
Adjudication 
Claim No(s) Split(s) 
8. A copy of the most recent DEED, TITLE POLICY, CONTRACT OF SALE or other legal document indicating your 
ownership of the property and water right(s) orclaim(s) in question, WITH ATTACHED LEGAL DESCRIPTION. 
C. Eitherofthe following (if necessary to clarify division of water rights or other complex property descriptions): 
PLAT OF PROPERTY or SURVEY MAP clearly showing the location of the point(s) of diversion and place of use of 





D. If your water right(s) and/or adjudication claim(s) is for ten or more acres of irrigation, you must submit a USDA Farm 
Service Agency or equivalent AERIAL PHOTO with the irrigated acres outlined and point(s) of diversion clearly 
marked. The AERIAL PHOTO should be submitted in place of the PLAT OF PROPERTY or SURVEY MAP. 
Name and Address of Former 
Owner/Claimant(s) 
New Owner/Claimant(s) 
New Mailing Address 
City, State and ZIP Code 
New Telephone Number 
Carlene Egersdorf/Ralph Egersdorf 
1337 S. 2100 E. 
Gooding ID 83330 
Greg Eden/Glenna Eden -----------
Name Connector (Check one): [] and, [] or, [ ] and/or 
404 N 800 W. 
Shoshone, ID 83352 
(208 ________ Email: ----,.11111111!1~--· 
Notice of Change in Water Right Ownership• Fonn, Page 1 of2 EXHIBIT 
s 
Form .. 2-248/'2-l41W(b) 12/ 200& 
5. Date you acquired the property 
6. If the change in ownership affects the entire water right for each water right or adjudication claim number listed In line 
1, then skip this line and go to line 7. If the change in ownership divides the water right(s) among multiple owners, you must 
describe, in detail, your ponion of each water right after the change. Fill in the appropriate spaces in the box(es) below to 
describe your water right(s) after the change (you may copy this page, if necessary). If your quantity of water is greater than a 
proportionate split, you must attach documentation to show justification for a larger amount. If you are not sure: how to identify 
your portion of the original water right or adjudication claim records, please contact the nearest IDWR office for assistance. 
DESCRIPTION OF YOUR PORTION OF WATER RIGHT 
(If the right will not be split, skip this area and proceed to line 7) 
Description 
Water Use Diversion Rate or Volume (acres, number and type of stock, 
{ cubic feet n,,r second or acre-f P.-t n.-r annum) h"m .-c etc) 


















For Snake River Basin Adjudication Claims: Please attach a Notice of Appearance completed by your attorney, if you wish JD WR lo 
correspond with him/her for all matters re/cued to your claims. 
------- (title ifapplicable) 
(title if applicable) 
I 
IT IS IMPORTANT TO FILE THIS COMPLETED FORM AT THE APPROPRIATE IDWR OFFICE, 
WITH PAYMENT OF THE FILING FEE AND THE OWNERSHIP DOCUMENT(S), AS REFERRED 
TO IN LINE 2. 
For IDWR~ Oce se Only: 
Received by--~--~-----
Receipted by -W 
Processed by ______ AJ 
Date ~J_-JD~--',~IQ~ 
Date __ t.f~{,...ctC~·"-, .PJd=.;=--' ,'--'-0,,___ 
Date ______ _ 
Notice of Change in Water Right Ownership- Form, Page 2 of2 
Receipt Amt. _ef,._~~~--"0-,-~~ 
Receipt No. __ s._· _o_3_t_3_'i_,(._ 
WR Date ______ _ 
• 
Ponn 4'2.248/42•1409(6) Rev. l/15 RECEIVED 
SEP 1 7 2015 
STATE OF IDAHO 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
Notice of Change in Water Right Ownership DEPT OFWATERRESOURCES 
SOUTHERN 'REGIOff 
1. List the numbers of all water rights and/or adjudication claim records to be changed. If you only acquired a portion of the water right 
or adjudication claim, check "Yes" in the "Split?" column. If the water right is leased to the Water Supply Bank, check "Yes". If you 
are not sure if the water right is leased to the Water Supply Bank, see #6 of the instructions. 
Water Right/Claim No. Split? 
Leased to Water 
Water Right/Claim No. Split? Leased to Water Supply Bank? Sunnly Bank? 
37•21394 Yes D Yes 0 Yes D Yes D 
Yes • Yes D Yes D Yes D 
Yes • Yes D Yes D Yes D 
Yes • Yes D Yes 0 Yes D 
Yes • Yes D Yes D Yes D 
2. Previous Owner's Name: Oscar E. and Hodelia Garcia 
Name of current water right holder/claimant 
3. New Owner(s)/Claimant(s): Gary and Glenna Eden 
New owner(s) as listed on the conveyance document Name connector Dand Dor Oand/or 
414N800W Shoshone ID 83352 
Mailing address City State ZIP 
Telephone Email 
4. lfthe water rights and/or adjudication claims were split, how did the division occur? 
D The water rights or claims were divided as specificaily identified in a deed, contract, or other conveyance document. 
D The water rights or claims were divided proportionately based on the portion of their place(s) of use acquired by the new owner. 
5. Date you acquired the water rights and/or claims listed above: _0_9_/0_4_/_2_0_15 ___________ _ 
6. lfthe water right is leased to the Water Supply Bank changing ownership ofa water right will reassign to the new owner any Water 
Supply Bank leases associated with the water right. Payment of revenue generated from any rental of a leased water right requires a 
completed IRS Form W•9 for payment to be issued to an owner. A new owner for a water right under lease shall supply a W-9. Water 
rights with multiple owners must specify a designated lessor, using a completed Lessor Designation fonn. Beginning in the calendar 
year following an acknowledged change in water right ownership, compensation for any rental will go to the new owner(s). 
7. This form must be signed and submitted with the following REQUIRED items: 
D A copy of the conveyance document - warranty deed, quitclaim deed, court decree, contract of sale, etc. The conveyance 
document must include a legal description of the property or description of the water right(s) ifno land is conveyed. 
D Plat map, survey map or aerial photograph which clearly shows the place of use and point of diversion for each water right 
and/or claim listed above (if necessary to clarify division of water rights or complex property descriptions). 
D Filing fee (see instructions for further explanation}: 
o $25 per undivided water right. 
o S l 00 per split water right. 
o No fee is required for pending adjudication claims. 
D If water right(s) are leased to the Water Supply Bank AND there are multiple owners, a Lessor Designation fonn is required. 
O If water right(s} are leased to the Water Supply Bank, the individual owner or designated lessor must complete, s· submit an 
. IRS Fonn W·9.~ ~ 
8. Signature: -~_;:.--''----.+-->~""--L...=:.--='-------
. ~:ner/!:' 
S1gnature..,..~~:::::=J.l[d]~i::::-.d:.~~~~======-- _____________ _ 
Signature ofnew owner/claimant Title, if applicable 
Title, if applicable 
For IDWR Office Use Only: 
Receipted by t:)tv'-: Receipt No. SQ '350(:J 
Active in the Water Supply Bank? Yes D No 0 If yes, forward to the State Office for processing 
Name on W-9 ___________ _ Approved by____ Processed by ___ _ 
V 
37-812 Decreed 7/7/1909 0.76 CLOVER CREEK IRRIGATION umE, JOSEPH E 
37-813 · Decreed 7/7/1909 0.48 CLOVER CREEK IRRIGATION LITTLE, IDA 
37-816 Decreed 4/1/1884 0.40 CLOVER CREEK IRRIGATION COLVIN, FRED 
37-829 Decreed 4/1/1888 0.80 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION CHELINE, HAROLD 0 
37-830 Decreed 4/1/1904 3.20 CALF CREEK IRRIGATION PAINTER, THEODORE E 
37-832 Decreed 4/23/1910 3.20 COW CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WATTLES, ZELLA L 
37-837 Decreed 7/1/1887 3.20 SOLDIER CREEK IRRIGATION LABRUM, HENRY GEORGE 
37-838 Decreed 4/30/1887 1.24 SOLDIER CREEK IRRIGATION PERKINS, WILLIAM Y 
37-839 Decreed 4/30/1887 2.54 SOLDIER CREEK IRRIGATION PERKINS, LEANDER N 
37-840 Decreed 5/31/1887 2.00 SOLDIER CREEK IRRIGATION WHITE, SARAH 
37-841 Decreed 4/1/1M6 2.00 SOLDIER CREEK IRRIGATION 
ESTATE OF IRAS WARING; WARING, 
ROSEM 
37-842 Decreed 4/1/1887 2.00 SOLDIER CREEK IRRIGATION 
ESTATE OF IRAS WARING; WARING, 
ROSEM 
37-843 Decreed 4/1/1892 2.00 SOLDIER CREEK IRRIGATION 
ESTATE OF IRAS WARING; WARING, 
ROSEM 
37-853 Decreed 7/1/1891 1.20 SOLDIER CREEK IRRIGATION WATSON, HENRY D 
37-858 Decreed 5/1/1886 1.40 DRY CREEK IRRIGATION CRIST, EL 
37-860 Decreed 3/1/1905 10.00 DRY CREEK IRRIGATION KANAUSS, LESTER; PETERSON, J W 
37-864 Decreed 9/28/1896 0.80 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GOMES, ANTHONY M 
37-866 Decreed 4/1/1905 3.20 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION ROBERTSON, JENNIE 
37-879 Decreed 5/1/1905 2.40 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION VAUGHN, ROY 
37-883A Decreed 5/15/1885 3.07 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION MOLYNEUX, AW 
37-886F Decreed 6/1/1884 0.60 BIG WOOD RlVER IRRIGATION DISBENNETT JR, OTJS 
37-888 Decreed· 11/11/1884 16.00 DEER CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MCMONIGLE, PATRICK B 
37-890 Decreed 6/23/1934 6.00 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 
UPPER BIG WOOD RIVER WATER 
USERS ASSN 
BIG WOOD CANAL COMPANY; 
37-894A Decreed 9/1/1920 3.58 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION MUTUAL WOOD RIVER WATER 
USERS ASSN 
37-896 Decreed 4/1/1940 0.07 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BROWN, ROBERT A 
37-897 Decreed 4/1/1940 0.03 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BUSHNELL, ADA B 
37-898 Decreed 4/1/1940 2.91 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BUTTRAM, RE 
37-900 Decreed 4/1/1940 2.98 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CLARK, WAYNE 
37-901 Decreed 4/1/1940 0.73 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CROCKER, G F 
37-902A Decreed 4/1/1940 0.48 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION DAVIS, VERN 
37-902B Decreed 4/1/1940 0.10 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION GORMAN, JAMES A 
37-903 Decreed 4/1/1940 0.07 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTJC, IRRIGATION DECKARD, IRA 
37-904 Decreed 4/1/1940 2.18 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION DREXLER, JOHN 
37-907 Decreed 4/1/1940 0.96 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HURST, FRED 
37-908 Decreed 4/1/1940 0.04 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HURST, MADALINE 
37-909 Decreed 4/1/1940 0.18 BIG WOOD RIVER QOMESTIC, IRRIGATION JOHNSON, FLOYD 
37-910 Decreed 4/1/1940 4.65 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MC CURRY, ETTA B 
I 37-911 Decreed 4/1/1940 0.44 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MCATEE, WYATTV 
37-912 Decreed 4/1/1940 1.45 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MIZER, DALE 
37-913 Decreed 4/1/1940 0.26 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION POOL,JACK 
37-914 Decreed 4/1/1940 0.12 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION POVEY, FREDERICK 
37-915 Decreed 4/1/1940 0.33 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SHARP, ARTHUR 
37-916 Decreed 4/1/1940 0.04 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SHARP,JOHN 
37-920 Decreed 4/1/1940 0.07 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WILSON, FLOYD 
37-921 Decreed 4/1/1940 0.76 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION YOUNG, MARTIN 
37-922 Decreed 4/1/1940 0.76 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION YOUNG, ROBERT 
37-923 Decreed 4/1/1940 0.22 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION YOUNG, WA 
EXHIBIT 
Page 4 of 16 
i 7 B 
37-812 Decreed 7/7/1909 0.76 CLOVER CREEK IRRIGATION LITTLE, JOSEPH E 
37-813 · Decreed 7/7/1909 0.48 CLOVER CREEK IRRIGATION llTTLE,!DA 
'37-816 Decreed 4/1/11384 Q.40 a.OVER CREEK IRRIGATION COLVIN, FRED 
3~-829 Decreed 4/1/1888 0.80 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION CHELINE, HAROLD 0 
37-830 Decreed 4/1/1904 3.20 CALF CREEK IRRIGATION PAINTER, THEODORE E 
37-832 Decreed 4/13/1910 3.20 COW CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WATTLES, ZELLA L 
37-!!37 Decreed 7/1/1887 3.20 SOLDIER CREEK IRRIGATION LABRUM, HENRY GEORGE 
37-838 Decreed 4/30/1887 1.24 SOLDIER CREEK IRRIGATION PERKINS, WILLIAM V 
37-839 Decreed 4/30/1887 2.54 SOLDIER CREEK IRRIGATION PERKINS, LEANDER N 
37-840 Decreed 5/31/1887 2.00 SOLDIER CREEK IRRIGATION WHITE, SARAH 
37•841 Decreed 4/1/1886 2.00 SOLDIER CREEK IRRIGATION 
ESTATE OF IRAS WARING; WARING, 
ROSEM 
37--842 Decreed 4/l/1887 1.00 SOLDIER CREEK IRRIGATION 
ESTATE OF IRAS WARING; WAR!NG, 
ROSEM 
37-843 Decreed 4/1/1892 2.00 SOLDIER CREEK IRRIGATION 
ESTATE OF IRAS WARING; WARING, 
ROSEM 
37-853 Decreed 7/1/1891 1.20 SOLDIER CREEK IRRIGATION WATSON, HENRY D 
37-858 Decreed 5/1/1886 1.40 ORY CREEK IRRIGATION CRIST, EL 
37-860 Decreed 3/1/1905 10.00 DRY CREEK IRRIGATION KANAUSS, LESTER; PETERSON, J W 
37·&64 Decreed 9/28/1895 0.80 SIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GOMES, ANTHONY M 
37•&66 Decreed 4/1/1905 3.20 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION ROBERTSON, JENNIE 
37-879 Decreed 5/1/1905 2.40 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION VAVGHN,ROY 
37-883A Decreed 5/15/1885 3.07 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION MOLYNEUX, AW 
3H86F Decreed 6/1/1884 0.60 81G WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION D!SBENNETT JR, OTIS 
37-888 Decreed 11/11/1884 16.00 DEERCREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MCMONIGLE, PATRICK B 
37-890 Decreed 6/23/1934 6.00 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 
UPPER BIG WOOD RIVER WATER 
USERS ASSN 
BIG WOOD CANAL COMPANY; 
37-894A Decreed 9/1/1920 3.58 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION MUTUAL WOOD RIVER WATER 
USERS ASSN 
37-896 Decreed 4/1/1940 0.07 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BROWN, ROBERT A 
37.g97 Decreed 4/1/1940 0,03 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BUSHNEU, ADA B 
37-898 • Decreed 4/1/1940 2.91 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BUTTRAM, Rf 
37-900 Decreed 4/l/1940 2.98 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CLARK, WAYNE 
37-901 Decreed 4/1/1940 0.73 BlG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CROCKER,G F 
37-902A Decreed 4/1/W40 0.48 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION DAVIS, VERN 
37-9028 Decreed 4/l/W40 0.10 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION GORMAN, JAMES A 
37-903 Decreed 4/1/1940 0,07 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION DEC.KARO, IRA 
37-904 Declt!t!d 4/1/1940 2.18 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION DREXLER, JOHN 
37-907 Decreed 4/l/l940 0.96 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HURST,FRED 
37--908 Decreed 4/1/1940 0.04 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMES,:IC, IRRIGATION HURST, MADALINE 
37-909 Decreed 4/1/1940 0,18 BIG WOOD RIVER QOMESTIC, IRRIGATlON JOHNSON, FLOYD 
37-910 Decreed 4/1/1940 4.155 BlG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGAllON MC CURRY, IDA B 
37·911 Decreed 4/1/1940 0.44 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGA"TION MCATEE, WYATTV 
97-912 Decreed 4/1/1940 1,45 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATlON MIZER.,DALE 
37-913 Decree~ 4/1/1940 0.26 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION POOL,JACK 
37-!114 Decreed 4/1/1940 0.12 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION POVEY, FREDERICK 
37-913 Decreed 4/l/1940 0.33 BIG WOOD RIVER OOMESflC, IRRIGATION SHARP, ARTHUR 
37-916 Decreed 4/1/1940 0.04 BIG woo• RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SHARP,JOHN 
37-920 Decreed 4/1/1940 0.07 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WILSON, FLOYD 
37-921 Decreed 4/1/1940 o.76 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION YOUNG, MARTIN 
37-922 Decreed 4/1/1940 0.76 816 WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION YOUNG, ROBERT 




UNCLAIMED WATER RIGHTS 
Subcase Nos: 
36-02036 36-04034 36-07183 37-00124 37-00360 37-00700 
36-02042 36-04039 36-07261 37-00146 37-00362 37-00703D 
36-02070D 36-04041 36-07339 37-00147 37-00363H 37-00704B 
36-02091 3 6-04054 36-07375 37-00148 37-00364C 37-00708 
36-02150 36-04055 36-07439 37-00152 37-00364H 37-00711 
36-02153A 36-04056 36-07482 37-00156 37-00364J 37-00714 
36-02160B 36-04063 36-07500 37-00165 37-00382 37-00721 
36-02172B 36-04066 36-07530 37-00166 37-00383 37-00723 
36-02174B 36-04067 36-07637 37-00179 37-00385 37-00729 
36-02183 36-04070 36-07849 37-00182A 37-00413 37-00742 
36-02218 36-04077 36-07867 37-00185 37-00414 37-00749A 
36-02222 36-04093 36-07880 37-00212B 37-00435B 37-00749B 
36-02223 36-04095 36-07891 37-00234A 37-00442 37-00755 
36-02226 36-04105 36-07893 37-00237A 37-00445 37-00765 
36- 02234 36-04106 36-07910 37-00237B 37-00462 37-00770A 
36-02235 36-04107 36-07972 37-00242 37-00478 37-00770B 
36-02240 36-04111 36-07982 37-00243 37-00479B 37-00809 
36-02275 36-04112 36-07987 37-00244 37-00484 37-00812 
36-02278 36-04116 36-07988 37-00251 37-00502 37-00813 
36-02281 36-04118 36-08066 37-00261 37-00515 37-00816 
36-02287 36-04128 36-08071 37-00264 37-00518 37-00829 
36-02291 36-04149 36-08109 37-00266 37-00519 37-00830 
36-02292 36-04150 36-08160 37-00276G 37-00520 37-00832 
36-02293 36-04160 36-08173 37-00290 37-00531A 37-00837 
36-02353 36-04161 36-08193 37-00291 37-00532 37-00838 
36-02367B 36-04162 36-08210 37-00298A 37-00534 37-00839 
36-02368B 36-04163 36-08211 37-00298B 37-00535 37-00840 
36-02375 36-04164 36-08287 37-00302A 37-00540 37-00841 
36-02392 36-04165 37-00014D 37-00316B 37-00541 37-00842 
36-02402 36-04166 37-00023 37-00318B 37-00550 37-00843 
36-02411 36-04167 37-00030 37-00318C 37-00553 37-00853 
36-02462 36-04168 37-00031 37-00323 37-00554 37-00858 
36-02534 36-04173 37-00052 37-00324 37-00555 37-00860 
36-02601 36-04176 37-00065 37-00325A 37-00556 37-00864 
36-02602 36-04177 37-00071A 37-00325B 37-00573 37-00866 
36-02677 36-04185 37-00073 37-00331 37-00575 37-00879 
36-02686 36-04189 37-00074 37-00334A 37-00602 37-00883A 
36-02687 36-04194 37-00075 37-00334D 37-00603 37-00886F 
36-02695 36-04208 37-00076 37-00334G 37-00605 37-00888 
36-02699 36-04216 37-00093 37-00335 37-00610 37-00890 
36-02702 36-04223 37-00094 37-00336 37-00615 37-00894A 
36-02731A 36-04225 37-00100 37-00337B 37-00628 37-00896 
36-02731B 36-04226 37-00103 37-00339 37-00644 37-00897 
36-02901 36-04229 37-00105C 37-00340 37-00666B 37-00898 
36-04003 36-04236 37-00106E 37-00342 37-00685B 37-00900 
36-04022 36-04238 37-00113J 37-00346 37-00691F 37-00901 
36-04028 36-04247 37-00122A 37-00347 37-00697 37-00902A 
36-04029 36-04249 37-00122B 37-00348 37-00698 37-00902B 
36-04030 36-04251 37-00123A 37-00349 37-00699A 37-00903 
36-04031 36-04262 37-00123B 37-00350 37-00699B 37-00904 




BEFORE THE DEPi\RMEN'T OF WATER RESOURCES 
OF THE 
STATE OF IDJ\HO 
IN THE MATTER OF APPLICATIONS FOR} 
PERMITS FOR THE DIVERSION AND USE} 
OF SURFACE AND GROUND WATER WITHIN) 
THE EASTERN SNAl<E RIVER PLAIN AREA) 
AND THE BOISE RIVER DRAINAGE AREA) __________________ ) 
AMENDED 
MORATORIUM ORDER 
The Director of the Department of Water Resources, having 
responsibility for the administration of the appropriation of the 
water of the state of Idaho, the protection of rights to the use of 
water within the state, the protection of the public interest in 
the waters of the state, and the conservation of the water 
resources of the state, enters the following Findings of Fact, 
Conclusions of Law and Order: 
FINDINGS OF FACT 
1. On May 15, 1992, the Director of the department issued a 
moratorium order against the approval of certain new applications 
i~ the Snake River Basin upstream from the USGS gaging station at 
Weiser, Idaho. on January 6, 1993, the Director amended the 
moratorium order to eliminate the non-trust water area from the 
scope of the May 15, 1992 moratorium order. Conditions have since 
changed making further amendment of the May 15, 1992 order 
appropriate. 
2. The Snake River Basin in Idaho has experienced six 
consecutive years of drought, and while the snowpack and 
precipitation are now near or above average across much of southern 
Idaho, residual effects of the drought are still evident in ground 
water levels, spring flows and anticipated stream flows. 
J. Ground water aquifers have become stressed by the 
reduction in natural recharge due to changes in diversion and use 
of surface waters thrcughout the basin and by the increased volume 
of pumping occurring to augment scarce surface water supplies 
during the drought period. The lowered water levels in the 




aquifers across much of the Snake River Basin in southern Idaho 
have resulted in numerous wells, often those used for domestic and 
municipal water supply purposes becoming unusable. Lowered ground 
water levels also reduce spring and base flow discharge needed t~ 
maintain stream and river flows. 
4. The need to supplement or: replace inadequate surface 
supplies has prompted many waterusers to pursue ground water as an 
alternative source of supply. 
5. Many wells throughout the Snake River Basin, including 
domestic wells in the Boise River Area, have either been replaced 
or drilled deeper during the duration of the drought. 
6. The 1993 Idaho legislature authorized a three year study 
to determine the relationship between the Snake Plain Aquifer and 
the flow of the Snake River, 
7. Even though the water supplies in the state are 
approaching normal for the 1993 irrigation season, ground water 
levels which have been declining will not fully recover in 1993. 
8. The term "non-trust water area" means that area depicted 
as such on Exhibit "A" attached hereto and by this reference 
incorporated herein. 
9. The term 11 Eastern Snake River Plain Area 11 means the trust 
water area of the Snake Plain Aquifer upstream from the USGS gaging 
station on the Snake River at King Hill. To further define the 
western boundary of this area, department designated hydrologic 
basin nos. 37 and 47, among other basins, are included in the area 
and hydrologic basin nos. 51 and 61, among other basins, are not 
- included in the area. 
10. The term "Boise River Drainage Area" means hydrologic 
basin no. 63 as designated in department records. 
11. This Amended Moratorium Order does not pertain to the 
non-trust water area. 
12. The Snake River Basin Moratorium Order issued by the 
department on May 15, 1992 and amended on January 6, 1993, includes 
and overlaps both the Big Lost River drainage for which the 
department has previously issued a moratorium order on August 7, 
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1990 and the Mud Lake and Vicinity Area for which the department 
issued a moratorium order on December 1, 1989. 
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
1. The Director of the Department of Water Resources is 
responsible for administration of the appropriation and use of the 
water of the state of Idaho. Section 42-202, Idaho Code, reads in 
pertinent part: 
For the purpose of regulating the use of the public waters and 
of establishing by direct means the priority right to such 
use, any person, association or corporation hereafter 
intending to acquire the right to the beneficial use of the 
waters of any natural streams, springs or seepage waters, 
lakes or ground water, or other public waters in the state of 
Idaho, shall, before commencing of the construction, 
enlargement or extension of the ditch, canal, well, or other 
distributing works, or performing any work in connection with 
said construction or proposed appropriation or the diversion 
of any waters into a natural channel, make an application to 
the department of water resources for a permit to make such 
appropriation. 
2. The Director of the Department of Water Resources is 
responsible for supervision of water distribution in the state of 
Idaho. Section 42-602, Idaho Code, reads, in pertinent part, 
It shall be the duty of the department of water resources to 
have immediate direction and control of the distribution of 
water from all of the streams to the canals and ditches 
diverting therefrom. The department must execute the laws 
relative to the distribution of water in accordance with 
rights of prior appropriation. 
3. The Director of the Department of Water Resources is 
authorized under the provisions of Section 42-1805(7), Idaho Code, 
as follows: 
After notice, to suspend the issuance or further action on 
permits or applications as necessary to protect existing 
vested water rights or to ensure compliance with the 
provisions of chapter 2, title 42, Idaho Code, or to prevent 
violation of the minimum flow provisions of the state water 
plan. 
4. Rule 7,1. of the Department of Water Resources Rules and 
Regulations for Water Appropriation provides that a moratorium on 
processing of applications for permit shall be entered by issuance 
of an order of the Director of the Department of Water Resources. 
ORDER - Pg J 
Notice of the order shall be by certified mail to affected 
applicants and permit holders and by publishing a legal notice in 
newspapers of general circulation in the area. 
5. A moratorium on issuance of permits to divert and use 
surface and ground water from the Eastern Snake River Plain Area 
and tributary drainages and the Boise River Drainage Area should be 
established to protect existing water rights. 
6. The department should rescind the moratorium order issued 
on August 7, 1990 for the Big Lost River drainage and the 
moratorium order issued on December 1, 1989 for the Mud Lake and 
Vicinity Area to remove the duplicate effect associated with this 
Amended Moratorium Order. 
7. This amended moratorium order is not intended to affect 
the provisions of the moratorium order issued by the department on 
January 6, 1993 in the non-trust water area. 
ORDER 
IT IS, THEREFORE HEREBY ORDERED that prior order of the 
department dated May 15, 1992 and amended January 6, 199:J in 
connection with the Snake River Basin upstream from the USGS gaging 
station at Weiser, Idaho is superceded by this Amended Moratorium 
Order. 
IT IS, FURTHER HEREBY ORDERED that a moratorium is established 
on the processing and approval of presently pending and new 
applications for perm.its to appropriate water from all surface and 
ground water sources within the Eastern Snake River Plain Area and 
all tributaries thereto and within the Boise River Drainage Area. 
- The following provisions apply to the administration of the 
moratorium: 
1. The moratorium shall be in effect on and after its entry 
and shall remain in effect until withdrawn or modified by order of 
the Director. 
2. The moratorium includes applications filed on all public 
water sources within the Eastern Snake River Plain Area and all 
tributaries thereto and within the Boise River Drainage Area. 
J. The moratorium applies to all applications proposing a 
ORDER - Pg 4 
consumptive use of water filed after the date of the order and to 
all applications filed prior to the entry of the order for which 
approval has not been given, except as herein provided. 
4. The moratorium does not affect the authorization to 
continue development of any existing approved application (permit). 
5. The moratorium does not apply to any application for 
domestic purposes as such term is defined in Section 42-111, Idaho 
Code. For the purposes of this exception, applications for groun~ 
water permits seeking water for multiple.ownership subdivisions or 
mobile home parks will be considered provided each unit satisfies 
...______. =w-
the definition for the exception of requirement to file an 
application for permit as described in said section. 
6. The moratorium does not apply to any application proposing. 
a non-consumptive use of water as the term is used in Section 42-
605A, Idaho Code. 
7. The moratorium does not apply to applications for 
drilling permits to replace or deepen existing wells having valid' 
existing water rights nor to applications for transfer of existing 
water rights. 
8. This moratorium does not change or affect the . 
administration of any area that has been previously designated as 
a critical ground water area, pursuant to Section 42-2JJa, Idaho 
Code, or a ground water management area pursuant to Section 42-
2J3b, Idaho Code. 
9. The moratorium does not prevent the Director from 
reviewing for approval on a case-by-case basis an application which 
- otherwise would not be approved under terms of this moratorium if/ 
a) Protection and furtherance of the public interest as 
determined by the Director, requires consideration and 
approval of the application irrespective of the general 
drought related moratorium; or 
b) The Director determines that the development and use of 
the water pursuant to an application will have no effect on 
prior surface and ground water rights because of its location, 
insignificant consumption of water or mitigation provided by 
the applicant to offset injury to other rights. 
10. This moratorium does not change or supercede any of the 
ORDER - Pg 5 
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provisions of the moratorium order issued by the department on 
January 6 1 1993 in the non-trust water area of the Snake River 
Basin and shall not be interpreted as declaring an end to the 
drought emergency as referenced in provision 8(b) of the moratorium 
order for the non-trust water area. 
11. This moratorium supercedes and rescinds the Moratorium 
Order issued on December 1, 1989 for the Mud Lake and Vicinity 
Area. Pending applications for permit or applications for transfer 
will be treated under the terms of this amended moratorium order. 
12. This moratorium supercedes and rescinds the Final Order 
of the department issued on August 7, 1990 which established a 
moratorium on the issuance of new permits within the Big Lost River 
drainage. Pending applications for permit or applications for 
transfer will be treated under terms of this amended moratorium 
order and may be considered for approval by the department in 
connection with proposed mitigation or compensation for prior water 
rights. 
Dated this ___ 3 __ c;_Tu __ day of __ _._4 ........ P_,,f?_,;....'--...._ _______ , 199J. 
R. KEITH HIG 
Director 
ORDE~ - Pg 6 
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Attorneys for the State of Idaho 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
ST ATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
In Re SRBA 
Case No. 39576 
Subcase No. 37-864 
STATE OF IDAHO'S RESPONSE TO 
MOTION TO SET ASIDE FINAL 
UNIFIED DECREE AND ORDER 
CLOSING CLAIMS TAKING BASINS 01, 
02, 03, 31, 34, 35, 36, 37, 41, 45, 47, AND 
63, AND DISALLOWAL OF 
UNCLAIMED WATER RIGHTS, SRBA 
SUBCASE NO. 00-92099 AND 
EXPEDITED MOTION TO FILE LATE 
NOTICE OF CLAIM 
The State of Idaho (the "State"), by and through its attorneys of record hereby responds 
to the Motion to Set Aside Final Unified Decree and Order Closing Claims Taking Basins 01, 02, 
03, 31, 34, 35, 36, 37, 41, 45, 47, and 63, and Disallowal of Unclaimed Water Rights ("Motion to 
Set Aside") and Expedited Motion to File Late Notice of Claim filed by counsel for Gary and 
STATE OF IDAHO'S RESPONSE TO MOTION TO SET ASIDE FINAL UNIFIED DECREE AND ORDER CLOSI'.'/G CLAI\IS 
TAKING BASINS 0 I, 02, 03, 31, 34, 35, 36, 37, 41, 45, 47, AND 63, AND DISALLOW AL OF UNCLAIMED WATER 
RIGHTS, SRBA SUBCASE NO. 00-92099 AND EXPEDITED MOTION TO FILE LATE NOTICE OF CLAIM - l 
Glenna Eden ("the Edens") on September 30, 2016 (collectively "Motions"). The State requests 
that this Court deny the Motions for the reasons discussed herein. 
BACKGROUND 
The Edens' Notice of Claim states that water right no. 37-864 has a priority date of 
September 28, 1896, and allows for the diversion of 1.00 cfs from the Big Wood River to irrigate 
40 acres on the Southwest Quarter of the Southwest Quarter (SWl/4, SWl/4) of Section 9, 
Township 05S, Range 16E, Boise Meridian, Lincoln County, Idaho. See Expedited Motion to 
File Late Notice of Claim. The Edens appear to argue that water right no. 37-864 was decreed in 
Gomes v. Devaney, and that they acquired ownership in the right when they were conveyed the 
Southwest Quarter of Section 9, Township 5 South, Range 16 East of the Boise Meridian, 
Lincoln County, Idaho in 1992. See id. The Edens do not contest that this water right was not 
claimed during the pendency of the Snake River Basin Adjudication ("SRBA") and was decreed 
disallowed. Rather, they argue that compelling circumstances warrant setting aside the Final 
Unified Decree so they may assert a late claim for this right. The State disagrees. 
Water right no. 37-864 is not the Edens only water interest in Basin 37. The Edens 
received partial decrees for three water rights included in the Final Unified Decree: 37-365 
(Sept. 29, 2006), 37-366 (Sept. 29, 2006), 37-10953 (Dec. 11, 2002). 1 Additionally, three more 
water rights were transferred to the Edens after the partial decrees for these rights had been 
issued: 37-10322 (Jan. 10, 2001); 37-12782 (Jan. 12, 2001); 37-21394 (Sept. 21, 2006).2 
On May 5, 2005, the Second Round Service of Commencement Notice ("Second Round 
Service Notice") prepared pursuant to Idaho Code section 42-1408(4) was circulated in Basin 37, 
1 IDWR records indicate that the claims for these rights were filed by the Edens' predecessors in interest and 
transferred to the Edens before the partial decrees were issued. See Affidavit of Shantel M Chapple Knowlton 
("Knowlton A.ff."), Exs. 1, 2, 3. 
2 Notice of Ownership Change Forms for these water rights are included as Exhibits 4, 5, and 6 to the Affidavit of 
Shantel M Chapple Knowlton. 
STATE OF IDAHO'S RESPO'.\"SE TO MOTIO'.\" TO SET ASIDE FINAL UNIFIED DECREE A'.\"D ORDER CLOSING CLAIMS 
TAKING BASINS 01, 02, 03, 31, 34,35,36, 37, 41, 45, 47,AND 63, AND DISALLOW AL OF U~CLAt\'IED WATER 
RIGHTS, SRBA SUBCASE No. 00-92099 AND EXPEDITED MOTION TO FILE LATE NOTICE OF CLAIM- 2 
Part 1. Affidavit of Dana L. Hojr;tetter ("Hofstetter Aff"), Ex. 2 at 2. The Edens admit that they 
personally received the Second Round Service Notice via certified mail on May 6, 2005. 
Hofstetter Aff. at 2-3; Hofstetter Ajf., Exs. 2 and 3. The Second Round Service Notice informed 
the Edens that they may own a water right in the Snake River Basin for which a claim had not 
been filed in the SRBA. Hofstetter Aff., Ex. 2. It also clearly stated that failure to file a required 
notice of claim will result in a determination by the court that the water right no longer exists. Id. 
The Second Round Service Notice expressly informed the Edens that "Notices of Claims must be 
filed on forms prepared by IDWR or a reasonable facsimile," and provided information about 
who to contact for assistance. Id. 
Prior to receiving the Second Round Service Notice, the Edens had received a letter from 
IDWR asking them to confirm their address. Hofstetter Ajf., Ex. 1. According to the Edens' 
Motion to Set Aside, the Second Round Service Notice had prompted them to attempt to claim 
water right no. 37-864 in the SRBA. Motion to Set Aside at 3. However, the Edens did not file a 
Notice of Claim form as stated in the Second Round Service Notice. Rather, they claim that they 
enclosed "documentation attempting to claim Water Right No. 37-864 in the SRBA" with the 
letter to IDWR confirming their address. Id. The Edens do not provide information about what 
documentation was enclosed. 
On May 19, 2005, an IDWR employee drafted a letter to the Edens thanking them for 
confirming their address and stating that based on the enclosures, she believed the Edens would 
like to file a claim on water right no. 37-864. Hofstetter Ajf., Ex. 3. The letter then stated that a 
Notice of Claim form and instructions were enclosed. Id. The Edens contend that they never 
received this letter, arguing that it was likely sent to the wrong address. Motion to Set Aside at 4. 
The Edens also stated that because they did not receive a response from IDWR, they believed 
STATE OF IDAHO'S RESPONSE TO MOTION TO SET ASIDE FI'.'.AL UNIFIED DECREE A'.'.D ORDER CLOSl'.'.G CLAIMS 
TAKING BASINS 01, 02, 03,31, 34,35, 36,37, 41, 45, 47, AND 63,AND DISALLOWAL OF UNCLAIMED WATER 
RIGHTS, SRBA SUBCASE No. 00-92099 AND EXPEDITED MOTION TO FILE LA TE NOTICE OF CLAIM - 3 
they had adequately filed a claim. Affidavit of Glenna Eden ("Glenna Eden Aff.") at 2; Affidavit 
of Gary Eden ("Gary Eden Aff.") at 2. 
The Edens state that they did not realize a claim had not been filed until an unspecified 
date in 2016 when a Director from the Big Wood Canal Company informed them that there was 
an issue with delivering storage water supplemental to water right no. 37-864. Gary Eden Aff. at 
2. The Edens give no indication that they made any attempt to contact IDWR or the SRBA court 
in the eleven years between "filing their claim" and learning of the issue with their supplemental 
storage right. Nor did they appear to question why they had not received a partial decree for 
water right no. 37-864, even though they had received such decrees for other water rights 
claimed in the SRBA. Additionally, several orders issued by this Court put the Edens on notice 
that water right no. 37-864 was not claimed. 
On October 12, 2012, this Court entered its Order Establishing Deadline for Late Claim 
Filings in Basins 01, 02, 03, 31, 34, 35, 36, 37, 41, 45, 47, and 63, Basin Wide Issue 16, Subcase 
No. 00-92099 (In Re: Form and Content of Final Unified Decree) (Oct. 12, 2012) ("Deadline 
Order"). The Deadline Order stated that the "[ c ]ompletion of claims taking in individual basins 
is an essential first step to completion of the SRBA." Deadline Order at 2. This Court concluded 
that that is was appropriate to begin closure of these basins because: 
Claimants in each of these basins previously received extensive first-round and 
second-round Notice of Filing Requirements in the SRBA. See Idaho Code § 42-
1408. These notice procedures meet constitutional due process requirements. LU 
Ranching Co. v. US., 138 Idaho 606 (2003). In addition, there is limited subcase 
activity in these basins. 
Id. at 2-3. The Deadline Order set January 31, 2013, as the date to close claims takings in Basin 
37. Id. at 4. The Deadline Order also included Exhibit 1, which listed water rights filed with 
IDWR for which "IDWR is unable to ascertain from its database that a claim has been filed in 
the SRBA." Id. at 3. The Court specifically admonished claimants to "examine Exhibit 1 to 
STATE OF IDAHO'S RESPONSE TO MOTION TO SET ASIDE FINAL UNIFIED DECREE AND ORDER CLOSING CLAIMS 
TAKING BASINS 01, 02, 03, 31, 34, 35, 36, 37, 41, 45, 47, AND 63, AND DISALLOW AL OF UNCLAIMED WATER 
RIGHTS, SRBA SUBCASE NO. 00-92099 AND EXPEDITED MOTION TO FILE LATE NOTICE OF CLAIM - 4 
determine whether the listed water right numbers are active water rights. The burden of 
determining whether to file a motion for late claim for any of the listed water rights rests solely 
with the water right holder." Id. (emphasis added). Water right no. 37-864 was among the water 
rights listed in Exhibit 1.3 
On February 13, 2013, this Court issued its Order Closing Claims Taking Basins OJ, 02, 
03, 31, 34, 35, 36, 37, 41, 45, 47, and 63, and Disallowal of Unclaimed Water Rights, Basin 
Wide Issue 16, Subcase No. 00-92099 (In Re: Form and Content of Final Unified Decree) (Feb. 
13, 2013) ("Closure Order"). The Closure Order stated: 
Exhibit I to the Deadline Order included a list of non-de minimus water rights 
from IDWR's water rights database that IDWR determined were required to be 
claimed in the SRBA. The preparation of this list was undertaken as a courtesy to 
the water users, not as an additional due process requirement. The Deadline Order 
provided that "[if] unclaimed, these water rights will be decreed as disallowed." 
Id. at 3. 
Claimants in each of these basins previously received extensive first-round 
and second-round Notice of Filing Requirements in the SRBA. See Idaho Code § 
42-1408. These notice procedures meet constitutional due process requirements. 
LU Ranching Co. v. U.S., 138 Idaho 606 (2003). 
Id. at 2. Except for certain exceptions not applicable here, the Closure Order closed claims 
takings in Basin 37. Id. at 3. It further provided that "all unclaimed water rights represented by 
the water right numbers listed on Exhibit I, except for any deferrable domestic and/or stockwater 
portion of such rights, are hereby decreed as disallowed." Id. at 4. Water right no. 37-864 was 
among the water rights listed in Exhibit 1.4 
On August 26, 2014, this Court entered the Final Unified Decree which, with limited 
exceptions not applicable here, "is conclusive as to the nature and extent of all water rights with 
3 Water right 38-864 appeared on page 4 of 16 of the subsection of Exhibit 1 labeled "Basin 37 Potentially 
Unclaimed Water Rights." The entry for the water right stated that it was sourced from Big Wood River for 
irrigation, it was based on a decree, and the owner of record was Anthony M. Gomes. This page from Exhibit I of 
the Deadline Order is included as Exhibit 7 to the Affidavit of Shantel M. Chapple Knowlton. 
4 As in the Deadline Order, water right no. 37-864 appeared on page 4 of 16 of the subsection of Exhibit 1 labeled 
"Basin 37 Potentially Unclaimed Water Rights." This page from Exhibit 1 of the Closure Order is included as 
Exhibit 8 to the Affidavit of Shantel M. Chapple Knowlton. 
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the Snake River Basin with the State ofldaho with a priority date prior to November 19, 1987." 
Final Unified Decree at 7 (Aug. 26, 2014). All water rights required to be claimed in the SRBA 
were superseded by the Final Unified Decree. Id. at 11-12. In the decree, the Court again 
reiterated that "Claimants in each of the SRBA basins received notice of the commencement of 
the SRBA in accordance with chapter 14, title 42, Idaho Code and orders of this Court. These 
notice procedures satisfy constitutional due process requirements." Id. at 9. The Final Unified 
Decree incorporated by reference Attachment 6, which listed water rights on record with IDWR 
that the Court had decreed as disallowed because they were not claimed. Id. at 11. Water right 
no. 37-864 was among the water rights listed in Attachment 6.5 
The Edens filed the Motions on September 30, 2016, over two years after the Final 
Unified Decree was issued. They argue that the Final Unified Decree should be set aside under 
Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure ("I.R.C.P.") 60(b)(4) or (b)(6), and they should be allowed to file 
a late claim for water right no 37-864. 
ARGUMENT 
1. The Edens' Mistaken Belief that They Filed a Claim in the SRBA Does Not Warrant 
Setting Aside the Final Unified Decree that Concluded a Twenty-Seven Year 
General Adjudication. 
Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 60(b) provides: 
On motion and just terms, the court may relieve a party or its legal representative 
from a final judgment, order, or proceeding for the following reasons: 
(1) mistake, inadvertence, surprise, or excusable neglect; 
(2) newly discovered evidence that, with reasonable diligence, could not 
have been discovered in time to move for a new trial under Rule 59(b ); 
(3) fraud (whether previously called intrinsic or extrinsic), 
misrepresentation, or misconduct by an opposing party; 
(4) the judgment is void; 
5 Page 8 from Attachment 6 listing water right no. 37-864 is included as Exhibit 9 to the Affidavit of Shantel M. 
Chapple Knowlton. 
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(5) the judgment has been satisfied, released, or discharged; it is based on 
an earlier judgment that has been reversed or vacated; or applying it 
prospectively is no longer equitable; or 
(6) any other reason that justifies relief. 
"A motion under Rule 60(b) must be made within a reasonable time, and for reasons (1), 
(2), and (3) no more than 6 months after the entry of the judgment or order or the date of the 
proceeding." I.R.C.P. 60(c)(l). "[A]lthough the court is vested with broad discretion in 
determining whether to grant or deny a Rule 60(b) motion, its discretion is limited and may be 
granted only on a showing of 'unique and compelling circumstances' justifying relief." Eby v. 
State, 148 Idaho 731,736,228 P.3d 998, 1003 (2010) (quoting Miller v. Haller, 129 Idaho 345, 
349, 924 P.2d 607,611 (1996)). 
The Edens Motion to Set Aside is based on I.R.C.P. 60(b)(4) and (b)(6). Motion to Set 
Aside at 7-10. Additionally, the Edens contend that they filed their Motions within a reasonable 
time. 
a. I.R.C.P. 60(b)(4) is Not Applicable Because the Final Unified Decree is Not 
Void. 
"Generally, the Court may declare a judgment void only for defects of personal 
jurisdiction or subject-matter jurisdiction." Meyers v. Hansen, 148 Idaho 283, 291, 221 P.3d 81, 
89 (2009). "However, a judgment is also void if the 'courts action amounts to a plain usurpation 
of power constituting a violation of due process."' Id. (quoting Dept. of Health and Welfare v. 
Housel, 140 Idaho 96, 100, 90 P.3d 321,325 (2004)). "Procedural due process requires that there 
must be some process to ensure that the individual is not arbitrarily deprived of his rights in 
violation of the state or federal constitutions." Id (quoting Cowan v. Board of Comm'rs, 143 
Idaho 501, 510, 148 P.3d 1247, 1256 (2006)). This requires that an individual be provided with 
notice and an opportunity to be heard. Id. However, "[d]ue process is not a rigid concept. 
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Instead, the protections and safeguards necessary vary according to the situation." Id. at 292, 221 
P.3d at 90. 
The Edens argue that the Unified Final Decree is void because they were deprived of due 
process. Motion to Set Aside at 7-9. The Edens admit that they personally received the Second 
Round Service Notice on May 6, 2005. Hofstetter Aff. at 2-3; Hofstetter Aff., Exs. 2, 3. They 
argue that they were denied due process because they did not receive the May 19, 2005 letter 
from IDWR and the enclosed Notice of Claim form. Motion to Set Aside at 8. The Edens appear 
to argue that due process required IDWR to personally notify them that they did not properly 
follow the instructions set forth in the Second Round Service Notice to file a claim. This 
argument attempts to the shift responsibility for filing claims from the claimant to IDWR. 
Additionally, this argument fails to acknowledge orders issued by this Court recognizing that 
notice given pursuant to Idaho Code section 42-1408, such as the Second Round Service Notice 
received by the Edens, is sufficient to satisfy constitutional due process requirements. 
As stated by this Court in its Deadline Order, Closure Order, and Final Unified Decree, 
under Idaho Code section 42-1408, water users received extensive first and second-round notice 
of the filing requirements in the SRBA, and, under Lu Ranching Co. v. US., 138 Idaho 606, 67 
P.3d 85 (2003), such notice meets constitutional due process requirements. Deadline Order at 2-
3; Closure Order at 2; Final Unified Decree at 5, 9. The Second Round Service Notice informed 
the Edens that they may have an unclaimed water right that was required to be claimed in the 
SRBA and the consequences of failing to file a claim. Hofstetter Aff., Ex. 2. It further provided 
the Edens with information on how to properly file such a claim and who to contact if they 
needed assistance. Id. 
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The Edens agree that that the Second Round Service Notice did put them on notice of the 
need to file a claim for water right no. 37-864. Motion to Set Aside at 3. Although the Edens 
apparently read the Second Round Service Notice and surmised that they needed to file a claim, 
they failed to comply with the clear instructions for how to do so. The Edens received the same 
notice as every other claimant in the Snake River Basin, with the same instructions for filing 
claims. The Final Unified Decree should not be voided because IDWR did not personally 
contact the Edens and inform them that sending "documentation" concerning a water right was 
not sufficient to claim the right in the SRBA. 
Further, the Edens argument that they failed to receive notice that water right no. 37-864 
was unclaimed is factually inaccurate. The Deadline Order gave notice that unclaimed water 
rights listed in Exhibit 1-including water right no. 37-864-would be decreed as disallowed if 
not claimed by January 31, 2013. Deadline Order at 3. The Deadline Order instructed claimants 
to "examine Exhibit 1 to determine whether the listed water right numbers are active water 
rights. The burden of determining whether to file a motion for late claim for any of the listed 
water rights rests solely with the water right holder." Id. (emphasis added). The inclusion of 
water right no. 37-864 in Exhibit 1 to the Closure Order provided further notice that it had not 
been claimed in the SRBA. The Deadline Order and the Closure Order were more than 
sufficient to notify the Edens that a claim had not been filed for water right no. 37-864 before the 
Final Unified Decree was issued. As this Court stated in the Closure Order, this notice went 
above and beyond constitutional due process requirements. Closure Order at 2. 
For the forgoing reasons, the State asks the Court to conclude that the Final Unified 
Decree is not void and therefore should not be set aside under I.R.C.P. 60(b)(4). 
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b. The Edens Have Failed to Establish Any Unique and Compelling 
Circumstances that Warrant Setting Aside the Final Unified Decree Under 
I.R.C.P. 60(b)(6). 
A judgment may be set aside under I.R.C.P. 60(b)(6) "only on a showing of 'unique and 
compelling circumstances' justifying relief." Profits Plus Capital Management, LLC v. Podesta, 
156 Idaho 873, 886, 332 P.3d 785, 798 (2014) (quoting Miller, 129 Idaho at 349, 924 P.2d at 
611). "Whether a Rule 60(b) motion is supported by unique and compelling circumstances is a 
determination that must be made on a case-by-case basis." Order on Permissive Review Granting 
Motion to Set Aside Partial Decrees and Order of Recommitment to Special Master at 7, SRBA 
Subcase Nos. 79-02063 et al. (June 10, 2010). 
The Edens provide no argument as to how the circumstances in this case are unique and 
compelling enough to warrant setting aside the Final Unified Decree. The Motion to Set Aside 
merely states that "[a] review of the facts in this case reveals circumstances particular to the 
Edens that are both unique and compelling." Motion to Set Aside at 9-10. The Edens then cite 
two instances where this Court had set aside orders disallowing claims in certain basins under 
Rule 60(b)(6). Id. at 10. However, in those cases, the claimants had not received second-round 
service. Order Setting Aside Disallowal of Unclaimed Water Rights; Order Granting Motions to 
File Late Notice of Claim; Order for Expedited Late Claim Director's Report and Setting Forth 
Procedures and Deadlines for Expedited Process at 4, SRBA Subcase Nos. 65-23234 and 65-
5452 (May 21, 2014) ("Given that no second round service was given, the Court finds that 
Pearce has set forth sufficient grounds, and unique and compelling circumstances."); Motion to 
Set Aside and Memorandum in Support at 2, SRBA Subcase Nos. 74-361 et al. (April 29, 2014).6 
6 The Court granted the motion to set aside in Subcase No. 74-361 but did not set forth its justification in the order. 
Order Setting Aside Disal/owal of Unclaimed Water Rights; Order Granting Late Notice of Claim; Order for 
Expedited Late Claim Directors Report and Setting Forth Procedures and Deadlines for Expedited Process, SRBA 
Subcase Nos. 74-361 et al. (May 21, 2014). Instead the Court referred to its reasoning set forth at the oral hearing. 
Id at 2. 
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The same reasoning does not apply here, where it is uncontested that the Edens personally 
received second-round service. 
This Court's Order Denying Motion to File Late Notice of Claim, SRBA Subcase No. 21-
13176 (Jan. 9, 2014), is instructive. There, the Court concluded that a late claim in Basin 21 was 
not warranted after the order closing claims takings in that basin had been issued because 1) 
claimants in Basin 21 received extensive first-round and second-round notice and 2) the deadline 
order for Basin 21 gave further notice that late claims could not be filed in Basin 21 after March 
30, 2012. Id. at 2. In that case, the late claimant had argued that the Court should set aside the 
closure order for Basin 21 because "he erroneously believed his ground was covered by another 
water right which had been previously adjudicated." Id. at 3. The Court held that this did not 
warrant relief under Rule 60(b)(6): 
Id. at 3. 
While such mistake, inadvertence, and neglect on the part of Steinman regarding 
the water rights applicable to his property could arguably be grounds for relief 
under 60(b)(l), Steinman did not timely make a Rule 60(b)(l) motion. He cannot 
now disguise the same argument as a Rule 60(b)(6) motion under Idaho Law. See, 
e.g., Leasefirst v. Burns, 131 Idaho 158, 163, 953 P.2d 598, 603 (1998) (holding 
"a ground for relief asserted, falling fairly under 60(b )( 1 ), cannot be granted under 
60(b)(6)"); Pullin v. City of Kimberly, 100 Idaho 34, 37, 592 P.2d 849, 852 (1979) 
(holding, "it is well settled that 60(b)(l) and 60(b)(6) are mutually exclusive, such 
that a ground for relief asserted, falling fairly under 60(b)(l), cannot be granted 
under 60(b )( 6)"). 
The same reasoning is applicable in this case. Essentially, the Edens are asking this Court 
to set aside the Final United Decree because they mistakenly thought that they had claimed 
water right no. 3 7-864 in the SRBA. This is clearly an allegation of mistake that would normally 
fall under Rule 60(b)(l). The Final Unified Decree states that "[t]he time period for determining 
forfeiture of a partial decree based upon state law shall be measured from the date of issuance of 
the partial decree by this Court and not from the date of this Final Unified Decree." Final Unified 
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Decree at 12. Water right no. 37-864 was decreed disallowed in the Closure Order. Closure 
Order at 4. It has been well over six months since the Court issued the Closure Order on 
February 13, 2013.7 The Edens cannot run around the time limitations of I.R.C.P. 60(c) by 
attempting to disguise their argument as a motion under Rule 60(b)(6). 
Additionally, a party seeking relief under Rule 60(b)(l) must show that they exercised 
due diligence in the protection of their rights, such as a reasonably prudent person would 
exercise under similar conditions. Avondale On Hayden, Inc. v. Hall, 104 Idaho 321, 325, 658 
P.2d 992, 996 (Ct. App. 1983). The Edens have not shown that they took any action evidencing 
due diligence in protecting their water right in the eleven years between sending 
"documentation" to IDWR and filing their Motions. The Edens are familiar with the SRBA; they 
own several decreed water rights. It is unclear how the Edens could have reasonably thought that 
water right no. 37-864 was claimed in the SRBA when, unlike their other water rights, they 
never received a partial decree. Additionally, the Deadline Order, Closure Order, and Final 
Unified decree specifically stated that no claim had been filed for water right no. 37-864. See 
Knowlton Aff., Exs. 7, 8, 9. The Edens sat on their rights and are now trying shift responsibility 
for their error to IDWR. The Edens did not exercise due diligence and would not have been 
entitled to relief under Rule 60(b )( 1 )-even if their motion had been timely. 
It is important to note that the Edens are not seeking to set aside a partial decree or just 
the Closure Order. They seek to set aside the Final Unified Decree. The standard for showing 
unique and compelling circumstances to justify setting aside the Final Unified Decree, the 
:finality of which all water users in the Snake River Basin rely, must necessarily be higher than 
those needed to set aside a closure order or a partial decree. The foregoing demonstrates that the 
7 Even if the Court were to start the six month clock from the time the Final Unified Decree was issued, the Motions 
would still be untimely under I.R.C.P. 60(c). 
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Edens have not have shown unique or compelling circumstances to justify setting aside a partial 
decree or closure order, let alone the Final Unified Decree. 
For the forgoing reasons, the State asks the Court to conclude that the Edens are not 
entitled to relief under I.R.C.P. 60(b)(6). 
c. The Edens Did Not File the Motion to Set Aside Within a Reasonable Time. 
The Edens argue that they filed the Motion to Set Aside within a reasonable time because 
they did not learn there was an issue with their water right until 2016. Motion to Set Aside at 8-9. 
The Edens argue that what constitutes a reasonable time is judged from the time they had 
subjective knowledge that water right no. 37-864 was not claimed in the SRBA. Id 
Supreme Court precedent establishes that whether a party had "knowledge" is not based 
solely on a subjective standard: 
When the movant challenges a judgment as void under Rule 60(b ), the court 
examines the length of time between the moment the judgment becomes apparent 
to the defendant and the date the Rule 60(b) motion is filed. McGrew v. McGrew, 
139 Idaho 551, 559, 82 P.3d 833, 841 (2003). Thus, when the movant alleges that 
a judgment has become inequitable under Rule 60(b)(5), the court should examine 
the movant' s delay after the moment it became reasonably apparent that the order 
is inequitable due to a change in law or circumstances. 
Meyers v. Hansen, 148 Idaho 283, 291, 221 P.3d 81, 89 (2009) (emphasis added). Meyers 
establishes that when considering whether a Rule 60(b) motion was filed within a reasonable 
time, the Court may consider when the judgment was objectively apparent, or when it was 
reasonably apparent. Applying a completely subjective standard, like that suggested by the 
Edens, would be particularly problematic in a general adjudication such as the SRBA, involving 
thousands of claimants and water rights. 
The Edens' claimed lack of knowledge is not objectively reasonable when looking at the 
circumstances in this case. The Deadline Order, Closure Order, and Final Unified Decree 
specifically referenced water right no. 3 7-864 as unclaimed and stated that such unclaimed rights 
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will be decreed as disallowed. Deadline Order at 3; Closure Order at 4; Final Unified Decree at 
11. It is also unclear how the Edens could reasonably believe that water right no. 37-864 was 
claimed in the SRBA when they never received a partial decree for the right even after claims 
takings were closed in Basin 37 in 2013 and after the Final Unified Decree was issued in 2014. 
The Edens were on notice of the conclusion of the SRBA and that water right no. 37-864 had not 
been claimed. The Edens reasonably should have known that their right was not claimed at least 
by the time the Final Unified Decree was issued. The Edens did not file the Motion to Set Aside 
until two years later. 
For the forgoing reasons, the State asks the Court to conclude that the Edens' Motion to 
Set Aside was not filed within a reasonable time. 
2. The Edens Have Failed to Establish Good Cause for Their Late Claim Under 
I.R.C.P. SS(c). 
A motion to file a Late Notice of Claim is reviewed under the criteria set forth in I.R.C.P. 
55(c) for setting aside an entry of default. SRBA Administrative Order I, § 4d(2)(d). Under 
I.R.C.P. 55(c), an entry of default may be set aside for good cause shown. "The primary 
considerations in determining good cause are: (1) whether the default was willful; (2) whether a 
meritorious defense has been presented; and (3) whether setting aside the default would 
prejudice the opponent." Order Denying Motion to File Late Notice of Claim, SRBA Subcase 
No. 21-13176 at 4 (citing McFarland v. Curtis, 123 Idaho 931, 936, 854 P.2d 274, 279 (Ct. App. 
1993)). When undertaking the good cause analysis, this Court places significant emphasis on the 
prejudice to other parties' factor. Id. 
The Edens do not expressly address the Rule 55(c) factors in their Motions. However, in 
discussing their Rule 60 motion, the Edens do allege that other water users would not be 
prejudiced if the Edens received a decree for water right no. 37-864 because they have 
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historically received water under that right. Motion to Set Aside at 10-11. However, there has 
been a long-standing water shortage in Basin 37 and a Moratorium has been in place since 1993 
on all new consumptive rights in this basin. Know/on A.ff, Ex. 10. Allowing the Edens to assert a 
claim for a water right disallowed over three years ago will prejudice water users with rights 
junior to 37-864 by reducing the legally available water and allowing a new senior right holder to 
assert priority. This is especially problematic in a Basin with a history of drought, where water 
use has become more competitive. 
Additionally, the Edens ignore the prejudice to other water users of allowing a late claim 
to proceed after the Final Unified Decree was issued. "Finality in water rights is essential." State 
v. Nelson, 131 Idaho 12, 16, 951 P.2d 943, 947 (1998). This Court had found that there was not 
good cause to allow a late claim after a closure order had been issued in Basin 21 because: 
almost all claims that were timely filed in the basin have been fully adjudicated. 
Allowing the instant late claim to come in at this point in time, in contravention of 
the Deadline and Closure Order, would seriously disrupt the finality of process 
intended by those Orders to the prejudice of other parties to the SRBA. 
Order Denying Motion to File Late Notice of Claim, SRBA Subcase No. 21-13176 at 4. As the 
Court concluded, there is an inherent prejudice to other parties in the SRBA by allowing late 
claims after a closure order has been issued. Prejudice to other parties to the SRBA would be 
even greater in the instant case where the Final Unified Decree was also entered by this Court 
over two years ago. 
The Final Unified Decree is "conclusive as to the nature and extent of all water rights 
within the Snake River Basin," and is "binding against all persons." Final Unified Decree at 7, 
11. It determines the elements of more than 150,000 separate water rights and places those water 
rights in relationship to one another via priority dates. Allowing a late claim for a disallowed 
water right at this point has the potential to undermine the finality of a decree concluding an 
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almost thirty-year general adjudication. This would prejudice other water users in the Snake 
River Basin who must be able to rely on the finality of the Final Unified Decree. 
Because allowing such an untimely claim would be highly prejudicial to other parties to 
the SRBA, the Edens' Expedited Motion to File a Late Claim should be denied. 
3. There is No Basis for the Edens' Claim for Equitable Relief. 
The Edens argue that the Court should set aside the Final Unified Decree and allow their 
late claim as a matter of equity. The Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure set forth the specific 
circumstances under which a final judgment may be set aside in I.R.C.P. 60(b). The Edens 
cannot run around these requirements under the guise of an equity claim. They have not shown 
that setting aside the Final Unified Decree is warranted under Rule 60(b ), and that is the 
exclusive path to set aside a judgment in a civil action. 
Additionally, as discussed at length above, the Edens have taken no steps in the last 
eleven years to protect their water right. They received the Second Round Service Notice, which 
provided them with the procedure to file a claim in the SRBA. They did not follow those 
instructions. They were provided ample notice that a claim was not filed for water right 37-864 
and that it would be decreed as disallowed in the Deadline Order and Closure Order. They did 
not take heed of this notice or any action to rectify their error. Allowing the Edens to file a claim 
two years after the Final Unified Decree was issued would not be equitable under these 
circumstances. 
CONCLUSION 
For the reasons discussed herein, the State requests that this Court deny the Edens' 
Motions. 
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The Edens failed to present meritorious arguments in support of their Motions and have 
acted without a reasonable basis in fact and/or law. The State therefore requests an award of 
reasonable attorney fees and expenses pursuant to Idaho Code section 12-117. The amount 
requested will be set forth in a Memorandum of Attorney Fees and Costs that will be filed in 
accordance with I.R.C.P. 54(d). 
-th 
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SHANTEL M. CHAPPLE KNOWLTON 
Deputy Attorney General 
March 20, 2015 
Gary and Glenna Eden 
414 N 800 W 
Shoshone, ID 83352 
Dear Mr. & Mrs. Eden, 
In researching Idaho Department of Water Resources records associated with water 
delivery in Water District 37, it has come to our attention that Water Right 37-0864 was 
disallowed in the states adjudication process on February 2, 2013. 
The Idaho Department of Water Resources records show the water right in the name of 
Anthony M Gomez. Water Right 37-0864 had not been transferred to your ownership. 
A copy of the Idaho Department of Water Resources water report has been provided for 
your review along with a letter dated May 19, 2005 from IDWR requesting fees to 
possibly transfer the ownership and to begin the claim process. 
I also want to bring to your attention the American Falls supplemental water #281 
associated with this decreed water right. The information concerning the disallowed 
water right has been discussed with Big Wood Canal Company to determine how this 
supplement will be handled. 
This letter is to serve as notice that water right 37-864 in the amount of 40 inches of 
water will not be delivered by Water District 37. 
If you should have questions please contact our office. 
Thank you, 
Cyndi Mccowan 
Sec I Treas. 
Enclosures 
10/21/2016 4:41:24 PM 
Dana L. Hofstetter. ISB #3867 
Allison C. Parker, ISB #9219 
Tina Shull 
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP 
877 Main Street, Suite 1000 
P.O. Box 1617 
Boise, ID 83701-1617 
Telephone: 208.344.6000 
Facsimile: 208-954-4867 
Email: dhof stetter@hawleytroxell.com 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE 
OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
In ReSRBA 

















Subcase No. 37-864 
REPLY TO STATE OF IDAHO'S 
RESPONSE TO MOTION TO SET 
ASIDE FINAL UNIFIED DECREE 
AND ORDER CWSING CLAIMS 
TAKING BASINS 01, 02, 03, 31, 34, 35, 
36, 37, 41, 45, 47, AND 63, AND 
DISALLOW AL OF UNCLAIMED 
WATER RIGHTS, SRBA SUBCASE 
NO. 00-92099 AND EXPEDITED 
MOTION TO FILE LATE NOTICE OF 
CLAIM 
Gary and Glenna Eden ("the Edens"), by and through their counsel of record Dana L. 
Hofstetter and Allison C. Parker with Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP, respectfully submit 
this Reply to State of Idaho's Response to Motion to Set Aside Final Unified Decree and Order 
Closing Claims Taking Basins 01, 02, 03, 31, 34, 35, 36, 37, 41, 45, 47, and 63, and Disallowal 
of Unclaimed Water Rights, SRBA Subcase No. 00-92099 and Expedited Motion to File Late 
Notice of Claim. 
REPLY TO STATE OF IDAHO'S RESPONSE TO MOTION TO SET ASIDE FINAL UNIFIED DECREE AND ORDER 
CLOSING CLAIMS TAKING BASINS OJ, 02, 03, 31, 34, 35, 36, 37, 41, 45, 47. AND63. AND DISALLOW AL OF 
UNCLAIMED WATER RIGHTS, SRBA SUBCASE NO. 00-92099 AND EXPEDITED MOTION TO FILE LATE 
NOTICE OP CLAIM - I 
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REPLY 
I. INTRODUCTION 
In their Motion to Set Aside Final Unified Decree and Order Closing Claims Taking 
Basins OJ, 02, 03, 31, 34, 35, 36, 37, 41, 45, 47, and 63, and Disallowal of Unclaimed Water 
Rights, SRBA Subcase No. 00-92099, and Memorandum in Support (hereinafter "Motion" and 
"Memorandum," respectively) the Edens sought to set aside this Court's Final Unified Decree 
("Decree") and Order Closing Claims taking Basins OJ, 02, 03, 31, 34, 35, 36, 37, 41, 45, 47, 
and 63; and Disallowal of Unclaimed Water Rights, SRBA Subcase No. 00-92099 ("Order') only 
specifically with respect to their Water Right No. 37-864. There is no intent to affect any other 
portions of the Decree or Order. The Decree has been modified for a limited purpose previously 
without impacting other portions of the Decree or the overall legal effect of the Decree and that 
is what is sought here. See Order Amending Finctl Unified Decree (June 25, 2015 ). 
As explained in the Edens' Motion and Memorandum, there is good legal justification for 
the relief they seek under I.R.C.P., 60(b )( 4) and (6). The Edens received Second Round Service 
on May 6, 2005, and immediately attempted to claim Water Right No. 37-864, in accordance 
with that Second Round Service. Affidavit of Dana L. Hofstetter, Exhibit 4. The May 19, 2005, 
Idaho Department of Water Resources ("IDWR") letter to the Edens confirms this: "I gathered 
from the enclosures you sent me that you would like to file a claim on 37-864." Affidavit of 
Dana L. Hofstetter, Exhibit 4. The regarding line on this letter, "Snake River Basin Adjudication 
(SRBA) Notice of Claim to Water Right #37-864'" also establishes that IDWR clearly understood 
the Edens' enclosures constituted an attempt to file a SRBA claim for 37-864." The Edens 
thought they had submitted to IDWR what was necessary to claim 37-864 in the SRBA: 
REPLY TO STA TB OF IDAHO'S RESPONSE TO MOTION TO SET ASIDE FINAL UNIFIED DECREE AND ORDER 
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NOTICE OF CLAIM - 2 
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"Having received no response from IDWR to our attempts to claim 37-864, I believed the matter 
had been adequately addressed." Affidavit of Gary Eden; Affidavit of Glenna Eden. 
Additionally to recognizing the Edens' attempt to claim 37-864, the May 19, 2005, 
IDWR letter acknowledges the Edens' return of IDWR's April 28. 2005, letter by which IDWR 
requested that the Edens confirm their current address in Shoshone: ''Thank you for signing and 
returning my address change letter so promptly." Affidavit of Dana L. Hqfsteter at Exhibits 1 
and 4. However, for some inexplicable reason IDWR's May 19, 2005, letter did not use the 
Shoshone address that the Edens had just confirmed, but rather utilized an out of date Gooding 
address. Compare Id. at Exhibits 1 and 4. Both of the Edens confirmed that they did not receive 
the May 19, 2005, IDWR letter and if they had they would have followed its instructions: "We 
never received this letter. If we had, we would have submitted the requested paper work." 
Affidavit of Glenna Eden; see also Affidavit of Gary Eden. Indeed, the Edens' track record also 
confirms that had they received the May 19. 2005, letter the Edens' would have complied with 
its instructions: The May 19, 2005, letter confirms that they had promptly responded by that date 
to: 1. the April 28, 2005, IDWR letter requesting confirmation of their address; and 2. the Second 
Round Service Notice for 37-864 they received May 6, 2005. Affidavit of Dana L. Hofstetter at 
Exhibits 1, 3 and 4. Thus, the record also confirms that had they received the May 19, 2005, 
letter, they would have duly responded as was their practice. 
The Second Round Service Notice, received by the Edens May 6, 2005, stated on page 3 
that Notice of Claims could be filed on forms prepared by IDWR "or a reasonable facsimile." 
Affidavit of Dana L. Hofstetter at Exhibits 2 and 3. Further. the Second Round Service Notice on 
page 3 indicated that "assistance in filing Notice of Claims may be obtained at all offices of 
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IDWR." Thus, while IDWR has been unable conclusively to locate the enclosures that are 
referenced in the May 19, 2005 letter, the May 19, 2005, letter confirms that the Edens clearly 
sent IDWR the message that the Edens were attempting to claim 37-864 in the SRBA. The 
Edens believed they had claimed 37-864 pursuant to the Second Round Notice they had 
received. Affidavits of Glenna and Gary Eden. Certainly they were following the directions in 
the Second Round Service Notice, seeking the assistance of IDWR in filing the claim. Thus, 
when the Edens received no response from IDWR, they believed that they adequately had 
addressed the matter pursuant to the Second Round Service Notice. Id. 
II. I.R.C.P. 60(B)(4) MANDA TES RELIEF TO THE EDENS AS THEY DULY 
FOLLOWED THE INSTRUCTIONS IN THE SECOND ROUND SERVICE 
NOTICE AND NEVER RECEIVED PERSONAL SERVICE OF NOTICE OF 
DEFAULT, ALTHOUGH THEY HAD APPEARED IN THE SRBA AND IDWR 
WAS AWARE OF THEIR CALIM TO 37-864. 
In Idaho, when a default judgment is based upon an erroneously entered default, the 
judgment is voidable pursuant to I.R.C.P. 60(b)(4). Knight Insurance, Inc. v. Knight, 109 Idaho 
56, 59, 704 P.2d 960, 963 (Ct. App. 1985). Rule 60(b)(4) creates a non-discretionary entitlement 
to relief. Id. Relief has been granted under Rule 60(b )( 4) where notice was not properly given. 
Farber v. Hawell, 105 Idaho 57,665 P.2d 1067 (1983). Additionally, relief has been granted 
under Rule 60(b)(4) where the notice provided was inadequate, confusing recipients and leading 
them down the wrong path: 
The district judge, perceiving the question to be one of discretion, 
refused to grant relief from the default judgment. In his view, the 
Knights adequately had been informed of the twenty-day 
appearance deadline by the proposed form of order accompanying 
the motion for leave to withdraw and by statements made in open 
court. But we think the controversy over whether the Knights were 
genuinely confused by the April 22 order, and, if so, whether such 
confusion represented mistake or excusable neglect under Rule 
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60(b)(l), illustrates the wisdom of treating noncompliance with 
Rule ll(b)(3) as a defect in the default, rendering the default 
judgment voidable under Rule 60(b )4 ). 
Knight, 109 Idaho at 59, 704 P.2d at 963. 
In Deutz-Allis Credit Corporation v. Smith, 117 Idaho 118, 7 85 P .2d 682 (Ct. App. 
1990), the Court stated that notice requirements must be strictly complied with and, if not, 
judgment is voidable pursuant to Rule 60(b)(4): 
[A] Court's usual discretionary authority to grant or deny such a 
motion [60(b)] may be greatly narrowed where certain procedural 
safeguards were not strictly complied with in obtaining the 
judgment. In cases were a party has appeared in the action, default 
judgment must be taken pursuant to I.R.C.P. 55(b)(2). [citation 
omitted] Under this rule, "the party against whom judgment by 
default is sought ... shall be served with written notice of the 
application for judgment at least (3) days prior to the hearing on 
such application." Entry of a default judgment without the 
requisite three-day notice of application for the judgment renders 
the judgment voidable. 
Page 6 
Deutz-AUis, 118 Idaho at 120, 785 P.2d at 684. Notice which is not strictly accurate or otherwise 
in compliance with legal dictates is not sufficient: 
In reaching ow conclusion, we are unpersuaded that Deutz-Allis' 
earlier "notice of intent to take default" properly apprised Smith of 
the corporation's intent to seek a default judgment, or that it 
provided Smith with the required three-day time period in which to 
respond to the application. Our reading of this document suggests 
that it was prepared by Deutz~Allis in anticipation of requesting a 
default judgment and did not, in any way, suggest that such 
proceedings were then pending. Simply put, Smith never received 
the notice required under Rule 55(b)(2) before judgment was 
obtained against him. 
Id. (emphasis in original). 
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In at least two respects, the notice that the Eden's received (or did not receive) was 
inadequate and they are entitled to relief under Rule 60(b)(4): 1. The Second Round Notice 
instructed them to seek assistance with IDWR in filing their claim and also stated that they could 
file a facsimile in place of a f01mal Notice of Claim form. They followed those instructions and 
although they had informed IDWR of their current mailing address, received no indication that 
they had improperly claimed 37-864; and 2. IDWR was well aware by the time of the 
May 19, 2005 letter, of the Edens' desire to claim 37-864, and, despite this, the Edens were not 
personally served with notice of impending default as required by Rule 55(b)(2). On either 
basis, the Edens are entitled to relief under Rule 60(b )( 4 ). The Second Round Service Notice 
which they followed to a .. T" led them astray because IDWR did not effectively respond to the 
Edens' attempt at claim filing by sending the May 19, 2005, follow-up letter to the wrong 
address. Additionally, although IDWR was well aware that the Edens desired to claim 37-864, 
the Edens were never personally served with notice that default was going to be entered against 
them, as was legally required. 
ill. THE EDENS ALSO ARE ENTITLED TO RELIEF UNDER RULE 60(B)(6) AND 
EQUITABLE PRINCIPLES. 
The Edens' opening Memorandum identified the Idaho authorities confirming the 
preference for setting aside defaults so that cases can be decided on the merits. Further, along 
with establishing the other elements for relief under 60(b)(6) their filings confirmed that "unique 
and compelling circwnstances" for relief under Rule 60(b)(6) were amply presented as the Edens 
had attempted to claim 37-864 with IDWR pW'suant to the Second Round Service Notice to no 
avail. Nevertheless, the State questions the existence of a meritorious defense, claims prejudice 
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would result if the Edens are granted relief and claims that 60(b )( 1) precludes relief under 
60(b)(6). Each of these issues, raised by the State, is addressed below. 
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With regard to presenting a meritorious defense, the prior Decree for 37-864 and the 
Edens' deed to the subject place of use were submitted attached to the Expedited Motion to File 
Late Notice of Claim. This documentation establishes the existence of the right, its elements and 
the Edens• justifiable claim to this right. In accordance with standard SRBA principles, this 
information is sufficient to establish a meritorious case. 
Further, the Basin 37 Wastermaster's affidavit establishes the lack of prejudice if 37-864 
were reinstated: "In view of the long-term existence of 37-864, I would not anticipate prejudice 
to other existing water users if it were reinstated." 1\ffidavit of Kevin Lakey at 2. Mr. Lakey 
further explained that, "Typically, water right no. 37-864 is delivered during the first part of the 
irrigation season. Then it is the practice for supplemental storage water from American Falls 
Reservoir District #2 to be delivered to the place of use,.. Affidavit of Kevin Lakey at 1. 
Nevertheless, the State claims that prejudice will occur if 37-864 is reinstated because 
other junior water right holders would be affected. However, this is not the kind of prejudice 
that Rule 60(b)(6) addresses, otherwise there could never be relief from a default judgment as the 
assertion of one party's rights in a proceeding consequentially affect other parties• rights. Thus, 
prejudice in the context of Rule 60(b)(6) must mean something more than just the result of 
pursuing a claim: 
Even though courts frequently express a concern for the party not 
in default, they generally conclude that no substantial prejudice 
will be caused by granting relief in the case before them. 
however. Thus, for example, courts have ruled that the fact that 
plaintiff would have to try the case on the merits if relief is granted 
is not the kind of prejudice that should preclude relief. Similarly, 
REPLY TO STATE OF IDAHO'S RESPONSE TO MOTION TO SET ASIDB FINAL UNIFIED DECREE AND ORDER 
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Wright, Miller & Kane, Federal Practice and Procedure Civil 3d § 2699. Similarly, the Edens' 
pursuit of their water right claim would not constitute prejudice. Here, there would be no 
prejudice of the type that should prevent the Edens' being granted the opportunity to pursue their 
legitimate water right claim. 
The State also inexplicably distinguishes the Edens' case from the SRBA subcases where 
IDWR failed to send Second Round Notice, asserting that the Edens' are precluded from seeking 
relief under 60(b )(6) because of Rule 60(b )( 1 ), mischaracterizing the Edens' case as solely based 
on a mistaken belief that they had successfully claimed 37-864. The factual circumstances 
presented here are much more extensive than that. The Edens clearly attempted to do whatever 
IDWR indicated: they confirmed their correct address, and just after receiving the Second 
Round Service Notice, they followed its direction to contact IDWR and file a claim. The failure 
to receive the IDWR follow up letter, is much like Subcase Nos. 65-2324 and 65-5452 where this 
Court granted relief under 60(b )(6) despite IDWR' s "mistake" of not giving Second Round 
Notice. Order Setting Aside Disallowal of Unclaimed Water Rights, SRBA Subcase Nos. 65~ 
2324 and 65-5452 at 4 (May 21, 2014). 
As in Subcases 65-2324 and 65-5452, "unique and compelling circumstances" justify 
relief under Rule 60(b) here: 
If the reasons for seeking relief could have been considered in an 
earlier motion under another subsection of the rule, then the 
motion will be granted only when extraordinary circumstances are 
present. Otherwise, if the movant clearly demonstrates some 
"other reason" justifying relief outside of the earlier clauses in the 
rule, then the "extraordinary circumstances" test is not invoked. 
REPLY TO STA TE OF IDAHO'S RESPONSE TO MOTION TO SET ASIDE FINAL UNIFIED DECREE AND ORDER 
CLOSING CLAIMS TAKlNO BASINS 01, 02, 03, 31, 34, 35, 36, 37, 41, 45,47. AND63, AND DlSALLOWALOF 
UNCLAIMED WATER RIGHTS, SRBA SUBCASE NO. 00-92099 AND EXPEDITED MOTION TO FILE LA TE 
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Wright, Miller & Kane, Federal Practice and Procedure § 2864. See also, LeaseFirst v. Burns, 
131 Idaho 158, 163,953 P.2d 598, 603 (1998) ("Where the facts asserted fall fairly under 
60(b)(l) and additional facts have not been asserted, then relief cannot be granted under 
60(b)(6).") 
The Edens' attempt to file the Notice of Claim in accordance with the Second Round 
Service Notice and their failure to receive the IDWR response through no fault of their own 
certainly constitute "unique and compelling circumstances," beyond just their own mistake, 
justifying relief wider Rule 60(b)(6). Taking into account the law's preference for having a case 
decided on the merits and the absence of prejudice to other parties, the Edens also should be 
granted relief from the judgment under Rule 60(b)(6). 
IV. THE STATE'S REQUEST FOR ATTORNEYS' FEES IS WITHOUT LEGAL 
BASIS AND SHOULD BE DENIED. 
Initially, the State based its request for attorney's fees under Idaho Code§ 12-117. 
However, in the two days between the State's Response and its Notice ~f Errata, the State 
apparently learned of Tracfone Wireless, Inc. v. State of Idaho, 158 Idaho 671,682,351 P.3d 
599,610 (2015), holding that Idaho Code§ 12-117 was not applicable to the State of Idaho. 
However, the State also should have realized that Idaho Code§ 12-121 is not applicable in this 
proceeding. 
By its terms, Idaho Code§ 12-121 is only applicable in "civil actions." Johnson v. Idaho 
Central Credit Union, 127 Idaho 867,871,908 P.2d 560,564 (1995). A "civil action" must be 
commenced by filing "a complaint, petition, or application with the court." I.R.C.P., Rule 3(b). 
The SRBA is not such a "civil action." The SRBA was a statutorily mandated proceeding that 
REPLY TO STATE OF IDAHO'S RESPONSE TO MOTION TO SET ASIDE PINAL UNIFIED DECREE AND ORDER 
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was commenced by Court order, specifically this Court's Commencement Order entered 
November 19, 1987, not by the filing of a complaint, petition or application. See Idaho Code§§ 
42-1405 to 42-1408. Accordingly, in the SRBA, the State cannot be entitled to attorneys' fees 
based on Idaho Code § 12-121. 
Further, it should be noted that any application for attorneys' fees under Idaho Code 
§ 12-121 requires, from the outset, a stated explanation of basis for the requested recovery. 
Marek v. Lawrence, 153 Idaho, 50, 57,278 P.3d 920,927 (2012). In its Response. the State 
provides no explanation why it believes it is entitled to recovery of fees under Idaho Code § 12-
121 and, thus, on this basis, also, its request under 12-121 must fail. 
V. CONCLUSION 
For the foregoing reasons, the Decree and Order only with respect to 3 7-864 .should be 
set aside, the Expedited Motion to File Late Notice of Claim should be granted and the State of 
Idaho's request for attorneys' fees should be denied. 
~r 
DATED THIS ~ay of October, 2016. 
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP 
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FIRM: Snake River Basin Ajudication Court 
FAX NUMBER: 208-736-2121 
FROM: Tina Shull 
EMAIL: tshull@hawleytroxell.com 
PAGES (Followlng Cover Page): 14 
SENDER'S FAX: 
Re: In Re SABA Case No. 39576 - Subcase: 37-848 
COMMENTS: 
Transmitted herewith for FAX FILING in the above-referenced case ls a REPLY TO STATE OF 
IOAHO'S RESPONSE TO MOTION TO SET ASIDE FINAL UNIFIED DECREE AND ORDER. 
The fax confirmation will serve as our conformed copy. Thank you in advance for your 
assistance. If you have any questions, please let me know. 
CALL BACK: If the transmission to you was incolll)lete or not legible, please call the 
individual at the location listed above. 
Confidentiality Notice: Iblt roMMtll Is IIJllnded RDIY tor 1b• Ylt of Jbt lpdyldyal or entHy to 
wblPb It I• addlJtllld and may contain informatjon that 11 PdYlltAtd, conlldfntlal, and ,umm 
from dlFIPIYct umt,r appUcablf jaw. It the reader of this message Is not the Intended recipient, or 
the employee or agent responsible for delivering the message to the Intended recipient, you are 
hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution, or copying of this communication is strictly 
prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please notify us immediately by 
telephone and return the original message to us at the above address via the US Postal Service. 
Thank you. 
IN TUE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRif:T Q 
nm STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN t AL ·s 






SRBA District Courtroom 
This was the time and place set for: 
Water Right No. 37-00864 (file #1917) 
Gary T. & Glenna R Eden 






Twin Falls, Idaho 
Dana L. Hof'itetter 
Shantel Ch3m>le owlton 
1:28:32 COURT CONVENES - Court calls 37-00864 . 
1:33:12 
1:33:25 
Appearances: Dana Hofstetter, Shantel Chapple Knowlton, Megi.an er 
t!-
4 
Court summarizes back.ground 
No objections from any party to matter being heard on expedited~asis 
t 
COURT GRANTS MOTION TO HA VE MA TIER HEARD 0~ AN 
EXPEDITED BASIS 1 
Ms. Hofstetter addresses court- Counsel presents letter to court 1J> be • eluded 
in the record - Ms. Knowlton received letter previously and has do ob· · on -
Court grants admittance of letter & marks as Exhibit 1 - Ms. Ho&te 










· , Court questions Ms. Hofstetter / she responds 
Court questions Ms. Hofstetter / she responds 
Court questions Ms. Hofstetter / she responds 
Court comments / Ms. Hofstetter continues 
Court comments / Ms. Hofstetter continues 
Ms. Chapple Knowlton presents argument 
State requests .court denies motions J 
4' 
Ms. Hofstetter presents rebuttal - court comments - Ms. Hofstettcjt res 
court comments - Ms. Hofstetter continues - court comments j; 
COURT WILL TAKE MATIER UNDER ADVISEMENT ANDtr.·•.,i· SS . 




March 20, 2015 
Gary and Glenna Eden 
414 N 800W 
Shoshone, ID 83352 
Dear Mr. & Mrs. Eden, 
In researching Idaho Department of Water Resources records associated with water 
delivery in Water District 37, it has come to our attention that Water Right 37-0864 was 
disallowed in the states adjudication process on February 2, 2013. 
The Idaho Department of Water Resources records show the water right in the name of 
Anthony M Gomez. Water Right 37-0864 had not been transferred to your ownership. 
A copy of the Idaho Department of Water Resources water report has been provided for 
your revjew along with a letter dated May 19, 2005 from IDWR requesting fees to 
possibly transfer the ownership and to begin the claim process. 
I also want to bring to your attention the American Falls supplemental water #281 
associated with this decreed water right. The information concerning the disallowed 
water right has been discussed with Big Wood Canal Company to determine how this 
supplement will be handled. 
This letter is to serve as notice that water right 37-864 in the amount of 40 inches of 
water will not be delivered by Water District 37. 







'\Ml$TRICT COURT - SABA 
Fifth Judicial District 
County of Twin Falls - State of Idaho 
NOV - 8 2016 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JU 
STA TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE CO JN]'T1M1-ftffN-F-A~S--J-./.1!.:. 
InReSRBA 
Case No. 39576 
) Subcase Nos. 37-864 
) 
) ORDER DENYING MOTION TO SET 
) ASIDE 
) 





L On October 12, 2012, this Court entered its Order Establishing Deadline for Late 
Claim Filings in basin 37 ("Deadline Order"). 1 It directed that except for certain exceptions not 
here relevant the last date to file a Motion to File Late Claim in basin 3 7 "shall be January 31, 
2013." 
2. The Court subsequently entered an Order in basin 3 7, closing the basin to the 
filing of late claims in accordance with the Deadline Order ("Closure Order").2 
3. On February 13, 2013, the Court entered an Order disallowing the above-
captioned water right on the grounds it was unclaimed. Then, on August 26, 2014, the Court 
entered the Final Unified Decree for the Snake River Basin Adjudication ("SRBA"), wherein the 
above-captioned water right was memorialized as disallowed. 
4. On September 30, 2016, Gary and Glenna Eden ("Movants") filed a Motion to set 
aside the SRBA Final Unified Decree, the Closure Order, and the Court's disallowal of the 
above-captioned water right pursuant to Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure 60(b )( 4) & ( 6). On that 
same date, the Movants also filed a Motion to File Late Notice of Claim. The late claim asserts 
1 Order Establishing Deadline for Late Claim Filings in Basins OJ, 02, 03, 31, 34, 35, 36, 37, 41, 45, 47, and 63, 
SRBA main case no. 39576, SRBA subcase no. 00-92099 (Oct. 12, 2012). 
2 Order Closing Claims Taking Basins OJ, 02, 03, 31, 34, 35, 36, 37, 41, 45, 47, and 63, and Disal/owal of 
Unclaimed Water Rights, SRBA main case no. 39576, SRBA subcase no. 00-92099 (Feb. 13, 2013). 
ORDER DENYING MOTION TO SET ASIDE; 
ORDER DENYING MOTION TO FILE LA TE NOTICE OF CLAIM 
S:\ORDERS\Late Claims\Eden - Order Denying Motion to File Late Notice of Claim.docx 
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the right to divert 1.0 cfs from the Big Wood River for the irrigation of 40 acres. The claim is 
based on a prior decree, and seeks a priority date of September 28, 1896. A Response in 
opposition to the Motions was filed by the State ofldaho. 
5. A hearing on the Motions was held on October 27, 2016. The parties did not 
request additional briefing, nor does the Court require any. The matter is therefore deemed fully 
submitted the following business day, or October 28, 2016. 
II. 
ANALYSIS 
To file the instant late claim the Movants must set aside the Closure Order, the Final 
Unified Decree, and the Court's order disallowing the above-captioned water right claim 
(collectively, "Court Documents"). The Movants assert they are entitled to relief from the Court 
Documents under Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure 60(b)(4) and 60(b)(6). They rely on the 
following factual allegations in support of their arguments. 
Water right 37-864 is associated with 40 acres ofreal property in Lincoln County, Idaho. 
The property will be referred to herein as the "Subject Property." The Movants acquired the 
Subject Property in 1992. On or about April 28, 2005, the Idaho Department of Water Resources 
("Department") sent the Movants a letter stating it received notification that their address had 
recently changed. The Department asked the Movants to confirm the address change by signing 
and returning the letter to the Department. Around that same time, in early May 2005, the 
Movants received second round service notice of the commencement of the SRBA. The notice 
informed them that they may own an interest in a water right in the Snake River Basin that had 
not yet been claimed in the SRBA and instructed them on the procedure for, and need to, timely 
file any such claim. 
In May 2005, the Movants signed and returned the Department's letter, thereby 
confirming their address change. Along with that letter the Movants assert they enclosed certain 
documentation regarding the above-captioned water right in an attempt to claim it in the SRBA. 
What documentation they allegedly enclosed is unknown as it is not contained in the record. On 
May 19, 2005, Department staff drafted a letter to the Movants confirming receipt of the signed 
address change letter and the enclosures related to water right 37-864. The letter reads in part: 
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Thank you for signing and returning my address change letter so promptly. I 
gathered from the enclosures you sent me that you would like to file a claim on 
37-864. I have enclosed a claim form with instructions for your possible use. 
The filing fee is $50.00 and the late fee is $50.00. 
Hofstetter Alf, Ex.4. The copy of the letter contained in the record is unsigned. There is no 
evidence that it was ever signed by Department staff or delivered to the Movants. If it was, the 
Movants assert the letter was wrongly addressed to their old address. In any event, the Movants 
declare that they never received the letter. Had they received it they state they would have taken 
further steps to comply with the instructions therein to file their claim. Since they did not receive 
it they believed a claim for water right 37-864 had been successfully filed based on the 
enclosures they sent to the Department. 
A. The Movants are not entitled to relief under Rule 60(b)(4) on the grounds that the 
Court Documents are void for want of due process. 
Under Rule 60(b)(4), the Court may relieve a party from a final judgment, order, or 
proceeding if the judgment is void. Under Idaho law, a judgment is void where it is entered in 
violation of due process because the party was not given notice and an opportunity to be heard. 
McGrew v. McGrew, 139 Idaho 551,558, 82 P.3d 833, 840 (2003). The Movants seek relief 
from the Court Documents on the basis they are void for want of due process. They argue that 
the notice provided them concerning the commencement of the SRBA was inadequate and/or 
confusing. 
The notice requirements for the SRBA are set forth by statute. When a general 
adjudication is commenced the Department is required to serve notice of the adjudication 
commencement. LC. § 42-1408. The adjudication statutes contemplate two rounds of service. 
First round service is to occur upon entry of a district court's order commencing a general 
adjudication. LC.§§ 42-1408(1) & (2). Second round service is to occur '"[u]pon expiration of 
the period for filing notices of claims." LC. § 42-1408( 4). The notice procedures utilized in the 
SRBA meet constitutional due process requirements. See LU Ranching Co. v. United States, 138 
Idaho 606, 608-610, 67 P.3d 85, 87-89 (2003). 
The record in this case contradicts the Movants' claim of inadequate service. The 
evidence is uncontroverted that both the Movants and their predecessors (i.e., Richard and 
Carolyn Bateman) were mailed first round service notice on March 28, 1988. Affidavit of 
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Service of Commencement Notice Lincoln County, Twin Falls County Case No. 39576, pp.IO, 
36 & 37 of the affidavit of mailing (Sept. 20, 1988). It is likewise undisputed that the Movants 
were mailed and received second round service notice in May 2005. Affidavit of Danni M Smith 
Re: Second Round Service of Commencement Notice for Basin 3 7, Part 1, Twin Falls County 
Case No. 39576 (June 1, 2005); Hofstetter A.ff., Ex. 3. Therefore, the Movants definitely had 
notice of the adjudication and the need to file their claims. Indeed, they timely filed and pursued 
a notice of claim for another water right they own in basin 3 7 in the SRBA (i.e., water right 
claim 37-10953), for which they were granted a partial decree. Knowlton A.ff., Ex.3. Idaho Code 
§ 42-1409(5) directs that "[a]ny person who fails to submit a required notice of claim shall be 
deemed to have been constructively served with notice of a general adjudication by publication 
and mailing as required by section 42-1408, Idaho Code."3 
Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Movants argue the second round service they received 
was inadequate, confusing, and lead them down the wrong path with respect to the above-
captioned water right. It is the Movants position that they attempted to file a claim for water 
right 37-864 in May 2005. They allege this occurred when they enclosed miscellaneous 
documentation related to that right when they returned the Department's address change letter. 
Since they did not receive a response to the enclosures, the Movants believed the enclosures 
were sufficient to constitute a notice of claim for the above water right. This belief was 
reasonable in their opinion given their receipt of the second round service notice stating in part 
that "[a]ssistance in filing Notices of Claims may be obtained at all offices ofIDWR." 
Hofstetter A.ff., Ex.2. Based on this sentence, they allege that if the enclosures they sent the 
Department were insufficient to constitute their notice of claim, the Department was required to 
contact them with further instructions. Since it did not, the Movants assert the above-captioned 
claim was disallowed without due process of law. This Court disagrees. 
It was unreasonable for the Movants to believe that the enclosures were sufficient to 
constitute their notice of claim. The Movants failed to comply with basic filing requirements 
when submitting those enclosures. For instance, the second round service notice instructs 
claimants that a claim "must be filed on forms prepared by IDWR or a reasonable facsimile." 
3 All publication and mailing requirements set forth in Idaho Code § 42-1408 were met in this case. Affidavit of 
Service of Commencement Notice-Lincoln County, Twin Falls County Case No. 39576 (Sept. 20, 1988); Affidavit 
of Danni M Smith Re: Second Round Service of Commencement Notice for Basin 37, Part 1, Twin Falls County 
Case No. 39576 (June 1, 2005); Hofstetter Aff., Ex. 3. 
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This instruction is based on Idaho Code§ 14-1409. The Movants did not submit a Department-
prepared notice of claim form with their enclosures. Nor have they established they submitted a 
reasonable facsimile thereof. 4 It is unreasonable to believe that sending miscellaneous 
enclosures to the Department concerning a water right is sufficient to claim that right in an 
adjudication. The Movants' belief is also unreasonable given that they did not submit any filing 
fees to the Department. Both the second round service notice and Idaho Code § 42-1414 instruct 
that each person who files a notice of claim must submit the appropriate filing fees. It is 
undisputed that the Movants did not submit any filing fees to the Department in May 2005. It is 
not logical to believe that a claim had been successfully submitted when, among other things, the 
required claim form had not been used and the applicable filing fees had not been paid. 5 Such 
beliefis contrary to law. LC. §§ 14-1409 & 42-1414. 
It should be noted that in addition to first and second round service notice, the Court 
issued its Deadline Order on October 12, 2012, and served it via standard docket sheet 
procedures.6 The Deadline Order included a list of water rights from the Department's water 
right database in basin 37 that had not been claimed in the adjudication. It directed claimants to 
examine the list to determine whether late claims should be filed and instructed that January 31, 
2013, would be the last date to file such late claims in basin 37. The above-captioned water right 
claim was included in that list and was identified as unclaimed. Therefore, the Movants were 
given additional notice in 2012 that the above-captioned water right had not been claimed in the 
SRBA.7 
Idaho Code § 42-1409 required all persons owning water rights within the boundaries of 
the Snake River Basin water system to file a notice of claim with the Department for each water 
4 The tenn "facsimile" is defined as "[a]n exact copy, preserving all the marks of the original." Black's Law 
Dictionary, p.591 (6th ed. 1990). 
5 The Movants' enclosures are additionally deficient in further ways. For instance, each claimant must "solemnly 
swear or affirm under penalty of perjury that the statements contained in the notice of claim or amended notice of 
claim are true and correct." I.C. § 42-1409(3). The Movants do not assert, nor does the evidence suggest, that this 
requirement was complied with when they submitted their enclosures to the Department. 
6 The Court's issuance of the Deadline Order was not required by statute, but was issued as a courtesy to the parties. 
7 The Movants previously filed a claim in the SRBA for water right 37-10953, which was ultimately decreed in 
2002. As a result, the Movants were already parties to the adjudication and subject to service via docket sheet 
notice. The Deadline Order, as well as many other filings related to the preparation and anticipated forthcoming 
entry of the final unified decree for the entire adjudication was served via docket sheet notice. 
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right. The burden was on the water right holder to comply this requirement. LC. §§ 42-1409(3)-
(5). The Movants' argument attempts to shift the responsibility for filing claims to the 
Department. The fact that they did not receive a response from the Department to the enclosures 
they sent it has no legal significance in the context of due process of law. Due process of law 
was satisfied in this case when the Movants and their predecessors received first and second 
round service notice. These notices gave the Movants notice of the adjudication as well as the 
applicable filing requirements. It was then their burden, having received first and second round 
notice, to make sure they filed a claim with the Department that complied with applicable filing 
requirements. The Court therefore holds that the Movants are not entitled to relief under Rule 
60(b)(4) on the grounds that the Court Documents are void for want of due process. 
B. The Movants are not entitled to relief under Rule 60(b)(4) on the grounds that the 
the Court failed to comply with Rule 55. 
The Movants next argue that the Court Documents are void because the Court failed to 
comply with Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 55 when it disallowed the above-captioned water 
right. They argue that the Court's disallowal is a default judgment. Further, that under Rule 55 
the Court was required to give them three days' written notice prior to entry of the disallowal. 
This Court disagrees. The disallowal of an unclaimed water right in a general adjudication is not 
a default judgment. Such a disallowal is not entered pursuant to the procedures set forth in Rule 
55. To the contrary, the disallowal is entered pursuant to, and by operation of, statute. Idaho 
Code § 42-1420 provides that the failure to file a required notice of claim for a water right in a 
general adjudication will result in that water right being lost. LC.§ 42-1420. Consistent with 
that statute, both the first round and second round service notices received by the Movants and 
their predecessors instructed that "FAILURE TO FILE A REQUIRED NOTICE OF CLAIM 
WILL RESULT IN A DETERMINATION BY THE COURT THAT THE WATER RIGHT NO 
LONGER EXITS." Affidavit of Service of Commencement Notice -Lincoln County, Twin Falls 
County Case No. 39576, p.2 of the Commencement Notice (Sept. 20, 1988); Affidavit of Danni 
M Smith Re: Second Round Service of Commencement Notice for Basin 37, Part 1, Twin Falls 
County Case No. 39576 (June 1, 2005); Hofstetter Aff, Ex. 3. Therefore, the Movants' 
argument that Rule 55 is applicable to this Court's disallowal of an unclaimed water right is 
unavailing. 
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C. The Movants are not entitled to relief under Rule 60(b)(6). 
Under Rule 60(b)(6), a court may relieve a party from a final judgment, order, or 
proceeding for "any ... reason justifying relief from the operation of the judgment." Although 
the Court is vested with broad discretion in determining whether to grant or deny a Rule 60(b )( 6) 
motion, its discretion is limited and the motion may be granted only on a showing of "unique and 
compelling circumstances" justifying relief. Miller v. Haller, 129 Idaho 345, 349, 924 P.2d 607, 
611 (1996). The Idaho Supreme Court has noted that '"[t]he appellate courts of this state have 
infrequently granted relief under Rule 60(b)(6)." Berg v. Kendall, 147 Idaho 571,578,212 P.3d 
1001, 1008 (2009). 
It is undisputed that the Movants and their predecessors received notice of the 
adjudication. The Movants assert they attempted to file a claim for the above-captioned water 
right. However, whether due to mistake, inadvertence or neglect on their part, their attempt to 
file a claim did not comply with applicable filing requirements nor did they ever follow up or 
pursue the alleged claim. Again, this is despite having pursued another water right in the SRBA. 
While such mistake, inadvertence or neglect could arguably be grounds for relief under Rule 
60(b)(l), the Movants did not timely make a Rule 60(b)(l) motion. The Movants cannot now 
disguise the same argument as a Rule 60(b)(6) motion under Idaho law. See e.g., Leasefirst v. 
Burns, 131 Idaho 158,163,953 P.2d 598,603 (1998) (holding "a ground for relief asserted, 
falling fairly under 60(b )(I), cannot be granted under 60(b )( 6)"). Therefore, the Court in an 
exercise of its discretion finds that the Movants have failed to set forth grounds justifying relief 
under Rule 60(b)(6). 
D. The Movants' Motion to File Late Notice of Claim is denied. 
Since the Movants have failed to set forth sufficient grounds under Rule 60(b) to set aside 
the Court Documents their Motion to File Late Notice of Claim must be denied. 
E. The State is not entitled to an award of attorney fees. 
The State seeks an award of attorney fees under Idaho Code§ 12-121. The Idaho 
Supreme Court has held with respect to Idaho Code§ 12-121 that "[i]n normal circumstances, 
attorney fees will only be awarded when this court is left with the abiding belief that the appeal 
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was brought, pursued or defended frivolously, unreasonably or without foundation." Reed v. 
Reed, 160 Idaho 774,780,379 P.3d 1042, 1048 (2016). In this case, the Movants have presented 
the court with legitimate questions for the Court to address. The Court does not find the issue of 
whether the Court Documents should be set aside under the facts and circumstances presented 
here to be frivolous or without foundation. Therefore, the Court in an exercise of its discretion 
declines to award attorney fees to the State in this proceeding. 
III. 
CONCLUSION 
Recognizing that the taking of claims in basin 3 7 must at some point come to an end, this 
Court closed the basin to the filing oflate claims as of January 31, 2013. 8 See infra, Deadline 
Order and Closure Order. The process for adjudicating a late claim is a lengthy process even if 
the claim is ultimately uncontested. A motion to file a late claim must generally comply with 
docket sheet notice procedure. If granted, the Department must investigate the claim and file a 
director's report and provide a period of time for objections and responses. If the Department's 
recommendation is contested the process can take much longer. 
As part of the SRBA winding down process, the Court acknowledged that it would not be 
able to accept late claims into perpetuity, otherwise a final unified decree would never be entered 
and the SRBA would never reach completion. Taking into account the inherent length of time 
required to process a late claim, the Court made the determination to close basins to the filing of 
further late claims. The process contemplated that IDWR would at some point need to file a 
final late claims director's report for all remaining late claims. As part of the process, IDWR 
notified the Court when it would be tentatively filing remaining late claims director's reports 
with the final director's report being filed sometime in December 2013. The basin closure orders 
were made pursuant to docket sheet notice and set deadlines for filing late claims. The deadlines 
provided parties to the adjudication sufficient time to file claims and have their claims 
investigated and included in one of the remaining director's reports. The final late claims 
director's report was filed December 31, 2013. 
8 The only exceptions were: (1) late claims for deferrable de minimis domestic and stock:water uses and (2) late 
claims required to resolve litigation pending in the SRBA at the time of basin closure. Id. The Movants' Motion to 
File Late Notice of Claim was filed on September 30, 2016, and does not fall into one of the exceptions to the 
Deadline and Closure Orders. 
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In the past, the Court placed primary emphasis on prejudice to other parties in 
determining whether to grant leave to file a late claim or set aside a partial decree. Absent a 
finding of prejudice such motions were typically granted. However, in order to give proper 
effect to the purpose of the Closure Orders and Final Unified Decree, and to ensure uniformity 




Therefore, IT IS ORDERED that the Movants' Motion to Set Aside is hereby denied. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Movants' Motion to File Late Notice of Claim is 
hereby denied. 
DATED: ~..'. ✓eW" tu..1 
ORDER DENYING MOTION TO SET ASIDE; 
'ERJC JTILDMAN 
Presiding Judge 
Snake River Basin Adjudication 
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Subcase No. 37-864 
GARY AND GLENNA EDEN'S 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 
TO: THE PARTIES AND THEIR COUNSEL OF RECORD 1N THE ABOVE-CAPTIONED 
ACTION AND TO THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE ENTITLED COURT 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
1. The above named Appellants Gary and Glenna Eden (hereinafter "Appellants"), 
appeal against the State of Idaho to the Idaho Supreme Court from the Order Denying Motion to 
Set Aside and Order Denying Motion to File Late Claim, entered in the above entitled 
NOTICE OF APPEAL - 1 
proceeding on the 8th day of November, 2016, Honorable Judge Wildman presiding. Copies of 
the orders being appealed are attached to this notice, as well as copies of the related orders and 
final judgments since this is an appeal from orders entered after final judgment: 
1. October 12, 2012, Order Establishing Deadline for Late Claim Filings; 2. February 13, 2013, 
Order Closing Claims Taking and Disallowal of Unclaimed Rights; 3.August 26, 2014, Final 
SRBA Unified Decree with Attachments 1 and 6; 4. June 25, 2015, Order Amending Final 
Unified Decree; and 5. November 8, 2016, Order Denying Motion to Set Aside and Order 
Denying Motion to File Late Claim. 
2. Appellants have the right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court pursuant to 
LA.R. 4, and the judgments or orders described in paragraph 1 above are appealable orders 
pursuant to LA.R. ll(a)(7). 
This is not an expedited appeal pursuant to I.A.R. 12.2. 
3. Appellants present the following preliminary statement of the issues they intend 
to assert on appeal, while reserving the right to raise additional issues on appeal: 
a) Whether the Presiding Judge erred by holding that Appellants are not 
entitled to relief under I.R.C.P., Rule 60(b)(4) when Appellants did not 
receive notice of default pursuant to I.R.C.P ., Rule 55. 
b) Whether the Presiding Judge erred by holding that Appellants are not 
entitled to relief under l.R.C.P., Rule 60{b)(4), although under the unique 
factual circumstances the notice they received was inadequate and 
misleading. 
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c) Whether the Presiding Judge erred by holding that Appellants are not 
entitled to relief under I.R.C.P., Rule 60(b)(6), in view of the "unique and 
compelling circumstances." 
d) Whether the Presiding Judge erred by denying Appellants' Motion to File 
Late Notice of Claim, based on the finding that the Appellants were not 
entitled to relief under I.R.C.P., Rule 60(b ). 
4. The record in the above-captioned matter has not been sealed in whole or in part. 
5. a) Is a reporter's transcript requested? Yes. 
b) Appellants request the preparation of the following portions of the 
reporter's transcript in hard copy and electronic format: October 27, 2016, 
Hearing On Motion to Set Aside and Motion to File Late Claim in SRBA 
Subcase No. 37-864, 73 estimated pages, Court Reporter Sabrina Vasquez, 
SRBA Court, 253 'Third Avenue North, Twin Falls, Idaho 83303. 
6. Appellants request the following documents to be included in the clerk's record in 
addition to those automatically included under Idaho Appellate Rule 28: 
IN SRBA, TWIN FALLS COUNTY CASE NO. 39576, SRBA SUBCASE NO. 37-00864, OR 
SRBA SUBCASE NO. 37-10953, AS INDICATED: 
j Date j Document Name 
: 9-20-1988 . Commencement Notice-Llncoln County, Twin Falls 
• County Case No. 39576 and Affidavit of Service, 
Twin Falls County Case No. 39576 
10-10-1997 SRBA Administrative Order 1: Rules of Procedure 
12-11-2002 SRBA Partial Decree, Subcase No. 37-10953 
6-1-2005 Affidavit of Danni M. Smith Re: Second Round 
Service of Commencement Notice for Basin 37, Part 
1, Twin Falls County Case No. 39576 
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10-12-2012 Order Establishing Deadline for Late Claim Filings in 
Basin 01, 02, 03, 31, 34, 35, 36, 37, 41, 45, 47 and 63 
with Certificate of Service, Twin Falls County Case 
No. 39576 
October 2012 SRBA Docket Sheet and 
Mailing List and Certificate of Service for October 
2012, Docket Sheet, if any, Twin Falls County Case 
No. 39576 
2-13-2013 Order Closing Claims Taking Basins 01, 02, 03, 31, 
34, 35, 36, 37, 41, 45, 47 and 63 and Disallowal of 
Unclaimed Rights with Certificate of Service; Twin 
Falls County Case No. 39576 
February 2013 SRBA Docket Sheet and 
Mailing List and Certificate of Service for February 
2013, Docket Sheet, if any, Twin Falls County Case 
No. 39576 
8-26-2014 Final Unified Decree, including Attachments 6 and 10 
and 
Certificate of Service for Final Unified Decree, if any, 
Twin Falls County Case No. 39576 
August2014 SRBA Docket Sheet and 
Mailing List and Certificate of Service for August 
2014, Docket Sheet, if any, Twin Falls County Case 
No. 39576 
9-30-2016 Motion to Set Aside Final Unified Decree and Order 
Closing Claims Taking Basins 01, 02, 03, 31, 34, 35, 
36, 37, 41, 45, 47 and 63 and Disallowal of 
Unclaimed Water Rights SRBA Subcase No. 00-
92099 and Memorandum in Support, SRBA Subcase 
37-864 
9-30-2016 Expedited Motion to File Late Notice of Claim, 
SRBA Subcase 37-864 
9-30-2016 Original Notice of Claim, SRBA Subcase 37-864 
9-30-2016 Affidavit of Dana L. Hofstetter, SRBA 
Subcase 37-864 
9-30-2016 Affidavit of Gary Eden, SRBA Subcase 37-864 
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9-30-2016 Affidavit of Glenna Eden, SRBA Subcase 37-864 
9-30-2016 Notice Setting Hearing on Motion to Set Aside Final 
Unified Decree and Order Closing Claims Taking 
Basins 01, 02, 03, 31, 34, 35, 36, 37, 41, 45, 47 and 
63, and Disallowal of Unclaimed Water Rights, 
SRBA Subcase No. 00-92099 and Notice Setting 
Hearing on Expedited Motion to File Late Notice of 
Claim, SRBA Subcase 37-864 
10-4-2016 Affidavit of Kevin Lakey, SRBA Subcase 37-864 
10-5-2016 Notice Correcting Day of Hearing on Motion to Set 
Aside and Hearing on Expedited Motion to File Late 
Notice of Claim, SRBA Subcase 37-864, 
10-14-2016 State of Idaho's Response to Motion to Set Aside 
Final Unified Decree and Order Closing Claims 
Taking Basins 01, 02, 03, 31, 34, 35, 36, 37, 41, 45, 
47 and 63, and Disallowal of Unclaimed Water 
Rights, SRBA Subcase No. 00-92099 and Notice 
Setting Hearing on Expedited Motion to File Late 
Notice of Claim, SRBA Subcase 37-864 
10-14-2016 Affidavit of Shantel M. Chapple Knowlton, SRBA 
Subcase 37-864 
10-14-2016 Notice of Errata, SRBA Subcase 37-864 
10-21-2016 Reply to State of Idaho's Response to Motion to Set 
Aside Final Unified Decree and Order Closing 
Claims, SRBA Subcase 37-864 
10-27-2016 Hearing Minutes, SRBA Subcase 37-864 
11-8-2016 Order Denying Motion to Set Aside/ Order Denying 
Motion to File Late Claim, SRBA Subcase 37-864 
September, October and November SRBA Docket Sheets and 
2016 Mailing List and Certificate of Service for September-
November 2016, Docket Sheets, if any, Twin Falls 
County Case No. 39576 
December 2016 SRBA IW ATRS Summary Sheet, SRBA 
Subcase 37-864 
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7. Appellants request the following documents, charts and pictures offered or 
admitted as exhibits to be copied and sent to the Supreme Court: 
10-27-2016 Hearing Exhibits, SRBA Subcase 37-864, including, 
without limitation: 
-Exhibit 1: March 20, 2015, Letter from Cyndi 
Mccowan to the Edens 
8. I certify: 
a) That a copy of this notice of appeal has been served on the reporter of 
whom a transcript has been requested: Court Reporter Sabrina Vasquez, 
SRBA Court, 253 Third Avenue North, Twin Falls, Idaho 83303. 
b) That the clerk of the district court has been paid the estimated fee for 
preparation of the reporter's transcript. 
c) That the estimated fee for preparation of the clerk's record has been paid; 
d) That the appellate filing fee has been paid. 
e) That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant 
to Idaho Appellate Rule 20 (and the Idaho Attorney General pursuant to 
Section 67-1401(1), Idaho Code). 
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DATED THIS 19th day of December, 2016. 
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 19th day of December, 2016, l caused to be served a true copy 
of the foregoing NOTICE OF APPEAL with attachments by the pre-paid methods indieated to: 
Original to: 
Clerk of the District Court 
Snake River Basin Adjudication 
253 Third Avenue North 
POBox2707 
Twin Falls, ID 83303-2707 
Copies to: 
United States Department of Justice 
Environmental and Natural Resources Division 
550 West Fort Street, MSC 033 
Boise, ID 83724 
Attorney General Lawrence G. Wasden 
State of Idaho 
Office of the Attorney General 
PO Box 83720 
Boise, ID 83720-0010 
Chief, Natural Resources Division 
State of Idaho 
Office of the Attorney General 
POBox83720 
Boise, ID 83720-0010 
Director 
Idaho Department of Water Resources 
322 E. Front Street, 6th Floor 
PO Box 83720 
Boise, ID 83720-0098 
Sabrina Vasquez, Court Reporter 
Snake River Basin Adjudication Court 
253 Third Avenue North 
POBox2707 
Twin Falls, ID 83303-2707 
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OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
In Re SRBA 








Basin-Wide Issue 16 
Subcase No. 00-92099 
(In Re: Form and Content of Final Unified Decree) 
ORDER ESTABLISHING DEADLINE FOR 
LATE CLAIM FILINGS IN BASINS 01, 02, 03, 
· 31, 34, 35, 36, 37, 41, 45, 47, and 63 
I. PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND 
1bis Court issued an Order Setting Initial Status Conference Re: Form and Content of 
Final Decree on January 13, 2011. On July 15, 2011, this Court entered its Order Establishing 
Steering Committee and Notice of First Scheduled Meeting. "The steering committee 
("Committee") is charged with identifying issues and sub-issues pertaining to the form and 
content of the final decree to be entered upon completion of the SRBA." Id. at 1. The 
Committee is also "charged with recommending a logical order and time frame in which these 
issues and sub-issues should be decided." Id. 
In the State of Idaho's Initial Comments on Form and Content of Final Unified Decree, 
filed May 17, 2011, the State of Idaho ("State") recommended the Court "establish a schedule 
for closing claims taking in each of the reporting basins ... [i]n order to allow sufficient time for 
development of general provisions and preparation of the final decree .... " Id. at 6. On July 18, 
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2011, the State filed its Supplemental Comments on Form and Content of Final Unified Decree, 
in which it proposed a schedule for closure of taking oflate claims in the SRBA basins. The 
proposed schedule divided the SRBA basins into three groups based on the following criteria: (i) 
the amount of subcase activity within each basin, (ii) regional distribution of the closures to 
spread the workload out for IDWR, and (iii) SRBA basins th.at represented an entire drainage 
basin. At its initial meeting, the Committee reviewed the State's proposed basin closure 
procedure and recommended that this Court implement that procedure. 
On September 23, 2011, tbis Court issued its Order Establishing Deadline for Late Claim 
Filings in Basins 23, 24, 25, 43, 51, 55, 57, 61, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85, and 86. The Court found that 
ihe Committee's proposal for closure of taking oflate claims within basins based on subcase 
activity, staging of IDWR' s workload, and drainage basins was a logical and necessary step in 
the completion of the SRBA, and ordered that claims taking in the initial group of basins be 
closed on November 30, 2011. On January 31, 2012, this Court issued its Order Establishing 
Deadline for Late Claim Filings in Basins 21, 22, 29, 32, 33, 65, 67, 69, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 77, 
78 and 79, which closed taking oflate claims in the second group of basins on March 30, 2012. 
II. DISCUSSION 
Completion of claims taking in individual basins is an essential first step to completion of 
lhe SRBA. Without it, completion of the SRBA will not occur. 
Based on the criteria identified above, the Steering Committee recommended that the 
third basin closure order include basins 01, 02, 03, 31, 34, 35, 36, 37, 41, 45, 47, and 63. 
Claimants in each of these basins previously received extensive first-round and second-round 
Notice of Filing Requirements in the SRBA. See Idaho Code § 42-1408. These notice 
procedures meet constitutional due process requirements. LU Ranching Co. v. U.S., 138 Idaho 
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606 (2003). In addition, 1here is limited subcase activity in these basins. Accordingly, the Court 
finds that it is appropriate to begin the basin closure process within basins 01, 02, 03, 31, 34, 35, 
36, 37, 41, 45, 47, and 63. 
IDWR bas provided the C.ourt with a list of ,wn-de mrnimis water rights from ID\VR's 
water rights database, which is attached hereto as Exhibit 1. The preparation of this list is 
undertaken as a courtesy to the water users, not as an additional due process requirement. If 
unclaimed, these water rights will be decreed as disallowed. 
IDWR is unable to ascertain from its database that a claim has been filed in the SRBA for 
those water right numbers listed on Exhibit 1. Claimants should examine Exhibit 1 to determine 
whether the listed water right numbers are active V.'ater rights. The burden of determining 
whether to file a motion for late claim for any of the listed water right numbers rests solely with 
the water right holder. In order to ensure that basin closing occurs in a timely fashion, the Court 
will establish a deadline of January 31, 2013 for late claims in basins 01, 02, 03, 31, 34, 35, 36, 
37, 41, 45, 47, and 63. 
Ill. CONCLlJSION 
In accordance with the Court's September 23, 2011 Order, the Court has determined that 
claims taking should be closed in basins 01, 02, 03, 31, 34, 35, 36, 37, 41, 45, 47, and 63 on 
January 31, 2013. 
This Order shall be placed on the docket sheet. 
This Order does not alter the deferrable nature of de minimis domestic and stockwater 
rights as provided for in ''Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and Order Establishing 
Procedures for Adjudication of Domestic and Stock Water Uses" (January 17, 1989), as 
modified by this Court's Order Governing Procedures in the SRBAfor Adjudication of Deferred 
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De Minimis Domestic and Stock Water Claims entered in Twin Falls County Case No. 39576 (In 
Re SRBA) on June 28, 2012. 
This Order does not preclude filing oflate claims related to the resolution oflitigation 
pending at the time of this Order in basins 01, 02, 03, 31, 34, 35, 36, 37, 41, 45, 47, and 63. 
IV. ORDER 
For the reasons stated above, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that, except for de minimis 
domestic and stockwater uses and late claims required to resolve pending litigation on the date of 
this Order in the SRBA,' the last date to file a MOTION TO FILE LATE CLAIM in Basins 01, 
02, 03, 31, 34, 35, 36, 37, 41, 45, 47, and 63 shall be January 31, 2013. No late claims will be 
accepted for filing in Basins 01, 02, 03, 31, 34, 35, 36, 37, 41, 45, 47, and63 after January 31, 
2013. 
The Clerk of the Court is hereby instructed to file a copy of the Order Establishing 
Deadline for Late Claim Filings in Basins 01, 02, 03, 31, 34, 35, 36, 37, 41, 45, 47, and 63 in the 
above captioned subcase and in the SRBA main case 00-39576. 
DATED &{!ll/;J,/2) //), ,' dlJ /d,J. 
E 
1 "Pending litigation" r'efers to an active, related subcase(s) pending at the time of the basin closure deadline 
wherein an additional late claim(s) is required to resolve the related water right(s). 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I certify that a true and correct copy of the ORDER ESTABLISHIN 
DEADLINE FOR LATE CLAIM FILINGS IN BASINS 01, 02, 03, 31, 34, 
35, 36, 37, 41, 45, 47 AND 63 was mailed on October 12, 2012, 
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CITY OF NAMPA 
UNITED WATER OF IDAHO 
Represented by: 
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601 W BANNOCK ST 
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Phone: 208-388-1200 
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
Represented by: 
US DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 
ENVIRONMENT & NATL' RESOURCES 
550 WEST FORT STREET, MSC 033 
BOISE, ID 83724 
MINIDOKA IRRIGATION DISTRICT 
Represented by: 
W KENT FLETCB:ER 
1200 OVERLAND AVE 
PO BOX 248 
BURLEY, ID 83318 0248 
Phone: 208-678-3250 
IN RE: FORM AND CONTENT OF 
FINAL UNIFIED DECREE 
(BASIN-WIDE ISSUE 16) 
ASLETI' RANCHES PARTNERSHIP 
PO BOX B 
TWIN FALLS, ID 83301 
Phone: 208-734-.5533 
TERRY & ANITA CLARK 
PO BOX 308 
CAREY, ID 83320 
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EXHIBIT 1 
Subcase Nos: 
01-00011 01-02076 03-02014 31-00261 31-02059 31-02189 
01-00012 01-04000 03-02016 31-00266 31-02060 31-02190 
01-00077 01-04008 03-02026 31-00288 31-02061 31-02204 
01-00083R 01-04009 03-02027 31-00303 3l-02062A ·31-02205 
01-00083V 01-04011 03-02044 31-00305 31-02062B 31-02220 
01-00090 01-04012 03-02047 31-00318 31-02066 31-02230 
01-00116AQ 01-04013 03-04007 31-00320 31-02068 31-02244A 
Ol-00117AS 01-04016 03-04015 31-00322 31-02070 31-02250 
01-00118AQ 01-04018 03-04020 31-00325 31-02071 31-02260 
01-00118AT 01-04019 03-07014 31-00353 31-02072 31-02283 
01-0013 0 01-04022 03-07023 31-00375 31-02073 31-02400 
Ol-00146X 01-04023 03-07026 31-00377 31-02076 31-04002 
01-00168 01-04027 03-07032 31-02000A 31-02082 31-04003 
01-00173 01-04029 31-00009 31-02000C 31-02086 31-04006 
01-00174 01-04031 31-00010 3l-02000D 31-02087 31-04013 
01-00178 01-04032 31-00014 31-02001 31-02088 31-04014 
01-00189 01-04034 31-00016 31-02002 31-02090 31-04020 
01-00197 01-04037 31-00017 31-02008 31-02096 31-04035 
01-00228 01-04039 31-00021 31-02009 31-02102 31-04036 
01-00282 01-04040 31-00044 31-02010 31-02106 31-04068 
01-00283 01-04042 31-00045 31-02012 31-02107 31-04070 
01-00289 01-04043 31-00068 31-02014 31-02109 31-04073 
Ol-00292A 01-04044 31-00069 31-02018 31-02110 31-04078 
Ol-00292B 01-04059 31-00093 31-02020 31-02111 31-04080 
01-00293 01-07030 31-00094 31-02023 31-02113 31-04091 
01-00308 01-07032 31-00103 31-02026 31-02115 31-04094 
01-00310J 01-07036 31-00107 31-02027 31-02117 31-04103 
01-00314 01-07037 31-00108 31-02029 31-02118 31-04109 
01-00318 01-07047 31-00109 31-02030 31~02123 31-04113 
01-00325 01-07050 31-00148 31-02033A 02127 31-04118 
01-00364 01-07052 31-00149 31-02033'.B 02128 31-04120 
01-00365 02-02000 31-00152 31-02034 31-02130 31-04121 
01-00366 02-02003 31-00153 31-02035 31 02131 31-04124 
01-00367 02-02004 31-00154 31-02036 31-02138 31-04136 
01-02001 02-02006 31-00170 31-02038A 31-02140 31-04137 
01-02005 02-02010 31-00171 31-02038B 31 02144 31-04138 
Ol-02007B 02-02011 31-00172 31-02041 31-02145 31-04139 
01-02008 02-02015 31-00182 31-02042 ·31~02153 31-04140 
01-02011 02-02017 31-00183 31-02043 31-02155 31-07085A 
Ol-02012A 02-02019 31-00,20~ 31-02044A 31-02158 31-07130 
Ol-02012B 02-02031 31-00217 31-02044'.B 31-02160 31-07336 
01-02018 02-02058 31-00222 31-02046 31-02162 31-07339 
01-02020 02-02152 31-00223 31-02048 3l-02165A 31-07413 
01-02021 02-04014 31-00228 31-02049 31-02170 31-07419 
01-02023 02-04023 31-00230 31-02050 31-02171 34-00001 
01-02024 02-07277 31-00233 31-02052 31-02176 34-00027 
01-02034 02-07300 31-00234 31-02054 31-02177 34-00037 
01-02035 02-07321 31-00236 31-02055 31-02181 34-00051 
01-02052 02-07327 31-00259 31-02057 31-02182 34-00075 
01-02075 02-07366 31-00260 31-02058 31-02184 34-00090 




34-00091 34-00965B 34-02077 34-02166 34-04051 35-02005 
34-00101 34-00966 34-02078 34-02168 34-04071 35-02006 
34-00150 34-00968 34-02079 34-02169 34-04072 35-02007 
34-00168C 34-00969 34-02080 34-02178 34-04073 35-02008 
34-00176B 34-02000 34-02081 34-02179 34-04075 35-02010B 
34-00183 34-02002 34-02083 34-02180 34-04080 35-02011 
34-00185 34-02003 34-02086 }t=~~i:~! 34-04082 35-02020 34-.00190 34-02004 34-02087 34-04088 35-02021 
34-00202 34-02008 34-02089 34-02183 34-04090 35-02023 
34-00203 34-02009 34-02091 34-02186 34-04091 35-02027 
34-00204 34-02010 34-02093 34-02188 34-0.4092 35-02028 
34-00205 34-02013 34-02094 34-02196 34-04095 35-02036 
34-00206 34-02014 34-02095 34-02197 34-04129 35-02038 
34-00260 34-02016 34-02096 34-02198 34-04134 35-02040 
34-00261 34-02017 34-02098 34-02200 34-07062 35-02047 
34-00262A 34-02020 34-02100 34-02213 34-07191 35-02053 
34-00285 34-02021 34-02101 34~02217 34~07284 35-02054B 
34-00286 34-02023 34-02104 34-02228 34-07285 35-02057 
34-00306 34-02024A. 34-02105 34-02230 34-07350 35-02063 
34-00345 34-02024B 34-02106 34-02238 35-00003 35-02105 
34-00396E 34-02025 34-02107 34-02249 35-00004 35-02118 
34-00402 34-02027 34-02109 34-02250 35-00005 35-02146 
34-00419 34-02028 34-02110 34-02264 35-00008 35-02162 
34-00545B 34-02029 34-02111 34-02268 35-00009 35-02193 
34-00578 34-02031 34-02112 34-02270 35-00011 35-02195 
34-00604 34-02032 34-02113 34~02301 35-00012 35-02196 
34-00670 34-02034 34-02114 34-02327 35-00013 35-02254 
34-00671 34-02035 .. 34-02115 34-0233R 35-00014 35-02343 
34-00679 34-02036 34-02118 34-02339 35-00016 35-02378 
34-00706 34-02037 34-02120 34-02446 35-00017 35-02414 
34-00744 34-02039 34-02123 34-02448 35-00021 35-02460A 
34-00748 34-02041 34-02124 34-02449A 35-00022 35-02578 
34-00749 34-02043 34-02128 34-02450 35-00023 35-02587 
34-00846 34-02044 34-02131 34-02451 35-00024 35-02607 
34-00853 34-02047 34-02132 34-02455 35-00025 35-02616 
34-00854 34-02051 34-02136 34-02470 35-00026 35-02671 
34-00857 34-02054 34-02137 34-02514 35-00027 35-02760 
34-00858 34-02056 34-02138 34-02601 35-00030 35-02780 
34-00863 34-02057 34-02139A 34-04000 35-00031 35-02790 
34-00876 34-02058 34-02139B 34-04007 35-00032 35-02886 
34-00877 34-02059 34-02141 34-04012 35-00033 35-02887 
34-00882 34-02061 34-02142 34-04014 35-00034 35-02891 
34-00900 34-02066 34-02143 34-04020 35-00035 35-02988 
34-00906 34-02067 34-02147 34-04021 35-00043 35-02994 
34-00920 34-02068 34-02150 34-04024 35-00044 35-02997 
34-00928 34-02070 34-02152 34-04025 35-00050 35-03004 
34-00933 34-02072 34-02153 34-04030 35-00056B 35-03005 
34-00940 34-02073 ·34-02154 34-04036 35-02000 35-03006 
34-00941 34-02074 34-02157 34-04038 35-02003 35-03007 
34-00942 34-02076 34-02164 34-04050 35-02004 35-04001 
(Subcase list: UNCLAIMED3) 
10/12/12 
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EXHIBIT 1 
Subcase Nos: 
35-04002 35-07527 .36-00170 36-02240 36-04111 36-07972 
35~04010 35-07577 36-00171 36-02275 36 04112 36-07982 
35-04027 · 35-07578 36-00172 36-02278 36-04116 36-07987 
35-04033 35-07606 36 00173 36-02281 36-04118 36-07988 
35-04035 35-08010 36-00174 36-02287 36-04128 36-08066 
35-04036 35-08020 36-00175 36-02291 
.. 
36 04149 36-08071 
35-04041 35-08185 36-00177 36-02292 36-04150 36-08109 
35-04042 35-08339 36-00178 36-02293 36 04160 36-08160 
35-04043 36-00013 36-00179 36-02353 36 04161 36-08173 
35-04048 36-00014 36-00180 36-02367B 36-04162 36-08193 
35-04060 36-00020 36-00181 36-02368B 36-04163 36-08210 
35-04067 36-00038 36-00182 36-02375 36-04164 36-08211 
35-04086 36-00040B 36-00183 36-02392 36-04165 36-08287 
35-04097 36-00045 36-00184 36-02402 36-04166 37-00014D 
35-04108 36-00052 36-00186 36-02411 36-04167 37-00023 
35-04109 36-00053 36-00187 36-02462 36-04168 37-00030 
35-04123 36-00055AE 36-00188 . 36-02534 36-04173 37-00031 
35-04126 36-00056 36-00189B 36-02601 36-04176 37-00052 
35-04128 36-00078 36-00195 36-02602 36-04177 37-00065 
35-04133 36-00083 36-00197 36-02677 36-04185 37-00071A 
35-04143 36-00107 36-00198B 36-02686 36-04189 37-00073 
35-04162 36-00114 36-02001 36-02687 36-04194 37-00074 
35-04165 36-00118 36-02003A 36-02695 36-04208 37-00075 
35-04173 36-00124B 36-02003B 36-02699 36-04216 37-00076 
35-04174 36-00126 36-02005 36-02702 36-04223 37-00093 
35-04178 36-00127 36-02012 36-02731A 36 04225 37-00094 
35-04185 36-00137 36-02015 36-02731B 36 04226 37-00100 
35-04186 36-00140 36-02020 36-02901 36-04229 37-00103 
35-04197 36-00142 36-02022 36-04003 36 04236 37-00105C 
35-04200 36-00143 36-02023 36-04022 36-04238 37-00106E 
35-04202 36-00144 36-02025 36-04028 36-04247 37-00113J 
35-04216 36.:.00145 36-02029 36-04029 36-04249 37-00122A 
35-04217 36-00146 36-02030 36-04030 .36-04251 37-00122B 
35-04224 36-00147 36-02033 36-04031 36-04262 37-00123A 
35-04232 36-00148 36-02036 36-04034 36-07183 37-00123B 
35-04235 36-00150 36-02042 36-04039 36 07261 37-00124 
35-04238 36··00151 36-02070D 36-04041 36-07339 37-00146 
35-04239 36-00153 36-02091 36-04054 36-07375 37-00147 
35-04257 36-00154 36-02150 36-04055 36-07382 37-00148 
35-04259 36-00155 36-02153A 36-04056 36-07439 37-00152 
35-04262 36-00156 36-02160B 36-04063 36-07482 37-00156 
35-04264 36-00157 36-02172B 36-04066 36 07500 37-00165 
35-04265 36-00158 36-02174B 36-04067 36 07530 37-00166 
35-04267 36-00159 36-02183 36-04070 36-07637 37-00179 
35-04270 36-00160 36-02218 36-04077 36-07849 37-00182A 
35-04273 36-00161 36-02222 36-04093 36-07867 37-00185 
35-04278 36-00162 36-02223 36-04095 36-07880 37-00212B 
35-07381 36-00163 36-02226 36-04105 36-07891 37-00234A 
35-07446 36-00164 36-02234 36-04106 36-07893 37-00237A 
35-07482 36-00165 36-02235 36-04107 36-07910 37-00237B 




37-00242 3 7-00478 37-00770B 37-00937 37-01229 37-02107B 
37-00243 37-00479B 37-00809 37-00938 37-01234 37-02111 
37-00244 3 7-00484 37-00812 37-00940 37-01235 37-02112 
37-00251 37-00502 37-00813 37-00943A 3 01237 37-02113 
37-00261 37-00515 37-00816 37-00943B 3 7-01245 37-02115 
37-00264 37-00518 37-00829 37-00943D 3 7-02004 37-02119 
37-00266 37-00519 37-00830 37-00943E 37-02009 3 7-02120 
37-00276G 37-00520 37-00832 37-00944A 37-02011 3 7-02121 
37-00290 37-00531A 37-00837 37-00944C 37-02014 37-02129 
37-00291 37-00532 37-00838 37-00944D 37-02023 37-02130 
37-00298A 37-00534 37-00839 37-00944E 37 02025 3 7-02132 
37-00298B 37-00535 37-00840 37-00946 37-02027 37-02133 
37-00302A 37-00540 37-00841 37-00949 37-02028 37-02134 
37-00316B 37-00541 37-00842 37-00955 37-02029 37-02135 
37-00318B 37-00550 37-00843 37-00968 37-02036 37-02136 
37-00318C 37-00553 . 37-00853 37-00979 37-02037 37-02137 
37-00323 37-00554 37-00858 37-00985 37-02042 37-02141 
37-00324 37-00555 37-00860 37-00992 37-02044 37-02143 
37-00325A 37-00556 37-00864 37-01015 37-02047 37-02145 
37-00325B 37-00573 37-00866 37-01019 37-02048 37-02146 
37-00331 37-00575 37-00879 37-01020 37-02050 3 7-02149 
37-00334A 37-00602 37-00883A . 37-01023 37-0205'.l 37-02150 
37-00334D . 3 7-00603 37-00886F 37-01024 37-02054 37-02151 
37-00334G 37-00605 37-00888 37-01025 37-02058 37-02155 
37-00335 3 7-00610 37-00890 37-01.044 37-02059 37-02159 
37-00336 37-00615 37-00894A 37-01045 37-02060 37-02164 
37-00337B 37-00628 3 7-00896 37-01050 37-02061 37-02167 
37-00339 3 7-00644 37-00897 37-01055 37-02063 37-02171 
37-00340 37-00666B 37-00898 37-01069 37-02064 37-02175 
37-00342 37-00685B 37-00900 37-01071A 37-02065 37-02181 
37-00346 37-00691F 37-00901 37-01071B 37-02068 37-02182 
37-00347 37-00697 37-00902A 37-0t091 37-02072 37-02183 
37-00348 37-00698 37-00902B 37-01093 37-02073 37-02184 
37-00349 37-00699A 37-00903 37-0ll04A 37-02077 37-02186 
37-00350 37-006998 3 7-00904 37-01111 37-02078 37-02187 
37-00360 37-00700 37-00907 37-01121 37-02079 37-02189 
37-00362 37-00703D 37-00908 37-01122 37-02080 37-02193 
37-00363H 37-00704B 37-00909 37-01128 37-02081 37-02194 
37-00364C 37-00708 37-00910 37-01129 37-02082 37-02197 
37-00364H 37-00711 37-00911 37-01130 37-02083 37-02203 
37-00364J 37-00714 37-00912 37-01133 37-02084 37-02204 
37-00382 37-00721 37-00913 37-01171 37-02086 37-02205 
37-00383 37-00723 37-00914 37-01180 37-02088 37-02208 
37-00385 37-00729 37-00915 37-01182 37-02090 37-02209 
37-00413 37-00742 37-00916 37-01193 37 02091 37-02210 
37-00414 37-00749A 37-00920 37-01194 37-02093 37-02213 
37-0043SB 37-00749B 37-00921 37-01196 37-02100 37-02214 
37-00442 37-00755 37-00922 37-01220 37-02105 37-02216 
37-00445 37-00765 37-00923 37-01221 37-02106 37-02219 
37-00462 37-00770A 37-00936 37-01224D 37-02107A 37-02225 




37-02232 37-02374 37-02603 37-04113 37-07021 37-30008 
37-02235 37-02381 37-02617 37-04115A 37-07048 37-30010 
37-02236 37-02382 37-02620 37-04143 37-07056 37-30011A 
37-02237 37-02389 37-02634B 37-04153 37-07057 37-30012 
37-02238 3 7-02390 37-02655 37-04154 37-07060 37-30013 
37-02239 37-02391 37-02659 37-04161 37-07068 37-30015 
37-02241 37-02392 37-02674 37-04164 37-07073 37-30016 
37-02253 37-02393 37-02677 37-04165 37-07097 37-30017 
37-02254 37-02395 37-02691 37-04171 37-07141 37-30018 
37-02263 37-02397 37-02718 37-04176 37-07155 37-30019 
37-02267 37-02401 37-02721 37-04179 37-07156 37-30020 
37-02272 37-02406 37-02731 37-04190 37-07161 37-30021 
37-02278 37-02407 37-02752A 37-04222 37-07182 37-30022 
37-02279 37-02408 37-02765 37-04230 37-07190 37-30023 
3 7-02280 37-02409 37-02767 37-04231 37-07212 3 7-30024C 
37-02281 37-02412 37-02768 37-04232 37-07250 37-30025 
37-02288 37-02421 37-02770 37-04233 37-07254 37-30026 
37-02291 37-02423 37-02772 37-04234 37-07263 37-30027 
37-02292 37-02424 37-02775 37-04235 37-07268 37-30028 
37-02295 3 7-02434 37-02786 37-04243 37-07293 37-30029 
37-02298 3 7-02436 37-02787 37-04244 37-07342 37-30031 
37-02299 37-02439 37-02793A 37-04253 37-07347 37-30032 
37-02301A 3 7-02442 37-02793B 37-04256 37-07449 37-30033 
37-02301B 37-02448 37-02798 37-04257 37-07529 3 7-30034 
37-02304 3 7-02450 37-02801A 37-04262 37-07578 3 7-3 0035 
37-02305 3 7-02454 37-03156 37-04290 37-07621B 37-30036 
37-02307 37-02459 37-04000 37-04299 37-07750 37-30038 
37-02308 37-02461 37-04001 37-04310 37-07778 3 7-3 003 9 
37-02313 37-02463 37-04003 37-04316 37-07791 41-00010 
37-02314 37-02464 37-04006 37-04318 37-07946 41-00011 
37-02315 37-02465 37-04027 37-04321 37-07951 41-00014 
37-02322 37-02485 37-04028 37-04330 37-07959B 41-00045 
3 7-02323 3 7-02486 37-04036 37-04345 37-07998 41-00054 
3 7-02325 37-02487 · 37-04043 37-04346 37-08033 41-02002 
37-02328 37-02488 37-04046 37-04347 37-08037 41-02003 
37-02330 37-02490 37-04047 37-04348 37-08046 41-02010 
37-02331 37-02491 37-04056A 37-04360 37-08049 41-02011 
37-02334 3 7-02503 37-04056B 37-04361 37-08134 41-02018 
37-02335 37-02511 37-04064 37-04371 37-08241 41-04015 
37-02340 37-02520 37-04065 37-04380 37-08278 41-04020 
37-02342 37-02521 37-04068 37-04382 37-30000J 41-04021 
3 7-02343 37-02522 37-04073 37-04406 37-30000M 41-04033 
37-02348 37-02529 37-04075 37-04411 37-30000N 41-04036 
37-02353 37-02533 37-04079 37-04422 37-30001 41-07054 
37-02358 37-02534 37-04088 37-04423 37-30002 45-00571B 
37-02359 37-02537 37-04092 37-04424 37-30003 45-00573 
37-02369 37-02555 37-04094 37-04425 37-30004 45-00668 
37-02370 37-02574 37-04102 37-04426 37-30005 45-00670A 
37-02371 37-02585 37-04103 37-04428 3 7-3 0006 45-00670C 
37-02372 37-02590 37-04110 37-04431 3 7-3 0007 45-00724 




45-00725A 45-02308 45-04169 45-07510 47-00139 47-02161 
45-00725B 45-02501 45-04170 45-07528 47-00150 47-02162 
45-00725C 45-02507 45-04182 45-07530 47-00151A 47-02165 
45-00725D 45-02535 45-04183 45~Q7534 47-00151C 47-02183 
45-02000 45-02536 45-04184 45-07542 47-00159 47-02192B 
45-02005 45-02598 45-04188 45-07566 47-00165 47-02193 
45-02021 45-02607 45-04189 45-07569 47-00166 47-02201 
45-02023 45-02608A 45-04190 45-07570 47-00203 47-02211 
45-02027 45-02609 45-04196 45-07593 47-02015 47-02214 
45-02028A 45-02610 45-04203 45-07596 47-02019A 47-02216 
45-02029 45-02618 45-04206 45-07597 47-02019B 47-02221 
45-02034 45-02619 45-04207 45-07598 47-02020 47-02223 
45-02035 45-02645 45-04222 45-07602 47-02030 47-02226 
45-02041 45-02649 45-04224 47-00002 47-02042 47-02227 
45-02050 45-02675 45-04225 47-00005 47-02043 47-02228 
45-02054 45-02681 45-04226 47-00007. 47-02044 47-02230 
45-02056 45-02707 45-04227 47-00009A 47-02050 47-02231 
45-02064 45-02708 45-04231 47-00009B 47-02053 47-02233 
45-02072 45-02721 45-04233 47-00009C 47-02054 47-02237 
45-02073 45-02756 45-04237 47-00011B 47-02055 47-02239 
45-02074 45-02762 45-04244 47-00012 47-02057 47-02240 
45-02076 45-04003 45-04246 47000014 47-02058 47-02253 
45-02080 45-04004 45-04247 47~00015 47~02059 47-02254 
45-02081 45-04010 45-04248 47-00019 47-02060 47-02266 
45-02083 45-04012 45-04249 47-00020 47-02063 47-02270 
45-02088 45-04016 45-04255 47-00021 47-02065 47-02287 
45-02092 45-04017 45-04257 47-00022 47-02070 47-02288B 
45-02093 45-04019 45-04262 47-00024 47-02071 47-02303 
45-02095 45-04020 45-04265 47-00025 47-02073 47-02318 
45-02096 45-04034 45-04266 47-00028 47-02075 47-02444 
45-02107 45-04036 45-04267 47-00031B 47-02077 47-02445 
45-02108 45-04051 45-04268 47~00034 47-02079 47-02459 
45-02115 45-04064 45-07038 47-00036 47-02081 47-02460 
45-02118 45-04065 45-07078 47-00037A 47-02082 47-02471 
45-02119 45-04071 45-07091 47-00037B 47-02086 47-02475A 
45-02121 45-04106 45-07112 47-00042B 47-02088 47-02475B 
45-02122 45-04109 45-07123 47-00045 47-02089 47-02476A 
45-02137 45-04115 45-07146 47-00046 47-02108 47-02476B 
45-02139 45-04135 45-07185 47-00049 47-02109 47-02477 
45-02141 45-04140 45-07272 47-00050 47-02122B 47-02482 
45-02145 45-04141 45-07282 47-00053 47-02125 47-02483 
45-02146 45-04146 45-07348 47-00064 47-02127 47-02490 
45-02148 45-04147 45-07362 47-00065 47-02134 47-02493 
45-02165 45-04149 45-07365 47-00066 47-02138 47-02494 
45-02166 45-04150 45-07382 47-00067 47-02139 47-02520 
45-02178 45-04153 45-07384 47-00068 47-02140 47-02589 
45-02185 45-04154 45-07435 47-00069 47-02150 47-02590 
45-02191 45-04156 45-07437 47-00074 47-02155 47-02659 
45-02222A 45-04157 45-07453 47-00121 47-02156 47-02663 
45-02253 45-04161 45-07502 47-00123 47-02160 47-02665 
(Subcase list: UNCLAIMED3) 
10/12/12 
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EXHIBIT 1 
Subcase Nos: 
47-04002 47-04175 47-04411 47-07666 63 00274 63-02041A 
47-04007 47-04176 47-04412 47-07697 63 00288A 63-02041B 
47-04008 47-04186 47-04413 47-07711 63-00298 63-02043 
47-04009 47-04191 47-04415 47-07731 63-003058 63-02044 
47-04011 47-04194 47-04420 47-07736 63 00309 63-02047 
47-04012 47-04195 47-04421 47-077598 63-00310 63-02048 
47-04013 47-04201 47-04423 47-07773 63-00315 63-02049 
47-04020 47-04206 47-04424 47-07791 63 00316 63-02050 
47-04021 47-04220 47-04426 47-07885 63-00321 63-02053 
47-04026 47-04224 47-04434 47-07920 63-00323 63-02054 
47-04028 47-04226 47-04449 47-07981 63-00324 63-02056 
47-04030 47-04236 47-04467 47-08414 63 00325 63-02057 
47-04031 47-04237 47-04472 47-08415 63-00326 63-02058 
47-04032 47-04242 47-04473 47-08416 63-00327 63-02059 
47-04036 47-04248 47-04479 63-00009 63 00328 63-02060 
47-04041 47-04252 47-04480 63-00010 63-00333 63-02061 
47-04042 47-04255 47-04481 63-00011 63-00334 63-02065 
47-04044 47-04260 47-04483 63-00017 63-00335 63-02066 
47-04045 47-04262 47-04488 63-00018 63-00336 63-02067 
47-04050C 47-0426.9 47-04496 63-00027 63-00349 63-02068 
47-04067 47-04278 47-04498 63-00096A 63-00350 63-02069 
47-04070 47-04279 47-04499 63-00098 63-00351 63-02070A 
47-04075 47-04280 47-04500 63-00099 63 00352 63-02071 
47-04076 47-04298 47-04501 63-00108 63-00362 63-02074 
47-04079 47-04301 47-04502 63-00109 63 00363 63-02075 
47-04080 47-04304 47-04503 63-00110 63-00364 63-02076 
47-04084 47-04305 47-04510 63-00111 63-00377 63--02081 
47-04086 47-04306 47-07055 63-00149B 63-00380 63-02084 
47-04089 47-04307 47-07113 63-00161AE 63 00381 63-02087 
47-04090 47-04314 47-07123 63-00161AG 63-02000 63-02088 
47-04091 47-04316 47-07203 · 63-00161AQ 63 02003 63-02089 
47-04093 47-04317 47-07207 63-001618C 63 02006 63-02091 
47-04102 47-04327 47-07215 63-00161BE 63-02008 63-02093 
47-04103 47-04328 47-07225 63-001618 63 02010 63-02094 
47-04105 47-04336 47-07241 63-00162 63 02012 63-02095 
47-04114 47-04338 47-07249 63-00165C 63-02013 63-02096 
47-04115 47-04341 47-07251 63-001651, 63-02016 63-02097 
47-04116 47-04349 47-07337 63-00198X 63-02017 63-02099 
47-04118 47-04350 47-07338 .63-00215 63-02018A 63-02101 
47-04121 47-04360 47-07377 63-002168 63 02018B 63-02102 
47-04123 47-04378 47-07404 63-00230A 63-02018C 63-02104 
47-04127 47-04380 47-07406 63-00240 63-02019 63-02108A 
47-04137 47-04381 47-07473 63-00241 63 02020 63-02108B 
47-04138 47-04385 47-07474 63-00244 63 02021 63-02111 
47-04146 47-04386 47-07484 63-00245 63-02028 63-02113 
47-04152 47-04389 47-07499 63-00246 63-02030 63-02116 
47-04157 47-04392 47-07516 63-00247 63 02033 63-02119 
47-04158 47-04398 47-07527 63-00266 63 02035 63-02120 
47-04164 47-04402 47-07620 63-00267 63-02039 63-02121 
47-04168 47-04409 47-07626 63-00268 63-02040 63-02122 




63-02124 63-02230 63-02398 63-02550 63-02688 63-02861 
63-02125 63-02231 63-02399 63-02552 63-02689 63-02862 
63-02126 63-02235 63-02400 63-02558B 63-02692 63-02865B 
63-02127 63-02238 63-02402 63-02563 63-02693 63~02868 
63-02128 63-02243 63-02416 63-02564 63-02694 63-02869 
63-02129 63-02247 63-02417 63-02565 63-02697B 63-02870 
63-02133 63-02250 63-02418 63-02569 63-02702 63-02871 
63-02135 63-02254B 63-02419 · 63~02570 6.3-02704 63-02876 
63-02136 63-02262 63-02428 63-02574 63-02705 63-02883 
63-02139B 63-02263 63-02429 63-02577 63-02709 63-02885 
63-02140 63-02267 63-02430 63-02578 63-02715 63-02888 
63-02141 63-02273 63-02431 63-02579 63-02716 63-02894 
63-02142 63-02280 63-02435B 63-02580 63-02717 63-02897 
63-02144B 63-02288 63-02447 63-02582 63-02721 63-02905 
63-02145 63-02289B 63-02451 63-02584 63-02726 63-02924 
63-02146 63-02293 63-02452 63-02585 63-02728 63-02947 
63-02147 63-02309 .63-02455 63~02589 · 63-02736 63-02950 
63-02149 63-02310 63-02456 63-02593 63-02737 63-02951B 
63-02151 63-02311 63-02457 63-02594 63-02745 63-02952 
63-02153B 63-02313 63-02458 63-02602 63-02752 63-02953 
63-02154 63-02314 63-02460 63-02607 63-02753 63-02959 
63-02156 63-02317 63-02463 63-02615B 63-02755B 63-02965 
63-02163 63-02319 '63-02464 63-02616 63-02756 63-02969 
63-02166 63-02323 63-02466 63-02619 63-02764 63-02970 
63-02169 63-02324 63-02469 63-02620 63-02766 63-02976 
63-02170 63-02327 63-02480 63~02630B 63c02772 63-02977 
63-02175 63-02329 63-02485 63-02630C 63-02774 63-02981 
63-02176 63-02330 63-02486 63-02631B 63-02777 63-02982 
63-02178 63-02333 63-02487 63-02632B 63-02778 63-02984 
63-02179 63-02339 63-02490 63-02633 63-02783 63-02991 
63-02180 63-02345 63-02491 63-02634 63-02797 63-02993 
63-02181 63-02347 63-02492 63-02638 63-02801 63-02995 
63-02185 63-02348 63-02494 63-02641 63-02807 63-02996 
63-02187 63-02355 63-02496 63-02642 63-02809 63-02998 
63-02189 63-02361 63-02498 63-02645 63-02811 63-02999 
63-02190 63-02362 63-02501 63-02646 63-02817 63-03000 
63-02191 63-02363 63-02508 63-02649 63-02819A 63-03003 
63-02194 63-02365 63-02509 63-02652B 63-02820 63-03005 
63-02197 63-02366 63-02512 63-02653 63-02821C 63-03006 
63-02198 63-02367 63-02513 63-02658 63-02830 63-03015 
63-02201 63-02371 63-02525 63-02661 63-02831 63-03025 
63-02202 63-02378 63-02526 63-02665 63-02832 63-03030 
63-02204 63-02379 63-02527B 63-02669B 63-02835 63-03037 
63-02205 63-02380 63-02528 63-02674 63-02836 63-03038 
63-02207 63-02382 63-02530 63-02675 63-02838 63-03040 
63-02208 63-02384 63-02534 63-02676 63-02840 63-03042 
63-02211 63-02385 63-02536B 63-02677 63-02844 63-03045 
63-02213 63-02393 63-02541 63-02683 63-02847 63-03047 
63-02220 63-02394 63-02544 63-02685 63-02853 63-03050 
63-02223 63-02395 63-02548 63-02686 63-02859 63-03052 





63-03059 63-03385 63-04084 63-04385 63-04671 63-04910 
63-03063 63-03386 63-04087 63-04393 63-04672 63-04911 
63-03076 63-03388 63-04088 63-04399 63-04673 63-04913 
63-03087 63-03389 63-04120 63-04412 63 04687 63-04917 
63-03095 63-03410 63-04123 63-04416 63-04701 63-04924 
63-03098B 63-03421 63-04128 63-04418 63-04702 63-04925 
63-03106 63-03431 63-04130 63-04422 63 04703 63-04929 
63-03109 63-03433 63-04133 63-04423 63-04705 63-04933 
63-03115 63-03437 63-04140 63-04433 63-04711 63-04934 
63-03117 63-03444 63-04142 63-04435 63 04712 63-04943 
63-03127B 63-03446 63-04145 63-04439 63-04713 63-04944 
63-03130 63-03454 63-04151 63-04440 63 04715 63-04945 
63-03131 63-03456 63-04155 63-04448 63-04718 63-04947 
63~03133 63-03463 63-04161 63-04451 63 04720 63-04948 
63-03139 63-03468 63-04164 63-04463 63-04721 63-04955 
63-03143 63-03506 63-04168 63-04465 63 04722 63-04959 
63-03171B 63-03537 63-04169 63-04469 63 04723 63-04960 
63-03178B 63-03550 63-04173 63-04477 63-04726 63-04962 
63-03183B 63-03604 63-04174B 63-04478 63-04727 63-04969 
63-03185 63-03615 63-04177 63-04479 63-04729 63-04973 
63-03186 63-03621 63-04179 63-04480 63-04735 63-04975 
63-03192 63-03627 63-04181 63-04481 63-04738 63-04984 
63-03218 63-03628 63-04182 63-04486 63-04740 63-04985 
63-03228 63-03629 63-04187 63-04494 63-04751 63-04987 
63-03230 63 03632 63-04193 63-04497 63-04754 63-04991 
63-03235 63-03635 63-04196 63-04525 63-04755 63-04996 
63-03245 63-03650 63-04198 63-04530A 63-04768 63-04999 
63-03256 63-03651 63-04199 63-04539 63-04771 63-05000 
63-03258 63-03652 63-1)4208 63-04542 63-04800 63-05003 
63-03262 63-03653 63-04218 63-04543 63-04818 63-05008 
63-03263B 63-03654 63-04224B 63-04550 63 04824 63-05009 
63-03265 63-03655 63-04228 63-04553 63-04827 63-05014 
63-03267 63-03656 63-04249B 63-04568 63-04832 63-05019 
63-03290 63-03657 63-04253 63-04569 63-04842 63-05020 
63-03301 63-04000 63-04278C 63-04570 63-04850 63-05026 
63-03306 63-04003 63-04279 63-04578 63-04855 63-05030 
63-03313 63-04009 63-04296 63-04581 63 04860 63-05042 
63-03328 63-04011 63-04299. · 63-04584 63-04861 63-05043 
63-03332 63-04012 63-04300 63-04586 63-04863 63-05046 
63-033398 63-04017 63-04304 63-04589 63 04875 63-05050 
63-03341 63-04031 63-04305 63-04592 63 04876 63-05056 
63-03342 63-04032 63-04310 63-04599 63-04879 63-05058 
63-03343 63-04033 63-04317 63-04627 63-04887 63-05061 
63-03345 63-04034 63-04330 63-04637 63-04889 63-05062 
63-03347 63-04041 63-04357 63-04648 63-04895 63-05064 
63-03364 63-04043 63-04360 63-04650 63-04896 63-05066 
63-03376 63-04044 63-04363. · · 63-04654 63-04899 63-05072 
63-03379 63-04046 63-04364 63-04656 63 04903 63-05074 
63-03381 63-04058 63-04382 63-04657 63-04908 63-05084 
63-03384 63-04077 63-04383 63-04666 63-04909 63-05086 




63-05090 63-05331 63-07323 63-08111 6.3c09149 63-10196 
63-05096 63-05333 63-07333 63-08133 63-09182 63-10200 
63-05110 63-05350 63-07335 63-08139 63-09184B 63-10218 
63-05113 63-05356 
.. 
63-07339 63-08148 63-09185 63-10247 
63-05115 63-05363 63-07357 63-08157 63-09190 63-10252 
63-05118 63-05365 63-07364 63-08159 63-09210 63-10352 
63-05119 63-05368 63-07365 63-08162 63-09214 63-10353 
63-05128 63-05395 63-07373 63-08171 63-09242 63-10354 
63-05132 63-05407 63-07390 63-08192 63-09249 63-10355 
63-05136 63-05409 63-07411 63-082],l 63-09259 63-10356 
63-05147 63-05410 63-07417 63-08212 63-09305 63-10358 
63-05162 63-05412 63-07433 63-08231 63-09312 63-10368 
63-05164 63-07000 63-07464 63-08259 63-09327 63-10392 
63-05175 63-07004 63-07491 63-08270 63-09331 63-10464 
63-05178 63-07009 63-07556 63-08282 63-09342 63-10512 
63-05186 63-07011B 63-07557 63-08286A 63-09369 
63-05187 63-07012 63-07563 63-08326 63-09374 
63-05188 63-07023 63-07565 63-08329 63-09407 
63-05189 63-07027B 63-07600 63-08364 63-09424 
63-05190 63-07065 63-07603 63-08391 63-09426 
63-05193 63-07096 63-07605 63-08396 63-09431 
63-05196 63-07118 63-07606 63-08430B 63-09646 
63-05202 63-07122 63-07607 63-08451 63-09659 
63-05213 63-07125 63-07610B 63-08478 63-09672 
63-05214 63-07129 63-07628 63-08485B 63-09680 
63-05217 63-07144 63-07653 63-08517 63-09731 
63-05223 63-07153 63-07656 63-08525 63-09749 
63-05238 63-07167 63-07677 63-08549 63-09752 
63-05246 63-07171 63-07687 63-08565 63-09760 
63-05247 63-07176 63-07690 63-08577B 63-09832 
63-05249 63-07181 . 63-07694 63-08580 63-09869 
63-05260 63-07208 63-07714 63-08639 63-09899 
63-05266 63-07212 63-07722 63-08652 63-09945 
63-05271 63-07216 63-07775 63-08719 63-09946 
63-05276 63-07222 63-07791 63-08781 63-09951 
63-05283 63-07231 63-07815 63-08801 63-09963 
63-05290 63-07232 63-07855 63-08823 63-09978 
63-05300 63-07233 63-07885B 63-08837 63-10004 
63-05301 63-07240 63-07915 63-08851 63-10015 
63-05302 63-07254 63-07919 63-08852 63-10032 
63-05305 63-07279 63-07944 63-08969 63-10033 
63-05308 63-07283 63-07967 63-08999 63-10062 
63-05313 63-07292 63-07970 63-09021 63-10106 
63-05314 63-07302 63-07977 63-09022 63-10108 
63-05317 63-07303 63-08000B 63-09038 63-10112 
63-05319C 63-07305 63-08024 63-0903 9 63-10128 
63-05320 63-07313 63-08032 63-09051 63-10140 
63-05324 63-07314 63-08045 63-09052 63-10174 
63-05328 63-07315 63-08050 63-09095 63-10176 
63-05329 63-07321 63-08058 63-09137 63-10187 
(Subcase list: UNCLAIMED3 ) 
10/12/12 
1-11 Decreed 4/1/1939 
1-12 Decreed 4/1/1939 
1-77 Decreed 12/14/1891 
1-83R Decreed 6/1/1891 
l-83V Decreed 6/1/1891 
1-90 Decreed 6/1/1902 
l-116AQ Decreed 6/1/1887 
1-117AS Decreed 6/1/1888 
1-118AQ Decreed 6/1/1889 
l-118AT Decreed 6/1/1889 
Decreed 6/10/1885 
- 1-146X Decreed 6/30/1885 
1-168 Decreed 11/25/1902 
1-173 Decreed 8/17/1901 
1-174 Decreed -9/1/1901 
1-178 Decreed 11/25/1902 
1-189 Decreed 6/1/1893 
1-197 Decreed 11/18/1898 
1-228 Decreed 3/5/1902 
1-282 Decreed 9/7/1915 
1-283 Decreed 11/14/1924 
1-289 Decreed 5/31/1913 
1-292A Decreed 10/3/1904 
1-292B Decreed 10/3/1904 
1-293 Decreed 2/20/1909 
1-308 Decreed 4/1/1939 
1-310J Decreed 4/1/1939 
1-314 Decreed 4/1/1939 
1-318 Decreed. 4/1/1939 
1-32S Decreed 4/1/1939 
1-364 Decreed 3/21/1909 
1-365 Decreed 1/22/1916 
1-366 Decreed 1/22/1916 
1-367 Decreed 1/22/1916 
1-2001 License 5/7/1904 
1-200S license 9/30/1905 
1-2007B License 9/15/190S 
1-2008 License 12/11/1905 
1-2011 License 9/24/1906 

























































HEN RYS FORK 
































IRRIGATION TILLEY, CLARENCE H 
IRRIGATION KENDELL, WILLIAM 
IRRIGATION IOAHO CANAL & IMPROVEMENT CO 
IRRIGATION ISLAND IRRIGATION CO 
IRRIGATION BURKE, CW 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION KOOCH, JOHN W 
























LONG ISLAND IRRIGATION CO 
LONG ISLAND IRRIGATION CO 
LONG ISLAND IRRIGATION CO; WE 
BARKDULL & SONS INC 
NELSON, SOREN; SUMMERS, STEPHEN 
J; SUMMERS, WILLIAM 
PARSONS DITCH CO 
SHERMAN, EH; SHERMAN, SARAH E 
SAINT ANTHONY POWER & LIGHT CO 
SAINT ANTHONY RAILROAD CO 
SULUVAN, MARY A; SULLIVAN, 
THOMASF 
THOMAS, HENRY E 
WRIGHT,G G 
SCHODDE, HENRYT; SCHODDE, 
MINNIE 
PACIRCORP AN ORGEON CORP 
PACIFICO RP AN ORGEON CORP 
LA HARTERT & CO 
SORENSEN, ROYALJ 
SORENSEN, ROYALJ; SORENSON, 
HUGH C 








DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BITTON, HARRY 










SMITH, CHARLES D 
BEEKMAN, JOHN E 
HOPF, CECIL H 
BRADBURY, WILLIAM A 
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30/1917 1.90 SNAKE RIVER IRRIGATION LOWDER, SIMON 
1-20126 License 3/21/1907 l.30 SNAKE RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ; LOWDER, SIMON 
; BRAMWELL, ADNA E; BRAMWEL~ 
1-2016 License 2/20/1909 lS.60 SNAKE RIV2R DOMESTIC, :RRIGATION 
VIOLAM 
1-2020 Ucense 3/3/1911 4.56 SNAKE RIVER IRRIGATION BRADBURY, WA 
1·2021 License 1/15/1913 3.20 SNAKE RIVER IRRIGATION TAYLOR, LYMAN A 
1-2023 Ucense 5/31/1913 3.50 SNAKE RIVER ; IRRIGATION : LA HARTE~T & CO 
1-2024 License 11/20/1!113 0,B0 SNAKE RIVER !RRIGATION WILSON, ANNA 
1•2034 Lice.me 7/28/1919 0.30 SNAKE R'.VER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MORGAN, WILLIAM T 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
l-2035 License 12/22/1919 50.00 SNAKE RIVER 
FROM STORAGE, 
DAIRY FARMS IRR:GATION DIST 
; IRRIGATION STORAGE, 
IRRIGATION 
1-2052 License 4/24/1948 : 2.00 SNAKE RIVER IRRIGATION i NELSON, EPHRAIM M 
1-2075 License 7/5/1907 0.80 UNNAMED SLOUGH DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MOORE, DELLA C . 
1-2076 License 4/9/1956 0.80 UNNAMED SLOUGH IRRIGATION MOORE, FRANCIS H 
l-4000 
Statutory 
5/1/1960 2,00 SNAKE RIVER IRRIGATION ORE-IDA FOODS INC I Clalm 
1-4008 
Statutory 




6/10/1888 260.00 SNAKE RIVER STOCKWATER BURGESS CANAL & IRRIGATING CO Claim 
1-4011 
i Statutory 





















6/1/1968 75.00 SNAKE RIVER 
IRRIGAT10N, 
RUDY IRRJGATION CO 
da!m . STOQ(WATER 
1-4022 
Statutory 








6/l/1891 90.00 SNAKE RIVER STOCKWATER ISi.AND IRRIGATION CO 
Claim 
1-4029 
Statutory I 6/1/1888 180.00 SNAKE RIVER STOCKWATER TEXAS FEEDER 
Claim ! i 
1•·4031 
Statutory 
ll/1/1885 30,00 SNAKE RIVER 
DOMESTIC, 




ll/1/1886 40.40 SNAKE RIVER 
DOMESTIC, 




11/1/1884 8.00 SNAKE RIVER 
DOMESTIC, 




5/1/1952 0.10 SNAKE RlVER INDUSTRIAL MONROC 
Claim 




7/9/lll96 400,00 SNAKE RIVER 
IRRIGATION, SNAKE RIVER VALLEY IRRIGATION 
Claim STOCKWATER DISTRICT 
1-4042 
Statutory 




6/1/1883 100.00 DRY BED 
DOMESTIC, 
PARKS & LEWISVILLE IRRIGA11ON CO i 
Claim STOCKWATER I 
Page 2 of 3 
1-4059 6/28/1934 0,07 5NAlCE RIVER 
' STOCKWATER, UNITED ST ATES OF AMERICA ACTING 
Claim WllDLlFE THROUGH 
l.-7030 License 3/27/1979 l,00 SNAKE RIVER IRRIGATION LOTT, TAYLOR 
1-7032 License 7/3/1979 2,16 ORY BED IRRIGATION CLARK, HALD; a.ARI(, MERLYN 
1-7036 license 10/12/1979 0.02 SNAKE RIVER IRR1GATION HINZ, BURLL 
1-7037 License lJJ/12/1979 0.02 SNAKE RIVER IRRIGATION HENDERSON, SAMUEL H 
1-7047 License 2/27/1980 0.02 SNA.'<E RIVE, IRRIGATION JACK, RICHARD H; JACK, ROWENE 
1-7050 License 4/3/1980 O.D2 SNAKE RiVER IRRIGATION ACKERMAN, MARVIN 
l-7052 License 4/25/1980 0.02 SNAKE RIVER IRRIGATION 
WALKER, RAYMONDE; WAU<ER, 
REBECCA A 
Page 3 of 3 
Basin 02 Potentially Unclaimed Water Rights 
2-2000 License 6/11/1906 1.53 SNAKE RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MORDEN, STEPHEN R 
2-2003 license 9/11/1908 0.25 WEISER RIVER DOMESTC, IRRIGATION BLANCHARD, M RAY 
2-2004 License 2/22/1909 0.70 SNAKE RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BEDFORD, ERNEST 
2-2006 License 6/19/1909 1,00 SNAKE RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BLANCHARD, MARTHA W 
2-2010 License 8/9/1910 1.36 SNAKE RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ROBERTS, SOLOMON W 
2-2011 License 2/13/1911 0.10 SNAKE RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WILBUR, WALlACE D 
2-2015 License 7/17/1912 0.30 SNAKE RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HEFFNER, AGNES 
2-2017 License 6/9/1913 0.56 SNAKE RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CASTILE, SR 
2-2019 License 12/17/1912 1.20 SNAKE RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION VADER, ROY 
2-2031 license 7/29/1919 0.43 SNAKE RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GLASS, SAMUEL N 
2-2058 License 1/3/1934 0,32 SNAKE RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION EUSTIS, TED W 
2-2152 license 10/26/19S9 0.96 SNAKE RIVER IRRIGATION TRIANGLE DAIRY INC 
2-4014 
Statutory 




10/29/1920 10,20 SNAKE RIVER IRRIGATION ANGELL, ROBERT R; ANGELL, VICTORIA B 
Claim 
2-7277 License 1/16/1979 0.02 SPRING IRRIGATION BYRNE, DELORES; BYRNE, EDWARD 
2-7300 license 4/25/1980 0.08 SNAKE RIVER IRRIGATION LINDEMANN, DONALD 
2-7321 license 2/25/1981 0.02 SNAKE RIVER IRRIGATION MC DANIEL, JOHN A 
2-7327 License 3/10/1981 0.02 SNAKE RIVER IRRIGATION DUNLAP JR, ARTHUR W; DUNLAP, CORA P 
2-7366 License 12/26/1981 0.20 SNAKERIVER IRRIGATION BROWN, JAMES F; BROWN, ROSEMARY 
Page 1 of 1 
---- -------------------- ----------------- ,. -" 
Basin 03 Potentially Unclaimed Water Rights 
3-2014 Ucense 3/16/1967 2.48 SNAKE RIVER COMMERCIAL, IRRIGATION RALSTON, SAMUEL 
3-2016 License 7/17/1947 0.74 SNAKE RIVER IRRIGATION E W LONG & SONS 
3·2026 License 8/19/1961 l.64 
SNAKE RIVER, UNNAMED 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 6Ell.1 ALVIE C STREAM 
i!-2027 Ucense 8/29/1953 0,96 , SNAKE RIVER IRRIGATION LYDA, JAMES M 
3-2044 ~icense 10/21/1957 1.15 SNAKE RIVER IRRIGATION ROEHL,AMY8 
3-2047 License 12/16/1958 1.37 SNAKE RIVER IRRIGATION 




6/1/1955 1.7D 5NAl(E RIVER IRRIGATION U BAR M RANCH INC Claim 
3-4015 
Statutory 




6/1/1955 0.02 SNAKE RIVER IRRIGATION E;.KS BPOE 
Claim 
3-7014 Uce1;se B/12/1974 0,04 SNAKE RIVER 1RR!GATlON 
TOWLE, GARY; TOWLE, 
SALLY 
3-7023 License 2/23/1979 5.30 SNAKE RIVER WATER QUALITY IMPROVEMENT US DEPT OF DEFENSE 
3-7D26 License 3/4/1980 0.60 SNAKE RWER IRRIGATION NAGASAKA, WRIGHT 
3-7032 Llcense 6/29/1981 1.00 SNAKE RIVER IRRJGATION US DEPT OF DEFENSE 
Page 1 of 1 
31-9 Decreed 5/1/1908 
31-10 Decreed 1/29/1910 
31-14 Decreed 7/23/1902 
31-16 Decreed 9/22/1909 
31-17 Decreed 2/1/1916 
31-21 Decreed 4/1/1920 
31-44 Decreed 11/10/1924 
31-45 Decreed 8/16/1917 
31-68 Decreed 11/22/1909 
31-69 Decreed 11/22/1909 
31-93 Decreed 1/15/1917 
31-94 Decreed 8/22/1918 
31-103 Decreed 
31-107 Decreed 5/1/1901 
3M08 Decreed 9/7/1912 
31-109 Decreed 9/2/19DS. 
31-148 Decreed 5/1/1898 
31-149 Decreed 10/1/1900 
31-152 Decreed 5/1/1902 
31-153 Decreed 5/1/1902 
31-154 Decreed 6/1/1909 
31-170 Decreed 4/18/1916 
31-171 Decreed 8/24/1919 
31-172 Decreed 10/21/1915 
31-182 Decreed 11/21/1916 
31-183 Decreed 11/13/1914 
31-204 Decreed 1/1/1922 

























































CAMAS CREEK, RAYS 
LAKE 


















DIVERSION TO STORAGE, 
IRRIGATION FROM STORAGE, 
IRRIGATION STORAGE 
DIVERSION TO STORAGE, 



































ANDERSON BROTHERS BANK 
ANDERSON BROTHERS BANK 
ANDERSON BROTHERS BANK 
ANDERSON BROTHERS BANK 
ANDERSON BROTHERS BANK 
BECKNER, AMBBOSE J 
DONAHUE, MARGARET 
DONAHUE, MARGARET 
HARMON RESERVOIR CO LTD 
HARMON RESERVOIR CO LTD 
ESTATE OF THOMAS A 
JACKSON 
ESTATE OFTHOMAS A 
JACKSON 






MILLER & VIELE CO INC 
MILLER & VIELE CO INC 
MILLER & VIELE CO INC 
0 BRIEN, BARTHOLOMEW 
0 BRIEN, BARTHOLOMEW 
0 BRIEN, JOSEPHINE 
AULDHOUSE, CLI\USON P; 
OULDHOUSE, CLI\USON P 
AULDHOUSE, GERRETT; 
OLDHOUSE, GERRETT 
PETERSON, MARIE V 
' 
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31-217 Decreed 11/21/1916 3.20 SPRING LAKE 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, 
; RICHENS; AL 
STOCKWATER 




31-223 Decreed 2/26/1919 1.20 MUD tAKE 
DOMESllC, IR!llGATION, I 
STOCKWATER 
SANDS ECK, ANDREW 
31-228 Decreed 5/1/1899 2.so : CAMAS CREEK 
DOM£STIC1 lRRIGATION, SCHALLER, CHARLESJ 
STOCKWATER 
31-230 Decreed 4/4/1905 3.00 CRAB CREEK 
DOMEsnc, IRRIGATION, FEOERAl LAND BANK Of 
STOCKWATER SPOKANE; SCHALLER, KELL 




: 31-234 Decreed 7/9/1920 0.90 SPRINGS STOCKWATER SKODA, OA l 
31-236 Decreed 1/30/1917 1.60 MUD LAKE 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGAnON, 
SPALDING, FRED L 
STOCKWATER 
3:1-259 Decreed 5/1/1902 2.60 CRAB CREEK 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, UNION CENTRAL LIFE 
STO(l(WATER INSURANCE CO 
31-260 Decreed ' 5/1/1908 3.20 CROOKED CR:CEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, UNION CENTRAL LIFE 
STOCKWATER . INSURANCE CO 






6/1/1914 2.60 SPRING LAKE 
DOMESTIC, !RR!GATION1 POPE, CHARLES E; WILMOTT 
i STOCKWATER MILTONl 
31·2&8 Decreed 7/1/1893 0.40 UNNAMED STREAM 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGAnON, 
WOOD LIVESTOCK CO LTD 
STOCKWATER 
31-303 Decreed 6/29/1914 1.60 CORRAL CREEK 
DOMESnc, IRRIGATION, 
WOOD LIVE STOCK CO LTD 
STOCKWATER 
31-305 Decreed ! 4/1/1910 O.BO SPRING CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, WOOD UVE STOCK CO LTD ! STOCKWATER 
31-318 Decreed 11/6/1913 1,00 SPRING 
DOMESllC, IRRIGATION, 
WOOD UVE STOCK CO LTD 
STOC-<WATER 
31-320 Decreed 9/1/J!J09 20.00 CAMAS CREEK STOCKWATER WOOD LIVE STOCK CO LTD 
31-322 Decreed 10/1/1919 32.00 CAMAS CREEK STOCKWATER WOOD LIVESTOCK CO LTD 
31-325 Decreed 6/11/1914 1.60 CAMAS CREEK IRRIGAnON WOOD LIVE STOCK CO LTD 
. 31-353 Decreed 10/2/1917 1.20 CAMAS CREEK 
DOMESTIC, !RRIGATiON, 
HOLLEY WATER USERS ASSN 
STOCKWATER 
31-375 j Decreed 6/11/1914 ::.40 HARMON SLOUGH STOCKWATER WOOD LIVESTOCK CO LTD 
31-377 Decreed 5/18/1914 4.74 SPRING LAKE 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, 
MC KEVITT, PETER 
STOCKWATER 
31-2000A license 8/21/1903 3.20 CHING CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGAnON STOOPS, PD 
31-2000C License 8/21/1903 CHING CREEK IRRIGATION SPONG, GUSTAF 
31·2000D Ucense 8/21/1903 2.40 CHING CREEK IRRIGATION DUNN, HELGA 
{ ; DRY COTTONWOOD 
31-2001 Ucense S/28/1904 2.40 , CREEK, UNNAMED . DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION STOOPS, PD 
• STREAM 
31-2002 Ucense 6/30/"904 3.20 CAMAS CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION JACOBY, JOSEPH 
31-200S License 12/2/1904 32.54 CAMAS CREEK DOMESTIC, !RRIGA, ION WOOD lNE STOCK CO LTD 
31-2009 License i S/4/1905 3.00 CRAB CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION TAYLOR, DUNCAN S 
31-2010 License S/12/1905 1.18 
OlD HALL MlLLSITE 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ROBBINS, FRANKLIN S 
SPRING CREEK . 
31-2012 license 11/10/1905 2.50 
LEFT FORK MIDDLE 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION R0350N, cUCREflA C 
CR•EK 
31-2014 . License 11/10/1905 3.10 MIDDLE CREEK IRRIGATION STELZER, ISABELLE ~OBSON 
31-2C18 License 3/12/1906 2,80 MIDDLE CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ROBSON, LITTIE 
31-2020 license 4/24/1906 4,30 LITTLE MODOC CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION PAUi, BERTH 
31-2023 Ucense 8/8/1906 2.72 OiVIDE CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION TIUMAN, SAMUEL T 
31-2026 License 5/25/"907 1.60 CAMAS CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GREINER, JC 
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31-2027 License 10/25/1907 3.80 
31-2029 License 4/3/1908 1.00 
31-2030 License 4/30/1919 2.20 
31-2033A License 7/1/1908 2.00 
31-2033B License 11/11/1908 2.00 
31-2034 License 10/19/1908 0.40 
31-2035 License 3/23/1909 2.24 
31-2036 Lice'nse 4/23/1909 0.8D 
31-2038A License 4/15/1912 80.80 
31-2038B License 12/2/1916 72.60 
31-2041 License 6/29/1909 1.60 
31-2042 License 3/24/1910 0.52 
31-2043 License 9/16/1909 S.60 
31-2044A · License 9/22/1909 0.60 
31-2044B License 1/5/1910 1.00 
31-2046 License 11/22/1909 2.44 
31-2048 License 11/22/1909 33.60 
31-2049 License 6/4/1910 2.60 
31-20SD License 2/28/1910 D.50 
31-2052 License 9/22/1914 2.DD 
31-2DS4 License 6/20/1910 6.40 
31-2055 License 7/1/1910 0.90 
31-2057 License 7/19/1910 3.00 
31-2058 License 8/27/1910 2.00 
31-2059 License 8/29/1910 3.00 
31-2060 License 9/14/1910 0.52 
31-2061 License 10/3/1910 3.00 
31·2062A License 10/3/1910 1.60 
31-2062B License 12/1D/1917 1.60 
31-2066 License 1/30/1917 1.60 
31-2068 License 2/26/1911 1.50 
31-2070 License 1/9/1911 0,42 
31-2071 License 3/29/1911 2.40 
31-2072 License 3/20/1911 3,50 
31-2073 License 3/29/1911 1.60 
31-2075 License 8/9/1911 3.20 
31-2082 License 11/8/1911 1.40 
31-2085 Ucense 12/15/1913 1.60 
31-2087 License 8/31/1913 4.00 
31-2088 License 4/22/1912 2.40 
31-2090 License 4/20/1912 0.14 
31-2096 License 6/24/1915 2.44 
31-2102 License 9/17/1912 22.40 
31-2106 License 10/14/1912 0.80 




































































































PETERSON, MARY JANE 
SPEAKMAN, M H 




GREINER, E F 
GARDNER, PARLEY A 
OWSLEY CANAL CO 
OWSLEY CANAL CO 
YEAMANS, LUTIHER 
BURWELl., NORA E 
JENSEN, ALMA L; LITTLEFIELD, 
JOSEPHS 




GARDNER, ELVA; WOOD, H C 
HARMON RESERVOIR CO 
FAYLE, WILLIAM H 
WOOD LIVE STOCK CO LTD 
E LAIRD & SONS 
PETERSON, STEVE 
KELSON, CHRISTENA 







PALMGREN, ERICK E 
ZINK, JOSEPH H 
RUFENER, HENRY 




MC GOVERN, LEAH 
JEMMETT, WILLlAM 
ZINK, KATIE E 
SPENCER, ORSON 
CARLSON, CHARLES GUSTAV 
MILLER, ADOLPH 
OWSLEY, BERTHA I 
LUNDHOLM, SAMUEL W 
WILLIAMS, ALICE RAY 
.  
31-2109 . license ll/9/1912 3.20 CHING CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MASON, JAMESS 
CHING CREF.K, 
31-2110 license 12/6/1912 6.00 COTTONWOOD DOMES'TIC, IRRIGATION CASPER, GENEVA M 
CREEK, LITTlE CRcEK 
31·2111 License 11/1/1912 1.60 COTTONWOOD CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HANKS, MARTHA E 
31-2113 License 12/5/1912 2.40 CAMAS CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WAlKER, WILUAM 
31-2115 License 2/20/1913 1,70 
SANDHOLE LAKE, 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION LARSEN, GEORGE R 
SPRING CREEK 
31-2117 License 6/16/1916 5,74 CAMAS CREEK ' DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HERRICK, WILLIAM N 
. 31-2118 License 2/26/:9JE 0.74 CAMAS CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SANDERS, DA 
31-2123 License 8/24/1919 l.20 MUDlAKE lRRiGATlON 0 BRIEN, BARTHOLOMEW 
31·2127 License 8/30/1913 I 12.00 CAMAS CREE!( DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WOOD UVE STOCl( CO LTD 
,31-2128 License 9/4/1913 9.46 MUD LAKE DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
BINNARD, GUSSIE; MOBLEY, 
EUGENEF 
31·2130 License 9/4/1913 0.80 CORRAL CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SCHARFHAUSEN, WILLIAM 
HART, CO; NEVILLE, DO; 
31-2131 License 8/3/1913 12.22 CAMAS CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION NEVILLE, LOUISE; PRESTON, 
CARRIE ! 
31-2138 i.Jc:ense 12/lS/1913 0.82 CROOKED CREEK i DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SMITH, HENRY C ! 
31-2l4() :.Jcense 2/8/1914 0.40 CORRAL CREEK • DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION OLSON, ANNA LOUISA i 
31-2144 License 4/22/1914 1.10 COTTONWOOD CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HENDERSON, ALBINA 
31-21-45 Licer.se 4/24/1914 0.86 COTTONWOOD CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION FAYLE, ELIZABETH 
31-2153 Ucens.e 5/l/1914 4,60 CRYSTAL LAKE DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WILSON, JOHN 
' HARDY, CHARLES W; ~ART, 
, 
31-2155 Llcense 6/4/1914 6.70 CAMAS CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
ELIZABETH J i 
31·215B license 6/ll/1914 3.00 HARMON SLOUGH DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION DUNN, HElGA I 
31-2160 Llcense 6/29/1914 0.40 CORRAL CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BURKE, PITTR 
31-2162 Ucense 7/11/1914 5.32 MUD LAKE uOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WAGON ER, THOMAS 
31-2165A License 3/13/1915 Q.44 CAMAS CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MC CANN, MARYL 
. 31·2170 License 11/17/1914 3,40 CAMAS CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
PERKINS, CHARlES; WOODIE, 
FRED 
31-2171 License ll/17/1914 3.30 
WEST FORK CAMAS 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HART, CO; LARSEN, CHARLES E 
CREEi< 
31-2176 Ucense 1/7/1915 1.20 : SEAVER CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION STRINGHAM, DAVID 
31-2177 License 3/3l/1915 6.26 
EAST CAMAS CREEK, 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION FREDERIKSEN, FREDERIK 
WARM RIVER 
31-2181 Ucense S/20/19lS 0,80 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, !RRfGATION TAVENNER, H ~ 
31-2182 License 7/3/1915 2.00 MUD lAKE DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SANDBACH, ANDREAS 
31-2184 License 9/2/1915 6.40 MUD lAKE IRRIGATION WILEY, MARIE 
31·21B9 License 2/28/1916 0.70 
CROOKED CREEK, 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION KLAMT, HERMAN F 
SPRING 
31-2190 license 5/9/1916 0.80 DRY CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION lOVE, EARLJ 
31-2204 License 9/13/1917 3.20 MUD LAKE DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION FERRUSI, LEWIS 
31-2205 license l/1/1918 5.06 CAMAS CREEK IRRIGATION ! HUTCHISON, W H 
i 31·2220 Ucense 9/15/1919 6.00 DRY CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WOOD UVE STOCK CO lTD 
i 31•2130 llcense 5/18/1922 O.Dl ! BEAVER CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MARLOW, THOMAS GILBERT 
31-2244A l/20/1931 1.30 ! GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
31-2250 . License 1/4/i932 4.80 : .GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION US DEPT OF INTERIOR 
31-2260 lkense 9/6/1937 0.02 SPRING 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, 
HALVERSON, SHERMAN S 
STOCKWATER 
31-2283 License 8/22/1945 2.96 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, lRRIGATION HAYES, GEORGE W 
31·2400 License 4/30/l!!62 0.79 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION TAYLOR, lLOYD D 
Statutory 
IRRIGATION, STOCKWATER 
31-4002 10/31/1917 30.00 GROUND WATER FROM STORAGE, HAMER CANAL CO Claim 
STOCKWATER 





12/15/1932 50.00 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 
; INDEPENDENT WATER USERS 
i daim OF MUD LAKE INC 
31-4006 
Sta tutor-; 
5/10/1971 6.10 COTTONWOOO CREEK 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, BUCKLAND, GLADYS; 
Claim STOCKWATER BUCKLAND, STEVE E 
31-4013 
Statutory 




5/1/1935 3.20 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION ! ED!E, ARTHUR;; EDIE1 RICHARD Claim 
31-4020 
Statuto:-y 




4/15/1935 4.00 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION, STOCKWATER EDWARDS, DAVIDf Claim 
lJ.·4036 
Statutory 









! 0,19 GROUND WATE, DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, YEARSLEY, ROY DJ YEA,SLEY, 
Oaim ! STOCKWATER RULON R 
: DOMESTIC, Fl RE 
31-4073 
Statutory 





8/1/1934 2.00 PATELZICK CREEK IRRIGATION, STOCKWATER ZWEIFEL, GLENN F 
Oa!m 
! 31-4080 l Statutory i l0/1/1947 0,16 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, PETERSON, THOMAS R 
dalm STOCKWATER 
Statutory- ' DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, 31-4091 12/24/1961 0.06 GROUND WATER SHULDBEG, KARL H 
: c:aim STOCKWATER 
31-4094 
Statutory 
6/1/1949 0.21 GROUND WATER 
















8/11/1938 1.23 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, SrDCKWATER 




8/1/1924 1.23 GROUND WATER DOMESTC, STOCKWATER 








6/1/1932 0.14 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 




6/28/1934 0.41 ! PATELZJCK CREEK STOCKWATER, WILDLIFE UNITED ST ATES OF AMERICA 
Clalm ACTING THROUGH 
31-4137 
Statutory 
6/28/1934 0.36 COTTONWOOD CREEK STOCKWATER, WILDLIFE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
Gtaim i ACTING THROUGH 
31-4138 
Statutory 
6/28/1934 0.89 DRY CREEK STOCKWATER, WILDLIFE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
C!aim ACTING THROUGH 
31-4139 
Statutory 6/28/1934 0.26 WEST THREEMILE SfOCKWATER, WILDLIFE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
Claim CREEK AC':'lNG THROUGH 
31-4140 
Statutory 
6/1/1967 6.00 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION BALL eROTHERS Claim 
31-708SA License 4/3/1973 2.26 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION BYRNE, RAYE; BYRNE, VERLA 
31-7130 License 7/30/1974 0,33 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC BEAVER CREEK RANCH 
31•7336 License 2/15/1980 0.04 MUD SPRING STOCKWATER USDA FOREST SERVICE 
31-7339 License 5/2/1980 0.04 GROUND WATER 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, 
EDWARDS, DAVID F 
: STOCKWATER 
31-7413 Uceose 6/29/1983 0.23 GROUND WATER ! STOCKWATER US DEPT OF AGRICULTURE 
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Basin 34 Potentially Unclaimed Water Rights 
34-1 Decreed 7/1/1887 1.42 BIG LOSTRIVER IRRIGATION JOHNSON, MARY F 
34-27 Decreed S/27/1907 2.00 ANTELOPE CREEK IRRIGATION ANDERSON, HYRUM 
34-37 Decreed 7/1/1887 0.06 BIG LOST RIVER IRRIGATION ANDERSON, LOUIS 
34-Sl Decreed 6/1/1899 0.03 BIG LOST RIVER IRRIGATION BABCOCK, HANNAH 
34-7S Decreed 7/22/1901 0.04 BIG LOST RIVER IRRIGATION BERTSCH, GUS 
34-90 Decreed 5/27/1907 2,SO DRY FORK CREEK IRRIGATION BLISS, LULU E 
34-91 Decreed 5/27/1907 1.50 DRY FORK CREEK IRRIGATION BLISS, PHILLIP R 
34-101 Decreed 8/13/1899 1.60 
CEDAR CREEK, DRY 
IRRIGATION BRADSHAW,JOHN 
CREEK 
34-150 Decreed 6/30/1896 0.40 ALDER CREEK IRRIGATION CLARK, JC 
34-168C Decreed 6/1/1883 0.14 BIG LOST RIVER IRRIGATION CONTINENTAL LIFE INSURANCE CO 
34-176B Decreed 4/22/1884 O.OS BIG LOST RIVER IRRIGATION CROCKER, MRS THOMAS 
34-183 Decreed S/10/1897 1.00 BIG LOST RIVER IRRlGATION 
DARLINGTON LAND & CATTLE 
IRRIGATION 
34-185 Decreed 10/lS/1893 1.40 ANTELOPE CREEK IRRIGATION 
DARLINGTON LAND & IRRlGATION 
CO LTD 
34-190 Decreed 6/1/1890 1,36 BIG LOSTRIVER IRRIGATION 
DARLINGTON LAND & IRRIGATION 
CO LTD 
34-202 Decreed 6/1/1901 2.40 TWIN BRIDGES CREEK IRRIGATION DAY, DALE 
34-203 Decreed 6/1/1914 2.40 TWIN BRIDGES CREEK IRRIGATION DAY1 EN 
34-204 Decreed 6/1/1914 2.40 TWIN BRIDGES CREEK IRRIGATION DAY, LUTHER 
34-20S Decreed 6/1/1914 2.40 TWIN BRIDGES CREEK IRRIGATION DAY, MARSHALL 
34-206 Decreed 6/1/1901 5.60 TWIN BRIDGES CREEK IRRIGATION DAY, NELLIEJ 
34-260 Decreed 9/1/1886 0.20 BIG LOST RIVER IRRIGATION GEORGE, CHRISTINA 
34-261 Decreed 9/1/1886 0.60 BIG LOST RIVER IRRIGATION GEORGE, HM 
34-262A Decreed 6/1/1890 0.03 BIG LOST RIVER IRRIGATlON GEORGE, HM 
34-28S Decreed 5/27/1907 2.00 
DRY FORK ANTELOPE 
IRRIGATION GRIZZLE, SILAS 
CREEK 
34-286 Decreed 7/lS/1907 1.00 ANTELOPE CREEK IRRIGATION GRIZZLE, NAOMI 
34-306 Decre::ed 5/1/1885 0.01 BIG LOST RIVER IRRIGATION HARDY, LOUISE 
34-345 Decreed 3/12/1915 2.20 BIG LOST RIVER IRRIGATION HUNTER, ALICE C 
34-396E Decreed 5/1/188S 0,11 BIG LOST RIVER IRRIGATION JOHNSON, MARY F 
34-402 Decreed 6/1/1896 0.01 BIG LOST RIVER IRRIGATION JONES, HARVEY 
34-419 Decreed 8/1/1898 0.10 BIG LOST RIVER IRRIGATION KIDMAN, HARRIETM 
34-54SB Decreed 6/1/1887 0.90 BIG. LOST RIVER IRRIGATION MCAFFEE, CLYDE 
34-578 Decreed 5/29/1893 3.20 DRY FORK CREEK IRRIGATION NICHOLS, DW 
34-604 Decreed 9/30/1914 0.80 BIG LOST RIVER IRRIGATION 0 NEAL, RALPH 
34-670 Decreed 5/1/1905 0.45 ALDER CREEK IRRIGATION SAX, JACOB M 
34-671 Decreed 5/1/1909 0.80 ALDER CREEK IRRIGATION SAX, JACOB M 
34-679 Decreed 5/27/1907 2.56 DRY FORK CREEK IRRIGATION SHANAFELT, MERLE 
34-706 Decreed 12/1/1916 3.20 BIG LOST RIVER IRRIGATION STINSON, CHARLES H 
34-744 Decreed · 5/27/1907 2.00 DRY FORK CREEK IRRIGATION THOMPSON, LL 
HUBBELL, JI; MULHALL, CW; 
34-748 Decreed 1/1/1922 2SO.OO BIG LOST RIVER 
IRRIGATION FROM SHANE, AT; THOUSAND SPRINGS 
STORAGE LAND & IRR CO; TUGGLE, J B; 
WlPPERMAN, A J 
HUBBEUL, JI; MULHAL~ CW; 
34-749 Decreed 1/1/1922 50.00 
THOUSAND SPRINGS IRRIGATION FROM SHANE, AT; THOUSAND SPRINGS 
CREEK STORAGE LAND & IRR CO; TUGGLE,J B; 
WIPPERMAN, A J 
34-846 Decreed 8/13/1899 1.60 
CEDAR CREEK, DRY 
IRRIGATION WHITE, JOSEPH 
CREEK 
34-8S3 Decreed 5/1/1905 0.60 BIG LOST RIVER IRRIGATION WILSON, GEORGE 





















































































































































SIG LOST RIVER IRRIGATION WILSON, GEORGE 
BIG LOST RIVER IRRIGATION YOUNG, HYRUM 
SIG LOST RlVER IRRIGATION YOUNG, HYRUM 
BIG LOST RIVER IRRIGATION YOUNG, OKIE LEE; YOUNG, TC 
SIG LOST RIVER IRRIGATION BLACK, CHARLES H 
BIG LOST RNER IRRJGATION CHAPIN, F H 
ANTELOPE CREEK IRRIGATION GILMOUR,A L 
SIG LOST RIVER IRRIGATION TIEDMAN, HELEN A ! 
ANTELOPE CREEK IRRIGATION HAGEDORN, FRANK F 
BIG LOST RNER IRRIGATION HOOPER, MARGARET 
CEDAR CREEK POWER MACKAY LIGHT & POWER CO 
SIG LO STRIVER IRRIGATION 
BUTTE COUNTY JOll'<T SCHOOL 
DISTRICT #111 
ANTELOPE CREEK IRRIGATION USDA FOREST 5ERViCE 
WILDr.ORSE CREE'( IRRIGATION. USDA FOREST SERV;CE 
BIG LOST RIVER IRRIGATION : VALLEY TRADING CO 
CHAMPAGNE CREEK MINING 




BALDWIN, CLYDE W 
STOCKWATER 
DRY FORK CREEK 
IRRIGATION, 






ROTHWELL, LEWIS W 
GULCH CREEK 
ROCK CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WEST,ALVIN 
BIG LOST RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION EDRINGTON, SA 
NAVARRE CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION DAVIDSON, ELIZA E 
BIG LOST RIVE/! DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION PURDY, WILLIAM C 
BIG ~OST RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HOWELL,JOHN B 
SIG LOST RIVER DOMESTIC, ,RRIGATION BRADSHAW,JOHN 
SIG LOST RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION PENCE, CATHERINE A 
BIG LOST RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BRADSHAW JR, WILLIAM 
BiG LOST RIVER DOMESTiC, IRRIGATION DONAHUE,, THOMAS 
CEDAR CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HANSEN, CV 
BIG LOST RIVER OOMES11C, IRRIGATION JONES, MARTHA A 
BIG LOST RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION l WELLSrW!tUA,vl W 
BIG LOST ?<!VER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION : HARRIS, EVAN H 
BIG LOST RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WHITE, MARY A 
DRY CR!'EK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WILSON, ROBERT H 
DRY CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WHITE, JOSEPH 
BIG LOST RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION PRITCHETT, 11-WMAS J 
SPRINGS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION NEWMAN, THOMAS J 
BIG LOST RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION THOMPSON, ALVOR C. 
UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRR1GATION MORRISON, CHARLES W 
BIG LOST RiVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION i VANCE, PRISCl~LA 
PASS CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION TAYLOR JR, SAM F 
WARM SPRINGS MINING LELAND, FRANK M 
CEDAR CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WEST,MAMIE 
BIG lOST RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GRAY, F EUGENE 
DRY CREEK, DRY FORK 
ANTELOPE CREEK, DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 'NICHOLS, D W 
LITTLE CH:CKEN CREEK 
MARSH CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION RICHARDSON, DUESILLA 
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34·<041 Llcense 7/12/1907 0.80 
WARM SPslNGS 
DOMESTIC, lRRIGATION WARM SPRINGS CREEK RANCH LLC . CREEK 
34-2043 License 10/24/l907 1.34 BIG LOST RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION EVANS, DAVID H 
34·2044 Ucense 10/11/1907 0.80 BIG LOST RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION EVANS, SARAH A 
34-2047 License 12/lB/1907 0.80 BIG LOST RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MC KEL VEY, ANNA 
34-2051 License 4/4/1906 l.50 PASS CREEK DOMES'"IC, IRRIGATION FUREY, A GRACE 
34-2054 1 License 7/13/:908 0.40 BIG LOST RIVER DOMES';IC, 11\RIGA-:-ION LAATER, LEONE D 
GARDEN CREEK, 
34-2056 License 7/lB/1908 3.20 WARM SPRINGS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BURTON, JOHN A 
CREEK 
34·20S7 license 7/13/1908 3.20 CHERRY CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MiLLER,G R 
34-2058 Licens-e 7/6/1908 3.20 SWAUGER DITCH DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION PARIS, SJ 
34·2059 License 8/24/1908 0,80 BIG LOST RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGAT!ON ANDERSON, CHARLES A : 
34-2061 license 8/22/1908 4,80 CEDAR CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CLARK, ELIZABETH 5 
34-2066 Llcense 10/26/1908 0,36 
! LITTLE COTTONWOOD 
DOt.tESTIC, IRRIGATION 
, CREEK 
Wl'...!..IAfV'S,, TrlOMAS H 
34-2067 License 11/9/1908 0.44 ANTELOPE CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MC C'-ELLAN, HENRY V 
34--2068 License 11/9/1908 1.20 ANTELOPE CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION i BROWN, MARTIN W 
34-2070 Ucense 8/15/'IB09 1.20 ANTELOPE CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CONTRARY UMtrED PARTNERSHIP 
34-2072 License 12/22/1908 0.44 BJG LOST RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BEVERLAND, GEORGE 
1!4-2073 License 3/11/1909 2.60 BURNETT SLOUGH DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION LEMMON, JOHN J 
34-2074 License 5/2/l909 0.20 BIG LOST RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION l LEMMON, DAVID W 
34-2076 License 5/7/1909 0.34 WILLOW CREEK DOMcSTIC, IRRIGATION HARR:S, JENKIN N 
34·2077 llcense 5/12/1909 1,60 UNNAMED STREAM : DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION PRITCHETT, THOMAS J 
34·2078 Lice rise S/24/1909 0.60 81G LOST R;VER : DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CARLSON, JOHN 
34·2079 i License 5/27/1909 0,80 BIG LOST RIVER DOMES17C; IRRIGATION JENSEN, PETER N 
34--2080 License 5/27/1909 0,50 CEDAR CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CRESTO, JOSEPH 
34-20&1 License 5/12/1909 0,88 ANTELOPE CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BRENGMAN, HT 
34-2083 i..icense 6/10/1909 5.20 ANTELOPE CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION JONES, WILLIAM H 
34-2086 Ucense 7/'JSJ/1909 0.70 BIG I.DST RIVER DOM25TIC, IRRIGATION WADDOUPS, EZRA 
34·2087 License 5/8/1909 12,80 U?PE, CEDAR CREEK ; DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HUKTER,J B 
34-2089 license 8/26/l909 2.80 ANTELOPE CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION RICHARDSON, GEORGE P 
34-2091 License 10/21/1909 1.10 ANTELOPE CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CHERRY, CLARA H 
34-2093 License 3/23/1910 3,20 CEDAR CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MUTZ, WILLIAM 
34-2094 License 3/21/l910 1.60 CEDAR CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MC CANN, LENNlNGTON 
34:2095 License I 3/28/1!310 0.40 ANTELOPE CREEK · DOMESTIC, IRRIGAT:ON LARSON, FREDERICK 
34-2096 Llcense 4/12/19~0 S.60 UPPER CEDAR CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SARRET, URANIE 
i 34-2098 license 5/13/l910 1.6() CEDAR CREEK DOMESTIC, 'RRIG~TION MC CANN, U'NNI NGTON 
34-2100 i License 5/9/1910 0,80 BIG LOST RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MC HENRY, JOHN 
34·2101 License 3/28/1910 4,80 
SPRING, WILLOW 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SANDERSON, Ol!VERG 
CREEK 
' 
34-2104 License 7/17/1910 1,BO 
CHERRY CREEK, 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MOUNTAIN SPRINGS RANCH LLC 
MORTH LAVA CREEK 
COLD SPRING CREEK, 
34-2105 Ucense 6/l/1910 5.25 D RVFORK ANTELOPE DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SCOTT, JOHN H 
CREEK 
34~2!.06 License 11/29/1911 1.C() CEDAR CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CLARK, WILLIAM 
34~2107 license 7/18/1910 1.30 BOOM CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION JONES1 CALES R 
! 34•2109 Uce:1se 9/12/1910 l.70 BIG LOST RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION Ci.ARK, OANlEl 
34-2110 License 8/18/1910 0.20 BIG LOST RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WYATT,ANNAM 
34-2111 Uc:ense 7/21/1910 2.20 
CONGDON SPRJNG 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION TRUSC01T, LORENZO 
CREEK 
i 34-2112 License 9/12/l910 3.36 UPPER CEDAR CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION VIAL, CAMILLE 
34-2113 License 8/15/l910 .0,80 SPRINGS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ; HILE, SAMUEL 
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34-2114 license 2/27/1911 2.00 BIG LOST RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MILES, FRANK 
34-2115 Ucense 10/14/1910 3.20 BIG LOST RIVER JOMESTIC, IRRIGATION NIELSON, SOREN R 
34-2118 License 11/9/1910 3.20 
WARM SPRINGS 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION COWGER, ALONZO T 
CREEK 
34-2120 License 3/4/1911 1.30 AlDcR CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION Cl.ARK, CHASE A; CLAAI(, SOLON B 
34·2123 Llcense 4/22/1911 0.80 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WATSON, CHARLES W 
34·2124 U:ense 5/17/1911 1,58 ANTELOPE CREEK DOMESTIC, lRRIGATION SPENCER, MRS_N 
' 34-2128 , license. 5/12/1511 5.00 ALDER CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CLARK, CHASE A 
34-2131 Ucense 7/3/1911 3.20 WHITE KNOB CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CLARK, CHASE A; CLARK, SOLON B 
34-2132 License 7/6/1911 0,70 LONE CEDAR CREEK ' DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SARRml JULES 
34-2136 License ' 9/6/1911 2.40 I UPPER CEDAR CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SARRETT, JULES I 
CHAMPAGNE CREEK, 
34-2137 License 8/31/1911 2.12 SLAUGHTERHOUSE DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION NICHOLS,DW 
CANYON CREEK 
34-2138 i License 8/3D/1911 1.40 BIG LOST RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION PORTER, THOMAS S 
34-2l39A \ License 5/l/1913 1.26 ANTEOPE CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION TAYLOR, WILLIAM F 
34-2139B Llcens.e 9/27/1911 0.94 ANTELOPE CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION TAYLOR, WILLIAM F 
34-2:!.41 license 2/17/1912 0.8C GARDEN CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BURTON, MARY 
34-2142 license 2/10/1912 0.40 BIG LOST RIVER DOMESTIC, :RRIGATION BEVERLAND, JAMES 
34·2143 License 3/16/1912 1.80 LONE CEDAR CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION l RAYMOND, EMILE 
34-2147 License 4/1,/1912 0.40 
SPRINGS, UNNAMED 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ?OTTS, Q-JARLES R 
STREAM 
34-2150 License 4/29/1912 0.90 ANTELOPE CI\EEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CHERRY, MARK K 
34-2152 U:en~e 7/12/1912 1.20 ANTELOPE CREEK DOMESTIC, l~RIGATION GOODMAN, LULU 
34-2153 License '7/13/1512 1.60 PASS CREEK DOMES71C, IRRIGATION KRANOVICH, JOE 
34-2154 Ucense 8/16/1912 0,80 CEDAR CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CLARK, Ell7.ABETH S 
34-2157 Ucense 11/6/1.912 l.60 BIG LOST RNER IRRIGATION YOUNG, JOSEPH 
34-2164 License 10/14/l.913 3.20 BIG LOST RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION S?ClRS, JAMES B 
34-2166 license 10/24/1912 1.60 
DRY FORK ANTELOPE 
: DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SANDERSON, OLIVER G 
. CREEK 
34-2168 license 11/11/1912 054 UNNAMED S~OUGH DOMEST!C, IRRIGATION GAMET, FRANK A 
34-2'..69 license 10/28/1912 1.60 BIG LOST RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
CHANEY, ED; FITZGERALD, AB; 
STACY,JOSIE MAUD 
34-2178 License 5/17/1913 320 BIG LOST RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ; WAITE, GEORGE 
34-2179 license 4/9/1913 2.60 BIG LOST RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION i FRICKEY, WILLIAM 
34-2180 Uce-nse 12/18/1913 0.70 B!G LOST RIVER DOMESTIC. IRRIGATION ' LONGHURST, MURRAY 
34-2182A license 10/3/1913 0.40 BIG LOST RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HARMON JR, ALLEN I 
34-21828 License 10/3/1913 0.90 B!G LOST R1VER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HARMON, ALLEN I 
34-2183 License 11/1/1913 1.00 BIG LOST RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HARMON SR, ALLEN I 
34-2186 u~ense 11/10/1913 1.00 \ SPRING DOMESTIC, MINING ' CANADAY, AW ! 
34-2188 Uce:ise 12/17/1913 0.20 BIG LOST RIVER DOMESTIC, IRR!GATION I BLACK, CHARLES H 
34-2196 License 1/7/1916 1.60 olDDY CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION l FALLIN!, CARLO 
34-2197 license 5/22/1914 2.40 BIG LOST RIVER DOMESTIC, IRR!GATION LAWSON, OVID 
342198 Ucense 8/8/1914 1.24 
D'\Y FORK ANTELOPE 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MILLER, JOHN C 
CREEK 
34-2200 License ' 6/10/1914 0.40 BIG LOSTRNER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BAKER, ROSA i 
34-2213 Llcense 5/3/1915 0,60 BIG LOST RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION OUVER, OUVE E ! 
34-2217 Ucense 8/11/1915 0.80 GREENS DITCH IRRIGAl10N CURRAN, DELLA SCHAFF 
34-2228 License 6/21/1933 0.30 CARR SPRING INDUSTRIAL, IRRIGATION TAYLOR, CLYDE C; TAYLOR, !VAN I 
34-2230 License 7/2/1916 0.10 BlG LOST RIVER COMMERCIAL OREGON SHORT LINE RAILWAY CO 
34-2238 License 6/27/1918 0.40 ANTELOPE CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION TAYLOR, AMDS S 
34-2249 Ucense 2/3/1926 0.34 LOWER CEDAR CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CLARK, WILLIAM i 
i 34-2250 License 2/3/1926 0.10 LOWER CEDAR CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CLARK, JOSEPH A I 
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34-2268 License 1/3/1945 12.20 BIG LOST RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WElSE,JOHN B 
34-227D License 2/26/1945 2.2D BIG LOST RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WEISE,JOHN B 
34-2301 License 2/25/l'J53 0.60 BIG LOST RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION KIMBALL, THATCHER 
34-2327 license 4/13/1955 0.48 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION JONES, OT 
34-2338 License 1/23/1957 0.04 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION MACKAY SCHOOL DISTRICT#182 
34-2339 License 6/3/1957 0,28 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION NEF, DWAINE A 
34-2446 License 8/24/1962 1.21 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION STEWART, KENNETH 
34-2448 License 2/21/1963 D.52 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION FELTON1 MARLIN H 
34-2449A License 3/4/1963 2.20 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 
BEVERLAND, SEYMOUR A; KING, 
ALFRED L 
34-2450 License 3/11/1963 0.80 
EAST FORK BIG LOST 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SOWARDS, NORMAN K 
RIVER 
34-2451 license 10/23/1962 0.14 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION WALKER, NED R 
34-2455 License 1/13/1964 0.16 LUCKY GULCH CREEK MINING SORGATZ, ETHEL MAY STRUNK 
34-2470 License 9/28/1965 0.04 SPRING DOMESTIC USDA FOREST SERVICE 
34-2514 License 3/12/1945 3.50 BIG LOST RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WIESE, MAX 
34-2601 License 1/6/1964 0.01 SPRING STOCKWATER, WILDLIFE 












10/2/1885 2.04 FERRIS SLOUGH 
IRRIGATION, THORNTON, BARBARA V; 
Claim STOCKWATER THORNTON, ROBERT M 
34-4014 
Statutory 








6/l/l'J49 0.30 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC 
FERGUSON, MILDRED M; 
Claim FERGUSON, VERNON V 
34-4024 
Statutory 
6/1/18B5 2.40 BIG LOST RIVER IRRIGATION BRASWELL1 DENNIS L Claim 
34-4025 
Statutory 




7/1/1927 12.80 BIG LOST RIVER 
IRRIGATION, 














6/1/1968 0.02 UNNAMED STREAM 
STOCKWATERSTORAGE, 




6/1/1968 0.02 UNNAMED STREAM 
STOCKWATER STORAGE, 















5/1/1961 0.19 GROUND WATER 
IRRIGATION, 




4/10/1944 0.13 GROUND WATER 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, 






1.12 GROUND WATER MUNICIPAL cm OF ARCO 
34-4082 
Statutory 
6/1/1953 0.10 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 
LEMMON, JOYCE; LEMMON, 
Claim MELVIN C 






12/1/1938 0.20 GROUND WATER 
IRRl6Al10N, 




6/1/1910 8.00 61G LOST RIVER IRRIGATION LANDON, CLEON G C!a,irn 
34-4092 
Sl.atutory 
11/28/1952 2.40 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 
HINTZE, DARLA ANN; HINTZE, 
Claim MELVIN MARX 
34-4095 
Statutory 
10/1/1969 SPRING STOCKWATER, WILDLIFE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
daim ACTING THROUGH 
34-4129 
Statutory 
S/l/J.900 2.40 DRY FORK CREEK 
!RR1GATION, 




5/1/1923 12,00 SPRING IRRIGATION HOUSTON GRAZING 
Claim 
34-7052 License 2/1/ll!74 1.00 SPRINGS FISH PROPAGAT!ON KlMMLL, GEORGE C 
34-7191 License- 5/13/1977 0.02 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION CHAMBERLAIN, ARVIL 
STOCKWATER FROM 
34,7284 License 10/9/1980 0.02 BAILEY CREEK STORAGE, STOCKWATER USDA FOREST SERVICE 
STORAGE, STOCl<WATER 
STOCKWATER FROM 
34-7285 License 10/9/1980 0,02 UNNAMED STREAM STORAGE, STOCKWATER USDA FOREST SERVICE 
STORAGE,STOCKWATER 
34-7350 Permit 4/29/1981 0.02 SPRING STOCKWATER USDA FOREST SERVICE 
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Basin 35 Poten~al!y Undalrned Water Rights [if--•~.-!\Jif·; ; :'...t,~Jg l . - . 
35-3 Decreed 5/1/1ll96 6,40 HULL SPRINGS IRRIGATION COOPER, SAMUEL 
35-4 Decreed 5/1/'..896 3.20 BODNER CRE,K IRRIGATION COOPER, SA"1UEl . ' 
35-5 Decreed 6/1/1895 4.20 
HULLS SLOUGH, MC 
IRRIGATION DRISCOLL, MARTIN A 
TUCKER SPRING 
35-8 Decreed 6/20/1891 3,20 BOONE CRE!'K, HULLS i IRRIGATION 
SLOUGH NELSON, JOHN 
35,9 Decreed 6/20/1891 3.20 BOONE CREEK, HJLLS I I RIGATION SLOUGH R NEtSON, ANDREW 
35,,11 Decreed 6/1/1895 3.20 
HULLS SLOUGH, MC 
IRRIGATION GROVER,JA 
TUCKER SPRING 
35~12 Decreed 6/1/1890 3.20 
300!',IE CREEK, HULLS 
IRRIGATION HAMIIJ'ON, HARRY 
SLOUGH 
35-B Decreed 6/11/1889 4.00 
BOONE CREEK, HULLS 
IRRIGATION HAMILTON, HAR.RY SLOUGH 
35-14 Decreed 6/1/1903 6.00 
HULl5 SLOUGH, MC 
IRRIGATION HAMILTON, HARRY 
TUC!(ER SPRlNG 
35-16 Decreed 6/20/1891 3.20 
BOONE CREEK, HULLS 
IRRIGATION JOHNSON, EPHRAIM 
SLOUGH . 
35-17 Decreed 6/20/1891 !.60 
BOONE CREEK, HULLS 
IRRIGATION JOHNSON, JOSEPH 
SlDUGH 
I 35-2'.'.. Decreed 5/1/1903 2.40 MC TUCKER SPRING IRRIGATION NELSON, NF 
35-22 Decreed 5/1/1903 1.60 MC TUCKER SPRING IRRIGATION NUGENT, LA 
35-23 . Decreed 4/22/1895 9.60 BOONE CREEK IRRIGATION PAYNE, SL 
35-24 Decreed 4/22/1895 4,00 BOONE CREEK IRRIGATION PRESTON,WA 
35-25 Decreed 5/1/1903 4,00 MC TUCKER SPRING IRRIGATION PUGMIRE,GY 
35-26 Decreed 6/11/1889 5,00 
BOONE CREEK, HULLS 
IRRIGATION RICE, J M 
SLOUGH 
35-27 Dec-e:ed 6/11/1889 s.oo BOONE CREEK, HULLS IRRIGATION RICE, OSCAR F ! SLOUGH 
35-30 Decreed 5/1/1888 2.80 BOONE CREEK IRRIGATION WANLESS, SARAH A 
35-31 Decreed 5/1/1903 l.60 
HULLS SLOUGH, MC 
IRRIGATION WARD, JESSEN; WARD, RA 
TUCKER SPRING 
35-32 Decreed 6/11/1889 5,00 
BOONE CREEK, HULLS 
i IRRIGATION WARD,JESSEN i SLOUGH 
BOONE CREEK, HULLS I IRRIGATION ' 35-33 Decreed 5/1/1903 2.00 WHITE,IH ' 
SLOUGH · 
i 35-34 Decreed 5/1/1903 O.BO MC TUCKER SPRING IRRIGATION WHITE, l H; WHffE, \1ARY A I 
! 35-35 Decreed S/1/1903 3.20 MC TUCKER SPRING IRRIGATION WILLIAMSON, BENJAMIN j 
35-43 Decreed 4/30/1885 3.00 
vANILSON SPRINGS i IRRIGATION STUFFl£BEAM, W G I 
' CREEK 
I 35-44 Decreed 3/15/1901 6.4-0 SAGE BRUSH SPRING ! fRRIGATION STU FF LE BEAM, W G 
i 35-50 Decreed 4/22/1895 4.00· BOONE CREEK lRRIGATION ; JONES, Tl 
I 35-56B Decreed 5/1/1906 10.55 MC TUCKER SPRING IRRIGATION COUMERILH, JOSEPH 
35-2000 license 1/14/1905 4.00 HA,"sSON SPRINGS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATlON 
DRISCOLL, MARTIN A; DRISCOLL, 
RICHARD 
35-2003 License 2/lB/1905 4.90 81G HOLE SPRiNGS IRRIGATION BOMAN, FANNIE E 
SIG HOLE SPRING, 
35-2004 Ucer:.se 4/22/1905 1,80 BOWMAN SPRING, DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION PARSONS, GEORGE W 
PARRIS!l SPRING 
35-2005 Llcense 10/5/1905 2.20 BAUGH S?RING DOMESTIC, IRRIGAnON TEICHERT; ?.Ei\THA 
35-2006 License 12/10/1906 2.48 BOONE CREEK DOMESTIC, iRRIGATION WHITE, I H 
35-2007 License 8/24/1907 2.30 UNNAMED LAKE DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION , PLASTJNO, FRANK 
35-2008 License 11/20/1907 2.40 UNNAMED LAKE DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HARRIS, CHARLES J 
35-2010B : Ucense 4/9/1908 0.76 ALKALI CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION TOWNSITE Of STERLING 
35-2011 L!cer.se 6/20/1908 0.70 UPPER SPRING CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION JONES, THOMAS R 
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35-2020 License 7/18/1910 3,60 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BOMAN, FANNIE E 
35~2021 iJcense 1/26/19ll 1.50 UP PER SPRING CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION JONES, THOMAS R 
35-2023 License 3/27/1911 1,80 UNNAMED STREA.V; DOMEST:C, IRRIGATION GOUGH, JOSIAH 
35-2027 License 7/13/1914 D.08 SPRINGS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HOLLAN), CE 
35-2028 Lia;:nse 10/1/1914 0,80 SPRING DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SOMME.RCORN1 CHARLES F 
35-2036 Ucense 2/2/1918 0.50 LOWER SPRING CEE< DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CARLSON, WILLIAM 
35-2038 license 3/25/1920 0,40 UNNAMEl STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
COOK, CHARLES S; WOK, JUDITH 
ANN; SORENSEN, BARRY R 
3S-204D License 1/11/1925 0.08 SPRINGS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION : WEBB, CHARLES 
35-2047 License 4/17/1934 0,04 UN NAM ED STREAM IRRIGATION 1 BOWEN, HR 
35-2053 License 3/3/1938 0,02 UNNAMED STREAM '.JOME>TIC, !RR1GATION SWANSON, JOSHUA 
35-2054B UcenSt.! 4/8/1940 l.60 GROUND WATER IRR!GATION ROBISON, ORIE W 
! 35-2057 Jcense 9/29/1938 1.80 UNNAMED STREAM ; IRRIGATION SHATTUCK IRRIGATION CO 
; 35-2063 ' Ucense 7/21/1945 0.56 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION JOHNSON, EMIL C 
: 35-2105 Ucense &/23/1948 0,64 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION NUNGESSER, PERRY 
! 35-2118 License 12/6/1948 1.00 : GROUND WATER IRRIGATION, UNDERWOOD, ROBERT F 
STOCKWATER 
35-2146 License 5/24/1949 0,28 
ROBERTS SLOUG~ 
IRRIGATlON EDElMAYER, JOHN 
CREEK 
35-2162 License 3/26/1963 4,()4 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION : TRACY, KIZZIAH; TRACY, LESTER 
35-2193 Ucense 12/23/1950 0.56 UNNAMED STREAM 
IRRIGATION, 
STROSCHEIN, ROY I 
STOCKWATER . 
35-2195 Ucense 1/2U1951 Q,64 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION HARRIS, ALBERT I 
35-1196 License 2/27/1951 1,70 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION KIEFER JR, FREJ W ! 
35-2254 Ucense 9/20/1952 0,40 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SIMONSON, GEORGE 
35,2343 Uc:ense 7/3/1953 0,84 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION HONDA, MASAY!JKI 
35-2378 license 7/6/:94S 6,00 WASTEWATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION POITEVIN JR, ANTON 
35,2414 Ucense 4/14/1955 0.74 GROUNDWATtR IRRIGATION WAITE, WELDON 
35--2460A License 4/30/1956 053 GROUND WATER JRRIGATION I MOORE, LOWELL C 
35-2578 Ucem.e 8/14/1959 2.22 GROUND WATER MUNICIPAL NL3C UTILITIES INC 
35-2587 License 2/8/1960 0,46 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION HONOA1 KAZUO 
35-1607 Ucense 8/25/l!9£0 0,82 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION HATCH, WILLIAM M; HATCH, ZINA D 
35-2616 License 10/21/1960 1.78 GROUND WATER lNOUSTRlAL IDAHO POTATO GROWERS !NC 
35-2671 License 6/26/1961 0,30 GROUND WATCR IRRIGATION HAMMOND, KENNETH l 
35-2760 Uce!"!se 1/23/1955 0,03 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC CRYSTA~ ICE CAVES INC 
35-2780 1 License I 6/9/1965 4.68 GROUND WATER INDUSTRIAL LAMB WESTON !NC ' : 
35-2790 License S/20/1955 2.22 GROUND WATER FIRE PROTECllON IDAHO POTATO STARCH CO !TD 
35-2886 License 3/2/1953 3,DO 
MARY FRANKLIN MINE 
FISH PROPAGATION CONNELLY JR, EDWARD J 
SPR!NGS 
35-2887 Ucer.se 6/4/1953 1.00 
MARY FI\ANKUN MINE 
FISH PROPAGATION CONNELLY JR, EDWARD .I 
SPRINGS 
35-2891 license 2/9/1931 2,22 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION HAYS LAND CO 
35-2588 License 12/3/1965 UNNAMED STREAM 
STOCKWATER STORAGE, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
WILDLIFE STORAGE ACTING THROUGH 
35-2994 License 8/11/1967 i UNNAMED STREAM 
DOMESTIC STORAGE, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
WILDLIFE STORAGE ACTING THROUGH 
35-2997 Ucense 8/11/l967 UNNAMED STREAM 
DOMESTIC STORAGE, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
' 
WILDLJFE STORAGE ACTING THROUGH 
35~3004 License 2/21/1968 UNNAMED STREAM 
! STOCKWATER STORAGE, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
WILDLIFE STORAGE ACTING ~HROUGH 
35-3005 License 2/21/1968 UNNAMED STREAM 
STOCKWATER STORAGE, UNITED STATES OF AMER'.CA . 
W!LDUFE STORAGE ACTING THROUGH 
35-3006 Licern:e 3/2D/1968 UNNAMED STREAM 
STOCKWATER STORAGE, UNITED STATES OF AMERiCA 
WILDLIFE STORAGE ACTING THROUGH 
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35•3007 L" 3; 2o/l9rg UNNAMED STREAM STOCKWATER STORAGE, ' UNITED STATES OF AMERICA ,cense 
O 
WILDUFE STORAGE ACTING THROUGH : 
35-4001 
Statutory 













4/1/1962 7.00 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION GERALD E STOLWOR'"HY & SON INC 
35-4033 
Statutory 




6/1/1949 1.00 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION SCHUMACHER, CLYCE R 
Claim 
Statutory ' IRRIGATION, 
35-4036 
daim 
5/1/1959 2.34' GROUND WATER 
STOCKWATER 
DISHMAN, Wl'...UArv1 T 
35-4041 
s-:att:tory 













£/l/1957 5,70 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION GAMBLE, BONNIE;GAMBLE, CLYDEJ 




7/8/1950 3.42 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION WADA, ALBERTT 
35-4086 
Statutory 









5/1/1932 0,08 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC U &!INC 
35-4109 
StatJtory 




4/17/1926 UNNAMED STREAM 
STOCKWATER STORAGE, UNITED STATES OF AMER,CA 
Claim WILDLIFE STORAGE ACTING THROUGH 
Statutory 
AHLSTROM, FARRELL; ANDRUS JR, 
35-4126 5/1/1965 0.16 GROUNDWATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION DOUGLAS; CHUMLEY1 ARRILL; claim 
HARRIEL, LAOON; WHITE, FRANCIS E 
' 35-4128 Statutory 4/17/1926 MORGANS STOCKWATER, WILOUFE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA I daim WATERHOLE ACTING TrlROUGH 
35-4133 
Statutory 
3/1/1937 0.20 GROUNOWATB DOMESTIC FISHER, PERCY K 
C!a.lm 
35-4143 
' Statutory . 
10/1/1950 0.12 GROUNO WATER 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, WOMACK, DONALD L; WOMACK, 
' 
Claim STOCKWATER NEDRAJ 
35-4162 
Statutory 
4/1/1958 1,13 GROUND WATER 
IRRIGATION, 














2.98 G'<OUND WATER IRRIGATION SEARLE, LLOYD A; SEARLE; SHARON 
35-4178 
Statutory 
3/1/1957 3.23 GROUND WATER 
IRRIGATION, 




1/1/1900 0.13 GROUNDWATER 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, 
BALL, LIONEL W; BALL, MARJORIE U 
, Claim STOCKWATER 
35-4186 
Statetory 
1/l/1900 0.12 GROUND WATER 
l DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, 
BALL, LIONEL W; BALL, MARJORIE U 
daim I STOCKWATER 
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Statutory DEJULlS, VERA; FACKRELL, 
354197 Cl, 7/1/1920 0.40 GROUNDWATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MARJORIE;THOMPSON,HELEN; 







































































4/1/1950 0.24 GROUNDWATER 
8/1/1957 0.20 GROUND WATER 
6/30/1962 2.13 I GROUND WATER 
5/1/1930 2.00 ' GROUNDWATER 
4/1/1959 0.12 GROUND WATER 
4/1/1910 D.10 GROUND WATER 
4/1/1940 0.06 GROUND WATER 
6/1/1960 i 0.28 GROUND WATER 
1/lB/1965 11.26 : GROUND WATER 
4/1/1959 0,12 ! GROUND WATER 
5/6/'.U!E0 0.50 GROUND WATER 
6/1/1974 3.12 GROUND WATER 
12/12/1975 4,'/S GROUND WATER 
12/28/1948 0.80 GROUND WA,ER 
3/10/1963 2.64 GROUND WATER 
7/1/1!!60 O.D4 GROUND WATER 
6/28/1934 UNNAMED STREAM 
10/25/1966 UNNAMED STREAM 
1/28/1974 0,09 GROUND WATER 
10/7/1974 UNNAMED STREAM 
2/24/1975 O.D2 GROUNDWATER 
8/15/1975 1 0.12 GROUNDWATER 
! 1/28/1976 0.12 , GROUND WATER 
i I 
! 
l/28/1976 0,20 GROUND WATER 
4/28/1976 0.04 GROUND WATER 
11/30/1981 UNNAMED STREAM 
2/9/1982 0.14 , GROUND WATER 
6/21/1983 0.02 GROUND WAT£R 
1/23/1984 UNNAMED STREAMS 



































VAN LEUVEN, VAIL 
SNARR, LINDA; SNARR, ROBERT B 
SCHATZ BROTHERS 
SCHRITTER, LENARD A; SCHRITTER, 
NADINE 
TAMASHIRO, MARYE ODEN; 
TAMASHIRO, THOMAS K 
BROOKS SR, MARTIN; BROOKS, 
GLENDA 
80LAND, JAMES F 
PATRIC1<, FAY L; PATRICK, LOUIS H 
ARCHIBALD, DON C 
SEAMONS, KENT B; SEAMONS, 
PEGGY A 
GARDNER, IV AN E 
GRIFFIN ~ARMS INC 
INVESTORS CREOIT INC 
DARRIN J WHEELER LTD 
PARTNERSHIP 
STEVEN L WHEELER LTD 
PARTNERSHIP 
MODERN MILLS ROCKFORD INC; 
OREGON SHORT UNE RAILROAD CO; 
UNION PAOFIC RA:LROAO CO 
UNiTED STATES OF AMERICA 
ACTING THROUGH 
c!NfTEO STATES OF AMERICA 
ACTING THROUGH 
MOWN & PARKER INC 
STA TE OF IDAHO 
POULSON, JACKMAN G 
MCCULLOUGH JR, WILLIAM JAMES 
ARBIT JR, EMIL; ;JANSEN, ')AVID; 
HARKER, MELBA; SWANSON, 
NORMAN; TORNETON, WILL!AM 
COLLm, RALPH T; DASH, ALLEN; 
KOBAYASHI, NORMAN; RINGEL, 
RALPH; SCHMIDT, FELIX 
TRI OPP 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
ACTING Th ROUGH 
POLZIN, LENA 
BERRETH, JULIUS R 















































































































































































UPPER TUCKER SPRING 

















0.30 BIG SPRINGS 
0.08 BIG SPRINGS 
O.D2 BIG SPRINGS 
1.90 BIG SPRINGS 
2,70 BIG SPRINGS 




































BEDAL, JAMES; BEOAL, KATE C 
BELL, HARLAN 
CONDIT,JAMES E; CONDIT,JENNIE 
M 
CAREY, CHARLES C; DILATUSH, 
ALICE I; DILATUSH, E W 
FARMER, J EUGENE; FARMER, 
MARVEL 
GLAUNER, EMMA A; GLAUNER, 
JOHN 
GLAUNER, EMMA A; GLAUNER, 
JOHN 
GRIDLEY, ANNA; GRIDLEY, WALTER 
GRIDLEY,ANNA; GRIDLEY, WALTER 
MARSH, FLOSSIE; MARSH,JAMES H 
CUNNINGTON, FRED 
TERRY, JOHN D; TERRY, SARAH F 
TUPPER, LILLIAN; TUPPER, W G 
VADER,EARL;VADER,ETHEL 
VADER, VERNON 
WHARTON JR, J A; WHARTON, 
ALPHA 
WHARTON JR, J A; WHARTON, 
ALPHA 
IDAHO POWER CO 
SANDS, BETTY; SANDS, FLORENCE; 
SANDS, JESSIE; SANDS, MARTHA A 
SANDS, BETTY; SANDS, FLORENCE; 
SANDS, JESSIE; SANDS, MARTHA A 
DILATUSH, CHARLES N 
REED, ALVA 
BARLOGI, AGNES; BARLOGI, JAMES; 
BARLOGI, LOUISE; BARLOGl1 RETA; 
BARLOGI, REX 
BARLOGI, AGNES 
TROVILLO, DC; TROVILLO, ESTELLA J 
CLIFFORD, MRS W H; CLIFFORD, W 
H 
MOORE, JOHN; MOORE, MRS JOHN 




NEWCOMB, W G 
IORNS, HATTIE 
NORTON, LH 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SHERMAN, EE 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HAINSWORTH, THOMAS 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GRIDLEY, ALBERT 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SECOR, H E 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION LOWER, HS 
36-165 i Decreed 3/21/1903 2,70 SIG SPRINGS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION OURF.:E, MJ 
36-170 Decreed 9/1/1889 1.60 SPRING IRRIGATION ORMSBY, ll 
36-171 Decreed 9/1/1889 8.00 SPR:NG IRRIGATION BEDAL, KATE C 
I 36-172 Decreed 5/26/1891 20.00 SPRING IRRJGATtON BEDA~ KATEC 
36-173 Decreed 2/27/1891 ' 1.60 SPRINGS IRRIGATION BEDAL, KATE C 
36-174 : Decreed ' 2.00 UPPER TUCKER SPRING IRRIGATION BEDAL, KATE C 
' 
36-175 Decreed I 8/2/1915 0.50 SPRINGS om,,1ESTIC, IRRIGATION , VA'.JER, FRANK C 
36-lTl Decreed 2/1/1888 1.78 i WEATHERBY SPRINGS IRRIGATION LEMMON,GUY 
' 36-178 Decreed 7/1/1888 0.50 SPRINGS IRRIGATION COOK, WALTER E 
36-179 Decreed 12/1.2/1901 0.36 SPRINGS i IRRIGATION MC KNIGHl1 JOHN 0 : 
36-130 i Decreed 12/12/1901 0.44 SPRINGS ' IRRIGATION JENKlNS, COW\IIBUS E I 
36·181 Decreed 3/8/1902 0.12 i SPRINGS IRRIGA·noN JENKINS, COWMBUS E 
36-182 Decreed 12/12/1901 0.10 SPRINGS IRRIGATION GROVER, GEORGE H 
36-183 Decreed 3/8/1902 2.:0 SPR:NGS IRRIGATION SHIMP, BASCOM R 
36-184 Decreed 12/12/1901 1.61 SPRINGS IRRIGATION SHIRTCLIFF, ET ' 
36-186 Decreed 3/8/l!J02 6.40 SPRINGS IRRIGATION ORMSBY LAND & LIVESTOCK CO 
36-137 ' Decreed 3/15/1911 3.20 S?RiNGS :RRIGATION MORTON REALTY CO LTD 
36-188 Decreed 3/8/1902 3.20 SPRINGS IRRIGATION BARTON, RALPH 
36-189B Decreed 3/8/1902 0,91 SPRINGS . IRRIGATION OWENS, CA 
36-195 Decreed 5/l/1916 ().50 I RIL,:Y CREEK DOMESTIC, IDAHO POWER CO 
I STOCKWATER 
36-197 Decreed 2/1/1888 0.70 i SPRINGS IRRIGATION GROVER, GEORGE H 
36-1988 De.creed 4/4/1910 0,70 SPRINGS IRRIGATION SHIMP, BASCOM R 
36-2001 License. 1/31/1905 0.60 SMALLEY SPRINGS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION i SMALLEY1 WlNIA E ' 
36·W03A License 4/16/1908 0,50 Cl.EAR lAKE DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION : INGERSOI., C N 
36-20030 1.lcense 11/21/1912 1.46 CLEAR I.AKE DOMESTIC, iRRIGATiON INGERSOI., C N 
36-2005 license 3/19/1909 0.20 WEECH TUNNEL DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WEECH, JOSEPHS 
36-2012 License 6/27/1912 1.20 M COULEE DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION RAY,HENAK 
36-2015 Ucense 6/26/1913 1.50 UNNAMED STREAM DOMEsnc, IRRIGATION 
SHIELDS, ARTHUR G; SHIELDS, 
JAMESW 
36-2020 i License 1/4/1915 0.40 SAND CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ELSON, JOSEPH 
36-2022 Ucense 6/9/1915 0.50 
HURD COULEE1 TERRY DOMEST:C, JRRIGATION GOSS, JAMES 0 
COULEE 
36·2023 License 7/8/1915 0,50 WEATHERBY SPRINGS : DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION VADER, FRANK C 
36-2025 license 2/12/1916 1.20 SPRING DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BOYER, LEE 
36-2029 License 4/S/l:iJ21 14.40 JONES SPRING DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MC CARTY, JOHN 
36-2030 License: 3/16/1917 1,.10 UNNAMED STREAMS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION TERHUNE, CORNELIUS F 
36-2033 License 2/ll/1918 0.50 UNNAMED STREA:1-1 DOMESTIC. IRRIGATION BAINTER,£ C 
36-2036 License 6/12/1919 i 2.00 WEBBS COULEE DOMESTIC, IRRJGATION WEBB, ELMER 
36-2042 License 5/4/1928 0.30 SPRING IRRIGATION TUPPER, W G 
36-20700 License 3/11/1948 3.50 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION JULION C!AWSON FARMS INC 
36-2091 License 6/17/1950 1.47 GROUNDWATER IRRIGATION FRAZIER, FRED M 
36-21.SO License 9/26/1951 0.12 UNNAMED STREAM 
[ !RR!GATION, 
MC C,URE, JAMES B 
: STOCKWATER 
35-2153A License 11/27/1951 3.24 GROUN!) WATER IRRJGATION WOOD, WILLARD G 
i 36-21608 License 12/27/1951 3.00 GROUND WATER DOMESTJC, IRRIGATION MILLER, CR 
36-21728 license 6/20/1E52 o.os . i GROUND WATER IRRIGATION i JONES, HERBERT J 
36-21748 License 6/23/1952 0.04 : GROUND WATER IRRIGATION I JONES, HERBERT J 
36-2183 License 12/1/1952 i 1.16 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION BEAMES, KUE H 
36-2218 License 4/2'!J/1953 1.08 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION HERBOLD, MAX 
36-2222 License. 5/7/1953 1,60 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION HENSCHEILO, HERMAN 
36-2223 Ucense. 5/7/1953 1.20 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION HENSCHEJLD, HERMAN 
Paga2of6 
36-2226 License 6/26/1953 2.00 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION BODENHAMER, HOWARD 
36-2234 License 9/2/1953 1.60 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION AlASTRA, SANTIAGO 
36-2235 License 9/2/1953 1.10 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION AlASTRA, SANTIAGO 
36-2240 License 11/13/1953 0.60 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION BERNARD, ClAUDE R 
36-2275 License 1/21/1955 1.54 GROUND WATER COMMERCIAL JEROME COOPERATIVE CREAMERY 
36-2278 License 3/9/1955 1.50 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION OKELBERRY, LP 
36-2281 License 4/11/1955 0.80 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION 
ALLEN, ISABEL; BUSCHHORN, 
ERNEST; THORNTON, ANNA MAE 
36-2287 License 8/4/1955 4.26 UNNAMED DRAIN IRRIGATION DAVIDSON, JOSIE G 
NEIBAUR BROTHERS; NEIBAUR, 
36-2291 License 2/24/1956 2.40 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION BRUCE; NEIBAUR, DARWIN P; 
NEIBAUR, WARREN D 
36-2292 license 1/25/1956 4.00 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION 
NEIBAUR, EDNA H; NEIBAUR, MACK 
w 
36-2293 License 1/16/1956 2.06 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION CRYSTAL BROTHERS 
36-23S3 License 6/5/1958 2.30 UNNAMED DRAIN IRRIGATION HANSEN, HERMAN R 
36~23676 License 12/31/1958 3.28 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 
36-23688 License 12/31/1958 4.83 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 




36-2392 License 6/1S/19S9 0.30 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION GIBSON, JAMES 
36-2402 License 9/11/1959 4.92 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION FEARN, DAVID GARTH 
36-2411 License 12/3/1959 0.32 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION PRIEST, WILMER G 
36-2462 License 1/11/1961 0.21 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION SERR, ELMER . 
36-2534 License 1/4/1962 1.57 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION OLSEN,BRUCE;OLSEN,SHARYN 
36-2601 License 8/10/1964 0.71 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MOON, C EUGENE 
36-2602 License 8/13/1964 0.15 INDIAN SPRINGS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MASKE, HERBERT L 
36-2677 License 1/11/1967 0.38 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION BRYNGELSON, ALLAN V 
36-2686 License 3/31/1967 1.29 UNNAMED DRAIN IRRIGATION GUERRY, JUAN 




36-2695 License 5/17/1967 0.34 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION GRAHAM, RALPH 
36-2699 License 7/20/1966 4.36 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION ISHINO, EARLS 
IRRIGATION FROM 
36-2702 license B/11/19S4 UNNAMED STREAM STORAGE, IRRIGATION WOOD, WILlARD G 
STORAGE 
36-2731A License 3/24/1947 0.68 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION GAMBRE~ FLOYD C 
36-27318 License S/6/1944 0.76 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION GAMBREL, FLOYD C 
36-2901 License 11/8/1961 2.68 
ELLISONS SPRING, FISH PROPAGATION, 
SCOTT, CA 
UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION 
36-4003 
Statutory 
6/1/1963 2.00 . UNNAMED DRAIN 
IRRIGATION, 
SMITH JR1 ODELL Clalm STOCKWATER 
36-4022 
Statutory 
4/1/1961 1.20 BILLINGSLEY CREEK 
IRRIGATION, 


















4/1/1928 0.60 HUIT SPRING DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ROBISON, ETHEL; ROBISON, JOHN Claim 
36-4034 
Statutory 
5/1/1961 3.20 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 




1/1/1961 0.42 WASTEWATER 


























6/1/1934 4.00 GROUNDWATER IRRIGATION 
















3/1/1930 1.00 WASTEWATER 
!RRIGATION1 CURHON1 LT : . Claim STOCKWATER 
I 36-4077 
Statutory 





I 36-4{)93 Claim 4/1/1942 0.62 WASTEWATER iRRlGATION RDICE, JOHN 
36-4095 
Statutory 
4/lS/1960 0,15 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION PETERSON, .RONALD G 
dalm 
Statutory ' FLEENOR, CHARLES E; FLEENOR, 36-4105 3/15/1940 ' 0,20 WASTEWATER IRR!GATION Claim EDWARD 
36~4106 
Statutory 




4/1/1920 1.00 WA»EWATER IRRIGATION 
CAMMACK,JAMES S; LYDA, 
darm DOROTHEEC 
i 36-4111 
I Statutory 4/15/1947 0.02 UNNAMED DITCH \ !RRiGATlONI MONG, BURD:TI; MONG, EILEEN 
. Claim ! STOCKWATER 
36-4112 
; Statutory 
6/1/19SO 1.00 WASTEWATER IRRIGAT!ON 
THAETE1 KENNETH D; THAITT, 





WASTEWATER IRRIGA7JON FULLMER, BIRDIE; FULLMER, DC : Claim 
36-4118 
i Statutory 










3/1/1960 0,50 CLEAR LAKE IRRIGATION 
CLEAR LAKE RANCH P U D MASTER 




4/1/1960 0.03 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION GOFF, GORDON A 
Statutory 
. 












9/28/1932 0.06 BANBURY SPRINGS IRRIGATION BANBURY PIPE CO !NC ' C1alm i 
36-4164 
Statutory 
7/16/1969 0.04 BANBURY SPRINGS IRRIGATION BANBURY PIPE CO INC l Claim 
· 36-416S 
Statutory 








4/23/1971 0.04 ' I BANBURY SPRINGS IRRIGATION BANBURY PIPE CO INC 
Calm '. 
Statutory j ; DOMESTtC~ lRRIGATlON, 
36-4168 Clalm 
12/2/1924 1.31 i BANBURY SPRINGS 
STOCKWATER 
















1/1/1960 0.09 GROUND WATER 
COMMEROAL, 




















1/1/1958 1.50 GROUND WATER STDCKWATER 
SCHENK, FREDONA; SCHENK, 
Claim ROBERTW 
Statutory DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, 
GARDNER, KATRINA; GARDNER, 
36-4223 
Claim 
1/1/1507 0.09 GROUND WATER 
STDCKWATER 








1/21/1957 0.29 GROUND WATER 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, 




4/15/1970 0.89 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION 








5/1/1914 3.00 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION 
BUXTON, WILLIAM C; SANDY1 
Claim WILLIAM A 
Statutory 
CANTONE, JANE; CANTONE, 













4/1/1969 0.4D GROUND WATER IRRIGATION SUCHAN, FRANK J 
Claim 
36-7183 License 6/29/1971 0.18 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION CLINTON, VERNON B 
36-7261 License 9/19/1972 0.70 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION GUNNING, FRANCIS F 
36-7339 License 6/14/1573 0.27 GROUND WATER 
DOMESTIC, 
· GREGERSEN, BRENTT 
STOCKWATER 
36-7375 license 10/3/1973 0.04 GROUND WATER 
COMMERCIAL, 
SCHUTTE, HENRY W 
DOMESTIC 
36-7382 License 9/20/1973 0.10 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MOSELEY, PAUL H 
36-7439 license 4/20/1973 0.14 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC HAAG, LAWRENCE R. 
36-7482 License - 6/5/1974 0.11 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC 
BLACKWELL, ESTHER; BLACKWELL, 
· LOUIS 
COMMERCIAL, 
CONNECTICUT MUTUAL LIFE 
36-7500 License 10/7/1974 O.D5 GROUND WATER INSURANCE CO; THIBAULT, DONALD 
DOMESTIC 
F; THIBAULT, PHYLLIS N 
36-7530 License 3/31/1975 0.52 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION CLINTON, VERNON B 
36-7637 License 8/20/1976 0.80 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION BUTLER, WILLIAM B 
36-7849 License 3/30/1979 0.64 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION CLINTON, VERNON B 
36-7867 license 7/31/1979 O.D5 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION 
LOCl<WOOD, CHARLES T; 
LOCKWOOD, JOANNE A 
36-7880 Ucense 11/27/1979 D,60 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 
WIERSEMA, KURT; WIERSEMA, 
LLOYD 
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License 0.06 GROUND WATER 
36·7893 license 2/20/1980 0.03 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION WOLFF, EDGAR 
36-7910 Ucehse 4/2/1980 l.84 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION MC FARI..AND_. DON 
36-7972 License 3/16/1981 0,14 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION THAETE, KENNETH D 
36-7982 License 5/4/1981 0.04 WASTEWATER 
IRRIGATION, EUMPHRIES, CHESTER R; 
STOCKWATER HUMPHRIES, HELEN M 
36-7987 License 5/21/1981 0.03 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION GAMBREL, FLOYD C 
36-7988 License 6/25/1931 0.11 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC BASELINE WATER CO 
36-8066 L!cense 2/22/lE82 0.04 , GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
ARCHER, ROBERTL; KAMBLIN, 
JERRY 
36-8071 Ucense 3/4/1982 0.08 I GROUND WATER :lOMESTiC, IRRIGATION SlADE,JEFFREY H 
36-8109 License 8/17/1982 0,07 ' GROUND WATF.R DOMESllC, IRRIGATION : BONADIMAN, RUDY 
36-8160 License 4/5/1983 0.04 i GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION I KORSEN, DAN G 
36-8173 License 3/25/1983 o.oi GROUND WATER DOMESTIC1 !RR!GATlON : FLEENOR, EDWARD 
DOMESTIC, IRR!GATION, ' SKEEN, A DALE; SKEEN, KAREN L 36-8193 License 4/6/1984 0.04 GROUND WATER 
STOCKWATER 
3&8210 license 6/23/1983 0.01 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION NIELD, MARDENNE; NIELD, ORAN 
36-8211 License 6/23/1983 0.04 GROUND WATER COMMERCIAL OTTO, EVA DEE; OTTO, !VAN K 





Basin 37 Potentially Unclaimed Water Rights 
37-14D Decreed 5/15/1883 0,21 - LITTLE WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION BARTON,JA 
37-23 Decreed B/2/1902 60.00 SILVER CREEK POWER ALBRETHSON, MARTIN 
37-30 Decreed 6/1/1885 1.80 CHIMNEY CREEK IRRIGATION ARNOLD, CASTRO 5 
37-31 Decreed 6/1/1889 1.40 CHIMNEY CREEK IRRIGATION ARNOLD, CASTRO S 
37-52 Decreed 6/15/1885 2.60 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION BERGIN, JOSEPH D 
37-65 Decreed 6/15/1883 7.70 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION 
BANZET1 WILLIS J; GRAF, FRANKLINj 
GRAF, HARRISON F 
37-71A Decreed 5/1/1892 1.50 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION BLAIR, SAMUEL M 
37-73 Decreed 5/31/1900 4.00 EAST FORK WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION BOARD, CHARLES 
37-74 Decreed 7/13/1901 25.00 EAST FORK WOOD RIVER POWER BOARD, CHARLES 
37-75 Decreed 7/26/1902 50.00 WARM SPRINGS CREEK POWER BOARD, CHARLES 
37-76 Decreed 1/2/1906 300.00 BIG WOOD RIVER POWER BOARD, CHARLES 
37-93 Decreed 5/1/1890 4.BO WILLOW CREEK IRRIGATION BRINEGAR, ALBERT E 
37-94 Decreed 4/1/1890 LOO CHANEY CREEK IRRIGATION BROADHURST, JAMES B 
37-100 Decreed 7/1/1889 2.40 EAST FORK WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION BROWN, JAMES N 
BROWN, MARY; BROWN, MICHAEL; 
37-103 Decreed 8/1/1884 3.20 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION BROWN, SARAH; SWEAT, 
CATHERINE L 
37-lOSC Decreed 5/31/1887 1.54 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION MOLYNEUX, AW 
37-106E Decreed 5/15/1892 4.61 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION MOLYNEUX,A W 
37-113J Decreed 7/10/1884 0.16 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION HEAD, DERRIS; HEAD,JOSEPHINE 
37-122A Decreed 5/1/1887 4.14 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION BYRNE, JOHN; BYRNE, PATRICK 
37-122B Decreed 5/1/1887 0.90 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION SORENSEN, GORDON E 
37-123A Decreed 5/1/1887 9.50 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION 
BYRNE JR, THOMAS J; BYRNE, 
MICHAELJ 
37-123B Decreed S/1/1887 0.50 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION KIPP, ROBERT H 
37-U4 Decreed 5/1/1887 0.80 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION BYRNE SR, THOMAS 
37-146 Decreed 6/1/1883 2.70 CORRAL CREEK IRRIGATION CLARK, H L 
37-147 Decreed 6/1/1886 0.70 CORRAL CREEK IRRIGATION CLARK, H L 
37-148 Decreed 4/16/1888 3.20 CORRAL CREEK IRRIGATION CLARK, H L 
37-152 Decreed 4/1/1893 3.20 LITTLE WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION ESTATE OF HENRY A COlT 
37-156 Decreed 5/1/1887 0.80 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION COOK,JOHNW 
37-165 Decreed 6/1/1891 1.50 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION DARRAH,BEN 
37-166 Decreed 10/20/1902 1.40 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION . DARRAH,BEN 
37-179 Decreed 11/1/1907 6.40 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION CALKINS, W J 
37-182A Decreed 5/31/1887 9.60 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION MOLYNEUX, AW 
37-185 Decreed · 5/1/1898 2.00 LITTLE WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION OHLINGER, W J 
37-212B Decreed 6/23/1888 2.80 WARM SPRINGS CREEK IRRIGATION 
FARNLUN1 AUGUST; FARNLUN, 
PETRA 
37-234A Decreed 6/15/1884 0.40 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION FOSTER,PETER 
37-237A Decreed 6/15/1887 1.13 SILVER CREEK IRRIGATION LARKIN, CHARLES R 
37-2378 Decreed 6/15/1887 0.89 
LOVING CREEK, SILVER 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
MOLYNEUX, CLYDE L; ORVIK. NINA 
CREEK MOLYNEUX 
37-242 Decreed 6/1/1885 2_00 SOLDIER CREEK IRRIGATION GARDNER, WALTER 
37-243 Decreed 6/1/1888 3.00 SOLDIER CREEK IRRIGATION GARDNER, WALTER 
37-244 Decreed 6/1/1898 2.66 SOLDIER CREEK IRRIGATION GARDNER, WALTER 
37-251 Decreed 6/15/1887 1.40 CAMAS CREEK IRRIGATION SAND SPRINGS RANCH & CO 
37-261 Decreed 3/18/1896 4.80 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION GOMES, AM; GOODING, FRANK R 
37-264 Decreed 5/26/1883 1.80 LITTLE WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION GOODING, FRANK R 
37-266 Decreed 4/15/1884 1.40 LITTLE WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION GOODING, FRANK R 
37-276G Decreed 6/1/1885 D.04 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION GOODING, FRED W 
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37-291 Decreed 5/15/1895 3.20 EARLY CREEK IRRIGATION GRAY,JOHN T 
37-29SA Decreed 9/18/1885 1.00 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESllC, IRRIGATION CLARK, WAYNE 
37-2988 Decreed 9/lll/1885 3.00 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION HARTE, CT 
' . 37-302A Decreed 6/1/1891 D.55 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION CLOUGHTON, MATTHEW 
37-3168 Decreed 10/15/1884 2.llB BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION WOOD RIVER RANCH CO INC 
37-3188 Decreed 6/14/1883 1.40 SILVER CREEi( IRRIGATION 
HODGMAN, WA; HOWARD, HUGH 
E 
37-31llC Decreed 6/14/1883 0.40 SILVER alEEK IRRIGATION HOWARD, HUGH E 
37-323 Decreed i 6/1/1887 3.00 SOlDIER CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION PERRY, JOHN A 
37-324 Decreed 11/22/1890 3.2.0 SOLDIER CREEK IRRIGATION HUI.STROM, ANNIE M 
37-325A Decreed 11/22/1890 3.20 SOlDIER CREEK IRRIGATION HUI.STROM, JOHN A 
37-3258 Decreed 11/22/1890 1.60 SOLDIER CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION PERRY, JOHN A 
37-331 Decreed 6/1/1889 280.00 BIG WOOD RIVER POWER IDAHO ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO 
37-334A Decreed 6/30/1884 0.SO BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION IFI.AND,ADAM 
37-334D Decreed 6/30/1884 2.00 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CLARI(, WAYNE 
37-334G Decreed 6/30/1884 0.08 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION MOLYNEUX, AW 
37-335 Decreed 5/15/1882 3.00 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION IVERS, THOMAS C 
I 37-336 Decreed 5/15/1895 1.00 BlG WOOD RIVER ; IRRIGATION IVERS, THOMAS C 
37-3378 Decreed : 6/1/1887 5.00 EASf FORK WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION IVIE,AS 
37-339 DeCfeed 5/1/1888 3.00 SOLDIER CREEK IRRIGATION JEFFERS, BENJAMIN F 
37-340 Decreed 5/9/1901 1.50 SOLDIER CREEK IRRIGATION JEFFERS, BENJAMIN F 
37-342 Decreed 11/20/11!83 1.50 SOLDIER CREEK IRRIGATION JENKINS, EMILY 
37-34'3 Decreed 6/15/1886 3.00 SOLDIER CREEK IRRIGATION JOHNSON, GEORGEF ! 
37-347 Decreed 6/1/1892 0.20 SOLDIER CREEK IRRIGATION JOHNSON, GEORGEF 
37-348 Decreed 4/1/1888 O.llO 
MALLITT BRANCH 
IRRIGATION JOHNSON, HANS P 
SILVER CREEK 
37-349 Decreed 4/1/1890 1.60 
MALLElT BRANCH 
IRRIGATION JOHNSON, HANS P 
SILVER CREEK 
37-350 ' Decreed 6/lS/1891 2.00 GANNETT CREEK 1RRIGATION JOHNSON, HANS P 
37-360 Decll:!ed 10/31/1889 3.20 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION JON£$, JOHN W 
37-362 Decreed 5/20/1902 6.40 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION JONES, THOMASJ 
37-363H Decreed 4/l2/18S3 0.22 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION MC ILHENNY, SCOTT 
37-364C Decreed 5/1/lZ87 0.64 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION 
CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST OF THE 
LATTER DAY SAINTS 
37-364H Decreed 5/1/1887 0.08 SIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION JUSTUS, US 
37-364J Decreed 5/1/1887 0.16 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION MC llHENNY, scan 
37-382 Decreed 5/1/1900 2.40 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION KINSEY, AI.PHA A 
37-383 Decreed 5/1/1886 3.00 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION KINSEY, HENRY H 
37-385 Decreed 5/1/1887 1.40 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION KlNSEY, HENRY H 
37-413 Decreed 6/15/1885 2.00 DEER CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION COMMONS,EG 
37-414 Decreed 7/l/1893 2.DO DEERCREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION COMMONS,EG 
37-4350 Decreed 6/2/1890 0.08 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION BOONE, MARGARIT M 
37-44;! Decreed 7/8/1884 1.60 LOVING CREEK IRRIGATION MOLYNEUX, AW 
37-445 Decreed 6/1/1899 1.60 CAMAS CREEK IRRIGATION . MARREN, THOMAS 
37-462 Decreed 6/1/1886 2,40 CHIMNEY CREEK IRRIGATION MCGHEE, BARKLEY J 
37-478 Decreed 6/10/18$J7 2-40 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION MELLER,JW 
37-4798 Decreed 6/10/1887 1-20 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION MELI.ER,] W 
37-484 Decreed 7/16/1907 3.00 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION . MILLER, BENJAMIN F 
37-502 Decreed 0.80 SOLDIER CREEK IRRIGATION MORRELL, SIEGEL 
37-515 Decreed B/2/1909 0.80 LITTI..E WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION NEWHOUSE, RA 
' 
37-SlZ Decreed 6/1/1902 2.00 SOLDIER D,EEK IRRIGATION OLSON, PETER i 
37-519 Decreed 6/1/1903 1.00 SOLDIER CREEK IRRIGATION OLSON, PETER 
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37-531A Decreed 5/'.!/1905 0,80 BlG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION PECK, CHARLES M 
37-532 Decreed 7/1/IB&O PECKS SPRING IRRtGATION PECK, GEORGE W : 
37-534 Decreed S/9/1883 0,25 LITTli DEER CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION COMMONS, EG 
37-535 Decreed 7/5/1884 3.00 UTILE DEER CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION COMMONS, EG 
37-540 Decreed 6/10/1892 3,20 SOLDIER CREEK IRRIGATION PETERSON, NELS J 
37-541 Decreed 5/5/1900 L60 SOLDIER CREEK IRRIGATION PETERSON, NELS J 
37-550 Decreed S/18/1907 1,60 
FOURMILE CREEK, 
IRRIGATION PHIPPS, WILEY W 
THREEMILE CREEK 
37-553 Decreed 6/1/1884 0.30 TRAtLCREEK IRRIGATION PRICE,WM 
: COMMERCIAL ' 
37-554 Decreed BIG WOOD RtVER 
STORAGE 
PURDUM,AM 
37-555 Decreed BIG WOOD RIVER RECREATION STORAGE PURDUM,AM 
37-556 Decreed 12/1/1885 LITTLE WOOD RIVER COMMERCIAL PURDUM & PURDUM 
37-573 Decreed 8/27/1882 40,00 WARM SPRINGS CREEK POWER RHODES,JAMES M 
37-575 Decreed S/1/1888 0.80 
EAST FORK, NORTH 
INDUSTRIAL RHODES, JAMES M 
FORK BIG WOO O RIVER 
I 37·602 Decreed 6/1/1887 a.so WILLOW CREEK IRRIGATION SHIPP, ELIZABETH 
37-603 Decreed 6/'.!/1897 LOO WlliOW CREEK tRRtGATION SHtPP, ELIZABETH 
37-605 Decreed 11/6/1903 60,00 LITTlE WOOD RJVER POWER SHOSHONE LIGHT & WATER CO 
37-610 Decreed 5/31/1903 6.40 CAMAS CREEK IRRIGATION SAND SPRINGS RANCH & CO ! 
37-615 Decreed 5/31/1884 3.10 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION SILVA, MANUEL 
37-628 Decreed 6/1/1891 2,SO 
WEST FORK THREEMILE 
IRRIGATION SMITH,CH 
CREEK 
37-644 Decreed 4/1/1884 2,00 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION STIFFLER, LUCY C 
37-6666 Oecreed 6/12/1886 0,34 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION 5fATE OF IDAHO 
AESTHEflC STORAGE, 
DIVERSION TO BRAMON, DARLENE M; BRAMON, 
37-685B Decreed 10/15/1884 3.00 BIG WOOD RIVER STORAGE, FIRE FRANKLIN L; SLOCUM, RONALD; 
PROTECTION STORAGE, SLOCUM, SALLIE 
IRRIGATION 
37-691F Decreed 4/1/1S8S 0,24 lITTLE WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION ROSE, KENNETH O; ROSF0 MARY D 
37-697 Decreed 5/31/1887 3.20 SOLDIER CREEK IRRIGATION WHITE, ISAIAH 
37-698 Decreed 5/5/18114 130 LITTLE WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION STIMPSON, DON F 
37-699A Decreed 5/5/1884 2.70 LlffiE WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION STIMPSON, DON F 
37-<599B , Decreed 5/5/1884 0.90 LITTLEWOOD RIVER IRRIGATION STIMPSON, DON F 
37-700 Decreed 5/5/1884 1.30 LlntE WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION STIMPSON, DON F 
37-703D Decreed 6/15/1891 0,20 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION SPENCER, MABEL 
37-7048 Decreed 6/15/1891 3.20 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION WILSON,CW 
37-708 Decreed 4/1/1877 1,00 lJffiE WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION WOODWORTH, E l 
37-711 Decreed l'J/'}!)/1907 3.20- BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION WORDEN, RUTH 5 ' 
37-714 Decreed 10/1/1890 2.40 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION ; YOUNG, HM 
37-7<1 Decreed 6/1/1888 0,70 CORRAL CREEK IRRIGATION CARTER, THOMAS 
37-723 Decre€d 6/1/1886 0.60 CORRAL CREEK lRRIGATION KEMPTON, MARYL 
37-729 Decreed 5/25/1888 0.60 CORRAL CREEi( IRRIGATION HADDIN,SG 
37-742 Decreed 5/15/1903 1.60 FISH CREEK IRRIGATION COATES, JOSEPH E 
37-749A Decreed 3/30/1883 2.40 FISH CREEl< IRRIGATION ELDREDGE, IRA 
37-7498 Decreed 3/30/1883 0,80 FISH CREEK DOMESTI(, IRRIGATION CONDIE, LILLIE I 
37-755 Decreed 5/15/1904 OAO FISH CREEK IRRIGA110N KNIGHT, VINSON P 
37-765 Decreed 5/15/1908 0.20 FISH CREEK IRRIGATION NORTON, lAfAYETTE M 
37-770A Decreed 3/30/1883 1.30 FISH CREEK IRRIGATION PAmRSON, JOSEPH R 
37-770B Decreed 3/30/1S83 no RSH CREEK IRRlGATION 5NIDER,PETER 
37-809 Decreed 4/1/1891 1.40 CLOVER CREEK IRRIGATION FERGUSON, BARLOW 
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37-813 · Decreed 7/7/1909 0.48 0.0VERCREEK j !RRfGATJON t!TrtE, IDA 
37-816 Decreed 4/1/1884 OA(l CLOVER CREEK IRRIGATION COL VIN, FREO 
37-829 Decreed 4/1/1888 0.80 WA.,TE WATER IRRIGATION CHELINE, HAROL!) 0 
' 37-830 Decreed 4/1/1904 3.20 CALF CREEK IRRIGATION PAINTER, THEODORE E 
37-832 Decreed 4/23/1910 3.20 WW CREEK OOME5TIC, IRRIGATION WATTLES, ZELLA L 
37-837 Decreed 7/1/1887 3.20 SOLDIER CREEK IRRIGATION LABRUM, HENRY GEORGE 
! 37-838 Decreed 4/30/1887 1.24 SOLDIER CREEK IRRIGATION PERl(INS, WllllAM Y 
i 37-839 Decreed 4/30/1887 2.54 SOLD! ER CREEK IRRIGATION PERKINS, LEANDER N 
' ' 37-840 Decreed 5/31/1887 2.00 SOLDIER CREEK IRRIGATION WHITE, SARAH 
37-841 Decreed 4/1/1886 2.00 SOLDIER CREEK IRRIGATION 
ESTATE OF IRAS WARING; WARING, 
ROSEM 
. ESTATE OF IRAS WARING; WARING, 37-842 Decreed 4/J/1887 2.00 SOLDIER CREEK IRRIGATION 
ROSEM 
37-<l43 Decreed 4/1/1892 2.00 SOLDIER CREEK IRRIGATION 
EsTATE OF IRAS WARING: WARING, 
ROSEM 
37-853 Decreed 7/1/1891 1.20 SOIDIER CREEi( IRRIGATION WATSON, HENRY D 
37-858 Decreed 5/1/1886 1.40 DRY CREEK IRRIGATION CRIST, EL 
37-860 Decreed 3/1/1905 10.00 DRY CREEK IRRIGATION KANAUSS, LESrER; PETERSON, J W 
37-864 Decreed 9/28/1896 0.80 BIG WOOD RIVER OOMESllC, IRRIGATION GOMES, ANTHONY M 
37-866 Decre.ed 4/1/1905 3.20 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION ROBERTSON, JENNIE 
37-879 Decreed 5/1/1905 2.40 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION VALIGHN, ROY 
37-883A Decreed 5/15/1885 3.07 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION MOLYNEUX, AW 
37-886F Decreed 6/l/1884 0.60 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION DISBENNETT JR, OTIS 
37-<l88 Decreed 11/11/1884 16.00 DEER CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGA,ION MCMONIGLE, PATRICK B 
37-£90 Decreed 6/23/1934 6.00 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 
UPPER BIGWOOD RIVER WATER 
USERS ASSN 
BIG WOOD CANAL COMPANY; 
l 37-894A Decreed 9/1/1920 3.58 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION MUTUAL WOOD RIVER WATER 
i usrnsASSN 
37-896 Decreed 4/1/1940 0.07 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BROWN, ROBERT A 
37~897 Decreed 4/1/1940 0.03 BIG WOOD RIVER DOME511C, IRRlGATION BUSHNELi., ADA B 
37-£98 Decreed 4/1/1B40 2.91 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BUTTRAM, RE 
37-900 Decreed 4/1/1940 2.98 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESllC, IRRIGATION ClARK, WAYNE 
37-901 Decreed 4/1/1940 0.73 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ama<ER,GE : 
! 37-902A Decreed 4/1/1940 0.4S BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION DAVIS, VERN 
37-902B Decreed 4/1/1940 0.10 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION GORMAN, JAMES A 
37-903 Decreed 4/1/1940 0,07 BIG WOOD RlVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION DECKARD, IRA 
37-904 Decreed 4/1/1940 2.18 BIG WOOD RlVER DOMESTIC, IRqlGATION DREXLER, JOHN 
37-907 Decreed 4/1/1940 0.96 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HURST,ERED 
37-901l Decreed 4/1/1940 0.04 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HURST, MADALINE 
' 37-909 Decreed 4/1/1940 0.18 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION JOHNSON, FLOYD 
37-910 Decreed 4/1/1940 4.65 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MC CURRY, ETTA B 
37-911 Decreed 4/1/1940 0.44 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MCATEE, WYATTV 
37-912 Decreed 4/1/1940 1.45 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MIZER, DALE 
37-913 Decreed 4/1/1940 0.26 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, lRl\lGATION POO[. JACK 
37-914 Decreed 4/1/1940 0.12 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION POVE'I, EREDERICK 
37-915 I Decreed 4/1/1940 033 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SHARP, ARTIHUR 
37-916 Decreed 4/1/1940 0.04 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESllC, IRRIGATION SHARP, JOHN 
37-920 1 Decreed 4/1/1940 0.07 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRlGATION WILSON, FLOYD 
37-921 Decreed 4/1/1940 0.76 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION YOUNG, MARTIN 
37-922 Decreed 4/1/1940 0.76 SIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION YOUNG, ROBERT 
37-923 Decreed 4/1/1940 0.22 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION YOUNG,WA 
37-936 Decreed 5/1/1918 2.00 SJLVER CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION LEW!S,HK 
37-937 Decreed 5/1/1!!18 1.00 SILVER CREEK DOME5TIC, IRRIGATION LEWJS,LOIS 
37-938 Decreed 6/1/1912 2.00 LITTLE WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MALCOLM, GEORGE E 
37-940 Decreed 5/1/1910 2.00 SILVER CREEK IRRIGATION SMITH,DB 
37·943A Decreed 0.80 I DRAJN IRRIGATION 
MOLYNEUX, A W; MOLYNEUX, 
MAXINE 
' 37-9438 Decreed 1.34 J DRAIN IRRIGATION LARKIN, CHARLES R ' 
37-943D Decteed 0.81 JORAIN DOMESTIC, !RRIGATION 
MOLYNEUX, CL YOE L; ORVIi<, NINA 
MOLYNEUX 
37-943E Decreed 0.25 J DRAIN IRRIGATION LARKIN, CHARLES R 
' 37-944A Decreed 0.67. K DRAIN, L DRAIN IRRIGATION LARKIN, CHARLES R 
37.944c O.creed 0.40 K DRAIN, l DRAIN IRRIGATION 
MOLYNWX, AW; MOLYNEUX, 
MAXINE 
37-9440 Decreed 0.40 DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
MOLYNEUX, ClYDE L; ORVIK, NINA 
MOLYNEUX 
37-944E Decreed 0.12 K DRAIN, L DRAIN IRRIGATION LARK! N, CHARLES R 
37-946 Decreed a.so !DRAIN IRRIGATION GIWAN, JAMES 
37-949 Decreed 2.22 
F DRAIN, G DRAIN, H 
IRRIGATION CHESS, BEN 
DRAIN 
37-955 Decreed 4/1/1886 1.50 , LITTI.E WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION OTTERSON, WILLIAM H 
37-968 Decreed 4/1/1885 D.60 LITTLE WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION KEMPTON, JEROME B 
37-979 Decreed 4/1/1885 LOO LITTLE woo~ RIVER IRRIGATION BOWMAN, JAMES W 
37-985 Decreed 8/31/1892 1.20 LITTLE WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION HORTON,EW 
37.992 Decreed 4/15/'lll85 1.80 LITTLE WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION NUSGEN, GUSTAVE 
FRI EDMAN CREEK, 
37-1015 Decreed 4/1/1887 1.60 
SOUTH FORK MULDOON 
IRRIGATION WINCHESTER, STEPHEN 
CREEK, UNNAMED 
STREAMS 
37-1019 Decreed 4/1/1885 a.so LITTLE WOOD RJVER IRRIGATION WOMACK, ASA L 
37-1020 Decreed 4/1/1888 0.50 LITTLE WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION WOMACK, ASA L 
37-1023 Decreed 6/30/1884 0.60 UNNAMED STREAMS IRRIGATION GOODMAN, DOUGLAS H 
37-1024 Decreed 4/1/11lll5 0.40 UNNAMED STREAMS IRRIGATION GOODMAN, DOUGLAS H ' 
37•1025 Oecreed 4/1/18.87 0.80 UNNAMED STREAMS IRRlGATION GOODMAN, DOUGLAS H 
37-1044 Decreed 6/15/1885 1.20 FRIEDMAN CREEK IRRIGATION BAUANTINE, J W 
37-1045 Decreed 4/1/1885 1.00 FRIEDMAN CREEK IRRIGATION BALLANTINE, J W 
37-1050 Decreed 4/1/1888 LITTLE WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION EVANS, DAVID J 
! 37-1055 Decreed 5/20/1885 2.20 UNNAMED STREAMS IRRIGATION CUSHING, HENRY$ 
37-1069 Decreed 6/1/1891 1.20 LITTLE WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION MUCHADO, LOUIS 
37-1071.A Pecreed 6/1/1892 0.20 SILVER CREEK IRRIGATION PARKER, MARY 
37-10716 Decreed 6/1/1892 2.00 SILVER CREEK IRRIGATION CARPENTER, JOHN H 
37-1091 Decreed 4/1/1890 1.SO SIL VER CREEK IRRIGATION HAYDEi-i, JOHN 
37-1093 Decreed 6/1/1890 2.00 SILVER CREEK IRRIGATION GRAHAM, ANDREW J 
37-1104A Dec.reed 4/1/1890 1.00 SILVER CREEK IRRIGATION STOCKS, THOMAS 
37-1111 Decreed 8/14/1890 2.50 SILVER CREEK IRRIGATION NISSEN, CHRISTIAN 
37-1121 Decreed 9/2![,/1906 0.50 LITTLE WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION 
MALCOLM, GEORGE E; MALCOLM, 
MARGARET 
37-1122 Decreed 9/26/1906 o_so LITTI.E WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION DIXON, ELMER 
37-1128 Decreed 12/1/1911 3.20 LITTLE WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CARPEITTER, FORREST A 
37·1129 Decreed 12/1/1911 4.00 LITTLE WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CARPENTER, SAlEM 
37-1130 Decreed 12/1/1911 0.80 LITTLE WOOD RJ\IER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CARPENTER,CLARENCE 
37-1133 Decreed 7/1/1910 2.00 DRY CREEK IRRIGATION MC CARTER, OR!A J ' 
37-1171 Decreed 7/l/1906 1.150 LITTLE WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GUBLER, GODFREY 
37-1180 Decreed S/23/1910 LOO FISH CREEK IRRIGATION NORTON, LAFAYITTE M 
37-1182 Decreed 6/27/11!,83 0.08 SOLDIER CREEK IRRIGATION WHITE, SARAH 
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37-1194 Decreed 15.00 FISH CREEK IRRIGATION CASE, GEORGE W I 
37-ll96 Decreed 3.00 FISH CREEK IRRIGATION CASE, GEORGE W i 
37-1220 Decreed 6/10/1882 4.00 CROY CREEK IRRIGATION CONNITT, LOUISE S 
HOT SPRINGS GULCH I 
37-1221 Decreed 6/24/1909 1.50 CREEK, WILSON GULCH IRRIGATION CONNETT, LOUISE S 
CREEK 
37-1224D Decreed 12/28/1932 0.20 SILVERCREEX IRRIGATION SCHOEN, LAWRENCE 
37•1229 Decreed 6/1/1901 0.70 
BLACKMAN$ GULCH 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION LEE, ARCHIE R; LEE, SARAH E 
CREEK 
37-1234 Decreed 4/15/1910 6.00 DUGWAY CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GRAY, GOLDIE 
37•1235 Decreed 2/20/1911 2.40 CROY CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HORAN, JAMES H ' ' 
37-1237 Decreed 11/19/1929 3.00 SPRING IRRIGATION 
HARRIS, ANNIE I; NORTHWESTERN 
& PACIFIC HYPOTHEEKBANK 
DIVERSION TO 
37-1245 Decreed 9/12/1912 41.02 LllTlE WOOD RIVER 
STORAGE, DOMESTIC, 
CAREY LAKE RESERVOIR CO 
IRRIGATION FROM 
STORAGE, IRRIGATION 
37-2004 · License 8/20/1903 6.40 SOLDIER CREEK DOMES1K, IRRIGATION BECKER, ADELINE; HALE, J M 
' 37-2009 License 8/30/1904 2.20 RATTLESNAKE CREEK, DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WARD,JOHNW 
WEST FORK FISH CREEK 
37-2011 License 12/12}1904 250.00 BIG WOOD RIVER POWER ; CRAMER ELECTRIC CO 
37-2014 License 2/8/1905 2.10 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WARO,JOHN W 
37-2023 Ucense 9/22/1905 3,20 
GROUND WATER, 
DOMESTIC, IRRlGATION COOK, CMARLES W i 
THREEMILE CREEK 
37-2025 License. 9/20/1905 6.40 THREEMllE CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HALE, STELLA I 
' 37·2027 UcE.nse 9/8/1905 0.10 SPRINGS DOMESTIC, IR~IGATION BOYER, REECE C 
37-2028 License 10/9/1905 1.00 AIKALI $?RING , DOMESTIC, ,RRIGATION JOHNSON, ANDREW 
37-2029 Ucense 10/4/1905 4.72 CORRAL CREEK ODMEST,C, IRRIGATION GIBBONS, MARYV 
37-2036 License 3/28/1906 1.60 LITTLE WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGA.TiON LEWIS,SAM 
3/29/1906 
CONDIT, FRANCESE; CONDIT; J E; : 
37-2037 License 0.10 SPRINGS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
CONDIT,J H 
37-2042 License. 4/17/1906 6.00 
EAST FORK THREEMILE 
DOMESTIC, iRRIGATION 
GARBUTT, WIWAM; MONTAGUE, 
CREEK HOLLISTER 
37-2044 license 5/16/1906 0.50 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRlGATiON STRONG, PATRICIA ANN 
37-2047 Ucerise 6/lll/1906 9.00 
CORRAL CREEK, LANSING 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATiON ORR, FRED 
CREEK 
37-2048 License 9/22/1905 4.50 
EAST FORK THREEMILE 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ROUDEBUSH, LIZZIF. E 
CREEK 
37-2050 License 7/6/1906 a.so BROADFORD SLOUGH DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MARTIN, JOHN 
37-2053 License 7/11/1906 3.20 SHEEP CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MC GHEE, BARKLEY J 
37-2054 License 7/19/1906 4.00 CHIMNEY CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATiON HARRISON, LAURA E 
37-2058 License 7/5/1906 1.20 CAMAS CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRlGATION CHIPMAN, ROSA B; RICE, ER j 
37-2059 license 9/19/1906 0.50 UNNAMED STREAM OOMESflC, IRRIGA.TION VANCE, MARTHA E 
37-2060 license 10/8/1906 3.00 
EAST FORK THREEMILE 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WOOD,JOSEPH C 
CREEK 
37·2061 License 10/17/1906 1.00 SHEEP CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION DARR,MARYE 
37•2063 Ucense 12/10/1906 2.00 THREEMILE CREEK DOMESTIC, IRR,GATION GRIFFITH, RICHARD M 
37-2064 License 12}10/1906 2.00 THREEMILE CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GRIFFITH, RICHARD M 
37•2065 License 12/10/1906 2.00 nlREEMILE CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BOOE, ELVIS R 
37-2068 License 12/13/1906 3.20 ABBOTT CREEK DOMEST,C, IRRIGATION DANIELS, JOSEPH E 
37-2072 License 5/1/1907 3.00 
PROUT SPRING, 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION JOROA.N, ALICE C 
UNNAMED STREAM 
37-2073 License 5/3/1907 0.80 CAMP CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ROWLEY, EMMA 
37-2077 Ucense 6/20/1907 0.20 SPRING DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BOYER, REECE C 
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37-2078 License 6/28/1907 12.80 
CORRAL CREEK, LANSING 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GILES, WILLIAM M 
CREEK 
37-2079 l.lcense 6/29/1907 3.00 UTILE WOOD RIVER DOMESTlC, IRRIGATION LANE, JAMES H; LANE, JENNIE E 
37-2080 License 7/11/1907 3.00 
DAVIDSON SPRINGS, 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION PERJ(INS, DEAN L 
TIMBER GULCH 
37-2081 License 7/1/3!;07 2.10 CORRAL CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION TIEDE, MARY C 
37-2082 License 7/20/1907 1.20 COVE CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ROCKWELL, IRVIN E 
37-2083 license 7/20/1907 ' 2.00 CHIMNEY CREEK, HARDY DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WARDEN, JARY 
CREEK 
37-2084 License 7/20/1907 2.00 
CHIMNEY CREEK, HARDY 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SUMMERS, ADAUNE 0 
CREEK 
37-20B6 License 9/16/1907 3.20 
EAST FORKTHREEMILE 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BECKER,ADELINE 
CREEK 
37-2088 License 8/7/1907 24.00 
NORTH FORK MU!DOON 
MINING, POWER MULDOON MINING CO 
CREEK 
37-2090 Ucense: 10/16/1907 2.00 LITTLE wom RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ANDERSON, GEORGE H; 
ANDERSON, HARR¥ W 
37·2091 Ucense 10/17/1907 0.74 ROCK SPRING DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SAND SPRINGS RANCH & CO i 
37-2093 Ucense 11/26/1907 220.00 BIG WOOD RNER POWER ROQ('NELL WHITE POWER CO 




FROM STORAGE, TWIN LAKES RESERVOIR & 
37-2105 UcenS£? 60.00 MC KINNEY CREEK 
IRRIGATION STORAGE, IRRIGATION CO LTD 
IRRIGATION 
37-2:06 1 License 2/29/1908 9.50 CORRAL CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SAND SPRINGS RANOl & CO 
37-2107A License 5/8/1.908 0.90 DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GULL, CLARICE N 
37-21078 License '2/7/1909 1.SO MILL CANYON CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION LEONARD, ClARlCE N 
· 37-2111 License 5/8/1908 1.90 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GRAVIET, SAMUEL 
37-2112 License 6/1/1908 8.40 SOLDIER CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION FROSTENSON, MF; SILVA, AD 
37-2113 License 5/8/1908 0.80 FISH CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION FARNWORTH, ANNIE C 
37-2115 License 5/15/1908 1.00 IANSING CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION . ADKINS, SN 
37-2119 License 8/17/1908 0.30 CAMAS CREEK, SPRING DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SAND SPRINGS RANOl & CO 
37-2120 License 7/11/1908 2.00 HALL GULCH CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HANFORD, PERCY W 
37·21'1 license 10/6/1908 0.84 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ROWlrY, JAMESJ 
37·2129 License 3/5/1909 1.70 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CHiPMAN, ROSA B 
37-2130 License 5/20/1909 1.20 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION DARRAH, ARZILLA 
37-2132 Ucense 4/21/1'1()9 o.so EAST FORK CORRAL DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MC MASTER, GEO A 
CREEK 
37-2133 License 4/28/1909 0.40 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BONNING JR, JAMES 
37-2134 License 4/2!1/1.909 0.20 ELKHORN GULCH C'<EEK OOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BONNING JR, JAMES 
37-2135 U.cense 5/3/1909 2.40 UNNAMEO STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION PERRY, ELLEN C; TRADER, FRANK 
37-2136 License 4/17/1909 0.60 LITTlE WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WINTER, WILUAM H 
37-2137 license 5/18/1909 1.20 BALF GULCH CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ELLSWORTH, WP 
37-2141 License 6/17/1909 0.70 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION JONES, ELBERT W 
37-2143 Ucense 6/26/1909 1.00 CLOVER CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION FLETCHER, GEORGE W 
37-2145 Llcens-e S/n/1909 25.00 SILVER CREEK DOMESTIC, POWER 
HODGMAN, ADELAIDE B; 
HODGMAN, WILLIAM A 
37-2146 Ucense 6/1£/1909 0.94 CAMP CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ROWLEY, JAMESJ 
37-2149 license 6/1£/1909 1.60 SPRINGS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ROWLEY, ARTHUR 
37-2150 License 7/24/1909 1.90 SHEEP CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
MC ADAMS, ALICE B; MC ADAMS, C 
A H; MC ADAMS, HARRY 
37-2151 License 7{7/1909 1.20 EAST DEMPSEY CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION UITtE1 JOSEPH E 
37-215S License 10/8/1909 0.70 COLD SPRING CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WERRY, I\IICHOI.ASG 
37-2159 Ucens.e 11/20/1909 0.80 COAL OIL FLAT CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ElDREDGE, IRA 
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I 37-2164 License 1/24/1910 4.50 Wl>SrEWATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
KELLY, CHARITT; KELLY, GEORGE f; 
STRUNK, C 
i 37-2167 Ucense 3/4/1910 0.:,1 SILVER CREEK IRRIGATION 
HOfST8TER, MARIANNE; 
' HOFSTETTER, WALTER! 
. 37-2171 License 4/18/1910 0.40 SPRING DOME5nC, IRRIGATION HANFORD, PERCY W 
37-2175 License S/2/1910 0,80 LITTLE WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRJGATION SILVA, ANTONIO I 
37-2181 ' License 6/23/1910 1.28 POWELL CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BEAN, ORAB 
37-2182 License 5/16/1910 1.20 SPRINGS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION YOUNG JR, EBEN 
' CAMAS CREEK, COW 37-2183 Ucense 7/'!5/1910 1.50 
CREEK 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SIMONSON, ANDREW J 
37-2184 license 10/6/1910 1,50 
DUGWAY CANYON 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GAA Y, GOLDIEE 
CREEK 
37-2186 Ucense 7/21/1910 0.32 KELLY GULCH CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION NEUSJIS, CARL H 
37-2187 Llcef'\Se 8/13/1910 0.90 SPRINGS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SAND SPRINGS RANCH & CO 
37-21/l!l License 9/6/1910 0.40 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ESTATE OF CHARLES FTRllTHA!IT 
37-2193 . Llcense 10/4/1910 2.10 WARM SPRING CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SIMONSON, EMMA C 
37-2194 License 10/5/1910 2.40 CORRAL CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ASHMEAD, CHARLES N I 
37-2197 license 10/19/191D 0,40 SOI.DIER CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION USDA FOREST SERVICE 
37-2203 License 2/20/1911 0.70 CROY CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CURTIS,HD 
37-2204 License 3/4/19l.1 1.50 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION PAINTER, DOLLIE F MCTAGGERT 
37-2205 License 3/17/1911 2.90 DAVIS A.A15 SPRINGS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SAND SPRJNGS RANCH & CO 
37-2208 Llcense 4/1U1911 0.20 SPRINGS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION PARK, CJ 
37-2209 license 4/17/1911 O.D2 SPRING CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION PRICE, JOHN H 
IRRIGATION FROM 
' 37-2210 Llcense 4/2Ul911 2.86 COW CREEK STORAGE, IRRIGATION TRUWNGER, DANIEL 
STORAGE, IRRIGATION 
37-2213 License 6/9/1911 0.40 WILSON GULCH CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION PLUMER, JOHN J 
37-22.14 License 6/29/1911 2,1)() UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BORUP, PETER P 
i 37-2216 License 7/12/l!Jll D,40 MALAD RIVER IRRIGATION YOUNG, WILLIAM 
37-2219 License 8/21/1911 3.60 MIZER SPRINGS OOMESTIC, POWER MIZER, THOMAS 
37-2225 License 10/26/1911 1.10 LfTTI.E WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GEROULAS, WILl.lAM 
37-2232 License 4/22/1912 0.80 SILVER CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WHITE, HORACE R 
37-2235 License 4/17/1.912 0.80 
SPRINGS, WEST FORK 
IRRIGATION HEDDEN, CLARENCE 0 
CORRAL CREEK 
DOMESllC, IRRIGATION 
37-2236 Ucense 5/3U1912 1.80 UNNAMED STREAM 
FROM STORAGE, 
"IIELSON, CAROLINE F 
IRRIGATION STORAGE, 
IRRIGATION 
37-2237 License 6/10/1912 2.EO COW CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BROWNELL, MARTHA C 
37-2238 Llcense 6/10/1912 1.60 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION REDMON, GEORGE W 
37-2239 Ucense 6/2S/1912 3.3D UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SONNER, AH; SONNER, ROSA 
37-2241 License 6/22/1912 0.40 ASl'ENWOOD SPRINGS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MOSIER, WRAY WP 
37-2253 License 10/30/1912 1.30 MALADRIVCR DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ALLER, CASPER 
37-2254 License 2/14/1913 2.10 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GOODING, ALICE 
37-2263 License 1/22/1914 0,02 SPRING DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION JOHNSON, ARTHUR 
37-2267 License 6/23/1913 1.00 SPRINGS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION LAVERlY, W J 
37-2272 License 8/14/1913 1.20 WEST FORK FISH CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION POTTER, ADELBERT L 
37-2278 License 12/14/1913 0.32 SILVER CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ~UNTER, WA 
37-2279 Llcense 9/22/1913 18.00 WARM SPRINGS CREEK POWER GUYER, ELENA C 
FENDER, HENRY M; FENDER. 
37-2280 License 3/27/1913 S.20 LITTLE WOOO RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION LAWRENCE EARL; PENCE, 
MARGARET 
37-2281 License 12/4/1913 0.80 
DUGWAY CANYON 
IRRIGATJON GRAY, GOLDIE E 
CREEK 
37-2288 License 4/24/1914 0.80 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION STRATTON, LESLIEE 
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37-2291 License 6/13/1914 1.00 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HILL, LAUNIE 
37-2292 License 6/16/1914 1,30 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BAYUS, FRANK 
37-2295 License 9/28/1914 0,64 SPRINGS DOMESTIC., IRRIGATION HORNBECK, ELIZA 
37-2298 License 10/6/1914 1.60 UNNAMED COULEE DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SMITH, ERNEST 
37-2299 License 9/28/1914 0,60 . SPRINGS IRRIGATION BUTLER, EFHE M 
37-2301A license 9/8/1914 1,40 
SILVER CREEK, 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION STRUNK, ROY 
UNNAMED STREAM 
37-23018 License 9/8/1914 0.20 
SILVER CREEK, 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION STRUNK, ROY 
UNNAMED STREAM 
37-2304 license 12/14/1914 4,00 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION DAUBNER,AW 
37-2305 License 1/20/1915 0.64 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SAMS, AH 
37-2307 Ucense 3/51/1915 18.00 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION FALL CREEK SHEEP CO LTD 
37-2308 License 4/24/1915 0.40 
ALBERTHSEN CANYON 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ALBRETHSEN, WILLIAM 
' CREEK 
37-2313 License 6/21/1915 1,10 CROY CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BENSON,SJ 
37•2314 License 6/23/1915 1.00 THOMPSON CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SOMSEN1 FRANK 
37-2315 Ucense 5/5/1915 1.32 SPRINGS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BLACK BUT!t HILLS LLC 
37-2322 License 11/1/1915 0.40 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION COVENEY, JOHN 
37-2323 Llcense. 11/1/1915 1.00 SPRING DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GOODING, FRANK R 
37-2325 License 4/15/1916 0.30 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CHENEY, FRANK B 
37,2328 License 9/24/1916 2.LIO MULDOON CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HILLS, FRANK R 
37-2330 license 6/21/1916 0.80 TRAIL CREEK IRRIGATION POTHIER, FRED W 
37-2331 License 7/10/1916 0.24 CAMP CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION KEITH, OSBORNE R 
37-2334 License 8/24/1916 1.36 
LITTl.E WOOD RIVER, 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
MICHELWAIT, LYDIA E; STRUNCK, 
SILVER CREEK DC 
37-2335 License 10/5/1916 2.00 EAST FORK WOOD RIVER MINING FEDERAL MINING & SMELTING CO 
37-2340 Llcense 1/6/1919 030 POORMAN DITCH DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION \ STORY, J J 
37-2342 License 1/18/1917 0.45 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION NOVINGER & DARRAH SHEEP CO 
! 37-2343 License 3/9/1916 0.74 LITTLE WOOD RlVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGAllON WOMACK, ASA L 
37-2348 License 5/18/1917 0.30 UNNAMED COULEE DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION PAIJlSON, CHARLESO 
I 37-2353 llcense 7/25/1917 0.70 FRICKE CREEi( DOMESTIC, IRRlGATION KRAHN,OTTO 
37-2358 Llcerise 10/4/1917 0.60 8AUGH CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SAUNDERS, MAOEL 
37-2359 l.icense 10/4/1917 0.70 FISHER CANYON CREEK OOMESflC, IRRIGA710N SAUNDERS, MABEL 
37·2369 License 2/21/1918 0.10 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CROSS, RT I 
37-2370 License 2/23/1918 0,34 UNNAMED STREAMS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WEISS, JOHN P : 
37·2371 License '2/14/1918 0.10 FISH CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CROSS, RT ! 
37-2372 License: 3/2/1918 1.00 POORMAN DITCH DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION AYERS, EJ 
37-2374 License 4/24/19'J2 0.48 0.0VER CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION RADERMACHER, MAUDE 
37-2381 License 7/26/1918 0.50 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION SUTPHEN, D H; SlJTPHEN, PT 
37-2382 license ll/28/1918 0.12 SPRINGS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CUNNINGHAM, MARY E 
37-2389 License 9/28/1919 1.00 WASTEWATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION FORDICE,ST 
37-2390 License 7/7/1919 0.40 UNNAMlcD STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGAnON FINCH,JOHN 
37-2391 Uce~e 7/5/1919 0.80 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION LEONARD, H S; LEONARD, NOLA B 
37-2392 License 7/31/1919 0.40 WAS!EWATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HENRY,J J 
37-2393 license 7/19/1919 1.00 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION EDHOLM, JOHN 
37-2395 License 8/14/1919 0.50 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION INDERMUHLE, MARTIN 
37-2397 License 9/11/1919 0.50 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HARRIS, CHARLES 
37-2401 License 12/14/1919 1.60 LIT!l.E WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION PEYRON, PIERRE 
37-2406 Ucense 6/6/192/J 1.06 MILLEGAN CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION KNIGHT, DOUGLAS T 
37-2407 License S/26/1920 1.10 
BAUGH CREEK, HAILEY 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WILLIAMS, NOUN DAE 
CREEK 
37-2408 Uce:nse 6/28/1920 4.00 MULDOON CREEK POWER MARTY,LEO 
37-2409 License 8/2/1920 0.40 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MASON, FRANK 
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37·2421 Liamse 7/5/1.924 LOO UTilE FISH CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HOWARO,RACHELA· 
37-2423 License 8/14/1924 200.00 BJG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BIG WOOD CANAL COMPANY 
37-2424 Ucense 2/17/1925 1.00 SPRING POWER AYRES, EMERY S 
37-2434 license 8/10/1926 0.14 UNNAMED STREAM DOME5T!C, IRRIGATION MORRISON, MARGARET 
37-2436 license 5/9/1928 100.00 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BIG WOOD CANAL COMPANY 
37-2439 License 8/1/1929 0.14 GROUND WATER OOMESTlC, IRRIGATION HUGHES, EB 
37-2442 License 8/4/1931 0.02 SPRINGS 
DOMESTIC, 
PASCOE, RAYMOND L 
STOCKWATER 
37-2448 License 10/7/1933 2.00 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION BROWN, WALTER 




37-2454 Llce:-ise 2/13/1940 0.50 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION HOBDEY, LEO M 
37-2459 License 8/7/1939 1.00 SPRINGS . DOMESTIC JENSEN, AM 
DOMESTIC, 
37·'2461 License 10/4/1939 0.04 TRAIL CREEK IRRIGATION, ROBiNSON1 BELLE 
STOCKWATER 
37-2463 ucense :l./19/1942 a.so GROUND WATER IRRIGATION, CAMAS COUN'TY SCHOOL DISTRICT 
MUNICl~AL #121 
37-2464 License. 2/27/1942 0.50 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC 
GIURCH OF JESUS CHRIST OF IBE 
LATTER DAY SAINTS 
37·2465 Lk:ense 1/27/1942 0.15 COLORADO CREEK MINING EXNER, J A; POVEY, FREDE 
I DOMESTlC, 
; 
37-2485 License 12/26/1947 0.17 : GROUND WATER IRRIGATION, BAUSCHER,DON;BAUSOJER,FRED 
STOCKWATER 
DOMESTIC, 
37-2486 license 12/26/1947 0.03 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION, BAHR, VIVIAN 
STOCKWATCR 
37·2487 License 12/26/l!:;47 0.04 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BAHR,JOHN H 




37-2490 license S/,4/1948 0.30 SPRINGS DOMESTlC, IRRIGATION liPE, DAVID C 
37-2491 License 6/1/1948 2.00 BUlLION CREEK MINING APACHE MINES CO 
37-2S03 License ; S/11/1949 0.24 LITTLE WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ELDREDGE, GAIL V ' 
37-2511 License 6/5/1950 0.03 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION Ml LLER, WILLIAM E 
37-2S20 l license 4/2/l9Sl 0.50 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION ClARK, DEWAIN 
' IRRIGATION, 
37-2521 License 6/7/19Sl 0.06 UNNAMED STREAM 
STOCKWATER 
TEWS, ClARENCE R 
37-2522 Ucense 6/7/19S1 0.10 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION THORNTON, FLOYD S 
37-2529 License 1/30/1952 0.30 UN NAMED STREAM IRRIGATION CHENEY, VICTOR 
37-2S33 License 1/17/1953 S.38 ABBOTT CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HOllOWELL, CLIFFORD I 
' 
37-2S34 Ucense 7/6/1966 1.32 WASTEWATIR IRRIGATION GEE, CHARLES L 
37-2S37 License 4/2!J/l!l53 2.40 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION PAHL, LOUIS 
37-2555 license 8/27/1954 0.38 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MCATEE, WYATTV 
37-2S74 License ! 11/15/1955 0.28 TRAIL CREEK IRRIGATION lANE1 JP 
37-2585 License 10/20/19SS 1.00 EAST FORK WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION STRUTHERS, MARGARETE 
DOMESTIC, 
37-2590 Ucense 10/25/1956 0.06 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION, SAUNDERS, IVA W 
STOCKWATER 
37-2603 Llcens.e 7/10/1958 2.34 GROUND WA TIR IRRIGATION BALOWIN,LW 
37-2617 Ucense 6/23/1959 3.72 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION ?ICABO LIVESTOCK CO INC 
37-2620 License 7/28/1959 2,46 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION PICABO LIVESTOCK CO INC 
37-2634B License 5/6/1960 0.02 LITTlE WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION ROSANDER, V D 
37-2655 License 4/6/1961 0.64 UNNAMED DRAIN IRRIGATION STEVENSON, LYNN 
37-2659 License 3/29/1961 9.37 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION QUIGLEY LAND & LIVESTOCK CO INC 
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I 37-2674 Lk:ense 7/31/1%1 2.00 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION CHENEY, M STALEY 
37-2677 l!Cense 1/8/1962 0.10 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MCHAN, EV 
37-2691 Ucense 7/18/1~63 0,64 UNNAMED DRAIN IRRIGATION JONES, HAlCIE C 
37-2718 License 11/29/1965 0.09 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC SUN VA1l£'/ CO INC 
37-2721 Ucem:e I 12/20/19£5 0.30 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC WARM SPRINGS PROPER11ES INC 
37-2731 License 4/1/1966 0.Dl SPRING DOMESTIC HARlWlli, ALBERT J 
37-27S2A License. 11/14/1966 0.08 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION FEDERAL RESOURCES CORP 
37-2765 License 7/14/1909 0.64 HUFF CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MAC KAY, JAMES E 
' DOMESTIC STORAGE, 
37-2767 License 8/24/1916 
LlffiE WOOD RIVER, IRRIGATION FROM 
MICKELWAlT, LYDIA E; STRUNK, DC 
SILVER CREEK STORAGE, IRRIGATION 
STORAGE 
IRRIGATION FROM 
37-2768 License 7/3/1924 ume FISH CREEK STORAGE, IRRIGATION HOWARD, RACHEL A 
STORAGE 
DOMESTIC STORAGE, ! 






37-2772 License 5/14/1930 LlffiE FISH CREEK 
IRRIGATION FROM ALBRETHSEN, ALFRED; CAMERON; 
STORAGE, IRRIGATION EDWARD 
. STORAGE 
STOCKWATER FROM 
37.7775 License 6/26/1941 UNNAMED STREAM 
STORAGE, UNITED STATES OF AMrnlCA 
STOCKWATER ACTING THROUGH 
I STORAGE 
37-2786 License 12/18/1905 9.60 THREEMILE CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GWINN, DAVID H 
37-2787 License 6/30/1947 2.00 BIG WOOO RIVER WILDLIFE STATE OF IDAHO 
37·2793A License 5/16/1908 0.60 DRY CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SAUNDERS, RALPH H 
37-27938 License 8/16/1.909 1.40 DRY CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SAUNDERS, RALPH H 
37-2798 License 2/1/1918 0.76 UNNAMED COULEE DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HARDING, HARVEY L 
37-2801A Ucense 8/9/1905 G.00 CAMASCREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BLEDSOE, RELFJ; NELSON, LUCY M 
37•3~56 Llcense 5/21/1934 0.50 
SOUTH FORK BIRCH 




6/1/1922 0.46 OREGON GULCH CREEK 
IRRJGATION, MARIN, DAVID PAUL; MARIN, MARY 
Claim STOCKWATER JANE 
37-4001 






















4/1/1962 0.36 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC FLEMING JR, ROBERT I 
37-4036 
Statutory 
5/1/1958 0.04 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
BENNETT, EDMUND D; SENNETf, 
Claim ELLA MARIE 
' Statutory IRRIGATION, 37.4043 6/1/1903 5.00 BOX CANYON CREEK COOK, LG 
' Claim STOCKWATER 
37-4046 
Statutory 




9/19/1.907 1.20 BOX CANYON CREEK IRRIGATION OLSEN, VINCENT W 
Claim 
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-t-37-4056A l ~~:"'ory 4/1/'J'369 0.25 UNNAMED STREAM ~RIGATI~~• FALLS, ANDREW E 
aim OCKW ER 
37-40568 
Statutory 








SPUD PATCH SPRING, STOCl(WATER, 
STATE OF IDAHO . daim UNNAMED ORAi N WJLDUFE 
37-4068 
Statutory 




POWELL CREEK, SPRING, STOCKWATER, 
BAUSGlER RANCH INC Claim UNNAMED STREAM WILDLIFE 
37-4075 
Statutory 




SEVEN HUNDRED WASTE 
IRRIGATION JONES, ELMER D;JONES, WALDOC 
dalm DITCH 
I 37-4088 statutory 4/25/'J'Jll LOO WASTEWATER IRRIGATION BIG WOOD CANAL COMPANY Claim 
37-4092 
Statutory 
8/1/'J'343 2.40 WASTI'WATER IRRIGATION RENNER, ALBERT Claim 
37-4094 
Statutory 




5/1/l943 1.00 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION 




5/1/1943 0.60 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION 








6/1/1936 3.13 WASTEWATER 
IRRIGATION, 
LOWRY, OLIVER 
Claim STOCKWATER . Statutory 
37·4115A 
daim 
4/1/1929 0,25 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION HARRIS,. ORVILLEJ 

























1/1/'J'341 0.30 SPRING 
IRRIGATION, 




5/15/1910 3.21 WASTE WATER 
IRRIGATION, 
BAKER1 GERALD O; BAKER1 MARV M Claim STOCKWATER 
37-4179 
Staturory 




1/1/191.0 0.50 GROUND WATER STOCKWATER SLIMAN SHEEP CO Claim 
Statutory 
STOCKWATER 
UNITED STATES Of AIMERICA 






6/1/1955 · 0.14 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
MATSUURA, FLORENCE T; 
Claim MATSUURA, THOMAS 0 
37-4231 
Statutory 
6/1/1910 0.70 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION LOUCKS, LEON W; LOUCKS, LOIS V 
Claim 









6/1/1950 0.80 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION 




4/15/1969 2.20 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION 
MUCHOW, CRAIG R; MUCHOW, 
Claim PAT J 
37-4235 
Statutory 




























6/2/1947 0.02 GROUND WATER 
COMMERCIAL, 




1/1/1'!37 0.13 GROUND WATER 
COMMERCIAL, 












6/1/1940 1.20 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION 
CARRAWAY, FERRELL G; 
Claim CARRAWAY, WILLA L 
37-4321 
Statutory 
7/1/1970 0.20 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION 




6/1/1910 6.00 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION FLAVEL, GRANT Claim 
37-4345 
Statutory 





5/25/1'!37 0.15 GROUND WATER 
DOMESTIC, 













6/1/1949 0.10 GROUND WATER 
IRRIGATION, SHUTER, CARRIE A; SHUTER, 
Claim STOCKWATER EUGENE 
37-4361 
Statutory 
6/1/1969 0.01 SPRING 
STOCKWATER, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
Claim WILDLIFE ACTING THROUGH 
37-4371 
Statutory 




1/1/1963 0.08 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC 




12/1/1962 0.27 GROUND WATER 
COMMERCIAL, FIRTH, CURTIS D; FIRTH, SHERYL 
daim DOMES!lC LYNN 
37-4406 
Statutory 







SOUTH FORK MULDOON IRRIGATION, 
FLAT TOP SHEEP CO Claim CREEK STOCKWATER 
37-4422 
Statutory 
6/10/1880 0.86 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION 
GARDNER, CLOYD W; GARDNER, 
Claim ROBERT E; GARDNER, RUTH HELEN 





EAST .ORK THREEMILE 
STOCKWATER DOSSEY, EDDIE F; DOSSEY, LINDA N ctaim CREEK 
I 37-4425 Statutory 5/15/1935 1.00 MC MAHAN CREEJ<, STOCKWATER DOSSEY, EDDIE F; DOSSEY, LINDA N Clalm SPRING 
37"4426 
Statutory 




WEST FORK THREEMILE 




11/14/1.919 0.80 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION JEROME, PAUL Claim 




37-7048 License 7/24/1969 0,70 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION SMITH, BERNARD E 
37-7056 License 12/11/1969 0.04 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC TYROLEAN LODGE 
37-7057 License 12/8/1969 0.48 GROUND WATER 
IRRIGATION, 
RUBY, LESLIE T 
STOCKWATER 
37-7060 License 5/6/1970 0.68 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC GOITIANDIA, JOE 
37-7068 license 5/12/1970 0.10 GROUND WATER COMMERCIAL FIFE, MILTON 
37-7073 License 6/26/1970 0.04 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION NOPP, JAQ( D; NOPP, LORRAINE R 
37-7097 License 5/5/1971 0.10 GROUND WATER 
DOMESTIC, FIRE 
LOOMIS, GEORGE A 
PROTECTION 
· 37-7141 License 4/18/1972 0.20 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC NORTH FACE PROPERTIES 
37-7155 License 8/10/1972 0,06 GROUND WATER DOMESTC ROOT, MICHAEL C 
37•7156 Ucense i 8/14/1972 0.06 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION FIELDS, EUGENE E 
37-7161 License 8/30/1972 SPRING RECREAT!Ol'I STORAGE LEAVELL CATilE CO 
37-7182 License. 12/20/1972 0.22 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC WOOD RIVER RACQUET CUJB ' 
37-7190 License 1/8/1973 0.08 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC HARRIS, ORVILLE J; PRICE, RALPH B 
37-721.2 Ucense 3/19/1973 0.20 GROUND WATER COMMERCIAL MOONSTONE INC 
37-7250 license 7/11/1'if73 0.80 WASTE WATER IRRIGATION BRADSHAW, RAY 
37°1254 License 7/31/1973 0.10 GROUND WATER COMMERCIAL PROUTY, WEstEY C 
37-7263 Ucense 8/30/1973 0.02 SPRINGS 
DOMESTIC, 
TRIUMPH MINERAL CO INC 
INDUSTRIAL 
THE ALTON & PAULA HUYSER 
37·7268 License 8/23/l!J73 3.06 GROUND WATER IRRIGAT!Ol'I IBUST UNDER TRUST AGREEMENT 
DTD4+2001 
37-7293 Lice.rise 10/10/1.973 6.59 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION STEVENSON, LYNN E 
37-7342 License 2/21/1974 0.14 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MCSTAY,G M 
37.7347 License 3/17/1974 2.4S WASTEWATER IRRIGATION RICHTRON FINANCIAL CORP 
37-7449 License 8/6/1975 O.C8 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC DAECH,SHERRY 
37-7529 license 9/2fl/1976 0.94 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION AR RATE, CHRISTINA; AR RATE, JOSE 
37·7578 License 4/29/1977 0.08 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION GOITIANDIA, JOE 
37-76218 License 6/7/1977 0.65 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 
OLSEN, RICHARD P; US DEl'T OF 
AGRICULTURE 
37.7750 License 11/'2.9/1978 5.34 SPRINGS POWER BLACK CANYON BUSS LLC 
37-7778 Ucense 5/14/1979 0.03 GROUND WATER 
STOCKWATER, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
WILbUFE ACTING THROUGH 
37-7791 License 7/l!l/1979 0.02 BIG WOOD RJVER IRRIGATION FAIRFIELIO, RICHARD W 




37•7951 Ucense 11/13/1981 O.D3 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC KNIEP, MARTIN J 
37-7959B License 12/9/1981 0.04 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC DROUGAS, THOMAS C 
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37-8033 License 8/6/1982 0,06 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
RODRIGUEZ, EMMAJ; RODRIGUEZ, 
RAFAEL 
37-8037 License 9/23/1982 0,05 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC 
CORWIN, BARBARA L; CORWIN, 
Q{ARI.ES H; FREUND, ROBERT B 
37-8046 license 10/1/1982 0,01 SPRING 
STOCKWATER, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
WILDLIFE ACTING THROUGH 
37-8049 License 10/1/1.982 O.Dl SPRING 
STOO'.WATE:R1 UNITED ST ATES Of AMERICA 
WILDLIFE ACTING THROUGH 
37-8134 License 6/29/1983 0,05 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGA TTON ROBERT POTTERS 
STOCKWATER FROM i STORAGE, 
37-8241 License 9/16/1985 UNNAMED STREAM 
STOQ(WATER UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
STORAGE, WILDLIFE ACTING THROUGH 
FROM STORAGE, 
WILDLIFE STORAGE 
37-8278 License 9/25/1986 4.00 BIG WOOD RIVER WllDLIFE FASSETT, HELEN M 
37-30000J Decreed 3/24/1883 1.06 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION MOLYNEUX, A W 
37-30000M Decreed 3/24/1883 23,05 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION WOOD RIVER LANO CO 
37-30000N Decreed 3/24/1883 0,05 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 
CORIEU., RANDY E; CDRIELl, 
TERESAB 
37-30001 Decreed 3/24/1ll83 1,00 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION PAULL, AUGUSTA 
FRIEDMAN, LEON 5; EULD, JOSEPH 
37-30002 Decreed 3/24/1883 6,00 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION W; HOWES, MARIE L; PERRY, MRS f 
' G; ROY, AMELIA VIC 37-30003 Decreed 3/24/1883 2,00 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION BLAINE COUNTY NATIONAL BANK 
37-30004 Decreed 3/24/1883 i 1.60 BIG WOOD RIVER IRR!GATTON STATE OF IDAHO 
37-30005 Decreed 3/24/1883 4,00 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION BLAINE COUNTY NATIONAL BANK 
37-30006 Decreed 3/24/1$83 5.00 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION BURLINGTON SAVINGS BANK 
37-30007 Decreed 3/24/1883 1.69 BIG WOOD RIVER 
IRRIGATION, 
THE VALLEY RANCH PARTNERS 
RECREATION 
37-30008 Decreed 3/24/1883 3.80 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION FRIEDMAN CO 
37-30010 Decreed 3/24/1883 2.40 BlG WOOD RIVER I IRRIGATION CRONE, DH 
37-30011A Decreed 3/24/1883 6,85 B<G WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION MOIYNEUX,AW 
37.30012 Decreed 3/24/1ll83 0,38 BlG WOOD RIVER IRRIGAnON MOORE, KENNETH 
AESTHEnC, FISH 
PETER M THOMAS TRUST; RIVER 
37-30013 Decreed 3/24/1883 1.20 BIG WOOD RIVER PROPAGATION, 
RECREATION 
GROVE FARM 
37-30015 Decreed 3/24/1883 1.28 BIG WOOD RIVER 1RRIGATION WOOD RIVER RANCH CO INC 
37-30016 f Decreed 3/24/1883 1,53 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION ESTATE OF MARIA ASTORQUIA 
37-30017 ! Decreed 3/24/1883 0,35 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION HAUGH, CHRISTIE A 
37-30018 Decreed 3/24/1883 0.50 BlG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION CAMERON, GEORGE EDWARD 
37-30019 Decreed 3/24/1883 0.10. BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION GORMAN, JAMES A 
37-30020 Decreed 3/24/1883 2.90 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION STUART JR, E HADLEY 
37-30021 Decreed 3/24/1883 0,48 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION BALDWIN, CLYDE W 
37-30022 Decreed 3/24/1883 1,20 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION DAVIS INVESTMENT CO 
37-30023 Decreed 3/24/1883 0,02 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION BURKE, WAYNEL 
37-30024C Decreed 3/24/1883 0,62 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION BODNER, USELOTTE 
37-30025 Decreed 3/24/1883 Q,18 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION LANIER, FRANK J 
37-30026 Decreed 3/24/1883 0.10 BIG WOOD RIVER IRBIGATION 
. 
HARRIS, JAMES L 
37-30027 Decreed 3/24/1883 0.10 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION MILLER; RICHARD D 
37-30028 Decreed 3/24/1883 O.Oll BIG WODD RIVER IRRIGAflON RINKER CO i 
37-30029 Decreed 3/24/1fl83 0.10 BIG WOOD RIVER AESTHETIC, WILDLIFE RINKER CO 
37-30031 Decreed 3/24/1883 0,10 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION LANIER, FRANK J; LANIER, MARILYN 
37-30032 Decreed 3/24/1883 0,04 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION ANDERSON, RICHARD B 
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37-30033 Decreed 3/24/l.883 0.26 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGAllOf>I 
CAMPION, LYNN H; CAMPION, 
THOMASB 
37-30034 Decreed 3/24/1883 0.39 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION CORD JR, CHARLES E 
37-30035 Decreed 3/24/1883 0.15 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION GRAYSTONE INC 
37-30036 Decreed 3/24/1883 0.02 SIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION 
EITTREI M, CAROl E; EITTREIM, 
WlLllAM D 
37-30038 Decreed 3/24/l.883 0,37 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION BRENNAN, ROBERT M 
37-30039 Decreed 3/24/1Jl83 0.91 SIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CLARK, WAYNE 
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Basin 41 Potentially Unclaimed Water Rights 
41-10 Decreed 4/1/1884 0.60 
SOUTH FORK ROCK 
IRRIGATION HARTLEY, WAYNE CREEK 
41-11 Decreed 4/1/1884 0.44 
SOUTH FORK ROCK 
IRRIGATION HARTlEY,JOHN 
CREEK 
4H4 Decreed 4/1/1889 0,40 INOIAN CREEK IRRIGATION OLNEY, ET 
4145 Decreed S/1/1885 0.80 
smrr, FORK ROO< 
IRRIGATION ~C DONALD, GEORGE 
CREEK 
41-54 Decreed 12/12/1917 0,72 lfTTLEWARM CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CAMPBELL, FRED R 
41-2002 Ucense 10/26/1908 0.13 SPRINGS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION QUINLAN, EDWARD 
41-2003 License 7/10/1900 1.50 SPRINGS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION RALPHS, EPHRAIM 
41-2010 license 9/12/1914 0,40 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WALKER JR, HYRUM S 
4:1.-2011 license 7/31/1915 0.25 ROCI( CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MUEHLBERGER, ANTON 
41-2018 License 12/27/19S5 0.20 GROJND WATER IRRIGATION ROCKLAND CEMETERY DIST 
41-4015 
Stat;...tory 




9/1/1969 UNNAMED STREAM 
STOCKWATER, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
C!a\m WILDLIFE ACTING TilROUGH 
4H-021 
Statutory 
9/1/1569 UNNAMED STREAM 
STOO(WATER, UNITED STAI ES OF AMERICA 
Claim WILDLIFE ACTING THROUGH 
41-4033 
Statutory 




4:-4036 6/12/1915 0.21 SPRING iRRIGATIO'l, NELSON, FARO!...D J; NELSON1 LELA M Clalr, 
STOCKWATER 
41-7054 License 8/25/1981 0.17 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION LASLEY, H WARREN 
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Basin 45 Potentially Unclaimed Water Rights 




FAIRCHlLD, CALISTA; FAIRCHILD, 
45-668 Decreed 0.62 MILL CREEK IRRIGATION 
' i SAMUEL 
45-670A. Decreed 4/!}1894 0.86 MILL CREEK IRRIGATION STEEL, M ROY 
45-670( Decreed 4/1/1894 0.25 MILLCREEK IRRIGATION STEEL, M ROY 
45-724 Decreed 2/2!}1925 MINETUNNELS , lRRIGATION LAKE, F J; LAKE, MALVINA 
45-725A Decreed 4/12/1892 71.60 COTTONWOOD CREEK IRRIGATION POULTON, RAYMOND 
45-725$ Dec!'eed 4/12/l.892 1.20 COTTONWOOD CREEK IRRIGATION POULTON,J RICHARD 
l 45-725C Decreed 4/12/1892 0.80 COTTONWOOD CREEK IRRIGATION CRANNEY BROTHERS 
! 45-7250 Decreed 4/12/:892 0.80 i COTTONWOOD CREEK IRRIGATION POULTON, DESMA; POULTON, RALPH 
' H 
i 45-2000 License B/21/1903 1.60 MARSH CREEK DOMESTiC, IRR:GATION BARRETT, EDWARD 
45-2005 license 5/26/1904 4,20 MARSH CREEK IRRIGATION JUDD, ROY A; LEWIS, HYRUM S 
45-2021 License 5/27/1907 3.20 GOOSE CREEK IRRIGAT10N CRANNEY JR, WILLARD D 
45-2023 License 6/27/1907 0.25 WARM SPRINGS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HUNTER, ROSEL H ' 
45-2027 Uce.nse 10/23/1907 3.20 COTTONWOOD CREEK IRalGATION WHEELOCK, ELIZABETH 
CRANNEY JR, WILLARD D; CRANNEY, 
d5-2023A Ucense 11/5/1907 8,14 COTTONWOOD CREEK IRRIGATION KATE VIVA; CRANNEY, KEITH; 
CRANNEY, STEN SA J 
45-2029 License 11/20/1907 9,80 
BIRCH CREEK1 MILL IRRIEATION 
CRANNEY, KATE VIVA; CRANNEY, 
CREEK STENSAJ; CRANNEY, VERA 
45-2034 lkens-e 3/6/1908 3.60 GOOSE CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ERSKINE1 OSCAR 
45-2035 License 3/7/1908 7.70 GOOSE CREEK OOMESTIC1 IRRIGATION 3EYMER, ARTHUR 
45-2041 License 6/25/190ll 2.40 BIRC!l CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BRONSON, GEORGE M 
45--2050 License 12/19/1908 1,90 
EAST FORK GOOSE 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION . OKlEBERRY, MAR,IN LORENZO 
CREEK 
45-2054 License. 2/4/1909 4.80 lAND CREEK IRRIGATION WORTHINGTON, MARTrA D 
45-2056 License ?✓3/1909 11.13 SPRINGS DOMESTIC, lRRlGATION CLAYTON, ELMER E 
45-2064 Ucense 7/16/1910 150.00 MARSH CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGAflON US DEPT OF INTERIOR 
45-2072 license 9/3/1909 1.00 
BEAVER DAM CREEK, 
DOMESTIC. IRRIGA110N EMERY, EUGENE 
CANYON CREEK 
4S-2073 License 6/15/1916 0.80 DRYCBEEK IRRIGATION PARKS, AGNES E 
45-2074 License 1/20/1910 O.BO UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ' ERICKSON, AL; WH!ffiE, WC 
45-2075 License 2/14/1910 0.40 GREEN SPRINGS DOMESTIC, IRRIGA110N JOHNSON, THOMAS A 
45-2080 Uce.nse 5/1.2/1910 0.80 SPBINGS IRRIGATION LACKEY, GREELEY E 
45-2~81 License 6/2/1910 0,20 COTTONWOOD CREEK ;RRIGATION LAPREE, e R 
: 45-2083 License 3/28/1910 0.34 IRRIGATION BECK, GEORGE A 
' 45-2088 License 10/10/1910 0,20 ' WILLOW SPRINGS IRRIGATION LATHROP, EUGENE 
45-2092 License 12/14/1910 o.so SPRl~G DOMESTIC, IRRIGATON TUNKS, CLYDE P 
45-2093 License 12/14/1910 0.80 LITTLE PINE CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HEDGES, STRAUO S 
45-2095 License 2/13/1911 0.:1.0 SUMMIT SPRINGS IRRIGATION DRUSSELL, AUGUST 
45-2096 License 3/4/1911 1.20 CEDAR SPRING IRRIGATION BEOKE, POLLY A 
45-2107 Ucense 7/10/1911 1.00 SPRING . IRRIGATION WHITEAKER, IRA 
~S-2108 License 8/8/1911 0.30 SPRING ' IRRIGATION BARIGAR, GEORGE 
45-2115 Uc.ens~ 4/27/1913 i 1.50 DRY CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MOYES, WG 
45--2118 license 6/25/1912 i 0.40 EASTMEl\DOW lRRIGATIO~ PULLEY, LOUISE SPRINGS 
45-2119 Ucense 6/25/1912 054 
WEST MEADOW i DOMESTIC, IRRlGATION WHEYlAND, TESSIE 
SPRINGS 
45-2122 License 6/30/19:.3 0.20 MICA SPRING : IRRIGATION ROGERS, THERON L 
45-2137 Lk:e11se 4/1/1314 0.20 lAND CREEK · IRRIGATION JOLLEY, MILTON M 
45-2139 Uce:nse 5/8/1914 2.80 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION WORTHINGTON, SOLOMON P 
45-2141 License 6/22/1314 0.24 SPRINGS IRRIGATION CHAPMAN, FRANK M 
45-2145 . License 6/17/1914 2.80 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MATHEWS, TIMOTHY W 
45-2145 License 10/4/1914 3.20 MARSH CREEK IRRIGATION DAYlEY5R, HEBER C 
45-2148 Llcen.se 11/28/1914 ' 0.24 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION FULLER, ANDREW 
45-2165 Ucense 4/1/1919 0,10 SPRINGS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CRITCHFIELD, LEWIS A 
45-2166 Uceose 4/16/1920 0.50 SUMMIT CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ClARK,JOHN A 
45-2178 license S/8/1930 0,04 SPRING DOMESTIC, lRRIGATION PRICE,J H 
45-2185 Ucense 1/8/1940 1,00 WlLD CAT CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SEVERE, WILLIAM J 
45-2191 · license 7/18/1938 0.28 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION NORTH AMERICAN MORTGAGE CO 
45-2222A License 7/3/1946 0.60 GROUND WATER ! DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WISEMAN, LF 




45-2308 License 7/21/1949 l.30 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION PERKfNS, D 5 
45-2501 Llcense 9/2/1955 1.52 WA5T£WATER IRRIGATION W B SAVAGE RANOlES INC 
45-2507 License 1.0/3/1955 1.20 . UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION HATCH, RO 
45-2535 Ucense 9/7/1955 1.20 : UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION BLACKER, ALMA 
45-2536 license ' 10/11/1956 1.50 WASTE WATER IRRIGATION 
UHLIG, EDWAROESTATT OF EDWARD 
' UHL1'i 
45-2598 i..rce:ise 1/13/1960 2,97 UNNAMED DRAIN IRRIGATION HOWARD, DONALDS 
45-2607 License 3/7/1960 4.90 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION GOLDEN VALLEY MUTUAL WATTR CO 
. 45·2608A 1 License 3/7/1960 13.52 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION GOLDEN VALLEY MUTUAL WATER CO 
' 45-2609 - License 3/11/1960 3,16 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION GOLDEN VALLEY MUTUAL WATER CO ' 
45-2610 Ucense 3/1/1960 7.10 GROUND WATER • IRRlGATION GOLDEN VAi.LEY MUTUAL WATER CO 
I 45-26:8 License 4/18/196C ' 1.14 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION BRIGGS, GLEN 
! 45·2619 License 4/22/1960 2.03 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION BRIGGS, GLEN 
45-264S License 3/20/1961 1.20 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION SHAW, SH 
45-2649 , Ucense 9/14/1961 2.75 GROUND WATER lRRIGATION i GOLDEN VAllEY MUTUAL WATER CO 
45-2675 license 11/29/1961 3.66 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION MORRlll, CHARLES R 
4S-2681 License 7/2/1962 3.00 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION MC KEE, GLENN 
45-2707 License 1/5/1.966 3.00 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION CONRAD, HOWARD E 
45-2708 License 1/5/1966 3,00 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION CONRAD, HOWARD E 
45-2721 Uceilse S/18/1966 2.00 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION 
WAYMEN7, BYRON! WAYMENT, GARR 
G; WAYMENT,JIM 
45•2756 License 8/31/1908 0.75 SPRING STOCKWATER KEOGH, THOMASJ 
45-2762 Uce;1se 1/23/1.962 2.44 GROUND WATER COMMER• AL SOUTHEASTERN PUBllCSERVICE CO 
45-4003 
Statutory ' 3/1/196:J 3.00 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION MARTIN, MAC C 
Claim I i 
45-4004 
Statutory 
4/1/1960 5.00 WASTEWA-:-ER IRRIGATION MARTIN, MAC C Claim 
45·4010 
Statutory 
3/1/1957 2.00 j W/JSTE WATER IRRIGATION ANDERSON BROTHERS 
, Claim • 
Statutory ' 
45·4012 Claim 3/1/:964 I 
5.30 WASrEWATER IRRIGATION ANDERSON BROTHERS 
45-4015 
Statutory 
3/1/1958 l 1.50 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION NIELSON, ROSST; WHITELEY, Claim I WINSLOWB 
4S-4017 
Statutory 
3/1/1961 1.50 WASTE WATER IRRIGATION 
NIELSON, ROSS T; WHITELEY, 
Claim i WINSLOWB 
I Statutory ' I 45-4019 i C!alm 5/:S/1969 2.00 WAS,EWATER I IRRIGATION GIBBY, EVARD C 
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45-4()34 
Statutory 
3/8/1948 2.24 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION UEZZELL, LEONA M Claim 
45-4036 
Statutorv 








5/l/1962 S.3S GROUND WATI'R IRRIGATION BARNES, CHARLES; BARNES, JOHN Claim 
45-4065 
Statutory 








6/1/1918 1.00 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION EGBERT, CLARENCE V Ciaim 
45-4109 
StaMory 




9/1/1955 1.60 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION LARSEN, GLEN H Clalm 
Statutory 
STOCKWATER SfORAGE1 UN1TED STATES OF AMERICA ACTING 
45-4135 
Claim l/1/1967 0.01 









10/1/1890 0.50 LAND CREEK STOCKWATER : ELQUIST RANCHES INC Claim 
ANDERSON SPRING, 
I BELCHE?. SPRINGS, 
I ERWIN Sl>RJNGS, 
Statutory ! I FROST Sl>RING, IRRIGATION, 45-4146 
Claim 
6/21/1911 0.52 
MACKEY SPRINGS, STOCKWATER 
GORRINGE, CARL 




















UNITED STATES OF AMERICA ACTING 
Claim SPRING THROUGH 
45-4154 
Statutory 
3/19/1892 0,20 SPRING 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, KEMPTON, JIMMY D; KEMPTON, 
Claim STOCKWATER SUSAN L 
45-4156 
Statutory 
6/1/1955 1.20 DRY CREEK ,RRIGATI01' L & S LAND HOLDINGS LLC 
Claim 
; PATTERSON, ELDA; PAffiRSON, 
45-41S7 
statutory 
1/l/1953 O.U. GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
GAYUN K; PATTERSON, JomA 
Claim WADA; PATTERSON, W l; SCHOCKE, 
TERR!; SQ-!OCKE1 TERRY 
Statutory 
COMMERCIAL, 




6/1/1960 0.08 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WELCH, GEORGE C • aim 
45-4170 
statutot-y 
6/l/1960 0.11 Gi\OUND WATER 
DOMESTIC, IRR!GATlON, 
WELCH, GEORGE C 
, Claim STOCKWATER 
45-4182 
S.tatctory 





Claim ! ' I INC , 











6/1/1960 0,09 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, GER RA TT, REX 
STOCKWATER 
' Statutory DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, 
45-4189 1/1/1925 0,06 GROUND WATER GERRATT, LARRY; GERRATT, REX ; 
C!a!m S10CKWATER : 
45-4190 
Statutory 




6/1/1945 0,40 WA5n=WATER : 1RRIGATION HINMAN,ORRA Clalm : 
45-4203 
Statutory 
4/1/195~ 0,06 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 




9/19/1945 0,08 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 1 BAILEY, FAUN A SCHUTTE Claim 
45-4207 
Statutory 
6/1/1968 UNNAMED STREAM , STOCKWATER, WILDLIFE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA ACTING 
Claim THROUGH 
i 45-4222 Statutory 1/1/19SS o,so GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, OK!:LBERRY, D L Clalm STOCKWATER 
45-4224 
Statutory 
1/1/1913 0,12 GROUND WATER 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, ' 
Claim STOCKWATER 










6/1/1950 0,09 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC 














GROUND WATER IRRIGATION OAKLEY CANAL CO 
Clalm 
Statutory : 
45-4237 Claim 6/1/1953 0,30 GROUND WATER lNDUSTRlAL THE AMALGAMATED SUGAR CO 
45-4244 
Statutory 
6/28/1934 0,54 DRY CREEK STOCKWATER, WILDUFE 
UNTT'ED STATES Of AMERICA ACTING 
Claim THROUGH ' 
45-4246 
Statutory 
6/28/1934 0,49 BIRCH CREEK STOCKWATER, WILDLIFE 
UNITED S<ATES OF AMERICA ACTING 
Claim THROUGH 
: 45-4247 Statutory 6/28/1934 1.38 COLD CREEK STOCKWATER, WILDLIFE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA ACTING 
Claim THROUGH 
I 45-4248 Statutory 6/28/1934 1,54 BEAVERDAM CREEK STOCKWATER, w:LDUFE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA ACTING 
' daim THROUGH 
I 45-4249 statutory 6/28/1934 0,62 BLUE HIU CREEK STOCKWATER, WILDLIFE UNITED STATES OE AMERICA ACTING 
i Claim THROUGH 
i 45-4255 Statutory 4/29/1959 1,92 MACKEY WASH CREEK IRRIGATION, t CONRAD, JULIE Claim STOCKWATER 
45-4257 
Statutory ' S/1/1877 1.50 HOWEUCREEK IRRIGATION, KEMPTON,JIMMY D Clalm STOCKWATER 
45-4262 
Statutory 














1/J/lJ372 0,02 ROB9ER GULCH CREEK STOCl<WATER, WlLDUFE USDA FOREST SERVICE Claim 
45-4268 
Statutory 
1/1/lJ',72 0,02 BEAVERDAM CREEK STOCKWATER, WILDLIFE USDA fOREST SERVICE ! Claim i 
45-7038 License 4/21/1969 0,80 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION ESTATE OF WARREN L WARREN r 
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: STOCKWATtR ' 
45~7091 License 2/8/J5!72 WASTEWATER WILOL:FE 
UNITED STA, ES OF AMERICA ACflNG 
THROUGH 
45-7112 License 10/31/1972 0.95 GROUND WATER IRRlGATION MILLERCDORS LLC 
' KLOEPFER SAND GRAVEL 45-7123 License 1/19/1973 0,2D : GROUND WATER INDUSTRIAL 
TRANSPORTATION 
45-7146 Ucense 7/IB/1973 j 0.09 ' GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GllES1 NELDON 
45-7185 license 8/16/l.974 o.:.o GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGA'clON MCCAULEY, CHARLES 
45~7272 license 7/9/1976 0.98 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION MAI, PHILLIP : 
'. 45-7282 llcense 4/17/1978 2.70 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION HOND01 ROYN 
45-7348 License 11/10/1970 0.08 GROUND WATER lNDUSTR:J\L •✓.ILLERCOO RS LLC l 
WILDLIFE FROM 
UNITED STAJES OF AMERICA ACTING 
45-7362 License 11/8/l.978 WASTEWATER STORAGE, Wli.DLIFE 
STORAGE 
THROUGH 
45-7365 License 12/4/1978 i WA>fE WA"":ER , WILDU?E STORAGE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA ACTING 
THROUGH 




45-7384 Ucense 7/2C/1979 : UNNAMED STREAM RECREATION STORAGE WEST1 BRENT W 
45-7435 Ur:eose 1/21/1980 0.02 GROUND WATER COMMERCIAL 
KERANEN, OSCAR M; KERANEN, 
PATRICIA B 
45-7437 llc-e;ise 2/26/1980 2.72 GROUND WATER IR.s!GATION SEARLE, JESSE F 
45-7453 License 10/17/1980 0.19 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION M!:.ADE1 CONSTANCS; MEADE, RANDY 
45-7502 license : 4/28/1982 0.08 GROUND WATER: DOMESTIC EVANS JR, iOHN V; HALES, 7ERRYD 
45-7510 License 8/3/JSJ82 1.19 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION : GOCHNOUR, JIM W 
45-7528 Ucense 3/29/J5J83 0.08 GROUNJ WATER DOMESTIC 
. BURGESS, DON; HIGENS, JAMES F; 
VIGH, LORENZO T 
45,7S30 : Ucehse 4/13/:933 0.04 · GROUND WATER IRRIGATION PRESTON, EUDORA; PRESTON, JAMES 
45-7534 · U.:ense: 7/24/1984 0.07 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
, PETERSON, ARNOLD E; PETERSON, l 
SHERRYLC I 
45-7542 License 6/15/1983 O.Q7 GROUND WATER 
COMMERCIAL, 
WEECH, DONNAi WEECH, REXA 
IRRIGA"":ION 
45-7566 License 2/1/1985 0.01 WILLOW CREEK SPRING .STOCl<WATER1 WILOlJFE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERlCA ACTING 
THROUGH 
45-7569 Ucense 6/11/1985 O.Q2 SPRING STOCKWATER, w;LDUFE USDA FOREST SERVICE 
45-7570 License 6/11/1985 0.02 SPRING STOCKWATER, WILDLlFE usaA FOREST SERVICE 
: 45-7593 License 4/1/1986 0.02 POCKET SPRING STOCKWATER, WILDLIFE USDA FOREST SERVICE 
!ffOCKWATER FROM 
STORAGE, STOCKWATER 
45-7596 License 4/1/1986 UNNAMED SIREAM : STORAGE, WILOLIFc ~SDA FOREST SERVICE 









45-7598 License 4/1/1986 UNNAMED STREAM STORAGE, WlLDLIFE USDA FOREST SERVICE 
FROM STORAGE, 
WILDLIFE STORAGE 
·j 45-7602 License 4/17/1986 O.Ql SPRING STOCK\~J\TER, Wll..OLlFE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA ACTING I THROUGH 
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Basin 47 Potentially Unclaimed Water Rights 
47-2 Decreed 4/1/1919 0.50 VANDERPOOL SPRINGS IRRIGATION VANDERPOOL, RAY H 
47-5 Decreed 7/12/1907 3.00 DEEP CREEK IRRIGATION PALMER, JAMES A 
COTTONWOOD CREEK, 
47.7 Decreed 4/1/1890 4.50 SOUTH FORK IRRIGATION RICE,J B 
COTTONWOOD CREEK 
47~9A Decreed 8/1/1889 6.70 BIG CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION UTAH CONSTRUCTION CO 
47-9B Decreed 8/1/1889 1.11 HANNAHS FORK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION UTAH CONSTRUCTION CO 
47-9C Decreed 8/1/1889 1.28 SHOSHONE CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION UTAH CONSTRUCTION CO 
47-llB Decreed 4/19/1907 0.44 SHOSHONE CREEK IRRIGATION MC CONNELL, FRANCIS E 
47-12 Decreed 6/1/1907 1.40 
HORSE CREEK, HOT 
IRRIGATION HOWARD, WL 
CREEK 
47-14 Decreed 9/15/1908 4.20 BIG CREEK IRRIGATION 
CAMERON, MAUDE; WILLIS, 
BRYANT 
47-15 Decreed 7/24/1909 1.08 BIG CREEK IRRIGATION LORAIN, H B 
47-19 Decreed 8/13/1911 8.26 BIG CREEK IRRIGATION 
WILLIS, JOSEPH; WILLIS, JOSHUA T; 
WILLIS, MARIA 
47-20 Decreed 8/26/1911 2.30 BIG CREEK IRRIGATION SCHNITKER, BERTHA 
47-21 Decreed 8/21/1913 3.00 HANNAHS FORK IRRIGATION REED, MARYE 
47-22 Decreed 3/14/1914 1.00 LANGFORD FLAT CREEK IRRIGATION HARDY, PHIL 
47-24 Decreed 5/1/1911 SALMON FALLS CREEK IRRIGATION VINEYARD LAND & STOCK CO 
47-25 Decreed 5/1/1894 5.50 CEDAR CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CEDAR MESA INC 




47-318 Decreed 5/1/1900 0.80 CEDAR CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HAINES,] W 




47-36 Decreed 5/1/1894 2.50 CEDAR CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CEDAR MESA INC 




47-37B Decreed 5/1/1894 0.80 CEDAR CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CEDAR MESA INC 
47-428 Decreed 5/1/1894 8.62 CEDAR CREEK 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, 
CEDAR CANAL CO 
STOCKWATER 
47-45 Decreed 4/15/1885 a.so DEVJLCREEK DOMESTIC, STOCKWATER DUNN, SAMUELC 
47-46 Decreed 9/1/1914 0.80 DEVIL CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BOYD,JOHN 
DIVERSION TO STORAGE, 
DOMESTIC FROM 
47-49 Decreed 1/29/1915 DEVIL CREEK 
STORAGE, IRRIGATION 






47-50 Decreed 11/19/1915 DEVIL CREEK FROM STORAGE, IDAHO FARM DEVELOPMENTCO 
STOCKWATER FROM 
STORAGE 
47-53 Decreed 3/1/1917 0.80 ANTELOPE SPRING IRRIGATION SNYDER, WALTER H 
47-64 Decreed 5/6/1907 0.54 
NORTH COTTONWOOD 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION COTTONWOOD RANCH CO LTD 
CREEK 
DRY COTTONWOOD 
47-65 Decreed 5/23/1907 1.24 CREEK, NORTH DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION COTTONWOOD RANCH CO LID 
COTTONWOOD CREEK 
47-66 Decreed 5/6/1907 3.10 
DRY COTTONWOOD 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION COTTONWOOD RANCH CO LTD 
CREEK 
47-67 Decreed 4/27/1908 1.60 
DRY COTTONWOOD 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION COTTONWOOD RANCH CO LTD 
CREEK 
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47-59 Decreed I 2/9/1911 0.30 SPRING DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION COTTONWOOD RANCH CO LTD ' ' 47-74 Decreed 3/1/1887 GOAT SPRINGS JRRIGMION NORTON,LH 
47-121 Decreed 5/1/1879 2.00 ROCKCREEK IRRIGATION GRAY, L:JO" 
47-123 Decreed 5/15/1879 0,24 ROCKCREEK IRRIGATION GRAY, LUC( 
47-139 Dec:eed 5/30/1887 OAO ROCK CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BROYLES, JOSEPH 
47-150 Decreed 3/14/1892 1.20 ROCKC~EEK IRRIGATION JONES, HENRY 
47-151A Decreed 3/14/1892 0.06 ROCKCREEK IRRIGAJION 
WAfITGOW, BETTY A; WARTGOW, 
I ROBERTH 
I 47-151C Decreed 3/14/1892 0.03 ROCKCREEK IRRIGATION DEADMOND, FLOYD J; DEADMOND, SHERRY S 
! 47-159 Decreed 3/14/1892 0.40 ROCKCREEK IRRIGATION lARSEN, LARS 
47-165 Decreed 3/14/1892 0.80 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION WORKMAN, FRANK 
47-166 Decreed 3/14/1892 3.00 UN NAM ED S1REAM IRRIGATION EIGNOR, MERRITT 
47-203 Decreed i 1/8/1927 3.00 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION BONNICKSEN, R 
47-2015 License l.1/7/1905 o.so MONUMENT SPRINGS, DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CATLEUGH, JOHN J 
UNNAMED STREAM 
EASTFORK 
47-2019A License 5/23/1907 1.24 
COTTONWOOD CREEK, 




47-2019B License 5/6/1907 3.10 
COTTONWOOD CREEK, 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION NORTON, ALICE E 
WESfFORK 
COTTONWOOD CREEK 
47-2020 Ucense 5/6/1907. 0.54 
EASTFORK 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SAWYER, JOHN D 
COTTONWOOD CREEK 
47-2030 License 4/27/1908 1.60 
WEST FORK 
[ DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WALKER, JAMES A 
COTTONWOOD CREEK 
47-2042 License 7/1il/1909 1.20 COTTONWOOD CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CARR, HENRY B 
47-2043 License 9/14/1909 0.20 SPRING DOMESflC, IRRIGATION JORDAN, THOMAS VINCENT 
47-2044 License 12/1/B09 0.40 COTTONWOOD CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GRAEHL, LORENZO 
47-2050 Ucense 12/4/1911 3.00 SOLDIER CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WISEMAN, iEFFERSON D 
47-2053 Ucense 9/3/J!ilO 0.10 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION DEAN1 DAVID HENRY 
47-2054 license 8/24/1910 3.00 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION TAYLOR, HUGH G 
47-2055 License 10/5/1910 0.60 SPRING DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CURTIS, ZACHARIAH 
47-2057 Ucense 10/22/1910 0.60 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MOUNCE, AMERICUS V 
47-2058 license 11/11/1910 1.90 ANTELOPE CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GRAY,JOHN L 
47-2059 Ucense 12/17/1910 0.20 TWIN SPRINGS DOMES1TC, IRRIGATION VINEYARD LAND &STOCK CO 
47-2060 Llcense 2/9/l911 0.70 SPRING DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CURTIS, ZACHARIAH 
47-2063 Ucense 6/21/1911 1.50 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION RIECHERS, JOHN C . 
47-2065 License 12/31/1911 2.00 ANTH.OPE CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATlON GRAV,JOHN 
47-2070 License 9/10/1912 0.10 DUCK SPRING DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION DRAPER, CIJIIR 
47-2071 License 10/31/1.912 1.00 UNNAMED STREAMS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WIKER,AM 
47-2073 License 12/7/1912 0.74 
SPRINGS, UNNAMED 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ROMES, NORMA 
STREAM 
47-2075 License 3/17/1913 1.60 
WEST FORK 
D_OM~STIC, IRRIGATION LOO, MATILDA 
COTTONWOOD CREEK 
47-2077 License 3/12/1913 2.30 CRYSTAlSPRINGS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HURST, WR 
47-2079 License 7/9/1914 1.20 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BUSSELL, JS; MC MILLAN, WR 
47-2081 license 10/16/1913 0.10 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTlC, IRRIGATION 81SBEE, CLARENCE E 
47-2082 Ucens.e 8/1£/1913 3.44 COTTONWOOD CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION JOSLIN, SARAH M 
47-2086 license 2/5/1914 0.70 SPRINGS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WEECH, JOSEPH S 
47-2088 liC€nse 5/14/1914 0.80 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION PITT,HW 
. 47,2089 Uceose 5/13/1921 1.50 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ANDERSON, HILMA 
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47-2108 license 11/20/1915 1.00 COTTONWOOD CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GRAEHL, LORENZO 
47-2109 License 11/15/1915 1.00 UNNAMED COULEES DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION RIHA, PETE 
47-2122B License 5/8/1916 0.64 SEWER CREEK DOMESTIC1 IRRIGATION FAIRCHILD, SEYMOUR 
47-2125 license 11/16/1916 0.04 SPRING DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WEECH, JOSEPH S 
47-2127 License 2/17/1917 0.60 PONO DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION OLIVER, JOHN 
47-2134 License 11/23/1917 0.60 UNNAMED COULEE DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION NICHOLSON, WILDAY W 
47-2138 License 8/2/1918 0.40 UNNAMED COULEE DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CRABTREE, ELLIS E 
47-2139 license 2/29/1920 0.24 ANTELOPE SPRING DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SNYDER, WH 
47-2140 License 6/3/1919 1.30 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ANGELL, GRANT 
47-2150 License 2/21/1921 1.00 LOST CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION LINDGREN, CHARLES 
47-21S5 License 3/21/1922 1.60 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SMITH, JESSEE 
47-2156 License 1/3/1923 3.64 SPRINGS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
PALMER, JAMES A; PALMER, 
ROBERT 
47-2160 License 5/10/1924 1.60 COTTONWOOD CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION DAVIS, CLARENCE I 
47-2161 License 5/10/1924 1.60 COTTONWOOD CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION STEWART, H L 
47-2162 License 5/12/1924 3.20 COTTONWOOD CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
APPLEMAN, HENRY C; FUULER, 
FRANKL 
47-2165 License 5/13/1925 0.80 COTTONWOOD CREEK IRRIGATION MC NEISH, JOHN 
47-2183 Uc.ense 1/31/1947 0.40 CEDAR DRAW CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HARDING, JOYCE C 
CROCKETT, CARRIE; CROCKETT, 
47-2192B License 12/15/1930 1.88 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GEORGE D; ESTATIE Of W H 
TURNER 
47-2193 License 7/10/1931 1.02 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ESTATE OF CARLE LIND 
47-2201 License 9/12/1934 1.00 SPRING IRRIGATION 
DAVIS, ROSS B; DAVIS, VIRA; 
STRICKLIN, ALICE 
47-2211 License 5/7/1940 1.02 ANTELOPE SPRING IRRIGATION BRACKETT, CHESTER E 
47-2214 License 9/27/1940 0.40 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRlGATION BOWER, CURTIS W 
47-2216 License 12/10/1940 1.60 
WEST FORK ROCK 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION LARSEN, RUSSELL C 
CREEK 
47-2221 License 9/10/1941 0.30 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION HYPOTHEEK LAND CO 
47-2223 License 8/4/1941 4.00 FARGO TUNNEL COMMERCIAL JEROME COOPERATIVE CREAMERY 
47-2226 License 5/16/1939 2.12 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SCHNITKER, OTTO A 
47-2227 License 6/6/1939 2.00 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC REED, HUGHE 
47-2228 License 7/26/1939 0,80 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WARBERG, ROBERT M 
47-2230 License 10/22/1942 0.40 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HINRICHSEN, WIULIAM 
47-2231 license 1/31/1946 0.70 CEDAR DRAW CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HARDING, JOYCE C 
47-2233 License 2/6/1946 0.40 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GIVANS, JM 
47-2237 License 5/6/1946 0.36 MUD CREEK IRRIGATION STASNEY SR, JOE 
47-2239 Ucense 11/24/1949 0.40 . UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION RUHTER, PETER HENRY 
47-2240 License S/16/1947 1.54 UNNAMED STREAM 
FISH PROPAGATION, 
JENSEN, MARTIN C 
IRRIGATION 
47-2253 License 12/27/1949 0.93 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MC CLAIN, CHESTER W 
47-22S4 License 11/23/1949 1.10 UN NAMED STREAM IRRIGATION GLANDER, ARTHUR E 
47-2266 License 11/8/1952 0.60 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION MENDINI, LOUGI 
47-2270 License 7/1/1953 0.80 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION, MUNICIPAL CITY OF CASTLEFORD 
GIESE, FRANK THEODORE; GIESE, 
47-2287 License 4/26/1955 0.60 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION JAMES WIULIAM; GIESE, JOHN 
HERMAN; GIESE, JOSEPH THOMAS 
47-2288B License 6/1/1955 0.13 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 
ALEXANDER, LONNIE D; 
ALEXANDER, PATSY R 
47-2303 License 9/17/1956 0,07 GROUND WATER COOLING FIRST NATIONAL BANK 
47-2318 License 4/13/1959 1.00 SPRINGS IRRIGATION LEMMON, GEORGE H 




47-2445 License 3/1/1937 ANTELOPE CREEK STORAGE, STOCKWATER BRACKETT, CHESTER E 
FROM STORAGE, 
STOCK\,1/ATTR STORAGE 
47-2459 Llcense 11/6/1944 LOO UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRJGATION SCHNITKER, OTTO A 
47-2460 License 12/9/1918 0.52 TIMBER CANYON CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CLARKJ J F 
47-2471 License 11/23/1917 0.60 UNNAMED COULEE DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION NICHOi.SON, WILDAY W 
MCDERMID, HARRIET F; 
47-247SA license 7/13/1907 8.80 ROCKCREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION OSBORNE, GEORGE W; ROMIG, 
CHARLES F; TILLEY, EDWARD W; 
TILLEY, EDWARD 
47-2475B License 7/13/1907 0.80 ROCKCREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION TURNER, WILLIAM H 
' WEST FORK ROCK 
47-2476A License 8/30/1907 1.ll 
CREEK 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION RICE, JAMES B 
47-24766 License 2/8/1908 1.10 
WEST FORK ROCK 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION RICE, JAMES B 
CREEK 
47-2477 License 8/31/1908 a.so ROCKCREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WALKER, JAMES A 
' 47-2482 Ucense 5/31/1911 0.60 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION EDMINISTER, FOREST L 47-2483 License 6/19/1911 0.60 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ASHDOWN, WILLIAM R 
47-2490 License 12/3/1917 1.80 ROCK CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MCDERMID, HARRIET E 
47-2493 license 9/23/1929 6.40 ROCKCREEK IRRIGATION EDMINSTER, CLYOEE 
47-2494 l license 3/4/1935 4.56 ROCKCREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ROMIG, AUGUSTA E 
47•25W License 9/21/1948 0.59 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MORRILL, CHARLES R 
47-2589 License 1/24/1942 UNNAMED STREAM STOO(WATER STORAGE 
UNITED STATES Of AMERICA 
ACT NG THROUGH 
47-2590 License l/24/1942 UNNAMED STREAM STOCKWATER STORAGE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
ACTING THROUGH 
47·2il59 License 3/29/1905 3.20 HOUSE CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BRATTEN, JOHN M 
47-2663 License 6/25/1914 0.04 SPRING IRRIGATION WICKERSHAM, THOMAS C 
47-2665 License 3/1/1940 0.40 
SPRINGS, UNNAMED 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 









GREEN BIG SPRINGS, 
FISH PROPAGATION BAGGElT, LARRY D Claim PECK DRAIN 
· 47-4008 
Statutory 




4/1/1931 0.80 SEWER CREEK 
!RRIGAT!ON1 










8/24/1912 0.50 GROUND WATER 
IRRIGATION, 
JONES CORP Claim STOCKWATTR 
47-4013 
Statutory 
8/24/1912 0.30 GROUND WATER 
IRRIGATION, 
JONES CORP Claim STOCKWATER 
47-4020 
StJ!tutory 
5/1/1918 0.80 J COULEE, SPRINGS 
IRRIGATION, 




4/1/1930 0,50 SEWER CREEK IRRIGATION DE NARDIS, ALICE Clalm 
47-4026 
Sta1utory 




7/1/1942 1.64 UNNAMED DRAIN 
IRRIGATION, 





SALMON FALLS CANAL, 









1/1/1960 0.60 SPRING, WASTE WATER 
IRRIGATION, RUHTER JR, VIRGIL P; RUHTER, 
Claim STOCKWATER MILDRED 
47-4036 
Statutory 














8/1/1937 0.04 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION 
WILDE, CALVIN L; WILDE, SHIRLEY 
Claim K . 
47-4045 
Statutory 




5/1/1956 0.38 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION MATHERS, RUBY 
Claim 
DIVERSION TO STORAGE, 
47-4067 
Statutory 
6/1/1953 2.00 WASTE WATER 
IRRIGATION FROM 
GlAVIN, DON 




3/1/1969 0.83 WASTE WATER 
IRRIGATION, 
















6/1/19D6 D.2D WASTEWATER IRRIGATION 
BUCKLIN JR, THOMAS Ci 
Claim PICKERING, BEVERLY J 
47-4084 
Statutory 








6/9/1947 o.so SPRING FISH PROPAGATION 




4/1/1964 D.lS WASTEWATER IRRIGATION 




4/1/1948 0.62 WASTEWATER 
IRRIGATION, 
ALLDRITT1 SAMUEL DAVID Claim STOCKWATER 
47-4D93 
Statutory 




9/1/1961 0.16 GROUND WATER 
DOMESTIC, INDUSTRIAL, 
MAURICE ECKERT & SONS INC 
. Claim STOCKWATER 
47-4103 
Statutory 
4/1/1930 0.20 UNNAMED STREAM 
IRRIGATION, 




1/1/1917 O.Q3 SPRINGS STOCKWATER 









SPRING, UNNAMED IRRIGATION, 
BATES, GARY C 
Claim STREAM STOCKWATER 
47-4116 
Statutory 
4/1/1970 0.07 CLEAR SPRING CREEK 
IRRIGATION, 













6/1/1970 O.D4 LP COUUEE 
IRRIGATION, 






0.23 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION US DEPT OF AGRICULTURE 












7/2/1968 0.30 UNNAMED STREAM 
' IRRIGATION, OSTERHOUT, BLAIR; OSTERHOUT, 
Claim STOCKWATER . LYNN 
47-4157 
Statutory 





FIFTH FORK ROCK 
JRRIGATION CROCKETT, CHARLOITT W 
aalm CREEK, ROCK CREEK 
47-4164 
Statutory 




4/1/1968 D.50 WASTEWATER IRRJGATION 




4/15/l925 0.22 WASTEWATER 
IRRIGATION, FRANDSEN, A WAYNE; FRANDSEN, 
daim STOCKV>/ATER CAROLES 
47-4176 
Sta.tutory 
6/1/1940 0.60 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION HUDSON, OIX 
aa1m 









1/1/1950 5,00 UNNAMED STREAM 
IRRIGATION, 
LYONS1 CECIL Claim STOCKWATER 
47-4195 
Statutory 







5/1/1925 2.00 WASTEWATER 
IRRIGATION, LANCASTER, ROY; LANCASTER, 
Calm STOCKWATER TOM 
47-4W6 
Statutory 


































6/1/1964 1.00 WASff.WATER IRRIGATION KAES, ROBERTO; KAES, WALTER 
daim 




5/1/1915 2.00 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION 
UERMAN, RALPH K; SAENGER, 
Oalm . PAUl 
47-4262 
Statutory 
1/1/1353 SPRING STOCKWATER1 WILDUFE · 
UNITED STATES OF AMERIC.A 
I Claim ACTING THROUGH 
47-4269 
Statutory 
4/1/1916 0-20 WASTEWATER IRRlGATION ANDERSON, J l Claim . 
47-4278 
Statutory 




3/1/1918 0.19 GROUND WATER 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, 









6/1/1939 0.12 WASTEWATER 
IRRIGATION, 
















1/16/1948 0.58 UNNAMED STREAM 
IRRIGATION, 










IRRIGATION BIGGS SR, RUSSELL A 




I COULEE, WASTE 













1/1/1945 0.10 GROUND WATER 
COMMERCIAL, DOMESTIC, 


























1/1/1940 0.20 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC 
















1/1/1920 0.17 GROUND WATER 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, 














6/1/1905 1.00 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION 












1/1/1916 0.20 GROUND WATER 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, STAFFORD, CORINNE; STAFFORD, 
Claim STOCKWATER ROGER 
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STOCKWATER FROM 
STORAGE, STOCKWATER 
47-4411 Statutory 9/1/1967 0-02 UNNAMED STREAM 
STORAGE, STOCKWATER, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 







9/1/1965 0.02 UNNAMED STREAM 
STORAGE, STOCKWATER, UNITED STATES OF AMERlCA 





47-4413 ~1:atutory 9/1/1965 0.02 UNNAMED STREAM 
STORAGE, STOCKWATER, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 





7/1/1957 0.10 GROUND WATEI\ 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, 




5/1/1910 2.60 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION 












3/15/1954 0,09 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 




9/30/1968 UNNAMED STREAM STOCKWAIER I NOH SHEEP CO Claim 
47.4434 
Statutory 




















4/1/1945 4.00 CO"TTONWOOD CREEK 
IRRIGATION, 
WT WILLIAMS INC daim STOCKWATER 
47-4479 
Statutory 
3/1/1!!05 6.00 WASTEWATER 
IRRIGATION, 
KRAMEf\, MARJ ORI< A Clatm STOCKWATER 
47-4480 
Statutory 
3/1/1920 0.20 WASTIWATER IRRIGATION TWIN FALLS LIVESTOCK LAND CO C1a1m 
47-4481 
Statutory 
3/1S/1922 0.10 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION 










1/1/1930 0.50 UNNAMED STREAM 
IRRIGATION, 




1/1/1950 0.04 GROUND WATER COMMERCIAL 
BRENNAN,JAMES E; OREGON 
Claim SHORT LINE RAILROAD CO 
Statutory 
NORTH COTTONWOOD 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 






6/28/1934 0.71 MC MULLEN CREEK STOCKWATER, WJIDLIFE 
U NJTED STATES Of AMERICA 
daim ACTING THROUGH 




FORK DEEP CREEK, 
STOCKWATER, WllDUFE 
UNffED STATES OF AMERICA 
Claim SOUTH FORK DEEP AcnNGTHROUGH 
CREEK 
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47-4501 
Statutory 
6/28/1934 0.13 DRY GULCH SPRING SfOCKWATER, WllDLIFE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
Claim ACTING THROUGH 
47-4502 
Statutory 
6/28/1934 2.56 SALMON FALLS CREEK STOCKWATER, WllDLIFE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
Claim ACTING THROUGH 
47-4503 
Statutory 
6/28/1934 3.16 SHOSHONE CREEK STOCKWATER, WILDLIFE 
UNITED SfATES OF AMERICA 
Claim ACTING THROUGH 
47-4510 
Statutory 
6/1/1921 1.00 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION DE NARDIS, AUCE 
Cl:alm 
47-7055 License 11/12/1968 5.00 UNNAMED STREAM FISH PROPAGATION DALOS, CARLJ; DALOS, JUNE 
47-7113 License 2/12}1971 3.00 UNNAMED STREAM FISH PROPAGATION AMERO, ERNEST ED 
47-7123 License 8/16/1971 0.06 GROUNDWATER IRRIGATION REYNOLDS, WESIH E 
47-7203 License 4/24/1973 0.20 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION KELSO, MD 
47·T2D7 License 5/10/1973 0.10 SPRING IRRIGATION 
RUKTERJR, VIRGILP; RUHTER, 
MILDRED 
47-7215 License 8/"Jfl/1973 0.06 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION SHAUB, NOI\RIS 
47-7225 Ucense 11/5/1573 0.02 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION MIil.$, FLOYD 
41-n41 License 1/12/1S74 1.00 WASTEWATER 
1RRIGAT!ON1 KEEN, LJEWEL 
STOC<WATER 




47-7251 License 3/8/1974 0.54 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION BRUNEW, HAROLD LEE 
47-7337 license 6/11/1976 0.08 GROUND WATER DOMESllC, IRRIGATION HASKELL,, MARJORIE ELLEN 
DOMESTIC, FIRE 
47.7333 Lk;ense 5/25/1976 0.29 GROUND WATER PROTECT.ON, ECKERT, MAURICE H 
STOCK.WATER 
47-7377 Ucense 4/5/1977 4.68 UNNAMED STREAM FISH PROPAGATION SILVER CREEK FARMS INC 
IRRIGATION FROM 
47-7404 Lh::ense 6/9/l!,77 0,92 WASTEWATER STORAGE, IRRIGATION GLAVIN,DON 
STORAGE, IRRIGATION 
47-7406 License. 6/7/1977 O.Q2 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION FLAVEL,JACK R; FLAVEl,, KAY I 
: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
47-7473 License 9/10/1978 UNNAMED ;TREAM WILDLIFE STORAGE 
ACTING THROUGH ; 
47-7474 License 9/10/1978 UNNAMED STREAM WILDLIFE STORAGE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
ACTING THROUGH 
47.7484 License 12/6/1978 0.12 GROUND WATER COMMEROAL, DOMESllC ADAMS, RONALD H 
47-7499 License 11/14/1978 DESERT CREEi( WILDLIFE STORAGE 
UNITED STAttS OF AMERICA 
ACTING 1HROUG1i 
47-7516 License 4/9/1979 0.08 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION 
DEVINE, MATTHEW L; DEVINE, 
MICHAELS 
'. FALLIS, CLIFFORD S; FAWS, 
47-7527 License 6/22/3!377 0.68 WA!>TE WATER lRRIGAT!ON 
JANETTE I 
47-7620 Ucense 1/14/1980 0.02 GROUNDWATER DOMESilC EOLLOWERS CF CHRIST QJURCH 
47-7626 License 2/4/1980 0.02 WASTEWATER IRR!GAllON SHIPLEY, BOYD; SHIPLEY, PATRICIA 
47-7666 License 8/19/1980 0.02 SCHNELL SPRING STOCKWATER, WllDIJfc 
UNITED STATES DF AMERICA 
ACTING THROUGH 




47-7711 License 3/6/1981 O.D6 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC BELVEAL,, WALTER D 
47-ml License 6/21/1981 5.00 
Sl.AUGHTERHOUSE 
FISH PROPAGATION HOLLAND, LARRY 
GULCH CREEK 
47-7736 License 5/12/1981 0.18 W"5fEWATER IRRIGATION PECKHAM, KYMM P 
47·7759B License 9/28/1981 0,04 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 
DINGUS$, KENNETH A; OINGUSS, 
LYLA 
47.7773 License 11/30/1981 0.32 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION ALLRED, ERNEST 
47-7791 lkense 2/2/1982 OM GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION DIXON,GARY 
47-7885 License 4/24/1984 0.03 GROUND WATER 
COMMERCIAi., DOMESTIC, 
LITWILLER, RAYMOND W 
STOCKWATER 
Page9 ot10 
KIMBALL, EDWJN; KIMBALLr 
JUANITA V; NORRIS, CLAUDIA 
CURRY BEAN CO INC;0REGON 
47-7981 License 5/16/1984 0.03 GROUND WATER COMMEROAL SHORT LINE RAILROAD; UNION 
PAOFIC RAJLROAD CO 
STOCKWATER FROM 
STORAGE, STOCKWATER 
4Hl414 License 8/11/1983 SPRING SfORAGE, WILDLIFE US DEPT OF AGlllaJLTURE 
FROM STORAGE, 
WILDLIFE STORAGE 
47-8415 License 8/11/1983 SPRING 
STOCKWATER STORAGE, 
USDA FOREST SERVICE 
WILDLIFE STORAGE 
47-8416 Llcense 4/1/1986 om SPRING STOCKWATER, WILDLIFE USDA FOREST SERVICE 
Page10ofi0 
Basin 63 Potentially Unclaimed Water Rights 
63-9 Decreed 6/1/1888 SPRINGS IRRIGATION 
BAXTER, ROSEMARY Y; MC 
COY,SOLON 
PATTERSON, FRED; 






63-17 ·Decreed 6/1/1881 2.00 HIGHLAND CREEK IRRIGATION BEDE[. WILLIAM 
63-18 Decreed 6/1/1877 0.90 HIGHLAND CREEK IRRIGATION PERCY, AL.FRED 
63-27 Decreed 1.50 DIXIE SLOUGH IRRIGATION BOISETRUST CO 
63-96A Decreed 8/10/1897 0.20 SMITH CREEK IRRIGATION WOLFE,EM 
63-98 Decreed 2/28/1900 2.75 SMITH CREEK IRRIGATION SANDLIN, ROBERT 
63-99 Decreed 3/30/1900 2.33 SMITH CREEK IRRIGATION LOVING, MARTHA B 
63-108 Decreed 5/1/1903 0.50 SMITH CREEK IRRIGATION NAUERTH, JULIUS P 
63-109 Decreed 8/15/1902 6,00 SMITH CREEK IRRIGATION NAUERTH, JULIUS P 
63-UO Decreed 3/1/1900 3.88 SMITH CREEK IRRIGATION NAUERTH, MINNIEJ 
63-111 Decreed 7/1/1902 0.24 SMITH CREEK IRRIGATION SM 1TH, SARAH C 
63-149B Decreed 6/1/1865 225.80 BOISE RIVER POWER RIDENBOUGH, W H; ROSSI, A 
63-161AE Decreed S/1/1866 0.20 BOISE RIVER IRRIGATION CONSUMERS WATER CORP 
63-161AG Decreed 5/1/1866 0.10 BOISE RIVER IRRIGATION CONSUMERS WATER CORP 
63-161AQ Decreed S/1/1866 O.OS BOISE RIVER IRRIGATION CONSUMERS WATER CORP 
63-161BC Decreed S/1/1866 0.20 BOISE RIVER IRRIGATION CONSUMERS WATER CORP 
63-161BE Decreed 5/1/1866 0.08 BOISERIVER IRRIGATION CONSUMERS WATER CORP 
63-1615 Decreed S/1/1866 0.20 BOISE RIVER IRRIGATION CONSUMERS WATER CORP 
63-162 Decreed 7/1/1877 200.00 BOISE RIVER POWER JOHNSON, RICHARD 
63-165C Decreed 8/1/1866 0.38 BOISERIVER IRRIGATION RICE, LA 
63-155L Decreed 6/1/1866 0.68 BOISE RIVER MUNICIPAL UNITED WATER IDAHO INC 
63-198X Decreed 6/1/1877 0.10 BOISE RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WOOD,CC 
63-215 Decreed 6/1/1889 0.06 BOISE RIVER IRRIGATION JOPLIN, SONORA 
63-216B Decreed 6/1/1889 0.40 BOISE RIVER IRRIGATION JOPLIN, SONORA 
63-230A Decreed 10/17/1884 0.30 BOISE RIVER IRRIGATION BRUCE, WALTERS 
· 63-240 Decreed S/1/1889 0,06 BOISE RIVER IRRIGATION MILLER1 CHARLES H 
63-241 Decreed 5/1/1889 O.Q2 BOISE RIVER IRRIGATION HOSELEY, LOOMIS L 
63-244 Decreed 5/1/1889 2.94 BOISE RIVER IRRIGATION GALI.AG HER, J H 
63-245 Decreed 5/1/1889 0.05 BOISE RIVER IRRIGATION FOGARlY, ANNIE H 
63-246 Decreed 5/1/1889 0.10 BOISE RIVER IRRIGATION CALL, GRACE 
63-247 Decreed 5/1/1889 0.03 BOISE RIVER IRRIGATION CANFIELD, SAMUEL H 
63-266 Decreed 6/1/1890 0.72 BOISE RIVER IRRIGATION SPENCER, ANNA 
63-267 Decreed 6/1/1890 0.10 BOISE RIVER IRRIGATION SPENCER, WILLIS B 
63-268 Decreed 6/1/1890 0.40 BOISE RIVER IRRIGATION BELL, REBECCA 
63-274 Decreed 6/1/1881 0.34 BOISE RIVER IRRIGATION 
JURRIES, CHARLES; PIONEER 
DIXIE DITCH CO 
63-288A Decreed 4/1/1880 0.10 BOISE RIVER IRRIGATION BETTY,R B 
53-298 Decreed 4/1/1905 5.40 BOISE RIVER IRRIGATION 
SOUTH BOISE MUTUAL 
DITCH CO 
63-305B Decreed 5/1/1875 1.70 BOISE RIVER IRRIGATION 
ROEDEL, KARL F; ROEDEL, 
OTTOW 
63-309 Decreed 7/23/1899 0.20 STEWART CREEK IRRIGATION HALLIWIL[. H A 
63-310 Decreed 4/1/1915 0.10 STEWART CREEK IRRIGATION SMITH,CO 
63-315 Decreed 2.50 ELK CREEK BUENA VISTA DITCH CO 
63-316 Decreed 5.00 ELK CREEK IRRIGATION 
HANSON, GEORGE; MANN, 
CRAIG 
Paget of 27 
63-321 Decreed J}18/1911 
63-323 Decreed 
63-324 Decreed 7/24/1933 
63-325 Decreed 6/6/1934 
63-326 Decreed 1/1/1864 
63-327 Decreed 6/l/1869 
63-328 Decreed 6/1/1877 
63-333 Decreed 4/1/1907 
63-334 Decreed 5/2/1910 
63-335 Decreed 4/l/1916 
63-336 Decreed 4/1/1928 




63-362 Decreed 10/28/1928 
, 63-363 Decreed 10/28/1928 




63-2000 License 12/2/1907 
63-2003 Ucense 11/10/1933 
63-2006 License 5/5/1904 
63-2008 license 7/29/1904 
63-2010 Llc,,nse 11/16/1.904 
2/3/1.905 
£3-2013 License 3/21/1.905 
63~2016 License 5/2/1905 
63-2017 License 3/17/l!JDS 
63-2018.A Ucense 5/19/1905 
5/1.9/1905 
5/19/1!.JOS 
63-2019 License 5/3/1905 
63-2020 Licens:e 6/9/1905 
63-2.021. Ucense 7/14/1905 









































WARM SPRINGS CREEK 
WARM SPRiNGS CREEK 









2.60 WEST FORK LITTLE 
EJGHTMILE CREEK 
1,300.00 B01SE RIVER 
0.40 : UNNAMED STREAM 
2.00 UNNAMED STREAM 
2.14 FIVEMJLE CREEK 
1.00 UNNAMED STREAMS 
2,40 SMITH CREEK 
1.50 SMITH CREEK 
6.40 SMITH CREEK 
9,60 SM!Trl CREEK 
7.10 SMITH.CREEK 
3.20 SMITH CREEK 
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POLLErf, JEAN; POLlETT, 
VANCE 
LIGHTFOOT, EXTA 
ANDERSON, A E; ZEZI$ 
GEORGE 
ANDERSON, A E; ZEZl, 
GEORGE 
BOISE BASIN HYDRAULIC & 
POWER CO LTD 
BOISE BASIN HYDRAULIC & 
POWER CO LTD 
BOISE BASIN HYDRAULIC & 
POWER CO LTD 
LORD, DONALD R; LORD, 
OLIVER 
LORD, DONAJ.I) R;, LORD, 
OLIVER 
LORD, DONALD R; LORD, 
OLIVER 
LORD, DONALD R; LORD, 
OLIVER 
GRAY, ClARA E; GRAY,. 
MAURICE GLEN 
HAGA, JAMMIE E; HAGA, 
OLIVERO 
JACKSON, MAY MC ELROY 
INDIAN CREEK lRRIGAllON 
co 
BACHMAN, FRED L 
BAOlMAN, FRED L 
KENNISON, RAY 
BEDEL, WILL\AM 
Tl-lATCKER, G W 
GAY,MB 
HAGA, OLIVERO 
EAGLESON, MARY H 
RICHARDSON, J E 
BARKER, DAN; DAVJDSON, 
MELVIN Z; LEWIS, PERRY G; 
SIMMONS, JOHN M 
BARBER LUMBER CO 
WILSON, ELIZABETH 
DALY, I A; GWALTNEY, JOHN; 
KNUTSON, 0 K; LEWIS 
BROTHERS 
NOBLE, ROBERT 




RHOADS, W H 
BATES, HUGHC; BATES, LOU 
T 





63-2030 license 2/23/19-06 0.34 
SOU7H FORK BOlSE 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION PECK, RICHARD A RIVER 
63-2033 Ucense 3/27/1906 0.80 DEVII.S HDLE CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HIGHLEY, CHARLES J 
63-2035 License 4/l8/1906 0-50 UNNAMED STREAM l DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION LAING,J M 
63-2039 License 5/17/1906 3_04 RUSS!::U GULQ-1 CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION RUSSELL, JOSEPHINE 
63-2040 License 5/26/1906 1.60 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGA nON DECK, L K; REfiAN, MA 
63-2041A License 7/6/J'XJ6 0.10 MAYNARD GULCH CRW( DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SIMMS, JAMES P 
63-2041B license 7/6/1906 0.20 MAYNARD GULCH CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SIMMS, JAMES P 
63-2043 License 9/19/1906 0.20 
LITTLE BEAR CREEK, 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION PHElJ>S, EDMOND T 
WOODCREEK 
63-2044 License t 10/10/1906 2.00 
WEST FORK GRANl11 
MlN!NG, POWER CROSSEN, HUGH; MC KAY, 
CREEK JAMES 
. 63-2047 lJcense 11/15/1906 2.75 UNNAMED STREAMS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CA.Swa.L, D G 
63-2041l License 11/12/1906 20.00 
SAWMILL CREEK, 
POWER 
MINERVA MINING & 
UNNAMED STREAM MIUlNG CO LTD 
63-2049 License 10/25/1906 25.00 HOT CREEK MINING BOISE KING PLACERS CO 
6'1-2050 license 10/25/1906 25.00 PHIFER CREEK MIMNG BDISE PLACER CO 
63-2053 license 5/2/1907 0.10 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MC NEWELL, JACOB 
63-2054 Lkense 5/10/1907 0.80 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION LEE, SOLOMON 
63-2056 license 3/26/1907 1.80 SMITH CREEK LAKE DOMESTC, IRRIGATION SANOLlN, RS 
63-2057 License 6/17/1907 ' 0.40 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MATHEWS, GUYE 
63-2058 License 7/5/1907 0.76 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CAGE,JOHNW 
63-2059 Ucense 7/27/1907 3.00 . 
EAST R)RK MINNEHA 
MINING FRY, G W; FRY, OTTO l 
CREEK 
53-2060 License 8/6/191f7 0.15 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SMITH,JKG 
63-2061 License 8/24/1907 0.10 SPRINGS DOMl'STIC, IRRIGATION SCOTT, DANIEL H 
63-2065 License 11/7/1907 0.71 PIERCE CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MENNECKE, HENRY 
63-2066 License 11/4/1907 4.70 EIGHTMILE CREEK DOMESTIC, IRR!GATION HAGA, OLIVER 0 
63-2067 License 11./16/1907 1.00 
EAST MONTEZUMA 
DOMESTIC, MINING, POWER STEVENS,C E 
CREEK 
63-2068 License 11/30/1907 1.70 WILLOW CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION lATIMORE, D W 
63-2069 license l/2/1908 1-50 DIXIE CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION B'(EYER, EDWARD J 
63-2070A License 12/16/1907 0.80 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTlC, IRRIGATION BECK, l R 
63-2071 License 2/15/1908 1.00 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATIDN OJNNINGHAM, F S 
63-2074 License 4/13/1908 20.00 
MlODLE FORK BOISE 
DOMESTIC, MlNING, POWER fRANKE, LN 
RIVER 
63-2075 License 5/7/1908 0.40 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION VANCE,SD 
63-2076 Ucense 5/18/1908 0.12 SLOANS GULCH CREEK DOMESTlC1 IRRlGATION HALL,JOHNJ 
63-2081 . Lkense 8/5/1908 1.10 TRAIL CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ROSS, FRANKLIN P 
63-2084 license 8/10/1908 0.70 SAND HOLLOW CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION COMBS, MORELAND A 
63-2007 License 9/8/1908 8.00 CLEAR CREEK MINING DAY,HW 
63-2088 License 8/17/1908 i a.so UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SHELL WORTH, J LESUE 
63-2089 license · 9/29/1908 0.20 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION JENSEN, 5 P 
63-2D!ll Ucense 10/8/1908 ' 10.00 BIRCH CREEK DOMESTIC, MINING HARVEY, HENRY 
63,2093 Lk:ens.e 12/16/1908 200.00 BOISE RIVER POWER ASCHER, EUGENE 
63-2094 License 2/20/1909 0.12 WII.SON CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ANDERSON, J M 
LEWIS CREEK, 
63-2095 llcense 3/1/1909 s.oo THOMPSON GULCH MINING ATKINSON, SK 
CREEK 
63-2096 license 2/23/1909 0,18 LONG GULCH CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION USDA FOREST SERVICE 
KUNTER~ F H; SCHNEIDER, 
63-2097 license 3/17/1909 Q_8Q UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WILLIAM; SNYDER, LEO; 
ZEILER, JD 
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BALDWIN, DAVIDE; 
63-2099 License 4/23/1909 1,40 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CHAPMAN, MARYE; NEAL, 
RICHARD F 
63-2101 Llcense 5/2/1909 1.00 >ATCH SLOUGH DOMESTIC, IRRlGATION TOllETH, FLOYD 
63-2102 Llcense 3/30/1909 1.60 UNNAMED SiREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
ASH, GEORGE; SOLOMON, 
ERNESTP 
63·2104 llcense 6/11/1909 2,38 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRR!GATION WHITE, FRANK A 
63-2108A License 6/24/1909 1.00 UNNAMED SLOUGH DOMESTIC, IRRIGA710N MEYER, JACOB 
63·21088 License 8/1/1917 1.00 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION RANDOLPH, T F 
63-2111 Uce-nse 8/9/1909 0.80 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
ELY, WALTER E; 
. MESSERSMITH, WIWAM G 
63,2113 License 10/7/1909 0.90 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ROSENLOF, FRANK 
63·2116 license 11/8/1921 .0.10 RANGER CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION USDA FOREST SERVICE I 
63·2119 Ucense 2/26/1910 0.12 MEADOW CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION KENT,EMMAE 
63-2120 License 1/24/1910 0.76 PONY CREEi(, SPRINGS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SANDLIN, CIARA S 
63-2121 License 3/17/1910 0.84 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BOECK, L WARDEll. 
63-2122 License 1/31/1910 0.70 . UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BADLEY, DURBIN L 
63-2124 License 4/19/1910 0.50 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION , !<ON, ROBERTL 
63-2125 License 5/2/1910 1.50 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CORBUS, RAY 
63-2126 Ucense 2/14/1910 1.20 SPRING CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION RUSSELL, JOSEPHINE 
63·2127 License 4/14/1910 0.14 MC FARLAND CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION VINCEN, FRANKL 
63-2128 License 4/18/1910 0.80 UNNAMED STREAMS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION Hill, AC 
63-2129 license 4/25/"JBlIJ 0.50 ' JOHNSON CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GARDNER, NATHAN M 
63·2133 License 6/8/1910 0.10 UN NAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GISH, FM 
' 63-2135 License 6/25/lBlO 0.20 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SQUIER, JO~N H 
63-2136 License 5/16/1910 25.00 ELK CREEK MINING 
BOISE BASIN IMPROVEMENT 
co 
63·21396 License 8/15/1910 1.40 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HATHAWAY, WARREN D 
63-2140 License 10/19/1910 0.20 SHAKE CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION USDA FOREST SERVICE 
63-2141 License 10/19/lSlO 0.50 PARADISE CREEK / DOMESTIC, IRRlGATION USDA FOREST SERVICE 
63·2142 License 1/21/1919 2.16 UNNAMED STRF.AM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SPENCER, ANNA 
63-21448 Decreed 11/17/1910 0.41 
SOUTH FORK BOISE 
IRRIGATION AGUIRRE, JOSEPH 
RlVER 
63-2145 Ucense 10/26/1910 0.90 MACKS CREEK, SPRING DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ADAMSON, SETH 
63-2146 License 10/10/1910 0.60 GRANITE CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION DAVIS, CHARLE W 
63-2147 license 1/26/1912 0.60 1 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION , POWELl,M 
63-2149 License 9/29/1919 0.40 KARNEY CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION PARl5HO, ZORA 
63-2151 Ucense 12/13/1910 1.60 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION KENNEDY, WP 
63-21538 License 1/lll/1911 0.44 RUBY CREEK, SPRING DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WOOD,GN 
63-2154 License 12/15/1910 5.00 BROWNS CREEK IRRIGATION, MINING ANDREWARTHA, H H 
63-2156 License 1/17/1911 0.46 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION PILGRIM, BERT L 
63·2163 License 4/17/1911 2.50 SPRINGS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION TAYLOR,JAMES B 
63-2166 license 4/27/1911 2.50 TENMILE CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BOOTH, WT 
63,2l.69 Licsnse 7/27/1912 0.80 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION JEPSEN, JOHN 
63·•2170 Ucense 6/13/1911 6.00 MOORES CREEK, SPRING DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION YARYAN, JAMES F 
63-2175 License 6/9/1911 5.00 MOORES CREEK, SPRING DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION PARKINS, GEORGE 
63-2176 License 6/19/1911 5.00 MOORES CREEK, SPRING DOMESTIC, IIIBIGATION PARKINS, SARAH 
63-2178 license 5/21/1913 0.08 
MUD SPRING, THORN 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HAMMER, FRANCIS M 
SPRING 
63--2179 License 3/22/1311 0.90 
SOUTfl FORK BOISE 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ANDERSON, J M 
RIVER 
BLACK WARRIOR CREEK, 
63-2180 License 9/5/1911 200.00 MIDDLE FORK BOISE MINING, POWER BOISE KING PLACERS CO 
I RIVER 
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63-2181 License 9/15/1911 0.50 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BROSE, FRED 
63-2185 License 8/29/1911 10.00 ELK CREEK MiNING BEARDIN, LAMBERT A 
63·2187 Llcense 11/29/1911 1.45 lflTlE WOOD CRE0< DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION FRENCH, GEORGE W 
63-2:'...89 Ucense 12/8/1911 0.80 DOLLAR CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION FREND!, LAURA A 
53 .. 2190 license 1/13/1912 0.20 UNAAMED STREAM DOMESllC, IRRIGA110N MC DEVITT, JAMES 
63-2191 Ucense 12/29/1911 0,60 CORRAL CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SIMMONS, FLORA M 
63-2194 Ucense 4/1/1912 1.DD SOUTH FORK BOISE IRRIGATION GEERHART, CHARLES S RIVER 
63~2197 License 3/21/1912 0,40 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GRAVES, AF 
63-2198 Ucense 5/10/1912 1.50 UNNAMED STREAM ~DMESTIC, IRRIGATION MESSERSMITH, WILLIAM G 
63-2201 Ucense 7/8/1912 l0.00 BROWNS cREEK IRRIGATION, M!NING ANOREWARTHA, MRS H H 
63-2202 license 7/16/1912 15.00 ELK CREEK MINING BOISE BASIN IMPROVEMENT co 
63-2204 llcense 7/30/1912 0.04 COTTONWOOD CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION , A!DECOCEA, CASTER 
63-2205 License B/1/1912 0.40 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION PEMBERTON, JNO E 
63·2207 Llcense 9/12/1912 0,80 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION HURST, BF 
63-2208 License 9/13/1912 1.60 UNNAMED STREA!v' IRRIGATION HURSf, SF 
63-2211 License 10/9/1912 1,00 UNNAMED STREAMS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ESTATE OF JOHN DIENST 
63-2213 Lice'lSe 1/14/1913 1.06 HULLS GULCH CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ANNffi & STEWART 
63-222D Ucense 4/12/1913 1.30 CRANE CREEK DOMESTIC, !RRIGATION SMITH, CO 
63-2223 Licerise 12/24/19,!3 D.80 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, !RRIGATION DAVIDSON,Z 
63·2230 License 11/25/1913 0.32 PURDAM GULCH CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WITHERS, G G 
63-2231 License 12/8/1913 0.50 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SEELY, MARK 
63-2235 license 11/28/1919 0.60 ELK CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION EASTMAN,H P 
63-2238 License 5/18/1914 2.26 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MOREIAND,JE 
63-2243 License 6/28/1915 0.30 TIMBER GULCH CREEK D0ME51K, IRRIGATION HOWELL, WILUAM 
63-2247 Lk:ense 7/25/1914 0.60 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION PEARSON,SW 
COYOTE GULC'H CREEK, 
63-2250 License 9/24/1914 6.20 GREGORY CREEK, IRRIGATION, MtN!NG TRADER, META 
UNNAMED STREAM 
63-22548 License. 2./6/1915 0.36 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
63-2262 License 6/12/1915 15.00 ELK CREEK MINING 
BUENA VISTA GOLD MINES 
co 
63-2263 license 6/12/1915 10.00 
WARM SPRlNGS GUI.CH 
MINING 
BUENA VISTA GOLD MINES 
CREEK co 
63-2267 license , 9/23/1915 0.40 SPR!NGS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MERRITT, LE 
63-2273 License 11/27/1915 0,01 SPRING DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BERRY, LOUISAJ 
63-2280 License 4/6/1920 10.00 
SlAUGHTERHOUS£ 
MINING 
BUENA VISTA GOLD MINES 
GULCH CREEK co 
63-2288 Ucense 5/1/1916 0.70 TENMILE CREEK !RRIGATION MC Ml!J.EN, JOSEPH 
63-22398 License 5/27/1315 0.38 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
MCCOLM, LT; NELSON, 
GEORGE F 
63-2293 License 4/8/1916 1.50 HORAACE CREEK IRRIGATION 
CULVER, WARREN; 
MORROW, SARAH 
63-2309 License 9/6/1917 0,60 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ACHENBACH, A 
63-2310 license 9/4/1917 0.12 W!LLHOTE CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION PERCY, WALTER W 
63-2311 License 11/8/1917 4,00 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRR!GATION BACKMAN, FREO 
63-2313 License 2/13/1918 0.20 SPRING DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION FROOM,H 
63·2314 License 2/25/1918 0.80 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HANSON1 EN 
63-2317 License 8/3/1918 1.45 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGAT!ON BRYCE, JAMES N 
63-2319 license. 7/18/1911$ 0.80 WATSON GULCH CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION EARNER, JOHN M 
63-2323 Llcense U/16/1918 2.00 BARDSLY GULCH DRAIN DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
PICARD, CHARlF.S O; 
ROBERTS, MA 
63-2324 License 6/1/1943 0.40 GREEN CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION JOHNSON, HENRY B 
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63-2327 License 6/2/l924 1.10 UNNAMED SLOUGH IRRIGATION EAGLESON,JOHN W 
63--2329 License 6/3/19l9 5.00 SENDER CREEK MINING HERMO,JOHN 
63-2330 License 3/l5/l921 0.50 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION TI10M?SON, SC 
I 63-2333 License 8/24/1919 LOO UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MANVILLE FRUIT CD I 
63-2339 Utense 1/6/1920 0.60 UNNAMED STREA"1 DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION LAMB, MORRlS B -
63-2345 License 8/29/192.0 0.50 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION TUNNICLIFF, B F 
63-2347 License 8/22/:l!ii20 0.50 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRR!EATION RICE, ROSS; VOGT, a,ARLE.5 
: 63-2348 License 8/20/1920 0.56 UNNAMED STREAM • DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION FORNEY, B D 
63-2355 License 4/2/l921 0.4D STEWART CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BOOTH, THOMAS 
63-2361 License 7/20/l!J21 0.29 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION PLANT, LOTTIE 
63-2362 Lk:ense 7/2S/l"J21 1.46 CRANE CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION DA VIS, EDWIN H 
. 63-2363 License 3/15/1920 0.22 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WILI.IAMS,CA 
! 63-2365 Ucense 9/10/1921 5.00 GRA YllACK GULCH CREEK MINING SMALL, ALBERT E 
' CALIFORNIA GULCH 63-2366 License· 9/10/1921 5.00 
CREEK 
MINING SMALi., ALBERT E 
63-2367 License 9/10/1921 3.00 SHAWS GULCH CREEK MINING SMALi., ALBERT E 
63-2371 License 4/21/1924 0.40 UNMAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION TODD,UAYC 
63-2378 license 1/30/l"l23 3.B6 WARM SPRINGS CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATIOM 
BACHMAN, FRED L; 
! KENNISON, RAY 
63-2379 license 6/4/1923 0.20 
KARNEY CREEK, RUBY 
TRRIGATION BULLOCK, ffiARlES E CREEK 
63--2380 License 6/5/1923 0.66 WARM SPRINGS CREEK DOMESTIC, !RRIGATION BACHMAN, FRED l 
63-2382 License 7/27/1923 40.00 MORES CREEK MiNJNG BOISE PLACER CO 
63-2384 License ! 10/?2/1923 0.80 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GLENN, NATHAN 
63-2385 License 11/24/l"J23 0.62 UNNAMED SLOUGH IRRIGATION BUFFINGTON, P N 
63-2393 License 6/11/1925 1.00 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MOORE, CRAWFORD 
63-2394 license 4/21/1925 10.00 GRIMES CREEK MINING, POWER MINERAL MINING CO 
63-2395 Uceose. 5/19/1926 0.32 UNNAMED DRAIN DOMESTIC, IRRIG;\TION AUBERMANN, PETER 
63-2398 License 6/12/1926 1.30 UNNAMED STREAM OOMEST!Ct lRRlGATION MANSELL, !DA 0 
63-2399 License 6/11/1926 0.66 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BUNKER, FN 
63-2400 Llcense 8/21/1926 0.70 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION IDDINGS, EJ. 
63-2402 License 11/22/1926 0.84 GROUND WATER 
DOMESTIC, HEATING, 
EDWAllDS, THOMAS F 
IRRIGATION 
63-2416 tkense 9/5/1928 9.00 CLEAR t1lEEK DOMESTIC, MINING PONCIA,CR 
63-2417 license 1/30/1949 1.00 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HANNAH, LLOYD N 
63-2418 Uce.nse 12/10/1928 J.70 GROUND WATER OOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ESTATE OF GUY D GOFF 
63-2419 License 2/6/1929 1.00 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CHADWIC1<, ANNA 
63--2428 License 3/1/1930 0.60 CONWAY DRAIN DOMESTIC, 11\RIGATION POWELL.GM 
63-2429 license 4/4/1930 2.40 KEISEL DRAIN DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION STOCKTON, ELLEN 
63-2430 Lirense 4/24/1930 0.46 MASON CREEK DRAIN DOMES11C, IRRIGATION HARSHMAN,C 
63-2431 Ucense 4/29/1930 1.00 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WAGNER, MRS A 
63-2435B License 7/28/1930 0.70 GROUNDWATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
63-2447 License 8/11/1931 0,50 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GORTON,LM 
63-2451 License 8/14/1931 1.00 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IR!liGATION 
MC NE!~ AW; MC NEIL, 
!SABEL 
j 63-2452 License 8/14/1931 0.20 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CORY,JOHNJ 
63-2455 License 10/21/lll31 1.40 GROUNDWATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION RICHARDS, H G 
63~2456 License 9/2/:l!ii31 0.92 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION CALKINS, JESSIE N 
63-24S7 License 9/11/lll31 0.10 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ROSENLOF, FRANK 
63-2458 1 Ucense 9/15/1931 0.12 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION PAR!<ER, HG 
63--2460 License 10/8/1931 6.00 WILLOW CREEK MINING 
IDAHO MODOC PLACER 
MINING CO 
63-2463 Ucense 10/19/1931 0.10 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION t!UCKBA, WILLIAM F 
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63-2466 Uceose 1/22/1932 0.10 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, I RRIGATI DN E tt DEWEY INC 
63-2469 License. 2/18/1932 1.10 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION • STEWART, CH 
63-2480 Ucense 11/12/1932 4.00 
EAST FORK ELK CREEi<, 
MINING 
PECK, RN; PIERCE, R G; 
ELK CREEK SCHRAFT, ElMER 
63-2485 License 8/27/1933 0.01 SPRING DOMESTIC USDA FOREST SERVICE 
63-2486 License 9/18/1933 0.20 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION 8RANDT1 H L 
6:J.2487 License S/22/1935 6.00 CHARCOAL CREEi( MINING SCHULTZ, HARRY A 
. 63-2490 Ucense 4/30/1934 0.04 SPRING DOMESTIC USDA FOREST SERVICE 
63-2491 Uamse 4/28/1934 16.00 WESTFORK CREEK MINING MILLER, WALTER W 
CONFEDERATE CREEK, 
63-2492 License 4/28/1934 21.00 GRANITE CREEK, WEST MINING MILLEil, WALTER W 
FORK CREEK 
ADELMANN, AG; 
6:J.2494 license 6/6/1934 0.10 SPRJNG DOMESTC, MINING ADELMANN, CR; 
. ADELMANN, WILLIAM A 
63-2496 License 6/16/1934 0.10 SPRING DOMESTIC TRULEMANS, AlllERT L 
63-2498 Ucense 8/31/1934 0.40 GROUND WATER DOMESllC, IRRIGATJON POTEET, MRS LESSIE 
63-2501 License 9/20/1934 0.20 GROUND WATER DOMESTlC, IRRIGATION RODGERS, CHARLES S 
63-2508 License- 8/24/l!HS 0.36 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATlON TEUSGlER, MARTIN 
63-2509 License 10/9/1935 0.68 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION RIGNEY, MACH 
63-2512 License 11/25/1935 0.66 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION WOLFE, EARL 0 
63-2513 License 1/7/1936 O.G4 BANNOCK CREEK IRRIGATION USDA FOREST SERVlCE 
63-2525 License 9/19/1936 · 7.00 SAWMILL CREEK MINING HlRT, GEORGE F 
63-2526 License 12/2/1936 0-04 GROUND WATER COOLING BUHL, HOW ARD 
63-25278 Ucense 3/1/1937 0.12 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION DUNCAN, LR 
63-2528 license 4/Z6/l1l37 0.30 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGAllON ALLEN, TA 
63-2530 license 6/10/1937 0.40 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATlON OFFILL, AV 
63-2534 l'icense 8/14/1937 0.20 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HERRlCK, DELLA E 
63-25368 License 8/23/1937 1.26 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATlON LAWRENCE, HERBERT JAMES 
' 63-2541 License 10/6/1937 0.02 SPRINGS DOMESTC l USDA FOREST SERVICE 
i 63-2544 Ucense 9/17/1938 0,24 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGA:OON MC CONNELL, CHARLES E 
! 63-2548 Llcense 1/8/1940 0.50 GROUND WATER COOLING, DOMESTIC, FLETCHER, F 0 
' IRRIGATION ' 63-2550 Ucen.se 5/7/1940 1.75 GROUND WATER MUNICIPAL UNITED WATER IDAHO INC 
63-2552 Ucen.se 7/11/1940 0.20 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRlGATION , LANPHERE, A C 
6:J.25588 license 2/18/1941 D.18 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WHITMORE, JAMES A 
63-2563 Ucense 4/28/1941 10.00 BEAR CREEK MINING ANGEL, IDAH 
63-2564 License 7/8/1941 0.06 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, lRRIGATlON FRANCONE, ANETTA 
I 63-2565 License 5/15/1941 0.04- BOGUS CREE]{ DOMESTIC STATE OF IDAHO 
63-2569 License 8/21/1941 2.62 GROUND WATER . MUNIOPAL UNITED WATER IDAHO INC 
63-2570 License: 5/15/1950 1.60 BOISE RIVER IRRIGATION 
LOWER CENTER POINT 
DITCH CO 
63-2574 License 4/S/l1l38 8.00 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BUDGE,ALFRED H 
63-2577 License 6/21/l1l38 0.02 SPRING COMMEROAl., DOMESTIC SHEEP CRl'EK MINING CORP 
63-2578 license 7/1/l'J38 0.04 UNNAMED LAKE IRRIGATION ROBBINS, CATllERINE 
63-2579 Ucense 6/21/l1l38 0.22 GROUND WATER COOUNG JORDAN,J 0 
63-2580 License 6/21/l1l38 0.52 SPRINGS DOMESJ1C, MIN!NG l<lNSELA, JOHN J 
63-2582 UcellS<l 2/6/1939 050 GROUND WATER COMMER• AL D\1VYHEE HOTEL CO 
63-2584 Ucense 4/3/1939 0.10 BOISE RIVER DOM!;$TIC, IRRIGATION MISSMAN, GLENN E 
63-2585 llcense 4/5/l339 10.00 FALL CREEK 
DOMESTIC, INDUSTRIAL, 
HARNDEN, EA; PIERCE, RC 
IRRIGATION 
63-2S89 License 6/26/1939 0.40 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION ESTATE OF AG MARION 
6:J.2593 license 4/4/lSJ38 0.40 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION ROlli, HARRY 
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GLENNON, PANSY; ND(, 
63-2602 License 3/9/1943 0.10 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
ETHEL;YOUNG, CUSTER 
JACKSON; YOUNG, ELLEN; 
YOUNG, JOE ALVA 
: 63·2607 License S/25/1943 0.64 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION SHAPLEY, WAYNE 




UNNAMED S !"REAM IRRIGATION CO 
63-2616 License 8/7/1945 0.05 GROUND WATER COMMERQAL, DOMESTIC GRIMES, TODD 
i 63-2619 Ucense 1/25/1945 uo UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION 801.UNGER, EARL R 
63-2620 License 3/22/1945 0.60 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION WINTERS, CARROLL 
63-26308 License 2/21/1946 ' 0.78 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION STEEL,JOHN 
63-2630C Ucense ! 2/21/1946 0.20 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION STEEL; Al VIN A 
63-26318 License 8/30/1947 2.48 THOMASON I.Al(E IRRIGATION JENSEN, REX 5 
: 63-26328 Ucense 8/30/1947 1.40 THOMASON LAKE IRRIGATION JENSEN, ROXY C 
63-2633 License 3/8/1946 0.50 DEAD DOG CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BERRY, GEORGE C 
63-2634 Ucense 7/20/1969 0.10 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
/ AYRES, M H; AYRES, MRS M 
H 
63-2638 License 7/9/1946 0.33 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BRANDT, JOHN H 
63-2641 License I 8/21/1946 0.36 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION PETERSON, M R 
€3-2642 License 9/25/1946 0.67 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ALDAPE, JOE P 
: 63-264S License 10/16/1946 0.05 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, STOCKWATER THOMPSON, TI1DMA5 A 
63-2646 License 8/22/l946 2.00 GROUND WATER 
FISli PROPAGATION, KELLEY, W D; STEARMAN, W 
IRRIGATION R 
63-2649 Llcense 11/8/1946 . 0.02 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
SUMMERS, ELLA M; 
SUMMERS, WILBUR A 
63-2652B License 12/14/1946 1.84 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGA110N 
63-2653 License 12/19/1946 0.24 SUGAR CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HOLCOMBE, AS 
63-2658 License 2/20/1947 0.05 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION AXTELL, HM 
63·2661 License 3/11/1947 0.06 GROUND WATER DOMEST!C, IRRIGATION 
PROHASKA, HAZEL MAY; 
PROHASKA, LORIS M 
63-2665 License 6/22,/1947 0.52 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GODFREY, M R; STANLEY, LE 
63-2669B Ucense 8/'J2/l947 0.65 GllOUND WATFR IRRIGATION BURBACI<, J G 
63-2674 UCf'_nse 12/19/l947 0.15 GROUND WATER COOLING AWAPE, JOHll 
63-2675 Ucense 12/16/1947 0.$6 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
HARRIS, ALICE; HARRIS, 
ERSHAL L 
63-2676 License 1/5/1948 o.os GROUND WATER DOMESflC, IRRIGATION- LUNSTRUM, fARL K 
63-2677 License 1/19/1948 0.05 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GROVE,EDD 
63-2683 License 2/9/1948 0.13 GROUND WATER OOMES11C, IRRIGATION- SPIVY, DAISY; SPIVY, WA 
63-2685 Ucense 2/25/1948 0.02 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GRIFFITIIS JR, HENRY R 
63-2686 License 2/27/1948 0.o7 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WOOD, TH 
I 63-2688 license 3/11/194& 0.40 UNNAMED DRAIN DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WYMER,ED 
63-2689 license 3/20/1948 0.20 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CARTER, AUDREY M 
63-2692 I License 4/21/1948 0.06 GROUND WATER llOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GALE, RALPH E 
63-2693 license 4/2!)/1948 D.44 UNNAMED DRAINS IRRIGATION DUNIAP,SBEN 
63-2694 Ucense 5/19/1948 0.02 GROUND WATER 
COOLING, DOMESTIC, 
NICHOl5, RICHARD A 
IRRIGATION 
63-2697ll License 5/20/1948 0.02 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION ROHRER, GEORGE GLEN 
63-2702 License 6/19/1949 0.06 UN NAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GROVER, MORGAN 
i 63-2704 License 7/6/1948 1.60 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BUTlERJR1 THOMAS C 
63-2705 Ucen5e: 7/12/1948 o.oz GROUND WATER DOMESflC BOYD COFFEE CO 
63-2709 Ucense 7/20/1948 a.OS GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BEOUGHER, CLYDE l 
63-2715 License 8/9/1948 0.13 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION REMPP,JOHN 
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63-2716 License 8/17/1948 0.44 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HARRIS, ERSHAL L 
63-2717 License 8/8/1948 3.02 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION JORDAN, FRED W 
63-2721 License 9/24/1948 1.00 MACKS CREEK IRRIGATION, MINING MERK, ALFRED 
63-2726 License 10/20/1948 · 0.02 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION PALMER, CA 
63-2728 License 11/1/1948 0.12 GROUND WATER 
COMMERCIAL, COOUNG, 
BOISE COLD STORAGE CO 
DOMESTIC 
63-2736 License 11/17/1948 0.23 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC SUN RISE RIM WATER CORP 
63-2737 License -11/18/1948 0.40 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SMITH, HAROLD W 
63-2745 License 12/15/1948 0.52 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GIVENS, GRANVILLE L 
63-2752 License 1/11/1949 2.10 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION MORELAND, EARLJ 
63-2753 License 1/14/1949 0.02 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC TATE, EDITH WOODS 
63-2755B License 1/19/1949 1.50 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 
LAUB, JAMES A; LAUB, 
MAUDS 
63-2756 License. 1/24/1949 1.00 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION, STOCKWATER TOBIAS, CHARLES C 
63-2764 License 3/11/1949 0,07 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION NEWKIRK, HARRY 
63-2766 License 4/22/1949 0.03 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GILYARD, WENDLE 
63-2772 License 6/27/1949 0.05 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION FISCHER, BERNICE 
63-2774 License 7/14/1949 a.as GROUND WATER DOMESTIC DUFRESNE, WALTER 
63-2777 License 8/8/1949 0.12 GROUND WATER 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, 
KELLEHER, FRANK J 
STOCKWATER 
63-2778 License 8/13/1949 0.11 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION USDA FOREST SERVICE 
63-2783 License 9/3/1949 0.02 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
RIGNEY, CLARENCE J; 
RIGNEY, MRS CLARENCE J 
63-2797 License 1/27/1950 0.80 · GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
STANGER, AMEUA; 
STANGeR, PARLeY P 
63-2801 License 4/10/1950 0.02 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION KIRCHNER, OTTO F 
63-2807 License 3/31/1950 0.40 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION HARRELL, WK 
63-2809 · License 4/3/1950 0.74 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION SMITH,GlJYW 
63-2811 License 4/19/1950 0.06 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION FAIRBANKS, LEON 
63-2817 Llcense 6/20/1950 a.as GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WATERMAN, HOWARD E 
63-2819A License 6/30/1950 0.50 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION MURPHY, BARTLETT J 
63-2820 License 6/28/1950 0.08 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION JONES, ROBERT P 
63-2821C License 6/28/1950 0.80 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HOUSE,J M 
63-2830 License 9/20/195D 0.20 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION BENEDICT, HUGH C 
63-2831 License 10/11/1950 0.01 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
GORDON, HAROLD H; 
GORDON, MARGARET J 
63-2832 License 10/12/1950 0.04 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRlGATION LESTER, W L 
63-2835 License 11/13/1950 0.20 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
NAMPA SCHOOL DISTRICT# 
131 
63-2836 License 11/13/1950 0.04 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION FREDRIKSEN, HAROLD H 
63-2838 License 12/16/1947 0.60 SPRING DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HARRIS, ERSHAL L 
63-2840 license 1/11/1951 0.10 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WOODRUFF, VERNON EARL 
63-2844 License 1/24/1951 0.05 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
MORGAN, ARTHUR L; 
MORGAN, EUVA H 
63-2847 License 8/7/1954 0.04 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, HEATING HOWELL, WW; NEITZEL, F H 
63-2853 License 3/30/1951 0.02 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
SALTZER, HELENE B; 
SALTZER, JOSEPH 
63-2859 License 5/7/1951 0.30 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION 
CLEVENGER, KENNETH; 
CLEVENGER, MARQUERITE 
63-2861 License 5/21/1951 0.09 GROUND WATER HEATING, IRRIGATION MENDENHALL, J R 
63-2862 License 5/21/1951 0.22 GROUND WATER COOLING MENDENHALL, J R 
63-2865B License 6/15/1951 0.65 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GREEN, MARTIN 
63-2868 License 7/13/1951 0.02 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CARMAN, CHARLES M 
63-2869 License 5/25/1951 0.70 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION VERHEYEN, WILLIAM J 
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63-2871 Lkense I 8/1/1951 0.02 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BELL, LYDIA A 
63-2876 License B/28/1951 0.16 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC~ lRRIGATION 
HARRIS, LESTER R; HARRIS, 
TRESSAL 
63-2883 Ucen'se 9/24/1951 0.02 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION CARMAN,HH 
63-2885 Uc.ense 11/8/3.951 3.00 GROUND WATER COMMEROAL, COOLING 
ADA COUNlY DAIRYMENS 
ASSN 
63-2888 Llcense 11/21/1951 0.14 GROUND WATER 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, 
KRALL, LOU V 
STOCKWATER 
63-2894 License 2/11/1952 055 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION FRENCH, RS 
63-2897 License 3/22/1952 0.06 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION RYALS, CHESTER 
63-2905 license 8/12/1952 0.06 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRR!GATION KOCH, HENRYF 
I 63-2924 License 1/14/1953 050 GROUND WATER COOLING BROADBENT EST INC 
63-2947 License I 7/15/1953 0.25 GROUND WATER COOLING, INDUSTRIAL BOISE ICE & PRODUCE CO 
63-2950 License 8/29/1953 0.16 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION HAU., EIFFEL SHAFFER 
63-29518 License 8/21/1953 0,Z2 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SMITH, OSCAR 
63-2952 License 8/25/1953 0.15 GROUND WATER INDUSTRIAL IDAHO LAUNDRY 
63-2953 License 7/14/1967 2.00 HIGH CREEK 
DOMESllC, FIRE 
FAIRFIELD MINlNG CO INC 
PROTECTION, POWER 
63-2959 License 9/1/1953 0.06 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION FUU.ER, EL 
63-2965 License 11/4/1953 0.13 PARMA WASTF'WAY IRR!GA770N SLATE, W J 
63-2969 License 12/11/1953 0.32 GROUND WATER COMMERCIAL, DOMESTIC GRIMES, ELWOOD D 
63-2970 Ucense 7/lS/1960 0.10 UNNAMED STREAM iRRIGA710N PLAGER, CHARLES E 
; 63-2976 license 2/28/l954 0.02 GROUND WATER IRRIGA710N WEAVER, RAE D 
63-2977 Llcense 1/21/1954 1.02 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGA710N WORK, GLENN W 
63-2.981 License 2/5/'J!J54 0,06 GROUND WATl'R DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION \/ANDER VEER, M H 
63-2982 Ucense 2/13/1954 0,56 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
MOUNTAIN VIEW MUTUAL 
WATER CORP 
63-2984 lfcense 3/25/1954 0.02 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 
REKOW, COLEENE; REKOW, 
!VANE 
63-2991 License 2/26/1954 0.74 WATl<INS DRAIN lRRIGATION NOVAK, FRANCES 
63-2993 Ucense 6/28/1954 D.04 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION OLSON, KENNETH D 
63-2995 Llc<!nse 7/7/1954 0,70 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION GEORGE A wmz INC 
63-2996 license 8/5/1954 054 BIG GULCH CREK !RRIGATION HARTLIEY, MORRIS W 
63-2998 License 7/2!J/'JIJ54 0.89 GROUNDWATER DOMESTIC, fNDUSTRIAL DA!llGOLD INC 
63-2999 Ucense 7/'2Sl/JIJS4 2.11 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, INDUSTRIAL DARIGOLID INC 
53-300D License 7/29/1'154 2.22 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, INDUSTRIAL DARIGOLD INC 




63-3005 Llcense 9/29/1954 0.60 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION WILLSON, HARRY E 
63-3006 License 3/15/1965 0.22 BOISE Rl\/ER IRRIGA110N SHIPLEY, FRAl'!K A 
63-3015 License 12/20/l954 0,02 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION EDSALL, MONICA S 
. 63-3025 License 2/17/1955 0.01 GROUND WATER IRRJGA770N 
LEISHMAN, WIWAM DEAN 
G 
i 63-3030 License 3/15/1955 0.17 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HAWK!NS, CONRAD E 
63-3037 Ucense 4/17/1955 0.02 SPRINGS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION STATE OF IDAHO 
63-3038 License 4/8/1955 0.50 GROUND WATER INDU;;TRIAL 
F!RST SECURl1Y BANK OF 
IDAHONA 
63-3040 License 4/18/1955 0.12 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION NEWBY,GLEN 
COMMERCIAL, DOME,TIC, 
63-3042 License 4/26/lSSS 0.06 GROUND WATER FIRE PROTECflON, HUSKEY SR, 0 E 
IRRIGA770N 
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63-3047 License 5/23/1955 0.05 GROUND WATER DOMESTlC, IRRIGATION 
NELSON, F OSCAR; NELSON, 
MAY 
63-3050 License 5/31/1955 0.03 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, STOCKWATER KEPROS, GEORGE 
63-3052 License 6/13/1955 0.10 GROUND WATER DOMESTlC, IRRIGATION 
HOFFMAN, ERNESTINE; 
HOFFMAN, JOSEPH H 
63-3059 License 7/28/1955 0.40 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION NEWKIRK, GLENN H 
63-3063 License 10/12/1955 0.12 GROUNDWATER IRRIGATION OCHSNER, DAVID 
63-3076 License 3/1/1956 0.10 GROUND WATER COMMERClAL, DOMESTIC 
JOSLIN, ARUSS R; KINZER, B 
T 
63-3087 License 6/20/1956 0.02 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION LEEPER, HD 
63-3095 License 8/31/1956 0.02 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
ATKINSON, GEORGE A; 
ATKINSON, ROSA F 
63-3098B License 10/9/1956 0.28 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION GEORGE A WEITZ INC 
63-3106 License 6/17/1957 0.80 UNNAMED STREAM 
. 
IRRIGATION DOBSON, MELVIN L 
63-3109 License 7/11/1957 0.14 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION MAYNARD, PALMO 
63-3115 License 10/11/1957 0.24 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION ESTATE OF JAMES PLANE 
63-3117 License 11/29/1957 0.02 · GROUND WATER DOMESTIC DONEY, VM 
63-31278 License 3/26/1958 0.02 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
CHAVEZ, MYRTA; CHAVEZ, 
PABLO 
63-3130 License 5/23/1958 1.64 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION HENNIS, EDMOND L 
63-3131 License 6/17/1958 0.04 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 
IDAHO FIRST NATIONAL 
BANK 
63-3133 License 6/27/1958 0.26 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION PEIRSOL, FLOYD N 
63-3139 License 9/30/1958 0.26 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION PURCELL, MARK 
63-3143 License 1/9/1959 1.11 GROUND WATER 
DOMESTIC, FIRE 
GUERDON INDUSTRIES INC 
PROTECTION, INDUSTRIAL 
63-31718 License 9/"2'9/1959 0.22 SLEEPY HOL10W DRAIN IRRIGATION LLOYDS INC 
63-31788 License 5/9/1960 0.12 DIXIE DRAIN IRRIGATION ROARK, ROYA 
63·3183B License 3/1/1960. 0.24 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ROHN, EMANUEL 
63-3185 License 2/23/1960 0.02 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION CLOUGH, ES 
63-3186 License 3/11/1960 0.14 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION SHINN, EVERETT W 
63-3192 License 12/14/1959 0.41 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION BESCH, LOUIS 
63-3218 License 3/19/1961 0.80 SLEEPY HOLLOW DRAIN IRRIGATION MOON, HYRUM H 
63-3228 License 3/13/1961 0.03 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, lRRIGATION HITTINGER, LAWRENCE E 
63-3230 License 3/16/1961 0.04 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SIGGETY, ALVIN H 
63-3235 License 5/22/1961 0.04 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC NEWLAND, JOHN A 
63-3245 License 6/27/1961 0.20 GROUND WATER COMMERCIAL 
UTAH IDAHO CONCRETE 
PIPE CO INC 
63-3256 License 8/24/1961 0.04 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SMITH, THOMAS L 
63-3258 License 1/4/1963 0.40 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION WAGNER,OW 
63-3262 License 9/29/1961 0.03 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION GRANGE MUTUAL LIFE CO 
63-3263B License 10/12/1961 0.06 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION DALY PRODUCTION CORP 
63-3265 License 10/23/1961 0.05 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION, RECREATION WOLFE, EARL 0 
63-3267 License 11/27/1961 1.03 GROUNDWATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION JOHNSON, JAMES A 
. 
63-3290 License 5/2/1962 0.03 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MACKEY, KENNETH E 
63-3301 License 7/3/1962 0.60 SHEEP CREEK IRRIGATION GAIGE, A JOHN 
63-3306 License 9/7/1962 0.04 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION PAUL, HOWARD W 
63-3313 License 9/26/1962 0.27 GROUND WATER 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, GIFFORD, LORITTA M; 
STOCKWATER GIFFORD, ROBERT 
63-3328 License 1/23/1963 0.07 GROUND WATER 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, KINDRED, EDNA F; KINDRED, 
STOCKWATER EUGENE 0 
63-3332 License 3/8/1963 0.10 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC PARKlNSON, DALE 
63-3339B License 7/19/1963 0.58 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION CAN ADA FARMS 
6/23/1963 0.20 
MIDDLE FORK BOISE 
IRRIGATION USDA FOREST SERVICE 63-3341 License 
RIVER 
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63-3342 Ucense: 6/10/1963 0.04 RANGER CREEK lRRIGATION USDA FOREST SERVICE 
63-3343 License 6/10/1963 0.50 COTTONWOOD CREEK IRRIGATION USOA FOREST SERVJCE 
63-3345 License 6/10/1963 0.01 SPRING 
DOMESTIC, FIRE 
USDA FOREST SERVICE 
PROTECTION, STOCKWATER 
63-3347 License 6/10/1963 0.04 LESlcR CREEK 
FIRE PROTECTION, 
USDA FOREST SERVICE 
IRRIGATION 
63·3364 License 7/22/1966 0.10 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 
TILTON, DWIGHT E; TILTON, 
LEOLA A 
63-3376 License 5/27/1963 0.01 SPRING DOMESTIC USDA FORcST SERVICE 
63-3379 License 5/27/1963 0.01 SPRING DOMESTIC USDA FOREST SERVICE 
63-3381 License 5/27/1963 0.01 SPRING DOMESTIC USDA FOREST SERVICE 
63·3384 Ucense 5/27/1963 0.01 SPRING DOMESTIC, FIRE PROTECTION USDA FOREST SERVICE 
63-3385 License S/27/1963 0.01 SPRING DOMESTIC, FIRE PROTECTION USDA FOREST SERVlCE 
63·3386 Lice~se 5/27/1963 0.01 SPRING DOMFSTIC, ARE PROTECTION USDA FOREST SERVICE 
63-3388 License 10/22/1963 0.28 GROUND WATER 
DOMESTIC, FIRE 
INTERMOUNTAIN GAS CO 
PROTECTION, lRRIGATION 
63-3389 Ucense 9/9/1963 0.06 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION CORNEl.l, IRVING W 
63-3410 Ucen>e 5/12/1964 0.23 DAVIS DRAIN IRRIGATION MAYNARD, PALMO ' ' 
63·3421 license 7/6/1964 0.10 GROUND WATER 
DOMESTIC, INDUSTRIAL, 
LAMPE, CHARLES l 
IRRIGATION, STOCKWATER 
63-3431 Ucense 9/17/J!:!64 0.28 GRIMES CREEK IRRIGA110N, STOCKWATER USDA FOREST SERVICE 
63-3433 License 2/1/1967 0.03 UNNAMED DRAIN IRRIGA110N, STOCKWATER LUKE, ALVIN 0 
63-3437 License 2/S/JJJ65 0.80 GROUND WATER IRRIGATlON 
NAYLOR, DOROTHY L; 
NAYLOR, GEORGE F 
63-3444 License 5/S/196S 0,10 
MIDDLE FORK BOISE 
DOMESTIC USDA FOREST SERVICE 
RIVER 
63-3446 Uc.ense 4/26/1965 0.17 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC J & N INC 
63-3454 License 6/23/1965 0.12 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION PHILUPS, HENRYW 
63-3456 License 7/6/1965 0.22 GROUND WATER COOLING H & B DEVELOPMENT CO 
63-3463 License 8/16/1965 0.10 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGA110N 
SPRINGER, HATTIE M; 
SPRINGER, WIWAMT 
63-3468 Ucense. 9/23/1965 0.10 HOT SPRING CREEK RECREATION CllY OF ATLANTA 
! 63-3506 UCense 5/11/19&6 i 0.03 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
OWENS, GRACE E; OWENS, 
' PAUU 63-3537 License 8/19/1966 l.45 U NM MED STREAM [RRIGA110N SVEDIN, ROBERT A 
63-3550 Ucense: 10/17/1966 3.14 , i LEWIS CREEK MINING l 'BEFtRY~ Tl 
63·3604 License 4/26/19fil 0.05 SPRINGS IRRIGATION TERTELING, J L 
STOCKWATER FROM 
63-3615 License: 12/27/1946 UNNAMED STREAM STORAGE, STOCKWATER BECK, JAMES 0 
STORAGE 
6~3621 License 6/23/1908 25.00 BEARCREEK POWER BEAR CREEK M & M CO 
63·3627 Ucense 5/7/1906 0.32 
NORTH FORK WILLOW 
MUNICIPAL OlYOFPEARL 
CREEK ; 
63·3628 License 6/28/194$ 1.74 HURD GULCH CREEK IRRIGATION ARMENT,J L 
63-3529 License 4/27/1955 0.24 WASTEWATER 
DOMESTlC, IRRIGATION, SLEIGHT, ERMA B; SLEIGHT, 
STOCKWATER RAYMOND F 
63-3632 Ucense 11/16/1928 2.00 
WEST FORK GRANITE 
DOMESTIC, MINING 
MAYFLOWER GOLD MINES 
CRE£K INC 
' 63-3635 license 12/4/1913 0.24 
WEST FORK LITTLE 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SUTTON, JOSEPH l 
EIGHTMILE CREEK 
63-3650 License 8/4/1950 UNNAMED STREAM STOCKWATER STORAGE 
UNITED STATES OF AMER1CA 
A~TING THROUGH 
63-3651 Ucense 8/4/1950 UNNAMED STREAM STOCKWATERSTORAGE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
ACTING THROUGH 
63-36S2 Lk:ense 8/4/1950 UNNAMED STREAM STOCl(WATER STORAGE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERlCA 
ACTING THROUGH 
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63-3653 License 8/4/1950 UNNAMED SIBEAM STOCKWATER STORAGE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
ACTING THROUGH 
63-3654 License 8/4/1950 UNNAMED STREAM STOCKWATERSTORAGE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
ACTING THROUGH 
63-3655 License 8/4/1950 UNNAMED STREAM STOCKWATER STORAGE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
ACTING THROUGH 
63-3656 License 8/4/1950 UNNAMED STREAM STOCKWATERSTORAGE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERlCA 
ACTING THROUGH 
63-3657 License 8/4/1950 D.10 SPRING IRRIGATION, RECREATION 
















Cla!m UNNAMED DRAINS DISTRICT 
63-4011 
Statutory 





8/1/1939 0.05 GROUND WATER 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION,· 
MAYES, PEARL; MAYES, ROY 
Claim RECREATION; STOCKWATER 
63-4017 
Statutory 






5/15/1946 0.04 GROUND WATER 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, DAVISON, BESSIE; DAVISON, 
Claim STOCKWATER JERRY 
63-4032 
Statutory 






























0.70 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION LEDBETTER, BRUCE 
63-4077 
Statutory 








6/9/1962 0.03 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION TURNER, MERRILL M 
Claim 
Statutory 
CORDON, CLARENCE H; 





7/1/1962 D.D4 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 




7/24/1933 1.00 WET GULCH CREEK 
DOMESTIC, INDUSTRIAL, 




3/1/1961 D.20 GROUND WATER 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, UPTMOR, ARLENE; UPTMOR, 










0.50 GROUND WATER COMMERCIAL SPARKS, ALTA C 
63-4140 
Statutory 
6/1/1952 1.50. WASTEWATER IRRIGATION WAITE, LYNN IRA 
Claim 
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63-4142 
Statutory 




6/1/1934 0,04 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, RECREATION KEELER, FLOSSIE Claim I 
63-41Sl 
Statutory 
4/3/1953 0,80 GROUND WATER IRRiGATION WEBER, ClARENCE B Clalm 
63·4155 
Statutory 
6/l/1960 0,09 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GIPF., MAY Claim 
63-4161 
Statutory 




6/1/1947 0.05 GROUND WATER 








6/13/1960 0,07 GROUNDWATER 
OOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, UPPIANO, ARNILDOJ; 
Claim STOCKWATER UPPIANO, BARBARA A 
63-4173 
Statutory 
4/l/:r9ll 0,12 GROUND WATER 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, 




4/1/1905 0,12 CLEAR CREEK IRRiGAT!ON 
STEDTNITZ, OPAL E; 
Claim STEDTNITI, WILMER f 
63-4177 
Statutory 
4/1/lS22 0.06 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 




4/1/1946 2,04 SPRINGS 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, 




6/1/1926 0.10 GROUND WATER 
DOMESTIC, FISH THOMAS, FLOYD E; 
ClaJm PROPAGATION, IRRIGATION THOMAS, VS{ONA E 
53-4182 
Statmnry 
8/1/1956 0,04 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, STOCKWATER 




4/l/1935 0.16 GROUND WATER COMMERClAL, DOMESTIC NELSON, EDWARD J 
aalm 








4/1/1948 0,04 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC 




4/1/1959 0.08 GROUND WATER 
':)QMEST!C1 IRRIGAllON, STINSON, DENNIS;·STINSON, 
Clalm STOCKWATER DORTHA 
63-4208 
Statutory 




6/1/1958 0,11 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 
MAYES, DOROTHEA; MAYES, 
Claim WILLIAM DEAN 
63-4224B 
Statutory 
6/1/l.955 1,30 EAST HARTLE'I DRAIN IRRIGATION 
SPENCER, MYRTlE; 
dalm SPENCER, RAYMOND 
53-4228 
Statutory 
11/1/1971 0.05 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIBATION 
WRENN, ROSE ANNE; 
Claim WRENN, THOMAS L 
63-42498 
Statutory 
5/1/1944 0,78 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION HART1 LEOR Claim 
63-4253 
Statutory 
6/l/1959 0,06 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
KOCH, JANICE L; KOCH, 




SOUTH FORK BOISE 




6/1/1928 D.39 GROUND WATER 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, MADSENT !NAJF.AN; 
Claim STOCKWATER MADSEN, LENARD J 
63-4296 
Statutory 
3/14/1961 0.14 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 




5/1/1954 2,00 INDIAN CREEK DRAIN IRRIGATION 






IRRIGATION STEWART, EVELYN 
Claim GULQi CREEK 
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IRRIGATION, STOCl(WATER SHEPPARD, HAROLD F Calm CREEK, WASTE WA1Bl 
634305 
Statutory 
3/l.5/1971 0.06 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
BLATTNER, NORMA J; 
daim BLATTNER, WIWAM R 
63-4310 
Statutory 
12/1/1941 0.08 GROUND WATER COMMERCIAL, DOMESTIC 




6/1/1960 0.08 WASTIWATER IRRIGATION SWORD, DON 
daim 
' Statutory ' DOMESTIC, INDUSTRIAL, 63-4330 
Claim 









6/1/1931 0.64 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 
PRICKffi,JDAN A; 
C!afm PRICKETT. JOHN P 
63-4363 
Statutory 
6/1/1946 D.08. GROUND WATER DOMESTIC IMEL, LESLIE D Claim 
63-4361< 
Statutory 
6/1/1939 D.06 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC 
MURPKEY, CHESTER A; 
Claim MURPHEY, KETO H 
63-4382 
Statutory 
4/1/1958 0.08 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC 
JOHNSON, SANDRA J; 
daim JOHNSON, THO!V,AS G 
63-4383 
Statutory 
6/1/l!il26 1.04 SPRINGS 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATiON, CLEMENT, H BUEL; 
C!aim STOCKWATER CLEMENT, !RENEE 
63-4385 
Statutory 
4/1/1943 0.08 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 
BRANDON, JAMES E; 
daim BRANDON, LUELIA 
63-4393 
Statutory 
6/1/1926 0.1.9 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CONNELL, ROBERT W daim 
63-4399 
Statutory 
6/1/1910 0.16 GROUNDWATER 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, 




6/1/1947 LOO UNNAMED DRAIN IRRIGATION 
MURRAY, HOPED; MURRAY, 
Claim LLOYD L 
63-4416 
Statutory 
4/1/1950 0.10 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 
JOHNSON, HELEN R; 




! WASTEWATER IRRIGATION BLEVINS, KENNITH; 
Claim BLEVINS. NORMAJ 
63·4422 
Statutory ' 
3/15/1951 0.12 UNNAMED DRAlN IRRIGATION 
SUNDBERG, DANNIELE; 
Claim SUNDBERG, ROBERT M 
63-4423 
Statutory 
3/:15/1955 0.40 UNNAMED DRAIN IRRIGATION 
SUNDBERG, DANNIELE; 
aaim ; SUNDBERG, ROBERT M 
63-4433 
Statutory 








6/1/1955 0.15 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, STOC~WATER 
LEDBETTER, BRUCE; 
Claim LEDBETTER, NOLA i 
63-444<) 
Statutory 
3/1{1971 3.20 Wl>Sl'E WATER IRRIGATION 
GAMBLE, ROBERT L; 
daim PINKSTON, JOHN R 
63-4448 
Statutory 
6/1/193S 0.12 GROUND WATER 
DOMESTIC, INDUSTRIAL, JEWELL, BERTHA; J EW£ll, 
Claim IRRIGATION, STOCKWATER VERN 
63-4451 
Statutory 
6/1/1904 0.06 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GIBSON, MIRIAM E Claim 
Statutory . DILLON, ALMA; DILLON, 
63-4463 
Claim 




6/1/1969 0.02 UNNAMED DRAIN IRRIGATION 
RANDALL, GARY; RANDALL, 
Oaim JEROME W; RANDALL, RUBY 
63-4469 
Statutory 
4/1/1956 D.16 UNNAMED DRAIN IRRIGATION 








5/1/1.947 0,12 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION VIANI, LAWRANCE G Claim 




6/1/1947 0,70 GROUND WATER IRRiGATiON 
IVERSON, ESTEU.E N; 
Cl.i:im IVERSON, P HUBERT 
63-4480 
Statutory 
6/1/1923 2.00 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, STOCKWATER 
GEORGE, ALBERT C; 
Claim GEORGE, WANDA 
63-4481 
Statutory 




3/1/1953 0.08 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION 
HILL, CLAUDIA D; Hill, 
Claim 'fHOMASA 
! , Statutory 
63-4494 
Claim 
10/1/1946 0.34 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION KEITHLY, CLYDE R 
63-4497 
Statutory 
6/1/1005 0.74 GROUNDWATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MC BIRNEY, W ROBERT 
daim 
63-4525 




6/1/JJJ85 2.00 UNNAMED DRAINS IRRIGATION TRUMBULL, BETH C!;:iim 
63-4539 
Statutory 
6/1/1964 0.04 GROUNDWATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGAllON 








6/1/1935 0.02 GROUND WATER 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, 
MEANS, GLADYS I Claim STOCKW ATER 
63-4550 
Statutory 
3/15/1928 1.00 NINEMILE CREEK IRRIGATION THOMPSONt W E C!atm 
63-4553 
Statutory 






6/1/1937 0.06 COLD SPRINGS DOMESTIC, MINING MARCHMOhTE, HUGHLON 
C; MARCHMONTI, HUNTER 
Statutory 
K&MMINE; 
53-4569 6/1/1922 0.06 SHEEP GUI.CH CREEK DOMESTIC, MINING MARCH MONTE, HUGH LON 
daim 
C; MARCHMONTE, H LINTER 
Statutory K&MMINE; 
63-4570 Claim 6/1/lSll 
0.33 BIG GULCH CREEK DOMESTIC, MINING MARCH MONTE, HUGHLON 
C; MARCH MONTE, HUNTER 
63-4578 
Statutory 
6/1/19S2 0.16 GROUND WATER OOMES'OC, STOCKWATER 
PENNlNGTON, BERTHA; 
dalm PENNINGTON, LUTHER M 
l 63-4581 
Statutory 




6/1/1!346 1.02 UNNAMED DRAIN IRRIGATION,STOCKWATER 
SEEWALD,JUDITH C; 
dalm SEEWALD, LAWRENCE P . 
63-4586 
Statutory 
3/15/1914 3.00 SAND HOLLOW CREEK IRRIGATION 
STILLWELL, GLENN W; 
Claim STILLWELL, MARY G 
63-4589 
51:iltutory 
6/1/1945 0.10 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
LAMBETH SR, Bill R; 
Claim LAMBETH, MELBA D 
63-4592 
Statutory 





5/1/1!351 0.08 GROUND WATER 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, 




12/30/1962 0.04 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC 




6/1/1947 2.21 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION, STOCKWATER TERABERRY, D JACK Oa1m 
63-4648 
Statutory 
7/1/1959 0.12 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION 




4/1/1!361 2.90 HIGHLAND CREEi( IRRIGATION 
MARCUM, DIRK L; 
Claim WISEMAN, MRS CLAUDE 
63-4654 
Statutory 






7/1/1893 0.07 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
OTTER, JOHN V; OTTER, 
Claim JUNES 




7j1/1941 0,80 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION 
SPENCER, DOMNA J; 
' Cfalm SPENCER, RA Yl 
63-4666 
Statutory 
6/1/lllSO 0.06 SPRING 
DOMESTIC, MINING, 









6/30/1952 0,03 GROUND WATER COMMERCIAL, DOME511C BAKER, ERMEI; BAKER, LR Oafm 
63-4673 
Statutory 
6/1/1962 0.12 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC 
JOHNSON, O,ARLES R; 





BLACK, LESUE L; BLACK, 
Clairn 








1/1/1913 1.10 · BOISE RIVER IRRIGATION 
HURLEY, JOHN H; HURLEY, 
Claim LOISJ 
Statutory 
DIVERSION TO STORAGE, 
ASHCRAFf, ARTHUR E; 
63-4703 7/1/1954 0.20 . WASIT WATER IRRIGATION FROM STORAGE, 
Cialm 
IRRIGATION STORAGE 
ASHCRAFT, BONNiE l 
63-4705 
' Statutory 
8/15/1948 o.n GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, MURPHEY, LEl daim STOCKWATER 
63-4711 
Statutory 
1/1/1946 0,20 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC 




1/1/1864 4.00 ELK CREEK MUNICIPAL CITY OF IDAHO CITY daim 
63-4713 
Statutory 




7/1/1945 0,06 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
DAV!S, E HAROLD; DAVIS, 
Claim ULllAN E 
63-4718 
Statutory 
10/8/1969 0.08 SPRING 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGl\110N, 




1/1/1954 0,30 SPRING DOMESTIC, MINING GILJJS, EDWARD E Claim 
63-4721 
Statutory 




7/28/1966 0.l0 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION SHANNON, DONALD H Claim 
63-4723 
Statutory 
5/1/1958 0.06 GROUNDWATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
BUCKLEY, JAMES W; 
da!m BUCl(lEY, VJVIAN 
63-4726 
Statutory 
5/1/1958 a.so GROUND WATER IRRIGATION LARRYOALE FARMS INC Oalm 
63-47<7 
Statutory 
1/1/1956 0.04 UNNAMED DRAIN IRRIGATION 
JACKSON, ORVILLE; SHARP, 
Claim SHARON L 
63-4729 
Sratutory 
1/1/1946 0.38 GROUND WATER 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, GROSS, ELLAL;GROSS, 
Claim STOCKWATER ROBERT E 
63-4735 
Statutory 




6/1/1940 0,12 GROUND WATER COMMERCIAL GREENE, CLAUDE J Claim 
63-474-0 









1/1/1962 0.19 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BECHTOLD, RICHARD 
63-4755 
Statutory 




1/1/1918 0.14 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WYMAN, AIBERT L; Claim WYMAN, DEVERA l 
63-4771 
Statutory 






3/1/1966 0.03 SPRING IRRIGATION 




7/1/1955 0.07 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
STEINMAN, HELEN L; 
Claim STEINMAN1 HERMAN C 
63-4827 
Statutory 
6/1/1910 2.00 WAS!'EWATER IRRIGATION 





'SPRING FED. DRAINAGE 
IRRIGATION 
IDAHO FIRST NATIONAL 
Claim DITCH BANK 
63-4842 
Statutory 




1/1/194() D.70 WASrEWA1ER IRRIGATION 
EIDEMILLER, ARLENE M; 
C!alm EIDEMILLER, CLIFFORD 
634855 
Statutory 




6/1/1940 0.12 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC 
MC CR.ACKEN~ D GENEVIEVE; 
Claim MC CRACKEN, LESTER 
63-4851 
Statutory 







OURADA, EARLS; OURADA, 
Claim STREAM KATHLEENM 
534875 
S0tutmy 
4/17/199 0.28 GRO.UND WATER IRRlGATlON 
MILLER & THOMPSON 
Claim WATER USERS ASSN INC 
' Statutory 63-4876 
Cla!m 
1/1/1962 0.07 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION SMITH, HAALEY 
63-4ll79 
Statutory 
1/1/:963 0.06 GROUNDWATER COMMERQAL 
VIC'S RESTAURANT & PIE 
, Claim . SHOP INC 
634887 
Statutory 
6/1/1963 0.06 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
GOLDEN, AGNES M; 
Claim GOLDEN, LESLIE B 
634889 
Statutory 








3/1/1955 0.02 UNNAMED STRF.AM IRRIGATION 













JOHNNY WOODS GULCH 
MINING 
COOK, DONALD W; COOK, 
Claim CREEK PATRJCIAA 
63-4909 
Statutory 
6/1/1940 .0.12 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC SWANK, DAVID 
Oafm 
: 634910 Statutory 1/1/1947 0.50 LITTI.E SMOKY CREEK MINING , l.11TLE SMOKEY 
l Claim i ENTERPRISES INC 
Statutory ' 63~4911 
Claim 
1/1/1969 0,01 SPRING IRRIGATION ' HINKLEY, RUTH E 
634913 
sratutmy 




7/21/1895 0.07 MASON CREEK DOMESTIC, STDCKWATER 
BRIANS, W s;J M & CB 
Oaim BRIANS 'IBUST 
63-4924 
Statutory 
1/1/1926 0.10 SPRING IRRIGATION, STOCKWATER 
ARCHER, KEARNEY T; 
Claim ARCHER, MARCELL". 










1/1/1948 2.04 TENMILE CREEK IRRIGATION, STOCKWATER CHERRY LANE RANCH Claim 









1/1/l!lll 0.11 GROUND WATER 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, 
BRESHEARS, W H daim STOCKWATER 
63-4943 
Statutory 
1/1/1952 0.08 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC SHANNON, DONNA R Ciairn . 
63-4944 
Statutory 






1/1/1957 0.06 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION DONNELLY, MARYE; 
DONNELLY, THOMAS P 
63-4947 
Statutory 
1/1/1933 0.16 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
MYERS, LUOLE; MYERS, 
Claim MARCUS 
StaMory 
IRRIGATION FROM STORAGE, 
63-4943 
daim 




4/l/!9S4 0,23 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION COLI.EGE PARK ASSN Claim 
63-4959 
Stat<..Jtory 









1/1/1935 0.21 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
JENNINGS, JERALD; 
daim , JENNINGS, MARVIN$ 
634969 
Statutory 








3/15/1902 3.00 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION 
GAMBLE, ROBERT L; 
Clalm PINKSTON, JOHN R 
63-4984 
Statutory 





7/1/1961 0,22 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC DECKER PROPERTIE., LTO 
!B-4987 
Statutory 
3/25/1929 0.45 GROUND WATER MUNICIPAL 
OREGON SHORT UNE 
Claim RAILROAD CO 
63-4991 
Statuto,y 








3/15/1927 0.32 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 
GUILES, BURTON l; GUILES, 
, daim !SABEL 
63-5000 
Statutory 




5/14/1949 0.40 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION 












7/1/1937 0.84 GROUND WATER COMMERCIAL, STOCKWATER 




1/1/1955 0.04 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC 




1/1/1920 0.04 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC 




11/1/1940 0.09 GROUND WATER 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, MOSMAN, ELAlNE M; 
daim STOCKWATER MOSMAN, FRANK D 
63-5030 
StatuiDry 
7/1/1962 Q.(l!! GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 
UNITED PRESBYTERIAN 
Claim GIURCH 




1/1/1920 0.04 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC 




8/1/1950 1.00 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
NAMPA SCHOOL DISTRICT# 
' Claim 131 
63-5046 
Statutory 




6/1/1963 0.02 SPRING DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 




8/1/1923 O.GS GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 




1/1/1933 0,17 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC 
ANCHUSTEGUI, GEORGE; 
daim ANCHUSTEGUI, NINA 
63-5061 
Statutory 




7/1/1930 0.12 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 
GOERING, MMGARET K; 
Claim GOERING, WINSTON K 
63-5064 
Statutory 
1/1/1944 0.04 GROUNDWATER COMMERCIAL, DOMESTIC 








l/1/194D 0.08 GROUND WATER DOMESIIC, IRRIGATION 
ANDREW, VIVIAN l; 
Cfairn ANDREW, WILBURN H 
Statutory 
CALL 111, ALBERT C; CALL, 
63-5074 7/1/1946 0.08 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC KAREN R; FESLER, JOYCE M 
Claim 
CLARK; FESLER, RICHARD 
63-5084 
Statutory 













Claim UNNAMED DRAIN RICHARDSON, WILLIAM L 
63-5096 
Statutory 
S/1/1960 0.21 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGAnON 
POWELL, JAME$ W; 
Oaim POWELL, JOYCE 
63-5110 
Statutory 
1/1/1962 0.06 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
JONES, GWEN S; JONES, 
Clalm ?HIil.iP R 
63~5'.!.13 
Statutory 
l/1/1951 0.10 WASTEWATER HEATING, £RRIGATION 
MC KENZJL, DOROTHY; MC 
Claim KENZJE, KENNETI-1 H 
63-5115 
5tatutor,r 
6/1/1958 1.1D WASTEWATER IRRIGATION 
JOHNSON, CUFTON Ii; 
Claim JOHNSON, ETHEL 
63-5118 
Statutory 




7/1/1955 o.so GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION RENGIER1 JACK P; RENCHER~ • alm LOUISE 
63-5128 
Statutory 





















l/l/1967 0.19 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION, STOCKWATER 












1/1/1955 0.08 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC DULGAR, HELEN L 
Claim 
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i 63-51$8 Statutory 7/1/1947 1.70 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION HOBBS, DARLEN!cf Claim . Statutory FOREMAN, ALLEN; 
63-5189 
Claim 












1/1/1956 0.12 GROUNDWATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
BATES, LENORE E; BATES, 
Claim RONALD B 
6.3·5201 
Statutory 
1/1/1904 0.20 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC 








6/l/JSJ63 WASTEWATER WILDLIFE STORAGE 




1/1/1958 0.18 GROUND WATER 
. DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, .PIERCE, JUDITH B; PllcRCE, 
Claim ' STOCKWATER WILLISC 
63·5223 
Statutory 
















1/1/1864 0.10 SPRING DOMESTIC IDAHO LODGE #1 AF&AM Claim 
63-5260 
Statutory 
7/1/1330 0.52 SPRINGS 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, 





SOUTH FORK BOISE 




5/1/1',66 0.75 MASON CREEK IRRIGATION 
BICANDI, DOROTHY; 
Claim BICANOI, RICHARD L 
63-5276 
Statutory 








1/1/1911 0.10 GROUND WATER COMMERCIAL 




3/15/1946 2.00 UNNAMED DITCH IRRIGATION 
ClAPIER, DWAINE D; 
daim UAPl£R HYlAM 
63-5301 
Statutory 
7/1/)5;34 0.15 GROUND WATER COMMERCIAL 




1/1/1935 4.18 UNNAMED STREAMS 
DOMESTIC, !IWGATION, 




9/1/1960 0.14 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, STOCKWATER YOUNG, CHARLES T 
Cfaim , 
Statutory ABBOTT, FORREST; STEELE, 
63-5308 
Claim 




7/1/1901 0.27 GROUND WATER 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, 








4/1/1950 0.60 BIRD CREEK IRRIGATION 
BUCHANAN, DIANE; RICE, 
Claim GW!NN F 
63-5319C 
Statutory 
3/1/1960 O.ll8 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ZACHRESON CO 
Claim 
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' Statutory 63-5320 
daim 1/1/1943 




WEST FORK GRANJTE 
MINING MT HO MINING 
Claim CREEK 
' Statutory INDEPENDENT SCHOOL 
63-5328 
Claim 
4/1/1936 0.09 GROUND WATER IRRlGATION 
DISTRICT OF BOISE CITY 
63-5329 
Statutory 








4/1/1935 0.05 GROUND WATER 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, WlWAMS, BETTY; 
Claim . STOCKWATER WIWAMS, BRUCE 
63-5350 
Statutory 




5/5/1951 1.50 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION 
KOUDELKA JR, J J; 
Claim KDUOEUCA, MADGE 
63-5363 
Statutory 
3/15/1961 1.00 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION 
WISCOMBE, KENNETH D; 
Claim WISCOMBE, PW 
63·5365 
Statutory 
4/1/1958 0.12 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 
MATEO, Al.fREDO U; 
Claim MATEO, LOtAL 
63-5368 
Statutory 
5/1/1930 0.30 STOCKTON SLOUGH IRRIGATION RIVER Fl.AT DITCH CO ctalm 
63-5395 
Statutory 
8/20/l936 0.12 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 




4/20/1966 1.60 EIGHTMILE CREEK IRRIGATION 
GRAY, ClARAEi GRAY, 
Oatm MAURICE GLEN 
63-5409 
Statutory 




6/1/1960 0.74 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION THOMAS, HAROLD E Claim 
63-5412 
StaMory 
4/1/1964 0.15 RVEMILE CREEK IRRIGATION HADDOX, JOHN L 
daim 
63-7000 Ucense 5/31/1967 1.00 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC 
HETllNGER, LAWRENCE 
ERWIN 
BUOlANAN JR, WARREN B; 
63-7004 Lk:ense 6/14/1967 0.36 SPRING CRF.EK IRRIGATION BUCHANAN, DENNIS K 
(DENNY); CLAIMED, NOT 
63-7009 License .7/1/1967 0,26 !NDIAN CR£El( :RRIGATION 
KB1£Y, CLARICE; KELLEY, 
MELVllJ£D 
63-70118 License 8/14/1967 0.02 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 
BREACH, HAROLD D; 
BRF.ACH, JO ANN B 
63-7012 Llcense 6/19/1967 0.06 GROUND WATER 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, BEUTLER, VIRGINIAN; 
STOCKWATER BEUTLER, WALTER E 
63-7023 License 9/5/1967 0.08 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRJGATION 
HAZELTINE, ALTON W; 
HAZELTlNE, D JOAN 
i 63-7027B Llc.ense 1/22/:,!;69 0,20 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC PLANfATIONVIEW CONDOMINIUMS 
· 63-7065 License 2/13/1968 0,02 GROUND WATER QOMESTJC. MC RITCHIE, T P 
63-7096 Ucense 6/23/:,!;68 0.12 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION ESTATE OF EDNA L MCVEY 
63-7118 License 6/2B/1968 0.03 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION JOLLY, RAY C 
63-7122 License 7/5/1968 0,12 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
THOMPSON, a.ARENCE L; 
THOMPSON, ELEANOR F 
63-7125 License 7/26/1968 1.04 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION WELl.S, RICHARD P 
63-7129 Ucense 7/23/1968 0.07 GROUNDWATER 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, UNDEMDOD, CL; 
STOCKWATER LINDEMOOD, ELLEN L 
63-7144 Llcense 9/9/1968 0.07 GROUND WATER 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, 
FINNEY, FLOYD A 
STOCKWATER 
63-7153 lkense 9/22/1968 O.Ol! UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION SIMMERMAN, EDMUND E 
63-7167 license 11/13/1968 0.12 GROUND WATER ! COMMERCIAL, DOMESTIC FEARLESS FARRIS WHOLESALE INC 
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53-7171 Ucense. 11/26/1968 0.17 GROUND WATER MUNICIPAL OTY OF MARSING 
63-7176 License 12/4/1968 0.52 GROUNDWATER DOMESTIC, INDUSTRJA!. LlAH CO 
63-7181 license 12/24/1968 0.02 GROUNDWATER INDUSTRlAL, STOCKWATER KIRK, KENNETH 
63-7208 License 3/24/1969 0.19 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION, STOCKWATER ERO RESOURCES CORP 
63-7212 License 4/7/1969 0.06 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION REED#CLYDE;REfD;LAURA 
63-7216 ; License 4/18/1969 0.04 GROUNDWATER !RRIGATION HURLEY, EVERITT K 
63-722.2 License 4/29/1969 0..12 GROUND WATER COMMEROAL 
TREASURE VAUEY BY 
PRODUCTS 
63-7231 License 5/27/1969 0.02 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC STATE OF IDAHO 
63-7232 license 5/27/1'369 0.02 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC STATE OF IDAHO 
63·7233 License 5/27/1969 0.02 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC STATE OF IDAHO 
63-7240 License 6/4/1969 0.02 SPRING DOMESTIC 
PICKENS, CHARLES A; 
. PICKENS, DOROTHY V 
DOMESTIC, lRRIGATION, 
CAM3RA, ALMO; CAMBRA, 
63-7254 License 7/30/1969 0.o7 GROUNDWATER 
STOCKWA,ER 
HELEN M; ClARK, MARIE C; 
CLARK, RAYL 
s3-n19 Ucense 11/24/1969 0.05 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION SHERWOOD, WIWAM L 
63-7283 Llcense 12/12/1969 0.02 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION 
lA BRIE, MARY I; lA BRIE, 
VICTOR 
63-7292 License 2/4/1970 0,10 GROUNDWATER DOMESTIC., IRRIGATION EASON,,JOHN 
63-7302 License 2/18/1970 0.14 GROUND WA TTR DOMESTIC FSfERHOLDT, M H 
63-7303 License 1/23/1970 0,33 GROUND WATER DOMES71C YOUNG, OTIS A 
63-7305 U:ense 3/3/1970 0.74 SOUTH SLOUGH DRAIN IRRIGATION ~IU., MERLING 
63-7313 License 3/30/1970 0.06 GROUNDWATER IRRIGATION LARSON, DAVIDE 
63-7314 License 3/3l/1970 0.02 PINE SLOUGH IRRIGATION PERKINS-W8..I.S, JANET B 
63-7315 Litense 3/3l/1'370 0.04 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC PERKINS-WELLS, JANET B 
63-7321 Ucense S/3l/1970 D.35 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 
UNITED ST ATES OF AMERICA 
ACTING THROUGH 
63-7323 License 4/1D/1970 0.04 WOLF CREEK DOMESTIC 
OLSON, EARL A; TlllETT, 
' ALBERT 63-7333 Llcens-e 4/28/1'370 0.50 SAND CREEK IRRIGATION BLAND, WALTERG 
63-7335 Ucerts:e l 4/27/1970 0.D6 GROUND WATER DOMESrtC, IRRIGATION WHIT MORE, CARL E 
63-7339 license 5/8/1970 0.05 SPRINGS DOMESTIC, MINING BRESHEARS, KENNETH H 
63--7357 License 8/5/1.970 0,02 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC QUALITY ELECTRIC INC 
63-7364 License 9/1/1'370 0.16 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC PHIPPS, CE 
63-7365 license 8/24/1!370 0.04 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC LARSON, BRAD 
63-7373 License 9/lJJ/1970 0.54 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC 
CONSOUDATEP 
!~'VESTMENT CO 
53-7390 License 1/26/1971 0.44 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION MC CARY, JOE E 
63-7411 License 3/22/1971 0.07 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MC LAIN, RALPH G 
63-7417 License 4/1'3/1'371 D,04 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 
JEPPESEN, !RENE K; 
JEPPESEN, MARVIN S 
63-7433 License 5/13/1971 0,06 GROUND WATER COMMERCIAL 
BERST, RONALD R; OK CAR 
WASH OF BOISE 
. OLSON, MARUN P; QI.SON, 
63-7464 License 7/9/1971 0.09 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
VERLAR 
63-7491 License 2/1/1972 0.D9 GRO UNO WATER DOMESTIC BLASER, EDWARD 
63-7556 License 2/11/1972 0.02 GROUND WATER COMMERCIAi., DOMESTIC CHRISTENSEN MOTOR SALES 
63-7557 license 2/J.5/1972 0.10 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC 
WHITTINGTON, FLORENCE; 
WHITTINGTON, NORMAN 
63-7563 Ucense 3/2/1'372 0.39 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION WAITE, LYNN IRA 
63-7565 License 3/3/J!J72 0.67 G~OUND WATER DOMESTTC., IRRIGATION BALDWIN, GARTH 
63-7600 Ucense 5/9/1972 0-35 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC FLETCHER, LEONARD 
63,7603 license 5/ll/1972 0,05 GROUNDWATER DOMESTIC., IRRIGATION HETTINGER, IARRY E 
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63-7606 License 5/30/l972 0.22 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC SHOWALTER, HARRY 
63-7607 Ucehse 5/25/1972 OM, GROUND WATER DOMESTIC 
STECKER MUTUAL WATER 
co 
63-7610B Llcense 6/12/1972 0.10 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 
BRIGGS, JOAN; SRIGGS, 
KEITli 
63-7628 Ucense 9/5/1972 0.08 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRJGA·noN GREEN WORLD INC 
63-7653 Ucense 8/24/1972 0.05 GRANITE CREEK DOMESTIC. MINING 
KEEFER, FLORENCE M; 
KEEFER1 NORMAN W 
I 63-7656 License 9/6/1972 0.16 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC WELLS, IVYl W 
63-7677 License 10/26/l972 0.03 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 
MC QUEEN, CR; PACK, PAUL 
M 
63-7687 License 11/6/1972 0.04 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC 
ZIMMERMAN, NEJ,JE M; 
ZIMMERMAN, ORVAL A 
63-7690 License 11/9/l972 0.10 GROUND WATER DOMES11C, STOCKWATER CE NICH0150N & SONS INC 
63-7694 License 11/17/1972 0.27 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION, STOa<WATER NANlNC 
63-7714 License 2/1/1973 . 0.04 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC 
CHAMPION HOME BUILDERS 
co 
' 
B-7722 Llcense 2/>3/1973 0.03 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION KIRKPATRICK, G W 
63-ms License 4/16/1973 0.04 GROUND WATER COMMERQAL KELARI CORP 
63-7791 License 5/8/l973 0.34 GROUND WATER INDUSTRIAL 
PROVIDENT FEDERAL 
SAVINBS & WAN ASSN 
63-7815 License 7/7/l973 0.08 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC STATE OF IDAHO 
63-7855 License 8/27/1973 0.05 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 
TRIANGLE DEVEWPMENT 
COINC 
63·7885B License 10/16/1973 03.'l l GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 
CROOKS1 CAROLEE; CROOKS, 
JOHNW 
63-7915 License 1/17/1974 0.10 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION -BEUS, DEAN; BEUS, ELAINE 
63-7919 Ucense 2/9/1974 0.06 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SOBERS, AARON L 
63-7944 License 3/4/1974 1.10 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION MURGOITO, JC 
63-7967 License 4/15/1974 0.06 GROUND WATER COMMERCIAL, DOMESTIC SCHOENS TRAILER SALES INC 
63-7970 Lkense 4/23/1974 Q.40 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION MURGOITIO, JC 
63,7977 Ucense 5/9/1974 0.46 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION MC CAIN, ALLEN LESTER 
63--BDOOB Ucense 6/27/1974 0.10 GROUND WATER DOMESflC, IRRIGATION 
WUTHERICH1 LLOYDi 
WUTHERICH, MAROLYN 
63-8024 License 8/29/1974 0.04 GROUN'.> WATER IRRIGATION 
GREEN ACRE PROPERTIES 
INC 
63-S032 Llcense 9/13/1974 0.06 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC. IRRIGATION 
HOWELL., CHARLES D; 
HOWcLL, L BETfl 
63·8045 License 10/7/1974 0.04 
SOUTii FORK BOISE 
IRRIGATION WHITNEY, ANNA JEAN 
RIVER 
GIAMP AOL!, ALBINA; 
63-8050 License W/15/l!i74 0.06 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATI0"1 GlAMPAOU, JOSEPH; 
NELSON, WIWS R 
63-SOS8 License 11/12/1ll74 O.lS GROUND WATER IRRIGATION NYBDRG, JAMES S 
63-8111 License 4/14/l.97'5 0.14 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BOOTHE, JAMES A 
63-8133 License 6/2/1975 0.12 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC COLVARD, RALPH 
63-8139 License 5/8/1!375 0.06 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC. IRRIGATlON 
OECKER1 KATiiR'fN B; 
DECKER, ROBERT M 
63-8148 License 6/16/1975 0.08 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATlON 
HORN, BARBARAJ; HORN, 
CRAIG P 
63-SlS7 License 6/27/1975 O.D4 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC 
INTERMOUNTAJN EQUINE 
HOSPITAL 
63.1l159 License 6/25/1975 0.04 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
ACTING THROUGH 
63·8162 License 6/30/1975 0.20 GROUND WATER DOME5nC YOUNG, OTIS A 
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63-ll171 License 7/10/1375 0.12 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 
BAIRD, ANNIE; BAIRD, 
ROBEITTD 
63·8192 License 8/J5/1975 0.09 WASTEWATER 
IRRIGATION, RECREA'TION BAIRD, ANNIE; BAIRD, 
STORAGE ROBERT D 
63-8211 License 10/4/1375 2.05 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION LIMBAUGH, THOMAS E 
63-8212 tk::ense 10/2/1975 0.02 SPRINGS DOMESTIC 
PECK, DONAlD G; PECK, 
LUCILLE M 
63-8231 Ucense 10/28/1975 0.08 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HENSON, JESSIE; HENSON, 
ORIE l 
63-8259 License 1/30/l!J76 0.04 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 
FRANKi.iN, LITHA O; 
FRANKi.iN, ROY M 
63-8270 License 2/27/1976 0.08 GROUND WATER COMMERaAL . CONTINENTALCARWASH 
63-ll282 Ucense 3/10/l976 D.lS GROUND WATER DOMESTIC FIELDS, JOHN B 
63-8286A License 7/25/1976 ' 0,10 GROUNil WATER IRRIGATION NEE:L; TED 
63-8326 Ucense 6/15/1976 0.06 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
HEFFNER, MARCELLA M; 
HEFFNER, VIRGIL V 
63-8329 license 6/23/1976 0.06 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
AMESBURY, HARRY A; 
AMESBURY, MARYL 
63-8384 llcense 11/3/1976 0.08 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION RIDDLE; ROY 
63-8391 License: 12/1/1976 a.u GROUND WATER COMMERCIA~ DOMESTIC NAUGLE, KENNETH W 
63-8396 License 12/27/1376 0,04 EIGHTMILE CREEK IRRIGATION 
SCHENK, LAREEDA E; 
SCHENK, LARRY B 
63-84308 License 2/11/l977 0.97 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION ELLIS, RONALD G 
63-8451 License 3/5/1977 0.12 WASTEWAlER IRRIGATION THORNTON, MICHAEL 
63-8478 Ucense 2/18/1977 0.03 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION, STOCKWATER 
PAYNE, ED M; PAYNE, JAMES 
L 
63-848S6 UCense 2/23/1977 0,61 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION ANDERSON, EDMOND A 
I 63-8S17 :Jcense 2/28/l977 1.02 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 
ITANO, JAMES K; ITANO, 
i MABELY 
63-8525 license 3/3/l977 0.12 GROUND WATER IRRIGATlON ANDERS, EM'i!ONS 
63-8549 License 3/7/1977 1.60 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION GOODSON, EDWARD H 
AGUIRRE, LORI A; AGUIRRE, 
63-8565 License 3/8/1977 0.20 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION RONALD D; ROWE, KEVIN J; 
ROWE. TAMARA K 
' 63-85776 Ucense 3/2}!./1977 0.3? GROUND WATER IRRIGATION YAMAMOTO, PAULA 
63-8580 license 3/16/1977 1.00 DRAIN DITCH NO 3 IRRIGATION, STOCKWATER LEIGH, LENA L 
63-8639 License 3/12/1978 1.93 GROUND WATER lRRIGATION DYER,JOHNA 
63-8652 License 4/12/1977 2.00 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 
SVEDlf'!, ELLEN K; ;VEDIN, 
ROBERT A 
63-8719 license 5/13/l977 0.20 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION SCHUlERLANE FARMS INC 
63-8781 License S/4/l377 om GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION FREEMAN, HOWARD; 
FREEMAN, LINDA C 
; 63-8801 License 5/4/1977 0.10 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, !RRIGATION HASTRrTER, DONALD 
63-8823 License 5/10/1377 0.05 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION, 5TOQ(WATER 
CANNON, BERTHA; 
CANNON,JACK 
63-8837 License 4/27/l978 1.73 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION I DYER,JOHNA 
63-8851 License 4/28/1978 1.10 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION HARSHMAN, ALDEN W 
63-BBSZ License 4/28/1978 1.40 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION VINSON FARMS INC 
63-8969 License 6/24/1977 1.31 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION BURRILANE FARMS INC 
63-8999 License 3/8/1977 0.04 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC 
Sil VER TIP CELLULOSE 
INSULATJON CO 
63-9021 License 8/25/1977 0.06 UNNAMED SLOUGH IRRIGATION HOPKlNS, KENNETH J 
63-9022 License 9/6/1977 0.03 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION KIRKPATRICK, GERALD W 
63-9038 License 9/15/J!l77 0.72 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION LAMM, RO SERT W 
63-9039 License 9/13/1977 0.54 UNNAMED DRAIN IRRIGATION HARMON, EARL 
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63-9051 License l0/13/l!J77 0.28 GROUND WA•ER IRRIGATION 
ADAMSO~, ClARA K; 
ADAMSON, CUFFORD C 
63-9052 Utense 10/13/19n 1.00 UNNAMED DITCH lRRIGATION BRUVELElT, BITTY L 
63-9095 License 12/12/1977 0.08 GROUND WAffR COMMERCIAL 
IDAHO LAND DEVELOPERS 
INC 
63-9137 License 4/17/1978 0.26 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, lNDUSIBIAL RIDDLE, EDWARD B 
63-9l.49 License 5/J5/JSJ78 0.06 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 
TAYLOR, CAROLE; TAYLOR, 
LLOYD I 
63-9182 license 10/25/1978 0.10 MILL5LOUGH IRRIGATION ClARK, JOHN W 
63-91841) , License 11/1/1978 0.40 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION ANDERSON BROTHERS 
63-9185 Ucense 11/5/197& 0.17 GROUND WATER DOMESllC WARREN, NAN V 
BARTHOLOMEW, ClAUDE T; 
63-9190 UCense 11/27/1978 0.04 GROUND WATER fRRIGATION1 STOCKWATER BARll-lOLOMEW, VIRGINIA 
' M 
63-9210 t License 1/'lB/1979 0.16 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ; LV~E.E, BUD 
63-9214 Llcense 2/22/1978 0.12 WASTEWATER lRRIGATION JOHNSTON, LEO R 
63-9242 Ucense 6/25/JSJ79 0.11 GROUND WATER DOME511C, IRRIGATION 
BERG, JEFFREY; BERG, 
KATHERINE 
63-9249 License 6/18/1979 0.03 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
EVA~S BUllDING CENTER 
lNC 
63-9259 License 7/2/l'il79 0.08 GROUND WATER DOME>11C, IRRJGATION 
NIHILL, ARCHIE M; NIHILL, 
GRACE L 
63-9305 License 11/9/JSJ79 0.64 WASTEWATER IRRJGATION HOWERY, FRANCES W 
63-9312 License 11/23/15J79 0.03 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC FUJII, EOSON A 
63-9327 License 12/31/1979 0.18 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION CONNOLLY JR,EDWARDJ 
63-9331 license 1/17/1980 0.10 GROUND WATER MUNICIPAL ClrY OF EAGLE 
63-9342 License 2/l.2/1980 0.20 GROUND WATER 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, STRElB, G ROYDENi STREIB, 
STOCKWATER PATRICIA 
63-9369 License 4/22/1980 0.03 GROUND WATER JRRIGATION 
MILLER; GISElA; MILLER, 
RANDALL 
63-9374 License 5/6/1980 0.10 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION GREEN WORLD INC 
63-9407 License 6/3/1980 i 0.20 GRANITE CREEK MINING OLSEN, DOUG 
53 .. 9424 License 7/23/1980 0.12 GROUND WATER lRRIGATION ?IPKIN.,A G 
63-9426 Lkense 6/12/1981 0.0B GROUND WATER DOMESTIC EASTLAKE ESTATES 
63"9431 License 8/4/1980 0.04 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 
LARSON, VERN C; 
TERWlLLEGER, DIANE L 
63-9646 license 3/25/1981 0.19 BUCKSKIN CREEK MINING HARRIS, FRED; MILlS, JACK 
63-9659 License l/12/1.981 0.16 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION PON DEROSA NURSERY 
i DIVERSION TO STORAGE, 63-9672 Ucense 10/4/1.985 5.49 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION FROM STORAGE, RHEAD, BOB 
IRRIGATJON STORAGE 
63-9680 license 3/3/1981 0.04 GROUND WATER 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGA110N, DAV!SON, GLENNA B; 
STOCKWATER DAVJSON, HARRY M 
53-9731 Ucense 5/7/l'iYdl O.D2 EIGHTMIIE CREEK IRRIGATION 
DORAN, JASON G; DORAN, 
STACYL 
63-9749 License 6/23/1981 O.o7 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, lRRIGATION 
STINEMETZ JR, OMER 
EUGENE 
63-9752 License 6/25/1981 O.Sl 
WEST FORK GRANITE 
MINING VIAM1 LAWRANCE G CREEK 
BISHOP, JACK; BISHOP, 
63-9760 License 7/2/1981 0.03 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION KATHY; COIE,JUDITH C; 
COLE,W R 
63-9832 License 11/23/1981 0.09 GROUND WATER OOME,TIC, IRRIGATION JENSEN, RONALD R 
63-9869 license 1/11/1982 0.18 GROUND WATER IRRlGATION OEIRICH, RAYMOND M 
53-9899 License 4/W/1982 0.02 GROUND WATER IRRJGATION LEONARD, ROSALIE E 
63-9945 License 9/2/1982 0.15 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BINDER, LARRY 0 
63-9946 Ucense 9/22/1982 o.oa GROUND WATER HEATING BOYLAN, RICHARD E 
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63-9963 License 3/23/1982 0,10 WASTEWATER j IRRIGATION NOE, MARY F; NOE, 
WARREN 
63-9978 Ucense 3/24/1984 0.16 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION HENDRICKSEN, ROBERT; 
HENDRICKSON, CINDY A 
63-10004 Lic~nse 3/15/1983 0,03 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 
BURROUGHS, CAROL M; 
WOODS, ST FRANOS 
63-10015 License 7/8/1983 0.08 GROUND WATER COMMERCIAL 
J R SIMPLOTr..0; SlMPLOT 
SOIL BUILDERS 
63-10032 Llce.nse 5/10/1983 0.02 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION LACKLAND, HILDA D 
63-10033 License 4/6/1983 0.16 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION THOMAS, HAROLD E 
63-10062 License 6/8/1983 0.06 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC 
MORRISON, PATRICKJ; 
VAUGHN1 DUANE T 
63-10106 License 6/29/1983 0.04 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC CONESCO OF IDAHO 
63-10108 Lfcense 5/27/1983 0.09 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC,.IRRIGATION 
MATTHEWS, DALE c; 
MATTHEWS, MARY J 
63·10112 License 5/5/1984 0.14 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC 
VAI.UVUE SOlOOL DISTRICT 
N0139 
i 63-10128 License 9/lll/1983 0.04 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC ODE WlLLtAJv1S WATER ASSN 
63-l.0140 License 6/28/1983 0.12 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC JONAS, EV LYN M 
I 
8/8/1983 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
63-10174 Ucense 0.02 WEST FORK SPRING STOCKWATER, WILDLIFE , ACTING THROUGH 
63-10176 License 8/8/1!1&3 0,02 SPRING STOCKWATER, WILDLIFE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
ACTING THROUGH 
53-10187 License 7/6/l983 0.04 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATJON 
MESENBRIK, EUGENE; 
MESENBRIK, MARY 
63-10196 Ucense 8/26/1983 0,02 JEFF SPRING STOCKWATER, WllDUFE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
' ACTING THROUGH 
63-10200 License 8/1/1983 0,02 SPRING S.OCKWATER, WILDLIFE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
ACTING THROUGH 
63-10218 License 3/12/1984 0.06 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION MOORE, WILLIAM L 
63-10247 License 6/18/1984 0,03 GROUNDWATER IRRIGATION LORENSEN, DALE 
63-10252 license 6/13/19&4 0.08 GROUND WATER DOME57'JC 
PARSONS, BEULAH; 
PARSONS, WALTER H 
63-10352 Ucerise 4/2/1986 0,05 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, lRRIGA110N SOLIS,GEORGE 
63-10353 license 3/26/1986 O.lll SPRING STOCKWATER, WILDLIFE USDA FOREST SERVICE 
53-10354, License 4/1/1986 0,06 SPRING STOCKWATER, WILDLIFE USDA FOREST SERVICE 
63-10355 License 4/1/1986 0.06 SPRING STOCl<WATER, WILDLIFE USDA FOREST SERVICE 
63-10356 Ucense 4/1/1986 0,08 SPRING STOCKWAT€R, WllDLiFE USDA FOREST SERVICE 
63-10358 License 4/1/1986 0.06 S?RING S!OCKWATER, WILDLIFE USDA FOREST SERVICE 
63-10368 License 7/3/1986 0.04 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION BASiN SCHOOL DJSTRICT #72 
63-10392 License lZ/16/1936 0.04 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC MATZEK, MIKE 
63-10464 license 4/30/1987 0.02 GROUND WATER IRRIGA110N 
BOONE MEMORJAL 
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH 
63-10512 License 6/29/1987 0.17 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATJON 
CONSOLIDATED PROPERTIES 
OF IDAHO llC 
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2. Order Closing Claims Taking 
and Disallowal of Unclaimed 
Rights, 
filed February 13, 2013 
DISTRICT COURT - SRBA 
Filth Judicial District 
County of Twin Falls - State of Idaho 
FEB 1 3 2013 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
InReSRBA 
Case No. 39576 
) Basin-Wide Issue 16 
) Subcase No: 00-92099 
) (In Re: Form and Content of Final Unified 
) Decree) 
) 
) ORDER CLOSING CLAIMS TAKING 
) BASINS 01, 02, 03, 31, 34, 35, 36, 37, 41, 





This Court issued an Order Setting Initial Status Conference Re: Form and 
Content of Final Decree on January 13, 2011. On July 15, 2011, this Court entered its 
Order Establishing Steering Committee and Notice of First Scheduled Meeting. "The 
steering committee ("Committee") is charged with identifying issues and sub-issues 
pertaining to the form and content of the final decree to be entered upon completion of 
the SRBA." Id. at 1. The Committee is also "charged with recommending a logical 
order and time frame in which these issues and sub-issues should be decided." Id. 
In the State of Idaho's Initial Comments on Form and Content of Final Unified 
Decree, filed May 17, 2011, the State of Idaho ("State") recommended the Court 
"establish a schedule for closing claims taking in each of the reporting basins ... [i]n 
order to allow sufficient time for development of general provisions and preparation of 
the final decree .... " Id. at 6. On July 18, 2011, the State filed its Supplemental 
Comments on Form and Content of Final Unified Decree, in which it proposed a 
schedule for closure of taking oflate claims in the SRBA basins. The proposed schedule 
divided the SRBA basins into three groups based on the following criteria: (i) the amount 
ORDER CLOSING CLAIMS TAKING INBASJNS 01, 02, 03, 31, 34, 35, 36, 37, 41, 45, 47, and 
63 AND DISALLOW AL OF UNCLAIMED WATER RIGIITS 
s:\ORDERS\Basin Wide Jssues\Basin-Wide Issue 16\0rder Closing Claims Takings and Disallowal (Group IIl).doc 
of subcase activity within each basin, (ii) regional distribution of the closures to spread 
the workload out for IDWR, and (iii) SRBA basins that represented an entire drainage 
basin, At its initial meeting, the Committee reviewed the State's proposed basin closure 
procedure and recommended that this Court in1plement that procedure. 
On October 12, 2012, the Court issued its Order Establishing Deadline for Late 
Claim Filings in Basins 01, 02, 03, 31, 34, 35, 36, 37, 41, 45, 47, and 63 ("Deadline 
Order''). This Court found that the Committee's proposal for closure of taking of late 
clainis within basins based on subcase activity, staging ofIDWR's workload, and 
drainage basins was a logical and necessary step in the completion of the SRBA, and 
ordered that clainis takings in basins 01, 02, 03, 31, 34, 35, 36, 37, 41, 45, 47, and 63 be 
closed on January 31, 2013. 
II . 
. DISCUSSION 
Completion of claims taking in individual basins is an essential first step to 
completion of the SRBA. Without it, completion of the SRBA will not occur. 
Based on the criteria identified above, the Deadline Order provided that "except 
for de minimis domestic and stockwater uses and late clainis required to resolve pending 
litigation on the date of this Order in the SRBA, the last date to file a MOTION TO FILE 
LATE CLAIM in Basins 01, 02, 03, 31, 34, 35, 36, 37, 41, 45, 47, and 63 shall be 
January 31, 2013." Deadline Order at 4. Exhibit I to the Deadline Order included a list 
of non-de minimis water rights from IDWR's water rights database that IDWR 
determined were required to be claimed in the SRBA. The preparation of this list was 
undertaken as a courtesy to the water users, not as an additional due process requirement. 
The Deadline Order provided that "[i]f unclaimed, these water rights will be decreed as 
disallowed." ld. at 3. 
Claimants in each of these basins previously received extensive frrst-round and 
second-round Notice of Filing Requirements in the SRBA. See Idaho Code § 42-1408. 
These notice procedures meet constitutional due process requirements. LU Ranching Co. 
v. US., 138 Idaho 606 (2003). 
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As of January 31, 2013, 69 motions for late claim in basins 01, 02, 03, 31, 34, 35, 
36, 37, 41, 45, 47, and 63 were received by the Court. 
ID. 
CONCLUSION 
In accordance with the Deadline Order, the Court has determined that except for 
de minimis domestic and stockwater uses and late claims required to resolve pending 
litigation on the date of this Order in the SRBA, that claims taking should be closed in 
basins 01, 02, 03, 31, 34, 35, 36, 37, 41, 45, 47, and 63. Further, the Court has 
determined that unclaimed water rights represented by the water right numbers listed on 
Exhibit 1 to this Order, expect for any deferrable domestic and/or stockwater portion of 
such rights, should be decreed as disallowed. 
Tbis Order does not alter the deferrable nature of de minimis domestic and 
stockwater rights as provided for in "Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and Order 
Establishing Procedures for Adjudication of Domestic and Stock Water Uses" 
(January 17, 1989). 
Tbis Order does not preclude filing of late claims related to the resolution of 
litigation pending at the time of this Order in basins 01, 02, 03, 31, 34, 35, 36, 37,41, 45, 
47, and 63. 
IV. 
ORDER 
For the reasons stated above, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that, except for de 
minimis domestic and stockwater uses and late claims required to resolve pending 
litigation on the date of this Order in the SRBA, 1 claims taking in basins O 1, 02, 03, 31, 
34, 35, 36, 37, 41, 45, 47, and 63 is closed. No late claims will be accepted for filing in 
basins 01, 02, 03, 31, 34, 35, 36, 37, 41, 45, 47 and 63, except as expressly provided by 
this Order. 
1 "Pending litigation" refers to an active, related subcase(s) pending at the time of the basin closure 
deadline wherein an additional late claim(s) is required to resolve the related water right(s). 
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IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that all unclaimed water rights represented by the 
water right numbers listed on Exhibit 1, except for any deferrable domestic and/or 
stockwater portion of such 1ights, are hereby decreed as disallowed. 
The Clerk of the Court is hereby instructed to file a copy of the Order Closing 
Claims Taking in Basins 01, 02, 03, 31, 34, 35, 36, 37, 41, 45, 47 and 63 and Disallowal 
of Unclaimed Water Rights in the above captioned subcase and in the SRBA main case 
00-39576. 
D,,,,/f//JWJI.IU'/I'l, J.i/3 , 5:7? __ _ 
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Presiding Judge 
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EXHIBIT 1 
B I 01 P t ti I[ U I • d W t Rights E h b + I asn o en a.y nc.a1me a er 
I I 
1-11 Decreed 4/1/1939 7.00 SNAKE RIVER IRRIGATION TlllEY, ClARENcEH 
1-12 Decreed 4/1/1939 4.00 SNAKE RIVER IRRIGATION l<ENDEU.,, WllUAM 
1-77 Decreed 12/14/1891 600.0Q SNAKE RIVER 111lliGATION IDAf\O CAflAL & IMPROVEMENT CO 
1.-BSR Decreed 6/1/1891 1,04 SNAKE RIVER IRRIGATION ISLAND !RRIGA:"ION CO 
1~83V ::><,creed 6/1/1!!91 0.20 SNAKE RIVER IRRIGATION BURKE,CW 
1-90 Decreed 6/1/19-02 2.40 HENRI'S FORK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION : KOOCH, JOHN W 
1-ll6AQ Decreed 6/1/1887 3.20 DRY s~o : OOMESTC, IRRIGA'.110N ' HARRISON CANAL & IRRIGATION CO 
1·117AS Decreed 6/1/1888 SNAKE RIVER LONG ISLAND IRRIGATION CO 
l•ll8AO, Decreed 6/1/1889 9.13 SNAKE RNER IRRIGAllON LONG ISLAND IRRIGATION CO 
i 1~1l8AT Decreed 6/l/1889 0,26 SNAKE RIVER IRRIGATION 
lONG ISLAND IRRIGATION CO; WE 
' 
l>AAKDULL & SONS INC 
1-130 Decreed 6/:0/1885 13.4-0 DRYBED 11'-'ll€ATION NEl.SON, SOREN; SUMMERS, STEPHEN 
J: StlMMERS, WILLIAM ' 1-J#X De.creed 6/30/18&5 ::£!.SO SNAKE RIVER IRRiGATION PMSOrlS DITCH CD 
1-168 0€cre:ed 11/<S/1902 4,00 HENRYS fORK IRRIGATION SHERMAN, SH; SHERMAN, SARAH E 
1•173 Decreed 8/17/1901 100.00 HENRYS fORK MUNICIPAi., POWER SAlNT ANTHONY POWER & LIGHT CO 
1-174 Decreed .9/:ljl.901 0.34 HENRYSFORK IRRIGATION SAINT ANTHONY RAILROAD CO 
1-178 Decreed 11/25/1902 12-80 HENRYS FORK IRRIGATIOl'l 
S\JLUVAN1 MARYA; SUU!VAN, 
THOMASF 
. 1·189 D1er:reed 6/l./1893 1,20 LlNNAMED STREAM IRel!GATION THOMAS, HENRH 
1-197 De:r~d 11/13./1898 75.00 SNAK.E .RIVER POWER WRIGHT,G 6 
1-228 Decreed 3/5/lE02 4.00 St-/AKt RIVER fRRJGATION 
SCHOJ,E, HENRYT; SCHODDE, 
MINNIE 
1-282 Dl!creed 9/7/1Sl5 100.00 SNAKE RIVER POWER PAQFlCORPAN ORGECN CORP 
1-283 De-creed 11/14/1924 1,500,00 SNAKE RIVER IRRIGATION PACIFICORP AN ORGEON CORP 
1·289 Decreed 5/31/1913 3,50 SNAKE RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION lAHARTEI\T & CO 
1-2'.l2A Decreed 10/3/1904 22.48 HENRYSFORK IRRIGATION SORENSEN, ROYALJ 
1,29>B Decreed 10/3/1904 3.25 HENc\YSfORK IAR!GATION 
, SORENSEN 1 ROYALJ; SORENSON, 
'HUGHC 
l-29l Decreed 2/20/L:109 15.€0 DRY BED IRRIGATION 
BRAMWELL, .~DNA E; BRAMWELL, 
VIOlAM 
1-308 Oecrl!ed 4/1/1939 6.00 ! SNAKE Rll'ER IRRIGATION FOX, DEWEY I 
1-31111 Decreed 4/1/1939 DAO SNAKE RIVER IRRIGATION HOLDEN, REBECCA l 
1·314 Decreed 4/1/1939 5.00 SNAl(ERIVER IRRIGATION JACKSON, MARVIN M 
1-318 Decreed. 4/1/1939 4.00 SNAKERI\IER l~RIGATION ! IVW:KAY, ROBERTO 
1-~25 Decreed 4/1/1939 2,00 SNAKERIVER ' if<RlGATlON j 5AKAGUCHl, SM1 
BAANDYWINE 
, 1-364 Decreed 3/2:ljl.909 3.20 SLOUGH, SNAKE IRRIGATION, P~ SlTTON, HARRY 
RIVER 
BRANDYWINE 
1·365 Decreed 1/Z,/1916 ~.zo SLOUGH, SNAKE DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BITTON, f\ARRY 
RIVER 
BRANDYWINE 
1-366 De(;reed 11,i11ne 4.20 SLOUGH, SNAKE DOMESTIC, lRRlGATION STOLTENBERG, FRANCIS 
RIVER 
' llRANDYWINE i 1-367 Decreed l/2,/1916 2.40 SLOUGH, SNAKE DOMi:STIC, IRRIGATION KRUSE, JOE 
RIVER 
1·2001 Lk:ense 5/7il!J04 ! 1.so SNAKERlVER OOMCS11C1 lf:RIGATION Gli,SON, WESi.EY 
1·200S License !1/30/1905 1.12 SNAKE RIVER DOMESTIC, IRR1€ATION SMITH, CHMlE D 
1·20078 License 9/1.5/1905 1.42 SNAKE RIVER 
IRRIGATION, 
BEEJ\MAM, JOHN E 
SJDCl(WATER 
1-2008 :Jcense 12/11/1905 0.50 HENRYSFORK IRRIGATION iiOPF~ CEQl H 
1-2011 license 9/24/1906 O.l!O SNAKE il!VER DCME511C, IRRIGATlON BRADBURY, WIUIJIM A 
Page 1 of3 
'"~·201;;_ -~cerue 'S/30/191; . ud' SN~ER1VER • 
1
;R~IGA'fl:N:;;/"' \owo~,SIMON.; .: ·. 
1 
1-20128 llcense 3/21/1907 1.33 SNA)(£ RIVER DOMfSTIC, IRRIGATION LOV✓DE~, SIMON 
i 1-2018 Ucense 2/20/1909 15.60 SNAKE RIVER DOMBTIC, l~RIGATION 
BRAMWELL. ADNA E; BRAMWELi., 
VIOLAM 
1-2020 License 3/3/1911 4.56 SNAKE RIVER IRRIGATION aMDBURY, WA 
I 1-2021 License 1/15/1913 3.20 SNAKE RIVER lRRIGATIO\l TAYLOR, LYMAN A 
1-2023 License 5/31/1913 3.50 SNAKE RIVER !RRIGATION LA HARTEITT & co 
1¥2024 Llcense 11/20/1913 0.80 SNAKE RIVER IRlllGATIO\l WllSONr ANNA 
1-2034 Uce.ns~ 7/28/1919 0.30 i SNAl<E RIVEi< DOMESTIC, IR!ll6A TION 1 MORGAN, W!LUAM T 
DOMESTIC, lll.qlGATION 
1•2035 Ucense 12/22/1919 50.00 SNAl(E RIVER 
FROM STOR,\GE, 




1-2052 License 4/24/1948 2.00 SNAI\ERIVER IRR!GATICN \'/El.SON, EPHRAIM M 
1•2075 Ucense 7/5/1907 0.80 UNNAMED SLOUGH DOMESTIC, IRRIGA110"1 ' MOORE, DELLA C 
1•2076 License 4/9/1956 0.80 UNNAMED SLOUGH IRRIGATION MOORE, FRANCIS H 
' Statu:tcry 5/1/1960 ORE-IDA FOODS INC i 14000 Claim I.DO SNAKE RIVER IRRIGATION 
MOOS 
Statutory 
11/1/1~ 100.00 SNAKE RIVER [ STOCKWATER IDAHO IRRIGATION DISTRICT Claim 
1-4009 
statutory 




6/1/JJ!,89 35,00 SNAKE RIVER srOC!IWATER SUNNYDELL lllRIGATION Oi5T 
Clalrn 
i Stirn.r..ory I 14012 
! Clalr:i 
6/1/1905 10.00 SNAKE RIVER STOCKWATER MARTIN CANAL CO 
l-4C13 Statull:lry 7/12/1890 100.00 SNAKE RIVER STOCl(WATER HARRISON CANAL & lRR1GATION CO C!airn 
GROUND WATER ' 
1·401G 
Statutory 








6/l/1968 75.00 SNAKE RlVER 












5/1/1891 90.00 SNAKE RIVER STOct--WATER ISLAND lRRlGATIQN CO 
daITTl 
1-402!l 




11/l{l!IBS 30.00 SNAKE RIVER 
DOMESTIC, 
REID CANAL CO 
Clali'n STOCKWATER 
I 1-4032 · Statt.'tory 11/1/1886 40.40 SNIIKERIVER DOMESTIC, REID CANAL CO ! 
l CI01m STOCKWATER I 
1-4034 
Statutory 
ll/l/1884 8.00 SNAKE RIVER 








· 6/l./1885 MO SNAKE RIVER STOCKWATER LENROOT CANAL ::0 
Claim . Stotutory lR~IGATION, SNME RIVER VALLEY lRRIGATION 
1-4040 Claim 
7/9/1896 400.0D SNAKE RIVER STOCKWATER PISTRICT 
l-4042 
Statutrry 




6/1/1883 100.00 ORY BED 
DOMESTIC, PARKS & LEWISVILLE IR~lGATION CO 
Clalm STOCKWATER 
'"\!,•1~a ~it'.· ,.ff,··. '.p: i'J ~
~¥/{lg!l):l/if;, -
,, " ''~ ""lfll 1~1.IJji~ t ~: •"If" 1"rr'"':Jt~B~' .. ~ -·~.: ... ~t•~ :~ ~~~-1,a; 'i~ ~1 \w:~1.l· ,, -*~-. ~--~iiiilflfl&lf!fsj,t1~~fYtjfil[i\ I ·§ · · ~~~. · • ., 11 -. r.-11": -~-Wi~~(\)Jt~~ li, .. ,. , L ·, ~f- 1':l~1~~t•,·1 · j'tlJ;:·, --~;, f-L;~"' , ,[1-'V "''111·~ ~-'l;iff"lll'i\'!1i'"'III li  . .'C! ~.l J11 '' i~L"':~~ ~: ·, ,, ~ ,) ~-1t~1l.t. -., .. ·~•.+,;,,_, -~,ij~,.: .. ~';r'f.°w.~~¥)~ -~,;i;. 
1-4044 
Statutory 
2/27/1885 20.00 DRY BED STOCKWATER CLARK & EDWARDS CANAL CO claim 
1-4059 
Statutor,i 
6/28/1934 0.07 SNAKE RIVER 
STOCKWATER, UNJTED STATES OF AMERICA ACTING 
Claim WILDLIFE THROUGH 
1-7030 License- 3/27/1979 1.00 SNAKE RIVER IRRIGATION LOTT, TAYLOR 
1-7032 License 7/3/1979 2.16 ORY BED IRRIGATION CLARK, HAL 0; CLARK, MERLYN 
1-7036 Ucense 10/12/1979 0,02 SNAKE RIVER IRRIGATION HINZ, BURL L 
1-7037 Ucense 10/12/1979 om SNAKE RIVER IRRIGATION HENDERSON, SAMUEL \-1 
1-7047 Llcense 2/27/1980 0,02 SNAKE RIVER IRRIGATION JACK, RICHARD H; JACK, ROWENE 
1-7050 License 4/3/1980 om SNAKE RIVER IRRIGATION ACKERMAN, MARV(N 
1-7052 License 4/25/1980 0.02 SNAKE RIVER IRRIGATION 
WALKER, RAYMOND E;WALKER, 
REBECCA A 
Page 3 of3 
Basin 02 Potentially Unclaimed 'Water Rights 
2,2000 i Ucense 1.53 SNAKE RIVER DOMESTIC, i!lRlGATION MORDEN, STEPHEN R 
2~2003 ; Lfce:".Se 0,25 WEISER Rr,ER DOMESTIC, IRI\IGATION 81.ANCHARO, M RAY 
2-2004 Ucensa 2/42/1909 0,70 · SNAKE RtVik DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BEDfDRO, ERNEST 
' 
2-2006 License , 6/19/1909 1,00 SNAKE RIVER DOMES7K1 lRRIGATION BlANCHARD, MAR'!HA W 
2~2011 license 2/13/1911 C,10 SNAKE RIVER DOMESTIC, lRRIGATION WILBUR, WALLACE 0 
2-2015 License 7/17/1912 o.30 SNAKE RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HEFFNER, AGNES 
2-20;7 license 6/9/1913 0.56 SNAl<E RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CASTILE, SR 
2~2019 License 12/17/1912 1.20 SNAKE RIVER DOMESTIC, lRRIGATION VADER, ROY 
2-2031 Ucense 7/2:9/1919 M3 SNAKE RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GLASS, SAMUEL N 
2~2.::;53 Ueense l/3/1934 0,32 SNAKE RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGAflON EUSTIS, TED W 
2-2152 License 1D/26/l959 0,96 SNAKE R'VER IRRtGA-:'!ON TRIANGLE DAIRY INC 
2-4014 
' Stalt:tory 




lll/29/1920 10,20 SNAKE RIVER IRRIGATION ANGEL~ ROBERT R; ANGEL~ VICTORIA 8 
Clalrn 
2~7277 Ucens,:, 1/16/1979 0.02 SPRING IRRIGATION BYRNE, DELORES; BYRNE, EDWARD 
2,7300 Ucense: 4/25/1980 0.08 SNAKE RIVER iRR:GATION LINDEMANN, DONALD 
2-7921 Uce.nse J./25/~981 0.02 SNAKE RIVER IRRIGATION l MC DANIEL, JOHN A 
2-7327 Uce.nse 3/10/198: 0.02 SNAKE RIVER IRRIGATIO-N i DUNLAP JR, A.9THUJ:.: W; DL'NLAP, CORA P 
2-7366 license 12/25/l981 Q,2D SNAKE RIVER IRRIGA70N RROWN, JAMES F; BROWN, ROSEMARY 
Page1 cf1 
Basin 03 Potentially Unclaimed Water Rights 
Ucensi:: 2-48 
3-2016 license 7/17/1947 0.74 SNAKE RIVER IRRIGATION 
3-2026 License 8/19/1961 1.64 
SNAKE RIVER, UNNAMED 
DOMESTIC, IRRlGATTON BELL,ALVlEC 
STREAM 
3-2027 License 8/29/1953 0.96 SNAKE RIVER IRRIGATION LYDA, JAMES M 
3-2044 Ucense 10/21/19S7 l.15 SNAKE RIVER IRRIGATION ROEHL, AMY B 
3-2047 License 12/16/1958 1.37 SNAKERIVER IRRIGATION 




6/1/1955 1.70 SNAKE RIVER IRRIGATION U BAR M RANCH INC Claim 
3-4015 
Statutory 
6/1/1909 0.15 SNAKE RIVER IRRIGATION DAVIS, GERTRUDE Claim 
3-4020 
Statutory 
6/1/195S 0.02 SNAKE RIVER IRRIGATION ELKS BPOE 
Cl;;iim 
3-7014 License 8/12/1974 0.04 SNAKERIVER IRRIGATION 
TOWLE, GARY; TOWLE1 
SALLY 
3-7023 License 2/23/1979 S,30 SNAKE RIVER WATER QUALITY IMPROVEMENT US DEPT OF DEFENSE 
3-7026 License 3/4/1980 0.60 SNAKE RIVER IRRIGATION NAGASAKA, WRIGHT 
3-7032 License 6/29/1981 1.00 SNAKE RIVER IRRIGATION US DEPT OF DEFENSE 
Paga 1 of 1 
Basin 31 Poteotially Unclaimed Water Rights 
%1~~~.!H~~}l~f1'1l1~it~f~l~!if~. '1l~~j,. f.~~1ill~ti~,~ii1~11~111~!~g~;,1~1~1l~rrtS!11!~~\iffJ~1itrtt~iill 
jl}:818Q)1~P~i; 1~~l~f».ii ~~~~Jit~%~ &P!~l~,~ l~~\~~A~1~l~Jff~{t~t~i~i(~:/&~r~i!il{t~~ifz:f~~~1~$.'i'.l~itk~~J!W;1(~.iwi~~Affi 
31-9 Dei::reed S/1/1908 
31-10 Decreed 1/29/1910 
Decreed 7/23/1902 
31-16 Decreed 9/22/1909 
31-17 Dec.reed 2/1/1916 
31-21 Decreed 4/1/1920 
31-44 Decreed 11/1D/1924 
3H5 Dec;reed 8/16/1917 
31-68 oi:creed 11/22/19D9 
31-69 Decreed 11/,\2/1909 
31-93 Decreed lhS/1917 
31-94 Decreed 8/22/1918 
31-103 Decreed 
31-107 Decreed 5/1/1901 
31"108 Dei;reed 9/7/1912 
Decreed 9/2/lSJOS . 
31-148 Decreed 5/1/1898 
31-149 Decreed 10/1/1900 
31-l52 Decreed 5/1/1902 
31-153 De~reed 5/1/1902 
31-154 Decreed 6/1/15J09 
31-170 Decreed 4/18/1916 
Oecr-eed 8/24/1919 
31-172 Decreed 10/21/1915 
31-182 Decreed 11/21/1916 
31-183 Decreed 11/13/1914 










































































DOMESTIC, lRRlGATION, · 
STOCKWATER 
DIVERSION TO STORAGE, 
IRRIGATION FROM STORAGE, 
IRRIGATION STORAGE 
DIVERSION TO STORAGE, 



































Paga 1 of6 
ANDERSON BROTHERS BANI( 
ANDERSON BROTHERS BANK 
ANDERSON BROTHERS BANK 
ANDERSON BROTHERS BANK 
ANDERSON BROTHERS BANK 
BECKNER, AMBBOS£ j 
DONAHUE, MARGARET 
DONAHUE, MARGARET 
HARMON RESERVOIR CD LTD 
HARMON RESERVOlR CO LTD 
ESTATE OF THOMAS A 
JACKSON 
EST ATE OFTHOMAS A 
JACKSON 




Ml LLER, BERTH 
MILLER, BERTH 
MILLER & VIELE CO INC 
MILLER & VlELE CO INC 
MILLER & VIELE CO INC 
0 s·RlEN, BARTI-lOL-OMEW 
0 BRIEN, BARTHOLOMEW 
0 BRIEN, JOSEPHINE 
AUlDHOUSE, CLAUSON P; 
OULOHOUSE, CLAUSON P 
AULDHOUSE, GERRElTi 
OLDHOUSE, GERRElT 
PETERSON, MARIE V 
.. 




31-222 Decreed 5/3/1915 2.00 MUD LAKE 
j DOMESTfC, iRRIGAT!ON, 
SANOBECK, ANDREW 
I STOCKWATER 




31·228 Decreed S/1/1899 2.80 CAMAS CREEK 
DOMf;STJC, 'RRIGAllON, 
SCHALLER, CHARLES J ! 
STOd(WATER ; 
31-230 Decreed 4/4/1905 3.00 CRAil CREEK 
DOMESTIC, IRRJGATION1 FEDERAL lAND BANK Of 
STOCKWATER SPOKANE: SCHAllE'i', !(Ell 




31-234 Decreed 7/S/'JSJ20 °'90 SPRINGS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, SKOOA, OA 
I S1Dd<WATER 
31•236 Decreed !/30/l.917 1,60 MUD~E 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, 
SPALDING, FRED L 
STOCKWATER 
3i-J.S9 Decreed 5/1/1902 2.60 CRAB CREE~ DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, UNION CENTRAL UFE 
sroa(WATER INSURANCE CO 
3'.;.-2.60 Decreed S/l/1908 3,20 CROOKED CREEK 
DOMESTlC, IRRIGATION, UNION CENTRAL l!FE 
STOCKWATER . INSURANCE CO 




31-256 Decreed 6/1/191< 2.60 SPRIKG LAKE DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, PO?E, OiARtES E; WILMOT, 
STOCKWATER MILTON, 
31-288 Decreed 7/1(1893 D.40 UNNAMED STREAM 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, 
WOOD LIVE STOCK CO l..TD 
STOCKWATER 
31-303 Decreed 6/2"/1514 um CORRAL CREEl( DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, WOOD LIVE STOCK CO LTD 
STOCKWATER 
31-305 Decreed 4/1/1910 0.80 SPRING CREEK 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, 




Oecreed 11/6/1913 1.00 SPRING 
OOMESTlC, IR.!UGATiON 1 WOOD L!VE STOCK CO LTD 
1 STOCKWA.TER 
31~320 ; Decreed 9/l/1909 20.CO CAMAS CREEK STOC:<WATER WOOD l!VE STOCI CO LTD 
31-322 Decreed 10/1/1919 32.CO CAMAsCREEK STO~ATER WOOD LIVESTOCK CO LTD 
31~325 Decreed 6/11/1914 1.60 CAMAS CREEK IRRIGATION WOOD LIVE STOCK CO LTD 
. 31-353 Decreec' 10/2/:917 1.20 CAMAS CREEK 
\ DOMESTIC, JR.tm3ATION, 
HOLLEY WATER USERS ASSN 
STOCKWATER 
31-375 Oecre-ed 6/11/Ul14 1.40 HA'IMON SLOuGH STOCKWATER WOOD L!VE STOCK CO LTO 
31~$77 Decreed 5/18/1914 4,74 SPRING LAI(£ 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, 
MC KEVliT, PmR 
STOCl<WATER 
31-WOOA Ut:ense 8/21/1903 3,2G CHING CREEi< DOMESTIC, IRRl<SATION SlOOPS1 PD 
31-2GG0C U:.:er.se 8/21/1903 CHING CREEK IRRIGATION SPONG, GUSTAF 
:n~2oooa license 8/21/1903 1.<llJ CHlNG CI\EEK IRRIGATION DIJ'/N, liEUlA 
DRY COTTONWOOD 
31-2001 L\C!?l1Sf! 5/28/1904 2,40 ' CREEK, UNNAMED . DOMEsrlC, IRRIGATION STOOPS, PD 
· STREAM 
:n~2002 1 Ucense 6/30/'1J'l04 3,20 CAMAS CREEK DOMESTIC, IRR!6AilON JACOBY, JOSEPH 
31-2008 Ucerwe 12/'1./1904 32.54 CAMAS CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WOOD LIVE 5TOCI< CO L7'D 
I 31-2009 License S/4/1905 3.00 CRAB CREEi( DOMESTIC, IRRIGATlON TAYLOR, DUNCANS 
31•2010 Ucens-e: 5/12/1905 1.18. 
OLO HALLMILLSITE 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ROBBI NS, FRANKLIN S 
SPRING Cl'l£EK 
31·20l2 License 11/10/19D5 1 2,50 LEFT FORK MIDDLE DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ROBSON, LUCRETIA C I CREEK 
31·2014 License 11/10/1905 3.10 MlDOlE CREEK IRRIGATION STELZER, ISAllELlE ROBSON 
31-2018 Ucense 9/12/1906 l,80 MIDDLE CR,EK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ROBSON, LITl1E 
31-2020 license 4/24/1906 4,30 LITTLE MODOC CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ! PAUL, BERTH 
31-2023 license 8/8/1906 2.72 DIVIDE CREEK bOMESTIC, IRRIGATIO'I i TILLMAN, SAMUEL T 
31-2026 !..lcense 5/25/1907 1.60 CAMAS CREEK OOMESffC, IRRIGATION GRclNE~,) C 
Paoe2ore 
~~ltll lll-W~f l 1111-11W""'J~lrlfl!IJ;IP ·wtiJlfl!lf!,11if'~f""iiifg,~).'$~1 l's.1 ij::'"'..ijit t~,~J ~/~~}ii~t4t ·:. ~~.~~~Jr,a·.~~w~~~i><s,r,i,!?l'1l:rt-~~i .. :.r :~·· -;;i,; ~t,-~--~~'.lJ ·:tl~i!~ai .4;~ ~~tfi:!li~~l[tli 
31-2027 License 10/25/1907 3,80 DRY CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGAllON PETERSON, MARY JANE 
31-2029 License 4/3/1908 1,00 DUBOIS CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SPEAKMAN, M H 
3l-W30 Ucense 4/30/1919 2.20 PATELZICK CREEK OOMESllC, IRRIGATION BURNSIDE, ARTHUR G 
31-2033A License 7/1/1908 2.00 CROOKED CREEK OOMEs·nc, IRRIGATION CHRISTIANSEN, CHRISTINE 
31-20338 license 11/11/1908 2.00 CROOKED CREEK IRRIGAllON CHRISTIANSEN, CHRISTINE 
31-2034 license 10/19/1908 MO CRAB CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SCHALLER, CHARLES J 
31-2035 License 3/23/1909 2.24 CAMAS CREEK DOMESl'IC, IRRIGATION GREJNER1 E F 
3H036 Uce'nse 4/Z,/1909 0.80 SPRING CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGAllON GARDNER, PARLEY A 
31-2038A license 4/15/1912 80,80 MUD LAKE DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION OWSLEY CANAL CO 
31-2038B License 12/2/1915 72-60 MUD LAKE DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION OWSLEY CANAL CO 
31-2041 License 6/29/1909 1.60 DUBOIS CREEi( DOMESTIC, IRRlGATION YEAMANS, LUTHER 
31-2042 License 3/24/1910 0,52 
CROOKED CREEK, 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BURWELL, NORA E 
ROCK SPRING 
31-2043 Licens,e 9/16/1909 5,60 UNNAMED LAKE DDMESTJC, IRRIGATlOt'I 
JENSEN, ALMA L; LITTLEFIELD, 
JOSEPH 5 
3lr2044A license 9/22/l909 0.60 RATTLESNAKE CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
CAMPBELL JF!., JOHN; 
CAMPBELL, ELIZA 
31-20448 License 1/5/1910 1.00 
RAffiESNAKE CREEK, 
DOMESTfC, JR.RIGA110N 
CAMPBELL JR, JOHN; 
SAWMILL CREEK CAMPBEL~ CHARLES 
31-2046 license U/22/1909 2.44 CROOKED CREEi( DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GARDNER, ELVA; WOOD, H C 
31-20413 Llcense 11/22/1909 33.60 
WEST FORK CAMAS 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HARMON RESERVOIR CO 
CREEK 
~ --- - ------------ -£== __ ---·-·-· ·----
31-1050 License 2/213/1910 0.50 
BOX SPRING, LITTLE 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WOOD LIVE STOCK CO LTD 
ROCK SPRING 
31-2052 License 9/22/1914 2,00 
BEAVER CANYON 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION E LAIRD & SO NS 
CREEK 
31-2054 License 6/20/1910 6-40 
CHING CREEK, 
DOMESTIC, lRRJGATION PETERSON, STEVE 
COTTONWOOD CREEK 
31-2055 License 7/1/1910 0,9D THREEMILE CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION KELSON, CHRISTENA 
31-2DS7 License 7/19/1910 3.00 MUD LAKE ·DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION LUFKIN, GEORGE E 
31-2058 license 8/27/1910 2.00 THREEMILE CREEK DOMESTIC, lRRIGATION SANDERS, €A 
31-2059 License. 8/29/1910 3.00 MUD lAKE DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION LAKE, GEORGE 
31-2050 License. 9/14/1910 0.52 WARMCR,EK DOMESflC, IRRIGATION FREDERIKSEN, CHRISTINE 
31-2061 License l0/3/1910 3.00 MUD LAKE DOMES'flC, IRRIGATION HANSON, JOHN 
31-2D62A LJcense 10/3/1910 1.60 MUD LAKE DOMESllC, IRRIGATION NORDSTROM, CARL 
31-20628 License 12/10/1917 1.60 MUD LAKE DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION NORDSTROM, CARL 
31-2066 License 1/30/1917 1.60 MUD LAKE DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION PALMGREN, ERJCK E 
31-1.058 License 2/26/1911 1.50 COTTONWOOD CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ZlNK,JOSEPH H 
31-2070 license. 1/9/1911 0.42. SPRING DOMESl'IC, IRRIGATION RUFENER; HENRY 
31-2071 License 3/29/1911 2.40 CAMAS CREEi< DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MAGILL, CLARENCE 0 
31w2072 License 3/20/1911 3.50 CAMAS CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WILEY, MARIE 
31-2073 license 3/29/1911 1,60 MUD LAKE DOMESTIC, IRRlGATlON CUTLER, AGNES 
31-2076 Ucense $/9/1911 3.20 CHING CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SMITH, CHE1WIN 
31-2082 License 11/8/1911 1.40 CHING CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MC GOVERN, LEAH 
31-2086 License 12/lS/1913 1.60 MUD LAKE DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION !EMMITT, WILLIAM 
31-2087 Lice.nse 8/31/1913 4.00 COTTONWOOD CREEK DOMESTIC, lRR.lGATION ZINK, KATIE E 
31-2088 License 4/22/1912 2,40 CAMAS CREEK OOMESTIC1 IRRIGA71DN SPENCER, ORSON 
31-2090 License 4/20/1912 0.14 lDAHO CREEi( DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CARlSON, CHARLES GUSTAV 
31-2095 Licens·e 6/24/1916 2,44 MUD LAKE DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MILLER, AD_OLPH 
31-2102 License 9/17/1912 22,40 MUD LAKE DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION OWSI.EY, BERTHA I 
31-2106 License. 10/14/1912 0,80 UNNAMED JAKE DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION LUNDHOLM, SAMUEL W 
31-2107 License 11/7/191i 1.80 CAMAS CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WLLLIAMS, ALICE RAY 
P;:;ige 3 ofS 
' 
I c:-UNG CREEK, 31-2110 license 12/6/1912 6.00 COTTONWOOD DOMESTIC, IRR!GATION CASPER, GE'IEVA M 
CREEK, LITTLE CREEK 
31-t.111 License 11/1/1912 1,60 COTTONWOOD CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGA'10N HANKS, MARTHA f 
31-2113 License 12/5/l912 Z,40 CAMAS GREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGA110N WALKER, Wll.lJAM 
31-2115 License ' 2/20/1913 1,70 
SANDHOLE lAKE, 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION lARSEN, GEORGE R 
SPRING CREEK 
31~2117 ucense 6/16j1S16 5,74 CAMASCRE<K DOMEST!C, IR.'<IGATlON . HERRICI<, WILLIAM N 
3!-2H8 license 2/26/!!!16 0,74 CAMASCRE:K DOMESTIC, !RRIG~llON SANDERS, OA 
31-2123 License 8/24/1919 1,20 ~ MUOl.AKE IRR'.GATION 0 81llEN, MRfKOLOMEW 
31~212.7 License 8/30/1913 12,0'J : CAMAS CREloK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WOOD UVESTOCl( CO LTD 
,31-2128 Ucer.se 9/4/1913 9.46 MUDlAKE DOME5TIC, IRRIGATION BlNNAR:', GUSSIE; MO0LEY1 EUGENE F 
31-2130 License 9(4/1913 0.80 CORRAL CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SCHARFHAUSEN, WILLIAM 
HART1 CO; NEVILI.E, D Oi 
31M213l UC!:!JiS!': 8/3/1913 12,22 CAMAS CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION NEVILLE, LOUISE; PRES:"ON, 
CARRiE 
31-.2138 Ucense 12/15/1913 0,82. CROOKW CREl'K DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SMITH, HENRY C 
31-2140 Ucense 2/8/1914 0,40 CORRAL CREEK 1 OOMb"'flC, IRRIGATION OLSON, A~NA WUISA 
31-2144 Lloonse 4/21/1914 1.10 COTTONWOCO CREEK : DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HE!s.'OtRSON, ALSINA : 
31-2145 License 4/l4/1914 0,86 COTTONWOOD CREEK · DOMESTIC, IRfUGATiON FAYlE, ELIZASEJ'H 
31-2153 Llc:er.se 6/1/lS14 4,60 CRYSTAL LAKE DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WILSON, J'.JHfii 
31-2155 Llcense- 5/4/1914 6.70 CAMAS CREEK DOME5TIC, IRRIGATION 
HARDY, CKA!\LE5 W; HART, 
, ELIZABETH ) 
81-2158 license 6/11/1914 3.00 HARMON SLOUGH DOMESTIC, IRRlGATION DUNN, HELGA 
31-2160 License 6/29/1914 Q.40 CORRAL CREEK DOME511C, IRRiGAllON BURKE, ?ETfl! 
31-1162 License i 7/1!/1914 S.32 MUD lAKE DOM1'STIC, IRRIGATION WAGONER, THOMAS 
31-2165A l License 3/13/1915 0.44 CAMAS CREEK DOME5l1C, !RRiGATiON MC CANN, MAB.Y L 
31•2170 License lli!7/1914 3.40 CAMAS CREEK OOMESllC, IRRIGATION 
PERKINS, CHARLES; WOODIE, 
FREO 
:11·2171 Utense ll/17/1914 3.30 
WEST FORK CAMAS 
DOMESTIC, IRlilGATION HART, CO; lARSEN, CHARLES E 
CREEi( 
31-2176 Ucense: 1/7/1915 1.20 BEA VER CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION STRINGHAM, DAVID 
31-2177 Licenrie 3/31/1915 6.26 
EASHAMAS CREEK, 
; DOME511C, IRRIGAllON FREDERIKSEN, FRED<'RII< 
WARM Rl\/liR 
ll-2181 ucerrse 5/20/1$'1!, 0,80 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGA1l0N TAVENNER, HK 
31~2182 Ucense 7/3/1915 2,00 MUDlAKl: DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SANDB/ICH, ANDRE.AS 
31•2lll4 License 9/2./1915 6.40 MUDLAXt IRRIGATION WlLEY, MARIE 
31-2189 Ute:nsfl 2/28/1916 0.70 
CROOKED ::REEK, 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION Kl.AMT, HERMAN F 
SPRING 
31~aoo Ucense 5/9/1916 0.80 DRY CREEK DOMES:lC, IRRIGATION LOVE,, EARU 
31-2204 :J;ense 9/13/1917 3.20 MUDLAKli. DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION FERRUSI, LEWIS 
3i,2205 Uce.nsa 1/l,'1918 5.06 CI\MA5CREE!( IRRIG!ATION HITTCHISON. W H 
31-2ZZO Lic~rnse 9/15/1919 6.00 DRYCRE!;K DOM£STIC, IRRIGATION WOOD LIVESTOCK CO LTD 
3t<iBo ucen.se ' S/lll/1922 O,Gl BEAVER CREEi( DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MARLOW, THOMAS Gil.BF.RT 
3-1~2.244-A 1/20/1931 1.30 <iROUND WATER DOMESTIC, !RRIGA110N 
' 31-2250 Ucense l/4/1932 4.110 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION , US OEl'TOF INTERlOO 
a:-2260 :..kense 9/6/1937 D,02 SPRING 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, j HALVERSON1 SHE.RMAN-S 5T0Cl(WATER 
31-2283 Ucense 8/Z2/1345 2.96 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HAYES, GEORGE W 
31-2400 License 4/30/l!J62 0."!9 GROUl'IO WATER IRRIGATION TAYLOR, LLOYD ~ 
Statutory 
IRRlilAllON, S~OCJ(WATER 





11/15/1932 50,00 GROUt.D WATER IRRIGATION INDEPENDENT WATER USERS 
C1!10\ OF MUD LAKE INC 
31·4006 
Statutory 
5/10/1971 6.10 COTTONWOOD O<EEK 
DOMESTIC, iRRIGA TION, BUCKLAND, GLADYS; 
Cialm STOCJ(WATI:R BUCKLAND1 STEVE E 
31"4013 
Statutory 




5/)/1935 3,10 GROUND WATER !RRIGAilON . EDIE, A!HHLJ:,;; EDIE, RICHARD Claim 
31-4020 
Statutory 
S/23/1905 3,50 GROUNDWATER DOMESTIC,STOCKWATER USDA fOREST SERVICE Claim 
31-4035 
Statutory 
4/15/1935 4.00 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION, STOCKWATER EDWARDS, DAVID F Claim : 
31-4036 
Statutory 
$/10/1940 0,14 GROUND WATER DOME511C, IRRIGATION HANSEN, MELVIN l Claim 
31-4()6$ 
Statutory 




S/1f1346 0,19 GROUND WATER 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, YEARSLEY, ROY D; YEARSLEY, 
Clalm STOCKWATER RULON R 
St.Jtutory 
DOMESTIC, FIRE 




8/!/1934 2.00 PATEi.ZiCK CREEK IRRIGATION, STOCKWATER ZWEIFEL, GLENN F 
' ; Claim 
31-4080 
Statvtory 
l0/1/1947 0.16 GROUND WATER 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, 




12/24/1961 0.06 GROUND WATEI\ 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, 




6/1/19413 0,21 GROUr,)D WATER 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, 
\ WILD!NG, N!LE C~lm STOCKWATER 
31-4103 
S-tatutory 









I 31-4113 Claim 




$/11/1938 1.23 GROUND WAT,R DOMESTIC, STOCKWATER 




8/1/1924 1,23 GROUND WA,.ER DOMESTIC, STOCKWATER 








6/1/1932 D,14 GRCUNO WATER D.OMESTIC, IRRIGATION 




6/28/1934 0.41 PATELZICK CR.EEK STOCKWATER, WILDUFE 
UNITED 5Tl\TES OF AMl:RICA 
Claim ACTING THROUGH 
31-4137 
.Statutory 
6/28/"34' 0.36 COTTONWOOD CREEK STOCKWATER, WILDLIFE 
VNITTO STATES OF AMERICA 
Claim ACTING THROUGH 
31-4138 
St>Mory 
6/28/1934 D,89 ORYO'<EEK STOCKWATERr WllOUFE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 






UNl1EO STATES OF AMERICA 
c1,1m CREEK ACTING THROIJGH 
31-4140 
Statutory 
6/1/1967 6.00 GROU~D WATER IRRIGA110N BAlL BROT:-iERS 
Clairr 
31-708SA License 4/3/1973 2,26 i GROUNDWATER IRRIGATIO~ BYRNE, P~Y EtBYRNI::, VERlA 
31-7130 License 7/30/1974 0.33 GROUND WATER· DOMESTIC BEAVER CIIEEK RANCH 
31-7336 License 2/1S/l9SO 0.04 MUD SPRING STOCKWATER USOA FOREST SERVICE 
: 31-7339 License 5/2/1980 0.04 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, fRRlGATION, EDWARDS, DAVID r· STOCKWATER -
i 31-7413 License 6/29/1983 0,23 GROUND WATER STOCKWATER US DEPT OF AGRICULTURE 
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Basin 34 Potentially Unclaimed Water Rights 
34-1 Decreed 7/1/1887 1.42 BIG LOSTRIVER I.RRIGATION JOHNSON, MARYF 
34-27 Decreed 5/27/1907 2,00 ANTELOPE CREEK IRRIGATION ANDERSON, HYRUM 
34·37 Decreed 7/1/1887 0.06 BIG LOST RIVER IRRIGATION ANDERSON, LOUIS . 
34-51 Decreed 6/1/1899 0.03 
34-75 Decreed 7/22/1901 0.04 
34-90 Decreed S/27/1907 Z.50 
34-91 Decreed 5/27/1907 1,50 
34,.,101 Decreed 8/13/1899 1.60 
34-150 Decreed 6/30/1896 0.40 
34-15BC Decreed 6/1/1B83 0,14 
34-1768 Decreed 4/22/1884 0,05 
34-183 Decreed 5/10/1897 1.00 
34-185 Decreed 10/15/1893 1.40 
34-190 Decreed 6/1/1890 1.36 
. 
34-202 Decreed 6/1/1901 2.40 
34-203 Decreed 6/1/1914 2.40 
34-204 Decreed 6/1/1914 2,40 
34-1.05 Decreed 6/1/1914 2.40 
34-206 Dec-reed 6/1/1901 S.60 
34-260 Decreed 9/1/1886 0.20 
34-261 Decreed 9/l/18B6 0,60 
34-262A Decreed 6/1/1890. 0.03 
34-285 De.creed 5/27/1907 2,00 
34-286 Decreed 7/15/1907 1.00 
34·306 Dec~ed 5/1/1885 O,Ol 
34-345 Decreed 3/12/1915 2.20 
34-396E Decreed 5/1/1885 0,11 
34-402 Decreed 6/1/1896 0.01 
34-419 Decreed 8/1/1898 0.10 
34-S45B 6/1/1887 o.90 
34-578 Decreed 5/29/1893 3.20 
34-604 Decreed 9/30/1914 0,80 
34-£70 Decreed 5/1/1905 Q.45 
34-671 Decreed 5/1/1909 0.BO 
34-679 Oecreed 5/27/1907 2,66 
34-706 Decreed 12/1/1916 3.20 
34-744 Decreed . 5/27/1907 2.00 
34-748 Decreed 1/1/1922 250.00 
34-749 Decreed i/1/1922 50,00 
34-B46 Dec:reed 8/13/1899 · 1,60 
34-853 Decreed S/1/1905 0,60 
BIG LOST RIVER 
BIG LOST RIVER 
DRYFORK CR!'EK 
DRY FORK CREEK 
CEDAR CREEK, DRY 
CREEK 
ALDER CREEK 
BlG LOST RIVER 
BIG LOST RIVER 
BIG LOST RIVER 
ANTELOPE CREEK 
BIG LOST RIVER 
TWIN BRIDGES CREEi( 
TWIN BRIDGES CREEK 
TWIN BRIDGES CREEK 
TWIN BRIDGES CREEK 
TWlN BRIDGES CREEK 
BlG LOST RIVER 
BlG LOST RIVER 




BIG LOST RIVER 
BIG LOST.RIVER 
BIG LOST RIVER 
BIG LOST RIVER 
BIG LOST RIVER 
BIG LOST RIVER 
DRY FORK CREEK 
BIG LOST RNER 
ALDER CREEK 
ALDER CREEK 
DRY FORK CREEK 
BIG LOST RIVER 
· DRY FORK CREEK 
BIG LOST RIVER 
THOUSAND SPRINGS 
CREEK 
CEDAR CREEi<, DRY 
CREEK 
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BABCOCK, HANNAH 
aER.TSCH, GUS 
BLISS, LULU E 
BLISS, PHILLIP R 
BRADSHAW, JOHN 
. CLARK, JC 
CONTINENTAL LIFE INSURANCE CO 
CROCKER, MRS THOMAS 
DARLINGTON LANO & CATTLE 
lRRIGATION 
DARLINGTON LAND & IRRIGATION 
CO LTD 









GRIZZLE, SI LAS 
GRIZZl.E, NAOMI 
HARDY, LOUISE 
HUNTER,. ALICE C 
JOHNSPN1 MARY F 
JONES, HARVEY 
KIDMAN, HARRIET M 
MCAFFEE, CLYDE 
NICHOLS,OW 
0 NEA~ RALPH 
SAX,JACOB M 
SAX1 JACOB M 
SHANAFELT, MERLE 
STINSON, CHARLES H 
l'HOMPSON, LL 
HUBBEll,J I; MULHALL1 CW; 
SHANE, AT; THOUSAND SPRINGS 
LAND & IRR CO; 'TUGGLE, J Bi 
WIPPERMAN, A J 
HUBBELL, J I; MULHAll., CW; 
SHANE, AT; THOUSAND SPRINGS 




-:'"·· ",je, -, '.' - . ' i' ., ¾'""f-:Af']'.i' . .. · -.. , ~ ., I e.• - ... , .:iW '1' . ~,r.., :1!· ,,, 00.)fA,.~ ,· ' . ...~~w'~, . .-· ·;w1~1,t,.\ ~4-,854 Decreed 7/1/1916 1.00 SIG LOST RIVER IRR1GAT!ON WILSON, GEORGE ; 
34-857 Decree.ti 5/1/19()5 O.f)O SIG LOST RWER IRnlGAilON YOUNG, HYRUM -
' 34,858 Decreed A/4/1914 2,60 BIG LOST RIVER IRRIGATION YOUNG, ,YRUM 
34-863 Decreed 6/1/1899 0,02 BIG LOST R:VER IRRIGATION YOUNG, OKIE LEE; YOUliG, TC 
3'H.!76 ~creed 12/30/1931 o.so BIG LOST Ri\/ER- IRl\lGATION BLACK, CHARLES H 
34-877 Dec.teed 5/27/1910 0.80 SIG tOST RIVER IRl'JGATION CHAPINt F'H 
34-662 Deci€.ed 4/24/19;?. 0.40 ANTELOPE C.SEEK IR.RIGATfON GILMOUR,AL ' 
34-900 Decreed 11/2/1901 0,0Z BIG LOST RIVE., IRRIGATION TIED MAN, HELEN A 
34~9C5 Dec~ed 12/'3lll91S I 0.28 ANTELOPE CREEK , IRRIGATION MAGEOORN, FRANK f 
34-920 Decreed 6/1/1B96 I 0.04 BIG LOST RIVER j lt\RlGAT!ON HOOPER, MARGARET 
34-928 Decreed 3/1/1910 20.00 CEDAR CREEK POWER ! MACKAY LIGHT & pow~, co ' 
34-£133 De.creed 6/1/1896 o.u BIG LOST RfVER IRRIGATION BUTTE COUNTY JO\J,ff SCHOOL 
DISTRICT #111 
1,4,-940 Decreed 5/1/1884 4.00 ANTELOPE rnEEK IRRIGATION USDA FOR.EST SERVICE 
94-941 Oocreed 2/1/1902 l 3.20 WILDHORSE CREEK IRRIGATION, USDA FOREST SERVICE 
34•942 Decreed 6/1/189<3 0-02. Bl$ LOST RlVER IRRIGATION VALLEY TRAOING CO 
34-9650 D~et\ 3/29/1885 0.50 CKAMPAGNE CREEK MINING 713BITT5, JOYCE 8; TIBBITTS, 
STEVENW 




34•968 Decreed 7/15/1907 3.40 DRY FORK c.REEK 
IRRIGA'fiON) 
ROTHWELL, LEWIS W 
STOCKWATER 
I CHAMPAGNE Ol:EK, 
34-969 Decreed B/ol/1911 2.12 SLAUGHTERHOUSE IRRIGATION; RITTHWEt~ LEWIS W 
GULCH CREEi( 
STOCKWATER 
34•201>:) License 9/3/1903 3.20 ROO<O\EEK I DOMESTIC, IRRJGATION WEST, ALVlr-.1 
34·2002 License 7/29/1904 0.42 BIG LOST R:VER I DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION E.ORlNGION, SA 
34-2003 Ucens~ 12/22/1904 MO NAVARIIE CREEK ' DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION DA\ilDSON, ELIZA E 
S4-:Z004 License 6/9/1905 1.32 BIG LOST RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION PURDY, WlWAM C ·-34-2.008 License 9/5/1905 3.1.6 BIG LOST RIVER DOMESTIC, JRRIGATION HOWELL, JOHN B 
34-2009 License 10/13/1905 6.40 BIG LDST RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BRADSHAW, JOHN 
34-2010 Ucerse 12/4/1905 o.BO BIG LOSf RIVER DOME:STIC1 JRRIGATION PE'NCE, CATHERINE A 
34-2013 License 2/23/1906 3,20 BIG LOST RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BRADSHAW JR, WILLIAM 
2,4,.2014 Uc:ense 2/23/1906 S.20 BIG LOST RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION DONAHUE, THOMAS 
' 34,,2016 t..lce.nse 3/29/1906 30.50 CEOAR C/IEEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HANSEN,CV I 
I 34-2017 License 5/25/1906 3.20 BIG LOST RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION jQNES, MARTHA A 
34-2020 Llcense 5/20/1906 1.60 81G LOS)'RIVER OOMESTJC1 IRRIGATION WELLS, WILLIAM W 
34-2021 Ucenfe 6/20/1906 2.40 BIG LOST RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HARRIS, EVAN. H 
34~2023 License 6/20/1S06 0,70 BIG LOST RIVER DOM,STIC, IRRIGATION WHITE, MAR~ A 
34-2024/.\ License 8/13/1906 1.60 DRY CREEK DOMESTlC, IRRIGATION WILSON, ROBERT H 
34-20248 U:ense 8/13/1906 1.60 ORY CREEK OOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WHIT€, JOSEPH 
34-20,5 U::e~e 10/26/1905 3.20 BIG LOSTRIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION PRITCHm, THOMAS J 
34-2027 , License ' 12/30/1906 1.20 SPRINGS DOMESllC, IRRIGATION NEWMAN, THOMAS l 
34-2028 ; License 1/28/1907 Z.40 BlG LOST RNER DOMESTIC. IRRlGATION THOMPSON, AtVOR C. 
34-2029 , Ucense 2/27/1907 1,60 UNNAMEO STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MORRISON, CHARLES W 
34-2031 ; License S/8/1S07 1,30 BIG LOST RiVER OOMESllC, IRRIGATION VANCE, PRISCILLA 
34-W3l ' Ucense S/8/1507 4,00 : PASS CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION TAYLOR JR, SAM F 
34-2034 Ucense 6/15/1907 2.00 WARM SPRINGS MINING LELAND, FRANK M 
v~was License 6/l7/1907 3.20 CEDAR.CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WEST,MAMiE 
34-2036 Ul:ense 5/14/lll07 · S.20 BIG LOST RIVER DOMEsTIC, IRRIGAT,ON GR.A Y, F EUGENE 
DRY CREEK, DRYFORK 
34-2037 License 7/JS/1907 4.53 ANTELOPE CREEK, DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION NICHOLS, OW 
LITTlECHICKEN CREEK 
SIJ..2039 Ucem.e 7/29/1907 1.40 MARSH CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRJGATiON RICHARDSON, DUESl!.LA i 
, Paae~ of 6 
34··2041 License 7/12/1907 0.80 WA.PM 5?RiNGS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WARM SPl\lNGS CREEi( AANCH llC am,K 
34-2043 Ucense l0/24/1907 1.34 BlG LOST RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION EVANS, DAVID H 
34-2044 License 10/11/1907 0,80 BIG LOST <!VER DOME$TIC, IRRl£ATION EVANS, SARAH A 
34-2047 Lketise 12/18/1907 0,80 BIG LOST RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MCKELVEY, ANNA 
34-2051 
. 
LiCS.I\S~ 4/4/1908 LSO PASS CREEK DOM!'STIC, IRRIGATION FUREY, A GRACE 
34'-2054 Ucense 7/15/'JEOS 0,4() : BIG LOST RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION lARTER, LEONE D 
: GARDEN CREEK, 
34•:lll56 :Jcehse 7/18/l90/J 3.20 WARM SPRINGS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BURTON, JOHN A 
CREEK 
34,2057 Ucense 7/13/1908 3.20 CHERRY CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MILLER, GR 
34-2058 License 7/6/1908 3,20 SWAUGER OITCH DOMES1IC, IRRIGATION PARIS, SJ 
34-20S9 Ucen;.e 8/24/1908 0,80 BIG LOST RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ANDERSON, CHARLES A. ; . 
24-286-1 License S/22/1908 4,80 CicJAR CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION Cl..lmK., ELIZABETH S 
34-2066 License iG/26/l90S 0.36 
urr;e COTTONWOOD 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WlUIAMS, THOMAS H 
CREEK 
34-2067 Licerise I 11/9/1908 0.44 ANTELOPE CREEK OOMESllC, IRRIGATION MC CLEUA'l, HENRY V 
34-2068 Lkense ; ll/9/1908 1,:W ANTELOPE CREEK DOMESTIC, lRRlGATIQN BROWN, MARTIN W 
34-2070 llcernie 6/15/1909 1.20 ANTE!.OPE CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CON'IBARY UMITEO PARTNERSHIP I 
34-2072 license 12/22/1908 0,44 BIG LOST RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 8EVERLIWO,GEORGE i 
34-2073 License 3/11/1909 2,60 BURNETT SLOUGH DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION LEMMON, JOHN J i 
34•2074 Ucen.se 5/2/1509 0.20 BIG LOST RIVCR OOMEITIC, IRRIGATIO!\l lEMMON1 DA V1D W 
34·2076 License 5/7/1909 0.34 WlllOW CREEi< DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HARRiS, JEN,:;!f',I N 
34-2077 license 5/12/1909 1.60 I JNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION PRITCHffi, iHOMASJ 
34~2078 Ucense 5/24/1909 0,60 BiG LOST RIVER DOMESTIC. 1RRIGATION CARLSON, JOHN i 
34-2079 llcense 5/27/)909 0.80 BIG LOST RNER DOMESnc; IRRIGA170N JENSEN, PETER N 
34•2080 License 5/27/1909 0.50 CEDI\R CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CRESTO, JOSEPH 
34'·2081 License 5/12/1909 0.88 ANTELOPE CREEi( DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SRENGMAN1 H 1 
34-2083 Llcens.e G/10/1909 5,?.0 ANTELOPE CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION .:ONES; WILLIAM H 
34,2086 Lke-ns.e 7/l!l/1909 0.70 BIG LOST RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WADDOUPS, EZP.A 
34-2-087 License 5/8/'JEG9 12,SO UPPER CEDAR CREEK OOMffilC, IRiUGATION "IUNTER,J B 
34-2089 License 8/2€/1909 2.80 ANTELOPE CREEK OOM5STIC1 tR!OGATION RICHARDSON, GEORGE P 
34-2091 License 10/11/1809 1.10 ANTELOPE CREEK DOMESTIC, ;RRIGI\TION CHERRY, Cl.ARA H 
34-2093 Lk.ense B;IZ./1910 3,20 CEDAR CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MUTZ, WILUAM 
34-2094 License 3/21/1910 1.60 CEDAR CREEK OOMES11C, IRRIGATION MC CANN, LENNINGTON 
34:2095 License 3/28/1910 0.4() M'TE\.OPE CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION LARSON, FREDERICK 
34-2096 Ucense 4/i2/1910 5,60 UPPER CEDAR ffiEEJ( DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION , SARRET, URAN1E . 
34·2098 Lke~:se 5/13/1910 1.50 CEDAR CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION I MC CANN, LENNINGTON 
3,-2100 License S/9/l!llO 0,80 SIG LOST RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ' MC HENRY, JOH'l 
34-2101 L.lcem.e 3/28/1910 4,B0 
SPRING, WILLOW 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SANDERSON, OLIVER G 
<:REEK 
34•21D4 License 7/17/1910 1.80 
CHERRY CREEK, 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MOUNTAIN SPRINGS RANCH LLC 
NORTH LAVA CREEi< 
COLD SP-RING CP.EEI(, 
34-2105 lke:nse: 6/1/1910 5,25, DRY FORK ANTEcOPE DOMESTIC,·IRRIGATION SCOT!', JOHN H 
CREl:K 
34-2106 Uceme 1l/29/19ll 1,00 CEDAR CREEK DOME.,"TIC, IRRIGATION 7 C\J\RK, Wlil!AM 
54-2107 Ll.;enie ' 7/UlilSlO 1,30 BOOMCI\EEK DOMESl'IC, IRRJGATION JONES1 CALEB tl 
34-llil'.l Ucense 9/12/1910 1.70 IJIG LOST RIVER i DOMESTIC, 11\RIGA TION a.ARK, DAN1EL 
34-2110 ucense S/le/J.910 0.2.0 BIG LOST RIVER . OOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WYATT,ANNAM 
34-2111 Ucanse. 7/21/1910 2.2.0 
CONGDON SPRING 
DOMESTIC, IRRiGATION 1RUSCOTT, LORENZO 
CREEK 
34-2112 license 9/12/l!rl.O 3,36 UPPEa CEOAR CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION VIAL, CAMILLE 
: 34-2113. l.lreris.e B/15/1)10 ,0.80 SPRINGS DOMESTIC, IRRiGATION \ HILE, SAMUEL 
Page 3o!B 
I 34-,tlS Ucense 10/14{1910 3.20 SIG LOST RIVER I DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION NIELSON1 SOREN R 
1- 34·2118 Lrcf'.nsa ll/9/1910 3,20 
WARM SPRINGS 
[ DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION COWGER, ALONZO T 
I CRoEK ' ! 34-2120 uce.nse. 3/4/:911 .. 1.30 ALOER CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CLARK,. CHASE A; CLARK, SOLON B 
34·1123 Ucense. 4/22/1911 MO UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WATSON, CHARLES W 
34-2114 License. 5/17/1911 i 1.58 ANTELOPE CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SPENCl'R, MR.SN 
34-2128 License. 5/12/"911 5.00 ALD~R Cn.EEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION a.ARK, CHASE A 
34,2131 llcen$e 7/5/1911 3.20 WHITE KNOB CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CLARK, CHASE,\; CLARK, SOLON B 
34.2132 License 7/6/19ll 0,70 LONE CEDAR CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION . SARRETT, JULES. 
34-21.36 Ucense 9/6/1911 2.40 UPPER GEOM CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SARRETT, JULES 
CHAt111PAGNE CREEK, 
34-2137 Ucer:se 8/31/1911 2.12 SlAVGHTERHOCJSE DOMES:IC, IRRIGATION NIC~Ol.S, D W 
CANYON CR"..EK 
S4~215S Llcen.se 8/30/1911 1.40 SIG LOST RNER DOMESTIC, IRR'G:ATION PORTER, THOMAS S 
34-21391< Ucer.se 5/1/1913 1,26 ANTELOPE CREEK DOMESTIC, IRR:GATION TAYLOI\, WILLIAM F 
34-21398 License 9/27/1911 0,94 ANTELOPE CREE( DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION TAYLOR, WILLIAM F 
3~2.141 Ucense 2/17/1912 Q.il() GARDEN CREEK DOMESTIC> IRRIGATION BURTON, MARY 
34-2142 License 2/10/1912 0.40 BIG LOSf RIVER DOMESliC, IRRJGAT!ON &VERlAND, JAMES 
34·Zl43 license 3/16/1912 1.80 LONE CEDM CREEK DOMESJ1C, IRRIGATION RAYMOND, <MILE 
.:J:4-,.2147 Ll:ense. 4/4/1912 0.40 
SPRINGS, UNNAMED 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGAT:ON POTTS, CrARLES R 
STREAM 
34·2150 License 4/29/1912 0,90 ANTELOPE CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGAT:ON CHC:RRY, MAR~ K 
34•21S2 u~nse 7/12/1912 1.20 ANTELOPE CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GOODMAN, LULIJ 
34·2153 License 7/13/1912 1.60 PASS CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION KRANOV!CH, JOE 
34-2154 Ucense 8/16/1912 o.so CEDAR C~EEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION Cl.ARK1 ELIZABETH 5 
34·2157 Ucense 11/6/1912 l,60 BIG LOST RIVER m·RJGAT!ON YOUNG, JOSEPH 
34-2154 Uce:ns.e 10/14/1913 3.20 BIGLOSrRI\IER DOMESTIC, IRRIGA170N SPE!R5, JAMES a 
34-2166 License 10/24/1912 1,6C 
DRY FORK ANTE'.OPE 
OOMEST!C, IRRIGATON SANDERSON, OLIVER G 
CREEK 
34--2168 License 11/11/1912 0.54 vl'H>l/lMF.D SLO;JGH ' DOMESTIC, IRR!GATION GAMET1 FRANK A ' . CHANEY, ED; FTTZG£RALD, AB; . 34-2169 license 1D/2ll/l912 1.60 BlG LOST ~NER. DOMIBIC, IRRIGATION 
STACY.JOSIE MAUD 
34-2178 Ucense S/17/l913 320 BIG LOST RJVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WAITT, GEORGE 
34-2179 Ucense 4/9/1913 2.50 BIG L05T RIVER DOMES'!JC, !RRlGAllON FRICKE\', WIUIA'vl 
34-2180 Ueet,se 12/18/l913 C.70 BlG LOST RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION LONGHURST, MURRAY 
34-218-:ZA Ucense 10/3/1913 C.4-0 BIG LOST RIVER OOME.ST!C1 IRRIGATION HARMON JR, ALLEN l 
34•21823 Lkense 10/3/1913 0.90 BIG LOST RIV,R DDM,ST!C, IRRIGATION HARMON, IILL,N I 
34·2183 Licimse 1l/1/l913 1.00 SIG LOST RNER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HARMON SR, ALLEN I 
: 34,2186 License 11/10/191$ 1.00 SPRING DOMES71C, MINING CANACAY,AW : 
34,2188 License 12/17/1913 0,20 BIG LOST RNER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION OLACJ\, CHARLES H 
34-21$6 License 1/7/1916 1.60 BIDDY CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION FALUN!, CARLO 
34-2191 License- 5/22/1914 2.40 SIG LOST RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION LAWSON, OVID 
34-2198 Lice.ns.e. B/8/191< 1,24 nRY FORK ANTELOPE DOMES11C, IRRIGATION Ml~LER, JOHN C . 
CREEK 
3,i.-2200 license 6/10/1914 0,4-0 BIG LOST RIVER 1 DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BAKER, ROSA 
34,,2213 Ucern;:e S/3/l9!5 0.60 BIG LOST RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION OLIVER, OLIVE E : 
34-2217 Licertse 8/1:1/1915 Q.80 GREENS DITCH IRRIGATION CURRAN,DEtLASCHAfF 
34-:me Ucsnse 6/21/1933 o.ao CARR SPRING INDUSTRIAL, IRRIGATION TAYLO~,. 0.YOE C; TAYLOR~ WAN I 
34,2230 License 7/2/1916 0,10 BIG LOST RIVER COMMERCIAL OREGON SHORT UNE RAlLWAY CO 
34-2238 license 6/27/1918 o.4O ANTELOPE CREEK DOMESTIC, !RRIGA170N TAYlOR, AMOSS 
34-2249 Ucelisf! 2/3/197.fl 034 LOWER CEDAR CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION <;LARK, WlLUAM 
34-2250 License 2/3/1926 0.10 LOWER CEDAR CREEK DOMESTIC, :i<RIGATION · CLARK, JOSF.Pli A 
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BIG LOST RIVER 
BIG LOST RIVER 







EAST FORK BIG LOST 
RIVER 
GROUND WATER 
LUCKY GULCH CREEK 
SPRING 








BIG LOST RIVER 
BIG LOST RIVER 
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MURGIC, STEVE 
W€1S~, JOHN B 
WEiSE.1 JOHN B 
KIMBALL, THATCHER 
JONES, OT 
MACKAY SCHOOL DISTRICT #182 
NEF, DWAINtA 
STEWART1 KENNETH 
FELTON, MARLIN H 
BEVERLAND1 SEYMOUR A; l<lNG, 
ALFRED L 
SOWARDS, NORMAN K 
WALKER, NED R 
SORGATZ, ETHEL MAY STRUNK 
USDA FOREST SERVICE 
WIESE, MAX 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
ACTtNG Tl·IROUGH 
LAMBERT1 HAAOLD C 
WEISE, JOHN B 
THORNTON, BARBARA V; 
THORNTON, ROBERT M 
FELTON, MARLIN H 
DAVIES, PHILLIP J 
FERGUSON, MILDRED M; 
FERGUSON1 VERNON V 
BRASWELL, DENNIS L 
BRASWELL, J LESTER 
WOODIE LANO & LIVESTOCK INC 
TAYLOR, RICHARDT 
RATHBUN, WAYNE 
USDA FOREST SERVICE 
USDA FOREST SERVICE 
WILLALIJACK MINING CO 
WADDOUPS, ROBERTO 
BMTTR, ROBERT F 
JENSEN, JACKA 
CITY OF ARCO 








12/1/1938 0.20 GROUND WATER 
IRRIGATION, 








11/28/1952 2.40 GROUNO WATEF. IRRIGATION 
HINTZE, DARLI\ A.NN; Hli'TTZE, 
Claim MELVi'l MARX 
34-4095 
statutory lo/1/1969 5?R1NG STOCl<WATER, WILDLIFE 
UNITED STATE$ OF AMERICA 
Clt1im ACT:NG THROUGH 
34-4129 
Statutory 
5/.1/1900 l.40 DRY FORK .CREEK 
IRR!GA!ION, 
1.EISURHANDS INC Claim STOCKWATER 
34"4134 
Statutory 5/1/191.3 12.00 SPRING IRRIGATION HOUSTON GllAlll<G 
Claim 
34-7052 Lk:ens.e 2/1/1974 1.00 SPRINGS FISH PROPAGATION . KIMBAL\., GEORGE C 
34-7191 ':..icense S/13/19n O.J2 GROUNDWATER IRR.GATION CHAMBERlAlN1 AtNIL 
STOCKWATER FROM 
34-7284 license 10/9/1900 0,02 BAILEY CREEK STORAGE, STOCKWAIB\ USDA FOREST SERV!CE 
SIDRAG'E, STOCKWATER 
STOCKWATEA FROM 
34-7285 License 10/9/1980 0.02 UNNAMED STREAM STORAGE, STOCKWATER USDA FOREST SERVICE 
STORAGE, STOCKWATER 
34-7350 i P-e,mit 4/29/1981 0.02 SPRING STOCKWATER USDA FOREST SERVICE 
. Page l;i oft 
Basln 35 Potenttally Unclaimed Water Rights 
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I 35-3 O.creed 5/1/1896 6.40 HUlLSPRiNG$ l~RIGATION I COOPER, SAMUEL 
i 35~4 Dec!'eOO S/1/1896 3.20 I BOONER OlEEK IRRIGATION 1 COOPER, SAMUEL 
I 
35-S Oecre,,d 6/1/1895 4.20 
HUU.S SLOUGH, MC 
IRRIGATION ! TUCKER SPRING DRISCOL~ MARTIN A 
! 35--8 Decreed 6/20/1891 3,ZO BODNE Cl<W(, HULLS IRRIGATION NELSON, JOHN 
SlDUGH 
35-S Decre~d 6/20/lB91 3.20 
BOONE CREEK, HUUS 
IRRIGAT10N NELSON, ANDREW 
SLOUGH i 
35-11 . Decreed 6/1/lB95 3.20 
HULLS SLOUG~, MC 
IR~IGATION GROVER, J A 
TUCl<ER SPRING 
35-12 De.creed 6/:1/1890 3.20 
BOO Ne CREEi(, HULLS 
iRR!SATlON HAMIL'fON, I-IARRY 
SLOUGH 
35-13 Decreed 6/11/lB!JJ I 4.00 BOONE CREFJ<, HULLS ;RRtGATJON HMt,ILTON1 !-iA...!'f;,RY SLOUGH 
35-14 Oetreed 6/1/1903 I 6.00 
HULI.S Sl.OJGH, MC 
IRRIGATION HAMlLTON, HARRY 
TuCl(ffi SP?.lNG 
35-16 Decre~d 6/20/1891 3,20 
BOONE C1!EEK, HUUS 
IRRIGATl:>N JOHNSON, EPHRAIM 
SLOUGH l 
3S..17 Decree=! 6/2JJ/1891 1.60 
BOONE CREEK, HULLS 
HlRIGATlON JOHNSON,JOSEPH SLOUGH 
35~;;1 Decreed 5/1/1903 2.40 MC-IJCKER SPRING IRRIGATION NELSON, NF 
35-22 oecretid 5/l/1903 1.60 MC'fUCKER 5?H!NG IRRJGATION NUGENT,LA 
35-23 Decteed 4/t'l/18'!5 9.60 BOONE CREEK IRRIGATION PAYNE,SL 
35-24 oeereed 4/22/18~5 4,00 BOONE CREEK ' IRRIGATION PRESTON,WA 
35-25 Decreed 5/1/1903 4.00 MCTUCKER SPR!NG I IRRIGATION PUGMIRE,GY 
35-26 Decreed 6/11/1889 S.00 
BOONE CR1'EK, HULLS 
IRRiGATION RICE,J M 
SLOUGH 
35-27 Decreed 6/11/1889 s.oo BOONE CREEi(, HVU.S IRRIGATION R\CE, OSCAR r' 
SLOUGH 
35-30 Decreed 5/1/18&8- 2.80 BOONE CREEK IRRIGATION WANLESS, sARAH A 
35-• l Decreed 5/1/1903 1,60 HULLS SLOUGH, MC rnRIGATlON WAR.D~JESSE N;WARD, F; A 
TUCKER SPRING 
35·32 Decreed 6/U/1S89 S.00 
BOONE CREE<, HUU.S. 
IRRIGATION WARD,Jl:SSEN 
SLOUGH 
35-33 D.:tcraed 5/1/1903 2.00 
BOONE CRE~K1 tiUl.lS IRRIGATION WH1TE, IH 
SLOUGH 
35-34 Dec':"e'i!d. 5/1/1!>03 O,BO MCTUCl(E.RSPR.\NG IRRJGATIO~ WHITE, I H; W~ffE, MARY A 
35-35 Decreed 5/1/1903 3.20 MC TUCKER S?RINO IRRIGATION WILLIAMSON, BENJAMIN 
35.43 Oecreed 4/30/1ll85 3.00 
DANILSON SPRINGS 
<RRIGATION STUFfLEBEAM, W G i ' CREEK 
l 35-44 Decreed 3/15/1001 6.4(1 SAG.: BllUSH SPRING IRRIGATION STUFFLEBoAM, W G 
3$-50 Decreed 4/22/1895 4.00 BOONE CREEK IRRIGATION JON!::S, TL 
35•56B Decreed 5/1/1900 10.55 MC TUCKER SPRJNG IRRIGATION COUMERIU,, JOSEPH 
35-2000 L1cense 1/14/:i.905 4.00 HANSON SPRINGS DOMESTIC, IR"GATION 
DRISCOLL, MAA11N A; DRISCOLL, 
' . RICHARD 
:.15~2003 : License 2/lB/j.905 4,90 BIG HOI.E SPRINGS IRRIGATON BOMAN, FANNIE E 
Jl.lG HOLE SPRING, 
35-2004 Ucer.se 4/22/lSOS 1.80 BOWMAN SPRING, DOMEsrlC, IRRIGATION PARSONS, GEORGE W 
tARRISH SPRING 
35-2005 , Ucen~ 10/5/1905 2.20 llAUGH SPRING DOMEST1CtJRRJGA'nON TEICHERT, BERTHA 
35-2006 License ' 12/10/1906 2.48 BOONE CREEK DOMESTIC, tRR\GATIDN WHITE,IH 
35-.2007 Ucense B/24/1907 ·2,,0 UNNAME:) lAK~ 0.0MESTIC, IRRIGATION PLASTll\'O, FRANK 
3S-200S LiCe'fl$e 11/20/l!i!fil 2.4-0 UNNAMED LAKE DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HAARIS, CHARLES J 
3S•2010B license. 4/S/1908 1 0.76 ALKALI CREEK DOMESTiC, li<RIGATION TOWNSITE OF STERLlNG 
35-20:Ll , ucanse . 6/20/:[g08 0.70 UPPER SPRING CRE,K DOMESTIC, IRR16ATION JONES, THOM<\S R 
Pago 1 ol4 
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35·2020 license 7/18/1910 3,60 UNNAMED STREAM DOMES11C, IRRJGATJON ' BOMAN, FANNIE E 
35·2021 Uce:nse 1/26/1911 1.50 UPPER SPRING CREEK DOMEsnc, IRRIGATION JONES, THOMAS R 
3S.W23 Lictnse 3/27/1911 lJJO UNNAMED STREAW DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GOUGH, JOSIAH 
35-2027 license 1/13/1914 0.08 S?Rl>IGS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HOLLAND, CE 
! 35-2028 License ! 10/1/1914 0,80 i SPRING DOMESTIC, )RFl.lGATION SOMMERCORN, CHARLES , 
35-2036 license .2/2/1918 0.50 LOWER SPRINS CEt!< DOMESTIC, lRRIGATIOi'J CARLSON, WILUAM 
I 35-2038 License 5/25/1920 0,40 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRR!GA110N COOl(1 CHA~LES S; COOK1 JUDITH 
ANN; SORENSEN, BARRY R 
i l5·2C40 Ucense 2/11/1925 o:os SPRINGS DOMESTIC, IRl!lGA;ION WEBB, CHARLES 
3S·2047 Ucense 4/'J..7/l.934 0.04 UNNAMED STREAM 'RRIGATiON aow:.N, HR 
35·2053 Lcense 3/3/1938 0.02 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, 11\RIGATIDN 5WANSON,JOSHUA 
35-2-0548 License 4/3/1940 1.60 GROUND WATER IRRIC>ATION ROBISON, om~ w 
35·2057 licenSe 9/29/1938 1,80 UNNAMED STREP.M IRRIGATION SHATTUCJ< IRRIGATION CO 
35-2063 Llrnnse 7/21/1945 0.56 WASTl'WATER IRRIGATION I JOHNSON, EMIL C 
35-2.105 license 8/23/1948 0.64 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION NUNGESSER, PERRY 
SS.2118 Ucense 12/6/1948 1.00 GROUND WATI'R 
IRRIGATION, 
UNDERWOOD, ROBERT f 
STOC.<:WATER 
35-2146 license 5/24/1949 Q.28 ROBEl<TS SLOUGH ] !RP.IGA':ION EDELMAYER1 JOHN CREEK 




J5~2.193 llterise r 12m1:.9so 1 0.56 STOCKWATER STROSCHEIN, RoY l 
35•2195 Lk:ense : 2/22/1951 0.Q4 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION HAR.RlS1 ALBERT I 
35-2196 Lk:e.1se 2/27/1951 1.70 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION KIEF!rR JR, rRED W 
35-2254 Llce-nse 3/ZO/JS52 0.40 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRP.IGATlON SIMONSON, GEORGE 
35·2343 Lke:u-a 7/3/1953 0.84 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION HONDA, MASAYUKI 
35-2378 License 7/6/1943 €.00 WASfeWATER DOMESTIC, IRRlGATION POJTEVJN JR, ANTON 
I 3502414 License: 4/14/1955 o.74 GROUND WATTR IRRIGATION WAITE, WE~DON 
35-2460A License 4/30/1956 0.53 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION MOORE, LOWELL C i 
: 35·2578 Lk:emie 8/14/1259 2.22 GROUND WATER MUNIOPAL NUlC UTILITIES INC i 
35-,587 1 Ucense 2/8/19fi0 0.4£ GROUND WATER IRRIGATION HONDA, KAZUO 
35-2607 lkense 8/25/1960 0.82 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION ~A CH1 WILUA.\.1 M; HATCH, 2:NA D 
35-2616 Llcens\1 10/21/1960 , 1.78 GROUND WATER INDUSTRIAL IOAHO POTATO GROWERS INC 
35-2671 License 6/26/1961 0.30 GROUND WATER • IRRIGATION HAMMOND, KENNITH L 
35·2760 Llcei'\$e 2/23/1965 0,03 GROUNP WATER DOMESTIC ) CRYSTALlCECAVESINC 
35.2730 Liter.se 6/9/1965 4,&8 GROUND WATER [ !NOUSlRtAL LAMS WESTON INC 
35-2790 Uce.ns-e 8/20/1965 2,U GROUND WATER I FIRE PROTECTION IDAHO POTATO STAACH CO Lm 
35·2886' Ucense 3/2/1953 '.2,00 ~;~Z!:"N<LIN MINE i FiSH PROPAGATION CON,.ELLY JR, EDWARD J 
35·2887 License 6)4/l953 !,OD 
MARY FRANKL!N MINE 
Fl5H PROPAGA110N CONNELLY JR, EDWARD J 
SPRINGS 
3s-ia91 License 2/S/l93l 2.22 UNNAMED 5TR£AM , IRRIGATION HAYS LAND CO 
' I U/3/1965 ' STOCKWATER STORAGE, UNITED STATES Of AMERICA 55~298S i 1...i~nse UNNAMED 5Tl'!EAM . ' WILDUFE STORAGE A en NG THROUGH 
35-2954 \ Ucense 8/ll/JS67 UNNAMED STREAM 
:>OMESTIC STORAGE, UNITED STATES OF AMERiCA 
WlLDUFE STORAGE ACTING TH~OUGH 
25-2997 Uce<ise S/11/19/'iT i UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC STORAGE, UNITED STA TES OF AMEiUCA Wl:.DUFE STORAGE· • ACTING'.THROUGH 
35-3004 Ucense :1/21/196& UNNAMED SIBEAM 
STOCKWATEfl STORAGE, , UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
WILDLIFE STORAGE ACf!l'IGlliROUGH 
35-3005 Ucense 2/21/lEEB UNNAM~D STREAM 
STOCKWATER STORAGE, UNITED STAT-ES OF A.i\AEE:.ICA 
WiLDUFE STORAGE ACTING THROUGH 
35-3006 Ucense 3/20/1968 UNNAMED STREAM 
STOCKWATER STORAGE, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
I WILDUFE STORAGE ACTING THROUGH 





































































I St>!utOf'/ Claim 
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JENSEN, J DUANE I 
SCHUMACHER, cscrn ! 
DISHMAN, WILLIAM T 
HOUGHLAND FARMS INC 
CORBRIDGE, VERNALJ 
VANDERFORD, J W 
GAMBLE, DONNIE; GAMBLE, Q.YtJEJ 
: J W 'IANDERFORO INC 
WADA, AWERTT 
KIRK, DOROTHY M; KIRK, JOHN P 
LUIS, DIANEC; LUIS, EUODORO R 
U&IINC' 
: U&IINC 
UNITED STATES Of AMERICA 
ACTING THROUGH 
A'f;.STROM 1 FARRELL; ANPRIJSJR1 
' DOUGLAS; C~UMlEY, ARRILL; 
i HARRIEL, LADON; WHITE, FRANCIS E 
UNITED STATES OF Al\ll'ERJCA 
ACTiNG THROUGH 
FISHER, PERCY K 
WOMACK., DCNALD L; WOMACK1 
NEDRAJ 
RUDD1 IRA "DELL; RlJD~, NINA D 
VOlLMER; GEORGE 
COOK, EDWARD C 
SEARLE, LLOYD A; SEArtLE, SHARON 
BALL; LIONEL W; BAll, fV1ARJOR1£ U 






llt1ll tif'i . ·_ ~'.•t·~::,r:/' ; -~·i·· ··,,11,r·~-1 -'~o/,_t[i· . ~ 'Hji"•;\ili. ;·· , . ',if' ' ... ' \\/{¾~·,,;~! x,;•.-.-, l!"t,...,, ;, • '"'' .', f_ , , Ii • ~irs.,tf.0•\<!.j',,-./~-,-97-.,M ;,,o..~l'i , "Od '••''' w.' ;,:,·; ~- _lb:, ' • ]'.#..,., ~ \ ,'>.t , ' . . ~-,,-~ .. , ' "£Ce€ 
Statutory 
OEJUL!S, VERA; FAWELL1 
35-4197 
Claim 
7/1/1920 0.40 GROUNO WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MARJORIE; THOMPSON, HELEN; 
VAN EVERY, EDNA 
35·4400 
Statutory 





8/1/l957 0,20 GROUND WAT::R : DOMES'CIC,STOCKWATER SNI\RR, LINDA; SNARR, ROSERT 0 
35-4216 
Statutory 
6/30/1952 2.13 GRO'JNO WATER IRRIGATION SCHATZ BROTHERS craim 
35·4217 
Statutory 
5/1/3330 i.oo GROUND WATER iRRlGATION SCHRITTER, cENARD A; SCliRITTER, ' Claim NADINE i 
' Statutory TAMASHIRO, MARYE ODEN: 35-4224 
Claim 
4/1/1959 0.12 GROLND WATER DOME511C 
TAMASHIRO, THOMAS K 
S5-L232 Statutory 4il/l!l10 0.10 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, 1RRJGATlON BROOKS SR, MARTIN; BROOKS, 
Clalm GLENDA 
35-4235 
Stat1,;tory 4r.1= 0.06 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, iRRIGATION, BOLt\NO, JAMES F Cl•im STOCKWATER 
Statutory 
GROUNDWATEI ' 35-4238 Cla,m 6/1/l!',60 Q,28 , DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ' PATRICK1 FAV L; PATRICK, LOUIS H 
35-4239 
Statutor; 
1/18/1965 11.26 GROUND WATER ; lRRlGA110N ARCHIBALD1 DON-C ·c1e1m 
35-4257 
Statutory 
4/1/lll59 0.12 GROUND WATER 
DOMESTIC, IRR\GATION, SEAMONS, KENT B; SEP.MONS, 
Claim STOCKWATER PEGGY A 
35-42.59 
Sta:utoty 
5/6/1960 0.50 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION GARDNER, !VAN !: Claim 
35-4202 
Statutory 




12/12/1975 4,7S GROUND Wi<TER IRRIGATION INVESTORS CREDIT INC 
Clalm 
35~42.65 Stattltory 12/28/1.94il 0,80 GROUND WATER iRRIGATION 




3/10/1963 464 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 
STEVEN L WHEELER LTD 
Clain, PARTNERSHIP 
Statutory 
MODERN Milli ROCKFORD INC; 
35,4270 7/1/1960 0.04 GROUND WA-ER COMMERCIAL, DOMESTIC OREGON SHORT LINE RA!lRO/\D co; 
Claim UNION PAClFIC RAILROAD CO 
35-4273 
'Statutory 6/28/1934 UNNAMED STREAM STOC!CWATER 
UNITED S:ATcS OF AMERICA 
Claim ACTING THROUGH 
35"1278 
statutory 
10/25/196S \!~NAMED STI\EAM STOCKWATER 
UNITED STATES CF AMERICA 
C!alm ACTJNG THROUGH 
35--7381 Llcem:~ 1/28/JS74 ' o.os GROUND WATER COMM!,:RCIAL, DOMt:STIC BROWN & PARKER INC ' 
35-7446 Ucarise: 10/7/1974 uNNAMW STREAM STOCKWATER STORAGE STAIT OF IDAHO 
35-74/ll Ucense 2/24/1975 om GROUND WATER INDUSTRIAL PO.l;LSON, JACl(MAN G 
35-7527 license 8/JJ,/1975 o,iz GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MCCULLOUGH JR, W!LLIA:V, JAMES 
AR8IT JR, 2:'\1;11..; HANSEN, OAV!O; 
35-7577 U~nse 1/28/1976 0,12 GROUND WATER : DOMESTIC HAMER, MEUJA; SWANSON, 
NORMAN; TORNETON, Will/AM 
COLLETT, RALPH T; DASH, ALLEN; 
35-75/8 Uce.nse 1/28/1976 0.20 GROUND WATER DOMESTlC KOBAYASHI, NORMAN; RINGEL, 
' 
RAlPH; SCHMiDT, FELIX 
35-7606 Lk:er.~ 4/W/1ff/6 0-04 GROUNDWATER INDUSTRIAL TRI OPP 
35-SOlO i Ucense 11/30/1581 UN,\!AMED STREAM STOCl<WATER STORAGE, UNITED STATES OF AMERiCA WILDUFE S10RAGE ACT! NB THROlJGH 
35.-8020 j License Z/9/1982 0.14 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGA110N, POLZIN, LENA STOCKWATER 
35-8185 : Uc.en~ 6/21/1983 O.Q2 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 8ERRETH1 JUllUS R 
1/23/1984 UN!l;AMEDSTREAMS 
STOCKWATER STORAGE, . UNITTD STATI:5 OF AMERICA 
35-8339 Llcense WllDllFE STORAGE ACTING THROUGM : 
Page4cf4 
, 36-14 De-c~ed 5/1/1884 
36•20 Decreed 10/1/l9C8 
36-38 Decreed 4/1/1930 
Decreed 1/1/1891 
. 
36-45 Decreed 1/1/1888 
35-52 Decreed 6/25/1881 
36-53 6/26/1881 
S/!/1883 
: 3.6-56 Decreed 5/1/1883 
36-78 Decreed 7/1/1915 
36-S.3 Decreed l,12/1891 
36-101 Decreed 4/30/1887 
36-11.4 Decreed 4/4/1926 · 
36-UB : Decre<!iJ 12/12/1901 
36•l24B Decreed 4/1/1886 
36-126 Decnmd 5/1/1883 
36-127 Decreed 10/l/l!lOS . 
36-137 4/l/1901 




36-145 Oe:c;eed 4/1/l885 
36-146 Decreed 4/1/1907 
36-147 Decreed 4/1/1885 
36-148 4/1/1909 
36-150 Decreed , 4/1/1885 
36·151 Decreed 4/1/1885 
36·153 
3<H54 oecr~d 3/21/1901 
36·15S Decreed 3/21/1901 
36-156 Decreed 3/21/1901 
3lH57 Oec:reed 3/'.11/rnOl 
3S.15S Decreed 3/21/1901 
36-159 ; Decreed 3/21/1!)01 
3/21/1901 
35-161 Io.treed 3/21/1901 
56-162 i Decreed 3/21/1903 
36-163 Decreed 3/21/1909 




RILE'/ CREB(, UPPER 
TUCl(ER SPRINGS 
lilR!GATfON , i:IEOAL, JAMES; BEDAt, h:A TE C 
IRRIGATIDN BEU,, i1ARLAN 
0.50 HUITT S;,RING lRRlGATION CONDlT,iAMES E; CONDIT, J"NNIE : M 
0,2.8 SPRING [ IRRIGATION 
CAREY, CHARLES C; OllATUS~, 
AUCE I; DILAT\JSH, E W 
0,50 WEATHERBY SPRINGS lnRiGA.llON 
PARMER, J EUGENE; PAAMER, 
MARVEL 
OAO BllUNGSLEY CREE\<'. lRR!GATION 
GLAUNER, ,MMAA; GLAUNER, 
JOHN 
0.40 SPRINGS IRRIGATI0'1 
GLAUNER, EMMA A; GLAUNER, 
JOHN 




1.00 ' BILLINGSLEY CREEK 
0.80 HUITT SPRING 
0-lO WEATHEROY SPRINGS 
0,26 SPRING 










GRlDLEY, ANNA; GtW)LEY, WALTER 
1 
G~1DLEY, ANNA; BRIDLEY, WALTER 
MARSH, FLOSSIE; MARSH, JJ\JvtES. H 
CUNNINGTON, RlED 
TERRY, JOHN D; TERRY, SARAH F 
TUPPER1 LlLLIAN;TUPPER, W G 
VADER:, EAAL; VAOER, E"rK;;::L 
VADER, VERNON 
WHARTON JR, J A; WHARTON. 
I ALPHA ' 
1.00 UPPER TUCKER SPRING IRRIGl\l10N 
WHAATON JR, i A; WHARTON, 
ALPHA . 
3,00. RILEY CREEK IRRIGATION IDAHO POWER CO 
6.40 BtlilNGSLEY CREE1< '!ll\lGATION 
SANDS, BE:TY; SANDS, FLORENCE; 
SANDS, J!'S~E; SANOS, MARTHAA 
1,08 BILUNGSU:Y CREEK IRRIGATION 
SANDS-, BETrY; SANDS, FLORENCE; 
SANDS, JESSIE; SAtvDS, MARTHA A 
o.so BILLINGSLEY CREEK 
1.60 RI LLINGSl.EY CR EEK 
4.00 BILUNGSLE'/ CREEK 
0,92 BllllNGSLEY CREEK 
0,24 BILUNGSLtY CREEK 
0.24 BILLINGSltY CREEK 
0.40 BILLINGSLEY CREEK 
OAC BILLINGSLEY C!\EEK 
0.80 BIG SPRINGS 
0,80 BIG SPRING> 
0,80 BIG SPRINGS 
O.ilO BIG SPRINGS 
BIG SPRINGS 
O.BO ~IG SPRINGS 
030 BIG SPRINGS 
0,08 SIG SPRINGS 
0,02 31€ SPRINGS 
1.90 BIG SPRINGS 
2,70 8!$ SPRtNGS 
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IRRIGATION OILATUSH, CHARL!cl N . 
IRRIGATION REEO.N.VA 









TROVH.lO, D C;TROVILLO, ESTEUAJ 
CLl'FORO, MRS W H; CLIFFORO, W 
M 
MOORE, JOHN; MOORE, MRS JOHN 
MOORE,, DAN; MOORE, MRS DANIEL 
SECOR, HE. 
OOMESTIC, IRRIGATION NILESr PM 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION , D€NNIS, JOHN 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGA"TiON NEWCOMB, W G 
DOMESTIC, IRRICA ION IORNS, HATllE 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGA,ION , NORTON, Lfl 
DOM€S11C, IRRIGATION SHERMAN, EE 
ODMES11C, IRRIGATION HAINSWORTH, THOMAS 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GRIDLEY, AlBERT 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SECOR, HE 
DOMESTIC,, ,RRIGATIDN LOWEil, HS 
~\11~~~11IIJl '!~~ll• -t1~r ~-~l"'"~flll'-. ·'-~l""'" . ' ., ,,, I C ' - . . ,· . · r ~  !~~ ' . ·x,c; • w,, 'if ; ". )¾: ,:iZf J'./~, ;' :1t~-Sli:¾.tWtr- -- ·,: ·, !-" .,,; t~ " .. --- _ . ~- ' ~ . 
36-164 0ec,..d 3/21/1903 0,80 'S'.G SPRINGS OOMESTlC, IRRIGATION DENNIS, WESLEY J 
36-165 Decreed 3/21/1903 2,70 B'GSPRINGS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATJON OURFE.E, MJ 
36-170 Decreed 9/1/1889 1.50 SPRING IRRIGATION ORMSBY, LL . 
36w171 Decr~d 9/1/1889 8.00 SPRING IRRIGATION BEDAL, KATE G 
36-172 Decreed 5/26/1891 20.00 SPRING IRRIGATION' REDAL, KATEC 
' 3G-11!l: Decreed 2/27/lJJ91 1,60 SPRINGS IRRIGATION REDAL, KATE C I
' 36-174 Decr~ed 2.00 UPPEnUCKER Si>RING IRRIGATION BEDAL, KATE C 
36--175 Decreed 8/2/1915 0,50 SPRINGS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION VADER, FRANK C 
36-177 Decreed 2/1/lllilB 1,78 WEATHERBY Si>RINGS IRRlGATION tEMMON,GUY 
36-178 Decreed 2/1/1888 o:so SPRINGS IRRIGATION : COOK, WALiER E 
36-179 Decreed ~2/12/1901 0.36 SPRINGS iRRlGATlON ; MC i<NIGHT1 JOHN 0 
36-180 Decreed 12/12/1901 0.44 SPRINGS IRRIGATION JENKINS, COcUMeus E 
36-1&1 Dec:~d 3/8/1902 0.12 SPf\JNGS ! IRRiGA.TION Jl:NK!NS~ COLUMBUS t 
36·182 Decreed 12/12/1301 0.20 SPRINGS • IRRIGATION GROVER, GEORGE i' 
36-183 Decreed 3!8/190, 2.10 SPRINGS lFIJ!.!GAflON SHIMP, 6ASCOM R 
36~184 Decreed 12/12/1901 1.61 SPRINGS IRRl3ATION SHU:ffCLIFF, ET 
36·186 Decreed 3/8/1902 6.40 SPRINGS IRRIGATION ORMSBY LAND & LIVESTOCK CO 
' 36-187 Dec.feed 3/15/1.911 3.20 SPRINGS IRRIGATION MORTON REALTY CO LTD 
35 .. 188 Decreed 3/8/1902 3.2D SPRINGS IRRIGATION BARTON, RALPH 
36-1895 Decreed 3/8/1902 0.91 SPR!NGS IRRIGATION OWENS,CA 
36-19S Decreed 5/1/1918 0.50 i RIL,Y CREEK DOMESTIC; IDAHO l'OWER CO 
STOCKWATER 
36-197 Decreed 2/1/1888 o.n· SPRINGS mRIGATION GROVER, GEOR6E H 
36-1388 Decreed 4/4/1910 0.70 ~RINGS IRRIGATION SHIMP, BASCOM R 
36-2001 License l/31/19CJS 0.60 SMALLEY SPRINGS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATlON SMALLEY, \V!NlA E 
36·2003A Llcense 4/16/1908 0.50 CLEARLAKE OOMESTIC, lRRIGATIO,\f lf,[GERSOL, C N 
:;lG,,2003B ~1t1Ht$Q ll/21/1912 1.40 O.EAR LAKE DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION INGERSOL, C N 
36-2005 Llcanse 3/19/1909 0.20 WEECH TUNNEL DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WEECH,JOSEPH S 
' 3£-2012 Urense 6/27/lil12 1.20 MCOULEE DOMEST!C1 ;RRtGATtON RAY, TRENA K I 
I SHIELDS, ARTHUR G; SHIELDS, ' 
36-2015 ' license 6/2£/1913 1.50 UNNAMED STR1iAl\' DOMESTIC, 11'{1\lGATtON 
JAMESW 
36-2040 L~tmse 1/4/1915 0.40 SANO CREEK DOMESTIC, IRR13A110N ELSON, JOSEPH 
36-2022 license 6/9/1915 0.50 HUIU:> COULEE, TERRY DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GOSS,JAMES 0 COULEE 
36-2023 Llcense 7/8/191S 0,50 WEATHERBY SPRINGS OOM!'STIC, lRRIGATION VADEF., FRANK C ,,_ 
36-202.S Lk:ense 2/12/1916 1.20 SPRING DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BOYER, LEE 
36-2029 Ucense 4/5/1921 14.40 JONES SPRING DOMESTIC, IRRIGATJON MC CAATY, JOHN 
31H030 Llcens::: 3/16/1917 1.10 UNNAMEO STREAM$ DOMESl"IC, lRRIGATION TERHUf\E, CORNELIUS F 
36·2033 1 License- 2/11/1918 0.50 UNNAMED STREAM DOM€STIC1 {R.R!GATION BAINTER, EC 
36-2036" Utense 6/12/1919 2.00 WEBllSCOULEE DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WEBB, ELMER . 
36-2·042 Uce:nse 5/4/192'1 0.30 5FRING IRRIGATION TUPPER, W G : 
36-20700 Ucer~ 3/11/194.', 3.50 Gf1.0UND \.\'ATER IRRIGATION JIJLION CLAWSON fAAMS 1:-JC 
36-2091 Ucense : 6/17/1950 1A7 GRO!JNO WATER IRRIGATION FAAZ!Ell, FRED M 
3&21S0 license 9/20/1951 0.12 UNNAMED S!Rf:AM 
!RRlGATlON, 
MC CLURE, JAMES B 
STOCKWATER 
36-US3A License 11/27/1951 3,24. GROUND WAT:R IRRIGATION WOOD, WILLAAO G 
36--2.1608 Ucense 12/27/J!,51 3.00 GROJNO WAIC~ DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MILLE'\ CR 
3{,i:~2172B Lic:ense 6/20/1952 o.os GROUND WATER IRRIGATION i JONES, HERBERT J 
36-21748 Uccnse 6/23/1352 0.04 ! GROUND WATER lRRIGATION ( JONES, HERBERT J 
3•·2183 License 12/1!lil52 l.15 UNNAMED STREAM IRRJGATION BEAMES, KUE H 
36·2218 Ucense 4/29/1953 1.08 UNNAMED STREAM 1Rfq~Al10N HERSOLD, MAX 
35-2222 UC'.ense 5/7/1953 1.fi0 UNNA..,,ED STREAM IRRIGATION HENSCHEl,D, HERMAN 
I 36-2223 License 5/7/1953 1.20 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION HENSCHEILO, HERMAN 












































































































































































































BERNARD, CLAUDE R 
JEROME COOPERATIVE CREAMERY 
OKELBERRY, LP 
ALLEN, !SABEL; BUSCHHORN, 
ERNEST; THORNTON, ANNA MAE 
DAVIDSON, JOSIE G 
NEIBAUR BROTHERS; NEIBAUR, 
BRUCE; Nf:IBAUR1 DARWIN P;-
NEIBAUR, WARREN D 
NEJBAUR, EDNA Hi NEIBAUR1 MACK 
w 
CRYSTAL BROTHERS 
HANSEN, HERMAN R 
KOFOED, REX 
GIBSON, JAMES 
FEARN, DAVID GAITTH 
PRIEST, WILMER G 
SERR, ELMER 
OLSEN, BRUCE; OLSEN, SHARYN 
MOON, C EUGENE 
MASJ<E1 HER.BERT L 




ISHINO, EARL 5 
WOOD, WILLARD G 
GAMBREL, FLOYD C 
GAMBREL, FLOYD C 
SCOTT, CA 
SMITH JR, ODELL 




ROBISON, ETHEL; ~DB!SON,JOHN 




















































































































4,00 GROUND WATER 




















































j ASH PROPAGATION 
I ASH PROPAGATION 
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GAMBREL, Fl.OYO c 
EHLERS, WALTER 
Vl~YARO, CHARLES E 
REMSSERG, JOHN o: REMSBERG, 
JUDY 
STATE or !DA:-10 





FLEENOR, CHARLES E; FLEENOR, 
EDWARSJ 
ANDOE,OTIS 
CAMMACK, JAMES S; LYDA, 
DOROTHEEC . 
MONG, BUROITT;MONG, EILEEN 
THAETE, KENNETH D;THAETE, 
"1ELVlN E 
FULL.MER, BIRDIE; FULLMERF O C 
OTTO, EVA DEE; OTI"O, r,AN K 
BtADES1 AL 
CLEAR lAKC RANCH P LI D MA.STER 
A.~SN INC 
GOFF, GORDON A 
BANBURY PlPE CD INC 
BANBURY PIPE CO INC 
SANBURY POPE ca INC 
8ANBURY PIPE CO lNC 
BANBURY ?JPS CO INC 
BANsUl<Y PIPE CO INC 
BANBURY PIPE CO INC 
BANBURY PIPE CO INC 












































































































































































FOUR H FARMS INC 
HESS, PNIUP H 
HESS, PHILIP H 
LLEWELLYN, WILL W 
LEHMANN, KENNETH J 
SIRUCEK, ROY 
SAUER, WILLlAM RUEBEN 
SCHENK, FREOONA; SCHENK, 
ROBERTW 
GARDNER, KATRINA; GARDNER, 
WALTER; ICKE, DONALD; ICKE, 
EMILY 
UTT, KAREN T; UTT, ROBERT 
IDAHOYDUTH RANCH INC 
BRAILSFORD, KAREN; BRAILSFORD, 
RICK 
THAIN,JOHNT 
BUXTON, WILLIAM C; SANDY, 
WILLIAMA 
CANTONE, JANE; CANTONE, 
RONALD; MILLER, FELICE; MILLER, 
TEO 
PATTERSON FARMS OF IDAHD INC 
SPECHT, HOWARD LE ROY 
SU CHAN, FRANK J 
CllfffON, VERNON B 
GUNNING, FRANOS F 
, GREGERSEN, BRENTT 
SCHUTTE, HENRY W 
HAAG1 LAWRENCE R, 
BLAC1<WELL, ESTHER; BLACKWELL, 
LOUIS 
CONNECTICUT MU1UAL l!FE 
INSURANCE CO; THIBAULT, DONALD 
F; THIBAULT, PflYLUS N 
CllNTON, VERNON B 
BUTLER, WILLIAM B 
CLINTON, VERNON 8 
LOCKWOOD, CHARLES T; 
LOCKWOODJ JOANNE A 
WIERSEMA, KUITT; WIERSEMA, 
LLOYD 
~:,~it~~ili1~1Jti~ i'i.~t~ii~~t\1~1~f ~,fll•t,~~t,_·l,~£, ~!~~,,1~,ilr.~~~i i~,1~1f~4:•1!~~~~lil1 111~111ill11lli}!' ~(!J;10~,~~a1· If ·ll¼D, :JtijgbM!!O~~/ilJ,~.~~:.iifi; t,1 tr~~if'•S?fi. !]~~ihiL~\~t11,Jt!~~r~tt\, i<!i;~J~,,~llt~1iii~As'!l& :t;i;@:;'r,f.,. 1m si.ffiJ~ ~,-•«~. t..':I'.'."•'' 
36--7891 Lkeri5e 1/25/1980 0,06 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
OU FOUR, DONALD Ei DU FOU:R, 
NORMAJ 
36-7893 License 2/20/1980 0.03 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION WOLFF, EDGAR 
36-7910 License- 4/2/1980 l .. 84 WASTEWATER IRRIGATIO[lf MC FARLAND, DON 
36-1972 Ucens.e 3/16/1981 0.14 WASTEWATER IRRJGATION THAETE, KENNETH D 
36-7982 License 5/4/19B1 0.04 WASTEWATER 
IRRIGATION, HUMPHRIES1 CHESTER R; 
STOCKWATER HUMPHRIES, HELEN M 
36-7987 License 5/21/1981 0.03 WASTE WATER IRRIGATION GAMBREL. FLQYD C 
36-7988 Ucense 6/25/1981 0.11 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC BASELINE WATER CO 
36-8066 License 2/22/1982 0.04 GROUND WATER DOMES'TIC, IRRIGATION 
ARCHeR, ROBERT I.; HAMB"N• 
JERRY 
36-BD71 License 3/4/1982 0.0B GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, lRR!GATfON SLADE,JEFFREYH 
36·8109 License B/11/1982 0,07 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, lRRlGATION BONADIMAN1 RUDY 
36-8160 Lkense 4/5/1983 0.04 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION l<ORSEN1 DANG 
36-8173 License 3/25/1983 0.02 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION FLEENOR, eDWARD 
36·8193 License 4/6/1984 0.04 GROUND WATER 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, 
SKEEN, A DALE; SKEEN, KAREN L 
STOCKWATER 
36-8210 Llcerue 6/23/1983 0.01 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION NIELD, MA!lDEJ\lN£; NIE_LD, ORAN 
36·8211 Ucense 6/23/1983 0.04 GROUND WATER COMMERCIP.L OTTO, NA DEE; OTTO, !VAN K 
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37-140 Decreed 5/15/188, o.n LITTLE WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION SMTON,JA. 
. 37-E! Decreed S/2/19-02 60,00 SlLVER CREEK POWER AtBRmt?ON 1 l\:JARTIN 
37-llO Decreed 6/1/1885 1,80 CHIMl>IEY CREEK IRRIGATION ARNOtO, CASrRO S 
37-31 Decreed 6/1/188!! 1,40 CHIMI\JEY CREEK IRRIGATION ARNOLD, CASTRO S 
37-52 Decreed G/15/:lllBS u;o BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION BERGIN, JOSEPH 0 
' BANZET, WH.:..ISJ; GRAP1 FRANKUNj 37-65 Decreed ,3/15/1883 7,70 Ol<i WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION 
GRAF1 HARRISON F 
37-71A Decreed S/1/JJ!.92 1.50 . BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION BlAlR1 SAMUEL M 
37-73 Decreed 5/3l/l!l00 4.00 ; EASTFORKWDOD RIVER IRRIGATION SOARD, CHARLES 
37-74 Decreed 7/13/1901 ,s.oo EAS'l FORK WOOD RIVER POWER BOARD, CHARLES . 
37.75 Decreed 7/Zq/1902 50.00 WARM. SP'll1'!G$ CREEK POWER BOMO, CHA~I.ES . 
37,76 Decreed 1/2/"906 300,00 BIG WOOD RlVER POWER SOARD, CHARLES 
37-93 Decreed 5/l/:S90 4.80 WtlLOW CREE'~ IRRIGATION BRINEGAR, AlllERT E 
37-94 OEcreed 4/1/1890 1,00 o-!ANEY CREE;K IRRIGATION BROADHURST, JAMES S 
37-100 D-ecreed 7/l/1889 2.40 EAST FORK WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION BROWN, JAMES N 
BROWN, MARY; BROWN, MICHAEL; 
37-109 Decreed 8/1/18$4 3,20 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION BROWN, SARAH; SWEAT, 
' 
CATHERIN EL 
i 37-105C Qecnee::I 5f'!,J./1Il!!7 1,54 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION MOLYNl'::UX, AW 
37·10GE Decreed 5/15/1$2 4.61 l)JG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION MOLYNEUX, AW 
37-llll Decreed 7/10/1884 U,16 GROUND WATER IRRfGATfON HEAD, DERRIS; HEAD, JOSEPHINE 
37-122A Decreed 5/1/1887 4.14 B!G WOOD R1VER IRRIGATION B.YRNE, JOHN; BYRNE1 PATRICK 
37-1228 Decreed 5/1/1887 0.90 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION SORENS'EN1 GORDON E 
37-l23A Detr-eE!d 5/1/1.887 9,50 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION 
· 1 BYRNE JR, THOMASJ;BYRNE, 
M:CHAELJ 
37-123S Decreed ;/l/tll87 o.so BlG WOOD RIVffi IRRIGATION : KIPP, !!OBERT H 
' 37-124 Decreed S/1/1887 0.110 BIG WOOD RIVER : IRRIGA'OON BYRNE SR, THOMAS ' 
37-146 Decreed 6/1/l.883 2.70 CORRAL CREEK rnRIGA1lON CLARK,H L 
37-147 Decreed 6/1/l.81!6 0.70 CORRAL CREEK IRRIGAT>ON Cl.ARK, H l 
3}-148 Decreed 4/V'i/1888 3.20 CORRAL CREEK IRRIGATION CLARK, H L 
37-152 Dec:reed 4/1/1893 320 LITTLE WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION ESTATE Of HENRY A COIT 
37-156 Decreed 5/1/18&7 o.ao BIG WOOD RIVER lRRIGATION COOK,JOHNW ' 
37-165 Decreed 6/1/1891 1,5(> BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION DARRAH,BEN 
37-165 llecreed 10/.l0/1902 1,40 BJG WOOD RtVER IRRIGATION DARRAH, BEN 
37-179 Decreed 11/1/l!lfYl 6.40 lllG WOOD RIVER lRRlGATION CALKINS, W J 
37-182A Decreed 5/31/'JJJ87 9.60 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION MOLYNECX, AW 
37-U!S Decreed · S/1/1898 2.00 lllTll; WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION OHLINGER, W J 
37-2128 Deemed 6/23/1888 2.80 WARM S>RINGS CREEK IRRIGA110N 
FAllNWN, AUGUST; FARNlUN, 
PETRA 
37-234A Decreed 6/15/1884 D.40 : BIG WOOD RIVER \ tRRIGA110N FOSTER, Ph"fER 
37-231A Decreed 6/15/1887 i 1.13 : SILVER CREEK IRRIGATION LARKIN, CHARI.ES R 
37-2376 oecr°"" 6/15/1887 (}.8$ 
LOVING CREEK, SIL VER 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
MOLYNEUX, O.YDE L; ORVIK, NINA 
CREEK MOLYNEUX 
37-242 Decreed 6/1/1885 2.00 SOLDIER CREEK IRRIGAnON GARONER., WALTER 
37-243 Decre<>d 6/1/18/l/! 3.00 SOLDIER CREEK IRRIGATION GARONERr WALTER' 
37.244 Decreed 6/1/1893 7.66 SOlOIER CREEi< IRllll'iATION GARONER, WALTIR 
37-251 D~creed 6/lS/1887 1.40 CAMAS CllEEK IRRlGATION SAND SPRINGS RANCH & CO 
37-261 Decreed 3/18/1896 4.80 BIG WOOO RIVER IRRIGATION GOMES1 AM; GOODING, FRANK R. 
Si-264 Decreed 5/26/lll83 l.W LITTlE WOOD RIVER IRRIGA110N GooDING, fRANK R 
37-266 Decreed 4/15/1884 1.40 LITTLE WOOD RIVER lRRJGATION GOODl~G, FRANK R 
37•276G Decreed 6/1/l.885 0.04 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGA710N GOODING, FRED W 




. ' ---~~ -,.,. . . ' ., ""' --* " .. -~~~!!!!!,}l!ildll-llicd\'1,1• .... • o-l':n 
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37~291 Decreed 5/15/1895 3.20 EARLY CREEK IRRIGATION GRAY,JOHl'IT 
37-298A Decreed 9/18/1885 1.00 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CLARK, WAYNE 
37-298B Decreed 9/18/1885 3.00 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION HARTE, CT 
37-302A Decreed 6/1/1891 0.55 BJG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION CLOUGHTON, MATTHEW 
37-3168 Decreed 10/15/1884 2.88 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION WOOD -RIVER RANCH CO INC 
. HODGMAN, WA; HOWARD, HUGH 
37-318B · Decreed 6/14/1863 1.40 SILVER CREEK IRRIGATION 
E 
37-318C Decreed 6/14/1883 0.40 SILVER CREEK IRRIGATION HOWARD, HUGHE 
37-323 Decreed 6/1/1887 3.00 SOLDIER CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION PERRY, JOHN A 
37-324 Decreed 11/22/1890 3.20 SOLDIER CREEK IRRIGATION HULSTROM, ANNIE M 
37•325A Decreed 11/22/1890 3.20 SOLDIER CREEK IRRIGATION HULSTROM, JOHN A 
37-325B Decreed 11/22/1890 1.60 SOLDIER CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION PERRY, JOHN A 
37-331 Decreed 6/1/1889 280.00 BIG WOOD RIVER POWER IDAHO ELECTRIC StJPPLY CO 
37-334A Decreed 6/30/1884 0.50 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION !FLAND, ADAM 
37-334D Decreed 6/30/1884 2.00 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CLARK, WAYNE 
37-334G Decreed 6/30/1884 0.08 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION MOLYNEUX, AW 
37.335 Decreed 5/15/1882 g_oo BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION 1VERS, THOMAS C 
37-336 Decreed 5/15/1895 LOO BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION IVERS, THOMAS C 
37-337B Decreed 6/1/1887 5,00 EAST FORK WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION IVIE,AS 
37.339 Decreed 5/1/1888 3.00 SOLDIER CREEK IRRIGATION JEFFERS, BENJAMIN F 
37-340 Decreed 5/9/1901 1.50 SOLDIER CREEK IRRtGATION JEFFERS, BENJAMIN F 
37-342 Decreed H/20/1883 1,50 SOLDIER CREEK IRRIGATION JENKINS, EMILY 
37-346 Decreed 6/15/1886 3.00 SOLD(ER CREEK IRRJGATJON JOHNSON, GEORGE F 
37-347 Decreed 6/1/1892 0.20 SOLDIER CREEK IRRIGATION JOHNSON, GEORGE F 
37-348 Decreed 4/1/1888 0.80 
MALLETT BRANCH 
IRRIGATION JOHNSON, HANS P 
SILVER CREEK 
37-349 Decreed 4/1/1890 1.60 
MALLETT BRANCH 
IRRIGATION JOHNSON, HAN5 P 
SILVER CREEK 
37-350 Decreed · 6/15/1891 2.00 GANNETT CREEK IRRIGATION JOHNSON, HANS P 
37-360 Decreed iD/31/1889 3.20 816 WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION lONES, JOHN W 
37-362 Decreed 5/20/1902 6.40 BIG WOOD RWER IRRIGATION JONES, TiiOMAS J 
37-363H Decreed 4/12/1883 0.22 B-IG WOOD RJVER IRRIGATION MC IUiENNY, SCOTT 
37-364[ Decreed 5/1/1887 0,64 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION 
CHURCH OF JESUS CHRISTOFTHE 
LATTER DAY SAINTS 
37-364H Decreed 5/1/1887 0.0& BIG WOOD RTVER IRRIGATION JUSTUS, US 
37-364J Decreed 5/1/1887 0.16 BIG WOOD RIVER 1:RRIGATtON MC ILHENNY, SCOTT 
37w38-2 Decreed S/1/1900 2.40 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION KINSEY, ALPHA A 
37-383 Dec:r~ed 5/1/1886 3,00 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION KINSEY, HENRY H 
37-385 Decreed 5/1/1887 1.40 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION KINSEY, HENRY H 
37-413 Decreed 6/15/1885 2.00 DEER CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION COMMONS, EG 
37-414 Decreed 7/1/1893 2.00 DEER CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION COMMONS, EG 
37-435B Decreed 6/2/1890 o.os BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION BOONE, MAR.GAREr M 
37-442 Decreed 7/8/1884 1.60 LOVING CREEK IRRIGATION MOLYNEUX,A W 
37-445 Decreed 6/1/1899 1.60 CAMAS CREEK IRRIGA,ION MARREN, THOMAS 
37-462 Decreed 6/t/1886 2,40, CHIMNEY CREEK IRRIGATION MC GHEE, BARKLEY J 
37-478 Decreed 6/10/1887 2.40 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION MELlER,JW 
37-4796 Decreed 6/10/1887 l.20 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION MELLER,JW 
37-484 Decreed 7/16/1907 3.00 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION . MILLER, BENJAMIN F 
37-502. Decreed 0.80 SOLDIER CREEK IRRIGATION MORRELL, SIEGEL 
37-515 Decreed 8/2/1909 0,80 umE WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION NEWHOUSE, RA 
37-518 Decreed 6/1/1902 2.00 SOLDIER CREEK IRRIGATION OLSON, PETER 
37-519 Decreed 6/1/1903 1.00 SOLDIER CREEK IRRIGATION OLSON, PETER 
Page2of16 
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37-531A Decreed 5/1/1905 0.80 EIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION PECK, CljARLES M 
37-532 Decreed ' 7/1/1880 PECKS SPRING IRRIGATION PECK, GEORGE W 
37-534 Decreed S/9/1883 0.25 l,.fl:TLE OEE:R CREEK DOMESTIC, l~IGAT!ON COMMONS, EG 
37-535 Decreed 7/5/1eJJ4 3.00 umE 0£ER CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION COMMONS1 E G 
37 ... 540 Decreed 6/10/1892 3.20 SOLDIER CllEEK lMIGATION PETERSON,NlliJ 
37-541 Decreed 5/5/19DC 1.60 SOLDIER CREEK IRRIGATION PETERSON, NF.LS J 
37-550 Decreed 5/Ul/l907 1.60 
FOURMiLE CREEK, 
IRRIGATION PHIPPS, WlLEYW THREEMILE Cll.EEK 
37-SS3 Decreed 6/1/1884 C-30 TRAIL CREEK IRR!GATION PRtCE,.WM 
37-554 DecrMd BIG WOOD RIVER 
COMMERCIAL 
PlJRDUM 1 AM STORA<ic 
37-555 Decreed BIG WOOD RIVER ~ECREATION STORAGE PUROUM,AM 
37-556 Decreed 12/1/1885 LlmE WOOD RlVER COMMERCIAL PURDUM & PURDUM 
37-573 Decr~ed S/27/W',2 40.00 WARM SPRINGS CRsEK POWER RffOOES, JAMES M 
37-575 Decreed 8/1/1888 0,&) 
EAST FORK, NOITTH 
INDUSTillAL RHODES, JAMl'S M 
fORK BIG WOOD IIIVER 
.37-£02 Decreed 6/1/1887 o.so WILLOW CREEK IRRIGATION SHiPVj Et..lZABETH 
31-<503 Decreed 6{1/JP,97 LOO Will.OW CREEK IRRIGATION SHlPP,.ELfZABETH 
37-00S Decreed 11/6/1903 60.00 lJTTL, WOOO RIVER POWER SHOSHONE LIGHT & WATER CO 
37-610 Oecreed 5/31/1903 6.40 CAMASC~EEK lRRIGAT10N SAND SPRINGS IIANCH & CO 
37-615 [){!cree<i 5/31/1884 3,1D BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION SILVA. MI\NUfL 
37-628 Decreed 6/1/1891 1.80 
WESTFORKTliREEMllE 
IRRiGATION SMITH1 CH CREEK 
37-644 Decreed 4/1/1884 2.00 BIG WOOD RI\/Bl lRRIGATION STiffiER, WCY C 
37-6668 Decreed 5/12/1886 0,34 BIG WOOD R'VER IRRIGATION STATI OF IDAHO 
AESTHETIC STORAGE, 
DIVERSION TO BRAMON, DARLENE M; BRAMON, 
37-6858 Decreed lOlJ.5/1884 3.00 BlG WOOD RIVER STORAGE, FIRE FRANKLIN t; SLOCUM, RONALD; 
PROTECTION STORAGE, SLOCUM, SALLIE 
l'flRIGATlON 
37-69lf Decreed 4/1/1885 0,24 UITLE WOOD R!VER IRRIGATION ROSEi KENNETH O; ROSE, MARY 0 
37-697 Decreed 5/31/:J.887 3.20 SOLDIER CREEK IRRIGATION WHITE, ISAIAH 
,H98 Decteed 5/5/1884 1.30 LITTLE WOOD RIVE~ IRR!GATION . S71MPSON, DON F 
37-699A 0ecrf:ed 5/5/1884 2.70 LITTlEWOOP RJVER IRRIGATION STl"'1PSON, DON F 
37-699B Decreed 5/5/1884 0.90 LITTliWOOD fl!VER tREHGATION STIMPSON, OON F 
37-700 Decreed 5/S/1834 1.30 lTTLE WOOD RIVER ; IRRIGATION ;TIMPSON, DON F 
37-703D Deer~ 6/15/189'._ 0.).0 BIG WOOO RIVER IRRIGATION SPENCER, MABEL 
37-704<1 Decreed 6/15/1891 3.20 SIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION WILSON,CW 
37-708 Decreed 4/1/1877 1.00 LITTLE WOOD !<!VER IRRIGATION WOODWORTH, E L 
37-711 Decreed l1/"2!!J/1907 3.20 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION WORDl"N, RUTH S 
37-714 Decreed 10/1/Ul90 2.40 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION VOUNG,HM 
37-741 Decreed .6/1/IB88 D.70 roRRAL CREEK IRRIGATION CAR~R, THOMAS 
37-723 Decreed 6/1/188/i o:so CORRAl.CREEK IRRIGATION F.EMl'ION, MARYL 
37-72!1 Decreed 5/25/1888 MO CORRAL CREEK IRRIGATION KAODlN,.SG 
l 37-742 Decreed· 5/15/1903 1.50 FlS!-1 CREEK IRRIGATION COATES,JOSEPH E 
3H49A Decreed 3/31l/IBS3 l.40 ASH CREEK IRRIGATION ELDf\EOGE, IRA 
37-7498 Decreed 3/30/ 1flf'3 0.80 FISH CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CONDIE, LILLIE I 
37-755 Decreed S/15/1904 0.4() FISH CREEK IRRIGATION KNIGHT, VINSON P 
37-755 Decreed 5/15/1908 0,20 FISH CREl:K IRRIGATION NORTON, 1.AFAYme M 
37-770A Oec(e.ed 3/30/18&3 1.30 FISH CREEK IRRlGAl10N PATftRSON,JOSEPH R 
37-7703 Decreed 3/30(1883 l.20 FISH CREEK IRRIGATION SNlDEt\1 PETER 
37'-809 Deemed 4/1/1892 1.40 O.OVER CRES( IRRIGATION SERGUSON, BARLOW 
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37-812 Decreed 7/7/1909 D.76 UOVERCREEK 
37~813 • Decreed 7/7/19D9 D.48 CLOVER CREEK 
37-816 Decreed 4/1/1884 MD CLOV1'RCREEK 
3?"--829 Decreed 4/1/1888 WASTEWATER 
37-830 Decreed 4/1/1904 3.20 CALF CREEK 
37-832 Decreed 4/23/1910 3.20 COW CREEK 
Decreed 7/1/1887 3.20 SOLDIER CREEK 
37"B3B Decreed 4/30/1887 1.24 SOLDIER CREEK 
37-839 Decreed 4/30/1887 2.54 SOLDIER CREEK 
37··840 Decreed 5/31/1887 2.00 SOLDIER CREEK 
37-B41 Decreed 4/1/1686 2,00 SOLDIER CREEK 
37-842 Decreed 4/1/1687 2.00 SOLDIE'.R CR~EK 
37-843 Decreed 4/1/1892 2.00 SOLDIER CREEK 
37-853 Decreed 7/1/1891 1.20 SOLDIER CREEK 
37-858 Decreed 5/1/1886 1.40 DRY CREEK 
37-860 Decreed 3/1/1905 10.00 DRY CREEK 
37-864 Decreed 9/28/1896 0.80 BIG WOOD RtVER 
37-866 Decreed 4/1/1905 3.20 BIG WOOD RIVER 
37-879 Decreed 5/1/1905 2.40 BIG WOOD RIVER 
37--883A Decreed 5/15/1885 3.07 BIG WOOD RIVER 
Decreed 6/1/1884 0.60 BIG WOOD RIVER 
Decreed 11/11/1884 16.DO DEERCREEK 
Decreed 6/23/1934 6.00 GROUND WATER 
37-894A Decreed 9/1/1920 3.58 BIG WOOD RIVER 
37-896 Decreed 4/1/1940 0.07 BIG WOOD RIVER 
37-897 Decreed 4/1/1940 O.D3 BIG WOOD RIVER 
37-898 . Decreed 4/1/1940 2.91 BIG WOOD RIVER 
37-900 Decreed 4/1/1940 2.98 BIG WOOD RIVER 
37-901 Decreed 4/1/1940 D.73 BIG WOOD RIVER 
37~902A Decreed 4/1/lJJ40 D.48 BIG WOOD RIVER 
37~9028 Decreed 4/1/1940 D.10 BIG WOOD RIVER 
37-903 ~creed 4/1/lJJ40 0.07 BIGWOOD RIVER 
37-904 Decreed 4/1/1940 2.18. SIG WOOD RIVER 
37-907 Decreed 4/1/1940 D.96 BIG WOOD RIVER 
37-908 Decreed 4/1/1940 0.04 SIG WOOD RIVER 
37-909 Decreed 4/1/1940 D.18 BIG WOOD RIVER 
37-910 Decreed 4/1/194D 4.65 BIG WOOD RIVER 
37-911 ' Decreed 4/1/1940 0.44 81G WOOD RIVER 
37-912 Decreed 4/1/1940 1.45 BIG WOOD RIVER 
Oecree9 4/1/1940 0.26 BIG WOOD RIVER 
37..g14 Decreed 4/1/1940 0.12 BIG WOOD RIVER 
37-915 Decreed 4/1/1940 0.33 BIG WOOD RIVER 
37-916 Decreed 4/1/1940 O,D4 BIG WOOD RIVER 
37-920 Decreed 4/1/1940 BIG WOOD RIVER 
37-921 Decreed 4/1/1940 0.75 BIG WOOD RIVER 
37-922 Decreed 4/1/194D 0.76 8JG WOOD RIVER 
37-923 Decreed 4/1/1940 . 0.22 BIG WOOD RIVF,R 



























CHEllNE, HAROLD 0 
PAINTER> 11-IEODORE. E 
WATTLES, ZELLA l 
LABRUM, HENRY GEORGE 
PERKINS, WILLIAM Y 
PERKINS, LEANDER N 
WHITE, SARAH 
ESTATE OF IRA SWARING; WARING, 
ROSEM 
ESTATE OF IRAS WARING; WARING, 
ROSEM 
ESTATE OF IRAS WARING; WARING, 
ROSE M 
WATSON, HENRY D 
CRIST, EL 
KANAUSS, LESTER; PETERSON, J W 




DISBENNETT JR, OTIS 
MCMONIGLE, PATRlCK B 
UPPER BIG WOOD RIVER WATER 
USERS ASSN 
BIG WOOD CANAL COMPANY; 
MUTUAL WOOD RlVER WATER 
USERS ASSN 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BROWN, ROBERT A 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BUSHNEU, ADA B 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BUTTRAM1 ~ E 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION a.ARK, WAYNE 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CROCKER, G F 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION DAVIS, VERN 
IRRIGATION GORMAN, JAMES A 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION DECKARD, IRA 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION DREXLER, JOHN 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HURST, FRED 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HURST, MADALINE 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION JOHNSON, FLOYD 
DOM5f!C, lRRIGATION MC CUR.RY1 ETTA B 
DOMESTIC1 IRRIGATION MCA1EE, WYATTV 
DOMESTlC1 IRRIGATION MIZER> DALE 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION POOL, JACK 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION POVEY, FREDERICK 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SHARP1 ARTHUR 
DOMESTTC, IRRIGATION SHARP, JOHN 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WILSON, FLOYD 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION YOUNG, MARTIN 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION YOUNG, ROBERT 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION YOUNG, WA 
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37-936 Decreed 5/l/1918 2.00 SILVER CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION LEWIS, HK 
37-937 Decreed 5/1/1918 1.00 SILVER CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION LEWIS, LOIS 
37-938 Decreed 6/1/1912 2.00 LITTLE WOOD RIVER DOMESIIC, IRRIGATION MALCOLM, GEORGE E 
37-940 Decreed S/1/1910. 2,00 SILVER CREEK IRRIGATION SMITH, 0 B 
37-943A Decreed 0.80 J DRAIN IRRIGATION 
MOLYNEUX, AW; MOLYNEUX, 
MAXINE 
37-9438 Decreed 1.34 !DRAIN IRRIGATION LARKIN, CHARLES R 
37--943D Decreed 0.81 l DRAIN DOMESTIC1 IRRIGATION. 
MOLYNEUX, ClYDE L; ORVIK, NINA 
MOLYNEUX 
37-943E Decreed 0.25 J DRAIN IRRIGATION LARKIN1 CHARLES R 
37-944A Dec~e.ed 0.67 K DRAIN, L DRAIN IRRIGATION LARKIN, CHARLES R 
. 37·944C Decreed 0.40 K DRA1N1 L DRAIN IRRIGATION 
MOLYNEUX,A W; MOLYNEUX, 
MAXINE 
37-9440 Decreed 0.40 DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
MOLYNEUX, UYDE t; ORVIK, NINA 
MOLYNEUX 
37-944E Decreed 0.12 K DRAIN, l DRAIN . IRRIGATION LARlm, CHARLES R 
37-946 Decreed 0.80 I DRAJN IRRIGATION GILLIAN, JAMES 
37.949 Decreed 2.22 
F DRAIN, G DRAIN, H 
IRRIGATION CHESS, BEN 
DRAIN 
37-955 Decreed 4/1/1886 1.50 LITTLE WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION OTTERSON, WILI.IAM H 
37-968 Decreed 4/1/1885 0.60 L\TTl.E WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION KEMPTON, JEROME B 
37-979 Decreed 4/l/1885 1.00 LITTLE WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION BiOWMAN, JAMES W 
37-985 Decreed 8/31/1892 1.20 LITTLEWOOD RIVER IRRIGATION HORTON, EW 
37-992 Decreed 4/15/1885 1.80 LITTLE WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION NUSGEN, GUSTAVE 
FRIEDMAN CREEK, 
37-lOlS Decreed 4/1/18S7 1.60 
SOUTH FORK MULDOON 
IRRIGATION WINCHESTER1 5TEPHCN CREEK, UNNAMED 
STRl:.AMS 
37-1019 Decreed 4/1/188S 0.50 LITTLE WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION WOMACK,MAL 
37-1020 Decreed 4/1/1888 a.so LITTLE WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION WOMACK, ASAL 
37-1023 Decreed 6/30/1884 0,60 UNNAMED STI\EAMS IRRIGATION GOODMAN, DOUGLAS H 
37-1024 Dec.reed 4/1/jJJ85 0.40 UNNAMED STREAMS IRRIGATION GOODMAN, DOUGLAS H 
37-1025 Decreed 4/1/1887 0.80 UN NAM ED STREAMS IRRIGATION GOODMAN, DOUGLAS H 
37-1044 Decreed 6/15/1885 1,20 FRIEDMAN CREEK IRRIGATION BAllANTINE, J W 
37-1045 Decreed 4/1/1886 1.00 FRIEDMAN CREEK IRRIGATION BALLANTINE,J W 
37-1050 Decreed 4/1/1888 LlffiE WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION EVANS, DAVID_J 
37-1055 Decreed 5/20/1885 2.20 UNNAMED STRfAMS IRRIGATION CUSHING, HENRY S 
37-1069 Decreed 6/l/1891 1.20 LITTLE WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION MUCHADO, LOUIS 
37-1071A Decreed 6/1/1892 0.20 SILVER CREEK IRRIGATION PARKER, MARY 
37-1071B Decreed 6/1/1892 2,00 SILVER CREEK IRRIGATION CARPENTER, JOHN H 
37-1091 Decreed 4/1/1890 1.50 SILVER CREEK IRRIGATION HAYDEN, JOHN 
37-1093 Decreed 6/1/1890 2,00 SILVER CREEK IRRIGATION GRAHAM, ANDREW J 
37·1104A Decreed 4/1/1890 1,00 SIL VER CREEK IRRIGATION STOCKS, THOMAS 
37:1111 Decteed 8/14/1890 2,50 Sil VER CREEK IRRIGATION NISSEN, CHRISTIAN 
37-1121 Decreed 9/26/1906 0,50 LITTLE WOOD RIVl'R IRRIGATION 
MALCOLM, GEORGE Ei MALCOLM, 
MARGARET 
37-1122 oecr.eed 9/26/1906 0.50 LITTLE WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION DIXON, ELMER 
37-1128 Decreed 12/1/1911 3.20 LITTLE WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATIDN CARPENTER, FORREST A 
37-1129 Decreed 12/l/1911 4.00 LITTLE WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CARPENTER, SALJ;M 
37·U30 Decreed 12/1/1911 0.80 LITTl.E WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CARPENTER,CLARENCE 
37-1133 Oecr-eed 7/1/1910 2.00 DRHREEK IRRIGATION MC CARTER1 ORLAJ 
37-1171 Oecreed 7/1/1906 1,60 LITTLE WOOD RIVER · DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GUBLER, GODFREY 
37-1180 Decreed 5/23/1910 1.00 FISH CREEK IRRIGATION NORTON, LAFAYETTE M 
37-1182 Decreed 6/27/1883 0,08 S0LDl£R CREEK IRRIGATION WHITE, SARAH 
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37-1193 Decreed 4/1/1940 0.18 BfG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION llARKER,OD 
37-1194 Decreed 15,00 FIS!i C!<Efls IRRIGATION CASE, GEORGE W 
37-1196 Dec:re<>d 3.00 FISH CREEi IRRIGATION . CASE'1 GEORGE W 
37·12;>0 Decreed 5/10/'.l&l2 4.00 : CROYCRill . IRRIGATION CONNETT, lDUISE s 
1 HOT SPll!NGS GULCH 
:n~1221 Decreed 5/24/1909 1.50 ' CREEK, WllSON GULcH IR1!JGATION CONNm, LOUJSES 
CREEK ' 
. 37-1224D Decreed 12/2B/1S32 0,20 SILVER Cll.EEK IRRIGATION SCHOEN, LAWRENCE 
37-1229 Decreed 6/1/1901 0.70 
BlACKMANS GULCH 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION LEE, ARCHIE R; LEE, SARAH E CREEK 
37-1234 Decree-d 4/15/1910 6.00 DUGWAY CREEi( DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GRAY, GOLDIE 
37•1235 Dec:reed 2/20/1911 2.40 CROY CREEK DOMESTIC, 1.RRIGATIO:i HORAN, JAMES H 
37-1237 Decreed ll/19/1929 3.00 SPRING IRRIGATION HARRIS,ANNIE I; NOR:HWESTERN . & PACTAC HYPOTHEEKBANK 
! DIVERSION IO 
37•1245 Decreed 9/12/1912 41.02 LITTLE WOOD RIVER STORAGE.,. DOMESTIC, CAREY l.AKE RESERVOlR CO 
IRRIGATION FROM 
STORAGE, IRRIGATION 
37-2004 License 8/20/1903 6,40 SOLDIER CREEK DOMESTIC, IAAlGAIION 6ECKER, ADELINE; HALE, J M 
37~2009 License 8/30/:1904 2.20 
RA111.ESNAKE CREEK, 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WARD,JOHNW 
WEST FORK f-JSH CREEK 
37-2011 License 12/12/1004 250,00 BIG WOOD RIVER POWER ! CRAMER ELECTRIC CO 
37-2014 License 2/8/1905 2.10 UNNAMED SIBEAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WMD,JOHNW 
37-2023 Lkense 9/22/1!,05 3.20 
GROUND WATER, 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION COOi(, CHARI.ES W 
THREEMn.E CREEK i 
37,2025 Uc:ense 9/20/1005 6.40 "THREEM[Lf: CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HALE, SIELLA I 
37-Z027 Ucense 9/B/1905 0.10 SPRINGS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BOYER, REECE C 
37-2028 License 10/9/1905 1.00 ALKALI SPRING DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION JOHNSON, ANDREW 
37-Z02'l license 10/4/1905 4.72 CORRALCREH DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GIBBONS, MARY V 
37-2036- license 3/28/'J.f!06 1.60 LITTLE WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION LEWIS,SAM 
37-2037 License- 3/2$/1906 0,!0 S?RINGS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
CON!'.>JT, FRANCESE; CONDIT,J E; 
CONDTT,J H 
. !'PSf !'ORI< THREEMILE GARBUTT, WIWAM; MONTAGUE, 
37-io-!2 license 4/17/1906 6.00 CREEK 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
HOLLISTER 
37-i<wl Ucense 5/lE/1fJ06 o.so UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION STRONG, PATRICIAANN 
37·2047 Llcerise 5/15/1906 9.00 
CORRAL CREEK, LANSING 
DOMESTIC;JRRIGATION ORR,FRED 
CREEK 
37-l(Wl Ucense 9/22/1905 4.SO 
EAST FORK THREEMllE 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ROUOE8U5Hl UZZ1E E 
CREEK 
37-2050 License 7/6/l'Xlfi O.llO BROADFORD SLOUGH DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MARTIN, JOHN 
37~2053 Ucense 7/11/1906 3.2:0 SHEEP CREEK DOME5TIC, IRRIGATION MC GHEE, BARKLEY J 
37-2054 License 7/19/1.906 4.00 CHIMNEY CREEK DOMESTIC, l~RIGATION HARRISON, LAURA E 
37-2058 Ucense 7/S/1906 1.20 CAMAS CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CHIPMAN, ROSA B; RICE, ER 
37-2059 Ucens~ S/19/1906 0.50 U NNIIMED STREAM DOMcSTIC, IRRIGATION VANCE, MARTHA E 
37-2060 Ucense 10/6/1906 3.00 
EAST FORK THREEMILE 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WOOD, JOSEPH C 
CREEK 
37-2061 u~n~ W/17/1906 1.00 SHEEP CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION DARR, MARYE 
37•2063 License 12/1:l/19D6 2.00 , THREEM:LE CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRlGATION GRIFFITH, RICHARD M 
37-2064 License 12/10/1906 WO THREEMU CRL"K DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GRIFFITH, RICHARD M 
37-2065 Llceru:e :J2/:o/100o 2.00 THREEMILE CREEK DO\.IE5TIC, IRRIGATION BOOE, ElViSR 
37-2068 Lirem:e 12/J:3/J!,0G 3.20 ABBOTT CREEK DOMESllC, IRRIGATION DANIELS, JOSEPH E 
37•2072 Ucense 5/1/1907 3.00 
PROUT SPRING, 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION JORDAN, ALICE C 
UNNAMcO STREAM 
:17-2073 .license 5/3/1907 0.80 CAMPCRl:EK DOMESllC, IRRIGATION ROWU;Y, EMW<A 
37-2077 License 6fZO/l007 0,20 Sl>RlNG DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BOYER, REECE C 
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37-2078 UcertSe 6/28/1907 ll..BO 
CORRAL CREEK, LANSING 
DOME5l1C, IRRIGATION GIi.ES, WILLIAM M CREEK 
37-2079 license 6/29/1907 3.00 LITTJ.E WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION LANE, JAMES H; LANE, JENNlE E 
37-2080 License 7/11/1907 3.00 
DAVIDSON SPRINGS, 
DDMES(IC, IRRIGATION. PERKINS, DEAN L 
TIMBER GULCH 
37-2001 License: 7/1/1907 2.10 CORRAL CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION TIEDE, MARY C 
37•2082 Ucense 7/20/1907 J..20 COVE CREEK OOMfSTIC, IRRIGATION ROO:WELI., IRVIII( E 
37-2083 License 7/20/1907 2.00 
CHIMNEY CREEK, HAP.DY 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WARD-E\/1 JARY CREEK 
37-21JS4 lkense 7/20/1907 2.00 
OIIMNE'/ CREEK, HARDY 
DOMEST'C, IRRIGATION SUMMERS,ADALINE 0 
CREEK 
37-2086 License 9/16/1907 3.20 EAST FORKTHREEMILE DOMESTIC, fRRIGATION BECKER, ADELINE CREEK 
37·2088 License 8/7/1907 24.00 
rJORTH FORK MULDCON 
MINING, POWER MULDOON MINiNG CO CREEi( 
37-2090 Ucense W/l6/1!l07 2.00 LITTLE WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ANDERSON, GEORGE H; 
ANDERSON1 HARRY W 
37~2091 lkense 1!J/17/19ITT 0.74 ROCKSl'RING DOMESHC, IRRlGA110N SAND S?RiNGS RA~Crl & CO 
37-2093 Ucense 11/26/'907 220.00 B!G WOOD f{IVER POWER ROCKWELL WHITE POWER CO 
37-2100 Uc:eo:se 4/4/1909 ),00 SPRINGS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GRAVIET, &~MUEL 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
37-2105 License 10/25/1912 60.00 MC KINNEY CREEK 
FROM STORAGE, TWIN LAKES RESERVO!R & 
IRRIGATIO'li STORAGE; IRRfGATlON CO lTD 
IRRIGATION 
37-2106 Llcense 2/29/1908 9.50 CORRAL CREEK DOMES!!C, IRRIGATION SAND SPRINGS RANCH & CO 
37-2107A License 5/8/'908 0,90 OOMESllC, IRRIGA110N GULL, CLARICE N 
37-2107• License 12/7/1909 :LSD MIU CANYON CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRJGAllON LEONARD, CLAsiCE N 
37-2Ul Ucense 5/8/19(]1l 1.90 UNNAMED STREAM j l:>OMESilC;lRRIGATION GRAVfIT, Si\MLEL 
37-2112 l.k.ense 6/1/1908 8.40 SOLDIER. CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION i EROSTENSON, M F; SllVA, AD 
37-2113 Ucerue. 1 5/8/1900 0.80 HSH CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION fARNWO'IITH,, ANNIE C 
37-2115 license 6/15/1908 1.00 LANSING CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ADKIJ,.'S, SN 
37-2119 Ucen:sa 8/17/1908 D.30 CAMAS CREEK; S?RING DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SAND SPRINGS RANCH & CO 
37-2120 License 7/11/1908 U)() HALL GULCH CREEi; DOMESTIC, lRRIGATION HANFORD, PERCYW 
37-212) Ucense 10/6/1908 0.84 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRlGATION ROWLEY, JAMES J 
37-2129 license 3/5/1909 1.70 UNNAMED STIIEAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION Olf?MAN, ROSA B 
37•2130 Ucense 5/20/1909 1.20 BI.G WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGA11DN DARRAH, ARZlLLA 
37-2132 License. 4/21/l!l09 0.50 
EAST FORK CORRAL 
DOMESTIC, IAAIGA110N MC MASTER, GEO A CREEK 
37-2133 llowe 4/'lil/1909 CAO BlG WOOD RIVER DO ME5T!C; IRRIGATION BONNlNG JR, JAl','ES 
37-2134 Ucense 4/28/1909 0.20 ELKHORN GUI.CH CREEK DCMESTIC., IRRlGATION BONNING JR, JAMES 
37-2135 License S/3/:1909 2,AO UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION pE,qR'(, ELLEN C; TllADER, F!lANK 
37-2136 :Jcense 4/17/1.909 0.60 LITTLEWOOD RIVER nOMESTIC, IRI\IGATION WINT!'R, WILLJAM H 
37-2137 Ucense 5/Ul/:1909 J..20 BALF GUI.CH CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION EllSWORTH, W P 
37-2141 License 6/17/l!il09 0.70 UNNAMED STREAM DOMEST:C, IRRlGAllON JONES, ELBERT W 
37-1143 ' Llcense 6/2li/l!il09 1.00 CLOVER CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION fl.ETCHER, GEORGE W 
37-2145 License 5/22/1909 25.00 SILVER CR EEK :JOMESTIC, POWER 
HODGMAN, ADELAIDE B; 
HOOGMAN1 W!:...UA.tvl A 
37-2146 License 6/1£/1909 0.94 CAMP CREEK DOMESTIC., lRRIGATION ROWlEY,JAMESJ 
' 
37 2149 license 6/)6/1909 1.60 SPRINGS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ROWIEY,ARTHUR 
37-2150 Ltre.nse 7/2'./1909 1.90 SHEEl' CREEK DOMEsnc, IRRIGATION 
MC ADAMS, ALICE S; MCADAMS, C 
AH' MC ADAMS, HARRY 
$7-2151 license 7,7/19(f.J 1.20 EAST DEMPSE'I CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION U1TLE1 JOSEPH E 
37-2155 lkettS&i 10/8/1909 0.70 COLO SPRING CREEK OOMESllC, lRRIGA1lON W.RRY, NIOiOI.AS6 
37-2159 License 11/20/lS09 0,ll() COAL OIL FLAT CREEK OQMESTJC, IRRIGATION El.DREDGE, IRA 
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37-2164 Ucense 1/24/1910 4,50 WASrEWA7ER OOMESl1C, IRFIIG/\TION KEtLY, CHARffY; KELLY1 GEORGE f; 
STRUNK, C 
37-2167 Ui:ense 3/4,/1910 O.S!. SILVER CREEK lRfUGATION 
HOFSTETTift, MARIANNE; 
HOF5TElTJ;R, WALTER J 
I 37-2171 license 4/18/1910 0.40 . SPR'.IIG DOMESTTC, IRRIGATION HANFORD, PERCY W 
! 37-2175 Lieense 5/2/l!l10 0,80 LITfl.E WOOD RIVE, DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SILVA, ANTONIO r 
37-2181 ucense 6/23/1910 1.28 POWELL CREEK DOMESTIC, lRRIGA110N BEAN, ORAB 
37-2182 Ucense 5/16/1910 1.20 SPRINGS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATICN YOUNG JR, EBEN 
37-2183 License 7/15/1!)10 1.50 
CAMAS CREEK, row 
DOMESTICr lRR!GATlON SIMONSON, ANDREW J 
CREEK 
37•2184 Ucense 10/6/1910 1,50 
DUGWAV CANYON 
DOMESTIC, IRRfGATION GAAY, GOLDIE E 
CREEK 
37-2186 License 7/il/J.!JlO 032 KELLY GULCH CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION NEU SUS, CAR!.rl 
37~2187 UtenSt! 't/'13/1910 0.90 SPRrNGS DOMESTfC, IRRIGATION SAND SPRf'lGS RANCH & CO 
37-2189 License 9/6/1910 0.40· GROUND WATER DOM=STIC, IRRIGATION ESfATE OF CHARLES FIBITTHART 
37-2193 Uu;;nse · 10/4/1910 2.io WARM SPRING CREEi( DOMESTIC, IRRlGATION SIMONSON, EMMA C 
37-2194 l.1cense 10/5/1910 2.40 CORRAL CRtEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATJON ASHMEAD, CHAIRES N 
37-2:.97 Ucense 10/19/1910 0,40 SOLDIER CREEK DOMESTIC, lRRIGATlON USDA FOREST SERVICE 
97-2203 License 1/20/19ll 0.70 CROY Cl!EEl( DOMESTIC, !RRIGAflON CURTIS, HD 
37-2204 Llcense 3/4/1911 1,SO BIG WOOD RIVER OOM ESTIC, lRRIGATION PNNTER, bOUJE FMC .AGGERT 
37-2205 Ucense 3/17/l!lll 2.90 DAVISRJm SPRINGS POMESTIC, IRRIGAllON SANO SPRINGS RANCK & CO 
37-2208 license 4/11/1911 0.23 SPRINGS DOMESllC, IRRIGATICN PARR,CJ 
37-2209 License 4/17/1911 0.02 SPRING CREEK DOMESTIC, JRRIGATION PR!CE1 JOHN H 
IRRIGATION Fl<OM 
37-2210 License 4/21/1911 2.8£ ca,,, CREEK STORAGE, IRRIGATION TRULUNGER, DAN<EL 
STORAGE, IRRIGATION ' 
37-2213 Lke.m;e 6/9/1911 0,40 Wll.SON GULCH CREEK DOMESllC, iRRIGAllON PLJMER, JOHN J . 
37-2214 License 6/29/19:U 2.00 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGAllON noRUP, PETER p 
37-2216 License- 7/12/Wll 0,40 MALAD RIVER !~RIGATION YOUNG, WlWAM 
37-2219 License- 8/21/1911 3.60 MIZER SPRINGS DOMESTlC, POWER MIZER, THOMAS 
37-2225 Lken~e l0/i6/1911 1.10 LITTLE WOOD RIVER OOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GEROULAS, WtlUAM 
37-2232 Ucense 4/22/Wl.2 0.80 SILVERCREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATIOl>I WHlTE, HORACE R . 
37-2235 Ucense 4/17/1912 0.80 
SPRINGS, WESTFORK 
IRRlGATION HEDDEN, CIJIRENCE D 
CORRAL CT<EEK 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGAllON 
37•2'-36 Ucense 5/3l/l912 1,80 UNNArdED STREAM 
FROM STORAGE, 
NIELSON, CAROLINE F 
IRRIGATION STORAGE, 
. JRRIGATION 
37~2237 Ucense 6/10/1912 2.50 COW CREEK DOMESTIC, JRqlGATION BROWNELL, MARTHA C 
37·22illl Ucense 5/10/1912 1.llO BIG WOOD RIVER OOMESTIC, !RRIGATfON REDMON;, (;,:"E0 RGE W 
31-2239 Llcense: l'i/25/1912 3.30 UNNAMED srREAM DOMESTIC, IRRJGATfON SONNER, AH; SONNER, ROSA 
37•2241 l.lce.nse 6/22/!!!12 0,40 ASPENWDOD SPRINGS OOMESTrC, IRRIGATION MOSIER, WRAVW P 
37.2253 Lir.ense 10/30/1912 1.30 MALADRfVER DOMESTIC, IRRl€AT<ON ALLER, CASPER 
37-2254 Llcense 2/14/1913 2,,10 UNNAMED l,TREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGA110N GOODING, ALICE 
37-2253 Ucense 1/22/1914 0.02 SPRING DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION JQHNSON, ARTHUR 
: 37-V.67 Llcen:re 6/2S/ln3 1.00 SPRINGS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION lAVi;ITTY, W J 
37.;;272 License 8/14/151:! 1,20. WEST FORK FISH CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRlGAllON POTTER, AO<l.BER:r L 
37-2278 Ucens.e 12/14/191= 0.32 . SILVEf{ CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HUNTER, WA 
•7·2279 License 9/n./:913 18.00 WNW, SPRINGS CREEK .POWER , GUYER, ELENA C 
FENDER, HENRY M; FENDER, 
I 37-228D License 3/27/1913 5.20 umewooo RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION LAWRl;NCE EARL; PENCS, 
I MARGARET 
37-221l1 Uce~se 12/4/1913 0,80 
DUGWAY CANYON 
IRRIGATION GRAY, GOU'.>IE E 
' 
CREEK . 
37-2288 Ucense 4/:<4/1914 0,SJ UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, !RRlGATJON STRATTON( LESL1E E 
1~~~1mw , • ..,,... •• ,!J 1-•· lt1l i~-m~l. ~ ~~~111,r~; -~11.•~11~1-~~~~~~~ffif~lr~ ~Alil";,- ~ ' ' " . ' . ~~~l~!?.~1¥ E~~ ..,ml~~"-~ ·--":;.. ---~"=•"'=·· -~; .. ,. :rn~~J ;:ii~1iiillij ·-- :, .!~ ~ "'.::·. ~!ffii!i!ll~. ·:iJliiiw,w ,.~~rn~!ffl~l~r: 37-2291 License 6/13/1914 1.00 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGAl"ION HILL, LAUNIE 
37-2292 Licehse 6/16/1914 1.30 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRlGATlON BAYUS, FRANK 
37-2295 License 9/28/1914 0.64 SPRINGS DOMESTIC, IRRJGATION HORNBECK, ELIZA 
37-2298 License 10/6/1914 1.60 UNNAMED COULEE DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SMITH1 ERNEST 
37-2299 License 9/28/1914 0.60 . SPRJNGS IRRIGATION BUTLER, EFFIE M 
37-2301A License 9/8/1914 1.40 
SILVER CREEK, 
DOMESTJC, IRRJGATION STRUNK, ROY 
UNNAMW STREAM 
SILVER CREEK, . 37-23018 License 9/8/1914 o.io 
UNNAMED STREAM 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION STRUNK, ROY 
37-2304 Ucense. 12/14/1914 4.00, UrlNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION DAUBNER.A W 
37-2305 License 1/20/1915 0.64 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGAl"ION SAMS, A.H 
37-2307 License 3/31/1915 18.00 BIG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION PALL CREEK SHEEP CO LTD 
37-2308 License 4/24/1915 0.40 
ALBERTHSEN CANYON 
DOMESrlC1 IRRIGATION ALBRETHSEN, WILLJAM CREEK 
37-2313 License 6/21/1915 1.10 CROY CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BENSON, SJ 
37-2314 License 6/23/1915 1.00 THOMPSON CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SOMSEN, FRANK 
37-2315 License 5/3/1915 1.32 SPRINGS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BLACK BIJTTE HILLS LLC 
37-2322 Licerue 11/1/1915 0.40 BIG WOOD RIVER OOMESTfC, IRRIGATION COVENEY, JOHN 
37-2323 License 11/1/1915 1.00 SPRING DOMESTIC, lRRIGATION GOOOlNG, FRANK R 
37-2325 Ucense 4/15/1916 030 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRJGATION CHENEY, FRANK B 
37,2328 License 9/24/1916 2-40 MULDOON CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HILLS, PRANK R 
3702330 Ucense 6/21/1916 0.80 TRAIL CREEK IRRIGATION POTHIER, FRED W 
37-2331 Ucense 7/10/1916 0.24 CAMP CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION KEITH, OSBORNE R 
37-2334 License 8/24/1916 1.36 
LITTLE WOOD RIVER, 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
MICHELWAJT, lYDlA E; STRUNC~,. 
SILVER CREEK DC 
37-23$5 License 10/5/1916 2.00 · EAST FORK WOOD RIVER MINfNG FEDERAL MINING & SMELTING CO 
37-2340 License 1/6/1919 0.30 POORMAN DITCH DOMESTlC, IRRIGATION STORY1 J J 
37-2342 License 1/18/1917 0,45 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, JRRIGATION NOVJNGER & DARRAH SHEEP CO 
37-2343 License 3/9/1916 0.74 LITTLE WOOD RfVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WOMACK, ASA L 
37-2348 Ucense 5/18/1917 0.30 UNNAMED COULEE DOMESTIC, IRRlGATION PAULSON, CHARLESO 
37-2353 License 7/25/1917 0.70 FRICKE CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION KRAHN,OTTO 
37-2358 license 10/4/1917 0.60 BAUGH CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SAUNDERS, MABEL 
37-2359 License 10/4/1917 0.70 FISHER CANYON CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SAUNDERS, MABEL 
37-2369 Utense 2/21/1918 0.10 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CROSS, RI 
37-2370 License 2/23/1918 . 0.34 UNNAMED STREAMS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WEISS, JOHN P 
37~2371 License 2/14/1918 0.10 FISH CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CROSS~ RT 
37-2372 License 3/2/1918 1.00 POORMAN DITCH DOMESTIC1 IRRIGATION AYERS, EJ 
37-2374 License 4/24/1918 0.48 CLOVER CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION RADERMACHER, MAUDE 
37-2381 License 7/26/1918 0.50 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION SUTPHEN, D H; SUTl'HEN, PT 
37 8 2382 License 8/28/1918 0.12 SPRINGS , DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CUNNINGHAM, MARYE 
37-2389 License 9/28/1919 LOO WASTEWATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION FORDICE,ST 
37-2390 License 7/7/1919 0.40 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESI"!C1 IRRIGATION FINCH,JOHN 
37-2391 License 7/5/1919 0.80 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION LEONARD; HS; LEONARD, NOLA B 
37-2392 license 7/31/1919 0.4D WASTEWATER DOMESTIC, IRRlGATlON HENRY, JJ 
37-2393 License 7/19/1919 1.OD UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION EDHOLM,JOHN 
37-2395 License 8/14/1919 0,50 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION INDERMUHLE, MARTIN 
37-2397 License 9/il/1919 0,50 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HARRIS, CHARLES 
37-2401 License 12/14/1919 1.60 LITTLE WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION PEYRON, PIERRE 
37-2406 Ucen.se 6/6/1920 1.06 MILLEGAN CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION KNIGHT, DOUGLAST 
37-2407 License 5/26/1920 1.1D 
llAUGH CREEK, HAILEY 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WILLIAMS, NOUN DAE 
CREEK 
37-2408 Ucense 6/28/1920 4.00 MULDOON CREEK POWER MAITTY, LEO. 
37-2409 L1cense 8/2/1920 0.40 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MASON, FRANK 
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37-2421 License 7/5/1924 1.00 LITilE FISH CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
37-2423 License 8/14/1924 . 200.00 BJG WOOD RIVER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
37-2424 License 2/17/1925 1.00 
37-2434 License 8/10/1926 0.14 
37-2436 License 5/9/1928 100,00 
37-2439 license 8/2/1929 0.14 
37-2442 License 8/4/1931 0.02 
37-2448 License 10/7/1933 2.00 
37-2450 license 6/17/l!J35 0.40 
37-2454 License 2/13/1940 0.50 
37-2459 License 8/7/1939 1,00 
37-2461 License 10/4/1939 0,04 
37-2463 llcense 2/19/1942 0.50 
License 2/27/1942 0.50 
37-2465 License 1/27/1942 0.15 
37-2485 license 12/'/.6/1947 0.17 
37·2486 license 12/26/1947 O.Q3 
37-2487 License 12/26/1947 0.04 
37-2486 License 1/3/1948 O.Q4 
37-2490 License 5/24/1948 0.30 
37-2491 License 6/1/1948 2.00 
. 37-2503 License 5/11/1949 0.24 
37-2511 LICEl'.ISe 6/5/1950 0,03 
37-2520 License 4/2/1951 0.50 
37-2521 License 6/7/1951 0.06 
37-2522 License 5/7/1951 0.10 
37-2529 License 1/30/1952 030 
37-2533 Ucense 1/17/1953 5,38 
37-2S34 License 7/6/1966 1,32 
37-2537 License 4/29/1953 2.40 
License S/27/1954 0.38 
37-2574 license 11/15/1955 0.28 
37-2585 License 10/20/1955 1.00 
37-2590 License 10/25/1956 0.06 
37-2603 License 7/10/1958 2.34 
37-2617 License 6/23/1959 3.72 
37-26ZO License 7/28/1959 2.46 
37-26348 License 5/6/1960 O.D2 
37-2655 license 4/6/1961 0.64 
37-2659 License 3/25/1961 9.37 
SPRING 
UNNAMED STREAM 

































LITTlE WOOD RIVER 
UNNAMED DRAIN 
GROUND WATER 



















































HOWARD, RACHEL A· 
BIG WOOD CANAL COMPANY 
AYRES, EMERY S 
MORRISON, MARGARET 
BIG WOOD CANAL COMPANY 
HUGHE;S, EB 
PASCOE, RAYMOND L 
BROWN, WALTER 
FLOWERS BROTHERS 
HOBDEY, LEO M 
JENSEN, AM 
ROBINSON, BELLE 
CAMAS COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT 
#121 
CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST OF THE 
LATTER DAY SAINTS 
EXNER, J A; POVEY, FREDE 
BAUSQ-IER, DON; BAUSCHEl1, FRED 
BAHR, VIVIAl'I 
8AHR1 JOHN H 
GIESLER1 HARRY 
UPE1 DAVID C 
APAC<iE MINES CO 
ELDREDGE, GAIL V 
MILLER, WILLIAM E 
CLARK, DEWAIN 
TEWS, CLARENCE R 
THORNTON, FLOYD S 
CHENEY, VICTOR 
HOLLOWELL, CLIFFORD 





SAUNDERS, IVA W 
BALDWIN,L W 
PICABO LIVESTOCK CO INC 
PICABO LIVESTOCK CO INC 
ROSANDER, V D 
ST<VENSON, LYNN 
QUIGLEY LAND & LIVESTOCK CO INC 
37-2674 License 7/3l/1S61 2,0Q GROUND WATER IRRIGATION CHENEY, M STALEY 
37-2ol7 License 1/8/1962 0.10 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRlllAllON MC HAN, EV 
37-2691 License 7/lll/1'!;63 0.64 UNNAMED DRAIN IRRIGATION JONES, HAI.Cl€ C 
37-2718 Ucense 11/29/1965 0,09 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC SUN V/illEI ro INC 
37-,72,1 License 12/20/1965 0.30 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC WARM SPRINGS PROPERTIES INC 
37-2731 t.kense 4/;!/1966 0.01 SPRING ooM,snc HAITTWEU, ALBERT J 
37•2751A License 11/14/1966 o.os GROUND WATER IRRIGATJON FEDERAL RESOURCES CORP 
37-2765 License 7/14/1909 0.64 HUFF CREEK DOM!!S'TlC, IRRIGATION _r_.1.AC KAY~ JAf-llES E 
DOMESTIC STORAGE, 
37-2767 UGense 8/24/lns umE WOOD RIVER, IRRIGATION FROM MICl<l:1.WAIT, l.YDIA E; STRUNK, DC 




37-2768 License 7/3/1924 LITTLE FISH CREEK STORAGE, IRRIGATION HOWARO, RACHEL A 
STORAGE 
l)OMESTIC STORAGE, 
37-2770 License 4/6/1937 PRAIRIE CREEK 
1Rf!IG,>.11QN FROM 




37•2772 l..lcense. 5/14/193-0 LITT!.E FISH CREEK 
IRRIGATION FROM ALBRETHSEN. A!..FRED; CAMERON; 
STORAGE, IRRIGA 110N EDWARD ; 
STORAGE 
STOCKWATER FROM 
37~2775 license 6/2E/ll)4l UNNAMED STREAM 
STORAGE, UNITED STAlB Of AMERICA 
STOCl<\VATER ACT!NE THROUGH 
STORAGE 
37-2786 uc'ense 12/18/1905 9.60 1HREEMIL£ CREEK DOMESTIC, lilRIGAllOl't GW!NN) DAVID H 
-· 
37•2793A Ucense 5/16/1908 0.60 DR¥CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SAUNDERS, RALPH H 
37-27938 Ucens,a 8/16/1909 1.40 DRY CREEK OOMESl'IC, IRRIGATION SAlJNOERS, kALt.>H H 
37-2798 license 2/1/1918 0,7G UNNAMED COULEE DOMES'IC, IRRIGATION HARDING, HARVEY L 
37•2801/ls License 8/9/1905 6.00 CAMASCRffK DOMES'IC, IRRIGATION Bl!OSOE, REIF J; NELSON, Ll!CY M 
37-3156 Ucanse 5/21/1934 0.50 
SOUTH FORK BIRCH 




6/1/19'11 Mo OREGON GULCH CREEK 
IRRIGATION, MARIN, OAVlD PAUL: IV!AAlN, MA~Y 
daim STOCKWATER JANE 
37-4001 
Statutory 








37-4006 3/25/1920 MO SPRING IRRIGA.110NJ GRAHAM, CAROLINE Claim , STOCKWATER 
37..l!-027 
Statlltory 




4/1/1952 0.36 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC FLEMING JR, ROBERT I Clalni 
37-4036 
StaMory 
S/1/1958 0.04 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 












9/19/l!J07 1.20 BOX CANYON CREEK IRRIGATION OlSEN, ·VlNCENT W 
Claim 
P•ge 11 of15 
- .. -·. . . , 
~ .. --- -- ·- . 
37-4056A 
St.Mory 4/l/WSS 0.25 UNNAMED STREAM lAAlGATION, FAU.S, AWDREW E Clalm STOCKWATER 
37--40565 
Statutory 
4/1/1969 0.75 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION FAUS, ANDREW E Oaim 
3i--4064 
Statutory 




SPUD PATO< SPRING, STOCKWATER, 
STATE OF IDAHO Claim . UNNAMED ORAlN WILDLIFE 
37-4068 
Statutory 




POWELL CREEK, 5PRJNG1 STOCKWATER, BAUSO<ER MNCH INC 
Claim UNNAMED STREAM WILDLIFE 
37-4075 
Statutory 





SEVEN HUNDRED WA>fE 
IRRlGATION JONES, EUMER D; JONES, WALDO C I Claim DITCH 
37--4C88 
Statutory 
4/.15/1911 1.00 WASTEWAW1 IRRIGATION BIG WOOD CANAL COMPANY Claim 
37-4092 
Statutory 
8/1/1943 2.40 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION RENNER1 ALBERT Claim 
37-4094 
Staturory 




5/1/19'13 1.00 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION 




5/1/1!!43 0,60 WASTEWATER iRRIGATION 
























IRRIGATION CAL-PACIACO RANCH INC clarm C!\EEK 
37-4>54 
Statutory 
5/1/1970 l.SU SILVER CREEK lRRlGAT!ON BROADIE, MOJANET I Clalm 
37-4161 
Statutory 
3/15/1923 MO WASJ'EWATE/1 IRRIGATION URRUTIA, MICHAa Claim 
37-4164 
Statutory 
5/16/1961 2.00 WARM SPRINGS CREEK MINING WIUAL:lACK MINJIIG CO Cfalm 
37-4165 
Statutory 




1/l/l!J41 0,30 SPRING 
IRRIGATION, 
511/<ITH, THOMAS S Claim STOCl<WATEll 
37-4176 
Statutory 
5/15/1910 3.21 WASTEWATER 
IRRIGATION, 












8/13/1956 THORNCREEl( STO!\AGE, WILDllFE 





6/l/1955 DOMESTIC, lRRIGA1lON 
MATSUURA, FLCRENCE T; 
37-4230 
Claim 




6/1/1910 0,70 UNNAMED STREAM lRRIGATION LOUCKS, LEON W; LOUCKS, LOIS V dalm 
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~ , V E 
sutut01y LCUCKS, l• AZtL L; LOUCKS, WILBUR : 
37-4233 
dalm 




4/lli/1969 2,:W WASTEWATER IRRIGATION 
MUCHOW, (l!/\IG R; MUCHOW, 
O.lm PAT J 
37·4235 
Statutory 
6/1/1900 0.60 UNNAMED SlllEAlvl IRRIGATION ESTERBROOK, i!OB R Claim 
37-4243 Statutory 10/20/1902 4.00 DRY CREEK IRRlGATION WEST, DONNA Q; WEST, JAMES E Oaltn 
37-4244 
Statutory 
















6/1i1954 5.00 DE€R CREEK M!Nlf'IG. THE PASS MINING CO Claim 
37-4290 
S.tatutory 
6/2/1947 0.02 GROUND WATER 
COMMERCIAi., 
1 
Blrrt.ER, HAROlO .S 
Claim DOMESTIC I 
37-4299 
Statu!!Jry 
1/1/19!37 0.13 GROUND WATER 
COMMERCIAL, 
4 BROS tlAlRY INC ! Claim STOCKWATER 
374310 
stauitory 
5Jl/l!il02 o.oo WASrEWATER IRRIGATION lAUGHllN, MARVIN J Claim 
37-4316 Starutory 1/1/1945 0.25 GROUND WATER DOMESflC IIAMONA WATER CO Claim . 
37-4318 
Statutory 
6/1/1940 1.20 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION 
i CARRAWAY, FERRELL G; 
Clalm [ CARRAWAY, 'MUA L 
37-4321 
Statutory 
7/1/1370 0.20 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION 
ilSHOI' JR, SAMUEi. H; BISHOP, 
Ch!lrn iETTY E 
37-4330 
St•turory 
6/1/1910 6.00 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION FlA\/8., GRANT Claim 
37-'~345 
Staturory 





5/25/1937 0.15 GROU~D WATER 
DOME.STIC, 









1/1/1910 0.14 GROUNDWATEI\ COMESTIC, IRRIGATION LAU, JEAN; LAU, ROBERT H Claim 
37-4860 
Statutory 
S/1/194$ 0.10 GROUND WATER 
. tRRIGATION:i SHUTER, CARRIE A; SHUTER, 
Cialm STOCKWATER .UGEijE 
37-061 
Statutory 
6/1/1969 0.01 SPRING 
STOCKWAfER, UNTED STATES OF AMERICA 
Claim WILOJJFE ACTl~/GTHROUGH 
37-4371 
: Statutory 




1/1/1963 0.08 GROUND WATER DOME5TIC 




12/1/1962 0,27 GROUND WATEI\ 
COMM£RCIAl, : HRHI, CURTIS D; FIRTH, SHERYL 
Claim DOMESTIC LYNN 
37-44()6 
Statutory 







SOUTH FORK MULDOON IRRIGAnON, 
FLATTOP SHEEP CO 
Claim CREEK $TOCKWATER 
37-4422-
Statutory 
6/10/1680 01!6 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION 
G/11\DNER, CLOYD W; GARDNER, 
Claim RORERH; GARDNER, RUTH HELEN ' 
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37-4423 
Statutory 




EASf FORK THREEMILE 





MC MAHAN CREE)(, 









WEST FORK HREEMllE 




ll/14/1919 0.80 WASTEWATER JRRIGA.TION JEROME, PAUL Clatm 




37-704$ Uceru;e 7/14/1969 0.70 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION SMITH, BERNARD E 
37-7056 license 12/11/:1969 0.04 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC TYRDlEAN LODGE 
37-7057 Lk:ense :U/8/1969 0.48 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION, RUllY, LESLIE T 
STOCKWATER 
37-7060 License 5/6/'JS/70 0-68 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC GOITIANDIA, JOE 
37-7068 License 5/12/l!l70 0,1C GROUND WA"1cR COMMERCIAL FIFE1 Mil TON 
,7-7073 License 6/26/l970 0.04 GROUND WAER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION NOPP, ill.CK O; NOPP, LORRAINE R 
37-7097 Uoonse 5/5/1971 0.10 GROLJ ND WATER DOMESTIC, FlRE LOOMIS, GECRGEA 
PROTECTIQt.i 
37-7141 license 4/18/l!572 0.20 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC ; NOR1Hl'ACE PROPERTIES 
37.7155 Urense 8/10/1972 0-06 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC ROOT, MICHAF,L C 
37-7156 License 8/14/1972 0,06 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION RELOS, EUGENE E 
37-7161 License 8/30/l!l72 SPRING RECREATION STORAGE LEA YELL CAffiECO 
37-7182 License l2/20/1S72 0.22 GROUND WATER J DOMESTIC WOW RIVER RACQUET CWB 
37-7190 License 1/8/1973 0.00 GROUNO WATER DOMESTIC HARRl5, ORVlll.EJ; •RICE, RAlPH 3 
37-7212 llC011.Se 3/19/1973 0,20 GROUND WATER COMMEROAL MOONS'tUNE: INC 
37-7250 Ucense 7/11/1973 0.80 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION BRADSHAW, RAY 
37-7254 License 7/31/1973 0.10 GROUND WATE'R COMMERCIAL ¥ROLJTY, WESLEY C 
31-7263 License &/?JJJ].~73 0.02 SPRINGS TR!UMPH ivllNERALCOINC 
37-7293 LJ<:ense 10/10/1973 £.59 GROUND WATER lRR!GAT!ON STEVENSON, LYNNE 
37-7342 License 2/21/197"- 0.14 GROLJ~O WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGAfJON MCSTAY,GM 
37-7347 Ucense.. 3/17/1974 2.45 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION RICHTRON FINANCIAL CORP 
37-7449 License 8/6/197S 0.0& GROUND WATEA OOMESTIC DAECH, SHERRY 
37-7529 license 9/28/1976 0,94 WASTEWATER IRRIG'ATION AARATE, CHRISTINA; ARAATE, JOSE 
37-7578 ' license ! 4/lS/1977 0.08 GROUND WATcR lRRIGATION vOIT1ANDIA, JOE 
3Nfi21B Ucense 6/7/1977 0,65 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 
OLSEN, 'RICHARD P; US DEPT OF 
AGRICULTURE 
37-7750 Uce-nse 11/29/lS!78 5,34 SPRINGS P'OWER 8 LACK CANYON BUSS LLC 
37-7778 Ucense 5/14/l!J79 0.03 j GROUND WATI;R SfOO-'WATEll. UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
WJLOUEE ACTING THROUGH 
37~77.91 License 7/19/1979 0,02· BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION FAIRFIELD, RICHARD W 
37-7946 License 10/8/1981 0.03 GROUND WATER 
DOMESTIC, 
SHEER, ED C 
Sl"OCKWATER 
37-7951 License 11/13/1981 0.03 GROUND WATER i DOMESTIC KNlEP, MARTI~ J 
37-7959S Ucense 12/9i1981 0,04 GROUND WATER. ' DOMESTIC DROUGAS, TH0"1A,S C 





·- .. .~ .. =· .. . ~- ~ ,-Jra ·- .!~! a ' " j - , . ·- ... '_="' - . e - ' 8,. . - =· ~ !5ei 
' ROPRIGUEZ, EMMAJ; RODRIGUEZ, 37-8033 Lkense 8/6/1982 0,06 GROUND WA1E1! DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
RAFAEL 
37-8037 License 9/"£3/1982 0.05 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC 
CORWIN, BAR£!ARA L; CORWIN, 
CHARI.ESH; FREUND, ROBEITT B 
. $TOCKWATER, · CNITED STATES Of AMEl\!CA 37-8046 Licetm! 10/1/)982 0.01 SPRING 
WlLDLl!'E ACTING 1HROUGH 
37..gc49 License lll/1/1982 0,01 SPRING 
STOCKWATER, UNTIOSTATESOf AMERJCA 
WILDLIFE ACTING THROUGH 
37-8134 License . 6/:29/1983 0.05 GROUND WATEl \ DOMESTIC, :RRIGATION ROBERT POTTERS 
STOCl:WATER FROM 
STORAGE, 
37-8241 Ucense 9/16/1985 I UNNAMED STREAM STOCKWATER UNITED SiATES OF AMERlQ\ STORAGE, WLLDLIFE ACTING THROUGH 
FROM STORAGE, 
• WILDLIFE STORAGE 
37-8178 i Ucense 9/25/J'J86 4.00 BIG WOOD RIVER WllDUFE FASSETT, HELEN M 
37•30000) De.creed 3/24/1883 '.1.06 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION MOLYNE\JX, AW 
. 
. 37·:ll'.lQOOM D~creed 3/24/1883 2:l.05 BIG WOOD RIVER JRRIGATION WOOD RlVERU\ND CO 
37-SOOOON Detteed 3/24/1863 0,05 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 
CORIELi., ~ANDY E; COR!EU., 
TERESAB 
37-30001 Oecr.e:e.d 3/24/1883 1.00 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION , PAULI., AUGUSTA i 
FRIEDMAN, LEON S; RJL.01 JOSEPH 
37·30002 Oecree-0 3/24/1883 6.00 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION W; HOWES, MARIEL; PERRY, MRS F 
G; ROY, Ai.\llEUA VIC 
37•30003 Oecreed 3/24/1883 2.00 BIG woo~ RIVER lllRIGATION BlAlNE: COUN'IY NATIONAL BANK 
37-30004 Decreed 3/24/1883 1.60 e!G WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION STATE OF IDAHO 
37-30005 Decreed 3/24/l&l3 · 4-00 RIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION BL'.!NE COUNTY NATIONAL BANK 
37-30006 De.creed 3/24/1883 5.00 BlG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION BURLINGTON SAVll'lGS !WIK 
37-31)007 Decreed 3/24/:1883 u~ BJG WOOD RIVl'R IRRIGATION, TH£ VALLEY RANCH PARTNERS 
RECREATION 
U·SOJOc Oi:\creed 3/24/1883 3.BO BIG WOOD Rl\ll'R iRRIGATION FRIEDMAN CO 
37-30010 , !)ecreed. 3/24/1383 2.40 BIG WOOD RlVER IRRIG/1:nON CRONE,DH 
37,300UA 0€.ci'eed 3/24/lllSS 6.85 BIG WOOD RLVER IRRIGATION MOLYNE\JX,AW 
37-30012 Pecreeill 3/24/1883 0..8 BIG WOOD RIVER JRR!GATION MOORE, KENNETH 
AE:STHEifC, FiSH 
PETER M THOMAS TRUS"i; RIVER 
37-0001.!-! Decreed 3(24/J.!183 1.W BIG WOOD RIVER PROPAGATION, 
RECREATION 
GROVE FARM 
37-30015 Decreed 3/24/U183 128 lllG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION WOOD RIVER RANOl CO INC 
37-30016 Oetreed 3/2•Jl883 1.53 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION ESTATE OF MARIA A$1'0RCUIA 
37-30017 D<creed 3/24/1883 0.3S BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIG/\TION HAUGH, CHRISTIE A 
37,30018 Decreed 3/24/1883 0.50 BlG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION CAMERON, GEORGE EDWARD 
37-30019 Decreed 3/24/1883 0,10 SIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION GOR.MAN,JAMESA 
37-30020 De-creed 3/24/1883 2,90 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGA71DN ;TU ART JR, El- AO LEY 
37-30021 Decreed 3/24/1883 0.48 BIG WOOD RIVER [Ri\[GAT!ON BALI.JWIN, Cl YDE W 
37-1,0022 Decreed 3/24/1883 1,20 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION DA\115 INVESTMENT CO 
37,30023 Decreed 3/24/1883 0.02 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION BURKE, WAYNE L 
37-300:MC De<ree<l 3/24/1883 0.62 mG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION sooNER1 usaonc 
37-30025 oecra..d 3/24/lSiH 0.18 BIGWOOD RIVER llllllGATION LANIER, FRANKJ 
37-30026 Decreed 3/24/ll!J!,3 0-10 BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATlON HARRIS, JAMES L 
37•30027 Decreed 3/24/1883 C.1ll SIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION MILLE1!, RICHARD D 
37-30028 Decreed , 3/24/1883 0,()8 BIG WOOD RM!l IRRIGATION Rl~KERCO 
37-30029 Decreed 3/24/1883 0,10 SIG WOOD RIVER .AESTHETIC, W1 LOLIFE RINl(ER CO 
37-30031 Decreed 3/24/1883 0,10 BIG WOOD RNER IRRIG/\TIDN 1.ANIER, FRANK J; LANIER, MARILYN 
37-30032 Decreed 3/24/1883 0.04 B!G WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION ANDERSON, RICHARD B 
Pag~15of16 
37-30033 Decreed 3/24/1883 0.26 BIG WOOD RP✓ER IRRlGATION 
CAMPION,:_ YNN ti; CAMPION1 
THOMASB 
37-30034 Decreed 3/24/1883 0.39 BIGWOOD !'Wm IRRIGATION CORD JR, CHARLES E 
37-30035 Decreed 3/24/1883 0,15- BIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION GRI\YSTONE !NC 
37-30036 DecTBed 3/24/1883 0.02 SIG WOOD RIVER IRRIGATION 
EITTREIM, CA~Ol E; 8TTRE1M~ 
W!LLIAMD 
37-30038 Decreed 3/24/1883 0.37 81G WOOD Rl'IER IRRIGATiON BREt>lNAN, ROBERT M 
37-3()(139 Decreed 3/24/1883 0,91 SIG WOOD RIVER D{)ME;TIC, IRJ\IGAT\ON CLARK, WAYNE 
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Ilasin 41 Potentially Unclaimed Water Rights 
SOUTH FORK ROCK 
CREEK 
41-11 Decreed 4/1/1884 0.44 1 SOUTH FORK ROCK IRRIGATION HARTLEY,JOHN 
'. C:\EEK 
41-14 . Decreed 4/1/1889 OAO INOIAN CREEK lf!RIGAT\0.'\I OLNEY,ET 
41-45 Decreed S/l/1.885 0.80 
SOUTH FOR!( ROCK 
IRRIGATION MC DONALD, GEORGE CREEK 
41-54 Decreed 12/12/1917 0.72 LITTLE WARM CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION D\MP8ELL, FRED R 
41-2002 License 10/26/1908 0,13 SPRINGS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION llUINIAN, EDWARD 
41-2003 license 7/10/1909 150 SPRINGS DOME.ITIC, IRRIGATION RALPHS, EPHRAIM 
41-2010 Ucense 9/12/1914 CAO UNNAMED STREAM OOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WALKER JR, HYRUM S 
41~201'.:. License 7/31/1915 0.25 ROCKCREEK ; DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MUEHLBERGER ANTON 




0,30 I LANDEN CREEK IRRIGATION NE150N, FAAOLD J 
41-4020 
Statutory 
9/1/l!l69 UNNAMED STREAM 
STOCKWA1tJI, ' UNl,oJ Sl'ATES OF AMERICA 
Clalm WllOlll'I! ACTING THROUGH 
41-402l 
Statutory 
9/l/l!J69 UNNAMED STREAM 
STOCKWATER, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
Claim WII.Dl.lF, ACTING THROUGH 
41-4033 
StatLtory 






6/12/lSlS o;u $PRING IRR!GAT,ON1 NE'c.SON"1 FAROL'J J; NELSON1 LEU\ M 
STDCl(WATER 
41-705< License 8/W{l98l. 0.17 GROUNDWATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION LASLEY, H WARREN 
Basin 45 Potentialty Unclaimed Water Rigllts 
'ti-~"""~ : '"¼· ,, ::;: ~:,; #M . ... .,.M ~,'t -" a-., ;!cf !lir,J;/( I . · .. 2 - ...... ;: (\: , l;",,.4 ill:'-.' -". ,:; ,,., {g " . "'\ •.-S - ' ~." ,. .,., 1'-,, '· " ·" , 
4s..5718 ; Decreed 5/1/'JP,82 0.03 GRAVEYARD SPRINGS 
IRRIGATION, FAIRCHILD, KENNETH; FAIRCHILD, LE 
STOCKWA1'ER ROY 
I 45-573 Decreed 5/1/1883 0,20 Milt CREEK 1'1RIGATION 
FAIRCHILD, CAUSTA~ i=-AIRCH:to, 
SAMUEL 
i 45·668 Decreed 4/1/1894 o.62 I MILLCREEK IRR:GJ\TION FAIRCHILD, CALISTA; FAIRCHILD, 
' ' SAMVEI. 45-670A. Decreed 4/1/1894 0,86 M!U. CREEK lR~IGAi'ION STEEL, MROY 
45-S70C Decreed 4/1/1894 0,25 MILLCREEK 
. 
IRRIGATION STIEL, M ROY 
45-724 Decreed 2/21/!525 MINE TUNNELS IRRIGATION LAKE, F J; LAKE, MALVINA 
45-725A Decreed 4/1i.il892 3,i;a COTTONWOOD CREEK lRRIGATION POUl.TON1 RAYMOND 
45-7258 Deaeed 4/12/1892 1.20 COTTONWOOD om,K IRRIGA110N P0UtrON, J RiQ-l..ARO 
4S-725C Decreed 4/12/13$2 0.80 COTTOKWOOD CREK IRRlGATION t CRANNEY 8ROT'.'iERS 
I 45-7250 Decte€d 4(12/!Jl92 0,$0 COTTONWOOD CR£EK ' IRRIGATION POULTON, :>ESMA; POULTON, RALPH 
H 
45-2000 License 8/21/1903 1.60 MARSH C!i.EEK ' OOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 6/\RRETT, EDWARD 
45-2005 Uceru.e S/26/1904 4,20 MARSH CREEK IRRIGATION JUDO, ROY A; LEWIS, HYRUM 5 
45-2021 Ucanse 5/27/1007 3.20 GOOSE CREEK .IRRIGATION CRANNEY JR, WILLARD D 
45·2023 License 6/27/1900 0,25 WARM S?RINGS DOMESTIC, IRRJGATION HUNTER, ROSEL H 
45-2027 License !D/23/1',01 'l'.20 COTTONWOOO CREEK iRRIGATION WHEELOCK, ELIZABITH ' CRANNEY JR, WILLARD D; CAAl'INEY, 
L5-202.8A \ Ucense. ll/S/1907 a.14 COTTO~WOOD CREEK IRRIGATION KATE VIVA; CRANNEY, KEfN'; 
! " CRANNEY1 STENSAJ 
45--2029 Lic-ense 11/20/1907 9.l!O 
Bl RCH CREEi<, MILL 
IRRIGATION 
CRANNEY) KATE V\VA; CRANNEY, 
CREEK STENSAJ;CRANNE~VERA 
45-2034 License 3/6/190$ 3,60 GOOSE CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ERSKINE, OSCAR 
45-2035 Uc.ense 3/7/190$ 7.70 GOOSE CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BEYMER1 ARTHUR 
45-2041 license 6/25/1908 2.4-0 BIRC~ CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BR DNSON, GEORGE M 
45-2050 License 12;':9/1908 UlO 
EAST f0Rl( GOOSE 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION Q,(LEBFRRY, MARTIN LOR,NW 
CREEK 
45~2054 Li~se 2/4/190', 4.80 \.AND CREEK lRRIGATION W081'HINGTON, MAHTHA D 
4S..2055 License 2/3/1909 0.13 ; SPRl~GS DOMESTIC, ;RRIGATION C!.A'ffON, ELMER E 
45-2064 ; LI0=nse 7/16/15)10 150.00 MARSH CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION US DEPT OF INTERIOR 
45-2072 License 9/3/1909 1.00 
BEAVER DAM CREEK, 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION EMERY, EUGENE 
CANYON CREEK 
45-2073 Ucen$e 6/15/1916 0.80 DRY CREEK IRRIGATION PARKS, AGNESE 
4;i,Z074 Ucensa 1/20/1910 0,60 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, l,RIGATION E"RICKSO_N, AL; WH!ffi_E, WC 
45-'2076 Llcense ' 2/14/1910 0.40 GREEN SPiUNGS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION JOHNSON, 'l'HOMAS A i I 
45-2080 ; Ucer:.se 5/12/1910 0.80 SPR1NGS IRRlGATION LACKEY, GREE.EY E ! 
45-2081 Ucense 6/2/1910 0,20 COHONWOO~ CREEK IRRIGATION LAPREE, 8 R 
45-2083 license 3/28/1910 0,,4 IRRIGATION B!!CK, GEORGE A 
45-2088 License 10(10/1910 o.w WILLOW SPRINGS IRRIGATION LATHROP, EUGENE 
45-;!092 License. 12/14h910 o.80 SPRING DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION TUNKS, CLYDE P 
45.2093 Llce:nse 12/14/1910 Q,80 UTTI.E f'INE CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HEDGES, STRAliD S 
45~2.095 Ucense 2/13/1911 o.10 S\JMMIT SPRINGS IRRIGATION. DRUSSEll, AUGUST 
45-2096 License 3/4/l911 1.20 CEDAR SPRING JRRlGATION BEDKE, PQLLY A 
45~2107 Ucense 7/10/1911 1.00 SP.RING IRRIGATION WHITEA.'81, IRA 
45-2.108 Ucense 8/8/1911 0.30 S?RING IRRIGATI01'1 BAAIGAR, GEORGE 
I ,15.1115 Uc.ense 4/n/1913 1.50 DRY CREE,~ DOMESTC, IRRIGATION MOVES,WG 
45-2116 Ucense G/2!,/l9'il 0.40 
EAST MEADOW 
IRRIGATION PULLEY, LOUlSE 
SPRll'IGS 
45·2119 License 6/25/19!2 0,54 
WESl'Ml:ADOW 
DOMESllC, IRRIGATION WJ;EYLAND, TESSIE 
SPRINGS 
Page 1 .:if Q 
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45-2121 Uten,e . 7/2!J/l!,U O 40 EASHORK GOOSE IRRIGATION . STONE, HENRYP ' CREEK 
45-21,2.2 License 6/30/1913 0,20 MICASPRlNG IRRIGATION ROOERS1 THFRON t 
45~2137 Ucense 4/1/1914 0.20 LANO CREEK IRRIGATION JOLLEY, MILTON M 
45-2139 lk:ense 5/8/1!;14 2.80 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION WORTHINGTON, SOLOMO~ P 
I 45-2141 License 6/22jl914 0.24 $?RINGS IRRIGATION CHA?MAN 1 FRAM!( M 
45-2145 I License 6/17/1914 2,80 \JNNAMED STREAM DOMESTI<:; lRRHiATION IV.AT11EWS, TIMOTIWW 
45-214$ Ucense 10/4/1914 ~-W MARS~ CREEK IRRIGATION DAYLEY SR, HEBEq C 
45-2148 Lk:en:se . 11/:18/1914 0,24 GROUN:) WATER IRRIGATION FULLER, ANilREW 
45-2165 Ucem:e 4/l/1919 I 0.10 SPRINGS , DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CRITCHFIELD, LEWIS A 
45-2165 Llca,1se 4/16/1920 0.50 SUMMIT CREEK DOMESTJC, IRRJGATION CLARI<, JOHN A 
45-2178 '. License 5/8/1930 0.04 SPRING DOMESTJC, IRRIGATION PRICE,J H 
45-218$ , Ucense 1/8/1940 LOO WILD CAT C!\EEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SEVERE, WIU- J 
45,.2191 'Ucanse 7/18/1938 0.28 UNNAl'vlfO STRCAM ll<R16ATiON NO~fH AMERICAN MORTGAGE CO 
, 45•2222A U:;em,e 7/3/3946 D.50 GRDI.JND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WISEMAN.,LF ' l I DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, 45-2253 Lkern;e 4/9/l!l48 O.D2 GROUND WATER LAYTON, ,UGENE l STOCKWATER 
45-2308 License 7/21/l5J49 1.30 UNNAMED STREAM IRRlGATlON Pl;RKINS,D S 
45-250l licenss 9/2/1955 ls.! WASTE WA'Tl"R IRRIGATION WB SAVAGE RANCHES INC 
45-2507 Licsnse 10/3/1955 1.20 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION HATCH,RO 
45--2535 lkense 9/7/l5J56 1.20 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION BLACKER, A..MA 
45-2536 Li(-ense \ 10/11/1956 1.50 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION UHUG1 =DWARDESTATE Of E:DWARD 
UHLIG 
45-259& License 1/13/1960 2.97 UNNAME:>DIWN IRRIGATION HOWARD, DONALDS 
45-2607 Ucense 3/7/19GO 4.'90 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION GOLDEN VALtEV MlJTUAL WA,cl< W 
45·2608A Uc.ense ,/7/lSISO 13.52 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION GOUlEN VALLEY MUTUAL WATER CO 
4s-aw., Ucense 3/11/1960 3,16 GROUND WATEl1 IR,JGA,ION : GOLDEN VALLEY MUTUAL WATER CO 
45-2510 License 3/1/1960 7,10 GROUND WATER , IRRIGATION i GOLDEN VAL!.EY MUTUAL WATER CO 
45,251.a License 4/18/1960 : 1,14 GROUND WATER >RR!GA1WN : BRIGGS, Glcl'J 
45-2519 license 4/22/'B60 2.03 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION SRIOGS, GLEN 
45-2645 Ucense 3/20/1S61 l.20 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION SHAW,SH 
45-26-49 Uc:ense 9/U/1961 2.75 GR OUN O WATER IRRIGATION GOLDEN VALLEY MUTUAL WA,TER CO 
45-2675 license- 11/29/1961 3,66 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION . MORRILL, 04/\RLES R 
4S-2681 Llcense 7/2/1962 . MO WAS'TEWATER IRRIGATION MC KEE, GLENN 
45-2707 U~nse 1/5/1956 3,00 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION CONRAD, HOWARD c 
45-2700 License 1/5/:%6 3,00 WASTE WATER • IRRIGATION CONRAD, HOWARD E 
45-2721 License 5/18/1966 
I 
2.0D WASlEWATER IRRIGATION 
WAYMENT, SYRON; WAYMENT, GARR 
GJ WAYMENT, JIM 
45<2756 Llcense 8/31/1908 0.75 SPRf:N:5 5'0CK\VATIR KEOGH, THOMAS J 
45-2762 Ucense 1/23/1962 2A4 GROUND WATER COMMERCIAL SOUTHEA5i'E:RN PUBUC SERVICE CO 
454003 
Statutory 
3/1/1960 3.00 WASTEWATER IRR!GATION MARTIN1 MAC C Clalr:1 
45-4004 
St,i:Mory 
4/1/lSJISC 5.00 W AS,1; WATER IRRIGATION MARTlN, MAC C claln'1 
45>4010 
Statutory 




3/1/1964 5.30 WASTEWATER IRRIGATJON ANDERSON BROTHERS 1 c1mrn 
454016 
i Statutory 
3/1/1958 ls.SO WASTEWATER IRRIGATIOf\ 





3/1/1961 l.,50 WASTEWATER j IRRIGATION 
N'EtsON, ROSS T; WHITELEY, 
Claim WINSLOW 6 
45-4019 
Statutory 
5/15/1969 2.00 WAffiWAT,R IRRIGATION GIBBY, EVARD C Ciaim 



































































































































UEZZELI., LEONA M 
ROBINSON, ROBERTT 
sr.nK, DENNIS K 
BARNES, CHAR LES; SARNES, JOHN 
BARNES, CHA, LES 
OLSON, PERRY 
EGSl:i1T, CIAR!i'NCE V 
MASON CATILE CO 
LARSEN, GLEN M 
UN!TED STATES OF AMERICA ACTING 
THROUGH 
MARCHAh'i, GARELD S 
E',QUIST RA~CHES INC 
SPENCER, FRANK H 
SIEVERS, GERALDJ 
R'CHARDSON, JEANNffiE; TIJRNER, 
NELL 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA ACTiNG 
THROUGH 
KEMP10N, JIMMY D; KEMPTON, 
SUSAN L 
L&SlAND HOLDINGSLLC 
PATTER.SON 1 ELDA; PATTl:RSON, 
GAYLIN K; PATTERSON, JOffiA 
WADA; PAT'ERSON, W L; SCHOCKE, 




•Moty 11/9/1962 0.09 GROUNDWATER DOMES7C, CONRAD, HOWA.SD E 
. 11-' --+c_._
1
_m __ f-------+----+--------+~5TO=Q:\=N-'A~T~E-'R----t-------------1 
! 45-4169 ::,wry o/1/1950 O.OB GROUNDWATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WELCH, GEORGE C 
" Statutory 6,1, , 19, 0 O ll GROUND WAT"R DOMES11C, IRRIGATION, 45417
• Claim H = · • STOCKWATER WELCH, GEORGE C 
45--4182 ~::lory 6/1/JS29 0,30 WAS"E WATER IRRIGATION OKELBEFIRY; D l 
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45~4183 Statutory 12/31/1932 0,10 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC1 IRRIGATION 






MUNICIPAL CITY Of OAKLEY Claim SPRING 
StatutDry 
COMMERCIAL, 
45-4188 6/1/1B60 Oc09 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, JRRIGATION, GERRATT, REX 
Cl1:1im 
STOCKWATER 
45-4189 StaMory J/1/1925 0,06 GROUND WATER 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, 
GERRATT, lARRY; GERRATT1 REX C!arm STOCKWATER 
45-4190 
statutory 
l/1/1B53 0.18 GROUNOWATER DOMESTlC, IRRIGATION BAILEY1 EDD!EJ; BAIL!:Y, ELIZABETH A Claim 
45-4196 
Statutory 




4/1/1959 0.06 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 








6/1/1968 UNNAMED STREAM STOCKWATER, WILDLIFE 




1/1/1955 0.50 GROUND WATER 
DOMESTIC1 IA.RIGATJON, OKELBERRY, 0 L Claim STOCKWATER 
45-4224 
Statutory 
. l/1/1913 0.12 GROVND WATER 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, 










6/1/1950 0.09 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC 
CASSIA COUNTY FARM LABOR 
Claim SPONSORING 
















6/28/1934 0.94 DRY CREEK STOCKWATER, WILDLIFE 




6/28/1934 0.49 BIRCH CREEK STOCKWATER, WILDLIFE 




6/28/1934 1,38 COLD CREEK STOCKWATER, WILDLIFE 




6/28/1934 J.,54 BEAVERDAM CREEK STOCKWATER, WILCLIFE 




6/28/1934 0.62 BLUE HILL CREEK STOCKWATER, WILDlJFE 








45.4257 Statt.1torv 5/1/1877 1.50 HOWELL CREEK 
IRRIGATION, 






















1/l./1B72 0.02 BEAVERDAM CREEK STOCKWATER, WILDLIFE USDA FOREST SERVICE 
Clatm 
45-7038 License 4/21/1969 0.80 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION ESTATE OF WARREN L WARREN 
P'ege 4 of 5 · 
45-7078 Licerue 3/9/1971 0,36 
45u7091 License 2/8/1972 
10/31/1972 0.95 
45-7123 license 1/19/1973 0,20 
45-714-6 llcen:;:e 7/18/1973 0.09 
45-71S5 License 8/16/1974 0.10 
7/9/1976 0,98 
45~7282 Ucense 4/17/1978 2.70 
45-7348 Uc.ense 11/10/1970 0.08 
45-7362 Llcens.e 11/8/1978 
45-7365 License. 12/4/1978 
· 45-7:182 Licen.se 6/20/1!,79 0.08 
45-7384 License 7/20/ll)79 
45·7435 Ucense 1/21/1980 0.02 
45.7437 License 2/26/1980 2.72 
45-7453 License 10/17/1!,80 0.19 
45-7502 Lli;ense 4/28/1982 0.08 
45-7510 License 8/3./1982 1.19 
45-7528 License 3/29/1983 0.08 
45.7530 License 4/13/1983 D.04. 
45-7534 · License 7/24/1984 om 
4S-7S42 License 6/15/1983 O.Q7 
45·7566 License 2/1/1985 0.01 
45•7569 License 6/11/1985 0.02 
45-7570 Llcen~e 6/11/1985 0.02 
45·7593 License 4/1/1986 0.02 
45-7596 Liceh.Se 4/1/1$)86 
45-7S97 L\ce.nse 4/1/1986 
45--7598 License 4/1/1986 








STEINMETZ JR, GEORGE 
UNITED STATcS OF AMERICA ACTING 
THROUGH 
MILLERCOORS LLC 
GROUND WATER 'INDUSTRIAL 






























































UNITED STATES OF AMERICA ACTING 
THROUGH 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA ACTING 
THROUGH 
WOOLSTENHULME, ALFRED 
WEST, BRENT W 
J<ERANEN1 OSCAR Mi K:E~ANEN, 
PATRICIA B 
SEARLE, JESSE F 
MEADE, CONSTANCE; MEADE, RANDY 
EVANS JR, JOHN V; HALESi TERRY D 
GOCHNOUR, JIM W 
BU~GESS, DON; HIGENS1 JAMES F; 
VIGH, LORENZO T 
PRESTON, EUDORA; PRESTON, JAMES 
PETERSON, ARNOLD E; P8E~SON1 
SHERRYLC 
WEECH, DONNA; WEEOi, II.EX A 
UNITED ST ATES.OF AMERICA ACTING 
THROUGH 
USDA FOREST SERVICE 
USDA FOREST SERVICE 
USDA FOREST SERVICE 





STORAGE, WILDLIFE USDA FOREST SERVICE 
FROM STORAGE, 
WI LDUFE STORAGE 
STOCKWATER FROM 
STORAGE, STDCKWATER 




UNITED STATES OF AMERICA ACTING 
THROUGH 
Basin 47 Potentially Unclaimed Water Rights 
' 47-5 Decreed 7/12/l'NT 3.00 DEEP CREEK IRil!GATION ~ALMER, JAMES A r COTTONWOOD CREEK, 47-7 Decreed 4/1/1890 4.50 SOUTH FORK IRRIGATION RICE,J B 
i COTTONWOOD CREEK 
47-9A Det.resd 8/1/1889 6.70 BIG CREEK DOMESTIC, lRRIGATION \JTAH CONSTRUCTION CO 
47-98 O.creed 8/1/1889 1.11 HANNAHS FOR, DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION UTAH CONSTRUCTION 00 
47-~C Decreed 8/1/1889 1.28 SHOSHONE CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ITTAH CONSTRUCTION CO 
47-ll!l Decreed 4/19/1907 OM SHOSHOt-lE CREEK IRRIGATION MC CONNE~ FRANCIS E 
47-U Decreed 6/1/l907 1.40 
HORSE CREEK, HITT 
IRRIGATION H:JWARO, W L CRE"1< 
47-14 Decreed 9/15/)!3(}8 4.20 BIG CREE( IRRIGATION 
CAMERON, MAUDE; WlWS, 
Bil.YANT 
47-15 Decreed 7/24/1909 1.08 BIG CREEK IRRIGATION LORAIN,HS 
47-19 Decreed 8/13/1911 8.26 BIG CREEK IRRIGATION WILLIS, JOSEPH; WILJS, JOSHUA T; WILUS, MARIA . 
47-20 Decreed 8/26/1911 2.30 fllG CREEK IRRIGATION SCHNrrKER, BERTliA 
47-21 [)<:,._creed 8/21/1913 3.00 HANNAHS FORK IR~IGAT!ON REEO,MARYE 
47-22 Decreed 3/14/1914 1.00 LANGFORD RAT CREEK IRRIGATION HARDY, PH1L 
47-24 Decreed 5/1/1911 SALMON FALLS CREEK IRRIGATION VINEYARD LAND &STOCK CO 
47-25 Decreed 5/1/1894 5.50 CEDAR CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CEDAR MESA INC 
47•28 Oecreed 5/1/12,97 2.40 CEDAR CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, REYNOLDS, GEORGE 
srOCKWATER 
47-31B Decreed 5/1/1900 0.80 CEDA~CREEK DOMESTIC, 1'1RIGATION HAINE5,J W 




47-35 Oecre~d 5/1/1894 2.50 CEDAR CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CEDAR MESA INC 
l 47-37A Decreed 5/1/1894 2.,94 CEDAR CREEK DOMESTIC, lflRlGATrON1 nOGERSON, ROBERT S!"OCKWATI:R 
47•378 Decreed 5/1/1894 0.80 CEDAR CREEK : DOMESTIC, IRRIGATlON CS)AR MESA INC 
47-426 Decreed 5i1/1894 8.62 CEDAR CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, CEDAR CANAL CO . STOEKWATER 
: 47-45 Decreed 4/lS/1885 o.so OE\llL CREE]( . DOMESTIC, s-roo<WATER DUrlN, SAMUEL C 
47-46 De<:reed 9/1/1914 D,80 OEVILCREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGA110N BOYD,JOHN 
DIVERSION TO STORAGE, 
DOMEsnc FROM 
47-49 Decreed .!/29/1915 DEVIL CREEK 
STORAGE, IRRIGATION 





47-50 Decreed 11/1911915 DEVIL CREEK FROM STORAGE, IOAHO FARM DEVELOPMENT CO 
STOCl<WATER FROM 
STORAGE 
47-53 De.creed 3/1/1917 0.80 ANTELOPE SPRlNG IRRIGATION SNYOEll, WALTER H 
NORTII COTTONWOOD 
. 
47-64 Decreed 5/6/l5307 0.54 
CREEli 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGAT10N COTTONWOOD RANCH CO L1D 
DRY COTTONWOO~ 
47-65 Oecteed 5/23/1907 1.24 CREEK, NORTH COMESTIC, li1RIGA110N COTTONWOOD RANCH CO LTD 
COTTONWOOD CREEK 
47-66 Decreed 5/6/11,07 3.10 
DRY COTTONWOOD DO'v!ESTiC, IRRIGATION COTTONWOOD AANCf!COLTD CREEK 
47-67 Decreed 4/27/1SJD8 : 1.60 DRY COTTONWOOD DOMESTIC, I RRIGA710N CIJTTONWOOD RANCH CO LTO ; CREEK 
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47-69 Decreed 2/9/1911 O.'l() SPRING DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION COTTONWOOD RANCH CO LTD 
47-74 Decreed 3/1/1$87 GOAT SPRINGS IRRIGATION NOIITO~, LH 
47-121 Decreed 5/1/1879 2.00 ROCK CREEi( IRRIGATION <iRAY, LUCY 
47-123 : Decreed S/l'iS/1879 0,24 ROCKCREEK IRRIGATION GRAY,WCV 
47-139 Decreed 5/30/1887 OAO ROO<CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BROYLES, JOSEPH 
47-150 Decreed 3/14/1892 1.20 ROCK CREEi( IRRIGAJ1ON JONES, HEN RV 
47~1$1A Decreed 3/14/1892 0.06 ROCKCREEK IRRIGATION 
WAfITGOW, ll8TY A; WMTGC'NV, 
ROBERTH 
47-151C De:::reed 3/14/1892 0-03 ROCKCREEK IRRIGATION 
DE'ADMOND, FLOYD J; 
DEADMOND, SHERRY S 
47-159 Decreed 3/14/1892 0.4-0 ROCKCREEK IRRJGATION I.ARSEN, LARS 
47-165 Decreed 3/14/1892 0.80 UNNAMED STl!EAM IRRIGATION WORKMAN, FRANK 
47-166 Decreed 3/14/1892 3.00 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION EIGNOR, MERRITT 
47-203 Decreed : 1/8/1927 3.Dll UNNAMF.D STT\EAM IRRIGATION 80NNICKSEN, R 
47~2015 U::eose 11/7/1905 c.ao MONUMENT SPRINGS, DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CA1LEUGH, JOHN J 
UNNAMED STREAM 
EASTFORK 
47-2019A Lkense 5/n/1S07 1.24 
COTTONWOOD CREEK, 




47-20196 Ucense 5/6/l!l07 3.10 
, <;OTTONWDOD CREEK, 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION NOITTON, AUCH i WESTFORl( 
I COTTONWOOD CREEK 
! 
47-2020 ucense 5/6/1907, 0.54 I EASTFORK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SAWYERt JOKN D l COTIONWOOO CREEK 
47-2030 l.icense 4/27/1908 1.60 
WEST FORK 
DOME511C, IRRIGATION WAI.KER, JAMES A 
COTTONWOOD CREEK 
47-2042 License 7/2.8/l.9D9 1.20 COTTON\110 DD CREEK DOMESMC, IRRIGATION CARR, HENRY B 
47-2043 :.icense 9/14/1909 0.20 SPRING DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION JORDAN, THOMAS VINCENT 
47-2044 license 1211/1909 0.40 C.OTTONWOOD CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GRAE!-11., LORENZO 
47-2050 Ucense 12/4/1911 3.00 SQL!)IER QIEEK OOM!:STIC, IRRJ6AT10N WISEMAN, JEFFERSON D 
47-2053 Llomse 9/3/1910 0.10 UNNAMED' STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGt,110N DSAl'I, DAVID HENRY 
47•2054 License 8/24/1910 3.00 UNNAMED STREAM DOMES'TIC, lRRIGA110N TAYLOR; HUGH G 
47-2055 llcense 10/5/1910 Q.60 SPRiNG DOMES11C, IRRIGATION CURTIS, ZACHARIAH 
47-2057 Ucense 10/22/l91Jl 0.60 UNNAMED SIBEAM DOMF.STJC, IRRIGATION MOUNCE, AMERlCU$ V 
47-2058 l!cen:re U/11/1910 1.90 ANTIWPE CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GRAY,JOHN L 
47.2059 llcense 12/17/1910 0.20 TWIN SPRINGS DOMESTIC, IRRJGATION VINEY ARD LAND & STOCK CO 
47~2060 I.Jcense 2/9/1911 0.70 SPRING DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CURTIS, ZACHARIAH 
47-2063 License 6/21/1911 1.50 I GROUNO WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION RIECHERS, JOHN c . 
47-2065 license 1,/31/1911 2.'.JO ' ANlElOPE CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GRAY1 JOHN 
47-2070 lk:ense i 9/10/1912 0.10 DUCKSPRJNG DOMESTIC, IRRIGA110N DRAPER, ClAIR 
47•2071 license 10/31/19:2 1.00 UN~AMED STREAMS DOMESTIC, IRRISATION WIKER,AM 
47-2(173 License l?/7/'5Jl2 0.74 
SPRINGS, UNNAMED 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ROMES, NORMA 
STREAM 
47-2075 License 3/17/1913 uo WEST FORK l>,OMESTIC, IR.'IIGATION , LOO, MATILDA 
COTTONWOOD CREEK 
47-2077 Ucense 3/:12/1913 2.'>D CRYSTAL SPRINGS DOMESTIC, rnRIGATION HURST, WR 
47-2079 License 7/9/L914 1.10 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BUSSELL, JS; MC MlllAN, WR ' 
47-2081 License 10/16/1913 0.10 UNNAMED STREAM DOME,TIC, IRRIGATION BISBEE, CLARENCE E 
47-2082 Ucense 6/16/1913 3.44 COTTCl!IIWOOO CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION JOSLIN, SARAH M 
: 47-2086 Utense 2/S/1914 0.70 SPRINGS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WEECH, JOSEPHS 
47-2088 license 5/14/1914 0.80 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRlGATION ?ITT,H-W 
f,-7~2089 License 5/13/1921 1.50 UNNAMED S:REAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ANDERSON, HILMA 
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47-2109 License 11/15/19L5 LOO UNNAMED COULEES DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION RIHA, PITE 
47-21228 license 5/8/1916 0.64 SEWER CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION FA!RCHILD, SEYMOUR 
47-2125 licen,e 11/16/1916 0,04 SPRING DOMESTIC, IRRlGA'flON WEECH,JOSEPH S 
47-2127 License 2/17/1917 0.60 POND DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION OLIVER, JOHN 
47-2134 License 11/23/1917 0,60 UNNAMED coum DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION NICHOLSON, WILDAY W 
47-213-B license- 8/2/1918 0.40 UNNAMED COULEE DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CRABTl1.EE, ELLIS E 
47-2139 Licerue 2/29/1920 0.24 ANTELOPE SPRING DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SNYDER, W H 
47-214C License 6/3/1919 130 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, lRRIGATtON ANGELL, Gf!ANT 
47-2150 License 2/21/1921 
47-21S5 License 3/21/1922 
47-21S15 Ucense 1/3/1923 
47-2160 License S/10/1924 
47-2161 License 5/10/1924 
47-2162 License 5/12/1924 
47-2165 License 5/13/1925 
47-2183 License 1/31/1947 
47-21928 License 12/15/1930 
47-2193 License 7/10/1931 
47-2201 License 9/12/1934 
47-2211 license S/7/1940 
47-2.214 Llcense 9/27/1940 
47-2216 License 12/10/1940 
9/10/1941 
47-2223 License 8/4/1941 
47-2226 License 5/16/1939 
47-2227 License 6/6/1939 
47-2228 License 7/26/1939 
47-2230 License 10/22/1942 
4-7-2231 License 1/31/1946 
47-2233 License 2/6/1946 
47-2237 License 5/6/1946 
47-2239 License 11/24/1949 
47-2240 License S/16/lSJ47 
47-2253 License 12/27/1949 
47-2254 License 11/23/1349 
47··2266 License 11/8/1952 
47-2270 Liceh&e 7il/1953 
47+2287 License 4/26/1!<55 
47-2288lJ License 6/1/1955 
47-2303 License 9/17/l956 
47-2318 license 4/13/1959 












































































































PALMER, JAMES A; PALMER, 
ROBERT 
DAVIS, CLARENCE I 
STEWART,H L 
APPLEMAN, .HENRY C; FULLER, 
FRANKL 
MC NEISH,JOHN 
HAROING, JOYCE C 
CROCKITT, C/1.RR!E; C:R.OCKITT, 
GEORGE D; ESTATE OF W H 
TURNER 
ESTAl'EOFCARLE LIND 
DAVIS, ROSS B; DAVIS, VIRA; 
STRICKUN1 ALICE 
BRACKETT, CHESTER E 
BOWER, CURTIS W 
LARSEN, RUSSELL C 
HYPOTHEEK !AND CO 
JEROME COOPERATIVt CREAMERY 
SG:HNITKER, OTTO A 
REED, HUGHE 
WARBERG, ROBERT M 
HINRICHSEN, WILLIAM 
HARDING, JOYCE C 
GIVANS,JM 
SrASNEY SR, JOE 
RUHTER, PETER HENRY 
JENSEN, MARTIN C 
MC CLA!N, CH ESTER W 
GLANDER, ARTHUR E 
MENDINJ, LOUGI 
CITY OF CASTLfFORD 
GIESE, FRANKTHWDORE; GIESE1 
JAMES WIWAM; GIESE, JOHN 
HERMAN; GIESE, JOSEPH THOMAS 
ALEXANDER, tONN!E D; 
ALEXANDER, [>ATSY R 
FIRST NATIONAL BANK 
LEMMON, GEORGE H 
RIECHERS, JC 
-- '' " . . " _, ' , . .• ~-· ·',§l;l!' - ' . - ' '' a U,~ - . , . .~ ~-. -ru· 
IRRIGATION FROM 
STORAGE, IRRIGATION 
47-2445 License 3/1/1937 ANTELOPE CREEK STORAGE1 STOCKWATER BRACKE7f, OIESTER [ 
FROM STORAGE, 
STOCKV,/A1ERSTORAGE 
47-2459 License: 11/5/1944 LOO UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRl<JGATION SCHNITKER, OTTO A 
47-2460 License 12/9/1918 0.52 TIM~ER CANYON CREEK DOMESTIC, IRl<JGATION CLARK,J F 
47•2471 I Licehse 11/23/1917 0.50 UNNAMED COULEI:'. , DOMESTIC, IAAIGATION NIOiOLSON, WIUlAY W 
MC DERMID, HARRIET E; 
47•2475A license 7/13/l!J(J'J 8.80 ROO( CREE< DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
OSBORNE, GEORGEW; ROMIG, 
CHARLES Fi T!UEY, EDWARD Wi 
"P.UEY, EDWARD 
: 47·2475B L1cense 7/13/1907 O.llO ROCK CHEEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION TURNER, WILLlAM H 
) 47~2476A [ tlcemse S{3-0/'J!J07 1.11 
WESf FORK ROC1( 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION RfCEr JAMES B 
CREEK 
: WEST FORK ROCK 
) 4N47£B Llreose 2/B{JJJOB 1.10 
CREEK 
OOMESTIC1 JRRlGATION RICE, JAMES B 
47-2477 license 8/31/190S o.so ROCKGID DOMESTIC, iRRIGATIDN WALKER, .AMES A 
47-2482 . license 5/31/1911 0.60 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION EDMINISTER, FOREST L 
i 47-2483 License 6/19/1911 0.60 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESf\C, IRRIGATION ASHDOWN, WILLIAM R 
47·-2490 Ucem:e 12/3/l!J17 1.80 ROQ(CR!'EK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MCDERMID, HARRIETE 
47-2493 Ucens-e 9/23/1929 6.40 ROCKCREEK IRl!lGATION EDMINSTER, Cl YDE E 
,n~2494 Ucanss 3/4/1935 4.56 ROCI( CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ROMIG, AUGUSTA E 
47-2520 L1cense 9/2l/l!J48 0.59 GROUND WATER DOMgsncl IRRiGATI-ON MORRILL, CHARLES R 
47·2589 Ucense 1/24/1942 UNNAMED STREAM STOCKWATERSTORAGE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
. ACTING THROUGH 
47-2590 lice0$e l/24/1942 UNNAMED STREAM S'TOCKWA1ER STORAGE 
'UNlTEDSTATESOFAMERICA 
ACTING THROUGH 
47-2659 Ucense 3/29/1905 3.20 HOUSE GREEK OOME,7lC, IRRIGATION BRATTEN, JOHN M 
47~2653 License 6/25/1914 0.04 S?RING lRR1GATION WICKERSHAM, THOMAS C 
47-2665 License 8/1/1940 0,40 
SPRINGS,. UNNAMEb 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 








GREEN BlG S?RtNGS, 
FISH PROPAGAT ON 3AGGEIT, LARRY D 
Claim PECK DRAIN 
47-4008 
Statutory 









Statutory DOMESnC, IRRiGATIDN, ' 47~4011 
Claim 
Sf24/1912 0.50 GROUNDWATER 
S1UCKWATfR 
JONES CORP 
I : St.Mory !/24/:9)2 a.so GROUND WATER IRRIGATION, JONES CORP I 41..w12 'C~lm STOCIWATER 
! S,7,4-013 
Statutory 
B/24/1912 0.30 GROUND WATE/1 
IRRIGATION, 
JONI:$ CORP 
Oaim ' STOCKWATER 
47-4020 
Statutory 
S/1/1.918 0.80 J COULEE, SPRINGS 
IRRIGATION, 




4/1/13'$0 0.50 . SEWER CREEK IRRIGATlON DE NARDIS, AU.CE Claim 
47·40215 
Statutory 




7/1/1942 1.64 UNNAMED DRAIN 
IRRIGATION, 
KIMPTO~. LL0¥D D 
Oalr.1 STOCKWATER 
47-4030 




4/1/1953 0.80 CEDAR DRAW DRAIN IRRIGATION HOU.OWAY,J R 
daim 
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47-4-036 I statutory 6/>/1!il49 0.75 WASTEWATER IRRIGAllON, BONAR, ElJZAllErn , Claim STOCKWATER 
' , Statutory ' 47-4-041 I da!m 8/:.[19'57 o,w WASTEWATER IRRIGATION KELSO, MD i 
47-4042 
Statutory 




8/1/1937 0.04 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION 




S/l/1937 0.08 WASTEWATl'l\ IRRIGATION KELLY, CARLL; KELLY, OONNA R 
Claim 
47-40SOC ! Statutory 5/1/195';, 0.38 WA5TIWATER IRRIGATION MATHERS, RUBY 
J : da1m 
; DIVERSION TO STORAGE;, 
47-4067 
Statutory 
6/1/1953 2.00 WASTEWATER ; 
IRRIGATION FROM 




3/l/l'il69 01!3 WASTEWATER 
ll!RIGA110N, 




3/l/1915 . 0.70 WAs:rEWATER !RRl6A110N BONAR, ELIZABETH 
Claim 
Statutory ' ,c.7-4075 
Oaim 
3/1/1915 1.00 WAS'fEWATER IRRIGATION BAUGHMAN, RALPH R 
47-4079 
S':atutory 




6/l/1906 0.20 \ WASTE WATER IRRiGATION 
BUCKLIN JR, THOMAS C; 
Claim PICKERING, BEVERLY J 
47,4084 
Statutory 




3/1./1952 0.50 WASTcWATER lRRJGAT!ON 
TH!EME, FRED B; THIEME, MINNIE 
Claim M 
' 47-4C89 Statutory 6/9/l!;Jlfl 0,50 SPRING FISH PROPAGAi10N CANYON !ROUT fARM; DELBERT Claim KWNDT 
47-4090 
Statutory 
4/l/l954 0.15 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION 
OUlT, EPHRAIM A; DUTT, 
tlafm PATRJOA 
47-4091 
StaMo,y 4/1/194& · 0,62 WASf£WATER IRRIGATION, AUDRITT, SAMUEL DAVJO Claim STOCKWATER 
47-4093 
Statutory 




9/1/1961 0.16' GROUND WA11ER 
DOMESTIC, INDUSTRIAL, 




4/1/193() o.;o UNNAMED STREAM ! IRRtGATlON, 5TcEL, lA VAR; STEEL, SHARO~E Claim· STOC1<WATER 
47-4105 









SPRING, UNNAMED IRRIGATION, 
BATES, GARYC ' Claim STREAM STOCKWATER 
: Statutory lRRiGATlON, 
47-4116 
Cla".m 
4/l/lJJ70 0.07 CLEAR SPRING CREEK 
STDCKWATER 
STALEY, GAlLJ;-STAlEY • JEAN 
47-4118 
5tatutorv 





4/1/1906 3.2() WAs:rE WATER IRRIGATION DINGMAN, DAVID R 
Claim 
Statutory . IRRIGATION, 
47-4123 
Clalm 
6/1/1970 0,04 LP COULEE 
STOCKWATER 
PRATHl, EDWIN F 
' Statutory 
! 47-4127 B/24/1962 0.23 GROUND WATE!t OOMESflC, IRRIGATION US DEPT Of AGRICULTURE Cairn ' 
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47-4137 
statutory 
6/1/1958 0,10 WASTEWATER IRRIGA·noN JO:-INSON1 TED E Claim 
47-4138 
St11Mory 




fi/1/1930 1.00 WILSON CREEK IRRIGATION WOLFORD; DONALD f 
Claim 
47-4152 statutorv 7/2J19c8 0.30 UNNJIM ED STREAM 
IRRIGATION, OSTERHOUT, Bl.AIR; OSTERHOUT, 
Cialm STOCKWATER LYNN 
Statutory ' 47--4157 
Claim 




FIFTH FORK ROCK 
iRRIGA110N CROCKETT, 0-iARLCTITTW 
Oalm CllEEK, ROCK CREEK 
47~4164 
Statutory 
6/1/193.S 0.80 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION EHLERS, IRVIN Claim 
47,,4Jo8 
Stati..1:ory 
4/1/1968 a.so WASTEWATER IRRIGATION VEDV!G, ELWOOD; VEDVIG, Claim PIJYIJ.IS 
Statutory . IRRIGATION, FRANDSEN, A WAYNE; FRANDSEN, 
47-4175 
C~lm 
4/15/1925 0,22 WASTEWATEl1 
STDCKWATER CAROLE$ 









4/1/1940 2AO WASTEWATER IRRlGATION COLE, ESTHER LEONA 
Clalm 
' 47-4194 , statLitory 1/1/1950 s.:>o UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION, LYONS, CEOL 
i ( Claim STOCKWATER 
47-41.95 
Statutory 






5/l/1925 2.00 WASTEWATER 
IRRIGATION, lANCASTER, ROY; lANCASTER, 
Cla"im STOCKWATER TOW 
47-4206 
Statutory 
4/1/1954 1.00 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION GONTERMAN1 LYLE Cla!m 
I 47-4220 
St.itutory 
3/1/1910 1.00 WASTEWATER fRRIGATION CARLSON, W GRANT C1aim 
47-4224 
Statutory 
4/1/1952 0.60 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION EGBERT, CLEVELAND KEITH Claim 
47-4226 
Statutory 


















6/1/J'310 0,25 WASTt WATER IRRIGATION BRACKET, ROBERT G 
Claim 
staw:orv ; 47~4252 
diilm 
6/1/:.!;64 1.00 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION KAESJ ROBERT D; KAES, WALTER 
; 
Statutory 
; 47-4255 Cla!rn 3/15/1915 l.60 WASTEWATER 
IRRIGATION LIERMAN, RALPI< K 
47-4260 
Statutory 
5/1/1.915 2.00 WASTEWATER IRSIGATION 




1/1/1953 S?RING STOCKWATER, WILDLIFE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
Claim AC111116 THROUGH 
47-4269 
Statutori 4/1/1.916 0.20 WASTEWATER lRRtGA"TION ANDERSO~,J T 
Cla!m ' ' Statutory 6/1/1940 47-427'8 Claim 2.3D WASTEWA1ER IRRIGATION SREVitER,JA 














































































































































































l3RIGGS, JUNE E 
HARKINS, MABEL; HARKINS, SAM 
OPITZ, MAR!.ANA 
WlcUAMS FAMILY PARTNERSHIP 
RING. JUNE; R1NG, ROBERT W 
LETH, LEONARD L 
BIGGS SR, RUSSELL A 
GROSSER.HOOE, ME;LEN 
GROSSERHOOE.1 HELEN 
HAZEL TON/WILSON JOINT 
VENTURE 
LOMAN, ESTHER J; LOMAN, HENRY 
MOORE, AUSTIN 
HARRIS JR, BRYAN 
HAF!.P, LANA; HARP, STEVEN 
TONER, JAMES E 
BROWN, MERLE 
NELSON, MAXINE M; NELSON, 
VICTORW 
DAVIS, MILD B 
DA.VIS, MILO B 
DAVlS, MILO B 
smB,WILMAB 
TVRDY JR, OTTO F 
ROSENBAUM, MARVE 
DENTON, GEORGEJ; KlAAS, 
MAURICE 
COLEY, IVANS 
DUNCAN, TIHOMAS L 
STAFFORD, CORINNE; STAFFORD, 
ROGER 
~~ ~ ·! :~ •.. ' ' - -- ' ' -~ ·' ; 




9/1/1967 om UNNAMED STREAM STORAGE, SJDCKWATER, lJNfTED STATES OFI\MERlCA Claim WILDLIFE FROM ACTING THROUGH 
STORAGE, WllDl.lFE 
STORAGE, WILDLIFE 
$TOCKWA TER FROM 
STORAGE, STOCKWATER 
47-<1412 
S:atutory 9/1/1965 0.02. UNNAMED STREAM 
STOI\AGE, STOCKWATER, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 







9/1/1965 O.D2 UNNAMED STREAM 
STORAGE, STOCKWATER, UNITED STATES OF AMEK,CA 









5/1/19lD 2.60 WASTEWATER IRRiGATION 
LEONARD, CARL G; cEONAAO, 
aalm SAAAM 
Statutory \ 
47-4421 Claim 5/1/1959 0.10 WASrEWATER IRRIGATION HARVEY, LEE; H ARVEV, SI-IARON ; 
47-4423 
Statutory 




5/15/1954 O,C9 GROUND WATER. DOMESTIC, IRRIGA710N 





























4/1/1945 4.00 COTTONWOOD CREEK 
IRRIGATION, 




3/1/1905 6,00 WASTE WA'fER 
lR>ll6A11ON, 
KRAMER, MARJORiE A 
Claim STOCKWATER 
47-4480 




3/15/194" 0.10 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION 
DEVINE, MATTliEW L; DEVINE, 
Claim MICHAELB 










1/1/1950 0.04 GROUNDWATER COMMERCIAL 
BRENNAN, JAMES E; OREGON 
Claim SHORT LINE RAILROAD CO 
NOR~ COTIOt-lWOOO ' 
47-4498 
Statutory 6/28/1934 0,56 CR.EEK, UNNAMED 5TOCKWATER, WILDLIFE 






6/28/1934 0.71 MC MULLEN CREEK 5TTJCl(WATJ'R, WllOLIFo 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 





FOR< DEEP CREEK, 
STOCKWATIR, WILDLIFE 
UNITED SIATES OF AMERJCA 
Clatm SOUll-1 FORK DEEP ACTING THROUGH . 
CREEK 








a,~j;~,~ ~ .:ft!~' 
"'~ 1' 
0.13 DRY GULOl SPRING 
2.56 SALMON FAU.S CREE>; 
~TDCKWJ\TER, WIWUFE 
STDCKWATER, WILDLIFE 
, j"l ' ,,b,,, 
_Jif.~,f) '"~ :m,.m~-
UN!TED STATES OF AMERICA 
ACTlNGTHRO:JGH 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
ACTINGTuROIJGH 
47-4503 
5tatutory 6/2ll/1934 3 16 SHOSHONE CREEK STOCKWAlER, WILDLIFE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
Osim . ACTING nrnO:JGH 
47-4510 Slatutory 6/1/1921 1.00 UNNAMEDSTREAM lRRIGATJON DENARblS,ALICE 
Claim 
47-7055 License 11/12/1968 5.00 UNNAMED STREAM FISH PROPAGA110N DALOS, CARLJ; DALOS,JUNE 
, 47-7113 License 2/12/1971 3.00 UNNAMED SfREAM FISH PROPAGATl·3N AMERO, ERNEST ED 
47-712'3 License 8/16/1971 0.06 GROUND WATER lRRIGATKJN REY~O.OS, WESLEY E 
47-7203 Lla!nse 4/2.4/1973 D.20 WASTE WATER IRRlGATION : KELSO, MD 
47-7207 License 5/10/1973 Q.10 SPRfNG : IRRIGA;ION : RUHTER Jf\ VIRGll P; RUHTER, 
1----;----1-----;----·!---------'---------1--"'M""ILC>=RED=.. _______ -; 
47-7215 !..icense B/20/'J!J73 Q.06 GROUND WATER i IRRIGAT!Ot•I SHAUB, NORRIS -
47-n2s License 11/S/1973 0.02 UNNAMED SiREAM IRRIGATION MILLS, FLOYD 
47·7241 License 1/22/1974 1.00 WASTEWATER ~~~~~~R : KEEN, LJE.WEL 
47-7249 Licen.se 3/l./1974 D.65 
47-7251 license 3/8/1974 
47 -7337 license 6/11/1976 
A?-7338 Ll«iore. : 5/25/1975 0.29 
47-7S77 Ucense 4/5/1977 4.6$ 
6/9Wl77 0.92 
47-7406 License 6/7/1977 




47-7499 I license 11/14/1918 
47~7516 Llcense 4/9/1979 0.08 
47-7620 Ucense 1/14/1980 0.02 
47-7625 License 2/4/1'!80 O.ll2 
8/19/1980 0.02 
47-7697 \ Ucense 2/25/1981 
47-7711 License 3/6/1981 D.06 
s.oo 
47-7136 License S/12/19$1 0.18 
, 47-17596 ] License 9/28/1981 0.04 
License 11/30/1981 0.32 
47-7791 2/2/1982 0.04 








































: BRUN£l.!.I, i4All()LO- LEE 
HASKEL½ MARJORIE EUEN 
! 
: E0<£lIT, MAURICE H 
GLA\flN, DON 
I FLAIIEL,JAC!( R; FLAve½ KAY I 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
ACTING 111ROUGH 
UNliEO STA.re or AMERICA 
ACTING THROUGH 

















UIIIITEO STATES OF AMERICA 
ACTING THROUGH 
DEVlNE, MATI'rtl:W L; DEVINE, 
MICHI\El B 
FALLIS, CllFFORD S; FALLIS, 
JANETTE l 
FOLLOWERS OF CH~lS. CHURCH 
51-iiPLE\', WYO; SHIPLEY, PATIUOA 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
ACTING THROUGH 
KR.EPC!K, LOUIS 
BELVEAL, wA,:roR 0 
HOLLAND, LARRY 
PECKHAM, KYMM P 
DINGUSS, KENNETH A; DING USS, 
LYLA 
DfXON, GARY 
L11WlllER, AAYMONO W 
KIMBALi., LOWIN; KIM BAU, 
.lUANITA V; NORRIS, ClAUDtA 
CURRY SEAN CO INC; OREGON 
47-7981 License 5/16/:984 0.03 GROUND WATER COMMEROI\L SHORT LINE RAlll!OAD; UNION 
PACIFIC RAJLR0/\0 CO 
STOCKWATER FROM 
STORAGE, STOCKWATEk 
47~8414 License 8/l1/1983 SPRING STORAGE, WiLDLIFE US DEPH)F AGRICULTURE 
FROM STORAGE, 
WJLDUFE STORAGE 




47-84:6 Ucense 4/1/1986 0,01 SPRfNG STOCKWATER, WILOJFE USDA FOREST SERVICE 
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Basl;i 63 Potentially Unclaimed Water Rights -~1ffi;~ 
63·9 Decreed G/1/18&8 SPRINGS lR,IGA.TION . ~~~~SEMARYY; MC 
PATTERSON~ FRED; 
€HO Decreed 4/l/1900 LOO UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION PATTERSON, HAZEL; 
PAmRSON, JOHN 
63-11 Decreed UNNA'vlED GUI.CH RUSSELL, WW 
CREEK 
63~17 "Decreed 6/1/1881 2.00 HIGHLAND CREEK IRRIGATION BEDE!,, Wlll!AM 
63-18 Decreed 6/1/1877 ' 0-90 HIGHLAND CREEK lRRlGATION PElKY, ALFRED .,.....,_ 
63-27 Decreed 1.50 DIXIE SLOUGH IRRIGATION BOISE TRUS'f CO 
63·%A Decreed $/10/1897 0.20 SMlTI'i CREEK IRRIGATION WOLFE,EM 
63-SS Decreed 2/28/1900 l.75 SMITH CREEK IRRIGATION SANDUN, ROBERT 
63-99 De::w,d 3/30/1900 ' 2.33 1• SMITH CRE,K IRRIG~TION lOV:NG, MARTl-lA B ' 
63--108 Oi.!creed 5/l/19()3 0.50 SMITH CREEK IRRIGATION NAUERTH, JULIUS P 
: 63-109 r.;ecreed 8/15/1002 6.00 SMITH CREEK JRRiGAT!ON NAUERTH, JULIUS P 
63~110 Decreed 3/1/1900 3,88 SMITH CREEK IRRIGATION NAUERTH, MlNNIEJ 
63-!.11 Decreed 7/l/1902 0.24, SMITH CREEK IRRIGATION SMITH.SARAH C 
63-1498 Decreed ! 6/l/1865 225.80 i BOISE R :VER POWER RIDENBOIJGH, WK; ROSSI, A 
: 6,H61AE Decreed 5/1/1866 C.10 I BOISE RIVER IRRIGATION CONSUMERS WATER CORP 
' 63·161AG Decreed S/l/l866 0,J.0 : BOISE RIVER IRRIGATION CONSUMERS VJ AfE1'l CO:R? 
63-l61AQ Dec,eed 5/l/1S66 0.05 BOISE RIVER IRRIGATION CONSUMERS WA1ER CORP 
63-16lBC Deemed 5/1/1866 0.20 BOISE RIVER IRRIGATION CONSUMERS WATER COR? 
63-16lBE Decreed 5/1/1666 0.08 BCI.IER!VER IRRIGATION CONSUMERS WATER CORP 
63-1£15 '. Decreed S/1/1866 0.20 BOISE RIVER l!l.RIGATION CONSUMERS WATER CORP .. 
65-162 Oe:creed 7/1/12,77 2.00.00 BOISE RlVER POWER JOHNSON, Rla-lAHD 
&3-16SC \ Decreed 8/1/W'<i 0.38 !l()ISE RIVER IRRIGATION RICE.LA 
63~16SL Decreed. 6/1/1866 0,68 BOISE RIVER MUNICIPAL UNITED WATER IDAHO INC 
53-1Jl8X Decreed 6/l/18T/ O.!O BOiSERiVEI'?: DOMESTIC, IRRlGATION WOOD, CC 
63-215 Decte.ad 6/1/18.89 0.06 OOISEI\IVER lRRJGAT!DN JOPLIN, SONORA 
63-216B Decreed G/l/11;89 0.40 BOISERlVER IRRIGATION JOPUN, SONORA 
63-230A D:!creed 10/17/1884 (1.30 SOISERNER IRRIGATION BRUCE, WALTERS 
63-240 lh1creed 5/1/1889 0.06 BOISE RIVER IRRIGATION MILl.£R, CHARLES K . 
63-Z41 Decreed S/1/1889 ' 0.02 BOISEl11VER IRRIGATION HOSE LEY, LOOMlS l 
63-244 Decreed 5/1/1839 2.94 BOISE RIVER mRIGATlON GALLAGHER, J K 
63-245 Decreed 5/l/1SS9 0.05 BOISE RIVER JRRIGATION fObARTY, 4NN1E H 
63-246 Decreed 5/1/1889 O.lll BOISE RIVER IRl\lGATION CALl, GRACE 
69·247 Decreed 5/1/1889 0.03 BOISE RIVER IRRiGAnON CANFIELD, SAfVFJEL H ! 
' ·--
' 
Gil-274 Decreed 6/l/lllS1 0,34 BOISE R[VER lRRIGATION 
JURRIES, CH~RLES; P!ONEB 
DIXIE OfTCH CO 
63-288A Decreed 4/1/lllllO 0.10 BOISERNER IRRIGA110N · BETTY,.R B 
! 63-'.2.93 Decreed 4/1/1905 5.40 BOISE RIVER IR1'1GA110N SOUTH BOISE MuTIJAL 
I DITCH CO 
63-3058 Decreed S/1/1875 l.70 BOlSE RIVER IRRIGATION 
ROEOEL, KA~Lf; ROEDEL, 
DTTOW 
Si!-309 Decreed 7/23/1899 0,20 STl'.WAA1' CREEK IRRIGATION HAlLIWllt, HA 
63-310 Decreed 4/1/1915 0,10 STEW,IIRT CREEK IRRIGATION SMITi-:,co 
E'l-315 Decreed 2.50 ELK CREEK BUEN/\. VISTA l)tfCH CO 
63-316 Decreed 5.W ELK CREEK IRRIGAT!ON 
!"IANSON1 6E(?RGE; MANN; 
CRAIG 
Page1 Df27 
63-321 Dec:re-ed 1/18/1911 0.02 ROBIE CREeK IRRIGATIOr,. POLLm, JE¼M; PO!l.ETT, 
VANCE 
63<323 becreed 14.00 GRIMES CREEK MINING LIGITTfOOT, WA 
63-324 Decreed 7/'1.4/1.!l3S 5.40 GRIMES CREEK MINING ANDER>ON, A E; ZE!l, 
GEORGe 
. ANDERSON, A E; ZEZI, 
6$-325 necreed 6/6/JIJ34 4.60 GRIMES CREEK MINING 
GEORGE 
63-326 Decreed 1/1/1864 12.00 GRlMES CREEK MINING 
BOISE BASIN HYDRAULIC & 
POWER CO LTD 
63-327 Decreed 6/1/Wi9 5.50 GRIMES CREEK MINING 
BOISE BASIN HYDRAUlJC & 
POWER CO LTD 
63·328 Decreed 6/1/1871 0.50 GRIMES CREEK MlNING 
BOISE BASIN HYD,<AL'UC& 
POWER CO LTD 
63-333 Decreed 4/1/1?07 0,10 TENMiLECREEK 
DOMESTIC, IAAlGATlDN, LORD, DONALD R.; LORD~ 
STOCKWATER OLIVER 
63-334 Decreed 5/2/l!JlO 0.70 TENMllE CREi:K 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, t.OlID, DONALt> R;,LORD, 
STOCKWAtcll OLIVER 
63-335 Decreed 4/1/1916 0.20 TENMILE CREEK 
DOMESTIC, IRR!GATIO~. LORD, DONALD R; LORD; 
5TOCl(WA7'ER OLIVER 
63-336 Decreed 4/1/1928 0,90 TENMILE CREEK 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, LORD, DONALD R; LORD, 
STOCKWAIER OUVEt\ 
63-349 Decr'e:id ll/2./1907 1.60 ElGl-lTMILE CREEK IRRIGATION GRAY, ClARAJ:i GRAY,, 
. MAURICE GLEN 
63-350 l)e(;reed 4.70 ElGHTMll£ CREEK IRSIGATION 
HAGA, JAMMI£ E; HAGA, 
OL:VER 0 
i INDlAN CREEK 
63-351 Decreed 1.00 
RESERVOIR 
IRRIGATION JM:!CSON, MAY MCEl.ROY 
63-352 De~eed 1,000.00 INDIAN CREEK 
DlVERSIONTOSTOAAGE, INDIAN CREEK IRRIGATION 
IRRIGATION co 
63-,62 D£creed 10/28/ifKl.S 3.64 WARM S?R!NGS CREEK IRRIGATION BACHMAN, FRE:t> l 
63-363 Decreed 10/28/192:ll 2.45 I WARM S1'RlNGS CREEK IRRl'SATIO!i BAQJMAN, FRED L 
63-364 Oec:reed lD/28/1928 . 2..55 WARM S.'RINGS Cl\EEK IRRIGATION XENN&l-1\11 RAV 
63-377 Decreed 1/l/1877 0.90 HlGHlAND CREEK IRRIGATION SEDB:, WILLIAM 
63-380 Decreed 12"00 GRIMES CREEK THATCHER, G W 
63-381 Decreed .12.00 GRIMES CREEK GAV,M8 
63·2000 Llct!.nse 12/2/1907 1.60 EIGHTMILE CREEK DOMESTIC, irutlGATION HAGA, OLIVER O . 
63-2003 Ucense 11/10/1903 1.20 
EIGHTMlLE CREEK, 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION EAGLBON1 l'MRY H FIVEMILE CREEK 
63-2006 Ucense 5/S/l5!04 6.00 CHARCOAL cnm MINING R!CHA.~DSON, J E 
UNNAMED STREAM, BARKER, DAN; !lAVIDSON, 
63-2008 license 7/29/1904 2.60 WEST FORK IJITLE DOMESTIC~ tRRIGAT:ON MElVlN Z; I.EWJS, PER~Y G; 
ElGHTMllE CREEK SlMMONS, JOHN M 
63-2010 LiCense 11/16/1904 1,300.00 BO!SERI\IER POWER BARBER Ll)MBER CO 
63-2012 License 2/3/1305 0.40 UNNAMED STREAM OOMESTJC, IRRIGATIO~ ' WILSON, El.lZABETH 
DALY, l A; GWALTNEY,JOHN; 
63-2013 License 3/2l/'J!JOS 2.00 UNNAMED srnEAM DOMESTIC, IRR!GAT.ON KNUTSON, 0 I(; lEWJS 
: BROTHERS 
63-2016 License 5/2/1~05 1.14 FIVEMllE CllEEl( DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION NOBLE, ROBERT 
63-2017 license 3/17/1905 1.00 UNNAMED STREAMS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION DAVIDSON, MELVlN Z 
63-201!!A License 5/J!;/1905 I 2.40 SMffiiCREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION COLE, WILLI.AM S 
63-20188 license. 5/19/1905 1,50 SMI1HCREE~ DOMESTIC, !R!l.lGATTON WYLIE, CALViN 
63-2018C Lkense 5/19/lSOS 6.40 SMITH Cl\EEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION COLE, El.MAW 
63·2019 License 5/3/1905 9,60 SMITH CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION RHOADS,.W H 
' license 6/9/1905 7.10 SMITH CREEK DOMESTtC, IRRIGATION BA.TES; HUGH C; PATES, LOU ' 63~2020 T I 
I 63~2021 License 7/14/JIJ0S 3.20 SMITI-! Cil~EK -OClMESTtC, lRRIGAnON HATCHER, HARVEY A 
i 63-2028 Ute,')se 12/]2/15'05 3.00 KENNEDYSLDUGH : DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION LAWRENCE, JANE 
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@~2030 ucens.e 2/23/1906 0,34 
SOI.ml FORK BOISE 
DOMESTIC~ fRRlGATION ?ECK, RICHARD A 
RIVER 
63-2033 License 3/27/1906 0.$0 DEVIL\' HOLE CREEK OOMESTlC, IRRIGATION HlGHLEYI CHAR!.£51 
63-2035 License- 4/Ui/1900 o.so UNNAMED STREAM OOMESrlC, lRlllGA110N LAING,JM 
53-2039 , Ucense 5/17/1906 3.04 RUSSELL GULCH CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION RUSSELL,JOSEPKINE 
I 63-20,0 Ucense 5/26/1906 l,$0 : UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION DECK, L K; REGAN, MA 
' 63-2041A Ucense 7/6/1906 0.10 MAYNARD GULCH CREEK DOMESTIC, lAAJllATION SlMMS, JAMES P 
63-2041B License 7/6/1906 0.20 MAYNARD GU,CH CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SIMMS., JAMES P 
63-2043 Ucense 9/19/1906 0.20 
lIT'TlE BEAR CREEK, 
DOMESflC, IRRIGATION PHEI.PS, EDMOND T 
WOOD CREEK 
£3-2044 License 10/10/1&06 2.00 
WEST FORK GRANITE 
M!NlNG., POWER 
cR055EN, HUGH; MC KAY, 
Cllffi JAMES 
63-2047 Ute-OSI; H/15/1906 2,75 UM NAM ED STREAMS DOMESTIC, IRRiGATION 1 CASWELL,D G 
63--2048 Lice~se ll/12/1900 20,00 
SAWMILL CREK, 
SOWER 
MINERVA MINING & 
UNNAMED STREI\M MllUNS CO LTD 
63·2049 License 10/25/1906 25.00 HOTCl<ffK MINING BOISE YJNG PL;cER.5 CO 
Gl-2050 license 10/25/1906 25,00 PHIFER CREEK MINING BOISE PlACER CO 
63-2053 lkense 5/2/J307 0.10 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MC NEWEl.l, JACOB -
63-2054 Lke0$e S/W/1907 0.80 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGA110N LEE, SOLOMON 
£3-2056 Ucense 3/26/l907 [ l.80 SMITH CREElC LAKE OOMESTlC, IRRIGA110N SANOLIN,RS 
63-2057 License 6/17/007 0,40 UNNAMED STR"-M DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MATHEWS, GUYE 
i 63-2058 Licem:e ' 7/5/l!,07 0.76 UNNAMED SlRcAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION CABErJOHN W 
63-2059 License 7/27/lll07 3.00 
EAST FORK MINNEHA 
W.n-llNG FRY, G W; FRY, OTTO J 
CREEK 
63-2060 License 8/6/1907 0.1$ UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SMITH, J KG 
6,-2061 license 8/24/1~07 0.10 SPRlNGS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SCOTT, DANIEL H 
63,2065 License 11/7/1907 0.71 PIERCE CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MENNECKE, HENRY 
63-2066 J License 11/4/1907 4,70 EIGHTMILE CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HAGA1 OLIVER 0 
63-2067 Ucense 11/16/UlfJ7 1.00 
EASTMONTf.ZUMA 
DOMESTIC, MINING, POWER STEVENS, CE 
CREEK 
' 63-2068 . License 11/?ill/'l5lfJ7 1.7() WILLOW CREEK DOMESTIC, tRRK>ATION LATIMORE, CW 
63-2069 Ucense 1/2/1908 1.50 DIXIE CREEK DOMESTIC, iR.RlGA"l10N BYEYEt\ EOWARD J 
63-207liA Uce.nse 12/16/19{)7 0,80 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BECK,J R 
63-2071 I.JrenSt::! 2/15/1!$08 l.00 UNNAMED SfREAM DDMESTlC, IRRIGATION CUNNINGHAM, F S 
63.Z074 urense 4/13/1908 20.00 M!DDll' FORK BOISE DOMESTIC, MINING, POWei F!WIJ(E;LN 
RIVER 
63-2075 Ucense 5/7/1508 0.40 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION VANCE,SD 
63-2075 License 5/18/1908 Q,12 SLOI\NS GULCH CREEl< I DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION l-lA~l.,JOHN J 
63-2001 License 8/".,f'J}Jt/B 1.10 TRA!L CREE~ DOM!'STIC, IRRl&fl10N ROSS, FR~N.KUN P 
63<2084 License 8/10/1908 0.7C SAND HOLLOW CREEK POMSTIC, IRRIGATION COMBS, MORELAND A 
63-2087 Ucen.se. $/8/1908 8.00 CLEARCREEK MINING DAY1 HW 
63·2088 Lkense 
' 
8/17/1908 0.50 UNNAMED SfREAM DOMESTIC; IRRIGATION SHEi.LWORTH,J LESUE 
63-2089 Ucense - 9/29/1908 0.20 UNNAMED SlllEAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION JENSEN, SP 
53-2091 License 10/8/1908 10,00 BJRCHCREEK DOMESTIC, MINING HARVEY, HENRY 
63-2093 Ucer:se l)J16/1908 200.00 BOISE RIVER POWER HYJiER, El!Gl:Nf; 
6,-20&4 Ltcense 2/20/1!l09 0.12 WIISON CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGAnON A:'lDERSDN, J M 
LEWIS CREE'!(, 
63-209S Ur;;ense 9/1/1909 5.00 THOMPSON GULCH Mll'<ING ATKINSON, SK 
C!\El'K 
63-2096 License 2/23/009 0.18 lONG GULCH CREEK OOMES1'1C, tRRIGATION USOA FOREST SERVICE 
KUNTER, F H; SCHNEIDER, 
63-2097 License 3/11/1909 0.80 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, 11\illGATIOt; WILLIAM; SNYOER, LEO; 
ZEILER,JD 
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ML:lWIN, DAW) E; 
63-2099 License 4/23/1909 1-40 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRfllGATION CHAPMAN,MARYE;NEAL, 
i RICHARD F 
I 63-2101 Lleense 5/2/1900 1.00 PATCH SLOUGH DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION TOLLETK, FLOYD 
! 63-2102 Llcerse 3/30/1909 1.60 UNP'IAMW STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ASH, GEORGE; SOLOMON, 
ERNEST? 
63-2104 License 6/11/!909 2.38 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WHITT1 FRANK A 
63-2108A Ucensa 6/24/1909 MJO UNNAvlED SLOUG!< DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MEYER, JACOB 
63-21088 Uceose . 8Nl317 1.00 I UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION RANDOLPH, TF 
63-21.1.1 License 8/S/Jf;J09 0.80 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
ELY, WALTER E; 
MESSERSMITH, WILLIAM G 
63-21"!3 License 10/7/2909 D.90 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRJGATION ROSENLOF, FRANK 
63-2116 Ucer.se 11/8/1921 0.10 RANGER CREEX DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION USDA FOREST SERV,CE 
63-2119 Llc:eni.e 2/26/J!JLO -0.12 MEADOW CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATlON KEhT, EMMA E 
53·2120 L~nse 1/24/lJJ10 0,76 PONY CREEK, SPRINGS DOM.STIC, IRRIGATlON SANDLIN, CLARAS 
63-2121 Llcense 3/17/lS!lO D.84 UNNAMED S1"FIEAM DOMESTJC, JRRIGATlON BOEOC, L WARDELL 
63~2122 License 1/31/1910 0.70 . , UNNAMED STT\l'AM DOMESTIC, lRRJG•·noN BADL-EV, DURB.t~ l 
63-2124 U:en:.e 4/19/1910 0.50 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC. IRRIGATION HON,ROBEmL 
53-2125 U::ense S/2/1910 l.SO GROUND.WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGAllON CORBUS,RAY 
53~212.6 lk:ense 2/14/192.0 no SPRING CREEK DOMESTIC, JRRJGATION RUSSELL. JOSEPHINE 
63-2127 lkense 4/14/19"0 0.14 MC FARLAND CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION VlNCEN, FRANKL 
6?,-2128 License 4/18/19:0 0.80 Ol<N/IMFD STREAMS DOMESTIC, IRRIGATlON HIU,AC 
6?.-2129 License 4/25{lJJ10 a.so JOHNSON CREEK DOMESTC, IRRIGATION GARDNER., NATHAN M 
lxi.2133 License 6/8/19l/J 0.10 lli'/NAMED STREA.M · DOMEST1C, IRRIGATION GISH,FM 
63-2135 License 6/25/1910 0.20 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SQUIER, JOHN H 
53-2136 License 5/16/1910 25.(;;) ELK CREEK MINJNG 
BOISE SASIN IMPROVEMENT 
co 
6H139B Liamse 8/15/1910 l.40 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRR1GA110N HATHAWAY, WARREN D 
63-2140- License f 10/19/1$10 0.20 SHAl<ECREEK DOM!aSTIC, IRRIGATION USOA RJREST SERVICE 
63-21.41 Ucllnse 10/19/1910 a.so PARADISE CREEK OOM511C, IRRIGATl DN USDA FOREST SERVlCE 
63-2142. License l/21/1919 2.16 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION Sl>ENCER,ANNA 
63~21448 Decreed ll/17/1910 0-41 
50\/Tfl FORK 001SE 
iRRIGA710N AGUIRRE, JOSEPH 
RJVER . 
63-2145 License . 10/26/1910 0.!lO MACl(S CRF.EK, SPRING DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ADAMSON, SETil 
63-2146 Uo;inse 10/10/1910 0.6~ GRANITE CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION DAVIS, OiAR:.r. W 
63-2147 La:ense 1/26/1912 0.60 UNNAMED 5TREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGAilON POWEU.,M 
6.3-2149 Llcem:e. B/29/1919 0.40 KARNEY CREEK OOMG,,IC, 11\RIGATION PARISHO, ZORA 
63-:1151 l.lcense 12/13/1910 1.60 UNNAMED SIBEAM IRRIGATION KENNEDY, WP 
63-21538 license 1/18/1911 D.44 ~UBY CREeK, SPRING DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WOOD,GN 
63-2154 License. 12/15/1910 5.00 BROWNS CREEK IRRIGATION, MINING ANDR!:'WARTHA, H H 
I 63-ZiSo Licef!Se l/17/Bll 0.46 l.:NNAMED STREA.M DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION PILGRIM, BERT L 
63-2163 Ucente 4/17/1911 2.50 SPRINGS DOMESllC, IRR,GATION TAYLOR, JAMES a 
63·2166 Uc-ense 4/27/B11 2.50 TEN MILE O\fEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BOOTH,WT 
63-2169 License 7/27/l!J12 0.00 UNNAMED SlREAM 00MEST1½ iRRi:GA110N JEPSDI, JOHN 
63-2170 License 6/13/1911 6.00 MOORES CREEK, SPRING OOMESrn:; IRR1GATION VARYAN,JAMESf 
63-2175 license 6/9/1911 5.00 MOORES CREEK, SPRING DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION PARXfNS1 GEORGE 
63-2176 license fi/19/1911 5.00 MOORES CREK, SPRING DOMESTIC. !RRIGAJIC N PAAl<ltl5, SARAH . 
63-2178 Uce.nse 5/21/1513 0.08 
MUD SPRlNG, THORN 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATlON HAMMER, FRI\NCJS M 
SPRING 
6S.2179 License, li/22/1911 0.90 
SOlJnl FORK BOISE DOMES11C, IRRiGAT[(lN ANDERSDN,-J M 
RIVER 
: Bl.AO( WARRIOR CREE;(, 
' GS.-2180 license 9/5/lJJ11 200.00 MIDDLE FORK BOISE MINING, POWEll BOtSE KING PIACER$ CO I RIVER 





63•2181 Ucense 9/15/1911 050 GROUND WATER 
63--2135 Ucoo,e 8/29/1931 10.00 ELKCREl'K 
53-2lll7 Llcenso 11/29/1911 1.45 UTilf WOOD CREEK 
1 53~2185 Llcense 12/8/1911 O.BO , DOllAR CREEK 
i-63-·2_19_0_-t-Uce_ns_•-+-J/~l3~/'J'iJ,_12,_-t-_o_.2_o_+i _!JNNAMEll 5TREAM 
63-2191 Llwnse 12/29/1911 (>.~O : CORRALCREEK 
£3-2194 License 4/1/~U 1.00 :~ FORK BOISE 
6'.>-2197 License 3/21/1912 
63-2198 Uce'5e 5/JlJ/1912 
63,2201 License 7/8/1912 
53,220:l License 7(16/1912 
63-2204 Uo:m,e 7/30/l!JU 
Eil-2205 l.k:ense 8/7/lSJLl 
l 63-2207 Ucens.-e: 9/12/1912 
63·2208 License 9/13/1912 
GS-2211 License 10/9/3312 
63-2213 License 1/14/1913 
63-2223 Ucense 12/24/lll'JSJ 
6?r2231 Ucense U/8/1913 
63-2235 license 11/28/1919 
63·2238 Ucens<! 5/18/1914 
€3-2243 Ucense 6/28/1915 
63-Z247 license 7/25/l914 
63·2250 Ucense 9/24/1914 
63~22548 License 2/6/1915 
63-216Z License I 6/12/191.5 
6'-2163 Llcense 6/12.'1915 
Licerise , 9/23/19-15-
63-2273 Uc,nse ll/27/1915 
63-2280 Ucen" 4/6/1920 
63-228& License 5/l/1916 
Lice,se 5/'2,1/1916 
63-2293 Llc:ense. 4/8/1916 
Licen5" 9/5/1917 
63-2310 Uoense 9/4/1!l17 
63-2311 Liconse 11/8/1917 
63·2313 tlconse 2/13/191]! 
license 2/25/1~ 18 
63-2317 ucenso 8/3/1918 
















































HULLS GULCH CREEK 
CRANECREtK 
UNNAMED STREAM 
PURDAM GULCH CREEK 
UNNAMEi:> STREAM 
: EL~ CREEK 
[ UNNAMED STREAM 
TIMBER GULCH CREE!( 
UNNAMED STREAM 




















WATSON GU.CH CREEK 
3ARDSl.r GULCH DRAIN 
GREEN CREEK 
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MINl~G BEARDIN, LAMBERT A 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION FRENOi, GEORGE W 
DOMESTIC, IR!UGATION FRENCH, LAUM A 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGAllON MC oEVm, JAMES 
OOMEST:C, IRRIGATION SIMMONS, FLORA M 







































MESSERSMITH, WIWAM G 
ANOREWAATHA, MRS H H 
. BOISE BAS!N IMPROVEMENT 
. co 
ALD£COCEA, CASTER 
PEMBERTON, mo F 
HURST, BF 
HURST, BF 
ESTATE OF JOHN DIENST 










BUENA VISTA GOLD MINf.S 
co 






MC MILLEN, JOSEPH 




PERCY, WALTER W 
BACKMAN, FRED 
FROOM1 JE 
SRVCI:, JAMES N 
EARNER, JOHN M 
:>!CARD, CHARLES O; 
ROBERTS,M A 
JOHNSON, HENRY B 
_,r·· ~· -~iTl}i""~ ', ~w~-1 1.'-'l,'lt'j'.-•-i7!' ~?'::~~ ' ,li!il1\~li<f r '11"'1" I'· !iliii, ; '""" ~, ~ ~·Jii,%11, ". ;,, >., ".' '" ,i' ~o,----,;-,.""'= ~,,. ., , : , ,.,, " 
\ 63~2.327 License 6/2/1924 1,10 UNNAMED SLOUGH !RRlGATIDN EAGIEON, JOHN W 
: 63-2329 Ucense 6/3/l!ll!l 5.00 BEN!lER CREEK MINING HERMO,JOiiN 
63-2330 License 3/lS/l!lll 0.50 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION • THotv'IPSON., SC 
63-2:133 U::::ense 8/24/1919 1.00 UNNAMED STREAM DOMES11C, 11\RIGATION MANVILLE FRUIT CO 
53-2339 Literse !/6/1920 0.6G UNNAMED STREAM DOME:,71C, IRRIGATION LAMS, MORRIS B 
6o-Wt5 Ucense S/29/lll20 o.sa UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, !RRIGA110N TIJNNfCUFFr 8 F 
&2347 ucense &/2'1./1920 0.50 UNN/>JMED STilEAM DOMESTIC, IRR!GA710N RICE, iiOSS; VOGT, CHARLES 
63~2348 :J:ense 8/20/1920 0.56 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION FORNEY, BD 
: 63-2355 lJcense 4/2/1921 0.40 STEWART CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BOOTH, THOMA> 
63-2361 Ucense 7/20/1921 0,29 UNNAMED STREAM POMl:5Tlc;. IRRIGATION PlANTI LOTTIE 
' 
60-2362 LiCf!nse 7/25/1921 1.46 CRANE CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION DAVlS, EDWIN H 
03~2363 License 3/15/:1920 o.n UNNAM!.1:> STREM' DOMESOC, !RRJGATION WILl.lAMS, CA 
63-2365 License 9/10/1921 5.00 GAAYBA(.l( GULCH CREEK MINING SMAtl, ALBERT E 
63--1366 Ucense · 9/10/;921 5.00 
C!u.!FORNlA. GULCH 
MINING SMAU, AlBERl E 
CREEK 
63-2367" License 9/10/1921 3.00 SHAWS GUlCH CREEK MINING SMALL1 ALBERT E 
63•2371 Licer,.se 4/21/1!324 0.40 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION TODO,CIAY C 
63-2:,78 Ui:ens:e 1/30/:1923 3.'86 WARM SPRINGS CREEi< DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
BACHMAN, f!<ED L; 
KENNtSON1 RAY 
63~2379 License 6/4/1923 0.20 
KARNEY CREEK, RUBY 
IRRIGATION BULOCK, CHARLES E 
CREEK 
63-2380 License 6/5/1923 o.66 WARM SPRINGS CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BACHMAN, f-RED l 
63-2362 Ur.ense . i 7/27/1223 40.00 MOR5CREEK Mll'l!NG BOISE PlACEll CO 
63-2384 UcertSe I 10/22/1923 o.80 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, l!\J11GATION GLENN, NATHAN 
63-2365 Uce11Se 1l/,l4/19Z!! 0.62 UNNAMED StOVGh IRRIGATION BUFANGTON, P N 
' 63-2393 license 6/11/JJJ25 1.00 GROUNDW/crER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MOORE, CAAWFORD f 
' 63-2394 ucense. 4/21/j92S 10.•0 GRIMES CREEK MINING, POWER l'/.lNERI\L MINING CO 
63-239S Lief.onse 5/19/1926 0.32 UNNAMED DRAIN DOMESTIC, lRRiGMllON AUBERMANN, PErER 
63-2398 License 6/12/').92,6 BO UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRJGATION MANSELL, IDA R 
63-1399 Lice.rise 6/11/1926 0.66 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, !lffllGA110N BUNKER, FN 
,63-2400 license 6/21/1926 0,70 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGA170N IDDINGS, EJ 
Go-24112 License il/22,11926 D.84 GROUND WATER 
DOMESTIC, >EATING, 
EDWAAOS, TH0'1AS F 
IRRIGATION 
63-2416 · Lla::nse 9/5/1928 9_00 Cl.tAR c.REEK OON'.£STIC, M!N!NG ?ONCIA,CR 
53-2417 License 1/30/1~49 1,00 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, 'RRIGA11DN HANNAH, liOYO N· 
63-2418 License 12/10/1928 1.7() GROUND WATI:R DOMESTIC, :RRIGAl10N ESTATE OF GUY O GOFF 
63-2419 Ucense I 2/6/19,!iJ 1.00 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRl!IGATION (SHADWICK, ANNA 
63-24!6 L1c-ense 3/1/1!!30 0.60 CONWAY DRAIN t>OMES11C, IRRIGATION PO\Nal,GM 
6.'"2430 Llcense- 4/24/1930 0.46 MASON CREEi< DRAIN DOMESTIC, RRIGATION HARSHMAN,C 
53-2431 Lh:e:nse i 4/29/1930 1.00 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WAGNEll, MRS A 
G3~243Se Ucense ! 7/28/19$0 0.70 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGA110N 
63-2447 Ucense 8/11/1931 a.so GROUND WATER i DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GORTON, LM 
G3.;>4Sl Llcense R/14/1931 LOO GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
MC NEil, AW; MC NEll, 
\SABEL 
63-245, Ucenre &/14/1931 020 GROUNDWATER DOMESTIC, IRRtGATION CORY, JO>!N J 
! 63,24SS Uce.nse 10/21/1.931 1.N.l GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, lRRIGATION RICHARDS, HG 
63-2456 tlc:eose 9f'l/l531 0.92 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION CALKlNS; JESSIE N 
60-2457 License 9/11/1!l3i 0,10 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC; IRRJGA110N ROSENLOF, FRANK 
63-2458 License 9/15/:1931 0.12 GROUNDWATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION PARKEJl, HG 
63-2460 License 10/8/1931 6.DO WlllOW CREE~ MINlNG 
IDAHO MODOC PIJ\CER 
MINING CO 
63-2463 Ucense 10/19/1931 0.10 GROUND WATEls DOMESTIC, IRRtoATION HUO:BA, WiLUAM F 
Pa_ge6of 27 
· -ill-f7±~ · :. , a·wic .·, ,. .. ~ 
'f:?_ __ • ~""- ,iJi:'le'iill!~M Ln, • ,, ; ., 1. t~ - ~'!.' ;· ,,, ~ ,,;,;Jll!L ·- . itf 
63-2454 License 10/13/1931 0.06 GROUNDWATER I DOMESTI(; IRRIGATION WATK!NS, CARL W 
63-2466 License 1/Z2/!932 0.ll) GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRlfiATION EH DE'NEY INC . 
65-2469 Llcense 2/l&/1932 1.10 GROUNDWATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION STEWART, CH 
63-'l41l() Ucense 11/12/1932 4,00 cASr FORK ELK CIL"EK, MrN}NG PECK, R N; PIERCE, R G; i;I.J(CREEK SCHRAFT, El.MER 
65-2485 License ll/27/1933 0.01 Sl'RING DOMESTIC USDA FOREST SERVICE 
6':l-2486 License 9/!J!,/:JE33 0.20 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGA-cJON BRANDT, I'! L ' 
63-2487 Ucerne 8/22/193S 6,00 OiARCOAL CREEK MINING SCHULTZ, HARRY A 
63-2490 Lkeh>ll 4/30/1934 0,04 SPRING DOMESTIC USDA FOREST SERV1CE 
i 63-2491 License 4/22,/1934 16.00 Wf';Sf fORK CREEK MINING MILLER, WALTER W 
CONFl:t>EAATE CREEK, 
6il--2492 I License 4/22/1934 21.00 GRANITE CREEK, WEST MINING MILLER, WALTER W 
' FORKmEEK 
ADELMANN, AG; 
63-2494 rJcense 6/6/1934 0.10 SPRING DOMESTIC, MINING ; ADaMAMi, CR; 
' ' ADELMANN, WILLIAM A 
63~2496 license £/16/1.934 0.10 SPRING DOM'5TiC TRULEMANS, AllJERT L 
63-2498 license 8/;;i/19~4 0.40 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION POTEET, MRS LESSIE 
63·2501 Llcense 9/20/J.934 0.20, GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION RODGERS, CHARLES S 
53-25-08 . License S/i4/193S 0.36 UNNAMED SIBEAM IRRlGATION :TEUSCHER, MARTIN 
63-2!l09 i llcense 10/9/l!BS 0.68 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION RIGNEY, MACH 
63--2512 lk:ense 11/25/1935 0,66 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION WOLFE, EARL 0 
63-2513 : License 1/7/1936 0.04 BANNOCK CREEK IRRIGATION USDA FOREST SERViCE 
63-2525 Ucense 9/19/1936 7.00 SAWMILL CREEK MINING HIRT, GEORGE F 
6,c-2526 License 12/2/1936 0.04 GROUNDWATER CO0UNG BUHL, HOWARD 
6i!--2527B Ucense 3/1/1937 0.12 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATIO:; DUNCAN,LR 
63-2528 l..k:ense 4/26/19,/ 0.30 UNNAMED STI\EAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ALLEN, TA 
63.2530 License 6/l0/1B37 MO UNNAMW STREAM IRRIGATION OFFIU., AV 
5-'l-2534 Lkeme 8/14/1937 0.20 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ~ERRICK, DELLA E 
63-25368 , Ua;nst 8/ZS/1937 126 GROUND WATl;R DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION LAWRENCE) HE.RBERT JAMES 
63-2541 lice.11sa 10/6/ISJ,7 0.02 S/>Rlf'!GS : DOMESTIC USDA FOREST SERVICE 
63-2S44 Lkense 9/11/1!!38 024 GROUND WATER j DOMESTIC, IRRIGAllON MC CONNELL, CHA~LES E 
63-2548 license 1/a/1940 0.50 GROUND WATER COOLING, DOMESTIC, FLETOlER, F 0 
IRRIGATION 
63-2550 Ure11$e 5/7/B4D 1,7S GROUND WATER MUNlOPAl UNITED WATER iDAl.JO INC 
63-2552 Uterue 7/).1/194/J 0,2.0 GROUND WATER DOMES!lC, IRRlGATION .LANPHERE, AC 
63-25588 License 2/18/1941 o.is UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WHlTMORE, JAMES A 
63-2563 License : 4/28/1941 10.00 SEAR cREEK MINING ANGEL, IDAH 
63-2$64 Uc,nse 7/8/1941 0,06 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION fn.ANCONEI ANITTA 
63-2565 Uc:ense 5/15/1941 0,04 BOGUS CREE1< DOMESTIC STATE OF IDAHO 
63-25!19 LlcEnse 8/2l/l941 2.62 GROUNDWATER MUNlClPAL UNlTED WATER IDAl!O INC i 
' Llcense 5/lS/1.950 1.io : BOlsE RIVER IRRIGA'10N LOWCR,CENTERPOINT 63-257D 
DITCH CO 
53,.2574 Llcehse \ 4/5/;!938 8.00 UNNAMED STREAM DOMESTIC, IRRlGATION BUOGE, ALFRED H 
53-2:,77 License. 6/21/1938 01)2 SPRING COMMERCIAL, DOMES'TIC SHEE!> IBfcKMINl~G CORP 
63-2578 Ucense 7/1/19'!!,8 0.04 U ~NAMEO LAKE IRRIGATION ROBBINS, CA'FHER!NE 
63-2579 : Ucense 6/21/l.."38 0.22 GROUND WATER COOUNG JORDAN,J 0 
6$-2580 Ucer.se 6/21/1938 0,52 SPRINGS OOMESHC, MINING KINSEi.A, JOI-IN J 
63-2582 license 2/6/1939 0.50 GROUND WATER COMMERCIAL OWYHEf HOTEi. CO 
63-2584 LlcP,.n:se 4/3/1339 0.).0 BOISE RIVEi' DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MlSSMAN, GLENN E 
53-2585 Lk:'ense 4/5/1339 10.0C FALLotEEK 
OOMfSTIC, INDUSTRIA~ 
'HARNO;:N, EA; PIERCE, RC 
IRRIGATION 
63-2589 UC<!nse 6/26/1939 0.40 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION ESTIITEOFAG MARION 
63-2593 Ucense I 4/4/1938 0.4,0 GROUND WATER !RRlGAT\ON l!OTH,HARRY l 
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63-2594 license 11/18/.1.939 15,00 CREE,(, THORN CREE'( MIN,)IG BAUMHOFF, AF 
GLENNON, PANSYi N1Xi 
63-2602 License 3/9/1943 0,10 GROUND WATER DOMESTJC, IRRIGATION 
ETHEi; YOUNG, OJSTER 
JACKSON; YOUNG, EUEN; 
YOUNG, JOE AfVA 
63-2607 License 8/25/1943 0,64 UNNAMED STREA!v1 IRRIGATION SHAPU:.Y, WAYNE ! 




t'i.3·2616 Ucam:e 8/7/1945 0.05 GROUND WATER COMMEROAL, DOMESTIC GR:MES,TOOO 
63·2619 Ucens2. 1/25/:lll45 1.70 UNNAMED S1REAM IRRlGATION BOW NG ER, EARL R 
63~2620 Lkeme 3/22/1945 MO UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION Wl~'TERS, CARROIJ. 
63-26306 Licensi: 2/21/1946 0,78 UNNAMEDSTREAM IRRIGATION STEEL, J Ol{N 
' 63-2630C License ' 2/21/1946 0.20 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION S'fEEt,, ALVIN A 63~26Sl8 Ucense 8/30/1947 2.48 "!l,OMJ\SON LAKE IRRIGATlON JEI\SEN, REX S 
63-25328 Llcense 8/30/1947 L40 IBOMASON LAKE IRRIG.ATION , JENSEN, ROXY C 
63-2633 License 3/8/1946 0.50 DEAD DOG CREEK DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION I BERRY, GEORGE C 
53-2634 Ucense 7/20/1969 O.J.G GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
AYRES, M Hi AYRES, MM M 
H 
63'-2638 Ucemse 7/9/1946 0.33 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BRANOT, JOHN H 
63-2641 llcensa 8/21/Wll/S 0.36 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION PETERSON, M R 
63~2642 Uc:ense 9/25/1946 0.67 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC; IRRIGATION: : ALlJAPE, JOH 
53-2645 License 10/15/1946 0.05 GROU~OWATER DOMESTIC, STOCKWATER THOMPSON, TliOMASA 
63-2646 Uce-nse 8/22/1946 2.00 GROUND WATER 
FIS~ PROPAGATION, KELI..EY I w D; STEARi'IAAN, w 
IRRIGATION R 
63-2649 License ll/8/1946 . 0.02 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
SUMMERS, El!A M; 
; '. SUMMERS, WILBUR A 
63-26528 u~nse 12/14/1946 l.84 GROUND WATER DOM""oTIC, IRRIGATION 
63-2653 lltense 12/19/1946 0.24 SUGAR CREEK DOMESTIC, 'RRIGATION HOLCOMBE, AS 
;;:J..;165" Llcense 2/20/1947 0.05 GROUNO WATER DOMESTIC, IMJGATION AXTEU.,,HM 
63-2651 Uce.nse 3/ll/1947 0,06 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRJGATION 
PROHASKA, HAZEL MAV; 
PROHASKA, LORJS M 
53-2665 Ucense 6/28/1947 O,S2 GROUND WATliR OOMES"flC,. IRR!GATION GODFREY, MR; STANLEY, l E 
63-26696 Ucense 8/12/l!i!47 D.66 GROUND WATER lllRlGATlON BURBACK, JG ' 
63-2674 Ucerue 12/19/1947 0,15 GROUSO WATER COOUNG AtOAPE, JOHN 
63-2675 License I W1S/lll47 o.~ GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HAARIS1 ALICE; HARR!S1 ERSHALL 
63-2576 Llcenre i 1/5/1941! o.os GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION LUNSTRUM, CARL K 
63-2677 License I 1/19/194il 0.05 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GROVE,fOO 
63-2683 License I 2/9/1946 o.n GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SPIVY, DAISY; SP!VY, WA 
' 63-26$5 · Uc-ense 2/25/J.948 0,02 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GRlFFITHSJR, HENRY R 
63-2686 ; License 2/27/:948 om G,OUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRlGATION WOOD,TH 
63-2683 Ucerise '.l/ll/1948 0.40 UNN/\MED DRAIN · DOMESTlC, IRRIGATION WYME<,ED 
63-2689 l.lcen,;e 3/20/1948 0.20 GROUND WAITR DOMES!IC, IRRlGATION CARTER1 AUDREY M 
63-2692 License 4/21/1,148 0,06 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GALE, RALPH E 
63-2693 Urense 4/29/1948 0.44 UNNAME:> DIWNS lRRIGA'rlOf>! OUNLAP, S 13EN 
63·2694 License 5/19/1948 om GROUND WATER C00Lll1G, DoMESTIC, NICHOLS, RICHARD A IRRIGATION 
63',2697~ uoonse 5/20/1948 a.oz GROUND WATER IRRIGATION ROHRER, GEORGE GI.EN 
63-2702 Uce.nse 6/19/1949 0.06 UNllAMEO STREAM D0Ml'S11C, IRRIGATION GROVER, MORGAN 
63-2704 License 7/6/1948 1.60 GROUND W/UER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION Bun.ER JR, THOMAS C 
63-2705 license 7/12/1948 0.02 ' GR.OUND WATER DOMESTIC BO\'D COFFEE CO 
£3-2709 Ucense 7/20/1948 0.08 GROUND WAiEft DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BEOUGHER, CLYDE L 
€3-27J..5 Ucense 8/9/1948 0,13 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION REMl'l',JOHN 
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' 63-2717 License 8/8/JJJ48 I 3.02 GROUNDWATER IRRIGAllON JORDAN, FRED W 
63-2721 License 9/24/19'1l ! 1.00 MACKS CREEK IRRIGATION, MINING MERK, Atfl!Ell 
63-2726 ucense l0/20jl!l4S · 0.02 GROUND W {l:fER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION PAU'1ER, CA 
63-2728 i Llcens:e ll/1/194l! 0.12 GROUND WATER COMMERCIAL. OOOUNG, BOISE COLD SfORAG ECO 
' DOMES!)C 
' 63-2736 I Ucense 11/17/1948 0.23 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC SUN RlSt: RIM WATER CORP 
63-2737 i License 11/18/1948 OAO GROIJNO WATER DOMJ:5TIC, IRlllGATION SM!Tl-l, HAROLD W 
63~274.5 : License 12/15/1948 0.52 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GIVENS, GRANVILLE L 
63-2752 Ucense 1/11/1949 2.10 WASTEWATER IRf<lGATION MOREL~D, EARLJ 
63-27S3 license 1/14/1'l49 a.oz GROUND WATER D0MESitc TATE, EDITH WCODS 
63-27S51l Lkense 1/19/1949 1.50 GI\OUNDWATER HUUGA170N 
LAlfB.lAMESA; LAUB, 
MAUDS 
63-2750 License 1/24/1949 LlJ() WASTE WATcR IRRIGATION, STOCKVv'ATER TOBIAS, CcARlES C 
' Ga-2764 l.lcense 3/11/1949 0.IJ7 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION NEWKIRK, KARRY 
63-2766 License: 4/22/l.949 0.03 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GILYARD, WENOLE 
63-zm License 6/27/l.949 0.05 GROUND WATER DOMESflC, IRRIGATION F15C!1ER, BERNICE 
63-2774 !.kense 7/14/1949 0.05 GROUNDWATER DOMESTIC DUFRESNE, WALTIR 
s,;.zm license 8/&/lMS 0.12 GROUND WATER OOMES11C, IRR:GATION, KELLEHER, FRANK; 
STOCl<WATER 
Ga-ms :..lce:n.S.e 8/:B/lf.lt,S 0.11 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION USDA FORES, 5ERV1CE 
63-2783 Ll<:ense 9/3/15l49 0.02 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IMIGATION 
RIGNEY, CLARENCE!; 
RIGNEY, MRS Cl.AR ENCE J 
63-2797 Uc,m,e 1/27/l5l50 0.80 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC,. IRRIGATION STANGER, AMEUA; 
STANGEfl.1 PARLEY? 
63-2801 1Jcen$ce 4/10/lllSO C.02 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRiGATION KIRCH NE!\, OTTO F 
63-2807 License 3/31/1950 0-40 i UNNAMEO STREAM IRRIGArlON HARREU,WK : 
63-2809 License 4/3/'J',50 0.74 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION SMllH,GUYW 
6'!-2811 License 4/19/:1950 0.06 UNNA"1ED STREAM IRRIGATION fAIRBANKS, LEON 
63-2&17 license 6/20/l.950 0.05 GROUND WATER ) DOMESTIC, lRRIGATlON VJATEAA1AN, HOWARD E 
63-:llll.SA Ltcense- 6/30/1950 0.50 GROUND WA.l.ER IRRIGATION : MVRPHY, BARTLETT J 
63·2820 license 6/28/1950 0.08 GROUND W~fB{ DOMESllC, IRRIGATIOI'! )ONF.5, ROSERT P 
63--2S21C Ucense 6/28/WSO o.eo GROUND WATEit OOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HOUSE,J M 
63-2830 License 9/W/~9SO a.20 GROUND WA1'ER IR'IIGATION BENEDICT, HUGl1 C 
63-1831 Llcense 10/11/l.950 O.Ql GROUND WATER DOfvH:.$TlC1 IRRIGATION 
GORDON,. HAROLD H; 
GORDON, MARGARET l 
53-21132. License 10/lZ/1$50 0.04 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATIOl>l LESTER, W L 
' 63-2835 License 11/13/1950 0.20 G:ROUND WATER DOME'!;T!C, IRRIGAllON NAMPA 5C~OOL DISTRICT# 
131 
63/liB5 Uc:ense 11/1.3/1950 0.04 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ffiEDRIKSEN, HAROLD H 
! 63-2838 Li"'tlS<l 12/16/1947 0.60 SPRING DOMESTIC, IR.'l.lGA TION HARR!S, ERSHALL 
: 63-2ll4() Ucense 1/11/lllSl 0.10 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC,: IRRIGATION WOODRUFF, VERNON EARL 
63-2844 License l/24/l'JSl 0.0, GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGAllON 
MORGAN, ARTHUR L; 
MORGAN, EUVA H 
63-2847 license 8/1/1354 0.04 GROUND WATER DOMESflC, HF.ATING HOWELL, WW: t{EfTZEL, F H 
63-2853 License 3/30/1951 a.oz GROUND WATl'R DOMESTlC, lRRl6ATION SAHZER, HELENE B; SALTZER, JOSEPH 
63--2859 License 5[1/1951 0.30 WASTEWA"TER iRRIGAllON 
CliVENGER, KENNETH; 
CLEVENGER, MARQUERITE 
63-2861 License 5/21/1951 0.09 GROUND WATER HEATING, IRRIGATION MENDENHALL, J R 
63-2862 Ucense; 5/21/1!!51 0.22 GROUNDWATER COOLlNG MENDENHALL, JR 
63-286SR License 6/15/1951 0,65 GROUND WATER DOM.sTIC, IRRIGATION GREEN, MARTIN 
63-2&68 Ucense 7/13/l!JSl ' 0.02 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRR1GA110N CARMAN. CHARLES M 
63,1£69 : License 5/25/1951 0,70 GROUND WATER IRR!GATION VERHEYEN1 WlLUAM J 









































































0.16 GROUND WATER 
0.02 UNNAMED STREAM 
3.0C GROUND WATI'R 
0.14 GROUND WATI'R 
0.55 GROUND WATI'R 
D.05 GROUND WATER 
0.06 GROUND WATER 
0.50 GROUNDWATER 
0.25 GROUND WATER 
0.16 UNNAMED STREAM 
0.22 GROUND WlffER 
0,15 GROUND WATI'R 
2.00 HIGH CR!SfiJ< 
D.06 GROUND WATER 
0.13 PARMA WA:if'EWAY 
0.32 GROUND WATER 
0.10 ! UNNAMED5TREAM 
0.02 GROUND WATER 
1.02 UNNAMED SfReAM 
0Jl6 GROUND WATER 
O.S6 GROJND WATER 
0.02 GROUND WATER 
0.74 WATKINS DRAIN 
GROUND WATER 
0.70 GROUND WATER 
0,54 BIG GUt.CH CREEK 
0.89 GROUND WATER 
2.11 GROUND WATER 
2,22 GROUND WATER 
0,11· G,OUND WATE, 
0.60 ' UNNAMED STREJ\.M 
o.n BOISE RIVER 
0.01 GROUND WATER 
GRO\JND WATER 
0.17 GROUND WATER 
SPRINGS 
0,50 GROUND WATER 
0.12 GROUND WATER 
0.06 GROUND WATER 





















































HARRIS1 LESTER R; HA~R!S1 
TRESSA L 
CARWAN,H H 




l<OCH, HsNRV F 
BRO;J:,BENTESTINC 
BOISE ICT & PROOUCE CO 
, HAU., EtFFEL SHAFFER 
SMITH; OSCAA 
lDA~0 LAUNDRY 
FAIRFIELD MINING CO INC 
FULLER, EL 
GRIME$, ELWOOD D 
PLAGER, QiARLES E 
WEAVER, 1W' D 
: WORK, GLENN W 
VANDERVEER, M H 
MOUNTAlN VIEW MUTUAL 
WATER CORP 
] REKOW, COLEEN!::; REKOW, 
: NAN E 
NOVAK, FRANCTS 
OLSON, KE','Nl;TH D 
GEORGEAWETTZINC 




BOGEN, Al.SERT L 
W!LLSON, HARRY E 
SHIPLEY, FRANK A 
EtlSAL~ MONICA S 
LEISHMAN, WllLlAM DcAN 
G 
HAWKINS, CONRAD E 
SfATE OF tDAHO 
FiRST SEUIRrrY BANK OF 
IDAHONA 
NEWBY, GlEN 
HUSKEY SR, 0 E 
KIJTCHINSCN, WAUACE 
11111!''' ~""·· ;"~:-"~:;-~ ·_,~::·: i .. · ... : · .. L--:- ... :~ •")·. ·, --~- ··<~• -.. 
63-3041 Uceose 5/23/1955 MS GROUND WATIR DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
NELSON, F OSCAR; NELSON~ 
MAY 
63~3050 License 5/31/1955 0.03. GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, STOCKWATIR KEPROS, GEORGE 
63-3052 ltcense 6/13/l95S 0.10 GROU"ID WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
HOFFMAll, ERNESTINE; 
HOFFW.AN,JOSEPH H 
"33059 Urense 7/12,/1955 ~A) UNNAMED STREAt,.-'t i IRRIGATION N2\"e'KiRK, RENt.i H 
63-3063 Uren.se 10/12/1955 0.12 G_ROUNOWATER l~RIGATION OCHSNER, DAV<D 
63-3075 License 3/1/1956 0.10 GROUND WATER COMMERCIAL, DOMESTIC 
JOSLIN,ARUSS R; KINZER, B 
T 
53-3087 License 6/20/1.956 0.02 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGA'flON LEEPER, HD 
63-3095 License 8/31/1956 0.02 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
ATKINSON, GEORGE Ai 
ATKINSON, ROSA F 
63-30988 i License 10/9/1956 0.28 GROUND WATER lsRlGATION GEORGE A werrz lNC 
63-3106 Ucen~e 6/17/19'57 0.80 UNNAMED STREM' IRRIGATTON D08S0Nt \.1ELVIN L 
63"31{)9 Llcense 7/11/1957 0.14 GROUND WATER ! IRRIGATION MAYNAAU, P'ALMO 
63-3115 License W/11/1957 0,24 WA'STF. WATf.R IRRIGATION ESTATE OF JAMES P cANE 
63-3117 License 11/29/1957 O.Q2 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC DONEY, VM 
6,--31278 License 3/.1.6/1958 0.02 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
CHAVEZ, MYlITA;CHAVEZ, 
~ASLO 
63-3130 Ucense S/23/1958 1.64 UNNAM,:D STREAM fRRIGATION HENNIS, EDMOND L 
63·3131 ucen~ 6/:7/j!j58 0.04 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION IDAHO FlRSCNATlONJ\L 
BANK 
63-3133 License 6/27/1958 0.26 GROUND WA.YER DOMESflC, IRRIGATION PE!RSO'-, MYD N 
63-3139 l..lcense. 9/30/1958 0.25 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION PURCELL, MARK 
63-3143 License- 1/9/1959 1.11 GROUND WATER 
DO ME5T' C, FIRE 
GUERDON INDUSTRIES INC 
PROTECTIOt>l, INDUSTRIAL 
63,31718 License 9/29/19S9 0.22 StEEPY HOLLOW DRAfN IRRIGATION UOYDS INC 
63"3178B license: 5/9/1960 0.12 DIXIE DRAIN IRRIGATION ROA~KiROYA 
63-3183B License 3/1/1960. 0.24 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ROHN, EMANUEL 
63~3185 license 2/l\3/1.960 0.02 WASTEWATER lllRIGATION Cl.OUGH,ES 
63•'3186 Uc-ense ' 3/11/1960 0.14 GROJND WATER IRRIGATION SHINN, EVERETT W 
€3-31.9, License 12/14/1959 ll.41 GROUNDWATER (RRlGATION BESCH~ LOUIS 
63--3218 License 3/1.9/1961 0.00 SI.EEl'Y HOLLOW DRAIN IRRIGATION MOON, HYRUM H 
£3-32.28 1.Jcern;:e 3/13/1961 0.03 GROUND WATER DOMESTfC, llll!IGATION HffifNGER, LAWRENCE E 
6:J..3230 License 3/16/1961 0.04 GROUND WATTR DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SlGGETI', ALVIN H 
63-3235 License S/'J:'1./l961 0.04 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC NEWLAND, JOHN A 
63-3245 License r;/27/l.961 0.20 G!lOUNDWATER COMMERCIAL 
UTPfl lDI\HO CONCRETE 
PIPE CO INC 
63-3255 License &/24/l.961 0,04 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, lRRIGATION SMITH, '7HOM."5 l 
63-3258 Ucense 1/4/1963 0.4-0 GROUND WATER. IRRIGATION WAGNERrOW 
63-3262 License ~/'J.9/1961 D.03 GRDUND WATER IRRIGATION GRANGE MUTUAL LIFE CO 
1 63-32636· License 10/12/l.961 0.06 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION DALY PRODUCTION CORP 
63-3265 license. 10/;>.3/1961 0,06 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION, RECReATION WOLFE, EARL 0 
53-3267 Ucense 11/27/1961 1.03 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION JOMNSON,JAMES A 
63-3290 Ucense S/2/1%2 0.03 : GROUND WATER OOMESnc, IRRIGATION MACKEY, KEN NETH E 
63-3301 Ucesnse 7/3/196'}. D.60 i SMEEP CREEK IRRIGATION GAlGE, A JOHN 
63-3306 Ucerue 9/7/1962 0.04 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION PAUL, HOWARD W 
DOMESTIC, IMIGA1l01'l, GJFFORO, LCiRETTA fl; ' 63,331'\ License 9/26/1952 0.27 GROUND WATIR STOCKWATER GIFFORD, ROBERT 
63-3~28 Ucense 1/73/1963 0.07 GROUND WATIR 
OOMESflC, IRI\IGATION, KINDRED, EDNA F; KINDRED, 
STOCKWATER EUGEN£0 
6>--3332 l\cense 3/8/1%3 0.10 GRDUNO WATl'R DOMESTIC PARK!NSON, DAl.E 
£3-3339B Lltens:e: 7}19/156'3 O,SS GROUl<D WATER IRRIGATION CAN ADA FARW;S 
53-3341 license 6/23/1363 i 0.20 Mlllt>LE FORK BOISE IRRlGATION USDA FOREST SERVICE RIVER 
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63·334'< License 6/10/1963 0,04 RANGER CREEK !RRiGATION · USDA FORES• SERVICE 
53-3343 Uc.en~ 6/10/1963 0.50 COTTONWOOD CREEK . I IRRIGATION USDA FOREST SERVICE 
63-334S Lkense 6/10/1963 Ml SPRING 
; DOMESTIC, FIRE 
USOA FOREST SERVIC£ 
: PROTI;CTION STOCKWATER 
63"334'7 Ucens:e 5/11J/1S63 ! 0,04 l.l:STER CREEK 
FIRE PROTECTION, 
USDA FORE>T SERVIC!c . IRRIG.snON 
63,.,3364 Llcense 7/'22/1966 0.10 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 
mTON, DWIGHT E;TILTON, 
l.£0lAA 
6;1-3376 Ucense S/27/JJJ£3 . 0.01 SPI\ING DOMESTIC USDA FO!\EST SERVICE \ 
63-3379 License 5/27/l!J63 0.01 SPRING OOMESTIC USDA FDR& SERVICE 
63-3381 License 5/27/Uro3 0.01 S?RING . DOMESTIC USDA FORESr SERVICE 
63-3384 Ucrose 5/Z7/J353 0.01 SPRING DOMESTIC, FlREPROTECTi0'1 USDA FOREST SERVICE 
63-3,85 llcense 5/27/1963 0.01 SPRING DOMESl1C, FIRE PROTECTION USDA FOREST SEflVlCE 
63-3386 License 5/27/1963 a.01 SPRING DOMES'nc, FIRE PROTECTION f USDA FOREST Sl:R\ltCE 
63·3388 Lleehse 10/U/1963 D.28 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, FIRE INTERMOUNTAIN GAS CO PROTECTION; IRRIGA'TION -· 63·3389 Uce.nse: 9/9/tl63 0.06 l GROUND WATER IRRIGATION CORNELL, IRV!NG W ' 63-3410 t.itense S/:2/l!,64 023 i DAVIS DRA'.N IRRIGATION MAYNAltll, PALMO' ! 
63-3421 Ucense '7/6/1964 0.10 GRO~ND WATER 
DOMESTIC, INDUSTRIAL, 
l4MPEI CHARLES l I IRRIGATION, STDCKWATIR 
63·3431 ) Ucense 9/17/1%4 I 0.28 GRIMES CREEK IRRIGATION, STOCKWATER USDA FOREST SERVICE 
I 63-3433 ucense 2/1/1967 0.03 UNNAMED DRAIN lRR\GATION, STOCKWATER LUKE", ALV1N D 
63•5437 / License 2/5/1965 0.80 GROUND WATE~ i:RRJGATION 
NAYLOR, OOf'tOTHY L; 
NAYLOR, GEORGEF 
63-3444 Ut:eri.se 5/5/1965 0.10 
MIDDLE FORK BOISE 
DOMESTIC USDA FOREST SERVICE ' I\IVER 
63.,3446 License. 4/25/1965 0.17 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC J&N INC 
63~3454 License 6/23/1965 0.12 UNNAMED STREAM IRRIGATION PHILLIPS, HENRY W 
63-3456 License i 7/6/1905 O.ll GROUNOWA'fER COOLING H & B DEVELOPMENT CO 
63-3463 License 8/16/196$ 0.10 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION SPR!tlGER, HATrlE M; 
SPRINGER WIWAM T 
63-3468 License 9/23/1!165 D.l.O HOT SPRING CREEK RECREATION CITY OF ATI..ANTA 
63-3506 License. 5/11/1966 0.03 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
OWEN'S, GRACE E; OWENS, 
?AULL 
63·•3537 Ucense 8/19/1%6 1.45 UNNAMED SiREAM IM!GATJON SVEDIN, ROBffi1 A 
63~3550 License 10/17/1966 3.14 !£WIS Cl\EEK MINING BERRY, Tl 
J\3.3604 · Lic.ense •126/19"7 D,05 S~RINGS IRRJGATION TERTEUNG, J L 
STOCKWATER 'ROM 
63-3615 Uce:nse 12/27/1946 UNNAMED STREAM STORAGE, STOCKWATER BECI{, JAMES 0 
STORAGE 
53-3521 Uc:ens.e I 6/23/1906 25.00 BEAR CREF.K POWER BEAR CRfil M & M CO 
tt:~:,021 License S/7f.'l306 0.32 
NORTH FORK WILLOW 
MUNICIPAL CITY OF PEARL 
CREEK 
63-3628 Licer:se 6(?.B/1942 1.74 HURD GU;..CH CR.EEK IRRIGATION , ARMENT;J l 
. 63-3629 Lkense 4/27/1955 0.24 WASTE WATm DOME511C, IRRJGATION, SLElGHT, ERw'lA B; SlElGHT1 ! STOCKWATER RAYMONDF 
6,-363,2 Ucense 11/16/1928 UJO. 
Wm FOI\K GRANITc 
DOMESTIC, MINING 
"MA'1FLCWF-R GOLD MINES 
GREEK INC 
63~635 License 12/4/1913 024 
WEST cQIU( lITTlE 
DOMESllC, IRRIGATION · SUTTON, JOSEPH L 
EIGHTMILE CREEK 
63-3650 Licer.se 8/4/195() UNNAMED STREAIV STOCKWATER STORAGE UNrrEO STATES OF AMERICA ACTINGTHROU6H 
63-3651 Ucaose 8/4/1950 UNNAMED STREAM STOCKWATER STORAGE 
UNITED STATES Of AMERICA 
ACTING THROUGH 
63-3652 Lkense 8/4/1950 UNNAMED STREAM STOCKWATl;R STORAGE 
UNITED STATES Of AME!IICA 
ACTING THROUGH 
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
ACTING TI-IROUGH 
· UNITED STATES Of AMERICA 
ACTING THROUGH 
UNfTED STATES OF AMER!CA 
ACTING THROUGH 
UNJTED STATES OF AMERICA 
AcnNG THROUGH 






MAVES, PEARL; MAYES, ROY 
SHlJTW.ELL .. ROY 
DAVISON, 'JESSIE; DAVISON, 
JERRY 
TRWIGLE H CORP 
TRIANGLE H CORP 
ANDERSON, OMER 
1 HUSKY OIL CO 
HOUSE, MERLE 





CORDON, CLARENCE H; 
GARDEN INVESTMENT 
ASSOC 
EVANS, EDITH G; EVANS. 
PAULS 
El£ RlDGE, MILDRW A 
UPTMOR, ARLENE; UPTMOR, 
EAm. 
, TR\ANGLEDAIRY INC 
5f>ARKS, AL TAC 
-;"'. -1 -~,1,,1_ - '"'i  ' -, ' LI'" ,. l '·i• ---~1--:tl,1~ ,, - ,s, - ' --•~-)fl:" ,, iru .. ~ l ,'lirl ,- --- _ _ .: , aii;1~;, ., ,;.E . 
63-4142 
Statutory 
3/1/1968 o.os GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION FLYNN, GEORGE W Claim .. 
63-4145 
statuto,y 6/l/'!934 0,04 Gll.OUND WATER DOMESTIC, RE;CREATION KE8.£R, FLOSSJE Claim 
63-4151 
Staturory 
4/.'l/1953 0.110 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION WEBER, CLARENCE B Claim 
63-4155 
Statutory 6/1/1960. 0.()9 C:iROUNO WATER DOMEST1C, IRRIGATION GIPE,MAY 
Claim 
63-4161 Statuto,y 4/1/1957 0.60 GROUN::JWA'fER IRR1GATION PEMCY, C!..AUOE Claim 
63-4164 
Statutory 
6/l/l!!J47 o.os GROUND WA,ER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, GMGG, Vl:STA M Claim ST()Q(WATER 
63-4168 
Statutory 
10/1/1966 0.02 SPRING IRRIGATION PRINCE, CLYDE E Claim 
63-4169 
Statuwry 
6/13/1960 0,07 GROUNI) WATER 
~OMESTIC, JRRIGATION, U~PfANO, ARN!LDO J; 
Claim STOCKWATER UPPIANO, BARBARA A 
63-4173 
Strut-ory 
4/1/W.2 0.12 GROUND WATtR 
DOMESTIC, IFlRIG.ATION, 




4/1/1905 0.12 CLEAR CREEK IRRlGI\TION 
STEITfNl'fZ, OPAL E; 
Clalm STEllTNITZ, WILMER f 
63,4177 Statutory 4/1/W22 0.06 GROUNDWATm DOMl:ST!C, IRRIGATTON 




4/1/1946 2.04 SPR1NG5 
DDME5nC, IRRIGATION, 
HATCHER, lESSlE K 
Claim MlilllNG 
03~418:l I Statutory 6/1/1926 0.10 GROUMD WATER DOMESTIC, FISH THCMAS, FLOYD E; Claim PROPAGATlOl'I, IRRIGATION THOMAS, VE~QNA g 
63-418.2 
\ Statutory 




4/1/1935 0.16 G'lOUND WATER COMMERCIAL, DOMESTIC NELSON, EDWARD J 
63-4193 
Statutory 




8/1/1953 0.-'14 GROIJND WATER DOMESTfC BOOTH, VERN E Clalm 




4/1/1959 o.oa GROUND WATER DOMESTC, !RRlG!IT10N, ST;NSON', l)ENNlS;-sTINSON1 
Claim STOCJ<WAlER DORTHA 
63·4208 
Statutory 
6/1/1960 0.06 GROUNDWATh'l DOMESTIC, IRRIGATJON SPURLOCK, ,ERRY Claim 
63-4218 
Statutory 
6/1/1958 0,11 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 
MAYES, DOROTHEA; MAYES, 
Claim WILLIAM OEAN 
£3-42248 
Statutory 
~/1/1965 1.30 EAST HARTLEY DRAIN IRRIGATION 
seENCE8' MY.n.E; 
Claim SPENCEP., RAYMOND 
$3-4228 
Statutory 
11/1/1971 0.05 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRlGA170N 
WRENN, ROSE ANNE; 
Ctaim WRENN, THOMAS L 
63•4249B 
Statutory 
6/l/1Jl44 0.78 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION HART, LEOR Claim 
53-4253-
Statulor,, 6/1/1959 ; O.C6 GROUND WATE, DOMESTIC, IRRIGATIOS KOCH, JANICE I.; KOCH, 




SOOTH FORK BOISE 





6/1/JB2S 0.39 GROUND WATER 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, MADSEN, JN,!dEAN; 
dalm STOO.-WATER I MADSEN, LENARD J 




5/l/1954 2.00 INDIAN CREEK DAAlN IRRIGATION 
ID/\HO LAND DEVELOPERS 




MORRIS O CONNEIJ. 
IRRIGATION STEWART, EVELYN 






















































































































0.06 GROUND WATER 
0.08 GROUND WATER 
0.08 WASTEWATER 
10.0D APPLEJACK CREEK 
0.60 WAofEWATER 
0,64 GROUND WA!ER 
O.b8 '· GROUNDWATER 
0.06 GROUND WATER 
0.08 GROUND WATER 
1.04 SPRINGS 
0.08 GROUND WATER 
0.1,9 GROUND WATER 
0.16 GROUND WATIER 
1.00 UNNAMED DRAIN 
0.10 GROUND WATER 
1.00 WASTEWATER 
0.12 UNNAMED DRAIN 
OAO UNNAMED DRAIN 
0.06 SPRING 
0.06 SPRING 
0.15 GROUND WATER 
3.20 WASTEWATER 
0.12 GROUND WATER. 
0,06 GROUND WATER 
0.14 UNNAMED DRAIN 
0,02 UNNAMED DRAIN 
0.16 UNNAMED DRAIN 
0,36 UNNAMED DRAIN 
0.12 GROUND WATER 


































BLATTNER, NORMA J; 
BLATTNER, WILLIAM R 





PRICKETT, JOAN A; 
PRICKETT, JOHN P 
lMEL, LESLIE D 
MURPHEY,.CHESTER A; 
MURPHEY, KEro Ii 
JOHNSON, SANDRA J; 
JOHN50N, TKOMAS G 
CLEMENT, H BUEL; 
CLEMENT, lRENE £ 
BRANDON, JAMES E; 
BRANDON, LUELLA 
CONNELL, ROBERT W 
BURRUP JR,JAY M 
MURRAY, HOPED,; MURRAY, 
LLOYD L 





SUNDBERG, ROBERT M 
SUNDBERG, DANNIELE; 
SUNDBERG, ROBERT M 
SEARCH, LE(?N 




PINKSTON, JOHN R 
JEWELL, BERTHA;JEvVELL, 
VERN 
GIBSON, MIRIAM E 
DILLON, ALMA; DlllON, 
!VAN 
RANDALL, GARY; RANOALLJ 
JERDMEW; RANDALL, RUBY 
SHARP, Gl.EN.N E; SHAAP, 
MAUDED 
DANFORTH, W L 
VIAN!, LAWRAtfCE G 
,.Wi,IIIJll--1 ; ·1:._!ij)1~1 "ffl_ :-_~tit' --- ' I I ,!i,,,i\i,J,Jlll . -_;,;fi. ~\' - ~l=--' ,_," ,,,JlW:t.,~ .. ~--i. _q,•. CS,-, .. ii' ,, -= - .. ',.. ""'"" ' ~ ,~ .. , ,,,., ... = 
63-4479 
~1:atutory 6/1/1~47 0,70 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION MRSON, ESTELLE N; ' Cl•lm 1\/ERSO!< P HUBERT 
63-4480 
Statutory 
6/1/19~ Z.00 GROUND WATF.R DOMESTIC_, STOCKWATER 
GEORGE, illllERT C; 
Clalm GEORGE, WANDA 
63-4481 
Statutory 
4/1/1940 0.08 DRAII\IN03A : !RR1GA110N BOSTON, EARLE , Claim 
63-4486 
Statul<>ry 
3/1/1953 0.00 · WA.mWATE~ IRRIGA110N 




10/I/194li 0.34 GROUND WATF.R DOMESTIC, IRHiGATION KflTHLY, CLYDE R Claim 
63-4497 
Statutory 








6/1./1885 Z.00 UNr.AMEO DRAINS 1RR!G.A1lON TRUMBUil, ~En< C!alm 
s\3-4539 
StaMory 
6/1/1964 C.04 GROUND WATER DOMESTlt;, IRRIGATION 
WOLD, CtlERYt.G; WOLP, 
Claim , PETER I 
53-4542 
Stal!Jtory 


















63-45.S G/1/1937 0,06 COLD SPRINGS DOMESTIC, MfNlNG: MARCHMONTE, HUGHLON 
Calm C; MARCHMONTE, HUNTER 
Statut.ory 
l<&MMIN~; 
63-4569 6/1/1922 0,06 SHEEP GULCH CREEK 00('.1EST!C, Ml~!NG MARCHMONTE, HUGHLON 
Cl.aitn 
C; MAR.CHMONTE.1 HUNTffi 
statutory 
K&MMlNE; 
63-4570 6/l/l.$T1. 0.33 · BIG GJLCH CREEK DOMESTIC, MINING MAROiMDNTE, HUGHLON Claim 
C; MAACHMONTE, HUITTER 
63-4578 l Statutorv 6/1/1952 0,16 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, STOCKI/IATER 
PENNINGTON, BERTHA; 
j Claim PENNINGTON~ LUIBER M 
63-4581 
Stat!Jtory 
6/1/1961 0.03 GROUND WATER IRRl(;IITION MITCl-ifil, THAINE LEE 
Claim 
i 63-4584 Statutory 6/1/1946 1.o2 UNNAMED ORAJN lRRIGAl10N, STOCKWATER SEEWALD,JUDITH C; 
i Claim SEEWALD, lAWRENCE P 
I 63-45$6 Statutory 8/15/1914 3.00 SAl'ID HOLLOW CREEK !AAIGATION ST11..LWEtL, GLENN W.~ 
' d&!tn STILLWELL, MARY 6 
63-4S8S 
Statutory 
6/:./1945 D.10 GROUND WATER DOMl:STIC, IRRIGATION 
1AVl8ETH S.R, Bill R; 
Claim LAMBETH; MELBA D 
6!,4592 
'. Statute!)' 
6/1/rte94 0,04 WASrEWATER IRRIGATION 
SUTHERLAN,, HOLLIS P; 
l C!alm Sl.JThER!J\ND, LUVERNE H 
63-4599 
StaMury 





12/E0/1962 0,"4 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC 
WOODS, PAUL H; WOODS, 
Cla~m i VIRGJNiAM 
63-4637 
statutory 








4/1/1961 2.90 I HIGHLAND CREEK IRRIGA110N MARQ,JM, OlRf( L; claim WISEM/U'I MRS CLAUDE 
I E3-4654 StaMnry 6/1/1900 0.28 GROUND WATER 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, 
POINDE)(T'ER, GEORGE 
i Claim STOCKW/\TER 
I Stat.Ltory OTTER, JOHN V; OTTER, 
i 63-4656 Claim 7/1/IBSS O.Q7 GROUND WATIR DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION JUNES 
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foil!\:l:~IGATJON 
-~- ~f~~lli~~ 
"', I ~W.;§;;:.""'"_ .. .. . .., c,I ,.,-.,,,_; 
SPENCE\, DONNA l; 
SPENCER, RAYL 
Statutory I DOMES':"IC, MINl~G, 
63-4666 
Clatm 6/1/1850 







DOME5llC, IRRIGATION ROST, RODNEY; ROST, VICKI 
t Claim SIBEAM 
634G72 
statutory 




5/1/lll62 0.12 GROUOID WATl'JI DOMESTIC 
IDHNSON, CHARLES R; 
Clalm JOHNSON, MINNIE T 
Stab,rory ' BlACK, LESlffi I.; BLACK, 63M4687 
Claim 
9/1/l!J53 0.08 GROUND WATER OOME5TIC R\JTHH 
63-4701 
St<tutory 
l/l/l904 8.00 WASTEWATER IRR'GATION,5TOC1(WATE!l MACE1 U:ONARD C Cfa!m 
63-4702 
Statutory 
1./1/1913 1.10 BOISERIVER IRRIGATlON 
HURl.f\',JOHH H; HURLEY, 
Claim LOISJ 
SU!tutol)' 
DIVERSION m STORAGE, 
ASHCRAFT~ ARTHUR i:; 
6..'-4703 7/1/1954 0.20 . WASTE WATER lRRIGATION FROM STORAGE, Claim 
JR'\lGATION STORAGE 
ASHCRAFT, SONNIE t 
63-4705 
Statutory 






l/1/1946 0.20 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC 












7/1/l!l45 0.06 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, ;RRIGATION 
DA\11S, E HA..~OlO; DAVIS, 
Cialm 1-IUJ.ANE 




BELKNA!', H WILLIAM 
63-4720 
Statutory 
1/1/1954 0,30 SPRING DOMESTIC, MINll'iG EilLl.:S, EDWARD E Claim 
63-47ll 








S/1/1958 0.06 GROUND WATER 
. 
fJOMESTIC1 IRRIGATION 
BUCKLEY, JAMES W; 





0.50 GROUNDWATER IRRIGATION LARRY DALE FARMS I NC 
63-4727 
Statutory 
1/1/l!JSG 0.04 UNNAMED D~AJN IRRIGATION 
JACJ(SQN, ORVltLE; SHARP. 
Claim SP.ARON l 
6:!-4729 
StaMory 
l/1/1946 031! GROUND WATER 
DOMESTIC1 lRR!GAllON, Gi:tOSS, ELLA L; GROSS, 
Claim SfOCKWATER ROBE;rr E 
63-4735 
Scatutmy 








2/9/1958 0.02 GAMBRJNUS CREEK DOMESTICr·!ll~IGATION LA"iEY1 WESTON H Claim 
63-,4751 
Statutory 












1/1/l3lll 0.14 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRlGAtlON 
. WYMAN, ALBERT L; 
C1alm WYMAN, DEVERA J 
63-4771 
Statutory 
5/l/1955 D.1)2 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC US DEPT OE DEFENSE 
Claim 
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63-4$00 
S"'.i!tt.!torf 2/1/l!351 0.12 GROUND WATER OOMESTJC, IRRJGATlON, HUFF, JULIA A-, HUFF, Claim STOO:WATER ~ENNETH D 
63-4818 
Statutory 
3/l/:J!J66 O.Q3 SPRING IRRIGATION 
TAGGART1 VELLA; TAGGART, 
C!qim WAlTERL 
I 63-482< Statutory 7/1/1955 om GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, lRRl6/~TlON STEINMAN, Ha.EN L; ! 0:a!m STEll>tMAN, HERMAN C 
63-4827 
statutory 
6/l/1910 2.00 WASTEWATER tRRIGATION 
TARP, ALBERT G;TAAP, 
daim I..EOIIAJ 
63-48>2 statutory 4/1/1!348 0.90-
·Sf:RING FED~DRAtNAGE 
IRRIGATION 
IDAHO FIRST NATIO"IAL 
C!alm DITCH BANK 
I 63-4841 
Statotory 
4/15/1954 0.10 GROUND WA""ER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HAMMINE, W RAYMOND ! Claim 
63-4850 
Stl!wtory 
1/1/1940 0.70 1 WASTE WA'TER IRRIGATION 
EIDEMILLER, ARLEN£ M; 
Claim EIDEMILLER, CLIFFORD 
63-4855 
Statutory 




6/1/1540 D.12 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC 
MCCRACKEN, D GE~EVIEVE; 
Oalm MC CRACKJ.::N1 I.ESTER 
53--4861 
Statutury 





SPRING1 tJNNAMEO IRRIGA 110N, STOCKWATER 
OUFWlJI, EARLS; OURADA, 
Claim STREAM . i KAIBIHNM 
63-4875 
Statutory 4/17/l!J» 0.28 GRO,UND WATER tRRIGA.TlON 
MILLER& THOMPSON 
datm WATER US£l<SA$SN INC 
63"4876 
statutory 




1/1/1963 (l06 GROUND WATER COMMERCIAL. 
VICS R..">'TAURANT & ?IE 
C!olm l SEOP INC 
63"•BB7 
Statutory 
6/l/lSIB 0.06 i GROUND WATER OOMESIIC, IRRi61'<TION GOI.OEN,AGNES M; 
Claim GOLDEN LESUE B 
59"4gg9 
Statutory 




6/1/1934 0.01 GROUND WATER INDUSTR!J\l. IDAHO Cl\f'iDY GO Claim 
63-4896 
Statutory 
3/1/1955 0.02 UNNAMH> STREAM IRRIGATION 













JOHNNY WOODS GULCH 
MINING 
COOK, DONALO W; COOK, 
Claim CREEK. PATRlOAA 
63--4909 
Statutory 
6/1/1:MO 0.12 G?.OUNO WATe\ DOMESTIC SWANK, DAVID 
' Claim Statutory ' LITTLE SMOKEY 
5$-4510 
Claim 
1/1/1947 0,50 LITTLE SMGKY CREEIC MINING ENTERPRISES INC 
63--4911 








7/2l/l895 C.07· MASON CREEK ~OMESTIC, STOCKWATER 
BRIANS, W S;J M & CB 
Claim BRIANS TRUST 
53 .. 4924 
Sta't'Jtory l/1/1926 O.:UJ SPRING IRRIGATION, STOCKWl(TER 
AAO!ER, KEARNEY T; 
dalm ARCHEP. MARCE!.1.A 
IMlGAllON FROM STORAGE, 
SUtutory 
lRRJGA110N STORAGE, 
63-4925 6/1/1964 WASTEWATER STOO:WATER FROM J PF LABl~C Clam,· STORAGE, STOCl(WATER 
' ' STORAGE ' ! 63-4329 StaMory 1/1/194fJ 2.04 TENMILE CRE!:K IRRIGATION, sma<WATER CHERRY LANE RANCH daim 
Page 18of 27 
63-4933 
Statutory 




1/1/1911 0.11 GROUND WATER 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, 
BRESHEARS, W H 
. Claim 5TOC!(WATER 
63-4943 
Statutory 




l/1/1942 0,04 GROU>W WATER DOMESTIC, 1RRIGATION SHE.AT, LEONA · Clatm 
Statutory 
DONNE.LL¥ NURSERY; 
63-4945 1/1/1957 0,06 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION OONNSLL"f ~ MARY E; Claim 
DONNELLY THOMAS I1 
63-4947 
Statutory 
1/1/1933 0.16 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
MYERS, lUCIU'; MYERS, 
Cl;;iim MARCJS 
Statuto;y 
IRRIGATION 'FROM STORAGl:1 





















3/15/1'302 3.00 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION 
GAMBLE, ROBERT l; 
Claim PlNK$TON,,JOHN R 
53-4984 
statutory 
7/1/1S52 0.06 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION DECKER JR, RAr!DALL E 
Claim 
63-49-85 




3/2S/l9'2JJ 0.45 GROUND WATER MUNIOPAL 








1/1/1920 0,06 GROUND WATER DOMESTI(;, IRRIGATION EAMES1 GLADYS . Claim 
63-4999 
Statutory 
3/15/1927 0.3, GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 








5/l.4/1949 0.40 WASTEWATIR IRRIGATION 








4/l!ii/lSSO 0.1.8 WA5TeWATER IRRIG~TION 1NGlE, MARlON' JOSEPH Claim 
63-5014 
Stati.m:"y 
7/1/1937 0,84 GROUND WATER COMMERCIAL, STOCT;WA7ER 




1/1/1955 0,04 G_ROUND WATER DOMESTIC 
MARSHALL, CR; MARS.'iALL, 
Caim • NAl'ICYR 
63--5020 
Stattitory 
1/1/1920 0.04 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC 




11/1/1940 a.as GROU~D WATER DOME511C, lRRIGAllON, MOSMAN, ELAII\E M; 
Claim STOCl<.WATER MOSMAN, FRANK 0 
<,3-5-030 
Statutory 
7/1/1962 [l.08 GROUND WATER IRR;GATION 
UNlrED PRESB'i'IER!AN 
Clalm CHURC-! 




S/1/1950 1.00 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 








6/1/1963 i 0.02 SPRING DOMEST'IC, IRR!GATIQf, coo,<, DONALD W; COOK, , datm i rATRICIAA 
53-5055 i Statutory 8/1/1923 0.08 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IR!!lGATION NAMPA SCHOOL DISTRICT# 
Cl•lrn 131 
63-5058 I Statt.wry 1/1/1933 0,17 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC ANCHUSTEGUI, GEORGE; '. Claim ANCHUSTEGlJI, NINA 
63-5061 Statt.rtort 6/1/1960 o.u GROUND WATER loRIGATIDN, STOCKWAER MEYER, CARROLLJ 
t!alm 




l/1/1344 G.04 GROUNDWATER COMMERCIA4 DOMESTIC 
CUU.fN, JOSEPH W; GJLLEN; 
I c;cim RESAL 
63-5066 
Statutory 
l/1/1925 0,08 GROUND WATER • DOMESTIC SUTTLE, RICHAAO 0 Claim 
63-5072 
sgtut•ry 
1/1/1940 0.08 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
ANDREW, VIVIAN ~ 
Cla1m ANDREW1 WILBUR!"{ i1 
S,atutory 
CAll 11!, ALBERT C; CALL, 
63-5074 7/1/1946 0.08 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC KAREN R; FESLER,JOYCT M 
Claim 
CLARK; FESlfR, RICHARD 
63-5084 
Slatutory 
1/1/1963 0.02 GROUNO WATER IRRIGAllON CRESWEL~ ODROlliY M 1 Cf;5lm · 







daim UNNAMED DRAIN RJD1ARl>SON, WILLIAM L 
63-5096 
Statutory 
5/1/1960 0.21 GROUND WArER DOMESTIC, llll'{IGA·noN 
POWEl.L, JAMES W; 
Clairn POWEL4 JOYCE 
63-5110 
Statutory 
l/l/1962 0.06 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
JONES, GWEN S; JONES, 
daim PH!LUP- R 
63-5113 
Statutory 
ll1/l351 0,10 WASTEWATER HEATlNG1 IRRIGATION 
MCK....CNZJE, DOROTHY; MC 
Claim KENZIE, KENNETH H . 
63-5115 
Statutory 
6/c/1358 uo WASfEWAT'ER IRRlGA1lON JOHNSON, CUFfON H; I 
Claim JOHNSON, IT~Et. ! 
63-5118 
Statutory 




7/li)!JSS O,\lO GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRl6ATIDN 












lll/1961 o,iO GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BALE51 EMMA.i !,Al.ES, J I-'. Oalm 
53 .. 5147 
Statut::ny 




5/l./1936 {L16 BAD BEAR CREEK MINING 
BREEN, EARLL; BREEN, 
Claim TIMOTHY M 
63-5164 
Statutory 
1/1/1367 Q.J.9 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION, STOCKWATER 




'1,1 l./19£3 0.16 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION DAVIDSON, MARJORIE 
'Claim . 
' Statutory I 63-5178 Clalm 7{1/1948 0,10 MORES CREEK IRRIGATION USDA FOREST SERVICE 
i !B-5186 Statutory 1/1/1955 0.08 GROUND WATTH DOMESTIC DULGAR,t HELEN l Claim 
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61.1-5188 7/l/l1l47 1.70 G!lOUNO WATER IRRlGATION HOBBS, DARLENE F 
63-5189 7/2/L"flJ o.75 DIXIE DRAlN lRRlGATION, STOQ(WATER 
FOREMAN, AU.tN; 
Claim FOREMAN, LOME 
63·Sl90 
Si.turory 
1/1S/ll!03 1.66 ORY CREEK IRRIGATION SMffil, fRANK 0 daim 
63-5193 
j Statutory 
l./1/1945 0.20 GROUND WATER DOMES11C, IRRIGATION COX tll1 CHARLES E 1 Claim 
63-5196 
Statutory 
1/1/1956 o.u GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BAID, LENORE Ei BATE$1 
claim RONALD 6 
63-5202 
Statutory 
1/1/1904 0.20 GROUNDWATER DOMESTIC 




7/1/1955 0.63 GROUNDWATER COMMERCIAL, IRRIGA,ION KOA CAMPEROUND 
dalm 
53-5214 Statutory 6,'1/1963 . WASTE WATER 1'.1LDLlFE STORAGE 




1/1/1958 O.lJ! I GROUND WATER DDMESnt, IRRIGATION, PIERCE., JUDlTH P.; PIER.CE, Claim STOCKWATER WIWSC 
63-5223 
Statutory 













7/1/1947 0.12 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC SCRIVER, KENT Claim 
63·5249 
Statutory 




7/1/l!!,30 0.52 .SPRJN.GS 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, 




4/14/1958 0.11 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION ZAOIRESON CO 
63-5290 
Statutory 





3/15/1.946 U)Q UNNAMED DITCH i iRRIGATION Cl.Al'IER, DWAINE D; 
Clairr? Q.APIER, HYIA M 
63-5301 
Statutory 




1/l/l!i!35 4.18 UNNAMED STREAMS 
DOMESTIC, lRRIGATION, 








7/1/lS49 0.10 GROUNDWATER COMMERCIAi., DOMESTIC 
AB~01T, FORREST; STEELE.; 
Claim MALCOLM 
€3-5313 
' 51:atu:Or/ . 7/1/19{]1 0.27 GROUND WATER 
DOMESTIC, !RRIGATION, 
YEE, BOYC;YEE, DAISY 
Claim ! STOCKWATER 
63-5314 
Statuwry 




4/1/1950 0,60 BIRD CREEK IRRIGATION 




3/l/1960 0,88 GROUND WATER DOMl:STJC, IMIGATION ZAOiRESON CO 
dalm 
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&"3-5320 
Statutory 




WEST FORK GRAAITE 
MINING MT HO MINING 
Claim CREEK i 
63-5328 
S1.1ltl.Jtorjl 
4/1/1936 0.09 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 
INDEPENDENT SC:~OOL 
Claim DISTRICT OFBOISECITT 
63-5329 
Statutory 




5/1/1865 6.00 BOISERNER IRRIGATION HOUSTON, MILTON 
63-5333 
Statutory 
4/1/1935 0.05 GROUND WATER 
OOMESTICt IRRIGAiiON, WILLIAMS, BETTY; l C1airn STOO<WATER WILLIAMS BRUCE 
63-5350 
St.atutory 




5/5/1951 :LSO WA3TEWATER IRRIGATION 
KOUOELXAJR1 J J; 
Claim KOL:DELKA, MADGE 
53-5363 
Statutory 
3/'JS/1%1 l,{)() WASTEWATER IRRIGATION 
WISCOMS~ KENNl:TH D; 
Claim W15COMBt', P W 
63-5365 Statuh"Y 4/1/l!JSS 0,12 GROUND WATER IRRlGATION 
MATEO, ALFREDO U; 
ClaUll ' MATE01 LOLAL 
63-5368 
Statutory 




8/20/1936 0.)2 GROUND WATER lRRIGATlON 




4/20/1966 1.60 EIGHTMILE CREEK IRRlGAnON 
GltAY, Cl.ARA E; GSAY~ 
Claim MAURICE:GLID-J 








4/1/1964 0,15 FIVEMILE CREEK lRRlGATION HADOOK, JOHN L 
clatrn 
63-7000 Ucense 5/31/1967 LOO GROUND WATER DOMESTIC HETTINGER, LAWRENCE 
ERWIN 
BUCHANAN JR, WARI\ENO; 
69-7004 Ucanse. 6/14/l!J67 0.36 SPRING CRP.EK IRRIGATION B~CHANAN, DENNIS K 
IDl'NNYI; UAIMEC, NOT 
53-7009 license 7/1/l'!67 0.26 INDIAMCREEK IRRIGATION 
KELLEY, CLARICE; KaLFf, 
MEtVILlE I) 
63-70118 license 8/14/1967 0.01 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 
BREA.OJ, HAROLO O; 
BREACH, J;l ANN B 
63-7012 Ucenss 6/19/1967 0,1)6 GROUND WATER 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, BEUTLER, VIRG!N!A N; 
sroCKWATER BEUTLER, WALTER E 
63-7023 Ucense 9/5/1967 0.08 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRlGATION 
KAZ£ .. T,NE, ALTON W; 
HAZEL Ji NE, D JOAN 
63-7027B Ucen.se 1/22/!969 0.20 GRO~NDWA:"ER DOME511C 
PLANTATION VlEW 
CONDOMINIUMS 
63-7065 LJcen.se 2/13/1968 O.!l2 GROUND WATER DDMBSTIC. MC RITCHIE, T P 
63-7096 License 6/23/1.%8 0.12. GROUND WATER l;mJGATION ESTATE OF EDNALMCVEY 
63-7118 Uceose 6/28/1968 •Jl3 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION I JOLLY, RAY C 
63-7122. License 7/5/J!il68 0.12 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
THOMPSON, OJ\11ENCE l; 
Tl-lOMPSON, ELEANOR F 
63-7125 License 7/26/1968 1,(14 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION WELLS, RIOiARD P • 
63-7129 License 7/23/1968 0.07 GROUNOWATER 
DOM!STIC, IRRIGAllON, LINDEMOOD, C 1.; 
STOCKWATER UNDEMOOO, atEl>l L 
63-7144 Ucense 9/9/1968 0.07 G'ROUND WATER 
I DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, 
, STOCrWATER 
FINNEY, FLOYD A 
53-7153 License 9/'ll/1968 0.08 UNNAMED STREAM J IRRIGATION SIMMEJWIAN, 1:DMUNO E 
63-71.67 Uce.~se 11/13/1968 0.12 GROUND WATER I COMMEROAL, DOMESTIC FEARLESS FAR~IS WHO!.ESALE INC 
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53-7171 License 11/26/1968 0.17 GROUND WATER MUNICIPAL CITY OF MARSING 
63-7176 License 12/4/1968 0.52 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, INDUSTRlAL LLAH CO 
63-7181 License 12/24/1968 0.02 GROUND WATER INDUSTRIAL, STOCKWATER KIRK, KENNETH 
63-7208 Ucen.s&: 3/24/1969 0.19 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION, STDCKWATER ERO RESOURCES CORP 
63-7212 License 4/7/1969 0.06 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION REED, CLYDE; REED, IAURA 
63-7Z16 license 4/18/1969 0.04 GROUND WATER IRRiGATION HURLEY, EVERETT K 
63--7222 License 4/29/1969 0.12 GROUND WATER COMMERCIAL 
TREASURE VALLEY BY 
PRODUCTS 
63-7231 License 5/27/1969 0.02 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC STATEOF lDAHO 
63-7232 License 5/27/1969 0.02 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC STATE OF IDAHO 
63-7233 Ucen~e 5/27/1969 0.02 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC STATE OF IDAHO 
63-7240 License 6/4/1969 0.02 SPRING DOMESTIC PICKENS, CHARLES A; 
PIO<ENS, DOROTHY V 
bOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, 
CAMBRA, ALMO; CAMBRA, 
63-7254 License 7/3D/1969 O.D7 GROUND WATER HELEN M; CLARK, MAR.IE C; 
Sr• CKWATER 
CLARK, MY L 
63-7279 License 11/24/1969 O.DS GROUND WATER lRRIGATION SHERWOOD, WILLIAM L 
63-7283 License. 12/12/1969 0.02 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION LA BRIE, MARY I; IA BRIE, 
VICTOR 
63w7292 Licen~ 2/4/1970 0,10 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION EASON,JOHN 
63-7302 License 2/18/1970 D,14 GROUNO WATER DOMESTIC ESTERHOLDT, M H 
63-7303 License 2/23/1970 0.33 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC YOUNG, OTIS A 
63-7305 License 3/3/1970 0.74 SOUTH SLOUGH DRAIN IRRIGATION Hill, MERLING 
63w7313 License 3/30/1970 0,06 GROUND WATER IRRlGATION IARSON, DAVID E 
63-7314 License 3/31/197D 0.02 PINE SLOUGH IRRIGATION PERKJNS-WEL1S1 JANET B 
63-731S Ucense 3/31/1970 0.04 GROUNDWATER DOMESTIC PERKINS-WELLS, JANET s 
63~7321 Ucense S/31/1970 0.35 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
ACTING THROUGH 
63-7323 License 4/10/1970 0.04 WOlF CR.EEK DOMESTIC 
OLSON, EARlA;TILLEIT, 
ALBERT 
53M7333 License 4/28/1970 050 SAND CREEK IRRIGATION BLAND, WALTERG 
53,.7335 License </27/1970 0.06 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION WHITMORE, CA.RL E 
63-7339 License 5/8/1970 O.DS SPRINGS DOMESTIC, MINING BRESHEARS, KENNETH H 
63-7357 License 8/5/197D a.oz GROUND WATER DOMESTIC QUALITY ELECTRIC INC 
6~7364' Ucen5e 9/1/1970 0.i6 GROUNDWATER DOMESTIC PHIPPS, CE 
63-7365 License 8/24/1970 0.04 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC lARSON, [3.RAD 
63-7373 License 9/10/1970 0.54 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC 
CONSOLIDATED 
INVESTMENT CD 
63-73"90 License 1/26/l971 0.44 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION MC CARY,JOE E 
6~7411 License 3/22/1971 0.07 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION MC LAIN, RALPH G 
63-7417 Llcense 4/19/1971 0.04 £ROUND WAT'ER IRRIGATION JEPPESEN, IR£NE K; 
JEPPESEN, MARVIN S 
63-7433 License 5/13/1971 0.06 GROUND WATER COMMERCIAL 
BERST, RONALD R; OK tAR 
WASH OF BOISE 
63-7464 License 7/9/1.971 0.09 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
OLSON, MARLIN P; OLSON, 
VERIA R 
63-7491 LlceliSe 2/1/1972 0.09 GROUND WATER DOMEST1C BIASER, EDWARD 
63-7556 License 2/11/1972 O.D2 GROUND WATER COMMERCIAL, DOMESTIC CHRISTENSEN MOTOR SALES 
63-7557 License 2/15/1972 0.10 GROUND WATER DOMEST1C 
WJ-lr!TINGTON, FLORENCE; 
WHITTINGTON, NORMAN 
63-7563 License 3/2/)!J72 0.39 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION WAITE, LYNN IRA 
63-7565 license 3/3/1972 0.67 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION BALDWIN, GARTH 
53-7600 License , 5/9/1972 0.35 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC FLETCH ER, LEONARD 
63-76D'l License. 5/11/1972 0.{]5 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION HmlNGER, LARRY E 
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63--7605 license S/16/1972 0.27 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC;. JRRIGATION1 THOMSEN, BETH M; 
STOCl<WATI:R THOMSf.:N, RONALD M 
63-7606 License 5/30/1972 D.22 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC SHOWAl.TER, HARRY 
63~7607 License 5/25/l972 Mll GROUNDWATER DOMESTIC 
STECK!:;\ MUTUAi. WATER 
co 
63-76108 Ucense 6/12/1972 0.1.0 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 
BRIGGS, JOAN; BRlGGS, 
KEITH 
63-7628 License 9/5/1'51'1. 0.08 SROUNOWATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION GREEN WORLD INC 
53,,-7653 License 8/24/1972 0.05 :::i RANiTE CREEK DOMESTIC, MINING 
KEEFER, FLORENCE M; 
KEEFER; NORMAN W 
53-7656 tlcense 9/6/1972 0.16 GROUND WATER , DOMESTIC WEllS,NYLW 
1 63-7677 license 1D/26/197l. 0.03 GROUND WA:l'ER iRRIGATION 
MC QUEEN, CR; PAO<, PAUL 
M 
63-7587 j License 11/6/1!172 ZJMMERMAN, NETTIE M; 
,-
0.04 GROUND WATER DOM•STIC ZIMMERMAN, ORV!;LA 
63-7690 Ucense 11/9/l'J72 0.10 GRDcND WATER DOMfiSTIC, STOCl(WATER CI' NICHOLSON & SONS INC 
63-7694 Ucense 11/17/1fl72 0.27 GROUND WA7cll IRRIGATION, Sl'OCKWATER NAN INC 
63-7714 License -;Jl/1973 . 0,04 GROUND WA"ER DOMESflC 
CHAMPION HOME BUILDERS 
co 
f,3-7722 Lk:ense Z/l3/1973 0.03 GROUND WATER IRRIGA110N KIRKPATRICK, G W 
63-7775 License 4/16/J.S73 0.04 GRO.UND WATER COMMERCIAL KElJ\RI CORP 
63~'7791 License 5/8/1'.,73 a,34 GROUND WATER INDU5TRlAL 
?ROVIDcNT FEDERAL 
j SAVINGS & LOAN ASSN 
63-7615 License 7/711973 0,08 GROUND WATER DOMESHC 1 STAT!; Of IDAHO 
53~7855 License 8/27/l5l73 {LOS Gl\OUND WATER IRRIGATION 
TRIANGLE DEVELOPMENT 
COINC 
63-78l!S9 I License 10/1€/1573 -0,33 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION CROOKS, CAROLEE; CROOKSr 
JOHNW 
63-7915 License 1/17/lJ,74 0,10 GROUND WATER IRR\GATION .BEUS1 DEAN; BEUS, El.AJNE 
63--7919 License 2/9/1974 0.06 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRR!GA'OON SOBERS, AARON L 
53-7944 License 3{4/'J5J74 1,10 W/\Sl'EWATER IRRIGATION MURGOITO,J C 
63-7967 License 4/lS,'lSJ74 0.06 GROUNO WATER : COMMERCIAL, 0 OMESTJC SCHO ENS TRAILER SALES INC 
63-7970 U<:ense 4/'13/1974 0.40 WASTEWATER nm.!GA110N MURGO!T!01 J C i 
63-'/Sn Ucense 5/9/1974 0.46 . GROUND WATER IRRIGATION MC CAlN, At.LEN lESTER 
63-8000B License 6/27/lSJ74 0.10 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATIOl'I 
Wl,.ITHER!CH, UGY01 
Wu!HERICH, MAl\OLYN 
S-8024 Ucense: 8[29/!!J74 0.04 G~OUND WATER IRRIGATION ' GREEN ACRE PROPERTIES 
INC . 
63-8032 Llcense I 9/13/1974 0,06 GROUND WATIR OOMESTIC.. IRRIGATION HOWELL, OiARlES I); 
HOWELL, L BETH 
63-8045 llcense 10/7/1974 0,04 
SOUTH FORK BOISE 
iRR!GAT!ON . WHITNE'I, ANNA JEAN RIVER 
GIAMPAOLI, ALBINA, 
63-8050 License 10/lS/1974 0,06 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRl6ATlON GlAMPAO LI, JOSEPH; 
NELSON WIWS R. 
63-8058 License ll/12/l!J74 0.15 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION NYBORG, JAMES S 
63-8111 License 4/14/1975 0.14 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, lRRIGJ\TION BOOTHE, JAMES A 
63-8133 License 6/2/1975 0.12 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC COLVARD, RALPH 
63·8139 License 5/8/'J!J75 O.ll6 GROUNDWATER DOMESTIC, lAA1bAi10N 
DECKER, KATHRYN B; 
DECKER, R03ERT M 
63-&48 License 5/16/1975 0.08 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
HORN, BARBARA Ji HOflN, 
CRAIG P 
63-81Si Ucense 6/27/l375 O.D4 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC 
lNTERMOUNTAll'I EQUINE 
HQSPITAL 
63-Sl59 license 6/15/1975 0,04 GROUND WATtR DOMESTIC 
UNITTD STATES OF AMERJCA 
ACTING THROUGH 
63-8162 lkense 6/30/1975 0-20 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC YOUNG, OTIS A 
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i 63-8192 License 3/13/1975 0.09 WA$T€WATIR IRRIGATION, RE~f.ATION 6A1RD, ANMC; SAIRD~ STORAGE ROBERT D 
I 63-8,211 U<:ense 10/4/1.975 2.05 GROUND WATER; IRRIGATION UMBAUGH, THOMAS E 
63-8212 License 10/2/1975 0.02 5PRINSS DOMESTIC 
PECK, DONAL) G; PECK, 
LUCJLLf M 
6a-a231 Ucense 10/28/1975 0,()8 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRSIGATIDN 
HENSON,)ESS!E; HENSO~, 
DR,EL 
63-8259 Llcense l/30/1976 0.04 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 
FRANl<UN, lrrtiA O; 
FRANKIJN, ROY M 
63-8270 Ucense lf27/i!J76 0,08 GROUND WATER COMMERCIAL CONTINENTAL CAR WASH 
;,3-ii2s2 Ucanse 3/10/1976 o.:s GROUND WATER DOMESTIC flELDS,JOHN B 
63·8286A License 7/25/1"76 0.10 GROUND WATER IRRIGATH)N NEE!., '!ED 
63-11326 License. 6/15/1!l76 0.06 GROUND WATER OOMcSTIC, IRf\lGATION HEFFNER, MARCELIA M; 
HEFFNER, VJRGl1 V 
63-8329 License 6/23/1975 0.06 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IR.~IGATION 
AMES.BURY, HARRY A; 
AMESBURY, MARYL 
6!Hl%4 ! L!cense ll/3/1976 fr.OB GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGAilON RIDOLt, ROY 
63-8391 : License l2/l/l976 0.2.2 GROUND WATER COMMERCIAL, DOMESTIC NAUGLE, KENNETH W 
69-8396 Li~nsa 12/27/1976 D,04 EIGHTM!U: CREE,i.: IRRIGATION 
SCHENK, LAREEOA E; 
SCHFMK, IARRY B 
6S-8430B Ucer.s!! 2/11/1977 ~.97 GROUND WATER JRRJGATION EU.IS, RONALD G 
63.-8451 License 3/5/'E77 0.12 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION THOR~/TON, MICHfoEL 
' .. . I ' 63-S4SSB License 2/23/J!l77 0.61 GROUND Wfo.TER !~RIGAT10N ANDERSOM1 EDMOND A 
63-8517 Lic:ense 
i 
2/2B/lll77 L02 GROUND WATER IRRIGATJON 
ITAOO, JAMES K; ITANO, 
MABEL Y . 
63-8525 Ucense 3/3/J!l77 0.12 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION ANDERS, FMMONS 
63-8549 License 3/711977 um GROUND WATER IRRIGATION GOOD~ON, EDWAAO H 
AGUtRREr LOR! A; AGUIRRE, 
63.SSSS License 3/8/1977 0.20 GROUND WA1ER IRRfGAT!ON RONALD O; ROWE KEV!N Ji 
ROWE TAMARA K 
63--85771?. Ur.ense 3/28/1977 0.32 GROUND WATI, IRRJGATION YAMAMOTO, PAULA 
63-8580 license 3/16/1977 1.00 DRAIN DITCH NO 3 IRRIGATION, Sf OCKWATER 1£1GH, LENA l 
63,8539 Ucense 3/'2/1978 l.93 GROUND WATER lRRK:iAIION DYER,JOHNA 
63-8652 License 4/12/.1977 2.00 GROIJNO WATER IRRIGATION 
SVEDIN, ELLEN K; SVEDIN, 
ROBERT A 
63-8719 Ucertse 5/J:3/1977 i o.,o [ GROUNDWATER IRRIGATION SCHULERlANE FARMS JNC 
SB-8781 License 5/4/1311 0.Q7 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
FREMAN, HOWARD; 
FREEMAN LINDA C 
53-8B01 Ucense S/4/1377 0.10 GROUND WATm DOMESTIC, 11\RIGATION HASrRITER; DONAL!) 
• 
63-11823 Llcer,se 5/10/1977 OJJS GROUND WATER I RRJGAIJON, STOCKWATER 
CANNON, 8ERrnA; 
CANNON, JACK 
63-8897 Uceii'.ie 4/Z7/l97B 1.73 GROUNO WATER IRRIGATION DYE!, JOHN A 
6:5)-8851 Lk:ense 4/28/,978 1.10 GROUND WAIER IRRIGATION HARSHMAN, Al.DEN W 
63-ll352 Uce.nse- 4/'2.S/J!l7S 1.40 GROUND WATER IRRIGAT10N VINSON FARMS lNC 
63.£969 Ucense G/24/19T7 1.31 GROUND WATER IRlllGATION BURRllANE fARMS INC 
63-8999 Ucense 8/8/!S77 0.04 GrtOUND WATER DOMESTIC 
SILVER TIP CEU.ULOSE 
INSl.ilATION OJ 
63-9021 License 8/25/1977 0.06 UNNAMED SlOUGH IRRIGATION HOPKINS, KENNETH J 
63-902Z license 9/6/l377 0.03 GROUND WATER JRRIGATION KIRKPATRlCI<, GERALD W 
63-9038 License. 9/25/:J377 0.72 WNifEWATER IRRIGATION lAMM, RORERT W 
63·9039 Ucense 9/13/ifJ77 0.54 UNNAMED DRl\lN l~RiGATION HAtlMON,EAHL 
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63,9052 I License 10/J:3/J!)77 1,00 UNNAMED D!TCH IRRIGATION BRUVELEIT, BETTY L 
63-$095 Lieense 12/12,1977 0,08 GqOVNDWATER COMMERCIAL 
IDAHO I.ANO OEI/ElOPEllS 
INC 
6$-9137 License 4/11/1978 0,26 GROUND WA'TFR DOMESTIC, INDUSTRIAL RIDDLE, EDWARD B 
i 63-9149 lk:ense 5/15/1978 0.06 GROUND WATER mruGATION TAYLOR, CAROLE;TAYLOR, LLOYD l 
I 63•9182 Ucer.se 10/25/1978 , O.J.0 MILLSlOUGH IRRIGATION Cl.Al\!<, JOHN W 
63-91848 License 11/1/1978 0,41) GROUND WATER IRRIGATION ANOEllSON 8ltOrH ms 
! 63~9"~85 License l2/5/197S 0,17 BROUND WATER DOMESTIC WARREN, tvAN V 
BARTHOLOMEW, ClAUDET; 
53~91S:J Lkense 11/27/1978 0,04. GROUND WATER IRRIGATION, STOCKWl\fER BARTHOLOMEW, VIRGINIA 
M 
53-&210 uce.nse 1/213/1379 ' 0.16 GROUND WATER OOMEST!C, IRRIGATION l'(fLEr B:JD I 
63-9214 LJcensc 2/22/1979 0.12 WASTEWATE~ !RRIGATlON JOH1''STON, LEO R 
63-9242 Ucensc 6/25/1979 0.11 • GROUND WATER DOMESTTC, IRRIGATION BERG, JEFFREY; BERG, 
KATHERINE 
63-9249 llcense 6/18/1979 : 0,03 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION EVANS BUILDIN5 CENTER 
INC 
63-92.09 License 7/2/197f; 0.08 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION NIHILL,AAGl!E M; NIHILL, 
GRACEL 
63-9305 lk.ens.e 11/9/1979 0.64 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION HOWERY, FRANCES W 
63-9312 License ll/23{1379 0.0B GROUND WATER DOMESTIC FWll,EDSONA 
63-,327 Llcense !.2/31/1SJ79 D.18 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION CONNOLLY lR, EDWARD J 
53,8331 License J/17/1980 0.10 GROUNDWATER MUNICIPAL CITY OF EAGLE 
53,8342 License 2/12/1980 0.2C I GROUND WATER 
DOMES11C, IRRIGATION, STREIB, G ROYOEN; STREIB, 
STOCKWATER PATRICIA 
63-9369 License 4/22/1980 0.03 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 
MlLLER, (l[$ElA; MllLER, 
RANDALi. 
' 63-9374 Uce.n$e 5/6/1980 0.1:l GROUND WATER IRRIGATTON GRSEN woru.o INC 
' 53-9407 License 6/3/1980 0.20 GRANITE CREEK MINING OLSEN~ DOUG 
63-9424 License. 7/23/1980 0,12 GROUND WATS{ . IRRIGATION PtPK!t.J~ AG 
63·9426 Uce.11Se 5/12/19$1 O.OB GROUND WAl'ER DOMESTIC EAST LAKE E'TTATES 
63-9431 1 Uceme I 8/4/1980 0.04 GROUND WATEfl lRRIGATION LARSON, VS!N C; 
TERWILLEGER, DIANE L 
EHJ646 I license 3/25/1S81 0~19 BUCKSKIN (;RSEK MINlNG HARRIS, FRED; MILLS, JAO( 
63·3659 License l/12/1981 o .. rn GROUND WATER DOMES11C, IRRIGA1JON PONOEROSA NURSERY 
OIVERSIDN TO STORA5E, 
63-9672 Llcense 10/4/1985 5.49 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION FROM STORAGE, RHEAO,BOS 
. IRRIGATION STORAGE 
63-9680 License 3/3/1981 0.04 \ GROUND WATER 
DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION, DAVISON~ GLENNA 8; 
STOO:WATER DAVlSON, HAP.RY M 
63-9731 License 5(1/1981 o.oi j EIG~ITMltE CR£EK IRRIGATION DORAN, JASON B; DORAN, 
STACYL 
63-9749 Ucense 5/22/1981 0.07 l GROUND WAT"JI DOMESTIC, IRRIGATlON STINEMETZ J!!, OMER EUGEN~ 
63·9752 License ' 6/25/1961 0,67 WEST FORK Gll/\NITE MINING VIAN!, LAWRANCEG CREEK 
BISHOP, JACK; ll!S!lOP, 
63-97\i0 License 7/2/l!J81 om GROUND WAll'R IRRIGATIOt; KATuY; OOLE,JUDITH C; 
; COLE.WR 
63-9832 Ucense 11/23/1981 0.09 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATlON · JENSEl'I, RONALD R 
63-9869 ucense 1/11/1982 O.l!l GROUND WATER IRRIGATION OEl.RICHl RAYMOND M 
63-91!99 License. 4/20/1982 0.02 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION LEONARD, ROSALIE E 
63-9945 Llcense 9/2/1982 0.15 GROVND WATER DOMESTIC,. IRRlGATION BINDER, lAARY 0 
63~9946 License 9/22/1982 O.o3 GROUND WATER ~EATING BOYLAN, RICHARD F 
?age 26 ofZ7 
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6,-996, License 3/2:J/1982 0.10 WMTEWATER IRRIGATION 
NOE, MARY F; NOE, 
WARREN 
63-!lS78 Ucense 3/24/:1!)$4 0.16 GROUND WATER iRRlGATION 
HENORiCl<SEl'I, ROBERT; 
HENDlllCl(SON, CINDY A 
63·10004 Ucen:se 3/15/1983 0.C3 GI\OUND WATER IRRIGATION BURROUGHS, CAROL M; wboos, sr FRANCIS 
63-10015 Llcen....e 7/'o/'JE83 0.08 GROUND WATER COMMERCIAL J R 51 MP LOT CO; SlMl'l.m' 
. SOIL SUIIDERS 
6:!-10032 Ucanse 5/10/1983 0.02 GROUl'ID WATER IRRIGATION LACKI.AND, HILDA D 
63-10033 Licensl;! 4/6/1983 0.15 GROUND WATER DOM£STIC1 IAA!GATtON THOMA51 HARO'..D E 
63~10062 License 6/8/1983 0.06 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC 
MORRISON, PA11l'.GIC; 
- VAUGHN, ffilANET 63--10106 license G/29/1983 0.04 GROUND WATER DOMESTIC CONESCO OF IOAHO . 
63-10100 License 6/27/iSJ33 0.09 G,OUND WATER DOMESTIC, IRRIGATION 
MAmiEWS, DALE C; 
MATTHEWS, MARY J ·~ 
6,-10112 Ucam.e 5/5/1984 O.l,4 GROUND WATER DOMESJIC 
VAU.Nl!E SCHOOLDISTRtC, 
N0139 
63·1012$ , License 9/18/1983 0.04 GROUNDWATER DOMESTIC ODE WiUJAMS WATER ASSN 
63-1014-0 Ucense 6/2S/ll!83 0.12 ' GROlJND WATER DOMESTIC JONAS, EV I.YN M 
63-10174 Ucens;;c 8/8/1903 0.1)2 WEST FORK SPRING STOCKWl'.TER, WILDUFE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
ACTING THROUGH 
63-10176 lk:ense B/8/JS83 0.02 SPRING ;;roawATER, WILDUl'E 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
ACTING THROUGH 
' ME5£NBR1K, EUGENE; 63•1D187 Llr.ense 7/6/1983 0,04 GROUN3 WATS\ ' DOME>'AC, lRRlGATJON 
MESENBRIK, MAR'/ 
63-10156 Llcen;s-e S/26/1983 G.02 JEFF SPRING STOCKWATS, WILDUFE 
UNITED STATES OF IWERiCA 
' ACTING THROUGH 
63-102()0 Ucens,e 8/1/1983 o.oz SPRING STOCKWATER, WILDUFE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
ACilNG THROUGH 
63-10218 Uoonse 3/12/1984 0.1]6 GROUND WAfER IRHIGATION MOORE, WIWAM L 
63--10247 UW\$e 6/18/19$4 {),03 GROUND WATER IRRlGAJJOi'I t.oRENSEN, DALE 
63-10252 LiCti)me 6[13/1984 0.08 GROUND WATER DOMES11C 
PARSONS, :!EULAH; 
PARSOl'IS WAcToR H 
63-10352 License 4f2/193/S ' 0.05 GROUND WATER DOMEST1C, IRRIGATION SOUS, GEORGE 
' 63-1D353 ! Llcense 3/26/19S6 :J.10 SJ'RING STOCKWATER, WILDLIFE USDA FOREST SERVICE i 63-10354 :Jcehse 4/1/1986 0.06. SPRING STOCKWATERT WILDUFE USDA <OREST SERVICE i 
63--:'.,03S5 l.b:>hie 4/1/198(, 0.06 SPRING STOCKWATER, WILDUFE : US!>A 'OREST SERVICE; 
i' 63-10356 Llcense 4/1/1S86 D.Gll SPRING \ STOCKWATER. WIWLJF~ USOA FOREST SERVICE 
63-10358 U:eris:e 4/1/l!l86 0.05 SPRING STOCKWATER, WllDUl'E USCA FOREST SER\1CE 
63-10368 lkense 7/3/1985 0.04 GROUND WAJER IRRIGATION BASIN SCHOOL PISTRICT #72 
63·10?.92 Ucense 12/16{1985 0.04 GROUND WATER DOMEST!C MATZEK, MIKE 
63-10454 Uce;·fse 4/3-0/1987 0,02 GROUND WATER IRRIGATION 
BOONE MEMORIAL 
PRESB'/TERIAN CHURCH 
fi3-10512 Ucense 6/29/1987 0.17 GROUND WATER I OClMES'l'IC, IRRIGATION CO!;SOLIDATEO PROPERTIES Of IOAHOllC 
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OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
In Re SRBA 






FINAL UNIFIED DECREE 
I. PROCEDURE 
On June 17, 1987, the State of Idaho, ex re!. A. Kenneth Dunn in his official capacity 
as Director of the Idaho Department of Water Resources, filed a petition in the above-entitled 
Court seeking commencement of a "general adjudication inter ~ of all rights arising under 
state or federal law to the use of surface and ground waters from the Snake River basin water 
system and for the administration of such rights." Petition at 2. On November 19, 1987, this 
Court issued its Commencement Order thereby initiating the above-entitled general stream 
adjudication of all rights to the use of the waters of the Snake River Basin within the State of 
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Idaho pursuant to Idaho Code § 42-1406A (Supp. 1987). 1 The Commencement Order 
adopted by reference this Court's October 14, 1987, Memorandum Opinion on 
Commencement of Adjudication as "further findings of fact and further conclusions of law as 
permitted by l.R.C.P. 52(a)." Commencement Order at 4 . 
As set forth in the Memorandum Opinion on Commencement of Adjudication, Idaho 
Code § 42-l406A (Supp. 1987) required that the adjudication be commenced within the 
terms of the McCarran Amendment, 43 U.S.C. § 666. This Court determined that for the 
adjudication to come within the terms of the McCarran Amendment the entire Snake River 
Basin water system within the State of Idaho had to be adjudicated. This Court defined the 
entire Snake River Basin water system within Idaho as follows: 
Beginning at the point where the southern boundary line of the state of Idaho 
meets the western boundary line of the state of Idaho, then following the 
western boundary of the state north to the northern boundary of the Clearwater 
Basin, in Idaho, in section 36, T. 36 N., R. 6 W., B.M., then following the 
northern watershed divide of the Clearwater River Basin north and east to the 
eastern boundary of the state of Idaho in section 4, T. 42 N., R. 11 E., B.M., 
then following the eastern boundary of the state southeast to the northern 
boundary of the Bear River Basin in section 35, T. 10 S., R. 46 E., B.M., then 
following the northern watershed divide of the Bear River Basin, in Idaho, 
southv.-est to the southern boundary of the state of Idaho in section 26, T. 16 
S., R. 28 E., B.M., then following the southern boundary line of the state of 
Idaho west to the point of beginning . 
Commencement Order at 5. A map showing the boundaries of the Snake River Basin water 
system is attached for illustrative purposes as Attachment I, as required by Idaho Code § 42-
1413 (2003). The following counties are wholly located within the boundaries of the Snake 









1 Idaho Code§ 42-1406A was added by section l ofchapter 18, 1985 Idaho Sess. L. at 28, Section 42-l406A 
was subsequently amended by section 11 of chapter 454, 1994 ldaho Sess. L. at 1452-53, and now appears as an 
uncodified law in the 1994 Idaho Sesslon Laws. 
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Bingham Clearwater Jerome Teton 
Blaine Custer Lemhi Twin Falls 
Boise Elmore Lewis Valley 
Bonneville Fremont Lincoln Washington 
Butte Gem Madison 
Camas Gooding Minidoka 
Commencement Order at 5. The following counties are partly located within the boundades 
of the Snake River Basin water system: 









The Commencement Order also determined that "all classes of water uses ... within 
the water system [must] be adjudicated as part of the Snake River Basin adjudication." Id . 
At 6. On January 17, 1989, however, this Court entered its Findings of Fact, Conclusions of 
Law, and Order Establishing Procedures for Adjudication of Domestic and Stock Water Uses 
that allowed claimants of de minimis domestic and stock water rights, as defined in Idaho 
Code § 42-1401A(5) and (12) (Supp. 1988), to elect to defer adjudication of their claims; 
provided, all such claimants "shall be joined as parties in this proceeding and will be bound 
by all decrees entered in this case, including the final decree." Findings of Fact at 3 . 
The Commencement Order directed the Director of the Idaho Department of Water 
Resources ("Director"): I) to investigate the water system as provided in Idaho Code § 42-
1410 (Supp. 19&7); 2) to prepare the notice of order commencing a general adjudication 
containing that infonnation required by Idaho Code§ 42-1408A(l) (Supp. 1987); 3) to serve 
notice of the order commencing a general adjudication in accordance with chapter 14, title 
42, Idaho Code; and 4) to file with this Court affidavits and other documents stating the 
FL\"AL UNIFIED DECREE Page3 
persons served with a notice of order commencing the adjudication. Commencement Order 
at 7-8. 
Based upon the claims submitted; the files and records of the Idaho Department cif 
Water Resources and the Court; the examination of the ditches, diversions, lands irrigated, 
and other uses of water within the water system; the Director's Reports and evidence herein, 
this Court enters the following findings of fact and conclusions oflaw: 
II. FINDINGS OF FACT 
I . All requirements for joinder of the United States as a party under state and federal 
law, including but not limited to 43 U.S.C. § 666, have been satisfied. 
2. The Nez Perce Tribe participated in this proceeding by filing notices of claim for 
water rights reserved under federal law and by filing a general notice of appearance with the 
Court. Notice of Claim to a Water Right Reserved Under Federal Law (filed with Dept. of 
Water Res. March 25, 1993); Notice of Appearance (March 18, 1993). 
3. The Northwestern Band of the Shoshoni Nation participated in this proceeding by 
filing notices of claim for water rights reserved under federal law and by filing a general 
notice of appearance with the Court. Partial Protective Filing by the Northwestern Band of 
the Shoshoni Nation of Notices of Claim for Water Rights Reserved Under Federal Law 
(filed with Dept. of Water Res. March 25, 1993); Notice of Appearance on Behalf of the 
Northwestern Band of the Shoshoni Nation (March 22, 1993). 
4. The Shoshone-Bannock Tribes sought and were granted intervention in this 
proceeding. Order Granting Permissive Intervention by the Shoshone-Bannock Tribes 
(April 12, 1993). 
FINAL UNIFIED DECREE Page 4 
5. The Shoshone-Paiute Tribes of the Duck Valley Indian Reservation sought and were 
_ granted intervention in this proceeding. Motion to Intervene and Request for Expedited 
Hearing {SRBA Consolidated Subcase No. 51-12756, Jan. 12, 1999); Order Granting 
Tribes' Motion to Intervene, Order Requiring Written Status Reports and Order fer 
Scheduling Coriference Reports (SRBA Subcases Nos. 51-12756 et al., Dec. 6, I 999). 
6. The Director served notice of the commencement of the Snake River Basin 
Adjudication ("SRBA") in accordance with chapter 14, title 42, Idaho Code and the orders of 
this Court. This included service of the notice of commencement on the State of Idaho and 
the United States; service of the notice of commencement on all other persons by publication; 
service of the notice of commencement by posting in each county courthouse, county 
recorder's office and county assessor's office in whicli any part of the water system is 
located; service of the notice of commencement by mail on each person listed as owning real 
property on the real property assessment roll within the boundaries of the Snake River Basin 
water system; and filing of a copy of the notice of commencement in the office of the county 
recorder in each county in which any part of the water system is located. 
7. In addition to the steps taken in paragraph 6, the Idaho Department of Water 
Resources also served notices of commencement on persons who may have used water 
within the water system, but were not listed as owners of real property. The sources of 
information the Idaho Depa1tment of Water Resources reviewed for this purpose were: 
I) water right records of the Idaho Department of Water Resources for each basin wholly or 
partly within the water system; 2) cooperating farm/ranch operator records of the United 
States Department of Agriculture, Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service for 
each basin wholly or partly within the water system; and 3) mining claim records on federal 
FINAL UNIFIED DECREE Page5 
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land of the United States Department of Interior, Bureau of Land Management for eaeh basin 
wholly or partly within the water system. 
8, The Director has completed an examination of the Snake River Basin water system 
and submitted Director's Reports to this Court in conformance with the requirements of 
chapter 14, title 42, Idaho Code and the orders of this Court. 
9, As required by title 42, chapter 14, Idaho Code and this Court's orders, claims to 
water rights arising under state or federal law to the use of the surface and ground waters 
from the Snake River Basin water system have been adjudicated resulting in the issuance of 
partial decrees that have been certified as final pursuant to LR.C.P. 54(b).2 
10. Idaho Code§ 42-1412(8) (2003} provides that: "Upon resolution of all objections to 
water rights acquired under state law, to water rights established under federal law, and to 
general provisions, and after entry of partial decree(s), the district court shall combine all 
partial decrees and the general provisions into a final decree." The Court finds that the 
conditions ofldaho Code§ 42-1412(8) (2003) have been met with respect to the water rights 
identified in Attachments 2, 4, 5 and 6 and the general provisions in Attachment 3, enabling 
the Court to issue this Final Unified Decree. 
III. COXCLUSIONS OF LAW 
l. The SRBA is a general stream adjudication inter se of all water rights arising under 
state or federal law to the use of surface and ground waters from the Snake River Basin water 
system and for the administration of such rights. 
2. The State ofidaho is a party to this proceeding. 
2 At the time of entry of this Final Unified Decree there are a total of !03 subcases pending fmal resolution. A 
separate Order Regarding Subcases Pending Upon Entry of Final Unified Decree is being entered 
contemporaneously herewith, which provides for the continued processing of the subcases listed therein, 
FINAL UNIFIED DECREE Page6 
3. The Director was withdrawn as a party to this proceeding in 1994. Idaho Code § 42-
1401B (2003); State of Idaho, ex rel. Higginson v. United States, 128 Idaho 246, 256-57, 912 
P.2d 614, 624-25 (1995). 
4. The United States is a party to this proceeding wider 43 U.S.C. § 666. 
5. This Final Unified Decree is conclusive as to the nature and extent of all rights of the 
United States to the use of the waters of the Snake River Basin water system within the State 
of Idaho with a priority date before November 19, 1987, including, but not limited to, water 
rights held by the United States in trust for any Indian tribe, except for those water rights 
expressly exempted by Idaho Code§ 42-1420 (2003) or by order of this Court. 
6. The Nez Perce Tribe, the Northwestern Band of the Shoshoni Nation, the Shoshone-
Bannock Tribes, and the Shoshone-Paiute Tribes of the Duck Valley Indian Reservation are 
parties to this proceeding. 
7. The Consent Decree Approving Entry of Partial Final Decrees Determining the 
Rights of the United States as Trustee for the Benefit of the Nez Perce Tribe and the Nez 
Perce Tribe to the Use of Water in the Snake River Basin within Idaho and Partial Final 
Decrees Determining Minimum Stream Flow Water Rights Held by the Idaho Water 
Resources Board with its six attachments dated January 30, 2007 ( "Nez Perce Consent 
Decree"), is included in Attachment 4 and is hereby incorporated into this Final Unified 
Decree by reference. The Nez Perce Consent Decree is conclusive as to the nature and 
extent of all rights of the Nez Perce Tribe to the use of the waters of the Snake River Basin 
water system within the State of Idaho with a priority date before November 19, 1987, except 
for those water rights expressly exempted by Idaho Code § 42-1420 (2003) or by order of 
this Court. 
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8. The Revised Partial Final Consent Decree Determining the Rights of the Shoshone-
Bannock Tribes to the Use of Water in the Upper Snake River Basin, dated August 13, 2014 
("Shoshone-Bannock Consent Decree"), is included in Attachment 4 and is hereby 
incorporated into this Final Unified Decree by reference. The Shoshone-Bannock Consent 
Decree is conclusive as to the nature and extent of all rights of the Shoshone-Bannock Tribes 
to the use of the waters of the Snake River Basin water system within the State ofidaho with 
a priority date before November 19, 1987, except for those water rights expressly exempted 
by Idaho Code§ 42-1420 (2003) or by order of this Court. 
9. The Revised Consent Decree Approving Entry of Partial Decrees Determining the 
Rights of the United States as Trustee for the benefit of the Shoshone-Paiute Tribes to the 
Use of Water in the Snake River Basin within Idaho with its three attachments, dated 
December 12, 2006 ("Shoshone-Paiute Consent Decree"), is included in Attachment 4 and is 
hereby incorporated into this Final Unified Decree by reference. The Shoshone-Paiute 
Consent Decree is conclusive as to the nature and extent of all rights of the Shoshone-Paiute 
Tribes of the Duck Valley Indian Reservation to the use of the waters of the Snake River 
Basin water system within the State of Idaho with a priority date before November 19, 1987, 
except for those water rights expressly exempted by Idaho Code § 42-1420 (2003) or by 
order of this Court. 
10. This Final Unified Decree is conclusive as to the nature and extent of all rights of the 
Northwestern Band of the Shoshoni Nation to the use of the waters of the Snake River Basin 
water system within the State ofldaho with a priority date before November 19, 1987, except 
for those water rights expressly exempted by Idaho Code § 42-1420 (2003) or by order of 
this Court. 
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11. Claimants in each of the SRBA basins received notice of the commencement of the 
SRBA in accordance with chapter 14, title 42, Idaho Code and orders of this Court. These 
notice procedures satisfy constitutional due process requirements. LU Ranching Co. v. U.S., 
138 Idaho 606 (2003 ). 
IV. ORDER 
NOW THEREFORE this Court ORDERS, ADJUDGES AND DECREES as follows: 
1. This Final Unified Decree is conclusive as to the nature and extent of all water rights 
within the Snake River Basin within the State of Idaho with a priority date prior to 
November 19, 1987, except the following described water rights shall not be Jost by failure to 





Any domestic and stock water right, as defined in Idaho Code § 42-111 
(1990), Idaho Code§ 42-1401A(5) (1990), and Idaho Code § 42-1401A(l2) 
(1990), the adjudication of which was deferred in accordance with this Court's 
June 28, 2012, Order Governing Procedures in the SRBA for Adjudication of 
Deferred De Minimis Domestic and Stock Water Claims; 
A water right application for permit filed under chapters 2 or 15, title 42, 
Idaho Code; 
A water right permit issued under chapters 2 or 15, title 42, Idaho Code, 
unless the Director required the pennit holder to file a notice of claim in 
accordance with subsection (7) of section 42-1409, Idaho Code; 
A water right license issued under chapters 2 or 15, title 42, Idaho Code, if 
proof of beneficial use was not filed v..-ith the Department of Water Resources 
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before November 19, 1987, unless the Director required the license.holder to 
file a notice of claim in accordance with subsection (7) of section 42-1409, 
Idaho Code; and 
A claim to a water right under federal law, if the priority of the right claimed 
is later than November 18, 1987 . 
All other water rights with a priority before November 19, 1987, not expressly set forth in 
this Final Unified Decree are hereby decreed as disallowed.3 Any water rights with a priority 
date subsequent to November 18, 1987, were not required to be claimed in the SRBA, but to 
the extent any such water rights were claimed in the SRBA and a partial decree issued, the 
partial decree is conclusive as to the nature and extent of the right. 
2. All partial decrees issued by this Court are set forth in Attachments 2 and 4 to this 
Final Unified Decree and are incorporated herein by reference. 
3. Attachment 2 consists of a name index and a copy of all partial decrees issued by this 
Court. 
4. General provisions decreed by this Court are set forth in Attachment 3 to this Final 
Unified Decree and are incorporated herein by reference. 
5. Attachment 4 consists of the federal and tribal reserved water rights partially decreed 
and/or otherwise memorialized in a consent decree issued in conjunction with the approval of 
a federal reserved water right settlement, including all consent decrees and all attachments 
thereto; all partial decrees issued by this Court as part of the respective settlements; and all 
Federal, State and/or Tribal legislation necessary to enact and approve the water right 
settlements. In the case of any conflict between this Final Unified Decree and the partial 
3 Excepting those claim numbers listed in the Order Regarding Subcases Pending Upon Entry of Final Unified 
Decree entered contemporaneously herewith. 








consent decrees approving reserved water right settlements, the partial consent decrees 
approving the reserved water right settlements as set forth in Attachment 4 shall control. 
6. All claims to water rights filed in mis proceeding that were decreed disallowed by this 
Court are set forth in Attachment 5 to this Final Unified Decree and are incorporated herein 
by reference. 
7. The water right numbers for those water rights of record with the Idaho Department 
of Water Resources that were required to be claimed but were not claimed in this proceeding 
and therefore were decreed disallowed by this Court are set forth in Attachment 6 and are 
incorporated herein by reference. The portion of any disallowed water right that was 
deferrable pursuant to this Court's June 28, 2012, Order Governing Procedures in the SRBA 
for Adjudication of Deferred De Minimis Domestic and Stock Water Claims is not affected 
by this paragraph. 
8. This Final Unified Decree is binding against all persons including any persons that 
deferred filing of domestic and/or stock water claims pursuant to mis Court's June 28, 2012, 
Order Governing Procedures in the SRBA for Adjudication of Deferred De Minimis 
Domestic and Stock Water Claims, which is set forth in Attachment 7 to this Final Unified 
Decree and is incorporated herein by reference. 
9 . The adjudication of deferred domestic and stock water claims and the administration 
of such rights prior to their adjudication shall be governed by this Court's June 28, 2012, 
Order Governing Procedures in the SRBA for Adjudication of Deferred De Minimis 
Domestic and Stock Water Claims and applicable state law . 
I 0. All water rights based on beneficial uses, licenses, permits, posted notices, and 
statutory claims required to be claimed in this proceeding are superseded by this Final 
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Unified Decree. Provided, however, this Final Unified Decree does not supercede the third-
party beneficiary contractual rights conferred on certain classes of water rights pursuant to 
the "Contract to Implement Chapter 259, Sess. Law 1983" as authorized by 1983 Idaho Sess . 
Laws 689 and codified as Idaho Code § 61-540 (2002). Toe scope of third-party 
beneficiaries and contract rights are defined in this Court's Order on State of Idaho's Motion 
for Partial Summary Judgment on Issue No. 2. Subcase No. 00-91013 (Basin-Wide Issue 13) 
(July 12, 20 I l) included as Attachment 9 . 
11. All prior water right decrees and general provisions within the Snake River Basin 
water system are superseded by this Final Unified Decree except as expressly provided 
otherwise by partial decree or general provisions of this Court . 
12 . This Final l.Ynified Decree shall not be construed to define, limit or otherwise affect 
the apportionment of benefits to lands within an irrigation district pursuant to chapter 7, 
title 43, Idaho Code. 
13. This Final Unified Decree shall not be construed to supersede or affect otherwise the 
following: 1) any administrative changes to the elements of a water right completed after the 
entry of a partial decree but prior to the entry of this Final Unified Decree; or 2) elements of 
a water right defined by a license where, in accordance with Idaho Code § 42-1421 (3) 
(2003), a partial decree was issued based on a permit prior to the issuance of the license . 
14. The time period for determining forfeiture of a partial decree based upon state law 
shall be measured from the date of issuance of the partial decree by this Court and not from 
the date of this Final Unified Decree. State law regarding forfeiture does not apply to partial 
decrees based upon federal law. 
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15. The decreed water rights shall be administered in the Snake River Basin water system 
in accordance with this Final Unified Decree and applicable federal, state and tribal law, 
including the administrative provisions set forth in the federal reserved water right settlement 
agreements in Attachment 4. 
16. Nothing in this Final Unified Decree shall be interpreted or construed as exempting 
the holder of a decreed water right based on state law from exercising or changing such right 
in compliance with applicable Idaho law. 
17. This Court retains jurisdiction of this proceeding to: a) resolve any issues related to 
the Final Unified Decree that are not reviewable under the Idaho Administrative Procedures 
Act and/or the rules of the Idaho Department of Water Resources; b) adjudicate any domestic 
or stock water rights deferred under this Court's June 28, 2012, Order Governing Procedures 
in the SRBA for Adjudication of Deferred De Minimis Domestic and Stock Water Claims; 
and c) enter partial decrees, orders of disallowance, or other final determination for the 
pending subcases listed in the Order Regarding Subcases Pending Upon Entry of Final 
Unified Decree entered contemporaneously herewith. Any order amending or modifying this 
Final Unified Decree, including the attachments hereto, will be entered on the register of 
action for Civil Case No. 39576 in the District Court of the Fifth Judicial District of the State 
of Idaho, in and for the County of Twin Falls, and will be filed with the Idaho Department of 
Water Resources in lieu of issuing an Amended Final Unified Decree. Attachment 8 
contains instructions on how to access any orders amending this Final Unified Decree. 
18. The incorporation by reference of partial decrees and orders of this Court contained in 
the Attachments to this Final Unified Decree does not constitute a reissuance of such partial 
decrees and orders. 
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19. This Final Unified Decree, including the entirety of Attachments 1 through IO listed 
below, shall be entered in the records of the clerk of the District Court for the Fifth Judicial 











Snake River Basin Water System Map . 
Partially Decreed Water Rights, including a name 
index, consisting of 770 pages. 
General Provisions, consisting of 113 pages. 
Federal and Tribal Reserved Water Right Settlements, 
including all Consent Decrees and all Attachments 
thereto, all Partial Decrees issued by this Court as part 
of the Respective Settlements, and all Federal, State 
and/or Tribal Legislation Necessary to Enact and 
Approve the Water Right Settlements consisting of 
2,857 pages. 
List of Water Right Numbers for Filed Water Right 
Claims Decreed as Disallowed consisting of 66 pages . 
List of Water Right Numbers for Unclaimed Water 
Rights Decreed as Disallowed consisting of 24 pages. 
June 28, 2012, Order Governing Procedures in the 
SRBA for Adjudication of Deferred De Minimis 
Domestic and Stock Water Claims consisting of 6 
pages. 
Instructions on Searching the Final Unified Decree 
consisting of 5 pages . 
Order on State of Idaho 's Motion for Partial Summary 
Judgment on Issue No. 2. Subcase No. 00-91013 
. (Basin-Wide Issue 13)(July 12, 2011). 
Register of Actions, Twin Falls County Case No. 39576 
(i.e., SRBA Main Case). 
20 . A certified paper and electronic copy of the entire Final Unified Decree shall be 
provided to the Director. The Director shall record the Final Unified Decree excluding all 
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Attachments other than Attachments 7 and 8 in the office of the county recorder of each 
county in which the place of use or point of diversion of any individual decreed water right in 
the Final Unified Decree is located. The Director shall maintain a copy of the Final Unified 
Decree for public inspection. 
DATED this 25th day of August, 2014. 
Presiding udge 
Snake River Basin Adjudication 
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ATTACHMENT 2 
PARTIALLY DECREED WATER 
RIGHTS, INCLUDING A NAME 
INDEX ANDA WATER RIGHT 
NUMBER INDEX 
( water right number index in electronic 
copy only). 
TABLE OF CONTENTS 
1. NAME INDEX Pages 1 to 770 
2. WATER RIGHT NO. INDEX ( electronic copy only) 
3. PARTIAL DECREES Beginning Page 771 
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ATTACHMENT 3 
GENERAL PROVISIONS 
consisting of 113 pages. 
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FEDERAL AND TRIBAL 
RESERVED WATER RIGHT· 
SETTLEMENTS, INCLUDING 
ALL CONSENT DECREES AND 
ALL ATTACHMENTS THERETO, 
ALL PARTIAL DECREES 
ISSUED BY THIS COURT AS 
PART OF THE RESPECTIVE 
SETTLEMENTS, AND ALL 
FEDERAL, STATE AND/OR 
TRIBAL LEGISLATION 
NECESSARY TO ENACT AND 
APPROVE THE WATER RIGHT 
SETTLEMENTS CONSISTING OF 
2,857 PAGES. 
TABLE OF CONTENTS FOR ATTACHMENT 4 
Revised Partial Final Consent Decree Determining the Rights of the 
Shoshone-Bannock Tribes to the Use of Water in the Upper Snake 
River Basin, dated August 13, 2014. 
The 1990 Fort Hall Indian Water Rights Agreement by and between 
the Shoshone Bannock Tribes of the Fort Hall Indian Reservation, 
the Stale of Idaho, the United States, and Certain Idaho Water Users, 
Page 
dated July 5, 1990. 211 
Public Law 101-602, 104 Stat. 3059 (November 16, 1990). 288 
Chapter 228, 1991 Idaho Sess. L 547. 293 
H.C.R. No. 16, 1985 Idoho Sess. L 745. 294 
Resolutions of the Business Council of the Shoshone-Bannock 
Tribes, dated June 15, 1990;July5, 1990;andJune 14, 1991. 
Revised Consent Decree Approving Entry of Partial Decrees 
Determining the Rights of the United States as Trustee for the 
Benefit of the Shoshone-Paiute Tribes to the Use of Water in the 
Snake River Basin within Idaho, dated December 12, 2006. 
Consent Decree Approving Entry of Partial Final Decrees 
Determining the Rights of the United States as Trustee for the 
Benefit of the Nez Perce, Tribe and the Nez Perce Tribe to the Use 
of Water in the Snake River Basin within Idaho and Partial Final 
Decrees Determining Minimum Stream Flow Water Rights 
Held by the Idaho Water Resources Board, dated January 30, 2007. 
Snake River Water Rights Act of 2004, Pub. L I 08-447, Division J, 
Title X (December 8, 2004). 
Chapter 148, 2005 Idaho Sess. L. 461. 
Chapter 149, 2005 Idaho Sess. L. 462-465. 
Chapter 150, 2005 Idaho Sess. L. 465-466. 










Water Rights Agreement Between the State of Idaho and the 
United States for the Craters of the Moon National Monument 
(May 13, 1992); Orders of Partial Decree entered Dec. 1, 1998 
(SubcaseNos. 34-12383, 34-12384, 34-12385, 34-12386, 
34-12387, 34-12388, and 34-12389). 
Water Rights Agreement Between the State of Idaho and the United 
States for the United States Department of Energy (July 20, 1990); 
Order of Partial Decree entered nunc pro tune June 20, 2003 
(Subcase No. 34-10901). 
Order Approving Stipulation and Entry of Basin 79 Partial Decrees 
(Subcase No. 79-13 597, Hells Canyon National Recreation Area 
Act Claims, Nov. 16, 2004). 
Order Approving Entry of Basin 78 Partial Decrees, dated May 2, 
2005 (Consolidated Subcase No. 79-13597 Hells Canyon National 
Recreation Area Act Claims (Encompassing Subcases 79-14054 
through 79-14079 and Subcases 78-12200 through 78-12205). 
Amended Order Approving Stipulation and Entry of Partial Decrees 
(Consolidated Subcase No. 75-13316 (Wild & Scenic Rivers Act 
Claims, Nov. 17, 2004). 
Order of Partial Decree on Uncontested Federal Water Right Claims, 
dated February 28, 2012 (Water Rights Agreement Between the State 








LIST OF WATER RIGHT 
NUMBERS FOR FILED WATER 
RIGHT CLAIMS DECREED AS 
DISALLOWED consisting of 
66 pages. 
The disallowed water right numbers listed in Attachment 5 fall into two categories: 
(1) water right numbers where the actual claimed use of water ·was adjudicated to be 
disallowed; and (2) water right numbers where the water right was split subsequent to the 
filing of the director's report, with the claimed use of water being decreed uoder the water 
right numbers for the "children" rights, and the number for the "parent" right having been 
decreed disallowed for purposes of closing the subcase number in the court's register of 
action. Please consult the Idaho Department of Water Resources for further inquiry 
regarding any of the disallowed water right numbers listed in Attachment 5. 
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ATTACHMENT 6 
LIST OF WATER RIGHT 
NUMBERS FOR UNCLAIMED 
WATER RIGHTS DECREED AS 
DISALLOWED consisting of 
24 pages. 
UNCLAIMED WATER RIGHTS 
Subcase Nos : 
01-00011 01-02076 03-02016 21-02026 21-02157K 21-04164 
01-00012 01-04000 03-02026 21-02027 21-02157M 21-04165 
01-00077 01-04008 03-02027 21-02028 21-02157N 21-04166 
01-00083R 01-04009 03-02044 21-02029 21-02157Q 21-04169 
01·00083V 01-04011 03-02047 21-02032 21-02167 21-07014 
01-00090 01-04012 03-04007 21-02033 21-02169 21-07015 
Ol-00116AQ 01-04013 03-04015 21-02042 21-02173 21-07022 
01-00117AS 01-04016 03-04020 21-02052 21-04004 21-07023 
Ol-00118AQ 01-04018 03-07014 21-02053 21-04013 21-07043 
01-00llBAT 01-04019 03-07023 21-02058 21-04014 21-07074 
01-00130 01-04022 03-07026 21-02059 21-04015 21-07141 
01-00146X 01-04023 03-07032 21-02065 21-04022 21-07166 
01-00168 01-04027 21-00013 21-02066 21-04023 21-07299 
01-00173 01-04029 21-00038 21-02071 21-04032 21-07320 
01-001 74 01-04031 21-00055 21-02072 21-04034 21-07358 
01~00178 01-04032 21-00056 21-02075 21-04035 22-00001 
01-00189 01-04034 21-00057 21-02076 21-04048 22-00002 
01-00197 01-04037 21-00058 21-02080 21-04051 22-00003 
01-00228 01-04039 21-00062 21-02087 21-04052 22-00004 
01-00282 01-04040 21-00064 21-02091 21-04053 22-00005 
01-00283 01-04042 21-00068 21-02094 21-04054 22-00006 
01-00289 01-04043 .'.21-00074B 21-02096 21-04056 22-00010 
Ol-00292A 01-04044 21-00078 21-02098 21-04058 22-00013 
01-00292B 01-04059 21-00080 21-02111 21-04067 22-00014 
01-00293 01-07030 21-00087 21-02145 21-04068 22-00018 
01-00308 01-07032 21-00089 21-02149 21-04073 22-00019 
Ol-00310J 01-07036 21-0009BA 21-02155 21-04074 22-00020 
01-00314 01-07037 21-00104 21-02156B 21-04080 22-00021 
01-00318 01-07047 21-00113 21-02156C 21-04081 22-00022 
01-00325 01-07050 21-00136 21-02156D 21-04082 22-00023 
01-00364 01-07052 21-00160 21-02156E 21-04095 22-00025 
01-00365 02-02000 21-00164 21-02156F 21-04106 22-00029 
01-00366 02-02003 21-00167 21·02156G 21-04107 22-00031 
01-00367 02-02004 21-00174 21-02156H 21-04111 22-00036 
01-02001 02-02006 21-00175 21-02156J 21-04117 22-00037 
01-02005 02-02011 21-00180 21-02l:56K 21-04122 22-00040 
01-02007B 02-02015 21-00181 21-02156M 21-04132 22-00044 
01-02008 02-02017 21-02002 21-02156N 21-04135 22-00051 
01-02011 02-02019 21-02008 21-02156!? 21-04136 22-00053 
01-02012A 02-02031 21-02009 21-02156Q 21-04142 22-00062 
01-02012B 02-02058 21-02010 21-021568 21-04143 22-00066 
01-02018 02-02152 21-02012A 21-02156X 21-04145 22-00082 
01-02020 02-04014 21-02013 21-02157A 21-04149 22-00085 
01-02021 02-04023 21-02014 21-o:a57B 21-04150 22-00091 
01-02023 02-07277 21-02015 21-02157C 21-04152 22-00097 
01-02024 02-07300 21-02016 21-02157D 21-04158 22-00098 
01-02034 02-07321 21-02019 21-02157E 21-04159 22-00099 
01-02035 02-07327 21-02020 21-02l57F 21-04160 22-00100 
01-02052 02-07366 21-02021 21-02157G 21-04161 22 -00101 
01-02075 03-02014 21-02025 21-02157H 21-04162 22-00102 
(Sul:>case list: UNCLAIMFD 
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UNCLAIMED WATER RIGHTS 
Subcaae Nos: 
22-00103 22-00248 22-00439 22-00603 22-02081 22-04158 
22-00104 22-00258 22-00445 22-006098 22-02089 22-04160 
22-00105 22-00266 22-00447 22-00617 22-02104 22-04164 
22-00106 22-00274 22-00448A 22-00623 22-02108 22-04171 
22-00109 22-00279A 22-004488 22-00642 22-02110 22-04176 
22-00115 22-002798 22-00453 22-00649 22-02112 22-04178 
22-00116 22-00283 22-00458 22-00652 22-02114 22-04186 
22-001178 22-00284A 22-00471 22-00661 22-02116 22-04187 
22-00118 22-00284B 22-00475 22-00670 22-02121 22-04188 
22-00119 22-00285A 22-00478A 22-00688 22-02127 22-07017 
22-00120 22-00285B 22-004788 22-02002B 22-02133 22-07081 
22-00121 22-00291 22-00479 22-02004 22-02157 22-07102 
22-00123 22-00293 22-00484 22-02006 22-02160 22-07124 
22-00124 22-00294 22-00485 22-02010 22-02167 22-07281 
22-00125 22-00295 22-00491B 22-02011 22-02218 22-07327 
22-00126 22-00301 22-00496 22-02016 22-02228 22-07331 
22-00128 22-00316 22-00497 22-02020A 22-02301 22-07337 
22-00138 22-00322 22-00503 22-02020B .22-02302 22-07442 
22-00145A 22-00323 22-00504A 22-02020C 22-02304 22-07465 
22-00150A 22-00327 22-005048 22-02020D 22-04003B 22-07471 
22- 00150B 22-00328 22-00507 22-02020E 22-04014 23-00001 
22-00157A 22-00329 22-00518 22-02020F 22-04021 23-00002 
22-001578 22-00331 22-00519 22-020200 22-04022 23-00004 
22-00159A 22-00332 22-00522 22-02020H 22-04023 23-00005 
22-00159B 22-00333 22-00523A 22-02021 22-04030 23-00006 
22-00168 22-00343A 22-00523B 22-02023 22-04036 23-00007 
22-00172A 22-003438 22-00525 22-02024 22-04037 23-00027 
22-00172B 22-00345 22-00528 22-02026 22-04043 23-00031 
22-00177 22-00346 22-00529A 22-02031 22-04054 23-00032 
22-00182 22-00352 22-00532 22-02036 22-04058 23-00033 
22-00194 22-00353A 22-00534 22-02041 22-04059 23-00034 
22-00200 22-003538 22-00536 22-02043 · 22-04060 23-00035 
22-00201 22-00358 22-00543 22-02044 22-04061 23-00036 
22-00206 22-00359 22-00544 22-02045 22-04062 23-00039 
22-00209 22-00363 22-00546 22-02047 22-04066 23-00040 
22-00213 22-00364 22-0054 7 22-02051 22-04071 23-00041 
22-00215 22-00368 22-00556 22-02053A 22·04075 23-00051 
22-00217 22-00370 22·00557 22-02054 22-04088 23-00056A 
22-00219 22-00371 22-00566B 22-02055 22-04104 23-000568 
22-00220 22-00372 22-00569 22-02056 22-04115 23-00058 
22-00227 22-00388 22-00573 22-02061 22-04119 23-00065A 
22-00232 22-00394 22-00574 22-02062 22-04124 23-00065B 
22-00233 22-00399 22-00577 22-02066 22-04125 23-00066 
22-00234 22-00401 22-00578 22-02068 22-04136 23-00068 
22-00236 22-00414 22-0.0580 22-02070 22-04137 23-00073 
22-00242 22-00419 22-00584 22-02071 22-04142 23-00089 
22-00243 22-00430 22-00595 22-02073 22·04143 23-00095 
22-00244 22-00431 22-00596 22-02074 22-04147 23-00100 
22-00246 22-00437 22-00597 22-02076 22-04149 23-00102 
22-00247 22-00438 22-00599 22-02078 22-04151 23-00103 
(Subcase list: UNCLAIMPD 
8/08/14 
,., 
"'' ,,., " 
UNCLAIMED WATER RIGHTS 
Subcase Nos, 
23-00108 24-00008 25-00046 25-00158 25-02016 25-04042 
23-00109 24-02000A 25-00047 25-00159 25-0201 7 25-04053 
23-00112 24-02008A 25-00048 25-00160 25-02018 25-04055 
23-02002 24-02008B 25-00049 25-00161 25-02019 25-04059 
· 23-02003 24-02014 25-00050 25-00162 25-02021 25-04060 
23-02004 24-02019A 25-00051 25-00163 25-02024 25-04066 
23-02007 24-02019B 25-00052 25-00164 25-02027 25-04071 
23-02009 24-02021 25-00054 25-00165 25-02032 25-04081 
23-02010 24-02024 25-00069 25-00169 25-02033 25-04116 
23-02012 24-02027 25-00077 25-00174B 25-02034 25-04119 
23-02013 24-02029 25-00079B 25-00179 25-02040 25-04139 
23-02014 24-02032 25-00081 25-00183 25-02041 25-04149 
23-02020 24-04004 25-00082 25-00184 25-02043 25-04170 
23-02026 24-04005 25-00083 25-00187 25-02046 25-04177 
23-02027 24-04014 25-00084 25-00189 25-02048 25-04193 
23-02028 24-04036 25-00093 25-00190 25-02049 25-04195 
23-02029 24-04037 25-00094 25-00193 25-02051 25-04205 
23-02031 24-04041 25-00095 25-00196 25-02052 25-04209 
23-02033 24-04042 25-00097 25-00197 25-02053 25-04215 
23-02034 24-04045 25-00100 25-00198 25-02056 25-04220 
23-02035 24-04072 25-00101 25-00199 25-02057 25-04221 
23-02038 24-04075 25-00104 25-00200 25-02058 25-04242 
23-02039 24-040B6 25-00106 25-00201 25-02059 25-04247 
23-02041 24-07006 25-00107 25-00202 25-02062 25-04253 
23-02042 25-00004 25-00108 25-00203 25-02068 25-04256 
23-02043 25-00005 25-00109 25-00206 25-02070 25-04260 
23-02046 25-00006 25-00111 25-00210 25-020?1 25-04267 
23-02051 25-00007 25-00115 25-00211 25-02073 25-04269 
23-02078 25-00009. 25-00116 . 25-00213 25-02074 25-04274 
23-02082 25-00010 25-00123 25-00215 25-02076 25-04280 
23-02084A 25-00023 25-00124 25-00216 25-02085 25-04298 
23-02085 25-00026 25-00125 25-00217 25-02089 25-04302 
23-02087 25-00027 25-00126 25-00218 25-02090 25-04303 
23-02088 25-00028 25-00128 25-00219 25-02094 25-07011 
23-02089 25-00029 25-00129 25-00220 25-02112 25-07049 
23-02091 25-00030 25-00130 25-00221 25-02117 25-07054 
23-04002 25-00031 25-00131 25-00222 25-02140 25-07063 
23-04005 25-00032 25-00132 25-00233 25-02141 25-07078 
23-04056 25-00033 25-00133 25-00248 25-02155 25-07079 
23-04057 25-00034 25-00134 25-00259B 25-02164 25-07085 
23-04058 25-00035 25-00135B 25-00260 25-02166 25-07091 
23-04066 25-00036 25-00138B 25-00268 25-02168 25-07104 
23-04067 25-00037 25-00142 25-02002 25-04003 25-07156 
23-07004 25-00038 25-00146 25-02003 25-04007 25-07157 
23-07030 25-00039 25-00147A 25-02004A 25-04008 25-07164 
23-07034 25-00040 25-00149 25-02004B 25-04013 25-07165 
23-07044 25-00041 25-00151 25-02005 25-04020 25-071?3 
24-00004 25-00042 25-00154 25-02007 25-04021 25-07176 
24-00005 25-00044 25-00156 25-02008 25-04029 25-07177 
24-00007 25-00045 25-00157 25-02015 25-04038 25-07179 
(Subcase list: UNCLAIMFD 
') 8/08/14 ,J 
ONCLAIMED WATER RIGHTS 
Subcase Nos: 
25-07197 27-00092 27-02159 29-00154 29-00346 29-02000 
25-07260 27-00093 27-02160 29-00155 29-00347 29-02002 
25-07264 27-00095 27-02166 29-00160B 29-00353 29-02003 
25-07270 27-00096 27-02167 29-00161 29-00354 29-02004 
25-07279 27-00097 27-02169 29-00181 29-00355 29-02006A 
25-07284 27-00098 27-02171 29-00186 29-00358 29-02006B 
25-07293 27-00099 27-04012 29-00194 29-00359 29-02008 
25-07309 27-00101 27-04060 29-00197 29-00360 29-02009B 
25-07334 27-00103 27-04067 29-00199 29-00361 29-02011 
25-07339 27-00107 27-04069 29-00201 29-00367B 29-02012 
25-07342 27-00108 27-04094B 29-00202 29-00382 29-02013 
25-07355 27-00109 27-04105 29-00212 29-00391 29-02015 
25-07356 27-00114 27-04114 29-00254 29-00392 29-02024 
25-07369 27-02005 27-04123 29-00255 29-00397 29-02025 
25-07378 27-02006 27-04130 29-00257 29-00398 29-02026 
25-07388 27-02011 27-04131 29-00262 29-00399 29-02027 
25-07390 27-02014 27-04134 29-00263 29-00400 29-02028 
25-07397 27-02019B 27-04135 29-00264 29-00427 29-02029 
25-07410 27-02020 27-04145 29-00265 29-00428 29-02030B 
25-07496 27-02023 27-04158 29-00266 29-00429 29-02031 
27-00004B 27-02024 27-04159 29-00267 29-00431 29-02032A 
27-00004C 27-02025 27-04160 29-00268 29-00432 29-02032B 
27-00004D 27-02027A 27-04161 29-00269 29-00441 29-02033 
27-00004E 27-02027B 27-04162 29-00270 29-00445 29-02038A 
27-00008 27-02030A 27-04163 29-00277B 29-00447 29-02038B 
27-00010 27-02030B 27-04164 29-00278A 29-00450 29-02040 
27-00016D 27-02033 27-07030 29-00279B 29-00451 29-02043 
27-00016:E 27-02035 27-07033 29-00280 29-00452 29-02050 
27-00018 27-02044 27-07090 29-00281 29-00453 29-02051 
27-00029F 27-02045 27-07116 29-00283 29-00479 29-02053 
27-00033 27-02046 27-07150 29-00284 29-00482A 29-02054 
27-00036 27-02047 27-07154 29-00295 29-00482B 29-02055 
27-00037D 27-02059 27-07288 29-00300 29-00483 29-02056 
27-00046 27-02061 27-07346 29-00303 29-00484 29-02058 
27-00048 27-02063 27-07357 29-00304 29-00493 29-02059 
27-00057 27-02064 27-07378 29-00305 29-00498 29-02062 
27-00071 27-02067 27-07431 29-00308 29-00507 29-02066 
27-00072 27-02071 29-00008 29-00310 29-00508 29-02069 
27-00075 27-02072 29-00009 29-00312 29-00518 29-02072 
27-00077 27-02076 29-00022 29-00313 29-00519 29-02073 
27-00078 27-02082 29-00029 29-00315 29-00522 29-02075 
27-00079 27-02083 29-00049 29-00316 29-00594 29-02078 
27-00080 27-02084 29-00050 29-00323 29-00597 29-02080 
27-00081 27-02095 29-00060 29-00324 29-00601 29-02081 
27-00082 27-02102 29-00095 29-00325 29-00605 29-02082 
27-00083 27-02113 29-00129 29-00332A 29-00606B 29-02083A 
27-00084 27-02121 29-00135 29-00332B 29-00607 29-02083B 
27-00086 27-02125B 29-00136 29-00343 29-00608 29-02084 
27-00090 27-02132 29-00145 29-00344 29-00609 29-02087 
27-00091 27-02157 29-00151 29-00345 29-00610 29-02089 
(Subcase list: UNCLAIMFD 
8/08/14 4 
DNCLAIMEO WATER RIGHTS 
Subcaae Nos: 
29-02092 29-02227 29-04044 29-04362 29-07197 31-00222 
29-02093 29-02228 29-04046 29-04363 29-07214 31-00223 
29-02094 29-02229 29-04·048 29-043 70B 29-07219 31-00228 
29-02095 29-02233 29-04055 29-04371 29-07249 31-00230 
29-02096 29-02235 29-04057 29-04375 29-07376 31-00233 
29-02097 29-02237B 29-04064E 29-04383 29-07380 31-00234 
29-02099 29-02240 29-04068 29-04387 29-07383 31-00236 
29-02101 29-02243 29-04072 29-04396 29-07408B 31-00259 
29-02104 29-02245 29-04073 29-04399 29-07418 31-00260 
29-02105 29-02246 29-04076 29-04410 29-07420B 31-00261 
29-02106B 29-02254 29-04082 29-04416 29-07469 31-00266 
29-02111 29-02272 29-04086 29-04419 29-07473 31-00288 
29-02113 29-02277 29-04089 29-04420 29-07515 31-00303 
29-02114 29-02290 29-04097 29-04426 29-07525 31-00305 
29-02120 29-02308 29-04131 29-04427 29-07562 31-00318 
29-02121 29-02314 29-04137 29-04438 29-07576 31-00320 
29-02124 29-02318 29-04138 29-04439 29-07657 31-00322 
29-02126 29-02320 29-04139 29-04452 29-07684 31-00325 
29-02127 29-02321 29-04142 29-04454 29-07737 31-00353 
29-02128 29-02346 29-04149 29-04459 29-07744 31-00375 
29-02133 29-02353 29-04151 29-04465 29-07761 31-00377 
29-02134 29-02355 29-04153 29-04469 29-07826 31-02000A 
29-02136 29-02357 29-04158 29-04472 31-00009 31-02000C 
29-02140 29-02361 29-04163 29-04473 31-00010 31-02000D 
29-02143 29-02369A 29-04169B 29-04474 31-00014 31-02001 
29-02145 29-02369B 29-04174 29-04475 31-00016 31-02002 
29-02146 29~02392 29-04196 29-04476 31-00017 31-02008 
29-02151 29-02399 29-04197 29-04477 31-00021 31-02009 
29-02156 29-02411 29-04204 29-04478 31-00044 31-02012 
29-02157 29-02424A 29-04205 29-04479 31-00045 31-02014 
29-02160 29-02432 29-04231 29-04480 31-00068 31-02018 
29-02161 29-02434 29-04232 29-04481 31-00069 31-02020 
29-02164 29-02436 29-04266 29-04482 31-00093 31-02023 
29-02165 29-02440 29-04283 29-04483 31-00094 31-02026 
29-02166 29-02446 29-04287 29-04484 31-00103 31-02027 
29-02167 29-02461 29-04290 29-04485 31-00107 31-02029 
29-02168 29-02473 29-04295 29-04486 31-00108 31-02030 
29-02171 29-02479 29-04299 29-04488 31-00109 31-02033A 
29-02185 29-02520B 29-04303 29-04490 31-00148 31-02033B 
29-02186 29-02544 29-04314 29-04496 31-00149 31-02034 
29-02190 29-02553 29-04334 29-04498 31-00152 31-02035 
29-02191 29-02572 29-04340 29-07030 31-00153 31-0.2036 
29-02197 29-04001 29-04345 29-07034 31-00154 31-02038A 
29-02199 29-04003 29-04346B 29-07047 31-00170 31-02038B 
29-02200 29-04004 29-04347 29-07052 31-00171 31-02041 
29-02201 29-04021B 29-04348 29-07075B 31-00172 31-02042 
29-02206 29-04023 29-04351 29-07077 31-00182 31-02043 
29-02215 29-04024 29-04357 29-07090 31-00183 3l-02044A 
29-02216 29-04027 29-04358 29-07188 31-00204 31-02044B 
29-02220 29-04040 29-04361 29-07192 31-00217 31-02046 
{Subcaae list: UNCLAIMFD 
"" 8/08/14 ,J 
UNCLAIMED WATER RIGHTS 
subcase Nos: 
31-02048 31-02170 32-00057 33-02026 34-00853 34-02047 
31-02050 31-02171 32-00081 33-02030 34-00854 34-02051 
31-02052 31-02176 32-00082 33-02035 34-00857 34-02054 
31-02054 31-02177 32-00084 33-02036 34-00858 34-02056 
31-02055 31-02181 32-00100 33-02073 34-00863 34-02057 
31-02057 31-02182 32-02003 33-02140 34-00876 34-02058 
31-02058 31-02184 32-02004 33-02150 34-00877 34-02059 
31-02059 31-02189 32-02006 33-02152 34-00882 34-02061 
31-02060 31-02190 32-02007 33-07033 34-00900 34-02.066 
31-02061 31-02204 32-02033 33-07228 34-00906 34-02067 
31-02062A 31-02205 32-02034 34-00001 34-00920 34-02068 
31-02062B 31-02220 32-02035 34-00027 34-00928 34-02070 
31-02066 31-02230 32-02036 34-00037 34-00933 34-02072 
31-02068 31·02244A 32-02037 34-00051 34-00940 34-02073 
31-02070 31-02250 32-02040 34-00075 34-00941 34-02074 
31-02071 31-02260 32-02042 34-00090 34-00942 34-02076 
31-02072 31-02283 32-02044 34-00091 34-00965B 34-02077 
31-02073 31-02400 32-02054 34-00101 34-00966 34-02078 
31-02076 31-04002 32-02057 34-00150 34-00968 34-02079 
31-02082 31-04003 32~02074 34-00168C 34-00969 34-02080 
31-02086 31-04006 32-02136 34-001768 34-02000 34-02081 
31-02087 31-04013 32-02137 34-00183 34-02002 34-02083 
31-02088 31-04014 32-02138 34-00185 34-02003 34-02086 
31-02090 31-04020 32-02166 34-00190 34-02004 34-02087 
31-02096 31-04035 32-02167 34-00202 34-02008 34-02089 
31-02102 31-04036 32-02168 34-00203 34-02009 34-02091 
31-02106 31-04068 32-04002 34-00204 34-02010 34-02093 
31-02107 31-04070 32-04003 34-00205 34-02013 34-02094 
31-02109 31-04073 32-04047 34-00206 34-02014 34-02095 
31-02110 31-04078 32-04048 34-00260 34-02016 34-02096 
31-02111 31-04080 32-04063 34-00261 34-02017 34-02098 
31-02113 31-04091 32-04064 34-00262A 34-02020 34-02100 
31-02115 31-04094 32-04065 34-00285 34-02021 34-02101 
31-02117 31-04103 32-04067 34-00286 34-02023 34-02104 
31-02118 31-04109 32-04068 34-00306 34-02024A 34-02105 
31-02123 31-04113 32-04069 34-00345 34-020248 34-02106 
31-02127 31-04118 32-07020 34-00396E 34-02025 34-02107 
31-02128 31-04120 32-07115 34-00402 34-02027 34-02109 
31-02130 31-04121 32-07123 34-00419 34-02028 34-02110 
31-02131 31-04124 32-07125 34-00545B 34-02029 34-02111 
31-02138 31-04136 33-00033B 34-00578 34-02031 34-02112 
31-02140 31-04137 33-00067 34-00604 34-02032 34-02113 
31-02144 31-04138 33-00102 34-00670 34-02034 34-02114 
31-02145 31-04139 33-00103 34-00671 34-02035 34~02115 
31-02153 31-04140 33-00111 34-00679 34-02036 34-02118 
31-02155 31-07085A 33-00118 34-00706 34-02037 34-02120 
31-02158 31-07130 33-02004 34-00744 34-02039 34-02123 
31-02160 31-07336 33-02010 34-00748 34-02041 34-02124 
31-02162 31-07339 33-02013 34-00749 34-02043 34-02128 
3l-02165A 31-07413 33-02017 34-00846 34-02044 34-02131 
(Subcase list: UNCLAIMFD 
8/08/14 6 
1JNCLAIMED WATER RIGHTS 
Subcase Nos: 
34-02132 34-02455 35-00025 35-02616 35-04232 36-00148 
34-02136 34-02470 35-00026 35-02671 35-04235 36-00150 
34-02137 34-02514 35-00027 35-02760 35-04238 36-00151' 
34-02138 34-02601 35-00030 35-02780 35-04239 36-00153 
34-02139A 34-04000 35-00031 35-02790 35-04257 36-00154 
34-02139B 34-04007 35-00032 35-02886 35-04259 36-00155 
34-02141 34-04012 35-00033 35-02887 35-04262 36-00156 
34-02142 34-04014 35-00034 35-02891 35-04264 36-00157 
34-02143 34-04020 35-00035 35-02988 35-04265 36-00158 
34-02147 34-04021 35-00043 35-02994 35-04267 36-00159 
34-02150 34-04024 35-00044 35-02997 35-04270 36-00160 
34-02152 34-04025 35-00050 35-03004 35-04273 36-00161 
34-02153 34-04030 35-00056B 35-03005 35-04278 36-00162 
34-02154 34-04036 35-02000 35-03006 35-07381 36-00163 
34-02157 34-04038 35-02003 35-03007 35-07446 36-00164 
34-02164 34-04050 35-02004 35-04001 35-07482 36-00165 
34-02166 34-04051 35-02005 35-04002 35-07527 36-00170 
34-02168 34-04071 35-02006 35-04010 35-07577 36-00171 
34-02169 34-04072 35-02007 35-04027 35-07578 36-00172 
34-02178 34-04073 35-02008 35-04033 35-07606 36-00173 
34-02179 34-04075 35-02010B 35-04035 35-08010 36-00174 
34-02180 34-04080 35-02011 35-04036 35-08020 36-00175 
34-02182A 34-04082 35-02020 35-04041 35-08185 36-00177 
34-02182B 34-04088 35-02021 35-04042 35-08339 36-00178 
34-02183 34-04090 35-02023 35-04043 36-00013 36-00179 
34-02186 34-04091 35-02027 35-04048 36-00014 36-00180 
34-02188 34-04092 35-02028 35-04060 36-00020 36-00181 
34-02196 34-04095 35-02036 35-04067 36-00038 36-00182 
34-02197 34-04129 35-02038 35-04086 36-00040B 36-00183 
34-02198 34-04134 35-02040 35-04097 36-00045 36-00184 
34-02200 34-07062 35-02047 35-04108 36-00052 36-00186 
34-02213 34-07191 35-02053 35-04109 36-00053 36-00187 
34-02217 34-07284 35-020548 35-04123 36-00055AE 36-00188 
34-02228 34-07285 35-02057 35-04126 36-00056 36-001898 
34-0223 0 34-07350 35-02063 35-04128 36-00078 36-00195 
34-02238 35-00003 35-02105 35-04133 36-00083 36-00197 
34-02249 35-00004 35-02118 35-04143 36-00107 36-00198B 
34-02250 35-00005 35-02146 35-04162 36-00114 36-02001 
34-02264 35-00008 35-02162 35-04165 36-00118 36-02003A 
34-02268 35-00009 35-02193 35-04173 36-00124B 36-02003B 
34-02270 35-00011 35-02195 35-04174 36-00126 36-02005 
34-02301 35-00012 35-02196 35-04178 36-00127 36-02012 
34-02327 35-00013 35-02254 35-04185 36-00137 36-02015 
34-02338 35-00014 35-02343 35-04186 36-00140 36-02020 
34-02339 35-00016 35-02378 35-04197 36-00142 36-02022 
34-02446 35-00017 35-02414 35-04200 36-00143 36-02023 
34-02448 35-00021 35-02460A 35-04202 36-00144 36-02025 
34-02449A 35-00022 35-02578 35-04216 36-00145 36-02029 
34-02450 35-00023 35-02587 35-04217 36-00146 36-02030 
34-02451 35-00024 35-02607 35-04224 36-00147 36-02033 
(Subcase list: UNCLAIMFD 
8/08/14 -i 
UNCLAIMED WATER RIGHTS 
Subcase Nos: 
36-02036 36-04034 36-07183 37-00124 37-00360 37-00700 
36-02042 36-04039 36-07261 37-00146 37-00362 37-00703D 
36-02070D 36-04041 36-07339 37-00147 37-00363H 37-00704B 
36-02091 36-04054 36-07375 37-00148 37-00364C 37-00708 
36-02150 36-04055 36-07439 37-00152 37-00364H 37-00711 
36-02153A 36-04056 36-07482 37-00156 37-00364J 3 7-00714 
36-02160B 36-04063 .36-07500 37-00165 37-00382 37-00721 
36-021728 36-04066 36-07530 37-00166 37-00383 3 7-00723 
36-021748 36-04067 36-07637 37-00179 37-00385 37-00729 
36-02183 36-04070 36-07849 37-00182A 37-00413 37-00742 
36-02218 36-04077 36-07867 37-00185 37-00414 37-00749A 
36-02222 36-04093 36-07880 37-002128 37-00435B 37-007498 
36-02223 36-04095 36-07891 37-00234A 37-00442 37-00755 
36-02226 36-04105 36-07893 37-00237A 37-00445 37-00765 
36-02234 36-04106 36-07910 37-002378 37-00462 37-00770A 
36-02235 36-04107 36-07972 37-00242 37-00478 37-007708 
36-02240 36-04111 36-07982 37-00243 37-004798 37-00809 
36-02275 36-04112 36-07987 37-00244 37-00484 37-00812 
36-02278 36-04116 36-07988 37-00251 37-00502 37-00813 
36-02281 36-04118 36-08066 37-00261 37-00515 37-00816 
36-02287 36-04128 36-08071 37-00264 37-00518 37-00829 
36-02291 36-04149 36-08109 37-00266 37-00519 37-00830 
36-02292 36-04150 36-08160 37-00276G 37-00520 37-00832 
36-02293 36-04160 36-08173 37-00290 37-00531A 37-00837 
36-02353 3 6-04161 36-08193 37-00291 37-00532 37-00838 
36-02367B 36-04162 36-08210 37-00298A 37-00534 37-00839 
36-023688 36-04163 36-08211 37-002988 37-00535 37-00840 
36-02375 36-04164 36-08287 37-00302A 37-00540 37-00841 
36-02392 36-04165 37-00014D 37-003168 37-00541 37-00842 
36-02402 36-04166 37-00023 37-003188 37-00550 37-0.0843 
36-02411 36-04167 37-00030 37-00318C 37-00553 37-00853 
36-02462 36-04168 37-00031 37-00323 37-00554 37-00858 
36-02534 36-04173 37-00052 37-00324 37-00555 37-00860 
36-02601 36-04176 37-00065 37-00325A 37-00556 37-00864 
36-02602 36-04177 37-00071A 37-00325B 37-00573 37-00866 
36-02677 36-04185 37-00073 37-00331 37-00575 37-00879 
36-02686 36-04189 37-00074 37-00334A 37-00602 37-00883A 
36-02687 36-04194 37-00075 37-00334D 37-00603 37-00886F 
36-02695 36-04208 37-00076 37-00334G 37-00605 37-00888 
36 02699 36-04216 37-00093 37-00335 37-00610 37-00890 
36-02702 36-04223 37-00094 37-00336 37-00615 37-00894A 
36-02731A 36-04225 37-00100 37-00337B 37-00628 37-00896 
36-027318 36-04226 37-00103 37-00339 37-00644 37-00897 
36-02901 36-04229 37-00lOSC . 37-00340 37-00666B 37-00898 
36-04003 36c04236 37-00106E 37-00342 37-00685B 37-00900 
36-04022 36-04238 37-00113J 37-00346 37-00691F 37-00901 
36-04028 36-04247 37-00122A 37-00347 37-00697 37-00902A 
36-04029 36-04249 37-00122B 37-00348 37-00698 37-00902B 
36-04030 36-04251 37-00123A 37-00349 37-00699A 37-00903 
36-04031 36-04262 37-001238 37-00350 37-006998 37-00904 
{Subcase list: UNCLAIMFD 
8/08/14 8 
UNCLAIMED WATER RIGHTS 
Subcase Nos: 
37-00907 37-01121 37-02080 37-02193 37-02331 37-02491 
37-00908 37-01122 37-02081 37-02194 37-02334 37-02503 
3 7-00909 37-01128 37-02082 37-02197 37-02335 37-02511 
37-00910 37-01129 37-02083 37-02203 37-02340 37-02520 
37-00911 37-01130 37-02084 37-02204 37-02342 37-02521 
37,-00912 37-01133 37-02086 37-02205 37-02343 37-02522 
37-00913 37-01171 3 7-02088 37-02208 37-02348 37-02529 
37-00914 37-01180 37-02090 37-02209 37-02353 37-02533 
37-00915 37-01182 37-02091 37-02210 37-02358 37-02534 
37-00916 37-01193 37-02093 37-02213 37-02359 37-02537 
37-00920 37-01194 37-02100 37-02214 37-02369 37-02555 
37-00921 37-01196 37-02105 37-02216 37-02370 37-02574 
37-00922 37-01220 37-02106 37-02219 37-02371 37-02585 
37-00923 37-01221 37-02107A 37-02225 37-02372 37-02590 
37-00936 37-01224D 37-02107B 37-02232 37-02374 37-02603 
37-00937 37-01229 37-02111 37-02235 37-02381 37-02617 
37-00938 37-01234 37-02112 37-02236 37-02382 37-02620 
37-00940 37-01235 37-02113 37-02237 37-02389 37-02634B 
37-00943A 37-01237 37-02115 3 7-0223 8 37-02390 37-02655 
37-00943B 37-01245 37-02119 37-02239 37-02391 37-02659 
37-009430 37-02004 37-02120 37-02241 37-02392 37-02674 
37-00943E 37-02009 37-02121 37-02253 37-02393 37-02677 
37-00944A 37-02011 37-02129 37-02254 37-02395 37-02691 
37-00944C 37-02014 37-02130 37-02263 37-02397 37-02718 
37-00944D 37-02023 37-02132 37-02267 37-02401 37-02721 
37-00944E 37-02025 37-02133 37-02272 37-02406 37-02731 
37-00946 37-02027 37-02134 3 7-02278 37-02407 37-02752A 
37-00949 37-02028 37-02135 37-02279 37-02408 37-02765 
37-00955 37-02029 37-02136 37-02280 37-02409 37-02767 
37-00968 37-02036 37-02137 37-02281 37-02412 37-02768 
37-00979 37-02037 37-02141 37-02288 37-02421 37-02770 
37-00985 37-02042 37-02143 37-02291 37-02423 37-02772 
37-00992 37-02044 37-02145 37-02292 37-02424 37-02775 
37-01015 37-02047 37-02146 37-02295 37-02434 37-02786 
37-01019 37-02048 37-02149 37-02298 3 7-02436 37-02793A 
37-01020 37-02050 37-02150 37-02299 37-02439 37-02793B 
37-01023 37-02053 37-02151 37-02301A 37-02442 37-02798 
37-01024 37-02054 37-02155 37-02301B 37-02448 37-02801A 
37-01025 37-02058 37-02159 37-02304 37-02450 37-03156 
37-01044 37-02059 37-02164 37-02305 37-02454 37-04000 
37-01045 37-02060 37-02167 37-02307 37-02459 37-04001 
37-01050 37-02061 37-02171 37-02308 37-02461 37-04003 
37-01055 37-02064 37-02175 37-02313 37-02463 37-04006 
37-01069 37-02065 37-02181 37-02314 37-02464 37-04027 
37-01071A 37-02068 37-02182 37-02315 37-02465 37-04028 
37-01071B 37-02072 37-02183 37-02322 37-02485 37-04036 
37-01091 37-02073 37-02184 37-02323 37-02486 37-04043 
37-01093 37-02077 37-02186 37-02325 37-02487 37-04046 
37-01104A 37-02078 37-02187 37-02328 37-02488 37-04047 
37-01111 37-02079 37-02189 37-02330 37-02490 37·04056A 
(Subcase list: UNCLAIMFD ) 
8/08/14 9 
UNCLAIMED WATER RIGHTS 
Subcase Nos: 
37-04056B 37-04361 37-08278 41-04020 43-02046B 43 ·02296A 
37-04064 37-04371 37-30000J 41-04021 43-02047 43-02331A 
37-04065 37-04380 37·30000M 41-04033 43-02053 43-02372 
37-04068 37-04382 37-30000N 41-04036 43-02054 43-02430 
37-04073 37-04406 37-30001 41-07054 43-02057 43-02490 
37-04075 37-04411 37-30002 43-00055 43-02059 43-02497 
37-04079 37-04422 37-30003 43-00056 43-02069 43-02526 
37-04088 37-04423 37-30004 43-00057 43-02071 43-02563 
37-04092 37-04424 37-30005 43-00069 43-02072 43-02577 
37-04094 37-04425 37-30006 43-00122 43-02075 43-02583 
37-04102 37-04426 37-30007 43-00127B 43-02081 43-02588 
37-04103 37-04428 37-30008 43-00128B 43-02093 43-04001 
37-04110 37-04431 37-30010 43-00132 43-02096 43-04019 
37-04113 37-07021 37-30011A 43-00143 43-02097D 43-04020 
37-041l5A 37-07048 37-30012 43-00179 43-02099 43-040288 
37-04143 37-07056 37-30013 43-00180 43-02100 43-04032 
37-04153 37-07057 37-30015 43-001818 43-02103 43-04039 
37-04154 37-07060 37-30016 43-00183 43-02105 43-04044 
37-04161 37-07068 37-30017 43-00197 43-02108 43-04059 
37-04164 37-07073 37-30018 43-00198 43-02112 43-04067 
37-04165 37-07097 37-30019 43-00199 43-02113 43-04068 
37-04171 37-07141 37-30020 43-00210 43-02114 43-04070 
37-04176 37-07155 37-30021 43-00282 43-02121 43-04079 
37-04179 37-07156 37-30022 43-00308 43-02122 43-04080 
37-04190 37-07161 37-30023 43-00309 43-02125 43-04104 
37-04222 37-07182 37-30024C 43-00310 43-02132 43-04108 
37-04230 37-07190 37-30025 43-00311 43-02134A 43-04129 
37-04231 37-07212 37-30026 43-00312 43-02134B 43-04139 
37-04232 37-07250 37-30027 43-00313 43-02135 43-04142 
37-04233 37-07254 37-30028 43-00343 43-02137 43-04143 
37-04234 37-07263 37-30029 43-00351 43-02140 43-04144 
37-04235 37-07342 37-30031 43-00352 43-02156 43-04153 
37-04243 37-07347 37-30032 43-00427B 43-02157 43-04180 
37-04244 37-07449 37-30033 43-00472 43-02160 43-04182 
37-04253 37-07529 37-30034 43-02008 43-02163 43-04196 
37-04256 37-07578 37-30035 43-02012 43-02172 43-04200 
37-04257 37-07621B 37-30036 43-02017 43-02174 43-04201 
37-04262 37-07750 37-30038 43-02019 43-02182 43-04204 
37-04290 37-07778 37-30039 43-02028 43-02189 43-04205 
37-04299 37-07791 41-00010 43-02029 43-02194 43-04214 
37-04310 37-07946 41-00011 43-02030 43-02196 43-04220 
37-04316 37-07951 41-00014 43-02032 43-02209 43-04228B 
37-04318 37-07959B 41-00045 43-02033 43-02213 43-07019 
37-04321 37-07998 41-00054 43-02034 43-02218 45-00571B 
37-04330 37-08033 41-02002 43-02035 43-02219 45-00573 
37-04345 37-08037 41-02003 43-02037 43-02220 45-00668 
37-04346 37-08046 41-02010 43-02038 43-02235 45-00670A 
37-04347 37-08049 41-02011 43-02039 43-02250 45-00670C 
37-04348 37-08134 41-02018 43-02041 43-02253 45-00724 
37-04360 37-08241 41-04015 43-02043 43-02274 45-00725A 
(Subcase list: UNCLAIMFD 
8/08/14 10 
UNCLAIMED WATER RIGHTS 
Subcase Nos: 
45-00725B 45-02501 45-04170 45-07528 47-00150 47-02162 
45-00725C 45-02507 45-04182 45-07530 47-00151A 47-02165 
45-00725D '45-02535 45-04183 45-07534 47-00151C 47-02183 
45-02000 45-02536 45-04184 45-07542 47-00159 47-02192B 
45-02005 45-02598 45-04188 45-07566 47-00165 47-02193 
45-02021 45-02607 45-04189 45-07569 47-00166 47-02201 
45-02023 45-02608A 45-04190 45-07570 47-00203 47-02211 
45-02027 45-02609 45-04196 45-07593 47-02015 47-02214 
45-02028A 45-02610 45-04203 45-07596 47-02019A 47-02216 
45-02029 45-02618 45-04206 45-07597 47-02019B 47-02221 
45-02034 45-02619 45-04207 45-0759 8 47-02020 4 7-02223 
45-02035 45-02645 45-04222 45-07602 47-02030 47-02226 
45-02041 45-02649 45-04224 47-00002 47-02042 47-02227 
45-02050 45-02675 45-04225 47-00005 47-02043 47-02228 
45-02054 45-02681 45-04226 47-00007 47-02044 47-02230 
45-02056 45-02707 45-04227 47-00009A 47-02050 47-02231 
45-02064 45-02708 45-04231 47-00009B 47-02053 47-02233 
45-02072 45-02721 45-04233 47-00009C 47-02054 47-02237 
45-02073 45-02756 45-04237 47-000llB 47-02055 47-02239 
45-02074 45-02762 45-04244 47-00012 47-02057 47-02240 
45-02076 45-04003 45-04246 47-00014 47-02058 47-02253 
45-02080 45-04004 45-04247 47-00015 47-02059 47-02254 
45-02081 45-04010 45-04248 47-00019 47-02060 47-02266 
45-02083 45-04012 45-04249 47-00020 47-02063 47-02270 
45-02088 45-04016 45-04255 47-00021 47-02065 47-02287 
45-02092 45-04017 45-04257 47-00022 47-02070 47 02288B 
45-02093 45-04019 45-04262 47-00024 47-02071 47-02303 
45-02095 45-04020 45-04265 47-00025 47-02073 47-02318 
45-02096 45-04034 45-04266 47-00028 47-02075 47-02444 
45-02107 45-04036 45-04267 47-00031B 47-02077 47-02445 
45-02108 45-04051 45-04268 47-00034 47-02079 47-02459 
45-02115 45-04064 45-07038 47-00036 47-02081 47-02460 
45-02118 45-04065 45-07078 47-00037A 47-02082 47-02471 
45-02119 45-04071 45-07091 47-00037B 47-02086 47-02475A 
45-02121 45-04106 45-07112 47-00042B 47-02088 47-02475B 
45-02122 45-04109 45-07123 47-00045 47-02089 47-02476A 
45-02137 45-04115 45-07146 47-00046 41-0:noa 47-02476B 
45-0213 9 45-04135 45-07185 47-00049 47-02109 47-02477 
45-02141 45-04140 45-07272 47-00050 47-02122B 47-02482 
45-02145 45-04141 45-07282 47-00053 47-02125 47-02483 
45-02146 45-04146 45-07348 47-00064 47-02127 47-02490 
45-02148 45-04147 45-07362 47-00065 47-02134 47-02493 
45-02165 45-04149 45.-07365 47-00066 47-02138 47-02494 
45-02166 45-04150 45-07382 47-00067 47-02139 47-02520 
45-02178 45-04153 45-07384 47-00068 47-02140 47-02589 
45-02185 45-04154 45-07435 47-00069 47-02150 47-02590 
45-02191 45-04156 45-07437 47-00074 47-02155 47-02659 
45·02222A 45-04157 45-07453 47-001:ll 47-02156 47-02663 
45-02253 45-04161 45-07502 47-00123 47-02160 47-02665 
45-02308 45-04169 45-07510 47-00139 47-02161 47-04002 
(Subcase list: UNCLAIMFD 
11 8/08/14 
UNCLAIMED WATER RIGHTS 
Subcase Nos: 
47-04007 47-04176 47-04412 47-07697 51-02231 57-00062 
47-04008 47-04186 47-04413 47-07711 51-02232 57-00068 
47-04009 47-04191 47-04415 47-07731 51-02236 57-00069 
47-04011 47-04194 47-04420 4 7-07736 51-02237 57-00070 
47-04012 47-04195 47-04421 47-07759B 51-02250A 57-00092 
47-04013 47-04201 47-04423 47-07773 51-02250B 57-00125 
47-04020 47-04206 47-04424 47-07791 51-02250C 57-00130 
47-04021 47-04220 47-04426 47-07885 51-02253 57-00lSlB 
47-04026 47-04224 47-04434 47-07920 51-02441 57-00194 
47-04028 47-04226 47-04449 47-07981 51-04005 57-00228 
47-04030 47-04236 47-04467 47-08414 51-04034 57-00286 
47-04031 47-04237 47-04472 47-08415 51-04057 57-01204 
47-04032 47-04242 47-04473 47-08416 51-04097 57-02002 
47-04036 47-04248 47-04479 51-00038 51-04098 57-02003A 
47-04041 47-04252 47-04480 51-00041 51-04099 57-02003B 
47-04042 47-04255 47-04481 51-00054 51-04101 57-02003C 
47-04044 47-04260 "47-04483 51-00055 51-07100 57-02004 
47-04045 4 7-04262 47-04488 51-00056 51-07195 57-02010 
47-04050C 47-04269 47-04496 51-00057 55-02002 57-02011 
47-04067 47-04278 47-04498 51-00058 55-02048 57-02012 
47-04070 47-04279 47-04499 51-00059 55-02049 57-02013 
4 7-04075 47-04280 47-04500 51-00065 55-02051 57-02016 
47-04076 47-04298 47-04501 51-00070 55-02052 57-02018 
47-04079 47-04301 47-04502 51-00075 55-02071 57-02019 
47-04080 47-04304 47-04503 51-00076 55-02072B 57-02020 
47-04084 47-04305 47-04510 51-00077 55-02074 57-02030 
47-04086 47-04306 47-07055 51-00089 55-02077 57-02033 
47-04089 47-04307 47-07113 51-00090 55-02088 57-02034 
47-04090 47-04314 47-07123 51-00139 55-02101 57-02038 
47-04091 47-04316 47-07203 51-00140 55-02102 57-02044 
4 7-04093 47-04317 47-07207 51-02006A 55-02104 57-02045 
4 7-04102 47-04327 47-07215 51-020068 55-02108 57-02047 
47-04103 47-04328 47-07225 51-02010 55-02110 57-02048 
47-04105 47-04336 47-07241 51-02016 55-02114 57-02051 
47-04114 47-04338 47-07249 51-02019 55-02121 57-02057 
47-04115 47-04341 47-07251 51-02020 55-02122 57-02059 
47-04116 47-04349 47-07337 51-02021 55-02135 57-02067A 
47-04118 47-04350 47-07338 51-02034 55-02136 57-02071 
47-04121 47-04360 47-07377 51-02038 55-02146 57-02072 
47-04123 47-04378 47-07404 51-02046 55-02162 57-02073 
4 7-04127 47-04380 47-07406 51-02052 55-02163 57-02078 
47-04137 4 7-04381 47-07473 51-02074 55-02164 57-02088 
47-04138 47-04385 47-07474 51-02078 55-02166 57-02089 
47-04146 47-04386 47-07484 51-02085 55-02167 57-02090 
47-04152 47-04389 47-07499 51-02087 55-02168 57-02091 
47-04157 47-04392 47-07516 51-02088 55-02206 57-02092 
47-04158 47-04398 47-07527 51-02098 55-04013 57-02094E 
47-04164 47-04402 47-07620 51-02119 55-04069 57-02120 
47-04168 47-04409 47-07626 51-02153 55-04083 57-02139 
47-04175 47-04411 47-07666 51-02187 55-04112 57-02148 
(Subcase list: UNCLAIMFD 
8/08/14 1;; 
UNCLAIMED WATER RIGHTS 
Subcase Nos , 
57-02154 61-00014 61-00064 61-00115 61-00166 61-00216 
57-02155 61-00015 61-00065 61-00116 61-00167 61-00217 
57-02161 61-00016 61-00066 61-00117 61-00168 61-00218 
57-02164 61-00017 61-00067 61-00118 61-00169 61-00219 
57-02167 61-00018 61-00068 61-00119 61-00170 61-00220 
57-02190 61-00019 61-00069 61-00120 61-00171 61-00221 
57-02208 61-00020 61-00070 61-00121 61-00172 61-00222 
57-02211A 61-00021 61-00071 61-00122 61-00173 61-00223 
57-02213 61-00022 61-00072 61-00123 61-00174 61-00224 
57-02218 61-00023 . 61-00073 61-00124 61-00175 ·61-00225 
57-02238 61-00024 61-00074 61-00125 61-00176 61-00226 
57-02242 61-00025 61-00075 61-00126 61-00177 61-00227 
57-02291 61-00026 61-00076 61-00127 61-00178 61-00228 
57-02304A 61-00027 61-00077 61-00128 61-00179 61-00229 
57-02328 61-00028 61-00078 61-00129 61-00180 61-00230 
57-02336 61-00029 61-00079 61-00130 61-00181 61-00231 
57-02337 61-00030 61-00080 61-00131 61-00182 61-00232 
57-02338 61-00031 61-00081 61-00132 61-00183 61-00233 
57-02340 61-00032 61-00082 61-00133 61-00184 61-00234 
57-04012 61-00033 61-0008:3 61-00134 61-00185 61-00235 
57-04013 61-00034 61-00084 61-00135 61-00186 61-00236 
57-04017 61-00035 61-00085 61-00136 61-00187 61-00237 
57-04018 61-00036 61-00086 61-00137 61-00188 61-00238 
57-04020 61-00037 61-00087 61-00138 61-00189 61-00239 
57-04024 61-00038 61-00088 61-00139 61-00190 61-00240 
57-04026 61-00039 61-00089 61-00140 61-00191 61-00241 
57-04029 61-00040 61-00090 61-00141 61-00192 61-00242 
57-04033 61-00041 61-00091 61-00142 61-00193 61-00243 
57-04034 61-00042 61-00092 61-00143 61-00194 61-00244 
57-04035 61-00043 61-00093 61-00145 61-00195 61-00245 
57-04059 61-00044 61-00094 61-00146 61-00196 61-00280 
57-04062 61-00045 61-00095 61-00147 61-00197 61-00289 
57-04063 61-00046 61-00096 61-00148 61-00198 61-00290 
57-04066 61-00047 61-00097 61-00149 61-00199 61-00291 
57-04107 61-00048 61-00098 61-00150 61-00200 61-00292 
57-07072 61-00049 61-00099 61-00151 61-00201 61-00307 
57-07259 61-00050 61-00100 61-00152 61-00202 61-00344 
57-07276 61-00051 61-00101 61-00153 61-00203 61-00348 
61-00001 61-00052 61-00103 61-00154 61-00204 61-00350 
61-00002 61-00053 61-00104 61-00155 61-00205 61-00353A 
61-00003 61-00054 61-00105 61-00156 61-00206 61-003 55 
61-00004 61-00055 61-00106 61-00157 61-00207 61-00365 
61-00005 61-00056 61-00107 61-00158 61-00208 61-00369 
61-00006 61-00057 61-00108 61-00159 61-00209 61-02001 
61-00007 61-00058 61-00109 61-00160 61-00:210 61-02002 
61-00008 61-00059 61-00110 61-00161 61-00211 61-02003 
61-00009 61-00060 61-00111 61-00162 61-00212 61-02005 
61-00011 61-00061 61-00112 61-00163 61-00213 61-02015 
61-00012 61-00062 61-00113 61-00164 61-00214 61-02018 
61-00013 61-00063 61-00114 61-00165 61-00215 61-02019 
(Subcase list: DNCLAIMFD ) 12 8/08/14 
UNCLAIMED WATER RIGHTS 
Subcase Nos: 
61-02046 61-04082 63-00162 63-02017 63-02099 63-02194 
61-02047 61-04092 63-00165C 63-02018A 63-02101 63-02197 
61-02051 61-04117 63-0016SL 63-02018B 63-02102 63-02198 
61-02057 61-04118 63-00198X 63-02018C 63-02104 63-02201 
61-02068 61-04119 63-00215 63-02019 63-02108A 63-02202 
61-02074 61-04124 63-002168 63-02020 63-02108B .63-02204 
61-02078 61-04128 63-00230A 63-02021 63-02111 63-02205 
. 61-02083 61-04137 63-00240 63-02028 63-02113 63-02207 
61-02084 61-04138 63-00241 63-02030 63-02116 63-02208 
61-02090 61-04139 63-00244 63-02033 63-02119 63-02211 
61-02096 61-04142 63-00245 63-02035 63-02120 63-02213 
61-02098 61-04143 63-00246 63-02039 63-02121 63-02220 
61-02099 61-04144 63-00247 63-02040 63-02122 63-02223 
61-02102 61-07031 63-00274 63-02041A 63-02124 63-02230 
61-02110 61-07036 63-00288A 63-020418 63-02125 63-02231 
61-02113 61-07066 63-00298 63-02043 63-02126 63-02235 
61-02118 61-07077 63-003058 63-02044 63-02127 63-02238 
61-02123 61-07105 63-00309 63-02047 63-02128 63-02243 
61-02133A 61-07128 63-00310 63-02048 63-02129 63-02247 
61-02135 61-07129 63-00315 63-02049 63-02133 63-02250 
61-02138 61-07144 63-00316 63-02050 63-02135 63-02254B 
61-02146 61-07146 63-00321 63-02053 63-02136 63-02262 
61-02147 61-07149 63-00323 63-02054 63-02139B 63-02263 
61-02173 61-07168 63-00324 63-02056 63-02140 63-02267 
61-02238 61-07199 63-00325 63-02057 63-02141 63-02273 
61-02245 61-07225 63-00326 63-02058 63-02142 63-02280 
61-02246 61-07326 63-00327 63-02059 63-02144B 63-02288 
61-04000 61-073 74 63-00328 63-02060 63-02145 63-02289B 
61-04001 61-07579 63-00333 63-02061 63-02146 63-02293 
61-04003 61-07586 63-00334 63-02065 63-02147 63-02309 
61-04004 63-00009 63-00335 63-02066 63-02149 63-02310 
61-04005 63-00010 63-00336 63-02067 63-02151 63-02311 
61-04014 63-00011 63-00349 63-02068 63-02153B 63-02313 
61-04015 63-00017 63-00350 63-02069 63-02154 63-02314 
61-04025 63-00018 63-00351 63-02070A 63-02156 63-02317 
61-04031 63-00027 63-00352 63-02071 63 02163 63-02319 
61-04032 63-00096A 63-00362 63-02074 63-02166 63-02323 
61-04036 63-00098 63-00363 63-02075 63-02169 63-02324 
61-04037 63-00099 63-00364 63-02076 63-02170 63-02327 
61-0403 9 63-00108 63-00377 63-02081 63-02175 63-02329 
61-04040 63-00109 63-00380 63-02084 63-02176 63-02330 
61-04042 63-00110 63-00381 63-02087 63-02178 63-02333 
61-04043 63-00111 63-02000 63-02088 63-02179 63-02339 
61-04047 63-00149B 63-02003 63-02089 63-02180 63-02345 
61-04049 63-00161AE 63-02006 63-02091 63-02181 63-02347 
61-04051 63-00161AG 63-02008 63-02093 63-02185 63-02348 
61-04052 63-00161AQ 63-02010 63-02094 63-02187 63-02355 
61-04069 63-00l61BC 63-02012 63-02095 63-02189 63-02361 
61-04077 63-00161BE 63-02013 63-02096 63-02190 63-02362 
61-04080 63·00161S 63-02016 63-02097 63-02191 63-02363 
(Subcase list: UNCLAIMFD 
8/08/14 14 
UNCLAIMED WATER RIGHTS 
Subcase Noe: 
63-02365 63-02512 63-02653 63-02821C 63-03006 63-03332 
63-02366 63-02513 63-02658 63-02830 63-03 015 63-03339B 
63-02367 63-02525 .63-02661 63-02831 63-03025 63-03341 
63-02371 63-02526 63-02665 63-02832 63-03030 63-03342 
63-02378 63-02527B 63-02669B 63-02835 63-03037 63-03343 
63-02379 63-02528 63-02674 63-02836 63-03038 63-03345 
63-02380 63-02530 63-02675 63-02838 63-03040 63-03347 
63-02382 63-02534 63-02676 63-02840 63-03042 63-03364 
63-02384 63-02536B 63-02677 63-02844 63-03045 63-03376 
63-02385 63-02541 63-02683 63-02847 63-03047 63-03379 
63-02393 63-02544 63-02685 63-02853 63-03050 63-03381 
63-02394 63-02548 63-02686 63-02859 63-03052 63-03384 
63-02395 63-02550 63-02688 63-02861 63-03059 63-03385 
63-02398 63-02552 63-02689 63-02862 63-03063 63-03386 
63-02399 63-02558B 63-02692 63·02865B 63-03076 63-03388 
63-02400 63-02563 63-02693 63-02868 63-03087 63-03389 
63-02402 63-02564 63-02694 63-02869 63-03095 63-03410 
63-02416 63-02565 63-02697B 63-02870 63-030988 63-03421 
63-02417 63-02569 63-02702 63-02871 63-03106 63-03431 
63-02418 63-02570 63-02704 63-02876 63-03109 63-03433 
63-02419 63-02574 63-02705 63-02883 63-03115 63-03437 
63-02428 63-02577 63-02709 63-02885 63-03117 63-03444 
63-02430 63-02578 63-02715 63-02888 63-03127B 63-03446 
63-02431 63-02579 63-02716 63-02894 63-03130 63-03454 
63-024358 63-02580 63-02717 63-02897 63-03131 63-03456 
63-02447 63-02582 63-02721 63-02905 63-03133 63-03463 
63-02451 63-02584 63-02726 63-02924 63-03139 63-03468 
63-02452 63-02585 63-02728 63-02947 63-03143 63-03506 
63-02455 63-02589 63-02736 63-02950 63-03171B 63-03537 
63-02456 63-02593 63-02737 63-02951B 63-031788 63-03550 
63-02457 63-02594 63-02745 63-02952 63-03183B 63-03604 
63-02458 63-02602 63-02752 63-02953 63-03185 63-03615 
63-02460 63-02607 63-02753 63-02959 63-03186 63-03621 
63-02463 63-026158 63-02755B 63-02965 63-03192 63-03627 
63-02464 63-02616 63-02756 63-02969 63-03218 63-03628 
63-02466 63-02619 63-02764 63-02970 63-03228 63-03629 
63-02469 63-02620 63-02766 63-02976 63-03230 63-03632 
63-02480 63-02630B 63-02772 63-02977 63-03235 63-03635 
63-02485 63-02630C 63-02774 63-02981 63-03245 63-03650 
63-02486 63·02631B 63-02777 63-02982 63-03256 63-03651 
63-02487 63-02632B 63-02778 63-02984 63-03258 63-03652 
63-02490 63-02633 63-02783 63-02991 63-03262 63-03653 
63-02491 63-02634 63-02797 63-02993 63-03263B 63-03654 
63-02492 63-02638 63-02801 63-02995 63-03265 63-03655 
63-02494 63-02641 63-02807 63-02996 63-03267 63-03656 
63-02496 63-02642 63-02809 63-02998 63-03290 63-03657 
63-02498 63-02645 63-02811 63-02999 63-03301 63-04000 
63-02501 63-02646 63-02817 63-03000 63-03306 63-04003 
63-02508 63-02649 63-02819A 63-03003 63-03313 63-04009 
63-02509 63-026528 63-02820 63-03005 63-03328 63-04011 
(Subcase list: UNCLAIMFD 
8/08/14 15 
UNCLAIMED WATER RIGHTS 
Subcaae Nos: 
63-04012 63-04300 63-04586 63-04863 63-05058 63- 05313 
63-04017 63-04304 63-04589 63-04875 63-05061 63-05314 
63-04031 63-043 05 63-04592 63-04876 63-05062 63-05317 
63-04032 63-04310 63-04599 63-04879 63-05064 63-05319C 
63-04033 63-04317 63-04627 63-04887 63-05066 63-05320 
63-04034 63-04330 63-04637 63-04889 63-05072 63-05324 
63-04041 63-04357 63-04648 63-04895 63-05074 63-05328 
63-04043 63-04360 63-04650 63-04896 63-05084 63-05329 
63-04044 63-04363 63-04654 63-04899 63-05086 63-05331 
63-04046 63-04364 63-04656 63-04903 63-05090 63-05333 
63-04058 63-04382 63-04657 63-04908 63-05096 63-05350 
63-04077 63-043 83 63-04666 63-04910 63-05110 63-05356 
63-04084 63-04385 63-04671 63-04911 63-05113 63-05363 
63-04087 63-04393 63-04672 63-04913 63-05115 63-05365 
63-04088 63-04399 63-04673 63-04917 63-05118 63-05368 
63-04120 63-04412 63-04687 63-04924 63-05119 63-05395 
63-04123 63-04416 63-04701 63-04925 63-05128 63-05407 
63-04128 63-04418 63-04702 63-04929 63-05132 63-05409 
63-04130 63-04422 63-04703 63-04933 63-05136 63-05410 
63-04133 63-04423 63-04705 63-04934 63-05147 63-05412 
63-04140 63-04433 63-04711 63-04943 63-05162 63-07000 
63-04142 63-04435 63-04712 63-04944 63-05164 63-07004 
63-04145 63-04439 63-04713 63-04945 63-05175 63-07009 
63-04151 63-04440 63-04715 63-04947 63-05178 63-07011B 
63-04155 63-04448 63-04718 63-04948 63-05186 63-07012 
63-04161 63-04451 63-04720 63-04955 63-05187 63-07023 
63-04164 63-04463 63-04721 63-04959 63-05188 63-07027B 
63-04168 63-04465 63-04722 63-04962 63-05189 63-07065 
63-04169 63-04469 63-04723 63-04969 63-05190 63-07118 
63-04173 63-04477 63-04726 63-04973 63-05193 63 07122 
63-04174B 63-04478 63-04727 63-04975 63-05196 63-07125 
63-04177 63-04479 63-04729 63-04984 63-05202 63-07129 
63-04179 63-04480 63-04735 63-04985 63-05213 63-07144 
63-04181 63-04481 63-04738 63-04987 63-05214 63-07153 
63-04182 63-04486 63-04740 63-04991 63-05217 63-07167 
63-04187 63-04494 63-04751 63-04996 63-05223 63-07171 
63-04193 63-04497 63-04754 63-04999 63-05238 63-07176 
63-04196 63-04525 63-04755 63-05000 63-05246 63-07181 
63-04198 63-04530A 63-04768 63-05003 63-05247 63-07208 
63-04199 63-04539 63-04771 63-05008 63-05249 63-07212 
63-04208 63-04542 63-04800 63-05009 63-05260 63-07216 
63-04218 63-04543 63-04818 63-05014 63-05266 63-07222 
63-04224B 63-04550 63-04824 63-05020 63-05276 63-07231 
63-04228 63-04553 63-04827 63-05026 63-05283 63-07232 
63-04249B 63-04568 63-04832 63-05030 63-05290 63-07233 
63-04253 63-04569 63-04842 63-05042 63-05300 63-07240 
63-0427BC 63-04570 63-04850 63-05043 63-05301 63-07254 
63-04279 63-04578 63-04855 63-05046 63-05302 63-07279 
63-04296 63-04581 63-04860 63-05050 63-05305 63-07283 
63-04299 63-04584 63-04861 63-05056 63-05308 63-07292 
(Subcase list: UNCLAIMFD ) 
8/08/14 16 
UNCLAIMED WATER RIGHTS 
Subcase Nos: 
63-07302 63-08000B 63-09051 63-10140 65-02220 65-04229 
63-07303 63-08024 63-09052 63-10174 65-02364 65-04235 
63-07305 63-08032 63-09095 63-10176 65-02461 65-04263 
63-07313 63-08045 63-09137 63-10187 65-02555A 65-04264 
63-07314 63-08050 63-09149 63-10196 65-02556 65-04460 
63-07315 63-08058 63-09182 63-10200 65-02591A 65-04463 
63-07321 63-08111 63-09184B 63-10218 65-02637 65-04548 
63-07323 63-08133 63-09185 63-10247 65-02645 65-04736 
63-07333 63-08139 63-09190 63-10252 65-02672 65-04737 
63-07335 63-08148 63-09210 63-10352 65-02677 65-04746 
63-07339 63-08157 63-09214 63-10353 65-02688 65-04749 
63-07364 63-08159 63-09242 63-10354 65-02703 65-04986 
63-07365 63-08162 63-09249 63-10355 65-02839 65-04987 
63-07373 63-08171 63-09259 63-10356 65-02896 65-04990 
63-07390 63-08192 63-09305 63-10358 65-02905 65-04999 
63-07411 63-08212 63-09312 63-10368 65 02910 65-05076 
63-07417 63-08231 63-09327 63-10392 65-02921 65-05080 
63-07433 63-08259 63-09331 63-10464 65-02956 65-05142 
63-07464 63-08270 63-09342 63-10512 65-03001B 65-05220 
63-07491 63-08282 63-09369 65-00036 65-03003 65-05251 
63-07556 63-08286A 63-09374 65-00039 65-030898 65-05262 
63-07557 63-08326 63-09407 65-00045 65-03089F 65-05272 
63-07563 63-08329 63-09424 65-00048 65-03111B 65-05345 
63-07565 63-08364 63-09426 65-00049 65-03140A 65-05360 
63-07600 63-08391 63-09431 65-00243 65-03140X 65-05435 
63-07603 63-08396 63-09646 65-00348 65-03173 65-05442 
63-07605 63-08430B 63-09659 65-00610 65-03184X 65-05445 
63-07606 63-08451 63-09672 65-00783 65-03195 65-05523 
63-07607 63-08485B 63009680 65-00857 65-03196 65-05568 
63-07610B 63-08517 63-09731 65-00876. 65-03231A 65-05709 
63-07628 63-08525 63-09749 65-00933 65-03244 65-05725 
63-07653 63-08549 63-09752 65-00973 65-03277 65-05774 
63-07656 63-08565 63-09760 65-01072 65-03318 65-05777 
63-07677 63-08577B 63-09832 65-01128 65-03361 65-05849 
63-07687 63-08580 63-09869 65-01343 65-03454 65-05851 
63-07690 63-08639 63-09899 65-01345 65-03456 65-05855 
63-07694 63-08652 63-09945 65-01435 65-03558 65-05978 
63-07714 63-08719 63-09946 65-01438 65-03785 65-05993 
63-07722 63-08781 63-09951 65-01491 65-03787 65-06057 
63-07775 63-08801 63-09963 65-01511 65-03852 65-06073 
63-07791 63-08823 63-09978 65-01539 65-03855 65-06075 
63-07815 63-08837 63-10004 65-01542 65-03922 65-0.6114 
63-07855 63-08851 63-10015 65-01646 65-03982 65-06115 
63-07885B 63-08852 63-10032 65-01685 65-03988 65-06126 
63-07915 63-08969 63-10033 65-01731 65-03990 65-06217 
63-07919 63-08999 63-10062 65-01740 65-04039 65-06296 
63-07944 63-09021 63-10106 65-01904 65-04041 65-06343 
63-07967 63-09022 63-10108 65-01952 65-04090 65-06361 
63-07970 63-09038 63-10112 65-02002 65-04092 65-06392 
63-07977 63-09039 63-10128 65-02151 65-04110 65-06439 
(Subcase list: UNCLAIMFD 1 ·; 8/08/14 
UNCLAIMED WATER RIGHTS 
Subcase Nos: 
65-06698 65-09260 65-11391B 65-12763 67-00337 67-00617 
65-06700 65-09298 65-11395 67-00052 67-00338 67-00630 
65-06725 65-09320 65-12011 67-00078 67-00339 67-00633 
65-06797 65-09326 65-12012 67-00096B 67-00340 67-00655 
65-06853 65-09334 65-12046 67-00112 67-00341 67-00656 
65-06864B 65-09354 65-12061 67-00116 67-00342 67-00661 
65-06927 65-09427 65-12070 67-00123 67-00343 67-00668 
65-06951 65-09491 65-12072 67-00146 67-00344 67-00670 
65-06991 65-09780 65-12077 67-00148 67-00345 67-00676 
65·07002X 65-09814 65-12078 67-00151 67-00346 67-02000 
65-07033 65-10175 65-12123 67-00155 67-00347 67-02003 
65-07104 65-10243 65-12129 67-00167 67-00360 67-02005 
65-07109 65-10260 65-12137 67-00175 67·00363A 67-02008 
65-07135 65-10261 65-12154 67-00176 67-00364 67-02009 
65-07144 65-10328 65-12176 67-00177 67-00365 67-02014 
65-0716l 65-10349 65-12192B 67-00178 67-00368 67-02015 
65-07191 65-10370 65-12196 67-00179 67-00370 67-02022A 
65-07222 65-10382 65-12205B 67-00180 67-00371 67-02024 
65-07244 65-10405 65-12215 67-00181 67-00393 67-02025 
65-07266 65-10434 65-12218 67-00194 67-00426 67-02027 
65-07268 65-10448 65-12229 67-00213 67-00440 67-02034 
65-07270 65-10508 65-12230 67-00214 67-00499 67-02040 
65-07301 65-10574 65-12233 67-00215 67-00500 67-02042 
65-07308 65-10578 65-12241 67-00216 67-00501 67-02043 
65-07353 65-10611 65-12258 67-00228 67-00502 67-02046 
65-07371 65-10612 65-12263 67-00230 67-00504 67-02051 
65-07374X 65-10633 65-12277 67-00232 67-00505 67-02057 
65-07438 65-10739 65-12293 67-00234 67-00507 67-02058 
65-07479 65-10936 65-12300 67-00241 67-00508 67-02059 
65-07550 65-10947 65-12310 67-00242 67-00509 67-02062 
65-07593 65-10962 65-12407 67-00243 67-00510 67-02077B 
65-07881 65-10971 65-12425 67-00254 67-00511 67-02079 
65-07987 65-10995 65-12446 67-00255 67-00521 67-02080 
65-08088 65-11050 65-12491 67-00256 67-00527 67-02084 
65-08119 65-11060 65-12508 67-00259C 67-00541 67-02086 
65-08394 65-11065 65-12538 67-00262 67-00542 67-02087 
65-08396 65·11074B 65-12555 67-00266 67-00548 67-02089 
65-08448 65-11078 65-12559 67-00273 67-00549 67-02090 
65-08596 65-11202 65-12585 67-00325 67-00551 67-02094 
65-08673 65-11203 65-12654 67-00326 67-00553A 67-02107 
65-08758 65-11204 65-12662 67-00327 67-00556 67-02108 
65-08914 65-11205 65-12676 67-00328 67-00562 67-02111 
65-08915 65-11207 65-12679 67-00329 67-00568 67-02125 
65-08923 65-11208 65-12680 67-00330 67-00579 67-02128 
65-08956 65-11209 65-12682 67-00331 67-00589 67-02133 
65-08962 65-11268B 65-12685 67-00332 67-00590 67- 02142 
65•08973 65-11309 65-12686 67-00333 67-00605 67-02146 
65-08990 65-11314 65-12689 67-00334 67-00607 67-02148 
65-09152 65-11349 65-12707 67-00335 67-00612 67-02149 
65-09154 65-11380 65-12756 67-00336 67-00613 67-02151 
(Subcase list: UNCLAIMFD 
8/08/14 18 
UNCLAIMED WATER RIGHTS 
Subcase Nos: 
67-02152 67-04093 67-04455 67-07397 69-00010 69-04086 
67-02153 67-04106 67-04457 67-07426 69-00011 69-04091 
67-02158 67-04118 67-04465 '67-07459 69-00013 69-04095 
67-02176 67-04123 67-04469 67-07532 69-00014 69-04100 
67-02183 67-04128 67-04474 67-07548 69-00015 69-04106 
67-02185 67-04139 67-04479 67-07549 69-00016 69-04116 
67-02187 67-04141 67-04511 67-07550 69-00018 69-04119 
67-02194 ,67-04153 67-04522 67-07551 69-00019 69-04121 
67-02197 67-04160 67-04524 67-07578 69-00020 69-07032 
67-02214 67-04161 67-04525 67-07580 69-ooo:n 69-07036 
67-02215 67-04162 67-04527 67-07581 69-00022 69-07053 
67-02228 67-04164 67-04529 67-07583 69-00023 69-07054 
67-02235 67-04172 67-04531 67-07584 69-00024 69-07055 
67-02245 67-04179 67-04535 67-07585 69-00025 69-07078 
67-02247 67-04185 67-04541 67-07586 69-00026 71-00003 
67-02253 67-04186 67-04545 67-07587 69-00027 71-00023 
67-02256 67-04192 67-04554 67-07591 69-00028 71-00024 
67-02260 67-04197 67-04556 67-07592 69-00029 71-00056 
67-02262 67-04198 67-04560 67-07594 69-00031 71-00065 
67-02264 67-04200 67-04561 67-07595 69-00032 71-00070 
67-02267 67-04209 67-04567 67-07599 69-00033 71-02000 
67-02271 67-04210 67-04569 67-07605 69-00034 71-02001 
67-02274 67-04214 67-07032 67-07606 69-00036 71-02002 
67-02276 67-04217 67-07039 67-07607 69-02004 71-02005 
67-02277 67-04218 67-07059 67-07608 69-02005 71-02009 
67-02279 67-04220 67-07072 67-07609 69-02007 71-02041 
67-02290 67-04234 67-07101 67-07610 69-02009 71-02051 
67-02293 67-04256 67-07110 67-07611 69-02013 71-02057 
67-02297 67-04260 67-07122 67-07629 69-02014 71-02058 
67-02300 67-04261 67-07125 67-07630 69-02016 71-02066 
67-02312 67-042'63 67-07127 67-07631 69-02017 71-02067 
67-02335 67-04264 67-07132 67-07638 69-02018 71-02072 
67-02336 67-04301 67-07137 67-07653 69-02020 71-02086 
67-02352 67-04305 67-07165 67-07655 69-02022 71-02110 
67-02373 67-04309 67-07174 67-07656 69-02026 71-04002 
67-02391 67-04312 67-07175 67-07673 69-02034 71-04003 
67-02398 67-04315 67-07177 67-07674 69-02035 71-04005 
67-04003 67-04319 67-07178 67-07684 69-02044 71-04008 
67-04004 67-04322 67-07183 67-07686 69-02051 71-04019 
67-04005 67-04329 67-07190 67-07687 69-02054 71-04042 
67-04007 67-04330 67-07230 67-07688 69-02055 71-04043 
67-04008 67-04336 67-07248 69-00001 69-02056 71-07013 
67-04011 67-04339 67-07261 69-00002 69-02057 71-07018 
67-04018 67-04344 67-07263 69-00003 69-02058 71-07031 
67-04025 67-04345 67-07266 69-00004 69-02059 71-07033 
67-04037 67-04349 67-07271 69-00005 69-04002 71-07039 
67-04040 67-04352 67-07325 69-00006 69-04014 72-00015 
67-04048 67-04355 67-07348 69-00007 69-04015B 72-00020D 
67-04081 67-04444 67-07365 69-00008 69-04016B 72-00050 
67-04085 67-04445 67-07394 69-00009 69-04080 72-00052 
(Subcase list: UNCLAIMFD 
8/08/14 19 
ONCLAIMED WATER RIGHTS 
Subcase Nos, 
72-00058 72-00131 72-02253 72-07022 73-00054 73-02111B 
72-00059 72-00132 72-02256 72-07023 73-00059 73-02116 
72-00061 72-00140B 72-02258 72-07024 73-00066 73-02119 
72-00062 72-00142 72-02259 72-07025 73-00069 73-02123 
72-00063 72-00143 72-02261 72-07026 73-00071 73-02134 
72-00064 72-00188 72-02273 72-07030 73-00083 73-02201 
72-00066 72-00211 72-02274 72-07031 73-00097B 73-02202 
72-00067 72-00212 72-02275 72-07033 73-00144 73-02210 
72-00068 72-00215 72-02277 72-07034 73-00169 73-02213 
72-00070 72-00231 72-02278 72-07035 73-00170 73-02215 
72-00071 72-02000 72-02279 72-07036 73-00183 73-02216 
72-00073 72-02004 72-02280 72-07037 73-00184 73-02219 
72-00074 72-02005 72-02281 72-07120 73-00185 73-02225 
72-00075 72-02006 72-02283 72-07124 73-00197 73-02231 
72-00079 72-02013 72-02286 72-07141 73-00202 73-04002 
72-00082 72-02029 72-02287 72-07145 73-00247 73-04004B 
72-00083 72-02031 72-02289 72-07148 73-00248 73-04006 
72-00085 72-02051 72-04002 72-07150 73-00249 73-04020 
72-00086 72-02057 72-04003 72-07151 73-00250 73-04022 
72-00087 72-02059 72-04004 72-07154 73-00251 73-04023 
72-00088 72-02063 72-04013 72-07159 73-00256 73-04029 
72-00089 72-02064 72-04019 72-07173 73-02000 73-04030B 
72-00090 72-02069F 72-04023 72-07180 73-02001 73-04031 
72-00091· 72-02069J 72-04026 72-07261 73-02006 73-04087 
72-00092 72-02075 72-04035 72-07287 73-02009 73-04088 
72-00093 72-02084 72-04036 72-07298 73-02010 73-04091 
72-00094 72-02085 72-04040 72-07309 73-02013 73-04093 
72-00095 72-02086 72-04047 72-07313 73-02014 73-04107 
72-00096 72-02092 72-04062 72-07315 73-02017 73-07081 
72-00099 72-02098 72-04074 72-07316 73-02019 73-12000 
72-00100 72-02099 72-04098 72-07317 73-02022 74-00390 
72-00101 72-02100 72 -04099 72-07318 73-02023 74-00427 
72-00102 72-02102 72-04100 72-07319 73-02024 74-00439 
72-00103 72-02105 72-04114 72-07320 73-02025 74-00446 
72-00104 72-02108 72-04115 72-07324 73-02027 74-00450 
72-00105 72-02143 72-04143 72-07331 73-02028 74-00479 
72-00107 72-02144 72-04151 72-07332 73-02033 74-00491B 
72-00108 72-02145 72-04185 72-07333 73-02039 74-00496 
72-00112 72-02150 72-04186 72-07335 73-02040 74-00506B 
72-00113 72-02152 72-04187 72-07350 73-02056 · 74-00526 
72-00114 72-02201 72-04190 72-07357 73-02059 74-00528 
72-00115 72-02202 72-04191 72-07373 73-02060 74-00529 
72-00119 72-02214 72-04196 73-0000SA 73-02064B 74-00545 
72-00120 72-02227 72-04213 73-00009 73-02071A 74-00561 
72-00121 72-02230 72-04216 73-00010 73-02071B 74-00562 
72-00122 72-02235 72-04217 73-00011 73-02080 74-00563 
72-00127 72-02240 72-04221 73-00023 73-02081 74-00566 
72-00128 72-02241 72-07018 73-00025 73-02085 74-00582 
72-00129 72-02243 72-07020 73-00034 73-02092 74-00584 
72-00130 72-02248 72-07021 73-00035 73-02107 74-00585 
(Subcase list: UNCLA.IMFD 
8/08/14 '10 '-
UNCLAIMED WATER RIGHTS 
Subcase Nos: 
74-00611 75-00081 75-02139 75-04079 75-04422 77-02050 
74-00614 75-00082 75-02141 75-04080 75-04429 77-02051 
74-00626 75-00089 75-02143 75-04083 75-04430 77-02052 
74-00640 75-00090 75-02144 75-04085B 75-04434B 77-02058 
74-00653 75-00093B 75-02145B 75-04095 75-04464 77-02059 
74-00691 75-00094 75-02146 75-04098 75-04465 77-02060 
74-00697 75-00095 75-02147 75-04110 75-04466 77-02061 
74-00728 75-00096 75-02148 75-04115 75-04469 77-02062 
74-00823 75-00098 75-02151 75-04116 75-04470D 77-02065 
74-00841 75-00103 75-02152 75-04120 75-04472 77-02069 
74-00853 75-00108 75-02157B 75-04125 75-04473 77-02072 
74-00907 75-00109 75-02159 75-04156 75-04482 77-02078 
74-00922 75-00110 75-02160 75-04157 75-04484 77-02079 
74-00925 75-00111 75-02165 75-04159 75-04491 77-02089 
74-00938 75-00112 75-02173 75-04162 75-07001 77-02090 
74-01002 75-00145 75-02174 75-04165 75-07024 77-02091 
74-01039 75-02009 75-02175 75-04166 75-07040 77-02094 
74-0l046B 75-02011 75-02176 75-04174 75-07042 77-02100 
74-01138 75-02018 75-02180 75-04179 75-07048 77-02105 
74-01149 75-02019A 75-02181 75-04185 75-07072 77-02106 
74-01604 75-02021 75-021823 75-04186 75-07091 77-02107 
74-01631 75-02023 75-02183 75-04188 75-07110 77-02109 
74-01658 75-02024 75-02184 75-04202 75-07128 77-02114 
74-01874 75-02033 75-02245 75-04288 75-07134 77-02115 
74-02195B 75-02037 75-02252 75-04293 75-07146 77-02120 
74-02261B 75-02038 75-02262 75-04306 75-07167 77-02126 
74-02339B 75-02039 75-02265 75-04307 75-07170 77-02127 
74-02352 75-02051 75-02272 75-04317 75-07210 77-02128 
74-02353 75-02053B 75-02273 75-04322 75-07262 77-02154 
74-04009 75-02069 75-02275 75-04327 75-07271 77-02156 
74-04011 75-02071 75-02283 75-04328 75-07291 77-02157 
74-04012 75-02075 75-02286 75-04335 75-07296 77-02158 
74-04015 75-02079 75-04001 75-04336 75-07382 77-02161 
74-04039 75-02081 75-04007 75-04343 75-07384 77-02162 
74-07055 75-02084 75-04008 75-04347 75-07391 77-02163 
74-07088 75-02087 75-04017 75-04351 75-07396 77-02168 
74-07094 75-02090 75-04018 75-04352 77-02010 77-02169 
74-07199 75-02092 75-04019 75-04353 77-02011 77-02170 
74-07225 75-02096 75-04021 75-04356 77-02012 77-02176 
74-07228 75-02103 75-04025 75-04357 77-02014 77-02181 
75-00006 75-02104 75-04028 75-04363 77-02020 77-02186 
75-00008 75-02111 75-04031 75-04364 77 02025 77-02187 
75-00015 75-02112 75-04035 75-04369 77-02029 77-02190 
75-00023 75-02113 75-04040 75-04370 77-02031 77-02203 
75-00025 75-02119 75-04047B 75-04374 77-02037 77-02213 
75-00043B 75-02121 75-04049 75-04387 77-02038 77-02221 
75-00047 75-02129 75-04066 75-04398 77-02040 77-02222 
75-00048 75-02131 75-04068 75-04412 77-02041 77-02223 
75-00049 75-02132 75-04073 75-04413 77-02042 77-02225 
75-00050 75-02133 75-04074 75-04421 77-02046 77-02226 
(Subcase list: UNCLAIMFD 
B/08/14 21 
UNCLAIMED WATER RIGHTS 
Subcase Nos: 
77-02227 78-00l39 78-04l3l 78-07018 79-04016 79-04221 
77-02228 78-00153 78-04137 78-07028 79-04024 79-04222 
77-04001 78-00154 78-04138 78-07040 79-04032 79-04223 
77-04002 78-00207 78-04157 78-07049 79-04033 79-04224 
77-04014 78-00219 78-04163 78-07061 79-04034 79-04225 
77-040l6 78-00241 78-04174 78-07142 79-04035 79-04226 
77-04017 78-00256 78-04181 78-07144 79-04036 79-04227 
77-04020 78-00259 78-04190 78-07147 79-04037 79-04228 
77-04023 78-00266 78-04191 78-07266 79-0403B 79-04233 
77-04024 78-02000 78-04193 79-02000 79-04039 79-04241 
77-04025 78-02004 78-04194 79-02002 79-04040 79-04242 
77-04026 78-02012 78-04195 79-02003 79-04041 79-04245 
77-04028 7B-02014 78-04196 79-02008 79-04043 79-04246 
77-04034 78-02016 78-04198 79-02011 79-04044 79-04247 
77-04039 78-02017 78-04199 79-02013 79-04045 79-04248 
77-04041 78-02018C 78-04200 79-02014 79-04048 79-04249 
77-04042 78-02029B 78-04201 79-02016 79-04059 79-04250 
77-04043 78-02038 78-04202 79-02017 79-04073 79-04251 
77-04044 78-02041 78-04204 79-02020 79-04087 79-04252 
77-04053 78-02048 78-04207 79-02024 79-04090 79-04253 
77-04058 78-02050 78-04213 79-02025 79-04093 79-04254 
77-04066 78-02062 78-04215 79-02028 79-04111 79-04255 
77-04077 78-02068 78-04217 79-02029 79-04112 79-04256 
77-04084 78-02069 78-04220 79-02030 79-04115 79-04257 
77-04085 78-02084 78-04221 79-02031 79-04118 79-04258 
77-04091 78-04001 78-04222 79-02033 79-04125 79-04259 
77-04095 78-04004 78-04223 79-02035 79-04135 79-04260 
77-04097 78-04010 78-04226 79-02036 79-04136 79-04261 
77-04104 78-04018 78-04229 79-02037 79-04137 79-04262 
77-04105 78-04025 78-04232 79-02038 79-04140 79-04263 
77-04107 78-04030 78-04233 79-02042 79-04142 79-04264 
77-04108 78-04034B 78-04235 79-02043 79-04145 79-04265 
77-04110 78-04037 78-04236 79-02044 79-04151 79-04266 
77-04111 78-04038 78-04241 79-02045 79-04152 79-04267 
77-04114 78-04040 78-04243 79-02046 79-04158 79-04268 
77-04115 78-04042 78-04244 79-02048 79-04161 79-04269 
77-04191 78-04044 78-04246 79-02049 79-04167 79-04270 
77 04198 78-04051 78 04267 79-02052 79-04171 79-04273 
77-04199 78-04054 78-04269 79-02058 79-04173 79-04287 
77-04200 78-04060 78-04277 79-02072 79-04176 79-04293 
77-04201 78-04064 78-04280 79-02075 79-04184 79-04295 
77-04203 78-04065 78-04281 79-02077 79-04188 79-04300 
77-04204 78-04067 78-04284 79-02085 79-04189 79-04304 
77-04206 78-04076 78-04291 79-02096 79-04197 79-04307 
77-04211C 78-04077 78-04292 79-02098A 79-04199 79-04311 
77-04213 78-04088 78-04293 79-02098B 79-04200 "79-04312 
77-04214 78-04105 78-04310 79-04004B 79-04209 79-04320 
77-07007 78-04109 78-04311 79-04006 79-04210 79-04323 
78-00002 78-04116 78-04312 79-04008 79-04218 79-04326 
78-00138 78-04125 78-04313 79-04015 79-0422 0 79-04331 
(Subcase list: tlNCLAIMFD 
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79-04349 81-07050 82-04067 83-04056 84-04189 85-02045 
79-04364 81-07060B 82-04D68 83-D4057 84-04261 85-02046 
79-04369 82-00003 82-04072 83-04060 84-04265 85-02048 
79-043 72 82-02000 82-04074 83-04061 84-04271 85-02050 
79-04386 82-02001 82-04134 83-04063 84-04272 85-02051 
79-04422 82-02003 82-04136 83-04064 84-04275 85-02052 
79-04435 82-02005 82-04137 83-04185 84-04277 85-02053 
79-07010 82-02006 82-04138 83-07002 84-04288 85-02055 
79-07020A 82-02007 82-04140 83-07007 84-04293 85-02056 
79-07020B 82-02008 82-04141 83-07033 84-07001 85-02058 
79-07021 82-02010 82-04143 84-02001 84-07006 85-02062 
79-07024 82-02012 82-07017 84-02003 84-07007 85-02064 
79-07035 82-02013 82-07030 84-02004 84-07017 85-02069 
79-07039 82-02015 83-02002 84-02006 84-07056 85-02070 
79-07049 82-02018 83-02003 84-02008 84-07063 85-02071 
79-07057 82-02019 83-02004 84-02009 84-07068B 85-02073 
81-02003 82-02020 83-02007 84-02010 85-00001 85-02075 
81-02004 82-02024 83-02009 84-02011B 85-00002 85-02076 
81-02005 82-02025 83-02013 84-02012 85-00003 85-02077 
81-02007 82-02030 83-02017 84-02016 85-00004 85-02084 
81-02008 82-02031 83-02018 84-02017 85-00005 85-02089 
81-02009 82-02032 83-02019 84-02018 85-00008 85-02091 
81-02011 82-02033 83-02020 84-02023 85-00009 85-02094 
81-02012 82-02034 83-02021.A 84-02026 85-00010 85-02096 
81-02018 82-02035 83-02024 84-02030 85-00015 85-02103 
81-02023 82-02037 83-02025 84-02044 85-00017 85-02104 
81-0203 0 82-02039 83-04000 84-04002 85-00018 85- 02105 
81-02033 82-02040 83-04006 84-04005 85-02002 85-02106 
81-04003 82-02044 83-04008 84-04007 85-02005 85-02107 
81-04006 82-02045 83-04012 84-04013 85-02006 85-02111 
81-04024 82-02047 83-04031 84-04014 85-02007 85-02114 
81-04038 82-02049 83-04032 84-04019 85-02012 85-02116 
81-04044 82-02051 83-04033 84-04020 85-02014 85-02119 
81-04045 82-02059 83-04034 84-04024 85-02016 85-02122 
81-04049 82-02070 83-04035 84-04026 85-02017 85-02124 
81-04052 82-04004 83-04036 84-04031 85-02018 85-02128 
81-04053 82-04005 83-04037 84-04047 85-02019 85-02129 
81-04056 82-04013 83-04038 84-04050 85-02022 85-02141 
81-04059 82-04015 83-04039 84-04056 85-02023 85 02142 
81-04060 82-04019 83-04040 84-04092 85-02025 85-02158 
81-04061 82-04030 83-04041 84-04101 85-02026 85-02161 
81-04063 82-04037 83-04042 84-04105 85-02027 85-02165 
81-04124 82-04038 83-04043 84-04107 85-02032 85-02166 
81-07001 82-04042 83-04044 84-04120 85-02033 85-02167 
81-07010B 82-04045 83-04046 84-04143 85-02034 85-02168 
8l-07014B 82-04053 83-04047 84-04155 85-02036 85-04001 
81-07017 82-04060 83-04050 84-04180 85-02037 85-04004 
81-07021 82-04062 83-04052 84-04181 85-02039 85-04005 
81-07024 82-04063 83-04053 84-04182 85-02043 85-04007 
81-07028 82-04064 83-04055 84-04183 85-02044 85-04008 
(Subcase list: UNCLAIMFD 
8/08/14 23 
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ATTACHMENT 9 
Order on State of Idaho's Motion for 
Partial Summary Judgment on Issue 
No. 2. Subcase No. 00-91013 (Basin-




Register of Actions, Twin Falls Case 
No. 39576 (i.e., SRBA Main Case) 
4. Order Amending Final 
Unified Decree, 
filed June 25, 2015 
DISTRICT COlJRT. SABA 
Fifth Judicial District 
County of TWin Falls - State of Idaho 
JUN 2 5 2015 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
InReSRBA 
Case No. 39576 
) 





On November I, 2011, the Court entered an Order Granting Joint Motion for Partial 
Summary Judgment on the "Rebound Call" Issue in subcase number 00-9 l 013 ("Order"). 1 In 
the Order, the Court directed that the following definition of the term "Trust Water Right" be 
included in the firutl unified decree entered in the Snake River Basin Adjudication ("SRBA"): 
Trust Water Right: A water right acquired pursuant to Idaho Code § 42-203B 
which diverts water first appropriated under hydropower rights held in trust by the 
State of Idaho. Trust water rights are subordinate to all water rights that enjoy the 
benefit of the unqualified subordination of hydropower water rights nos. 02-
00100, 02-04000A, 02-04001A, 02-02032A, 02-04000B, 02-04001B, 02-02032B, 
02-02036, 02-02056, 02-02065, 02-02064, 02-10135, 02-02060, 02-02059, 02-
02001B, 02-02001A, 02-02057, 37-02128, 37-02472, 37-02471, 37-20710, 37-
20709, 36-02013, 36-02018 and 36-02026 pursuant to the Swan Falls Settlement. 
. l 
Order, p.13. The Final Unified Decree was entered in the SRBA on August 26, 2014. Due to 
clerical error resulting from oversight and omission, and contrary to this Court's Order, the 
definition of"Trust Water Right" was omitted from the Final Unified Decree. Therefore, 
pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 60(a), the Court will amend the Final Unified Decree 
for the sole and limited purpose of including the above-quoted definition of"Trust Water Right" 
consistent with this Court's Order. 
1 A copy of lhe Order is attached hereto as Exhibit A. 
ORDER AMENDING FINAL UNIFIED DECREE - 1 • 
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TI-IEREFORE, BASED ON THE FOREGOING, THE FOLLOWING ARE HEREBY 
ORDERED: 
1. The Final Unified Decree is hereby amended, consistent with the Court's Order, 
to include the following definition of the term "Trust Water Right": 
Trust Water Right: A water right acquired pursuant to Idaho Code § 42-203B 
which diverts water first appropriated under hydropower rights held in trust by the 
State ofldaho. Trust water rights are subordinate to all water rights that enjoy the 
benefit of the unqualified subordination of hydropower water rights nos. 02-
00100, 02-04000A, 02-0400JA, 02..02032A, 02-04000B, 02-04001B, 02-02032B, 
02-02036, 02-02056, 02-02065, 02-02064, 02-10135, 02-02060, 02..()2059, 02-
02001B, 02-02001A, 02-02057, 37-02128, 37-02472, 37-02471, 37-20710, 37-
20709, 36-02013, 36-02018 and 36-02026 pursuant to the Swan Falls Settlement. 
2. Aside from the amendment set forth in Paragraph 1 above, the remainder of the 
Final Unified Decree is unaltered, and shall rt.,'l!lain in full effect and force. 
Dated Jvh-f. 2::> 20,s 
~-N----
Presiding Judge 
Snake River Basin Adjudication 
ORDER AMENDING FINAL UNIFIED DECREE -2· 
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DISTRICT COU/"IT. SRBA 
Fifth Judicial District 
County of Twin Falls - State of Idaho 
NOV - I 2011 
----
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
InReSRBA 
Case No. 39576 
Appearances: 
) Subcase No: 00-91013 
) (Basin-Wide Issue 13) 
) 
) ORDER GRANTING JOINT MOTION 
) FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
) ON THE "llEBOUl\i'D CALL" ISSUE 
) 
Shasta Kilminster-Hadley and Clive J. Strong, Deputy Attomeys General of the State ofldaho, 
Boise, Idaho, attorneys for the State ofldaho. 
Thomas J. Budge of Racine Olson Nye Budge & Bailey, Chartered, Pocatello, Idaho, attorneys 
for the Idaho Oround Water Appropriators, Inc. and the North Snake Ground Water District. 
Josephine P. Beeman, Beeman & Associates, P.C., Boise, Idaho, Attorneys for the City of 
Pocatello. 
Dana L. Hofstetter, Hofstetter Law Office, LLC, Boise, Idaho, Attorneys for Jeff and Jackie 
Harper and A. W. and Maxine Molyneux. 
James C. Tucker, Boise, Idaho and John K. Simpson and Shelley M. Davis of Barker Rosholt&. 
Simpson, LLJ>, Boise, Idaho, attorneys fur the Idaho Power Company. 
Jerry R. Rigby of Rigby, Andrus & Rigby, Chtd., Rexburg, Idaho, attorneys fur Burgess Canal, 
Egin Bench Canals, Inc., Enterprise Irrigation District, Harrison Canal, Idaho Irrigation District, 
New Sweden Irrigation District, North Fremont Canal System, Peoples Canal & Irrigation, 
Progressive Irrigation District, and Snake River Valley Irrigation. 
Chris M. Bromley, Deputy Attorney General of the State ofldaho, Idaho Department of Water 
Resources, Boise, Idaho, attorneys for the Idaho Department of Water Resources. 
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I. 
FACTUAL AND PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND 
I. On May 26, 2010, the Court entered an Initial Scheduling Order in the above-
eaptioned matter identifying five issues that were pending unresolved. Issue No. I was 
recognized as "The rebound call issue." What the parties have referred to as the "rebound call 
issue" is covered below. 
2. On March 25,201 l, the State ofldaho, Idaho Ground Water Appropriators, Inc., 
Nonh Snake Ground Water District, Burgess Canal, Egin Bench Canals, Inc., Enterprise 
Irrigation District, Harrison Canal, Idaho Irrigation District, New Sweden Irrigation District, 
North Fremont Canal System, Peoples Canal &. Irrigation, Progressive Irrigation District, and 
Snake River Valley Irrigation (collectively, "Joint Movants") filed a Joint Motion for Partial 
Summary Judgment on the "Rebound Call" Issue ("Joint Motion"). 
3. The Court subsequently entered a Procedural Order directing that the State 
provide personal service of the Procedural Order, the Joint Motion, and a Notice of Intent to 
Participate form prepared by the Court on the follov.ing water users: 
Those water users with water rights appearing on Amended Appendix B to the 
State of Idaho's Second Amended Motion to Include Subordination Language on 
Water Rights Affected by the Swan Falls Settlement ("Second Amended Motion"). 
Any other water users with "trust water rights" with a priority between October 
25, 1984 and June 30, 1985, inclusive, which are senior to water rights on 
Appendix A to the Second Amended Motion. 
Procedural Order, p.2. 
4. Those affected water users that desired to participate in the Joint Motion were 
required by the tenns of the Procedural Order to file and serve a completed Notice of Intent to 
Participate fonn in the above,.captioned matter. On April 27, 2011, the State filed a Certificate 
of Service evidencing its compliance with the personal service requirements set forth in the 
Procedural Order. 
5. Responses to the Joint Motion were timely filed by Jeff and Jackie Harper, A. W. 
and Maxine Molyneux, and the City of Pocatello. The Responses did not oppose the substance 
of the Joint Motion, but rather raised a sepwate issue related to the memorialization of the 
Court's findings with respect to 1he rebound call issue in the affected Partial Decrees. 
ORDER GRANTING JOINT MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY 
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6. On September 29, 2011, the Joint Movants filed a Joint Reply Brief which, among 
other things, proposed certain language for the memorialization of the Court's findings with 
respect to the rebound call issue to be included in the relevant Partial Decrees, as well as certain 
language to be included in the SRBA Final Decree. 
IL 
MATTER DEEMED FULLY SUBMITTED FOR DECISION 
Oral argument on the Joint Motion was heard on October 4, 2011. The parties did not 
request additional briefing, nor does the Court require any. The matter is therefore deemed fully 
submitted the following business day, or October 5, 2011. 
m. 
STANDARD OF REVIEW 
Summary judgment is proper if the pleadings, depositions, and admissions on file, 
together with the affidavits, if any, show that there is no genuine issue as to any material fact and 
that the moving party is entitled to a judgment as a matter oflaw. I.R.C.P. 56. The burden of 
demonstrating the absence ofa genuine issue of material fact is on the moving party. Id. When 
a court considers a motion for summary judgment, all facts are to be liberally construed in favor 
of the nonmoving pllrty, and the court must draw all reasonable inferences and conclusions in 
that party's favor. G & M Farms v. Funk Irrigation Co., 119 ldaho 514,517,808 P.2d 851, 854 
(1991). Where the case is tried without a jury, the district court, as the trier of fact, is entitled to 
draw the most probable inferences from the undisputed evidence properly before it and grant tbe 
summary judgment motion in spite of the potential of conflicting inferences. Farm Bureau 
Insurance Company of Idaho v. Kinsey, 149 Idaho 415,418,234 P.3d 739, 742 (20!0). 
IV. 
DISCUSSION 
A. The Swan Falls controversy. 
Consideration of the rebound call issue requires an understanding of the Swan Falls 
controversy. The controversy resulted from tension created between the use of Snake River 
water for hydropower generation at SWllll Falls dam by the Idaho Power Company ("Idaho 
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Power'') and the use of Snake River water by other water users for upstream development. It 
originated in the I 970's when a ratepayer action was commenced before the Idaho Public 
Utilities Commission against Idaho Power. The action alleged that "Idaho Power had failed to 
protect and preserve its Swan Falls water rights and that, by doing so, Idaho Power bad wasted 
its assets and overstated its capital investment, thus resulting in overcharges to its ratepayers." 
Idaho Power Co. v. State, 104 Idaho 575,582,661 P.2d 741, 748 (1983). Idaho Power answered 
the ratepayers' allegations by commencing legal action in Ada County Civil Case No. 66237 
(1977) to protect its Swan Falls water rights against depletions. One of the issues raised in that 
action was whether Idaho Power could enforce its Swan Falls water rights against junior 
upstream uses, or whether those rights bad been previously subprdinated to such uses.1 Id. at 
586, 661 P.2d at 752. In a written opinion issued in 1983, the Idaho Supreme Court held that the 
Swan Falls water rights had not been previously subordinated to junior upstream uses. Id. at 
590,661 P.2d at 756. 
Mean'llliille, Idaho Power commenced another legal action in Ada County Civil Case No. 
81375 (1983) against approximately 7,500 upstream water rights holders. Idaho Power asserted 
that its water rights at Swan Falls were senior to the water rights held by the Defendant water 
users, and sought injunctive relief in the form of curtailment of those rights. The potential 
ramifications ofidaho Power's lawsuits on water right interests in the Snake River Basin were 
significant, and in 1983 the Idaho Legislature enacted Senate Bill 1180 authorizing the governor 
to negotiate and execute a contract with Idaho Power in settlement of the controversy. 1983 
Idaho Sess. Laws 689. 2 Negotiations subsequently commenced between the State and Idaho 
Power and an agreement was reached. On October 25, 1984 the parties entered into two written 
contracts. The first, entitled simply "Agreement," will be referred to herein as the "Swan Falls 
Agreement" or "Agreement." The second, entitled "Contract to Implement Chapter 259, Sess. 
Law, 1983," will be referred to herein as the "ll BO Contract." 
Paragraph 7 A of the Swan Falls Agreement identifies 19 water rights held by Idaho 
Power and states that those rights entitle the Company to an unsubordinated right of 3900 c.f.s. 
'More speciflcally, the issue was whether certain subordination language contained in Idaho Power's Hells Canyon 
licerue issued by the Federal Power Commission !n 1955 had the effect of subordinating all of!daho Power's 
hydropower water rights oo future upstream uses, including those associated with Swan Falls dam. 
' Subsequently codified as Idaho Code § 6 l •S40. 
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average daily flow from April I to October 31, and 5600 c.f.s. average daily flow from 
November I to March 21: 
State Water License Numbers 36-2013 (Thousand Springs), 37-2128 & 37-2472 
(Lower Malad), 37-2471 (Upper Malad), 36-2018 (Clear Lake), 36-2026 (Sand 
Springs), 02-2057 (Upper Salmon), 02-2001A, 02-200!B, 02-2059, 02-2060 . 
(Lower Salmon) 02-2064, 02-2065 (Bliss), 02-2056 (Twin Falls), 02-2036 
(Shoshone Falls), 02-2032, 02-4000, 02-4001 and Decree Number 02-0100 (Swan 
Falls) entitle the Company to an W1SUbordinated right of 3900 c.f.s. average daily 
flow from April I to October 31, and 5600 c.f.s. average daily flow ftom 
November I to March 31, both to be measured at the Murphy U.S.G.S. gauging 
station immediately below Swan Falls. These flows are not subject to depletion. 
Swan Falls Agreement, p.3. The average daily flows established in favor ofldaho Power in 
paragraph 7 A will be referred to herein as "the Murphy gaging station minimum flows." The 
Murphy gaging station minimum flows quantify the extent of Idaho Power's unsubordinllted 
hydropower water right. 
Paragraph 7B of the Agreement provides that "such rights in excess of the amounts stated 
in 7(A) shall be subordinate to subsequent beneficial upstream uses upon approval of such uses 
by the State in accordance with State law unless the depletion violates or will violate paragraph 
7(A)." Swan Falls Agreement, p.4. In paragraph 7B it was agreed that any hydropower water 
rights held by Idaho Power in excess of the Murphy gaging station minimum flows would be 
subordinate to future development consistent with the terms of the Agreement. 
B. Unqualified v. qualified subordination. 
It is the Joint Movants' position that the Swan Falls settlement created two categories of 
water rights that benefit from the subordination of the hydropower rights at Swan Falls - those 
that receive "unqualified subordination" and those that receive "qualified subordination." The 
Joint Movants' position in this respect is unopposed; however, a review of the two categories of 
subordination set forth by the Joint Movants is necessary to frame the n,bound call issue. 
i. Unqualified subordination 
The Joint Movants have characterized the term "unqualified subordination" in these 
proceedings as follows: 
ORDER GRANTING JOINT MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY 
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The Swan Falls Agreement and the I HIO Contract granted complete, 
unconditional subordination ("unqualified subordination'') to qualifying water 
rights.FN 
FN This category of subordination is described as unqualified because it is not 
dependent on the minimum stream flows at Murphy gage being met or exceeded. 
This unconditional subordination is conferred by Paragraphs 7(C) and 7(D) of 
the Swan Falls Agreement and by provisions 2(A) and 2(D) of the 1180 Contract. 
Slate's Second Amended Motion,3 p,2 (emphasis added). 
Paragraphs 7C and 7D of the Swan Falls Agreement subordinate Idaho Power's 
hydropower water rights as follows: 
C. The Company's rights listed in paragraph 7(A) and 7(&) are also 
subordinate to the uses of those persons dismissed frorn Ada County Case No. 
81375 pursuant to the contract executed between the State and Company 
implementing the terms ofI.C. §§ 61-539 and 61-540. 
D. The Company's rights listed in paragraph 7(A) and 7(B) are also 
subordinate to those persons who have beneficially used water prior to October I, 
1984, and who have filed an application or claim for said use by June 30, 1985. 
Swan Falls Agreement, p.4. 
Paragraphs 2( a) and 2( d) of the I I 80 Contract extend the subordination ofldaho Power's 
hydropower water rights pursuant to the following terms: 
(a) Notwithsmnding the pending district court action in Ada County Civil No, 
81375 all water users as defined in paragraphs l(a), and l(b),4 and all 
consumptive water users who have beneficially used water prior to November t 9, 
' The Stale 's Seccnd Amended Motion refers to the State of Idaho's Second Amended Motion to Include 
Subordination Language on Water Rights A,ffected by the Swan Fall Agreement flied in tho above-captioned matter 
onMarch2!,201I. 
'Paragraphs l(a) and l(b) provide in pertinent part as foilows: 
(a) The phrase "consumptive water uses for domestk uses" means water for one or more 
household• and water used for all other purposes including irrigation of a residential lot in 
connection with each of said households where total use, other than water lbr irrigation of the 
residential lo~ does not exceed thirteen thousand (13,000) gallons per day. The above definition 
applies whether such uoes are direct or Imm a municipal water supply. • . . The term 
0 consumptive water for domestic uses" sbaU include. in addition to the uses listed above, use of 
water for Uvestock. 
(b) "NonC<lnsumptive Commerdal, Nonoonsumptive Municipal, Nonconsumptive Industrial Use" 
means any CMl use wnich does not deplete the water oftbe Snake River system above Swan Falls 
more than two acre~feet per day. 
1180 Con1ract, pp.l-2. 
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1982, pursuwit to a valid permit, license or decreed right existing prior to 
November 19, 1982, or valid beneficial use claim, and any persons who have 
previously made substantial investments in irrigation wells or equipment fur use 
pursuant to a water right application filed prior to November 19, 1982, even 
though such irrigation wells or Irrigation equipment were not in operation prior to 
November 19, I 982, may continue the perfection of such water right in 
compliance with Idaho law without protest or interference by the Company. 
(d) the Company and Idaho shall not assert any claim for injunctive relief or 
compensation for depleted flows at the Swan Falls Dam or other Company dam 
from those persons dismissed from Ada County Civil No. 81375, and will not 
protest the issuance of a permit or license to such persons on account of the 
depletion of flows at the Company's hydro dams for water users coming within 
the provisions of!daho Code § 61-539. 
1180 Contract, pp.2-4. 
It is the Joint Movants' · position that those water rights falling within paragraphs 7C and 
7D of the Swan Falls Agreement and 2(a) and 2(d) of the 1180 Contract are entitled to 
"unqualified subordination" because the subordination protection provided by those paragraphs 
is neither qualified by nor subject to Idaho Power's right to the Murphy gaging station minimum 
flows. In other words, even if the Murphy gaging station minimum flows are not being met, 
Idaho Power is precluded from initiating a delivery call to satisfy those minimum flows against 
water rights benefitting from unqualified subordination. 
ii. Qualified subordination. 
The Joint Movants have characterized "qualified subordination" in these proceedings as 
follows: 
The legislation contemplated by the [Swan Falls.] Agreement, and subsequently 
enacted as Idaho Code § 42-2038 created a second category of subordination 
("qualified subordination") benefitting all those water rights diverting from the 
Snake River and surface and ground water tributary to the Snake River below 
Milner dam which did not receive the benefit of the provisions of contractual 
[unqualified] subordination. The water rights benefitting from Idaho Code § 42-
2038 receive the benefit of subordination of the hydropower rights at Swan Falls, 
but the subordination is conditional on the minimum flows at the Murphy gage 
being exceeded .... 
State's Second Amended Motion, pp.2-3. 
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In 1985, the Idaho legislature drafted lllld passed Idaho Code § 42-203B pursuant to the 
Swan Falls settlement. That legislation put into law the trust arrangement agreed to by the 
parties with respect to Idaho Power's hydropower rights in excess ofthe Murphy gaging station 
minimum flows: 
A water right for power purposes which is defined by agreement with the state as 
unsubordinated to the extent of a minimum flow established by state action shall 
remain unsubordinated as defined by the agreement. Any portion of the water 
rights for power purposes in excess of the level so established shall be held In 
trust by the state of Idaho, by and through the governor, for the use and benefit of 
the user of the waler for power purposes, and of the people of the state of Idaho; 
provided, however, 1h1lt application of the provisions of this section to water 
rights for hydropower purposes on the Snake river or its tributaries downstream 
from Milner darn shall not place in trust any water from the Snake river or surface 
or ground water tributary to the Snake river upstream from Milner dam. For the 
purposes of the detennination and administration of rights to the use of the waters 
of the Snake river or its tributaries downstream from Milner dam, no portion of 
the waters of the Snake river or surface or ground water tributary to the Snake 
river upstream from Milner dam shall be considered. The rights held In trust shall 
be subject to subordination to and depletion by future upstream beneficial users 
whose rights are acquired pursuant to state law, including compliance with the 
requirements of section 42-203C, Idaho Code. 
I.C. § 42•2038(2) (emphasis added). Simply stated, it was agreed that Idaho Power's 
hydropower water rights in excess of the Murphy gaging station minimum flows would be held 
in trust by the State. The Director of1he Idaho Department of Water Resources is authorized to 
reallocate the water which is held in trust by the State to subsequent applicants intending to 
appropriate the same pursuant to the criteria set forth in Idaho Code § 42-203C. The parties have 
referred to water rights so appropriated as "trust water rights," because they are deemed to divert 
the water first appropriated under hydropower rights placed into trust. 
It is the Joint Movants' position that the subordination protection provided by Idaho Code 
§ 42-203B in favor of "trust water rights" is best termed as "qualified subordination" because it 
is qualified by and subject to Idaho Power's right to satisfy the Murphy gaging station minimum 
flows. See I.C § 42-203B; Swan Falls Agreement, 17B (providing "such rights in excess of the 
amounts stated in 7(A) shall be subordinate to subsequent beneficial upstream uses upon 
approval of such uses by the State in accordance with State law unless the depletion violates or 
will violate paragraph 7(A)"). In other words, unlike water rights entitled to unqualified 
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subordination, trust water rights entitled to qualified subordination may be called by Idaho Power 
in the event the Murphy gaging station minimum flows are unmet. 
C. The rebound call issue. 
What is referred to herein as the rebound call issue has been described by the Joint 
Movants as fullows: 
The "rebound call issue" describes the concern that the holder of a "trust wat<:r 
right" could, in response to administration of the hydropower rights, make a call 
on certain junior water rights that benefit from unqualified subordination under 
the Swan Falls Agreement and 1180 Contract. This would be conceptually 
possible because water users who applied for a water right before the date of the 
Agreement, but who neither developed that right nor substantially invested in its 
development before October 25, 1984, hold "trust water rights" despite a priority 
earlier than some rights that receive the benefit of unqualified subordination. 
Joint Motion, p.7. That the rebound call is conceptually possible stems from the following 
language set forth in the Swan Falls Agreement: 
The Company's rights listed in paragraph 7(A) and 7(B) are also subordinate to 
those persons who have beneficially used water prior to October I, 1984, and who 
have filed an application or claim for said use by June 30, 1985. 
Swan Falls Agreement, 'FD (emphasis added). The issue turns on the fact that in the Swan Falls 
Agreement, Idaho Power subordinated its hydropower water rights to those persons who 
"beneficially used" water prior to October I, 1984, and not those water users having a priority 
date before October I, 1984. 
An example is illustrative. Take two hypothetical surface water users diverting water 
from the Snake River below Milner Dam for irrigation purposes. Water user A applies for an 
irrigation water right in 1982 and is issued a permit subject to a condition that proof of beneficial 
use be submitted within five years. In 1987, water user A installs his irrigation works, begins 
irrigating, and timely submits proof of beneficial use to the Department The Department 
subsequently issues water user A a license for an irrigation water right with a priority date that 
relates back to the date of the permit - 1982. Water user B applies for an irrigation water right in 
1983. Water user B installs his irrigations work, begins irrigating, and submits proof of 
beneficial use to the Department in 1983. The Department issues water user B a license for an 
irrigation water right with a priority date of 1983. 
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Meanwhile Idaho Power's Murphy gaging station minimum flows are not being met and 
Idaho Power initiates a delivery call to satisfy those minimum flows. Idaho Power Is precluded 
from calling water user B's water right under paragraph 7D of the Swan Falls Agreement since 
water user B beneficially used water under his right "prior to October I, 1984." Idaho Power can 
however call water user A's water right since he did not beneficially use water under his rlght, or 
substantially invest in his irrigation infrastructure, prior to October l, 1984. So [daho Power 
calls water user A's 1982 water right but does not call water user B's 1983 water right. 
The rebound call issue is derived from the argument and/or perception that once Idaho 
Power initiates its call against water user A, water user A as the senior to water user B could 
rebound and initiate a call against water user B under the prior appropriation doctrine, even 
though water user B's water right is entitled to unqualified subordination and could not have 
originally been called by Idaho Power. Hence water user B would be subject to a rebound call 
from water user A, and the subordination protection granted to him as a result of the Swan Falls 
settlement would be meaningless. However, for the reasons stated below the argument that a 
rebound call is possible is unavailing. 
D, The holders of trust water rights can acquire no greater right or interest than that 
held by the trustee. 
As discussed above, Idaho Power's hydropower water rights in excess of the Murphy 
gaging station minimum flows were placed in trust to be held by the State ofldaho via the terms 
of the Swan Falls settlement and Idaho Code § 42-203B. As new water uses were applied for 
and approved by the Director under the criteria set forth in Idaho Code § 42-203C, the subject 
water was reallocated from the water rights in trust to the new water use. It is the Joint Movants' 
unopposed position that under trust law a water right that diverts "trust water" cannot receive any 
greater right than the hydropower water rights held in trust. This Court agrees. 
The Idaho Supreme Court has instructed that an express trust is created "if the settlor 
manifests an intention to create a trust." Carter v. Carter, 143 Idaho 373, 379, 146 P.3d 639, 
645 (2006), The manifestation of intent "requires no particular words or conduct; the settlor 
simply must evidence his intention. upon transfening the property, or res, to the trustee, that the 
trustee will hold the res for the benefit of a third person, the beneficiary." Id. 
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Toe trust property at issue in this case consists of Idaho Power's hydropower water rights 
in excess of the Murphy gaging station minimum flows. It is undisputed that at the time those 
water rights were placed in trust they had been subordinated via the plain language of the Swan 
Falls Agreement and l l 80 Contract to junior-priority rights that met the criteria for unqualified 
subordination. By agreeing to the terms of the Swan Falls Agreement and I 180 Contract, Idaho 
Power expressed its clear intent that the water rights it would place in trust would be subordinate 
to those water users entitled to unqualified subordination. See e.g., 76 Am.Jur.2d Trusts § 258 
(stating, "the settlor's intent is crucial in detennining the nature and extent of the beneficiary's 
interest in the trust"). Thus the State, as trustee, held water rights in trust that had been 
subordinated to those water users entitled to unqualified subordination under the Swan Falls 
Agreement and 1180 Contract. It follows that the beneficiaries who applied for and acquired 
water rights from water held in trust could receive no greater right or interest in that water than 
that held by the State as trustee. 
Therefore, trust law precludes a rebound call situation such as the one described above 
between hypothetical water users A and B. It is undisputed between the parties that since Idaho 
Power could not 11lllke a deli very call against water rights benefitting from unqualified 
subordination at the time the trust water was placed in trust, those individuals that acquired a 
trust water right likewise cannot make a call against water rights benefitting from unqualified 
subordination. As no genuine issues of material fact have been raised by any party, a grant of 
pa.'tial sununary judgment in fuvor of the Joint Movants on the "rebound call issue" is 
appropriatil as a matter of law. 
E. Language to be placed in the affected Partial Decrees. 
Last, in their Reply Brief, the Joint Movants proposed that the following language be 
included on the Partial Decrees for water rights listed on Appendix B to the State's Second 
Amended Motion and any other trust water rights with priority dates senior to July I, 1985: 
Thls water right is a trust water right as defined in the SRBA Final Decree and 
therefore cannot make a delivery call on any water rights with a priority date 
senior to October 25, l 984, or any water rights identified on its face as receiving 
the benefit of unqualified subordination of hydropower water rights nos. 02-
00100, 02-04000A, 02-04001A, 02-02032A, 02-04000B, 02-04001B, 02-02032B, 
02-02036, 02-02056, 02-02065, 02-02064, 02-10135, 02-02060, 02-02059, 02-
02001B, 02-02001A, 02-02057, 37-02128, 37-02472, 37-02471, 37-20710, 37-
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20709, 36-02013, 36-02018 and 36-02026. This water right may only make a 
delivery call against other junior trust water rights. 
Reply Brief, p.4. The Joint Movants additionally proposed that the following language be 
included in the definitional section of the SRBA Final Decree: 
Trust Waler Right: A waler right acquired pursuant to [daho Code § 42-203B 
which diverts water first appropriated under hydropower rights held in trust by the 
State of Idaho. Trust water rights are subordinate to all water rights that enjoy the 
benefit of the unqualified subordination of hydropower water rights nos. 02-
00100, 02-04000A, 02-04001A, 02·02032A, 02-04000B, 02-04001B, 02-02032B, 
02-02036, 02-02056, 02-02065, 02-02064, 02-10135, 02-02060, 02-02059, 02-
020018, 02-02001A, 02-02057, 37-02128, 37-02472, 37-02471, 37-20710, 37-
20709, 36-02013, 36-02018 and 36-02026 pursuant to the Swan Falls Settlement. 
Reply Brief, p.4. 
An issue was raised by some of the parties who filed Responses to the Joint Motion as to 
whether the term "trust water right" was sufficiently defined in the proposed language to be 
included in the SRBA Final Decree. This Court fmds that the above-quoted proposed language, 
when viewed in conjunction with the language to be included on the Partial Decrees for water 
rights listed on Appendix B to the State's Second Amended Motion and other trusl water rights 
with priority dates senior to July 1, I 985, is sufficient for the purposes of administration. The 
Court notes that the proposed language simply cites and rerers to the legislation that put the trust 
arrangement into Jaw- Idaho Code§ 42-203B. Therefore, the Court fmds that no modifications 
of the above-quoted language are necessary for purposes of addressing the rebound call issue. 
v. 
ORDER 
THEREFORE, THE FOLLOWING ARE HEREBY ORDERED: 
I. The Joint Movants' Joint Molionfor Partial Summary Judgment on the "Rebound 
Cail" Issue is hereby granted. 
2. The following language sball be included on lhe Partial Decrees for water rights 
listed on Appendix B to the State's Second Amended Motion and any other trust water rights with 
priority dates senior to July 1, 1985: 
This water right is a trust water right as defined in the SRBA Final Decree and 
therefore cannot make a delivery call on any water rights with a priority date 
senior to October 25, 1984, or any waler rights identified on its face as receiving 
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the benefit of unqualified subordination of hydropower water rights nos. 02-
00100, 02-04000A, 02-04001A, 02-02032A, 02-04000B, 02-04001B, 02-02032B, 
02-02036, 02-02056, 02-02065, 02-02064, 02-10135, 02-02060, 02-02059, 02-
02001B, 02-02001A, 02-02057, 37-02128, 37-02472, 37-02471, 37-20710, 37-
20709, 36-02013, 36-02018 and 36-02026. This water right may only make a 
delivery call against other junior trust water rights, 
3. The following language shall be included in the definitional section of the SRBA 
Final Decree: 
Trust Water Right: A water right acquired pursuant to Idaho Code § 42-203B 
which diverts water first appropriated under hydropower rights held in trust by the 
State ofldaho. Trust water rights are subordinate to all water rights that enjoy the 
benefit of the unqualified subordination of hydropov.-er water rights nos. 02-
00100, 02-04000A, 02-04001A, 02-02032A, 02-04000B, 02-04001B, 02-02032B, 
02-02036, 02-02056, 02-02065, 02-02064, 02-10135, 02-02060, 02-02059, 02-
02001B, 02-02001A, 02-02057, 37-02128, 37-02472, 37-02471, 37-20710, 37-
20709, 36-02013, 36-02018 and 36-02026 pursuant to the Swan Falls Settlement 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
DATEo:1pj{JmiJA✓ L: :JJ# 
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Case No. 39576 
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) 
) ORDER DENYING MOTION TO SET . 
) ASIDE 
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l. On October 12, 2012, this Court entered its Order Establishing Deadline for Late 
Claim Filings in basin 37 ("Deadline Order"). 1 It directed that except for certain exceptions not 
here relevant the last date to file a Motion to File Late Claim in basin 37 "shall be January 31, 
2013." 
2. The Court subsequently entered an Order in basin 3 7, closing the basin to the 
filing oflate claims in accordance with the Deadline Order ("Closure Order").2 
3. On February 13, 2013, the Court entered an Order disallowing the above-
captioned water right on the grounds it was unclaimed. Then, on August 26, 2014, the Court 
entered the Final Unified Decree for the Snake River Basin Adjudication ("SRBA"), wherein the 
above-captioned water right was memorialized as disallowed. 
4. On September 30, 2016, Gary and Glenna Eden ("Movants") filed a Motion to set 
aside the SRBA Final Unified Decree, the Closure Order, and the Court's disallowal of the 
above-captioned water right pursuant to Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure 60(b)(4) & (6). On that 
same date, the Movants also filed a Motion to File Late Notice of Claim. The late claim asserts 
1 Order Establishing Deadline for Late Claim Filings in Basins OJ, 02, 03, 31, 34, 35, 36. 37, 41, 45, 47. and 63, 
SRBA main case no. 39576, SRBA subcase no. 00-92099 (Oct. 12, 2012). 
1 Order Closing Claims Taking Basins OJ, 02, 03, 31, 34, 35, 36, 37, 41, 45, 47, and 63, andDisal/owal of 
Unclaimed Water Rights, SRBA main case no. 39576, SRBA subcase no. 00-92099 (Feb. 13, 2013). 
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the right to divert 1.0 cfs from the Big Wood River for the irrigation of 40 acres. The claim is 
based on a prior decree, and seeks a priority date of September 28, 18%. A Response in 
opposition to the Motions was filed by the State of Idaho. 
5. A hearing on the Motions was held on October 27, 2016. The parties did not 
request additional briefing, nor does the Court require any. The matter is therefore deemed fully 
submitted the following business day, or October 28, 2016. 
II, 
ANALYSIS 
To file the instant late claim the Movants must set aside the Closure Order, the Final 
Un/fled Decree, and the Court's order disallowing the above-captioned water right claim 
(collectively, "Court Documents"). The Movants assert they are entitled to relief from the Court 
Documents under Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure 60(b)(4) and 60(b)(6). They rely on the 
following factual allegations in support of their arguments. 
Water right 37-864 is associated with 40 acres of real property in Lincoln County, Idaho. 
The property will be referred to herein as the "Subject Property." The Movants acquired the 
Subject Property in 1992. Onor about April 28, 2005, the Idaho Department of Water Resources 
("Department") sent the Movants a letter stating it received notification that their address had 
recently changed. The Department asked lhe Movants to confirm the address change by signing 
and returning the letter to the Department. Around that same time, in early May 2005, the 
Movants received second round service notice of the commencement of the SRBA. The notice 
informed them that they may own an interest in a water right in the Snake River Basin that had 
not yet been claimed in lhe SRBA and instructed them on the procedure for, and need to, timely 
file any such claim. 
In May 2005, the Movants signed and returned the Department's letter, thereby 
confirming their address change. Along with that letter the Movants assert they enclosed certain 
documentation regarding the above-captioned water right in an attempt to claim it in the SRBA. 
What documentation they allegedly enclosed is unknown as it is not contained in the record. On 
May 19, 2005, Department staff drafted a letter to the Movants confirming receipt of the signed 
address change letter and the enclosures related to water right 37-864. The letter reads in part: 
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Thank you for signing and returning my address change letter so promptly. I 
gathered from the enclosures you sent me that you would like to file a claim on 
37-864. I have enclosed a claim form with instructions for your possible use. 
The filing fee is $50.00 and the late fee is $50.00. 
Hof•tet/er A.ff, Ex.4. The copy of the letter contained in the record is unsigned. There is no 
evidence that it was ever signed by Department staff or delivered to the Movants. If it was, the 
Movants assert the letter was wrongly addressed to their old address. In any event, the Movants 
declare that they never received the letter. Had they received it they state they would have taken 
further steps lo comply with the instructions therein to file their claim. Since they did not receive 
it they believed a claim for water right 37-864 had been successfully filed based on the 
enclosures they sent to the Department. 
A. The Movants are not entitled to relief under Rule 60(b)(4} on the grounds that the 
Court Documents are void for want of due process. 
Under Rule 60(b)(4), the Court may relieve a party from a final judgment. order, or 
proceeding if the judgment is void. Under Idaho law, a judgment is void where it is entered in 
violation of due process because the party was not given notice and an opportunity to be heard. 
McGrew v. McGrew, 139 Idaho 551, 558, 82 P.3d 833, 840 (2003). The Movants seek relief 
from the Court Documents on the basis they are void for want of due process. They argue that 
the notice provided them concerning the commencement of tl1e SRBA was inadequate and/or 
confusing. 
The notice requirements for the SRBA are set forth by statute. When a general 
adjudication is commenced the Department is required to serve notice of the adjudication 
commencement. LC. § 42-1408. The adjudication statutes contemplate two rounds of service. 
First round service is to occur upon entry of a district court's order commencing a general 
adjudication. I.C. §§ 42-1408(1) & (2). Second round service is to occur"[u1pon expiration of 
the period for filiog notices of claims." l.C. § 42-1408( 4). The notice procedures utilized in the 
SRBA meet constitutional due process requirements. See LU Ranching Co. v. United States, 138 
Idaho 606, 608-610, 67 P.3d 85, 87-89 (2003). 
The record in this case contradicts the Movants' claim of inadequate service. The 
evidence is uncontroverted that both the Movants and their predecessors (i.e., Richard and 
Carolyn Bateman) were mailed first round service notice on March 28, 1988. Affidavit of 
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Service of Commencement Notice-Lincoln County, Twin Falls County Case No. 39576, pp.10, 
36 & 3 7 of the affidavit of mailing (Sept. 20, 1988). It is likewise undisputed that the Movants 
were mailed and received second round service notice in May 2005, Affidavit of Danni M Smith 
Re: Second Round Service of Commencement Notice for Basin 37, Part I, Twin Falls County 
Case No. 39576 (June l, 2005); Hof~tetter A.ff, Ex. 3. Therefore, the Movants definitely had 
notice of the adjudication and the need to file their claims. Indeed, they timely filed and pursued 
a notice of claim for another water right they own in basin 37 in the SRBA (i.e., water right 
claim 3 7-10953), for which they were granted a partial decree. Knowlton A.ff, Ex.3. Idaho Code 
§ 42-1409(5) directs that "[a]ny person who fails to submit a required notice of claim shall be 
deemed to have been constructively served with notice of a general adjudication by publication 
and mailing as required by section 42-1408, Idaho Coc!e."3 
Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Movants argue the second round service they received 
was inadequate, confusing, and lead them down the wrong path with respect to the above-
captioned water right. It is the Movants position that they attempted to file a claim for water 
right 37-864 in May 2005. They allege th.is oeeurred when they enclosed miscellaneous 
documentation related to that right when they returned the Department's address change letter. 
Since they did not receive a response to the enclosures, the Movants believed the enclosures 
were sufficient to constitute a notice of claim for the above water right. This belief was 
reasonable in their opinion given their receipt of the second round service notice stating in part 
that "[a]ssistance in filing Notices of Claims may be obtained at all offices ofIDWR." 
Hofstetter A.ff, Ex.2. Based on this sentence, they allege that if the enclosures they sent the 
Department were insufficient to constitute their notice of claim, the Department was required to 
contact them with further instructions. Since it did not, the Movants assert the above-captioned 
claim was disallowed without due process of law. This Court disagrees. 
It was unreasonable for the Movants to believe that the enclosures were sufficient to 
constitute their notice of claim. The Movants failed to comply with basic filing requirements 
when submitting those enclosures. For instance, the second rowid service notice instructs 
claimants that a claim "must be filed on forms prepared by IDWR or a reasonable facsimile." 
' All publication and mailing requirements set forth in Idaho Code § 42-1408 were met in this case. Affidavit of 
Service of Commencement Notice-Lincoln County, Twin Falls County Case No. 39576 (Sept. 20, 1988); A/fldavil 
of Danni M Smith Re: Second Round Service of Commencement Notice for Basin 37, Part 1, Twin Falls County 
Ca.se No. 39576 (June I, 2005); Hqfstett.er Alf. Ex. 3. 
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This instruction is based on Idaho Code§ 14-1409. The Movants did not submit a Department-
prepared notice of claim form with their enclosures. Nor have they established they submitted a 
reasonable facsimile thereof.4 It is unreasonable to believe that sending miscellaneous 
enclosures to the Department concerning a water right is sufficient to claim that right in an 
adjudication. The Movants' belief is also unreasonable given that they did not submit any filing 
fees to the Department. Both the second round serviee notice and Idaho Code § 42-1414 instruct 
that each person who files a notice of claim must submit the appropriate filing fees. It is 
undisputed that the Movants did not submit any filing fees to the Department in May 2005. It is 
not logical to believe that a claim had been successfully submitted when, among other things, the 
required claim form had not been used and the applicable filing fees had not been paid.5 Such 
belief is contrary to law. I.C. §§ 14-1409 & 42-1414. 
It should be noted that in addition to first and second round service notice, the Court 
issued its Deadline Order on October 12, 2012, and served it via standard docket sheet 
. procedures. 6 The Deadline Order included a list of water rights from the Department's water 
right database in basin 3 7 that had not been el aimed in the adjudication. It directed claimants to 
examine the list to detennine whether late claims should be filed and instructed that January 31, 
2013, would be the last date to file such late claims in basin 37. The above-captioned water right 
claim was included in that list and was identified as unclaimed. Therefore, the Movants were 
given additional notice in 2012 that the above-captioned water right had not been claimed in the 
SRBA.7 
Idaho Code § 42-1409 required all persons owning water rights within the boundaries of 
the Snake River Basin water system to file a notice of claim with the Department for each water 
4 The tenn "lacsimile" is defined as "[a]n exact copy, preserving all the marks oftbe original" Black's Law 
Dictiomuy. p.591 (6th ed. 1990). 
'The Movants' enclosures are additionally deficient in further ways. For instance, each claimant must "solemnly 
swear or affirm under penalty of perju,y that the stalements contained in the notice of claim or amended notice of 
claim are true and correct." LC. § 42-1409(3). The Movants do not assert, nor does the evidence suggest, that this 
reqwrement was complied with when they submitted their enclosures to the Department. 
6 The Court's issuance of the Deadline Order was not required by statute, but was issued as a courtesy to the parties. 
7 Toe MoVllllts previously filed a claim in the SRBA for water right 37-10953, which was ultimately decreed in 
2002. As a result, the Movants were already parties to the adjudication and subject to service via docket sheet 
notice. The Deadline Order, as well as many other filings related to the preparation and anticipated forthcoming 
enJry of the final unified decree for the entire adjudication was served via docket sheet notice. 
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right. The burden was on the water right holder to comply this requirement. I.C. §§ 42-1409(3)-
(5). The Movants' argument attempts to shift the responsibility for filing claims to the 
Department. The fact that they did not receive a response from the Department to the enclosures 
they sent it has no legal significance in the context of due process of Jaw. Due process of law 
was satisfied in this case when the Movants and their predecessors received first and second 
round service notice. These notices gave the Movants notice of the adjudication as well as the 
applicable filing requirements. It was then their burden, having received first and second round 
notice, to make sure they filed a claim with the Department that complied with applicable filing 
requirements. The Court therefore holds that the Movants are not entitled to relief under Rule 
60(b)(4) on the grounds that the Court Documents are void for want of due process. 
The Movants are not entitled to relief under Rule 60{bX4) on the grounds that the 
the Court failed to comply with Rule 55. 
The Movants next argue that the Court Documents are void because the Court failed to 
comply with Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 55 when it disallowed the above-captioned water 
right. They argue that the Court's disallowal is a default judgment. Further, that under Rule 55 
the Court was required to give them three days' written notice prior to entry of the disallowal. 
This Court disagrees. The disallowal of an unclaimed water right in a general adjudication is not 
a default judgment. Such a disallowal is not entered pursuant to the procedures set forth in Rule 
55. To the contrary, the disallowal is entered pursuant to, and by operation of, statute. Idaho 
Code § 42-1420 provides that the failure to file a required notice of claim for a water right in a 
general adjudication will result in that water right being lost. J.C. § 42-1420. Consistent with 
that statute, both the first round and second round service notices received by the Movants and 
their predecessors instructed that "F AIi.URE TO FILE A REQUIRED NOTICE OF CLAIM 
WILL RESULT IN A DETERMINAlION BY THE COURT THAT THEW ATER RJGIIT NO 
LONGER EXITS." Affidavit oJService of Commencement Notice -Lincoln County, Twin Falls 
County Case No. 39576, p.2 of the Commencement Notice (Sept. 20, 1988); Affidavit of Danni 
}.!. Smith Re: Second Round Service of Commencement Notice for Basin 37, Part 1, Twin Falls 
County Case No. 39576 (June 1, 2005); Hofstetter Ajf.. Ex. 3. Therefore, the Movants' 
argument that Rule 55 is applicable to this Court's disallowal of an unclaimed water right is 
unavailing. 
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C. The Movants are not entitled to relief under Rule 60(b)(6). 
Under Rule 60(b)(6), a court may relieve a party from a final judgment, order, or 
proceeding for "any ... reason justifying relief from the operation of the judgment." Although 
the Court is vested with broad discretion in determining whether to grant or deny a Rule 60(b )(6) 
motion, its discretion is limited and the motion may be granted only on a showing of "unique and 
compelling circumstances" justifying relief. Miller v. Haller, 129 ldaho 345, 349, 924 P.2d 607, 
611 (1996). The Idaho Supreme Court has noted that "[t]he appellate courts of this state have 
infrequently granted relief W1der Rule 60(b)(6)." Berg v. Kendall, 147 Idaho 571,578,212 P.3d 
1001, 1008 (2009). 
It is undisputed that the Movants and their predecessors received notice of the 
adjudication. The Movants assert they attempted to file a claim for the above-captioned water 
right. However, whether due to llllstake, inadvertence or neglect on their part, their attempt to 
file a claim did not comply with applicable filing requirements nor did they ever follow up or 
pursue the alleged claim. Again, this is despite having pursued another water right in the SRBA. 
Vv'bile such mistake, inadvertence or neglect eould arguably be grounds for relief under Rule 
60(b )(I), the Movants did not timely make a Rule 60(b )(1) motion. The MoVl!llts cannot now 
disguise the same argument as a Rule 60(b)(6) motion under Idaho law. See e.g., Leasefirst v. 
Burns, 13 I Idaho 158, 163, 953 P.2d 598,603 (1998) (holding "a ground for relief asserted, 
falling fairly under 60(b)(l), cannot be granted under 60(b)(6)"). Therefore, the Court in an 
exercise of its discretion finds that the Movants have failed to set forth grounds justifying relief 
under Rule 60(b)(6). 
D. The Movants' Motion to File Late Notice of Claim is denied. 
Since the Movants have failed to set forth sufficient grounds under Rule 60(b) to set aside 
the Court Documents their Motion to File Late Notice of Claim must be denied. 
E. The State is not entitled to an award of attorney fees. 
The State seeks an award of attorney fees under Idaho Code § I 2-121. The Idaho 
Supreme Court has held wi1h respect to Idaho Code § 12-121 that "[i]n normal circumstal'.lces, 
attorney fees will only be awarded when 1his eourt is left with the abiding belief that the appeal 
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was brought, pursued or defended frivolously, unreasonably or without foundation." Reed v. 
Reed, 160 Idaho 774,780,379 P.3d 1042, 1048 (2016). In this case, the Movants have presented 
the court with legitimate questions for the Court to address. The Court does not find the issue of 
whether the Court Docwnents should be set aside under the facts and circumstances presented 
here to be fiivolous or without foundation. Therefore, the Court in an exercise of its discretion 
declines to award attorney fees to the State in this proceeding. 
Ill. 
CONCLUSION 
Recognizing that the taking of claims in basin 37 must at some point come to an end, this 
Court closed the basin to the filing oflate claims as of January 31, 2013. 8 See infra, Deadline 
Order and Closure Order. The process for adjudicating a late claim is a lengthy process even if 
the claim is ultimately uncontested. A motion to file a late claim must generally comply wi1h 
docket sheet notice procedure. If granted, the Department must investigate the claim and file a 
director's report and provide a period of time for objections and responses. If the Department's 
recommendation is contested the process can take much longer. 
As part of the SRBA winding down process, the Court acknowledged that it would not be 
able to accept late claims into perpetuity, otherwise a final unified decree would never be entered 
and the SRBA would never reach completion. Taking into account the inherent length of time 
required to process a late claim, the Court made the detennination to close basins to the filing of 
further late claims. The process contemplated that IDWR would at some point need to file a 
final late claims director's report for all remaining late claims. As part of the process, ID WR 
notified the Court when it would be tentatively filing remaining late claims director's reports 
with the final director's report being filed sometime in December 2013. The basin closure orders 
were made pursuant to docket sheet notice and set deadlines for filing late claims. The deadlines 
provided parties to the adjudication sufficient time to file claims and have their claims 
investigated and included in one of the remaining director's reports. The final late claims 
director's report was filed December3 I, 2013. 
• Toe only exceptions were: (I) late claims for deferrable de minimis domestic and stockwater uses and (2) late 
claims required to resolve litigation pending in the SRBA at the time of basin closure. Id. The Movants' Motian to 
File Late Notice of Claim was filed on September 30, 2016, and does not fall into one of the exceptions to the 
Deadline and Closure Orders. 
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In the past, the Court placed primary emphasis on prejudice to other parties in 
determining whether to grant leave to file a late claim or set aside a partial deeree, Absent a 
finding of prejudice such motions were typically granted. However, in order to give proper 
effect to the purpose of the Closure Orders and Final Unified Decree, and to ensure uniformity 




Therefore, IT IS ORDERED that the Movants' Motion to Set Aside is hereby denied. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Movants' Motion to File Late Notice of Claim is 
hereby denied. 
DATED: Wc .1e.VV1 ~ ' /J 5. 2 0 I e;:,c .. / I . .· ... - .·, A .. i-__ 
·~ t>EiiCJI ILDMAN 
Presiding Judge 
Snake River Basin Adjudication 
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) ______________ ) 
Supreme Court No. 44716-2016 
OBJECTIONS TO REPORTER'S 
TRANSCRIPT 
TO: THE PARTIES AND THEIR COUNSEL OF RECORD IN THE ABOVE-CAPTIONED 
ACTION AND TO THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE ENTITLED COURT 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: Appellants Gary and Glenna Eden, by and 
through their counsel of record and pursuant to Rule 29 of the Idaho Appellate Rules, hereby 
object to the following aspects of the Reporter's Transcript and hereby request co1Tection of the 
Reporter's Transcript, as follows: 
OBJECTIONS TO REPORTER'S TRANSCRIPT- I 
48728.0001.870 I 644.1 
p. 8, L. 11 - "2015" should be changed to "2016" 
p. 11, L. 10 - "August" should be changed to "April" 
p. 11, L. 11 - "August" should be changed to "April" 
p. 11, L. 25 - quotation marks should be placed around "records previously modified" 
p. 41, L. 7 - "expedited services" should be changed to "expedited service list" 
p. 41, L. 8: - "services" should be changed to "service list" 
DATED THIS 7th day of March, 2017. 
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP 
ByDtJtltl~ 
OBJECTIONS TO REPORTER'S TRANSCRIPT- 2 
48728.0001.8701644.1 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 7th day of March, 2017, I caused to be served a true 
copy of the foregoing document with any attachments by the pre-paid methods indicated to: 
Original to: 
Snake River Basin Adjudication 
District Court 
253 Third A venue North 
P.O. Box 2707 
Twin Falls, ID 83303-2707 
Copies to: 
Attorney General Lawrence G. Wasden 
Deputy Attorney General Clive J. Strong 
Deputy Attorney General Shantel M. Chapple Knowlton 
State of Idaho 
Natural Resources Division 
Office of the Attorney General 
P.O. Box 83720 
Boise, ID 83720-0010 
Sabrina Vasquez, Court Reporter 
Snake River Basin Adjudication Court 
253 Third Avenue North 
P.O. Box 2707 
Twin Falls, ID 83303-2707 
Julie Murphy, Court Clerk 
Snake River Basin Adjudication Court 
253 Third Avenue North 
P.O. Box 2707 
Twin Falls, ID 83303-2707 
Director of IDWR 
Statehouse Mail 
P.O. BOX 83720 
Boise, ID 83720-0098 
United States Dept. of Justice 
Environment & Natural Resource 
550 West Fort Street, MSC 033 
Boise, ID 83724-0101 
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Merlyn W. Clark, ISB #1026 
Dana L. Hofstetter, ISB #3867 
Allison C. Parker, ISB #9219 
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877 Main Street, Suite 1000 
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Supreme Court No. 44716-2016 
NOTICE OF HEARING RE 
APPELLANTS' OBJECTIONS TO 
RECORD AND TO STATE OF 
IDAHO'S REQUEST FOR 
ADDITIONAL RECORD 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the hearing on the Appellants' Objections to Record 




Tuesday, March 28, 2017 
1:30 pm 
Snake River Basin Adjudication Courthouse 
253 3rd Avenue North 
Twin Falls, Idaho 
Parties may participate by telephone by dialing the number 1-720-279-0026 and entering 
786692# when prompted. Video teleconferencing ("VTC") will also be available by appearing at 
NOTICE OF HEARING - 1 
48728.0001.8701990.1 
the Idaho Department of Water Resources, Idaho Water Center, 322 East Front Street, 6th Floor, 
Conference Room B, Boise, Idaho. 
DATED THIS 8th day of March, 2017. 
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP 
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OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL 
P.O. BOX 83720 
BOISE, ID 83720-0010 
SABRINA VASQUEZ, COURT REPORTER 
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JULIE MURPHY, COURT CLERK 
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Supreme Court No. 44716-2016 
OBJECTIONS TO RECORD AND TO 
STATE OF IDAHO'S REQUEST FOR 
ADDITIONAL RECORD 
TO: THE PARTIES AND THEIR COUNSEL OF RECORD IN THE ABOVE-CAPTIONED 
ACTION AND TO THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE ENTITLED COURT 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: Appellants Gary and Glenna Eden, by and 
through their counsel of record and pursuant to Rules, 19, 28, 29 and 30 of the Idaho Appellate 
Rules, hereby object to the following portions of the record on appeal and also to the 
OBJECTIONS TO RECORD AND TO STATE OF IDAHO'S REQUEST FOR ADDITONAL RECORD- 1 
January 3, 2017, State of Idaho's Request for Additional Record ("Request") and hereby ask for 
correction of the record and the denial of such Request, as follows: 
1. The Original Notice of Claim 37-864 (pp. 278-280) should be an attachment to the 
Expedited Motion to File Late Notice of Claim (pp. 245-255) and it is requested that 
this document is relocated accordingly in the record. 
2. The pages of the Affidavit of Kevin Lakey (pp. 281-286) are not in the correct order 
and it is requested that the pages of this document are put in the correct numerical 
order. 
3. Exhibit A to the Affidavit of Danni M. Smith (Exhibit 9, pp. 903-911) is omitted. 
4. Exhibit B to the Affidavit of Danni M. Smith (Exhibit 9, pp. 903-911) is not marked, 
is omitted, or is incomplete. 
5. The SRBA Docket Sheets for September 2012, January 2013, July 2014, 
August 2016, (Exhibits 11-16, pp. 1120-1202) were included in the record instead of 
the SRBA Docket Sheets for October 2012, February 2013, August 2014, 
September 2016, October 2016 and November 2016. Also, no Mailing Lists or 
Certificates of Service for these Docket Sheets were included in the record, although 
requested in the Notice of Appeal. This matter is the subject of a March 7, 2017, 
Stipulation with the State. 
6. The State's Request seeks the addition of five (5) SRBA Partial Decrees for different 
water rights, other than the one that is the subject of this Appeal: 37-10322, 
37-12782, 37-21394, 37-365, and 37-366 (Exhibits 1, 2, 3, 5 and 6, pp. 681-685, and 
687-688). None of these documents concern the subject SRBA Subcase 37-864 
OBJECTIONS TO RECORD AND TO STATE OF IDAHO'S REQUEST FOR ADDITONAL RECORD- 2 
record and should not be added to the record on appeal, as described further in 
Appellants' Response to State of Idaho's Request for Additional Record below: 
Response to State of Idaho's Request for Additional Record 
1. Pursuant to I.A.R. 19, 28 and 30, the record on appeal is limited to the record in the 
proceedings below that are the subject of the Appeal and, on this basis, the State's 
additional requested documents must be excluded. 
It is fundamental that only those documents that are part of the record in the proceedings 
below should be included in the record on appeal: 
Any party may request any written document filed or lodged with 
the district court ... to be included in the clerk's ... record .... " 
I.AR. 28(c) (emphasis added). This principle is reiterated in I.AR. 30(a): 
Any party may move the Supreme Court to augment or delete from 
the settled ... clerk's ... record. Such a notion shall be 
accompanied by a statement setting forth the specific grounds for 
the request and attaching a copy of any document sought to be 
augmented ... which document must have a legible filing stamp of 
the clerk indicating the date of its filing, or the moving party 
must establish by citation to the record ... that the document 
was presented to the district court. 
I.AR. 30(a) (emphasis added). 
Indeed, limiting the record on appeal to documents that are part of the record below, is 
consistent with the appellate requirement that only those issues that were raised below can be 
brought up on appeal: "[I]t is well-established that '[i]ssues not raised below and presented for 
the first time on appeal will not be considered or reviewed.' "Sandpoint Convalescent Services 
v. Idaho Department of Health and Welfare, 114 Idaho 281, 284, 756 P.2d 398, 401(1988) on 
denial of Petition for Rehearing, quoting Baldner v. Bennett's, Inc., 103 Idaho 458, 460, 
649 P.2d 1214, 1216 (1982). If new documents could be added to the record on appeal, 
OBJECTIONS TO RECORD AND TO STATE OF IDAHO'S REQUEST FOR ADDITONAL RECORD- 3 
documents not considered in the proceedings below, attendant new issues necessarily would be 
raised on appeal. 
In this instance, the addition of five SRBA Partial Decrees that were not a part of the 
record below could raise innumerable unforeseeable new issues, both procedural and substantive, 
relating to the particulars of those other water rights and those other proceedings. Opening a 
virtual Pandora's Box of potential new issues at the appellate stage would be highly irregular and 
inequitable. If, nevertheless, the Court does grant the State's request to augment the record, 
Appellants must request that the Court also include the entire SRBA records for those other five 
SRBA subcases in this record on appeal, as it is impossible to predict the issues the State intends 
to raise with these five Partial Decrees that were absent from the prior proceedings and which 
documents Appellants may require to respond to those issues. 
A review of the State's filings in the proceedings below reveals that certain other 
documents related to these same five water rights were included in the State's Affidavit of 
Shantel M. Chapple Knowlton ("Knowlton Affidavit") and were referenced in the State's brief. 
See Knowlton Affidavit; and State of Idaho's Response to Motion to Set Aside Final Unified 
Decree and Order Closing Claims Taking (October 12, 2016) ("State's brief') at 2, n. 1-2. These 
other documents discussed in the State's brief already are included in the record on appeaJ as part 
of the Knowlton Affidavit and, thus, are not part of the State's augmentation request. However, 
the State now seeks the addition of five SRBA Partial Decrees that it did not submit in the 
proceedings below. It is the addition of these five documents at the appellate stage, documents 
that the State did not attach to the Knowlton Affidavit or otherwise attempt to enter into the 
record in the proceedings below, which is problematic now. 
OBJECTIONS TO RECORD AND TO STA TE OF IDAHO'S REQUEST FOR ADDITONAL RECORD- 4 
JJl'1?11 /Y101 117fl1 '1A 1 1 
The Court's decision that is the subject of this Appeal also does not reference these five 
other Partial Decrees the State now seeks to add to the record. See Order Denying Motion to Set 
Aside and Order Denying Motion to File Late Claim, SRBA Subcase 37-864 (November 8, 
2016) ("Orders"). The Orders reference only one other SRBA Partial Decree, for 37-10953, 
which already is included in the record on appeal and, therefore, is not subject to the State's 
augmentation Request. Id. at 4 and 5, n. 7. 
Since the five additional documents were not filed, lodged or otherwise presented to the 
District Court in the SRBA Subcase No. 37-864 proceedings below that are the subject of this 
Appeal, they are not properly included in the record on appeal pursuant to I.AR. 19, 28 and 30. 
None of these five additional documents were referenced in the Court's Orders and, thus, also on 
this basis, they are not part of the decision below and should not be included in the record on 
appeal. If, nevertheless, the Court does grant the State's Request, in order to address any issues 
the State may raise in connection with these five Partial Decrees, Appellants request that the 
Court also adds to the record on appeal the entire SRBA records for these other five SRBA 
subcases. 
2. The five requested documents also should not be included in the record because they 
are not pertinent to the issues on Appeal. 
At issue in this Appeal, is whether the SRBA Partial Decree disallowing Water Right 
No. 37-864, entered in default, should be set aside and a late SRBA claim allowed pursuant to 
I.R.C.P ., 55 and 60. The issues on appeal are the specific procedural issues concerning SRBA 
Subcase 37-864 that the Edens raised below and that were addressed in the Court's Orders which 
OBJECTIONS TO RECORD AND TO STA TE OF IDAHO'S REQUEST FOR ADDITONAL RECORD- 5 
aRnR nnm R,n1-:11;1 1 
are the subject of this Appeal: 
a) Whether the Presiding Judge erred by holding that 
Appellants are not entitled to relief under I.R.C.P., Rule 60(b)(4) 
when Appellants did not receive notice of default pursuant to 
I.R.C.P., Rule 55. 
b) Whether the Presiding Judge erred by holding that 
Appellants are not entitled to relief under I.R.C.P ., Rule 60(b )( 4 ), 
although under the unique factual circumstances the notice they 
received was inadequate and misleading. 
c) Whether the Presiding Judge erred by holding that 
Appellants are not entitled to relief under I.R.C.P., Rule 60(b)(6), 
in view of the "unique and compelling circumstances." 
d) Whether the Presiding Judge erred by denying Appellants' 
Motion to File Late Notice of Claim, based on the finding that the 
Appellants were not entitled to relief under I.R.C.P ., Rule 60(b ). 
Issues on Appeal, Notice of Appeal (SRBA Subcase No. 37-864). 
These issues relate to the specific SRBA procedures followed with respect to Water Right 
No. 37-864 and whether they were legally adequate. The State's attempt to now introduce new 
documents into the record and new arguments based on these newly added documents is highly 
inappropriate, and presents the real risk of new issues, unrelated to those identified by Appellants 
on appeal, being raised for the first time. 
The SRBA Partial Decrees for the five other water right subcases were not in the record 
below and should not invoked at this late stage. These documents were not and are not 
necessary to address the procedures followed in SRBA Subcase No. 37-864 that are the subject 
of this Appeal. Thus, also on this separate basis, the Request should be denied. 
Conclusion 
Based on I.AR. 19, 28 and 30 and principles prohibiting new issues being raised for the 
first time on appeal, the State of Idaho's Request for Additional Record should be denied and 
OBJECTIONS TO RECORD AND TO STATE OF IDAHO'S REQUEST FOR ADDITONAL RECORD- 6 
,1!177!11Ylfl1 !17"17,<;1 1 
Exhibits 1, 2, 3, 5, and 6 removed from the record on appeal. If, however, the Request is granted, 
for fairness and equity, Appellants request that the Court also augments the record with the entire 
SRBA records for these five other SRBA Subcases. Further, the other corrections to the record 
listed earlier in this document also should be made. 
DATED THIS 8th day of March, 2017. 
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP 
OBJECTIONS TO RECORD AND TO STATE OF IDAHO'S REQUEST FOR ADDITONAL RECORD- 7 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 8th day of March, 2017, I caused to be served a true 
copy of the foregoing document with any attachments by the pre-paid methods indicated to: 
Original to: 
Snake River Basin Adjudication 
District Court 
253 Third Avenue North 
P.O. Box 2707 
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Attorney General Lawrence G. Wasden 
Deputy Attorney General Clive J. Strong 
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State of Idaho 
Natural Resources Division 
Office of the Attorney General 
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Sabrina Vasquez, Court Reporter 
Snake River Basin Adjudication Court 
253 Third Avenue North 
P.O. Box 2707 
Twin Falls, ID 83303-2707 
Julie Murphy, Court Clerk 
Snake River Basin Adjudication Court 
253 Third Avenue North 
P.O. Box 2707 
Twin Falls, ID 83303-2707 
Director of IDWR 
Statehouse Mail 
P.O. BOX 83720 
Boise, ID 83720-0098 
United States Dept. of Justice 
Environment & Natural Resource 
550 West Fort Street, MSC 033 
Boise, ID 83724-0101 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFfH JUDICIAL DISTRidf OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 











Twin Falls, Idaho 
This was the time and place set for the Monthly Status Conference. Issues to •e addressed 
are: 
NOTICE OF COURT'S INTENT TO ISSUE AMENDED PARTIAL DECBaE 
Water Right No. 25-11617 (ffle #267) 
Ellsworth Produce 














United States Bureau of Reclamation 
A & B Irrigation District1 Burley Irrigation 
District, Milner Irrigation District, 
•S:\JULIB\MlNUl'BS\MSC,3·28-17.Twin Falls 
prose 
Dept. of Justi~: 
~ 
Travis L. ThoitPson 
'8ge I of3 
North Side Canal Company, Twin Falls 
Canal Company, Hillsdale Irrigation District, 
Falls Irrigation District 
City of Pocatello 
American Falls Reservoir District #2, 
Minidoka Irrigation District 
Hillsdale Irrigation District 
Black Canyon Irrigation District, 
New York Irrigation District 
Little Wood River Inigation District 
Blackfoot Inigation Company, 
Fremont-Madison Irrigation Company, 
United Canal Company, North Fork 
Reservoir Company 
American Falls Spaceholders, 
Aberdeen American Falls GWD, 
Bingham Ground Water District, 
Bonneville-Jefferson GWD, 
· Jefferson Clark GWD, Madison GWD, 
Magic Valley GWD, North Snake GWD 
Idaho Power Company 
City of Pocatello 
State of Idaho 
IDWR 
Sarah A. Klabh 
W. Kent Fletcher 
John K. Simp$0n 
Charles F. Mcbevitt 
David A. Coleinan 
;,, 
Jerry R. Rigb~: 
James C. Tuc1'r 
Sarah A.Kl~ 
Garrick Baxted ~ 
~N@ori,ffiiil.ooS~9mo:t~=&\W 
STATE OF IDAHO'S REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL RECORD ~ 
Water Right No. 37-00864 (ffle #1917) 
Gary T. & Glenna R. Eden 
State ofldaho 
S:\JULJE'\MINllTE\MSC.3-28-17.Twin Falls 
Dana L. Hofstetter t 
Shantel Chapple KnO\flton. 
IDWR Andrea Courtney 
TIME DESCRIPTION 














COURT CONVENES - Court calls 25-11617 
Appearances: None 
Court summarizes background - no objections 
COURT WILL ISSUE AMENDED PARTIAL DECREE 
Court calls 01-219 et al. 
Appearances: Travis Thompson 
Court summarizes background - no objections 
COURT WILL ISSUE AMENDED PARTIAL DECREES 
Court calls 37-864 
Appearances: Dana L. Hofstetter, Merlyn Clark, Shantel Chapple ~owlton, 
Andrea Courtney ; 
Court summarizes background- Court will make changes per the stipulation 
previously agreed upon by the parties with regard to the Docket Sh.ts; 
the order/placement of documents in the appeal record, and the reqllested 
changes to the Reporter's Transcript ·, 
Ms. Hofstetter addresses court 
Mr. Clark presents argument in regard to documents (Partial Deere") requested 
by the State of Idaho and requests they not be admitted ' 
Ms. Chapple Knowlton addresses court re: Affidavit of Danni SmitJi .... Exhibit A 
is in included in the record in Ms. Hofstetter's affidavit '· 
Ms. Chapple Knowlton presents argument regarding including in th•.record, 
the Partial Decrees requested by the State of Idaho · 
Court comments I Ms. Chapple Knowlton responds 
Mr. Clark presents rebuttal 
COURT RULES - COURT WILL REMOVE PARTIAL DECREE~FRQM 
RECORD ON APPEAL..., COURT WILL ISSUE WRI'ITENO . 
COURT ADJOURNS 
o,srA'icr c~~rlr :sRBA 
Fifth Judicial District 
County of Twin Falls - State or Idaho 
MAR 2 8 2017 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUD 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
In Re SRBA 
Case No. 39576 
) Subcase Nos. 37-864 
) 
) ORDER ON OBJECTIONS TO CLERK'S 





The clerk's record and transcript were served on the parties on February 9,2017. On 
March 7, 2017, the parties filed a stipulation to correct the record to include various documents 
identified therein. In addition, Gary and Glenna Eden timely objected to the record and 
transcript under Idaho Appellate Rule 29(a). The Edens' objection to the transcript addresses 
several typographical errors. Their objection to the record raises the issue of whether five partial 
decrees requested by the State should be included in the record. A hearing on the Edens' 
objection was held before the Court on March 28, 2017. 
At the hearing, the Court informed the parties it would effectuate the corrections to the 
record set forth in the parties' stipulation as well as the corrections to the transcript identified by 
the Edens. With respect to the five disputed partial decrees, the Court, for reasons set forth on 
the record at the hearing, held that it will remove the disputed partial decrees from the record. 
Among other things, the Court held that the disputed partial decrees were not a part of the record 
in this subcase and that it did not consider or rely on the partial decrees in reaching its decision. 
II. 
ORDER 
THEREFORE, BASED ON THE FOREGOING, THE FOLLOWING ARE HEREBY 
ORDERED: 
ORDER ON OBJECTIONS TO CLERK'S RECORD AND TRANSCRIPT - 1 -
1. The requests for corrections to the clerk's record made by the State of Idaho and 
the Edens in the stipulation are hereby granted. 
2. The requests for corrections to the transcript made by the Edens in their written 
objection are hereby granted. 
3. The requests for corrections to the clerk's record made by the Edens in their 
written objection are hereby granted. 
4. The following documents shall be added to the clerk's record: 
a. October 2012 SRBA Docket Sheet, Twin Falls County Case No. 39576 
(Issued on November 7, 2012). 
b. February 2013 SRBA Docket Sheet, Twin Falls County Case No. 39576 
(Issued on March 7, 2013 ). 
c. August 2014 SRBA Docket Sheet, Twin Falls County Case No. 39576 
(Issued on September 8, 2014 ). 
d. September 2016 SRBA Docket Sheet, Twin Falls County Case No. 39576 
(Issued on October 7, 2016). 
e. October 2016 SRBA Docket Sheet, Twin Falls County Case No. 39576 
(Issued on November 7, 2016). 
f. November 2016 SRBA Docket Sheet, Twin Falls County Case No. 39576 
(Issued on December 7, 2016). 
5 The following documents shall be removed from the clerk's record: 
a. Partial Decree, SRBA Subcase No. 37-10322 (Jan. 10, 2001) 
b. Partial Decree, SRBA Subcase No. 37-12782 (Jan. 12, 2001) 
c. Partial Decree, SRBA Subcase No. 37-21394 (Sept. 21, 2006) 
d. Partial Decree, SRBA Subcase No. 37-00365 (Sept. 29, 2006) 
e. Partial Decree, SRBA Subcase No. 37-00366 (Sept. 29, 2006) 
DATED: &k_ .. i.. lB,Zt>l7 ~-~ 
Presiding Judge 
Snake River Basin Adjudication 
ORDER ON OBJECTIONS TO CLERK'S RECORD AND TRANSCRIPT - 2 -
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I certify that a true and correct copy of the ORDER OF 
OBJECTIONS TO CLERK'S RECORD AND TRANSCRIPT was mailed on March 
28, 2017, with sufficient first-class postage to the following: 
CHIEF NATURAL RESOURCES DIV 
OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL 
STATE OF IDAHO 
PO BOX 83720 
BOISE, ID 83720-0010 
Phone: 208-334-2400 
HOFSTETTER, DANA L 
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY 
877 MAIN ST STE 1000 
PO BOX 1617 
BOISE, ID 83701-1617 
Phone: 208-344-6000 
DIRECTOR OF IDWR 
PO BOX 83720 
BOISE, ID 83720-0098 
ORDER 
Page l 3/28/17 FILE COPY FOR 01917 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
IN RE SRBA, CASE NO. 39576 
SUBCASE NO. 37-00864, 
GARY and GLENNA EDEN, 
Appellants, 
vs. 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Respondent. 
Supreme Ct. #44716 
SRBA Case #39576 
NOTICE OF LODGING 
~ED TRANSCRIPT 
DIS~R-ICT COUHi~SRBA -, 
C Fifth Judicial District 
ounty of Twin Falls - State of Idaho 
APR -3 2017 
TO: 
'Sy 
THE CLERK OF THE IDAHO SU JR@:E~M-;;:-c::_~o~-tJHi_-f'tt'l_-'f:1-_-.. :::::_/_-.. L~.,.--~~""';tl---~Cle.:_C~le~~-
/ -----... .. 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that on April 3, v2 O 1 7, 
I lodged a corrected transcript of 66 pages in 
length for the above-referenced appeal with the District 
Court Clerk of the SRBA Court in the Fifth Judicial 
District via email. The transcript includes: Motion 
to Set Aside/Motion to File Late Claim, 10/27/16. 






Official Court Reporter 
1 
In Re SRBA 
case No. 39576 




POINT OF DIVERSION: 
PURPOSE AND 
PERIOD OF USE: 
PLACE OF USE: 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
GARY EDEN 
GLENNA R EDEN 
800 W 414 N 
GOODING, ID 83330 
GROUND WATER 
0.08 CFS 
PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO 
I.R.C.P. 54(b) FOR 
Water Right 37-10953 
THE QUANTITY OF WATER UNDER THIS RIGHT SHALL NOT EXCEED 13,000 
GALLONS PER DAY. 
04/25/1940 
TOSS Rl6E SOS LOT 4 




TOSS Rl6E SOS LOT 4 
Domestic 
TOSS Rl6E SOS LOT 4 
(NWNWNW) Within Lincoln County 
PERIOD OF USE 
0 1 - 0 1 TO 12 - 31 




O. 04 CFS 
0. 04 CFS 
Within Lincoln County 
Within Lincoln County 
OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS WATER RIGHT: 
THE QUANTITY OF WATER DECREED FOR THIS WATER RIGHT IS NOT A 
DETERMINATION OF HISTORICAL BENEFICIAL USE. 
THIS PARTIAL DECREE IS SUBJECT TO SUCH GENERAL PROVISIONS 
NECESSARY FOR THE DEFINITION OF THE RIGHTS OR FOR THE EFFICIENT 
ADMINISTRATION OF THE WATER RIGHTS AS MAY BE ULTIMATELY 
DETERMINED BY THE COURT AT A POINT IN TIME NO LATER THAN THE 
ENTRY OF A FINAL UNIFIED DECREE. I.C. SECTION 42-1412(6). 
RULE 54(b) CERTIFICATE 
2002 DEC 11 PM 02 00 
DISTRICT COURT - SBA 
TWIN FALLS CO., ID HO 
FILED 
With respect to the issues determined by the above judgment or order, it is hereby CERTIFIED, in accor nee 
with Rule 54(b), I.R.C.P., that the court has determined that there is no just reason for delay of the entry fa 
final judgment and that the court has and does hereby direct that the above judgment or order shall be a fina, 
judgment upon which execution may issue and an appeal may be 
Rules. 
SRBA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 54(b) 
Water Right 37-10953 File Number: 00730 
Roger Burdick 
Presiding Judge of the 






State of Idaho 
A. LYNNE KROGH-HAMPE 
Deputy Attorney General 
Idaho Department of Water Resources 
1301 N. Orchard 
Statehouse Mail 
Boise, Idaho 83720 
Telephone: (208) 334-7928 
c:·-,·--
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
In Re the 
Rights to 
the Snake 
General Adjudication of ) 
the Use of water from ) 
River Basin Water System. ) __________________ ) 
The state of Idaho, Ex rel. 
R. Keith Higginson inhisofficial 
capacity as director of the Idaho 
Department of Water Resources, 
Petitioner, 
vs. 
the United States; the State of 
Idaho; and all claimants to the 
use of water from the Snake River 

















) __________________ ) 
State of Idaho 
County of Ada 
ss. 
Civil No. 39576 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE 
OF COMMENCEMENT NOTICE -
LINCOLN COUNTY 
AFFIDAVIT REGARDING FIRST ROUND SERVICE OF COMMENCEMENT NOTICE IN 
LINCOLN COUNTY 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE OF COMMENCEMENT 
NOTICE - LINCOLN COUNTY, Page 1 
I, Dena Billups, being first duly sworn on oath, depose and 
state as follows: 
1. I am employed by the Idaho Department of Water Resources 
(department) and have been so employed since September 29, 1986. 
I was over the age of 18 years at the time I was first employed. 
2. I am the Secretary/Records Manager for the Adjudications 
Bureau of the department. My principal duties include the 
collection, organization, and compilation of all appropriate 
material for critical file documentation, particularly the files 
regarding service of the commencement notices for the Snake River 
Basin Adjudication. 
January 17, 1988. 
I have been employed in this position since 
3. A Commencement Notice for Lincoln County (notice), 
prepared pursuant to Idaho Code §42-1408A(l), is attached hereto 
and incorporated herein by this reference. 
4. The following documents and information are contained 
within the files of the department for the Snake River Basin 
Adjudication: 
a. The Lincoln County Journal is a newspaper of general 
circulation in Lincoln County, published at Shoshone in Lincoln 
County, Idaho. The notice was published in the Lincoln County 
Journal for three consecutive weeks beginning March 30, 1988, and 
ending pril 13, 1988. The affidavit of publication of s. c. 
McMullen, printer (publisher) of the Lincoln County Journal is 
attached hereto and incorporated herein by this reference. The 
cost of publication was $457.60. 
b. The publication of the notice omitted the county and 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE OF COMMENCEMENT 
NOTICE - LINCOLN COUNTY, Page 2 
filing deadline above the caption of the notice. A correction was 
published in the Lincoln County Journal for three consecutive 
weeks beginning May 11, 1988, and ending May 25, 1988. The 
affidavit of publication of S. C. McMullen is attached hereto and 
incorporated herein by this reference. The cost of publication 
was $44.20. 
c. The notice was recorded with the Lincoln County Recorder 
on April 6, 1988. A copy of the first page of the notice, 
endorsed by the Lincoln County Recorder, is attached hereto and 
incorporated herein by reference. 
d. An SRBA Commencement Poster, to which a notice was 
attached, was posted at the offices of the District Court Clerk, 
the County Recorder, and the County Assessor for Lincoln County, 
in Shoshone, Idaho, on March 28, 1988. 
e. A detailed map of the boundaries of the Snake River 
Basin water system was posted at the office of the District Court 
Clerk for Lincoln County, in Shoshone, Idaho, on March 28, 1988. 
f. The following forms were delivered on the following 
dates to the office of the District Court Clerk for Lincoln 
County, in Shoshone, Idaho: 
Notice of Claim to Water Right Acquired Under State Law - 50 
count on March 28, 1988. 
Instructions for Notice of Claim to Water Right Acquired 
under State Law - 50 count on March 28, 1988. 
Notice of Claim to Water Right Acquired Under State Law for 
Domestic and/or stockwater Purpos,es - 50 count on March 
28, 1988. 
Instructions for Notice of Claim to Water Right Acquired 
Under State Law - 50 count on March 28, 1988. 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE OF COMMENCEMENT 
NOTICE - LINCOLN COUNTY, Page 3 
g. A notice was mailed by certified mail, return receipt 
requested, to Edwin Meese III, U.S. Attorney General, U.S. Dept. 
of Justice, 10th St. and Constitution Ave., Washington, D.C., 
20530, on April 6, 1988. The return receipt indicates that the 
notice was received by the U.S. Department of Justice on April 11, 
1988. A notice was mailed by ordinary mail to Peter C. Monson, 
U.S. Attorney, Land & Natural Resources Division, Indian Resources 
Section, P.O. Box 44378, Washington, D.C., 20026-4378, on April 6, 
1988. A notice was hand delivered to Judy Ragain, the person 
designated to receive service of process for Maurice Ellsworth, 
U.S. Attorney for the District of Idaho, on April 12, 1988. 
h. A notice was mailed to Jim Jones, Attorney General, 
State of Idaho, Statehouse, Room 210, Boise, Idaho, 83720, on 
April 6, 1988. 
i. A notice was mailed to each of the persons listed on 
the Affidavit of Mailing on the date listed on the Affidavit of 
Mailing. The Affidavit of Mailing is attached hereto and 
incorporated herein by this reference. 
DATED this 15th day of September, 1988. 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN before me this 15th day of September, 1988. 
NOffARY PUBLIC f6rrdaho 
My 'commission expires: 9-:<.-l<?C/'( 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE OF COMMENCEMENT 
NOTICE - LINCOLN COUNTY, Page 4 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the 19th day of September, 1988, I 
served true and correct copies of this affidavit of service on the 
following persons by mailing in the U.S. Mail, with the correct 
postage afixed thereto. 
Mr. Peter C. Monson 
U.S. Attorney 
Land and Natural Resources Div. 
Indian Resources Section 
P.O. Box 44378 
Washington, D.C. 20026 
Jim Jones 
Attorney General 
Statehouse, Room 210 
Boise, Idaho 83720 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE OF COMMENCEMENT 
NOTICE - LINCOLN COUNTY, Page 5 
Idaho Department of Water Resources 
Adjudication Bureau 
Statehouse Mail Presorted 
First Class 
U.S. Postage 
Permit No. 1 
Boise, Idaho 
Boise, Idaho 83720 
COUNTY: LINCOLN 
FILING DEADLINE: JULY 12, 1988 
MOBILE UNIT LOCATION & DATES: 
Watch local l!ledia for times and places a · 
mobile claims taking office will be in 
Lincoln County before the filing deadll.ne 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
In Re the General Adjudication of 
Rights to the Use of Water from 
the Snake River Basin Water System. 
) 
) 
) _______________ ) 
Civil No, 395 76 
COHHENCBHENT NOTICE 
TO: ALL PERSONS OVNING RIGHTS TO THE USE OF YATER 
FROH THE SNAKE RIVER BASIN YATER SYSTEM. 
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED THAT: 
On November 19, 1987, the District Court for the County of Twin Fal]s issued an 
order commencing a general adjudication of water rights from the Snake River Basin 
water system in Idaho. A general adjudication is a court case which will result in 
a decree determining all water rights from the water system. The purpose of the 
adjudication is to get an accurate schedule of water rights to assure the proper 
delivery of water in times of shortage, The purpose of this notice is to inform 
you of the commencement of the adjudication and your legal responsibilities at this 
stage of the adjudication. PLEASE CONTINUE. 
GENERAL REQUIREMENT TO FILE NOTICE OF CLAIM WITH IDllR 
Idaho Code §42-1409 requires all persons owning water 
boundaries of the Snake River Basin water system in Idaho to file 
with the Idaho Department of Water Resources (IDWR) for each water 
certain water rights specifically excluded by law. "water 
COMMENCEMENT NOTICE, Page 1 
rights within the 
a Notice of Claim 
right, except for 
rights within the 
boundaries of the Snake River Basin water system in Idaho" includes rights to the 
use of water from any water source, including streams, springs, lakes, ground water, 
developed water, waste water, or any other source within the boundaries of the Snake 
River Basin water system in Idaho. A map showing the boundaries of the water system 
is included at the end of this notice. FAILURE TO FILE A REQUIRED NOTICE OF CLAIM 
WILL RESULT IN A DETERMINATION BY THE COURT THAT THE WATER RIGHT NO LONGER EXISTS. 
A Notice of Claim must be filed for all water rights based upon Idaho state 
law. Water rights based upon Idaho state law include historic use rights (based 
upon diversion and application of water to a beneficial use, regardless of whether 
the water right has been recorded with IDWR pursuant to Idaho Code §42-243), decreed 
rights (based upon a decree of a state or federal court), licensed rights, or 
appropriation permits if proof of beneficial use was filed before November 19, 1987 
(based upon a license or permit issued by IDWR, which used to be called the Idaho 
· Department of Water Administration, the Idaho Department of Reclamation, and the 
State Engineer's Office). A Notice of Claim or negotiated agreement must be filed 
for all water rights based upon federal law. Water rights based upon federal law 
are generally reserved rights claimed by the federal government, by or on behalf of 
the Indian Tribes, or by subsequent owners of former federal reserved lands. 
EXCEPTIONS TO GENERAL REQUIREMENT TO FILE NOTICE OF CLAIM 
A Notice of Claim may but is not required to be filed for permits for which 
proof of beneficial use was filed on or after November 19, 1987. The director of 
IDWR may at a later date require holders of such permits to file a Notice of Claim. 
If the director does issue such an order, tbe permit holder will be notified by 
mail. A Notice of Claim may not be filed for an application for permit until the 
application has been approved by IDWR. 
A Notice of Claim may but is not required to be filed for water rights arising 
under Idaho state law that are used solely for fire-fighting purposes or solely for 
in-stream livestock use as defined by Idaho Code §42-113. The director's report 
(which will contain the director's recommendations as to all water right claims 
based upon state law and will be filed with the court after all claims have been 
taken and investigated by IDWR) will contain general conclusions of law recognizing 
and protecting the use of water for fire-fighting purposes and for in-stream 
livestock use. 
A person using water from the Snake River Basin water system is not required to 
file a Notice of Claim if the water user is not the owner of the water right, but 
the water user should make sure that the owner has filed a Notice of Claim. For 
example, a water user need not file a Notice of Claim where the water user receives 
water solely by virtue of ownership of shares of stock in a water delivery 
organization, or solely by virtue of being located within the boundaries of a water 
user organization, if the water delivery organization holds legal title to the water 
right and if the water delivery organization has filed a Notice of Claim. Examples 
of water delivery organizations include cities, water utility companies, and 
irrigation districts, among others. 
FEES AND DEADLINES FOR FILING NOTICES OF CLAIMS 
Idaho Code 
those exempted 
rejection of the 
§42-1414 requires each person who files a Notice of Claim, except 
by law, to pay a filing fee. Failure to pay the fee will result in 
Notice of Claim. 
COMMENCEMENT NOTICE, Page 2 
Claims-taking will generally be done on a county-by-county basis for about two 
years following issuance of the commencement order. The county where Notices of 
Claims are required to be filed at this time is stamped in the upper right-hand 
corner of this notice. The deadline for filing notices of claims to water rights in 
this county is stamped just below the county stamp. Late-filed Notices of Claims 
will be accepted prior to filing the director's report with the court, but failure 
to fil.e a Notice of Claim by the deadline may result in assessment of a late fee of 
$50,00 or 15% of the original filing fee, whichever is greater. 
NOTICE OF CLAIM FORMS AND INSTRUCTIONS 
Notices of Claims must be filed on forms prepared by IDWR. The Notice of Claim 
forms and instructions for completing and filing the forms are available at the 
following locations. 
1. IDWR, State Office. 
2. 
Phone (208) 334-7906; or 
ID\JR, Western Region. 
334-2190. 
1301 N. Orchard St., 
for callers in Idaho, 
2735 Airport Way, 
Statehouse Mail, Boise ID 83720. 
1-800-451-4129. 
Boise, ID, 83705. Phone (208) 
3. IDWR, Southern Region. 2148 4th Ave. East, Twin Falls ID 83301. Phone (208) 
734-3578; 
4. IDWR, Eastern Region. 150 W. Shoup St. Suite 15, Idaho Falls ID 83402. Phone 
(208) 525-7161 
5. IDWR, Northern Region. 4055 Government Way, Coeur d'Alene ID 83814. Phone 
( 208) 765-1,639; 
6. District Court Clerk for the county stamped in the upper right-hand corner. 
A detailed map of the boundaries of the water system is also posted at the locations 
listed above. 
NOTICE TO ID\IR OF CHANGE IN O\INERSHIP OR ADDRESS 
Idaho Code §42-1409(7) requires all purchasers of a water right to inquire of 
IDwR whether a Notice of Claim has been filed. If not, the purchaser must file any 
required Notice of Claim, as described above. If a Notice of Claim has been filed, 
the purchaser must file with IDWR a written notice of the change in ownership along 
with some evidence of ownership. "Purchaser" includes any person acquiring a w'ater 
right from another water user, whether it is acquired by purchase, gift, 
inheritance, or any other means. 
Idaho Code §42-1409(7) requires all persons who have filed a Notice of Claim to 
file a writ ten notice of any change in address with ID\JR. 
FURTHER INFORMATION 
The files of the District Court for Twin Falls County will contain affidavits 
and other documents stating the persons served with copies of this notice. 
Assistance in filing Notices of Claims may be obtained at all offices of TDWR, which 
are listed above. There will also be a mobile claims-taking unit in most counties. 
If the mobile claims-taking unit has been scheduled for your county, the location 
and dates that the mobile claims-taking unit will be in your county are stamped in 
the upper right-hand corner of this notice. 
If yon want information 
w'hich are filed with IDWR, --------
COMMENCEMENT NOTICE, Page 3 
as to Notices of Claims filed in this adjudication, 
you may inquire at any office of IDWR. If you want 





information as to other documents filed in this adjudication, whieh are filed with 
the court, you may obtain a eopy of the docket sheet from any office of IDWR. The 
docket sheet will be prepared each month, and will contain a summary of all 
documents filed with the court in the previous month, and the dates and locations of 
hearings set for the following three months. You can get a eopy of a docket sheet 
for the cost of mailing and/or copying, or you can get a subscription to receive the 
docket sheet each month. The cost of the subscription is $7.50 for calendar year 
1988. The docket sheet will also be filed with the district court clerk for every 
county within the boundaries of the Snake River Basin water system in Idaho. 
R. KEITH HIGGINSON, Director 
Idaho Department of Water Resources 
EXH IBiT A 
SNAKE RIVER BASIN WATER SYSTEM 
STATE OF IDAHO 
w~n .10 10 J• ~o sc 
s...,1,_ 
Srok11 Rws1 Ora:ncgti Bcs\fl in ldoM Upntri,om 
• -- from tha Pein! •f "'Mch lhl. Snoke Flwar illoves 11n00 m S1n;l1rm :>.s, ";"cwnsnlp as North, Rr,nga 
6 West, eoiie MemlH1n, 
NEVADA 
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0 
***PLEASE REMEMBER!!!*** 
FAILURE TO FILE A 
REQUIRED NOTICE OF CLAIM 
WILL RESULT IN A DETER-
MINATION BY THE COURT 
THAT THE WATER RIGHT NO 
LONGER EXISTS. IF YOU 
HAVE ANY QUESTIONS ABOUT 
THE INFORMATION IN THIS 
NOTICE, PLEASE CALL THE 
ADJUDICATION HOTLINE 
TOLL FREE AT 
1-800-451-4129 (FOR 
CALLERS IN IDAHO) OR 
ANY OF THE OFFICES OF 
THE DEPARTMENT LISTED 
IN THIS NOTICE, OR 
YOUR ATIORNEY. 
AFF~ITcof PU%~.E1:fl.9f)vt,?f?;cfr\~ 
:11\[s,;;:;~;;;;;!J. v,,/ c. 't\f: 
State of ldallo, ) APR 19 
JSS. 
County of Lincoln) 
<3{_e:f;.-i!J_g_ 
________ \_,,_~ - -_ -_ -----~ being first duly sworn, 
deposes and says that he is the printer (publisher) of the Lincoln County 
Journal, a newspaper published every week in Shoshone. County of Lincoln. 
State of Idaho,. that said newspaper has been continuously and uninterruptedly 
published for a period of seventy-eight consecutive weeks prior to the first 
publication of the annexed notice, and is a newspaper qualified to pubiish 
legal notices as provided by act of the 1919 session of the legislature of the 
State of Idaho. know as House Bill 145; that the annexed advertisement was 
published once 7 
each week for ~-.::;J X consecutive issues in said newspaper 
proper and not in a supplement; that the date of the first publication 
of said advertisement was on the -',L,L __ aay of rY-\Ct),/:_,0 
19 ~Y t and the date of the last publication was on the I __ 1 




and sworn to before me this __ ~'--'~----, • , v,./ 
't :/ { ,19 1),,1' 
j' 
LINCOLN COUNTY JOUILNAL 
ShOllhone, ldaho 
COST OF PUBLICATION 
' Number of Lines in Notice ___ ,_,..,,_ ___________ _ 
Number of (nsertions -----·~• '."_·;~;\~•-----------
--=-----Lines tabular at ---------c---"/Pica 
__ 'f;~~~\~ __ Llnesstraighlat \':i\::';i, M 4'/P!ca 









t Idaho Code, Rev, Statutes 198-1) 
7-8pt. perllnexraighl , . , , ...• 4'/Piea 
1-8 pt. per lino; tabular .. , , • , , , • tiPka 
1-8 -p:t. ptttine socees:iive 
Insertions: ............... l" /Pica 
3123 
AFFIDAVIT of PUBLICATION 
State of Idaho, ) 
)SS. 
County of Lincoln) 
uL..J:/!. ,P._ Jf/ 
0 
DBoartmi'nt o! W1tsr R~~QLliCJiS 
· .. ~• being first duly sworn, 
deposes and says that he'-i.s; the printer (publisher) of the Lincoln County 
J oumal, a newspaper published every week in Shoshone, County of Lincoln, 
State of Idaho, that said newspaper has been continuously and uninterruptedly 
published for a period of seventy~eight consecutive weeks prior to the .fi(st 
publication of the annexed notice. and is a newspaper qualified to publish 
legal notices as provided by act of the 1919 session of the legisla!ute of the 
State of ldaho, know as Housie Bill 145; that the annexed advertisement was 
published once ,r; 
each week for -~- "? · consecutive issues in said newspaper 
proper and not in a supplement; that the date of the first publication 
of said advertisement was on the J, ____ .day of f'('(,t., __ y, 
19 (,Y, and the date of the last publication was on the ,~) !;;--,} 
day of fCt:1_, 'r 19 >/'/ 
.) 
~ ,J 
Subscribed and sworn to before me this, _ __,c..--.,'.A:o.:;··:,:'="')-----
LINCOLN COUNTY JOURNAL 
Shosborril. Idaho 
COST OF PUBLICATION 
Number of Line$ in Notice _______________ _ 
Number of Insertions _______ -,c-··5'-" .. "_,-·~--------
-----,--- Lines tabular at _________ ,•/Pica 
--~-}~/~·._i __ Llnesstraightat I'/ l· v 4'/Pica 
V • ..,__--)/ ""'-__:- ·) • 
---'-'-'-"'''----Subsequent lines at • l,.. ,. ... 3'/Pu:a 
TOTALCOST ~/// '.:)(' 





L)(f __ -l:__i_l, 
BtU.TO 
l j C / tz). C · · .,..~• 
,>.-l..J 
N:: 3136 
'/ I (I 




Boise, Idaho 83720 
:152020 
APR O 6 88 
et.Eminutes past.LLd.. !II •• 
recorded by 'l<l/11'/i'f>tl ffe,1tt /£1,,/~7 
Fee:,.;;;;;;::__ Return ~ ,,Jtz£/4"~ 




Permit No. 1 
Boise, Idaho 
Filing Deadline: July 12, 1988 
Mobile Unit Location & Dates: 
Watch local newspapers for time and places 
a mobile claims taking office will be in 
Lincoln County before the filing deadline. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
In Re the General Adjudication of 
Rights to the Use of Yater from 
the Snake River Basin Yater System. 
) 
) 
) _______________ ) 
Civil No. 39576 
COHKENCEMENT NOTICE 
TO: ALL PERSONS OVNING RIGHTS TO THE USE OF YATKR 
FROH THE SNAKE RIVER BASIN llATER SYSTEM. 
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED THAT: 
On November 19, 1987, the District Court for the County of Twin Falls issued an 
order commencing a general adjudication of water rights from the Snake River Basin 
water system in Idaho. A general adjudication is a court case which will result in 
a decree determining all water rights from the water system. The purpose of the 
adjudication is to get an accurate schedule of water rights to assure the proper 
delivery of water in times of shortage. The purpose of this notice is to inform 
you of the commencement of the adjudication and your legal responsibilities at this 
stage of the adjudication. PLEASE CONTINUE. 
GENERAL REQUIREMENT TO FILE NOTICE OF CLAIM llITH IDllR 
Idaho Code §42-1409 requires all persons owning water 
boundaries of the Snake River Basin water system in Idaho to file 
with the Idaho Department of Yater Resources (IDWR) for each water 
certain water rights specifically excluded by law. "Yater 
COMMENCEMENT NOTICE, Page 1 
rights within the 
a Notice of Claim 
right, except for 




A f' & A M LODGE 
------------------------
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
-:\BELL , ELLEN 
504 GLENDALE AVE 
N LAS VEGAS, NV 89030 
ABELL, NACE 
S04 GLENDALE AVE 
N LAS VEGAS, NV 89030 
AD.AMS , CHERYL 
810 WEST 720 NORTH 
SHOSHONE, ID 63352 
ADAMS , E JIAN 
BOJt 3 39 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
ADAMS , GEORGE 
ROUTE 1, BOX 156 
PAUL, ID 83347 
ADAMS , H !..YLE 
% ADAMS$ RODDY ET UX 
810 w 720 N 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
ADAMS , H LYLE ET UX 
790W620N 
SHOSHONE, ·ID 83352 
ADAMS , LORETTA 
ROUTE 1, BOX 177 
GOODING, ID 83330 
A!JAMS , LYLE 
RT~ 1 BOX 77 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
ADAMS , M~l\.E 
760 WEST 470 NORTH 
GOODING, !D 83330 
J!,.DAMS , MRS, GEORGE 
20 .;o r 
HEYBURN, ID 83336 
ADAMS I RANDY D ET UX 
76C W 470 N 
GOODING, ID 83330 
ADAMS , RODDY 
810 WEST 720 NORTH 
SHOSHONE, ID 93352 
ADAMS ,. 'ROYCE 
ROUTE 1, BOX 177 
GOODl~G, ID 83330 
ADAMS , ROYCE D ET UX 
752 4 MILE ROAD 
GOODI~Gr ID 83330 
ADAMSON'S INC 
% PERR?, CHbS W ET UX 
BOX 147 
RlCHFIELD, I~ 83349 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT or WATER R&SOU~CES 
AF~IDAVIT OF MAILING 






NOT!CE #1 3/28/8' 
NOTICE ~1 3/28/88 
XOTlCE ti 3/26/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE ¥1 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE ;fl 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/86 
NOTICE fl 3/28/88 
~OTICE iil 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTlCE 4'1 3/28/88 
NOTICE Jtl 3/28/88 
NOTICE il 3/28/88 




IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
AFFIDAVIT OF MAILING 
DOCUMENT MAIL DATE 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
ADKINS , HOWARD 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
ADKINS , HOWARD E 
BOX 307 
SHOSUONE, ID 83352 
ADKINS , HOWARD E ET AL 
% HARDY, DELMER G 
577 MARLEY ROAD 
R!CHtlELD, ID 83349 
ADKINS , HOWARD E ET AL 
BOX 307 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
ADKINS , HOWARD E ET AL 
% ERWIN 1 CHAS ET UX 
5 41 MARLEY ROAD 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
ADM OF VETERANS AFFAIRS 
550 WEST FORT 
BOISE, ID 83 702 
AITKEN • JOSEPH A ET UX 
BOX 664 
SllOSllO~E, ID 83352 
AKH-iS , BURL 
805 :':f 11.50 S 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
AKINS , EDNA S 
805 N 1150 E 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
AKINS, MARY ET AL 
RT 1 
EAGLE:t ID 33616 
ALBERT I NELLIE E 
BOX B 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
ALBERTSON , DARRYL J, 
P.O. 30A 183 
PAUL, ID 83347 
ALBERTSON r GA.RY LANE 
P.O~ BOX 183 
PAUL, ID 03347 
ALBERTSON , LAURA 
P.O. 30:X 183 
PAULr ID 83347 
ALBERTSON , LI~D~ ~. 
J?.O, BOX 183 
PAUL, ID 83347 
ALBERTSON , MARIE 
P.O. BOX 133 









































ALBERTSON, MERRILL B. 
P.O. BOX 183 
PAUL, ID 83347 
ALBERTSON , RICHARD 
RT. 1 BOX 1121 
HEYBURN, ID 83336 
ALBERTSON 1 RICHARD W. 
P.O. BOX 163 
PAUL, ID 83347 
ALBERTSON , RONALD G. 
P.O. BOX 163 
PAUL, ID 83347 
ALBRETHSEN, NORMAN C ~TUX 
BOX 85 
RICHFIELDr ID 83349 
ALBRIGHT , LLOYD 
BOX 4 7 3 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
ALBRIGHT , LLOYD H 
PO BOX 473 
SHOSHONE, lD 83352 
ALBRIGHT MYRTLE LIFE ESTAT£ 
PO BOX 473 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
ALEXANDER I BETH 
P.O. BOX 50 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
AL£XANDER, ELTON Z ET UX 
BOX: 402 
SHOSHONE, ID B3352 
ALEXANDER , EUGENE 
P.O. BOX 50 
RICHFtZLD, ID 83349 
ALEXANDER I EUGENE 
RT. 1 
RICHF!ELD 1 ID 83349 
ALEXANDER , JAMES B 
nox 644 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
ALEXANDER , THOMAS ET UX 
57 SO 130 E 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
ALLEN , .JANE 
ROUTE 2, BOX 82 
HAZEL~ON, ro 83335 
ALLEN I MICHAEL H 
BOX 143 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
ALLEN , MRS. RANDALL 
359 NORTH 1350 EAST 
RICHFIELD, ID 8334~ 
IDAH-0 DEPARTME~T OF WATER RESOURCES 













































ALLEN , WAYNE 
1014 CRESTVILLE ROAD 
HAZELTON, ID 83335 
ALLEN , WAYNER ET UX 
RT 2 BOX 82 
HAZELTON, ID 83335 
ALLEN , WILLARD ET UX 
133 W 40 
BURLEY, ID 83318 
AMERICAN LEGION 
EARL MORRISON POST #1 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
AMY , DELWIN 
1138 EAST 70 SOUTH 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
ANCHUSTEGUI , ALEX 
STAR RT. 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349-0000 
ANCHUSTEGUI , ALEXANDER ET UX 
758 E HWY 26 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
ANCHUSTEGUI , ELSA 
STAR ROUTE 
758 EAST HIGHWAY 26 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
ANDERSEN , KEITH 
BOX 432 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
ANDERSON , BILLY J ET UX 
BOX 394 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
ANDERSON , BILLY J ET UX 
% HANSEN, RICHARD 
% DAVIS, RONALD 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
ANDERSON , EDNA 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
ANDERSON , EDWARD ET UX 
BOX 691 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
ANDERSON , FRED 
BOX 52 
BLISS, ID 83314 
ANDERSON , GEORGE H. 
SHO~HONE, ID 83352 
ANDERSON , HARRY W. 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
ANDERSON , HOMER L ET UX 
BOX 314 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
AFFIDAVIT OF MAILING 











































A~DERSON , LAVERNE 
% PERRON, HAROLD 6 
SOX 641 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
ANDERSON , LOUIS 
BOX 614 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
ANDERSON , LOWELL D ET UX 
BOX 3 27 
SHOSHO~E, IO 83352 
ANDERSON , LOWELL D. 
DIETRICH, ID 83344 
ASDERSON , RALPH 
BOX 3 65 
SHOSHONE, ID $3352 
ANDERSON , RUTH 
1392 EAST 1020 NORTH 
RICHFILED, 1D 83349 
ANDERSON , SHERRY H 
RT l BOX 1316 
PAUL, ID 83347 
AYDERSON , SHERRY H 
ROUTE 1, BOX 182 
PAUL, ID 83347 
ANDERSON , TEX 
1396 EAST 1020 NORTH 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
ANDERSON , THERON ET UX 
310 E 6TH 
RUPERT, ID 33350 
ANDERSON BROTHERS 
C/0 BOYD ANDERSON 
RT. 2 
KUNA, ID 83634 
ANDOE , OTIS 
RT. 1 
JEROME, ID 83338 
ANDOE ; OTIS ESTATE 
% AN DOE, LOIS 
618 N RD 
JEROME, ID 83338 
ANDREASEN , JOSEPH G ET UX 
101 ASH S'I' 
EL:KO, NV 8980.i. 
ANDREWS , JOHN M 
2975 S 60C EAST 
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84105 
ANNEST , JAMES 
BOX 6 8 6 
BURLEYt ID 83318 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
AFFIDAVIT OF MAILING 






NOTICE *1 3/28/8,8 
NOTICE #l 3/28/88 
NOTICE ltl 3/28/88 
NOTICE ltl 3/28/88 
NOTICE ill 3/ 2 8/8 a 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE u 3/28/88 
NOTICE ill 3/28/88 
NOTICE ,1 3/28/88 
NOTICE ltl 3/28/88 
N"OTICE u 3/28/88 
NOTICE ltl 3/20/88 
NOTICE u 3/28/88 
NOTICE u 3/23/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 












SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
APPELL , EDWARD ET UX 
BOX 144 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
APPELL , EDWARD C ET UX 
1229 E HIGHWAY 26 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
APPELL , JOY 
BOX 15 
1229 EAST HIGHWAY 26 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
APPELL , PETE 
BOX 15 
1229 EAST HIGHWAY 26 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
APPELL , RAY ET UX 
BOX 23 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
ARCHIBALD , G MURRAY 
811 EAST 720 NORTH 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
ARCHIBALD , MRS. MURRAY 
811 EAST 720 NORTH 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
ARKOOSH , BILL 
RT. 2 BOX 50 
GOODING, ID 83330 
ARKOOSH , GEORGE 
ROUTE 1 
GOODING, ID 83330 
ARKOOSH , KAREN 
RT. 2 BOX 50 
GOODING, ID 83330 
ARKOOSH , MRS. GEORGE 
ROUTE 2 
GOODING, ID 83330 
ARKOOSH , WILLIAM ET UX 
RT 2 BOX 50 
GOODING, ID 83330 
ARKOOSH & ZIDAN, INC. 
RT. 1 
GOODING, ID 83330 
ARMSTRONG , FORREST W ET UX 
BOX 21 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
AFFIDAVIT OF MAILING 






NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE -ill 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/2 8/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE 4!=1 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 




IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
AFFXDAVIT OF MAILING 





----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ARMSTRONG , THOMAS E 
916 E 820 N 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
AR~STRONG , VIVIAN 
916 EltST 820 SORTH 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
ARRATE , CHRIS?lNA 
RT. l, BOX 209 
SHOSHOKE, ID 83352 
ARRATE , CHRISTINA 
106 ZAST 42C NORTH 
SHOSHONE, !D 83352 
ARRA'l'E , JOE 
RT.1 
SHOSHOKE, ID 83352-oaoo 
ARRATE , JOSE 
RT. 1, BOX 209 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
ARRATE , JOSE L ET UX 
106 E 420 N 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
ARRCSSA , PETER J ET UX 
131 E 520 t-1 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
ASHCRAFT , MYRL R ET UX 
BOX 118 
RICHFIZLD, lD 83349 
ASHTON , VAL 
348 E 52G ~ 
SSOSBONET ID 83352 
ASHTON , VAL G 
348 E 520 N 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
ASLETT , DEVON 
PO BOX 188 
SHOSH03E, ID 83352 
ASLETT , DEVON H. 
D!ETRICHt ID 83324 
ASLETT , DUANE 
DIETRICH, I~ 83324 
ASLETT , MYRNA 
PO BOX 188 
SHOSHONE, X~ 03352 
ASLETT I OPAL 
BOX 457 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
ASSEMBLY OF GOD CHURCH 
RICHFIELD ASSEMBLY 
PO BOX 129 





































ASSEMBLY OF GOD CHURCH 
BOX 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
ASTLE BRAD & BARBARA 
BOX 599 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
ASTLE , GERALDINE 
f55 SOUTH 1050 EAST 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
ASTLE , JEFF 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
ASTLE I SEM D ET UX 
4.$5 SO 1050 E 
DIETRICH, !D 33324 
AUSTIN , JACK R ET UX 
BOX 45 
RICHF=ELD, ID 83349 
AUSTIN' ,. MICHAEL L ET UX 
BOX 389 
SHOSHOKE, ID 33352 
.8-P FARMS 
r.o.sox 83 
CA..'ttEY, ID 83320 
BJ1,_KE:R GERALD 
BOX 2553 
HAILEY, ID 83333 
BAKER , GERALDO-
RT. 1 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
BAKER , JAMES J ET UX 
BOX 462 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
BAKER , M-!\.R'l 
27 W. 700 N. 
JSROME, ID 83338 
BAKER MARY M. 
RT. 1 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
BAKER WAY NE L 
% :KIME, ALAN 
59 W WOODRIVER RD 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
BAKER WAY~JE L ET UX 
% SCHOOLCRAFT, WALTER 
BOX 87 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
BALLARD KENDALL 
RT l BOX 44 
REXBURG, ID 83440 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
AFFIDAVIT Of MAILING 
DOCUMENT 
NOTlCJ:! #1 







































IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
AFFIDAVIT CF MAILING 
DOCUMENT 
-=---------------------------------------------------------------
BALLARD , ROBERT NOTICE al 
SHOSHONE# ID 83352-0000 
BALLARD , ROBERT s NOTICE u 
BOX 162 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
BALTAZAR ' GERALD ET ux NOTICE *1 BOX 359 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
BANCROFT , PAUL NOTICE 'il 
RT. 1 BOX 154 
SHOSHONE, ID 53352 
3.ANCROFT ' l?A".JL A E1' ux NOTICE u 756 N 350 E 




756 NORTH 350 EAST 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
BARNETT , CAROL NOTICE u 
RT. l BOX 82 
SHOSHONE, !D 83352 
BARNETT , DELBERT ET Ult NOTICE lll 
947 W 720 N 
SHOSHOSE, '" 83352 BARNETT ' DELBERT W. NOTICE u RT. 1 BOX 82 
SHOSHONE 1 ID 83352 
BARNETT 
' 
MRS, DELBERT NOTICE u 
947 WEST 720 NORTH 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
3ARNEY , CARLA NOT!CE -#1 
730 WEST 720 NORTH 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
3ARNE'l , CLARISDA NOT!CE #1 
275 ~ MILE ROAD 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
BARNF;Y , DEAN NOTICS u 
% YEARSLBY, PAMELIA JEAN 
620 " 325 w SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
BARNEY 
' 
DEAN NOTICE u 
275 4 MILE ROAD 
SHOSHONE, !O 83352 
BARNEY DEAN ET ux !'WTlCE #1 
% YEARSLEY, PAMELIA 
620 N 325 w 
SHOSHON_E, ID 83352 
Bl,RNEY 
' 
LARY D ET lJX NO Tl CE ,1 
730 W 720 N 

























IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WA~ER RESOURCES 
AfFlDAVIT OF MAILING 
DOCUMENT 
-------------------------------------------------------------BARNEY , RICHARD L 
266 4 MILE ROAD 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
BARTON , JAl<ES 
905 SOUTH 2000 EAST 
PAUL, ID 83347 
BARTON , JAMES H 
905 SO 2000 E 
PAUL, ID 83347 
DAR~ON , JAMES H. 
P.O. BOX 670 
PAUL, !C 83347 
3ARTON , LEONA 
905 SOUTH 2000 EAST 
PAUL 1 ID 83347 
BATE . ROYS 
BOX 611 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
BATEP..AN , CAROLYN 
ROUTE 4, BOX 4058 
BON~ERS FERRY, ID 83805 
BATEMAN , R F' 
% gutHANZK, LONNY J 
612Y650W 
SHOSHONE:, IO 63352 
BATEMAN , RICHARD 
214 LINCOLN 
BONNERS FERRY, ID 83805 
BATEMAN , RICHARD C 
ROUTS 4 1 BOX 4058 
BONNERS FERRY, ID 83805 
BAUM.ANN , RICHARD ADOLPH 
BOX 747 
SHOSHONE, lD 83352 
BAUM.ANN , RlCHARD L 
BOX 6/Jl 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
BAXTER , CODY W 
1422 EAST 1220 NORTH 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
DAX't£R 1 !ONE 
BOX I, 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
BAX'!'SR ,, JOHN 
BOX L 
348 EAST 520 NORTH 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
BAYLIS , FRANK 










































BAYLISS , NORMAN F 
RT 1 BOX 7 8 
RIO VISTA ROAD 
POCATELLO, ID 83202 
BECKLEY, BONNIE 8. 
188 S. 700 E. 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
BECKLEY , R. K. 
188 S. 700 E. 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
BECKLEY , R.K. 
RT. l BOX 81 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
BECKLEY , RONALD K ET UX 
188 SO 700 E 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
BEEM , DELBERT V 
1371 NORTH 1150 EAST 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
BEEM , DELBERT V ET UX 
1371 N 1150 E 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
BEEM , DELBERT V. 
RT. 1 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
BEEM , LONNETTA 
1371 NORTH 1150 EAST 
RICHFIELD,, ID 83349 
BEER , DONALD G ET UX 
BOX 752 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
BEHR , ALICE 
BO_X 113 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
BEITIA , ANTONIO 
BOX 555 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
BEITIA , DOROTHY 
BOX 555 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
BEITIA , TOM 
BOX 756 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
BEITZ , RALPH W ET UX 
1751 N OREGON STREET 
ONTARIO, OR 97914 
BELL , GREGORY 
3222 EAST 470 SOUTH 
PAUL, ID 83347 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
AFFIDAVIT OF MAILING 
DOCUMENT MAIL DATE 
---------------------
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE u 3/28/88 
NOTICE u 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE fl:1 3/28/88 
NOTICE *' 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE u 3/28/88 
NOTICE u 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE fl:1 3/28/88 
NOTICE *' 3/28/88 
NOTICE u 3/28/88 
NOTICE u 3/28/88 









BELL , GREGORY L 
3222 E 470 S 
PAUL, ID 83347 
BELL , GREGORY LYLE 
RT. 1 BOX 1 4 2 6 
PAUL, ID 83347 
BELL , SALLY 
3222 EAST 470 SOUTH 
PAUL, ID 83347 
BELL , SALLY ANN 
RT. 1 BOX 1.:126 
PAUL, ID 83347 
BENNETT , BEVERLY B 
PO BOX 122 
724 W 7TH 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
BENNETT , BEVERLY B 
PO BOX 122 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
BENNETT , DALE R ET UX 
BOX 381 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
BENNETT , K LYNN 
PO BOX 122 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
BENNETT , LOIS E 
BOX 56 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
BERGIN , FRANCIS ET UX 
BOX 566 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
BERNARD , JOYCE W 
BOX 142 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
BERRIOCHOA , CARLOS JR 
BOX 175 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
BERRIOCHOA , CARLOS SR 
BOX 13 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
BERRIOCHOA , CAROLE JOAN 
BOX J 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
BETHANY LODGE #21 
BOX 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
BEVERLY , MRS. PHIL 
800 4 MILE ROAD 
GOODING, ID 83330 














































800 4 MILE ROAD 
GOODING, ID 83330 
BIG WOOD CANAL CO. 
P.O. BOX C 
SHOSHONE, ID 33352 
BIG WOOD CANAL CO. 
112 SOUTH APPLE 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
BILBAO , ALEX ET UX 
893 4 MILE ROAD 
GOODING, ID 83330 
BILBAO , EDWARD ET ~X 
893 4 MILZ ROAD 
GOODING, ID 83330 
BILBAO MARY 
-093 ,; MILE ROAD 
GOODING, ID 33330 
BILLINGTON AT 
RT ,1 
TWIN FALLS, ro 83301 
3ILL!NGTON I AT 
699 E 1320 N 
aICHFIEL~, ID 83349 
BIL!.INGTON A T E:T UY. 
aT 4 
TWIN FALLS~ ID 83301 
BILL!NGTON , ALBERT 
ROUTZ 4 
TWIN F'AL:.S, ID 83301 
BIL!.INGTON , MRS. ALBERT 
ROUTE 4 
TWIN FALLS 1 ID 83301 
BILLINGTON I ROBERT D 
699 E 1320 N 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
BINGHAM CLAIRE 
1809 EAST 570 SOUTH 
D!ETRICB, I~ 83324 
BINGHAM DEAX T. 
803 TETON DR. 
JEROME, ID 83338 
BINGHAM DEER, & BESSIE T, 
303 TETON DR. 
JEROME, ID 83338 
BINGHAM DWIGHT R ET UX 
412 SO 650 E 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
B:::t'IGHAM , MRS. DWIGHT 
412 SOUTH 650 EAST 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
IDAHO DEPASTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 












































IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
AFFIDAVIT OF MAILING 
DOCUMENT MAIL DATE 
-------------------------------------------------------------------·--------------------·-----
BINGHAM , NANCY 
1811 EAST 570 SOUTH 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
BINGHAM , SANDRA 
BOX 357 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
BINGHAM , STEVEN W. & DEBBIE 
803 TETON DR. 
JEROME, ID 83338 
BINGHAM , WALLACE ET UX 
1809 E 570 SO 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
BINGHAM , WALLACE II ET UX 
RT 2 BOX 2584 
PAUL, ID 83347 
BINGHAM , WALLACE S. 
RT. 1 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
BINGHAM , WILLIAM H ET UX 
BOX 357 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
BLACK , JUDY I. 
341 SOUTH 230 WEST 
JEROME, ID 83338 
BLANKENSHIP , HARRIET 
% FURTADO, ROBERT 
1328 E 1220 N 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
BLESSING , J H 
ROUTE 1 
JEROME, ID 83338 
BLESSING , JOHN H 
RT 2 
JEROME, ID 83338 
BLINCOE , D. P. 
HEYBURN, ID 83336 
BLINCOE FARMS INC. 
RT. 1 
HEYBURN, ID 83336 
BLUNT , JAMES A ET UX 
554 W CNTY LINE RD 
GOODING, ID 83330 
BOESIGER , ERNEST 
RT. 1 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352-0000 
BOESIGER , ERNEST 
471 N 650 W 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
BOESIGER , LOIS 
471 NORTH 650 WEST 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE *1 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/2-8/88 
NOTICE *1 3/28/88 








BOIAN , RONALD E ET UX 
BOX 202 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
BOLLAR , ELAINA 
66 SOUTH 200 EAST 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
BOLLAR , LORENZO ET UX 
66 SO 200 E 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
BOLLAR , TODD 
66 SOUTH 200 EAST 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
BOLTON , DONALD F 
4642 CAMERON RANCH DRIVE 
SACRAMENTO, CA 95841 
BOLTON , SCOTT 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
BOLTON ' SCOTT L ET ux BOX 425 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
BOLTON 
' 
SCOTT L ET ux 
DBA DIETRICH MERC 
BOX 425 




4642 CAMERON RANCH DRIVE 





SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
BONDELID ALAN ET ux 
BOX 375 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
BOOT JACK DAIRY, A PARTNERSHIP 
C/0 HERSHEL C. KERNER 
RT 1 BOX 1 76 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
BOOTJACK DAIRY 
564 HIGHWAY 75 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
BOOTJACK DAIRY 
564 N HIGHWAY 75 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
BORDEN , JOHN F ET AL 
515 ARIZONA STREET 
GOODING, ID 83330 
BORMAN , ET ESTATE 
% CHATFIELD, CF 
915 4TH AVE DR 
J-EROME, ID 83338 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 












































RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
BOUDREAU , CAROL 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
BOUDREAU , JACK ET UX 
543 E HIGHWAY 24 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
BOULWARE , MARGARET 
BOX 115 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
BOWEN , RALPH E ET UX 
% HUBSMITH, LOUIS L 
BOX 397 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
BOWERS , CAROLEE 
854 NORTH 1150 EAST 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
BOWERS , JOSEPH P ET UX 
BOX 101 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
BOWERS , MARKE 
854 NORTH 1150 EAST 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
BOWMAN , CECIEL 
848 EAST HIGHWAY 24 
DIETRICH, ID 83349 
BOWMAN , GARY F ET UX 
216 SO 850 E 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
BOWMAN , GARY F. 
ROUTE 1 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
BOWMAN , ILLONA 
216 SO 850 E 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
BOWMAN , ILLONA 
216 SOUTH 850 EAST 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
BOWMAN , NANCY 
402 SOUTH 750 EAST 
DIETRICH, I~ 83324 
BOWMAN , W NEAL ET UX 
402 SO 750 E 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
BOWMAN , WALTER 
848 EAST HIGHWAY 24 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
BOWMAN , WALTER W. 
RT. 2 BOX 2172 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 













































BOX 39 7 , !IAZEL 
MISSIONARY TRUST 
DIETRICH, !D 83324 
BOYD , .MARGUERITE (LIFE EST 
110 DAVIS S'!' 
FILER, ID 83528 
BOZZU'!'O , ANTHONY A 
BOX 69 
SHOSHONE, !D 83352 
BOZZUTO , VICTOR J ET OX 
% BOZZU~O, AN~HOYY A 
DBA BOZZUTO FURNITURE 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
BOZZUTO , VICTOR J ET UX 
BOX 724 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
BRADLEY , CAROLYN 
890 W. 620 N. 
S-HOSHONE, 1.0 8 3352 
BRADLEY , DENSIE 
DI&TRICH, 1.0 83324 
Blli\DLEY , DENY!S ET UX 
BOX 403 
DIETRICH ✓ ID 83324 
BRADLEY , E~IZABETH 
BURLEY, ID 83318 
BRADLEY , TRUMAN 
BURLEY, ID 83318 
BRADLEY 2/0/1 , GLENNS ET UX 
890 W 620 N 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
BRAYDENBURG , TAMERA L 
1732 EUC:..ID 
BOISZ, TD fl3/06 
BRAN~ , GERALD ET UX 
R'l; 1 BOX 199 
jEROME, ID 83336 
BRASS , DARRYLt t ET AL 
BOX 1286 
BAILEY, ID 83333 
BRAUBURGER , CALVIN 
BOX 88 
RICHFIELD, :D 83349 
BRAUBURGER , CLEO 
RT. 1 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
BRAUBURGER , CLEO 
1053 NORTH 1350 EAST 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
IDAHO DEPAR~MENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
AFFIDAVIT OF MAILING 
DOCUMENT M..J\IL DATE 
----------------------------N"OTICE ,1 3/28/83 
NOTICE 11 3/28/88 
NOTICE u 3/28/88 
NOTICI:: u 3/28/88 
NOTICE u 3/28/88 
NOTICE u 3/28/88 
NOTJ;CE: u 3/28/88 
NOTJ;CE u 3/28/88 
NOTICE ~l 3/28/38 
NOTICE #1 >/28/88 
NOTICE u 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE u 3/28/88 
NOTICE u 3/28/88 
NOTICE lil 3/28/88 
N'OTICE fl 3/2S/88 








IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
AFFIDAVIT OF MAILING 
DOCUMENT 
----------------------------------·------------
BRAUBURGER , CONNIE 
1181 EAST 1020 NORTH 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
BRAUBURGER , HARVEY 
1181 EAST 1020 NORTH 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
BRAUBURGER , HARVEY L ET UX 
1181 E 1020 N 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
BRAUBURGER , MAXINE 
1053 NORTH 1350 EAST 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
BRAUBURGER , MEL ESTATE 
% BRAUBURGER, DELORIS 
BOX 74 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
BRAUN , CHERYL 
648 WEST 720 NORTH 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
BRAUN , ELDON 
638 W 620 N 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
BRAUN , ELDON 
638 NORTH 650 WEST 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
BRAUN , EMMA 
532 NORTH 150 EAST 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
BRAUN , ENNICE 
676 NORTH 750 WEST 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
BRAUN , ERVIN 
638 WEST 620 NORTH 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
BRAUN , GORDON ET UX 
532 N 150 E 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
BRAUN HERMAN H ESTATE 
676 N 750 w 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
BRAUN HERMAN H ESTATE 
% BRAUN, BILL ET ux 
611 N 650 w 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
BRAUN ' 
LARRY A ET ux 
648 w 720 N 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
BRAUN LOUISE 
638 WEST 620 NORTH 










































IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
AFFIDAVIT OF MAILING 






BRAUN , MRS. EL~ON 
638 NORTH 650 WEST 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
BRAUN' , RON 
676N7SOW 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
BRAUN , RONALD P 
676 NORTH 750 WtST 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
BRl-.UN , ROSALIE 
611 NORTH 650 WEST 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
BR1'~UN , RUTH 
517 9TH AV£. EAST 
GOODING, ID 83330 
BP.AUN , WILLIAM M 
61: NORTH 650 WEST 
SHOSHON~, ID 33352 
BREASE , PHILLIP F 
PO BOX 9 
DENALI PARK, AR 99755 
BP.lDGE , ARNOLDS 
BOX 26? 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
BRIDGE , ARNOLDS 
% BOU~REAU, JACK ET UX 
543 E HIGHWA7 24 
D!ETRICH, ID 83324 
BR::::NDA , CHEERI 
1904 SE 48 AVE 
PORTLAND, OR 9?215 
BROADHEAD I E. D. 
RUPERT, !D 83350 
BROSSY , FRED 
BOX .:; 2 4 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
BROSSY , MRS. FRED 
BOX 424 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
BllOWN , BRZNDA 
1000 £AST 820 NORTH 
RICHFIELD, ID 63349 
BROWN , DEAN L ET UX 
499N150E: 
S90SHONZ, ID 83352 
BROWN , DEAN L. 
P.O. BOX 253 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
BROWN , ZTHEL 
BOX 102 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
NOTICE u 3/28/88 
NOTICE u 3/28/SB 
NOT::CE u 3/28/88 
NOTICE u 3/28/88 
NOT:.;:CE u 3/28/88 
NOTICE H 3/28/88 
NOTICE ,1 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/8 8 
NOTICE u 3/28/88 
NOTlCE H 3/28_/88 
NOTICE n 3/28/SB 
NOTICE ~l 3/28/68 
NOT!CE n 3/28/88 
NOTICE H 3/28/88 
NOTICE Fl 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 




IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
AFFIDAVIT OF MAILING 
DOCUMENT MAIL DATE 
---------------------------------------·--------------------·---------------------
BROWN , GLEN 
652 NORTH 450 WEST 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
BROWN , HAROLD 
ROUTE 1, BOX 100A 
GOODING, ID 83330 
BROWN , J LARAE 
1142 E 800 N 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
BROWN , JAMES M JR ET UX 
BOX 42 
-RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
BROWN , LA DEANE 
P.O. BOX 253 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
BROWN , LARAE 
1142 EAST 800 NORTH 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
BROWN , MARY 
1142 EAST 800 NORTH 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
BROWN , MRS. HAROLD 
ROUTE 1, BOX 100A 
GOODING, ID 83330 
BROWN , NORMAND ET UX 
BOX 543 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
BROWN , PHILLIP 
569 NORTH 450 WEST 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
BROWN , RICHARD F ET UX 
BOX 605 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
BROWN , RICK 
1000 EAST 820 NORTH 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
BROWN , RICKIE L ET UX 
1000 E 820 N 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
BROWN , WILLIAM A 
BOX 64 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
BROWNING , TERRY 
ROUTE 5, BOX 152 
RUPERT, ID 83350 
BROWNING 1 , FLOYD 
RT 5 BOX 185 
RUPERT, ID 83350 
BROWNLEE , GARY W ET UX 
BOX 58 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
NOTICE jj:1 3/28/88 
NOTICE jj:l 3/28/88 
NOTICE ·U 3/28/88 
NOTICE jj:l 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE jj:1 3/28/88 
NOTICE #'1 3/28/88 
NOTICE jj:1 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE jj:1 3/28/88 
NOTICE lf! 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 








lDAHO ~EPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
AFl"!D.Z•,.V!T Of' :-:AILING 
DOCUMENT 
------------------------------------------------
BRUNELL1 , H ESTATE 
% CONVERSION lN~ USA lNC 
255 SO ,MARENGO AVENUE 
PASADENA, CA 911C1 
BRUSH , DONNA 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
BRUSH , NINA 
BOX 603 
SHOSHONE, !D 83352 
BRYAYT I ERH.EST A III 
BOX 669 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
BRYANT , ERNEST A III 
PO BOX 669 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
SRYANT , ERNEST A. 
C/0 FRED BROSSY 
P. 0, BOX 669 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
BRYANT , GERALD 4 ET UX 
BOX 106 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
BRYANT , RANDY E ET UX 
BOX 539 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
BRYANT, Ill , ERNES':' 
aox 663 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352-~0QO 
BRYAKT, III , ERNEST A. 
C/0 FRED BRCSSY 
P. 0. BOX 669 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352-0QOO 
BUCKLEY , EUGENZ 
64 NORTH 200 EAST 
SHOSHD~E, XD 83354 
8UCKLEY , EUGE~Z L ET UX 
Po BOX 42908 
LAS VEOAS, NV 89115 
BUCKWAY , HENRY B ET tJX 
585 N 2.50 E 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
BUCKWAY , JCSZPH J 
584 KORTH 250 WEST 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
BUCKWAY t Mas. JOSEPH 
584 NORTH 250 WEST 
SHOSHONE, ID 833~2 
BUGG , CLINT ET UX 
BOX 519 










































BURDICK , CONN:E HARR:S 
PO BOX 5123 
BOISE, 1D 83i05 
BURGESS , HARO~D ESTATE 
281 CASWELL AVE WEST 
SPE-7 
TWIN FALLS, ID 83301 
BURKETT , FRANCES 
BOX 265 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
BURKETT , ROY D 
BOX 265 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
BURMAH GRAZING ASSN , JAMES A ET UX OR HE 
RT 1 BOX 207 
GOODING, ID 83330 
BURNUM , CLAY 
818 4 MILE ROAD 
GOODING, ID 83330 
BURNUM , JEAN P 
% BEVERLY, PP.!~ ET OX 
800 4 MILE ROAD 
GOODlNG, ID 33330 
BUTTCANE , CE 3T UX 
BOX 11 
RICHF'IEL0 1 ID 333;_9 
BYARD , GEORGE E JR 
2005 US 26 
GOODING, ID 83330 
C & C LAND & LIVESTOCK 
% GREZNFIELD, LYN~ 
33100 ROUTT 
ST3AMBOA'l' SPRINGS, CO B0487 
C ~ H INVE:S'l'MENT GROUP 
% ltRCH!EALD, MURRAY 
Sll E 720 N 
RICHFIELD, !D 83349 
CABLE 'l'V OF BUHL 
3633-136TH PLACE SE-SUITE 107 
BELLEVUE, WA 98006 
CALDWELL , GLEN O. 
RICHF'IE~D, :o 83349 
CALDWELL , GLEN~ ESTATE 
% KISSLER, GARY 
BOX 1.34 
SHOSHONE, IO 33352 
CALKINS , LAWRENCE L 
870 N 1250 E 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 








































IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
AFFIDAVIT OF MAILING 
DOCUMENT MAIL DATE 
----------------·----------------------·-----------·----------------------------
CALKINS ' 
LAWRENCE L NOTICE u 3/28/88 
870 NORTH 1250 EAST 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
CALKINS 
' 
LAWRENCE L ET ux NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
870 N 125 E 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
CALKINS SANDRA NOTICE #1 3/2 8/88 
870 NORTH 1250 EAST 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
CALLEN-WELLS INC. NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
RT. 2 
WENDELL, ID 83355 
CAMERON SANDY NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
BOX 651 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
CANNON W H ST ux NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
p 0 BOX 207 
MOORE HAVEN, FL 33471 
CAPPS 
' 
CLIVE J NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
BOX 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
CAPPS 
' 
JOHN A (PERS REP) NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
13 GREENWOOD DRIVE 
NORTH BABYLON 
NEW YORK, NY 11703 
CAPPS 
' 
MARIE (ESTATE) NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
13 GREENWOOD DRIVE 
NORTH BABYLON 
NEW YORK, NY 11703 
CAPPS 
' 
MYRTLE SCHISLER NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
BOX 443 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
CARNEY GARY ET ux NOTICE #1 3/2·8/88 
% ZOLLINGER, CLAYNE ET ux 
RT 1 
RUPERT, ID 83350 
CAROTHERS ED B ET ux NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
BOX G 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
CAROTHERS 
' 
FRANK N NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
BOX 683 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
CAROTHERS ' 
FRANK N NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
% NIELSEN, MICHAEL L ET ux 
BOX 663 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
CAROTHERS NINA NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
BOX "G" 








CARPENTER , LAVERN 
RT. l 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352-0000 
CARPENTER , LAVERN ET UX 
485 4 MILS ROAD 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
CARPENTER , OPAL 
4.85 4 MILE ROAD 
SHOSHONE, !D 83352 
CARRAWAY I FERREL G. 
RT. 1 'BOX 44 
SHOSHONE, !D 33352 
CARRAWAY , FZRREL~ 
31 ,; MILE ROAD 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
CARRAWAY , FERRELL 0 
31 4 MILE ROAD 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
CARRAWAY , WILLA 
31 4 MILE ROAD 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
CARRAWAY , WILW\ L. 
RT. 1 BOX 44 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
CASH , WILLIAM X. 
P.O. BOX 306 
FAUL, ID 833'1,7 
CASPER , ADA LOUISE 
aox 212 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
CASS IA FARMS HTC, 
PAUL, 10 83347 
CASTLE , JAMES C ET UX 
BOX 449 
SHOSllON"E, ID 83352 
CASTLE , PATRICIA 
BOX 4 4 9 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
CASTLE , WILL:s 
BELLEVUE, ID 83313 
CATHOLIC CHURCH 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
CAVENER , ALAN 
107! CLARE!'.{E 
~ERIDIAN, ID 83642 
CENNARRUSA , PETE 
% RALLS, RONALD N 
1085 E 72D N 
RICHFIZLD, ID 83349 
:D.~HO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 












































IDAMO OEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
AFFIDAVIT OF MAILING 
DCCUMEST 
------------~~-----------------
CHAMBERLIN , IRVI~G JR ET UX 
BOX 
RICHFIELD, !0 83349 
CHAMBERS , ELWOOD ET UX 
BOX F 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
CHAPMAN , RAY 
BOX til 
SHOSHONE, lD 83352 
CHARLES PENDLE~ON & SONS 
P. O. BOX 674 
SHOSHONZ, lD 83352 
CHATFIE!.D , C :? 
RT 5 WASS PARK ~77 
TWIN FALLS, I~ 83301 
CHATFIELD , CF' 
ROUTJS 5 
WASHINGTON PARK #77 
TWIN FAL~S, ID 83301 
CHATFIELD , CALVINO ET UX 
871 N 115C E. 
RICHFIELD, ID 833¼9 
CHATFIE~D , EDNA 
871 NORTH 1150 EAS~ 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
CHATFIEL~ , FAYE 
ROUTE S, BOX 5153 
JEROME, ID 83338 
CHATFIELD , L 0 
% CHATF!ELD, CF 
915 4.1'H AVE DR 
JE~OME, ID 83338 
C'HA':'FIELD , LO 
:ROUTE 5 
JF.ROXE, ID 33333 
CHATFIELD , LO ET UX 
915 4TH AVENUE DRIVE 
JEROMEr ID 83338 
CHATFIELD , RUTH 
RT 5 WASH PAEK ¾;77 
TWIN FALLS, ID 83301 
CHA~TERTON , DALEN 
BOX 83 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
CHE~EY , ~ARL A ET UX 
BOX 36 4 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
CHENEY , FRANK B. 










































IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
AFFIDAVIT OF MAILING 






CHESS r CLAUDE A 
BOX 40:'. 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
CHRISTIAN , JESSE ET UX 
16485 EVERETTS WA'l 
RIVERSIDE, CA 92504 
CHRISTIAN , MRS. JESS 
16485 KAMERIA STREET 
RIVER.SID£, CA 9250~ 
CHRISTOPHERSON , LORELL 
BOX 654 . 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
CHURCH , R. TOM 
1535 OAKLEY AVE. 
BURLEY, ID 83318 
CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST LATTER DAY SAINTS 
CORP. OF THE PRESIDING BISHOP 
50 N.E. TEMPLE 
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84150-0000 
CHURCHMAN' 1 WILSON F 
BOX 667 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
C:TY OF DIETR:CH 
BOX 404 
DIETRICH, ID S3324 
CITY OF RICHFIELD 
P.O. BOX 97 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
CITY OF SHOSHONE 
207 S, RAIL ST. W. 
P.O. BOX 208 
SHOSHONE, I~ 83352 
CITY OF SHOSHONE 
P.O. 30X 208 
SHOSHONE, !D 83352 
CLARK , DBWAIN 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
CLARK r FARRELL 
% ONE!DA, PETE 
BOX 45 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
CLARK r FLORENCE 0 
nox 705 
SHOSH03E, ID 83352 
CI,,,ARK , JANE G. 
PAUL, ID 83347 
CLARK , MARGIE 
BOX 326 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
YOTI:::E u 3/28/88 
NOTICE u 3/28/88 
NO'l'ICE #1 3/28/88 
~IOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/S8 
NOTICE u 3/28/88 
NOTICS u 3/2BiSB 
NOTICE 4: 3/28/SB 
NOTICE #: 3/28/88 
NOTICE ll1 3/28/8 8 
NOTICE ill 3/28/88 
NOTICE ll1 3/28/88 
NOTICE u 3/28/88 
NOTICE ~1 3/28/SS 
NOTICE 11: 3/28/SS 




CLARK, JR. , SAMUEL A. 
PAUL, ID 83347 
CLARK, JR. SAMUEL A. 
45 MONTGOMERY ST. 
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94104 
CLARKE , LEAMAN ALLEN ET UX 
RT 1 BOX 35 
BELLEVUE, ID 83313 
CLAYTON , RAY D 
BOX 63 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
CLEGG , HA ET UX LIFE EST 
1425 PEACH 
CLOVIS, CA 93612 
CLIFFORD , CLAYTON 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352-0000 
CLIFFORD , D CLAYTON 
% PERKINS, FOREST V ET UX 
99 SO 225 E 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
CLIFFORD , D CLAYTON ET AL 
75 SO 200 E 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
CLIFFORD , D CLAYTON ET UX 
% CARPENTER, TOM ET UX 
BOX 206 {622 E 5TH) 
GLENNS FERRY, ID 83623 
CLIFFORD , MARK ESTATE 
% TSCHANNEN, JOYCE 
710 4 MILE ROAD 
GOODING, ID 83330 
CLIFFORD , VENNA 
75 SOUTH 200 EAST 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
CLINE , WILLIAM B 
4176 OCEAN DRIVE 
OXNARD, CA 93030 
CLINGER , FRED LIFE ESTATE 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
COATES , CHARLES "BURL" 
ROUTE 1 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
COATES , CHARLES BURL ET UX 
702 E 1120 N 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
COFFEY I LEORA S 
PO BOX 805 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
COFFMAN , HARLAN E ET UX 
BOX 716 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
. .:;.--.-,.,-•.. --
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 












































COFFMAN , JEWELL ET AL 
BOX 125 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
COFFMAN , MAX 
BOX 92 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
COGENERATION, INC. 
P.O. BOX 1787 
TWIN FALLS, ID 83301 
COLLINS , EDITH 
BOX 326 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
COLTER , KENNETH E ET UX 
% BEVERLY, PHIL ET UX 
800 4 MILE ROAD 
GOODING, ID 83330 
COLTER , KENNETH E ET UX 
% JR SCIENTIFIC, INC 
NIEFFENGER, RANDOLPH C PRES 
WOODLAND, CA 95695 
COLUMBIA LOUNGE , HAROLD B 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
CONANT , TIMOTHY W ET UX 
BOX 413 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
CONDIT , FRANCESE. 
HAGERMAN, ID 83332 
CONDIT , J. E. 
HAGERMAN, ID 83332 
CONDIT , J. H. 
HAGERMAN, ID 83332 
CONGER , JAMES P ET UX 
BOX 62 
SUN VALLEY, ID 83353 
CONGER , PHILLIP 
BOX 6 2 
SUN VALLEY, ID 83353 
CONKLIN , CAROLL 
BOX 415 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
CONKLIN , JERRY M ET UX 
11 S 200 E 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
CONKLIN , NORMOND 
BOX 215 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
CONKLIN , RONNIE L 
BOX 415 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
AFFIDAVIT OF MAILING 
DOCUMENT MAIL DATE 
·------------------------------·------
NOTICE *1 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE jj:1 3/28/88 
NOTICE 11 3/28/88 
NOTICE 11 3/28/88 
NOTICE 11 3/28/88 
NOTICE 11 3/28/88 
NOTICE 11 3/28/88 
NOTICE 11 3/28/88 
NOTICE 11 3/28/88 
NOTICE 11 3/28/88 
NOTICE 11 3/28/88 
NOTICE 11 3/28/88 
NOTICE 11 3/28/88 









CONNECTICUT GENER.AL LIFE INSURANCE CO. 
c;o CIGNA CORPORATION 
SOUTH BUILDIN3 S-305 
900 COTTAGE GROVE ROAD 
BLOOMFIELD, CT 06002-0000 
~O~NELL , 3 DALE ET UX 
BOX 56 5 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
CONNELL , DOROTHY 
C/0 GORDON CONNELL 
SHOSHON3, ID 83352 
CONNELL , DOROTHY E 
BOX 214 
SHOSHO~E, ID 83352 
CONNELL , GORDON 
SHOSHO~E, ID 83352 
CONNELL , NANCY 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
CONNELL , RICK 
ROUTE 1 
SHOSHONE, 1D 83352 
CONNELL , WILLIA.~ C 
BOX 565 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
CONNER , CLI~FORD ET UX 
BOX 1 





RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
CONNER ETHEL Jo! ET WlR 
BOX 1 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
CONNER . HELEN D 
BOX H6 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
CON~ER , THOMAS W ET UX 
BOX 4 
SHOSHONE, 10 83352 
CONKER 1 , DAVID W. 
BOX 395 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
COOK I HAROLD 
222 EAST HIGHWAY 24 
DIETRICH, ro 83324 
COOK , HAROLD A 
RFD 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
COOK , HOLLY 
222 EAST HIGHWAY :B 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 












































!DAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
AFFIDAVIT OF MAILING 






COUCH , LOUIS 
% KOEPPEX, KENNETH 
432 N 150 E 
S30SHONE, ID 83352 
COUCH , LOUIS 
409 ~ORTH HIGHWAY 75 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
COW?UNCHER.S GRAZ ASSN 
BOX 65 
RICHF!EtD, ID 83349 
COX , BEATRICE J. 
14552 DONEGAL DR, 
WESTMI~STER. CA 92683 
COX , DEAN B 
13245 WINONA RD 
APPLE VALLEY, CA 92308 
COX , DEAN B, 
14552 DCNEGAL DR. 
WESTMINSTER, CA 92683 
COX , EUGENE W 
1173 E 800 N 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
COX , GLEN R ET AL 
BOX 175 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
COX , !'!EDA 
1173 EAST aco NORTH 
RICHFIELD,, ID 83349 
COX , MRS. DEAN 
13245 WINONA ROAD 
APPLE VALLEY, CA 92308 
COZAD , V!R~IL ET OX 
BOX 535 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
CRAWFORD , LOU\ 
699 NORTH 650 WEST 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
CRAWFORD , PAUL J ET UX 
699N650W 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
CROFT , GLEN 
:sax 447 
SHOSHONEr ID 83352 
CROTHERS , KENhETH D 
aox 3 I,; 
SHOSHONE, I~ 83352 
CROWTHER , F :-: 
BOX 127 
RICHFIELDT ~~ 83349 
NOTICE itl 3/28/88 
NOl'ICE ~1 3/26/88 
l'IOTICE t,,1 3/28/SB 
!-TOTICE ,il 3/2S/88 
NOTICE ~1 3/28/88 
l'WTICE #1 3/28/88 
NO'r1CE tl 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/38 
NOl'lCE ltl 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE ~1 3/28/88 
NOTICE '1:1 3/28/88 
NOT!CE ,fl 3/28/88 
NOTICE: 11 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 




IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 




$35 EAST 470 SOUTH 
DIETRICH, !D 83324 
COOPER , LINDELL 
835 E 470 SO 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
COOPER t LINDELL 
835 EAST 470 SOUTH 
DIETRICH, !D 83324 
COOPER , LYNN F 
ROUTE 1, BOX 202 
IDA'HO FALLS, ID 83401 
COOPER , LYNN F ET UX 
6495 PANORAMA DRIVE 
IDAHO FALLS, 1D 83401 
COOPER , MARILYN 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
COOPER , RAYMOND 
570 FOUR MILE ROAD 
SBOS'HONE, ID 83352 
C02DELL , ROBERT 0. 
?.O. BOX 755 
SHOSHOSE, ID 83352-0000 
CORNELISON , BERNICE 
P.O. BOX 229 
TWIN FALLS, ID 83303 
CORNELISON , GLENN 
P.O. BOX 229 
TWIN PALLS, ID 83303 
CORRIGAN , DONALD L 
BOX 53.9 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
CORRIGAN , HERBERT E? UX 
J? 0 BOX 178 
SHOSHONE, lD 83352 
CORRIGAN ' HERBERT ET ax 
BOX 178 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
COSTELLO r CAROLYN S. 
P. O. BOX ,;23 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
CCSTE4LO 1 TERRANCE M. 
P. 0. BOX 423 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
COlJCH I LOUIS 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
COUCH , LOUIS 
409 N HIGHWAY 75 












































IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
AFFIDAVIT OF MAILING 
DOCUMENT -------------------------------
CRUSEY , GEORGES ST UX 
BOX 34 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
CRUSON , GENE D ET UX 
RT 2 BOX 2392 
PARMA, ID 83660 
CRYSTAL BROTHERS 
C/0 J. REED CRYSTAL 
RT. 1 
P~l\UL 1 ID 83347 
CULVER , EDWARD 9 ET UX 
fl N .;50 ii: 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
CULVER , JOAN R. 
41 N, 450 iL 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
CURL , ADA 
BOX 282 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
CURL , JACK ESTATE 
% CU11L, ADA 
BOX 282 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
CURRY, JIM ET UX 
55 SO 200 E 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
CURRY , LAWRENCE fl ET UX 
BOX 417 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
CURRY , WAYNE ET DX 
57 SO 200 E 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
DAINS , ROBER~ Z 
BOX 367 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
DALRYMPLE , ROGER C ET UX 
BOX 243 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
DANA , JAN 
BOX 563 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
DANIEL , KENNETH H £TUX 
ROUTZ 2, BOX 2108 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
DARRAH , ARZILLA 
SHOSHONE, !D 33352 
DAVIDSON , MICHAEL ET UX 
BOX 331 









































IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
AFFIDAVIT OF MAILING 






DAV!S , CLIFFORD L ET UX 
BOX 4.45 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
DAVIS , GWEN 
402 SOU':.:'H COUN'!':l LINE 
JEROME, ID S3338 
DAVIS JERRY ET UX 
BOX 14 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
DAVIS , JOHN B E':.:' UX 
BOX 486 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
DAVIS , KEITH E ET UX 
BOX 609 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
DAVIS RCGER L E~ UX 
BOX 796 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
DAVIS , WX Z ET UX 
402 SO CNTY LINE ROAD 
JER_OME, ID 83338 
DAVIS INVESTMENT COY.PA~Y 
P.O. 30.X 92978 
LONG 9EACH, CA 90809 
DAYLEY CL:FFORD ET UX 
BOX 73 
RICHFIELDt ID 83349 
DAYLEY , CL!?TCN 
BOX 494 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
OBA NEIBAUR BROTHERS 
RT. 1 
PAUL, ID 83347 
DEAN ELOISE G. 
1243 E. 1523 N. 
~ICHFIELD, ID 833~9 
DE~~N ROLAND 
ROUTE 2, BOX 5786 
TWI!t FALLS, !D 83301 
DEEDS , H LARRY 
1247 EAST 1020 NORTH 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
DEEDS , J LYLE ET ~X 
RICHF!ZLD, ID 83349 
DEEDS J, LYLE 
RT. 1 
RICHFI~LD, ID 83349 
DEEP WOODS TRUST 
BOX 1201 






































lDARO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
AtFIDAVIT OF MAILING 





-------------------------------------- -------------------------DELDEN , RONA~D VAN 
35474 ~lLLWOOD DR 
WOODLAKE, CA 93286 
DELIS , COSTA 
BOX 73 
PAUL, ID 83347 
DELIS , COSTA ET UX 
PO BOX 686 
BURLEY, ID 83318 
DELIS , RUTH 
P.O. 30¼ 586 
BURLEY, ID 83318 
DELIS , lHJTH 
BOX 73 
PAUL, ID 83347 
DEMPSEY r MRS. ROBERT 
10512 N.E, 152 AVE. 
VANCOUVER, WA 98662 
DEMPSEY , ROBERT E 
10512 ~.E. 152 AVENUE 
VANCOUVER, WA 98662 
DEMPSEY I VERA 
412 N 1ST ST 
:.lT VERNON, WA 98273 
DEPEW , GEORGE ESTATE 
% DE?EW 1 RUTH ELA!NE 
63 N 160 E 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
DEPEW, GEORGE ESTATE 
% MORGA~ 1 DAVID ET UX 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
DEPEW 1 ~IRtAf1 R 
261 MILLA.RD ROAD 
DIETR!CH, 1D 83324 
DEPEW, RUTHS. 
63 NORTH 150 EAST 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
DERBIDGE , JOSEPH L ET UX 
BOX 697 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
DEVANEY , CLIFF M. 
688 BLUE LAKES BLVD. NORTH 
TWIN FALLS, !D 83301 
DICKSON , DENNIS 
1205 RUBY DRIVE 
RU?ERT 1 ID 33350 
DIET~ICH GRANGE , INC 
DIETRICH, !D 83324 
DIETRICH GRAZING ASSN 
RT 6 BOX 9560 
TWIN FALLS, !D 83301 
XOTIC.E 4': 3/28/aB 
:s'OTICE if: 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE .Y,1 3/28/88 
NO-TICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/23/83 
NOTICE ~l 3/28/83 
NOTICZ #'1 3/28/88 
3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/8 8 
NO·XICF; #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE ill 3/28/88 
NOTICE u 3/28/88 
NOTICE: u 3/2S/88 
XOTICE 41 3/28/8 B 
NOTICE u 3/28/BB 




DIETRICH HWY DlST # 5 
D~ETRICH, ID 83324 
DIETRICH SCHOOL DISTRICT 1314 
P.O. BOX 423 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
DILLE , -RUTH 
BOX 504 
SHOSHO~E, ID 83352 
DILLON , W S ESTATE 
DIXON, M.l\..RG-ARE':' 
BOX 404 
WAKONDA, SD 57073 
DILWORTH , PAMLA 
232 SOUTH 750 EAST 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
DILWORTH , RE:ED 
232 SOUTH 150 EAST 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
D4LWORTH , REED ET UX 
232 SO 75C E 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
DIXON r GARY V ET AL 
BOY.: 129 
SBOSHO?.E, ID 
DOBBS ' EDIE F BOX 412 
SHOSHONE, ID 
DOBBS ' LONNIE J BOX 412 
SHOSHONE, ! !) 
DOBBS LONNIE J 
BOX 412 
SHOSHONE, ID 
DONE!' ' ROBERT s BOX 120 
SHOSHONE, ID 









DIETRICH, ID 83324 
DOZIER , DON 
2670 SENTER ROAD 
PAUL, !D 83347 
DOZIER , LESTER 
2216 HANSEN DRIVE 
3URLEY, ID 83318 
DRAUGHON , KEITH~ ET ~X 
1425 PEACH 
CLOVIS, CA 936:2 
DRISKELL , RICHA~D F 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
I_D.l\..HO DEPARTMENT OF W.l\..TE'a RESOURCES 
AFFIDAVIT OF MAILING 






r:iOTICE u 3/28/88 
NOTICE ,1,2. 3/28/88 
NOTICE lil 3/28/88 
NOTICE li1 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NO'r1CE ¥1 3/2$/88 
NOTICE #1 3/2$/88 
NOTICE ~1 3./28/8 8 
~OT!CE n 3/28/88 
NOTICE u 3/28/88 
NOTICE u 3/28/88 
NOTICE H 3/28/88 
NOTICE 11 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NO'rlCE u 3/2$/88 
N'OT I Ct '1 3/28/88 




DRUM , EVERETTE 
455 4 MILE ROAD 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
DUFFIN , K LAMAR ET UX 
BOX 445 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
DUPPER , JOHN 
1288 EAST HIGHWAY 26 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
DURAND , DANG ET UX 
1360 N 1150 E 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
DURAND , VICKY 
1360 NORTH 1150 EAST 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
DUSTIN , H W 
% MILLICAN, D L ET UX 
1431 N 1200 E 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
DUSTIN , H W 
% LAUDERT, ALLEN 
1195 E 1420 N 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
DUSTIN , H W 
% LAUDERT, ALLAN ET UX 
1195 E 1420 N 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
DYE , JIM D 
BOX 576 
SHOSHO~E, ID 83352 
DYE , KATHLEEN F 
BOX 576 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
DYE , THOMAS E ET UX 
BOX H 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
EASLY , MILLARD N 
3307 N BALDWIN ST 
PORTLAND, OR 97217 
EATON , VIOLET A JONES 
BOX 419 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
EDEN , ALICIA 
830 WEST 470 NORTH 
GOODING, ID 83330 
EDEN , DALEE 
830 WEST 470 NORTH 
GOODING, ID 83330 
EDEN , GARY 
BOX 18 9 
GOODING, ID 83330 
.;.-;--::.-.. 
-----------
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
AFFIDAVIT OF MAILING 






NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/8 8 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE l/'l 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE #-1 3/28/88 




EDEN , ::iLENNA 
BOX 189 
GOODlNG 1 ID 83330 
!WEN , MARSHA 
159 9TH AVE EAST 
TWIN FALLS, ID 83301 
EDLUND , DOUG P ET UX 
1338 E 920 N 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
EDLUND , tOUGLAS P. 
RT- 1 BOX 105 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
EDL'JN:J r GRACE 
1338 EAST 920 NORTH 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
EDWARDS , SlD JR ET UX 
% WHITESEL~, DAVIDE ET UX 
BOX 72 
RICHFI&LD, ID 83349 
EDWARDS I SIDNEY 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
EDWARDS , SIDNEY -F SR 
30X 355 
DIETRICH, tD 83324 
E~AN , BENJAMINE 
% HISAW, CHARLES R ET JX 
562 CAREY-KIMAMA ROAD 
PAUL 1 ID 83347 
EGERSDORF , ALTA M 
BOX 33 4 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
EGERSDORF , JAMES ET UX 
BOX 459 
SHOSHONE, ID 33352 
ELLIS , LEE G ET UX 
U:'l" 3 BOX 242 
RUPERT, ID 33350 
ELLISON , VERA SILVEY 
ROUTE 3 sax 225A 
BUHL, tD 833l5 
ELORR1ETA , EUGENIA 
SOX 624 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
ELTING , BILL J~ 
6767 ~oRTH 3S~n AVENUE 
PHOENIX, AZ 85017 
ELT~NG , BILLY J 
6767 N 35 AVE 
PHOE~IX, AZ 85017 
IDAHO DEPARTME'NT OF WATER RESOTJECES 










































IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
AFFIDAVIT OF MAILING 
DOCUMENT MAIL DATE 
--------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------
EMERSON , GLENN E ESTATE 
1135 CHERRY LANE 
POCATELLO, ID 83201 
EMERSON , NADINE 
1135 CHERRY LANE 
POCATELLO, ID 83201 
ENGMAN , ALBERT D ET UX 
BOX 58 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
ENGMAN , DONALD K 
BOX 295 
SHOSHONE, IO 83352 
EPISCOPAL CHURCH 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
ERCANBRACK , LADAWN 
1675 SOUTH 50 EAST 
OREM, UT 84057 
ERCANBRACK , LADAWN 
ROUTE 1 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
ERCANBRACK , REED T 
1101 NORTH 1350 EAST 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
ERCANBRACK , REED T. 
1675 SOUTH 50 EAST 
OREM, ID 84057 
ERWIN , CHARLES L 
541 MARLEY ROAD 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
ERWIN , CHERI 
BOX 24 
811 NORTH 1275 EAST 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
ERWIN , DAVIDS 
% MATHENEY, JOE 
BOX 144 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
ERWIN , DONS 
BOX 24 
811 NORTH 1275 EAST 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
ERWIN , DONALDS ET UX 
811 N 1275 E 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
ERWIN , ILENE ROSE 
541 MARLEY ROAD 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
ERWIN , REGINA 
BOX 165 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
_.;.--;"'";,s", .. 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE 11 3/28/88 
NOTICE 11 3/28/88 
NOTICE 11 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE 11 3/28/88 
NOTICE u 3/28/88 
NOTICE 11 3/28/88 
NOTICE 11 3/28/88 
NOTICE u 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE u 3/28/88 








IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
AFFIDAVIT OF MAILING 
---------------------------------------
EST. , JAMES W PORELL 
:/O EU~!CE POWELL 
J?,O, BOX ,t,1 
RICHFt£~C, ID 83349 
SSTATE , SETH (HIA~T) ALEXAND 
C/0 MARLA PAT1ERsoN 
11735 EAST SHORE DR. 
HAYDEN LAKE, ID 33835 
ESTATE , CLtMENT FITZGERALD 
C/0 AGNES FITZ~ERALD 
425 NORTH 250 WE.ST 
SHOSHONE~ ID 83352 
ESTATE , DEBBIE PEAK 
BOX 32 
C/0 JOANNA KIMPTON 
STANLEY, ID 83278 
ESTATE , DELBERT SWEET 
C/0 BILL SWEET 
407 EAST 370 SOUTH 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
ESTATE I DONALD AND DEBBIE PE 
BOX 32 
C/0 JOANNA KIMPTON 
STANLZY, !D 83278 
ESTATE , 2D1TH BAUGH 
C/0 BARBARA GUTHRIE 
775 NORTH 450 WEST 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
ESTATE , EUGENE GU~HRIE 
C/0 ELDEN GUTHRIE 
550 4 MILE ROAC 
SHOSHONE, !~ 83352 
ESTATE , EUGEti!E R ALEXANDER 
2010 GRASSXERE 
BOISE, ID 83709 
ESTATE , GAIL VAN TASSELL 
1037 SOUTH 2100 EAS~ 
PAUL, 1D 83347 
ESTATE , GEORGE DEPEW 
ROUTE l 
SHOSHONE, ID 8335'... 
ESTATE , HERMAN BRAUN 
5:i 9TH AVE EAST 
GOODING, ID fl3'3 30 
ESTATE , J FRANK DEPEW, 
261 ~ILLARD ROAD 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
ESTATE , MARGARET PRIDMORE 
C/0 ROD PRIDMORE 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 




































IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
AFFIDAVIT OF MAILING 
-----------------------------------------------------
DOCUMENT 
NOTICE~; ESTATE r OTIS ANJOE 
aoOTE 1 
JEROME, IP 83338 
ESTATE , PHD FARM/ROYAL PRICE 
C/0 MAXINE PRICE 
498 EAST 670 SOUTH 
DIETRICH, lP 83324 
ESTATE , RALPH E. FRANKLIN, 
ROUTE 1 1 BOX 53B 
CHINO VALLEY, AZ 86323 
ESTATE , RONAL~ BELL 
BOX 67 
C/0 DON BELL 
RICH?!ELD, ID 83349 
ESTATE , ROSE GOODWIN, 
WELLS, NV 89835 
ESTATE r STERLING KING 
C/0 ALDSAN KING 
1327 NORTH 1250 EAST 
RICHFIELD, !D 83349 
ESTATE , STEVEN SHAW 
C/0 HUBERT SHAW 
41L SOUTH 750 EAST 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
ESTATE I VERA CLIFFORD 
C/0 CLAYTON CL!FFORD 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
ESTATE I WALDO YEARSLEY, 
1740 NORTH OXFORD STREET 
ANAHEIM, CA 92806 
ESTATE , WARD MILLS 
C/0 DARWIN MILLS 
SHOSHO~E, :D 83352 
EVANS , CAROLE 
l? O BOX 382 
DlETRICll, ID 83324 
EVANS , WALT 
PO BOX 382 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
EVERET'! , BERN! CE 
BOX 783 
SHOSHONE, 1D 33352 
EWELL , WALTER T. ET lTX 
5650 WEST 3515 S 
WEST VA~LEY CITY, ~T 8~:20 
EXON , JAMES D E'I' UX 
1146 E !520 N 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
EXON , KATHLEEN 
1146 EAST 1520 NORPH 








































FAGG , HADDIE 
352 STERLING DR. 
FRUIT HEIGHTS, UT 84037 
F'AGG , R!CHARD 
2550 SENTER ROAD 
PAUL, !D 83347 
FAGG I RICHARD C 
352 STERLING DRIVE 
FRUIT HEIGHTS, UT 84037 
FAIRBROTHER , G. R. 
3 75 N. 0V£RLAND 
BURLEY, :~ 83318 
F'A!RVIEW l?OU::.TRY FARM 
RT. 1 aox ss 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
FARMS , BURGESS 
ROUTE 3, BOX 3106 
BURLEY, ID 83318 
FARHWOR'rl:! 1 3RE~DA 
BOX 95 
1015 EAST 1120 ~ORTH 
RICHFlELD, ID 83349 
FAR~WORTH , EDWIN 
ROU'l'E 1, BOX 262£ 
H!LHAM, 'l'K 38568. 
FARN'WORTH , MELVIN L 
448 NORTH 150 EAST 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
F.Aa~~ORTH , MRS. MELVIN 
448 ~ORTH 150 EAST 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
FARNWORTH , THO?l'.AS W 
831E670N 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
FARNWORTH , TOM 
BOX 95 
1015 EAST 1120 ~QRTH 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
FAR~"WORTH 2/0 , BRENDA M 
831 E 670 N 
RICHFIELD, ID 33349 
FAUGHT , SHIRLEY 
465 NORTH 300 EAST 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
FAUGHT , WALDO 
RT. 1 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
tAUGHT , WALDO 
465 XORTH 300 EAST 
saosHONE, ID 83352 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 










































FAU~KNER LAND & LIVESTOCK 
RT 2 
GOODING, ID 8333C 
FEARN , DAVID GARTH 
BURLEY, ID 83318 
FECHNER I MRS. WALTER 
DIETRICH, 1D 83324 
FECHNER , WALTER 
BOX 445 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
FECHNER , WALTER A 
BOX ,45 
DIETRICH, iD 83324 
FED Lht,l'D BNK OF S?OKANE 
~ BRUSH, DONNA J 
1087 E 1020 N 
RICHF!ELD, ID 33349 
FED LAND BNK OF SPOKANE-SHAW 
PO BOX 281l 
TWIN FALLS, ID 83303 
FEND&R , HENRY M. 
RICHfIEt.:), ID 83349 
FENDER , LAWRENCE EARL 
R:CHFIELD, ID 83349 
FINKEt;"BI~DER , KEN ET UX 
BOX D 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
FIRST AMERICAN TITLE CO. 
P.a. BOX 1807 
1616 ADDISON AVE. E. 
TWIN FALLS, ID 83303-0000 
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
FIRST INTERSTATE BANK , C JAY ET UX 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
FIRST INTERSTATE BANK OF IDAHO NA 
CORPORATE rtNANCE DEPARTMENT 
l'O BOX 57 
60lS£, ID 83707 
FIRST SECURI~Y BANK OF IDA, NA 
PO BOX 1299 
TWIN FALLS, ID 83303 
FIRST SECURITY BANK OF IDAHO 
ATTN: GLREY, LEWIS B 
Po aax 7069 
BOISE, ID 83730 
FI~TH , CURTIS D ET GX 
1080 N 1050 E 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
IDAHO OEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
AFFIDAVIT OF MAILING 





--------------------------------------------------:i;oTICE #: 3/28/88 
NOTICE u 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE H 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTlCE H 3/28/88 
NOTICI: u 3/28/88 
NOTICE u 3/28/88 
NOTICE u 3/28/88 
NOTICE u 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE u 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE u 3/28/88 
NOTICE *1 3/28/88 
NOTICE 41 3/28/88 





FIRTH , CURTIS D. 
? • 0. BOX 51 
RICHFIELD, ID 833~9 
FIRTH , SHERYL 
1080 NORTH 1050 EAST 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
FIRTH , SHERYL LYNN 
P. O. BOX 61 
RICHFIELD, !D 83349 
F!TZGElU\l.D , AGNES 
~25 NORTH 250 WEST 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
FITZGERALD , CLEME}iT J ESTATE 
% FITZGERALD, AGNES!:. 
425 N 250 W 
SHOSHONE, ID 33352 
FIXSEN I PAULINE L 
BOX 507 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
FLAT TOP SHEEP CO~PANY 
Po 3ox as 
CAREY, ID 833-20 
F!:.AVEL , GRAXT 
BOX 68 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
FLAVEL , MARY 
BOX 213 
SHOSHONE, !D 83352 
FLAVEL , MURIEL 
BOX 68 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
FLAVEL , REX T ~TUX 
30X 115 
RICHF1ELD 1 ID 83349 
fLAVEL , W!LLLAM g 
30X 213 
SHOSHONE, !D 83352 
FLETCHER , GEORGE W. 
BLISS, !D 83314 
FLORES , NORMA A 
BOX 254 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
FLYING TRIANGLE !NC 
% BrtAILSFOaD, W S 
HAGSR~AN, ID 83332 
FMHA-1'JSA 
PO BOX 684 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
FMHA-USA I DEAN A ET UX 
BOX 684 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
AFFIDAVIT OF ITT,.ILING 






NOTICE u 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/68 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE '1 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/SS 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/38 
NOTICE u 3/28/88 
NOTICE u 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NOT!C-Z '?'l 3/28/88 
NOTICE u 3/28/88 
NOTICE u 3/28/88 
NOTICE lU 3/28/88 
NOTICE 11 3/28/88 




F::-lHA-O'SA \ BROWN , E:VA.N J )-
BOX 1584 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
FXHA-USA ( 8R01'."N , EVAN} 
SOX 684 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
FMHA-USA ( DAMBORIENA I JOSE) 
BOX 6 8 4 
SHOSHONE, !D 83352 
~MHA-USA (FREEXAN , GARY} 
BOX 684 
SHOSHOSE, :o 83352 
FM.HA-USA ( FREEMAN , GARY) 
PO BOX 684 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
FMHA-USA { GIBSON I GENE) 
BOX 684 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
F~HA-USA \HARRIS , CRAIG/ 
BOX 684 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
F!-!HA-OSA ( JAY!t"ES I CHARLIE} 
BOX 684 
SHOSHONE, lD 83352 
FMHA-USA (JAYNES} 
BOX 684 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
FMliA-USA ( JOHNSON , LEROY) 
BOA 684 
SHOSHONE, !D 83352 
FHHA~USA (KELLE':: 1 LE::GH) 
PO BOX 684 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
FMHA-USA (MCCOWAN , GARY) 
BOX 684 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
FHHA-USA {NORM.AN, CAL) 
BOX 684 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
FMHA~USA (PETERSON, F) 
BOX 6 S4 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
FMHA-USA \ RIDLEY , RICHARD D 
30X 684 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
FMHA-USA \ ROBBINS I G) 
% ROBBINS, GERALD E 
568 SO 750 E 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 











































FMHA-USA {SEIDLER , TERRE} 
BOX 684 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
FMHA-USA {STOWELL , ALLAN) 
BOX 684 
SHOSHONE, ID 63352 
FMHA-USA !SUMNER , TBOMAS/ 
SOX 584 
SROSHONEf !j 83354 
FMHA-USA (WOR!<MAN , OONA!...D) 
BOX 684 
SHOSHONE, ~D 83352 
FORD , CHARLES 
BOX 911 
MORGAN HILL, CA 95037 
FOWERS , ALV:N A 
812 E 330 SO 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
FOWERS , ARVEL J ET UX 
812 E 330 SO 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
FOWERS , ARVEL J. 
RT. 1, BOX 5 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
FOWERS , JUNE 
812 EAST 330 SOU~H 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
POWERS , JUNE 3. 
RT. 1, BOX 5 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
FRANKLIN , RA~PR E. 
906 B .STREET 
RUPERT, ID 83350 
FRAZIER , DARLENE 
:P.O. BOX 1787 
TWl;:.J ?ALLS, ID 83303 
FRAZIER I DARLENE 
ROUTE 6 
TWIN fALLS, ID 83301 
FREDERICKSEN , ROBERT D 
SOX 485 
SBOSHONE, ID 83152 
FRZ:EMAN , RAYMOND S 
BOX: 275 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
FREES r GERALD 
BOX 308 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
!"R&ES , GEP.ALD 
% ~EMPSEY, ROBERT 
10512 NE 152 AVE 
VANCOUVER, WA 98662 
IDAHO D£?ARTMEN~ OF WATER RESOURCES 












































IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
AFFIDAVIT OF MAILING 
DOCUMENT 
--------------------------------------------?REES , GERALD ET UX 
BOX 3 08 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
fEOMX , FLORENCE 0 
SHOSHONE, !D 83352 
FUCHS , ROGER 
BOX 41 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
FULLER & ASSOCIATES PHASE I & :I 
C/0 €tA!NE MARTIN 
302 S. ,70:l E. 
JEROXE, ID 83338-0000 
FURTADO , DONNA 
132S EAST 1220 NORTH 
RICHFIELD 1 ID 83349 
FURTADO , FRANK 
1328 EAST 1220 NORTH 
RICHFIELD 1 ID 63349 
FURT~DO , ROBERT J 
1328 EAST 1220 NORTH 
RICHF!ELD 1 IO 83349 
GAGE , DELMA 
452 SOUTH 750 iAST 
D:ETRICH, :c 83349 
GAG€: , H L 
452 SO 750 E 
DIETRICH, ID 63324 
GAGE , MURDO L 
452 SOUTH 750 EAST 
DIETRICH, IO 63324 
GAGE , PETER L ET UX 
30;:; 367 
DIETR:CH, ID 83324 
GAISE!'l , ALFRED 
1521 LAKEWOOD ROAD 
MANASQUAN, NJ 08736 
GAISER , MRS, ALFRED 
1521 LAKEWOOD RD. 
MANASQUAN, NJ 08736 
GAKLE , JOHN R ET UX 
6164 PREMIERE AVE 
LAKEWOOD, CA 90712 
GALINDO MARCOS R ET UX 
BOX 6 
SHOSHONE, ID S3352 
GARD , JESSIE ;; 
l 2 5 6 E WALNlJ'! 
?OCATELL0 1 ID 83201 
GARDNER , CHARLES 
514 NORTH 375 WEST 











































IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESO~RCES 
AFFIDAVIT OF MAILING 






GARDNER , MARILYN 
520 N. 375 W. 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
GARDNER , MRS. CHARL~S 
514 NORTH 375 WEST 
SHOSHONE, !D 83352 
GARDNER , WM. JERRY 
520 N. 315 W. 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
GARNER , GARY 
ROUTE 3 1 BOX 3265 
RUPERT, ID 83350 
GARRETT I FRANKL 
BOX 546 
SHOSKONE, ID 83352 
GASKILL , CATHY J 
BOX 766 
SffOSHO~E, ID 63352 
GASKILL , ROBER~ ET UX 
BOX 574 
SHOSHONE, £D 83352 
GEHRIG , DELBERT 
BOX 311 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
GEHRIG , LENORA LIFE ESTATE 
1269 WEST 3RD 
WEISER, ID 83672 
GEISSL~R , F & N TRUSPEES 
BOX 1201 
KETCHUM, lD 83340 
GEM STATE U-TILlTlES 
ATTN: 'i'AX DZ FT 
Po BOK 9901 
VAN·couVER, WA 98668 
GEM STATE UTILIT£ES 
JAMES R, HUESG~N 1 CONTROLLER 
_e O BOX 9101 
VANCOUVER, WA 98668 
GENTRY I DALE 
3117 CARMICHAEL ROAD 
MOSCOW, :n 83843 
GERARD , A£ELAIDE W 
795 W 620 N 
SHOSH03E, ID 83352 
GERARD , JUDY 
800 WEST 620 NORTH 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
GERARD I S1'EVE 
800 WEST 620 NORTH 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
NOTICE H 3/2s;a a 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE H 3/28/88 
NOTICE ;i 3/H/8 8 
NO'tICE u 3/26/88 
NOTICE H 3/28/88 
NOTICE u 3/28/88 
NO?ICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE ;i 3/28/88 
NOTICE u 3/28/88 
NOTICE ill 3/28/88 
NOTICE H 3/28/88 
NOTICE u 3/28/88 
NOTICE H 3/28/88 
NOT'.:CE " 3/28/88 




IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
AFFIDAVIT OF MAILING 






G::!RH.ART r IRENE 
:076 2 A\rE W 
~WIN FALLS, ID 83301 
GIBBO::'.iS , LOU!SS 
1290 E 6200 s 
SALT LAKE CITY, UT Sf121 
GIBSON , GEN£ 
RT~ 1 BOX 172 
GOODING, ID 33330 
GIBSON , GENE W 
1301 CALIFOP.NIA STREET 
GOODING, ID 83330 
GIBSON FAR~S , INC 
RT 1 BOX 66 
RUPERT, ID 83350 
GIESLER , SHERYL JANENE 
807 CAMPUS DRIVE 
TWIN FALLS, !D 83301 
GILES , DAVID A ET UX 
BOX 157 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
GILES , HELEN 
11.{l DAVIS ST 
FtLER, ID 83528 
GILLETTE , JERRY 
ROUTE 2 
PAUL, ID 83347 
GILLETTE I LA ET UX 
RT 1 BOX 96 
PAUL, ID 83347 
GlI.1..El'T·E , L A E'l' UX 
% FIVE G'S, TH:& 
RT 1 BOX 161D 
?AUL, ID 8334.7 
GILLETT4 , LARR~ ET OX 
557 SO 1950 E 
PAUL, ID 83341 
GI~LETTE , PERRY 
668 BLUEBELL LANE 
PAUL, ID 83347 
GILLETTE , RANDY 
ROUTE 2 
PAUL, ID 83347 
GINES , B8RRY LEE ET AL 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
dINNIS , GRORGE MC 
ROUTE 1 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
GINNIS , MRS. GEORGE MC 
201 EAST 620 NORTH 






































IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
AFFIDAVIT OF MAILING 
DOCUMENT 
-------------------------------------------------------------------
GINTHER , EMMA BELLE 
30X 99 
RICHrI~LD, ID 83349 
GNESA, ARTHUR 
RT 2 BOX 62 
GOODING, ID 83330 
GNESA , CHRISTINE 
1332 EAST 1220 NOaTH 
RICHFIZL~, ID 83349 
GODFREY , LANE 
ROUTE 2, BOX 2590 
PAUL, ID 83347 
GODFREY , SEYMOUR 
2501 HANSEN AVE 
HVRLEY, ID 83318 
GODFREY , SEYMOUR JR ET UX 
830 S 2000 E 
PAUL, ID 833'.t7 
GODFREY, JR. , SEYMOUR ;J. 
RT. 2 - BOX 2590 
PAUL, ID 833f7 
GOEHRING r PF 
lCl NAVE.NA ST 
LODI, CA 95240 
GOERS , THEODORE 
BOX 245 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
GOICOECHEA , RONALD 
1395 E HIGHWAY 26 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
GOICOECHEA~ RONALD P 
1396 EAST HIGHWAY 26 
RICHFIELD 1 ID 83349 
GOICOECHSA I RUPERT 
1234 NEVADA STREET 
GOODINGI :D 63330 
GOLDEN YRS SENIOR CITIZENS I NC 
PO BOX 399 
SHCSHONE 1 ID 83352 
GOLDMA::1 , LOREJ:cq V 
PO BOX 755 
PARK VAL~EY, ~~ 84329 
GONZALEZ , JOSE 
BOX 604 




658 NORTH 700 WEST 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
GOOCH 
' EL:..TS L ET 
ux 
670 N 650 w 












































GOOCH , .JO 
658 NORTH 700 WEST 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
GOODING XOTT DITCR ASSN. 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
GOODWIN , RAY 
WELLS, NV 89-835 
GOOLD I GENE 
HANKI~S ROA'O 
TWIN FALLS, ID 83301 
GOOLD , GENE W. ET 'iJX 
P.O. BOX 19C3 
TWIN FALLS, ID 83303 
GORRELL , ALVlN 
% BEAR 1 FRANKL 
BOX 89 
RICHFIELD, lD 83349 
GORRELL , ALVIN ET UX 
RT 4 BOX 138-A 
GOODING, ID B3330 
GORRELL , ALVINE 
% WEEMS, MICHAEL J ET OX 
BOX M 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
GORRELL , ALVIN S 
ROUTE 2 
GOODIN3, ID 83330 
30RRELL , VENA 
llOUTE 2 
GOOOlNG, ID 83330 
GRANDZN , WILL 
1297 NORTH 1020 EAST 
RICH?IELD, lD 83349 
GRANDEN , WILL V ET OX 
1297 E 1020 N 
RICRFIEL~, !D 83349 
GRANGE MUTUAL FIRE lt<1S 
% HANSEN, DWAYNE O 
:eox 414 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
GRANGE M:..fTOAL L!FE co Dre 
P O BOX •18 
NAMPA, ID 83653 
GRAY I GEORGE M 
% ?ALAC:O, WM M 
748 N 900 W 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
GRA:l , JACK 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 











































GRAY , MAC ESTATE 
% GRAY, CLARA M 
BOX 478 
-------------------
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
GREEN , CHARLIE E ET UX 
BOX 153 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
GREEN , JA~ZS A ET UX OR HE 
RT 4 
TWIN FALL5 1 ID 83301 
GREEN , :AMES A ET UX CR HE 
RT 1 BOX 207 
GOODING, ID 83330 
GREEN , JOHN D 
DIETRICH, :b 83324 
GREENFIELD , DONNA 
620 WALNUT 
CANTON, SO 57013 
GREENFIE~J , GRE3 ET UX 
BOX 402 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
GREENWELL , ROSS L. 
HAZELTON, ID 83335 
GRIEVE , J LEON ET UX 
BOX 787 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
GRIEVE , -J. H. 
463 BUCHANAN ST. 
TWIN FALLS, ID 83301 
GR!GGERS , CHARLES L 
25580 OART~OUTH ST 
HEMET, CA 9234~ 
GRIGGERS , CHARLES L 
38100 DIAMOND RO 
HEMET, CA 92343 
GRISHM , PAUL ET UX 
PO BOX 260 
AMADOR CITY, CA 95601 
GROSSE , WE ZSTATt 
% MADBUTT, KEITH 
R'!' 2 BOX 18 
P07LATCH, ID 83855 
GROTHE , ARTHUR R. 
6<li PARK WA7 
LAKEPORT, ~A 95453 
GUENECHEA, BERNARD J 
109 EAST 420 NORTH 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
GUENECHEA , £LOISE 
BOX 763 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
IOAHO OEPARTMEN'l' OF WATER RESOURCES 
AFFIDAVIT OF .MAlLING 
OOCUMEN'l' MAIL DA'l'E 
--------------------
NOTICE #'.i. 3/28/88 
NOTICE 111 3/2S/88 
NOTICE ll~ 3/28/SS 
NOTICE 11 3/29/88 
NOTICE 111 3/28/88 
NOTICE !1 3/28/SB 
NOTICE H 3/28/88 
~!OT ICE ,i 3/28/88 
NOT!CE u 3/28/88 
NOT::CE u 3/28/88 
NOTICE j1 3/23/88 
::lOTIC:£ 111 3/28/88 
NOTICE H 3/28/88 
NOTIC;i; 111 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NOT!CE u 3/28/88 








GUENECHEA , PAT2IC!A 
109 SAST ~20 NORTH 
SHOSHONE, !D 83352 
GUERRICABE!TIA, ANDR~S 
BOX 44 
SHOSHONE, !D 83352 
GUERRY , JUAN 
BOX 291 
?AiJL, ID 83347 
GUISASOLA ~ODESTO ET UX 
BOX 491 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
GUTHRIE BARBARA 
775 NORTH 450 WEST 
SHOSHONE, ID 33352 
GUTHRIE BARBARA EBERHARD 
775 ~i 4:50 W 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
GUTHRIE , CHER¥L 
3$2 WEST 620 NORTH 
SHOSHO~E, ID 83352 
GUTHRlE , ELDEN 
550 4 MILE ROAD 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
GUTHR!Z , ELDEN L ET AL 
550 4 MILE RD 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
GUTHRIE t ELDEN L. 
RT. 1 £OX 83 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
GUTHRI~ , EVAN ET UX 
775 N 450 W 
SHOSHONE, IO 83352 
GUTHRIE GAL8N W 
322 WEST 520 NORTH 
SHOSHONE, ID 13352 
GUTHRIE I GALEN W ET UX 
652 N 450 W 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
GUTHR!'.E , JOANN 
550 4 MILE ROAD 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
GWIN , CHAS F ES~ATE 
% STZWART, HAZEL I 
% BEORCHIA, ORLANDO I ET UX 
GOODING, ID S333C 
H '4 A LAND & CATTL'C 
173 MILLARD ROAD 
DIETRICH 1 ID 83324 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 






~lOTIC:E: # 1 





































H CLIF~ORD BURGESS , F.AROLD ESTATE 
281 CASWELL AVE fl'SST 
SPE-7 
nv::N FALI,S, ID 83301 
HAAK , CLIFTON 
RT 1 
FILER, ID 83328 
HAAK , EDWARD ESTATE 
RT 1 
FILER, ID &3328 
HADDEN I C:EtAIG 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
HADDEN , CRAIG S 
1? 0 BOX 649 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
HADDOCK , ROBERT 
BOX ,$51 
SHOSHONE, ID 83354 
HADLEY , THOMAS W ET UX 
BOX 29 
RICHFIB~a, ID 83349 
HAFER , W R 
% JONES, WALDO C 
526 N 550 W 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
HAFFNER , RONALD L ET UX 
BOX 119 
SHOSHONE, 1D 83352 
HAGA , GRACE 
RT - 1 BOX 152 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
HAGA , GRACZ 
803 MOR't'H 350 EAST 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
HAGA , RAYMOND 
RT. 1 BOX 152 
SHOSHONE, rD 83352 
HAGA , RAYMOND G ET UX 
803 N 350 Z 
SHOSHO~E, ID 83352 
HAHN , CARLOS T 
BOX 21 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
HAHN , MABLE 
BOX 313 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
HALL , BYRON W 
BOX 471. 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
AFFIDAV!T OF MAILING 






NOTICE u 3/28/88 
NOTICE fl 3/28/88 
NOTICE u 3/28/88 
NOTICE H 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE u 3/28/88 
NOTICE n 3/28/88 
~OTICE ,1 3/28/88 
NOT!CE u 3/28/88 
NO'l'I:::E 11 3/28/88 
NOTICE n 3/28/88 
'.:tOTICE #1 3/28/88 
~OTICE u 3/28/88 
NOTICE H 3/28/88 
r:-r•TICE ;i 3/28/88 




HALL , DAVID H 
RT #4, BOX 232A 
BUHL,- ID 83316 
HALL , GORDON S ET UX 
BOX 123 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
HALL , KENNETH W ET UX 
2310 PLEASANT VALLEY ROAD 
PLACERVILLE, CA ~5667 
HALL I Ii.AF.LA 
BOX 23. 8 
SHOSHONE~ ID 83352 
HALL I VERNON C E~ UX 
229 TYLER 
TWIN FALLS, IO 83301 
HAMILTON , THOMAS P 
BOX 672 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
HAMM , ALLEN 'BILL' ET UX 
10580 FOX SRUSH DRIVE 
BOISE, ID 83707 
HAMM, JUDY A 
!CSSG FOX BRJSH DRIVE 
BOISE, ID 83709 
HAMX f .;uoy M..ci.~N 
10580 FOXBRUSH 
BOISE, ID 83709 
HANEY I ROSEY..ARIE 
ROUTE 1, BOX 173 
GOOD!KG, ID' 83330 
HANKINS I WALTER D ET UX 
220 EAST 2ND S'f 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
HANSEN I CHARLES 
BOX 21 7 
SHOSHONE, ID 63352 
HANSEN , DR ESTATE 
% HANSEN, MYRTLE 
PO BOX 235 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
HANSEN , DAR!..ENE 
235 EAST 360 NORTH 
SHOSHONE, 1D 83352 
HANStN , DOUGLAS il ET U¼ 
30:t: 625 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
HAYSEN , D*AYKE O 
BOX 368 
DIETRICH, ID 8332 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATE3. RESOURCES 










































HANSEN , EPHRIA..~ A ET UX 
BOX 14~ 
SHOSHONE 1 :ID 
HANSEN , JA.."!ES N 
32 W 520 N 
8 3352 
E'T UX 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
HANSEN , MRS. DWAlN 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
HARDING , DALE ET UX 
BOX 428 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
HARDY , DELMER G 
577 MARLEY ROAD 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
HARGREAVES , BRENT C 
5377 OLD TRENTON WAY 
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84123 
HARGREAVES , MARTHA I 
5317 OLD TRENTO~ WAY 
SALT LAKE CITY 1 UT 84123 
HARMON r JA,.~ES A 
BOX 142 
RICHFIELD, ID 33349 
HARPER , LARRY 
ROUTE l 
PAUL, ID 83347 
HARPER , LARRY F. 
RT. 1 BOX 10 
PAUL, ID 8334 7 
HARRINGTON 1/1 , AGNES I 
340 S ARTHUR 1 #2 
POCATELL0 1 ID 83201 
HARRIS , GLEl\WI~ 
RT. 1 
HEYBURN, ID 83336 
HARaIS , GLENWIN 
RT 1 
HEYBURN, :D 83336 
HARRIS , GL£NWIN 
% ANDERSON, SHERRY H 
RT 1 BOX 1316 
PAUL, ID 03347 
BARRIS , GLENWHl' 
ROUTE: 2 
HEYBURN, ID 83336 
HARRIS , LORRAINE 
ROUTE 1 
HEYBURN, re 53336 
HARRIS , LORRAINE R. 
RT. 2 
HZYBURN. ID 83336 
IDAHO ;)EPARTMENT O? WATER RESOURCES 
AFFIDAVIT OF MAILING 
;)0CJMENT MAIL DATE 
------------------------------------
NOTICE u 3/28/68 
NOTlCE n 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE n 3/28/88 
NOTIC£ u 3/28/88 
NOTICE u 3/28/88 
NOTICE u 3/28/38 
NOTICE H 3/28/88 
NOTICE u 3/28/88 
NOTICE: #1 3/2 8/8 6 
NOTICE u 3/28/88 
NOTICE 41 3/28/88 
NOTICE u 3/28/88 
NOTlCZ H 3/28/88 
NOTICE ¥1 3/28/88 
NOTICE #l 3/2B/8 8 








3ARRI.S . LOUISA 
404 EAST H!GHWA? 26 
SHOSHONE, ID S3352 
HARRIS . MARILYN 
52 4 MILE ROAD 
SHOS:IONE, ID 83352 
HARRIS o. a• 
P. 0. BOX 6 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352-0000 
HARRlS • o . J. 
P.O. BOX 6 
SHOSHONE, ::::o 83352 
HARRIS SA)lUJ'.!L ET ux 
404 E HIGH'WAY 25 




RT. l BOX 92A 
PAUL, ID 83347 
HARRIS • WILLIAM R ET ux 
52 4 MILE ROAD 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
HARRIS WILI,,IA.~ T 
BOX 343 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
HA.RRlSON . EUNICE 
459 so 750 E 
DIETRlCH, ID 83324 
HARTER CHARLES w BT ux 
BOX 715 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
HARTLEY . DOUGLAS D BT ux 
3210 E 11 70 so 
PAULr ID 83347 
HARTWIG . DE.AN 
216 PIERCE 
T"tHN FALLS, ID 63301 
HARTW!G DEAN A ET ux 
BOX 684 
SHOSHONE, ID 833 52 
HARTWIG • LINDA 
215 PIERCE 
TWIN FALLS, ID 83301 
HATA . wr:.LIAM 
BOX 152 
SHOSHONE, IO 83352 
HATMAKZR • L M 
BOX 344 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
HAUGHT KENNETH p BT ux 
BOX 611 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
:DAHO DEPART«ENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
AFFIDAVIT OF MAILING 





------------------------------------------------NOTICE u 3/28/88 
NOTICE u 3/28/88 
NOTlCE n J./28/88 
NOTICE u 3/28/88 
NO Tl CE *' 3/28/88 
NOTICE u 3/28/88 
NOTICE H 3/28/83 
NOTICE ;1 3/28/88 
NOTICE u 3/28/88 
NOTICE H 3/28/88 
NOTICE u 3/28/88 
NOTICE u 3/28/88 
NOTICE H 3/28/88 
NOTICE *1 3/28/86 
NOTICE H 3/28/88 
NOTICE u 3/28/88 




IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
AFFIDAVIT OF MAILI!.G 
DOCUMEN'.i' 
---------------------------------------------------
HAUX , HILDA ET AL 
BOX 333 
SHOSHONE, !D 83352 
HAYNJ::S , J. T. 
502 13TH ST. 
RUPERT, ~~ 83350 
HEAD , FRED J ET UX 
750 W Ci'1TY LINE ROAD 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
HEAD , MRS. FRED 
750 WEST COU~TY LINE 
SHOS!IONE, ID 83352 
HEATH , dLENDA RAE 
% BYRD, WAMES ~LLIOT 
BOX 126 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
HEBBEL , JERRY W 
BOX 722 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
HEIKEN , GAIL ESTATE 
BOX "G 01 
SHOSHO~E, ID 83352 
HELSLEY , BRUCE 
376 WEST 620 NORTH 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
HELSLEY , DUAINE ET UX 
BOX 27 
SHOSBONS 1 ID 83352 
HELSLEY I JANICE 
376 WEST 620 NORTH 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
HELSLEY , RANDALL L 
BOX 222 
SHOSHONE, ID S3352 
HENSEN , JO ET UX 
GENERAL DELIVERY 
RICHFIELD, !D 83349 
HIATT , DONA1..,J J 
462 EAST 370 SOUTH 
D!ETRICH, ID 83324 
H!ATT r RICK 
781 EAST 720 NORTH 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
HIATT , RIC!{ M 
781E720N 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
HIBBARD , DON!'IA 
269 EAST HI4HW;..Y 26 









































IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
AFF~OA1J!T OF MAILING 
DOCUMENT 
-----------~-------------------------
HIBBARD , DONNA G. 
P.O. 30X 414 
SHOSBONS, ID 83352 
HIBBARD , GARY 
269 EAST HIGHWAY 2€ 
GENERAL DEL:VERY 
SHOSHONE, ID 33352 
HIBBARD , GARY J, 
P.O. BOX 414 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
HICKS , EDWABD D 
BOX 271 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
HIDDEN HILL WATER CO. 
P.O. BOX 542 
?AUL, l:1 83347 
3:IDDEN HILL WATER CO. DIVIS Im.; A 
P.O. BOX 542 
PAUL, ID 83347 
HIDDEN VALLEY DAIRY FARM 
1037 SO 2100 E 
PZ,o.U!., ID 33347 
HlDDLESTON , C. L. 
P .0. BOX 564 
RUPERT, !D 83350 
HIDDLESTON , !ONA D. 
RUPERT, ID 83352 
HIGGINBOTHAM, BEVERLY 
288 SOUTH 958 EAST 
DIETRICH, ID 8332¼ 
HIGGI!'.rnOTHAM , KENNETH 
288 SOUTH 950 EAST 
j!ETRICH, ID 83324 
HIGGINBOTHAM , KENNETH A ET UX 
288 SO 950 E 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
HIGLEY , CLAYNE ET UX 
BOX 2.;.9 
SHOSHONE, 1D 83352 
HIGLEY , RICHARD~ ET UX 
BOX 9 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
HIGLEY , VG 
% RENNER, ALBERT ESTATE 
% A~DERSON, FRED G 
BL1SS, ID 33314 
HILL , BEVERLY N 
775 N 1150 E 










































HILL , HOWARD ESTATE 
% WSR~Y, ~OR.i~A HILL 
BOX 397 
SHOSHONE, tO 83352 
HILL , LARIE HARRIS 
99 CEOAR HILL DRIVE: 
POCAT~LLO, ro 33204 
HILL , LAUN!E 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
HILL I MERLS S ET AL 
775 N 1150 E 
RICHFIE"LD 1 
HILL I NORMA 
505 W. 4TH 
SHOSltONE, 






SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
HILL 1 !_MRS. HOWJ\RD) , NORY.A 
505 W. 4TH ST, 
SHOSHONE, !D 83352 
ll!LTON , ELDEN C. 
P.O. BOX 427 
BURLEY, ID 83318 
HILTON , XRS. ROBERT 
BOX 1492 
BELLIN3HAM, WA 98227 
HILTON ~ ROBERT 
BOX 98 
BLAINE, WA 98230 
HISAW, ATHENA I, 
PAUL, ID 83347 
HISAW, CHARLES R ET UX 
562 CAREY-K:MAMA ROAD 
PAUL, ID 83347 
HISAW , CHARLES R. 
RT. 1 BOX 1420 
PAUL, ID 833~7 
HISAW , CHAR.LES R. 
RT.l BOX 1558 
PAUL, ID 83347 
HISAW, MARY JO 
RT. 1 BOX 1558 
PAUL, ID 83347 
HISAW , PAMELA 
562 CAREY·~KIMAMA RD 
PAUL, ID 83347 
HOLLON , DARRELL 
ROUTE 1 
SHOSHONE, ID 83332 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WAT~R RESOURCES 












































--------------------------------------HOMME , J W PRUD 
2885 WR:GH':' AVE 
PINOLE, CA 94564 
HOPKINS , IVAN C ET UX 
BOX 608 
SltOSHONE, !D 83352 
HORTING , G:JY 
% JENSZ~ 1 GLEN H 
BOX 13 
RICltFIELD, ID 83349 
HO'?JCHENS , H E 
Po BOX H 
SHOSHONE, ID B3352 
HOUGHTALING , PERRY ET UX 
801 W 470 N 
GOODIKG, ID 83330 
HOUSING & URBAN DEVELOPXENT 
P O BOX 23998 
WASHINGTON, DC 20026 
HOUTCHENS , HAROLD E ET U¼ 
BOX 813 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
HOWARD , M.A:RlLYN JOYCE 
% STEARNS, FRA~K S \LIFE EST) 
BOX 187 
SBOSHONE, ID 83352 
HOWERY , W. MICHA!::L 
4685 WALLACE LN. 
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84117 
HUBBS , DOROTHY 
155 4 MILE ROAD 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
HUBBS , LOREN 
156 4 K!LE ROAD 
SHOSHONE, !D 83352 
HUBBS , LORENC 
% SANT, LARRIN L ET UY. 
BOX 353 
SBOSHDRE, ID 83352 
HUBBS , LORENC 
156 4 MILE RO.AD 
SHOSHONE, ID 33352 
HUBBS , LOREN D ET TJX 
465 N 150 W 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
HUBERT . , NEDRA 
768- EAST 330 SOUTH 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
HUBERT , ROY 
768 EAS~ 330 SOUTH 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
IDAltO DEPARTM:S:N'! OF WAT:S:R RESOIJRC:S:S 
AFFIDAVIT OF MAILING 






NOTICE Ji 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/23/88 
NOTICE i;l 3/28/88 
NOTICE Fl 3/28/88 
~OTICE '41 3/28/88 
NOT::CE lfl 3/28/88 
NOTICE: #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE fl 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/2'/88 
NOTICE ~l 3/28/88 
NOTICE §cl 3/28/88 
ti:O'I'ICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE l'l 3/28/88 
::lOTICE #1 3/28/88 




IDAHO OEPARTME~T OF WATtR RESOURCES 
AFFIDAV'.:T OF MAILING 






HUBERT , ROYE ET UX 
768 E 330 so 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
HUBSM:TH I BLAINE K ET UX 
BOX 114 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
HUBSMITH , CONNIE I LIFE EST 
l396 £ HIGHWAY 26 
RICHFIELD, tD 83349 
HUBSJUTH I DARLENE' 
647 EAST 130 SOUTH 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
HUBSMITH , FAYE 
BOX 1 76 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
HUBSMITH , FRED 
809 NORTH 1275 EAST 
RICHFIEL~, ID 83349 
HUBSMITH , FRED G 
% HUBSMITH, RODNEY 
BOX 65 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
HUDSNITH , FRSD G ET UX 
BOX 11.4 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
HUBSMITH , FRED G ET UX 
% HUBSMITH, RODNEY 
BOX 65 
RICHFIELD, ID 
JWBSMITH , JACK 
BOX ,176 
R!CHFIELD, ID 





RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
HUBSMITH , KAYSI 
BOX 116 
1397 EAST HIGHWAY 26 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
HUBSMITH , L LEON 
647 EAST 130 SOUTH 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
HUBSMITH , LOUIS L ET UX 
BOX 397 
DIETRICP., ID 83324 
HU9SMITH , LOUIS LEON ET UX 
% NELSON, EARL 
% TELFORD, ROBERT W 
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84102 
NOTICE ifl 3/28/88 
NOTICE u 3/28/88 
NOTICE u 3/28/88 
NOTICE 1'l 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE 111 3/28/88 
NOTICE u 3/2S/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE u 3/28/88 
NOTICE H 3/28/88 
NOTICE #l 3/28/88 
NOTICE u 3/28/88 
NOTICE H 3/28/88 
NOT!CE 1'1 3/28/SB 




IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
AFFIDAVIT OF MAILING 
--------------------------------------------
DOCUME:NT 
NOTICE <ff;l HUB SMITH , ROD!'H:Y 
BOX 65 
RICH~I£LD, !D 83349 
HUBSMITH I RCDr·rnY 
BOX 176 
1397 EAST HIGHWAY 26 
RICHFIE~D, 1D 83349 
HUGHES I M.~XINE F 
BOX 261 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
BU~ET , EARL LEE ET UX 
BOX 612 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
HULL , JAN:S L 
543 WEST F ST 
ONTERIO, CA 91762 
HURLBUT~ , DANIE~ C ~R 
2040 OAKWOOD DR:VE 
TWIN FALLS, ID 83301 
HUYSER , HAROLD 
RT. 1 
DIETRICH, ll:t 83324 
HUYSER , HAROLD P 
173 MlL~ARD ROAD 
DIETRICH, ID S3321-¼ 
HUYSER , MELVIN ET UX 
265 MILLARD RO.AO 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
ID~..HO DAIRY FARMS 
PSF ASSOCIATES 
PO BOX 2469 
TWIN FALLS, ID 83303 
IDAHO DEPT OF HIGHWA:CS 
SHOSHONE DISTRICT 
BOISE, ID 83700 
IDAHO FlSH & Gli...~E 
600 S WALNUT ST 
BOI.SS, ID 83707 
IDAHO GRANGE CO-OP , INC 
BOX 2C 
SHOSHONE, :O 83352 
IDAHO PARK FOUNDATION 
BOISE, ZD 83700 
IDAHO POWER COMPANY 
30X 70 
BOISE, ID 83707 
IDAHO POWER C8MPANY 
SNYDER, HAROLD P 
BOX 70 







































IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WAT~R RESOURCES 
AFFIDAVIT OF ~AI~ING 






IDAHO POWE3. COMPANY 
CHERIE' WOODWORTH PROP TAX COR 
PO BOX 70 
BOISE 1 ID 83707 
IDAHO TRANS BOARD 
DIV OF HWYS 
3311 W STATS: ST 
BOISE, ID 83703 
IEST , TINA 
2313 TERRACE DR 
CALOWELL, ID 83605 
INDEPENDANT WATER USERS Of N~ DIETRICH 
P. O. BUX 355 
DIETRICH, !D 83324 
INDEPENDENT WATER USERS 
BOX 447 
DIETR~CH, ID 83324 
INGE.a.SOL , C. N. 
3UHL, ID 63316 
INTERMOUNTAIN ~AS CO 
? O BOX 7608 
BOISE, ID 83 701 
INTERMOUNTAIN GAS CO 
JJ'»f:-l HESSE, CORP. TAX CONSUL. 
PO BOX 7603 
BOISE, ID 83707 
IRIG~RY , PIERRE ET UX 
% OLSON, G~ORGE M 
POBOX:339 
GREEN RIVER, W't 82935 
ISON, ROBERT LEVI JR 
533 N LAXB APT 1 
LAS VEGAS, NV 89110 
IVIE , GILBERT C E~ UX 
BOX 818 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
IVIE , HAROLD L E~ UX 
BOX 791 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
!VIE , JAX:-!S 
STAR R'l'. 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349-0000 
I'.t!E , JAXES A 
BOX 387 
saoSHONE, ID 83352 
IVIE , J:::M 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
J. H. TERRY & SONS 



































J. R. SIMPLOT CO. 
P.O. BOX 27 
BOISE, ID 83707 
JACKSON , THOMAS 
BOX 14 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
.JACOBSEN , l?AOL 
63 NOR7P. 200 EAST 
SHOSHONE, ID 
JACOBS4N , PAUL 
SHOSHONE VET 
SHOSHONE, ID 
JACOBSEN , Pl-I.UL 






SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
JACOBSEN , ROBERTA 
63 NORTH 200 EAST 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
JACOKES I E¥.MZ.\. 
% IVIE, GI:.BERT C ET UX 
BOX 818 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
JAUREGU: , MARTIN ET OX 
763 E 470 SO 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
JAnrns ' MARK ET ux 
% ANDERSON, TEX 
1396 E 1020 N 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
JENNINGS I VIRGI~ ET UX 
son w 720 N 
SHOSHO~E, ID 63352 
JZNSEN , BETH 
30X 6 
SHOSHONE, IO 83352 
JENSEN , CYNTHIA 
:175 EAST 1320 NORTH 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
JENSEN , DAVID 
:122 EAST 1520 NORTH 
RICBFIELD 1 ID 83349 
JENSE!l , DAVID E 
GEN DE.:.IVF.RY 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
JENSEN , FRANKL ET UX 
GEN DSL 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
JENSEN, GLA:JYS 
BOX 13 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
IDAUO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOJ;RCES 
AF'F'.:::AVIT OF :-?.AlLING 






~OTICZ ~1 3/20/8 8 
NOT:CE 1H 3/28/88 
NOTI:'E #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE l!:l 3/28/88 
NOTICE jj:l 3/28/88 
XOTICE t\1 3/28/88 
NOTICE {!cl 3/28/88 
NOTICE il=l 3/28/88 
NOTICE §cl 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/2S/88 
NOTICE fl 3/2 8/S 8 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE itl 3/28/88 
NOTICE !fl 3/28/88 
NO'l'ICE #l 3/28/88 




:ENSEN I GLEN H. 
BOX 13 
RICHPIZLD, !D 83349 
JENSEN , LARRY G 
1175 EAST 1320 YORTH 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
JBNSEN , MARILYN J 
GEN DELIVERY' 
RICBFIELD, ID 83349 
JENSEN , MRS. DAVID 
1122 EAST l520 NORTH 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
JENSEN , WENDELL ET UX 
4039 .S 3200 W 
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84119 
JEROME , DARLENE 
180 4 MILE ROAD 
SHOSHONEf ID 83352 
JEROME , GARY 
38 4 MILE ROAD 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
.JEROM_E , KENNETH ET UX 
lSO 4 MILE ROAD 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
WERO ME , MARIL n;; 
38 4 MILE ROAD 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
JEROME , PAUL ZT UX 
34 4 MILE ROAD 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
JEROME , WIN;;iIE 
34 FOUR Ml.LE ROAD 
SHOSHONE, !D 63352 
JEROME - LINCOLN FARX ASSOCIATES 
:RT. 1 BOX 1624 
JEROME, ID 83338 
JEROY.E GAS & OIL , :NC 
332 S LINCOLN AVE 
JEROME, ID 83338 
JEROXE-LINCOLN FARK ASSOCIATES 
RT. 1, BOX 1624 
JEROME, ID 83338 
JEROME-LINCOLN FARM ASSOCIATES 
1922 THE A~AMEDA 
SUITE 400 
SAN JOSE, CA 95126 
JOHANSEN I RUTH 
BOX 72 
RICHFIELD, := 63349 
IDAHO DE?ARTMENT OF WA~ER RESOURCES 
AFFIDAVIT OF MAILING 






NOTICE 'if! 3/28/88 
NOT1'.CE u 3/28/36 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NO'.l'IC.E jl 3/28/88 
NO'l'ICE ~l 3/28/88 
NOTICE fl 3/28/88 
NOTICE i'l 3/28/88 
NOTICE ;1:1 3/28/88 
NOTICE ;i 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/83 
NOTICE lfl 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/SS 
N'O'l'!CE H 3/28/88 
NOTICE !fl 3/28/8 8 





JOHN , GLORIA 
827 WEST 720 NOR'!'H 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
JOHN , KIT M ET UX 
827 W 72G N 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
JOHN.SON , DO~ W ESTATE 
% JOHNSON, VEDA 
BOX 392 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
JOHNSON , EDWIN C ET UX 
PO BOX 123 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
JOHNSON , FRANKL ET UX 
BOX 116 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
JORNSON , GARY L ET UX 
% BELL, GREG L ET UX 
3222 E 410 SO 
-PAU!., ID 83347 
JOHNSON I HOWAR) E ET UX 
BOX 147 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
.10HNSOc"1 , JUDY 
641 EAST 370 SOUTH 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
JOHNSON , K LYNN ET UX 
641 E 370 SO 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
JOHNSON , KATHRYN 
1049 EA.ST 820 NOU.':t'H 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
JOHNSON , L AAU.ON ESTATE 
% JOHNSON, SARAH 
SHOSHONE, ID 53352 
JOHNSO~ , ~ONT A 
BOX 26 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
JOHNSON, NOEL M ET UX 
PO BOX 61 
R!CBFIELD, ID 83349 
JOHNSON , R RODNEY 
1049 E 820 N 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
JOHNSON , :R WENDELL ET TJX 
1049 E 820 N 
RlCHFIELD, ID 33349 
JOH:sISON , RO.BERT T 
BOX 4 8 2 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 










































JOHNSON , VER~ E 
BOX 602 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
30HNSON , WILLIAM M. 
HAGERMAN, ID 83332 
JOHNSON. SYLVIA 
% BARAINCA, J N ~IFE ESTATE 
BOX 643 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
JOHNSTON , CJ £TUX 
BOX 13 5 
RICHF1£LD, ID 83349 
JOHNSTON r CJ ET UX 
% DURAND, DANG ET UX 
1360 N 1150 E 
RICHFIE~D, ID 83349 
JOHNSTON , JOYCE 
BOX 13 5 
RICHF:SLD, ID 83349 
JOHNSTON I SHARON 
1048 EAST 1420 ~ORTH 
RIC~FlELD, ID 83349 
JOHNS~ON , W!~LIAM 
1048 EAST 1420 NORTH 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
JOH~STON , WILLIAM H 
1048 E 1420 N 
RICHFlELD, ID 83349 
JONES , BETTY JEAN 
RT. 3 
RUPERT, ID 83350 
JONES , CONNIE FASSO 
360 SOUTH COUNTY LINE ROAD 
JEROME, ID 83338 
JONES , CONSTANCE A. 
RT. 2 BOX 398 
GOODING, ID 8333'"0 
JO:'lES , CORRINE 
1065 £AST COUNTY LINE 
PAUL, :::!J 83347 
JONES , EDWARD L. 
RT. 2 BOA 39B 
GOODING, ID 83330 
JONES , 3ILEEN 
600 NORTH 5-50 WES'J; 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
JONES , ELMER 
RT. 1 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
IDAHO DE?ARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 











































JONE:S ELMER D 
60C N 500 w 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
JOXES ' E.WMER D 600 N 550 w 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
JONES 
' .ELMER D ET 
Ul( 
526 N 5 50 w 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
JONES , H J 
617 YELLOWSTONE DR 
JEROME, ID 83335 
JONES , HALCI~ C. 
RT. l 
GOODING, ID 83330 
JONES , HERBERT J. 
61 7 YELLO'tVSTDNE ::RIVE 
JEROME, ID 83338 
JO:,J'ES , .HOSEA A ET UX 
BOX 12 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
JONES , JOYCE 
1397 EAST 920 NORTH 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
JON.ES , KELVIN 
360 SO. COUNTY LINS ROAD 
JEROME, ID 83338 
JONES , KELVINS 
360 SO CNTY L:NE ROAD 
JEROME, ID 83333 
JONES , MARVIN 
1395 ii: 92C :2 
RICHF!ELD, I~ 83349 
JONES , MARVIN 
1395 EAST 920 NORTH 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
JONES , MRS. H.J. 
617 YELLOWSTONE 
JE:ROME, !D 83338 
JONES , MRS. MARVIN 
1395 EAST 920 NORTH 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
.JONES , RA'.i L 
GEN DEL 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
JO~ES I ROBERT ET UX 
71 '5 EAST!..AND DR !>l 
TWIN FALLS, ID 83301 
JONES , ROM 
1061 NORTH ,1.350 Sfi.ST 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 












































IDARO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
AFF:DAV!T OF MAILING 
·------ ··-------------- DOCUMENT 
NOT!Cli: #1 .1mrns ' RONA:..D T 
RT 1 BOX 148.8 
PAUL, :r:,:;; 83347 
JONES , RONNIE~ ET UX 
:o6t N 1350 E 
RICHFIELD, TD 83349 
JONES , WALDO 
R'T. 1 
SHOSHONE, tD 85352 
JONES , w.~r.oo 
526 NORTH 550 WEST 
SHOSHO~E, ID 83352 
JONE:S , WALDO C 
600 N 500 W 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
JONES , WAl,00 C 
600 N .$50 W 
SHOSHO~E 1 ID 83352 
JR , GLENNS BRADLEY 
690 -W 620 N 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
JR , RALPH RILEY 
1485 NORTH as-o EAST 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
JR , SEYMOUR F GODFREY 
ROUTE 2, BOX 2590 
PAUL, ID 83347 
JR I SID LEZA.V.IZ 
1058 EAST 720 NORTH 
RlCH~IELD, TD 833~9 
JR , WALLACE S B!NGHAM 
ROUTE 2, SOX 2584 
J?AUL, ID 83347 
~UNC CITY LODGE #16 
SHOSHONE, ID 83J52 
KALANGE , THOMAS t 
R:CHFIELD, ID 83349 
KAMMER , DARRELL 
RT. 7 BO¼ 7410A 
C/0 AURORA CAPITAL CORP. 
P.O. BOX 2469 
NAMPA, ID 83651-0000 
K~RSTETTER , GARLAND ET UX 
926 E 620 N 
RICHFIELD, ID a3343 
KARSTETTER , MARTIN 
926 EAST 620 NORTH 
R~CHFIELD, ID 83349 
:KARSTETTER , WAYNE 
926 E 620 N 










































KELLEY , OAN H ET ~X 
BOX 744 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
KELLEY , LEXGH E ET UX 
BOX 29 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
KELLEY , MARJORIE 
308 FOUR MIL~ ROAD 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
KELLEY , NINA 
GOODING, :D 83330 
KELLEY , RB 
308 4 MILE ROAD 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
KELLEY I RAY LEE ET ~X 
BOX 342 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
KELLEY , ROGER W 
BOX 216 
SHOSHONE, !C 83352 
KEL.<.!EY , RUSSELL B 
308 4 !CLE ROAD 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
KELLEY , WM. 
GOODtNG, ID $3330 
KELLY , W 'I' 
% CHR:STIAN, JESSE 
16485 EVERETTS WAY 
RIVERSIDE, CA 92504 
KENNEDY , ARNOLD L:Ft ESTATE 
BOX 
SHOSHONE, :D 83352 
KENNISON ~ DAVID C ET UX 
BOX 83 
R!CHFIELD, ID 83349 
KENNISON , LEONARD V 
BOX 74 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
KENT , PHILLIP ET UX 
1216 E 800 :S-
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
KERBS , COLLEEN 
213 PLEASANT WAY 
RUPERT~ ID 83350 
KERBS , MRS. ROBERT 
BOX 206 
PAUL, ID 83347 
KERBS , ROBERT L 
BOX 20 6 
PAUL, !l'.i 83347 
!~AHO DEPARTMENT OF WAT&R RESOURCES 
AFFIOAVIT OJ? MAILIN-G 






NOTICE #:1 3/28/88 
NOTICE u 3/28/88 
NOTI-CE il 3/28/88 
NOTICE u 3/28/88 
NOTICE *1 3/28/88 
NOTICE 1,1 3/28/88 
NOTlCE u 3/28/88 
NOTICE H 3/28/88 
NOTICE u 3/28/88 
NO'.::'ICJ:! l!1 3/28/88 
NOTICE n 3/23/88 
NOTICE *1 3/28/88 
t:WTICE cli=l 3/28/88 
NOTICE u 3/28/08 
NOTICE 0 3/28/88 
NOTICE tl 3/28/88 




IDAHO DEPARTME~1'I' OF WATER RESOURCES 
AFFlDAVZT OF MAILING 





--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------KERBS , WI!:.LIAM 
P.O. BOX 425 
RUPERT, ID 83350 
KERBS , WILLIAM 
213 PLEASANT WAY 
RUPERT, ID 83350 
KERNER , ARTHUR 
630 ~ORTH 350 EAST 
SHOSHONR, ID 83352 
KERNER , CARL ET WX 
BOX $73 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
~ERNER I CHRISTINE 
BOX 463 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
KERNER , GILBERT 
660 ~ORTH 350 EAST 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
KERNER , GILBERTE, 
RT, 1 BOX 155 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
KERNER , GLADYS !. 
513 NORTH HIGHWAY 75 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
KERNER , HERSHSL 
564 NORTH HIGHWAY 75 
SHOSHO&E, ID 33352 
KERNER , JANISE 
630 NORTH 350 EAST 
SHOSHONE, 1D 83352 
KER:S-ER I LARRY J ET UY. 
BOX 463 
SHOSHONE, ID 33352 
KERNER , MARY 
RT. l BOX 155 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
KER:"lER , MARY 
660 NORTH 350 EAST 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
"KERNER , OSCAR 
% KERNER, ARTHUR 
630 N 350 E 
SHOSHON2, ID 83352 
KERNER , SHARON M 
564 N HIGH'"tl.AY 75 
SBOSHO::iE, ID 83352 
KERNER, WILLIAM 
513 NQRT3 HIGHWAI 75 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
NOTICE 0 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/2$/88 
NOTICE u 3/28/.SB 
NOTICE u 3/28/88 
NOTICE u 3/28/88 
NO'l'ICE ,1 3/28/88 
NOTICE ii1 3/20/88 
NOTICE u 3/26/88 
NOTICE u 3/28/88 
NOTICE *' 3/28/88 
~OTICE ;i 3/23/88 
NOTICE u 3/28/88 
NOTICE u 3/28/88 
NOTICE u 3/28/88 
NOTICE ill 3/23/88 





KIME , .~LAN L 
59 W. WOODRIVER ROAD 
SHOSHO~E, ID 83352 
KIME , ALAN L. 
RT. 1 BOX 28 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
KIXE r GLADYCE 
59 W.WOODRIVER ROAD 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
KING , ALDEAN 
1327 NORTH 1250 EAST 
RICHF!ELD, 1D 83349 
KING , BOYD INC 
ROUTE 5 BOX 131 
IDAHO FALLS, ID 83402 
KING , BRE~:;'!' N ET !JX 
1300 N 1250 E 
RICHFI!LD, ID 83349 
KING , CONNIE 
1325 NORTH 1250 EAS~ 
RICHFIELD, ID 83343 
KING , STEPHEN A ET UX 
BOX 309 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
KING , TERRY L ET UX 
1325 N 1250 E 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
KING , WENDELL A RT UX 
5190 L HONOAPIILANI RD 
t.AHAlNA, Hl 9£761 
KI~GHORN , GARY S RT UX 
BOX 363 
SHOSHONE, 1D 83352 
KINS£Y , J ROBIN 
BOX 385 
JEROME, ID 83338 
KINSEY r LUELLA 
BOX 64 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
KISLING , FLOYD O ET AL 
432 SO 550 E 
DIETRlCH, ID 83324 
KISLING , FLOYD O. 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT or WATER RESOURCES 










































IDAHO -DE?ARTMENT OF WATER RESOtJRCES 
AFFIDAVIT OF MAILING 
DOC':JMEUT MAIL DATE 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------·---
K:::St.ING f"A..'qMS 
RT. 2 BOX 2334. 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
KISLING FARMS 
432 SO 550 E 
DIETRICH, ro 83324 
KISSLER PREDA 
834 EAST 270 SOUTH 
DIETRICH, !D 83324 
KISSLER GARY 
BOX 134 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
KISSLER , GARY L. 
P. O. BOX l34 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
KISSLER , RAY 
RT. 1, BOX 224 
DIETRICH, ID ~3324-0000 
KI SSL ER , RAY C 
S43 EAST 270 SOUTH 
DISTRICH, ID 83324 
KLINGER , W. W. 
C/0 SID PHILLIPS 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352-0000 
KNIGGE , DWAIN A ET UX 
1.218 E 1ST S 
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84102 
KNIGGE MRS DWAIN 
1218 EAST 1ST STREET 
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84102 
KNI:::iHT I EVAN ESTATE 
% KNIGHT, GOLDIE 
nox 2:n 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
KNIGHT HAROLD G 
482 W. COUNTY LlNE ROAD 
GOODING, ID 8333, 
KNIGHT ' HAROLD G ST ex 
4 8 2 -W CiT'l :LINE ROAD 
GOODHrG, ID 83330 
KNIGHT # LYNDA 
482 l',"'J!ST COUNTY LINE. ROAD 
GOODING, ID 83330 
KNOWLES , ~ENNIS~ 
BOX 335 
CAREY, ID 83320 
KNOWLES , DON 
aox 200s 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
NOTICE ~1 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/2$/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE cjil 3/28/0:8 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE ;1,-1 3/28/88 
NOTICE ::tl 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE 41 3/26/38 
NOTICE {fl 3/28/88 
;;::oT!CE #-1 3/28/88 
NOTICE -ji.1 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
~l"OTICE ~ 1 3/28/88 








IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
AtFIDAVlT or MAILING 






KNOWLES r 00:-l H ET UX 
ROUTE 2 BOX 2068 
DlfTRICH, ID 83324 
KNOWLES , LEO ET A~ 
BOX 521 
SHOSaONEr ID 83352 
KNOWLES , TIMOTHY ET UX 
30X R 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
KNUTSON , LOIS 
2C34 KIRKHAM WAY 
TAYLORVILLE, UT 84113 
KOEPPEN s KENNETH 
432 NORTH 150 EAST 
SHOS~ONE, ID 83352 
-KOEPPEN , KENT K ET OX 
197 E. 420 !:1 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
KOEPPEN , MA.:::tY 
432 NORTH 150 ZAST 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
KOONCE r BEVERLY J 
BOX 281 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
KOONCE , DEANN H HIGLEY 
242 MXLLARD ROAD 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
KOONCE , JACK 
BOX 416 
242 MILLARD ROA~ 
SBOSHONE, ID 83352 
KOONCE , JACK ET UX 
843 E 270 SO 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
KOONCE , JACK L. 
P~o. :eox 416 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
~RISTAL , ALFRED H ET UX 
3140 BOGUS BASIN RD 
BO!SE:, ID 83702 
KULHANEK , GAYDA!'.{A 
612 ~ORTH 650 WEST 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
KULHANEK , LONNY J 
612 N 650 W 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
KULHAt'IE K r LONNY J 
612 t'WRTH 650 WEST 
SHQSHONE, ID 83352 
NOTICE: #1 3/28/83 
3/28/SS 
NOTICE *1 3/28/88 
~OTICE itl 3/28/83 
NOTICE tfl 3/28/88 
NOTICE i\:1 3/28/88 
NOTICE ff:1 3/28/83 
NOTICE iH 3/28/88 
NOTICE ltl 3/28/88 
NOTICE ¥1 3/28/88 
NO'l'ICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE :1:1 3/28/88 
NOTICE ;fl 3/28/88 
NOTICE fH 3/28/88 
NOTICE c!fl 3/28/86 




I~AHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
AFFIDAVIT OF :UILING 






LACY , ROBERT ET AL 
846 E ,no so 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
LAKE ?LUMDING & HEATING , INC 
455 4 XILE RD 
SHOSHONE 1 ID 83352 
LAKZ PLUMBING AND HEAT:NG INC. 
RT. l BOX 19 
BOX 47 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
LALLISS , JOHN A 
BOX 114 
SHOSHON~, ID 83352 
LANE , FRANK & ELSIE 
BOX 403 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
LANGENSTE!N , STEPHEN J ET UX 
BOX 38.2 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
LANNING I PETE _'b,. ET UX 
% STRATTON, DAVID ET UX 
762 W 620 N 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
LARGE , XARGARET 
2711 EAST HIGHWAY 24 
:PAUL, Itl 83341 
LARG£ , SAMUEL C E7 UX 
2741 E HWY 24 
PAUL, ID 8334.7 
LARSEN , HELEN 
DI X:ON, Ml',.RGABET 
BOX 404 
WAK0NDA 1 SD 57073 
LARSEN , LYLE M ET UX 
BOX 11 V~ 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
LARSEN , STEELE S & 
LARSEN, ROCHELLE E 
569 N 400 W 
SHOSaONE, ID 83352 
LARSEN , VIRGINIA 
BOX 52 4 
SHOSHONE, ID 33352 
LARSON' , JO ANN 
801 SOUTH 3150 EAST 
PA~:., ID 83347 
LARSON , LELJ,ND 
RT. 1 BOX 161M 
PAU:a, !D 33341 
NOTICE lU 3/ZS/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE ~l 3/28/88 
NOTICE Pl 3/28/88 
3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE lj,1 3/28/88 
19:0TICE #1 3/2'/8 S 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NO:'ICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE '5'1 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 




IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
AFFIDAVIT Of MAILING 






LARSO~ , LE~AND U ET UX 
RT 1 BOX 268 
RUPERT, ID 83350 
LARSON ,, LYLE 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
LARSON , SAMS 
% SOUTHWICK, ~A~E S 
425 SOSSO E 
DIETRICH, !D 83324 
LARSON , SAMS ET UX 
BOX 297 
SHOSHONS, ID 83352 
LARSON , SAMS ST UX 
% SOUTHWICK, DALS S 
425 SO 850 E 
~IETRICH, :D 83324 
LAU , JEAN 
R'1". 1 BOX 27 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
LAU , ROBERT ET UX 
% LEZAMIZ, ROBIN J ET AL 
99CE720N 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
LAU , ROBERT H, 
RT. l BOX 27 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
LAUClR:!CA , AXGEL 
1430 NORTH l250 EAST 
RICHFIELD, I~ 83349 
L.AUC:RICA , ANGEL ET ~X 
1430 N 1250 n: 
RICHFIE~D, ID 8334i 
LAUCIRICA , JUDY 
1430 NORTH 1250 ruAST 
R:!CHFrELD, ID 83349 
LAU::>ERT , ALLAN 
1195 EAST 14-20 NORTH 
RICHfIELD, I:> 83349 
~AUDERT , ALL.AN ET UX 
1195 E 1420 r'i 
RICH?IE~D, ID 83349 
LAUDERT I CAT!IY 
1195 SAST 1420 NORTH 
RICHFIELD, :o 83349 
LAUER , ANt·IA 
BOX 356 
DIETR!CH, IO 83324 
LAUGHLIN , 'SENN"Y 
215 EAST 520 NORTH 
SHOSHONE, !D 83352 
NOTICE 41 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/38 
::iOTICE ll 3/29/38 
NOTICE Jl 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE H 3/28/8.8 
NOTl CE il 3/28/88 
NOT'.::CE 4H 3/28/88 
NOTICE -Jl:1 3/28/BB 
NOTICE 11 3/28/88 
~OTICE u 3/28/8$ 
NO'lICE ,1 3/28:/88 
r-lCTICE u 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NO'l:'lCE #1 3/2$/88 




LAUGHLIN , MARVIN 
215 3 520 :S' 
SHOSHONE, !D 83352 
~AUGHLIN , MJ..RVIN 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
LAUGHLIN , MARVIN J. 
R'l'. 1 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
LDS CHURCH 
REAL ESTATE DIVISION 
50 EAST NORTH TEMPLE 
SALT ~AKE ClTY, UT 84150 
LDS CEiJRCH 
CAREY STAKE 
CAREY, 1D 83320 
LDS CHURCH 
SHOSHONE, ID $3352 
LDS CHURCH 
BLAtr:lE STAKE 
RICHFIELD 1 ID 83349 
LDS CHURCH 
50 E N TEMPLE ST 
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 
LDS CHURCH 
DIETRICH, "~ 83324 LECERTUA ' ROSITA BOX 623 
SHOSHONf:, ID 83352 
LEE ' ALLEN D ET 
ux 
313 7TH E 
JEROXE!, ID 83338 
LEE ' R F.SLLY RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
LEE 
' 
RALPH K ET ux 
1192 E 920 N 
lUCHF:ELD, ID 83349 
LEE RALPH K ET ux 
1192 E 920 N 
R1CHFIELD 1 ID 83349 
LEGUINECHE T JOE 
RT l BOX 207 
GOODING, ID 83330 
LEGUINECHE , ~OHN 
84150 
1334 C0'1'TONWCOD SLOUGH 
RlCHFlELD, ID 83349 
LEGUINECHE , LORRETTA 
1334 COT':::'OSWOOD SLOUGH 
RICHFIELD, IO 83349 
LZMMON , JOHN ET AL 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
!DAaO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 






































3/2 8/8 8 







--------------------------------------LEMMON , VIO:C,ET 
30X 37 
RICHFIELD, ID S3349 
LEONARD I OSCAR L ET UX 
5025 RCSSELL DRIVE 
PARADISE, CA 95969 
LEWIN , ALVA J ESTATE 
% LEWI~, JESSIE 
? 0 BOX 53 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
LEWIN , ROBERT J 
P O BOX 541 
SHOSHONE. ID 83352 
LEWIS , EDGAR W ET UX 
BOX 107 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
LEWIS , SAM 
GOODIN~, ID 83330 
LEZAMIZ , ANNE E 
ROUTE 3, BOX 6226 
TWIN FALLS, lD 83352 
LEZAMIZ , CID 
1-027 EAST 720 NORTH 
R!CHFIELD, ID 83349 
LEZAMIZ , CIRIACO 
1J27 E 720 N 
RICHFIELD, ID 33349 
LE'ZAMIZ , CIRI_ACO ET UX 
1J27 :i£: 720 N 
RICHFIELD, ID 8334S 
LEZA.."-:.IZ , JOH!. 
ROUTE 3 
TWX~ FALLS 1 ID 83301 
LEZAMIZ , JOHN T 
ROUTE 3, BOX 6226 
TWlN FALLS, ID 83352 
1,E!ZAMIZ. , L:NDA 
102i EAST 720 NORTH 
R.:CHFIELD, ro 83349 
LEZAM1-Z , LUCHY 
1027 EAST 720 NORTH 
RICHFIELD~ ID 83349 
LEZAMI-Z , ROBIN 
9?0 EAST 720 NORTH 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
LEZAMIZ I ROB!N J 
990E72'JN 
RICHFIELD, ro 83349 
LEZAMIZ , ROBIN J 
1058 E 12.0- N 
RICHF~ELD, ID 83349 
!!)AHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
AFFIDAVIT OF MAILING 











































IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
,.\FFID.Z..V!T OF :O:AILING 
DOCUMENT ~AIL DA-TE 
------------------------------------------------------------------------
LEZAMIZ , SID F JR 
9210 E 120 N 
RICHFIELD, rn 833~9 
LEZAMIZ , SID F JR 
1058 E 720 N 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
LICKLEY , NE 
:.290 E 6200 S 
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84121 
LlKENESS , GEORGE M. 
BUHL, ID 83316 
LINCO:.N· CO CZP.:ETERY 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
LINCOLN CO HOUSING AUTHO~ITY 
SHOSHONE, ID 83354 
LINCOLN CO ME~ORIAL 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
LINCOLN CO. C~METERY 
C/0 FRAN BERGEN 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352-0000 
LINCOLN COUNTY 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
LINGO , ANCHE~OUS 
it COFF!1.AN 1 MAX 
BOX 92 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
LIVINGSTOX , BURRf:;L H 
RT 2 BOX 159 
GOODING, ID 83330 
LOCKHART CC , THE 
ONE SOUTH M...~IN S~REET 
SALT LAKS CITY, GT 84110 
~OCKWOOD LAND & LIVESTOCK 
C/0 PATRICK LOCKWOOD 
RT. 1 BOX 11 7 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
LONE STAR WATER USERS CO-OP ASSN. INC. 
C/0 XRS, ERVIN BRAUN 
RT. 1 BOX 9 5 
SHOSEO~E, ID 83352 
LOUGH I J'Z1.:MES F 
3900 EAST AMITY ROAD 
30ISE, ID 83706 
LOVE , HELEN M 
SOX 581 
SHOSHONE, I~ 83352 
LOW , DALE 
RT. 1 :3CX 3 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
NOTICE #l 3/28/88 
NOT!CE H 3/28/88 
NOTICE u 3/28/88 
NOTICE fl 3/28/88 
NOTICE lf1 3/28/88 
:'iOTICE #1 3/28/SS 
::iOTICE *' 3/28/88 
NOTICE 11 3/28/88 
NO'X!CE ti 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE ill 3/20/88 
NOTICE 'if 1 3/28/88 
NOTICE 11 3/26/88 
NOTICE u 3/28/88 
NOTICZ 11 3/28/88 
NOTlCE H 3/28/88 








IDAJiO DE?ARTMEN'!' OF WATER RESOURCES 
AfFI.OAVI'l' OF MAILING 









126 EAST HIGHWAY 26 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
LOW ' 
DALE K 
% fLAVEL, WILLIAM E 
BOX 213 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
LOW 
' 
DALE K ET ux 
LOW'S READY MIX, INC 
81 E HIGHWAY 26 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
LOW ' 
ELVA " 116 E H::COHWAY 26 
SHOSHO:r:E, ID 83352 
LOW , !.AVON 
126 EAST HIGUWA1 26 
SHOSHONE, ID SJ352 
LOWE , ALAN 
2643 EAST ANDOVER 11 
FULLERTON, CA 9263i 
LOWE , JAN 
2643 EAS~ ANDOVER #1 
FULLERTON, CA 92631 
ET ux 
LOWER SNAKE AQUIFER RECHARGE DIST. 
1301 VISTA AVE. 
BOISE, ID S370S 
LOWRY , BERTHA 
521 NORTH 65C WEST 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
LOWRY , MANFRED ET UX 
:aox 33 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
LO'f,\"RY , OLIVER 
521 N 650 W 
SHOSUO!:tE, ID 83352 
LOWRY , OLIVER ET UX 
521 N 650 W 
SHOSHONE, ID 33352 
LOW3:Y , OLIVER H 
521 NORTH 650 WEST 
SHOSHONE, ~D 83352 
LUCERO , EDWIN 
ROUTE 1, 
RICHFIELD, 
LUCERO , EOW!Y 





RICHFIELD, lD 83349 
LUFF , MARY 
880 NORTH 1250 EAST 
RICHFIE~D, ID 833~9 
NOTICE ¥1 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE #l 3/28/68 
NOTICE n 3/28/88 
NOTICE ., 3/28/88 
NOTICE u 3/23/86 
NOTICE u 3/28/38 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
~OTICE u 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTIC~ H 3/28/88 
NOTICE u 3/28/88 
~OTICE u 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 





LUFF , ROBERT 
880 NORTH 1250 EAST 
RICHFIELD, :D 83349 
LUFF t ROBERT E 
880 N 1250 E 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
~UTHER , CHARLES A. 
GOODING, ID 83330 
!.,Y~CH , FRANK M 
% FRAY~LIN, RALPH 
PO BOX 578 
CHINO VALLEY, AZ 86323 
LYNCH , LESLIE 
BOX 144 
HAGERMAN, ID B3332 
LYO~S , RICHARD F 
BOX 365 
DIETRICH, ID 33324 
HABBUTT , EVELYN L:::::'E ESTATE 
aox 35 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
MADBUTT , MORR~S ET UX 
BOX 35 
SHOSHONE, !D 83352 
MADALENA , LOU:S 
WENDELL, ID 63355 
MAESTAS , DAVID ? ET UY. 
BOX 179 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
MAGIC GRANGE 
RT 1 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
MAGIC VALLEY PRODUCE !NC. 
P.0, BOX 73 
PAUL; ID 83347 
MAGOFFIN , CL.~RENCE 
BOX 731 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
.MAGOfF!Y , SARAH L 
BOX 36 
SHOSHONE; ID 83352 
MALL , HILD?" T 
BOX 81 
SHOSHONE, !D 83352 
MANAGER , EDWARD KCESTER 
ROUT£ 1 
GOODING, ID 83330 
!"!.AN'ES , GENEVIEVE ESTATE 
% ¥,.ANES, RO'l' 
BOX 588 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
:DAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
AFFIDAVIT OF MAILING 









































NA.-..ZE/ ADORE SS 
MARCRCFT , H EAaL ET UX 
BOX 335 
SHOSHONE, I~ 83352 
MARSH.ALL , J D 
% FULKERSON, GAR! 
BOX 70 '.i. 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
MARTIN , CH.ALMER ET UX 
P O BOX 13 3 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
M.ARTIN , JOHN W. 
P~'\UL, TD 33347 
MARY SWAINSTON , GEORGES ET UX 
BOX Jt.:, 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
MA.SON , FRANK 
SHOSHONE, lD 83352 
MP.THESON , 3l~LY JOE 
BURLEY, ID 83318 
MATHESON I LO.:::S 
BURLEY, ID 833:8 
?l!ATHESON , MURRIEL M. 
PAUL, ID 833 4 7 
~,.ATHESON , RILEY~. 
PAUL, ID 83347 
MATHESON , ROY 
BURLEY, lD 83313 
MATHISO~ , ABLERT R. 
BURLEY, ID 83318 
MATHISON' , ED ET UX 
BOX 632 
SHOSHONZ, ID 33352 
:-1ATTCO DAIR't :jj,1 (RICHFIELD} 
P.O. BOX 2419 
TWIN FALLS, ID 83301 
MATTCO DAIRY tl (R!CHFlELD) 
C/0 A~RORA CAPITAL CORP. 
P.O. DOX 221 
tWIN fAL~S, ID 83301 
MATTCO FARM NO. 4 
C/0 AURORA CAPITAL CORP. 
P.O. BOX 2469 
TWIN ~ALLS, OR 83301-0CQO 
MAUGHAN , J LOWELL ST UX 
RT 2 BOX 2079 
PAUL, ID 83347 
MAUGHAY r J. LOWELL 
RT. 1 BOX 143 
PAUL, ID 83347 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESCCRCES 














































MAUGHAN , KATHIE 
3220 EAST 910 SOUTH 
PAU!.., ID 83347 
MAUGHAN , MARY 
ROUTE 1 
PAUL, ID 33347 
MAUGHAN , ORLO Ji 
RT 5, 90•N 450W 
RUPERT, ID 83350 
MAUGHAN" , ORLOF.. 
RT. 5 BOX 141 
RUPERT, ID 83350 
1-L?,.UGHAN ', WAYNE 
ROUTE 1, BOX 1482 
PAU!, 1 ID 83347 
MAYALL , CLARENCE ll. 
P.-o. :sax 425 
RUPERT, ID 83350 
MAYBERRY f RICHARD ET UX 
:BOX 209 
SHOSHONEy IO 83352 
MAYS , ARMON" T ET UX 
P O EOX 126 
AMARILLO, TX 19105 
MC COWAN I CYNDI 
RT. 2 BOX 2190 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
MC COWAN , GAR"! 
RT. 2 BOX 2190 
DIETRICH, 1D 83324 
MC COWAN , HBRBERT 3. 
RT, 2 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
MC QUAIN I RALPH 
RT. 2 
RUPERT, ID 83350 
MCBRIDE , LCU!SE S 
BOX 684 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
MCCARTER , £ R 
3117 CARMICHAEL ROAD 
MOSCOW, ID 83843 
MCCARTHY , ETH£L S 
% BOWERS, MARKE 
as4 N :1so E 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
MCCASHE~ , CHARLOTTE 
% FIVE G'S, THE 
RT 1 BOX 161D 
PMJL? ID 33347 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 











































MCCLAIN , VALENTINA JO 
8467 so seo E 
SANDY, UT 84070 
MCCLURE I JOY ESTATE 
-% MCCLURE, ROY 
BOX 3$6 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
MCCLURE , ROY 
.BOX 386 
DIETRICH, ID 83321 
MCCLURE , ROY E 
DIETRrcg, ID 83324 
MCCLURE , STEVEN ET UX 
BOX 151 
SHOSHONE, lD 83352 
MCCOWAN , 'CYNTHIA 
347 SOUTH 750 EAST 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
MCCOWAN , DON 
161 SOUTH 550 £AST 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
MCCOWAN , DONALD ET UX 
300 LITTLE WOOD RIVER RD 
CAREY, ID 83320 
MCCOWAN , DORENE 
449 SOUTH 750 EAST 
DIETRICH, ID e3324 
MCCOWAN , GARY 
341 SOUTH 750 EAST 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
MCCO"'i1AN I HERBERT J 
539 £ 330 so 
DIETR!CH, ID 83324 
tlCCOWAN , JAMIE 
161 SOU'l'H 550 EAST 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
MCCOWAN , RANDY L ST tTX 
449 SO 750 E 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
MCCOWAN , RUBY 
539 EAST 330 SOUTS 
DIETRtCH, ID 83324 
MCCOWAN , SUSA."'1 M 
161 SOUTH 550 EAST 
DIETR!CH, ID 83324 
MCDONALD ~ NARION FROMM 
BOX 554 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
MCFARLAND , LLOYD F ET UX 
BOX 133 
THRSE RIVERS, CA 93271 
IDAHO OEPAaTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
AFFIDAVIT OF MAILI~G 





NOTICE H 3/28/86 
~OTICE #1 3/28/88 
l'10TI CE H 3/28/88 
NOTICE • 1 3/28/88 
NO'tICE ;1 3/2'/Ba 
NOTICE u 3/28/88 
NOTICE u 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE Fl 3/28/88 
NOTICE! u 3/28/88 
NOTICE ;1 3/28/8 8 
NOTICE H 3/28/88 
NO'l'ICE ;1 3/28/88 
NOTICE H 3/28/88 
NOTICE lr1 3/28/88 
NOTICE u 3/28/88 




MCGHEE , JOHN::. 
641 E 47C SO 
DIETRlCH, ID 83324 
MCGINNIS , GECRGE WM ET UX 
201 E 620 N 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
~CKENDRICK , JD 
BOX 9:) 2 
PA.:J,1:ER, AK 99645 
MCKENDRICK , V!OLA. 
% MCKENDRICK, JD 
BOX 902 
FALMER, AK 99545 
MCKISSICK , MARY A 
BOX 476 
SHOSHONE, lD 83352 
MCXILLAN , J B ET UX 
BOX 219 
SHOSHO~E, IO 83352 
MCQUEEN, JACK F ~TUX 
% SMITH, -JAY B ET UX 
P a Box -no 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
MCROBERTS , FREDE 
BOX 62 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
MCSTA"l ; GARY 
BOX 307 
BgLLEVUE, ID 83313 
MEC FARM INVEST~£NT GROUP 
259 LOMA )RIVE 
LOS ANGE~ES, CA 90026 
MEFFAN , GEORGE A 
1710 WESTFIELD RD 
PASO RCBLES, CA 934~6 
MEFFAN , ROBERT W 
2840 WINDSONG LANE 
PLACERVILLE, CA 95667 
MEHLENBACKER FARMS INC. 
PAUL, ID 83347 
MEILS , JAMES 
ROtiTE l 
WISCO~srN RAPIDS, WI 54494 
MEILS , JAMES R 
RT 1 
WISCONSIN RAJ?IDS, w: 5,1494 
MENDIOLA , CARLOS J ET UX 
? 0 BOX 299 
SHOSHONE, ::> 8.1352 
IDAHO DE?ARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 










































IDAHO ~EPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
AFFIDAVIT OF !-!AILING 
DOCUMENT 
------------------- ------------------------------
MENDIOLA , CARLOS J ET UX 
BOX 117 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
MJUfKE , JEWELL 
BOX 3!7 
POLO, .RT 64611 
MERRITX r ALICE S 
PO BOX 503 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
MESERVY , HYRUM¼. 
DIETR!CH, ID 83324 
MESERVY , JAMES L ET UX 
421 SO 6S0 E 
JIETRICH, ID 8332~ 
MESERVY , ,TUANI'!'A 
421 SOUTH 650 EAST 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
Y.ESSICK , LARRY D ET UX 
BOX 323 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
METHODIST CHURCH 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
XETHODIST CHURCH 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
METROPOLITAN MTG & SEC CO , INC 
't DURANJ, DAN G ET UX 
1360 ~ 1150 E 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
METROPOLITAN MTG & SEC CO INC 
% COOPER, RAYMOND L ET AL 
570 4 MI::...E ROAD 
SHOSHONE, !D 83352 
!'IILLER , DALE 
PAUL, ID 83347 
MILLER , GUY JA~Z 
PAUL, ID 83341 
MILLER , HOWA2.D W 
BOX 398 
DIE'TR!CU, 1D 83324 
MILLER , PATE ET AL 
S.PRINGHILI, FARM 
ROPEWZL~, NJ 08525 
MILLER , PATRICIA 
C/0 JUDSON TIMM 
SPRING.WILL FARM 
HOPEWELL, ~J 08525 
MILLICAN , DON 
1431 NORTH 1200 EAST 












































:i'.DAHO DEPARTME~::''l' OF WATER RESOURCES 
AFF!DAV!T O? MAILING 





---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------MILLICAN , JEAN 
1431 NORTH 1200 EAST 
RICHF~ELD, ID 8334~ 
:1ILLS , DARWlN D ET UX 
BOX 292 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
MILLS , EFFIE 
BURLEY, ID 33316 
MILLS , WARD 
% EDEX, DALE ET UX 
8 3 0 W 4 70 N 
GOODlNG, ID 83330 
MILLS , WARD ESTATE 
% MILLS, THELMA 
BOX 515 
SHOSHQNg, ID 83352 
MINK 1 :':A.STEN 
RT 2 
GOODING, ID 83330 
MHHUER ~ MARIAN E:LISEBETH 
BOX 611 
YELLVILLE, AR 726S7 
MITCHELL I IP & D G 
% 3UCKWAY, JOSEPH 
584 N 250 W 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
MITCHELL , RALPH J 
440 MCKUlLEY STRE:ET 
AMERICAN PALLS, ZD 8J211 
MITCHELL , RAYMOND LEROY 
BOX 3 8 6 
MACKAY, I~ 83251 
MITCHELL T SHIRLEY 
BOX 16 
SHOSHO~E, ID 83352 
MONROE , n,YLE 
BOX 341 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
MOODY , DOROTHY 
RT. 1 
GOODING, ID 83330 
MOODY, JR. , G£0RG3 
RT. 1 
GOODISG, ID 83330 
MOON , WILLIAM 
BOX 23 
SHOSHONE, ID 33352 
MOREHOUSE , CLARENCE R. 



































IDAHO DEPARTMEN~ OF WATER RESOURCES 




PO BOX 69 
936 N 1250 8 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
MOREXRA I MARGARET 
C/0 KERRY MOREIRA 
985 NORTH 1250 EAST 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
MOREIRA , MARGARET A 
3521 DUNBAR COURT 
FREMONT 1 CA 94536 
MOREIRA , MRS. KERRY 
BOX 69 
986 ~QRTH 1250 EAST 
RICHFIELD, !D 83349 
MC'RGAN , THEO 
ROU'l't 2 
3604 EAST CHERRY LANE 
NAMPA, ID 83651 
MORGAN , THEO G ET UX 
3604 E CHERRY LANE 
I'lAMPA, ID 83651 
MORRIS , JACK P ET UX 
BOX 633 
SHOSHONE, ro 83352 
MORRISON , ~ARGARET 
SHOSH03E, ID 83352 
MOR'rENSEN , GRANT 
1005 7'.l'H ST. 
RUPERT, XD 83350 
MORTENSEN , ORVA~ S. 
GENERAL DELIVERY 
PAUL 1 ID 83341 
MOR'l'ENSEN , STANLEY 
1005 7TH ST. 
RU?ERT, ID 83350 
MOUNTAIN BE:..L 
K.C. COX, STAFF MGR CORP TAX 
PO BOX 1984 
DENVER, CO 80202 
MT STATES TELEPHONE CO 
CORPORATE TAX DEPT 
MBC 3130 
DENVER, CO 80201 
MUMPOWER , MICHAEL P 
2009 THERESA 
LAS VEGAS, NV S3!01 
MURPHY , CLEORA N 
BOX 666 







































IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
AFFIDAVIT OF MAILING 
DOCUMENT MAIL DATE 
--------------------------------------- --------------------------------
MURPHY , J M ESTATE 
% WYAN~, GEORGE L ET UX 
ao:;: 121 
SHOSHONE, !D 83352 
MURPHY , J M ESTATE 
~ HILTON, ROBERT A 
BOX 98 
BLAINE, WA 98230 
MURPHY , NINA ESTATE 
% HANSEN, DOUGLAS H 
BOX 625 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
MURPHY & SCHWARTZ 
% HILTON, ~OBERT A 
P O BO:;{ 9 8 
BLAINE, WA 98230 
MURUl\ , CLAUDIO 
BOX' 31 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
~USTO , FRANK C ET UX 
BOX 814 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
MYERS , ROBERT U 
% WARD, GLENN 
% JOHNSON, R WEN::;E:.:.L 
RTCHFIELDt ID 83349 
N SHOSHONE WATER ASSOC 
% JOHN, KIT M 
827W720N 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
NANCE , JERRY 
1008. E 170 SO 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
NAYCZ , JERRY R. 
RT. 2 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
NANCE , JULIE ANN 
818 4 MILE RD 
GOODING, ID 83330 
NANCE I PATTI 
l008 EAST 17C SOUTH 
DIETRICH, IO 8332~ 
NASURA , ANNI>. 
~61 WES~ COUNTY LIN£ ROAD 
GOOD!NG, ID 83330 
NASURA , LlENNIS 
461 W. COUNTY LINS ROAD 
GOODING, ID 83330 
NZ\.YLOR , Jl~MES COLEIN 
11.79 N 1350 E 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
NOTICE #1 3/28/'8 
NOTICE u 3/28/88 
NO'l'ICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE H 3/28/88 
NOTICE il 3/2S/88 
NOTICE ., 3/28/88 
YOTICE #l 3/28/88 
NO'l'ICE H 3/28/88 
NOTICE u 3/28/88 
NOTICE u 3/28/88 
NOTICE n 3/:.!S/88 
NOTICE u 3/28/83 
NOTICE u 3/28/88 
NOTICE ill 3/28/88 








NAYLOR , JANET 
1179 NORTa 1350 EAST 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
NAYLOR STANLEY E ET UX 
1:79 N 1350 E 
RICHFIELD, !~ 83349 
NAYLOR• TOM t 
BOX 
RICBFIELD, ID 83349 
NEBEKER I VAN 
510 71/2 MI~E ROAD 
GOODING, ID 83330 
NEHER I ROYAL G ZT UX 
BOX 607 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
NEIBAUR BEUCE 
RT. 1 
PAUt, ID 83347 
NEIBAUR , BURKE 
ROUTE 5, BOX 138A 
RUPERT, ID 8335C 
NElBAUR , DARWIN 
RT. l 
PAOLr ID 83347 
NEIBAUR , DARWIN P 
RT 1 BOX 1368 
PAUL, ID 83347 
NEIBAUR DARYL M 
3261 EAS~ 970 SOUTH 
PAUL, lD 83347 
NEIBAtrn , EDNA H. 
RT. 1 
PAUL, ID 83347 
NEIBAUR , IRA 
PAUL, ::::o 833,17 
NEIBAUR , JUNE G 
n-:;.~ l BOX 1368 
PAUL, 'J.:'.:, 83347 
NEIBAUR , MACK W. 
RT. 1 
PAUL, ID 8334:7 
NF;!BA".JR PENNY 
1035 SO'GTH 3150 EAST 
PAt:L, ID 833'.17 
NEIBAUR , SHELLEY 
ROUTE 5, BOX 138A 
RUPERT, ID 83350 
NEIBAUR , STEVE D 
1035 SOUTH 3150 EAST 
J?AU.!.., ID 83347 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 













































NE I BAUR , WARREN 
RT. 1 
PAUL, ID 83347 
NEIB!>.UR , WILLIAM G 
RT 1 BOX 1478A 
PAUL, ID !3334/ 
tH::IB1tUR , WILL!A.M G 
750 WEST 025 SOUTH 
PAUL, ID 833•D 
NEILSON , DAVID 
3132 E. EDGWOCO 
MISA, AZ 85204 
NEILSON , MARK L. 
2381 E. HWY. 24 
PAUL, ID 83347-0000 
NEILSON, MARK LEE 
2485 SENTER ROAD 
PAUL, ID 83347 
:iEII..SON , MRS. VIRGIL 
BOX 24 5 
PAUL, ID 33347 
NEILSON , TAD O ET UX 
BOX 138 M, RT #2 
CHENEY, WA 99C04 
r:-lEILSON I VIRGIL 
300 N. 750 WEST 
?ATJl., ID 83347 
NEILSO~, VIRGIL 
RT. 1 BOX 96 
PAUL, ID 83341 
NEILSON , VIRG!L 
BOX 2-{3 
PAUL, ID 83347 
NEILSON , VIRGIL ET UX 
2381 E HWY 24 
PAUL, ID 83347 
NE!LSON , VIRGIL A. 
71 7 STU ST. s • 
SU?ERT, ID 83350 
NEILSON , VIRGIL A. 
RT. 1 BOX 1612 
?AV!., I0 83347 
~EU , W:!LL:Af1 
BOX 111 
SHOSHONE. ID 83352 
NEWBERRY , ADAM 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
NEWBERRY , JIMMY ET UX 
BOX 96 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
iDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER R~SOURCES 
AF Fl DAVIT OF MAILING 





-----------------------------------------------------------------------NOTICE u 3/28/88 
NOTICE u 3/28/88 
NOTICE *1 3/28/88 
NO'rICE u 3/28/88 
NO'..:.'ICE ,1 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE Fl 3/28/88 
NOTICE ,: 1/28/88 
NOTICE ;1 3/28/88 
NOTICE u 3/26/8$ 
NOTICE u 3/28/88 
NOTICE: 11 3/28/88 
NO'.:'ICE u 3/28/88 
NOTICE n 3/28/88 
NOTICE u 3/28/88 





NEWBOLD ' csn:s F 
XORGA~, UT 84CSO 
NEWBOLD , NICK M. 
861 EAST 250 SO~TH 
BOUNTIFUL, UT 84010 
NZWBY , AGNES FEHLMAN 
P O BCX 493 
HAILEY, ID 83333 
NEWBY , THOM.AS S 
BOX 247 
SHOSHONE, :o 83352 
NEWBY 6/6 , RE!D J 
BOX K 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
NEWELL , C. E. 
J?. O. BOX 584 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
NEWELL , CHARLES E. 
P. 0. BOX 584 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
NEWELL , H. M. 
l?. O. BOX 584 
SHOSHOSE, ID 83352 
NEWELL , HENRIETTE 
P" O. BOX 584 
SHOSHONE, 1D 53352 
NEWEY , DAVID J 
11C9 NORTE :250 EAST 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
NEWEY , MRS. DAVID 
1109 NORTH :2so EAST 
RICHFIELD, !D 83349 
NEYMAN , JAMES H ET UX 
% SOWARDS, L D ET UX 
% PREACHER CREEK RANCH 
STEAMBOAT SPRINGS, CO 80487 
NICHOLS , VERLIN ET UX 
BOX 369 
SHOSHONE, !D 83352 
NICHOLSON , CLAUDE 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
N!CHOLSON , EDNA 
1055 E 11G SO 
D!ETRICH, ID 83324 
NIEGEL , FLOYD 
1100 EA.ST 70 SOUTH 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
NIEGEL I PATRICIA 
1100 EAS'J; 70 SOUTH 
DIETrtICH, ZD 83324 
IDAHO DEPARTME~T OF WATER RESOURCES 
1,FFIDAVTT OF Ml1.1LING 






NOTICE ~:l. 3/28/88 
NOTICE " 3/23/88 
NOTICE n l/28/8 8 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE u 3/26/68 
NOTICE u 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/23/88 
NOTICE: ,tl 3/28/88 
NOTICE H 3/28/SB 
NOTICE H 3/28/88 
NOTICE H 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/23j88 
NOTICE u 3/28/83 
NOT::':CE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE u 3/28/88 
NO'.l'!CE u 3/28/88 





NIEGEL, PATRICIA A ET AL 
BOX 385 
SHOSHONE, ID 33352 
NIELSEN , BEULAH 
nax 112 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
NIELSEN , JOA~NE 
520 EAST 3RD 
SHOSHO~E, ID 83352 
NIELSEN , JUNE 
BOX 15 
SHOSHO~E, ID 83352 
NIELSEN ., :'!ICHAE:L 1 
520 EAST 3RD 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
NIELSEN , MICHAEL L 
BOX 663 
SHOSHONE, !D 83352 
NORMAN , DIANE 
RICHFIZLD 1 ID 83349 
NORMAN , JEFF 
R~CHFIELD, ID 83349 
NORMAN , KARL 0 
801 ~AST 1420 NORTH 
R!CH?IELD, lD 83349 
NOR."'!AN , KARL O ET UX 
801 E 1420 N 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
NORMAN , NELDA 
801 EAS'I' 142-0 NORTH 
RICHFlELD, ID 833~9 
NORTHEND WATER ASSN. INC. 
RT. 1 
RICHFISLD, ID 83349 
NOVINGER & DARRAH SHEEP CO. 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
O'DELL , DAVID A ET UX 
BOX 477 
SBOSEONE, ID 83352 
O'MALEY • PATRICK ET UX 
586 N 250 E 
SHOSHONE, :o 83352 
ODE!..L 1 :)AVID 
435 NORTH 375 WEST 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
ODELL ,- PATTY 
4.35 NORTH 375 'WEST 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
OETKEN , RANDALL B ET UX 
1745 E WOODLAND DRIVE 
COEUR D~A~ENE, :D 8381; 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESO~RCES 
AFFIDAVIT OF MAILING 






NOTICE #"1 3/28/88 
NOTICE u 3/28/88 
NOTICE ,1 3/28/88 
NOTICE H 3/28/88 
NOTICE ~1 3/28/8 8 
NOTICE u 3/28/88 
NOTICE u 3/28:/88 
NOTICE u 3/28/88 
MOT ICE u 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NO'l'IC:t: u 3/28/88 
NOTICE u 3/28/85 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
1'lOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE i!l 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE n 3/28/38 




OHLINGER , KENNETH 
BOX 538 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
OHLINGER , KENNE~H 
1951 gAST 1175 SOUTH 
GOODING, ID 83330 
OHLINGER , W. J. 
GOODIYG, ID 83330 
OHLINGER , WANnA 
ROUTE 2, BOX 1 
GOODING, ID 83330 
OHLINGER , ~!LLIA~ J. 
GOODING, ID 83330-0000 
OLiitE:R , ELEANOR JEAN 
BOX 431 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
OLLIEU , OONA 
BOX 81 
:RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
OLSEN , OtWA'lNE L E1' AL 
635 S PROC1'ER LANE 
PLEASANT GROVE, UT 84062 
OLSEN, R:CHARD A ET UX 
BOX 648 
SROSHOYE, ID 83352 
OLSEN , STEPHEN R 
PO BOX 104 
SP.OSHONE, ID 83352 
OLSON , DAVID L ET UX 
2043 ST ANDREWS DRIVE 
BrLLINGS, MT 59105 
CLSON , GEORGE 
BOX 3 3 9 
GREE~ RIVER, WY 82935 
OLSON , MRS. GEORGE 
BOX 339 
GREEN RIVER, WY 82935 
OMALEY , ~UANITA 
586 NORTH 250 EAST 
SHOSHC~E, ID 33352 
DMALE'l , PATRICK J 
586 NORTH 250 EAST 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
ONEIDA , BEN ESTA~Z 
BOX 509 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
ONEIDA , BEN R ET UX 
ROX 159 
SHOSHONE, 1D 83352 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
AFF!DAVIT OF !'1.AIL!NG 






NOTICE #1 3/28_/88 
NOTICE u 3/28/38 
NO'!'lCE 111 3/28/88 
NOTICE ll1 3/28/88 
NO'rICE u 3/28/88 
NOTICE u 3/28/88 
NOTICE u 3/28/68 
N01'ICE H 3/28/88 
NOTICE 111 3/28/88 
NO'l'ICE #1 3/28/88 
NO':'ICE #1 3/28/38 
NOTICE u 3/28/83 
NOTICE u 3/23/88 
NOTICE: ;i l/28/88 
NOTI:'.:E #l 3/28/88 
NOTICE u 3/28/88 





ONEIDA , CHARLES M 
11490 HIGHLANDZR DRIVE 
BOISE, ID 83106 
ONEIDA I GARNET 
BOX 86 
SHOSHONE, :o 83352 
ONEIDA, JOE M 
BOX 252 
SROSHOITE, ID 83352 
ONEIDA, MARY 
BOX 509 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
o~rn l DA , M: CHAEL p l!T ux 
89 W WOOD RIVER ROAl:l 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
ONEIDA , PETZ ET UX 
BO}! <!5 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
ONEIDA, RICil~..RD 
BOX 509 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
OMEIDA 2/0 , DOLL:E 
BOX 45 
SHOSHONE, !D 83352 
OSBURN , E CLAREN 
PO BOX 109 
SHOSHONE, !D 83352 
PADGETT , MARIES 
519 MICHAEL 
BOISE, ID 83705 
PAGOAGA, JOE ET UX 
BOX 100 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
PAINE , WE ET UX 
BOX 522 
SHOS~ONE, I~ 83352 
PAINTEa I DOLLIE 
BLlSS, ID 33314 
PALACIO , ,TEAN 
RT. 1 BOX 104 
SHOSHONE, I~ 83352 
PA.LACIO, JEAN 
799 WEST 720 NORTH 
SHOSHO~E, ID 83352 
PALACIO , TONY 
RT. 1 SOX l04 
SHOSHONE, 1D 83352 
PALACIO I TONY ET UX 
799 W 720 N 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
IDAHO DEFARTME~T OF WATER RESOURCES 
AFF!DAVIT or MAit~NG 





------------ -------------------------------------------------------NOTICE u 3/28/88 
NOTICE u 3/28/88 
NOTICE 1'1 3/28/88 
NOTICE 11 3/28/88 
NOTICE ¥1 3/2 8/8 8 
NOTICE n 3/28/88 
NOTICE ill 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE ;1 3/28/88 
NOTICE ;i 3/28/68 
NOTICE it-1 3/28/88 
~OTICE II 3/28/88 
NOT!CE l!1 3/28/88 
NOT:.:CE ~I 3/28/88 
NOTICE u 3/28/B8 
NOTICE u 3/28/88 




IDAHO DE?AR'l'XENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
A.FFIDAVIT Of' MAILING 






PALACIO , WILLIAM 
ROUTE l 
SHOSHONE, ID g3352 
PARISH , VALDI R08BRTS 
SOX 696 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
PARKER , JODE¥ ET UX 
BOX 32 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
PARKER , JOE ESTATE 
% ?ARKER, PEARL 
BOX 282 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
PARKER , LEE ROY 
1405 E 1220 N 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
PARKER r PAU~lNE 
1405 EAS? 122C NORTH 
RICHFIELD, tD 63349 
PARKER , RUSTY 
:03 EAST 620 NORTH 
SHOSHONE, !D 83352 
PARKER , RGSTY ET UX 
103 E 62C i; 
SHOSHONE, ID $3352 
PARKHURST , BETTY L 
BOX 533 
SROSHO~E, ID 83352 
PARKHURST , ROBT M JR 
RT 1 BOX 45 
PRlNCEtON, I~ 33857 
PARKS , ANTHONY ET UX 
% RICHIE, ID.RILY~ 
PO BOX 2157 
PASO ROBLES, CA 93447 
PARKS , VIRGINIA G 
BOX 384 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
.PASCOE , RA7MOND ESTATE 
% PASC08, ROGER~ 
5385 S TRUCKEE CT 
AURORA, CO 80015 
PATE , HARLEY ES'XA':'E 
% PA'.?E, IRENE 
PO BOX 132 
RICHFIELD, !D 83349 
PATE , JA.'!ES W 
BOX 356 
SHOSHOSNE, IO 83352 
ND'.l;ICE n 3/28/88 
!-lOT:cE *1 3/28/88 
NOTICE li1 3/28/88 
NOT!CE 41 3/28/8$ 
NOTICE ¥1 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NO·l'I CE u 3/28/88 
NOTICE n 3/28/88 
NOTICE u 3/2S/88 
NOTICE n 3/26,/88 
NOTtCE u 3/28/88 
N'OTI CE ¥1 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE *' 3i28/88 




IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
AFFIDAVIT OF MAILING 
DOCUMENT MAIL DATE 





PATTERSON , DAVID ET UX 
SOX 24 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
PA~TERSON , HAROLD ST UX 
BOX 628 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
.PATTERSON , HARRY 
RT. l 
GOODING, :D 83330 
PAULSON , ALAN SCOTT 
BOX 56 
RICHFIELD, ID 33349 
PAULSON I CARL F 
BOX 56 
RICHFIELD, :D 83349 
~AULSON , MI~DEED E 
BOX 1: 1 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
PAULSON , QHARLES O. 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
PAYNE , ANDY 
BOX 299 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
PAYNE , OLIVER ET UX 
BOX 745 
SHOSHONE~ ID 83352 
PAYNE OLIV:i:R A 
p 0 BOX 6Ci 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
PAYNE OLIVER A IV ET 
BOX 299 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
PAYNE , OL!VER IV E'.O 
aox zg9 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
PAYNE , YOSHIE 
BOX 745 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
PAYNECO INC 
90X 299 
SHOS!lONE, !D 83352 
PAY'l'ON v:oLA L 
BOX 451 
SHOSHONZ, ID 83352 
PE/1.K , EL.MER 
454 4 MILE ROAD 
SHOSHONE, ID 53352 
PEAK , ROY J E~ UX 
ux 
ux 
% HIBBARD, GARY ET UX 
269 E HIGHWAY 26 






































PELLEY I ALBERT ET ~X 
BOX 1.25 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
PE~tCE , DAN T E1' UX 
1475 COSGROVE LN 
DILLON, MT 59725 
PENCE r LO'.!'.S 
1475 COSGROVE LAND 
DI~LON, XT 59725 
PENCE , MARGARET 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
PErWLETO,N , CARL 
50 WEST 620 NORTH 
SHOSHO~E, ID 83352 
PENDLETON , CSARLES 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
PENDLETO~ , CHAS 
BOX 67 4 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
PENDLtTON , CHAS ET AL 
50 W 620 N 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
PENDLETOS' , THERESA 
50 WEST 620 NORTS 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
PENNINGTON , ALVIS ET UX 
BOX / 3 7 
SHOSHONE, 1D 83352 
PENNINGTON ' JUL::us 
BOX 454: 
SHOSHO~E, ID 83352 
PEPERU,.K , HARK B 
BOX 221 
TWIN FALLS, ID $3301 
PERKINS , AXY L 
BOX 91 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
PERKINS , RICHARD L 
BOX 91 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
PERRI=:t , CECIL 
% PHEIFFER, GOLDIE ::!STATE 
% DONALDSON, REUBEN 
GOODING, ID 83330 
PERRON , DORA X TRENKLE 
BOX 641 
SHOSMONE, !b 83352 
PERRON , HAROLD B ET UX 
BOX 6 41 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
IDAHO DEPART!-!ENT OF WATER RESO:iRCES 
AFFIDAVIT OF MAILING 





















































PERRON ' WA\:NE C ET ux BOX 415 
DIETRICH, rn 83324 
PETERS 
' 
HILTON D ET ux 
BOX 487 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
PE'l'.ERSON ' F'ARRELL J. RT. 1 BOX 90 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
PETERSON 
' F.RED L 
ET ux 
% ~ORMAN, JEFF K ET 
GENERAL DELIVERY 
RICHFIELD, I;:) 83349 
PETERSON ' GAILYN ET 
ux 
BOX 495 
SHOSHONE, ID 83351 
PETERSON LOIS L. 
RT. 1 BOX 90 
SHOSc!ONE, ID 83352 
PETERSON ' 
LOLA B {LIF'E 
BOX 161 




:..ouis F • DONALD L BOX 161 
RICHF'IE!.D, ID 83349 
PETHICK CHARLES M 
BOX 358 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
PEUGH .AD::)IE MAY 
BOX 444 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
PEUGH VE:ll.NON C!..AYTON 
BOX 444 
SHOSP.OKZ, ID 83352 
PEYMAN 
' 
DENNi.S C ET u, 
BOX 102 
SHOsaoN:.:, ID 83352 
?EYMAN JOHN E ET ux 
BOX 534 





SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
lDAHO OEPARTMEMT OF WATER RESOURCES 
AlF!DAVlT OF Y..AlLING 
DOCU:Y.ENT 







































PH:LL:PS , VERNON C ET UX 
RT 3 
RUPERT, ID 83350 
PHILLIPS , VERNON C. 
RT. :Z BOX 191A 
PAUL, ID 83347 
PIERSON , GILBERTE 
BOX 606 
SHOSHONE I ID 83352 
PIERSON , GILBERTE 
P O BOX 643 
SROSBONE, ID 83352 
PIERSON , MARVIN 
RT 1 BOX 106 
GOODING, ID 83330 
PIERSON , WANOA J 
2978 CHIJi:rtTAN 
BOISE, ID 83709 
PINE HAVEN RANCHES 
BOX 3944 
OAK PARK, IL 60305 
PIPER , KE~T L ~TUX 
BOX 174 
R!CHFIE~D, ID 83349 
PIPER , LYLE R ET UX 
BOX 86 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
POPE , ADA MARIE 
BOX 126 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
POPE • MELVIN K 
BOX 126 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
PORTER , DAVID L ET ~X 
BOX 388 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
PORTER , DAVID W. 
BURLEY, ID 83318 
PORTER , DOROTHY' M 
124 SO 750.E 
~IETRICH, ID 83324 
PORTER, EDWIN G. 
RT. : BOX 179 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
PORTER , MARY 
BOX 593 
BURLP.Y, ID 83318 
POST , EDWARD C ET UX 
1329 E 1420 N 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
AFFIDAVIT OF MAILING 
DOCUM3NT MAlL DATE 
----------------------------------- -----------------N'OTICS: 111 3/28/86 
NO'l'ICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE ,1 3/28/88 
NOTICE .i 3/28/88 
NOTICE u 3/28/88 
NOTICE 11 3/28/88 
NOTICE H 3/28/88 
NOTICE H 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE u 3/28/88 
r:-rnTICE u 3/28/88 
NOTICE .ij<!, 3/28/88 
NOTICE u 3/28/88 
NOTICE u 3/28/88 
NO'l'ICE el 3/28/86 
NOTICE u 3/2 8/8 a 








IDAHO DEPA.RTMF;NT OF WATER RESOURCES 
AFFIDAVIT OF MAILING 
DOCUMENT 
-------------------------------------------------------------
~OST , MRS. EDWARD 
1l29 EAST 1420 NORTH 
aICHFIELD, ID 83349 
POtTER I ELVINA C 
PO BOX 395 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
POUNDER , A.RVIN E ET UX 
1202 E 800 N 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
POUNDS , M.RS ROGER£ £T AL 
BOX 221 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
POUNDS r ROGER & ET UX 
BOX 221 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
POWELL , BERT A. 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352-0000 
POWELL , EUNICE 
BOX 44 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
POWELL , HAROLD D ET UX 
632 t 3.225 :::l" 
OGDEN, UT tl4t;04 
POWSLL , JAMES W ZSTATE 
1146 E 820 N 
R!CHFIELD 1 ID 83349 
POWELL , JAMES W ET UX 
1146 E 820 N 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
POWELL , PHI:t.LIP ET UX 
BOX 613 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
POWS~L , RUSSELL£. 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
POWER , DO!?NA 
602 EAST 57C SOUTH 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
POWER, JOHN M ET UX 
602 E 570 SO 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
PRATT, WAL'Z'SR 
:eo::s: aoo 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
PRESTON I ARA MAS 
BOX 75 
RICHFIELD, ID 53349 
PRESTON I JE.RRY 
757 NORTH 1150 EAST 











































IDAao DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOUaCES 
AFFIDAVIT or MAILIN~ 
JOCUMENT MAIL DATE 
-------------------------------------------------------------PRESTON , JERRY R ET UX 
BOX 358 
RICHFIELD, IO 83349 
PRESTON , NOLA. 
757 NORTH 1150 EAST 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
PRICE , JOHN ROY ET UX 
5619 WEST MEADOWBROOK 
~HOENIX, AZ 85031 
PRICE , MARGARET F 
SHOSHONE 1 ID 83352 
PRICE , XAXINE 
498 EAST 670 SOUTH 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
PRICE , MRS. VARNELL 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
PRICE I RANDY W 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
PrtICE , ROYAL E ESTATE 
498 E 670 $0 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
PRICE , ROYAL E ESTATE 
BOX 441 
DIETRICH, ~D 83324 
PRICE , VARNELL H ET UX 
BOX 78 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
PRINGLE, JR. , IL C~ 
4 RANCHERO ?LACE 
WOODLAND, CA 95695 
PROCTOR , BETH 
1236 ~AST 920 NORTH 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
PROCTOR , MCK:NLEY 
1236 EAST 920 NORTH 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
PROCTOR , WM 
1236 Z: 920 N 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
PROJECT MUTUAL T~LEPHCNE COOP 
GAR LOOSWI, OFFICE MANAGER 
705 STE ST 
RUPERT, :~ 83350 
PR~D'HOMME , JOHN ET UX 
2885 WIUGHT AVE 
PINOLE, CA 9456~ 
?RUD-HC)!ME , MRS. J.W. 
2885 WRIGHT AVE. 









































lDAHO DEPARTMENT OP WAT~R RESCCRCES 
AFFIDAVIT OF MAILING 






PRUETT I DWAYNE ET UX 
BOX 135 
SHOSHONE, ID 33352 
.PUG11 , BETTY ;) 
33100 .ROUTT 
COUNTY RD 41 
STEAMBOAT SPRINGS, CO 80½87 
PUGH , CAROL J 
1202 EAST 1020 NORTH 
RICHFIELD, ID 833~9 
PUGH , HOYT B ET UX 
1202 E 1020 N 
RICHFIE~D, ID 83349 
PUGH , WILLIAM L 
33100 ROUTT 
COUNTY RD 41 
STEA~BOAT S?RINGS, CO 80487 
QUIGLEY , BERNICG 
530 WEST 620 SORTH 
sgosaoNE, ID 83352 
QUIGLEY , ROBERT W ET UX 
530 W 620 N 
SHOSHONE, !D 83352 
RACE , DENNIS M 
237 MILLARD ROAD 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
RACE , DENNIS M 
237 MILLARD ROAD 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
:a.ACE , MEaLE V ET UX 
122 4 MILE ROAD 
SHOSHO~E 1 ID B3352 
RACE ROBET"TA 
l FOUR MILE ROAD 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
RACE , TODD 
SHOSHONE, ID 83332 
RALLS , DALE 
1358 EAST 1120 NORTH 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
RALLS , ERNEST R. 
RT. 1 BOX 123 
PAUL, :n 83347 
RALLS , !iANNAH 
RT. 1 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
RALLS , HANNAH M 
1085 E 720 N 
RICP.FIELD, ID 83349 
NOTICE ,1 3/28/88 
NOTICE u 3/2S/88 
NOTICE '1 3/28/88 
NOTICE Ill 3/28/88 
:s'OTICE #1 3/28/86 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE in 3/28/88 
NOTICE u 3/28/88 
:s'OTICE !l 3/28/88 
NOTICE 'F.1 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE H 3/28/88 
r.:roTICE H 3/28/88 
NOTICE: ;1 3/28/$8 
NO'!'!CE #1 3/28/88 
ML1501NP 
! oD-14 J 
N~:\.."'.'.E/ADDRESS 
RALLS , MRS. DALE 
1358 EAST 1120 NORTH 
RICHFIELD 1 ID 83349 
RALLS r RONALD~ 
20$5 E /20 
RICHFIELD, 




1085 E 720 
RICHFIELD, 







RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
RANDS , LAWRENC3 E 
BOX 105 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
RA!-::EY , AL 
1243 EAST 1520 NORTH 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
RAPP r CLYDE J 
BOX 631 
SHOSHONE, ID 53352 
RAPP , LEROY M 
376 W 620 N 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
RAPP , NORMA 
SHOSHO~E, ID 83352 
EAPP , NO"El.MA HELSLEY 
376 W 620 N 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
RAPP , ROY 
BOX 1550 
BENSO~, AZ 85602 
RASMUSON , WHITNEY 
BURLEY, ID 83318 
RASMUSSEN , BILLIE C'EAN 
602 ',iES'! 520 NORTH 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
RASMUSSEN , N WARREN ST UX 
602 W 620 N 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
RAY , TRENA K. 
JEROME, !D 83336 
REED , DICK L 
RT 3 
KUNA, !D 83634 
REED , EARL FREDE?.ICK 
BOX 3i3 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
REED GRA:::N CO 
30X 496 
GOODING, ID 83330 
IDAHO DEP~RTMENT OF WATER RESouacss 
AFFIDAVIT or M.i\ILING 






NOT:CE H 3/28/8-8 
NOTICE H 3/28/88 
NOTICE! ~1 3/28/38 
NOTICE fl 3/28/8 8 
NOTICE H 3/28/88 
NO'.:.'!CJ:: ¥l 3/2\l/88 
NOTICE n l/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/23/83 
NOTICE! u 3/28/88 
NOTICE' u 3/28/8 8 
NOTICE ill 3/28/88 
I'ICTICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE H 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 l/28/88 
NOTICE #-1 3/28/88 
NOTICE u 3/28/88 
NOT!CE u 3/28/88 




REEnER , GLEN M ET UX 
1055 K 850 E 
RICEF!ELD, :o 83349 
REEDER , LORNA 
1055 N3RTH 650 EAST 
R!CHF!ELD, ID 83349 
REESE , MILTOS H 
% TELFORD, MICHAZL ET UX 
2245 E HIGHWJ>..Y 24 
PAU'L, ID 833~7 
RENNER, ALBERT 
RT. 1 
SHOSF.ONE, ID 83352 
RENNER , ANI':'A 
% BEAR, FRANK L 
BOX 89 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
RENNER , ANIT)1. 
909 OR:SGON ST. 
~OODING, ID 83330 
RENNER , DARROL LEROY 
902 WEST 720 NORTH 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
RENNER, KATRINA 
901 WEST 723 NORTH 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
RENNER , LEROY E~ ~X 
90 2 W 720 N 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
RENKER , !..ORIE 
902 WEST 720 NORTH 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
RENNER , TINA 
901 W'EST 720 NORTH 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
RHODEHOUSE ~ RULON W ET UX 
BOX 591 
SHOSRO~E, ID 83352 
RICE , CATHERHJE 
1120 EAST 800 NORTH 
RICHFIELD, !D 83349 
RICE , TIMO'l'HY 
1120 EAST 800 NORTH 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
RICE , TIMOTHY O ~TUX 
420 EJ>.  .ST AVE G 
JEROME, iD 83338 
RICH , GLADYS LIFE ESTATE 
BOX 385 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
!DAHO DEPARTMENT OF WAfER RESO~RCES 
AFFIDAVIT OF .MAILING 
DOCUMEST MAIL DATE 





NOTICE u 3/28/88 
NOTICE u 3/28/88 
NOTlC!:'.: u 3/28/88 
NOTICE u 3/28/88 
NOTICE u 3/28/88 
NOTICE u 3/28/88 
NOTICE u 3/28/88 
NOTICE H 3/28/88 
NOTICE ., 3/28/88 
NOTICE ., 3/28/88 
NOTICE !1 3/2:B/ge 
NOTICE u 3/28/88 
NOT!CE u 3/28/88 
NOTICE 41 3/28/88 
NOTICE *1 3/28/88 




IDAHO ~EPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
AFFIDAVIT or Y.:AILING 






RI CH_I:1.R:.i , ADM 
BOX 509 
SHOSHOSE, ID 83352 
RICUFIELD CEMETERY DISTRICT 
RICHF!ELD, ID 83349 
RICHFIELD FIRE PROTECTION DIST 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
RICHF!ELD HW7 DIST 43 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
RICH:NS I ADEL M 
BOX 158 
SHOSHONE 1 ID 83352 
R1CH:NS , O'NSIL D ET UX 
BOX 153 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
RICH½OND CO~STRUCTION 
£l O BOX 1105 
HAILEY, ID 83333 
RICHTRON F!NANCIAL CORP. 
RT. 1 BOX 77 
RI~HFlELD, ID 83349 
RlD:NGE~ , ELSIE: 
327 SOUTH 750 EAST 
OIETRICH, 1D B3324 
RIDINGER , MERVY:::; ET UX 
llS SO 750 E 
DIE1R!CH, ID 83324 
RIDINGER , MERVYN ET UX 
BOX 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
RIDINGER , N03XAN 
327 SOUTH 150 EAST 
DIETRICH, ID 33324 
RIDINGER , RUTli 
118 SOUTH 750 EAST 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
RIDINGER , TIME ET UX 
BOX 110 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
Rl:OLEY , GLORIA 
6 72 WEST COU1iTY L!NE ROAD 
GOODING, ID 83330 
RIDLEY , RICHARD D 
672 W. COUI'TTY LINE ROAD 
GOODING, lD 83330 
RIENSTRA , FRANK 
476 NOR'I'-H 150 WEST 
SHOSHONS, ID 83352 
RIENSTRA , MRS. FRANK 
1176 NORTE 150 WEST 








































RILEY , CARL eT UX 
% KENNIS mt, DAVID C 
BOX 83 
RICHFIEL~, ID 83349 
RILEY , CARL ET UX 
BOX 173 
RICH~IELD 1 ID 83349 
RILEY , CARLA A 
BOX 133 
RICHFIZLD 1 ID 83349 
lULEY , DONALD W ET AL 
PO BOX 57 
RICHFIELD, ID 83343 
RILEY , JACK I 
BOX 133 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
RILEY , KATHERINE 
1080 NORTH l150 EAST 
RICHFIEL~, ID 83349 
RILEY , MRS. PATRICK 
BOX 1 72 
.RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
RILEY , MYRTLE M LIFE SSTAT 
PO BOX 57 
RICHFIELD~ ID 83349 
RILEY , NI::lA 
BOX 57 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
RILEY , PATRICK ET UX 
PO BOX 112 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
R!LEY y RA~PH ET UX 
210 W LINCOLN ST 
RICHFIELD, !D 83349 
RILEY , RALPH JR ET UX 
1432 E :120 N 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
RILEY , RODNEY R ET UX 
1080 N 1150 E 
ll!CHFIELD, ID 83349 
RI!.EY , VENNA 
1485 SOETH 850 EAST 
RICH?IELD, ID 83349 
RINGER , EDWA.RD W ET JX 
3305 W 45TH SO 
MOUNTAIN HOME, ID 83647 
RITTER , CllARLES J 
BOX. 163 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
IDAHO DEPARTM~NT OF WATER RESOURCES 
AFFIDAVIT OF MAILING 






NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
t'WTICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE 11 3/28/88 
NOTICE n 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/SS 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
~OTICE 11 3/28/88 
N'OTICE 111 3/28/88 
NOTICE H 3/2 8/8 8 
NOTICE 11 3/28/88 
'S'OTICE 11 3/28/88 
NOT:CE #1 3/28/88 
~OTICE #1 3/23/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NO'rICE l!l 3/23/88 




RITTER , JAKES 
STA.a RT. 
RICHF:ELD, ID 83349-0000 
RITTtR , JAMES B ET WX 
554 E HIGHWAY 26 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
RlTTER , JAMES 8. 
STAR RT. 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
RITTER I LINDA 
554 EAST HIGHWAY' 26 
RICHFIELD, ID S3349 
RITTER , STEVEN 
BOX 396 
CARE!"{, ID 83320 
RIVERWOOD !.AND & LIVESTOCK CO. 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349-0000 
RIVERWOOD RANCHES 
C/0 RON GOICOECHEA 
RICHFIELD, ID 8334~-00JO 
ROATH , FRANK Z ET UX 
BOX 583 
SHOSHONE, !D 83352 
ROATH , MARGIE 11 
BOX .563 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
ROBBINS , GERALD E ET UX 
568 SO 750 B 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
ROBBINS , GERALD E, 
750 E~ 568 S 
DIETRICH, ID 83324-0000 
ROBBINS I JE.::U 
568 SOUTH 75C 8AST 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
ROBERTSON , GENEVlEVE W. 
BURLEY, ID 83318 
ROBERTSON , OSCAR G. 
BURLEY, ID 83318 
ROBERTSON , PAUL 
386 SOUTH l950 EAST 
PAUL, ID 83347 
ROBERTSON , PAUL B ET tl'X 
386 so 1950 3 
PACL 1 ID 83347 
ROBI!'IETTE , W lUCK 
17630 SAN BERNARDINO AVE 
FONTANA, CA 92335 
ROBINETT£ , WALTER RICK 
ROUTE 1, SOX 124 
GOODING, ID 83330 
IDAHO DE"PARTM&NT OF WATER RESOURCES 














































ROBINSON , CARL P 
1235 E 1220 N 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
ROBINSON , CAROL 
1235 EAST 1220 NORTH 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
ROBINSON FRANK ET UX 
BOX 55 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
ROBINSON MIKE 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
ROBINSON THOMAS L 
% LEMMON, JOHN 
PO BOX 92 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
ROBINSON VICTOR E 
1226 EAST 845 NORTH 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
ROE , DELBERT 
610 WEST COUNTY LINE ROAD 
GOODING, ID 83330 
ROE , DONNA 
610 WEST COUNTY LINE RdAD 
GOODING, ID 83330 
ROE , PHIL 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
ROESSLER , GEORGE ET UX 
BOX 537 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
ROGERS , CL 
% SHAW, WM HUBERT ET UX 
411 SO 750 E 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
ROGERS C L ET ux 
BOX 757 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
ROGERS 
' 
JOHN M ET ux 
BOX 95 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
ROGERS , LEA ETTA 
896 EAST 1520 NORTH 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
ROGERS , NORMAN ET UX 
896 E 1520 N 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
ROSE , KENNETH 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352-0000 
ROSE , KENNETH O ET UX 
BOX 578 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
AFFIDAVIT OF MAILING 











































ROSE , MARY D. 
P. 0. BOX 578 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352-0000 
ROSEBERRY, JtNNIE LIFE EST 
909 OREGON 
GOODING, ID 83330 
ROSS , GLEN ET OX 
1221 E 1020 N 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
ROSS I HAL A 
BOX 155 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
R-OSS , KATHLEE~ ET AL 
:i.18 NO RAYMOND 
BARRINGTON, IL 60010 
ROSS I PAULINE 
1221 EAST 1020 NORTH 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
ROSS , ROBERT 
l224 EAST 1020 NORTH 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
ROSS , STANTON~ ET VX 
BOX 74 6 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
ROSS , V C 
251N200E 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
ROSS , VERL C. 
RT. 1 BOX 204 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
ROSS , VERLE C. 
RT" 1 BOX 166 
SHOSHOXE, ID 83352 
ROUTH, W KERBS & ~ 
213 PLEASANT WAY 
RUPERT, ID 83350 
ROUTH , L. W. 
213 PLEASANT WAY 
RUPERT, ID 83350 
ROWLAN , JAMES P ET UX 
BOX 93 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
RT 1 BOX 139 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
RT l BOX 290 , LOUIS 
WENDELL, ID _83355 
RUFFING , BERNARD ET UX 
336 5 AVE E 
TWIN FALLS, XD 83301 
IDAHO DEPAR~MENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
AFFIDAVIT OF MAILING 






YOTICE H 3/28/88 
NOTICE ~1 3/28./88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE H 3/28/88 
NOTICE u 3/2-8/88 
NOTICE u 3/2$/88 
NOTICE u 3/28/88 
YOl'ICE u 3/28/86 
NOTICE u 3/28/88 
NOTICE 11 3/28/88 
NOTICE #l 3/28/88 
NOTICE u 3/2S/88 
NOTICE il 3/28/88 
NOTICE ll 3/28/BS 
:iiOT:ICE ~1 3/28/88 
NOTICE H 3/23/88 




IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
AFFIDAVIT OF MAILING 






RUSSELL , JOHN A ET UX NOTICE #1 
6767 N 35TH AVE 
PHOENIX, AZ 85017 
RUTHERFORD , FRED ESTATE NOTICE #1 
% AURORA CAP CORP 
BOX 2469 
TWIN FALLS, ID 83301 
SABALA , JAMES 
BOX 416 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
SABALA , JOHN G ET AL 
BOX 416 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
SABALA , MIGUEL ESTATE 
% SABALA, LOUISE 
BOX 501 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
SABIN , HENRY 
865 SOUTH 3150 EAST 
PAUL, ID 83347 
SABIN , LELAND M ET UX 
RT 1 BOX 1360 
PAUL, ID 83347 
SAMS , KENNETH L ET UX 
BOX 62 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
SANDERS , LINLEY T ET UX 
BOX 91 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
SANDS , MARTHA 
HAGERMAN, ID 83332 
SANDY , DONALD 
440 NORTH 375 WEST 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
SANDY , EDWARD A ET UX 
BOX 532 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
SANDY , JESSIE 
440 NORTH 375 WEST 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
SANT , CLINT 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
SANT , LARRIN ET UX 
BOX 353 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
SANT , MIKE 
RT. 1 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352-0000 
SANT , MIKE 
462 4 MILE ROAD 




































SANT , WANDA ET AL 
464 4 MILE ROAD 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
SANT BROTHERS 
'164 4 MILE ROAD 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
SARAS I DR E D 
240 EAST HIGHWAY 26 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
SAR~~S I z D 
% SARAS, MICHAEL 
262 S: HIGHWAY 26 
SHOSHONB, ID 83352 
SARAS , E D ET UX 
BOX 20 6 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
SARAS , IMOGENE 
240 EAST HIGHWAY 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
SARASQUETA , LOUISA 
507 ROSE ST 
PATTERSON, CA 95363 
SAUL , MICHAEL V ET UX 
BOX 1899 
HAILEY, ZW 83333 
SAVARIA , EDWARD D 
BOX 433 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
SCADDEN, CARMEN ET UX 
RD 2 BOX 116 
OLD RT 20 
RIPLEY, NY 14775 
SCAGKELL! , E 3 
PENSIO:X P!..AN 
7350 E STETSON DR 
SCOTTSDALE, AZ 65251 
SCHAEFER , HAROLD ET AL 
1110 N 1150 E 
RICHFIELD, ID 833!9 
SCHELLING , MARVIN K ET UX 
BOX 483 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
SCHE);K , ROBERT W 
% STEWART, REID S 
1655 SUNSET DR 
LOGAN, UT 34321 
SCHIED , DOEI.S L 
BOX 2 
RICHFIELD, ID 83319 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 








































IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
AFFIDAVIT OF MAILING 






SCHISLER , MYRTLE MAE 
BOX 443 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
SCHOOL DISTRICT #312 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
SCHOOL DISTRICT #316 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
SCHOOLCRAFT , DARYL K 
59 SO 200 E 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
SCHOOLCRAFT , GERRY ET UX 
BOX 128 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
SCHOOLCRAFT , RONALD K ET UX 
GENERAL DELIVERY 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
SCHOOLCRAFT , TERESA R 
59 SOUTH 200 EAST 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
SCHOOLER , BERTHA T 
-% FIVE G'S, THE 
RT 1 BOX 161D 
PAUL, ID 83347 
SCHUPPENIES , CARL A 
BOX 26 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
SCHWARTING , EVA M 
BOX 217 
MANORVILLE, NY 11949 
SCOTT , JAMES 
BOX 622 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
SCOTT , RONALD J ET UX 
BOX 441 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
SCOTTSDALE AFFL PHYSICIANS 
PENSION PLAN 
7350 E STETSON DR 
SCOTTSDALE, AZ 85251 
SELF , JACK E ET UX 
BOX 303 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
SERR , DARYL 
P.O. BOX 513 
PAUL, ID 83347 
SERR , DARYL 
RT 2 BOX 2796 
PAUL, ID 83347 
SERR , HARRY ET UX 
-% KAMMER, DARRELL A 
1117 S STANFORD 







































ROUTE 1, BOX 47E 
PAUL, ID 83347 
SERR , KAREN 
ROUTE 1, BOX 1065 
PAUL, n 83347 
SERR , KAREN B 
R~ 1 BOX 1012 
PAUL, ID 83347 
SERR ' MAX RT. 1 BOX 1072 
PJ',UL, ID 83341" 
SERR 
' MAX ROUTE 1, BOX 1065 
PAUL, ID 53347 
SERR MAX ANDREW tT ux 
RT 1 BOX !C72 




?.O. BOX 94 
GOODl;{G, ID 83330 
SHAFFER ' CARRIE M BOX 492 
S}iOSHONE 1 ID 83352 
SHAW ' 
BETTY 
:IETRICH, ID 83324 
SHAW ' 
LORRAINE 
TWIN FALLS, ID 83301 
SHAW , REED ET ux 
411 so 750 E 
DTETRlCH, ID 83324 
SHAW , RITA 
411 SOUTH 750 EAST 
DISTRICH, ID 83324 
SliAW , STEVE;:;; R. 
RT. 1 
DIETR!CH, ID 8>324 
SHAW ' 
STEVEN R. 
RT. 2 BOX 2138 
;)IETRICH 1 ID 83324 
SHAW ' WM HUB:.:.lRT ET ux 411 so 750 E 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
SHEER ARTHUR H. 
JEROME, 1 !; 83338-0a::i-O 
SHEER , EO C. 
RT 1 BOX 163 
SHOSHONE, ID 33352 
SHEER EDMUND C 
551 ~ 200 w 
SHOSHONE, ID 63352 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 















































------------SHSER , VELDA 
551 NORTH 200 WEST 
SHOSHONE, ID 33352 
SHIMER , GEORGE 8 ET U¼ 
BOX 156 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
SHlRK , ELWOOD L. 
ROUTZ 2 
GOODI~G, ID 83330 
SHIRK , ELWOOD l. 
RT. 3 
TW!N FALLS, ID 83301 
SHIRK , FLORENCE L. 
ROUTS !;2 
GOODING, ID 83330 
SHIRK , FLORENCE L. 
RT, 3 
TWIN FALLS, ID 83301 
SHIRK , S~SA~ S. 
ROUTE f2 
GOODING, ID 83330 
SHIRK , W:LLIAM L. 
ROUTE j1: 2 
GOODIXG, ID 83330 
SHIRLEY , SELDON H. 
RT. 1 
JEROME, ID 83338 
SHONK I CLEATUS F 
% WALSH, ROBERT SR 
27930 LYNDON 
LIVONIA. MI 48~54 
SHON'K , DA!SY ?-: 
BOX 685 
SHOSHONE, IJ 83352 
SHONK , DAISY M 
% CARRAWAY, WILLA 
31 4 MILC ROAD 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
SHOOK , EULA 
% PETERSEN, FARRELL ET UX 
421 N HIGHWA:l 75 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
SHOROCK HYDRO,IKC. 
BOX 1787 
TWIN ?A~LS, ID 83303-0000 
.SHOSiWNE HWY DIST tf2 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
SHOSHONE SALE YD , !NC 
% PETERSON, PET£ 
BOX 2 76 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT Of WATER RESOURCES 
AFFIDAVIT OF M.~ILING 






NOTICE *1 3/28/88 
NO';I'I CE 111 3/28/8.8 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
~OT!CE u 3/28/8.8 
NOTICE H 3/28/BB 
NOTICE 111 3/28/88 
NOTICE 111 3/28/88 
NOTICE u 3/28/88 
NOTICE ii 3/28/88 
NOTICE 11 3/28/88 
N:OTIC:S 111 3/28/88 
NOTICE u 3/28/38 
NOTICE ill 3/28/88 
SOTICE 41 3/28/SB 
NOTICZ il1 3/28/88. 




IDAHO DEl'ARTMEN':.: OF WATER RESOURCES 
AFFIDAVIT OF MAILING 
DOCUMENT 
------------------------------------------------------------
S:!OSHONE UNIT CATT:.EMEN , !NC 
526 N SSC W 
SHOSHONE, :D 83352 
SHURTLIFF , WENDELL 
892 ~AST S20 NORTH 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
SILVA , A fl,OYD 
BOX 7 43 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
SILVA , A FLOYD 
110 E 4 20 N 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
SILVA , A .JA::-1:SS 
110 EAST 420 NORTH 
SHOSHONE, TD 83352 
SILVA , AXTONIO !. 
GOODING, ID 33330 
SILVA , ARTHUR J ET UX 
110 E 420 N 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
SILVA , CORWIN 
RT, 1, BOX 37 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352-0000 
SILVA , CORWIN M 
241 4 MILE ROAD 
SHOSHONE, ID d3352 
SILVA , DOROTHY 
BOX 143 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
SILVA, HATTIE I. 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
SILVA , J':fOY 
110 £AS'l' 420 NORTH 
SHOSHONE, ID 33352 
SILVA , MERLE 
241 FOUR HILE ROAD 
SHOSHOXE, TD 83352 
SILVER ' aAY ET ~x 
% PATTERSON, DAVE ET UX 
BOX 24 
S30SHONE, ID 83352 
SILVER , RAT W ET UX 
BOX 6t;3 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
SIMPLOT , JR CO 
BOX 27 
BOISE, ID 83707 
SUIPSON , JA..'1ES LYI.E ET UX 
BOX 386 
SHOSHONE, lD 33352 
NOTICE #1 
~OTICE fl 








































SI!'<:S , DUANE 
BOX 416 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
SIPE , M/1.RY F 
BOX 116 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
SIZEMORE I WILLIAM ET UX 
BOX 242 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
SK"lLINE W~"\TER ASSOC. 
C/0 ROD~E'l RILEY 
RT. 1 BOX 54 
RICHFIBLD, ID 83349 
SLIMAN , LESTER 
RT 1 
GOODING, ID 83330 
SLOCKETT I RICHARD R ET UX 
SHOSHONE, TD 83352 
SLUDER , CHARLES ET AL 
BOX 63 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
SLUDER, DONALD L ET UX 
143 W 575 N 
KAYSVILLE, UT 8403/ 
SLUDBR I MARY LOUISE E~ AL 
BOX 185 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
SMITH I AS ESTATE 
PO BOX 1165 
HAILEY, ID 83333 
SMITH , EDGAR J ET ex 
581N450W 
SHOSHOYE, :n 83352 
SKITH , JEAX 
581 NORTH 450 WEST 
SHOSHONE, !D 83352 
SMITH , KENNETH 
PO BOX 1165 
HAILEY, IO 83333 
SMITH , VANCE T. 
RUPERT, ID 83350 
SNlDE:R , DONA rt 
BOX 243 
ESTACADA, ON 97023 
SOLOAGA , DOMINGO 
BOX 732 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
SOLOAGA I JACK D ET UX 
BOX 118 
SBOSHONE, ro 83352 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
AFFIDAVIT OF MA!LING 
OOCUJ1ENT 
NOT!C?; 42 










































SORONSEN , JUDITH 
297 SOUTH 850 EAST 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
SORENSEN , EVA E 
% AURORA CAP CORP 
BOX 2469 
TWIN FALLS, ID 83301 
SORENSEN , EVAN F ET UX 
624 E 370 SO 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
SORENSEN , GALEN ET UX 
297 SO 850 E 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
SORENSEN , GLENN L 
369 SO 550 E 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
SORENSEN , GLENN L. 
RT. 1, BOX 60 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
SORENSEN , GLORIA 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
SORENSEN , GORDON 
RT. 1 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352-0000 
SORENSEN , GORDON E ET UX 
BOX 513 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
SORENSEN , IMMOGENE 
RT. 2 BOX 2180 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
SORENSEN , IMMOGENE 
C/0 JIM MESERVY 
PO BOX 30 
JEROME, ID 83338 
SORENSEN , IMMOGENE 8 
P O BOX 19 4 
MCCAMMON, ID 83250 
SORENSEN , JOE 
P.O. BOX 188 
CAREY, ID 83320 
SORENSEN , LA DRU 
% DEMPSEY, ROBERT 
10512 NE 152 AVE 
VANCOUVER, WA 98662 
SORENSEN , M BLAINE 
BOX 10 5 
1228 EAST 845 NORTH 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
SORENSEN , MERLIN B 
1226 E 845 N 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 











































SOREtiSEN , Y.RS. GLEN!; 
359 SOUTH 550 £AST 
DIETR!CH 1 tD 83324 
SORENSEN , NINA 
BOX 512 
SHOSHONE, tD 83352 
SORENSEN , T BLAIR ET UX 
TRUSTEES FOR SORENSEN, G & T 
1276 E 1170 N 
RICHFIELD, ID 33349 
SORENSEN , T BLAIR ET UX 
1276 E 1110 N 
RICHF=ELDt ID 33349 
SORENSEN , VICKIE 
1276 EAST 1170 NORTH 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
SORENSiN , VIVIAN 
624 EAST 370 SOUTH 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
SORENSEN , WAYNE ET ~X 
PO BOX 512 
SHOSHO~E, lD 33352 
SOUTH IDA.HO DlSTRIC~ COUNClL 
BOX 3 C 9 
NAMPA, ID 83651 
SOUTHWICK , DALE C 
425 SOUTH 850 EAST 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
SOUTHWICK , EATHEA 
425 SOU~H 850 £AST 
DIETRICH$ =~ 83324 
SOUTHWICK , EDITH 
625 EAST 270 sou~H 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
SOU~HWlCK , JESS W BT UX 
428 $0 850 !:: 
DIETRICH, tD 83324 
SOUTHWICK , MARKE B 
332 SO 550 E 
DIETRICH, ID 133324 
SOUTHWICK , MRS. JESS 
428 SOUTH 850 EAST 
DIETRICH, ~D 83324 
SOUTHWICK , RA:.OPH 
356 so 150 Z 
DIETRICH, !D 83324 
SOUTHWICK , RODNEY 
ROUTE 1, BOX 9 
DIETRICH, ID $3324 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 












































SOUTlr'AICK , STEPHEN ET UX 
611 E 270 SO 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
SOUT~WICK , VERWON 
F.O~ BOX 65 
DIETRICH 1 lD 83324 
SOUTHWICK , VERLON ET UX 
525 E 270 SO 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
SOWER.SB"£ , EM 
PO BOX 987 
HAILEY, ID $3333 
SPACE irHi , JA.M.ES F 
J900 EAST AMITY ROAD 
BOISE, ID 33706 
SPENCER , LEXIE J 
BOX 413 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
SPENCER, LULA E 
BOX 124 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
SR. , Jl'.JiES HANSEN 
32 WEST 520 NORTH 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
SR, , MRS. SEYMOUR GODFREY 
2501 HANSEN AVE 
BURLEY, ID 83318 
STARNES I CHARLES T ET UX 
BOX 434 
DIETRICH, ID 93324 
STARNES , ~HARLES T ET UX 
BOX 43.; 
SHOSHO~E, ID S3352 
STZ;.TE OF IDAHO 
DEPT. OF FISH ~ GAME 
P.O. BOX 25 
BOISE, ID 83720 
STATE OF IDAHO 
IDAHO WATER RESOURCE BOARD 
STATEHOUSE 
BOISE, ID 83720 
STATE CF IDAHO 
DEPT OF TRANSPORTATION 
PO BOX 2A 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
STATE Of' IDAEO 
AKA SHOSHONZ ICE CAVES 
BOISE, ID 83700 
STtCHELIN , ELLEN 
161 WEST 620 NORTH 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
lDAffO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
AFF!DAV!T OF MAILING 






NOTICE ,: 3/28/88 
NOTICE u 3/28/88 
NOTICE #! 3/28/88 
NOTICE !l 3/2.8/8.8 
::iOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE #l 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE ,: 3./2S/88 
N'OTICE u 3/28/88 
NOTICE u 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE u 3/28/88 
NOTICE u 3/28/88 
NOTICE #! 3/28/88 
NOTICE !fl 3/28/88 




IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
AFFIDAVIT OF MAILING 
DOCUMENT 
--------------------------------------------------------------
STECHELIN , FRED A ET UX 
161 W 620 N 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
STEIN , CHARLES M ET UX 
BOX 342 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
STEVENS , GRANT 
816 EAST 620 NORTH 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
STEVENS , MRS. GRANT 
816 EAST 620 NORTH 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
STEVENSEN , JOHN A ET UX 
RT 5 BOX 139 
RUPERT, ID 83350 
STEVENSON , RUPERT 
ROUTE 1 
GOODING, ID 83330 
STEVENSON , SCOTT A 
ROUTE 4, BOX 27 
RUPERT, ID 83350 
STEVENSON , WILLARD D ESTATE 
% STEVENSON, WYOMA 
BOX 368 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
STEVENSON , WYOMA 
BOX 368 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
STEWART , FRED R. 
RT. 4, BOX 165 
JEROME, ID 83338 
STEWART , HAZEL I 
% BROWN, HAROLD 0 
1642A STATE HWY 46 
GOODING, ID 83330 
STIMPSON , BERTHA 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
STIMPSON , BERTHA BYBEE 
% SIMPLOT PRODUCE 
BOX 27 
BOISE, ID 83707 
STIMPSON , BERTHA BYBEE 
% STIMPSON, D F ET UX 
72 N HWY 75 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
STIMPSON , DON F 
72 NORTH HIGHWAY 75 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
STIMPSON , DORIS 
72 NORTH HIGHWAY 75 










































STIX:PSOt-t I GER'l'Rt:::n: 
DIETR.:tCH, ID 33324 
STIMPSON I J OSCAR ET UX 
42:8 Z 370 S 
DieTRICH, ID 83324 
STIMPSON 1 J. 0. 
P.O. BOX 2372 
DIETRICH, ID B3324 
STIMPSON , OSCAR 
ROUTE 2, EOX 72 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
ST1~PSON , TRU~Y 
428 EAST 370 SOUTH 
DIETRICH, 1D 83324 
STIMPSON , W. ?, 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
STIMPSON , WILLIAM F. 
RT. l BOX 14 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
STIRTON , DWAIN ET UX 
BOX 10 3 
RICHF:ZLD, ID 83349 
STODJARD , C~ARICE S 
CO-TR.US TEES 
10552 HARTFOR~ AVBNUE 
OROFINO, ID 83544 
STODDARD , LOIS M 
BOX ,J26 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
STODDARD I ROGER W ET UX 
BOX 4 2 6 
DIB~~ICH, ID 83324 
STODDARD 2/2 , 9: T 
CO-':'RUSTEES 
10552 HARTFORD AVENUE 
OROFINO, ID 83544 
STOKER , JOHN Q ET UX 
BOX 44'1 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
STOKER , JOHN Q ET UX 
% GILLETTE, ::.. A 
RT 1 BOX 96 
.?AUL, ::D 33347 
S':'ONE~ , ROKA A 
BOX 4.04 
SHOSHONE, !D 83352 
STOREY , BRITTotT A ET UX 
BOX 329 
SHOSHONE, IO 83352 
IDAHO DfPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 










































STOREY ?AXILY TRVST 
BOX 329 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
STOW"i::LL , r N 
BOX 598 
SHOSHONE, IO 83352 
STOWELL , G ALLAN 
346 NORTH HIGHWAY 75 
SHOSHONZ, IO 83352 
STOW8LL , GERALD? 
600 N HIGHWAY 75 
SHOSHONI, ID 83352 
STOWELL , KATHY 
346 NORTH HIGHWAY 73 
SHOSHONI, ID 83352 
STOWELL 1 ?-12.,R!ON 
600 NORTH HIGHWAY 75 
SHOSHONE, ID 33352 
STRASSER , rRANCES S. 
RUPERT, I~ 83350 
STRATTON , BARBA.RA 
752 WEST 620 NORTH 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
STRATTON 1/ l , TREVOR 
762 WES! 620 NORTH 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
STROM , MARGARET J 
BOX 171 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
STROSCHEIN , PAUL L E'!' UX 
724 5TH ST 
RUPERT, ID 83350 
STROSCHEIN , VI:P.G:tUA L. 
724 5TH ST. 
RUPERT, ID 63350 
STRUCHEN , FREDER!CK J ET UX 
292 f:LM ST N 
TWIN F,.'\.l,LS, !D 83,301 
STRUNK , STANLEY E ET UX 
BOX 182 
SHOSHONE, ID $3352 
STRUNK , TV 
BOX 646 
SHOSHO~E, :£ 83352 
STUBBS , A~NA MAR~E 
BOX 36 
RICHFIE~D, ID 83349 
STURGEON , JERRY R ET UX 
BOX 511 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 












































!bAHO DEP.~TMENT OF WATER RESOU3.CES 
AFFIDAVIT OF MAILING 
DOCUMENT 
---------------------------------------------
STURGEON , LG E~ UX 
BOX 324 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
SUESZ , ARTHUR P 
% BRADLEY, GLENNS ET UX 
890 W 620 N 
SHOSHONE; IO 83352 
SUHR , DONALD 
ROUTE ~, BOX 1304 
PAUL, ID 83347 
SULLIVAN , JAKE 
BOX S 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352-0000 
SULLIVAN , JAKE K ET UX 
BOX 337 
SHOSHONE 1 ID 83352 
SWAIN , MERLE F ESTA~S 
% SWAIN, BLANCHE 
BOX 233 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
SWAIN , MERL3 F III 
BOX 233 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
SWAIN , PAMELA BATES 
BOX 233 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
SWAINSTON , DD ET UX 
BOX 156 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
SWAINSTON , DARRELL 
1043 MIRANDA AVE 
BUENA PARK, CA ~062C 
SWAINSTON , DARRELL -E7 JX 
10433 MIRAN:JA 
BUEN;.. PARK, CA 9C620 
SWAINSTON , JANET M 
BOX 84 
SHOSHGNE, ID 83352 
SWAINSTO~ , KE:'I'l'"H 
BOX 156 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
SWAINSTON , KELLY E'Z' UX 
BOX 34 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
SWAINSTON , HA.RY 
1043 MIRAXDA AVE 
BUENA PAaK, CA 9C6~0 
SWA~NSTON , MICHAEL ET ~X 
BOX 163 










































---------------------------------SWAINSTON , NORMAN J ET UX 
BOX 154 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
SWAINSTON , NYLE 
130X 112 
RrcaFIELD, IJ 83349 
SWAINSTON y PAT 
BOX 112 
RICHFIELD, lD 83349 
SWAINSTON , PHYLLIS MARIS 
BOX 155 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
SWAINSTON , ROSS W ET UX 
BOX 5 
RICHFIELD, IO 83349 
SWAINSTON , RUTHE 
BOX 71 
RICHFIELD, ID 83343 
SWAINSTON , TERR% R ET UX 
BOX 1!53 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
SWAN , WILLIAM E 
% HARTER, CHARLES 
P O BOX 715 
SHOSHONE, :~ 83352 
SWA~ 1 WILLIAM E. 
P.O. BOX 405 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
SWEAT , DAVID E ET UX 
BOX 53 
RICHFIELD, ID 8334J 
SWEET , AILEEN 
BOX 266 
SHOSHONE, !D 83352 
SWEET , DELBERT 
RT. 2 
P.O. B-0.X 2378 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
SWEET , EDNA A~N 
BOX 241 
SUOSHONE 1 tD 83352 
SWEET , GOLDIE V ET AL 
BOX 13 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
SWEE~ , GOLDIE V. 
RT. 2 
P.O. aox 2378 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
SWEET , M-~S. DELBERT 
DIETRICH, :o 83324 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 












































SWEET , WILLIAM -------------------
407 .s 370 S 
D!ETaICH 1 ID 83324 
SYPIAN I DEME':'RIUS D 
PO BOX 512 
QUARTZSITE, AZ 85346 
TABER , BEVERLY 
BOX 474 HWY. 93 
SHOSHONE, !D 83352 
TABER , BEVERLY 
474 EAST il!GHWAY 26 
SHOSHONE, ro 83352 
TABER , DON 
BOX 474 HWY. 93 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
TABER , DONALD R ET UX 
BOX 662 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
T~~~AKA, EM ESTATE 
% TANAKA, TOSHIYE 
J? O DOX 2 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
TAXAKA, MI~SUKO ESTATE 
% 'XANAKA, RI CHARD M I PE RS RE l? 
GDS-R-239 
APO SAN FRANC~SCO, CA 96301 
TANAKA , RICHARD M 
% PERRON, HAROLD B ET UX 
BOX 641 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
TANAKA , RICHARD M 
nax 396 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
TASSELL , AF?ON VAN 
1Q37 SOUTH 2100 BAST 
PAUL, ID 83347 
TASSELL , GAIL VAN 
RT, 2 BOX 152 
PAUL, ID 83347 
TAYLOR , JACK 
P.O. Box 307 
RUPERT, ID 83350 
TAYLOR , JACK 
RT. 2, BOX 2560 
PAUL, ID 83347 
TAYLOR , JACK 
2550 SENTER ROAD 
PAUL, !D 83347 
':'AYLOR , JACK 
ROUTE 3, BOX 155 
ROPER~, ID 83350 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OP WATER RESOCECES 
AFFIDAVIT OF MAILING 






NOTICE #:1 3/28/88 
NOT!CE 1H 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NO'I'ICE ¥-1 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE ~1 3/28/SB 
NOTICE 91 3/28/88 
NOTICE ffsl 3/7,8/88 
~OTICE ifl 3/28/88 
NOTICE Fl 3/28/88 
N0'!7ICE -1!1 3/28/88 
NOTICE #:l 3/28/88. 
NOTICE lfl 3/28/88 
NOTICE ~l 3/28/88 





TA'Zt.OR I JOE E. 
PAUL, ID 83347 
TAYLOR , LOVA 
ROUTE 2, BOX 2560 
PAUL, ID 83347 
TA'£LOR FARMS 
2550 SENTER ROAD 
PAUL, ID 83347 
TELFORD , MICHAEL ET UX 
2245 E HIGH:WAY 24 
PAUL, ID 83347 
'I'Etl:"'ORD , MICH.,'\EL S. 
RT. 2 BOX 2568 
PAUL, ID 83347 
TELFORD , R W 
926 NORTH 800 WEST 
WOODS CROSS, UT 84087 
'l:'ELFORD , SHANNON 
2245 EAST H!GH'Wl,Y 24 
PAUL, ID 83347 
TERRY , C CECIL 
1120 SOUTH 3150 EAST 
PAUL, ID 83347 
TERRY , CHAS C ZT UX 
1120 SO 3150 E 
PAUL, ID 83347 
TERRY, DONNA 
1120 SOUTH 3130 EAS'.L' 
PAUL, ID 83347 
TERRY , FREC 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
TERRY , JOHN W FAMI::.Y TRUST 
3105 E 970 SO 
PAUL, :D 3334/ 
TERRY , L'.JCILLE 
3105 EAST 970 SOUTH 
PAUL, ID 83347 
TEST , MRS. C. 
2313 TERRACE DRIVE 
CALDWELL, !D 83605 
TEWS , CARLA 
680 NORTH 350 WEST 
SHOSBONS, ID 83352 
TEWS , CLARENCF. D 
794N250W 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
TEWS , CLARENCE R. 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
TEWS , DIANA 
794 NORTH 250 WEST 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
IDAHO DE?ARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
















































TEWS , ELIZABETH 
661 NORTH 550 WEST 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
TEWS , JACK E 
BOX 548 
QUARTZSITE, AZ 85346 
TEWS , JAMES R. 
RT. 1 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
TEWS , LAWRENCE Z 
680 N 350 W 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
TEWS , LAWRENCE Z 
661 NORTH 550 WEST 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
TEWS , MARY 
ROUTE 3, BOX 234A 
JEROME, ID 83338 
TEWS , RICHARD 
C/0 W. H. CANNON 
P.O. BOX 2015 
HAILEY, ID 83333-0000 
TEWS , RICHARD G 
680 NORTH 350 WEST 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
TEWS , TRAVIS 
680 NORTH 350 WEST 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
TEWS , WILLIAM G 
% TEWS, CLARENCE D 
794 N 250 W 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
TEWS , WILLIAM G 
ROUTE 3 
JEROME, ID 83338 
THACKER , BRUCE 
ROUTE 2, BOX 2630 
PAUL, ID 83347 
THARP , DEBRA 
BOX 243 
ESTACADA, OR 97023 
THE TRAVELERS INSURANCE 
RT. 1 BOX 144 
PAUL, ID 83347 
THE TRAVELERS INSURANCE 
RT. 1 
HEYBURN, ID 83336 
THE TRAVELERS INSURANCE 
RT. 3 




IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 











































THE TRAVELERS INS~RAXCE CO. 
C/0 DONALDS REED, SEN. MGR. 
96C BROADWAY AVZ. 
BOISE 1 ID 83706-3623 
THE TRAVELERS INSURANCE CO. 
C/0 AURORA CAPITAL CORP. 
P.O. BOX 2469 
TWIN FAL~S, ID 83301-0000 
THIEL , WILLZAM {TREAS) 
BOX 447 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
THIEMANN , OSCAR ET UX 
% RIENSTRA, FRANK ET UX 
476 N 150 W 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
THOMAS , JAMES E ET UX 
BOX 27 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
THOMAS JORN W ESTATE 
% THOMAS, JOY 
307. 544 
SHOSHONE, tD 83352 
THOMAS , VERN ESTATE 
% BOWERS MARKS 
854 N C E 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
THOMAS , VERN R 
% RAPP, JEFFREY J ET UX 
BOX 41 
SHOSHONE, ID 8.3352 
THO!>!ASON , WII,LIAM 7 
BOX 3½ 







1000 SOUTH 2100 EAST 
PAUL, ID 83347 
THOMPSON , LENARD J 
771 EASTLAND 
TWIN FALLS, ID 833Cl 
THOXPSON , LENARD ~ 
RT~ 2 
?AUL, ..,.., 83346 
THOMPSON , LENAllD Jo£ 
771 EASTLAND DR!VE 
TWIN FALLS, !D 83301 
THOMPSON , MRS JOHN 
1000 SOUTH 2100 EAST 
PAUL, ID 83347 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 








































THOMPSON , RICHARD 
RT. 1, BOX 170 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352-0000 
THORN CREEK CATTLE ASSN 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
THORNE , BURTON R 
BOX 456 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
THORNE , HARRELL A ET UX 
BOX 366 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
THORPE , BETTY M 
% GARDNER, WILLIAM J ET UX 
520 N 375 W 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
THORPE , BETTY M 
% GARDNER, CHARLES ET UX 
514 N 375 W 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
THUESON , ROBERT E ET UX 
BOX 442 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
TIMM , JUDSON A 
SPRINGHILL FARM 
HOPEWELL, NJ 08525 
TIMMONS , ED 
BOX 652 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
TOOMEY , REBA E GEHRIG 
BOX 552 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
TOWNE , DELORIS 
RT. 2 BOX 2014 
DITRICH, ID 83324 
TOWNE , DELORIS 
618 EAST HIGHWAY 24 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
TOWNE , LLOYD K 
ROUTE 1, BOX 2178 
188 SOUTH 750 EAST 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
TOWNE , RALPH 
RT. 2 BOX 201.:l 
DITRICH, ID 83324 
TOWNE , RALPH ET UX 
618 E HIGHWAY 24 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
TOWNE , ROBERTA 
188 SOUTH 750 EAST 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 












































TRAP~ , WlLLlAX N ET UX 
BOX 54 
SHOSHONE, ID B3352 
TRAVELERS INSURANCE COMPANY 
RE 11631 - MINIDOKA #1 
9 6 0 BROADWAY AVE. , SUITE 310 
BOISE, ID 33706 
TREE , ALICE 
6 8 2 MAP.LEY ROAD 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
TREE , CHARLES X ET UX 
682 M.ARLEY ROAD 
RICHFIELD, 





R!CHFIELD, ID 83349 
TREE , ELIZABETH 
625 MARLEY ROAD 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
TREE LYNN' 
BOX 3 
RICHFIELD, :D 33349 
TREE , MRS. LYNN 
BOX 3 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
TRUAX HG 
BOX I 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
TRIJDELL I JOE 
% FULKERSON, GARY 
BOX 701 
SHOSHONE, lD 83352 
TSCHANNEN CLIFFORD 8STATE 
% LOCKWOOD LAND & LrVESTOCK 
781 W CNTY LINE ROAD 
SHOSHONE, =o 83352 
TSCHANNEN , DEAN ET UX 
609 N '150 W 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
TSCHANNEN , JOYCE 
% TSCHANNEN, DEAN 
700W470N 
GOODING, 10 83330 
TSCHANNEN , JOYCE 
710 4 MILE ROAD 
GOODING, ID 83330 
TSCHANNEN , MRS. DE:AN 
609 NORTH 750 WEST 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 








































TSCHANNEN , R.L. 
710 FOUR MILE ROAD 
GOODING, ID 83330 
TUCKER , DONALD A 
RT 2 BOX 5942 
TWIN FALLS, ID 83301 
TURNER, GLEAVES L 
347 SO 1050 E 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
TWIN FALLS BANK & TRUST 
BOX 685 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
US BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
US BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT 
916 E 820 N 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
U.S. DEPT. OF INTERIOR 
BUREAU OF LAND MGMT. 
IDAHO STATE OFFICE 
3380 AMERICANA TERRACE 
BOISE, ID 83706 
UGALDE , JUAN J ET UX 
BOX 721 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
UHRIG , SCOTT ET UX 
51 4 MILE ROAD 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
UNION PACIFIC CORP 
PO BOX 2500 
BROOMFIELD, CO 80020 
UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD CO., LESSEE 
P.O. BOX 1592 
POCATELLO, ID 83204 
URRUTIA , DANIEL M ET UX 
BOX 194 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
URRUTIA , JOHN 
BOX 505 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
URRUTIA , JOHN J. 
RT. 1 BOX 1 7 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
URRUTIA , JOHN M 
71 NORTH 160 EAST 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
URRUTIA , LARRY 
417 E HIGHWAY 26 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
. .; . .,,-. ... ,. .. 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
AFFIDAVIT OF MAILING 









































IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
AFFIDAVIT OF MAILING 






CRRUTIA , MICHAEL 
P.O~ BOX 218 
SHOSHONE, ID 83332 
URRUTIA I MICHAE~ 
BOX 397 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
UREUTIA , MICHAEL ET UX 
BOX 665 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
URRUTIA , MILDRED 
BOX 397 
SHOSHONE, ID 8335G 
VALASEK , RAY J ET UX 
817 SHOSHONE ST N 
TWIN F'~",.LLS, ID 833:)1 
VAN D£LD€N ' RONALD ET UX 35474 MILLWOOD DRJ'.V}; 
WOQDJ..AKE, CA 93286 
VAN TASSELL ' 
AF'r'ON 
RT. 2 BOX 2608 
PAU!,, :o 83347 
VAN TASSELL ' AP'TO~ ta .l 7 s. 2100 E. 
PJ\Ut,, ID 83347-0000 
VAN Tl~SSELL 
' GAIL RT. 2 BOX 2608 
PA.UL, ID 8 3 3 4 7 
VAN TASSE:tL ' GAIL 1037 s. 2100 ,: , 
J?AUL, ID 133347-0000 
VAN TASSET,L ' L BRENT 30X 38 
RICHFIELD, r~ 83349 
VANDELDEN , SANDRA 
ET 
354.7-1 MI::..LWOOD DRIVE 
WOODLAKZ, CA 93286 
VARIN , EILEEN 
1435 VISTA DR 
GOODING, ID 83330 
VhlUN , JA . .MES 
1435 VISTA DR 
GOODING, ro 83330 
VARIN , JAMES E. 
:435 VISTA DR. 
GOODtNG, lD 83330 
VAEIN , JElUlY A 
ROUTB 1 
GOODING, ID 83330 
VARIN I JOHN M 
nT 2 
GOODING, ID 83-330 
NOTICE il 3/28/08 
·NOT'.:CE -~1 3/2.8/88 
NOTICE lH 3/28/88 
~OTICE lfl 3/28/88 
NOTICE ll:1 3/28/88 
NOTICE i1 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NOT:::CE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICZ ff'! 3-/28/88 
NOTICE: U 3/28/88 
ux ~OTICE #1 
NOTICE #l 3/28/BS 
NOTICE 11 3/28/88 
NOTICE #"1 3/28/88 
~OTICE #1 3-/28/8:8 
N'OTICE #1 3/28/88 




VARIN , JOHN M. 
RT. 1 
GOODINGf ID 83330-0COO 
VARIN , MRS. JAMES 
1435 VISTA AVSNUE 
GOODING, ID 83330 
VAUGHN, CLINT ET AL 
RT 1 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
VAUGl,iN , CRAIG 
728 EAST l020 NORTH 
RICHFIELD, ID 33349 
VAUGHN , t. KIM 
1095 NORTH 850 EAST 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
VAUGHN , LARRY R ET UX 
1443 W 1960 N 
LAYTON, UT 84041 
VAUGHN , LOUIS 
CAltEY, !D 23320 
VA{JG!H{ , LOUIS X 
702 E 1120 Y 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
VAUGHN , RALPH 
BOX 2 
RICHFIELD, ID 33349 
V.?\.UGHT , ANDREW L 
BOX 85 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
VAUGHT , GLORIA J 
BOX 85 
SHOSHONE, ID 83152 
V.?\.UGHT , ?HILLIP W ET UX 
BOX S5 
SHOSHONE, ID ~3352 
VERLEY, DONXA 
620 WALNUT 
CANTON, SD 57013 
VISTE , KAY 
745 NORTH 550 WEST 
SHOSHONI, ID 83352 
VIS~t , KENNETH L ET ~X 
745 N 550 tf 
SBOSBONE, ID 83352 
VOLOSBEN , JAMES ET UX 
BOX 404 
DIETRICH, ID 33324 
WADE , !RENE 
37N100E 
JEROME, ID 83338 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 












































lDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
AFFIDAVIT OF MAILING 
DOCUMENT 
----------------------------------
WALKER , 3E:RNICE LAWSON 
872 W 620 N 
SHOSHONE, ID 63352 
WALKER , GENE 
872 WEST 620 NORTfi 
SHOS~ONE, !D 83352 
WALLACE , GERALD L E"l' UX 
BOX l.41 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
WA!.LMAN , I\ENNETll 
BOX 595 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
WALLMAN , LESLEY 
BOX 595 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
WALSH , ROBERT 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
WALSH , ROBERT J 
4027 GRAND AVE. 
SEBRING, FL 33872 
WALSH , ROBERT J ET UX 
27930 LYNDON 
LI'JONIA, MI 48150 
WARD , AMY 
917 EAST 470 SOUTH 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
WARD , C: JAY E'!' UX 
BOX 33 
RICHFIELD, ID 83343 
WARD , C W 
BOX 33 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
WARD , CW ET UX 
BOX 59 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
WARD r DALLAS 
1111 E 720 N 
RICHFIELD, ID 33349 
WARD , EVERETT 
1246 EAST 1220 NORTH 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
WARD I EVERETT JR ~TUX 
BOX 178 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
WARD , EVERET! L SR 
1246 E 1220 N 
RICHP!ELD, ID 83349 
WARD , GI,E:'.:.;N 
% JOHNSON, 4 WENDELL ET UX 
1049 E 820 N 











































!DAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
AFFIDAVIT OF ¥.AILING 
DOCUMENT M..t,.::L DATE 
------------------------------------------- --------------------------
WAR:;) , JAY 
BOX .33 
RICH?IELD, !D 83349 
WARD , ~OWELL G ET OX 
BOX 22 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
WARD , !1ARY 
1246 E~ST 1220 NORTH 
RICHFIELD, !D 83349 
WARD , MRS. RALPH 
ROUTE 1 
TWIN FALLS, ID 83301 
WAR:) , RALPH 
% WARD, STAN ET UX 
917 E 470 SO 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
WARD , RALPH 
ROUTS 1 
TWIN FA~LS, ID 83301 
WARD , RALPH \STANLEY} 
917 EAST 470 SOUTH 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
WARD ; STJ,.N 
RT, 2 50X 2252 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
WARD'S CHEESE 
P.O. BOX 96 
RICHFIELD, ::::J 8334.9 
WARD'S CHEESE , INC 
% HOLLA~D, RON ET UX 
1219 E 300 X 
RICHFIELD, Ib 83349 
WARD'S CHEESE lNC. 
PO BOX A 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
WARRINGTON , IRZNE 
BOX 735 
SHOSHONE, In 83352 
WAYMENT , DONA~~ G ET UX 
BOX 7 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
WAYMENT , ~ULA ANNA 
BOX 28 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
WEBB , JAMES E ET UX 
BOX 304 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
WEBB , RAY J 
BOX 545 
SHOSHONE, !D 83352 
NOT!CE tt"l 3/28/88 
NOTICE u 3/28/88 
NOTICE: #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE H 3/28/88 
NOTICE •' 3/28/88 
NOTICE u 3/28/88 
;iOTICE #1 3/28-/88 
NOTICE #1 3/2S/88 
NOTICE u 3/28/88 
NOTICE ~1 3/28/88 
NOTICE Ill 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE H 3/28/88 
NOTICE ;i 3/28/88 
!lOTICE ~l 3/28/88 









IDAHO DEP-ARTMENT OF WATE?t RESOURCES 
AFFIDAVIT OF M.A~LING 
::iocUMENT MAIL DATE 
---------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------
WEBS':'SR , WENDY 
533 ~ LAMB APT 1 
LAS VEGAS, NV 89110 
WEECH , JOSEPHS. 
HAG£RMAK, ID 83332 
WEEMS , XICHAEt J ET UX 
BOX nM" 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
WEISS BYRON D. 
DIETRICH, ID 63324 
WEISS ' E 
C 
BOX 42 
SHOSHONE, 1D 83352 
o'l.EISS , .JOHN P. 
DIETRICH, lD 83324 
WELLARD , ELWIN 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
WELLHAUSEN , JAMES R ET UX 
:360 N 1350 E 
RICH~IELD, :o 83349 
WELLHAUSE~ I ME~VIN 
RT. 1 
RICHFIE~D, ID 83349 
"h''E.R:'l:lCKE , CHAS. 0 ET UX 
BOX 536 
SHOSHO~E. ID 83352 
WERNICK£ , VIOLA LIFE ESTATE 
BOX 536 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
WERNICKE , 'W!LLIAM A ET UX 
BOX 20 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
WERRY' , EV 
701 S HARTFO?.D 
KE~NEWICK, ~A 99336 
WERRY , ELWOOD R (LIFF. ESTAT 
WERRY, AR1HUR W ET AL 
BOX 745 
SHOSHONE, !D 83352 
WERRY I NORMA HILL 
BOX 397 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
WEST , .:;::M 
P.O, 80X 360 
BELLEVUE, ID 83313 
WEST SIDE WA7ER Assoc, 
C/0 LA RAE BROWN 
RT. l 
RICHF:ELD, ID 83349 
NOTICE u 3./28/88 
NOTICE H 3/28/S8 
NOTICE qi 3/2 8/8 8 
NOTICE n 3/28/88 
NOTIC8 H 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE 4t1 3/28/88 
NOTICE H 3(28/88 
NOTICE H 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE .i 3/28/88 
NOTICE H 3/26/SS 
NOTIC::: u 3/28/88 
NOTICE *1 3/28/$8 
NO'!'ICE u 3/28/88 
NOT I CZ #1 3/28/88 








IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
AFFIDAVIT OF MAILING 
DOCUMENT MAIL DATE 
----------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------
WESTENDORF IRENE 
439 NCRTH 700 WEST 
GOCDING, ID 83330 
WESTENDORF JERRY L 
705 WEST 470 NORTH 
GOODING, ID 83330 
WESTENDORF I KURT ET UX 
439 N 700 W 
GOODING, ID 83330 
WES"TENDORF , SUSAN 
705 WEST 470 NORTH 
GOODING, ID 33330 
WESTERN LAND & CA'l"t'!.,E 
t HARPER, LARRY E'l' A!.. 
RT 1 BOX 1 0 
PAUL, ID 83347 
WR.ALEY , EDWARD C ET UX 
108 SO WALNU'l' 
BREA, CA 9.2621 
WHITE , AGNES L 
3550 W 8TH 
YUMA, AZ 85364 
WH!TESSLL , DALE B ET UX 
BOX 12.2 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
WHITESELL , DAVEDA G 
1202 N 1250 E 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
WHITESELL , DAVIDE 
1202 NORTH 1250 EAST 
RICHFIELD, rn 83349 
WHITESELL I DAVIDE ET UX 
.BOX 72 
RICHFIELD, ID B3349 
WHITESELL , MARTIN JR ET UX 
GENERA~ DELIVEEY 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
WHITESELL , W!LL!AM ST UX 
BOX 177 
RICHFIELD, !D 83349 
WHITTAKER JAMES 
RT. 1 BOX 52 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
WHITTAKER JAMES A E'l' UX 
536 SO 550 E 
DIETRICH, ID 83324 
WICKHAM I DELOY ET ex 
BOX 164 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
N"OTl CE ltl 3/48/88 
NOTICE :!fl 3/28/88 
NOTICE *1 3/28/88 
NOTICE fl 3/28/88 
NOTICE 1'1 3/28/88 
NO'l'ICE ,'fl 3/28/88 
!lOTICE #! 3/26/88 
NOTICE #1 3/26/88 
NOTICE #1 3/2.8/88 
NOTICE #"1 3/28/88 
NOTICE '?1 3/28/88 
NOTICE ~1 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE fl 3/28/88 
NOT:::CE ~l 3/28/88 









WILCOX , CHARLES 
439 ~ORTH 625 WEST 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
WILCOX , JOYCE 
439 NORTH 625 WEST 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
WILCOX , RUTH C 
5560 N HWY 69 
BRIGHA,;11 CI'.rY, UT 34302 
WILKINS , AL 
% DEAN, ROLAND l ET UX 
1243 EAST 1520 NORTH 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
WILKINSON , DOLORES 
724 13 ST 
ROPeRT, 1D 83350 
WILL , GARY C ET UX 
BOX 368 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
WILLIAMS , ANDREW J ET UX 
BOX 819 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
WILLIAMS , BEVBRLY E, 
RT. 3 
T'WIN FALLS, ID 83301 
WILLIA~S , BURREL 
BOX 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
WILLIAXS ,.. DEWEY 
212 KAS~ 620 NORTH 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
WILLil,.MS , DON 
BOX 67 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
WILLIAMS , DON 
ROUTE 3 
TWIN FALLS, ID 83301 
WILLIAMS , DON ET UX 
BOX 67 
SHOSHONS, ID 83352 
WILLIAMS , ~ON L ET UX 
RT 3 ADDISON AVE EAST 
~WIN FALLS, ID 83301 
WILL:AMS , EVELYN LIFE ES~ATE 
l30X 373 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
WILLIAMS , "FRAN 
13 2 7 E • MADll:::O WAY 
SANDY,. UT 34092 
IDAHO DEPARTHENT O?' WATER Rli:SOURCES 










































WII,:..IAJ,15 , G D 
2T 6 BOX 9560 
TWIN FALLS 1 ID 83301 
WILLIAMS , HAROLD 
P O BOX 6 9 
986 N 1250 E 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
WILLIAMS , HELEN 
BOX 7 4 '1 
S80SHONE, ID 83352 
WILLIAY.S , :ACK tT VX 
700 N '100 W 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
WILLIAMS , LYNN F ET UX 
1327 EAST MADRID WAY 
SANDY, UT 84092 
WILLIAMS , MARIE 
583 WEST 720 NORTH 
SHOSHONE., ID 83352 
WILLIAMS , MRS. D03 
ROUTE 3 
TWIN FAL:..5, ID 83301 
W:i:LLIA.""!5 , OTIS 
583 WEST 720 NORTH 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
WILLIAMS , l?l\M 
700 NORTH 700 WE:S'l' 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
WILSON , CM 
BOX 653 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
WILSO~ , DANNIE K 
.ROUTE 1 
SHOSHO~E, -~ 83352 
WILSON, DANNIE K ET ~X 
889 N 1000 W 
CLINTON, UT 84015 
WILSON , LEO F. ET UX 
BOX 387 
DIETRICH~ ID 83324 
WINDY ACF.ES INC. 
C/0 LARRY GIL~2TTE, PRES. 
RT. 2 BOX 2582 
PAUL, ID 83347-000• 
WINSOR , MAR!BAH 
RT. 4 BOX 165 
JEROME, X~ 83338 
WINTER , WILLIAM H. 
GOODING, ID 83330 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
AFFIDAVIT OF MAILING 
DOCUMENT 







































IDAHO DE~ARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
AFFIDAVIT OF MAILING 





------~-----------------~-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------WITHAM ~ LONG 
1503 2ND AVE. SOUTH 
PAYE~TE, ID 83661 
WITHERSPOON , BEULAH M. 
RFD 3, POLE LINE RD. 
TWI~ FALLS, ID 83301 
WITHERSPOON , JACK B. 
RFD 3, POLE LINE RD. 
TWlN FALLS, ID 83301 
WOLCOTT , HA:lOLD N 
1269 WEST 3RD 
WEISER, ID 63672 
WOLVERTON , EVELYN 
1360 ~ORTH 1250 EAST 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
WOOD , CLAIRE SHOBE ET AL 
3535 OLIVE ST 
SANTA YNEZ, CA 93460 
WOOD RIVER CENTER GRANGE 
RT 1 
SHOSHO~Z, ID 83352 
WOODLAND , LAUREL ET UX 
% WOODLAND, MICHAEL D 
3045 E HIGHWAY 24 
PAIJL, ID 83347 
WOODLAND , LAUREL ET UX 
RT 1 BOX 1470 
PAUL, ID 83347 
WOODLAND I LAUREL H, 
RT. 1 BOX 144 
PAU!., ID 83347 
WOODLAND , MICHAEL D 
3045 E HIGHWAY 24 
PAUL, ID 83347 
WOODLAND , .MICHAEL D. 
RT. 2 BOX 2542 
PAUL, ID 33347 
WOODLAND , MICHAZL D. 
RT. l BOX 155A 
PAUL, ID 83347 
WOODLAND , PATRICIA 
3045 EAS': HICHl'1A2' 24 
PAUL, ID 83347 
~OODWARD , DO~ZY 
2135 PHEASANT LANE 
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84121 
WORK."!:AN , DONA.LD 
RICHFIELD, ID 83349 
WYANT , ELIZABETH A 
BOX 12', 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
NOTICE ,1 3/2 8/83 
NOTICE *1 3/28/68 
NOTICE u 3/28/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTICE n 3/28/88 
NOTICE *1 3/28/SS 
!iOTICE H 3/28/SS 
NOTICE lt1 3/26/88 
NOTICE #1 3/20/88 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NOTIC£ #1 3/28/88 
~OT ICE *1 3/28/88 
NOTICE u 3/28/83 
NOTICE #1 3/28/88 
NOT:cz u 3/28/88 
NO'l'lCE u 3/28/88 




!;'f'IANT , GEORG£ :.. ET UX 
BOX 127 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
WYANT , RONALD~ 
BOX 127 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
WYN!-1 , PAT ET UX 
BOX 328 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
YEARSLEY , PAMEL!A 
1740 NORTH OXFORD ST. 
A~SHEI~, CA 92806 
YEARSLEY , PAMELIA JEAN 
325 W 620 N 
SHOSHONE, ID $3352 
YOUNG , GEORGE N 
% HADDEN, CRAIG S 
BOX 649 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
YOUNG , MARY G. 
RT, 3. 
RUPERT, I~ 83350 
YOUNG , W. KJ..YE 
ROUTE 3 
Ril?ERT, ID S3350 
ZECH , TERRILL W ET UX 
BOX 7 8 6 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
ZEINE , PHYLLiS J ET AL 
1269 WEST 3RD 
WEISER, ID 83612 










IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 



































~UMBER OF' RECORDS UPDATED WERE 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
AFFIDAVIT OF MAILING 










IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
AFFIDAVIT OF MAILING 






BELLAMY , DON 
RT. 1, BOX 4 0 
GOODING, ID 83330-0000 
BILL ARKOOSH CATTLE CO. 
RT. 2 
GOODING, ID 83330-0000 
CITY OF GOODING 
305 5TH AVE. W. 
GOODING, ID 83330-0000 
DEASY , BOB 
RT. 1 
GOODING, ID 83330-0000 
IDAHO STATE SCHOOL 
ADMINISTRATION OFFICE 
GOODING, ID 83330-0000 
IEST , CORNELIUS 
2313 TERRACE DR. 
CALDWELL, ID 83605-0000 
KOUTNIK , L. JAMES 
BOX 365 
TWIN FALLS, ID 83301-0000 
RICKEY , LLOYD 
RT. 1 
GOODING, ID 83330-0000 
THOMAS , WILL 
RT. 2 
GOODING, ID 83330-0000 
NOTICE #1 3/31/88 
NOTICE #1 3/31/88 
NOTICE #1 3/31/88 
NOTICE #1 3/31/88 
NOTICE #1 3/31/88 
NOTICE #1 3/31/88 
NOTICE #1 3/31/88 
NOTICE #1 3/31/88 




NUMBER OF RECORDS UPDATED WERE 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
AFFIDAVIT OF MAILING 
DOCUMENT MAIL DATE 
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t>~;-, :~-r--"J t .. 
,i',t ! u 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
InReSRBA 





SRBA ADMINISTRATIVE ORDER 1 
RULES OF PROCEDURE 
(Amended 10/1€;/97) 
This. order establishes procedures for the trial of claims or issues in the Snake River Basin 
Adjudication (SRBA) and is entered under the Presiding Judge's authority to effectively and 
expeditiously manage proceedings in this case and may be amended as needed. This order 
supersedes all previous administrative orders.' 
1 Superseded SRBA orders include 1) In Re SRBA, Twin Palls COUl!ty Case 39576, SRBA Allmimstro1ive 
Ortkr I, Rules of Procedure (amended June 21, 1993); 2) In Re SRBA, Twin Falls County Case 39576, SRBA 
Admim,tratwe Order 7, Caption for Pkadmgri (January 28, 1994); 3) In Re SRBA. Twin Falls County Case 39576, 
SRBA Administrative Order 8, Stipulaiion w .&set Hearing Dale or Motion to Reset Hearing (January 28, J 994); 
4) In Re SRBA, Twin Falls Coumy Case 39576, Order Amending Standard Form 3 Standard Notke of Change of 
Address or SabstituJion of Party and StOlldard Form 4 Motion to File a Lau Notice of Claim (March 22, 1995); 
5) In Re SRBA, Twin Falls Coumy Case 39576, Order Directing IDWR to Attend Hearings (June 30, 1995); 6) In 
Re SRBA, Twin Falls County Case 39576, Order Denying, in Part, and Granling, in Part, Motion to Modify 
Objection and Response Procedures (October 3, 1995); 7) In Re SRBA, Twin Falls County Case 39576, SRBA 
Amende.d Adminis/mm!e Order 9, Establishing Mandatory Settlemenl Conferences (amended May 14, 1996}; 8) 1n 
Re SRBA, Twin Falls COllllly Case 39576, SRBA Mmimstrattve Ort/er 11, Order EsldJ1ishing Procedures for 
htco,poraling Completed IDWR Administrative Proceedings in the SRBA (May 21, 1996); 9) In Re SRBA, Twin 
Falls County Case 39576, Order Amending SKRA Admimstrutive Order 1, Rules of Procedure (Amended 6121193) 
(July 17, 1996); and 10) In Re SRBA, Twin Falls County Case 39576, Order Amending Section 2o SRBA 
Administrative Order 1, lbdes of Procedltre (Amended 6/21193) (July 22, 1996); SRBA Administrotive Ort/er 1, 





IT IS ORDERED that any party to the adjudication desiring to litigate any claim or issue 
in the SRBA, including all or a portion of a recommendation, abstract or negotiated agreement in 
a Director's Report, shall comply ,vi.th these Rules of Procedure, 
DATED October / /4 , 1997, 
l ~ . /_ 7) 
/ I 1 . 
··?fik··. , -
1·,.
DANIELC.HURL . ,~-/ 
Presiding Judge 
Snake River Basin Adjudication 
CERTIFICATE OF i\lAILING 
I certify that a true and correct copy of the SRBA ADMINISTRATIVE ORDER 1, 
RULES OF PROCEDURE was mailed on October-"-"'~ 1997, to the following: 
Chief: Natural Resources Division 
Office of the Attorney General 
State ofidaho 
POBox44449 
Boise, ID 83 711-4449 
The United States Department of Justice 
Environment and Natural Resources Division. 
550 West Fort Street, MSC033 
Boise, ID 83724 
IDWR Doeument Depository 
POBox83720 
Boise, ID 83720-0098 
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SNAKE RIVER BASIN ADJUDICATION 
District Court 
RULES OF PROCEDURE 
(Amended 10/16/97) 
Daniel C. Hurlbutt, Jr. 
Presiding Judge 
PROCEDURES IN THE SRBA 
1. SCOPE A.c"IQD PURPOSE 
a. The litigation of the SRBA will be governed by the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure 
(I.R.C.P.), Idaho Rules of Evidence (I.R.E.) and the Idaho Appellate Rules (1.A.R.). 
b. These procedures supplement the I.R.C.P., I.R.E., I.A.R. and any other applicable laws 
or orders of this court only to the extent necessary to allow for the fair and expeditious 
resolution of all claims or issues in the SRBA. 
c. Provisions setting forth the manner of service and notice are adopted under the authority 
•· granted by SU{}plemental Order Granting Additional Powers to District Judge, Idaho 
S.Ct. 99143 (February 20, 1988). 
2. DEETh'ITIONS 
a. Abstract - The abstract of each notice of claim or negotiated agreement for water rights 
under federal law. 
b. AOl - SRBA Administrative Order 1, Rules of Procedure. 
c. Basln-Wide Issue - An issue designated by the Presiding Judge as potentially affet-iing 
the interests of a large IJllIDber of claimants to the use of watL-r wifuin the SRBA and the 
resolution of which will promote judicial economy. 
d. Claimant - Any person who has filed a claim to the use of water in the SRBA. 
e. Clerk of the Court - The Clerk of the SRBA Court. 
f. Court - The SRBA Court located at 253 Tmrd Avenue North, TwinFalls, Idaho 83301. 
Mailing address PO Box 2707, Twin Falls, ID 83303-2707; Telephone (208) 736-3011; . 
FAX (208) 736-2121; Internet www.srba.state.id.us. 
g. Director - The Director of the Idaho Department of Water Resources. 
h. Docket Sheet Procedure · The procedure established to give notice of proceedings on 
nonsubcase matters to SRBA c)aimauts and parties. 
i. Domestic Use - Poroestic water use is defined by I.C. §§ 42-111 and 42-1401A(5). 
j. Error Correction Procedure - The procedure established to correct errors in a 
Director's Report prior to the filing of that Director's Report with the court. 
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k. IDWR - The Idaho Department of Water Resources. 
I. Initial Hearing - The first hearing before the court in a Class One Subcase. 
m. IW ATRS - The court's automated registry of actions that lists all pleadings and 
documents filed or lodged with the court, all orders entered by the Presiding Judge or 
Special Masters, and that provides additional information such as lists of upcoming 
hearings. 
n. Objector/Respondent - Unless the context indicates otherwise, a party to the 
adjudication filing an objection or response to a water right recommendation reported ill 
a Director's Report as provided by LC. §§ 42-1411 and 42-1412 or claimed under 
federal law as provided by LC. § 42-1411A. 
o. Partial Decree/Judgment - The final determination of the elements of a water right: 
p. Party to a Subcase - The daimant, any objector or respondent to a water right 
recommendation, any party to a subcase which has been consolidated with another 
subcase, any party to the adjudication granted leave to participate in a subcase by the 
Presiding Judge or a Special Master, and any party to the adjudication filing a Motion 
to Alter or Amend the Special Master's Recommendation. 
q. Party to the Adjudication - Any claimant as defined in LC. §§ 42-1401A(l) and (6). 
'..~, 
r. Pleadings - All documents defmed as pleadings by the LR.C.P., objections, responses 
to objections, and notices of claims. 
s. Pro Se - Claimants representing themselves without legal counsel. 
t. Recommendation - The statements by the Director, as set out in a Director's Report, 
as to elements of a water right claim. 
u. Special Master - A person appointed by the Presiding Judge through an Order of 
Reference to hear subcases or other mattersandwhoreportsto the Presiding Judge. 
v. Special Master's Recommendation - A final written submission to the Presiding Judge . 
containing the decisions and recommendations of the Special Master under the Order of 
Reference. 
w. SRBA -The Snake River Basin Adjudication. 
x. Stock Watering Use - Stock watering use as defined by LC. § 42-1401A(l2). 
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y. Subcase - A water right which is the subject of any post-Director's Report pleading. 
(1) Class One Subcase - Subcases where the difference between the Director's 
Report and the claim is less than 40 acres and/or the difference in quantity is 
less than 0.80 cfs and all claims where the objection relates only to owner 
identification, priority date, source or point of diversion. 
(2) Class Two Subcase - Subcases not included in the definition of Class One 
Subcase. 
NOTE: The purpose of separating subcases into two classifications is to expedite the 
SRBA and provide claimants a speedy and cost-effective method to litigate cases 
where the difference between the Director's Report and the. claim is less 
significant, as in the Class One Subcases. This allows the court; the parties and 
IDWR to focus more time and resources on resolving the more significant issues 
associated with Class Two subcases. 
3. PLEADINGS 
a. All pleadings shall comply with the I.R.C.P. and these Rules of Procedure. 
b. Documents or pleadings filed in any courthouse other than the SRBA Courthouse will 
riot be accepted and will not be deemed "filed"•untit received·by the Clerk of the SRBA 
Court. 
c. Pleadings shall be signed by counsel as required by I.R.C.P ll(a)(l) or by pro se 
claimants . 
. d. Caption - The following caption shall be used on all pleadings in the SRBA and must 
begin 2 inches from the top of the page. Pleadings filed in the individual subcases shall 
include the subcase (water right) number inserted above the document name. Pleadings 
filed in the basin-wide issues shall include the basin-wideissue numberinserted above 
the document name. 
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(2" from the top of page) 
Name of Party Filing Document: 
Attorney Name & Address 
l 
Leave this area blank 
for court file stamp 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
InReSRBA 
Case No. 39576 
) 
) 
) __________ ) 
(Begin Document Text Here) 
(SUBCASE NUMBER) 
(DOCUMENT NAME) 
e. The document name shall identify the specific type of document and the action or relief 
requested. 
f: All documents or pleadings shall include the name of the document typed at the bottom 
of each page, including all attachments or exhibits, pursuant to I.AR. 28(e). 
g. All attached exhibits must be legible and subject to reproduction or mustbe accompanied 
by a typewritten duplicate. All handwritten exhibits shall be accompanied by a ·· 
typewritten duplicate. l.R.C.P. lO(a)(l) 
h. Filing By FAX - Documents and pleadings may be filed by FAX pursuant to 
I.R.C.P. 5(e)(2): 
SRBAAOl 
(1) FAX filings are only accepted for filing during the normal working hours of the 
Clerk of the SRBA Court: 8 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday through Friday. Any FAX 
· transmission not completed by 5 p.m. will be.file stamped the next business day. 
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(2) Documents or pleadings filed by FAX are limited to 10 pages, including 
attachments and exhibits. 
(3) The signature on the F AXed copy shall constitute the required signature under 
LR.C.P ll(a)(l), It is not necessary to send the original by mail. 
(4) Except for Standard Form 5, SRBA Standard Forms wjll not be accepted for filing 
by FAX. 
(5) The Clerk of the SRBA Court shall accept for filing a copy of any F AXed document 
or pleading not transmitted directly to the court. The signalllre on the F AXed copy 
shall constiture the required signature under I.R.C.P. ll(a)(l) and there is no limit 
to the number of pages filed. I. R. C .P. 5( e )(3) 
i. Injunctive Relief - Any action for injunctive relief brought pursuant to I.R.C .P. 65 or 
I.R.C.P. 74 shall be heard by 1he Presiding Judge or the Speeial Master who, by Order 
of Reference, has been assigned the subcase(s) affected by the motion. The Presiding 
Judge, or a Special Master if assigned, will hear actions for injunctive relief in 1he SRBA 
generally or relating to uncontested recommendations. 
On receipt of any motion or petition for injunctive relief, the Clerk of the Court 
shall assign a separate subease file to the matter. This new subcase file number shall be 
included on all documents filed regarding the injunctive relief matter. 
Injunctive relief matters will be handled on an expedited basis and will be reported 
in the Docket Sheet. 
j. Multiple Snbcases - When filing a pleading affecting multiple subcases, the filing party 
shall provide the court a copy of the pleading for each subcase. affected. If the pleading 
is filed by FAX, the copies shall be mailed to the court the same day. When subcases 
are consolidated by court order and a lead subcase is designated, only one pleading needs 
to be filed in the lead subcase; however, service is still required on all parties in each 
mbcase. 
k. IDWR Central Depositories - IDWR shall maintain copies of aU pleadings and other 
documents filed or lodged in the SRBA and which appear on the Docket Sheet. Copies 
shall be available for inspection and copying during normal business hours at its central 
office located at 1301 North Orchard, Boise, Idaho. The mailing ad.dress is: IDWR 
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Document Depository, PO Box 83720, Boise, Idaho 83720-0098; telephone 
(800) 451-4129; FAX (208) 327-5400. 
I. IDWR Regional Depositories - IDWR's regional offices shall maintain copies of 
objections, responses and supporting documents, if any, for all water rights reported in 
that region. These pleadings and IDWR' s investigative files for reported water rights 
shall be available for inspection and copying during normal business hours. IDWR claim 
files for Reporting Area 22, Clearwater River Drainage, are maintained at IDWR's 
central office. 
4. STANDARD PLEADING FORMS 
a. Parties 1DUst use the following standard forms: 
(1) Objection (Standard Form 1) 
(2) Response to Objection (Standard Form 2) 
(3) Motion to File a Late Notice of Claim or a Motion to File an Amended Notice of 
Claim (Standard Form 4) 
(4) StipulaJed Elements of a Water Right (Standard Form 5) 
b. The standard forms may be obtained from IDWR or the SRBA Court. A copy of each 
standard form is attached to these rules. 
c! A party may copy or reproduce any standard form. The form may be electronically 
modified to include only those sections being used. The text of the forms must be on the 
front and back of each page (see attachments). No other portion of the forms may be 
modified unless ordered by the court. The court will not accept incorrect or incomplete 
forms. Refiling of returned incorrect or incomplete forms must be made under the 
original filing deadline or pursuant to a motion and order for a late filing. 
d. Use of standard forms: 
SRBAA01 
(1) Objection (Standard Form 1) and Response to Objection (Standard Form 2) -
(a) Objections and responses to a recommendation or abstract in a Director's 
Report shall be on SRBA Standard Forms 1 and 2. No other form of objection 
or response may be filed with the court. 
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(b) A claimant may not amend a claim by filing an objection or a response (see 
Section 4d(2)). 
(c) The Director shall notify claimants that the court requires the use of standard 
objection or response forms. This notice may be included in tbe Notice of 
Filing the Director's Report. 
(d) Deadlines for Filing an Objection or a Response Form - The Notice of Filing 
the Director's Report, filed by IDWR, shall set out the dates when objections 
and responses are due and shall be computed to include weekends and holidays. 
The -objection or response must he received· by the court by the deadline 
specified. 
· ( e) Any party filing 25 or more objections or responses must make an appointment 
with the Clerk of the SRBA Court at least 14 days prior to the deadline for 
filing their pleadings. 
(f) Service of an Objection or a Response Form - A party filing an objection or 
a response must send the original with supporting documents, if any, to the 
Clerk of the SRBA Court and a copy, including supporting documents, to each 
individual identified on that form's certificate of mailing. 
(2) Motion to File a Late Notice of Claim or a Motion to File an Amended Notice of 
Claim (Standard Form 4) -
(a) In reporting areas where a Director's Report has not been filed, a late notice 
of claim or an amended notice of claim shall he filed with IDWR. A Motion 
to File a Late Notice of Claim or a Motion to File an Amended Notice of Claim 
with the court is not required. 
(b) In reporting areas where a Director's Report has been.filed, a Motion to File 
a Late Notice of Claim or a Moiion to File an Amended Notice of Claim must 
be filed with the court. · 
(c) A Motion to File a Late Notice of Clmm or a Motion to File an Amended Notice 
of Claim must be filed using Standard Form 4 and must he used for a single 
water right only. 
(d) A Motion to File a Late Notice of Cl.mm shall proceed before the Presiding 
Judge and shall follow the Docket Sheet Procedure (Section 6) and will be 
reviewed under the criteria ofl.R.C.P. 55(c). 
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(e) A ,'lfotion to File an Amended Notice of Claim shall proceed before the 
Presiding Judge or the Special Master assigned to the subcase and will be 
reviewed under the criteria of I.RC.P. 55(c). 
(f) A Motion io File a Lare Notice of Claim shall have attached: 
1) A completed Notice of Claim (available from IDWR) and 
2) The claim filing fee and late claim fee for claims other than a domestic or 
stock watering use for which a notice of claim was not filed. Payment 
shall be in the form of a check made payable to: State of Idaho 
Deparonent of Water Resources. To determine the exact amount of these 
fees, call IDWR at (800) 451-4129. 
(g) When a Motion to File a Late Notice of Claim is grant.ed, the Clerk of the Court 
shall forward the check and completed Notice of Claim to IDWR. If the 
motion is denied, . the Clerk of the Court shall return the claim filing fee and the 
late claim fee. 
(h) IDWR shall file a Director's Report for all late-filed claims within 60 days 
following the granting of the Motion to File a Late Notice of Claim. 
(i) Notice of the filing of the Director's Report for a late claim shall be reported 
in the Docket Sheet. . 
G) Objections or responses to Director's Reports for late claims must be received 
by the court as follows: 
1) Objections must be filed within 21 days from the appearance of the filing 
of the Director's Report in the Docket Sheet. 
2) Responses must be filed within 14 days following the close of the objection 
period. 
(k) Leave to amend a notice of claim shall be freely given wbenjustice so requires. 
(I) The Presiding Judge or Special Master shall determine how to proceed when 
an amendmem is granted and whether a supplemental Director's Report is 
required. 
(m} Pur~'Ull.Ilt to I.e. §§ 42-1414 and 42-1415, additional cos1s may apply to late 
notices of claim or to amended notices of claim other than for domestic and 
stock watering righ1s. 
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(3) Stipulated Elements of a Water Right (Standard Form 5) -
Where parties reach an agreement on a contested water right recoII11IJendation, they 
shall file either a stipulation with the court using Standard Form 5 or some other 
stipulation acceptable to the court. Subcases may also be resolved orally on the 
record. 
(a) Standard Form 5 may only be used if all parties have stipulated to all elements 
of one water right and may be submitted at any time following the close of the 
statutory response period. 
(b) Standard Form. 5 is used to report the stipulated elements of one water right 
acquired under state law or one federal reserved. water right. 
.,-,j. 
:<c) When IDWRdoes not concur with a proposed settlement, the Presiding Judge 
or Special Master shall conduct any hearing necessary to determine whether the 
facts, data, expert opinions and law support the issuance of a partial decree for 
the water right as stipulated in 1he Standard Form 5 or proposed settlement. 
5. EVIDENCE AND DOCUMENT PRESERVATION 
a. · After a Director's Report bas been filed, employees or contractors of IDWR may go on 
a claimant's property in that reporting area to further investigate a reported claim only 
with permission from the claimant or leave of the SRBA Court. 
b. No party to the SRBA may dei,troy any document or evidence kept in any medium which 
relates to a pending claim in the SRBA or has been prepared for use in the SRBA, except 
on motion and order by the SRBA Court. This order is intended to override any records 
management or document. destruction program used by any party. This order does not 
apply to documents protected by the attomeycclient privilege. or to. attorney work 
product. 
c. IDWR may not destroy any document or evidence, in any medium, relating to a water 
right or which has been used or relied upon in making a recommendation in a Director's 
Report. Further, IDWR shall keep all policies and procedures, past or current, in draft 
or final form, which were actually relied upon by IDWR, its employees or agents in 
making any recommendation in a Director's Report. 
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6. DOCKETSHEETPROCEDURE 
a. The Docket Sheet Procedure shall be used to give notice to parties in the adjudication 
about matters not a part of a subcase and shall be used when required by these Rules of 
Procedure. 
b. The Docket Sheet shall include the following sections: 
SRBAA01 
(1) A chronological list of all orders, pleadings (except objections, responses, pleadings 
or orders filed in subcases) and other documents (i.e., motions for late or amended 
claims or motions for late objections) filed with the court since the last docket sheet 
including: 
(a) The SRBA case number; 
(b) The document name; 
(c) The name of the party and the party's attorney, if any; and 
(d) The date the document was filed. 
(2) A chronological list of all objections and responses filed since the last Docket Sheet 
including: 
(a) The subcase number; 
(b) The name of the claimant, objec1or or respondent; 
(c) The address of the objector or respondent if not represented by an attorney; 
(d) The name and address of the attorney representing the objector or respondent; 
(e) The box number(s) checked on the objection or response form; 
(f) The date the document was filed; and 
(g) The source of the water right as stated in the Director's Report. 
(3) A chronological list of the hearings scheduled for the next three months ( except 
hearings in subcases) including: 
(a) The SRBA case number; 
(b) The date and time of the hearing; 
(c) The subject; and 
(d) The names of the parties. 
( 4) · A list of all Special Master's Reports and Recommendations since the last Docket 
Sheet; 
(5) A list of all Amended Director's Reports; and 
(6) A list of all Partial Decrees issued since the last Docket Sheet. 
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c. The SRBA Court shall compile the Docket Sheet and send copies to: 
(1) The Clerk of the District Court in each county located within the boundaries of the 
SRBA. The Docket Sheet shall be posted by the Clerk of the District Court in each 
county or the clerk shall post a notice telling where in the county building the 
Docket Sheet is available for inspection. 
(2) One copy to IDWR for inclusion in the document depository: 
IDWR 
Document Depository 
PO Box 83720 
Boise, ID 83720--0098 
IDWR shall make the Docket Sheet available for inspection at its central and 
regional offices. 
d. The court charges an annual subscription fee based on the actual cost of copying and 
mailing. The court shall maintain a Docket Sheet mailing list. 
e. Service of pleadings and other documents under the Docket Sheet Procedure. 
SRBAA01 
(1) The original of any pleading or other document shall be filed with the Clerk of the 
SRBA Court, 253 Third Avenue North, PO Box 2707, Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-
2707. 
(2) Copies of any pleading or other documentshall be delivered or mailed to: 
(a) IDWR Document Depository, PO Box 83720, Boise, Idaho 83720-0098; 
(b) Chief, Natural Resources Division, Office of the Attorney General, State of 
Idaho, PO Box 44449, Boise, Idaho 83711-4449; 
( c) The United States Department of Justice, Environment and Natural Resources 
Division, 550 West Fort Street, MSC 033, Boise, Idaho 83724. Documents 
served by messenger or overnight delivery service should be sent to the U.S. 
Department of Justice, 380 Park Center Blvd., Suite 330, Boise, ID 83706; and 
(d) All parties identified in the pleading from whom relief is sought. If relief is 
sought against a class or group, service shall be made on the representative of 
that class or group. 
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f. Motion practice under the Docket Sheet Procedure. 
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(1) Hearing Date - Unless otherwise ordered, a motion will be heard on the third 
Tuesday of the second month following its appearance on the Docket Sheet. Any 
motion filed with the court before 5 p.m. of the last working day of a month will be 
placed on the Docket Sheet for that month. (For example, a document filed before 
5 p.m. on September 30, 1997 will appear on the Docket Sheet on October 7. The 
hearing will be held on Tuesday, December 16, 1997.) 
(2) Expedited Hearings - Any party moving for an order to expedite a hearing shall 
send a copy of the motion and supporting documents to all parties listed in 
Section 6e(2) and each person on the current copy of the Court Certificate of 
Mailing for Expedited Hearings which is available from the Clerk of the SRBA 
Court. 
(3) Notice of hearings under the Docket Sheet Procedure: 
(a) Service of a notice of hearing shall be made pursuant to Section 6e(2). A party 
requesting and receiving an expedited hearing shall meet the service 
requirements of Section 6f(2). 
(b) Compliance with the Docket Sheet Procedure constitutes notice to all parties to 
the adjudication. 
( 4) Briefing schedule under the Docket Sheet Procedure. 
(a) Docmnents in Support of a Motion - All documents and briefs in support of 
a motion shall be filed with the motion and served on the parties listed in 
Sections 6e(2) or 6f(2). 
(b) Responses to Motions - Parties may file documents and briefs supporting or 
opposing a motion by the fifteenth day of the month following the motion's first 
appearance on the Docket Sheet. Service shall be made on the movant and the 
parties identified in Sections 6e(2) or 6f(2). If a motion is to be heard on an 
expedited basfa, a response shall be filed with the court atleast one day prior 
to hearing and served on the Coult Certificate of Mailing for Expedited 
Hearings. 
( c) Replies to Responses - Documents or briefs in reply to responses must be filed 
before the last working day of the month following the motion's first 
appearance on the Docket Sheet, unless the matter is set on an expedited basis. 
Service shall be made on the party who filed the response and on the parties 
identified in Sections 6e(2) or 6f(2). A matter set on an expedited basis will 
rarely allow time for a reply to be filed prior to hearing. 
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(d) Extensions - For good cause a party may move for an extension of time to file 
a response or reply to a motion. A Motion for Extension of Time shall be filed 
with the court and served as provided in Sections 6e(2) or 6f(2), prior to the 
date the brief is due. If the motion is granted, the movant shall serve a copy 
of the order as provided in Sections 6e(2) or 6f(2). 
7. COURT FEES 
The following fees apply in the SRBA. You must contact the Clerk of the SRBA Court for 
the amount of the fee. 
a. Transcript fee - A per-page fee is charged for the preparation of any transcript of any 
SRBA hearing. Arrangements for transcripts must be made through the SRBA Court· 
Reporter. Fees must be paid prior to preparation of the transcript. 
b. Appellate fees -
(1) The Idaho Supreme Court requires payment of a filing fee for all appeals. This fee 
must accompany any notice of appeal. 
(2) All appeals to the Idaho Supreme Court must include a clerk's record. Payment of 
a per-page fee for the preparation of the clerk's record is required. An estimate of 
this fee must be paid at the time the notice of appeal is filed. 
c. Fees for services - The following fees are required for services (I.C. § 31-3201): 
(1) Copying of files or records .......................... $ I per page 
(2) Certifying of files or records ........................ $.50 per page 
(3) Affixing court certificate and seal ..................... $1 per document 
(4) Copying an audiotape of any SRBA hearing .............. $2 per tape 
8. ERROR CORRECTION PROCEDURE·. ' 
This section is reserved. 
9. SPECIAL MASTERS 
a. The Presiding Judge may refer matters, including subcases, to a Special Master by an 
Order of Reference pursuant to I.R.C.P. 53. 
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b. Subcases referred to a Special Master will proceed in accordance with the I.R.C.P. and 
these Rules of Procedure. Each subcase shall proceed in the same manner as any court 
case. Special Masters are exempt from the time requirements of I.R.C.P. 53(d)(l). 
c. A Special Master shall file reports with the Presiding Judge on the matters submitted by 
the Order of Reference and, if required, shall include findings of fact and conclusions 
of law. I.R.C.P. 53(e)(l). Service shall be made on the parties to the subcases covered. 
Notice of the filing of the Special Master's Recommendation shall be reported in the 
Docket Sheet. 
d. The form of water rights included in the Special Master's Recommendation will be 
consistent with the Order of Reference. The grouping of water rights in the Special· 
Master's Recommendation is left to the discretion of the Special Master. No water right 
claim which has not had full resolution of every element of the right shall be included in 
a Special Master's Recommendation, unless the Special Master, simultaneously with the 
filing of the report, certifies to the Presiding Judge that there has been an express 
determination that there is no just reason for delay for submission to the Presiding Judge. 
·.;;,/_--,, 
· Notice •Of the filing of such certification shall be reported in the Docket Sheet. 
e. Permissive Review - A Special Master or any party to the subcase may seek permissive 
review by the Presiding Judge of the Special Master's interlocutory determination which 
involves a controlling question of law as to which there are substantial grounds for 
difference of opinion and on which immediate consideration of the determination may 
advance the orderly resolution of the litigation following the procedures set forth in 
I.A.R. 12. The Special Master shall review the motion and responses and recommend, 
with findings, whether it should be granted. or denied .. The motion and•the Special 
Master's recommendation shall be forwarded to the Presiding Judge for determination, 
10. PROCEDURE FOR WATER RIGIITS WHERE AN OBJECTION HAS BEEN FILED 
a. When the first objection to a recommendation or abstract is filed, a subcase file shall be 
opened and separately docketed on IWATRS. The water right number becomes the 
subcase number. All subsequent filings for that water right, including objections and 
responses, will be docketed under that subcase. 
SRBAAOl 
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b. Subcases will generally be referred to a Special Master by an Order of Reference. 
c. Unless otherwise ordered by the Presiding Judge or a Special Master, each subcase shall 
proceed separately from other subcases or matters at issue in the SRBA. 
d. No later than 30 days after the objection period has expired, IDWR shall file a case 
management report with the court dividing each reporting area into Class One and Class 
Two Subcases. 
e. Scheduling 
(1) Class One Subcases -
(a) At the end of the objection.period,. the court.may hold.an Initial Hearing for . 
each subcase. At the Initial Hearing, each claimant and/or objector shall be 
given an opportunity to meet with IDWR in an attempt to reconcile the 
clifrerence between the Director's Report, the claim and the objection(s) for 
each subcase. If the objection( s) cannot be reconciled, the court shall set the 
matter for trial. The claimant and objecting party, if any, must be present at 
the Initial Hearing. 
(b) The trial should be held within 45 days of the Initial Hearing unless otherwise 
ordered by the Special Master. 
(2) Class Two Subcases - At the end of the objection period, the court shall hold a 
Scheduling Conference UDder I.R.C.P. 16(b). These subcases shall proceed under 
the court's scheduling or pre-trial order. 
(3) Discretion of the Presiding Judge or Special Master - On motion of any party to the 
subcase or as ordered by the Presiding Judge or Special Master, a subcase may be 
reclassified and proceed accordingly. 
f. Amendment of Claims 
SRBAAOl 
(l) Class One Subcases - Absent leave of court, claims shall ·be amended at or before 
the Initial Hearing except for the name and address of the claimant which may be 
amended at any time. 
(2) Class Two Subcases - Absent leave of court, claims shall be amended no later than 
14 days after the Scheduling Conference except for the name and address of tire 
claimant which may be amended at any time. 
(3) IDWR investigation of amenderl claim - The court may request that IDWR prepare 
an Amended Director's Report for any amended claim, including claims amended 
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at ttial to conform to the evidence. The claimant may be ordered to pay all 
necessary costs associated with investigating and reporting the amended claim. 
g. IDWR Involvement 
(1) Class One Subcases - Except where a party calls a representative of IDWR as its 
own witness, the role of IDWR will be limited to presenting geogtaphic information 
{GIS) in the form of an illusttation depicting the place of use and point of diversion. 
IDWR may also provide any documents such as permits, licenses, decrees or 
transfers which may be relevant to a claim. A party calling IDWR as its own 
witness mnst notify IDWR, in writing, 7 days prior to trial. 
(2) Class Two Subcases -
(3) 
(a) Within 14 days following the Scheduling Conference, IDWR shall serve on 
each · party an affidavit setting forth 1he factual basis of IDWR's 
recommendation on the disputed element(s). IDWR shall file the affidavit with 
the court. The court may consider the affidavit for any pre-trial matter or in 
lieu of any direct testimony by the IDWR affiant at trial. 
(b) IDWR mnst be notified, in writing, at or before the pre-trial conference, should 
any party choose to cross-examine the IDWR affiant or call a witness from 
IDWR at trial. 
Discretion of the Presiding Judge or Special Master - Nothing herein shall prevent 
the Presiding Judge or Special Master from calling a representative of IDWR as its 
own witness consistent with I.RE. 706 or 614 for Class One or Class Two 
Subcases. 
h. Service of documents in a subease need be made only on parties to the subcase and 
IDWR. When a document is filed in a subcase, the Docket Sheet Procedure is not 
required to be followed, except for: motions and notices of hearings to designate 
basin-wide issues; proceedings on basin-wide issues; Special . Master's 
Recommendations; notices of challenge to a Special Master's Recommendation; motions 
and notices of hearings for emry of partial decrees; proceedings by the Presiding Judge 
on decrees; motions or orders for I.R.C.P. 54(b) certification or permissive review; 
notices of appeal; and any other matter ordered by the court to follow the Docket Sheet 
Procedure. 
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i. 1be Director of IDWR or a representative shall attend all hearings in contested subcases 
to serve as a disinterested, nonparty fact witness consistent with the I.R.C.P. and as 
directed by the Presiding Judge or Special Master. 
j. When a Motion to File a Late Objection is filed to a previously "unobjected-to" 
recommendation or abstract: 
(1) The motion shall be reported in the Docket Sheet; and • 
(2) A hearing on the motion shall be scheduled by the Special Master assigned to that 
reporting area and notice of the hearing shall be reported in the Docket Sheet. 
k. Any party to the adjudication who is not a party to a subcase may seek leave to 
pai;ticipate in a subcase by filing a .timely Motion to Participate. · A Motion to Participate 
shall be treated like a motion to intervene under I.R.C.P. 24 and shall be decided by the 
' 
Presiding Judge or the assigned Special Master. A party to the adjudication who does 
not file an objection, a response or a timely Motion to Participate waives the right to be 
a party to the subcase and to receive notice of further proceedings before the Special 
Master, except for Motions to Alter or Amend. 
l. · Resetting Subcase Hearing Dates - All hearing dates will be set by the SRBA Court. 
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Any party to the SRBA who requests that a hearing be reset shall comply with the 
following requirements at least 21 days prior to the scheduled hearing: 
(1) Contact the Clerk of the SRBA Court to obtain alternative dates and times; 
(2) Contact each party to the subcase(s) or their attorney, if any, and reach an 
agreement on an alternative date and time provided by the clerk; and 
(3) Prepare and file with the court a Stipulation to Reset the hearing. The hearing must 
be reset on one of the dates and times provided by the clerk or it will not be 
accepted for filing. The stipulation must specify the agreed upon date and time and 
must contain a statement that the party moving to reset the hearing has contacted 
each party or their attorney and that all have agreed on the alternate date and time. 
If granted, the court will send a notice resetting the hearing. 
( 4) If the parties cannot reach agreement, the party wishing to change the date and time 
must file an Expedited Motion to Reset at least 14 days prior to the scheduled 
hearing. 
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m. Participation in Hearings by Telephone - Permission to participate in a hearing by 
telephone must be given in advance by the Presiding Judge or Special Master. 
"°c:,;'.-
(1) Telephone participation will not be allowed in swnmary judgment hearings or trials. 
(2) Telephone participation in settlement confereoces, scheduling conferences and other 
hearings is discouraged and only allowed with leave of the court. 
(3) No oral testimony will be allowed by telephone. 
(4) For hearings before the Presiding Judge, the first person to request participation by 
telephone will be responsible for initiating the call to the court and for making 
certain all parties are connected. 




The order/notice setting the hearing will state if telephone participation is 
allowed. 
The parties must decide among themselves who will initiate the call. 
The Clerk of the SRBA Court must be notified at least 24 hours prior to the 
hearing as to who will be participating by telephone and who will be initiating 
the call. 
(6) Place your call to the court at least 5 minutes prior to the scheduled start of your 
hearing. No hearing will be delayed or interrupted because of telephone 
participation. If you have not called by the time the Presiding Judge or Special 
Master is ready to begin, your call will not be connected to the courtroom. 
(7) When initiating a call to the court which involves more than one party from different 
locations, you must use the services of a teleconference operator. Do not use your 
telephone system conference call feature .. (Check with your telephone service or 
long-distance provider.) 
(8) Speaker phones are not reco=ended. Many times there is too much background 
noise or the signal is too weak to be transmitted clearly in the courtroom. 
n. If all parties to a subcase stipulate to the dismissal of any objection to a water right 
reco=endation, a Stipulation for Dismissal of Objection shall be filed; and, if accepted, 
the dismissal shall be with prejudice. 
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o. If all parties to a subcase stipulate to all elements of one water right, a Standard Form 5 
may be submitted at any time followillg the close of the statutory response period. 
p. If a party must correspond with the SRBA Court, the party shall identify the subcase 
involved and must include a statement that all parties to the subcase have been sent a 
copy of the correspondence and any attachments. If these procedures are not followed, 
· the correspondence will not be accepted by the court. 
11. CONSOLIDATION OR SEPARATION OF SUBCASES AND ISSUES 
Any matter at issue ill any proceeding in the adjudication, including portions of .or entire 
subcases, may be consolidated with or separated from any other matter at issue ill the 
adjudication. Any party to a subcase may move for consolidation or separation of claims or 
issues. The Presiding Judge or Special Master may order consolidation or separation on the 
basis of such motion or on their own. LR.C.P. 42. If a motion to consolidate concerns 
issues.from subcases which are all before the same Special Master, it shall be served only 
on parties to those subcases and shall be decided by the Special Master. If such a motion 
concerns basill-Wide issues or issues from subcases which are not all before the same Special 
Master, it shall be served on all parties to those subcases, noticed through the Docket Sheet 
Procedure and decided by the Presiding Judge or a Special Master by Special Order of 
Reference. 
NOTE: A motion to consolidate subcases is appropriate in situations where common 
issues of Jaw or fact present themselves in more thao · one subcase and 
resolution of those issues can be most expeditiously aod effectively achieved 
through presentation to the Presiding Judge ora Special Master in consoli-
dated hearings. 
12. SETTLEMENT CONFERENCES 
Settlement conferences may be held at the discretion of the court. Such conferences 
shall be held in conformance with any pre-trial or scheduling order issued by the court. 
Parties and their attorney(s) of record must be personally present. No one may attend 
by proxy or by telephone. Each party is required to be present with the individual(s) 
possessing full settlement authority on every aspect of the contested subcase. 
SRBAAOl 
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13. PROCEEDINGS ON A SPECIAL MASTER'S RECOMMENDATION 
a. The Special Master shall prepare and file with the court a Special Master's 
Recommendation which shall be served on the parties to the subcase and notice of its 
entry shall be reported in the Docket Sheet. Any party to the adjudication, including 
parties to the subcase, may file a Motion to Alter or Amend within 21 days from the date 
the Special Master's Recommendation appears on the Docket Sheet. Any party to the 
adjudication not already a party to the subcase may respond to a Motion to Alter or 
Amend by filing a Notice of Panicipation which shall set forth the party's name; the 
water right number; the name, address and telephone number of the attorney; and a short 
statement of the party's position on the issues presented in the Motion to Alter or Amend. , 
Failure of any party in the adjudication to pursue or participate in a Motion to Alter 
or Amend the Special Master's Recommendation shall constitute a waiver of the right 
to challenge it before the Presiding Judge. This waiver shall also apply to further 
proceedings in the subcase if remanded back to the Special Master. 
Ii:' Where a Motion to Alter or Amend is filed in a subcase, notice will be reported in the 
,,, ])ocket Sheet and the motion will be decided by the Special Master with or without 
hearing. No second Motion to Alter or Amend may be filed on the decision granting or 
denying a Motion to Alter or Amend. 
c,, Any party who first filed or participated in a Motion to Alter or Amend before the Special 
· Master may file a Notice of Challenge to the decision on a Motion to Alter or Amend. 
A Notice of Challenge shall be filed within 14 days following the date of the filing of the 
decision on a Motion to Alter or Amend. The Notice of Chnllenge shall include a detailed 
statement of the issue(s) and a detailed description, including hearing dates and times, 
of any transcript(s) requested. Once raised and detailed, the issue(s) on challenge may 
not be amended to include additional issue(s) not specifically identified in the Notice of 
Challenge except on motion and leave of court. The Notice of Chnllenge shall be 
reported in the Docket Sheet and shall be served on all parties to the subcase(s) 
challenged, the SRBA court reporter and the parties listed in Section 6e(2). 
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d. If a transcript is requested in a Notice of Challenge, the party filing the Notice of 
Challenge must contact the court reporter for an estimate of the cost for preparation of 
the transcript. The estimated fee must accompany the Notice of Challenge. 
(1) The transcript shall be lodged with the court within 35 days following the deadline 
for filing a Notice of Oiallenge. 
(2) There will be no time for settlement of the transcript. If the transcript is incomplete 
or erroneous, the requesting party may file the appropriate motion to correct the 
transcript. 
(3) One copy of the transcript shall be served on the challenger and tbe opposing party. 
· When multiple parties are involved, the parties are required to submit a stipulation 
.·J, to the court stating which parties are to receive the transcript copies. 
e. At the close of the time period for filing a Notice of Challenge, the court will issue a 
scheduling order. Unless otherwise ordered, the following schedule for briefing and oral 
argument shall be set: 
(1) Opening briefs shall be filed simultaneously "l\,ithin 2ldays following-the deadline 
for filing Notice of Challenge. If a reporter's transcript ill requested, opening briefs 
shall be filed simultaneously within 21 days 'following lodging of the transcript . 
. Briefs shall be limited to 25 pages and shall be served .on the parties to the subcase 
and any party filing a Notice of Challenge. 
(2) Rebuttal briefs shall be filed within 14 days after the deadline for filing responsive 
briefs. Rebuttal briefs shall be limited to 25 pages and shall be,served on the parties 
to the subcase and any party filing a Notice of Challenge. 
(3) All parties lodging briefs in response to a Notice of Oiallenge are required to submit 
an original and one copy to the court. 
(4) Oral argument on a challenge to a Special Master's Recommendation shall be held 
not earlier than 7 days after the deadline for .filing rebuttal briefs. Only those parties 
filing briefs will be allowed oral argument and each party will be limited to 
30 minotes. 
f. The court shall accept the Special Master's findings of fact unless clearly erroneous. The 
court may, in whole or in part, adopt, modify, reject, receive further evidence, or 
remand it with instructions. I.R.C.P. 53(e)(2). 
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14. ENTRY OF PARTIAL DECREES 
a. The Presiding Judge shall enter a partial decree for uncontested water rights or any water 
right not referred to a Special Master by an Order of Reference. 
b. Following review of a Special Master's Recommendation and the resolution of any 
challenges, the Presiding Judge shall enter a partial decree. The partial decree shall be 
served only on parties to the subcase and notice of its entry shall be reported in the 
Docket Sheet. A certified copy of the partial decree shall be served on IDWR in 
compliance with I.C. §§ 42-1403 and 42-1412(6). 
c. The form of the partial decrees and the maintenance of partial decrees as the sole legal 
record of title to the water right shall be decided by the Presiding Judge. 
d. Parties seeking to modify a partial decree shall comply with LR.C.P. 60(a) or 60(b). 
Partial decrees are final judgments and cannot be modified by an administrative 
proceeding except as provided in LC. § 42-222. 
15. APPEALS FROM PARTIAL DECREES 
a'.' Appeals from a partial decree by a party to a subcase may be brought pursuant to 
LR. C.P. 54(b) or LA.R. 12. 
b. Motions and proceedings for certification of a judgment as final shall follow motion 
practice rules. 
16. BASIN-WIDE ISSUES 
a. Designation -
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(1) Any party to the adjudication may file a Motion· to Designate Basin° Wide Issue if 
that party believes an issue materially affects a large number of parties to the 
adjudication. The motion to designate shall be decided by the Presiding Judge or 
a Special Master by Special, Order of Reference. A motion to designate shall state: 
(a) The issue, in 20 words or less; 
(b) Why the issue is broadly significant and is better resolved as a basin-wide issue; 
(c) The need for its early resolution; 
(d) The type of right(s) affected by the issue; and 
( e) A description of how those rights will be affected. 
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(2) The Presiding Judge may enter a Notice of Intern to Designate Basin,.Wule IsslUI. 
(3) Unless otherwise ordered, a motion or notice of intent to designate shall follow the 
Docket Sheet Procedure. 
(4) Any party to the adjudication may respond to a motion or notice of intent to 
designate. The response shall be served on the movant, if any, and the parties listed 
in Section 6e(2) or, if being heard on an expedited basis, to the addresses on the 
Court Certificate of Mailing for Expedited Hearings which is available from the 
Clerk of the SR.BA Court. 
(5) A motion or notice of intent to designate may be filed at any time after the filing of 
a Director's Report which.raises the issues that are the subject of the motion .. The . 
motion shall not be heard until after the objection and response periods to the · 
Director's Report have nm. 
(6) On receipt of a motion or notice of intent to designate, the Clerk of the Court shall 
assign a separate subcase number to the basin-wide issue. This new subcase file 
number shall be included on all documents filed in the basin-wide issue and all 
entries reported on the Docket Sheet. 
(7) When basin-wide issues are designated by the Presiding Judge, hearings may be 
expedited, and all parties to the adjudication will be given notice of proceedings 
through the Docket Sheet Procedure. 
b. Service -
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(1) When the Presiding Judge issues an Order Designating Basin-Wide Issue, a 
separate certificate of mailing shall be created for each basin-wide issue. This 
basin-wide issue certificate of mailing will consist of the parties who filed the 
motion to designate or a response thereto, a response to the notice of intent or a 
brief in response to the order designating. · Parties to the adjudication may also 
become parties to the basin-wide issue by filing a Notice. of Intent to Participate no 
later than 30 days after publication of the order designating in the Docket Sheet or· 
within the time specified on the order designating. 
(2) Any pleading filed in the basin-wide issue shall be served on the parties listed on the 
basin-wide issue certificate of mailing. Parties to the adjudication will be given 
notice of further proceedings through the Docket Sheet. 
(3) Only those parties listed on the basin-wide issue certificate of mailing will be 
permitted tu file pleadings or participate in oral argument on the basin-wide issue. 
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c. Proceedings on Basin-Wide Issues to be Heard by the Presiding Judge - A basin-
wide issue will proceed as specified in the order designating, which will state the briefing 
schedule and the date for oral argument. Once the hearing has been held, the Presiding 
Judge will issue a memorandum decision. 
d. Proceedings on Basin-Wide Issues Assigned to a Special Master -
(1) A basin-wide issue, once designated, may be assigned by the Presiding Judge to a 
Special Master by a Special Order of Reference. The Special Master shall: 
(a) Issue a scheduling order stating the briefing schedule and the date for oral 
argument and 
(b) After hearing, file a Special Master's Recommendation with the Presiding 
Judge. 
(2) Challenges to a Special Master's Recommendation on a Basin-Wide Issue - Any 
party to the basin-wide issue may file a Notice of Challenge within 30 days after the 
issuance of the Special Master's Recommendation. When a challenge has been 
filed, the Presiding Judge shall issue a scheduling order setting a briefing schedule 
and the date for oral argument. 
17. IDWR ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEEDINGS TO CHANGE REPORTED WATER 
RIGHTS 
a, fu a reporting area where a Director's Report has not been filed or where a partial 
decree has been issued, a claimant requesting an administrative change to their water 
right clairu(s) must contact IDWR. Notice to the SRBA Court is not required. 
b. In a reporting area where a Director's Report has been filed and prior to the issuance of 
the partial decree, claimants seeking to change their address or the ownership of a water 
right claim shall follow the procedures outlined under subsections (1) and (2) below. 
Claimants seeking to change point of diversion, place of use and period of use shall 
follow the procedures outlined under subsection (3). 
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(1) Change of Address, Change of Ownership (Idaho Code §§ 42-248 and 
42-1409(6)) - Unless the court orders otherwise, water right claimants are required 
to notify IDWR of any change of address or ownership. When notified of such a 
change, IDWR shall file with the court a Notice of Completed Administrative 
Proceeding and shall attach a copy of the Amended Director's Report reflecting the 
change of address or ownership. 
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(2) Split Water Rights - Unless the court orders otherwise, when notice is given to 
IDWR for a change in ownership of a water right proposing to split a water right, 
IDWR shall innnediately notify the court by submitting a Notice of Administrative 
Proceeding. Upon receipt of the.Notice of Administrative Proceeding, the court may 
stay SRBA proceedings for that water right dnring the pendency of the 
administrative proceeding. Once the administrative proceeding is complete and all 
appeal times have run, IDWR shall file with the court a Notice of Completed 
Administrative Proceeding with an attached Amended Director's Report reflecting 
the division or split that has occurred. IDWR must also attach a copy of an 
Amended Director's Report for any and all overlapping water right claims. This 
procedure cannot be used to accomplish an enlargement as provided by 
LC. §§ 42-1425, 1426 or 1427. 
(3) Other Changes - Period/Place/Purpose of Use/Nature of Use and Point of 
.. Diversion Proceedings Under I.C. § 42-222 - Claimants seeking a change in their 
, claimed water right under LC. § 42-222 shall contact IDWR. When an application 
.. is made with IDWR for a change pursuant to LC. § 42-222 for a water right which 
has been reported in a Director's Report but where a partial decree has not been 
entered, IDWR shall immediately notify the court by submitting a Notice of 
Administrative Proceeding stating the type of change sought. Upon receipt of the 
Notice qf Administrative Proceeding, the court may staySRBA proceedings for that 
water right during the pendency of the ·administrative proceeding. Once the 
administrative proceeding is complete and all appeal times have run, IDWR shall 
submit a Notice qf Completed Administrative Proceeding with.an attached Amended 
Director's Report which shall report all administrative changes made pursuant to 
LC. § 42-222. IDWR shall include Amended Director's Reports for any and all 
overlapping water right claims. 
c. Amended Director's Reports shall be docketed in the subcases indicating the type of 
amendment made and will be reported in the Docket Sheet. Any party wishing to file 
an objection to an Amended Director's Report may do so by filing a Motion to File a 
Late Objection within 21 days following the notice of filing. the Amended Director's 
Report in the Docket Sheet. 
18. COURT INFORMATION FOR THE PUBLIC AND PARTIES 
The IW ATRS computerized register of actions (ROA) is available to the parties to the 
adjudication and the public. The SRBA Court's home page and electronic records can be 
accessed via the Internet at URL: www.srba.state.id.us. 
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR FILING 
OBJECTIONS TO WATER RIGHTS IN THE 
SNAKE RIVER BASIN ADJUDICATION 
The attached form is for yom use if you file an objection to a water right. You may copy or 
reproduce fhis blank form. 
To object to more than one water right, you must use a separate form for each objection and there 
must be only one objector for each form. 
Your objection must be received by the court on or before the deadline specified in the notice that 
the Idaho Department of Water Resources mailed to you. If you are filing 25 or more objections you must 
contact the Clerk of the SRBA court at least 14 days before the filing deadline and arrange an appointment 
for filing. 
You may attach any explanation or documentation that you feel is necessary to support your 
objection. 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETING THE OBJECTION FORi"1 
A. Subcase. Fill in the water right nL1D1ber1n which you are objecting at the top of the form in the blank 
following "Subcase." Toe water right number will become the Subcase Number. 
B. Name and Address of Person Objecting. Enter your name, address and daytime telephone in the 
blanks provided. 
C. Claimant of Water Right As Listed in Director's Report. Fill in the elaimantlowner blank of the 
water right to which you are o bjeeting as it is listed in the Director's R<,port. 
D. Elements of the Wate.r Right. If you disagree with one or more of the elements in the Director's 
Report, check the appropriate box( es) and v.Tite in the space provided what you think the element 
"should be." If you are objecting because you do not think a water right should exist or because a 
water right was not reeoromended and should be recommended, mark the appropriate box under 
No. 11 and explain your reason in paragraph E .. 
E. Reasons supporting objection. State the reason supporting your objection(s). 
F. Verification. You must sign the Objection fonn in front ofa notary. By filing this objection form, 
you are certifying that the objection is well-grounded in fact; that it is warranted by existing law or 
a good-faith argument for the extension, modification or reversal of existing law; and that it is not 
filed for any improper purpose, ;11ch as to harass, cause unnecessary delay or needlessly increase lhe 
cost oflitigation. 
G. Certificate of Mailing. Fill in the appropriate blanks for the date and the owner of the water right, 
and sign the form. Remember that the original copy of this Objection must be mailed to the Clerk 
of lhe SRBA District Court with copies mailed to the parties listed in this section. 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
In Re SRBA 





) _____________ ) 
Please fill in the following information: 
II Subcase ______ _ 
STANDARD FORM 1 
OBJECTION 
fin NAME AND ADDRESS OF PERSON OBJECTING 
Name: 
Address: 
Daytime Phone: _______ _ 
Name & Address of Attorney, if any: 
ii CLAIMANT OF WATER RIGHT AS LISTED IN DIRECTOR'S REPORT 
Name: 
Address: 
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I object to.the following elements as recommended in the Director's Report. (Please 
check the appropriate box(es)). 
1. • Name and Address 
Should be: 
2. • Sonrce 
Should.be: 
3. • Quantity 
Should be: 
4. • Priority Date 
Should be: 
5. • Point(s) of Diversion 
Should be: 
6. • fustream Flow Description 
Should be: 
7. • Pnrpose(s) of Use 
Should be: 
8. • Period of Year 
Should be: 
9. • Place of Use 
Should be: 
11. I object because: 
• This water right should not exist. 
• This water right was not recommended, but should be recommended with the elements 
described above. 
[ti REASONS SUPPORTING OBJECTION(S): 
SF.1 • Objection 
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VERIFICATION (Must be Completed) 
State of ______ __, 
)ss. 
County of _____ __, 
_______________ , duly sworn, upon oath, deposes and says: 
{Name of person filing objection) 
That I am the party/claimant filing this objection, as defined by I.C. §§ 42-1401A(l) and (6) 
or that I am the attorney for the party/claimant objecting and that I have read this objection, know 
its contents and believe that the statements are true 1D the best of my knowledge. 
Subscribed and sworn to before me on: 
SF.1 - Objection 
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(Signamre of person filing objection) __ 
(Attorney signing in represent:Lti.ve capacity) 
-----------------
Notary Public for ________ _ 
Residing at: ___________ _ 
My Commission Expires:_.---""'--'----
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR MAILING 
You must mail the objection, to the Clerk of the Court. FAX filings will not be 
accepted. You must also send a copy to all the parties listed below in the Certificate of 
Mailing. 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I certify that on _______ , 199_, I mailed the original and copies of this 
objection, including all attachments, to the following persons: 
1. Original to: 
Clerk of the District Court 
Snake River Basin Adjudication 
253 Third Avenue North 
PO Box2707 
Twin Falls, ID 83303-2707 
2. One copy to the claimant of the water right at the following address: 
Name: 
Address: 
3. Copies to: 
IDWR Document Depository 
PO Box 83720 
Boise, ID 83720-0098 
Chief, Natural Resources Division 
Office of the Attorney General 
State of Idaho 
PO Box 44449 
Boise, ID 83711-4449 
United States Department of Justice 
Environment and Natural Resource Division 
550 West Fort Street, MSC 033 
Boise, ID 83724 
SF.l - Objection 
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Signature of Objector or attorney 
mailing on Objector's behalf 
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR FILING RESPONSES TO 
OBJECTIONS TO WATERRIGHTS 
IN THE SNAKE RIVER BASIN ADJUDICATION 
The attached form is for your use if you file a response to an objection to a water right. You 
may copy or reproduce this blank form. 
You may respond to all Objections filed against one water right using one Response form. 
But you must use a separate form fur each different water right. If you choose to file one fonn 
to respond to all objections filed against the same water right, your Response should cover every 
issue raised in all the objections. 
Your Response must be received by the court on or before the deadline specified in the ·. 
notice that the Idaho Department of Water Resources mailed to you. If you are filing 25 or more 
Responses, you must contact the Clerk of the SRBA court at least 14 days before the filing deadline 
and arrange an appointment for filing. 
You may attach any explanation or documentation that you feel is necessary to support your 
Response. 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETING.THE RESPONSE FORM 
A. Subcase. This number must be the same as the Subcase Number on 1he Objection to which 
you are responding. 
B. Name and Address of Person Responding. Enter your name, address and daytime 
telephone in the blanks provided. 
C. Name and Address of the Person Who Filed the Objection. Enter the name and address 
of the person who filed the objection to which you are responding. 
D. Elements of the \Vater Right. Check the appropriate box for each contested element to 
which you are responding. 
E. Verification. You must sign the Response form in front of a notary. By filing this Response 
form, you are certirymg 1hat the response is well-grounded in fact; that it is warranted by 
existing law or a good-fui1h argument for the extension, modification or reversal of existing 
la\\-; and that it is not filed for any improper purpose, such as to harass, cause unnecessary 
delay or needlessly increase the cost of litigation. 
F. Certificate of Mailing. Fill in the appropriate blanks for the date, the claimant of the water 
right, and tbe party who filed the objection and sign the form. Remember that the original 
copy of this Response must be mailed to the Clerk of the SRBA District Court with copies 
mailed to the parties listed in this section. 
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!llli Subcase ______ _ 
(In,;e;rt water right nnmber 
From lhe Objection Form) 
STANDARD FORM 2 
RESPONSE TO OBJECTION 
Please print or type the following information: 
llJ NAME AND ADDRESS OF PERSON RESPONDING 
Name: 
Address: 
Daytime Phone: ________ _ 
Name & Address of Attorney, if any: 
11\ll! NAME AND ADDRESS OF PERSON WHO FILED THE OBJECTION TO 
WHICH YOU ARE RESPONDING 
Name: 
Address: 
SF.2 - Response to Objection 
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II I am responding to the objections to the following elements. (Please check the 
appropriate box(es)). 
l. D Name and Address 
2. • Source 
3. D Quantity 
4. • Priority Date 
5. • Point(s) of Diversion 
6. • Instream Flow Description 
7. • Purpose(s) of Use 
8. • Period of Year 
9. • Place of Use 
11. Recommendation 
• This water right should not exist. 
• This water right was not recommended, but should be recommended with the 
elements described above. -. 
VERIFICATION (Must be Completed) 
State of ______ _, 
)ss. 
County of _____ _, 
______________ , duly sworn, upon oath, deposes and says: 
That I am the party/clllimant filing tbis response as defined by LC. §§ 42-1401A(l) and 
(6) or that I am the attorney for the party/claimant responding and that I have read this 
response, know its contents and believe that the statements are true to the best of my 
knowledge. 
(Signature of person filing response) 
Subscribed and sworn to before me on: ________________ _ 
SF .2 - Response to Objection 
Amended 10116/97 
Notary Public for _______ _ 
Residing at:. __________ _ 
My Commission Expires: _____ _ 
Par,e 2 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR MAILING 
You must mail the response, including all attachments, to the Clerk of the Court. FAX 
filings will not be accepted. You must also send a copy to all the parties listed below in the 
Certificate of Mailing. 
CERTIFICATE OF MAJLING 
I certify that on _______ , 199 _, I mailed the original and copies of this 
response, including all attachments, to the following persons: 
1. Original to: 
Clerk offhe District Court 
Snake River Basin Adjudication 
253 Third Avenue North 
POBox2707 
Twin Falli;, ID 83303-2707 
2. One copy to the claimant of the water right at the following address: 
Name: 
Address: 
3. One copy to the party who filed the objection at the following address: 
Name: 
Address: 
4. Copies to: 
ID'\v'R Document Depository . 
PO Box 83720 
Boise, ID 83720-0098 
Chief, Natural Resources Division 
Office of the Attorney General 
State of Idaho 
PO Box44449 
Boise, ID 83711-4449 
SF .2 - Response to Objection 
Amended 10/16/97 
United States Department of Justice 
Environment & Natural Resource Division 
550 West Fort Street, MSC 033 
Boise, ID 83724 
Your signature or signature of attorney 
mailing on your behalf 
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(Insert water right number) 
STANDARD FORi\14 
MOTION TO FILE: 
• LATE NOTICE OF CLAIM 
-~------------) • AMENDED NOTICE OF CLAIM 
INSTRUCTIONS 
This fonn is used to file a late Notice of Claim or an amendment to a Notice of Claim in 
a reporting area where the Director's Report has been filed. Forms may be obtained from the 
SRBA Coon, the Idaho Department of Water Resources (IDWR), or you may copy or reproduce 
this blank fonn. If you copy or reproduce this fonn, please copy on both sides with the even-
number pages upside down. 
The water right Dlllllber for your late or amended claim must be indicated above in the 
blank space following ~Subcase. » You must use a separate form for each late or amended Notice 
of Claim. 
This form has been adopted by the court in SRBA Atbrdnistrative Order 1, Rules of 
Procedure (amended Sept 30, 1996), Section 4, which may be CO!l8Ulted for further information. 
By filing a Motion to File a Late Notice of Claim or a Motion to File an Amended Notice 
of Claim, you certify that it is well-grounded in fact; is warranted by existing law or a good-faith 
argument for the extension, modification or reversal of existing law; and is not filed for any 
improper purpose, such as to harass, cause unnecessary delay, or needlessly increase the cost of 
litigation. 
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D I have read SRBA Administrative Order 1, Rules of Procedure (amended Sept. 30, 1996). 
My name is ----------------------------
My address is----------------------------
My phone number is: Work -------- Home --------
I am an attorney representing ----------------------
My name is ----------------------------
My address is---------------------------
My phone number is ________________________ _ 
MOTION TO FILE A LATE NOTICE OF CLAIM 
A Motion to File a Late Notice of Claim will require a hearing before the Presiding Judge. 
D I did not file a Notice of claim to the use of water in the SRBA because: 
D I filed a Notice of Claim and elected to defer judicial proceedings on my domestic or stock 
watering use. I desire to reinstate my Notice of Claim for domestic or stock watering use. 
D I am providing legal and factual documentation for my claimed use of water. You must 
describe these documents and attach a readable copy. (You do not need to fill this out if 
you are reinstating a Notice of Claim for domestic or stock watering use, but you must 
attach a copy of your Notice of Claim.) 
SF.4 
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I have attached: 
•. A fully completed Notice of Claim (available from IDWR). 
D A claim filing fee for a domestic and stock watering use. IDWR may charge this fee 
pursuant to LC. § 42-1414. To determine this amount, contact IDWR at 
(800) 451-4129. I have enclosed a check payable to: State of Idaho Department of 
Water Resources in the amount of$ -----
D A claim filing fee and a late claim fee for those claims other than a domestic or stock 
watering use for which a notice of claim was not filed. To determine this amount, 
contact IDWR at (800) 451-4129. I have enclosed a check payable to: State of Idaho 
Department of Water Resources in the amount of $ ____ _ 
Follow these instructions regarding the hearing on this motion. 
1. Contact the Clerk of the SRBA Court (208-736-3011) to request a hearing date and 
time. 
2. Fill in the following information: 
This motion will be heard on __________________ _ 
(Insert Date and Time) 
at the SRBA courthouse, 253 Third Avenue North, Twin Falls, Idaho. 
MOTION TO FILE AN AMENDED NOTICE OF CLAIM 
A Motion to File an Amended Notice of Claim may require a hearing before the Presiding Judge 
or Special Master or may be granted by leave of the court or by written consent of the parties and 
the Idaho Department of Water Resources. Leave to amend a claim shall be freely given when 
justice so requires. 
D I must amend my Notice of Claim to the use of water in the SRBA because: 
SF.4 
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D I am providing legal and factual documentation to support my amended Notice of Clann. 
You must describe these documents and attach a readable copy. 
I have attached: 
D An amended Notice of Claim (available from IDWR). 
D Payment of the following additional fees required by IDWR: 
SF. 4 
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VERIFICATION (Must be completed) 
State of _______ _ 
County of ______ _ 
____________ , being frrst duly sworn, upon oath, deposes and says: 
(Insert name of pen;on filing fonn) 
That I am the party/claimant filing this motion for late or amended claim (as listed on 
Page 2) as defined by I.C. §§ 42-1401A(l) and (/) or that I am the attorney for the party/claimant 
filing this motion for late or amended claim and that I have read this motion, know its contents, 
and believe that the statements are true to the best of my knowledge. 
Signature of person filing motion 
Attorney signing in representative capacity 
Subscribed and sworn to before me on ________________ _ 
(Insert Date) 
Notary Public for _________ _ 
Residing at: ___________ _ 
My Commission expires: ______ _ 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR MAILING 
You must mail this form, including all attachments, to the Clerk of the SRBA Court. FAX 
filings will not be accepted by the SRBA Clerk of the Court. You must also send a copy to all 
the parties listed below in the Certificate of Mailing. 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I certify that on --------c----' 199_, I mailed the original and copies of this 
form, including all attachments, to the following persons by mailing the original and/or copies. 
postage prepaid and addressed as follows: 
L Original to: 
Clerk of the District Court 
Snake River Basin Adjudication 
253 Third Avenue North 
POBox2707 
Twin Falls, ID 83303-2707 
2. Copies to: 
IDWR Document Depository 
POBox83720 
Boise, ID 83720-0098 
Chief, N anrral Resources Division 
Office of the Attorney General 
State of Idaho 
PO Box 44449 
Boise, ID 83711-4449 
United States Department of Justice 
Environment and Nanrral Resource Division 
550 West Fort Street, MSC 033 
Boise, ID 83724 
3. If you are filing an amended Notice of Claim in a subcase being heard before the Presiding 
Judge or a Special Master, you must serve a copy on all parties to that subcase. 
(Insen Names/address of parties) 
Signature of person or attorney mailing the form 
SF.4 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 







) _____________ ) 
Subcase ________ _ 
(Insert Water Right Number) 
STANDARD FORM 5 
STIPULATED ELEMENTS OF A 
WATER RIGHT 
THIS FORM MAY ONLY BE USED IF ALL PARTIES HAVE STIPULATED TO.ALL 
ELEMENTS OF ONE WATER RIGHT AND MAY BE SUBMITTED AT ANY TIME 
FOLLOWING THE CLOSE OF THE STATUTORY RESPONSE PERIOD 
INSTRUCTIONS 
This form has been adopted by the court in SRBA Administrative Order 1, Rules of 
Procedure (amended Sept. 30, 1996), Section 4, which may be coIISlllted for further information. 
This form is used to report the stipulated elements of one water right acquired under state 
law and/or one federal reserved water right. Submission of this form will not automatically result 
in the issuance of a partial decree. The Presiding Judge or Special Master will conduct any 
hearing necessary to determine whether the facts, data, expert opinions and law support the 
issuance of a partial decree for the water right. 
The parties agree that the Snake River Basin Adjudication Court has jurisdiction of the 
parties and subject matter to enter a partial decree for this water right; that they have been served 
with sufficient process, according to the law; and that they have appeared, prosecuted, and 
defended their positions with regard to this water right dispute. 
A copy of this water right as recommended in the Director's Report shall be submitted 
with this form. A statement shall accompany each ele=nt of a water right. 
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Elements where there have been no objections should be listed exactly as they appear in 
the Director's Report. The statement as to these uncontested elements shall state "as 
recommended in the Director's Report." 
Contested elements that are the result of an objection filed with the court shall be 
accompanied by a statement fully describing all facts, documents, expert opinions, and law which 
support each element of the water right (attach additional pages if necessary). 
ELEMENTS 
1. Name and address of the claimant: 
Required statement: 
2. Source of water: 
Required statement: 
3. Quantity of water used: 
Required statement: 
SF.5 
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4. Priority date: 
Required statement: 
5. Legal description of the point(s} of diversion (if the claim is for an instream flow, then 
a legal description of the beginning and ending points of the claimed instream flow): 
Required statement: 
6. Purpose of use: 
Required statement: 
SF.$ 
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7. Period of year when the water is to be used: 
Required statement: 
8. Legal description of the place of use or of the reservation: 
Required statement: 
9. Annnal volume of conswnptive use: 
Required statement: 
SF.5 
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10. Other necessary matters: 
These matters are necessary because: 
These matters do not fall within the 9 elements listed above because: 
Review By IDWR 
To speed up entry of a decree, the parties are encouraged to talk to the Idaho Department 
of Water Resources (IDWR) about their proposed settlement and have IDWR indicate its 
concurrence by signing the Standard Form 5. 
When all parties have signed, a Standard Form 5 may be filed with the court without the 
concurrence ofIDWR. However, 1he parties must certify that they have served IDWR with a copy 
of Standard Form 5 and that they have made a good faith attempt to resolve the matter with 
IDWR. 
Within 14 days of filing a Standard Form 5 not containing an IDWR concurrence, IDWR 
shall file a statement of its position with the court. 
SF. S 
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IfIDWR has not concurred by sigrring below, signing parties certify that they have served 
a copy of this document on IDWR and have made a good faith attempt to obtain its concurrence, 
but bave failed. 
Signatures and Addresses of Parties and their Attorney of Record ( lll1llch additional page if necessary): 





Attorney of Record: Attorney of Record: 
Phone: Phone: 
Party's Signature Date Party's Signature Date 
Attorney's Signature Date Attorney's Signature Date 
Name: Name: 
Address: Address: 
City /State/Zip: City /State/Zip: 
Attorney of Record: Attorney of Record: 
Phone: Phone: 
Party's Signature Date Party's Signature Date 
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR MAILING 
You must mail this form, including all attacbments, to the Clerk of the SRBA Court. 
FAX filings will not be accepted by the SRBA Clerk of the Court. You must also send a 
copy to all the parties listed below in the Certificate of Mailing. 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I certify tbat on ________ , 199 , I mailed the original and copies of 
this form, including all attachments, postage prepaid and addressed as follows: 
1. Origina1 to: 
Clerk of the District Court 
Snake River Basin Adjudication 
253 Third Avenue North 
POBox2707 
Twin Falls, ID 83303-2707 
2. Copy to: 
Idaho Department of Water Resources 
Adjudication Bureau 
PO Box 83720 
Boise, ID 83720-0098 
3. Copies to all parties to the subcase (insert names and addresses): 
Signature of person or attorney mailing the form 
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DISTRICT COVRT-SRBA LAWRENCE G. WASDEN 
Attorney General 
State of Idaho 
County t;t}h ~u1/cial District 
w,n alls - State of Idaho 
CLIVE J. STRONG JUN - 1 2005 




NICHOLAS B. SPENCER, ISB No. 2911 
Deputy Attorneys General 
• V 
Deputy Clerk 
Idaho Department of Water Resources 
P.O. Box 83720 
Boise, ID 83720-0098 
Telephone: (208) 287-4800 
Telefax: (208) 287-6701 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
In Re SRBA AFFIDAVIT OF DANNI M. SMITH 
RE: SECOND ROUND 





SERVICE OF COMMENCEMENT NOTICE 
FOR BASIN 37, PART 1 
AFFIDAVIT REGARDING SECOND ROUND SERVICE OF 
COMMENCEMENT NOTICE FOR BASIN 37, PART 1 
I, Danni M. Smith, being first duly sworn on oath, depose and state as follows: 
1. I am employed by the Idaho Department of Water Resources ("IDWR") and have been so 
employed since August 14, 1988. I am the Administrative Assistant 1 for the Adjudication 
Bureau ofIDWR. I have been employed in this position since April 30, 1989. One ofmy duties 
AFFIDAVIT OF DANNI M. SMITH RE: SECOND ROUND SERVICE OF COMMENCEMENT NOTICE FOR 
BASIN 37, PART I - Page I 
in this position is assisting with the second round service for the Snake River Basin Adjudication 
("SRBA"). 
2. A Second Round Service of Commencement Notice for Basin 37, Part I (Second Round 
Notice") was prepared pursuant to Idaho Code§ 42-1408(4) and is attached hereto as Exhibit A 
and incorporated by this reference. 
3. On May 5, 2005, the Second Round Notice was mailed by certified mail, return receipt 
requested, to each of the persons listed on Exhibit B attached hereto. 
4. Pursuant to the Second Amended Second Round Service Order (hereinafter "Service 
Order") issued by the SRBA District Judge on January 14, 2000, the mailing list (Exhibit "B" for 
the Second Round Notice was compiled using procedures identified in the Service Order in part 
III. A. (Water Right Data Base), B. (GIS Evaluation and Second Round Service), and C. 
(Potentiallv Unclaimed Water Risrhts Discovered During the Investfoation of Claims). 
Unclaimed water rights were identified in Blaine, Elmore, Gooding and Lincoln Counties of 
Basin 37. In accordance with the Service Order, Anita Wamtjes, Grants Contract Program 
Specialist at IDWR, and I researched the county assessor and recorder databases for each of the 
listed counties to determine the chain of title for the unclaimed places of use. See Service Order 
at III. If ownership could not be ascertained, we used assessors' plat and subdivision maps, 
companion sheets, and database information to determine the current owner of the property as 
well as to identify all lien holders to the property. The list of current property owners was then 
reviewed to remove duplicate nan1es as required by the Service Order. See Service Order at IV. 
DATED this j_ 1-rJ:: day of May 2005. 
AFFIDAVIT OF DAKNI M. S:MITII RE: SECOND ROUND SERVlCE OF COMMENCEMENT NOTICE FOR 
BASIN 37, PART l - Page 2 
Danni . . Smith, SRBA Administrative Asst. 1 
Idaho Dept.of Water Resources 
SUBSCRIBED k"JD SWORN before me this o27 of May 2005. 
NOTARY PUBLIC for Idaho 
Residing at . Lfo i'J,,.JL ... · 
My Commission Expires ...... /(~·· f 4· ·· 2 () I cl . ' 
i\FFIDAVIT OF DANNI M. S:vf!TH RE: SECO~ ROlThl) SERVICE OF COMME:SCElV!ENT NUI1CE FOR 
BASIN 37, PART 1 · Page 3 
CERTIJ;'ICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this d7 of __ -==-!'~-~'' 2005, I caused to 
be served a true and correct copy of the foregoing by the follow· g method to: 
1. Original to: 
Clerk of the District Court 
Snake River Basin Adjudication 
253 Third Avenue North 
P.O. Box 2707 
Twin Falls, ID 83303-2707 
2. Copies to: 
United States Dept. of Justice 
Environment & Nat'l Resources Div. 
550 \Vest Fort Street, MSC 033 
Boise, ID 83724 
Chief, Natural Resources Division 
Office of the Attorney General 
State of Idaho 
P.O. Box 44449 
Boise, ID 83711-4449 
IDWR Document Repository 
P.O. Box 83720 
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Signatofe of person mailing form 
AFFIDAVIT OF DA:fNI M. SMITH RE: SECO~D ROU:,,JD SERVICE OF COM1vfENCE\1ENT NOTICE FOR 
BASDi 37, PART 1 - Page4 
101 RANCH INC 
8099 E HENDERSON HILL RD 
KING illLL ID 83633 
JOSEPH F AUSTIN 
POBOX547 
HAGERMAN ID 83332 
JAMES L BRAUN 
2359 E 1375 S 
GOODING ID 83330 
DANIEL L DA VIS 
PO BOX 714 
HAGERMAN ID 83332 
GARY T & GLENNA EDEN 
414N800W 
SHOSHONE ID 83352 
GRANT FLA VEL 
PO BOX68 
RICHFIELD ID 83349 
LARRY R GILBERT 
1800 E 1961 S 
GOODING ID 83330 
VERDA GOLD LIVING TRUST 
C/O STACEE PARKE 
POBOX545 
GOODING ID 83330 
GENE GOOLD 
PO BOX 1903 
TWIN FALLS ID 83303 
H & A LAND & CATTLE 
173 MILLARD RD 
DEITRICH ID 83324 
TOMARKOOSH 
POBOX32 
GOODING ID 83330 
BRADLEY M BOWMAN 
1048 E 2500 S 
HAGERWiAN ID 83332 
DAVID J & DEBRA L BROWN 
1853 E 1500 S 
GOODING ID 83330 
DICK WAITE FAMILY LTD 
321 VALLEY RD W 
HAGERMAN ID 83332 
JAY EDWARDS 
POBOX446 
SHOSHONE ID 83352 
DALE & BECKY GERRATT 
1533 SHOESTRING RD 
GOODING ID 83330 
JOHN H GOECKNER 
563 A A VE EAST 
WENDELL ID 83355 
GOODING HWY DIST 1 
POBOX266 
GOODING ID 83330 
ROBERT L GRUBBS 
PO BOX 171 
BLISS ID 83314-0171 
CRAIG S HADDEN 
POBOX649 
SHOSHONE ID 83352 
JOHN B HATFIELD & 
HATFIELD PROPERTIES 
1823 SHOESTRING RD 
GOODING ID 83330 
HENDREN TRUST 
6100HWY 1 
BODEGA BAY CA 94923 
RODNEY R HUBSMlTH 
POBOX65 
RICHFIELD ID 83349 
ROBIN LYNN JOHNSON 
500 RIVERVIEW DR 
GOODING ID 83330 
K & L SCHROEDER 
511 E SPRlNGCOVERD 
BLISS ID 83314 
TODD KUHN 
9204MILERD 
GOODING ID 83330 
LAWRENCE LANKFORD 
PO BOX 190 
RICHFIELD ID 83349 
JOE LEONARD 
PO BOX 167 
BLISS ID 83314 
LINCOLN COUNTY 
SHOSHONE ID 83352 
RH LOCKWOOD 
2429 ELLIS ST 
BOISE ID 83702 
DAVE HEATH 
POBOX3429 
OGDEN UT 84409 
JOHN W HERBERT 
PO BOX479 
KETCHUM ID 83340 
BT INC 
2225 US HWY 46 
GOODING ID 83330 
WILLIAM L JONES 
544POLARST 
BLISS ID 83314 
GARTH H KOYLE 
1820 SHOESTRING RD 
GOODING ID 83330 
LAIDLAW PARK CATTLE ASSOCIATION 
20132 HWY 2493 
CAREY ID 83320 
VIOLET LEGUINECHE 
2099 E 1400 S 
GOODING ID 83330 
KAREN & ROBIN LEZAMIZ 
980E 720N 
RICHFIELD ID 83349 
LINCOLN COUNTY INVESTMENTS LLC 
POBOX39 
RICHFIELD ID 83349 
LOW INVESTMENTS LP 
2344DUNYON 
EAGLE ID 83616 
M & S CHILDREN TRUST 
1420WHWY24 
PAUL ID 83347 
RUSSELL A & PAMELA LP ANTONE 
& PANTONE PROPERTIES 
325W 620N 
SHOSHO:-IB ID 83352 
ROGER LP ASCOE 
17748 E DORADO RD 
AURORA CO 80015 
W JAMES & MARY PETERSON 
201 LITTLE WOOD RIVER RESEVOIRRD 
CAREY ID 83320 
RANDALL QUIGLEY 
2244 S 1600 E 
GOODING ID 83330 
EPIGMENIO & ill ANA ROJAS 
BOX 109 
BELLEVUE ID 83313 
DON LEE & & DENNIS RAY RUSH 
BOX303 
CAREY ID 83320 
JOE SORENSON 
045 OLD STATE HIGHWAY 
CAREY ID 83320 
JOHN THOMAS STOKES 
1806 E 1400 S 
GOODING ID 83330 
KENT STOWE 
59 SUNNYSIDE DR 
JER01-1E ID 83338 
CRAIG R MUCHOW 
1451 S 1700E 
GOODIJ\G ID 83330 
STEPHEN H PARKE 
RT l BOX 121 
KING HILL ID 83633 
PETER BROOK PROPERTIES 
421 HWY75 
SHOSHONE ID 83352 
RUSSELL PHARRIS 
360ASPEN DR 
BLISS ID 83314 
RAfAEL & E~1MA RODRIGUEZ 
PO BOX 158 
RICHFIELD ID 83349-0148 
RICHARD ROSS 
PO BOX519 
SHOSHONt ID 83352 
ROBERT DOUGLAS SOIGNIER 
300S 724 W 
HEYBURN ID 83336 
SOUTH COLE VENTURES 
C/O CHUCK HILL 
PO BOX 1607 
BELLEVut WA 98009 
GREGG & ANNA STO\VE 
276 E 300 N 
JEROME ID 83338 
GALLEN STOVv'ELL 
346NHWY75 
SHOSHONE ID 83352 
T & T AGRI-BUSINESS LLC 
608 PINE ST 
GOODING ID 83330 
TRA-CO FARMS INC 
1509N 470 E 
SHOSHONE ID 83352 
WILDHORSE LAND & CATTLE 
PO BOX 14001 
KETCHUM ID 83340 
MARIE ELIZABETH TEWS 
680N 350 W 
SHOSHONE ID 83352 
DAVID L & LAURA K WHITE 
1967HWY26 
GOODING ID 83330 
BRENT & JOLENE WILLIAMS 
583 W720N 
SHOSHONE ID 83352 
FARMERS HOl'vIE ADMINISTRATION 
DEBTOR DON LEE & & DENNIS RAY RUSH 
PO BOX684 
SHOSHONE ID 83352 
CHASE MANHATfEN MORTGAGE CORP 
DEBTOR W JAMES & ~IARY PETERSON 
343 THORNALL ST 
EDISON NJ 08837 
OLD KENT MORTGAGE CO 
DEBTOR EPIGMENIO & JUANA ROJAS 
174 N ORCHARD ST 
BOISE ID 83 706 
FIRST HORIZON HO?\1E LOAN CORP 
LOAN #BG-04723 DEBTOR GARTH H KOYLE 
3505 E OVERLAND DR 
MERIDIAN ID 83642 
MAGIC VALLEY BANK LOAN #37004314 
DEBTOR DAVID L & LAURA K WHITE 
113 MAIN AVE W STE203 
T\VIN FALLS ID 83301 
NW FARM CREDIT LOAN #42782-442 
DEBTOR KAREN & ROBIN LEZAMIZ 
POBOX2515 
SPOKANE WA 99220-2515 
SA \VTOOTH CATTLE CO LAON #200487 
DEBTOR JOHN B HATFIELD & HATFIELD PROPERTIES 
2343 S 1800 E 
GOODING ID 83330 
FARMERS NATIONAL BANK LOAN #188584 
DEBTOR JOHN H GOECKNER 
PO BOX 546 
WEJ\.TIELL ID 83355 
FARMERS NATIONAL BANK LOAN #77014086 
DEBTOR TODD KUHN 
POBOX2706 
TWIN FALLS ID 83303-2706 
DL EVA.'-:S BANK LOA.'\T #10110112 
DEBTOR CRAIG S HADDEN 
378 FALLS A VE 
T\v1N FALLS ID 83301 
WELLS FARGO LAON #BOI MT2T20548. l 
DEBTOR DALE & BECKY GERRATT 
5000 BRITfONFIELD PARKWAY STE 900 
EAST SYACRUSE NY 13057 
MORTGAGE ELCTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEM 
LOAN #1721933 DEBTOREPIGMENIO & JCANA ROJAS 
POBOX2026 
FLINT MI 48501-2026 
WASHINGTON MUTUAL BANK 
DBA: WESTERN BANK WA. 'i #9001 
DEBTOR CRAJG R MUCHOW 
TWJN FALIS BUSINESS BANKING CENTER 
1411 FILLMORE 
TWIN FALLS ID 83303 
GENE & DONNA E EGELER LOAN #192459 
DEBTOR JOHN B HATFIELD & HATFIELD PROPERTIES 
1690 E 1700 S 
GOODING ID 83330 
NW FARl'vl CREDIT LOAN #44230-441 
DEBTOR RUSSELL A & PAI,fELAL PANTONE & PANTON 
PROPERTIES 
PO BOX2515 
SPOKANE \VA 99220-2515 
PACIFIC REPUBLIC Ml'G CORP LOAN #35436802 
DEBTOR RAFAEL & EMMA RODRIGUEZ 
7310 N 16TH ST #300 
PHOE:-IIX AZ 85020-5256 
LA VER,."ffi & JUDI SCHROEDER LOAN #200523 
DEBTORK & L SCHROEDER 
511 SPRING COVE RD 
BLISS ID 83314 
NW FARM CREDIT SERVICES44815-441 
DEBTOR J3T INC 
POBOX5059 
TWIN FALLS ID 83303-5059 
FARMERS NATIONAL B1\NKLOAN #76048643 
DEBTOR LINCOLN COUNTY INVESTMENTS LLC 
160 S IDAHO ST 
WENDELL ID 83352 
STEVE & LINDA JONES LOAN #GL-04299 
DEBTOR \vlLDHORSE LAND & CATTLE 
POBOX473 
SHOSHONE ID 83352 
'-,. ... ... 
• .. .. 
• _, 
... .. 
.... ... -.. -... 
• -.... ... .. ... -., 
... ... -.... ... ... ... 
.... 
"" .. .. 
IDWR Document Depository 
PO Box 83720 
Boise, ID 83 720-0098 
Chief Natural Resources Division 
Office of the Attorney General 
POBox44449 
Boise, ID 83711-4449 
United States Department of Justice 
Environment & Natural Resources Div. 
550 West Fort Street, MSC 033 
Boise, ID 83724 
ORIGINAL 
DISTRICT COURT - SABA 
Fifth Judlclal District 
County of Twin Falla -State of Idaho 
AUG 2 6 ·2014 
By _______ _ 
Clar1c 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
In Re SRBA 





) __________ ) 
FINAL UNIFIED DECREE 
I. PROCEDURE 
On June 17, 1987, the State ofldaho, ex rel. A. Kenneth Dunn in his official capacity 
as Director of the Idaho Department of Water Resources, filed a petition in the above-entitled 
Court seeking commencement of a "general adjudication inter se of all rights arising under 
state or federal law to the use of surface and ground waters from the Snake River basin water 
system and for the administration of such rights." Petition at 2. On November 19, 1987, this 
Court issued its Commencement Order thereby initiating the above-entitled general stream 
adjudication of all rights to the use of the waters of the Snake River Basin within the State of 
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Idaho pursuant to Idaho Code § 42-1406A (Supp. l 987).1 The Commencement Order 
adopted by reference this Court's October 14, 1987, ls{emorandum Opinion on 
Commencement of Acijudication as "further findings of faet and further conclusions of law as 
permitted by LR.C.P. 52(a)." Commencement Order at 4. 
As set forth in the Memorandum Opinion on Commencement of Adjudication, Idaho 
Code § 42-l 406A (Supp. I 987) required that the adjudication be commeneed within the 
terms of the McCarran Amendment, 43 U.S,C. § 666. This Court determined that for the 
adjudication to come within the terms of the McCarran Amendment the entire Snake River 
Basin water system within the State of Idaho had to be adjudicated. This Court defined the 
entire Snake River Basin water system within Idaho as follows: 
Beginning at the point where the southern bouadary line of the state of Idaho 
meets the western boundary line of the state of Idaho, then following the 
western boundary of the state north to the northern boundary of the Clearwater 
Basin, in Idaho, in section 36, T. 36 N., R. 6 W., B.M., then following the 
northern watershed divide of the Clearwater River Basin north and east to the 
eastern boundary of the state of Idaho in section 4, T. 42 N., R. 11 E., B.M., 
then following the eastern boundary of the state southeast to the northern 
boundary of the Bear River Basin in section 35, T. 10 S., R. 46 E., B.M., then 
following the northern watershed divide of the Bear River Basin, in Idaho, 
southwest to the southern boundary of the state of Idaho in section 26, T. 16 
S., R. 28 E., B.M., then following the southern boundary line of the state of 
Idaho west to the point of beginning. 
Commencement Order at 5. A map showing the boundaries of the Snake River Basin water 
system is attached for illustrative purposes as Attachment I, as required by Idaho Code § 42-
1413 (2003). The following counties are wholly located within the boundaries of the Snake 









1 ldaho Code~ 42-1406A was added by section l of chapter 18, 1985 Jd,iho Sess. Lat 28. Section 42-1406A 
was subsequently amended by section 11 of chapter 454, 1994 Idaho Sess. L. at 1452-53, and now appears as an 
uncodified law in the 1994 Idaho Session Laws. 
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Bingham Clearwater Jerome Teton 
Blaine Custer Lemhi Twin Falls 
Boise Elmore Lewis Valley 
Bonneville Fremont Lincoln Washington 
Butte Gem Madison 
Camas Gooding Minidoka 
Commencement Order at 5. The following counties are partly located within the boundaries 
of the Snake River Basin water system: 









The Commencement Order also determined that "all classes of water uses ... '.'.1-tbin 
the water system [must] be adjudicated as part of the Snake River Basin adjudication." Id. 
At 6. On January 17, 1989, however, this Court entered its Findings of Fact, Conclusions of 
Law, and Order Establishing Procedures for Adjudication of Domestic and Stock Water Uses 
that allowed claimants of de minimis domestic and stock water rights, as defined in Idaho 
Code § 42-1401A(5) and (12) (Supp. 1988), to elect to defer adjudication of their claims; 
provided, all such claimants "shall be joined as parties in this proceeding and will be bound 
by all decrees entered in this case, including the final decree." Findings of Fact at 3. 
The Commencement Order directed the Director of the Idaho Department of Water 
Resources ("Director"): 1) to investigate the water system as provided in Idaho Code§ 42-
1410 (Supp. 1987); 2) to prepare the notice of order commencing a general adjudication 
containing that information required by Idaho Code§ 42-1408A(l) {Supp. 1987); 3) to serve 
notice of the order commencing a general adjudication in accordance with chapter 14, title 
42, Idaho Code; and 4) to file with this Court affidavits and other documents stating the 
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persons served with a notice of order commencing the adjudication. Commencement Order 
at 7-8 . 
Based upon the claims submitted; the files and records of the Idaho Department of 
Water Resources and the Court; the examination of the ditches, diversions, lands irrigated, 
and other uses of water within the water system; the Director's Reports and evidence herein, 
this Court enters the following findings of fact and conclusions of law: 
II. FINDINGS OF FACT 
1. All requirements for joinder of the United States as a party under state and federal 
Jaw, including but not limited to 43 U.S.C. § 666, have been satisfied. 
2. The Nez Perce Tribe participated in this proceeding by filing notices of claim for 
water rights reserved under federal law and by filing a general notice of appearance with the 
Court Notice of Claim to a Water Right Reserved Under Federal Law (filed with Dept. of 
Water Res. March 25, 1993); Notice of Appearance (March 18, 1993) . 
3. The Northwestern Band of the Shoshoni Nation participated in this proceeding by 
filing notices of claim for water rights reserved under federal law and by filing a general 
notice of appearance with the Court. Partial Protective Filing by the Northwestern Band of 
the Shoshoni Nation of Notices of Claim for Water Rights Reserved Under Federal Law 
(filed \vith Dept. of Water Res. March 25, 1993); Notice of Appearance on Behalf of the 
Northwestern Band of the Shoshoni Nation (March 22, 1993). 
4. The Shoshone-Bannock Tribes sought and were granted intervention in this 
proceeding. Order Granting Permissive Intervention by the Shoshone-Bannock Tribes 
(April 12, 1993). 
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5. The Shoshone-Paiute Tribes of the Duck Valley Indian Reservation sought and were 
granted intervention in this proceeding. Motion to Intervene and Request for Expedited 
Hearing (SRBA Consolidated Subcase '.',To. 51-12756, Jan. 12, 1999); Order Granting 
Tribes' Motion to intervene, Order Requiring Written Status Reports and Order for 
Scheduling Conference Reports (SRBA Subcases Nos. 51-12756 et al., Dec. 6, 1999). 
6. The Director served notice of the commencement of the Snake River Basin 
Adjudication ("SRBA") in accordance with chapter 14, title 42, Idaho Code and the orders of 
this Court. This included service of the notice of commencement on the State of Idaho and 
the United States; service of the notice of commencement on all other persons by publication; 
service of the notice of commencement by posting in each county courthouse, county 
recorder's office and county assessor's office in which any part of the water system is 
located; service of the notice of commencement by mail on each person listed as owning real 
property on the real property assessment roll within the boundaries of the Snake River Basin 
water system; and filing of a copy of the notice of commencement in the office of the county 
recorder in each county in which any part of the water system is located. 
7. In addition to the steps taken in paragraph 6, the Idaho Department of Water 
Resourees also served notices of commencement on persons who may have used water 
within the water system, but were not listed as owners of real property. The sources of 
information the Idaho Department of Water Resources reviewed for this purpose were: 
1) water right records of the Idaho Department of Water Resources for each basin wholly or 
partly within the water system; 2) cooperating farm/ranch operator records of the United 
States Department of Agriculture, Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service for 
each basin wholly or partly within the water system; and 3) mining claim records on federal 
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land of the United States Department ofinterior, Bureau of Land Management for each basin 
wholly or partly within the water system. 
8. The Director has completed an examination of the Snake River Basin water system 
and submitted Director's Reports to ".his Court in conformance with the requirements of 
chapter 14, title 42, Idaho Code and the orders of this Court 
9. As required by title 42, chapter 14, Idaho Code and this Court's orders, claims to 
water rights arising under state or federal law to the use of the surface and ground waters 
from the Snake River Basin water system have been adjudicated resulting in the issuance of 
partial decrees that have been certified as final pursuant to I.R.C.P. 54(b }. 2 
10. Idaho Code § 42-1412(8) (2003) provides that: "Upon resolution of all objections to 
water rights acquired under state law, to water rights established under federal law, and to 
general provisions, and after entry of partial decree(s), the district court shall combine all 
partial decrees and the general provisions into a final decree." The Court finds that the 
conditions ofidaho Code § 42-1412(8) (2003) have been met V'.'.ith respect to the water rights 
identified in Attachments 2, 4, 5 and 6 and the general provisions in Attachment 3, enabling 
the Court to issue this Final Unified Decree. 
III. CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
l. The SRBA is a general stream adjudication inter se of all water rights arising under 
state or federal law to the use of surface and ground waters from the Snake River Basin water 
system and for the administration of such rights. 
2. The State ofidaho is a party to this proceeding. 
2 At the time of entry of this Final t:nified Decree there are a total of l 03 subcases pending final resolution. A 
separate Order Regarding Subcases Pending Upon Entry of Final Unified Decree is being entered 
contemporaneously herewith, which provides for the continued processing of lhe subcases listed lherein. 
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3. The Director was withdrawn as a party to thls proceeding in 1994. Idaho Code§ 42-
1401B (2003); State of Idaho, ex rel. Higginson v. United States, 128 Idaho 246, 256-57, 912 
P.2d 614, 624-25 (1995). 
4. The Cnited States is a party to this proceeding under 43 U.S.C. § 666. 
5. This Final Unified Decree is conclusive as to the nature and extent of all rights of the 
United States to the use of the waters of the Snake River Basin water system within the State 
of Idaho with a priority date before November 19, J 987, including, but not limited to, water 
rights held by the United States in trust for any Indian tribe, except for those water rights 
expressly exempted by Idaho Code§ 42-1420 (2003) or by order of this Court. 
6. The Nez Perce Tribe, the Northwestern Band of the Shoshoni Na:ion, the Shoshone-
Bannock Tribes, and the Shoshone-Paiute Tribes of the Duck Valley Indian Reservation are 
parties to this proceeding. 
7. The Consent Decree Approving Entry of Partial Final Decrees Determining the 
Rights of the United States as Trustee for the Benefit of the Nez Perce Tribe and the Nez 
Perce Tribe to the Use of Water in the Snake River Basin within Idaho and Partial Final 
Decrees Determining Minimum Stream Flow Water Rights Held by the Idaho Water 
Resources Board with its six attachments dated January 30, 2007 ( "Nez Perce Consent 
Decree"), is included in Attachment 4 and is hereby incorporated into this Final l.'.nified 
Decree by reference. The Nez Perce Consent Decree is conclusive as to the nature and 
extent of all rights of the Nez Perce Tribe to the use of the waters of the Snake River Basin 
water system within the State ofldaho with a priority date before November 19, 1987, except 
for t.11.ose water rights expressly exempted by Idaho Code § 42-1420 (2003) or by order of 
this Court. 
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8. The Revised Partial Final Consent Decree Determining the Righrs of the Shoshone-
Bannock Tribes to the Use of Water in the Upper Snake River Basin, dated August 13, 2014 
("Shoshone-Bannock Consent Decree"), is included in Attachment 4 and is hereby 
incorporated into this Final Cnified Decree by reference. The Shoshone-Bannock Consent 
Decree is conclusive as to the nature and extent of all rights of the Shoshone-Bannock Tribes 
to the use of the waters of the Snake River Basin water system within the State of Idaho with 
a priority date before November 19, 1987, except for those water rights expressly exempted 
by Idaho Code§ 42-1420 (2003) or by order ofthls Court. 
9. The Revised Consent Decree Approving Entry of Partial Decrees Determining the 
Rights of the United States as Trustee for the benefit of the Shoshone-Paiute Tribes to the 
Use of Water in the Snake River Basin within Idaho with its three attachments, dated 
December 12, 2006 ("Shoshone-Paiute Consent Decree"), is included in Attachment 4 and is 
hereby incorporated into this Final Unified Deccee by reference. The Shoshone-Paiute 
Consent Decree is conclusive as to the nature and extent of all rights of the Shoshone-Paiute 
Trihes of the Duck Valley Indian Reservation to the use of the waters of the Snake River 
Basin water system ',vi thin the State of Idaho with a priority date before November 19, 1987, 
except for those water rights expressly exempted by Idaho Code § 42-1420 (2003) or by 
order of this Court. 
10. This Final Unified Decree is conclusive as to the nature and extent of all rights of the 
Northwestern Band of the Shoshoni Nation to the use of the waters of the Snake River Basin 
water system 'Within the State of Idaho with a priority date before November 19, 1987, except 
for those water rights expressly exempted by Idaho Code § 42-1420 (2003) or by order of 
this Court. 
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11. Claimants in each of the SRBA basins received notice of the commencement of the 
SRBA in accordance with chapter 14, title 42, Idaho Code and orders of this Court These 
notice procedures satisfy constitutional due process requirements. LU Ranching Co. v. US., 
138 Idaho 606 (2003). 
IV. ORDER 
NOW THEREFORE this Court ORDERS, ADJLTIGES A.ND DECREES as follows: 
I. This Final Unified Decree is conclusive as to the nature and extent of all water rights 
within the Snake River Basin within the State of Idaho with a priority date prior to 
November 19, I 987, except the following described water rights shall not be lost by failure to 
file a notice of claim, as provided in Idaho Code § 42-14 20 (2003 ): 
a. Any domestic and stock water right, as defined in Idaho Code § 42-111 
(1990), Idaho Code § 42-1401A(5) (1990}, and Idaho Code§ 42-1401A(l2) 
(1990), the adjudication of which was deferred in accordance with this Court's 
June 28, 2012, Order Governing Procedures in the SRBAfor Adjudication of 




A water right application for permit filed under chapters 2 or 15, title 4 2, 
Idaho Code; 
A water right permit issued under chapters 2 or 15, title 42, Idaho Code, 
unless the Director required the permit holder to file a notice of claim in 
accordance with subsection (7) of section 42-1409, Idaho Code; 
A water right license issued under chapters 2 or 15, title 42, Idaho Code, if 
proof of beneficial use was not filed with the Department of Water Resources 
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before November 19, 1987, unless the Director required the license holder to 
file a notice of claim in aeeordance with subsection (7) of section 42-1409, 
Idaho Code; and 
A claim to a water right under federal law, if the priority of the right claimed 
is later than November 18, 1987. 
All other water rights with a priority before November 19, 1987, not expressly set forth in 
this Final Cnified Decree are hereby decreed as disallowed.3 Any water rights with a priority 
date subsequent to November 18, 1987, were not required to be claimed in the SRBA, but to 
the extent any such water rights were claimed in the SRBA and a partial deeree issued, the 
partial decree is conclusive as to the nature and extent of the right. 
2. All partial decrees issued by this Court are set forth in Attachments 2 and 4 to this 
Final Unified Deeree and are incorporated herein by reference. 
3. Attachment 2 consists of a name index and a copy of all partial decrees issued by this 
Court. 
4. General provisions decreed by this Court are set forth in Attachment 3 to this Final 
Unified Decree and are incorporated herein by reference. 
5. Attachment 4 consists of the fe<leral and tribal reserved water rights partially decreed 
and/or otherwise memorialized in a consent decree issued in conjunction ·with the approval of 
a federal reserved water right settlement, including all consent decrees and all attachments 
thereto; all partial decrees issued by this Court as part of the respective settlements; and all 
Federal, State and/or Tribal legislation ne-eessary to enact and approve the water right 
settlements. In the case of any conflict between this Final Unified Decree and the partial 
'Excepting those claim numbers listed in the Order Regarding Subcases Pending Upon Entry of Final Unified 
Decree entered contemporaneously herewith, 
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consent decrees approving reserved water right settlements, the partial consent decrees 
approving the reserved water right settlements as set forth in Attachment 4 shall control. 
6. All claims to water rights filed in this proceeding that were decreed disallowed by this 
Court are set forth in Attachment 5 to this Final Unified Decree and are incorporated herein 
by reference. 
7. The water right numbers for those water rights of record with the Idaho Department 
of Water Resources that were required to be claimed but were not claimed in this proceeding 
and therefore were decreed disallowed by this Court are set forth in Attachment 6 and are 
incorporated herein by reference. The portion of any disallowed water right that was 
deferrable pursuant to this Court's June 28, 2012, Order Governing Procedures in the SRBA 
for Adjudication of Deferred De Minimis Domestic and Stock Water Claims is not affected 
by this paragraph. 
8. This Final Unified Decree is binding against all persons including any persons that 
deferred filing of domestic and/or stock water claims pursuant to this Court's June 28, 2012, 
Order Governing Procedures in the SRBA for Adjudication of Deferred De .Minimis 
Domestic and Stock Water Claims, which is set forth in Attachment 7 to this Final Unified 
Decree and is incorporated herein by reference. 
9. The adjudication of deferred domestic and stock water claims and the administration 
of such rights prior to their adjudication shall be governed by this Court's June 28, 2012, 
Order Governing Procedures in the SRBA for Adjudication of Deferred De Minimis 
Domestic and Stock Water Claims and applicable state law. 
10. All water rights based on beneficial uses, licenses, permits, posted notices, and 
statutory claims required to be claimed in this proceeding are superseded by this Final 
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Unified Decree. Provided, however, this Final Unified Decree does not supercede the third-
party beneficiary contractual rights conferred on certain classes of water rights pursuant to 
the "Contract to Implement Chapter 259, Sess. Law 1983" as authorized by 1983 Idaho Sess. 
Laws 689 and codified as Idaho Code § 61-540 (2002). The scope of third-party 
beneficiaries and contract rights are defined in this Court's Order on State of Idaho's Motion 
for Partial Summary Judgment on Issue No. 2. Subcase No. 00-91013 (Basin-Wide Issue 13) 
(July 12, 2011) included as Attachment 9. 
11. All prior water right decrees and general provisions within the Snake River Basin 
water system are superseded by this Final Unified Decree except as expressly provided 
otherwise by partial decree or general provisions of this Court. 
12. This Final Unified Decree shall not be construed to define, limit or otherwise affect 
the apportionment of benefits to lands within an irrigation district pursuant to chapter 7, 
title 43, Idaho Code. 
13. This Final Unified Decree shall not be construed to supersede or affect otherwise the 
following: I) any administrative changes to the elements of a water right completed after the 
entry of a partial decree but prior to the entry of this Final Unified Decree; or 2) elements of 
a water right defined by a license where, in accordance with Idaho Code § 42-1421(3) 
(2003), a partial decree was issued based on a permit prior to the issuance of the license. 
14. The time period for determining forfeiture of a partial decree based upon state law 
shall be measured from the date of issuance of the partial decree by this Court and not from 
the date of this Final Unified Decree. State law regarding forfeiture does not apply to partial 
decrees based upon federal law. 
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15. The decreed water rights shall be administered in the Snake River Basin water system 
in accordance ·with this Final Unified Decree and applicable federal, state and tribal law, 
including the administrative provisions set forth in the federal reserved water right settlement 
agreements in Attachment 4. 
16. Nothing in this Final Unified Decree shall be interpreted or construed as exempting 
the holder of a decreed water right based on state law from exercising or changing such right 
in compliance with applicable Idaho law. 
17. 1bis Court retains jurisdiction of this proceeding to: a) resolve any issues related to 
the Final Unified Decree that are not reviewable under the Idaho Administrative Procedures 
Act and/or the rules of the Idaho Department of Water Resources; b) adjudicate any domestic 
or stock water rights deferred under this Court's June 28, 2012, Order Governing Procedures 
in the SRBA for Adjudication of Deferred De Min/mis Domestic and Swck Water Claims; 
and c) enter partial decrees, orders of disallowance, or other final determination for the 
pending subcases listed in the Order Regarding Subcases Pending Upon Enlry of Final 
Unified Decree entered contemporaneously herewith. Any order amending or modifying this 
Final Unified Decree, including the attachments hereto, will be entered on the register of 
action for Civil Case No. 39576 in the District Court of the Fifth Judicial District of the State 
of Idaho, in and for the County of Twin Falls, and will be filed with the Idaho Department of 
Water Resources in lieu of issuing an Amended Final Unified Decree. Attachment 8 
contains instructions on how to access any orders amending this Final Unified Decree. 
18, The incorporation by reference of partial decrees and orders of this Court contained in 
the AttaclL'Ilents to this Final Unified Decree does not constitute a reissuance of such partial 
decrees and orders . 
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19. This Final Unified Decree, including the entirety of Attachments I through 10 listed 
below, shall be entered in the records of the clerk of the District Court for the Fifth Judicial 











Snake River Basin Water System Map. 
Partially Decreed Water Rights, including a name 
index, consisting of 770 pages. 
General Provisions, consisting of 113 pages. 
Federal and Tribal Reserved Water Right Settlements, 
including all Consent Decrees and all Attachmen:s 
thereto, all Partial Decrees issued by this Court as part 
of the Respective Settlements, and all Federal, State 
and/or Tribal Legislation Necessary to Enact and 
Approve the Water Right Settlements consisting of 
2,857 pages. 
List of Water Right Numbers for Filed Water Right 
Claims Decreed as Disallowed consisting of 66 pages. 
List of Water Right Numbers for Unclaimed Water 
Rights Decreed as Disallowed consisting of 24 pages. 
June '.28, 2012, Order Governing Procedures in the 
SRBA for Adjudication of Deferred De Minimis 
Domestic and Stock Water Claims consisting of 6 
pages. 
Instructions on Searching the Final Unified Decree 
consisting of 5 pages. 
Order on State of Idaho's A1otion for Partial Summary 
Judgment on Issue No. 2. Subcase No. 00-91013 
(Basin-Wide Issue 13) (July 12, 2011 ). 
Register of Actions, Twin Falls County Case No. 39576 
(i.e., SRBA Main Case). 
20. A certified paper and electronic copy of the entire Final Unified Decree shall be 
provided to the Director. The Director shall record the Final Unified Decree excluding all 
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Attachments other than Attachments 7 and 8 in the office of the county recorder of each 
county in which the place of use or point of diversion of any individual decreed water right in 
the Final Unified Decree is located. The Director shall maintain a copy of the Final Unified 
Decree for public inspection. 
DATED this 25th day of August, 2014. 
Presiding udge 
Snake River Basin Adjudication 
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LIST OF WATER RIGHT 
NUMBERS FOR UNCLAIMED 
WATER RIGHTS DECREED AS 
DISALLOWED consisting of 
24 pages. 
UNCLAIMED WATER RIGHTS 
Subcase Nos: 
01-00011 01-02076 03-02016 21-02026 21-02157K :n-04164 
01-00012 01-04000 03-02026 21-02027 21-02157M 21-04165 
01-00077 01-04008 03-02027 21-02028 21-021S7N 21-04166 
Ol-00083R 01-04009 03-02044 21-02029 21-021S7Q 21-04169 
01-00083V 01-04011 03-02047 21-02032 21-02167 21-07014 
01-00090 01-04012 03-04007 21-02033 21-02169 21-07015 
Ol-00116AQ 01-04013 03-0401S 21-02042 21-02173 21-07022 
01-0011711.S 01-04016 03-04020 21-02052 21-04004 21-07023 
Ol-00118AQ 01-04018 03-07014 21-020S3 21-04013 21-07043 
Ol-00118AT 01-04019 03-07023 21-02058 21-04014 21-07074 
01-00130 01-04022 03-07026 21-02059 21-04015 21-07141 
01-00146X 01-04023 03-07032 21-0206S 21-04022 21-07166 
01-00168 01-04027 21-00013 21-02066 21-04023 21-07299 
01-00173 01-04029 21-00038 21-02071 21-04032 21-07320 
01-00174 01-04031 21-0005S 21-02072 21-04034 21-07358 
01-00178 01-04032 21-00056 21-02075 21-04035 22-00001 
01-00189 01-04034 21-00057 21-02076 21-04048 22-00002 
01-00197 01-04037 21-00058 21-02080 21-04051 22-00003 
01-00228 01-04039 21-00062 21-02087 21-04052 22-00004 
01-00282 01-04040 21-00064 21-02091 21-04053 22-00005 
01-00283 01-04042 21-00068 21-02094 21-04054 22-00006 
01-00289 01-04043 21-00074B 21-02096 21-04056 22-00010 
Ol-00292A 01-04044 21-00078 21-02098 21-04058 22-00013 
Ol-00292B 01-04059 21-00080 21-02111 21-04067 22-00014 
01-00293 01-07030 21-00087 21-02145 21-04068 22-00018 
01-00308 01-07032 21-00089 21-02149 21-04073 22-00019 
Ol-00310J 01-07036 21-00098A 21-02155 21-04074 22-00020 
01-00314 01-07037 21-00104 21-02156B 21-04080 22-00021 
01-00318 01-07047 21-00113 21-02156C 21-04081 22-00022 
01-0032S 01-07050 21-00136 21-02156D 21-04082 22-00023 
01-00364 01-07052 21-00160 21-02156E 21-04095 22-00025 
01-00365 02-02000 21-00164 21-02156F 21-04106 22-00029 
01-00366 02-02003 21-00167 21-02156G 21-04107 22-00031 
01-00367 02-02004 21-00174 21-02156H 21-04111 22-00036 
01-02001 02-02006 21-00175 21-02156J 21-04117 22-00037 
01-0200S 02-02011 21-00180 21-021S6K 21-04122 22-00040 
Ol-02007B 02-02015 21-00181 21-02156M 21-04132 22-00044 
01-02008 02-02017 21-02002 21-02156N 21-04135 22-00051 
01-02011 02-02019 21-02008 21-02156P 21-04136 22-000S3 
01-02012A 02-02031 21-02009 21-02156Q 21-04142 22-00062 
Ol-02012B 02-020S8 21-02010 21-021568 21-04143 22-00066 
01-02018 02-02152 21-02012A 21-02156X 21-04145 22-00082 
01-02020 02-04014 21-02013 21-02157A 21-04149 22-00085 
01-02021 02-04023 21-02014 21-02157B 21-04150 22-00091 
01-02023 02-07277 21-0201S 21-02157C 21-04152 22-00097 
01-02024 02-07300 21-02016 21-02157D 21-04158 22-00098 
01-02034 02-07321 21-02019 21-02157E 21-04159 22-00099 
01-02035 02-07327 :n-02020 21-02157F 21-04160 22-00100 
01-02052 02-07366 21-02021 21-02157G 21-04161 22-00101 
01-02075 03-02014 21-0202s 2 l-02157H 21-04162 22-00102 
(Subcase list: UNCLAIMFD 
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UNCLAIMED WATER RIGHTS 
Subcase Nos: 
22-00103 22-00248 22-00439 22-00603 22-02081 22-04158 
22-00104 22-00258 22-00445 22-00609B 22-02089 22-04160 
22-00105 22-00266 22-00447 22-00617 22-02104 22-04164 
22-00106 22-00274 22-00448A 22-00623 22-02108 22-04171 
22-00109 22-00279A 22-00448B 22-00642 22-02110 22-04176 
22-00115 22-00279B 22-00453 22-00649 22-02112 22-04178 
22-00116 22-00283 22-00458 22-00652 22-02114 22-04186 
22-00117B 22-00284A 22-00471 22-00661 22-02116 22-04187 
22-00118 22-00284B 22-00475 22-00670 22-02121 22-04188 
22-00119 22-00285A 22-00478A 22-00688 22-02127 22-07017 
22-00120 22-00285B 22-00478B 22-02002B 22-02133 22-07081 
22-00121 22-00291 22-00479 22-02004 22-02157 22-07102 
22-00123 22-00293 22-00484 22-02006 22-02160 22-07124 
22-00124 22-00294 22-00485 22-02010 22-02167 22-07281 
22-00125 22-00295 22-00491B 22-02011 22-02218 22-07327 
22-00126 22-00301 22-00496 22-02016 22-02228 22-07331 
22-00128 22-00316 22-00497 22-02020A 22-02301 22-07337 
22-00138 22-00322 22-00503 22-02020B 22 02302 22-07442 
22-00145A 22-00323 22-00504A 22-02020C 22-02304 22-07465 
22-00150A 22-00327 22-00504B 22-02020D 22-04003B 22-07471 
22-00150B 22-00328 22-00507 22-02020E 22-04014 23-00001 
22-00157A 22-00329 22-00518 22-02020F 22-04021 23-00002 
22-00157B 22-00331 22-00519 22-02020G 22-04022 23-00004 
22-00159A 22-00332 22-00522 22-02020H 22-04023 23-00005 
22-00159B 22-00333 22-00523A 22-02021 22-04030 23-00006 
22-00168 22-00343A 22-00523B 22-02023 22-04036 23-00007 
22-00172A 22-00343B 22-00525 22-02024 22-04037 23-00027 
22-00172B 22-00345 22-00528 22-02026 22-04043 23-00031 
22-00177 22-00346 22-00529A 22-02031 22-04054 23-00032 
22-00182 22-00352 22-00532 22-02036 22-04058 23-00033 
22-00194 22-00353A 22-00534 22-02041 22-04059 23-00034 
22-00200 22-00353B 22-00536 22-02043 22-04060 23-00035 
22-00201 22-00358 22-00543 22-02044 22-04061 23-00036 
22-00206 22-00359 22-00544 22-02045 22-04062 23-00039 
22-00209 22-00363 22-00546 22-02047 22-04066 23-00040 
22-00213 22-00364 22-00547 22-02051 22-04071 23-00041 
22-00215 22-00368 22-00556 22-02053A 22-04075 23-00051 
22-00217 22-00370 22-00557 22-02054 22-04088 23-00056A 
22-00219 22-00371 22-00566B 22-02055 22-04104 23-00056B 
22-00220 22-00372 22-00569 22-02056 22-04115 23-00058 
22-00227 22-00388 22-00573 22-02061 22-04119 23-00065A 
22-00232 22-00394 22-00574 22-02062 22-04124 23-00065B 
22-00233 22-00399 22-00577 22-02066 22-04125 23-00066 
22-00234 22-00401 22-00578 22-02068 22-04136 23-00068 
22-00236 22-00414 22-00580 22-02070 22-04137 23-00073 
22-00242 22-00419 22-00584 22-02071 22-04142 23-00089 
22-00243 22-00430 22-00595 22-02073 22-04143 23-00095 
22-00244 22-00431 22-00596 22-02074 22-04147 23-00100 
22-00246 22-00437 22-00597 22-02076 22-04149 23-00102 
22-00247 22-00438 22-00599 22-02078 22-04151 23-00103 
(Suhcase list: 1JNCLAIMFD 
8/08/14 .,, 
'- ~ "' 
UNCLAIMED WATER RIGHTS 
Subcase Nos: 
23-00108 24-00008 25-00046 25-00158 25-02016 25-04042 
23-00109 24-02000A 25-00047 25-00159 25-02017 25-04053 
23-00112 24-02008A 25-00048 25-00160 25-02018 25-04055 
23-02002 24-020083 25-00049 25-00161 25-02019 25-04059 
23-02003 24-02014 25-00050 25-00162 25-02021 25-04060 
23-02004 24-02019A 25-00051 25-00163 25-02024 25-04066 
23-02007 24-020193 25-00052 25-00164 25-02027 25-04071 
23-02009 24-02021 25-00054 25-00165 25-02032 25-04081 
23-02010 24-02024 25-00069 25-00169 25-02033 25-04116 
23-02012 24-02027 25-00077 25-001743 25-02034 25-04119 
23-02013 24-02029 25-00079B 25-00179 25-02040 25-04139 
23-02014 24-02032 25-00081 25-00183 25-02041 25-04149 
23-02020 24-04004 25-00082 25-00184 25-02043 25-04170 
23-02026 24-04005 25-00083 25-00187 25-02046 25-04177 
23-02027 24-04014 25-00084 25-00189 25-02048 25-04193 
23-02028 24-04036 25-00093 25-00190 25-02049 25-04195 
23-02029 24-04037 25-00094 25-00193 25-02051 25-04205 
23-02031 24-04041 25-00095 25-00196 25-02052 25-04209 
23-02033 24-04042 25-00097 25-00197 25-02053 25-04215 
23-02034 24-04045 25-00100 25-00198 25-02056 25-04220 
23-02035 24-04072 25-00101 25-00199 25-02057 25-04221 
23-02038 24-04075 25-00104 25-00200 25-02058 25-04242 
23-02039 24-04086 25-00106 25-00201 25-02059 25-04247 
23-02041 24-07006 25-00107 25-00202 25-02062 25-04253 
23-02042 25-00004 25-00108 25-00203 25-02068 25-04256 
23-02043 25-00005 25-00109 25-00206 25-02070 25-04260 
23-02046 25-00006 25-00111 25-00210 25-02071 25-04267 
23-02051 25-00007 25-00115 25-00211 25-02073 25-04269 
23-02078 25-00009 25-00116 25-00213 25-02074 25-04274 
23-02082 25-00010 25-00123 25-00215 25-02076 25-04280 
23-02084A 25-00023 25-00124 25-00216 25-02085 25-04298 
23-02085 25-00026 25-00125 25-00217 25-02089 25-04302 
23-02087 25-00027 25-00126 25-00218 25-02090 25-04303 
23-02088 25-00028 25-00128 25-00219 25-02094 25-07011 
23-02089 25-00029 25-00129 25-00220 25-02112 25-07049 
23-02091 25-00030 25-00130 25-00221 25-02117 25-07054 
23-04002 25-00031 25-00131 25-00222 25-02140 25-07063 
23-04005 25-00032 25-00132 25-00233 25-02141 25-07078 
23-04056 25-00033 25-00133 25-00248 25-02155 25-07079 
23-04057 25-00034 25-00134 25-00259B 25-02164 25-07085 
23-04058 25-00035 25-001358 25-00260 25-02166 25-07091 
23-04066 25-00036 25-00138B 25-00268 25-02168 25-07104 
23-04067 25-00037 25-00142 25-02002 25-04003 25-07156 
23-07004 25-00038 25-00146 25-02003 25-04007 25-07157 
23-07030 25-00039 25-00147A 25-02004A 25-04008 25-07164 
23-07034 25-00040 25-00149 25-02004B 25-04013 25-07165 
23-07044 25-00041 25-00151 25-02005 25-04020 25-07173 • 
24-00004 25-00042 25-00154 25-02007 25-04021 25-07176 
24-00005 25-00044 25-00156 25-02008 25-04029 25-07177 
24-00007 25-00045 25-00157 25-02015 25-0403 8 25-07179 
(Subcase list: UNCLAIMFD 
8/08/14 " ,J 
UNCLAIMED WATER RIGHTS 
Subcase Nos, 
25-07197 27-00092 27-02159 29-00154 29-00346 29-02000 
25-07260 27-00093 27-02160 29-00155 29-00347 29-02002 
25-07264 27-00095 27-02166 29-00160B 29-00353 29-02003 
25-07270 27-00096 27-02167 29-00161 29-00354 29-02004 
25-07279 27-00097 27-02169 29-00181 29-00355 29-02006A 
25-07284 27-00098 27-02171 29-00186 29-00358 29-02006B 
25-07293 27-00099 27-04012 29-00194 29-00359 29-02008 
25-07309 27-00101 27-04060 29-00197 29-00360 29-020098 
25-07334 27-00103 27-04067 29-00199 29-00361 29-02011 
25-07339 27-00107 27-04069 29-00201 29-00367B 29-02012 
25-07342 27-00108 27-040948 29-00202 29-00382 29-02013 
25-07355 27-00109 27-04105 29-00212 29-00391 29-02015 
25-07356 27-00114 27-04114 29-00254 29-00392 29-02024 
25-07369 27-02005 27-04123 29-00255 29-00397 29-02025 
25-07378 27-02006 27-04130 29-00257 29-00398 29-02026 
25-07388 27-02011 27-04131 29-00262 29-00399 29-02027 
25-07390 27-02014 27-04134 29-00263 29-00400 29-02028 
25-07397 27-02019B 27-04135 29-00264 29-00427 29-02029 
25-07410 27-02020 27-04145 29-00265 29-00428 29-02030B 
25-07496 27-02023 27-04158 29-00266 29-00429 29-02031 
27-00004B 27-02024 27-04159 29-00267 29-00431 29-02032A 
27-00004C 27-02025 27-04160 29-00268 29-00432 29-02032B 
27-00004D 27-02027A 27-04161 29-00269 29-00441 29-02033 
27-00004E 27-02027B 27-04162 29-00270 29-00445 29-02038A 
27-00008 27-02030A 27-04163 29-00277B 29-00447 29-02038B 
27-00010 27-02030B 27-04164 29-00278A 29-00450 29-02040 
27-00016D 27-02033 27-07030 29-00279B 29-00451 29-02043 
27-00016E 27-02035 27-07033 29-00280 29-00452 29-02050 
27-00018 27-02044 27-07090 29-00281 29-00453 29-02051 
27-00029F 27-02045 27-07116 29-00283 29-00479 29-02053 
27-00033 27-02046 27-07150 29-00284 29-00482A 29-02054 
27-00036 27-02047 27-07154 .29-00295 29-00482B 29-02055 
27-00037D 27-02059 27-07288 29-00300 29-00483 29-02056 
27-00046 27-02061 27-07346 29-00303 29-00484 29-02058 
27-00048 27-02063 27-07357 29-00304 29-00493 29-02059 
27-00057 27-02064 27-07378 29 00305 29-00498 29-02062 
27-00071 27-02067 27-07431 29-00308 29-00507 29-02066 
27-00072 27-02071 29-00008 29-00310 29-00508 29-02069 
27-00075 27-02072 29-00009 29-00312 29-00518 29-02072 
27-00077 27-02076 29-00022 29-00313 29-00519 29-02073 
27-00078 27-02082 29-00029 29-00315 29-00522 29-02075 
27-00079 27-02083 29-00049 29-00316 29-00594 29-02078 
27-00080 27-02084 29-00050 29-00323 29-00597 29-02080 
27-00081 27-02095 29-00060 29-00324 29-00601 29-02081 
27-00082 27-02102 29-00095 29-00325 29-00605 29-02082 
27-00083 27-02113 29-00129 29-00332A 29-00606B 29·02083A 
27-00084 27-02121 29-00135 29-003328 29-00607 29-02083B 
27-00086 27-02125B 29-00136 29-00343 29-00608 29-02084 
27-00090 27-02132 29-00145 29-00344 29-00609 29-02087 
27-00091 27-02157 29-00151 29-00345 29-00610 29-02089 
(Subcase list: UNCLAIMFD 
8/08/14 
UNCLAIMED WATER RIGHTS 
Subcase Nos: 
29-02092 29-02227 29-04044 29-04362 29-07197 31-00222 
29-02093 29-02228 29-04046 29-04363 29-07214 31-00223 
29-02094 29-02229 29-04048 29-04370B 29-07219 31-00228 
29-02095 29-02233 29-04055 29-04371 29-07249 31-00230 
29-02096 29-02235 29-04057 29-04375 29-07376 31-00233 
29-02097 29-02237B 29-04064E 29-04383 29-07380 31-00234 
29-02099 29-02240 29-04068 29-04387 29-07383 31-00236 
29-02101 29-02243 29-04072 29-04396 29-0740BB 31-00259 
29-02104 29-02245 29-04073 29-04399 29-07418 31-00260 
29-02105 29-02246 29-04076 29-04410 29-07420B 31-00261 
29-02106B 29-02254 29-04082 29-04416 29-07469 31-00266 
29-02111 29-02272 29-04086 29-04419 29-07473 31-00288 
29-02113 29-02277 29-04089 29-04420 29-07515 31-00303 
29-02114 29-02290 29-04097 29-04426 29-07525 31-00305 
29-02120 29-02308 29-04131 29-04427 29-07562 31-00318 
29-02121 29-02314 29-04137 29-04438 29-07576 31-00320 
29-02124 29-02318 29-04138 29-04439 29-07657 31-00322 
29-02126 29-02320 29-04139 29-04452 29-07684 31-00325 
29-02127 29-02321 29-04142 29-04454 29-07737 31-00353 
29-02128 29-02346 29-04149 29-04459 29-07744 31-00375 
29-02133 29-02353 29-04151 29-04465 29-07761 31-00377 
29-02134 29-02355 29-04153 29-04469 29-07826 31-02000A 
29-02136 29-02357 29-04158 29-04472 31-00009 31-02000C 
29-02140 29-02361 29-04163 29-04473 31-00010 31-02000D 
29-02143 29-02369A 29-04169B 29-04474 31-00014 31-02001 
29-02145 29-023698 29-04174 29-04475 31-00016 31-02002 
29-02146 29-02392 29-04196 29-04476 31-00017 31-02008 
29-02151 29-02399 29-04197 29-04477 31-00021 31-02009 
29-02156 29-02411 29-04204 29-04478 31-00044 31-02012 
29-02157 29-02424A 29-04205 29-04479 31-00045 31-02014 
29-02160 29-02432 29-04231 29-04480 31-00068 31-02018 
29-02161 29-02434 29-04232 29-04481 31-00069 31-02020 
29-02164 29-02436 29-04266 29-04482 31-00093 31-02023 
29-02165 29-02440 29-04283 29-04483 31-00094 31-02026 
29-02166 29-02446 29-04287 29-04484 31-00103 31-02027 
29-02167 29-02461 29-04290 29-04485 31-00107 31-02029 
29-02168 29-02473 29-04295 29-04486 31-00108 31-02030 
29-02171 29-02479 29-04299 29-04488 31-00109 31-02033A 
29-02185 29-02520B 29-04303 29-04490 31-00148 31-02033B 
29-02186 29-02544 29-04314 29-04496 31-00149 31-02034 
29-02190 29-02553 29-04334 29-04498 31-00152 31-02035 
29-02191 29-02572 29-04340 29-07030 31-00153 31-02036 
29-02197 29-04001 29-04345 29-07034 31-00154 31-02038A 
29-02199 29-04003 29-04346B 29-07047 31-00170 31-02038B 
29-02200 29-04004 29-04347 29-07052 31-00171 31-02041 
29-02201 29-04021B 29-04348 29-07075B 31-00172 31-02042 
29-02206 29-04023 29-04351 29-07077 31-00182 31-02043 
29-02215 29-04024 29-04357 29-07090 31-00183 31-02044A 
29-02216 29-04027 29-04358 29-07188 31-00204 31-02044B 
29-02220 29-04040 29-04361 29-07192 31-00217 31-02046 
(Subcase list: UNCLAIMFD t". 
8/08/14 J 
UNCLAIMED WATER RIGHTS 
Subcase Nos: 
31-02048 31-0:n 10 32-00057 33-02026 34-00853 34-02047 
31-02050 31-02171 32-00081 33-02030 34-00854 34-02051 
31-02052 31-02176 32-00082 33-02035 34-00857 34-02054 
31-02054 31-02177 32-00084 33-02036 34-00858 34-02056 
31-02055 31-02181 32-00100 33-02073 34-00863 34-02057 
31-02057 31-02182 32-02003 33-02140 34-00876 34-02058 
31-02058 31-02184 32-02004 33-02150 34-00877 34-02059 
31-02059 31-02189 32-02006 33-02152 34-00882 34-02061 
31-02060 31-02190 32-02007 33-07033 34-00900 34-02066 
31-02061 31-02204 32-02033 33-07228 34-00906 34-02067 
31-02062A 31-02205 32-02034 34-00001 34-00920 34-02068 
31-02062B 31-02220 32-02035 34-00027 34-00928 34-02070 
31-02066 31-02230 32-02036 34-00037 34-00933 34-02072 
31-02068 31-02244A 32-02037 34-00051 34-00940 34-02073 
31-02070 31-02250 32-02040 34-00075 34-00941 34-02074 
31-02071 31-02260 32-02042 34-00090 34-00942 34-02076 
31-02072 31-02283 32-02044 34-00091 34-00965B 34-02077 
31-02073 31-02400 32-02054 34-00101 34-00966 34-02078 
31-02076 31-04002 32-02057 34-00150 34-00968 34-02079 
31-02082 31-04003 32-02074 34-00168C 34-00969 34-02080 
31-02086 31-04006 32-02136 34-00176B 34-02000 34-02081 
31-02087 31-04013 32-02137 34-00183 34-02002 34-02083 
31-02088 31-04014 32-02138 34-00185 34-02003 34-02086 
31-02090 31-04020 32-02166 34-00190 34-02004 34-02087 
31-02096 31-04035 32-02167 34-00202 34-02008 34-02089 
31-02102 31-04036 32-02168 34-00203 34-02009 34-02091 
31-02106 31-04068 32-04002 34-00204 34-02010 34-02093 
31-02107 31-04070 32-04003 34-00205 34-02013 34-02094 
31-02109 31-04073 32-04047 34-00206 34-02014 34-02095 
31-02110 31-04078 32-04048 34-00260 34-02016 34-02096 
31-02111 31-04080 32-04063 34-00261 34-02017 34-02098 
31-02113 31-04091 32-04064 34-00262A 34-02020 34-02100 
31-02115 31-04094 32-04065 34-00285 34-02021 34-02101 
31-02117 31-04103 32-04067 34-00286 34-02023 34-02104 
31-02118 31-04109 32-04068 34-00306 34-02024A 34-02105 
31-02123 31-04113 32-04069 34-00345 34-02024B 34-02106 
31-02127 31-04118 32-07020 34-00396E 34-02025 34-02107 
31-02128 31-04120 32-07115 34-00402 34-02027 34-02109 
31-02130 31-04121 32-07123 34-00419 34-02028 34-02110 
31-02131 31-04124 32-07125 34-00545B 34-02029 34-02111 
31-02138 31-04136 33-00033B 34-00578 34-02031 34-02112 
31-02140 31-04137 33-00067 34-00604 34-02032 34-02113 
31-02144 31-04138 33-00102 34-00670 34-02034 34-02114 
31-02145 31-04139 33-00103 34-00671 34-02035 34-02115 
31-02153 31-04140 33-00111 34-00679 34-02036 34-02118 
31-02155 31-07085A 33-00118 34-00706 34-02037 34-02120 
31-02158 31-07130 33-02004 34-00744 34-02039 34-02123 
31-02160 31-07336 33-02010 34-00748 34-02041 34-02124 
31-02162 31-07339 33-02013 34-00749 34-02043 34-02128 
31-02165A 31-07413 33-02017 34-00846 34-02044 34-02131 
(Subcase list, UNCLAIMFD ) 
8/08/14 6 
UNCLAIMED WATER RIGHTS 
Subcase Nos: 
34-02132 34-02455 35-00025 35-02616 35-04232 36-00148 
34-02136 34-02470 35-00026 35-02671 35-04235 36-00150 
34-02137 34-02514 35-00027 35-02760 35-04238 36-00151 
34-02138 34-02601 35-00030 35-02780 35-04239 36-00153 
34-02139A 34-04000 35-00031 35-02790 35-04257 36-00154 
34-02139B 34-04007 35-00032 35-02886 35-04259 36-00155 
34-02141 34-04012 35-00033 35-02887 35-04262 36-00156 
34-02142 34-04014 35-00034 35-02891 35-04264 36-00157 
34-02143 34-04020 35-00035 35-02988 35-04265 36-00158 
34-02147 34-04021 35-00043 35-02994 35-04267 36-00159 
34-02150 34-04024 35-00044 35-02997 35-04270 36-00160 
34-02152 34-04025 35-00050 35-03004 35-04273 36-00161 
34-02153 34-04030 35-00056B 35-03005 35-04278 36-00162 
34-02154 34-04036 35-02000 35-03006 35-07381 36-00163 
34-02157 34-04038 35-02003 35-03007 35-07446 36-00164 
34-02164 34-04050 35-02004 35-04001 35-07482 36-00165 
34-02166 34-04051 35-02005 35-04002 35-07527 36-00170 
34-02168 34-04071 35-02006 35-04010 35-07577 36-00171 
34-02169 34-04072 35-02007 35-04027 35-07578 36-00172 
34-02178 34-04073 35-02008 35-04033 35-07606 36-00173 
34-02179 34-04075 35-02010B 35-04035 35-08010 36-00174 
34-0:2180 34-04080 35-02011 35-04036 35-08020 36-00175 
34-02182A 34-04082 35-02020 35-04041 35-08185 36-00177 
34-02182B 34-04088 35-02021 35-04042 35-08339 36-00178 
34-02183 34 04090 35-02023 35-04043 36-00013 36-00179 
34-02186 34-04091 35-02027 35-04048 36-00014 36-00180 
34-02188 34-04092 35-02028 35-04060 36-000:20 36-00181 
34-02196 34-04095 35-02036 35-04067 36-00038 36-00182 
34-02197 34-04129 35-02038 35-04086 36-000408 36-00183 
34-02198 34-04134 35-02040 35-04097 36-00045 36-00184 
34-02200 34-07062 35-02047 35-04108 36-00052 36-00186 
34-02213 34-07191 35-02053 35-04109 36-00053 36-00187 
34-02217 34-07284 35-02054B 35-04123 36-00055AB 36-00188 
34-02228 34-07285 35-02057 35-04126 36-00056 36-001898 
34-02230 34-07350 35-02063 35-04128 36-00078 36-00195 
34-02238 35-00003 35-02105 35-04133 36-00083 36-001,17 
34-02249 35-00004 35-02118 35-04143 36-00107 36-00198B 
34-02250 35-00005 35-02146 35-04162 36-00114 36-02001 
34-02264 35-00008 35-02162 35-04165 36-00118 36-02003A 
34-02268 35-00009 35-02193 35-04173 36-001248 36-02003B 
34-02270 35-00011 35-02195 35-04174 36-00126 36-02005 
34-02301 35-00012 35-02196 35-04178 36-00127 36-02012 
34-02327 35-00013 35-02254 35-04185 36-00137 36-02015 
34-02338 35-00014 35-02343 35-04186 36-00140 36-02020 
34-02339 35-00016 35-02378 35-04197 36-00142 36-02022 
34-02446 35-00017 35-02414 35-04200 36-00143 36-02023 
34-02448 35-00021 35-02460A 35-04202 36-00144 36-02025 
34-02449A 35-00022 35-02578 35-04216 36-00145 36-02029 
34-02450 35-00023 35-02587 35-04217 36-00146 36 02030 
34-02451 35-00024 35-02607 35-04224 36-00147 36-02033 
(Subcase list: UNCI.J\.IMFD 
8/08/14 7 
ONCLAIMED WATER RIGHTS 
Subcase Nos: 
36-02036 36-04034 36-07183 37-00124 37-00360 37-00700 
36-02042 36-04039 36-07261 37-00146 37-00362 37-00703D 
36-02070D 36-04041 36-07339 37-00147 37-00363H 37-00704B 
36-02091 36-04054 36-07375 37-00148 37-00364C 37-00708 
36-02150 36-04055 36-07439 37-00152 37-00364H 37-00711 
36-02153A 36-04056 36-07482 37-00156 37-00364.J 37-00714 
36-02160B 36-04063 36-07500 37-00165 37-00382 37-00721 
36-02172B 36-04066 36-07530 37-00166 37-00383 37-00723 
36 02174B 36-04067 36-07637 37-00179 37-00385 37-00729 
36-02183 36-04070 36-07849 37-00182A 37-00413 37-00742 
36-02218 36-04077 36-07867 37-00185 37-00414 37-00749A 
36-02222 36-04093 36-07880 37-00212B 37-00435B 37-00749B 
36-02223 36-04095 36-07891 37-00234A 37-00442 37-00755 
36-02226 36-04105 36-07893 37-00237A 37-00445 37-00765 
36-022.34 36-04106 36-07910 37-00237B 37-00462 37-00770A 
36-02235 36-04107 36-07972 37-00242 37-00478 37-00770B 
36-02240 36-04111 36-07982 37-00243 37-00479B 37-00809 
36-02275 36-04112 36-07987 37-00244 37-00484 37-00812 
36-02278 36-04116 36-07988 37-00251 37-00502 37-00813 
36-02281 36-04118 36-08066 37-00261 37-00515 37-00816 
36-02287 36-04128 36-08071 37-00264 37-00518 37-00829 
36-02291 36-04149 36-08109 37-00266 37-00519 37-00830 
36-02292 36-04150 36-08160 37-00276G 37-00520 37-00832 
36-02293 36-04160 36-08173 37-00290 37-00531A 37-00837 
36-02353 36-04161 36-08193 37-00291 37-00532 37-00838 
36-02367B 36-04162 36-08210 37-00298A 37-00534 37-00839 
36-02368B 36-04163 36-08211 37-00298B 37-00535 3 7-00840 
36-02375 36-04164 36-08287 37-00302A 37-00540 37-00841 
36-02392 36-04165 37-000140 37-00316B 37-00541 37-00842 
36-02402 36-04166 37-00023 37-00318B 37-00550 37-00843 
36-02411 36-04167 37-00030 37-00318C 37-00553 37-00853 
36-02462 36-04168 37-00031 37-00323 37-00554 37-00858 
36-02534 36-04173 37-00052 37-00324 37-00555 37-00860 
36-02601 36-04176 37-00065 37-00325A 37-00556 37-00864 
36-02602 36-04177 37-00071A 37-00325B 37-00573 37-00866 
36-02677 36-04185 37-00073 37-00331. 37-00575 37-00879 
36-02686 36-04189 37-00074 37-00334A 37-00602 37-00883A 
36-02687 36-04194 37-00075 37-00334D 37-00603 37-00886F 
36-02695 36-04208 37-00076 37-00334G 37-00605 37-00888 
36-02699 36-04216 37-00093 37-00335 37-00610 37-00890 
36-02702 36-04223 37-00094 3.7-00336 37-00615 37-00894A 
36-02731A 36-04225 37-00100 37-00337B 37-00628 37-00896 
36-02731B 36-04226 37-00103 37-00339 37-00644 37-00897 
36-02901 36-04229 37-00105C 37-00340 37-00666B 37-00898 
36-04003 36c04236 37-00106E 37-00342 37-00685B 37-00900 
36-04022 36-04238 37-00113J 37-00346 37-00691F 37-00901 
36-04028 36-04247 37-00122A 37-00347 37-00697 37-00902A 
36-04029 36-04249 37-00122B 37-00348 37-00698 37-00902B 
36-04030 36-04251 37-00123A 37-,00349 37-00699A 37-00903 
36-04031 36-04262 37-00123B 37-00350 37-00699B 37-00904 
(Subcase list: UNCLAIMFD 
8/08/14 
UNCLAIMED WATER RIGHTS 
Su.bcase Nos: 
37-00907 37-01121 37-02080 37-02193 37-02331 37-02491 
37-00908 37-01122 37-02081 37-02194 37-02334 37-02503 
37-00909 37-01128 3 7-02082 37-02197 37-02335 37-02511 
37-00910 37-01129 37-02083 37-02203 37-02340 37-02520 
37-00911 37-01.130 37-02084 37-02204 37-02342 37-02521 
37-00912 37-01133 37-02086 37-02205 37-02343 37-02522 
3 7-00913 37-01171 3 7-02088 37-02208 37-02348 37-02529 
37-00914 37-01180 3 7-02090 37-02209 37-02353 37-02533 
37-00915 37-01182 3 7-02091 37-02210 37-02358 37-02534 
37-00916 37-01193 3 7-02093 37-02213 37-02359 37-02537 
37-00920 37-01194 3 7-02100 37-02214 37-02369 37-02555 
37-00921 37-01196 37-02105 37-02216 37-02370 37-02574 
37-00922 37-01220 3 7-02106 37-02219 37-02371 37-02585 
37-00923 37-01221 37-02107A 37-02225 37-02372 37-02590 
37-00936 37-01224D 37·02107B 37-02232 37-02374 37-02603 
37-00937 37-01229 37-02111 37-02235 37-02381 37-02617 
37-00938 37-01234 37-02112 37-02236 37-02382 37-02620 
3 7-00940 37-01235 37·02113 37-02237 37-02389 37-02634B 
37-00943A 37-01237 37-02115 37-02238 37-02390 37-02655 
37-00943B 37-01245 37-02119 37-02239 37-02391 37-02659 
37-00943D 37-02004 37-02120 37-02241 37-02392 37-02674 
37-00943E 37-02009 37-02121 37-02253 37-02393 37-02677 
37-00944A 37-02011 3 7-02129 37-02254 37-02395 37-02691 
37-00944C 37-02014 37-02130 37-02263 37-02397 37-02718 
37-00944D 37-02023 37-02132 37-02267 37-02401 37-02721 
37-00944E 37-02025 37-02133 37-02272 37-02406 37-02731 
37-00946 37-02027 37-02134 37-02278 37-02407 37-02752A 
37-00949 37-02028 37-02135 37-02279 37-02408 37-02765 
37-00955 37-02029 37-02136 37-02280 37-02409 37-02767 
37-00968 37-02036 37-02137 37-02281 37-02412 37-02768 
37-00979 37-02037 37-02141 37-02288 37-02421 37-02770 
37-00985 37-02042 37-02143 37-02291 37-02423 37-02772 
37-00992 37-02044 37-02145 37-02292 37-02424 37-02775 
37-01015 37-02047 37-02146 37-02295 37-02434 37-02786 
37-01019 37-02048 37-02149 37-02298 37-02436 37-02793A 
37-01020 37-02050 37-02150 37-02299 37-02439 37-02793B 
37-01023 37-02053 37-02151 37-02301A 37-02442 37-02798 
37-01024 37-02054 37-02155 37-02301B 37-02448 37-02801A 
37-01025 37-02058 37-02159 37-02304 37-02450 37-03156 
37-01044 37-02059 37-02164 37-02305 37-02454 37-04000 
37-01045 37-02060 37-02167 37-02307 37-02459 37-04001 
3 7-01050 37-02061 37-02171 37-02308 37-02461 37-04003 
37-01055 37-02064 37-02175 37-02313 37-02463 37-04006 
37-01069 37-02065 37-02181 37-02314 37-02464 37-04027 
37-0l071A 37-02068 37-02182 37-02315 37-02465 37-04028 
37-0107lB 37-02072 37-02183 37-02322 37-02485 37-04036 
37-01091 37-02073 37-02184 37-02323 37-02486 37-04043 
37-01093 37-02077 37-02186 37-02325 37-02487 37-04046 
37-01104A 37-02078 37-02187 37-02328 37-02488 37-04047 
37-01111 37-02079 37-02189 37-02330 37-02490 37-04056A 
(Subcase list: UNCLAIMFD 
8/08/14 9 
UNCLAIMED WATER RIGHTS 
Subcase Nos: 
37-04056B 37-04361 37-08278 41-04020 43-02046B 43-02296A 
37-04064 37 04371 37-30000J 41-04021 43-02047 43-02331A 
37-04065 37-04380 37-30000M 41-04033 43-02053 43-02372 
37-04068 37-04382 3 7-30000N 41-04036 43-02054 43-02430 
37-04073 37-04406 37-30001 41-07054 43-02057 43-02490 
37-04075 37-04411 37-30002 43-00055 43-02059 43-02497 
37-04079 37-04422 37-30003 43-00056 43-02069 43-02526 
37-04088 37-04423 37-30004 43-00057 43-02071 43-02563 
37-04092 37-04424 37-30005 43-00069 43-02072 43-02577 
37-04094 37-04425 37-30006 43-00122 43-02075 43-02583 
37-04102 37-04426 37-30007 43-00127B 43-02081 43-02588 
37-04103 37-04428 37-30008 43-00128B 43-02093 43-04001 
37-04110 37-04431 37-30010 43-00132 43-02096 43-04019 
37-04113 37-07021 37-30011A 43-00143 43-020970 43-04020 
37-04115A 37-07048 37-30012 43-00179 43-02099 43-04028B 
37-04143 37-07056 37-30013 43-00180 43-02100 43-04032 
37-04153 37-07057 37-30015 43-00181B 43-02103 43-04039 
37-04154 37-07060 37-30016 43-00183 43-02105 43-04044 
37-04161 37-07068 37-30017 43-00197 43-02108 43-04059 
37-04164 3 7-07073 37-30018 43-00198 43-02112 43-04067 
37-04165 37-07097 37-30019 43-00199 43-02113 43-04068 
37-04171 37-07141 37-30020 43-00210 43-02114 43-04070 
37-04176 37-07155 37-30021 43 00282 43-02121 43-04079 
37-04179 37-07156 37-30022 43-00308 43-02122 43-04080 
37-04190 37-07161 37-30023 43-00309 43-02125 43-04104 
37-04222 3 7-07182 37-30024C 43-00310 43-02132 43-04108 
37-04230 37-07190 37-30025 43-00311 43-02134A 43-04129 
37-04231 37-07212 37-30026 43-00312 43-02134B 43-04139 
37-04232 37-07250 37-30027 43-00313 43-02135 43-04142 
37-04233 37-07254 37-30028 43 00343 43 02137 43-04143 
37-04234 37-07263 37-30029 43-00351 43-02140 43-04144 
37-04235 37-07342 37-30031 43-00352 43-02156 43-04153 
37-04243 37-07347 37-30032 43-00427B 43-02157 43-04180 
37-04244 37-07449 37-30033 43-00472 43-02160 43-04182 
37-04253 37-07529 37-30034 43-02008 43-02163 43-04196 
37-04256 37-07578 37-30035 43-02012 43-02172 43-04200 
37-04257 37-07621B 37-30036 43-02017 43-02174 43-04201 
37-04262 37-07750 37-30038 43-02019 43-02182 43-04204 
37-04290 37-07778 37-30039 43-02028 43-02189 43-04205 
37-04299 37-07791 41-00010 43-02029 43-02194 43-04214 
37-04310 37-07946 41-00011 43-02030 43-02196 43-04220 
37-04316 37-07951 41-00014 43-02032 43-02209 43-04228B 
37-04318 37-07959B 41-00045 43-02033 43-02213 43-07019 
37-04321 37-07998 41 00054 43 02034 43-02218 45-00571B 
37-04330 37-08033 41-02002 43-02035 43-02219 45-00573 
37-04345 37-08037 41-02003 43-02037 43-02220 45-00668 
37-04346 37-08046 41-02010 43-02038 43-02235 45-00670A 
37-04347 37-08049 41-02011 43-02039 43-02250 45-00670C 
37-04348 37-08134 41-02018 43-02041 43-02253 45-00724 
37-04360 37-08241 41-04015 43-02043 43-02274 45-00725A 
(Subcase list: UNCLAIMFD } 
8/08/14 10 
UNCLAIMED WATER RIGHTS 
Suhcase Nos: 
45-00725B 45-02501 45-04170 45-07528 47-00150 47-02162 
45-00725C 45-02507 45-04182 45-07530 47-00151A 47-02165 
45-00725D 45-02535 45-04183 45-07534 47-00151C 47-02183 
45-02000 45-02536 45-04184 45-07542 47-00159 47-02192B 
45-02005 45-02598 45-04188 45-07566 47-00165 47-02193 
45-02021 45-02607 45-04189 45-07569 47-00166 47-02201 
45-02023 45-02608A 45-04190 45-07570 47-00203 47-02211 
45-02027 45-02609 45-04196 45-07593 47-02015 47-02214 
45-02028A 45-02610 45-04203 45-07596 47-02019A 47-02216 
45-02029 45-02618 45-04206 45-07597 47-02019B 47-02221 
45-02034 45-02619 45-04207 45-07598 47-02020 47-02223 
45-02035 45-02645 45-04222 45-07502 47-02030 47-02226 
45-02041 45-02649 45-04224 47-00002 47-02042 47-02227 
45-02050 45-02675 45-04225 47-00005 47-02043 47-02228 
45-02054 45-02681 45-04226 47-00007 47-02044 47-02230 
45-02056 45-02707 45-04227 47-00009A 47-02050 47-02231 
45-02064 45-02708 45-04231 47-00009B 47-02053 47-02233 
45-02072 45-02721 45-04233 47-00009C 47-02054 47-02237 
45-02073 45-02756 45-04237 47-000llB 47-02055 47-02239 
45-02074 45-02762 45-04244 47-00012 47-02057 47-02240 
45-02076 45-04003 45-04246 47-00014 47-02058 47-02253 
45-02080 45-04004 45-04247 47-00015 . 47-02059 47-02254 
45-02081 45-04010 45-04248 47-00019 47-02060 47-02266 
45-02083 45-04012 45-04249 47-00020 47-02063 47-02270 
45-02088 45-04016 45-04255 47-00021 47-02065 47-02287 
45-02092 45-04017 .45-04257 47-00022 47-02070 47-02288B 
45-02093 45-04019 45-04262 47-00024 47-02071 47-02303 
45-02095 45-04020 45-04265 47-00025 47-02073 47-02318 
45-02096 45-04034 45-04266 47-00028 47-02075 47-02444 
45-02107 45-04036 45-04267 47-00031B 47-02077 47-02445 
45-02108 45-04051 45-04268 47-00034 47-02079 47-02459 
45-02115 45-04064 45-07038 47-00036 47-02081 47-02460 
45-02118 45-04065 45-0707B 47-00037A 47-02082 47-02471 
45-02119 45-04071 45-07091 47-00037B 47-020B6 47-02475A 
45-02121 45-04106 45-07112 47-00042B 47-02088 47-02475B 
45-02122 45-04109 45-07123 47-00045 47-02089 47-02476A 
45-02137 45-04115 45-07146 47-00046 47-02108 47-02476B 
45-02139 45-04135 45-071B5 47-00049 47-02109 47-02477 
45-02141 45-04140 45-07272 47-00050 47-02122B 47-02482 
45-02145 45-04141 45-07282 47-00053 47-02125 47-02483 
45-02146 45-04146 45-07348 47-00064 47-02127 47-02490 
45-02148 45-04147 45-07362 47-00065 47-02134 47-02493 
45-02165 45-04149 45-07365 47-00066 47-02138 47-02494 
45-02166 45-04150 45-07382 47-00067 47-02139 47-02520 
45-02178 45-04153 45-073B4 47-0006B 47-02140 47-02589 
45-02185 45-04154 45-07435 47-00069 47-02150 47-02590 
45-02191 45-04156 45-07437 47-00074 47-02155 47-02659 
45-02222A 45-04157 45-07453 47-00121 47-02156 47-02663 
45-02253 45-04161 45-07502 47-00123 47-02160 47-02665 
45-0230B 45-04169 45-07510 47-00139 47-02161 4 7-04002 
(Suhcase list: UNCLAIMFD 
11 8/08/14 
UNCLAIMED WATER RIGHTS 
Subcase Nos: 
47-04007 47-04176 47-04412 47-07697 51-02231 57-00062 
47-04008 47-04186 47-04413 47-07711 51-02232 57-00068 
47-04009 47-04191 47-04415 47-07731 51-02236 57-00069 
47-04011 47-04194 47-04420 47-07736 51-02237 57-00070 
47-04012 47-04195 47-04421 47-07759B 51-02250A 57-00092 
47-04013 47-04201 47-04423 47-07773 51-02250B 57-00125 
47-04020 47-04206 47-04424 47-07791 51-02250C 57-00130 
4 7-04021 47-04220 47-04426 47-07885 51-02253 57-00151B 
47 04026 47-04224 47-04434 47-07920 51-02441 57-00194 
47-04028 47-04226 47-04449 47-07981 51-04005 57-00228 
47-04030 47-04236 47-04467 47-08414 51-04034 57-00286 
47-04031 47-04237 47-04472 47-08415 51-04057 57-01204 
47-04032 4 7-04242 47-04473 47-08416 51-04097 57-02002 
47-04036 47-04248 47-04479 51-00038 51-04098 57-02003A 
47-04041 47-04252 47-04480 51-00041 51-04099 57-02003B 
47-04042 47-04255 47-04481 51-00054 51-04101 57-02003C 
47-04044 47-04260 '47-04483 51-00055 51-07100 57-02004 
47-04045 47-04262 47-04488 51-00056 51-07195 57-02010 
47-04050C 47-04269 47-04496 51-00057 55-02002 57-02011 
47-04067 47-04278 47-04498 51-00058 55-02048 57-02012 
47-04070 47-04279 47-04499 51-00059 55-02049 57-02013 
47-04075 47-04280 47-04500 51-00065 55-02051 57 02016 
47-04076 47-04298 47-04501 51-00070 55-02052 57-02018 
47-04079 47-04301 47-04502 51-00075 55-02071 57-02019 
47-04080 47-04304 47-04503 51-00076 55-02072B 57-02020 
47-04084 47-04305 47-04510 51-00077 55-02074 57-02030 
47-04086 47-04306 47-07055 51-00089 55-02077 57-02033 
47-04089 47-04307 47-07113 51-00090 55-02088 57-02034 
47-04090 47-04314 47-07123 51-00139 55-02101 57-.02038 
47-04091 47-04316 47-07203 51-00140 55-02102 57-02044 
47-04093 47-04317 47-07207 51-02006A 55-02104 57-02045 
47-04102 47-04327 47-07215 51-02006B 55-02108 57-02047 
47-04103 47-04328 47-07225 51-02010 55-02110 57-02048 
47-04105 47-04336 47-07241 51-02016 55-02114 57-02051 
4 7-04114 47-04338 47-07249 51-02019 55-02121 57-02057 
47-04115 47-04341 47-07251 51-02020 55-02122 57-02059 
47-04116 47-04349 47-07337 51-02021 55-02135 57-02067A 
47-04118 47-04350 47-07338 51-02034 55-02136 57-02071 
47-04121 47-04360 47-07377 51-02038 55-02146 57-02072 
47-04123 47-04378 47-07404 51-02046 55-02162 57-02073 
47-04127 47-04380 47-07406 51-02052 55-02163 57-02078 
47-04137 47-04381 47-07473 51-02074 55-02164 57-02088 
47-04138 47-04385 47-07474 51-02078 55-02166 57-02089 
47-04146 47-04386 47-07484 51-02085 55-02167 57-02090 
47-04152 47-04389 47-07499 51-02087 55-02168 57-02091 
47-04157 47-04392 47-07516 51-02088 55-02206 57-02092 
47-04158 47-04398 47-07527 51-02098 55-04013 57-02094E 
47-04164 47-04402 47-07620 51-02119 55-04069 57-02120 
47-04168 47-04409 47-07626 51-02153 55-04083 57-02139 
47-04175 47-04411 47-07666 51-02187 55-04112 57-02148 
(Subcase list: UNCLAIMFD 
8/08/14 1;: 
UNCLAIMED WATER RIGHTS 
Subcase Nos: 
57-02154 61-00014 61-00064 61-00115 61-00166 61-00216 
57-02155 61-00015 61-00065 61-00116 61-00167 61-00217 
57-02161 61-00016 61-00066 61-00117 61-00168 61-00218 
57-02164 61-00017 61-00067 61-00118 61-00169 61-00219 
57-02167 61-00018 61-00068 61-00119 61-00170 61-00220 
57-02190 61-00019 61-00069 61-00120 61-00171 61-00221 
57-02208 61-00020 61-00070 61-00121 61-00172 61-00222 
57-02211A 61-00021 61-00071 61-00122 61-00173 61-00223 
57-02213 61-00022 61-00072 61-00123 61-00174 61-00224 
57-02218 61-00023 61-00073 61-00124 61-00175 61-00225 
57-02238 61-00024 61-00074 61-00125 61-00176 61-00226 
57-02242 61-00025 61-00075 61-00126 61-00177 61-00227 
57-02291 61-00026 61-00076 61-00127 61-00178 61-00228 
57-02304A 61-00027 61-00077 61-00128 61-00179 61-00229 
57-02328 61-00028 61-00078 61-00129 61-00180 61-00230 
57-02336 61-00029 61-00079 61-00130 61-00181 61-00231 
57-02337 61-00030 61-00080 61-00131 61-00182 61-00232 
57-02338 61-00031 61-00081 61-00132 61-00183 61-00233 
57-02340 61-00032 61-00082 61-00133 61-00184 61-00234 
57-04012 61-00033 61-00083 61-00134 61-00185 61-00235 
57-04013 61-00034 61-00084 61-00135 61-00186 61-00236 
57-04017 61-00035 61-00085 61-00136 61-00187 61-00237 
57-04018 61-00036 61-00086 61-00137 61-00188 61-00238 
57-04020 61-00037 61-00087 61-00138 61-00189 61-00239 
57-04024 61-00038 61-00088 61-00139 61-00190 61-00240 
57-04026 61-00039 61-00089 61-00140 61-00191 61-00241 
57-04029 61-00040 61-00090 61-00141 61-00192 61-00242 
57-04033 61-00041 61-00091 61-00142 61-00193 61-00243 
57-04034 61-00042 61-00092 61-00143 61-00194 61 00244 
57-04035 61-00043 61-00093 61-00145 61-00195 61-00245 
57-04059 61-00044 61-00094 61-00146 61-00196 61-00280 
57-04062 61-00045 61-00095 61-00147 61-00197 61-00289 
57-04063 61-00046 61-00096 61-00148 61-00198 61-00290 
57-04066 61-00047 61-00097 61-00149 61-00199 61-00291 
57-04107 61-00048 61-00098 61-00150 61-00200 61-00292 
57-07072 61-00049 61-00099 61-00151 61-00201 61-00307 
57-07259 61-00050 61-00100 61-00152 61-00202 61-00344 
57-07276 61-00051 61-00101 61-00153 61-00203 61-00348 
61-00001 61-00052 61-00103 61-00154 61-00204 61-00350 
61-00002 61-00053 61-00104 61-00155 61-00205 61-00353A 
61-00003 61-00054 61-00105 61-00156 61-00206 61-00355 
61-00004 61-00055 61-00106 61-00157 61-00207 61-00365 
61-00005 61-00056 61-00107 61-00158 61-00208 61-00369 
61-00006 61-00057 61-00108 61-00159 61-00209 61-02001 
61-00007 61-00058 61-00109 61-00160 61-00210 61-02002 
61-00008 61-00059 61-00110 61-00161 61-00211 61-02003 
61-00009 61-00060 61-00111 61-00162 61-00212 61-02005 
61-00011 61-00061 61-00112 61-00163 61-00213 61-02015 
61-00012 61-00062 61-00113 61-00164 61-00214 61-02018 
61-00013 61-00063 61-00114 61-00165 61-00215 61-02019 
(Subcase list: UNCLAIMFD 13 8/08/14 
UNCLAIMED WATER RIGHTS 
Subcase Nos, 
61-02046 61-04082 63-00162 63-02017 63-02099 63-02194 
61-02047 61-04092 63-00165C 63-02018A 63-02101 63-02197 
61-02051 61-04117 63-00165L 63-02018B 63-02102 63-02198 
61-02057 61-04118 63-00198X 63-02018C 63-02104 63-02201 
61-02068 61-04119 63-00215 63-02019 63-02108A 63-02202 
61-02074 61-04124 63-00216B 63-02020 63-02108B 63-02204 
61-02078 61-04128 63-00230A 63-02021 63-02111 63-02205 
61-02083 61-04137 63-00240 63-02028 63-02113 63-02207 
61-02084 61-04138 63-00241 63-02030 63-02116 63-02208 
61-02090 61-04139 63-00244 63-02033 63-02119 63-02211 
61-02096 61-04142 63-00245 63-02035 63-02120 63-02213 
61-02098 61-04143 63-00246 63-02039 63-02121 63-02220 
61-02099 61-04144 63-00247 63-02040 63-02122 63-02223 
61-02102 61-07031 63-00274 63-02041A 63-02124 63-02230 
61-02110 61-07036 63-00288A 63-02041B 63-02125 63-02231 
61-02113 61-07066 63-00298 63-02043 63-02126 63-02235 
61-02118 61-07077 63-00305B 63-02044 63-02127 63-02238 
61-02123 61-07105 63-00309 63-02047 63-02128 63-02243 
61-02133A 61-07128 63-00310 63-02048 63-02129 63-02247 
61-02135 61-07129 63-00315 63-02049 63-02133 63-02250 
61-02138 61-07144 63-00316 63-02050 63-02135 63-02254B 
61-02146 61-07146 63-00321 63-02053 63 02136 63-02262 
61-02147 61-07149 63-00323 63-02054 63-02139B 63-02263 
61-02173 61-07168 63-00324 63-02056 63-02140 63-02267 
61-02238 61-07199 63-00325 63-02057 63-02141 63-02273 
61-02245 61-07225 63-00326 63-02058 63-02142 63-02280 
61-02246 61-07326 63-00327 63-02059 63-02144B 63-02288 
61-04000 61-07374 63-00328 63-02060 63-02145 63-02289B 
61-04001 61-07579 63-00333 63-02061 63-02146 63-02293 
61-04003 61-07586 63-00334 63-02065 63-02147 63-02309 
61-04004 63-00009 63-00335 63-02066 63 02149 63-02310 
61-04005 63-00010 63-00336 63-02067 63-02151 63-02311 
61-04014 63-00011 63-00349 63-02068 63-02153B 63-02313 
61-04015 63-00017 63-00350 63-02069 63-02154 63-02314 
61-04025 63-00018 63-00351 63-02070A 63-02156 63-02317 
61-04031 63-00027 63 00352 63-02071 63-02163 63-02319 
61 04032 63-00096A 63-00362 63-02074 63-02166 63-02323 
61-04036 63-00098 63-00363 63-02075 63-02169 63-02324 
61-0403 7 63-00099 63-00364 63-02076 63-02170 63-02327 
61-04039 63-00108 63-00377 63-02081 63-02175 63-02329 
61-04040 63-00109 63-00380 63-02084 63-02176 63-02330 
61-04042 63-00110 63-00381 63-02087 63-02178 63-02333 
61-04043 63-00111 63-02000 63-02088 63-02179 63-02339 
61-04047 63-00149B 63-02003 63-02089 63 02180 63-02345 
61-04049 63-00161AE 63-02006 63-02091 63-02181 63-02347 
61-04051 63-00161AG 63-02008 63-02093 63-02185 63-02348 
61-04052 63-00161AQ 63-02010 63-02094 63-02187 63-02355 
61-04069 63-00161BC 63-02012 63-02095 63-02189 63-02361 
61-04077 63-00161BE 63-02013 63-02096 63-02190 63-02362 
61-04080 63-00161$ 63-02016 63-02097 63-02191 63-02363 
(Subcase list, UNCLAIMFD 
8/08/14 14 
UNCLAIMED WATER RIGHTS 
Subcase Nos: 
63-02365 63-02512 63-02653 63-02821C 63-03006 63-03332 
63-02366 63-02513 63-02658 63-02830 63-03015 63-03339B 
63-02367 63-02525 63-02661 63-02831 63-03025 63-03341 
63-02371 63-02526 63-02665 63-02832 63-03030 63-03342 
63-02378 63-02527B 63-02669B 63-02835 63-03037 63-03343 
63-023 79 63-02528 63-02674 63-02836 63-03038 63-03345 
63-02380 63-02530 63-02675 63-02838 63-03040 63-03347 
63-02382 63-02534 63-02676 63-02840 63-03042 63-03364 
63-02384 63-02536B 63-02677 63-02844 63-03045 63-03376 
63-02385 63-02541 63-02683 63-02847 63-03047 63-03379 
63-02393 63-02544 63-02685 63-02853 63-03050 63-03381 
63-02394 63-02548 63-02686 63-02859 63-03052 63-03384 
63-02395 63-02550 63-02688 63-02861 63-03059 63-03385 
63-02398 63-02552 63-02689 63-02862 63-03063 63-03386 
63-02399 63-02558B 63-02692 63-02865B 63-03076 63-03388 
63-02400 63-02563 63-02693 63-02868 63-03087 63-03389 
63-02402 63-02564 63-02694 63-02869 63-03095 63-03410 
63-02416 63-02565 63-02697B 63-02870 63-03098B 63-03421 
63-02417 63-02569 63-02702 63-02871 63-03106 63-03431 
63-02418 63-02570 63-02704 63-02876 63-03109 63-03433 
63-02419 63-02574 63-02705 63-02883 63-03115 63-03437 
63-02428 63-02577 63-02709 63-02885 63-03117 63-03444 
63-02430 63-02578 63-02715 63-02888 63-03127B 63-03446 
63-02431 63-02579 63-02716 63-02894 63-03130 63-03454 
63-02435B 63-02580 63-02717 63-02897 63-03131 63-03456 
63-02447 63-02582 63-02721 63-02905 63-03133 63-03463 
63-02451 63-02584 63-02726 63-02924 63-03139 63-03468 
63-02452 63-02585 63-02728 63-02947 63-03143 63-03506 
63-02455 63-02589 63-02736 63-02950 63-03171B 63-03537 
63-02456 63-02593 63-02737 63-02951B 63-031788 63-03550 
63-02457 63-02594 63-02745 63-02952 63-03183B 63-03604 
63-02458 63-02602 63-02752 63-02953 63-03185 63-03615 
63-02460 63-02607 63-02753 63-02959 63-03186 63-03621 
63-02463 63-02615B 63-02755B 63-02965 63-03192 63-03627 
63-02464 63-02616 63-02756 63-02969 63-03218 63-03628 
63-02466 63-02619 63-02764 63-02970 63-03228 63-03629 
63-02469 63 02620 63-02766 63-02976 63-03230 63-03632 
63-02480 63-02630B 63-02772 63-02977 63-03235 63-03635 
63-02485 63-02630C 63-02774 63-02981 63-03245 63-03650 
63-02486 63-02631B 63-02777 63-02982 63-03256 63-03651 
63-02487 63-02632B 63-02778 63-02984 63-03258 63-03652 
63-02490 63-02633 63-02783 63-02991 63-03262 63-03653 
63-02491 63-02634 63-02797 63-02993 63-032638 63-03654 
63 02492 63-02638 63-02801 63 02995 63-03265 63-03655 
63-02494 63-02641 63-02807 63-02996 63-03267 63-03656 
63-02496 63-02642 63-02809 63-02998 63-03290 63-03657 
63-02498 63-02645 63-02811 63-02999 63-03301 63-04000 
63-02501 63-02646 63-02817 63-03000 63-03306 63-04003 
63-02508 63-02649 63-02819A 63-03003 63-03313 63-04009 
63-02509 63-02652B 63-02820 63-03005 63-03328 63-04011 
(Subcase list, UNCLAIMF:l ) 
8/08/14 _, ,_ 15 
UNCLAIMED WATER RIGHTS 
Subcase Nos: 
63-04012 63 04300 63-04586 63-04863 63-05058 63-05313 
63-04017 63-04304 63-04589 63-04875 63-05061 63-05314 
63-04031 63-04305 63-04592 63-04876 63-05062 63-05317 
63-04032 63-04310 63-04599 63-04879 63-05064 63-05319C 
63-04033 63-04317 63-04627 63-04887 63-05066 63-05320 
63-04034 63-04330 63-04637 63-04889 63-05072 63-05324 
63-04041 63-04357 63-04648 63-04895 63-05074 63-05328 
63-04043 63-04360 63-04650 63 04896 63-05084 63-05329 
63-04044 63-04363 63-04654 63-04899 63-05086 63-05331 
63-04046 63-04364 63-04656 63-04903 63-05090 63-05333 
63-04058 63-04382 63-04657 63-04908 63-05096 63-05350 
63-04077 63-04383 63-04666 63-04910 63-05110 63-05356 
63 -04084 63-04385 63-04671 63-04911 63-05113 63-05363 
63-04087 63-04393 63-04672 63-04913 63-05115 63-05365 
63-04088 63-04399 63-04673 63-04917 63-05118 63-05368 
63-04120 63-04412 63-04687 63-04924 63-05119 63-05395 
63-04123 63-04416 63-04701 63-04925 63-05128 63-05407 
63-04128 63-04418 63-04702 63-04929 63-05132 63-05409 
63-04130 63-04422 63-04703 63-04933 63-05136 63-05410 
63-04133 63-04423 63-04705 63-04934 63-05147 63-05412 
63-04140 63-04433 63-04711 63-04943 63-05162 63-07000 
63-04142 63-04435 63-04712 63-04944 63-05164 63-07004 
63-04145 63-04439 63-04713 63-04945 63-05175 63-07009 
63-04151 63-04440 63-04715 63-04947 63-05178 63-070113 
63-04155 63-04448 63-04718 63-04948 63-05186 63-07012 
63-04161 63-04451 63-04720 63-04955 63-05187 63-07023 
63-04164 63-04463 63-04721 63-04959 63-05188 63-070273 
63-04168 63-04465 63-04722 63-04962 63-05189 63-07065 
63-04169 63-04469 63-04723 63-04969 63-05190 63-07118 
63-04173 63-04477 63-04726 63-04973 63-05193 63-07122 
63-041748 63-04478 63-04727 63-04975 63-05196 63-07125 
63-04177 63-04479 63-04729 63-04984 63-05202 63··07129 
63-04179 63-04480 63-04735 63-04985 63-05213 63-07144 
63-04181 63 04481 63-04738 63-04987 63-05214 63-07153 
63-04182 63-04486 63-04740 63-04991 63-05217 63-07167 
63-04187 63-04494 63-04751 63-04996 63-05223 63-07171 
63-04193 63-04497 63-04754 63-04999 63-05238 63-07176 
63-04196 63-04525 63-04755 63-05000 63-05246 63-07181 
63-04198 63-04530A 63-04769 63-05003 63-05247 63-07208 
63-04199 63-04539 63-04771 63-05008 63-05249 63-07212 
63-04208 63-04542 63-04800 63-05009 63-05260 63-07216 
63-04219 63-04543 63-04818 63-05014 63-05266 63-07222 
63-042248 63-04550 63-04824 63-05020 63-05276 63-07231 
63-04229 63-04553 63-04827 63-05026 63-05283 63-07232 
63-042493 63-04568 63-04832 63-05030 63-05290 63-07233 
63-04253 63-04569 63-04842 63-05042 63-05300 63-07240 
63-04278C 63-04570 63-04850 63-05043 63-05301 63-07254 
63-04279 63-04578 63-04855 63-05046 63-05302 63-07279 
63-04296 63-04581 63-04860 63-05050 63-05305 63-07293 
63-04299 63-04584 63-04861 63-05056 63-05308 63-07292 
(Subcase list: UNCLAIMFD } 
B/08/14 16 
UNCLAIMED WATER RIGHTS 
Subcaae Nos: 
63-07302 63-08000B 63-09051 63-10140 65-02220 65-04229 
63-07303 63-08024 63-09052 63-10174 65-02364 65-04235 
63-07305 63-08032 63-09095 63-10176 65-02461 65-04263 
63-07313 63-08045 63-0913 7 63-10187 65-02555A 65-04264 
63-07314 63-08050 63-09149 63-10196 65-02556 65-04460 
63-07315 63-08058 63-09182 63-10200 65-02591A 65-04463 
63-07321 63-08111 63-09184B 63-10218 65-02637 65-04548 
63-07323 63-08133 63-09185 63-10247 65-02645 65-04736 
63-07333 63-08139 63-09190 63-10252 65-02672 65-04737 
63-07335 63-08148 63-09210 63-10352 65-02677 65-04746 
63-07339 63-08157 63-09214 63-10353 65-02688 65-04749 
63-07364 63-08159 63-09242 63-10354 65-02703 65-04986 
63-07365 63-08162 63-09249 63-10355 65-02839 65-04987 
63-07373 63-08171 63-09259 63-10356 65-02896 65-04990 
63-07390 63-08192 63-09305 63-10358 65-02905 65-04999 
63-07411 63-08212 63-09312 63-10368 65-02910 65-05076 
63-07417 63-08231 63 -09327 63-10392 65-02921 65-05080 
63-07433 63-08259 63-09331 63-10464 65-02956 65-05142 
63-07464 63-08270 63-09342 63-10512 65-03001B 65-05220 
63-07491 63-082B2 63-09369 65-00036 65-03003 65-05251 
63-07556 63-08286A 63-09374 65-00039 65-03089B 65-05262 
63-07557 63-08326 63-09407 65-00045 65-03089F 65-05272 
63-07563 63-08329 63-09424 65-0004B 65-03111B 65-05345 
63-07565 63-08364 63-09426 65-00049 65-03140A 65-05360 
63-07600 63-08391 63-09431 65-00243 65-03140X 65-05435 
63-07603 63-08396 63-09646 65-00348 65-03173 65-05442 
63-07605 63-08430B 63-09659 65-00610 65-03184X 65-05445 
63-07606 63-08451 63-09672 65-00783 65-03195 65-05523 
63-07607 63-08485B 63-09680 65-00857 65-03196 65-05568 
63-07610B 63-08517 63-09731 65-00876 65-03231A 65-05709 
63-07628 63-08525 63-09749 65-00933 65-03244 65-05725 
63-07653 63-08549 63-09752 65-00973 65-03277 65-05774 
63-07656 63-08565 63-09760 65-01072 65-03318 65-05777 
63-07677 63-08577B 63-09832 65-01128 65-03361 65-05849 
63-07687 63-08580 63-09869 65-01343 65-03454 65-05851 
63-07690 63-08639 63-09899 65-01345 65-03456 65-05855 
63-07694 63-08652 63-09945 65-01435 65-03558 65-05978 
63-07714 63-08719 63-09946 65-01438 65-03785 65-05993 
63-07722 63-08781 63-09951 65-01491 65-03787 65-06057 
63-07775 63-08801 63-09963 65-01511 65-03852 65-06073 
63-07791 63-08823 63-09978 65-01539 65-03855 65-06075 
63-07815 63-08837 63-10004 65-01542 65-03922 65-06114 
63-07855 63-08851 63-10015 65-01646 65-03982 65-06115 
63 07885B 63-08852 63-10032 65-01685 65-03988 65-06126 
63-07915 63-08969 63-10033 65-01731 65-03990 65-06217 
63-07919 63-08999 63-10062 65-01740 65-04039 65-06296 
63-07944 63-09021 63-10106 65-01904 65-04041 65-06343 
63-07967 63-09022 63-10108 65-01952 65-04090 65-06361 
63-07970 63-09038 63-10112 65-02002 65-04092 65-06392 
63-07977 63-09039 63-10128 65-02151 65-04110 65-06439 
(Subcase list: UNCLAIMFD ) 
17 8/08/14 
UNCLAIMED WATER RIGHTS 
Subcase Nos: 
65-06698 65 09260 65-11391B 65-12763 67-00337 67-00617 
65-06700 65-09298 65-11395 67-00052 67-00338 67 00630 
65-06725 65-09320 65-12011 67-00078 67-00339 67-00633 
65-06797 65-09326 65-12012 67-00096B 67-00340 67-00655 
65-06853 65-09334 65-12046 67-00112 67-00341 67-00656 
65-06864B 65-09354 65-12061 67-00116 67-00342 67-00661 
65-06927 65-09427 65-12070 67-00123 67-00343 67-00668 
65-06951 65 09491 65-12072 67-00146 67-00344 67-00670 
65-06991 65-09780 65-12077 67-00148 67-00345 67-00676 
65-07002X 65-09814 65-12078 67-00151 67-00346 67-02000 
65-07033 65-10175 65-12123 67-00155 67-00347 67-02003 
65-07104 65-10243 65-12129 67-00167 67-00360 67-02005 
65-07109 65-10260 65-12137 67-00175 67-00363A 67-02008 
65-07135 65-10261 65-12154 67-00176 67-00364 67-02009 
65-07144 65-10328 65-12176 67 00177 67-00365 67-02014 
65-07161 65-10349 65-12192B 67-00178 67-00368 67-02015 
65-07191 65-10370 65-12196 67-00179 67-00370 67-02022A 
65-07222 65-10382 65-12205B 67-00180 67-00371 67-02024 
65-07244 65-10405 65-12215 67-00181 67-00393 67-02025 
65-07266 65-10434 65-12218 67-00194 67-00426 67-02027 
65-07268 65-10448 65-12229 67-00213 67-00440 67-02034 
65-07270 65-10508 65-12230 67-00214 67-00499 67-02040 
65-07301 65-10574 65-12233 67-00215 67-00500 67-02042 
65-07308 65-10578 65-12241 67-00216 67-00501 67-02043 
65-07353 65-10611 65-12258 67-00228 67-00502 67-02046 
65-07371 65-10612 65-12263 67-00230 67-00504 67-02051 
65-07374X 65-10633 65-12277 67-00232 67-00505 67-02057 
65-07438 65-10739 65-12293 67-00234 67-00507 67-02058 
65-07479 65-10936 65-12300 67-00241 67-00508 67-02059 
65-07550 65-10947 65-12310 67-00242 67-00509 67-02062 
65-07593 65-10962 65-12407 67-00243 67-00510 67-02077B 
65-07881 65-10971 65-12425 67-00254 67-00511 67-02079 
65-07987 65-10995 65-12446 67-00255 67-00521 67-02080 
65-08088 65-11050 65-12491 67-00256 67-00527 67-02084 
65-08119 65-11060 65-12508 67-00259C 67-00541 67-02086 
65-08394 65-11065 65-12538 67-00262 67-00542 67-02087 
65-08396 65-11074B 65-12555 67-00266 67-00548 67-02089 
65-08448 65-11078 65-12559 67-00273 67-00549 67-02090 
65-08596 65-11202 65-12585 67-00325 67-00551 67-02094 
65-08673 65-11203 65-12654 67-00326 67-00553A 67-02107 
65-08758 65-11204 65-12662 67-00327 67-00556 67-02108 
65-08914 65-11205 65-12676 67-00328 67-00562 67-02111 
65-08915 65-11207 65-12679 67-00329 67-00568 67-02125 
65-08923 65-11208 65-12680 67-00330 67-00579 67-02128 
65-08956 65-11209 65-12682 67-00331 67-00589 67-02133 
65-08962 65-112688 65-12685 67-00332 67-00590 67-02142 
65-08973 65-11309 65-12686 67-00333 67-00605 67-02146 
65-08990 65-11314 65-12689 67-00334 67-00607 67-02148 
65-09152 65-11349 65-12707 67-00335 67-00612 67-02149 
65-09154 65-11380 65-12756 67-00336 67-00613 67-02151 
(Subcase list: 1JNCLAIMFD ) 
8/08/14 18 
UNCLAIMED WATER RIGHTS 
Su.bcase Nos: 
67-02152 67-04093 67-04455 67-073.97 69-00010 69-04086 
67-02153 67-04106 67-04457 67-07426 69-00011 69-04091 
67-02158 67-04118 67-04465 ·67-07459 69-00013 69-04095 
67-02176 67-04123 67-04469 67-07532 69-00014 69-04100 
67-02183 67-04128 67-04474 67-07548 69-00015 69 04106 
67-02185 67-04139 67-04479 67-07549 69-00016 69-04116 
67-02187 67-04141 67-04511 67-07550 69-00018 69-04119 
67-02194 67-04153 67-04522 67-07551 69-00019 69-04121 
67-02197 67-04160 67-04524 67-07578 69-00020 69-07032 
67-02214 67-04161 67-04525 67-07580 69-00021 69-07036 
67-02215 67-04162 67-04527 67-07581 69-00022 69-07053 
67-02228 67-04164 67-0452.9 67-07583 69-00023 69-07054 
67-02235 67-04172 67-04531 67-07584 69-00024 69-07055 
67-02245 67-04179 67-04535 67-07585 69-00025 69-07078 
67-02247 67-04185 67-04541 67-07586 69-00026 71-00003 
67-02253 67-04186 67-04545 67-07587 69-00027 71-00023 
67-02256 67-04192 67-04554 67-07591 69-00028 71-00024 
67-02260 67-04197 67-04556 67-07592 69-00029 71-00056 
67-02262 67-04198 67-04560 67-07594 69-00031 71-00065 
67-02264 67-04200 67-04561 67-07595 69-00032 71-00070 
67-02267 67-04209 67-04567 67-07599 69-00033 71-02000 
67 02271 67-04210 67-04569 67-07605 69-00034 71-02001 
67-02274 67-04214 67-07032 67-07606 69-00036 71-02002 
67-02276 67-04217 67-07039 67-07607 6.9-02004 71-02005 
67-02277 67-04218 67-0705.9 67-07608 69-02005 71-02009 
67-02279 67-04220 67-07072 67-07609 69-02007 71-02041 
67-02290 67-04234 67-07101 67-07610 69-02009 71-02051 
67-02293 67-04256 67-07110 67-07611 69-02013 71-02057 
67-02297 67-04260 67-07122 67-07629 69-02014 71-02058 
67-02300 67-04261 67-07125 67-07630 69-02016 71-02066 
67-02312 67-04263 67-07127 67-07631 69-02017 71-02067 
67-02335 67-04264 67-07132 67-07638 69-02018 71-02072 
67-02336 67-04301 67-07137 67-07653 69-02020 71-02086 
67-02352 67-04305 67-07165 67-07655 69-02022 71-02110 
67-02373 67-04309 67-07174 67-07656 69-02026 71-04002 
67-02391 67-04312 67-07175 67-07673 69-02034 71-04003 
67-02398 67-04315 67-07177 67-07674 69-02035 71-04005 
67-04003 67-04319 67-07178 67-07684 6.9-02044 71-04008 
67-04004 67-04322 67-07183 67-07686 69-02051 71-04019 
67-04005 67-04329 67-07190 67-07687 69-02054 71-04042 
67-04007 67-04330 67-07230 67-07688 69-02055 71-04043 
67-04008 67-04336 67-07248 69-00001 69-02056 71-07013 
67-04011 67-04339 67-07261 69-00002 69-02057 71-07018 
67-04018 67-04344 67-07263 69-00003 69-02058 71-07031 
67-04025 67-04345 67-07266 69-00004 69-02059 71-07033 
67-04037 67-04349 67-07271 69-00005 69-04002 71-07039 
67-04040 67-04352 67-07325 69-00006 69-04014 72-00015 
67-04048 67-04355 67-07348 69-00007 69-04015B 72-000200 
67-04081 67-04444 67-07365 69-00008 69-04016B 72-00050 
67-04085 67-04445 67-07394 69-00009 69-04080 72-00052 
(Subcase list: tJNCLAIMFD ) 
8/08/14 19 
UNCLAIMED WATER RIGHTS 
Subcase Nos: 
72-00058 72-00131 72-02253 72-07022 73-00054 73-02111B 
72-00059 72-00132 72-02256 72-07023 73-00059 73-02116 
72-00061 72-00140B 72-02258 72-07024 73-00066 73-02119 
72-00062 72-00142 72-02259 72-07025 73-00069 73-02123 
72-00063 72-00143 72-02261 72-07026 73-00071 73-02134 
72-00064 72-00188 72-02273 72-07030 73-00083 73-02201 
72-00066 72-00211 72-02274 72-07031 73-000978 73-02202 
72-00067 72-00212 72-02275 72-07033 73-00144 73-02210 
72-00068 72-00215 72-02277 72-07034 73-00169 73-02213 
72-00070 72-00231 72-02278 72-07035 73-00170 73-02215 
72-00071 72-02000 72-02279 72-07036 73-00183 73-02216 
72-00073 72-02004 72-02280 72-07037 73-00184 73-02219 
72-00074 72-02005 72-02281 72-07120 73-00185 73-02225 
72-00075 72-02006 72-02283 72-07124 73-00197 73-02231 
72-00079 72-02013 72-02286 72-07141 73-00202 73-04002 
72-00082 72-02029 72-02287 72-07145 73-00247 73-04004B 
72-00083 72-02031 72-02289 72 07148 73-00248 73-04006 
72-00085 72-02051 72-04002 72-07150 73-00249 73-04020 
72-00086 72-02057 72-04003 72-07151 73-00250 73-04022 
72-00087 72-02059 72-04004 72-07154 73-00251 73-04023 
72-00088 72-02063 72-04013 72-07159 73-00256 73-04029 
72-00089 72-02064 72-04019 72-07173 73-02000 73-04030B 
72-00090 72-02069F 72-04023 72-07180 73-02001 73-04031 
72-00091 72-02069J 72-04026 72-07261 73-02006 73-04087 
72-00092 72-02075 72-04035 72-07287 73-02009 73-04088 
72-00093 72-02084 72-04036 72-07298 73-02010 73-04091 
72-00094 72-02085 72-04040 72-07309 73-02013 73-04093 
72-00095 72-02086 72-04047 72-07313 73-02014 73-04107 
72-00096 72-02092 72-04062 72-07315 73-02017 73-07081 
72-00099 72-02098 72-04074 72-07316 73-02019 73-12000 
72-00100 72-02099 72-04098 72 07317 73-02022 74-00390 
72-00101 72-02100 72-04099 72-07318 73-02023 74-00427 
72-00102 72-02102 72-04100 72-07319 73-02024 74-00439 
72-00103 72-02105 72-04114 72-07320 73-02025 74-00446 
72-00104 72-02108 72-04115 72-07324 73-02027 74-00450 
72-00105 72-02143 72-04143 72-07331 73-02028 74-00479 
72-00107 72-02144 72-04151 72-07332 73-02033 74-004918 
72-00108 72-02145 72-04185 72-07333 73-02039 74-00496 
72-00112 72-02150 72-04186 72-07335 73-02040 74-00506B 
72-00113 72-02152 72-04187 72-07350 73-02056 74-00526 
72-00114 72-02201 72-04190 72-07357 73-02059 74-00528 
72-00115 72-02202 72-04191 72-07373 73-02060 74-00529 
72-00119 72-02214 72-04196 73-0000BA 73-02064B 74-00545 
72-00120 72-02227 72-04213 73-00009 73-02071A 74-00561 
72-00121 72-02230 72-04216 73-00010 73-020718 74-00562 
72-00122 72-02235 72-04217 73-00011 73-02080 74-00563 
72-00127 72-02240 72-04221 73-00023 73-02081 74-00566 
72-00128 72-02241 72-07018 73-00025 73-02085 74-00582 
72-00129 72-02243 72-07020 73-00034 73-02092 74-00584 
72-00130 72-02248 72-07021 73-00035 73-02107 74-00585 
(Subcase list: UNCIAIMFD 
8/08/14 
(') ,., ,v 
UNCLAIMED WATER RIGHTS 
Subcase Nos: 
74-00611 75-00081 75-02139 75-04079 75-04422 77-02050 
74-00614 75-00082 75-02141 75-04080 75-04429 77-02051 
74-00626 75-00089 75-02143 75-04083 75-04430 77-02052 
74-00640 75-00090 75-02144 75-040855 75-04434B 77-02058 
74-00653 75-00,093B 75-021455 75-04095 75-04464 77-02059 
74-00691 75-00094 75-02146 75-04098 75-04465 77-02060 
74-00697 75-00095 75-02147 75-04110 75-04466 77-02061 
74-00728 75-00096 75-02148 75-04115 75-04469 77-02062 
74-00823 75-00098 75-02151 75-04116 75-04470D 77-02065 
74-00841 75-00103 75-02152 75-04120 75-04472 77-02069 
74-00853 75-00108 75-02157B 75-04125 75-04473 77-02072 
74-00907 75-00109 75-02159 75-04156 75-04482 77-02078 
74-00922 75-00110 75-02160 75-04157 75-04484 77-02079 
74-00925 75-00111 75-02165 75-04159 75-04491 77-02089 
74-00938 75-00112 75-02173 75-04162 75-07001 77-02090 
74-01002 75-00145 75-02174 75-04165 75-07024 77-02091 
74-01039 75-02009 75-02175 75-04166 75-07040 77-02094 
74-010465 75-02011 75-02176 75-04174 75-07042 77-02100 
74-01138 75-02018 75-02180 75-04179 75-07048 77-02105 
74-01149 75-02019A 75-02181 75-04185 75-07072 77-02106 
74-01604 75-02021 75-02182B 75-04186 75-07091 77-02107 
74-01631 75-02023 75-02183 75-04188 75-07110 77-02109 
74-01658 75-02024 75-02184 75-04202 75-07128 77-02114 
74-01874 75-02033 75-02245 75-04288 75-07134 77-02115 
74-021955 75-02037 75-02252 75-04293 75-07146 77-02120 
74-02261B 75-02038 75-02262 75-04306 75-07167 77-02126 
74-02339B 75-02039 75-02265 75-04307 75-07170 77-02127 
74-02352 75-02051 75-02272 75-04317 75-07210 77-02128 
74-02353 75-02053B 75-02273 75-04322 75-07262 77-02154 
74-04009 75-02069 75-02275 75-04327 75-07271 77-02156 
74-04011 75-02071 75-02283 75-04328 75-07291 77-02157 
74-04012 75-02075 75-02286 75-04335 75-07296 77-02158 
74-04015 75-02079 75-04001 75-04336 75-07382 77-02161 
74-04039 75-02081 75-04007 75-04343 75-07384 77-02162 
74-07055 75-02084 75-04008 75-04347 75-07391 77-02163 
74-07088 75-02087 75-04017 75-04351 75-07396 77-02168 
74-07094 75-02090 75-04018 75-04352 77-02010 77-02169 
74-07199 75-02092 75-04019 75-04353 77-02011 77-02170 
74-07225 75-02096 75-04021 75-04356 77-02012 77-02176 
74-07228 75-02103 75-04025 75-04357 77-02014 77-02181 
75-00006 75-02104 75-04028 75-04363 77-02020 77-02186 
75-00008 75-02111 75-04031 75-04364 77-02025 77-02187 
75-00015 75-02112 75-04035 75-04369 77-02029 77-02190 
75-00023 75-02113 75-04040 75-04370 77-02031 77-02203 
75-00025 75-02119 75-04047B 75-04374 77-02037 77-02213 
75-00043B 75-02121 75 04049 75-04387 77-02038 77-02221 
75-00047 75-02129 75-04066 75-04398 77-02040 77-02222 
75-00048 75-02131 75-04068 75-04412 77-02041 77-02223 
75-00049 75-02132 75-04073 75-04413 77-02042 77-02225 
75-00050 75-02133 75-04074 75-04421 77-02046 77-02226 
(Subcase list: IJNCLAIMFD ) 
8/08/14 21 
UNCLAIMED WATER RIGHTS 
Subcase Nos: 
77-02227 78-00139 78-04131 78-07018 79-04016 79 04221 
77-02228 78-00153 78-04137 78-07028 79-04024 79-04222 
77-04001 78-00154 78-04138 78-07040 79-04032 79-04223 
77-04002 78-00207 78-04157 78-07049 79-04033 79-04224 
77-04014 78-00219 78-04163 78-07061 79-04034 79-04225 
77-04016 78-00241 78-04174 78-07142 79-04035 79-04226 
77-04017 78-00256 78-04181 78-07144 79-04036 79-04227 
77-04020 78-00259 78-04190 78-07147 79-04037 79-04228 
77-04023 78-00266 78-04191 78-07266 79-04038 79-04233 
77-04024 78-02000 78-04193 79-02000 79-04039 79-04241 
77-04025 78-02004 78-04194 79-02002 79-04040 79-04242 
77-04026 78-02012 78-04195 79-02003 79-04041 79-04245 
77-04028 78-02014 78-04196 79-02008 79-04043 79-04246 
77-04034 78-02016 78-04198 79-02011 79-04044 79-04247 
77-04039 78-02017 78-04199 79-02013 79-04045 79-04248 
77-04041 78-02018C 78-04200 79-02014 79-04048 79-04249 
77-04042 78-02029B 78-04201 79-02016 79-04059 79-04250 
77-04043 78-02038 78-04202 79-02017 79-04073 79-04251 
77-04044 78-02041 78-04204 79-02020 79-04087 79-04252 
77-04053 78-02048 78-04207 79-02024 79-04090 79-04253 
77-04058 78 02050 78-04213 79-02025 79-04093 79-04254 
77-04066 78-02062 78-04215 79-02028 79-04111 79-04255 
77-04077 78-02068 78-04217 79-02029 79-04112 79-04256 
77-04084 78-02069 78-04220 79-02030 79-04115 79-04257 
77-04085 78-02084 78-04221 79-02031 79-04118 79-04258 
77-04091 78-04001 78-04222 79-02033 79-04125 79-04259 
77-04095 78-04004 78-04223 79-02035 79-04135 79-04260 
77-04097 78-04010 78-04226 79-02036 79-04136 79-04261 
77-04104 78-04018 78-04229 79-02037 79-04137 79-04262 
77-04105 78-04025 78-04232 79-02038 79-04140 79-04263 
77-04107 78-04030 78-04233 79-02042 79-04142 79-04264 
77-04108 78-04034B 78-04235 79-02043 79-04145 79-04265 
77-04110 78-04037 78-04236 79-02044 79-04151 79-04266 
77-04111 78-04038 78-04241 79-02045 79-04152 79-04267 
77-04114 78-04040 78-04243 79-02046 79-04158 79-04268 
77-04115 78-04042 78-04244 79-02048 79-04161 79-04269 
77-04191 78-04044 78-04246 79-02049 79-04167 79-04270 
77-04198 78-04051 78-04267 79-02052 79-04171 79-04273 
77-04199 78-04054 78-04269 79-02058 79-04173 79-04287 
77-04200 78-04060 78-04277 79-02072 79-04176 79-04293 
77-04201 78-04064 78-04280 79-02075 79-04184 79-04295 
77-04203 78-04065 78-04281 79-02077 79-04188 79-04300 
77-04204 78-04067 78-04284 79-02085 79-04189 79-04304 
77-04206 78-04076 78-04291 79-02096 79-04197 79-04307 
77-04211C 78-04077 78-04292 79-02098A 79-04199 79-04311 
77-04213 78-04088 78-04293 79-02098B 79-04200 79-04312 
77-04214 78-04105 78-04310 79-04004B 79-04209 79-04320 
77-07007 78-04109 78-04311 79-04006 79-04210 79-04323 
78-00002 78-04116 78-04312 79-04008 79-04218 79-04326 
78-00138 78-04125 78-04313 79-04015 79-04220 79-04331 
(Subcase list: lJNCLAIMFD 
8/08/14 22 
UNCLAIMED WATER RIGHTS 
Subcase Nos: 
79-04349 81-07050 82-04067 83-04056 84-04189 85-0204S 
79-04364 81-07060B 82-04068 83-04057 84-04261 85-02046 
79-04369 82-00003 82-04072 83-04060 84-04265 85-02048 
79-04372 82-02000 82-04074 83-04061 84-04271 85-02050 
79-04386 82-02001 82-04134 83-04063 84-04272 85-02051 
79-04422 82-02003 82-04136 83-04064 84-042 75 85-02052 
79-04435 82-02005 82-04137 83-04185 84-04277 85-02053 
79-07010 82-02006 82-04138 83-07002 84-04288 85-02055 
79-07020A 82-02007 82-04140 83-07007 84-04293 85-02056 
79-07020B 82-02008 82-04141 83-07033 84-07001 85-02058 
79-07021 82-02010 82-04143 84-02001 84-07006 85-02062 
79-07024 82-02012 82-07017 84-02003 84-07007 85-02064 
79-07035 82-02013 82-07030 84-02004 84-07017 85-02069 
79-07039 82-02015 83-02002 84-02006 84-07056 85-02070 
79-07049 82-02018 83-02003 84-02008 84-07063 85-02071 
79-07057 82-02019 83-02004 84-02009 84-07068B 85-02073 
81-02003 82-02020 83-02007 84-02010 85-00001 85-02075 
81-02004 82-02024 83-02009 84-02011B 85-00002 85-02076 
81-02005 82-02025 83-02013 84-02012 85-00003 85-02077 
81-02007 82-02030 83-02017 84-02016 85-00004 85-02084 
81-02008 82-02031 83~02018 84-02017 85-00005 85-02089 
81-02009 82-02032 83-02019 84-02018 85-00008 85-02091 
81-02011 82-02033 83-02020 84-02023 85-00009 85-02094 
81-02012 82-02034 83-02021A 84-02026 85-00010 85-02096 
81-02018 82-02035 83-02024 84-02030 85-00015 85-02103 
81-02023 82-02037 83-02025 84-02044 85-00017 85-02104 
81-02030 82-02039 83-04000 84-04002 85-00018 85-02105 
81-02033 82-02040 83-04006 84-04005 85-02002 85-02106 
81-04003 82-02044 83-04008 84-04007 85-02005 85-02107 
81-04006 82-02045 83-04012 84-04013 85-02006 85-02111 
81-04024 82-02047 83-04031 84-04014 85 02007 85-02114 
81-04038 82-02049 83-04032 84-04019 85-02012 85-02116 
81-04044 82-02051 83-04033 84-04020 85-02014 85-02119 
81-04045 82-02059 83-04034 84-04024 85-02016 85-02122 
81-04049 82-02070 83-04035 84-04026 85-02017 85-02124 
81-04052 82-04004 83-04036 84-04031 85-02018 85-02128 
81-04053 82-04005 83-04037 84-04047 85-02019 85-02129 
81-04056 82-04013 83-04038 84-04050 85-02022 85-02141 
81-04059 82-04015 83-04039 84-04056 85-02023 85-02142 
81-04060 82-04019 83-04040 84-04092 85-02025 85-02158 
81-04061 82-04030 83-04041 84-04101 85-02026 85-02161 
81-04063 82-04037 83-04042 84-04105 85 02027 85-02165 
81-04124 82-04038 83-04043 84-04107 85-02032 85-02166 
81-07001 82-04042 83-04044 84-04120 85-02033 85-02167 
81-07010B 82-04045 83-04046 84-04143 85-02034 85-02168 
81-07014B 82-04053 83-04047 84-04155 85-02036 85-04001 
81-07017 82-04060 83-04050 84-04180 85-02037 85-04004 
81-07021 82-04062 83-04052 84-04181 85-02039 85-04005 
81-07024 82-04063 83-04053 84-04182 85-02043 85-04007 
81-07028 82-04064 83-04055 84-04183 85 02044 85-04008 
(Subcase list: UNCLAIMFD 
8/08/14 23 

















































































































































































Register of Actions, Twin Falls Case 
No. 39576 (i.e., SRBA Main Case) 
01 CASE SUMMARY SHEET 
SHOWING ALL ROA ENTRIES FOR SUBCASE-
00 39576 FILE#: 76907 
CLAIMANT: STATE OF IDAHO, EX REL. R. 
DATE 
FILED TEXT 
** PARTIES INVOLVED** 






























** ROA ENTRIES** 
PETITION FILED BY STATE OF IDAHO 
EX PARTE MOTION FOR ORDER SETTING FORTH 
PROCEDURES FOR COMMENCEMENT HEARING 
ORDER: RE COPY FEES 
ORDER REQUIRING DESIGNATION OF LEAD COUNSEL 
ORDER SET COMMENCE HEAR & HEAR PROCEDURES 
ORDER APPOINT DISTRICT JUDGE & DETERMINATION 
VENUE OF PETITION FOR GENERAL ADJUDICATION 
OF WATER RIGHTS IN SNAKE RIVER BASIN 
NTC: DESIGNATION LEAD COUNSEL - STRONG/STATE 
NTC: APPEAR - ROGER D. LING/A&B & FALLS IRR. 
DISTS. AND ABERDEEN-SPRINGFIELD CANAL CO. 
NTC: APPEARANCE & REQUEST FOR DOCUMENTS 
CRAIG R. ZAISS/RIVERSIDE IRR DIST. 
NTC: APPEARANCE - SCOTT CAMPBELL/PIONEER 
IRR DIST. & SETTLERS IRR. DIST. 
NTC: HEARING 
NTC: APPEARANCE & OBJECTION TO SCOPE OF 
ADJUDICATION - IDAHO POWER COMPANY 
LODGED: MEMO IN SUPPORT OF OBJECTION TO 
SCOPE OF ADJUDICATION 
REQUEST TO TAKE JUDICIAL NOTICE 
NTC: APPEARANCE - JAMES ANNEST/DELIS, 
PAPPAS, ANNEST, CURTIS, HOWERY & MCGONIGAL 
LODGED: MEMORANDUM NO ARGUMENT - ANNEST 
NTC: SPECIAL APPEARANCE - MONSON/U.S. 
LODGED: PREHEARING STATEMENT FB U.S. 
LODGED: MEMO OF POINT & AUTHORITIES 
SUPPORT OF U.S. PREHEARING STATEMENT 
CERT: SERVICE - SPECIAL APPEAR, PREHEARING 
STMNT, MEMO OF .POINTS & AUTHO 
NTC: APPEARANCE - ROY EIGUREN & STEVEN 
ORMISTON/OPALINE IRR. DIST. 
NTC: APPEARANCE - ROY EIGUREN & STEVEN 
ORMISTON/GEM IRR. DIST. 
NTC: APPEARANCE - JOHN HANSEN/NEW SWEDEN 
IRR. DISTRICT 
NTC: APPEARANCE - B. OSBORN/WATER DIST. 67 
LODGED: BRIEF OF PETITIONER 
NTC: APPEARANCE - BLAIR GROVER/ 
UPPER SNAKE RIVER VALLEY PROTECTIVE UNION 
LODGED: PREHEARING STATEMENT OF UPPER 
SNAKE RIVER VALLEY PROTECTIVE UNION 
LODGED: PREHEAR STATEMENT -RIVERSIDE IRR 
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NTC: APPEAR - KENT FOSTER/CHALLIS IRR. DIST, 
THE BARRETTS AND THE BENNETTS 
LODGED: MEMO OF LAW & PREHEARING STATEMENT 
LODGED; MEMO IN SUPPORT OF JOINDER IN 
OBJECT TO SCOPE OF ADJUDICATION & PETITION 
NTC: APPEARl,NCE, JOINDER IN OBJECTION TO 
SCOPE OF ATh.J--UDICATION & PETITION - ROSHOLT/ 
TFCC, NSCC & AFRD 
NTC: APPEARANCE - D. OLOWINSKI & A. BARKER/ 
WILDER IRR; R. GIVENS/NY IRR; R. FREDICKS/ 
BOISE-KUNA IRR; Ill. RINGERT/NAMPA & MERIDIAN 
IRR; L. SULLIVAN/BIG BEND IRR 
LODGED: PREHEARING STATEMENT OF PETITIONER 
NTC: APPEARANCE OF K FOSTER/COMMITTEE OF 9 
LODGED: FOSTER FOR COMM OF 9 
LODGED: FOSTER FOR LEMHI IRR DISTRICT 
NTC: APPEARANCE OF K. FOSTER/LEMHI IRR. DST. 
CERT: MAILING NTC APPEAR/CAMBELL 
LODGED: BRIEF OF PETITIONER 
AMENDED CERT SERVICE - BRIEF OF PETITIONER 
NTC: APPEAR B. OSBORN/WATER DIST. 67 AMENDED 
LODGED: PREHEAR STATEMENT/AMENDED RIVERSIDE 
IRR. DIST. LTD. 
TESTIMONY OF DAVID B. SHAW FOR COMMENCEMENT ?? 
HEARING 09-08-1987. ?? 
LODGED: REPLY MEMO - BOISE-KUNA, NAMPA AND 
MERIDIAN, NY, WILDER, BIG BEND IRR DIST 
LODGED: EXHIBITS & AFFIDAVITS OF BOISE-KUNA, 
NAMPA, MERIDIAN, NY, WILDER & BIG BEND IRR 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE. IDWR RE: SERVICE OF 
PETITION/NOTICE OF FILING PETITION. 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE. NOTICE OF FILING PE-
TITION TO COMKENCE GENERAL ADJUDICATION. 
MOTION FOR SUBSTITUTION OF PARTY MG 
· COURT MINUTES 09-08-1987 
N'I'C: APPEARANCE OF CECIL D. HOBDEY/BIG WOOD 
CANAL CO. & AMERICAN FALLS RESERVOIR DIST. 
NO. 2. 
CERT: SERVICE-IDWR/BRIEF OF PETITIONER & 
PRE-HEARING STATEMENT OF PETITIONER FILED 
08-28-87 & 08-24-87. 
CERT: SERVICE-IDWR/FILINGS 09-02-87 
LODGED: APPENDICES TO BRIEF FB IDWR 
NTC: STATUS CONFERENCE. SV 
CERT: SERVICE-IDWR/NOTC. OF STATUS CONF. 
PROPOSED TOPICS FOR STATUS CONF FB IDWR ?? 
STATEMENT OF ADDITIONAL ISSUES FB DISTRICTS ?? 
LODGED: MEMO OF POINTS & AUTHORITIES - U.S. 
CERT: SERVICE-U.S./FILINGS 10-02-1987 
LIST OF ISSUES-STATUS CONF. 10-09-87 ?? 
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NTC: APPEARANCE - KENT FLETCHER/MINIDOKA IRR. 
MEMORANDUM OPINION ON COMMENCEMENT 
CERT: MAILING-NTC OF APPEARANCE/MINIDOKA 
AFFIDAVIT: SERVICE OF NOTICE-STATUS CONF. 
LODGED:PROPOSED COMMENCEMENT ORDER - IDWR 
LODGED: PROPOSED SCHEDULING ORDER - IDWR 
LODGED: DRAFT RULES & REGULATIONS 
LODGED: DRAFT TIMETABLE FOR ADOPTION OF 
PROPOSED RULES AND REGULATIONS 
CERT: SERVICE - IDWR 
LODGED: STATUS CONFER MEMORANDUM 11/19/1987 
BOISE-KUNA, NAMPA & MERIDIAN, NEW YORK, 
WILDER AND BIG BEND IRRIGATION DISTRICTS 
CERT: SERVICE/IDWR-EX A TO COMMENCE. ORDER 
ORDER: COMMENCEMENT 
COURT MINUTES-STATUS CONF 11/19/87 
AFFIDAVIT: SERVICE OF NOTC-STATUS CONF. 
NTC: APPEARANCE OF D. WHIPPLE/BURLEY IRR 
COURT MINUTES-STATUS CONF 
NTC: APPEAL TO SUPREME COURT FILED BY 
IRRIGATION DISTRICTS ON COMMENCEMENT ORDER 
MOT: STAY ENFORCEMENT OF COMMENCEMENT 
ORDER - FB IRRIGATION DISTRICTS 
LODGED: PROPOSED ORDER GRANTING STAY 
NTC: APPEAL TO S.CT FB WATER DISTRICT 67/67A 
ON COMMENCEMENT ORDER 
REQUEST ADD'L TRANSCRIPT/RECORD 
CERT: SERVICE/REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL RECORD 
LODGED: STATUS CONFERENCE MEMORANDUM 1/19/88 
REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL RECORD 
ORDER GRANTING STAY 
CERT: SERVICE/ ORDER GRANTING STAY 
COURT MINUTES 01-19-1988 
MOT: FOR ENTRY OF SCHEDULING ORDER 
MOT: REQUESTING ESTABLISHMENT OF PROCEDURES 
NTC: HEARING ON MOTION RE PROCEDURES 
LODGED: SCHEDULING ORDER 
NTC: HEARING ON MOTION RE PROCEDURES 
ACKNOWLEDGMNT SERVICE: CMPLTD CLERK'S RECORD 
ACKNOWLDGMNT SERVICE: REPORTER'S TRANSCRIPT 
ON APPEAL 
ACKNOWLDGMNT SERVICE: CMPLTD CLERK'S RECORD 
ACKNOWLDGMNT SERVICE: REPORTER'S TRANSCRIPT 
ON APPEAL 
MOT: STAY COMMENCEMENT ORDER FILED BY 
WATER DISTRICT 67 
PROPOSED ORDER GRANTING STAY - LODGED 
LODGED: MEMO IN SUPPORT OF MOTN REQUEST 
THE ESTABLISHMENT OF PROCEDURES FOR FILING 
& SERVICE OF PLEADINGS & FOR PROVIDING 
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AFFIDAVIT: DAVID B. SHAW RE STATUS REPORT 
AFFIDAVIT: DAVID B. SHAW RE DOCKET SHEET 
CERT: ~AILING/ MEMO IN SUPPORT & AFFIDAVITS 
MOT: STAY COMMENCEMENT ORDER - WATER DIST 78 
LODGED: PROPOSED ORDER GRANTING STAY 
NTC: APPEARANCE OF B. OSBORN/WATER DIST 78 
MOT: ADMITTING PERSONS IN WATER DIST. 78 
AFFIDVT OF SERVICE/ NOTICE OF STATUS CONF 
COURT MINUTES 02-16-88 
CROSS CLAIM FB BOISE WARM SPRINGS WATER DIST 
CERT: SERVICE/ NOTICE OF STATUS CONFERENCE 
ACKNOWLDGMT SERVICE: COMPLTD CLERK'S RECORD 
ON APPEAL 
ACKNOWLDGMNT SERVICE: COURT REPORTER'S 
TRANSCRIPT ON APPEAL 
SUPREME COURT SUPPLEMENTAL ORDER: GRANTING 
ADDITIONAL POWERS TO THE DISTRICT COURT 
JUDGE 
NTC: APPEARANCE OF R. EIGUREN & M. DOBARAN 
FOR AMERICAN BASIC FOODS 
ORDER RE: DOCKET SHEET PROCEDURES 
*** ABOVE DOCUMENT NOT ORIGINAL, NO DATE-----
STAMP. STAMPED COPY ON 3/8/88 ******* 
SCHEDULING ORDER 
AMENDED CROSS CLAIM FB BOISE WARM SPRINGS 
NTC: HEARING ON MOTION RE STAY 
CERT: SERVICE/ SCHEDULE ORDER, ORDER 
MOTION/ SUBSTITUTION ON DIST 78 
AFFIDAVIT: BERT L. OSBORN 
ORDER RE: PLEADINGS(DOCKET SHEET SEE 2/24/88) 
LODGED: MEMO OPPOSE MOT STAY FB W.D. 67 
LODGED: MEMO OPPOSE MOT STAY FB W.D. 78 
AFFIDAVIT: JIM JOHNSON 
MOT:ESTABLISH SCHEDULE SUBMIT U.S. CLAIMS. 
LODGED: PROPOSED SCHEDULE ORDER - US CLAIMS 
STIPULATION (WATER DIST 78 A1TD IDWR) 
STIPULATION (WATER DIST 67 Al\u IDWR) 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE TO DIST COURT CLERKS 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE - NOTICE OF HEARING 
COURT MINUTES 
CERT: SERVICE/MOT ESTABLISH SCHEDULE 
ORDER DENYING MOT FOR STAY 
SUPREME COURT - PARTIAL REMITTITUR 
ORDER: SCHEDULING CONFERENCE 
ORDER CONSOLIDATING DUN V FOSHA TO SRBA 
LODGED: ADJUDICATIONS RULES & REGS - IDWR 
CERT: SERVICE/ ORDER CONSOL, AFFFIDAVITS 
CERT: SERVICE/ DOCKET SHEET 
MONTHLY STATUS REPORT FILED 
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ORDER RE: CANCELLING MAY STATUS CONFERENCE 
MONTHLY STATUS REPORT FILED 
CERT: SERVICE/ STATUS REPORT 
CERT: SERVICE/ DOCKET SHEET 
AFFID SVC-NTC OF ENTRY OF ORDERS 
ORDER: SCHEDULING FOR U.S. CLAIMS 
CERT: SERVICE/ DOCKET SHEET 
MONTHLY STATUS REPORT FILED 
CERT: SERVICE/ STATUS REPORT 
COURT MINUTES 
ORDER VACATING JULY/AUG STATUS CONFERENCES 
CERT: SERVICE/ DOCKET SHEET 
RESPONSE TO COMMENCEMENT NOTICE - HARRINGTON 
MONTHLY STATUS REPORT FILED 
CERT: SERVICE/ STATUS REPORT 
NTC : FOR THE RECORD: VAN MUN . 
CERT: SERVICE/ DOCKET SHEET 
NTC: APPEARANCE - ALBERT M. FRANCO, TRUSTEE 
MILDRED LOGUS TRUST 
NTC: APPEARANCE - ALBERT M. FRANCO/ 
INDEPENDENCE GOLD & SILVER MINES 
NTC: APPEARANCE - ALBERT M. FRANCO/ 
TREASUREMONT MINING COMPANY 
NTC: ADD'L FEDERAL AGENCIES WHICH MAY FILE 
WATER RIGHTS CLAIMS 
CERT: SERVICE/ U.S. NTC-FEDERAL AGENCIES 
NTC: SERVICE OF ID'S RESPONSES TO U. S. 2ND 
SET OF INTERROGATORIES & 2ND REQ. FOR PROD. 
ORDER GRANTING STAY OF CMMNCMT ORDER-WEISER 
CERT: SERVICE/ STATUS REPORT 
MONTHLY STATUS REPORT FILED 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE/ COMMENCEMENT NOTICE 
-ADAMS COUNTY. 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE/ COMMENCEMENT NOTICE 
-CLARK COUNTY. 
MOTION FOR WAIVER OF FILING FEE/ DECLARA-
TION IN FORMA PAUPERIS FB VAN MUN 
MOTION FOR ORDER OF EXEMPTION FROM ABOVE 
ACTION FB VAN MUNN 
CROSS CLAIM 2D AMENDED FB BOISE WARM SPRINGS 
CERT: SERVICE/ DOCKET SHEET 
CERT: SERVICE/ STATUS REPORT 
MONTHLY STATUS REPORT FILED 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE/ COMMENCEMENT NOTICE 
GOODING COUNTY 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE I COMMENCEMENT NOTICE 
IDAHO COUNTY 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE I COMMENCEMENT NOTICE 
LINCOLN COUNTY 
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RESPONSE TO: MOTION FOR ORDER OF EXEMPTION 
RESPONSE TO: MOTION FOR WAIVER OF FILING FEE 
& DECLARATION IN FORMA PAUPERIS 
LODGED: MEMO OPPOSE MOTN WAIVE FILING FEE 
CERT: SERVICE/ DOCKET SHEET 
ORDER VACATING STATUS CONFERENCE 10 & 11/88 
CERT: SERVICE/ STATUS REPORT 
MONTHLY STATUS REPORT FILED 
SUPREME COURT OPINION 92 - AFFIRM APPEAL OF 
DIST. COURT RE COMMENCEMENT ORDER 
SUPPLEMENTAL 2D AMENDED CROSSCLAIM ADDING 
"DESCRIPTIVE SUMMARY" 
CERT: SERVICE/ DOCKET SHEET 
CERT: SERVICE/ STATUS REPORT 
MONTHLY STATUS REPORT FILED 
SUPREME COURT REMITTITUR 
SUPP 2D AMEND CROSSCLAIM ADD DESCRIPT SUMMRY 
CERT: SERVICE/ DOCKET SHEET 
MONTHLY STATUS REPORT FILED 
CERT: SERVICE/ STATUS REPORT 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE/ COMM. ORDER-TETON CO 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE/ COMM. ORDER-BLAINE CO 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE/ COMM. ORDER-LEWIS CO 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE/ COMM. ORDER-CLRWTR CO 
STIPULATION/ ESTABLISHMENT OF PROCEDURE FOR 
ADJUDICATION OF DOMESTIC/STOCK WATER CLAIMS 
MOTION REQUESTING ESTABLISHMENT OF PROCEDURE 
FOR THE ADJUD. OF DOM & STK WTR CLAIMS 
COURT MINUTES 12-20-1988 
ORDER DENYING MTN-FEES WAIVER FB VAN MUN 
ORDER DENYING MTN-EXEMPTION FB VAN MUN 
ORDER DISSOLVING STAY 
EX PARTE MOTION FOR ORDER SHORTENING TIME 
ORDER SHORTENING TIME 
NTC: SPECIAL PROCEDURE - SMALL DOMESTIC & 
STOCK CLAIMS IN SRBA 
ORDER DISSOLVING STAY 
LODGED: MEMO SUPPORT MOTN REQUESTING 
ESTAB OF PROCEDURES/DOMESTIC STOCK CLAIM 
AFFIDAVIT: DAVID B. SHAW 
CERT: SERVICE/ MEMORANDUM 
CERT: SERVICE/ DOCKET SHEET 
MONTHLY STATUS REPORT FILED 
CERT: SERVICE/ STATUS REPORT 
AMENDMENT TO CERT OF SERVICE/DOCKET SHEET 
LODGED: MEMO OF AMICI CURIAE CONCERNING 
PROCEDURES FOR DOMESTIC/STOCK CLAIMS 
COURT MINUTES 01-16-1989 
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ORDER ESTABLISHING PROCEDURES FOR ADJUD OF 
DOMESTIC/STOCK USES - FINDINGS OF FACT AND 
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
ORDER VACATING STATUS CONFERENCE 2/89 
CERT: SERVICE/ DOCKET SHEET 
MONTHLY STATUS REPORT FILED 
CERT: SERVICE/ STATUS REPORT 
AFFIDAVIT OF SVC. OF NOTC. IDWR MOTION 12-88 
CERT: SERVICE/ DOCKET SHEET 
CERT: SERVICE/ STATUS REPORT 
MONTHLY STATUS REPORT FILED 
MOTION REQ. AN AMENDMENT TO SCHE:D. ORDER FOR MG 
U.S. WATER RIGHT CLAIMS BY STATE. 
COURT MINUTES 03-21-1989 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE COMM. NTC-OWYHEE CO. 
CERT: SERVICE/ 03-21-89 MOTION BY STATE. 
AMEND 1 TO SCHEDULING ORDER S 
ORDER VACATING STATUS CONFERENCES 04/05-89 
CERT: SERVICE/ DOCKET SHEET 
MONTHLY STATUS REPORT FILED 
CERT: SERVICE/ STATUS REPORT 
ORDER SET STATUS CONFERENCE/SRO-BAN CLAIMS SV 
CERT: SERVICE/ U.S.FIRST SET INTERROGATOR-
IES AND REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION TO IDAHO 
CERT: SERVICE/ DOCKET SHEET 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE-COMl-!NC. ORDER-SHOSH. CO 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE-COMl-!NC. ORDER-LATAH. CO 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE-COMMNC. ORDER-BINGP_l\.M CO 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE-COMMNC. ORDER-TF CO 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE-COMMNC. ORDER-BOISE CO 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE-COMMNC. ORDER-NEZ PERCE 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE-COMMNC. ORDER-FREMONT CO 
MONTHLY STATUS REPORT FILED 
CERT: SERVICE/ STATUS REPORT 
NTC: SERVICE OF PETITIONER STATE OF IDAHO'S 
RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORIES AND REQUEST FOR 
PRODUCTION AND CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
AMEND 2 TO SCHEDULING ORDER FOR U.S. CLAIMS S 
ORDER VACATING 05/07-89 STATUS CONFERENCES 
CERT: SERVICE/ DOCKET SHEET 
MONTHLY STATUS REPORT FILED 
CERT: SERVICE/ STATUS REPORT 
CERT: SERVICE/ U.S. ON STATE 06-29-89 
PET: WRIT OF MANDAMUS FB UNITED STATES DG 
LODGED: MEMO SUPPORT OF MOT FOR WRIT 
MANDAMUS OR INJUNCTIVE/DECLARATORY RELIEF 
LODGED: APPENDIX TO MEMO IW SUPPORT OF MOTN 
FOR WRIT OF MANDAMUS FOR INJUNC/DECL RELIEF 
NTC: SERVICE OF ID'S FIRST SET OF REQUESTS 
FOR ADMISSION, PRODUCTION, INTRRGS TO U.S. 
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ORDER: IDWR WILL ACCEPT US CLAIMS FOR 
CERT: SERVICE/ DOCKET SHEET 
MONTHLY STATUS REPORT FILED 
CERT: SERVICE/ STATUS REPORT 
NTC: SRVC. U.S RESPONSES-ID'S IST SET REQS 
NTC: SRVC. U.S.2ND SET REQUESTS ON IDAHO 
NTC: HEARING-US PET FOR WRIT OF MANDAMUS HV 
MOT: FB STATE TO EXTEND DATES FOR FILING MG 
RESP BRIEF/HEARING ON PETITION FOR WRIT 
CERT: SERVICE/ DOCKET SHEET 
IDWR EXPARTE MOT: INTERIM ORDER APPROVING PG 
PROPOSED METHOD OF 2D ROUND SERVICE 
CERT: SERVICE/ EX PARTE MOTION 
AFFID OF SERVICE OF COMMNC. NOTICE-CASSIA CO 
COURT MINUTES 08-15-89 
MONTHLY STATUS REPORT FILED 
CERT: SERVICE/ STATUS REPORT 
ORDER VACATING SEPT CONF/RESET OCT CONF. HV 
NTC: APPRNC-JEFFREY C. FEREDAY FOR BOISE CITY 
AFFID-2ND-SERVICE OF COMMNCMT NTC-LATAH CO 
CERT: SERVICE/ PROPSD ORDER TO CONSOLIDATE 
NTC: SRVC-PET ID'S 2ND SET INTRRGS TO U.S. 
STIPULAT: JOINT-VOLNTRY DISMISS W/O PREJUDICE 
ORDER DISMISS W/0 PREJUDICE-BOISE WARM SPGS 
LODGED: PROPOSE CONSOLIDATE LUNDBURG 
CERT: SERVICE/ PROP. ORDER TO CONSOLIDATE 
ORDER CONSOLIDATING LUNDBURG/COLLINS TO SRBA 
ORDER SETTING TIME RE PET WRIT OF MANDATE 
ORDER: INTERIM APPRVG 2D ROUND SERVICE SRBA 
NTC: SRVC-IDAHO'S 1ST SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE 
TO UNITED STATES' 2ND INTERROGS & REQUEST 
MOT: CONSOL/HRG-SMITH V SCOFIELD 39576-02 MG 
NTC: SERVICE OF PET ID'S 2D SET REQS 
NTC: APPR-AMND-JEFFREY C. FEREDAY-BOISE CITY 
MONTHLY STATUS REPORT FILED 
CERT: SERVICE/ STATUS REPORT 
CERT: SERVICE/ DOCKET SHEET 8/89 
AMND JNT STIP/NTC VLNTRY DISMISS W/O PREJUDIC 
CERT: SERVICE/ DOCKET SHEET 9/89 
CERT: SERVICE/ AMENDED/ DOCKET SHEET 8/89 
ORDER DISMISS CASE W/O PREJ AMEND-BOISE WS 
NTC: SRVC-U.S. RESPONSES TO ID'S 2ND SET INTR 
MONTHLY STATUS REPORT FILED 
CERT: SERVICE/ STATUS REPORT 
MOT: STATE 2D MOT: EXTEND BRIEFING DATES MG 
AFFIDAVIT: DAVID J. BARBER 
ORDER EXTEND TIME FOR BRIEFING PET FOR WRIT 
LODGED: MEMO OPPOSITION TO MOT FOR WRIT 
FB TFCC, NSCC, IPCO 
CERT: SERVICE/ U.S. MEMO/APPNDX/ANSWR 
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LODGED: MEMO OPPOS U.S. PET WRIT OF MANDAMUS 
LODGED: APPENDIX TO MEMO IN OPP TO US PETN 
FOR WRIT OF MANDAMUS 
ORDER CONSOLIDATING SMITH V SCOFFIELD/SRBA 
DOCUMENTS RELATING TO SMITH V SCOFIELD CAN 
BE FOUND UNDER 39576-02 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE/ COMMENCEMENT NOTICE 
VALLEY COUNTY 
COURT MINUTES 10-31-89 
CERT: SERVICE/ STATUS REPORT 
MONTHLY STATUS REPORT FILED 
CERT: SERVICE/ DOCKET SHEET 
NTC: SERVICE-PET'S 2D SUPPLEMNT RESPONSE TO 
U.S. 2D SET INTERROGS & 2D RQST FOR PRODUC 






JOINT MOTION FOR ENTRY OF SCHEDULING ORDER MG 11/22/1989 
ORDER CLOSING DISCOVERY PET FOR WRIT OF 
MANDAMUS 
LODGED: PROPOSED AMEND 3 TO SCHEDULING ORDER 
MOT: REQUEST AMENDMENT TO SCHEDULING ORDER MF 12/01/1989 
CERT: SERVICE/ DOCKET SHEET 
AFFIDAVIT: EDWARD L. THOMAS 
AFFIDAVIT: ERVIN R. COWLEY 
AFFIDAVIT: RON GOLUS 
CERT: SERVICE/ CONSOLIDATED REPLY MEMO 
LODGED: U.S. CONSOLIDATED REPLY MEMO IN 
SUPPORT OF ITS PET FOR WRIT OF MANDAMUS 
LODGED: APPENDIX TO CONSOLIDATED REPLY MEMO 
AFFIDAVIT: KENNETH J. TAYLOR 
CERT: SERVICE/ AFFIDAVIT OF KENNETH TAYLOR 
CERT: SERVICE/ STATUS REPORT 
MONTHLY STATUS REPORT FILED 
AFFIDAVIT: N.W. PLUMMER 
AFFIDAVIT: PETER G. MORROS 
AFFIDAVIT: KAREN L. BARCLAY 
MOT: LEAVE TO FILE MEMO AMICUS CURIAE IN MD 12/21/1989 
OPPOSITION TO U.S. PET FOR WRIT OF MANDAMUS 
LODGED: MEMO AMICUS CURIAE IN OPPOSITION 
OPPOSITION TO US PETN FOR WRIT OF MANDAMUS 
CERT: SERVICE/AFFD'S BARCLAY, MORROS, PLUMMER 
COURT MINUTES 12-1989 
ORDER SETTING STATUS CONF HV 1/16/1990 
ORDER & NTC REQUIRING FILING OF CHALLENGES 
TO FILING FEES 
ORDER REQUIRING THE U.S. TO FILE STATEMENT 
OF ISSUES RELATING TO FILING FEES 
ORDER DENYING MOTION FOR LEAVE TO FILE 
MEMORANDUM AMICUS CURIAE 
MONTHLY STATUS REPORT FILED 
WATER RIGHTS NEGOTIATIONS 
CERT: SERVICE/ U.S. LIST OF ISSUES RE 
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IDAHO'S FILING FEES 
U.S. LIST OF ISSUES RE IDAHO'S FILING FEES 
CERT: SERVICE/ STATUS REPORT 
STATUS REPORT FILED 
CERT: SERVICE/ DOCKET SHEET 
COURT MINU~ES 01-16-90 
CERT: SERVICE/ DOCKET SHEET 
AFFIDAVIT: SERVICE/ COMMENCEMENT NOTICE 
BONNEVILLE COUNTY 
AFFIDAVIT: SERVICE/ COMMENCEMENT NOTICE 
MINIDOKA COUNTY 
AFFIDAVIT: SERVICE/ COMMENCEMENT NOTICE 
CAMAS COUNTY 
AFFIDAVIT: SERVICE/ COMMENCEMEN'r NOTICE 
WASHINGTON COUNTY 
AFFIDAVIT: SERVICE/ COMMENCEMENT NOTICE 
ELMORE COUNTY 
AFFIDAVIT: SERVICE/ COMMENCEMENT NOTICE 
ADA COUNTY-VOLUMES II-VIII 
MONTHLY STATUS REPORT FILED 
CERT: SERVICE/ STATUS REPORT 
LODGED: CHALLENGES TO FEES FB DISTRICTS 
COURT MINUTES 02-20-1990 
LODGED: PROPOSAL FOR PROCEDURE FOR AMENDMENT 
OF DIRECTOR'S REPORT FB IDAHO 
ORDER VACATING STATUS CONFERENCE SET FOR 
MARCH 20, 1990 
CERT: SERVICE/ DOCKET SHEET 
MONTHLY STATUS REPORT FILED 
CERT: SERVICE/ STATUS REPORT 
AMEND 4 TO SCHEDULING ORDER FOR U.S. WATER 
RIGHT CLAIMS 
PROPOSAL FOR THE USE OF ALTERNATIVE DISPUTE 
RESOLUTION 
LODGED: STATE'S MEMO IN SUPPORT OF MOTN FOR 
PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
MOT: FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
AFFIDAVIT SVC CMMNCMT NOTC-CUSTER CO. 
AFFIDAVIT SVC CMMNCMT NOTC-ADAMS COUNTY 
AFFIDAVIT SVC CMMNCMT NOTC-CARIBOU COUNTY 
AFFIDAVIT SVC COMNCMT NTC - BUTTE COUNTY 
AFFIDAVIT SVC COMNCMT NTC - GEM COONTY 
AFFIDAVIT SVC COMNCMT NTC - CANYON COUNTY 
COURT MINUTES 04-17-90 
MONTHLY STATUS REPORT FILED 
CERT: SERVICE/ STATUS REPORT 
CERT: SERVICE/ DOCKET SHEET 
CERT: SERVICE/ DOCKET SHEET 
AMEND 5 SCHEDULING ORDER FOR U.S. CLAIMS 
CERT: SERVICE/ AMENDMENT NO. 5 
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MONTHLY STATUS REPORT FILED 
CERT: SERVICE/ STATUS REPORT 
MOT/ORDER? APPROVE PROPOSED 2D ROUND SERVICE 
CERT: SERVICE/ DOCKET SHEET 
ORDER VACATING STATUS CONF 6/19/90 
MOT: UNOPPOSED MOTION FOR EXTENTION OF TIME 
CERT: SERVICE/ MOTION-UNOPPOSED 
ORDER GRANTING EXTENSION OF TIME 
MONTHLY STATUS REPORT FILED 
LODGED:US MEMO SUPPORT MOT WRIT OF MANDAMUS 
CERT: SERVICE/ MOTION-UNOPPOSED 
MOT: UNOPPOSED FOR EXTENSION OF TIME 
ORDER GRANTING EXTENSION OF TIME 
CERT: SERVICE/ STATUS REPORT 06-15-90 
CERT: SERVICE/ DOCKET SHEET 
MONTHLY STATUS REPORT FILED 
AFFIDAVIT: ALBERT P. BARKER 
LODGED: MEMO OPPOSE STATE'S MOT FOR PARTIAL 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
CERT: SERVICE/ MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION 
LODGED:MEMO OPPOSITION TO STATE'S MOTN FOR 
FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT FILED BY U.S. 
COURT MINUTES 07-17-90 
AFFIDAVIT SVC CMMNCMT NOTC-JEROME CO 
AFFIDAVIT " " " -POWER CO 
AFFIDAVIT " " " -PAYETTE CO-VOL I 
AFFIDAVIT " " " -LEMHI CO 
CERT: SERVICE/ STATUS REPORT 
MOTION TO MODIFY ORDER OF 2/24/88 RE HEARING 
PROCEDURES FOR THE SRBA 
AMEND 6 TO SCHEDULING ORDER RE U.S. CLAIMS 
ORDER VACATING STATUS CONFERENCE 8/21/90 
CERT: SERVICE/ DOCKET SHEET 
MONTHLY STATUS REPORT FILED 
CERT: SERVICE/ STATUS REPORT 
NTC: WITHDRAWL OF COUNSEL - SLOAN 
UNOPPOSED MOT: EXTENSION OF TIME 
ORDER: GRANTING EXTENSION OF TIME 
CERT: SERVICE/ DOCKET SHEET 
LODGED:REPLY MEMO SUPPORT PART SUM JUDGMENT 
MONTHLY STATUS REPORT FILED 
CERT: SERVICE/ STATUS REPORT 
LODGED: TESTIMONY OF DAVID B. SHAW 
LODGED:BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF MTN FOR ORDER 
APPROVING PROPOSED METHOD OF 2ND ROUND SVC 
IDWR BLAINE CO WATER RIGHTS RESEARCH PROJECT 
AFFIDAVIT: DAVID J. BARBER 
PET IDAHO'S MOTION FOR ENTRY OF SCHED ORDER 
ORDER: SCHEDULING & ORDER REQUIRE ATTENDANCE 
AT PRE-TRIAL CONF RE CHALLENGE FILE FEES 
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NTC, TAKE DEPO / GARY L. BOYLE 
NTC: TAKE DEPO / RONALD L. RUSSELL 
OBJECTION TO IPCO TRIAL PARTICIP FB DISTRICTS 
NTC: SRVC AMNDD-ID'S 3RD SET INTRRGS/2ND REQS 
NTC: SRVC ID'S 4TH SET INTRRGS/3RD REQS-U.S. 
RESPONSE FB PETNR ID TO DISTRICTS OBJECTION 
AFFIDAVIT: DAVID J. BARBER 
NTC: TAKE DEPO OF JOHN P. STANFORD 
NTC: TAKE DEPO OF EDWARD L. THOMAS 
NTC: TAKE DEPO OF LLOYD DWAYNE BARNEY JR 
NTC: TAKE DEPO OF OWEN R. WILLIAMS 
NTC: TAKE DEPO OF STANLEY SPEAKS 
NTC: TAKE DEPO OF ROBERT K. OSER 
NTC: TAKE DEPO OF ERVIN R. COWLEY 
NTC: TAKE DEPO OF DR. HUDSON A. GLIMP 
N?C: SRVC ID'S 1ST INTRRGS/REQS TO DISTRICTS 
CERT: SERVICE/ DOCKET SHEET 
RES.PONSE OF TFCC, NSCC & IPCO TO DIS TS I OBJ 
NTC: SRVC U.S.' 3RD REQ PROD/lST REQS ADMISS 
NTC: TAKE DEPO OF WILL BOWKER 
NTC: CANELLING DEPO DR. HUDSON A. GLIMP 
NTC: CANCELLING DEPO STANLEY SPEAKS 
NTC: AMENDED TAXING DEPO ROBERT K. OSER 
NTC: AMENDED TAKING DEPO OWEN R. WILLIAMS 
U.S. Wil'NESS LIST PER 09-29-90 SCHED ORDER 
NTC: SRVC 1ST SET DISCOVERY TO IPCO FB U.S. 
NTC: TAKE DEPO OF JOSEPHINE BEEMAN 
NTC: TAKE DEPO OF A. LYNN KROGH-HAMPE 
NTC: TAKE DEPO OF DAVID B. SHAW 
NTC: TAB DEPO OF NORMAN C. YOUNG 
MONTHLY STATUS REPORT FILED 
CERT: SERVICE/ STATUS REPGRT 
PROPOSED WITNESS LIST FB DISTRICTS 
NTC: SRVC U.S. RESPS TO ID'S 3RD SET INTRRGS 
WITNESS LIST FB COMPANIES 
TESTIMONY OF DAVID B. SHAW FOR HEARING 
ID'S COMPLIANCE W/SCHEDULING ORDER 
SECOND ROUND SERVICE ORDER 
NTC: TAKE DEPO OF THOMAS G. NELSON 
NTC-SRVC-U.S. RESP TO 3RD SET INTRRGS 74-85 
NTC-SRVC-U.S. RESP TO 3RD SET INTRRGS 86-91 
NTC~SRVC-U.S. RESP TO 3RD SET INTRRGS 99-104 
NTC-SRVC-DITTO INTRRGS 107, 109-114-REQ 12/14 
NTC-SRVC-U.S. RESP-4TH SET INTERROGATORIES 
NTC: TAKE DEPO OF GREG PANTER 
NTC: TAKE DEPO OF A. KENNETH DUNN 
NTC: CANCELLING DEPO - JOSEPHINE P. BEEMAN 
NTC: CANECLLING DEPO - A. LYNNE KROGH-HAMPE 
NTC: TAKE DEPO OF JOHN W. KEYS III 
NTC-SRVC-DIST'S ANSRS/RESPS PET'S 1ST INTRRG 
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NTC: TAKE DEPO OF A. LYNN KROGH-HAMPE 
NTC: TAKE DEPO OF JOSEPHINE BEEMAN 
NTC: TAKE DEPO OF DR. RICHARD GARDNER 
NTC: AMENDED TAKE DEPO OF DAVID B. SHAW 
PETITION & PROPOSED ORDER-JOHN C. HJELTER 
NTC: TAKE DEPO OF DON READING, PHD 
NTC: TAKE DEPO OF C.T. MCCREEDY 
NTC: TAKE DEPO OF MARK BERKMAN, PHD 
NTC: AMENDED TAKE DEPO-LLOYD DWAYNE BARNEY 
NTC-SRVC-RESP TO 1ST SET OF REQUESTS ON U.S. 
NTC: TAKE DEPO OF JACK EAKIN 
NTC: TAKE DEPO OF CHARLES COINER 
NTC: TAKE DEPO OF DEWITT MOSS 
NTC: TAKE DEPO OF CHARLES BROCKWAY 
NTC: TAKE DEPO OF JAMES THOMAS JONES 
NTC: TAKE DEPO OF PATRICK JAMES KOLE 
NTC: TAKE DEPO OF PATRICK DANIEL COSTELLO 
NTC: TAKE DEPO OF JAMES EDMUND BRUCE JR. 
NTC: TAKE DEPO OF CUSTODIAN OF RECORDS 
CERT: SERV-AMNDD-PET ID'S NTC DEPO-JOHN KEYS 
NTC: SERVICE COMPANIES' 1ST SET INTERROGS 
MOT: ENTRY OF SCHEDULING ORDER 
MOT: FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER 
LODGED: MEMO OPPOSE MOT FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER 
LODGED: PROPOSED ORDER GRANT PROTECTIVE ORDR 
NTC-SRVC-PET'S RESP TO DIST'S 1ST INTRRGS 
NTC-SRVC-PET'S RESP TO U.S. 3RD SET INTRRGS 
NTC: AMENDED TAKE DEPO OF JOHN W. KEYS 
NTC: AMENDED TAKE DEPO OF MARK BERKMAN PHD 
NTC: AMENDED TAKE DEPO OF C.T. MCCREEDY 
NTC-SRVC-U.S. RESPS TO ID'S 3RD SET INTRRGS 
LODGED: MEMO SUPPORT MOT FOR PROTECTIVE ORDR 
CERT: SERVICE/ PET ID'S MTN FOR PROT ORDER 
NTC: TAKE DEPO OF ALAN JENSEN 
CERT: SERVICE/ DOCKET SHEET 
CERT: SERVICE/ AMEND-TAKE DEPO-ALAN JENSEN 
UNOPPOSED MOT AMEND SCHEDULING ORDER 
MEMO DECISION MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER 
1ST ORDER AMEND SCHEDULING ORDER 
MONTHLY STATUS REPORT FILED 
MOT: TO COMPEL STATE'S RESPONSE TO U.S. REQ 
LODGED: MEMO SUPORTING U.S. MOTN TO COMPEL 
LODGED: MEMO OPPOSING MOTN OF U.S. TO COMPEL 
AFFIDAVIT: DAVID J. BARBER 
SUBPOENA DUCES TECUM TO PATRICK J. KOLE 
PROCESS RECEIPT - SUBPOENA/PATRICK KOLE 
SUBPOENA DUCES TECUM TO PATRICK D. COSTELLO 
PROCESS RECEIPT - SUBPOENA/P. COSTELLO 
SUBPOENA DUCES TECUM TO JAMES E. BRUCE JR. 
PROCESS RECEIPT - SUBPOENA/JAMES BRUCE JR. 
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STIPULATION FOR DISMISSAL WITH PREJUDICE 
MOT: SHORTEN TIME 
MOTION: EXCLUDE WITNESS FROM TRIAL-COMPEL 
MOT: COMPEL RESPONSES 
LODGED:MEMO IN SUPPORT OF U.S. MOTION TO 
COMPEL RESPONSES 
ORDER DISMISSING CHALLENGES TO FILING W/PREJ 
ORDER TO SHORTEN TIME SOUGHT BY DISTRICTS 
MOT: EXTENSION OF TIME - FILE RESPONSE 
MOT: REQUIRE DIR. CARRY BURDENS OF PRODUCT 
LODGED:MEMO SUPRT MOT DIR CARRY BURDEN 
LODGED: MEMO OPPOSE MOT EXCLUDE WITNESS 
MTN: ORDER ESTABLSH PROCEDURE AMEND DIR RPT 
AFFID OF SERV-COMMENCEMENT NOTICE-ONEIDA CO 
AFFID SERV-COMM NOTC-BANNOCK co.-VOL I-III 
MOT: TO DISMISS PETITION OF JOHN HJELTER 
MOT: TO RECONSIDER COURT'S DENIAL 
LODGED:MEMO IN SUPPORT OF U.S. MOTION FOR 
RECONSIDER OF DENIAL OF MOT TO COMPEL FB U.S 
CERT: SERVICE/ U.S.-MEMO & MOTION 
AFFIDAVIT: DAVID HARDER 
CERT: SERVICE/ STATUS REPORT 11-15-1990 
NTC: OF DELIVERY OF DEPO - SHAW - U.S. 
NTC: OF DELIVERY OF DEPO - DUNN U.S. 
NTC: OF DELIVERY OF DEPO - BRUCE U.S. 
NTC: OF DELIVERY OF DEPO - YOUNG - U.S. 
AFFIDAVIT: CLIVE STRONG 
LODGED: MEMO IN OPPOSITION TO U.S. MOTION 
FOR RECONSIDERATION FB IDAHO 
NTC: OF DELIVERY OF DEPO - COSTELLO - U.S. 
NTC: OF DELIVERY OF DEPO - KOLE U.S. 
REPLY:TO MOT FOR RECONSIDER FB COMPANIES 
CERT: SERVICE/ DOCKET SHEET 
MOT: TO DISMISS PETITION OF JOHN HJELTER 
NTC: HEARING 
NTC: HEARING-AMENDED 
MOT: EXTENSION OF TIME FE-PIONEER IRR DIST 
NTC: HEARING 
LODGED:CONSOLIDATED REPLY MEMORANDUM IN . 
SUPPORT OF MOTION TO RECONSIDER 
MEMORANDUM DECISION ON THE STATE'S MOTION 
FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY JODGEMENT RE FILE FEES 
ORDER GRANTING IDAHO'S MOTION FOR PARTIAL 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
MONTHLY STATUS REPORT FILED 
CERT: SERVICE/ STATUS REPORT 
CERT: MAIL-PETER BOYD TO SCOTT CAMPBELL 
U. S . ' PRETRIAL S'l'MNT-TRIAL ON FEES CHALLENGE 
CERT: MAILING /DELETE NELSON-ADD TUCKER 
MOT:FOR SANCTIONS PB-PETITIONER IDAHO 
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ORDER DENYING U.S. MTN TO RECONSIDER 
ORDER DENYING U.S.' MTN TO COMPEL RESPONSES 
OF THE COMPANYS TO U.S. IST SET OF INTRRGS 
ORDER DENYING U.S.' MTN TO EXCLUDE WITNESS 
FROM TRIAL, COMPEL RESPONSES OF STATE'S 
MEMORANDUM DECISION & ORDER RE MOTION TO 
REQUIRE DIR. CARRY BURDEN OF PROOF 
ORDER DENYING ID'S MTN FOR SANCTIONS 
ORDER VACATING STATUS CONF FOR 1/15/91 
PRE-TRIAL STMNT-FEES TRIAL-THE COMPANIES 
PRE-TRIAL STMNT-FEES TRAIL-SUPPLEMENTAL-U.S. 
ORDER GRANTING U.S.' MTN-COMPEL PRODUCTION 
COURT MINUTES 01-14-1991 
NTC: OF DELIVERY OF DEPOSITIONS - R. GARDNER 
AND DON READING, PHD 
AFFIDAVIT: KENNETH BRUSH 
OBJECT: MOT FOR ORDER ESTABLISH PROCEDURE 
FOR AMEND DIR RPT 
CERT: SERVICE/ DOCKET SHEET 
STATE'S OBJECT TO PROPOSED ORDER GRANTING 
U.S. MOT TO COMPEL PRODUCTION 
OBJECT: MOT FOR ORDER ESTABLISH PROCEDURE 
AMEND DIR RPT - TFCC, NSCC, IPCO 
MONTHLY STATUS REPORT FILED 
CERT: SERVICE/ STATUS REPORT 
MOT: TAKE JUDICIAL NTC OF FOREIGN LAW FB U.S. 
LODGED:MEMO SUPPORT MTN TAKE JUDICIAL NOTICE 
SUPPLEMENT TO ID'S PRETRIAL STATEMENT 
NTC: OF DELIVERY OF DEPO - GREG PANTER 
MEMORANDUM DECISION - STATE'S MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT, RE FILING FEES 
MOT: LIMIT TESTIMONY OF WITNESS & ALTERNATE 
MOT TO AMEND SCHEDULING ORDER 
LODGED: MEMO SUPPORT MOT LIMIT TESTIMONY & 
ALTERNATE MOT AMEND SCHEDULING ORDER 
LODGED: MEMO OPPOSE U.S. MOT TAKE JUDICIAL 
NTC OR ALTERNATELY SUPPORT IDAHO'S MOTION 
TO TAKE JUDICIAL NOTICE 
LODGED: APPENDIX TO ID'S REPLY MTN TO TAKE 
JUDICIAL NOTICE 
MOT: IN LIMINI FB THE COMPANIES 
LODGED:MEMO SUPPORT MOT IN LIMINI/FB IPCO 
ORDER: DENYING DIRECTOR'S MTN OBJECTING TO 
THE U.S. SUPPLEMENTAL PRETRIAL STATEMENT 
ORDER: DENYING U.S. MTN TO COMPEL STATE'S 
RESPONSE TO U.S. REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION 
#9 OF 3RD SET OF DISCOVERY REQUESTS 
ORDER: GRANTING U.S. MTN TO COMPEL 
PRODUCTION OF LEGISLATIVE AUDIT MATERIALS 
MOT: LIMIT TESTIMONY OF ADDITIONAL WITNESSES 
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LODGED: U.S. MEMO OPPOSE ID'S MOT TO LIMIT 
TESTIMONY OF WITNESS & ALTERNATE MOTION 
TO AMEND SCHEDULING ORDER 
LODGED: U.S. MEMO OF LAW IN OPPOSITION TO 
COMPANIES MOTION IN LIMINI 
ORDER: RESCINDING ORDER GRANTING U.S. MTN TO 
COMPEL PRODUCTION OF LEGIS AUDIT MATERIAL 
ORDER: RESCINDING ORDER DENYING DIRECTOR'S 
OBJECTIONS TO U.S. PRETRIAL STATEMENT 
******** STATE OF IDAHO VS DICKCON ******** 
FOR DOCUMENTATION SEE 00 39576-03 
COURT MINUTES 01-31-1991 
SUBPOENA TO HOWARD ALLEN FUNKE 
SRBA STEERING COMM-ADR SUB COMM REPORT 
CERT: SERVICE/ DOCKET SHEET 
ORDER OF DISMISSAL-PET OF JOHN C. HJELTER 
ORDER GRANTING MTN IN LIMINE 
MONTHLY STATUS REPORT FILED 
AMEND 7 - SCHEDULE ORDER - U.S. CLAIMS 
CERT: SERVICE/ STATUS REPORT 
CERT: MAILING/ DELETE PINKHAM-NASH CONTINUE 
MOT-JUDGMNT AFTER TRIAL & SUMRY JUDGMNT ON • 
REMAIN FILING FEE ISSUES OR FOR ACCOUNTNG 
LODGED:MEMO SUPPORT US MTN JDGMT AFTER TRIAL 
CERT: SERVICE/ U.S. MTN & MEMO IN SUPPORT 
MOTION: EX PARTE TO AMEND 2ND RND SERV ORDER 
MOTION: FOR ORDER CLARIFYING STATUS REPORT 
PROCEDURE FOR AMENDMENT OF DIR'S REPORT 
NTC: APPEARANCE OF RICHARD CUMMINGS FOR 
UNIMIN CORPORATION 
CERT: SERVICE/ DOCKET SHEETS 
LODGED: MEMO OPPOSITION OF U.S. MOTIONS FOR 
JUDGMENT, SUMMARY JUDGMENT & ACCOUNTING 
LODGED: POST TRIAL MEMO OF IPCO,TFCC & NSCC 
CERT: SERVICE AMENDED/ DOCKET SHEET 
CERT: SERVICE/ STATUS REPORT FOR FEBRUARY 
MONTHLY STATUS REPORT FILED 
ORDER: ESTABLISHING PROCEDURES FOR AMENDMENT 
OF DIRECTOR'S 
LODGED: CONSOLIDATED REPLY MEMO IN SUPPORT 
U.S. MOTION FOR JDMT AFTER TRIAL & SUMMARY 
JDMT ON REMAINING FILING FEE ISSUES, OR 
ALTERNATELY, FOR AN ACCTNG -{FAX) 
MONTHLY STATUS REPORT FILED 
LODGED:CONSOLIDATED REPLY MEMO IN SUPPORT OF 
U.S. MTN FOR JDMT AFTER TRIAL - ORIGINAL 
CERT: SERVICE/ CONSOLIDATED REPLY MEMO 
ORDER CLARIFYING STATUS REPORT ORDER 
CERT: SERVICE/ 03-15-1991 STATUS REPORT 
COURT MINUTES 03-19-1991 
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ORDER RE: 3/19/91 STATIJS CONFERENCE 
NTC RE: CERT OF MAIL/ IPCO, TFCC & NSCC 
AMENDED SECOND RODND SERVICE ORDER 
MOT: JUDGMENT AFTER TRIAL & SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
ON REMAINING FILLING FEE ISSUES OR 
ALTERNATIVELY FOR AN ACCOUNTING 
LODGED: MEMO IN SUPPORT OF US MOT FOR JDMNT 
AFTER TRIAL & SUMMARY JUDGMT ON REMAINING 
FILING FEE ISSUES OR, ALTERATIVELY, FOR 
AN ACCOUNTING 
CERT: SERVICE/ DOCKET SHEET 
LOOOED:U.S. MEMO IN SUPPORT OF COURT'S DRAFT 
noRDER ESTABLISHING PROCEDURE TO BE 
FOLLOWED PRIOR TO FILING A DIRECTOR'S RPT" 
COMMENTS: PROCEDURE FOR PRELIM • IR'S REPORT 
ESTABLISHING PROCEDURE FB IDAHO 
COMMENTS: COMPANIES TO DRAFT ORDER ESTABLISH 
PROCEDURE TC FOLLOW PRIOR TO DIR'S RPT 
MEMORANDUM DECISION: WRIT OF MANDAMUS COMPEL 
IDWR TO ACCEPT US CLAIMS W/0 FEES 
NTC:AMENDED SCHEDULING MAY STATUS CONFERENCE 
NTC: WITHDRAW & SUBSTITUTE COUNSEL S-B TRIBE 
J. WOLFLEY FOR SHOSHONE-BANNOCK TRIBES 
CERT: SERVICE/ NOTICE OF WITHDRAWL & SUB 
COMMENTS OF ADR SUBCOMMITTEE TO DRAFT ORDER 
ESTABLISHING PROCEDURE TO FOLLOW PRIOR TO 
FILING A DIRECTOR'S REPORT 
NTC: RE CERTIFICATE OF MAIL - B.A.F. & GEM 
DELETE M. DOBORAN/RETAIN EIGUREN & BEEMAN 
COURT MINUTES 04-16-1991 
MONTHLY STATUS REPORT FILED 
CERT: SERVICE / STATUS REPORT FOR APRIL 
MOT, REQUESTING AMENDMNT TO SCHEDULING ORDER 
FOR U.S. WATER RIGHTS CLAIMS 
CERT: SERVICE/ DOCKET SHEETS 
MONTHLY STATIJS REPORT FILED 
CERT: SERVICE/ STATUS REPORT FOR MAY 
JDGMNT & ORDER DENY PET FOR WRIT OF MM7JAMUS 
OR ALT FOR DECLARATORY & INJUNCTIVE RELIEF 
AND MOTION FOR AN ACCOUNTING 
AMEND 8 SCHEDULING ORDER RE U.S. CLAIMS 
COURT MINUTES 05-21-1991 
NTC: SRVC-PET ID'S 4TH SET OF REQUESTS FOR 
FOR PRODUCTION TO THE U.S. 
NTC: STEERING COMMITTEE & STATIJS CONFERENCE 
& REQUEST FOR WRITTEN COMMENTS 
COMMENTS OF IDWR RE PROPOSED OBJECTION FORM 
COMMENTS OF IDWR RE PROPOSED RESPONSE FORM 
NTC: COMPLIANCE WITH INFORMATION REQUEST 
CERT: SERVICE/ DOCKET SHEETS 
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CORRECT ERRORS PRIOR TO FILING DIR'S RPT. 
RESPONSE TO ID'S 4TH SET OF REQUESTS FOR 
PRODUCTION FB U.S. 
CERT: SERVICE/ STATUS REPORT 06-15-1991 
NTC: STEERING COMMITTEE & STATUS CONFERENCE 
AND REQUEST FOR WRITTEN COMMENTS 
MONTHLY STATUS REPORT FILED 
MOT: CLARIFY ORD & FOR EXPEDITED HRG-G & D 
PROPOSED CLARIFICATION OF ORDER ESTABLISHING 
PROCEDURES TO BE FOLLOWED TO CORRECT ERRORS 
PRIOR TO FILING OF DIR'S RPT - LODGED 
NTC: APPEAL TO SUPREME COURT FB - U.S. 
NTC: RE CERT OF MAIL/ SIMPLOT CO. 
CERT: MAIL/ 06-28-1991 MTN TO CLARIFY ORDER 
CERT: SERVICE/ DOCKET SHEET 
RESPONSE TO ID'S MOTION TO CLARIFY ORDER & 
FOR EXPEDITED HEARING FB U.S. 
CERT: SERVICE/ U.S. RESPONSE TO ID'S MOTION 
CERT: SERVICE/ STATUS REPORT FOR JULY 
MONTHLY STATUS REPORT FILED 
COURT MINUTES W/COPIES OF OUTLINES 
ORDER CLARIFYING PROCEDURES TO FOLLOW TO 
CORRECT ERRORS PRIOR TO FILING DIR. RPT. 
IDAHO'S REQUEST FOR INCLUSION OF ADDITIONAL 
DOCUMENTS IN CLERK'S RECORD 
CERT: SERVICE/ DOCKET SHEET 
MONTHLY STATUS REPORT FILED 
CERT: SERVICE/ STATUS REPORT FOR AUGUST 
COMMENTS: IDWR RE OBJECTION & RESPONSE FORMS 
COMMENTS OF COMPANIES TO DRAFT OBJECTION & 
RESPONSE FORMS 
COMMENTS: U.S. RE OBJECTION & RESPONSE FORM 
CERT: MAIL/U.S. COMMENTS RE OBJCT & RESPONSE 
COURT MINUTES W/HANDOUT 08-20-91 
COMMENTS: U.S. ON IDWR NOTICE OF PROPOSED 
RECOMMENDATION FORMS & SUPPLEMENTAL COM-
MENTS ON OBJECTION & RESPONSE FORMS 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE/ 2ND ROUND SERVICE OF 
COMMENCEMENT NOTICE IN SNAKE RIVER BASIN 
CERT: SERVICE/ DOCKET SHEET 
MONTHLY STATUS REPORT FILED 
CERT: SERVICE/ STATUS REPORT FOR SEPTEMBER 
OBJECTION TO CLERK'S RECORD & REQUEST FOR 
CORRECTION TO CERT OF EXHIBITS-FAX COPY 
NTC: HRG RE OBJ TO CLERK'S RECORD (FAX) 
MOT: SHORTEN TIME FOR HEARING-FAX COPY 
ORDER SHORTENING TIME FOR HEARING (FAX) 
U.S. OBJECTIONS TO CLERK'S RECORD AND 
TRANSCRIPT ON APPEAL-FAX COPY 
CERT: SERVICE/ U.S. OBJECT TO CLERK'S RCRD 
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AFFID SRVC-COMMENCEMENT NTC-TEST AREA 
ORDER RE: FILING OF PLEADINGS 
RESPONSE TO U.S. OBJS TO CLERK'S RECORD & 
TRANSCRIPT ON APPEAL & NTC OF HRG FB IDAHO 
STIPULATION AND ORDER-ABOVE DOCUMENT-SEE 
ORDER SIGNED ON PG 2 OF 09-24-91 RESPONSE 
ORDER RE: FILING DIRECTOR'S REPORTS 
DIRECTOR'S PLAN FOR FILING DIR. RPT IN SRBA ?? 
MOT: ADMIT CANDY L. JACKSON PRO HAC VICE MG 
AFFIDAVIT: SUPPORT MOT ADMIT C. JACKSON 
AFFIDAVIT: SUPPORT MOT ADMIT C. JACKSON 
CERT: SERVICE/ ADMISSION OF CANDY L. JACKSON 
CERT: SERVICE/ DOCK.ET SHEET 
MONTHLY STATUS REPORT FILED 
CERT: SERVICE/ STATUS REPORT FOR OCTOBER 
CERT: SERVICE/ DIR'S PLAN FOR FILING RPT 
ORDER ADMIT CANDY L. JACKSON PRO HAC VICE 
U.S. RESPONSE TO DIR'S PLAN FOR FILING 
DIR' S REPORTS IN THE SR.BA · 
COMMENTS OF THE COMPANIES TO THE DIR' S PLAN ? ? 
FOR F·ILING REPORTS IN THE SRBA ? ? 
CERT: SERVICE/ DOCKET SHEET 
DISTRICTS' COMMENTS & OBJECTIONS-FILING OF ?? 
DIRECTORS'S REPORTS ?? 
COURT MINUTES 11-19-1991 
MONTHLY STATUS REPORT FILED 
CERT: SERVICE/ STATUS REPORT 
NTC: APPEARA.'i!CE OF ROY L. EIGUREN/ JOSEPHINE 
P. BEEMAN FOR PRISTINE SPRINGS INC. 
CERT: SERVICE/ DOCKET SHEET 
ORDER: SRBA ADMIN-ADDRESS, PHONE & FAX NOS. 
COURT MINUTES 12-17-91 STATUS CONF/HANDODTS 
MONTHLY STATUS REPORT FILED 
CERT: SERVICE/ STATUS REPORT 
NTC: APPEARANCE OF YTURRI, ROSE, BURl\:""HAM, 
BENTZ & HELFRICH 
AMENDED PROPOSED REPORT SCHEDULES ?? 
NTC: APPEARANCE OF JEANETTE WOLFLEY & CANDY 
L. JACKSON-SHOSHONE-BANNOCK TRIBES 
NTC: APPEARANCE OF KENT FLETCHER-MINIDOKA 
IRRIGATION DIS':'RICT 
NTC: APPEARl\NCE OF RICHARD A. CUMMINGS-
UNIMIN CORPORATION 
NTC: APPEARANCE OF PATRICK D. COSTELLO-PARK 
COSTELLO & BURKETT 
NTC: APPEARANCE OF SCOTT L. CAMPBELL-SETT-
LERS IRRIGATION DISTRICT 
NTC: APPEARANCE OF SCOTT L. CAMPBELL-PIONEER 
IRRIGATION DISTRICT 
NTC: LMTD APPEARANCE OF L.M. JAKUB & K. PITT 
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NTC: APPEARANCE OF C.ZAISS FOR RIVERSIDE IRR 
NTC: LMTD APPEARANCE OF BARBARA SCOTT-BRIER 
FOR DEPT. OF INTERIOR - FAX LODGED 
NTC: APPEARANCE OF R.D. GIVENS, J.C. FEREDAY 
M.C. CREAMER & C.H. MEYER 
NTC: APPEARANCE OF HOGUE, SPECK & AANESTAD 
NTC: APPEARANCE OF PETER MONSON & DAVID 
HARDER FOR U.S. 
NTC: APPEARANCE OF K. JACK HAUGRUD & 
GEOFFREY A. GARVER FOR U.S. 
NTC: APPEARANCE OF BOISE ADDRESS FOR U.S 
CERT: SERVICE FOR U.S. NOTICES OF APPEARANCE 
NTC: LIMITED APPEARANCE OF JOHN J. 
HOCKBERGER FOR U.S. DEPT. OF INTERIOR 
NTC: APPEARANCE STEVEN L. HERNDON, JAMES C. 
TUCKER, BRUCE SMITH FOR IDAHO POWER CO. 
NTC: APPEARANCE JOHN ROSHOLT, GARY SLETTE 
FOR TFCC, NSCC, AFRD 
NTC: APPEARANCE OF REBECCA RANSOM FOR U.S. 
ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS {FAX} 
NTC: APPEARANCE OF LAWRENCE JAKUB & KENNETH 
PITT FOR U.S. DEPT OF AGRICULTURE-ORIG 
NTC: APPEARANCE OF BLAIR GROVER FOR THE 
UPPER SNAKE RIVER VALLEY PROTECTIVE UNION 
NTC: APPEARANCE OF CLIVE STRONG/ IDWR 
NTC: APPEARANCE OF REBECCA RANSOM FOR U.S. 
ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS (ORIGINAL} 
NTC: APPEARANCE OF BARBARA SCOTT-BRIER FOR 
DEPARTMENT OF INTERIOR (ORIGINAL} 
NTC: APPEARANCE OF ALBERT M. FRANCO FOR 
INDEPENDENCE GOLD-SILVER & TREASURMONT 
NTC: APPEARANCE OF ALBERT M. FRANCO TRUSTEE 
NTC: APPEARANCE OF LYNN R. COLLINS FOR 
SOLICITOR OF THE U.S. DEPT OF INTERIOR 
MOT: LEAVE TO FILE NOTICE OF APPEARANCE 
D. OLOWINSKI, A. BARKER & R. BURLEIGH FOR 
WILDER IRR & BOISE PROJECT BOARD 
NTC: APPEAR D.B.LINCOLN / SUN VALLEY CO. 
NTC: APPEARANCE: D. HOFSTETTER & M. FELDMAN 
FOR N.W. PIPELINE CORP & E.W. CORP 
NTC: APPEARANCE OF RANDALL C. FREDRICKS 
FOR BOISE-KUNA IRRIGATION DISTRICT 
CERT: SERVICE/ DOCKET SHEETS 
NTC: APPEAR CRAIG ZAISS/ RIVERSIDE IRR 
NTC: APPEAR WILLIAM PARSONS/ S.W. IRR DIST 
NTC: APPEAR KENT FLETCHER/ MINIDOKA IRR 
NTC: APPEAR CLIFF BENTZ/ SUCCOR CREEK 
NTC: APPEAR LING/BIG LOST & BURLEY IRR DISTS 
NTC: SUBSTITUTION OF COUNSEL/ SCOTT 
CAMPBELL FOR PIONEER & SETTLERS IRR DISTS 
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U.S. RPT IN RESPONSE TO DIR'S AMENDED 
PROPOSED RPT SCHEDULES - FAX COPY 
COURT MINUTES 1-21-92 
U.S. RPT IN RESPONSE TO DIRECTOR'S AMENDED 
PROPOSED REPORT SCHEDULES (ORIG) 
NTC: APPEAR JAMES SPECK/ W.A. MCMAHAN 
MTN: CLARIFY PROCEDURES FOR ADJUDICATION 
OF CLAIMS - ORIGINAL 
MONTHLY STATUS REPORT FILED 
ORDER LEAVE TO FILE NOTICE OF APPEARANCE 
GLOWINSKI, BARKER & BURLEIGH FOR WILDER 
IRR. DIST. & BOISE PROJECT BOARD 
NTC:APPEAR GLOWINSKI, BARKER & BURLEIGH FOR 
WILDER IRR DIST & BOISE PROJECT BOARD 
CERT: SERVICE - STATUS REPORT 1-92 
ORDER REQUIRING RESPONSES TO MTN TO CLARIFY 
PROCEDURES FOR ADJUDICATION OF CLAIMS & 
NOTICE OF HEARING 
ORDER: MTN ESTABLISH HYDROLOGICAL SUBBASIN 
ORDER: NOTICE OF INTENT TO APPEAR 
ORDER: SETTING EXPEDITED HEARING 
***** ABOVE THREE ORDERS IN 1 DOCUMENT**** 
U.S. CORRECTED REPORT IN RESPONSE TO DIR'S 
AMENDED PROPOSED REPORT SCHEDULES 
NTC: APPEAR GRAY YOUNG FOR J.R. SIMPLOT 
AFFIDVT SRVC-2ND RND NTC COMMNCMT-BASIN 34 
COMMENCEMENT NOTICE - BASIN 34 
AFFIDAVIT: 
NTC: APPEAR W.F. RINGERT & D.V. STEENSON FOR 
NAMPA & MERIDIAN IRR DIST, GRINDSTONE BUTTE 
MUTUAL CANAL CO. , RIM VIEW TROUT CO 
ORDER DENYING THE DIR PLAN FOR FILING DIR'S 
REPORTS IN THE SRBA 
ORDER CLARIFYING STATUS OF ORDER OF 3/14/91 
RE ORDER ESTABLISHING PROCEDURES FOR 
AMENDMENT OF DIR'S RPT 
NTC: INTENT TO APPEAR RE ESTABLISHMENT OF 
OF HYDROLOGICAL SUBBASINS FB IPCO, TFCC 
NSCC- FAX COPY 
NTC: APPEAR M. TAYLOR/ FOSHA, FLINT & ADAMS 
NTC: INTENT TO APPEAR RE ESTABLISHMENT OF 
HYDRO SUBBASINS FB COMPANIES (ORIGINAL) 
NTC: INTENT TO APPEAR RE ESTABLISHMENT OF 
HYDRO SUBBASINS FB U.S. (FAX) 
NTC: INTENT TO APPEAR RE ESTABLISHMENT OF 
HYDRO SUBBASINS FB DISTRICTS (FAX) 
NTC: INTENT TO APPEAR RE ESTABLISHMENT OF 
HYDRO SUBBASINS (ORIGINAL) 
NTC: INTENT TO APPEAR RE ESTABLISHMENT OF 
HYDRO SUBBASINS FB U.S. (ORIGINAL) 
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ADJUDICATION OF CLAIMS & CROSS-MOTION TO 
ESTABLISH PROCEDURES FOR ADJUDICATION OF 
REPORTED WATER RIGHTS 
LDGED:MEMO OF POINTS & AUTHORITIES IN SUPPT 
CROSS-MOTION TO ESTABLISH PROCEDURES FOR 
ADJUDICATION OF REPORTED WATER RIGHTS FB ID 
CERT: SERVICE/ RESPONSE & MEMORANDUM 
U.S. REPONSE TO COMPANIES' MTN TO CLARIFY 
PROCEDURES FOR ADJUDICATION OF CLAIMS (FAX) 
DISTS' COMMENTS & RECCOMENDATIONS {FAX) ?? 
MTN-RECONSIDER ORDERS RE DIR'S RPRT (FAX)-ID MG 
LODGED:BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF MTN TO RECONSIDER 
ORDERS RE DIRECTOR'S REPORT (FAX) FB IDAHO 
CERT SRVC: BRIEF & MTN TO RECONSIDER 
DISTRICTS' COMMENTS & RECOMMENDATIONS RE ?? 
PROCEDURE FOR ADJUDICATION (ORIGINAL) ?? 
CERT SERVICE: DOCKET SHEET 01-92 
MTN TO RECONSIDER ORDERS RE DIR' S RPT (ORIG) MG 
LODGED:BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF MTN TO RECONSIDER 
ORDERS RE DIRECTOR'S REPORTS (ORIGINAL) 
CERT SERVICE AMENDED: MOTION TO CLARIFY 
COURT MINUTES 02-18-92 
UNITED STATES RESPONSE TO COMPANIES MOTION 
TO CLARIFY PROCEDURES FOR ADJUDICATION OF 
CLAIMS (ORIGINAL) 
MONTh"LY STATUS REPORT FILED 
CERT: SERVICE STATUS REPORT 
LODGED: UNITED STATES MEMORANDUM IN 
OPPOSITION TO IDWR'S MOTION TO RECONSIDER 
ORDERS RE DIRECTORS REPORTS (WITH APPENDICS) 
AFFIDAVIT: RONALS BILLSTEIN 
DISTRICT'S RESPONSE TO MOTIONS TO CLARIFY 
PROCEDURE FOR ADJUDICATION OF CLAIMS (FAX) 
RESPONSE TO MOTION OF THE DIR.ECTOR TO RECON-
SIDER ORDERS CONCERNING DIR'S REPORTS AND 
DESIGNATION OF WITNESSES FB DISTRICTS (FAX) 
UNITED STATES' RESPONSE TO THE STATE'S CROSS 
MOTION TO ESTABLISH PROCEDURES FOR ADJUDI-
CATION OF REPORTED WATER RIGHTS (FAX) 
UNITED STATES' WITNESS LIST AND EXHIBIT LIST ?? 
FOR HEARING ON MARCH 3, 1992 RE: IDWR'S MTN ?? 
TO RECONSIDER ORDERS RE DIR'S REPORTS (FAX) ?? 
DESIGNATION OF WITNESSES AND EXHIBITS FOR ?? 
MARCH 3,1992 HEARING ON ESTABLISHING HYDRO- ?? 
LOGIC SUBBASINS FB IDAHO (FAX) ?? 
RESPONSE TO MOTION OF THE DIRECTOR TO RECON-
SIDER ORDERS CONCERNING DIR'S RE!?ORTS AND 
DESIGNATIONS OF WITNESSES FB DISTS (ORIG) 
DISTRICT'S RESPONSE TO MOTIONS TO CLARIFY 
PROCEDURE FOR ADJUDICATION OF CLAIMS (ORIG) 
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MARCH 3, 1992 HEARING ON ESTABLISHING HYDRO-
LOGIC SUBBASINS FB IDAHO (ORIG) 
ORDER VACATING HEARING AND ESTABLISHING 
NEW SCHEDULE FOR HEARING ON THE MOTION TO 
ESTABLISH HYDROLOGIC SUB-BASINS; MOTION TO 
RECONSIDER; AND MOTION AND CROSS-MOTION TO 
CLARIFY AND ESTABLISH PROCEDURES FOR ADJUD-
ICATION OF CLAIMS (FAX) 
REPORT ON SHOSHONE-PAIUTE TRIBES' WATER 
RIGHT NEGOTIATIONS 
U.S. REPONSE TO STATE'S CROSS-MOTION TO 
ESTABLISH PROCEDURES FOR ADJUDICATION OF 
REPORTED WATER RIGHTS (ORIG) 
LODGED: PROPOSED ORDER: PROCEDURES FOR 
ADJUDICATION OF DIRECTOR'S REPORTS (ORIG) 
CERT: SERVICE/ ORDER VACATING HEARING & 
ESTABLISH NEW SCHEDULE; MOT TO RECONSIDER; 
MOT & CROSS MOT TO CLARIFY 
U.S. WITNESS LIST & EXHIBIT LIST FOR HEARING 
3/3/92 RE IDWR'S MOTION TO RECONSIDER 
ORDERS RE DIRECTOR'S REPORTS (ORIG) 
NTC OF APPEAR: RANDALL BUDGE/ DIST 34 USERS 
CERT: SERVICE/ DOCKET SHEET 1/92 
COURT MINUTES 
ORDER VACATE HRG & CONT PREHRG RE MTNS TO ES-
TABLISH SUB-BASINS MTN TO RECONSIDER MTN & 
CROSS MTN TO ESTABLISH PROCEDURES FOR ADJUD 
MONTHLY STATUS REPORT FILED 
CERT: SERVICE STATUS REPORT 
ORDER REQUIRING IDWR TO BE NAMED A PARTY 
DEFENDANT IN ACTIONS PURSUANT TO IRCP 65 
NTC:. APPEARANCE OF RANDALL BUDGE FOR IDAHO 
IRRIGATION PUMPERS ASSOCIATION 
LODGED: UNITED STATES PRETRIAL MEMORANDUM ON 
PROPOSED ORDER ON PROCEDURES (FAX) 
LODGED: UNITED STATES MEMORANDUM CONCERNING 
CONCERNING ISSUES RAISED 3/17/92 HEAR (FAX) 
COURT MINUTES PRETRIAL HEARING 
SUPREME COURT OPINION" 1002 #54 RE: DENIAL 
OF PETITION FOR WRIT OF MANDAMUS - AFFRMD 
LODGED: U.S. PRETRIAL MEMO ON PROPOSED ORDER 
ON PROCEDURES (ORIGINAL) 
LODGED:U.S. MEMO CONCERNING ISSUES RAISED AT 
3/17/92 HEARING (ORIGINAL) - LODGED 
LODGED:DIRECTOR'S REPLY MEMORANDUM TO U.S. 
PRETRIAL MEMO ON PROPOSED ORDER ON 
PROCEDURES (FAX) - LODGED 
LDGED:DIR'S REPLY MEMO TC US PRETRIAL MEMO & 
PROPOSED ORDER ON PROCEDURES (ORGNL) - LDGD 
STIPULATION TO ENTRY OF ORDER RE PROCEDURES 
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BASINS 34, 36, AND 57 
STIPULATION REGARDING ESTABLISHMENT OF SUB-
BASINS AND SEQUENCE OF DIRECTOR'S REPORT 
FOR THE SRBA 
MOTION REQUESTING A VIEW OF THE SNAKE RIVER MG 
BASIN AND RELATED DIVERSION FACILITIES BY 
THE DISTRICT COURT AND LEAD COUNSEL 
LODGED:PROPOSED PREHEAR ORDER & ORDER 
SETTING HEARING ON PRESENTATION OF 
EVIDENCE RE ESTABLISHMENT & SEQUENCE OF 
SUB-BASINS & ORAL ARGUMENT REGARDING 
PROCEDURES FOR ADJUDICATION OF CLAIMS 
U.S. SIGNATlJRES-PAGE 5 OF STIPULATION REGARD- ?? 
ING ESTABLISHMENT OF SUB-BASINS AND SEQUENCE ?? 
OF DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR THE SRBA-INSERTION ?? 
U.S. SIGNATURES-PAGE 4 OF THE STIPill..ATION TO ?? 
ENTRY OF ORDER RE PROCEDURES FOR ADJDDICA- ?? 
TION OF CLAIMS IN TEST SUB-BASINS 34, 36, ?? 
AND 57-INSERTION-lST PROPOSED-LODGED ?? 
LODGED:PRE-HEAR ORDER & ORDER SET HEARING 
ON PRESENTATION OF EVIDENCE REGARDING ESTAB-
LISHMENT AND SEQUENCE OF SUB-BASINS; ORAL 
ARGUEMENT REGARDING PROCEDURES FOR ADJUDICA-
TION OF CLAIMS AND EXPEDITED HEARING ON IRCP 
43 (F) MOTION (FAX) LODGED 
PREHEARING ORDER & ORDER SETTING HEARING ON 
PRESENTATION OF EVIDENCE RE: ESTABLISHMENT 
& SEQUENCE OF SUBBASINS; ORAL ARGOMENT RE: 
PROCEDURES FOR ADJUDICATION OF CLAIMS & 
EXPEDITED HRG ON IRCP 43(F) MOTION 
RULE ll(B) (1) NOTICE OF CHANGE OF COUNSEL 
FOR THE CITY OF POCATELLO -- FROM PATRICK 
COSTELLO TO JOSEPHINE BEEMAN 
CERT: SERVICE/ MARCH 1992 DOCKET SHEET 
MONTHLY STATUS REPORT FILED 
JOINDER BY IDAHO POWER CO., TWIN FALLS CANAL ?? 
CO., AND NORTHSIDE CANAL CO. IN THE UNITED ?? 
STATES' PRETRIAL MEMORANDUM ON PROPOSED ?? 
ORDER ON PROCEDURES DATED MARCH 30, 1992 ?? 
(FAX) ?? 
JOINDER BY IDAHO POWER CO., TWIN FALLS CANAL ?? 
CO., AND NORTHSIDE CANAL CO. IN THE UNITED ?? 
STATES' PRETRIAL MEMORANDUM ON PROPOSED ?? 
ORDER ON PROCEDURES DATED MARCH 30, 1992 ?? 
(ORIGINAL) ?? 
CERT: SERVICE-STATI1S REPORT APRIL 15, 1992 
NTC: APPEARANCE OF WILLIAM R. HOLLIFIELD 
U.S. RESPONSE TO DIR'S MOTION REQUESTING A 
VIEW OF THE SNAKE RIVER BASIN & RELATED 
DIVERSION FACILITIES (FAX) 
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OR TO COMPLY WITH I.C. 42-1410, 1411, OR 
ALTERNATIVELY, A MOTION FOR A MORE DEFINITE 
STATEMENT, I.R.C.P. 12(E), WITH SUPPORTING 
MEMORANDUM TO BE FILED WITHIN 14 DAYS, PUR-
SUANT TO I.R.C.P. 7(B) (3) ORAL ARGUEMENT 
AND EVIDENTIARY HEARING REQUESTED (FAX) 
UNITED STATES' MOTION TO REQUIRE THE DIRECT-
OR TO COMPLY WITH I.C. 42-1410, 1411, OR AL-
TERNATIVELY, A MOTION FOR A MORE DEFINITE 
STATEMENT, I.R.C.P. 12(E), WITH SUPPORTING 
MEMORANDUM TO BE FILED WITHIN 14 DAYS, PUR-
SUANT TO I.R.C.P. 7(B) (3) ORAL ARGUEMENT 
AND EVIDENTIARY HEARING REQUESTED (ORIGINAL) 
REMITTITUR 
ORDER FOR A VIEW OF THE SNAKE RIVER BASIN 
AND RELATED DIVERSION FACILITIES BY THE 
DISTRICT COURT AND LEAD COUNSEL 
COURT MINUTES 
NOTICE OF FILING SUBSTITUTE LANGUAGE FOR PAR-
AGRAPH 9.C OF PROPOSED ORDER ON PROCEDURES 
FOR ADJUDICATION OF CLAIMS IN TEST SUB-
BASINS 34, 36 AND 57 (FAX) 
NOTICE OF FILING SUBSTITUTE LANGUAGE FOR 
PARAGRAPH 9.C OF PROPOSED ORDER ON 
PROCEDURES FOR ADJUDICATION OF CLAIMS IN 
TEST SUB-BASINS 34, 36 AND 57 (ORIGINAL) 
UNITED STATES' RESPONSE TO DIRECTOR'S MOTION 
REQUESTING A VIEW OF THE SNAKE RIVER BASIN 
AND RELATED DIVERSION FACILITIES (ORIGINAL) 
ORDER APPROVING FURTHER PROCEDURES & HEAR-
ING DATE ON FILING OF DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR 
TEST CASE 34 
CERT: SERVICE/ APRIL 1992 DOCKET SHEET 
MOT: LEAVE TO FILE DIR'S REPORT - BASIN 34 
LODGED:MEMO IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR LEAVE 
TO FILE A DIR'S REPORT IN BASIN 34 
CERT: SERVICE/CORRECTED PAGE 8 TO THE MEMO 
IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR LEAVE TO FILE 
DIRECTOR'S RPT IN BASIN 34 
COURT MINUTES 
ORDER REQUIRING IDWR TO ACCEPT FED CLAIMS 
WITHOUT FILING FEES 
ORDER RE IDWR'S MOTION TO RECONSIDER; AND 
ORDER ESTABLISHING ADJUDICATION REPORTING 
AREAS, GENERAL SEQUENCE & TEST REPORT AREAS 
MONTHLY STATUS REPORT FILED 
CERT OF SERVICE/ STATUS REPORT 5/15/92 
UNITED STATES' RESPONSE TO THE DIRECTOR'S 
MOTION FOR LEAVE TO FILE DIRECTOR'S REPORT 
FOR BASIN 34 
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FOR HEARING ON MAY 27, 1992, RE: IDWR'S 
MOTION FOR LEAVE TO FILE DIRECTOR'S REPORT 
FOR BASIN 34 
DISTRICTS' REPLY TO MOTION OF THE DIRECTOR 
TO FILE DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR BASIN 34 
SUPPLEMENTAL RE?LY BY NAMPA & MERIDIAN IRRI-
GATION DISTRICT AND OTHER PARTIES TO MOTION 
OF THE DIRECTOR TO FILE DIRECTOR'S REPORT 
FOR BASIN 34 
COMPANIES OBJECTIONS TO MOT FOR LEAVE TO 
FILE DIR'S RPT IN BASIN 34 
LODGED: MEMO IN SUPPORT OF COMPANIES 
OBJECTION TO MOTION FOR LEAVE TO FILE 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR BASIN 34 
STATE OF IDAHO'S WITNESS LIST AND EXHIBIT 
LIST FOR MAY 27, 1992 HEARING, RE: IDWR'S 
MOTION FOR LEAVE TO FILE DIRECTOR'S REPORT 
FOR BASIN 34 
DIRECTOR'S REPLY TO UNITED STATES' RESPONSE, 
DISTRICT'S REPLY, COMPANIES' OBJECTION AND 
OTHER PARTIES SUPPLEMENTAL REPLY TO DIRECT-
OR'S MOTION FOR LEAVE TO FILE DIRECTOR'S 
REPORT FOR BASIN 34 
CERTIFICATE OF COMPLETION OF ERROR CORRECTION 
PROCEDURE 
LODGED:PROPOSED MOT FOR ORDER FOR INTERIM 
ADMIN FOR BASIN 34 & MOTION FOR ORDER 
SHORTENING TIME 
LODGED:BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR ORDER 
OF INTERIM ADMINISTRATION 
COURT MINUTES 
CERT: SERVICE/ MOTION FOR ORDER FOR INTERIM 
ADMINISTRATION FOR BASIN 34 AND MOTION FOR 
ORDER SHORTENING TIME AND BRIEF IN SUPPORT 
OF MOTION FOR ORDER FOR INTERIM ADMIN. 
CERT: SERVICE/ MAY 1992 DOCKET SHEET 
COURT MINUTES 
ORDER VACATING STATUS CONFERENCE FOR 7/21/92 
AND RESETTING AUGUST STATUS CONFERENCE 
MONTHLY STATUS REPORT FILED 
CERT: SERVICE-STATUS REPORT JONE 15, 1992 
ORDER GRANTING LEAVE TO FILE A DIRECTOR'S 
REPORT FOR REPORTING AREA 34 
MEMORANDUM DECISION ON MOT FOR LEAVE TO 
FILE DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR TEST REPORTING 
AREA 34 
ORDER DIRECTING THE CLERK OF THE COURT TO 
FILE STAMP THE DIRECTOR'S REPORT IN REPORT-
ING AREA 34 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT PART I FOR BASIN 34-VOLS 
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SRBA ADMINISTRATIVE ORDER: USE OF STANDARD-
IZED FORMS FOR FILING OBJECTIONS AND RESPON-
SES TO OBJECTIONS TO THE DIRECTOR'S REPORT 
IN REPORTING AREA 34, WITH ATTACHED EXHIBITS 
A AND B 
MOTION FOR ORDER OF INTERIM ADMINISTRATION 
FOR BASIN 34 AND MOTION FOR ORDER SHORTENING 
TIME 
ORDER CONDITIONALLY GRANTING DIRECTOR'S MO-
TION TO SHORTEN TIME FOR HEARING ON INTERIM 
ADMINISTRATION 
MOTION FOR CLARIFICATION REGARDING PROCEDURES 
FOR FILING DIRECTOR'S REPORT AND MOTION FOR 
INTERIM ADMINISTRATION FOR BASIN 34 AND MO-
TION FOR ORDER SHORTENING TIME 
CERT: SERVICE - MOTION FOR CLARIFICATION 
INTERIM ADMINISTRATION FOR BASIN 34 AND MO-
TION FOR ORDER SHORTENING TIME 
ORDER GRANTING SHORTENING OF TIME & ORDER 
ORDER GRANTING, IN PART, MOTION FOR 
FOR CLARIFICATION 
**** ABOVE 2 ORDERS ARE ONE DOCUMENT**** 
SRBA ADMIN ORDER REQUIRING REPORTING AREAS 
UNITED STATES' INTERROGATORIES AND REQUEST 
FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS REGARDING BASIN-
WIDE HYDROLOGY AND CLAIMS EVALUATION 
ORDER AMENDING ORDER GRANTING LEAVE TO FILE 
DIRECTOR'S RPT FOR REPORTING AREA 34 
MOT: FOR EXTENTION OF TIME WITHIN WHICH TO 
FILE CERTAIN BLM CLAIMS TO WATER RIGHTS 
UNDER STATE AND FEDERAL LAW RELATING TO HOT 
SPRINGS IN REPORTING AREA 57 
LODGED: ORDER GRANTING EXTENSION WITHIN 
WHICH TO FILE CERTAIN BLM CLAIMS TO WATER 
RIGHTS UNDER STATE ADN FEDERAL LAW RELATING 
TO HOT SPRINGS IN REPORTING AREA 57 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE: NOTICE OF FILING 
DIR'S RPT PART 1 FOR BASIN 34 W/EXHIBITS 
ORDER GRANTING EXTENSION WITHIN WHICH TO 
TO FILE CERTAIN BLM CLAIMS TO WATER RIGHTS 
UNDER STATE & FEDERAL LAW RELATING TO HOT 
SPRINGS IN REPORTING AREA 57 
CERT: SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET JUNE 1992 
RESPONSE OF THE COMPANIES TO PETITIONER'S 
MOTION FOR ORDER OF INTERIM ADMINISTRATION 
RESPONSE OF RANGEN, INC. TO PETITIONER'S 
MOTION FOR ORDER OF INTERIM ADMINISTRATION 
U.S.' RESPONSE TO DIR'S MOT FOR ORDER OF 
INTERIM ADMINISTRATION FOR BASIN 34 
BIG LOST WATER USERS' MEMO IN OPPOSITION 
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LODGED:MEMO IN OPPOSITION TO DIR'S MOT FOR 
INTERIM ADMINISTRATION FILED BY ACOR 
MOT: FOR CONTINUANCE FE-PUMPERS (FOSTER) 
COURT MINUTES 
MOT: INTERVENTION/LING FOR BIG LOST IRR. DST. 
CERT: SERVICE FOR MTN FOR INTERVENTION FOR 
LING FOR BIG LOST IRR. DST. 
ORDER GRANTING MOTION FOR CONTINUANCE 
ORDER RESETTING HEARING ON MOTION FOR 
INTERIM ADMINISTRATION 
SCHEDULING ORDER RE: AMENDED MOTION FOR 
INTERMIN ADMINISTRATION 
********* ABOVE 3 ORDERS WERE COMBINED****** 
ORDER GRANTING MOTION TO INTERVENE (LING) 
MONTHLY STATUS REPORT FILED 
CERT: SERVICE-STATUS REPORT 07-15-1992 
LODGED: CLARIFYING BRIEF IN RESPONSE TO 
SCHEDULING ORDER RE AMENDED MOTION FOR 
INTERIM ADMINISTRATION 
NTC: APPEARANCE OF WILLIAM RINGERT A."ID D.V. 
STEENSON FOR RIDDLE RANCHES, INC. 
MOT: TO INTERVENE FB-B.SMITH/L.S.R.A.R.D 
COMPANIES RESPONSE TO CLARIFYING BRIEF IN 
RESPONSE TO SCHEDULING ORDER RE: AMENDED 
MOTION FOR INTERIM ADMINISTRATION 
COMPLAINT FB-TFCC & NSCC (SEE 39756-07) 
U.S. RESPONSE TO DIRECTORS CLARIFYNG BRIEF 
IN RESPONSE TO SCHEDULING ORDER RE: 
AMENDED MOTION FOR INTERIM ADMINISTRATION 
RANGEN'S RESPONSE TO CLARIFYING BRIEF RE 
AMENDED MOTION FOR INTERIM ADMIN. 
BIG LOST WATER USERS ASSO RESPONSE TO 
AMENDED MTN FOR INTERIM ADMINISTRATION 
NOTICE OF WITHDRAWL - K. FOSTER FOR PUMPERS 
ORDER GRANTING INTERVENTION OF LOWER SNAKE 
RIVER AQUIFER RECHARGE DISTRICT {B.SMITH) 
SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE TO W/D OPPOSITION 
TO DIR'S MTN FOR INTERIM ADMIN. 
US RESPONSE TO DIR'S CLARIFYING BRIEF IN 
RESPONSE TO SCHEDULING ORDER RE AMENDED 
MOTION FOR INTERIM ADMINISTRATION 
NTC: SERVING IDWR'S ANSWERS TO BASIN-WIDE 
INTERROGATORIES OF THE U.S. 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE/COMMENCE NOTICE -- 57 
CERT: SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET JULY 1992 
BIG LOST WATER USERS - WITNESS/EXHIBIT LIST 
DESIGNATION OF WITh"ESSES AND EXHIBITS FOR 
SEPTEMBER 1, 1992 HEARING ON INTERIM AD-
MINISTRATION OF BASIN 34 
MONTHLY STATUS REPORT FILED 
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ADMINISTRATIVE ORDER AMENDING ORDER RE 
USE OF STANDARDIZED FORMS 
STIPULATION FILED BY TFCC/NSCC & IDWR 
COURT MINUTES - MOTION TO DISMISS 
PREHEARING STATEMENT OF BIG LOST RIVER WATER ?? 
USERS ASSOCIATION ?? 
COURT MINUTES - INTERIM ADMINISTRATION 
SUPPLEMENT RECORD FOR DIR'S MOT TO DISMISS 
CANAL COMPANIES COMPAINT & RESPONSE TO 
MOT TO AUGMENT RECORD 
ORDER VACATING STATIJS CONFERENCE FOR 9/15/92 
CERT: SERVICE DOCKET SHEET 
LODGED: POST-HEAR COMMENTS & RESPONSE TO DIR' 
MOTION FOR INTERIM ADMINISTRATION 
MONI'HLY STATUS REPORT FILED 
CERT: SERVICE - STATUS REPORT 9/15/92 
AFFIDAVIT SERVICE - COMMENCE NTC 2ND RND--36 
LODGED:US POST-TRIAL MEMO RE INTERIM ADMIN 
LODGED:BIG LOST WATER USERS POST-HEAR MEMO 
IN OPPOSITION TO MOT FOR INTERIM ADMIN 
LODGED:POST TRIAL BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF 
MOT FOR INTERIM ADMIN 
LODGED: POST-TRIAL BRIEF OF COMPANIES RE 
INTERIM ADMINISTRATION 
SUPPLEMENT AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE: NOTICE OF 
DIR 1 S REPORT PART 1 FOR BASIN 34 
MOTION TO APPOINT SPECIAL MASTER MD 
MOT: EXPEDITE APPOINT SPECIAL MASTER OR MD 
IN THE ALTERNATIVE EXPEDITE ADJUDICATION 
OF CLAIMANT'S WATER RIGHTS 
CERT: SERVICE DOCKET SHEET SEPTEMBER 1992 
SRBA ADMIN ORDER: A."!END ORDER RE: USE OF 
STANDARDIZED FORMS 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT FILED - RA 2 (BASIN 57) 
PARTS 1 (2 VOLS.), 2 AND 3 
CERTIFICATE OF COMPLETION OF ERROR CORRECTION 
FOR RA 2 (BASIN 57) 
NTC: OF FILING DIRECTOR'S REPORT RA 2(57) 
MOTION TO SHORTEN TIMB FOR HEARING----------- MG 
LODGED:BIG LOST WATER USERS ASSOCIATION'S 
REPLY MEMO IN OPPOSITION TO MOTION FOR IN-
TERIM ADMINISTRATION 
LODGED: REPLY BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR 
INTERIM ADMIN IN REPORTING AREA 34 
NTC: OF FILING DIRECTOR'S REPORT & MOTION 
FOR INTERIM ADMINISTRATION IN RA 34 
***** NOTICE WAS ORIGINALLY INCLUDED AS 
AS AN EXHIBIT TO THE AFFIDAVIT OF 
SERVICE FILED 7-2-92; NOW WANT AS 
SEPARATE DOCUMENT ****** 
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CERT OF SERVICE - 10/15/92 STATUS REPORT 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE - NOTICE OF FILING 
DIR'S RPT FOR RA2 (BASIN 57) 
NTC: OF FILING DIR'S REPORT RA 2{BASIN 57) 
MEMO DECISION: MOTION TO CLARIFY PROCEDURES 
& STIP. FOR PROCEDURES FOR RA 34,36,57 
CERT: MAILING 
ORDER, ADMIN ORDER RE FORMS & QUESTIONS 
SRBA ADMIN ORDER RE USE OF STANDARD FORMS 
FOR FILING OBJ & RESPONSES 
COURT MINUTES - STATUS CONFERENCE 
ORDER SHORT TIME FOR HAR/APT SPEC MASTER 
CERT: MAILING ORDER SHORTENING TIME 
RESPONSE TO MOTION TO EXPEDITE APPOINTMENT 
OF SPECIAL MASTER 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT FILED - RA 3 (BASIN 36) 
PART 1 (VOL. 1-6), PART 2 & PART 3 
CERTIFICATE OF COMPLETION OF NOTICE OF ERROR 
CORRECTION PROCEDURE FOR RA 3 (BASIN 36) 
NTC: FILING DIR'S RPT IN RA 3 (BASIN 36) 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE: NTC OF FILING DIR'S 
RPT IN RA 3 (BASIN 36) 
ORDER VACATING STATUS CONFERENCE 
SUPPLEMENTAL AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE: NOTICE 
OF FILING DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR RA 2 
CERT: SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 10/92 
SUPPLEMENTAL DIR'S RPT FILED FOR RA 1 (34) 
PART 1, VOL 1-2; PART 2; PART 3 VOL 1-3 
NTC: FILING DIR'S RPT OF U.S. WATER RIGHTS 
CLAIMS IN BASIN 34 
SUPPLEMENT TO CERT OF COMPLETION OF NOTICE 
OF ERROR PROCEDURE FOR BASIN 34 
COURT MINUTES 
MONTHLY STATUS REPORT FILED 
CERT: SERVICE STATUS REPORT 11/15/92 
REQUEST PARTICIPATE IN STATUS CONFER - ADR 
NTC: SERVING IDWR'S 1ST SUPPP ANSWERS TO 
BASIN-WIDE INTERROGATORIES OF THE U.S. 
U.S. COMMENTS ON DRAFT ORDER RE PROCEDURES 
COMMENTS &REQUEST FOR ORAL ARGUMENT ON 
DRAFT ORDER RE PROCEDURES - DISTRICTS 
WA 
MOTION TO INTERVENE AS RESPONDENT - KENNEDY MD 
COMMENTS: DRAFT ORDER RE PROCEDURES - KENNEDY 
MOT: EX PARTE ORDER SHORTEN TIME/SET HEARING MG 
CERT OF SERVICE - KENNEDY 
IDWR'S COMMENTS RE DRAFT ORDER ON PROCEDURES 
COMMENTS & EQUEST FOR ARGUMENT RE ORDER ON 
PROCEDURES - IPCO, TFCC,NFCC 
AMENDED CERT OF SERVICE - STATE 
EXPARTE ORDER REDUCE TIME SET HEARING HV 
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U.S. NOTICE OF SERVING DISCOVERY REQUESTS ON 
REPORTING JL'IBAS 34, 02, 03 
CERT SERVICE OF ORDER 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE: NTC FILING DIR'S RPT 
OF U.S. WATER RIGHTS IN BASIN 34 
NTC: APPEARANCE CLEAR SPRINGS FOODS PAT 
BROWN, HEPWORTH, ~uNGESTER & LEZAMIZ 
CERT: SERVICE -- NOVEMBER DOCKET SHEET 
MONTHLY STATOS REPORT FILED 
CERT: SERVICE - 12/15 STATUS REPORT 
MEMORANDUM DECISION & ORDER GRANTING IDWR'S 
MOTION FOR INTER ADMINISTRATION W/LIMITS 
U.S. MOTION TO AMEND 2/24/88 ORDER RE MG 
SERVICE OF PLEADINGS 
NOTICE OF CHANGE OF ADDRESS - MONSON, U.S. 
***** ABOVE 2 DOClJMEl\'TS FILED AS 1 ****** 
MOT: CLARIFICATION &/OR RECONSIDER OF ORDER MG 
AUTHORIZING INTERIM ADMIN IN RA 34 
NTC: SERVICE OF IDWR'S ANSWERS TO U.S. 
NTC: SERVICE IDWR'S 2D SUPP ANSWERS TO 
BASIN-WIDE INTERROGS OF U.S. 
U.S. RESPONSE TO MOTION TO INTERVENE 
DISTRICTS OBJECTION TO MOTION TO INTERVENE 
COMPANIES COMMENTS TO MOT FOR INTERVENTION 
LODGED:STATE'S BRIEF IN OPP TO MOT INTERVENE 
CERT: SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
LODGED: MEMO OPPOSITION TO APPLICANT'S MOT 
FOR LEAVE TO INTERVENE 
MOT TO AMEND ORDER RE FILING & SERVICE OF MG 
PLEADINGS & MOT FOR EXPEDITED CONSIDERATION 
**** THIS DOCUMENT APPEARS ON DOCKET 
SHEET FOR DECEMBER 1992 **** 
CERT SERVICE-BRIEF IN OPPO TO MOT INTERVENE 
U.S. REPONSE TO REVISED DRAFT PROCEDURES 
LODGED: IDWR BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR 
CLARIFICATION AND/OR RECONSIDERATION OF 
THE ORDER AUTHORIZATION INTERIM ADMIN. IN 
REPORTING AREA 34 
IDWR'S COMMENTS RE REVISED DRAFT ORDER 
ESTABLISHING LITIGATION PROCEDURES 
MONTHLY STATUS REPORT FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - STATUS REPORT 
HEARING VACATED-STATUS CONF/KENNEDY MOTIONS HV 
NTC APPEARANCE: HUGH O'RIORDAN-DAVIS WRIGHT 
TREMAINE FOR LEO C. MOON 
MOT: ORDER ADOPTING STANDARD FORMS FOR MG 
MOTION TO SUBSTITUTE PARTY & NTC OF 
CHANGE IN ADDRESS, & FOR EXPEDITED 
CONSIDERATION - FB IDWR 
NTC: HEARING AND CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE IN HV 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE OF 1/93 DOCKET SHEET 
FILED BY IDWR 
NTC: APPEARANCE OF HEPWORTH, NUNGESTER & 
LEZAMIZ FOR HAGERMAN WATER USERS & INDIVS 
NTC: HEARING ON MOT FOR ENTRY OF ORDER RE 
MGMT AND PRESERVATION OF DOCUMENTS 
HAGERMAN WATER RIGHT OWNER'S MOTION FOR 
ENTRY OF AN ORDER RE: THE MANAGEMENT AND 
PRESERVATION OF DOCUMENTS FILED BY 
HEPWORTH, NUNGESTER 
AMENDED NOT: APPEARNCE: HEPWORTH, NUNGESTER 
FOR HAGERMAN WATER RIGHT OWNERS 
SRBA ADMININISTRATIVE ORDER - RULE OF 
PROCEDURE 
ORDER GRANTING U.S. MOTION TO AMEND 2/24/88 
ORDER RE SERVICE OF PLEADINGS; AND ORDER 
GRANTING, IN PART, STATE OF IDAHO'S MOTION 
TO AMEND 2/24/88 ORDER RE: SERVICE OF 
OF PLEADINGS 
MONTHLY STATUS REPORT FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - STATUS REPORT 
HEARING HELD 
MINUTES 
SRBA ADMIN ORDER 2:PROHIBITING MODIFICATION 
TO SECTION 7, RULES OF PROCEDURE 
NTC: SUPPLEMENTAL APPEARANCE HARGERMAN WATER 
RIGHT OWNERS & ITS INDIVIDUAL MEMBERS 
NTC: SERVICE OF DISCOVERY DOCUMENTS ON IDWR 
FILED BY HAGERMAN WATER RIGHT OWNERS INC. 
AND ITS INDIVIDUAL MEMBERS 
ORDER SETTING BRIEFING SCHEDULE FOR RESPONSES 
TO HAGERMAN WATER RIGHT OWNERS' MOTION 
FOR ENTRY OF ORDER RE: MGMT & PRESERVATION 
OF DOCUMENTS 
NTC: OF INTENT TO ISSUE ORDER (CHANGE OF 
ADDRESS/SUBSTITUTION OF PARTY FORM) 
NTC: 2D SUPPLEMENTAL NOTICE OF APPEARANCE 
HAGERMAN WATER RIGHT OWNERS, INC. 
NTC: SERVICE OF DISCOVERY DOCUMENTS ON IDWR 
BY HAGERMAN WATER RIGHT OWNERS, INC. 
NTC: 3RD SUPPLMENTAL NOTICE OF APPEARANCE BY 
HAGERMAN WATER RIGHT OWNERS, INC. 
HAGERMAN WATER RIGHT OWNERS CERTIFICATE OF 
COMPLIANCE WITH COURT ORDER 
LODGED: HAGERMAN WATER RIGHT OWNERS' BRIEF 
COMMENTING ON COURT'S NOTICE OF INTENT TO 
ISSUE SRBA ADMINISTRATIVE ORDER 3 
ORDER SETTING MOTION FOR HEARING 
IDWR'S COMMENTS RE DRAFT SRBA ADMIN ORDER 3 
** MOT FOR LATE CLAIMS FB H. DEHANN WAS 
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NTC: SERVING THE IDAHO DEPT OF WATER 
RESOURCES' ANSWERS TO INTERROGATORES AND 
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF HAGERMAN WATER 
RIGHT OWNERS, INC. 
MOT: BY SHOSHONE-BANNOCK TRIBES TO INTERVENE MG 
AND REQUEST FOR EXPEDITED HEARING 
LODGED/SHOSHONE-BANNOCK TRIBE TO INTERVENE 
MINUTES 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING FOR MOTION AND MEMO 
BY SHOSHONE-BANNOCK TRIBES 
CERT OF SERVICE - SPECIAL DOCKET SHEET 
MONI'HLY STATUS REPORT FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - STATUS REPORT 
NTC: HEARING ON MOT BY SHOSHONE-BANNOCK HH 
TRIBES TO INTERVENEIN ADJUDICATION 
HAGERMAN WATER RIGHT OWNERS 4TH SUPPLEMNTL 
NOTICE OF APPEARANCE 
MOT: TO APPEAR AS AMICUS CURIAE/NEZ PERCE MG 
NTC: APPEARANCE OF CRAVEN & ANDERSON FOR 
NEZ PERCE TRIBE 
MOT: ADMISSION - ROBERT ANDERSON PRO HAC VICE MG 
AFFIDAVIT: ROBERT ANDERSSON IN SUPPORT OF 
MOT: FOR ADMISSION PRO HAC VICE 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE: R. CRAVEN 
US RESPONSE TO MOT BY SHOSHONE-BANNOCK TRIBE 
TO INTERVENE & REQUEST FOR EXPEDITED HEAR 
ORDER: REQUIRING IDWR TO PROVIDE FURTHER 
SUPPORT FOR MOT FOR CLARIFICATION AND/OR 
RECONSIDERATION 
SRBA ADMIN ORDER 5: ALLOWING LIMITD EXEMPTION 
FROM SRBA ADMIN ORDER 1, RULES OF PROCEDUR 
SECTION 7 
NTC:OF INTENT TO ISSUE ORDERS 
SUPPLEMENTAL CERT OF SERVICE: R. CRAVEN 
RESPONSE OF NW BAND OF SHOSHONI NATION TO 
MOT BY SHOSHONE-BANNOCK TRIBES TO INTERVENE 
& REQUEST FOR EXPEDITED HEARING 
NTC: APPEARANCE ON BEHALF OF NW BAND OF 
SHOSHONI NATION 
NTC: INTENT BY THE NW BAND OF SHOSHONI NATION 
TO FILE MOT FOR TEMPRORARY RESTRAINING 
ORDER & FOR PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION TO 
ENJOIN FURTHER FILING OF FEDERAL-LAW CLAIMS 
HEARING HELD 
MINUTES 
ORDER GRANTING EXTENSION OF TIME TO FILE 
OBJECTIONS (LOLA COATES) 
MOT: COMPEL ANSWERS TO INTERROGATORIES AND 
PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS, TO EXPEDITE 
HERING AND FOR A STAY OF OBJECTIONS 
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NTC: OF EXPEDITED HEARING ON MOT TO COMPEL 
AFFIDAVIT: PENELOPE PARKER 
CERT: COMPLIP.NCE WITH COURT ORDER 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
ORDER GRANTING ROBERT ANDERSON/PRO HAC VICE 
ORDER GRANTING MOTION OF NEZ PERCE TO APPEAR 
AMICUS CURIAE 
RESPONSE BY IDWR TO ORDER ENTERED ON 3/17/93 
AND STATMENT OF AMENDED GENERAL PROVISIONS 
FOR USE DURING INTERIM ADMINISTRATION IN 
REPORTING AREA 34 
IDWR'S COMMENTS RE DRAFT SRBA ADMIN ORDER 
4 AND ORDER AMENDING SRBA ADMIN ORDER 1 
RULES OF PROCEDURE 
ORDER STRIKING FILING (MOTN TO ALLOW LATE 
FILING OF CLAIMS BY HARRY DEHAAN 3/11/93) 
AMENDED CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - STATE'S 
RESPONSE TO ORDER ENTERED 3/17/93 & STATE-
MENT OF AMENDED GENERAL PROVISIONS FOR USE 
DURING INTERIM ADMINISTRATION IN RA 34 
CERT OF SERVICE~ ORDERS FOR NEZ PERCE 
NTC: APPEARANCE OF HEPWORTH, NDNGESTER FOR 
HAGERMAN WATER RIGHT OWNERS, INC. & ITS 
INDIVIDUAL MEMBERS (FIFTH SUPPLEMENTAL) 
SUBPOENA ALLEN MERRITT, IDWR BY HEPWORTH 
AFFIDAVIT & RETURN OF SERVICE - SUBPOENA 
MINUTES 
MOT: MODIFY DIR REPORT FOR BASIN 34 AND/OR. MG 
RESTRAINING ORDER REQUIRING IDWR TO 
TO ADMINISTER WATER ACCORDING TO IDAHO LAW 
MOT: EXPEDITED HEARING MG 
ORDER SETTING HEARING HV 
ORDER GRANTING PERMISSIVE INTERVENTION BY 
THE SHOSHONE-BANNOCK TRIBES 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE/SUPPLEMENTAL 
CERT OF SERVICE/ORDER GRANTING PERMISSIVE 
INTERVENTION BY THE SHOSHONE-BANNOCK. 
UNITED STATES' RESPONSE TO HAGERMAN WATER 
RIGHT OWNERS' MOTION FOR ENTRY OF AN 
ORDER RE: THE MANAGEMENT AND PRESERVATION 
OF DOCTIMEN'l'S 
LODGED: ONITED STATES' PROPOSED ORDER RE: 
THE MANAGEMENT & PRESERVATION OF DOCUMENTS 
SRBA ORDER: REQUIRING NOTICE OF INTENT TO 
APPEAR 
RESPONSE TO THE DISTRICTS TO THE HAGERMAN 
WATER RIGHT OWNERS' MOTION FOR ENTRY OF AN 
ORDER RE: THE MANAGEMENT AND PRESERVATION 
OF DOCUMENTS 
RESPONSE TO NAMPA & MERIDIAN IRRIGATION 
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BUTTE MUTUAL CANAL COMPANY AND OTHER PARTIE 
TO THE HAGERMAN WATER RIGHT OWNERS' MOTION 
FOR ENTRY OF ANY. ORDER RE: THE MANAGEMENT 
AND PRESERVATION OF DOCUMENTS 
IDWR'S CROSS MOTION FOR E~TTRY OF ORDER MF 
REQUIRING INITIAL DISCLOSURE OF INFORMATION 
LODGED: (IDWR) PROPOSED ORDER REQUIRING 
INITIAL DISCLOSURE OF INFORMATION 
COMMENTS ON PROPOSED ORDER RE:THE MANAGEMENT 
AND PRESERVATION OF DOCUMENTS 
LODGED: MEMORANDUM OF THE IDWR IN SUPPORT 
OF CROSS MOTION FOR ENTRY OF ORDER REQUIRING 
INITIAL DISCLOSURE OF INFORMATION & COMMENTS 
ON THE PROPOSED ORDER RE: THE MANAGEMENT .!'ili"D 
PRESERVATION OF DOCUMENTS 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - SUPPLEMENTAL FILED 
BY TrlE DISTRICTS 
STIPULATION: WITHDRAWAL OF COUNSEL FOR GEM 
IRRIGATION DISTRICT 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - STIPULATION FOR 
WITHDRAWAL OF COUNSEL FOR GEM IRRIGATION 
ORDER FOR WITHDRAWAL OF COUNSEL FOR GEM 
IRRIGATION DISTRICT 
IDWR CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE (CROSS MOTION) 
AMENDED CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE F/B ROSHOLT 
SUPPLEMNTL CERT OF SERVICE - RESPONSE OF 
NAMPA & MERIDIAN IRRIG. DIST., RIM VIEW, 
GRINDSTONE BUTTE & OTHERS TO THE HAGERMAN 
WATER RIGHT OWNER'S MOT FOR ENTRY OF ORDER 
RE: MANAGEMENT & PRESERVATION OF DOCUMENTS 
STATUS REPORT FILED - APRIL 
CERT OF SERVICE - APRIL STATUS REPORT 
ORDER DENYING MOTION IN THE ADJUDICATION 
CASE (KENNEDY MOTION TO INTERVENE -
DENIED WITHOUT PREJUDICE) 
MINUTES - STATUS CONFERENCE 4/20/93 
ORDER CONTINUING HEARING ON MOTION FOR ENTRY 
OF AN ORDER RE: THE MANAGEMENT AND 
PRESERVATION OF DOCUMENTS 
SRBA ADMIN ORDER: 6, PRELIMINARY ORDER ON 
DOCUMENT DESTRUCTION 
ORDER SETTING HEARING ON MOTION TO COMPEL HV 
FILED BY HAGERMAN WATER USERS 
NTC: OF INTENT TO APPEAR FILED BY ROSHOLT 
FOR IPCO, TFCC & NSCC FOR 5/4-5 HEARING 
ORDER SETTING STATUS CONFERENCE (HOLLIFIELD HV 
MOTN MODIFY DIR RPT/RESTRAINNG ORDER 
RESPONSE TO MOTION/NTC OF INTENT TO APPEAR 
FILED BY RANDY PEHRSON ON BEHALF OF OTHERS 
RESPONSE TO MOTION/NTC OF INTENT TO APPEAR 
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RESPONSE TO MOTION/NTC OF INTENT TO APPEAR 
FILED BY MITCHELL SORENSON FOR OTHERS 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
NTC: SERVICE OF IDWR 1ST SUPPLEMENTAL 
ANSWERS TO INTERROGATORIES & REQUESTS FOR 
FOR PRODUCTION OF THE HAGERMAN WATER RIGHT 
OWNERS, INC. 
NTC OF INTENT TO APPEAR FILED BY U.S. 
NTC APPEARANCE: BRAD A. FLINDERS FOR GEM 
IRRIGATION DISTRICT 
NTC APPEAR: GARY SLETTE FOR RICHARD KECHTER 
MOT TO ACCEPT POST REPORT CLAIM - KECHTER 
AFFIDAVIT: RICHARD L. KECHTER 
IDWR MOTION TO DISMISS BLRWA'S MOTION TO 
MODIFY BASIN 34 REPORT OR IN THE 
THE ALTERNATIVE TO RESTRAIN IDWR 
HAGERMAN WATER RIGHT OWNERS MOTION FOR 
APPROVAL OF PRIVATE ATTORNEY GENERAL 
DOCTRINE & ESTABLISHING CERTAIN PROCEDURES 
IN RELATION THERETO FILED BY HWRO 
LODGED: MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR 
APPROVAL OF APPLICATION OF PRIVATE ATTORNEY 
GENERAL DOCTRINE & ESTABLISHING CERTAIN 
PROCEDURES RELATING THERETO FILED BY HWRO 
AFFIDAVIT: JOHN C. HEPWORTH IN SUPPORT OF 
MOTION FOR APPROVAL OF PRIVATE ATTORNEY 
GENERAL DOCTRINE & ESTABLISHING CERTAIN 
PROCEDURES RELATING THERETO 
AFFIDAVIT: SUSAN WALMSLEY 
MOT: STAY PROCEEDINGS FILED BY HWRO 
LODGED: MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR 
STAY OF PROCEEDINGS FILED BY HWRO 
AFFIDAVIT: TERRY HUDDLESTON 
AFFIDAVIT: KEITH E. ANDERSON 
AFFIDAVIT: GEORGE A. LEMMON 
AFFIDAVIT: PATRICK D. BROWN 
AFFIDAVIT: JOHN W. JONES, JR. 
EX PARTE MOTION FOR EXPEDITED HEARING ON 
MOTION FOR APPROVAL OF APPLICATION OF 
PRIVATE ATTORNEY GENERAL DOCTRINE AND 
ESTABLISHING CERTAIN PROCEDURES RELATING 
THERETO 
ORDER SETTING EXPEDITED HEARING ON MOTION 
FOR APPROVAL OF APPLICATION OF PRIVATE 
ATTORNEY GENERAL DOCTRINE & ESTABLISHING 
CERTAIN PROCEDURES RELATING THERETO 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE FILED BY IDWR 
MOT: FOR EXTENSION OF TIME TO FILE CERTAIN 
OBJECTIONS 
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CERT: COMPLIANCE W/COURT ORDER - BY HWROI 
MOT:FOR LIMITED ADMISSION - ROGER FLYNN, MW 
REED BENSON AND LAIRD LUCAS FOR ICL, IRU, 
IWF AND INRIC 
MOT:TO INTERVENE BY ICL, IRU, IWF AND INRIC MD 
LODGED: MEMO IN SUPPORT OF MOT TO INTERVENE 
BY ICL, IRU, IWF AND INRIC 
AFFIDAVIT: ROBERT J. CAMERON 
AFFIDAVIT: LARRY PENNINGTON 
AFFIDAVIT: ROBERTS. LUNTEY 
MOT: LEAVE TO FILE NON-CONFORMING OBJECTION MD 
BY ICL, IRU, IWF AND INRIC 
OBJECTION BY ICL, IRU IWF AND INRIC 
ORDER VACATING TRIAL (5/4 & 5/5) 
ORDER REQUIRING SUBMISSION OF STATEMENT OF HV 
BASIN-WIDE ISSUE; AND SETTING HEARING 
ORDER SETTING MOTION ON AN EXPEDITED BASIS HV 
(MOTION FOR STAY OF PROCEEDINGS) HWO 
ORDER SETTING MOTION ON AN EXPEDITED BASIS HV 
(MOTION FOR EXTENTION OF TIME TO FILE OBJ) 
ORDER SETTING MOTION ON AN EXPEDITED BASIS HV 
(MOTION FOR LEAVE TO INTERVENE, ICL) 
MINUTES 
ORDER GRANTING, IN PART, MOTION TO MODIFY 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR BASIN 34 AND 
GRANTING, INC PART, MOTION TO DISMISS 
ORDER RESETTING JULY & AUGUST STATUS CONF. 
NTC OF SERVING THE IDWR 2ND SUPPLEMENTAL 
ANSWERS TO INTERROGATORIES AND REQUESTS 
FOR PRODUCTION OF THE HAGERMAN WATER OWNERS 
AFFIDAVIT: PATRICK D. BROWN (ATTY FEES) 
MINUTES 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING - LAND & WATER FUND 
MOT: POSTPONE HEARING (LAND & WATER FUND) MG 
ORDER VACATING & RESETTING HEARING 
AFFIDAVIT: SUPPLEMENTAL (PAT BROWN) ATTY FEE 
SUBPOENA DUCES TECUM - CHARLES BROCKWAY 
AFFIDAVIT & RETURN OF SERVICE/BROCKWAY 
U.S. RESPONSE TO IDWR CROSS-MOTION RE:ENTRY 
OF ORDER REQUIRING INITIAL DISCLOSURE INFO 
RESPONSE TO US PROPOSED ORDER REGARDING THE 
MANAGEMENT AND PRESERVATION OF DOCUMENTS 
LODGED: REPLY MEMORANDUM TO HAGERMAN WATER 
RIGHT OWNERS MOTION FOR ENTRY OF ORDER RE: 
THE MANAGEMENT & PRESERVATION OF DOCUMENTS 
LODGED: SUMISSION OF STATEMENT OF BASIN-WIDE 
ISSUES (TOM COATES) 
NTC: APPEARANCE/HAGERMAN WATER RIGHT OWNERS 
SIXTH SUPPLEMENTAL NOTICE OF APPEARANCE 
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RESPONSE TO THE MOTION OF THE HAGERMAN WATER 
RIGHT OWNERS FOR APPROVAL OF APPLICATION 
OF PRIVA7E ATTORNEY Gfil,;~RAL DOCTRINE FILED 
BY THE DISTRICTS (OLOWINSKI) 
LODGED: DESIGNATION OF BASIN-WIDE ISSUES AND 
IDENTIFICATION OF WATER RIGHT NUMBERS 
FILED BY HOLLIFIELD 
LODGED: IDWR PROPOSED LIST OF ISSUES 
REGARDING IDAHO CODE 42-1416 & 42-1416A 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
RESPONSE TO HAGERMAN WATER RIGHT OWNERS, INC. 
MOTION FOR APPROVAL OF PRIVATE ATTORNEY 
GENERAL FILED BY IPCO, TFCC & NSCC 
MOT: FILE LATE CLAIM MERVIN LING MG 
CERTIFICATE OF SRRVICE - IDWR PROPOSED ISSUE 
LODGED: MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO MOTION 
FOR APPROVAL OF APPLICATION OF PRIVATE 
ATTORNEY GENERAL DOCTRINE FILED BY IDWR 
RESPONSE OF THE U.S. TO THE HAGERMAN WATER 
RIGHT OWNERS, INC.'S MOTION FOR APPROVAL 
OF THE PRIVATE ATTORNEY GENERAL DOCTRINE 
MOTION OF THE UNITED STATES FOR CLARIFICA- MD 
TION OF THE RULES OF PRACTICE FOR LAW 
CLERKS OF THE SRBA 
ORDER GRANTING: MOTION TO COMPEL 
OBJECTION OF THE IDWR TO AFFIDAVIT AND 
SUPPLEMENTAL ,AFFIDAVIT OF PATRICK BROWN 
IN SUPPORT OF CLAIM FOR ATTORNEY FEES 
MONTHLY STATUS REPORT FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - STATUS REPORT 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING LAND & WATER FUND 
SERVING ORDER VACATING & RESETTING HEARING 
MINUTES 
AMENDED CERT OF MAILING FOR MEMO IN OPPOSI-




ORDER MODIFYING ORDER GRANTING IDAHO DEPT. 
OF WATER RESOURCES' MOTION FOR INTERIM 
ADMINISTRATION WITH LIMITATIONS 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
ORDER DENYING APPROVAL OF ATTORNEY GENERAL 
ORDER SETTING HEARING (MOT COMPEL/ATTY FEES) HV 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
NTC: APPEARANCE OF REBECCA CRAVEN & ROBERT T 
ANDERSON FOR NEZ PERCE TRIBE 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE-NOTICE OF APPEARANCE 
MOT: FILE LATE OBJECTION TO WATER RIGHT NO. MG 
FILED BY HEPWORTH FOR HWRO/STANLEY 
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NTC: WITHDRAW APPEARANCE - ALBERT FRANCO 
CERT OF SERVICE - WITHDRAWL OF COUNSEL 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
ORDER DENYING MOTION FOR APPROVAL OF 
APPLICATION OF PRIVATE ATTORNEY GENERAL 
DOCTRINE AND ESTABLISHING CERTAIN 
PROCEDURES RELATING THERETO 
ORDER DENYING STAY OF PROCEEDINGS IN RA 36 
ORDER REQUIRING IDWR TO REPORT ON THE 
PROGRESS OF UPPER SNAKE RIVER BASIN STUDY 
MOT: FILE LATE OBJECTION FILED BY ROOST 
POTATO CO. INC. TO WATER RIGHTS 36-07554, 
36-02324 & 36-15152 
ORDER GRANT MOTION TO FILE LATE OBJECTIONS 
FILED BY ROOST POTATO CO. INC. TO WATER 
RIGHTS 36-07554, 36-02324 & 36-15152 
NOTICE OF WITHDRAWAL OF MOTION FOR LIMITED 
ADMISSION 
NTC OF SUBSTITUTION OF LOCAL COUNSEL 
MOTION TO APPEAR PRO HAC VICE 
LODGED: PROPOSED ORDER GRANTING MOTION TO 
APPEAR PRO HAC VICE 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - MAY DOCKET SHEET 
NTC OF WITHDRAWAL OF NTC OF LMITED APPEAR. 
OF LAWRENCE JAKUB & KENNETH PITT 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - NTC OF WITHDRAWAL 
LODGED: MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO THE 
MOTION TO INTERVENE BY THE IDAHO 
CONSERVATION LEAGUE, ETAL/FB GLOWINSKI 
NTC OF INTENT TO PARTICIPATE FILED BY 
GLOWINSKI 
A&B IRRIGATION OBJECTION TO MOT TO INTERVENE 
BY LAND & WATER FUND 
LODGED: A&B IRRIGATION BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF 
OBJECTION TO MOT TO INTERVENE BY LAND & 
WATER FUND 
NTC OF INTENT TO PARTICIPATE BY RINGERT IN 
HEARING ON MOT TO INTERVENE BY LAND&WATER 
NTC OF INTENT TO PARTICIPATE BY HEPWORTH IN 
HEARING ON MOT TO INTERVENE BY LAND&WATER 
NTC OF INTENT TO PARTICIPATE BY SCOTT 
CAMPBELL ON MOT TO INTERVENE BY LAND&WATER 
LODGED MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO 
APPLICANTS' MOTION FOR LEAVE TO INTERVENE 
AS RESPONDENTS IN THE ADJUDICATION CASE 
STIPULATION & ORDER AS TO AMOUNT OF ATTORNEY 
FEES; STIPULATION & ORDER TO VACATE HEARING 
RESPONSE OF RIM VIEW TROUT CO & OTHERS TO 
MOTION FOR LEAVE TO INTERVENE BY IDAHO 
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NTC ON INTENT TO PARTICIPATE F/B ROSHOLT 
LODGED THE COMPANIES MEMORANDUM IN 
OPPOSITION TO MOTION FOR LEAVE TO INTERVENE 
FIELD BY IDAHO CONSERVATION LEAGUE/ 
MEMORANDUM FILED BY ROSHOLT 
STATE'S BRIEF IN RESPONSE TO MOT TO 
INTERVENE FILED BY LAND & WATER 
MINUTES 
ORDER GRANTING MOTION TO APPEAR PRO HAC VICE 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - STATUS REPORT 
MONTHLY STATUS REPORT FILED 
NTC RE: MANDATE FROM U.S. SUPREME. COURT 
NO. 19407 REF. 93S-127 
SRBA ADMIN ORDER #1 {AMENDED) 
ORDER GRANTING MOTION TO ACCEPT POST REPORT 
CLAIM {KECHTER) 
LODGED: HRWO'S MEMORANDUM IN RESPONSE TO 
MOTION FOR CLARIFICATION (LAW CLERKS) 
AFFIDAVIT OF PATRICK BROWN (LAW CLERKS) 
NTC: APPEARANCE - FREMONT-MADISON IRRIGATION 
DISTRICT & RESPONSE TO LIST OF BASIN-WIDE 
ISSUES REGARDING IC 42-1416 & 42-1416A 
LODGED: ORDER DENYING UNITED STATES' MOTION 
FOR CLARIFICATION OF RULES OF PRACTICE 
OF FORMER LAW CLERKS IN THE SRBA COURT 
MOTION TO FILE A LATE CLAIM BY RICHARD L. 
KECHTER -- FILED AS RESULT OF 6/29 ORDER 
ORDER RE: MANDATE FROM U.S. SUPREME COURT 
{SERVES AS 2= REMITTITUR) {SENT TO COUNTY 
COURTHOUSE - REC'D BY SRBA 7/12/93) 
NTC: APPEARANCE OF ROSHOLT, ROBERTSON & 
TUCKER FOR AUROROA FARMS, INC. 
NTC: APPEARANCE OF LEIF JOHNSON FOR HARDER 
MINUTES ***7/13/93 STATUS CONFERENCE 
ORDER GRANTING MOTION TO FILE LATE OBJECTION 
FOR STANLEY 36-00055AD/FILED IN SUBCASE 
ORDER GRANTING MOTION TO FILE A LATE NOTICE 
OF CLAIM - LING 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
AFFIDAVIT OF PATRIC D. BROWN 
APPLICATION FOR ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE 
ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE - ISSUED 
MONTHLY STATUS REPORT FILED 
U.S. MOTION FOR ENTRY OF ORDER ON REMAND 
PROPOSED ORDER AND WRIT OF MANDATE {U.S.) 
MOT: RECONSIDER DENIAL OF MOTION TO 
INTERVENE F/B CONSERVATION GROUPS 
LODGED: CONSERVATION GROUPS' MEMORANDUM OF 
POINTS & AUTHORITIES IN SUPPORT OF ITS 
MOTION TO RECONSIDER 
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MOT: DISMISS SHOW CAUSE PROCEEDING 
LODGED: MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO 
DISMISS SHOW CAUSE PROCEEDING 
AFFIDAVIT OF NICHOLAS SPENCER 
SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF NICHOLAS SPENCER 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - STATUS REPORT 
NTC OF INTENT TO APPEAR AND TO PRESENT 
TESTIMONY BY STATE 
MOT: EXPEDITED HEAR ON MOT TO DISMISS-STATE 
STIPULATION & ORDER CANCELING SHOW CAUSE 
HEARING BY HWRO 
RESPONSE TO MOTION FOR ENTRY OF ORDER ON 
REMAND FILED BY STATE 
ORDER DENYING MOT FOR LEAVE TO INTERVENE & 
MOT TO FILE NONCONFORM OBJ - - LAND & WATER 
ORDER SETTING HEARING ON AN EXPEDITED BASIS 
MOT TO RECONSIDER - LAND & WATER FUND 
MOT TO FILE LATE CLAIM - TRIPLE ACE INC 
CERT SERVICE-SPECIAL DOCKET· SHEET/RESPONSES 
ORDER ON REMITTITUR AND; REQUIRING THE IDWR 
TO SUBMIT PROPOSED FORM OF ABSTRACT 
NTC: INTENT TO PARTICIPATE IN HEARING RE 
LAND & WATER FUND'S MOT FOR RECONSIDERATION 
FILED BY HEPWORTH 
STATE'S MOT FOR RECONSIDERATION OF ORDER ON 
REMITTITUR & REQUIRING IDWR TO SUBMIT 
PROPOSED FORM OF ABSTRACT 
MONTHLY STATUS REPORT FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - STATUS REPORT 
NTC: INTENT TO PARTICIPATE IN HEARING RE MOT 
TO RECONSIDER MOT FOR LEAVE TO INTERVENE 
F/B SCOTT CAMPBELL 
LODGED: IRRIGATION DISTRICTS' MEMO IN OPPO-
SITION TO ORGANIZATIONS' MOT TO RECONSIDER 
MOT TO INTERVENE - F/B OLOWINSKI 
LODGED: MEMO IN OPPOSITION TO MOT TO RECON-
SIDER MOT TO INTERVENE - F/B CAMPBELL 
RESPONSE OF RIM VIEW TROUT COMPANY & OTHERS 
TO CONSERVATION GROUPS' MOT TO RECONSIDER 
NTC: INTENT TO PARTICIPATE RE MOT FOR RECON-
SIDERATION FOR MOT TO INTERVENE - TUCKER 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
MINUTES 
NTC: TAKING DEPOSITION OF BILL MOLNEAUX B/B 
GODDARD FOR F&G IN W.R. 37-00252, 00712712 
NTC:TAKING DEPOSITION OF RICHARD MALLON F/B 
GODDARD FOR F&G IN W.R. 37-00252, 00712 
ORDER SETTING MOTION ON AN EXPEDITED BASIS 
& SCHEDULING ORDER ON MOT FOR RECONSIDERA-
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IDWR TO SUBMIT PROPOSED FORM OF ABSTRACT 
NTC: APPEARANCE OF JEFF FEREDAY FOR BUSCH 
AGRICULTURAL RESOURCES, INC. 
AFFIDAVIT: OF DAVID B SHAW DATED 9/1/93 
IDWR'S EX PARTE MOTION FOR AN EXTENSION OF 
TIME FOR FILING RESPONSE TO OBJECTIONS IN 
REPORTING AREA 3 (BASIN 36) 
ORDER GRANTING EX PARTE MOTION FOR EXTENSION 
TIME FOR FILING RESPONSES 
HEARING ON MANAGEMENT & PRESERVATION OF 
DOCUMENTS 
HEARING ON MOTION TO FILE LATE CLAIM F/B 
TRIPLE ACE INC 
PARTIAL DECREE HEARING:REPORTING AREA 34,2,3 
U.S. RESPONSE TO IDAHO'S MOTION FOR RECON-
SIDERATION ON REMITTITUR & REQUIRING IDWR 
TO SUBMIT PROPOSED FORM OF ABSTRACT 
NEZ PERCE TRIBE RESPONSE TO MOTION FOR 
RECONSIDERATION OF ORDE.R ON REMITTITUR 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
RESPONSE TO MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION ON 
ORDER OF REMITTITUR F/B ROSHOLT FOR 
IPCO, TFCC AND NSCC 
IDWR EXPARTE MOTION FOR A 2ND EXTENSION OF 
TIME FOR FILING RESPONSES TO OBJECTIONS 
IN REPORTING l'.REA 3 (BASIN 36) 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
ORDER GRANTING, IN PART, THE MOTION OF REED 
& LYNETTE ASAY TO FILE LATE OBJECTION TO 
NTC OF CLAIM 34-2253 & REQUIRING THE 
FILING OF A LATE NOTICE OF CLAIM 
MONTHLY STATUS REPORT FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - STATUS REPORT 
MINUTES 
MINUTES 
ORDER SETTING TELEPHONE CONFERENCE ON MOTION 
TO RECONSIDER ORDER ON REMITTITUR 
CERTIFICATB OF SERVICE -SPECIAL DOCKET SHEET 
NOTICE OF HEARING & BRIEFING ORDER RE: MOTN 
FOR ENTRY OF ORDER RE MANAGEMENT & 
PRESERVATION OF DOCUMENTS & CROSS-MOTION 
BY IDWR 
SUPPLEMENTAL SUBMISSION OF DOCUMENTS IN 
IN SUPPORT OF MOT FOR RECONSIDERATION 
AFFIDAVIT: DAVID B. SHAW 9/24/93 
MINUTES 
IDWR'S CORRECTION OF THE RECORD OF 9/21/93 
STATUS CONFERENCE 
NTC: SERVICE OF IDWR'S 3D SUPPLEMENTAL 
ANSWERS TO BASIN-WIDE INTER.ROOS OF U.S. 
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ANSWERS TO U.S. DISCOVERY REQUESTS ON 
REPORTING AREAS 34, 2, 3 
NTC OF SERVING IDWR'S 3RD SUPPLEMENTAL 
ANSWERS TO BASIN-WIDE INTERROGATORIES OF 
OF THE UNITED STATES 
AMENDED NTC OF SERVING IDWR'S 1ST SUPPLE-
MENTAL ANSWERS TO US DISCOVERY REQUESTS 
ON REPORTING AREAS 34, 2 AND 3 
ORDER ON MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION OF ORDER 
ON REMITTITUR AND REQUIRING IDWR TO SUBMIT 
PROPOSED FORM OF ABSTRACT 
LODGED: SUPPLEMENTAL MEMO OF IDWR IN SUPPORT 
OF (PROPOSED) ORDER REQUIRING INITIAL DIS-
CLOSURE OF INFORMATION & ESTABLISHING 
DOCUMENT DEPOSITORY 
LODGED: PROPOSED ORDER REQUIRING INITIAL 
DISCLOSURE OF INFORMATION & ESTABLISHING 
DOCUMENT DEPOSITORY 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
NTC: SERVICE OF IDWR'S ANSWERS TO BUSCH & 
AND BOISE WATER'S AMENDED FIRST REQUESTS 
FOR ADMISSION TO THE DEPARTMENT 
AMENDED NOTICE OF SERVICE OF IDWR'S ANSWERS 
TO BUSCH & BOISE WATER'S AMENDED FIRST 
REQUESTS FOR ADMISSION TO THE DEPARTMENT 
LODGED: MEMORANDUM OF THE DISTRICTS 
COMMENTING ON THE ORDER PROPOSED BY IDWR 
TO REQUIRE INITIAL DISCLOSURE OF INFO AND 
ESTABLISHING A DOCUMENT DEPOSITORY 
LODGED: US SUPPLEMENTAL MEMO RE INITIAL 
DISCOVERY & PRESERVATION OF DOCUMENTS 
LODGED: PROPOSED ORDER RE INITIAL DISCOVERY 
& PRESERVATION OF DOCUMENTS 
COMPANIES RESPONSE TO STATE'S SUPPLEMENTAL 
MEMO & PROPOSED ORDER REQUIRING INITIAL 
DISCLOSURE OF INFORMATION IN ESTABLISHING 
DOCUMENT DEPOSITORY 
MONTHLY STATUS REPORT FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - STATUS REPORT 
IDWR REPLY TO MOTION TO FILE LATE NOTICE OF 
CLAIM TO RIGHT NOS. 36-02060 & 36-02558 
MINUTES - MGMT & PRES OF DOCUMENTS 
MINUTES - STATUS CONFERENCE 
HEARING SET ON MOTION TO FILE LATE CLAIM 
FOR TRIPLE ACE., INC. 
ORDER OF REFERENCE APPOINTING RICHARD SIMMS 
SPECIAL MASTER IN REPORTING AREA 2 (B-57) 
ORDER OF REFERENCE APPOINTING BRIGETTE BILYEU 
SPECIAL MASTER IN REPORTING AREA 34 (B-34) 
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SPECIAL MASTER IN REPORTING AREA 3 (B-36) 
U.S. NOTICE OF TA.KING DEPOSITION OF A. LYNN 
KROGH-HAMPE 
U.S. NOTICE OF TAKING DEPOSITION OF DANIEL 
STECKEL 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
NOTICE OF EXPEDITED HEARING ON THE SRBA 
STEERING COMMITTEE, SUBMISSION OF 
STIPULATIONS TO THE COURT & COMMUNICATIONS 
WITH THE COURT ON PENDING SUBCASES 
STATE OF IDAHO'S MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER 
AND SUPPORTING MEMORANDUM OF LAW 
CERT OF SERVICE/STATE MOTION FOR PROT ORDER 
ORDER STAYING MOTION FOR MANAGEMENT AND 
PRESERVATION OF DOCUMENTS AND CROSS-MOTION 
FOR ENTRY OF ORDER REQUIRING INITIAL 
DISCLOSURE OF INFORMATION 
ORDER SETTING EXPEDITED HEARING (MOTION FOR 
(PROTECTIVE ORDER) 
SPECIAL ORDER OF REFERENCE (RICHARD SIMMS) 
CERT OF SERVICE/STATE ORDER SET HEARING 
{REC'D AT 5:55 PM PER ORDER OF COURT) 
FIRST INTERIM REPORT OF THE SPECIAL MASTER 
RICHARD SIMMS 
U.S. MOTION TO STAY ORDERS OF REFERENCE OR, 
ALTERNATIVELY FOR EXTENSION OF TIME TO 
OBJECTION TO QUALIFICATIONS 
U.S. MOTION FOR EXPEDITED HEARING 
LODGED: U.S. BRIEF IN OPPOSITION TO IDAHO'S 
MOTION TO QUASH SUBPOENAS AND IN SUPPORT 
OF MOTION TO STAY ORDERS OF REFERENCE 
OR, ALTERNATIVELY FOR EXTENSION OF TIME 
TO OBJECTION TO QUALIFICATIONS 
MINUTES 
MONTHLY STATUS REPORT FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - STATUS REPORT 
STATEMENT OF UNCONTESTED PORTIONS OF DIR'S 
REPORT FOR REPORTING AREA 2 AND 
MOTION FOR PARTIAL DECREE OF UNCONTESTED 
MATTERS OF UNCONTESTED MATTERS 
MINUTES 
ORDER GRANTING MOTION TO FILE LATE NOTICE OF 
CLAIM (TRIPLE ACE, INC.) 
AMENDED ORDER GRANTING MOTION TO FILE LATE 
NOTICE OF CLAIM (TRIPLE ACE INC.) 
MEMORANDUM DECISION & ORDER GRANTING MOTION 
FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER; DENYING MOTION TO 
STAY ORDERS OF REFERENCE; AND DENYING 
MOTION FOR EXTENSION OF TIME TO OBJECT 
TO QUALIFICATIONS 
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LODGED: U.S. BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO 
DISQUALIFY SPECIAL MASTER RICHARD SIMMS 
AND SUPPORTING AFFIDAVITS 
HEARING SET ON MOTION TO DISQUALIFY SPECIAL 
MASTER 
MOTION FOR PARTIAL DECREE OF UNCONTESTED 
MATTERS (BASIN 34) AND STATEMENT OF 
UNCONTESTED PORTIONS OF DIRECTOR'S REPORT 
FOR REPORTING AREA l(BASIN 34) 
MOTION FOR PARTIAL DECREE OF UNCONTESTED 
MATTERS IN RA 3 (BASIN 36) AND STATEMENT 
OF UNCONTESTED PORTIONS OF DIR'S RPT 
U.S. RESPONSE TO STATEMENT OF UNCONTESTED 
PORTION OF DIR'S RPT IN RA 3 (BASIN 36) 
MOT: EXTENSION OF TIME FOR ORDER OF INTERIM 
ADMINISTRATION IN BASIN 34 F/B IDWR 
LODGED: BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR 
EXTENSION OF TIME FOR ORDER OF INTERIM 
ADMINISTRATION IN BASIN 34 F/B IDWR 
HEARING SET ON MOTION FOR EXTENSION OF TIME 
FOR INTERIM ADMINISTRATION 
IDWR'S SUPPLEMENT TO THE RECORD OF 11/16/93 
NTC:INTENT TO PARTICIPATE F/B TUCKER 
HEARING HELD ON MOTIONS FOR PARTIAL DECREES 
ON UNCONTESTED RIGHTS IN RA 34, 2, 3 
MINUTES 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
NOTICE OF CHANGE OF FIRM & ADDRES FOR SCOTT 
CAMPBELL TO ELAM BURKE 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE FOR IDWR'S REPORT 
ON OBJECTIONS FILED IN R.A. 02 
ORDER GRANTING EX PARTE REQUEST FOR 
PERMISSION TO VIDEO TAPE PUBLIC INFO. 
MEETING { IDWR' S REQUEST) 
IDWR MOTION FOR ADDITIONAL TIME TO FILE 
ABSTRACTS OF FEDERAL INSTREAM FLOW CLAIMS 
AFFIDAVIT OF DAVID B SHAW DATED 12/10/93 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING FOR ORDER GRANTING 
REQUEST TO VIDEO TAPE PUBLIC INFO MEETING 
MONTHLY STATUS REPORT FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - STATUS REPORT 
RESPONSE OF SPECIAL MASTER RICHARD SIMMS 
TO UNITED STATES MOTION TO DISQUALIFY 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE OF RICHARD SIMMS 
ORDER SETTING EXPEDITED HEARING ON MOTION 
TO DISQUALIFY RICHARD SIMMS AS A 
SPECIAL MASTER 
RESPONSE OF THE US TO IDWR'S MOTION FOR 
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TEXT WA DISP/SET 
FEDERAL INSTREAM FLOW CLAIMS 
ORDER SETI'ING HEARING ON U.S. MOTION FOR HV 12/21/1993 
ADDITIONAL TIME TO FILE ABSTRACTS OF 
FEDERAL INSTREAM FLOW CLAIMS 
ORDER VACATING HEARING ON MOTION TO 
DISQUALIFY RICHARD SIMMS AS A SPECIAL 
MASTER 
ORDER WITHDRAWING ORDER OF REFERENCE 
APPOINTING RICHARD A SIMMS SPECIAL MASTER 
IN REPORTATION AREA 2 (BASIN 57) 
IDAHO POWER, NSCC & TFCC RESPONSE TO IDWR'S 
MOTION FOR ADDITIONAL TIME (FED ABSTRACTS) 
MOT: INTERVENE IN MOTION FOR EXTENSION OF MG 2/18/1994 
TIME FOR ORDER OF INTERIM ADMIN IN B 34 
MINCJTES 
NTC: CHANGE OF FIRM & ADDRESS FOR J. BEEMAN 
NTC: APPEARANCE & NTC OF CHANGE OF FIRM 
AND ADDRESS BY ROY EIGUREN OF GIVENS 
PURSLEY & H'JNTLEY (APPEAR FOR PRISTINE 
SPRINGS, ENVIROSAFE & ALMAGM"lATED SUGAR 
LODGED:ORDER GRANTING IDWR ADDITIONAL TIME TO 
FILE ABSTRACTS OF FEDERAL INSTREAM CLAIMS 
NTC:FILING VIDEO TAPE/PUBLIC INFO MEET-ARCO 
ORDER GRANTING IDWR'S MOTION FOR ADDITIONAL 
TIME TO FILE ABSTRACTS OF FEDERAL INSTREAM 
FLOW CL.l\.IMS AND NEGOTIATED AGREEMENTS 
LODGED: SUPPLEMENTAL STATUS CONFERENCE 
REPORT 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - IDWR'S REPORT ON 
OBJECTIONS FILED IN RA 3 (BASIN 36) 
ORDER SETTING EXPEDITED HEARING ON FORM AND HV 3/15/1994 
CONTENT OF DECREES 
MEMO DECISION AND ORDER STAYING MOTION FOR 
FINAL DECREE IN REPORTING AREAS 1,2, 3 
LODGED REPORT OF SPECIAL COMMITTEE TO REVIEW 
STEERING COMMITTEE AND PROCEDURES FOR 
FOR COMM:JNICATION WITH THE DISTRICT COURT 
HEARING SET:MOTION TO FILE LATE CLAIM F/B HV 5/17/1994 
JANEL BEEMAN & WILLIAM BARROWS 
ORDER DENYING U.S. MOTION FOR CLARIFICATION 
OF RULES OF PRACTICE FOR LAW CLERKS 
ORDER GRANTING IN LI~ITED PART MOTION TO 
RECONSIDER ORDER DENYING M07ION FOR 
LEAVE TO INTERVEh'E F/B CONSERVATION GRPS 
AFFIDAVIT OF LAWRENCE BABCOCK IN OPPOSITION 
TO MOTION TO EXTEND ORDER FOR INTERIM 
ADMINISTRATION 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
MONTHLY STATUS REPORT FILED - JANUARY 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - STATUS REPORT 
MOTION TO AMEND 10/1/93 ORDER ON MOTION TO MG 2/28/1994 
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TO RECONSIDER ORDER OF REMITTITUR AND 
TO CONFIRM PARTY STATUS OF NEZ PERCE TRIBE 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO AMEND 
ORDER OF 10/1/93 AND TO CONFIRM PARTY 
STATUS OF NEZ PERCE TRIBE 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE (NEZ PERCE MOTION) 
MINUTES 
AMENDED AFFIDAVIT OF LAWRENCE BABCOCK IN 
OPPOSITION TO MOTION TO EXTEND ORDER FOR 
INTERIM ADMINISTRATION (CORRECT CASE NO) 
HEARING SET- MOTION TO AMEND 10/1/93 ORDER 
HEARING SET: MOTION TO AMEND 10/1/93 ORDER 
F/B NEZ PERCE TRIBE 
IDWR MOTION TO AMEND SRBA ADMIN. ORDER 1 AND 
MOTION FOR ORDER SHORTENING TIME 
LODGED: IDWR BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO 
AMEND SRBA ADMINISTRATIVE ORDER 1 
ORDER/EXPED. HRG IDWR MOT TO AMEND A.O.1 
LODGED:MEMO IN SUPPORT OF MOT TO RECONSIDER 
MOT: RECONSIDER ORDER GRANTING LIMITED 
INTERVENTION F/B SCOTT CAMPBELL FOR 
PIONEER & SETTLERS IRRIGATION DISTS. 
IRRIGATION DIST MOTION TO RECONSIDER & 
REQUEST FOR CLARIFICATION OF ORDER 
GRANTING, IN LIMITED PART, CONSERVATION 
GROUPS MOTION TO RECONSIDER F/B OLOWINSKI 
LODGED IRRIGATION DISTRICTS MEMORANDUM IN 
SUPPORT OF MOTION TO RECONSIDER AND 
REQUEST FOR CLARIFICATION 
MOTION TO RECONSIDER F/B RINGERT (ORDER 
GRANTING, IN LIMITED PART, CONSERVATION 
GROUPS MOTION TO RECONSIDER 
SRBA ADMIN ORDER 7 CAPTION FOR PLEADINGS 
SRBA ADMIN ORDER 8: STIPULATION TO RESET 
HEARING SCHEDULING BEFORE A SPECIAL MASTER 
OR EXPEDITED MOTION TO RESET HEARING 
SCHEDULED BEFORE A SPECIAL MASTER 
MOTION FOR STAY OF PROCEEDINGS 
MOTION FOR EXPEDITED HEARING 
HEARING SET ON MOTIONS TO RECONSIDER ORDER 
ON CONSERVATION GROUPS' INTERVENTION F/B 
BILL RINGERT & DON OLOWINSKI 
NTC: APPEARANCE OF TERRY T. UHLING JOINING 
GRAY YOUNG FOR JR SIMPLOT 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE FOR IDWR REPORT ON 
OBJECTION FILED IN REPORTING AREA 1 
IDWR'S MOTION TO INCLUDE ALTERNATIVE DIS-
PUTE RESOLUTIONIN SCHEDULING CONFERENCES 
FOR BASIN 34 
HEARING SET ON IDWR'S MOTION TO INCLUDE 
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SCHEDULING CONFERENCES FOR BASIN 34 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE: IDWR'S MOTION TO 
INCLUDE ALTERNATIVE DISPUTE RESOLUTION IN 
SCHEDULING CONFERENCE FOR BASIN 34 
LDGD:MEMO IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO RECONSIDER 
F/B BILL RINGER FOR NAMPA & MERIDIAN IRR. 
DIST, GRINDSTONE BUTTE AND RIM VIEW 
MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION F/B JIM TUCKER & MW 
AND JOHN SIMPSON FOR IPCO, NORTH SIDE AND 
TWIN FALLS CANAL COMPANIES 
ORDER RE HEARING ON MOTION FOR STAY OF 
PROCEEDINGS {TO BE HEARD BEFORE SPECIAL 
MASTER) 
NTC: APPEARANCE OF ANDREW M. HARRINGTON FOR 
LITTLE VALLEY MUTUAL IRRIGATION CO. 
ORDER REQUIRING IDWR TO FILE REPORTS 
IDENTIFYING WATER RIGHTS RECOMMENDED 
IN THE DIRECTOR'S REPORT BASED ON 
I.C. 42-1416 A.'ID 42-1416C 
MOT TO ADMIT RICHARD A. SIMMS AS COUNSEL PRO MG 
HAC VICE F/B P BROWN, HEPWORTH, NUNGESTER 
MOT:EXPEDITED HEARING ON MOT TO ADMIT COUNSEL MG 
COUNSEL PRO HAC VICE F/B P BROWN 
ORDER SETTING EXPEDITED HEARING ON MOT TO HS 
ADMIT COUNSEL PRO HAC VICE F/B P BROWN 
NOTICE OF APPEARANCE WM HOLLIFIELD FOR 
CHARLES {JOHN) TRAUGHBER 
HEARING SET: MOTION TO FILE LATE OBJECTION HV 
F/B HOLLIFIELD FOR CHARLES TRAUGHBER 
COMPANIES' RESPONSE TO IDWR'S MOTION TO 
AMEND SRBA AOl F/B IPCO, TFCC AND NSCC 
IDWR MOTION TO CONTINUE HEARING ON INTERIM MD 
ADMINISTRATION IN REPORTING AREA 34 
HEARING SET:MOTIONS TO CORRECT ADMINISTRATIVE HV 
ERRORS F/B IDWR 
HEARING SET: MOTION TO FILE A LATE CLAIM HV 
F/B GEORGE SLEDGERS 
LODGED: IDWR COMMENTS ON THE FORM OF DECREE 
LODGED: NOTICE OF INTENT TO APPEAR AND 
BRIEF OPPOSING VACATING HEARING ON INTERIM 
ADMINISTRATION ORDER FOR BASIN 34 (FILED 
BY HEPWORTH FOR SAN FELIPE RANCHES) 
IDWR'S REPORT ON CONTESTED WATER RIGHTS 
AFFECTED BY BASIN-WIDE ISSUE 1 
AMENDED CERT OF SERVICE: MOTION TO CONTINUE 
HEARING ON INTERIM ADMIN F/B IDWR 
U.S. SUBMISSION PURSUANT TO COURT'S ORDER 
SBTTING EXPEDITED HEARING OF FORM & 
CONTENT OF DECREES 
U.S OBJECTION TO THE ORDER GRANTING 
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TO ADMIT RICHARD SIMMS AS COUNSEL PRO 
HAC VICE 
AFFIDAVIT OF RICHARD SIMMS 
IDWR MOTION FOR PARTIAL REMAND OF DIRECTOR'S MD 
REPORTS FOR REPORTING ASREAS 34, 2 AND 3 
MINUTES - MOTION TO ADMIT RICHARD SIMMS 
MINUTES - STATUS CONFERENCE 
HEARING SET/MOTION FOR PARTIAL REMAND D/R HV 
U.S. REPORT ON BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT 
OBJECTIONS TO INCLUSION OF PLACES OF USE 
ON FEDERAL LANDS IN PRIVATE PARTIES 
WATER RIGHTS 
HEARING HELD/MOTN TO ADMIT SIMMS PRO HAC VICE HH 
HEARING HELD/IDWR MOT TO AMEND A.O.1 HH 
HEARING HELD/IDWR MOT FOR EXT OF TIME HH 
FOR INTERIM ADMINISTRATION 
ORDER RESETTING MARCH 1995 STATUS CONFERENC ?? 
LODGED: BRIEF OF APPELLANTS (MUSSER V 
HIGGINSON) (DURING STATUS CONFERENCE) 
MONTHLY STATUS REPORT FILED 
IDWR AMENDED REPORT ON CONTESTED WATER 
RIGHTS AFFECTED BY BASIN-WIDE ISSUE NO. 1 
MONTHLY STATUS REPORT FILED 
ORDER STAYING DECISION ON IDWR'S MOTION TO 
AMEND SRBA ADMINISTRATIVE ORDER 1 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - STATUS REPORT 
ORDER GRANTING MOTION TO INTERVENE ON MOTION 
FOR EXTENSION OF TIME FOR INTERIM ADMIN. 
ORDER STRIKING PORTION OF REPORT OF SPECIAL 
COMMITTEE TO REVIEW STEERING COMMITTEE 
AND PROCEDURES FOR COMMUNICATION WITH THE 
COURT 
NTC OF INTENT TO AMEND SRBA ADMINISTRATIVE 
ORDER 1, RULES OF PROCEDURE 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
ORDER ADMITTING RICHARD SIMMS AS COUNSEL 
PRO HAC VICE 
LODGED: U.S. COMMENTS ON IDWR'S FORM DECREE 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE F/B IDWR FOR ORDER 
SETTING HEARING ON ALTERNATIVE DISPUTE 
RESOLUTION IN R.A. 34 
LODGED: COMPANIES' COMMENTS ON THE FORM AND 
CONTENT OF DECREE (F/B ROSHOLT FOR 
IPCO, TFCC & NSCC) 
ORDER SET EXPEDITED HEAR ON PROCEEDING IN SUB HV 
CASES IN WHICH WATER RIGHTS WERE CLAIMED OR 
RECOMMENDED BASED ON 42-1416/1416 A 
NTC: APPEAL F/B IDAHO CONSERVATION GROUPS 
ORDER DENYING MOTION TO CONTINUE HEARING ON 
INTERIM ADMINISTRATION IN RA 34 AND 
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LODGED:COMMENTS TO NTC OF INTENT TO AMEND 
SRBA AOl F/B ROSHOLT FOR IPCO, TFCC, NSCC 
LODGED:IDWR'S COMMENTS RE PROPOSED AMENDMNTS 
TO SRBA AOl 
HEARING SET: MOTION TO FILE LATE CLAIMS F/B 
ESTATE OF ORVILLE ADAMS 
HEARING VACATED - IDWR'S MOTION TO INCLUDE 
ADR IN SCHEDULING CONFERENCES FOR RA 34 
(BEING HEARD BY SPECIAL MASTER 3/9/94 
US COMMENTS IN RESPONSE TO IDWR'S MOT TO 
REMAND DIR'S RPTS FOR RA 34,2,3 
LODGED: REPORTER'S TRANSCRIPT -- APPEAL BY-
THE CONSERVATION GROUPS RE INTERVENTION 
LODGED:COMMENTS RE PROCEEDING IN SUBCASES IN 
WHICH WATER RIGHTS WERE CLAIMED/RECOMMENDED 
BASED ON IC 42-1416/1416A F/B ROGER LING 
NOTICE OF INTENT TO BE HEARD ON PROCEEDINGS 
IN SUBCASES F/B ROSHOLT-IPCO, TFCC & NSCC 
LODGED: COMPANIES' COMMENTS ON PROCEEDINGS 
IN SUBCASES PREMISED ON IC 42-1416 & 1416A 
F/B ROSHOLT FOR IPCO, TFCC & NSCC 
LODGED: COMMENTS, RECOMMENDATION & PROPOSAL 
F/B HOLLIFIELD-BIG LOST RIVER USERS ASSOC. 
NTC OF INTENT TO BE HEARD & PROPOSED PLAN 
FOR CLAIMS RECOMMENDED UNDER IC 42-1416 & 
1416A F/B HEPWORTH FOR HAGERMAN WATER USERS 
IDWR'S RESPONSE TO ORDER ENTERED 2/25/94 RE: 
PRESUMPTION STATUTES & NTC OF INTENT TO 
BE HEARD ON PROCEEDINGS IN SUBCASES 
LODGED: COMMENTS CONCERNING PROPOSED FORM OF 
DECREES FOR UNCONTESTED RIGHTS F/B 
HEPWORTH-HAGERMAN WATER USERS 
NTC: INTENT TO PARTICIPATE IN HEARING ON 
PLANS FOR PROCEEDING IN SUBCASES IN WHICH 
WATER RIGHTS WERE CLAIMED/RECOMMENDED 
BASED ON IC 42-1416/1416A F/B SORENSEN 
NTC:INTENT TO PARTICIPATE IN HEARING ON FORM 
& CONTENT OF PARTIAL DECREE F/B SORENSEN 
NTC: INTENT TO PARTICIPATE IN HEARING ON 
MOTION FOR PARTIAL REMAD OF DIRECTOR'S 
REPORT F/B SORENSEN 
HEARING HELD -- MONTHLY STATUS CONFERENCE 
MINUTES - MONTHLY STATUS CONFERENCE 
CONSERVATION GROUPS' OPPOSITION TO MOTIONS 
TO RECONSIDER ORDER ON LOCAL PUBLIC 
INTEREST 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
HEARING SET: MOTIONS TO FILE LATE OBJECTIONS 
F/B JIM SPECK FOR ACEQUIA INC. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - STATUS REPORT 
NTC: OF CROSS-APPEAL F/B SCOTT CAMPBELL FOR 
PIONEER/SETTLERS IRRIGATION DISTS. 
NTC: CROSS-APPEAL F/B JIM TUCKER FOR IPCO 
TFCC AND NSCC 
NTC: CROSS-APPEAL F/B DON OLOWINSKI FOR 
BOISE-KUNA, NEW YORK, WILDER & BIG BEN 
IRRIGATION DISTRICTS 
HEARING SET: MOTION TO FILE LATE CLAIMS F/B 
JACK SALOAGA 
NOTICE OF WITHDRAWAL OF THE COMPANIES MOTION 
FOR RECONSIDERATION 
VERIFIED MOTION TO COMPEL F/B HEPWORTH FOR 
FLYING TRIANGLE, BRAILSFORD, MAVENCAMPS 
AND WISE AND 
ORDER COMPELLING DISCOVERY 
NTC: SERVICE OF DISCOVERY F/B HEPWORTH 
MOTION OF PIONEER IRRIGATION DISTRICT AND 
SETTLERS IRRIGATION DISTRICT FOR EXPEDITED 
HEARING: MOTION TO RECONSIDER INTERVENTION 
ORDER DENYING PIONEER & SETTLER IRR. DIST. 
MOTION TO RECONSIDER ORDER DENYING MOTION 
FOR LEAVE TO INTERVENE & DENYING MOTION 
FOR EXPEDITED HEARING (DL2) 
ORDER RELIEVING IDWR FROM AOl SECT. 7B(l) (D) 
CONTENTS OF DOCKET SHEET (DL3) 
NOTICE OF FILING DIRECTOR'S PRT PARTS 2 & 3 
FOR U.S. & TRIBAL NONCONSUMPTIVE CLAIMS 
NOTICE OF FILING DIRECTOR'S REPORT OF THE 
SHOSHONE BANNOCK 1990 FORT HALL INDIAN 
WATER RIGHT AGREEMENT 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT FILED - PARTS I, II, III 
OF 1990 FORT HALL AGREEMENT 
HEARING SET: PARTIAL DECREE FOR UNCONTESTED 
PORTIONS OF SHOSHONE-BANNOCK AGREEMENT 
IDWR MOTION FOR INTERIM ADMINISTRATION FOR 
ALPHEUS CREEK IN BASIN 36 AND 
MOT:EXPEDITED HEARING & NTC OF HEARING 
LODGED:BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR ORDER 
OF INTERIM ADMINISTRATION F/B IDWR 
ORDER GRANTING MOTION FOR EXPEDITED HEARING 
HEARING SET:MOTION FOR INTERIM ADMIN F/B DWR 
HEARING SET ON PETITION FOR PRELIMINARY 
INJUNCTION & WRIT OF MANDATE F/B R. BUDGE 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE FOR ORDER DENYING 
PIONEER & SETTLERS IRR. DISTS. MOTION TO 
RECONSIDER ORDER DENYING MOTION FOR LEAVE 
TO INTERVENE F/B PIONEER & SETTLERS 
MOTION TO DESIGNATE ISSUES OR MERGE ISSUES 
INTO BASIN-WIDE ISSUE NO. 2 F/B PAT BROWN 
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HEARING SET ON MOTION TO DESIGNATE ISSUES HV 
HEARING VACATED IDWR MOTION FOR INTERIM HV 
NOTICE OF WITHDRAWAL OF MOTION FOR ORDER OF 
INTERIM ADMINISTRATION FOR ALPHEUS CREEK 
ORDER DENYING MOTIONS FOR PARTIAL DECREE OF 
UNCONI'ESTED MATTERS IN R.A. 1,2,3 {DL11} 
ORDER RE: STEERING COMMITTEE (DL12) 
MONTHLY STATUS REPORT FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - STATUS REPORT 
ORDER STAYING PROCEEDINGS IN SUBCASES IN OT 
R.A. 1,2 &3 AND STAYING THE OBJECTION AND 
PERIOD AS TO THE DIR RPT OF THE U.S. & 
TRIBAL NONCONSUMPTIVE CLAIMS & THE DIR RPT 
FOR THE 1990 FORT HALL INDIAN WATER RIGHTS 
AGREEMENT AND STAYING PROCEEDINGS IN 
TWIN FALLS COUNTY CABE 3 9576 (DL13} 
ORDER SET SPECIAL STATUS CO~ERENCE (DL14) HS 
HEARING HELD - MOTION TO AMEND 10/1 ORDER HH 
HEAR HELD-MOT RECONSIDER ORDER ON INTERVENE HH 
MOTION TO LIFT STAY OF THE OBJECTION PERIOD MG 
FOR THE DIR'S RPT FOR THE 1990 FORT HALL 
INDIAN WATER RIGHTS AGREEMENT F/B JACKSON 
LODGED: MEMO IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO LIFT 
STAY OF THE OBJECTION PERIOD FOR THE 1990 
FOR HALL WATER RIGHTS AGREEMENT 
MOT FOR EXPEDITED HEARING ON MOT TO LIFT STAY MG 
OF OBJECTION PERIOD FOR DIR'S RPTS FOR 1990 
FORT HALL INDIAN WATER RIGHTS AGREEMENT 
ORDER SETTING EXPEDITED HEARING ON MOTION HS 
TO LIFT STAY F/B CANDY JACKSON FOR SHO-BAN 
HEARING HELD - SPECIAL STAT!JS CONFERENCE HH 
MINUTES SPECIAL STATUS CONFERENCE 
HEARI~G HELD -- MOTION TO LIFT STAY HH 
MINUTES - HEARING ON MOTION TO LIFT STAY 
INTERIM ORDER RE GENERAL DOCKET SHEET 
PROCEDURE (DL16) 
AMENDED ORDER OK MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION 
OF ORDER ON REMITTITUR DATED 10/1/93 (DL17) 
ORDER DENYING IRRIGATION DISTRICTS' MOTION TO 
RECONSIDER & REQUEST FOR CLARIFICATION OF 
ORDER GRANTING, IN LIMITED PART, CONSERVA-
GROUPS MOTION TO RECONSIDER (DLlB) 
AMENDED ORDER STAYING PROCEEDINGS IN SUBCABES 
IN REPORTING AREAS 1, 2 AND 3 & STAYING 
THE OBJECTION PERIOD OF TEE DIR'S R!?T OF 
THE U.S. & TRIBAL NON-CONSUMPTIVE CLAIMS & 
STAYING PROCEEDINGS IN TWIN FALLS COUNTY 
CABE NO. 39576 (DL19) 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING - DOCKET SHEET 
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INTERIM ORDER PROHIBITING COMMUNICATION 
BETWEEN THE DIRECTOR OF IDl/lR, IDWR AND 
ALL CLAIMANTS IN THE SRBA (DL21) 
ORDER LIFTING STAY FOR LIMITED FILINGS {DL22) 
ORDER REQUIRING IDWR TO PROVIDE WRITTEN SUB-
MISSIONS & ORAL PRESENTATION AND SETTING 
EXPEDITED HEARING (DL23) 
AMENDED CERT OF MAIL FOR ORDER REQUIRING DWR 
TO PROVIDE WRITTEN SUBMISSIONS & ORAL 
PRESENTATION 
LDG:IDWR'S RESPONSE TO ORDER REQUIRING IDWR 
TO PROVIDE WRITTEN SUBMISSIONS & ORAL PRE-
SENTATION REGARDING INTERIM ORDER PROHIBIT-
ING COMMUNICATIONS BY IDWR 
U.S. REPLY TO THE DIRECTOR RE COMMUNICATION 
NTC: StJBSTI~UTION OF COUNSEL-SIMMS & STEIN 
REPLACING HEPWORTH, LEZAMIZ & HOHNHORST AS 
ATTORNEY OF RECORD REGARDING RICHARD SIMMS 
ADMISSION PRO HAC VICE 
ORDER CLARIFYING INTERIM ORDER PROHIBITING 
COMMUNICATION BETWEEN THE DIRECTOR OF IDWR, 
IDWR & ALL CLAIMANTS IN THE SRBA (DL24) 
NTC: APPEARANCE OF MILTON A SLAVIN FOR LEMHI 
IRRIGATION DIST. 
ORDER VACATING STATUS CONFERNC 6/14/94 (DL25) 
IDWR MOT TO LIFT STAY FOR PURPOSES OF MD 
TRANSMITTING CLAIMS ESTABLISHED UNDER 
FEDERAL LAW 
(CLAIMS NOT FILED WITH COURT UNTIL MOTION 
IS RULED ON PER JUDGE HURLBUTT) 
HEARING SET - IDWR MOTION TO LIFT STAY TO HV 
TRANSMIT FEDERAL CLAIMS 
ORDER VACATE STATUS CONFERENCE 7/19 & 8/16 
HEARING STAYED PER 4/19 ORDER HV 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING - DOCKET SHEET 
SUPREME COURT OPINION RE:CONSERVATION GROUPS 
INTERVENTION 
REPORT OF THE SRBA COURT STEERING COMMITTEE 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - COURT STEERING 
COMMITTEE REPORT 
ORDER SETTING AGENDA ITEM FOR STATUS CONF. HV 
NTC: SET HEARING ON REQUEST TO LIFT STAY AND HV 
MOTION FOR LATE CLAIM F/B J.D SCHWARTZ FOR 
34-00381A, 00182, 02379F 
MOTION TO ADMIT CHERI C. JACOBUS AS COUNSEL MG 
AS COUNSEL PRO HAC VICE 
VERIFIED MOTION FOR EXPEDITED CONSIDERATION MG 
ON MOTION TO ADMIT COUNSEL PRO HAC VICE 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
ORDER SET7ING HEARING ON MOTION TO ADMIT HV 
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TEXT WA DISP/SET 
ENTRY OF APPEARANCE OF MARGARET J.. KING ON 
BEHALF OF THE FT. HALL WATER USERS ASSOC 
MOTION TO APPEAR AND PARTICIPATE IN THE SRBA MG 9/20/1994 
ON BEHALF OF THE FT. HALL WATER USERS 
ASSOC. F/B RICHARD SIMMS 
VERIFIED MOTION FOR EXPEDITED HEARING ON MG 8/11/1994 
MOTION TO APPEAR & PARTICIPATE F/B R. SIMMS 
ORDER SET HEAR ON MOTION TO APPEAR/SIMMS HH 9/20/1994 
U.S. OPPOSITION TO IDWR'S MOTION TO LIFT 
STAY FOR PURPOSES OF TRANSMITTING CLAIMS 
ESTABLISHED UNDER FEDERAL LAW 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE FOR ORDER SETTING 
HEARING ON RICHARD SIMMS' MOTION TO APPEAR 
ORDER RE: SPECIAL COURT STEERING 
COMMITTEE (DL 27) 
ORDER VACATING HEARING AND STAYING IDWR'S HV 9/20/1994 
MOTION TO LIFT STAY FOR PURPOSES OF TRANS-
MITTING CLAI~.S ESTABLISHED UNDER FEDERAL 
LAW DL28 
HEARING VACATED - IDWR MOTION TO TRANSMIT HV 9/20/1994 
CLAIMS 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
NTC: APPEARANCE OF RANDY BRAMER FOR U.S. 
HEARING HELD - STATUS CONFERENCE HH 9/20/1994 
MINUTES ··· STATUS CONFERENCE 
HEARING CONTINUED~-CHERI JACOBUS-PRO HAC VICE HV 9/20/1994 
HEARING SET-ADMIT CHERI JACOBUS PRO HAC VICE HV 10/11/1994 
NTC: APPEARANCE OF 
WARM SPRINGS WATER DISTRICT 
ORDER ADMITTING RICHARD A. SIMMS AS COUNSEL 
PRO HAC VICE (DL32) 
MOT: EXTENTION OF TIME TO FILE RESPONSES AND MG 10/20/1994 
REQUEST FOR EXPEDITED DECISION BY COURT 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
ORDER ADMITTING CHERI JACOBUS AS COUNSEL 
PRO HAC VICE 
ORDER GRANTING EXTENSION OF RESPONSE PERIOD 
TO SHOSHO~"E-BANNOCK TRIBES (DL 35} 
ORDER GRANTING LEAVE TO UTILIZE TECHNICAL 
SERVICES OF DAVID SHAW, IDWR (DL 36) 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
ORDER VACATING 11/15/94 STATUS CONF. (DL 37) 
PETITION FOR ADMINISTRATIVE REVIEW F/B P? 
NORTHSIDE & TWIN FALLS CANAL CO. (SEE FILE 
NO. 92-00011) 
IPCO'S MOTION TO CONSOLIDATE & FOR STAY 
ORDER SETTING STATUS CONFERENCE ON CONTESTED SS 12/20/1994 
PORTIONS OF THE SHOSHONE BANNOCK 1990 
FORT HALL INDIAN WATER RIGHT AGRMNT (DL38) 
MOT: FOR PARTIAL LIFTING OF STAY TO CONSIDER MG 3/03/1995 
MOTION FOR EXTENSION OF ORDER OF INTERIM 
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ADMINISTRATION IN RAl F/B MITCH SORENSEN 
HEARING SET: MOT FOR PARTIAL LIFTING OF STAY 
TO CONSIDER EXTENSION OF INTERIM ADMIN 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
BOISE CASCADE CORP.'S NOTICE OF SUBSTITUTED 
REPRESENTATION - BRUCE SMITH OF ROSHOLT 
ROBERTSON & TUCKER REPLACING TRACY ONEALE 
ORDER LIFTING STAY IN REPORTING AREAS l, 2 
AND 3; AND TWIN FALLS COUNTY CASE NO. 
39576, AND CONTNUING STAY OF DIRECTOR'S 
REPORTS ABSTRACTING FEDERAL RESERVED WATER 
RIGHTS (DL43) 
SRBA ADMINISTRATIVE ORDER 9; ORDER ESTABLISH-
ING MANDATORY SETTLEMENT CONF. (DL 44) 
ORDER DENYING MOTION FOR PARTIAL REMAND 
OF DIRECTOR'S REPORTS FOR REPORTING AREAS 
34, 2 AND 3 (DL 45) 
ORDER SETTING EXPEDITED HEARING ON MOTION 
TO TRANSMIT FEDERAL CLAIMS AND SETTING 
EXPEDITED STATUS CONFERENCE ON DIRECTOR'S 
REPORT FOR WATER RIGHTS RESERVED UNDER 
FEDERAL LAW (DL 46) 
ORDER RE: COMMUNICATIONS BETWEEN PARTIES IN 
THE SRBA (DL48) 
MOT: EXPEDITED HEARING FILED BY IGWA 
IGWA'S MOTION AND SUPPORTING MEMORANDUM FOR 
THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A FRAMEWORK FOR THE 
ORDERLY RESOLUTION OF ISSUES RAISED BY 
OBJECTIONS TO THE DIRECTOR'S REPORT IN 
BASIN 36 
ORDER GRANTING EXPEDITED HEARING (IGWA'S 
MOTION TO ESTABLISH FRAMEWORK) 
ORDER RESETTING MARCH 1995 STATUS CONFER. 
HWRO'S MOTION TO STRIKE OR DENY IGWA'S 
MOTION REGARDING RESOLUTION OF BASIN 36 
OBJECTIONS 
ORDER DENYING MOTION TO INCLUDE ALTERNATIVE 
DISPUTE RESOLUTION 
HEARING HELD ON IGWA'S MOTION FOR FRAMEWORK 
HEARING HELD ON HWRO'S MOTION TO STRIKE 
MINUTES - MTN TO STRIKE 
MINUTES - MONTHLY STATUS CONFERENCE 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE OF COMMENCEMENT NOTICE 
BASIN 86 (MAILED 12/13/91) 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE OF COMMENCEMENT NOTICE 
BASIN 43 (MAILED 2/9/93) 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE OF COMMENCEMENT NOTICE 
BASIN 41 (MAILED 12/4/91) 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE OF COMMENCEMENT NOTICE 
BASIN 61 (MAILED 8/19/93) 
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BASIN 55 {MAILED 1/30/92) 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE OF COMMENCEMENT NOTICE 
BASIN 51 (4/26/93) 
SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE OF COMMENCEMENT 
NOTICE BASIN 72 (MAILED 7/17/92) 
FIRST AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE OF COMMENCEMENT 
NOTICE BASIN 72 (MAILED 6/12/92) 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE OF COMMENCEMENT NOTICE 
BASIN 35 (MAILED 6/21/93) 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE OF COMMENCEMENT NOTICE 
BASIN 31 (MAILED 10/31/94) 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE OF COMMENCEMENT NOTICE 
BASIN 32 (MAILED 10/31/94) 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE OF COMMENCEMENT NOTICE 
BASIN 33 (MAILED 10/31/94) 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE OF COMMENCEMENT NOTICE 
BASIN 45 (MAILED 3/10/94) 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE OF COMMENCEMENT NOTICE 
BASIN 71 (MAILED 4/6/92) 
SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE OF COMMENCEMENT 
BASIN 71 (MAILED 6/12/92) 
ORDER GRANTING HWRO'S MOTION TO STRIKE OR 
DENY IGWA'S MOTION FOR THE ESTABLISHMENT 
OF A FRAMEWORK FOR THE ORDERLY RESOLUTION 
OF ISSUES RAISED BY OBJECTIONS TO THE 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT IN BASIN 36 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING RE VARIOUS OBJECTIONS 
TO THE DIRECTOR'S REPORT PARTS 1,2,3 FOR 
THE 1990 FORT HALL AGREEMENT 
ORDER GRANTING IN PART & DENYING IN PART 
MOTION FOR STAY IN THE SRBA; TEMPORARILY 
STAYING DISCOVERY ON THE STATE BY AND 
THROUGH THE DIRECTOR OF IDWR; A.lilD 
SETTING HEARING ON DISCOVERY ON THE STATE HS 
BY & THROUGH THE DIRECTOR OF IDWR (DL52) 
ORDER SETTING HEARING ON UNCONTESTED SS 
PORTIONS OF THE 1990 FORT HALL INDIAN 
WATER RIGHTS AGREEMENT AND SETTING 
HEARING ON APPROVAL OF STIPULATIONS {DL 50) 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING FOR ORDER SETTING 
HEARING ON UNCONTESTED PORTIONS OF THE 1990 
FORT HALL INDIAN WTER RIGHTS AGREEMENT & 
SETTING HEARING ON APPROVAL OF STIPULATIONS 
CERT OF SERVICE - MARCH 1994 DOCKET SHEET 
NTC: SERVICE OF STATE OF IDAHO'S RESPONSE TO 
HWROS INTERROGATORIES & REQUEST FOR 
PRODUCTION RE FEES AND COSTS 
NOTICE SETTING EXPEDITED HEARING ON SUPPLE- HS 
MENTAL DIRECTOR'S REPORT 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
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OF ORDER OF INTERIM ADMIN IN BASIN 34 
STATUS REPORT ON SUPPLEMENTAL DIR'S RPTS 
MONTHLY STATUS REPORT FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - STATUS REPORT 
MINUTES - 9:00 SCHEDULED HEARINGS 
MINU'l'ES - 10: 00 SCHEDULED HEARINGS 
ORDER ADMITTING LAWRENCE JENSEN AS COUNSEL 
PRO HAC VICE 
MINUTES - MONTHLY STATUS CONFERENCE 
HEARING HELD RE SUPPLEMENT DIR'S REPORTS HH 
HEARING ON MOTION TO TRANSMIT FEDERAL CLAIMS HS 
HEARING RE, DISCOVERY ON STATE THROUGH IDWR IL"! 
HEARING-UNCONTESTED PORTION OF FT HALL AGRMNT HH 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE FOR STATUS REPORT ON 
SUPPLEMENTAL DIRECTOR'S REPORTS 
ORDER RE:PROCEEDING ON DIR'S RPTS ABSTRACTING 
FEDERAL IN-STREAM FLOW CLAIMS (DL56) 
ORDER SETTING EXPEDITED CONSIDERATION OF 
PROCEEDINGS RE: DE MINIMIS USES AS AGENDA 
ITEM (DL57) 
ORDER DENYING IDWR'S MOTION TO LIFT STAY FOR 
PURPOSES OF TRANSMITTING CLAIMS ESTABLISHED 
UNDER FEDERAL LAW (DL59) 
CERT: COMPLIANCE WITH COURT ORDER F/B IDWR 
(SERVICE OF ORDER DENYING MOTION FOR ADR) 
BIG LOST RIVER WATER USERS RESPONSE TO IDWRS 
REPORT RE MOTION FOR INTERIM ADMIN. IN 
BASIN 34 P/B HOLLIFIELD 
ORDER SETTING EXPEDITED CONSIDERATION OF HS 
PROCEEDINGS RE:FILING OF DIR'S RPTS FOR 
REPORTING AREAS 4-13 AS AGENDA ITEM (DL62) 
AFFIDAVIT:OF SERVICE OF COMMENCEMENT NOTICE 
IDWR MAILING CODE 97 
ORDER LIFTING STAY ON DISCOVERY ON STATE BY 
AND THROUGH THE DIRECTOR OF IDWR (DL63) 
HEARING SET FOR DISCUSSION ON DE MINIMIS HS 
CLAIMS PROCEDURES 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
MOTION TO ADMIT PETER J. AMPE AS COUNSEL MG 
PRO HAC VICE F/B HOLLIFIELD 
ORDER SETTING EXPEDITED HEARING ON MOTION TO HS 
ADMIT PETER J. AMPE (DL65) 
MONTHLY STATUS REPORT FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - STATUS REPORT 
LDGD:IDWR COMMENTS & SUGGESTED MODIFICATIONS 
RE PROCEDURE FOR FILING LATE NOTICES OF 
CLAIM FOR DE MINIMIS USES 
NOTICE OF APPEARANCE OF DANA L. HOFSTETTER 
FOR THE PURPOSE OF SUBMITTING COMMENTS 
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COMMENTS RE: DE MINIMIS PROCEDURES 
DANA L. HOFSTETTER 
UNITED STATES' MOTION FOR EXPEDITED HEA..~ING MG 
U.S. MOTION FOR ENTRY OF SCHEDULING AND MF 
DISCOVERY ORDER RE: ADJUDICATION OF 
FEDERAL INSTREAM FLOW CLAIMS 
U.S. MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR 
ENTRY OF SCHEDULING & DISCOVERY ORDER 
HEARING HELD: MONTHLY STATUS CONFERENCE HH 
MINUTES 
MOT: EXPEDITED HEARING - SCHEDULE ORDER MG 
ORDER GRANT:NG MOTION FOR EXPEDITED HEARING 
(U.S. MOT FOR ENTRY OF SCHEDULING ORDER) 
HEARING SET-US MOT FOR ENTRY OF SCHEDULING MS 
AND DISCOVERY ORDER FOR FED INSTREAM FLOW 
ORDER ADMITTING PETER J. 1\MPE (DL67) 
ORDER GRANTING MOTION FOR EXTENSION OF ORDER 
OF INTERIM ADMIN. IN BASIN 34 (DL70) 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
CERTIFICATE OF COMPLIANCE: SERVING ORDER 
GRANTING MOTION FOR EXPEDITED HEARING RE 
US MOTION FOR SCHEDULING ORDER 
US MOTION TO AMEND AO9 & REQUEST FOR MF 
EXPEDITED HEARING 
NOTICE OF SUBMITTAL OF DRAFT NOTICE OF 
FILING DIRECTOR'S REPROTS F/B STATE 
RESPONSE OF CLAIMANTS TO U.S. MOTION FOR 
ENTRY OF SCHEDULING & DISCOVERY ORDER RE 
FEDERAL INSTREAM FLOW CLAIMS F/B LING 
STATE'S RESPONSE TO U.S. MOTION FOR ENTRY OF 
SCHEDULING & DISCOVERY ORDER RE: FEDERAL 
INSTR.BAM FLOW CLAIMS 
LDGD: PROPOSED ORDER REGARDING INITIAL 
DISCLOSURE & PRESERVATION OF DOCUMENTS 
RELATING TO FEDERAL NONCONSlJMPTIVE CLAIMS 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE FOR STATE'S RESPONSE 
TO U.S. MOTION FOR ENTRY OF SCHEDULING & 
DISCOVERY ORDER 
AMENDED CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE FOR STATE'S 
RESPONSE TO US MOTION FOR SCHEDULE ORDER 
NOTICE OF SUBMITTAL OF DRAFT NOTICE OF 
FILING DIRECTOR'S REPORT 
CANAL COMPANIES' RESPONSE TO U.S. MOTION FOR 
ENTRY OF SCHEDOLING & DISCOVERY ORDER RE: 
FEDERAL INSTREAM FLOW CLAIMS 
IDAHO POWER RESPONSE TO U.S. MOTION FOR ENTRY 
OF SCHEDOLING & DISCOVERY ORDER RE FEDERAL 
INSTREIIM FLOW CLAIMS 
RESPONSE OF CLAIMANTS TO U.S. MOTION OF ENTRY 
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INSTR.BAM FLOW CLAIMS F/B LING 
IDAHO POWER'S AMENDED CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
FOR RESPONSE TO U.S. MOTION FOR SCHEDULE 
ORDER 
RESPONSE OF CLAIMANTS TO U.S. MOTION FOR 
ENTRY OF SCHEDDLING ORDER F/B RIGBY 
RESPONSE OF NEZ PERCE TRIBE IN SUPPORT OF 
U.S. MOTION FOR ENTRY OF SCHEDULING ORDER 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - NEZ PERCE TRIB'S 
RESPONSE TO U.S. MOTION FOR ENTRY OF 
SCHEDULING ORDER 
MOTION TO ADMIT :XJN B. MILLER AB COUNSEL MG 
PRO HAC VICE F/B CRAVEN 
MOTION FOR SUBSTITUTION OF COUNSEL - MILLER MG 
FOR ANDERSON F/B CRAVEN 
LDGD: PROPOSED ORDER ADMITTING DON MILLER 
AS COUNSEL PRO HAC VICE & ALLOWING 
SUBSTITUTION OF COUNSEL 
CERT OF SERVICE - MOTION TO ADMIT/SUBSTITUTE 
2D AMEKDED CERT OF SERVICE FOR STATE'S 
RESPONSE TO U.S. MOTION FOR SCHEDULE ORDER 
MONTHLY STATUS REPORT FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - STATUS REPORT 
SRBA AMENDED ADMINISTRATIVE ORDER 9 - PRO-
CEDURES FOR SETTLEMENT CONFERENCE (DL77) 
SRBA ADMIN ORDER 10 ORDER GOVERNING PROCEDURE 
FOR DOMESTIC & STOCK WATER USES (DL78) 
ORDER AMENDING STANDARD FORM 3 NOTICE OF 
CHANGE OF ADDRESS/SUBSTITUTION OF PARTY 
AND STANDARD FORM 4 MOTION TO FILE A 
LATE NOTICE OF CLAIM {DL79) 
ORDER RE: DISCOVERY ON THE UNITED STATES 
AND VARIOUS NATIVE AMERICAN INDIAN TRIBES 
RE FEDERAL INSTRBAM FLOW CLAIMS (DL82) 
HEARING SET REGARDING DISCOVERY ON THE U.S. HS 
MOTION FOR EXPEDITED HEARING ON MOTION TO MG 
ADMIT DON MILLER AS COUNSEL PRO HAC VICE 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - MOT EXPEDITED HRG 
ORDER GRANTING NEZ PERCE MOT. FOR EXPEDITED 
HEARING (MOT TO ADMIT PRO HAC VICE). 
EXPEDITED HEARING ON MOTION TO ADMIT DON HS 
MILLER AS COUNSEL PRO HAC VICE 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
U.S. MOTION TO WITHDRAW NOTICE OF CLAIMS & MG 
RECOMMENDATIONS OF DIRECTOR'S REPORT 
MOTION FOR EXPEDITED HEARING ON MOTION TO MG 
FILE A LATE NOTICE OF CLAIM F/B U.S. 
MOTION TO FILE LATE NOTICE OF CLAIM F /B U.S. MG 
AFFIDAVIT OF JEFREY C. HUGHES 
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TO FILE LATE CLAIMS F/B U.S. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - ORDER SETTING 
EXPEDITED HEAR ON MOTION FOR LATE CLAIM 
HEARING HELD: US MOTION FOR LATE CLAIM 
COURT MINUTES - US MOTION FOR LATE CLAIM 
ERRATA SHEET TO U.S. MOTION TO WITHDRAW 
CLAIMS 
RESPONSE AND OBJECTIONS TO STATE OF IDAHO'S 
PROPOSED DISCOVERY F/B NEZ PERCE TRIBE 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE-RESPONSE & OBJECTIONS 
TO STATE OF IDAHO'S PROPOSED DISCOVERY 
UNITED STATES' OBJECTIONS TO STATE OF IDAHO 
ET AL'S PROPOSED DISCOVERY REQUESTS AND 
MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER 
LDGD: U.S. MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
OBJECTIONS TO PROPOSED DISCOVERY REQUESTS 
LDGD: PROPOSED PROTECTIVE ORDER RE: 
DISCOVERY ON THE UNITED STATES AND 
VARIOUS NATIVE AMERICAN INDIAN TRIBES RE: 
INSTREAM FLOW CLAIMS 
DECLARATION OF MARILYN D. HUNTER REINING 
DECLARATION OF HENRY A HAYNES 
SHOSHONE-BANNOCK TRIBES' OBJECTION TO 
SPECIFIC DISCOVERY REQUESTS 
SUPPLEMENTAL DIRECTOR'S REPORT PART II: 
U.S. & TRIBAL NON-CONSUMPTIVE CLAIMS 
GENERAL PROVISIONS 
SUPPLEMENTAL DIRECTOR'S REPORT PART III 
U.S. & TRIBAL NON-CONSUMPTIVE CLAIMS 
ORIGINAL & AMENDED CLAIMS 
RESPONSE TO OBJECTIONS F/B US & TRIBES TO 
PROPOSED INTERROGATORIES & REQUESTS FOR 
PRODUCTION F/B STATE 
MOTION TO COMPEL US & TRIBES TO RESPOND TO 
PROPOSED INTERROGATORIES & REQUESTS FOR 
PRODUCTION F/B STATE 
MOTION FOR EXPEDITED HEARING ON MOTION TO 
COMPEL 
ORDER GRANTING MOTION FOR EXPEDITED HEARING 
ON MOTION TO COMPEL F/B STATE 
AMENDED CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE FOR STATE'S 
RESPONSE TO OBJECTIONS & FOR MOTION TO 
COMPEL 
ORDER GRANTING MOTION TO FILE LATE NOTICE 
OF CLAIM 
MONTHLY STATUS REPORT FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - STATUS REPORT 
AMENDMENTS TO SUPPLEMENTAL DIRECTOR'S 
REPORT PART II: US, NATIONAL PARKS & 
FOREST SERVICE NON-CONSUMPTIVE CLAIMS 
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HEARING HELD - RE: DISCOVERY ON US & TRIBES; HH 
MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER; MOTION TO 
COMPEL 
MOTION OF LOLA COATES AND SAN F3LIPE RANCHES MG 
FOR LEAVE TO FILE LATE OBJECTIONS 
(WILL BE DOCKETED SEVERAL HtlNDRED SUBCASES 
AFTER LIST IS AMENDED PER ORDER OF 
5/8/95) 
MINUTES 
ORDER ADMITTING DON B. MILLER AS COUNSEL PRO 
HAC VICE AND ORDER ALLOWING SUBSTITUION 
OF COUNSEL (DL83) 
AMENDED CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - NEZ PERCE 
RESPONSE & OBJECTIONS TO IDAHO'S PROPOSED 
DISCOVERY ON U.S. AND TRIBES 
NTC OF APPEARANCE DON B. MILLER FOR THE 
NEZ PERCE TRIBE 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - NTC OF APPEARANCE 
FOR DON B. MILLER 
NOTICE RESCHEDULING HEARING RE DISCOVERY HS 
LDGD:MEMO IN SUPPORT OF PROPOSED DISCOVERY 
RE FEDERAL & TRIBAL INSTREAM FLOW CLAIMS 
LDGD:PROPOSED ORDER RE DISCOVERY 
LDGD: INTERROGATORIES & REQUESTS RE DISCOVER 
LDGD:SUPPLEMENTAL MEMO IN SUPPORT OF ITS 
OBJECTION TO STATE'S DISCOVERY 
LDGD: PROPOSED 2D ORDER RE DISCOVERY 
ORDER GRANTING US MOTION TO WITHDRAW NOTICE 
OF CLAIMS & RECOMMENDATIONS (DL86) 
ORDER STRIKING GENERAL PROVISIONS IN ALL 
DIRECTOR'S RPTS FILED IN SRBA (DL87) 
ORDER GOVERNING DISCOVERY ON US & TRIBES FOR 
INSTREAM FLOW CLAIMS DURING STATUTORY 
OBJECTION & RESPONSE PERIODS (DL88) 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
ORDER REQUIRNG LOLA COATES & SAN FELIPE 
RANCHES TO AMEND THEIR MOTION FOR LEAVE 
TO FILE LATE OBJECTIONS (DL90) 
STATE OF IDAHO'S MOTION FOR STAY OR IN THE MD 
MOTION FOR PERMISSIVE APPEAL (ORDER MD 
STRIKING GENERAL PROVISIONS) 
MOTION FOR EXPEDITED CONSIDERATION OF STATE'S MD 
MOTION FOR STAY/PERMISSIVE APPEAL 
LDGD: WRITTEN DISCUSSION RE: AGENDA ITEMS 
FOR 5/16/95 STATUS CONFERENCE (F/B IDWR) 
MONTHLY STATUS REPORT FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - STATUS REPORT 
MOTION FOR STAY OR IN THE ALTERNATIVE MD 
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TO IAR 12(C) F/B LING 
HEARING HELD - STATUS CONFERENCE HH 
IDAHO POWER COMPANY'S RESPONSE TO STATE'S 
MOTION FOR STAY 
ORDER DENYING MOTIONS FOR STAY OR IN THE 
ALTERNATIVE MOTIONS FOR PERMISSION TO 
APPEAL PURSUANT TO IAR12(C) (SIC) (DL95) 
ORDER RESETTING JUNE STATUS CONFERENCE FOR UV 
JUNE 22, 1995 AT BOISE 
ORDER RESETTING JUNE STATUS CONFERENCE FOR US 
JUNE 27, 1995 AT SUPREME COURT, BOISE 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE OF ORDER DENYING 
MOTIONS FOR STAY OR FOR PERMISIVE APPEAL 
F/B STATE OF IDAHO 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - STATUS REPORT 
MONTHLY STATUS REPORT FILED 
NTC APPEARANCE OF JERILYN DECOTEAU FOR US 
NTC OF APPEARANCE OF JAMES DEBOIS FOR U.S. 
HEARING HELD - STATUS CONFERENCE {BOISE) HH 
MINUTES - STATUS CONFERENCE (BOISE) 
NTC OF APPEARANCE OF WILLIAM FERRY FOR U.S. 
ORDER SETTING HEARING ON PROPOSED CONSENT HS 
DECREE ON THE 1990 FORT HALL INDIAN WATER 
RIGHTS SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT 
ORDER NAMING STATE AGKNCIES PARTISS & REQUEST 
REQUEST NEW DESIGNATE LEAD COUNSEL (DL101) 
ORDER DIRECT IDWR TO ATTEND HEARINGS (DLlOO) 
STATEMENT OF SHOSHONE-BANNOCK TRIBES RE: 
DISCOVERY FOR INSTREAM FLOW CLAIMS DURING 
STATUTORY OBJECTION AND RESPONSE PERIODS 
U.S. NTC OF APPEARANCE (BRUCE BERNARD) 
NOTICE OF FILING DISCOVERY F/B NEZ PERCE 
RESPONSES OF THE NEZ PERCE TRIBE TO 26(B) (4) 
INTERROGATORIES PER COURT ORDER OF 5/4/95 
AFFIDAVIT OF JEANE. BALDRIDGE F/B NEZ PERCE 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE RE NEZ PERCE RESPONSE 
TO COURT'S 5/4/95 ORDER RE DISCOVERY 
NOTICE OF FILING BY THE U.S. OF RESPONSES 
IN ACCORD WITH COURT ORDER OF 5/4/95 RE 
DISCOVERY & EXPERT WITNESSES 
U.S. FOREST SERVICE RESPONSE TO COURT'S 
5/4/95 ORDER RE EXPERT WITNESSES 
AFFIDAVIT OF RON RUSSELL RE CHANNEL 
MAINTENANCE CLAIMS 
AFFIDAVIT OF JOHN KING RE CHANNEL MAINTENANCE 
CLAIMS 
AFFIDAVIT OF JOHN POTYONDY RE CHANNEL 
MAINTENANCE CLAIMS 
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AFFIDAVIT OF THOMAS HARDY RE MUSY BASED 
FISHERIES CLAIMS 
AFFIDAVIT OF RON RUSSELL RE MUSY BASED 
RECREATION CLAIMS 
AFFIDAVIT OF JOHN POTYONDY RE MUSY BASED 
RECREATION CLAIMS 
AFFIDAVIT OF RON RUSSELL RE MUSY BASED HOT 
SPRINGS CLAIMS 
AFFIDAVIT OF JOHN POTYONDY RE MUSY BASED HOT 
SPRINGS CLAIMS 
AFFIDAVIT OF RON RUSSELL RE MUSY BASED LAKE 
CLAIMS 
AFFIDAVIT OF KENDALL CLARK RE MUSY BASED 
LAKE CLAIMS 
AFFIDAVIT OF GARY BOYLE RE NATIONAL 
RECREATION AREA CLAIMS 
AFFIDAVIT OF GARY BOYLE RE WILDERNESS ACT 
CLAIMS 
AFFIDAVIT OF GARY BOYLE RE WILD & SCENIC 
ACT CLAIMS 
AFFIDAVIT OF GARY BOYLE RE MAPS 
US RESPONSE TO COURT'S ORDER OF 5/4/95 RE 
EXPERT WITNESSES RE CLAIMS MADE FOR THE 
BENEFIT OF NEZ PERCE INDIAN TRIVE 
AFFIDAVIT OFT. WEBER GREISER RE CLAIMS 
MADE FOR THE BENEFIT OF THE NEZ PERCE 
AFFIDAVIT OF DUDLEY W. REISER W/MAPS & 
SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS RE CLAIMS MADE FOR 
THE BENEFIT OF THE NEZ PERCE 
US FISH & WILDLIFE SERVICE RESPONSE TO RULE 
26(B) (4) INTERROGATORIES 
AFFIDAVIT OF RONALD R. THOMASSON RE FISH & 
WILDLIFE SERVICE CLAIM 
AFFIDAVIT OF BRUCE W. ZOELICK RE FISH & 
WILDLIFE SERVICE CLAIMS 
AFFIDAVIT OF W. CARTER JOHNSON RE FISH & 
WILDLIFE CLAIMS 
AFFIDAVIT OF WAITER. OSTERKAMP RE FISH & 
WILDLIFE CLAIMS 
AFFIDAVIT OF JACK A STANFORD RE FISH & 
WILDLIFE CLAIMS 
AMENDED CERT OF SERVICE F/B U.S. RE ORDER 
ENTERED 5/4/95 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
MOTION TO ADMIT JOHN P. KENNEDY AS COUNSEL 
PRO HAC VICE FOR N.W. BAND OF SHOSHONI 
NATION F/B HOLLIFIELD 
ORDER SETTING HEARING ON MOTION TO ADMIT 
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JOINT MOTIONS FOR RECONSIDERATION OF ORDER MG 
STRIKING GENERAL PROVISIONS & FOR EXPEDITED 
HEARING 
JOINT MOTIONS FOR AMENDMENT OF ADMINISTRATIVE MG 
ORDER 1 & FOR EXPEDITED HEARING 
MONTHLY STATUS REPORT FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - STATUS REPORT 
AMENDED CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE RE US 
DISCOVERY/RESPONSES 
ORDER SETTING HEARING ON JOINT MOTION TO HS 
AMEND ADMINISTRATIVE ORDER 1 
ORDER SETTING HEARING ON JOINT MOTION FOR HS 
RECONSIDERATION OF ORDER STRIKING GENERAL 
PROVISIONS 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE (ORDER FOR EXPEDITED 
HEARING ON MOTION TO ADMIT JOHN PAUL 
KENNEDY PRO HAC VICE F/B HOLLIFIELD) 
STATE OF IDAHO'S MOTION TO REMOVE DIRECTOR MG 
FROM CAPTION 
LDGD , STATE OF IDAHO' S MEMORANDUM IN 
SUPPORT OF MOTION TO REMOVE DIRECTOR FROM 
CAPTION 
STATE OF IDAHO'S MOTION TO WITHDRAW PLEADINGS MG 
AND TO DEEM THE DIRECTOR'S REPORTS FILED 
NUNC PRO TUNC 
LDGD: STATE OF IDAHO'S MEMORANDUM IN 
SUPPORT OF MOTION TO WITh"'DRAW PLEADINGS AND 
TO DEEM THE DIRECTOR'S REPORTS FILED NUNC 
PRO TUNC 
HEARING HELD ON MOTION TO ADMIT JP KENNEDY HH 
HEARING HELD ON MOTION RECONSIDER ORDER HH 
STRIKING GENERAL PROVISIONS 
HEARING HELD ON MOTION TO AMEND AOl HH 
HEARING HELD -- MONTHLY STATUS CONFERENCE HH 
COURT MINUTES STATUS CONFERENCE 
ORDER VACATE 8/15 STATUS CONFERENCE (DL98) 
ORDER GRANTING MOTION TO ADMIT KENNEDY 
ORDER SETTING BRIEFING SCHDULE FOR SEPTEMBER BB 
STATUS CONFERENCE (DL99) 
NOTICE OF SERVICE OF DISCOVERY F/B HEPWORTH 
ORDER GRANTING STATE'S MOTION TO WITHDRAW 
PLEADINS & DEEM DIRECTOR'S REPORTS FILED 
NUNC PRO TUNC AND 
GRANTING STATE'S MOTION TO REMOVE DIRECTOR 
FROM CAPTION (DL102) 
ORDER GRANTING IN PART, AND D~'YING IN 
PART, JOINT MOTIONS FOR AMENDMENT OF 
ADMINISTRATIVE ORDER 1 (DL103) 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE:NOTICE OF FILING DIR'S 
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AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE:NOTICE OF FILING DIR'S 
RPT & SUPPLEMENTAL DIR'S RPT PART II & III 
US & TRIBAL NON-CONSUMPTIVE CLAIMS 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE:NOTICE OF FILING DIR'S 
RPT OF THE SHOSHONE BANNOCK 1990 FORT HALL 
INDIAN WATER AGREEMENT 
NTC OF SUBSTITUTION OF COUNSEL: JOHN PAUL 
KENNEDY REPLACING JOHN D. ROSS FOR THE 
NORTHWESTERN BAND OF SHOSHONI NATION 
WA 
MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER F/B GROVER MG 
LDG:MEMO IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE 
ORDER F/B GROVER 
OBJECTION OF UPPER VALLEY IRRIGATORS TO 
INTERROGATORIES OF HAGERMAN WATER RIGHT 
OWNERS 
MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER F/B LING MG 
BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE 
ORDERS & OBJECTIONS TO INTERROGS 
NOTICE OF SERVICE OF ANSWERS & OBJECTIONS 
TO INTERROGS OF HWRO 
PARTIAL FINAL CONSENT DECREE DETERMINING THE 
RIGHTS OF THE SHO-BAN TRIBES TO THE USE OF 
WATER IN THE UPPER SNAKE RIVER BASIN 
MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER OF IGWA, UNITED MG 
WATER, BARI, DICK SMITH FARMS INC., FRANKO 
FARMS INC., JOHN H SMITH & SONS & UVIA 
NOTICE OF SERVICE OF OBJECTIONS & ANSWERS 
OF IGWA, UNITED WATER, BARI, DICK SMITH 
FARMS, FRANKO FARMS, JOHN H. SMITH & SONS 
AND UVIA 
NOTICE OF SUBSTITUTION OF COUNSEL - JEFF 
FEREDAY REPLACING RICHARD SMITH AS COUNSEL 
FOR JOHN H. SMITH & SONS 
NOTICE OF SUBSTITUTION OF COUNSEL - JEFF 
FEREDAY REPLACING RICHARD SMITH AS COUNSEL 
FOR DICK SMITH FARMS INC. 
NOTICE OF SUBSTITUTION OF COUNSEL - JEFF 
FEREDAY REPLACING RICHARD SMITH AS COUNSEL 
FOR UPPER VALLEY IRRIGATORS ASSOC. INC. 
NOTICE OF SUBSTITUTION OF COUNSEL - JEFF 
FEREDAY REPLACING RICHARD SMITH AS COUNSEL 
FOR FRANKO FARMS INC. 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
MONTHLY STATUS REPORT FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - STATUS REPORT 
NOTICE OF CORRECTION TO ADDRESS FOR U.S. 
NOTICE OF TAKING DEPOSITION UPON ORAL 
EXAMINATION (MIKE CRANNEY) F/B HWRO 
CRANNEY'S MOTION & MEMORANDUM FOR PROTECTIVE MG 
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NOTICE OF EXPEDITED TELEPHONE HEARING HV 
AMENDED NOTICE OF EXPEDITED TELEPHONE HEARING HS 
AFFIDAVIT OF PATRICK D. BROWN 
AFFIDAVIT OF JEFFREY FEREDAY 
HEARING HELD ON MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER HH 
MINUTES 
ORDER GRANT MOT FOR PROT ORD (104) 
MOTION TO PA.~TICIPATE IN 9/19/95 STATUS CONF MG 
FILED BY MITCHELL SORENSEN 
LODGED:OPENING BRIEF SUPPORTING THE INCLUSION 
OF CERTAIN GEN PROVISIONS IN FINAL DECREES 
FILED BY MITCHELL D SORENSEN 
LODGED:ISSUES FOR SEPTEMBER STATUS CONFERENCE 
PURSUANT TO COURT'S ORDER OF 7/20/95 
FILED BY UNITED STATES' 
NTC: OF FILING IDWR'S REPORT FOR 9/19/95 
STATUS CONFERENCE 
LDGD: IDWR.'S REPORT FOR 9/19 STATUS CONFER. 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
ORDER GRANTING MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION & 
VACATING ORDER STRIKING GENERAL PROVISIONS 
IN ALL DIRECTOR'S REPORTS FILED (DL105) 
BRIEFING OF ISSUES FOR SEPTEMBER STATUS 
CONFERENCE PURSUANT TO COURT'S ORDER 
OF JULY 20, 1995 (US ERRATA SBEET) 
NOTICE OF APPEARANCE OF GIVENS PURSLEY 
& HUNTLEY LLP FOR POTLATCH CORP. 
MOTION TO STREAMLINE OBJECTION AND RESPONSE MD 
PROCEDURES PERTAINING TO FEDERAL AND 
TRIBAL INSTEAM FLOW CLAIMS AND REQUEST 
FOR EXPEDITED HEARING 
NOTICE OF EXPEDITED HEARING ON MOTION TO HS 
STREAMLINE OBJECTION AND RESPONSE PROCEDURES 
PERTAINING TO FED AND TRIBAL INSTRM FLOW CLM 
MONTHLY STATUS REPORT FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE MONTHLY STATUS REPORT 
NOTICE OF APPEARANCE - KAYE. MOORE FOR 
JERRY AND PAT HAWKINS 
RESPONSE TO MOTION TO STREAMLINE OBJECTION & 
RESPONSE PROCEDURES PERTAINING TO FEDERAL 
AND TRIBAL INSTRBAM FLOW CLAIMS 
HEARING ON MOTION TO STR~INE OBJECTION & HS 
RESPONSE PROCEDURES 
HEARING HELD-MONTHLY STATUS CONFERENCE HH 
HEARING HELD-MONTHLY STATUS CONFERENCE HR 
MINUTES FILED-MONTHLY STATUS CONFERENCE 
NOTICE OF APPEARANCE FILED BY SEMANKO OF 
ROSHOLT FOR HUMPHREYS 
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PURSLEY REPLACING HOLLAND & HART FOR 
MAGIC VALLEY UNDERGROUND PUMPERS ASSOC. 
MINUTES 9/19/95 STATUS CONFERENCE 
UNITED STATES' NOTICE OF WITHDRAWAL OF 
OF CLAIMS (3,590) 
ORDER AMENDING SRBA ADMIN ORDER 9 RE: 
ESTABLISHMENT OF MANDATORY SETTLE CONF 
STATE OF IDAHO'S MOTION FOR EMERGENCY STATUS 
CONFERENCE 
NOTICE OF INTENT TO PARTICIPATE F/B ROSHOLT 
NOTICE OF INTENT TO PARTICIPATE F/B J TUCKER 
NOTICE OF INTENT TO PARTICIPATE F/B 
FREMONT-MADISON IRRIGATION DIST 
NOTICE OF INTENT TO PARTICIPATE F/B POTLATCH 
HEARING SET ON EMERGENCY STATUS CONFERENCE 
NOTICE OF EMERGENCY STATUS CONFERENCE 
NOTICE OF INTENT TO PARTICIPATE F/B 
RINGERT CLARK CHARTERED 
ORDER DENYING, IN PART, AND GRANTING, IN 
PART, MOTION TO MODIFY OBJECTION AND 
RESPONSE PROCEDURES (DL106) 
HEARING HELD ON EMERGENCY STATUS CONFERENCE 
MINUTES FILED ON EMERGENCY STATUS CONFERENCE 
UNITED STATES' SUPPLEMENT TO NOTICE OF 
WITHDRAWAL OF CLAIMS 
NOTICE OF APPEARANCE - OLOWINSKI, BURLEIGH & 
GILLETTE FROM HAWLEY TROXELL FOR CITY OF 
KETCHUM 
ORDER SETTING EXPEDITED HEARING ON HARVEY 
WALKERS MOTION FOR EXTENSION OF ORDER OF 
INTERIM ADMINISTRATION IN REPORT AREA 1 
NOTICE OF APPEARANCE - LARRY C. WALKER FOR 
WEISER IRRIGATION DISTRICT, SUNNYSIDE 
DITCH COMPANY, WEISER COVE IRRIGATION 
DISTRICT, CRANE CREEK RESERVOIR 
INDEPENDENT WATER USERS CO AND VARIOUS 
INDEPENDENT WATER CLAIMANTS 
NOTICE OF PRESENTATION BY IDWR 
MONTHLY STATUS REPORT FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - STATUS REPORT 
IDAHO POWER'S MOTION TO SET SCHEDULING CONF 
AND STAY THE CONSIDERATION OF PENDING 
MOTIONS, AND MOTION FOR EXPEDITED HEARING 
STATUS CONFERENCE HEARING HELD 
MINUTES FILED-MONTHLY STATUS CONFERENCE 
JR SIMPLOT'S MOTION TO CONSOLIDATE FEDERAL 
AND TRIBAL INSTREAM FLOW CLAIMS, STAY 
DESIGNATION OF BASIN-WIDE ISSUES, AND 
REQUEST FOR EXPEDITED HEARING 
ORDER SETTING EXPEDITED HEARING AND RESPONSE 
DEADLINE (RE UHLING-SIMPLOT MOTION) 
DATE 
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TEXT WA DISP/SET 
ORDER SETTING EXPEDITED HEARING & RESPONSE HV 11/21/1995 
DEADLINE RE IPCO MOTION FOR SCHED CONF 
NOTICE OF APPEARANCE CAMPBELL/CALLANAN 
FOR LITTLE SALMON RIVER WATER USERS 
NOTICE OF APPEARANCE CAMPBELL/CALLANAN 
FOR BARRS JACOBS 
NOTICE OF APPEARANCE CAMPBELL/CALLANAN 
FOR LITTLE WEISER IRRIGATION 
NOTICE OF APPEARANCE CAMPBELL/CALLANAN 
FOR ROBERTSON-SEVEY DITCH COMPANY 
NOTICE OF APPEARANCE CAMPBELL/CALLANAN 
FOR THOUSAND SPRINGS RANCH 
NOTICE OF APPEARANCE CAMPBELL/CALLANAN 
FOR LAKE RESERVOIR COMPANY 
NOTICE OF APPEARANCE CAMPBELL/CALLANAN 
FOR LOST VALLEY RESERVOIR COMPANY 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING F/B PIONEER IRRIG 
ON ORDER SETTING EXPEDITED HEARING AND 
RESPONSE DEADLINE ON MOTIONS TO DESIGNATE 
BASIN-WIDE ISSUES 6,7,B & CONSOLIDATE SOB 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING F/B TERRY UHLING FOR 
EXPEDITED HEARING 
ORDER OF REFERENCE APPOINTING FRITZ X. 
HAEMMBRLE SPECIAL MASTER IN REPORTING 
AREA 2 (BASIN 57) (DL108) 
ORDER SETTING STATUS CONFERENCE ON EXPEDITED US 11/21/1995 
BASIS (BASIN 57 UPDATE) 
DOCKET SHEET FILED - OCTOBER 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
STATE OF IDAHO'S MOTION FOR APPOINTMENT OF MD 11/22/1995 
SPECIAL MASTER TO DETERMINE WHETHER 
SANCTIONS SHOULD BE ASSESSED AGAINST THE 
U.S.; MEMO IN SUPPORT AND MOTION FOR 
EXPEDITED HEARING 
HEARING SET: MOTION TO APPOINT SPECIAL MASTER HS 11/21/1995 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING F/B STATE FOR ORDER 
SETTING EXPEDITED HEARING ON MOTION TO 
APPOINT SPECIAL MASTER 
NOTICE OF APPEARANCE GIVENS PURSLEY FOR 
CHEMICAL LIME COMPANY 
MOTION TO RESET EXPEDITED HEARING AND TO MD 11/17/1995 
ESTABLISH BRIEFING SCHEDULE CONCERNING 
STATE OF IDAHO'S MOTION FOR APPOINTMENT OF 
SPECIAL MASTER TO DETERMINE WHETHER 
SANCTIONS SHOULD BE ASSESSED AGAINST US 
LDGD; COMMENTS OF IPCO RE SCHEDULING 
CONFERENCES FOR FEDERAL & TRIBAL CLAIMS 
RESPONSE TO MOTIONS TO DESIGNATE BASIN-WIDE 11/14/1995 
ISSUES; MOTIONS TO CONSOLIDATE; AND 
MOTION FOR SCHEDULING CONFERENCE F/B STATE 
NOTICE OF FILING AN AMENDED CERTIFICATE OF 
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TEXT WA DISP/SET 
SERVICE FOR THE US MOTION TO RESET 
EXPEDITED HEJi.RING & TO ESTABLISH BRIEFING 
SCHEDULE CONCERNING STATE OF IDAHO'S 
MOTION FOR APPOINTMENT OF SPECIAL MASTER 
TO DETERMINE WHETHER SANCTIONS SHOULD BE 
ASSESSED AGAINST THE U.S. 
NTC OF APPEARANCE: MICHAEL CREAMER OF GIVENS 
PURSLEY FOR GROSSMAN/HIDDEN SPRINGS 
DEVELOPMENT 
PIONEER IRRIGATION DIST BT AL'S RESPONSE TO 11/14/1995 
OF PROCEEDINGS & TO MOTION OF SIMPLOT TO 
CONSOLIDATE & FOR STAY OF PROCEEDINGS 
LDGD: PROPOSED ORDER GRANTING PIONEER IRR 
DIST RESPONSE TO IPCO AND SIMPLOT MOTIONS 
TO CONSOLIDATE AND STAY PROCEEDINGS 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING F/B STATE FOR RESPONSE 
TO MOTION TO DESIGNATE, CONSOLIDATE & FOR 
SCHEDULING CONFERENCE 
RESPONSE TO MOTIONS TO DESIGNATE, MOTION TO 11/14/1995 
CONSOLIDATE & MOTION TO STAY RE FEDERAL 
FEDERAL CLAIMS F/B CANAL COMPANIES 
SHOSHONE-BANNOCK TRIBES' RESPONSE TO PENDING 11/14/1995 
MOTIONS FILED 10/16/95 TO DESIGNATE BASIN-
WIDE ISSUES, CONSOLIDATE SUBCASES, SET 
SCHEDULING CONFERENCE & STAY CONSIDERATION 
OF MOTIONS 
NEZ PERCE TRIBE'S CONSOLIDATED RESPONSE TO 11/14/1995 
PENDING MOTIONS TO DESIGNATE BASIN-WIDE 
ISSUES, TO CONSOLIDATE & TO SET SCHEDULING 
CONFERENCE 
US CONSOLIDATED RESPONSE TO PENDING MOTIONS 11/14/1995 
TO DESIGNATE BASIN-WIDE ISSUES, CONSOLIDATE 
AND TO SET SCHEDULING CONFERENCE 
LDGD:US PROPOSED CASE MANAGEMENT ORDER 
CORRECTED VERSION OF NEZ PERCE TRIBE'S 11/15/1995 
CONSOLIDATED RESPONSE TO MOTIONS TO 
DESIGNATE, CONSOLIDATE & SET SCHEDULING 
PIONEER IRRIGATION DISTRICT ET AL'S MOTION MF 11/16/1995 
FOR DISMISSAL WITH CONDITIONS OF U.S. 
FOREST SERVICES' NOTICES OF CLAIMS AND 
MOT FOR DETERMINATION OF ROLE 11 SANCATIONS 
UNITED STATES' BX PARTE MOTION TO CONTINUE MG 11/17/1995 
HEARING ON PENDING MOTIONS TO DESIGNATE 
BASIN-WIDE ISSUES TO CONSOLDIATE, AND TO 
SET SCHEDULING CONFERENCE 
MONTHLY STATUS REPORT FILED BY IDWR 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE F/B IDWR 
STATE'S REPLY TO US MOTION TO RESET EXPEDITED 11/16/1995 
HEARING AND TO ESTABLISH BRIEFING SCHEDULE 
CONCERNING STATE'S MOTION FOR APPOINTMENT 
OF SPECIAL MASTER 
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LODGED: STATUS REPORT FOR REPORTING AREA 2 
RESPONSE OF THE BOISE-KUNA IRRIGATION DIST 
ET AL TO MOTIONS TO DESIGNATE MOTION TO 
CONSOLIDATE AND MOTION TO STAY RE FEDERAL 
CLAIMS 
JR SIMPLOT COMPANY'S RESPONSE TO MOTIONS TO 
ESIGNATE BASIN-WIDE ISSUES & MOTION FOR 
SCHEDULING ORDER 
ORDER GRANTING US MOTION TO CONTINUE CERTAIN 
HEARINGS SET FOR 11/21/95 
HEARING SET: IPCO MOTION FOR SCHEDULING CONF, 
SIMPLOT MOTION TO CONSOLIDATE, PIONEER 
MOTIONS TO DESIGNATE BWI 6, 7 & 8 
ORDER DENYING US MOTION TO RESET HEARING & 
TO ESTABLISH BRIEFING SCHEDULE CONCERNING 
STATE'S MOTION FOR APPOINTMENT OF SPECIAL 
MASTER 
UNITED STATES' RESPONSE TO STATE OF IDAHO'S 
MOTION FOR APPOINTMENT OF SPECIAL MASTER 
TO DETERMINE WHETHER SANCTIONS SHOULD BE 
ASSESSED AGAINST THE UNITED STATES 
HEARING HELD BASIN 57 STATUS CONFERENCE 
MINUTES - BASIN 57 STATUS CONFERENCE 
MONTHLY STATUS CONFERENCE HELD 11/21/95 
ORDER DENYING STATE OF IDAHO'S MOTION FOR 
APPOINTMENT OF SPECIAL MASTER TO DETERMINE 
WHETHER SANCTION SEOULD BE ASSESSED AGAINST 
THE UNITED STATES W/LEAVE TO REFILE 
HEAR SET: WEYERI!AEOSER 1 S MOTIONS TO JOIN 
MINUTES-MONTHLY STATUS CONFERENCE 11/21/95 
HEARING:US WITHDRAWAL OF CLAIMS (UNCONTESTED) 
& MOTIONS TO WITHDRAW CLAIMS AND BRIEFING 
SCHEDULE 
HEARING SET ON US MOTION TO WITHDRAW CLAIMS 
PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO THE DIRECTOR'S REPORT 
FOR REPORTING AREA 2 (BASIN 57) 
MOTION FOR EXTENSION OF ORDER OF INTERIM 
ADMIN. IN REPORTING AREA 1 (BASIN 34) 
ORDER EXPEDITING HEARING RE PROPOSED 
AMENDMENT TO DIR'S RPT FOR BASIN 57 
AND BRIEFING SCHEDULE ON PROPOSED 
AMENDMENT TO DIR'S RPT FOR BASIN 57 
LODGED: U.S. SUBMISSION OF STATUS OF 
SlJBCASES INVOLVING THE BLM FOR WHICH THE 
SUBMISSION OF SF5S IS ANTCIPATED IN 
IN BASIN 57 
STATE'S MOTION TO DEEM THE US NOTICES TO 
WITHDRAW CLAIMS FOR WHICH NO OBJECTIONS 
HAVE BEEN FILED AS MOTIONS FOR ENTRY OF 
A PARTIAL DECREE 
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TEXT WA DISP/SET 
AND SUPPORTING MEMORANDUM, TO WITHDRAWAL 
OF USFS WITHDRAWAL OF CLAIMS 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE F/B PIONEER IRR DIST 
ORDER SETTING EXPEDITED HEARING MOTION FOR HS 12/19/1995 
EXTENSION OF ORDER OF INTERIM ADMIN 
IN REPORTING AREA 1 (BASIN 34) 
UNITED STATES' MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
VOLUNTARY DISMISSAL OF CLAIMS PURSUANT TO 
I.R.C.P. 41 (A) (1) AND 41 (A) (2) 
PROPOSED ORDER CONCERNING UNITED STATES' 
DISMISSAL OF CLAIMS 
UNITED STATES' MOTION FOR PERMISSION TO MG 12/21/1995 
APPEAR AND MOTION FOR EXPEDITED HEARING 
LODGED:ORDER SETTING EXPEDITED HEARING ON THE 
US' MOTION FOR PERMISSION TO APPEAR 
ORDER GRANTING THE UNITED STATES' MOTION FOR 
PERMISSION TO APPEAR 
ORDER SETTING EXPEDITED HEARING ON THE us• HS 12/18/1995 
MOTION FOR PERMISSION TO APPEAR 
US SDBMISSION RE GENERAL PROVISIONS SECTION 
OF IDWR 1 S PROPOSED AMENDED DIRECTOR'S 
REPORT IN BASIN 57 
OBJEcrioN (REQUEST FOR CLARIFICATION) TO 
DIRECTOR'S PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO GENERAL 
PROVISIONS IN REPORTING AREA 2 (BASIN 57) 
OBJECTION TO AMENDED DIR'S REPORT FOR 57 
F/B CANAL COMPANIES 
RESPONSE TO MOTION FOR EXTENSION OF INTERIM 12/15/1995 
ADMINISTRATION F/B BIG LOST RIVER WATER 
USERS ASSOC. 
OBJEcrION OF IDAHO POWER COMPANY TO PROPOSED 
AMENDMENTS TO GENERAL PROVISIONS IN RA 57 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO DIR'S REPORT FOR RA 3 MG 1/18/1996 
(BASIN 36) 
UNITED STATES', NEZ PERCE & STATE OF IDAHO'S MG 4/01/1996 
MOTION TO STAY LITITGATION AND DISCOVERY 
ON ALL INSTREAM FLOW CLAIMS FILED BY NEZ 
PERCE TRIBE AND THE U.S. AS TRUSTEE FOR THE 
NEZ PERCE TRIBE AND REQUEST FOR EXPEDITED 
HEARING 
EMERGENCY MOTION FOR EXTENSION OF TIME FOR MG 12/20/1995 
FILING SF5'S IN BASIN 57 
CERT OF SERVICE - US, TRIBES & STATE'S MOTION 
MOTION TO STAY LITIGATION & DISCOVERY ON 
ALL US & TRIBAL INSTREAM FLOW CLAIMS 
IDAHO GROUNDWATER APPROPRIATORS' RESPONSE 12/19/1995 
TO CANAL COMPANIES' AND IDAHO POWERS' 
OBJECTIONS TO AMENDED DIR'S REPORT FOR 57 
SIMPLOT'S RESPONSE TO CANAL COMPANIES & 12/19/1995 
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IPCO'S OBJECTION TO PROPOSED AMENDED 
GENERAL PROVISIONS FOR 57 
PROPOSED AMEl\llMENTS TO DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR MG 
REPORTING AREA l (BASIN 34) 
MINUTES FILED 12/18/95 HEARING 
ORDER GRANTING EMERGENCY MOTION FOR EXTENSION 
OF TIME FOR US TO FILE SF5'S IN BASIN 57 
PERMANENT ORDER FOR INTERIM ADMINISTRATION 
IN REPORTING AREA l (BASIN 34) 
U.S. MOTION FOR CLARIFICATION OF ADMIN ORDER MG 
#9 AND FOR EXPEDITED CONSIDERATION 
LDGD: MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT THEREOF 
ORDER GRANTING AMENDMENT TO THE DIRECTOR'S 
RE?ORT FOR REPORTING AREA 2 (BASIN 57) 
FOR GENERAL ?ROVISONS AND EXPLANATORY 
MATERIAL 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVE US, NEZ PERCE TRIBE & 
STATE OF IDAHO'S MOT TO STAY LITIGATION 
HEARING ON AMENDED DIRECTOR'S REPORTS FOR HS 
REPORTING AREAS 1 AND 3 
ORDER SETTING GLOBAL SCHEDULING CONFERENCE HS 
ON UNITED STATES' AND TRIBAL MINIMUM 
INSTREAM FWW CLAIMS AND ORDER STAYING 
DISCOVERY (DL 116) 
MINUTES FILED STATUS CONFERENCE 12/19/95 
ORDER SETTING HEARING ON us• MTN FOR HS 
CLARIFICATION OF ADM ORDER NO 9 F/B US 
NOTICE OF APPFARANCE - WILLIAM J. BROCKJll!A.~ 
PRO SE 
CERT OF COMPLIANCE FOR ORDER SETTING HEARING 
ON US' MTN FOR CLARIFICATION OF ADMIN 
ORDER NO 9 F/B UNITED STATES DEPT OF JUSTICE 
DECEMBER DOCKET SHEET FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
ORDER CLARIFYING THE STAY OF DISCOVERY ON 
THE US & NATIVE AMERICAN INDIAN TRIBAL 
MINIMUM INSTR::l!AM FLOW CLAIMS (DL123) 
NOTICE OF INTENT TO(PARTICIPATE)OPPOSITION TO 
TO AMENDMENTS TO THE DIRECTORS REPORT IN 
REPORT AREA l & 3 F/B AMALGAMATED SUGAR 
NOTICE OF INTENT TO PART/OBJ TO GEN PROV l 
AMND DIR RPT FOR AREA 3 F /B ID GROUND WATER 
NOTICE OF INTENT TO PART/OBJ TO GEN PROV 3 TO 
TO AMND DIR RPT FOR AREA l F/B IGWA 
NOTICE OF INTENT TO PARTICIPATE/NOTICE AND 
BRIEF IN OPPOSITION TO AMENDED DIRECTORS RPT 
FOR REPORTING AREA 1 BASIN 34 F/B HEPWORTH 
BIG LOST RIVER WATER USERS ASSOC RESPONSE TO 
REVISED GEN PROV FOR RPTING AREAl BASIN 34 
NOTICE OF INTENT TO PARTICIPATE/OBJ TO AMND 
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OBJECTION TO AMND DIR RPT FOR AREAS 1 & 3 
F/B CANAL COMPANIES/ROSHOLT 
IDAHO POWER CO NTC OF INTENT TO PART/OPPOS 
TO PROPOSED AMND TO GEN PROV IN RPT 1 & 3 
UNITED STATES SUBMISSION GEN PROV SEC PROPOS 
AMND DIR RPT IN AREAS 1 & 3 
BRIEF IN OPPOSITION TO AMENDMENTS TO DIRECTOR 
REPORTS FOR AREAS 1 & 3 BWI 5 F/B RINGERT 
AMENDED NOTICE OF INTENT TO PARTICIPATE IN 
RESOLUTION OF BWI 5 F/B RINGERT CLARK 
IGWA'S MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF OBJECTIONS TO 
GEN PROV IN AMND DIR REPT FOR BASIN 34 & 36 
NOTICE OF INTENT TO PARTICIPATE/OBJ TO GEN 
PROV 4 BASIN 34 F/B MATEA MCCRAY 
STATE OF IDAHO'S RESPONSE TO THE US MOTION 
FOR CLARIFICATION OF ADMINISTRATIVE ORDER 
AND MEMO IN SUPPORT THERE OF 
ORDER GRANTING IN PART US MOTION FOR 
PERMISSION TO APPEAR (DL125) 
OBJECTION TO & REQUEST TO PARTICIPATE IN THE 
HEARING CONCERNING BIG LOST RIVER WATER USER 
ASSOC RESPONSE T REVISED GENERAL PROVISIONS 
FOR RPTING AREA 1 BASIN 34 F/B HINTZE 
WA 
HEARING HELD MONTHLY STATUS CONFERENCE HH 
MONTHLY STATUS REPORT FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - STATUS REPORT 
ORDER GRANTING ADMENDMENT TO DIRECTOR'S 
REPORT FOR REPORTING AREA 3 (BASIN 36) 
FOR GENERAL PROVISIONS AND EXPLANATORY 
MATERIAL (DL 126) 
ORDER GRANTING AMENDMENT TO DIRECTOR'S 
REPORT FOR REPORTING AREA 1 (BASIN 34) 
FOR GENERAL PROVISIONS AND EXPLANATORY 
MATERIAL (DL 127) 
NOTICE OF INTENT TO PARTICIPATE AND RESPONSE 
TO OBJECTION TO AMENDED DIR'S RPT FOR 34 
MINUTES FILED STATUS CONFERENCE 
MINUTES FILED STATUS CONFERENCE 1/16/96 
ORDER DISMISSING WITHDRAWN US CLAIMS(DL134) ZZ 
ORDER VACATING AND RESETTING MONTHLY STATUS US 
STATUS CONFERENCE (DL135) 
U.S. MOTION FOR PERMISSION TO APPEAR & MF 
MOTION FOR EXPEDITED CONSIDERATION 
ORDER SETTING EXPEDITED HEARING ON MOTION FOR HS 
PERMISSION TO APPEAR F/B US (DL137) 
NOTICE OF APPEARANCE - TOM ARKOOSH FOR 
AQUALIFE INC. 
NOTICE OF REQUEST WITH INTENT TO APPEAR AND 
PARTICIPATE (AMENDMENTS TO DR IN RA 1) 
F/B WILEY SMITH 
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AREA 2 (BASIN 57) 
CERTIFICATE OF COMPLIANCE FOR ORDER SETTING 
EXPEDITED HEARING F/B UNITED STATES 
ORDER FOR COMMENT ON DUAL-BASED UNITED YB 
STATES CLAIMS (DL142) 
NTC OF APPEARANCE - FEREDAY, MEYER & CREAMER 
FOR CHEMICAL LIME COMPANY OF AMERICA 
RESPONSE TO MOTION TO DESIGNATE BWI 9A 
F/B JR SIMPLOT 
STATE OF IDAHO RESPONSE TO MOTION TO 
DESIGNATE BWI 9A 
UNITED STATES RESPONSE TO MOTION TO DESIGNATE 
BWI 9A 
RESPONSE TO MOTION TO DESIGNATE BWI 9 
F/B HARVEY WALKER & MITCHELL SORENSE:N 
STATE OF IDAHO RESPONSE TO MOTION TO 
DESIGNATE BWI 9 
UNITED s·rATES RESPONSE TO MEMORANDUM SUPPORT 
MTN TO DESIGNATE BWI 9 REFORMULATED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - STATUS REPORT 
MONTHLY STATUS REPORT FILED 
NOTICE OF APPEARANCE - WILEY SMITH PRO SE 
LDGD: IDWR PROPOSAL FOR THE PROCEDURE FOR 
RESOLVING DUAL-BASED CLAIMS 
LDGD: STATE OF IDAHOS AND ALIGNED PARTIES' 
PROPOSED CASE MANAGEMENT ORDER 
LDGD: STATE OF IDAHO AND ALIGNED PARTIES' 
MEMORANDUM RE: SCHEDULING AND LITIGATION OF 
FEDERAL AND TRIBAL INSTREAM FLOW CLAIMS 
HEARING HELD-GLOBAL STATUS CONFERENCE HH 
MINUTES FILED ON GLOBAL CONFERENCE 
LDGD: SUPPLEMENT TO IDWR PROPOSAL FOR THE 
PROCEDURE FOR RESOLVING DUAL-BASED CLAIMS 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
MONTHLY STATUS REPORT FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - STATUS REPORT 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE: NOTICE OF FILING 
AMENDED DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR REPORTING 
AREAS 1, 2 AND 3 
HEARING HELD - MONTHLY STATUS CONFERENCE HH 
MINUTES 
LDGD: STIPt.lLATION & ORDER REGARDING INITIAL 
DISCLOSURE OF DOCUMENTS SUPPORTING SHO-BAN 
INSTREAM FLOW CLAIMS 
CASE MANAGEMENT ORDER (FED INSTREAM FLOW) 
AMENDED CASE .MNGMNT ORDER (FED INSTREAM FLOW) 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
LDGD: REPORT TO SPECIAL MASTER ON PROPOSED 
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FOR SETTLEMENT AND TRIAL (BASIN 36) 
STATUS REPORT F/B IDWR 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE F/B IDWR 
HEARING HELD HH 
MINUTES 
NOTICE OF APPEARANCE: POTTER PRO SE 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
NOTICE OF SERVICE OF NORTHWESTERN BAND OF 
SHOSHONI NATION'S RESPONSES TO THE STATE 
OF IDA.BO'S REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION AND 
ADMISSION AND TO INTERROGS F/B KENNEDY 
NOTICE OF APPEARANCE F/B CAMPBELL ON BEHALF 
OF ASLETT RANCHES AND L&S PARTNERSHIP 
SRBA ADMIN ORDER# 9 AMENDED 5/14/96 
STATUS REPORT F/B IDWR 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - STATUS REPORT 
LDGD: IDWR REPORT ON SUBCASES AND 
OVERLAPPING UNCONTESTED WATER RIGHTS 
IN REPORTING AR.EA 1 {BASIN 34) 
SRBA ADMIN ORDER 11 ORDER ESTABLISHING 
PROCEDURES FOR INCORPORATING COMPLETED 
IDWR ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEEDINGS IN THE SRBA 
AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEARANCE -- ELAM & BURKE 
SCOTT CAMPBELL FOR THOUSAND SPRINGS 
RANCE/SEWA."ID PROSSER MELLON 
HEARING HELD HR 
MINUTES - MONTHLY STATUS CONFERENCE 
NOTICE OF HEARING RE: JUNE STATUS CONFERENCE 
{DL 174) 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE OF COMMENCEMENT NOTICE 
FOR BASIN 63 F/B IDWR 
STATUS REPORT ON SUBCASES AND OVERLAPPING 
UNCONTESTED WATER RIGHTS IN REPORTING 
AREA 2 (BASIN 57) BY IDWR 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
ORDER GRANTING STATE'S MOTION TO STAY SERVICE 
REQUIREMENTS RE INITIAL DISCLOSURE (DL 181) 
STATUS REPORT FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - STATUS REPORT 
MINUTES 
HEARING HELD: MONTHLY STATUS CONFERENCE HH 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
STATUS REPORT FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - STATUS REPORT 
MINUTES 
HEARING HELD: MONTHLY STATUS CONFERENCE HH 
AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEARANCE F/B STATE 
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ORDER AMEND:::NG SRBA ADMIN ORDER 1 SECT 20 
ORDER VACATING AUGUST STATUS CONFERENCE 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
STATUS REPORT FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - STATUS REPORT 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
STATUS REPORT FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - STATUS REPORT 
HEARING HELD HH 
MINUTES 
NOTICE OF DISCUSSION RE SCHEDULE OF PARTIAL 
DECREES FOR UNCONTESTED SMALL DOMESTIC 
AND STOCK WATER CLAIMS 
AMENDED SRBA ADMINISTRATIVE ORDER 1 RULES OF 
OF PROCEDURE 
DOCKET .SHEET FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
NOTICE OF IDWR PRESENTATION HS 
HEARING HELD HH 
MINUTES 
MONTHLY STATUS REPORT FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - STATUS REPORT 
PARTIAL DECREE OF DISALLOWED WATER RIGHTS 
(FEDERAL INSTREAM .Um TRIBAL CLAIMS) 
PARTIAL DECREE OF DISALLOWED WATER RIGHTS 
(BASIN 34 UNCONTESTED) 
6TH AMENDED CASE MANAGEMENT ORDER 
CONTINUED SCHEDULING CONFERENCE SS 
ORDER RE:CLAIMS (LATE)34-00182,00381A,002379F 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT DUE ZZ 
OBJECTION DEADLINE ZZ 
RESPONSE DEADLINE RF 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
NOTICE OF APPEAL FILED BY STATE OF IDAHO IN 
THE 24 HAGERMAN SUBCASES, 36-00003A ET AL 
MONTHLY STATUS REPORT FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - STATUS REPORT 
NOTICE OF CROSS APPEAL FILED BY HWRO IN THE 
24 HAGERMAN SUBCASES, 36-00003A ET AL 
HEARING HELD - MONTHLY STATUS CONF. HH 
MINUTES 
LDGD: REPORTER'S TRANSCRIPT ON APPEAL IN THE 
24 HAGERMAN SUBCASES, 36-00003A ET AL 
ORDER RE: INCIDENTAL STOCK WATER 
NOTICE OF APPEARANCE F/B MARVIN SMITH 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - ~OCKET SHEET 
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MONTHLY STATUS REPORT FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - STATUS REPORT 
NOTICE OF APPEARANCE F/B FEREDAY, CREAMER & 
MEYER, ON BEHALF OF CAROLE KLEIN 
7TH CASE MANAGEMENT ORDER 
INFORMATION.AL MEETING SET WITH SRBA & IDWR HS 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
MONTHLY STATUS REPORT FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - STATUS REPORT 
NOTICE OF INFORMATIONAL MEETING WITH IDWR & HS 
SRBA STAFF 
HEARING HELD - MONTHLY SRBA STATUS CONF. HH 
MINUTES 
8TH AMENDED CASE MANAGEMENT ORDER 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
AMENDED ORDER OF REFERENCE FOR REPORTING 
AREA 34 (DL 195) 
AMENDED ORDER OF REFERENCE FOR REPORTING 
AREA 57 (DL 196) 
AMENDED ORDER OF REFERENCE FOR REPORTING 
AREA 36 (DL 197) 
LDGD: IDWR STATUS REPORT ON SUBCASES IN 
REPORTING AREA 2 (BASIN 57) 
MONTHLY STATUS REPORT FILED 
HEARING HELD - MONTHLY STATUS CONF. HH 
MINUTES 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - STATUS REPORT 
9TH AMENDED CASE MA.~GENENT ORDER 
ORDER GRANTING MOTION TO STAY CERTAIN PWR 107 
CLAIMS PENDING APPEAL AND REFERRING MATTER 
TO SPECIAL MASTERS 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
NOTICE SETTING MEETING WITH IDWR HS 
MONTHLY STATUS REPORT FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - STATUS REPORT 
HEARING HELD - MONTHLY STATUS CONF. HH 
HEARING HELD - MONTHLY STATUS CONF. HH 
MINUTES 
MINUTES 
MOTION TO ADMIT STEVEN C. MOORE PRO HAC VICE; MG 
MOTION TO WAIVE LOCAL COUNSEL APPEARANCE 
RULE; & MOTION FOR EXPEDITED CONSIDERATION MG 
F/E NEZ PERCE TRIBE 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE F/B NEZ PERCE TRIBE 
ORDER GRANTING MOTION FOR EXPEDITED HEARING 
HEARING SET ON MOTION TO ADMIT STEVEN C. HS 
MOORE PRO HAC VICE 
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MOTION FOR EXTENSION OF TIME TO SUBMIT LIST MG 
OF PWR 107 CLAIMS FOR STAY F/B U.S. 
ORDER GRANTING MOTION FOR EXTENSION OF TIME 
TO SUBMIT LIST OF PWR 107 CLAIMS FOR STAY 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
NOTICE OF INFO MEETING WITH IDWR 
ORDER ADMITTING STEVEN C MOORE AS COUNSEL PRO 
RAC VICE & ORDER WAIVING LOCAL COUNSEL RULE 
NOTICE OF APPEARANCE DUE 5/6/97 BY 5 PM 
HEARING HELD - MONTHLY STATUS CONF. HH 
MINUTES 
MONTHLY STATUS REJ?ORT FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - STATOS REPORT 
us• LIST OF PWR 107 CLAIMS FOR STAY AND 
MOTION TO STAY PROCEEDINGS IN 57-11260 MG 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR REPORTING AREA 4 
(BASINS 71 AND 72 D&S) 
NOTICE OF FILE DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR RA 4 SB 
OBJECTIONS DUE 08-28-1997 RB 
HEARING SET ON UNCONTESTED PORTIONS OF DIR'S HS 
REPORT FOR REPORTING AREA 4 (BASINS 71&72) 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
NOTICE OF SUBSTITUTION OF COUNSEL - DAVE 
CUMMINGS FOR REBECCA CRAVEN FOR NEZ PERCE 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE F/B NEZ PERCE TRIBE 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE: NOTICE OF DIRECTORS 
REPORT FOR OOMESTIC AND STOCKWATER FOR 
REPORTING AREA 4 (IDWR BASINS 71 & 72) 
us• EXPEDITED MOTION TO APPEAR MG 
MONTHLY STATUS REPORT FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - STATUS REJ?ORT 
HEARING HELD - SRBA MONTHLY STATUS CONF. HH 
MINUTES 
ORDER GRANTING US' MOTION TO APPEAR - GHELETA 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR REJ?ORTING AR.EA 5 
(BASIN 35) DOMESTIC AND SMALL STOCK WATER 
NOTICE OF FILING DIR'$ RPT FOR REPORT AREA 5 8B 
(BASIN 35) DOMESTIC AND SMALL STOCK WATER RB 
HEARING ON THE UNCONTESTED RIGHTS FOR HS 
REPORTING AREA 5 (DOMESTIC & STOCK) 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE: NOTICE OF FILING 2ND 
SUPPLEMENTAL DIRECTORS REPORT FOR US FOREST 
SERVICE NON-CONSUMPTIVE CLAIMS 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
NOTICE OF INFORMATION MEETING 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE: NOTICE OF DIRECTOR'S 
REPORT FOR DOMESTIC & STOCKWATER FOR 
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HEARING HELD - SRBA MONTHLY STATUS CONFERENCE HH 
MINUTES 
MONTHLY STATUS REPORT FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - STATUS REPORT 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
ORDER VACATING AUGUST STATUS CONFERENCE 
ORDER VACATING JULY STATUS CONFERENCE 
NOTICE OF INFORMATION MEETING 
ORDER RE AMENDMENT OF CLAIMS (1416/1426) 
MONTHLY STATUS REPORT FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - STATUS REPORT 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR REPORTING AREA 6 
BASINS 51, 55, AND 61 
NOTICE OF FILING DIR'S RPT FOR RPT AREA 6 SB 
(BASINS 51, 55, 61) DOMESTIC & STOCKWATER RB 
HEARING ON THE UNCONTESTED RIGHTS FOR HS 
REPORTING AREA 6 (DOMESTIC & STOCK) 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE - NOTICE OF DIR'S RPT 
FOR DOMESTIC & STOCKWATER FOR REPORTIN AREA 
6 (IDWR BASINS 51, 55 AND 61) 
MONTHLY STATUS REPORT FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - STATUS REPORT 
ORDER RE:AMENDMENT OF CLAIMS (RA34 CONTESTED) 
NEW OR AMENDED NTC OF CLAIMS DUE ZB 
PUBLISH NTC OF ENLARGEMENT ZZ 
DEADLINE FOR FILING PETITION ZZ 
DEADLINE FOR FILING AMENDED DIRECTOR RPTS ZB 
DEADLINE FOR FILING OBJECTIONS TO BB 
AMENDED DIR REPORTS 
DEADLINE FOR FILING RESPONSES TO OBJECTION RB 
NOTICE OF INFORMATION MEETING 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
ORDER OF REFERENCE APPOINTING FRITZ X 
HAEMMERLE SPECIAL MASTER IN REPORTING AREA 
4 (BASINS 71 & 72) 
MONTHLY STATUS REPORT FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - STATUS REPORT 
AMENDED DIRECTOR'S REPORT REPORTING AREA 1 
(BASIN 34 - TYPE 1 EXPANSIONS) 
AMENDED DIRECTOR'S REPORT REPORTING AREA 3 
(BASIN 36 - TYPE 1 EXPANSIONS) 
NOTICE: AMENDED DIRECTOR'S REPORT IN REPORTG SB 
AREA 1 (BASIN 34) FOR ENLARGEMENT WTR RTS 
NOTICE: AMENDED DIRECTOR'S REPORT IN REPORTG SB 
AREA 3 (BASIN 36) FOR ENLARGEMENT WTR RTS 
LDGD: LTR FROM PAT BROWN RE NAME CHANGE 
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DOCKET SHEET FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING - DOCKET SHEET 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE: NOTICE OF DIR RPT 
PURSUANT TO 7/11/97 COURT ORDER FOR RA 3 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE: NOTICE OF DIR RPT 
PURSUANT TO 7/11/97 COURT ORDER FOR RA 1 
NOTICE OF MEETING WITH IDWR 
SRBA ADMIN ORDER #1 AMENDED 
VERIFIED PETITION FOR PEREMPTORY WRIT OF 
MANDAMUS TO IDWR F/B SORENSEN (SEE 92-00015 
OBJECTION TO AMENDED DIR REPORT (SEE 92-00015 
STATUS REPORT FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - STATUS REPORT 
MINUTES 
HEARING HELD - MONTHLY STATUS CONFERENCE 
LDGD: LETTER FROM IDWR TO CLAIMAINTS RE 
ENLARGMENTS 
NOTICE OF CHANGE OF ADDRESS - BEEMAN & 
HOFSTETTER 
MINUTES ON CONF CALL TO REVIEW REPORT AREA 4 
NOTICE OF APPEARANCE OF MAGIC VALLEY GROUND 
WATER DISTRICT F/B JEFFREY C. FEREDAY 
STATE OF IDAHO'S RESPONSE TO SORENSEN'S 
OBJECTION TO AMENDED DIR REPORT (92-00015) 
NOTICE OF APPEARANCE OF HENRY R BOOMER FOR 
BINGHAM GROUND WATER DISTRICT 
SPECIAL ORDER OF REFERENCE APPOINTING 
BRIGETTE BILYEU SPECIAL MASTER (PETITION 
FOR WRIT OF MANDATE F/B SORENSEN - SEE 
SUBCASE 92-00015) 
NOTICE OF APPEARANCE: HENRY R. BOOMER FOR 
ABERDEEN-AMERICAN FALLS GROUND WATER DIST 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
NOTICE OF INFORMATION MEETING W/IDWR 
HEARING HELD - MONTHLY STATUS CONFERENCE 
MINUTES 
STATUS REPORT FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - STATUS REPORT 
HEARING HELD ON UNCONTESTED PORTIONS OF 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR REPORTING AREA 5 
MINUTES 
MOTION FOR EXTENSION OF TIME TO FILE OBJS 
AND REQUEST FOR EXPEDITED CONSIDERATION 
F/B UNITED STATES 
ORDER SETTING HEARING ON US MOTION FOR EXTNS 
CERTIFICATE OF COMPLIANCE F/B US RE ORDER 
ON MOTION FOR EXTENSION 
HEARING HELD 
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EXTENSION OF TIME TO FILE OBJECTIONS 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
MINUTES ON MOTION FOR EXTENSION OF TIME 
SUPREME COURT ORDER CLARIFYING USE OF IRCP 
54(B) CERTIFICATION IN THE SRBA 
NOTICE OF INFORMATIONAL MEETING HS 
NOTICE OF CHANGE OF ADDRESS FOR ATTORNEY 
RICHARD A CUMMINGS 
US EXPEDITED MOTION TO APPEAR MG 
STATUS REPORT FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - STATUS REPOR~ 
ORDER GRANTING U S 1 MOTION TO APPEAR 
MINOTES - MONTHLY STATUS CONFERENCE 
HEARING HELD - MONTHLY STATUS CONFERENCE HH 
CRANNEY BROS MOTION TO STAY SUBCASES AND TO MG 
PROVIDE FOR DUE PROCESS IN SUBCASES 
INVOLVING AMENDED CLAIMS 
AFFIDAVIT OF MICHAEL C CREAMER 
AMENDED CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - AFFIDAVIT 
OF CREAMER 
UNITED STATES CERTIFICATE OF COMPLIANCE 
RE ORDER GRANTING US MOTION TO APPEAR 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
ORDER OF REFERENCE APPOINTING DOLAN SPECIAL 
MASTER IN REPORTING AREA 5 {BABIN 35) 
DOMESTIC & STOCK WATER 
ORDER OF REFERENCE APOINTING HAEMMERLE 
AS SPECIAL MASTER IN REPORTING AREA 6 
(BASINS 51, 55 AND 61) 
ORDER SETTING HEARING ON MOTION TO STAY HS 
SUBCASES AND TO PROVIDE FOR DUE PROCESS IN 
S1JBCASES INVOLVING AMENDED CLAIMS 
MOTION SUPPORTING CRANNEY BROS MOTION TO STAY MD 
SUBCCASES AND TO PROVIDE FOR DUE PROCESS 
IN SUBCASES INVOLVING AMENDED CLAIMS 
NOTICE OF INFORMATION MEETING WITH COURT HS 
NOTICE IN SUPPORT OF CRANNEY BROS. MOTION 
TO STAY SUBCASES AND TO PROVIDE FOR 
DUE PROCESS IN SUBCASES INVOLVING AMENDED 
CLAIMS 
JOINDER IN CRANNEY BROS' MOTION TO STAY SUB- MD 
CASES AND TO PROVIDE FOR DUE POCESS IN SUB-
CASES INVOLVING AMENDED CLAIMS 
MONTHLY STATUS REPORT FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - STATUS REPORT 
HEAR.ING HELD MONTHLY STATUS CONFERENCE HH 
MINUTES ON MONTHLY STATUS CONFERENCE 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT FILED FOR REPORTING AREA 1 
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NOTICE OF DIRECTOR'S REPORT IN REPORTING AREA 
1, BASIN 34 ENLARGEMENT WATER RIGHTS 
OBJECTIONS DUE BB 
RESPONSES DUE RB 
ORDER DISALLOWING FEDERAL PORTION OF DUAL 
BASED STATE DECREED RIGHTS 
DIRECTOR'S REPORTS FOR REPORTING AREAS 8 & 9 
IDWR ADMINISTRATIVE BASINS 29, 31, 32 & 33 
NOTICE OF FILING DIR'S REPORTS FOR RA 8 & 9 
OBJECTION DUE ZZ 
RESPONSES DUE ZZ 
HEARING ON UNCONTESTED RIGHTS IN RA 8 & 9 HV 
HEARING HELD ON UNCONTESTED RIGHTS IN RA 6 HH 
MINUTES 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
NOTICE OF INFOR."'IATION MEETING HS 
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER GRANTING, IN 
PART, AND DENYING, IN PART, MOTION TO STAY 
SOBCASES 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE: NOTICE OF DIR'S REPORT 
PURSUANT TO 9/5/97 ORDER RE AMENDMENT OF 
CLAIMS F/B IDWR 
MONTHLY STATUS CONFERENCE HH 
MINUTES 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE: NTC OF DIR'S RPT FOR 
DOMESTIC & STOCKWATER FOR IDWR BASIN 33 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE: NTC OF DIR'S RPT FOR 
DOMESTIC & STOCKWATER FOR IDWR BASINS 32 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE: NTC OF DIR 1 S RPT FOR 
DOMESTIC & STOCKWATER FOR IDWR BASIN 31 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE: NTC OF DIR'S RPT FOR 
DOMESTIC & STOCKWATER FOR IDWR BASIN 29 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT IN REPORTING AREA 1 
(BASIN 34) FOR ENLARGEMENT AND OTHER 
WATER RIGHTS (SEE 12/8/97 ORDER) 
MONTHLY STATUS REPORT FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - STATUS REPORT 
NOTICE FOR MARCH STATUS CONFERENCE: REQUEST 
FOR COMMENTS ON POST DIR'S RPT CLAIM AMEND-
MENTS AND SRBA CASE SCHEDULE 1998-2006 
STIPULATION TO SUBSTITUTE COUNSEL - CRAIG R 
ZAISS REPLACING HW RETTIG AS COUNSEL FOR 
BLACK CANYOND IRRIGATION DISTRICT 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR REPORTING AREA 7 
(ADMIN BASINS 41 AND 43) 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR REPORTING AREA 10 
(ADMIN BASIN 45) 
NOTICE OF PRELIMINARY DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR 
WATER RIGHTS DIVERTED FROM CLEAR CREEK-
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SCHEDULING CONF FOR OBJ/RES HS 
ORDER DISALLOWING FEDERAL PORTION OF DUAL-
BASED STATE DECREED RIGHTS 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
VERIFIED MOTION TO ADMIT MICHAEL MIRANDE MB 
AS COUNSEL PRO HAC VICE 
ORDER SETTING EXPEDITED HEARING ON MOTION TO HS 
ADMIT MICHAEL MIRANDE 
MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION AND CLARIFICATION MF 
OF 2/13/98 MEMO DECISION & ORDER GRANTING 
IN PART AND DENYING IN PART MOTION TO STAY 
SUBCASE F/B FEREDAY 
NOTICE OF HEARING ON MOTION TO RECONSIDER HS 
NOTICE OF INFORMATION MEETING HS 
MINUTES 
MOTION FOR LEAVE OF THE COURT TO WITHDRAW MG 
AS ATTORNEY OF RECORD FORM RESORTS & 
REQUEST FOR EXPEDITED HEARING F/B CAMPBELL 
FORM RESORTS 
NOTICE OF HEARING ON MOTION FOR LEAVE TO SS 
WITHDRAW AS ATTORNEY OF RECORD 
MOTION TO STAY PROCEEDINGS IN SUBCASES F/B MF 
F/B FEREDAY FOR CRANNEY BROTHERS 
UNITED STATES COMMENTS RE POST DIR'S REPORT 
CLAIM AMENDMENTS AND SRBA CASE SCHEDULE 
1998-2006 
LDGD: COMMENTS OF IDAHO POWER COMPANY RE 
POST DIRECTOR'S REPORT CLAIM AMENDMENTS & 
SRBA CASE SCHEDULE 1998-2006 
LDGD: COMMENTS FOR MARCH STATUS CONFERENCE RE 
POST DIRECTOR'S REPORT CLAIM AMENDMENTS 
F/B BEEMAN FOR NORTH SNAKE GROUND WATER 
DISTRICT 
ORDER ADMITTING MICHAEL MIRANDE AS COUNSEL 
PRO HAC VICE 
ORDER GRANTING MOTION FOR LEAVE OF THE COURT 
TO WITHDRAW AS ATTORNEY OF RECORD FOR 
M RESORTS 
MONTHLY STATUS CONFERENCE HH 
MINUTES 
CORRESPONDENCE FROM WELLS KEVIN JENSON 
REQUESTING INACTIVE STATUS IN 03-10022, 
NEZ PERCE CONSOLIDATED SUBCASE 
MONTHLY STATUS REPORT FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - STATUS REPORT 
ORDER GRANTING, IN PART, AND DENYING, IN PART 
MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION & CLARIFICATION 
CERTIFICATE OF COMPLIANCE F/B CAMPBELL FOR 
SERVICE OF ORDER ON MOTION TO WITHDRAW 
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NOTICE OF FILING DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR 
REPORTING AREAS 7 AND 10 (IDWR BASINS 
41, 43 AND 45) 
OBJECTION DUE JULY 3, 1998 SB 
RESPONSES DUE SEPTEMBER 1, 1998 RB 
HEARING ON UNCONTESTED RIGHTS FOR RA 7 & 10 HS 
OBJECTIONS DUE 3/27/98 SB 
RESPONSES DUE 4/10/98 RB 
NOTICE OF APPEARANCE OF MICHAEL MIRANDE AS 
CO-COUNSEL FOR IDAHO POWER COMPANY 
DIR'S RPRT FOR RPT AREA 15, DOMESTIC/STOCK 
(IDWR BASIN 65) 
NOTICE OF FILING DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR RA 15 
OBJECTIONS DUE AUGUST 6, 1998 
RESPONSES DUE OCTOBER 6, 1998 
HEARING ON UNCONTESTED RIGHTS IN RA 15 HS 
NOTICE OF APPEARANCE F/B JAMES TUCKER AS ATTY 
FOR IDAHO POWER COMPANY, BASIN 65 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
NOTICE OF INFORMATION MEETING 
ORDER RESETTING JULY STATUS CONFERENCE AND HS 
VACATING AUGUST STATUS CONFERENCE 
AMENDED AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE: NOTICE OF 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR DOMESTIC & STOCKWTR 
FOR REPORTING AREAS 7 & 10 (BASINS 41, 43 
45) 
NOTICE OF APPEARANCE FOR CHARLES W STEINER 
WITH ROSHOLT ROBERTSON & TUCKER 
LDGD: UNITED STATES COMMENTS' RE PROPOSED 
NEW SECT 17, ADMIN ORDER 1 F/B US 
LODGED: STATE OF IDAHO'S RESPONSE TO PROPOSED 
AMENDMENT TO A.0.1 
LDGD: COMMENTS FOR APRIL STATUS CONFERENCE RE 
PROPOSED NEW SECT. 17 ADMIN ORDER 1 F/B 
BEEMAN & HOFSTETTER 
DISCUSSION OF AMENDMENT TO CLAIMS/A01 S. 17 HH 
AT MONTHLY STATUS CONFERENCE 
MINUTES 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE: NOTICE OF DIRECTOR'S 
REPORT FOR DOMESTIC AND STOCKWATER FOR 
REPORTING AREA 15 - BASIN 65 
ORDER SHORTENING THE TIME PERIOD FOR FILING 
RESPONSES TO OBJECTIONS TO THE DIR'S RPT 
FOR PART 1 OF REPORTING AREA 5 
ORDER NONC PRO TIJNC SHORTENING TIME PERIOD 
FOR FILING OBJECTIONS AND RESPONSES TO 
OBJ3CTIONS FOR DOMESTIC AND STOCK WATER 
RECOMMENDATIONS IN REPORTING AREA 15 
NOTICE OF INFORMATION MEETING WITH IDWR HS 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR DOMESTIC AND STOCKWATER 
CLAIMS IN REPORTING AREA 11 (BASIN 27) 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR DOMESTIC AND STOCKWATER 
CLAIMS IN REPORTING AREA 14 (BASINS 23,24 
AND 25) 
NOTICE OF FILING DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR 
DOMESTIC AND STOCKWATER CLAIMS IN RA 11 
(IDWR BASIN 27) 
OBJECTIONS DUE 09/16/98 
RESPONSES DUE 11/20/98 
HEARING ON UNCONTESTED RIGHTS IN RA 11 
NOTICE OF FILING DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR 
DOMESTIC AND STOCKWATER CLAIMS IN RA14 
(IDWR BAINS 23, 24 AND 25) 
OBJECTIONS DUE 09/16/98 
RESPONSES DUE 11/20/98 
HEARING ON UNCONTESTED RIGHTS IN RA 14 
NOTICE OF APPEARANCE - JAMES C TUCKER FOR 
IDAHO POWER COMPANY IN BASINS 23, 24, 25 
27, 41, 43 AND 45 
**ORDER CONSOLIDATING AND DESIGNATING LEAD 
SUBCASES AND RESETTING ORAL ARGUMENT ON 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT -- CONSOLIDATING STATE 
OBJECTIONS TO PRIORITY DATE ON US CLAIMS 
IN BASINS 51, 55, 61 & 72 ** 
(PWR 107, JUNE 28, 1934 PRIORITY DATE) 
MONTHLY STATUS REPORT FILED 
MINUTES ON MONTHLY STATUS CONFERENCE 
SUPPLEMENTAL PRELIMINARY DIRECTOR'S REPORT 
FOR WATER RIGHTS DIVERTED FROM CLEAR CREEK 
BASIN 43 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE NOTICE OF DIRECTOR'S 
REPORT FOR DOMESTIC AND STOCKWATER FOR 
REPORTING AREA 15 (IDWR BASINS 23,24, & 25 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE NOTICE OF DIRECTOR'S 
REPORT FOR DOMESTIC AND STOCKWATER FOR 
REPORTING AREA 11 (IDWR BASIN 27) 
NOTICE OF MEETING 
STATUS REPORT FILED 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR RA 5, IDWR BASIN 35, 
PART I FOR IRRIGATION & OTHER RIGHTS 
NOTICE OF FILING DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR RA 5 
IDWR BASIN 35, IRRIGATION & OTHER 
OBJECTIONS DUE 8/24/1998 
RESPONSES DUES 9/28/98 
HEARING ON UNCONTESTED RIGHTS IN BASIN 35 
ORDER SHORTENING THE TIME PERIOD FOR FILING 
RESPONSES TO OBJECTION TO THE DIR'S RPT 
FOR IDWR BASIN 55 
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HEARING ON UNCONTESTED CLAIMS IN BASIN 55 HS 11/04/1998 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR FEDERAL RESERVED RIGHT 
55-13667 FILED 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR IRRIGATION AND OTHER 
USES, REPORTING AREA 6, BASIN 55 
OBJECTIONS DUE 9/4/98 
RESPONSES DUE 10/16/98 
HEARING ON UNCONTESTED CLAIMS IN RA 6 HS 11/04/1998 
** ORDER GRANTING MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMNT 
& DENYING CROSS-MOTION FOR SUMMA.RY JDG¥.NT 
STATE OBJECTIONS TO PRIORITY DATE ON US 
CLAIMS IN BASINS 51, 55, 61, 72 ***· 
(PWR 107, JUNE 28, 1934 PRIORITY DATE) 
ORDER PERMITTING THE ISSUANCE OF CORRECTED 
RECOMMEl\'DATIONS IN THE DIR'S RPT FOR RA 5 
(IDWR BASIN 35), PART 1 
NOTICE OF INFORMA.TION MEETING WITH SRBA AND HS 7/14/1998 
IDWR 
NOTICE OF SUBSTITOTION OF COUNSEL F/B RIFKIND 
LAW FIRM ON BEHALF OF NW BAND OF SHOSHONI 
ORDER RESETTING HEARING ON UNCONTESTED CLAIMS HS 9/15/1998 
FOR REPORTING AREAS 8 & 9 (IDWR BASINS 
(29, 31, 32, 33) 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
NOTICE OF MERLYN CLARK'S PRESENTATION ON 
IMPLICATIONS OF DAUBERT ON EXPERT WITNESS 
TESTIMONY 
CORRECTED DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR IRRIGATION 
& OTHER USES; RA 5 PART I 
STATUS CONFERENCE HR 7/14/1998 
MINUTES 
STATUS REPORT FILED 7/17/1998 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE: NOTICE OF DIRECTOR'S 
REPORT IDWR BASIN 55 FOR IRRIGATION AND 
OTHER WATER RIGHTS 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE: NOTICE OF DIRECTOR'S 
REPORT REPORTING AREA 5, IDWR BASIN 35, 
PART I FOR IRRIGATION AND OTHER WATER RIGHTS 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
SUPREME COURT RIMITTITUR -- BWI 9 (PWR 107) 8/11/1998 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT FILED - RA 12, BASIN 47 
NOTICE OF FILING DIRECTOR'S REPORT 
OBJECTIONS DUE 02/12/99 
RESPONSES DUE 04/16/99 
HEARING ON UNCONTESTED, RA 12 BASIN 47 HV 4/16/1999 
ORDER ESTABLISHING NOTICE OF CLAIM FORM; 
FILING PROCEDURES; AND NOTICE PROCEDURES 
FOR CLAIMS TO WATER RIGHTS ESTABLISHED 
PURSUANT TO FEDERAL LAW 
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DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR REPORTING AREA 18 
IDWR BASIN 01 (DOMESTIC & STOCK) 
OBJECTIONS DUE 1/8/99 
RESPONSES DUE 3/9/99 
HEARING ON UNCONTESTED, RA18 BASIN 01 HS 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR REPORTING AREA 17 
IDWR BASINS 21 AND 22 (DOMESTIC & STOCK) 
OBJECTIONS DUE 1/8/99 
RESPONSES DUE 3/9/99 
HEARING ON UNCONTESTED, RA 17 BASINS 21 & 22 HS 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE: NOTICE OF DIR' S RPT 
FOR DOMESTIC & STOCK FOR RA 12 (BASIN 47) 
ORDER RESETTING HEARING ON UNCONTESTED CLAIMS HS 
FOR REPORTING AREAS 7 & 10 
NOTICE OF INFORMATIONAL MEETING WITH SRBA AND HS 
IDWR 
ORDER OF REFERENCE APPOINTING TERRENCE A 
DOLAN SPECIAL MASTER IN REPORTING AREA 5 
(BASIN 35) IRRIGATION CLAIMS 
ORDER OF REFERENCE APPOINTING FRITZ X 
HAEMMERLE SPECIAL MASTER FOR BASIN 55 
IRRIGATION CLAIMS 
ORDER OF REFERENCE APPOINTING TERRENCE A 
DOLAN SPECIAL MASTER FOR DOMESTIC & STOCK 
WATER CLAIMS IN REPORTING ARE 7 
(BASINS 41 AND 43) 
ORDER OF REFERENCE APPOINTING FRITZ X 
HAEMMERLE SPECIAL MASTER FOR DOMESTIC 
AND STOCK WATER CLAIMS IN REPORTING AREA 
8 (BASINS 31, 32 AND 33) 
ORDER OF REFERENCE APPOINTING FRITZ X 
HAEMMERLE SPECIAL MASTER FOR DOMESTIC AND 
STOCKWATER CLAIMS IN REPORTING AREA 9 
(BASIN 29) 
ORDER OF REFERENCE APPOINTING TERRENCE A 
DOLAN SPECIAL MASTER FOR DOMESTIC AND 
STOCKWATER CLAIMS IN REPORTING AREA 10 
(BASIN 45) 
ASSIGNED MASTER WAS: 154 HURLBUTT, DANIEL 
ORDER OF REFERENCE APPOINTING FRITZ X 
HAEMMERLE SPECIAL MASTER FOR DOMESTIC AND 
STOCKWATER CLAIMS IN REPORTING AREA 11 
(BASIN 27) 
ORDER OF REFERENCE APPOINTING TERRENACE A 
DOLAN SPECIAL MASTER FOR DOMESTIC AND 
STOCKWATER CLAIMS IN REPORTING AREA 12 
(BASIN 47) 
ORDER OF REFERENCE APPOINTING BRIGETTE BILYEU 
SPECIAL MASTER FOR DOMESTIC AND STOCKWATER 
CLAIMS IN REPORTING AREA 13 (BASIN 63) 
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HAEMMERLE SPECIA:, MASTER FOR DOMESTIC AND 
STOCK WATER CLAIMS IN REPORTING AREA 14 
(BASINS 23, 24 AND 25) 
ORDER OF REFERENCE APPOINTING FRITZ X 
HAEMMERLE SPECIAL MASTER FOR DOMESTIC AND 
STOCK.WATER CLAIMS IN REPORTING AREA 15 
(BASIN 65) 
ORDER OF REFERENCE APPOINTING BRIGETTE BILYEU 
SPECIAL MASTER FOR DOMESTIC AND STOCK.WATER 
CLAIMS IN REPORTING AREA 16 (BASIN 37) 
ORDER OF REFERENCE APPOINTING FRITZ X 
HAEMMERLE SPECIAL MASTER FOR DOMESTIC 
AND STOCK.WATER CLAIMS IN REPORTING AREAS 
17 AND 18 (BASINS 21, 22 AND 01) 
ORDER OF REFERENCE APPOINTING FRITZ X 
HAEMMERLE SPECIAL MASTER FOR DOMESTIC AND 
STOCKWATER CLAIMS IN REPORTING AREAS 19,20 
21 AND 24 (BASIN 67,69,02,03,77 AND 79) 
ORDER OF REFERENCE APPOINTING FRITZ X 
HAEMMERLE SPECIAL MASTER FOR DOMESTIC AND 
STOCKWATER CLAIMS IN REPORTING AREA 22 
(BASINS 81,82,83,84,85 AND 86) 
ORDER OF REFERENCE APPOINTING FRITZ X 
HAEMMERLE SPECIAL MASTER FOR DOMESTIC AND 
STOCKWATER CLAIMS IN REPORTING AREA 23 
BASINS 73, 74, AND 75) 
ORDER OF REFERENCE APPOINTING FRITZ X 
HAEMMERLE SPECIAL MASTER FOR BASIN 71 
IRRIGATION CLAIMS 
ORDER OF REFERENCE APPOINTING FRITZ X 
HAEMMERLE SPECIAL MASTER FOR BASIN 51 
IRRIGATION CT..JI.IMS 
NOTICE OF DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR D&S RA 18 
IDWR BASIN 01 - D/R FILED 8/31/98 
NOTICE OF DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR D&S RA 17 
IDWR BASINS 21 & 22 - D/R FILED 8/31/98 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR REPORTING AREA 5 
BASIN 35, PART II 
OBJECTIONS DUE 11/20/98 
RESPONSES DUE 12/31/98 
HEARING SET ON UNCONTESTED PORTIONS OF DIR'S HS 
RPT FOR RAS, BASIN 35 PART II 
ORDER SHORTENING THE TIME PERIOD FOR FILING 
RESPONSES TO OBJECTIONS TO THE DIR 1 S RPT 
FOR PART II OF REPORTING AREA 5 (BASIN 35) 
MONTHLY STATUS CONFERENCE HE 
MINUTES 
ORDER SHORTENING TIME PERIOD FOR FILING 
RESPONSES TO OBJECTIONS TO DIR'S RPT FOR 
PART 2 OF REPORTING AREAS 
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NEW YORK, WILDER AND BIG BEND IRRIGATION 
DISTRICTS F/B ALBERT BARKER OF HAWLEY 
TROXELL, SUBSTITUTE FOR DON OLOWINSKI 
AUGUST 1998 STATUS REPORT FILED 
SEPTEMBER 1998 STATUS REPORT FILED 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE: NOTICE OF DIRECTOR'S 
REPORT, REPORTING AREA 5, IDWR BASIN 35, 
PART II FOR IRRIGATION AND OTHER W/R 
NOTICE OF APPEARANCE FROM HENRY BOOMER FOR 
ABERDEEN-AMERICAN FALLS GROUND WATER DIST. 
NOTICE OF INFORMATION MEETING HS 
SHO-PAI MAPS - SEMI-TRANSPARENT MAPS (1-10) 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
MOTION TO ADMIT DOUGLAS B ENDRESON AND REID MF 
PEYTON CHAMBERS PRO HAC VICE ON BEHALF OF 
THE SHOSHONE-BANNOCK TRIBES AND 
REQUEST FOR EXPEDITED HEARING MG 
AFFIDAVIT OF CANDY L JACKSON 
AFFIDAVIT OF DOUGLAS BL ENDRESON 
AFFIDAVIT OF REID PEYTON CHAMBERS 
CERT OF SERVICE OF MOTION TO ADMIT, ETC 
CORRESPONDENCE FROM ALICE INGRAM WITHDRAWING 
HER OBJECTIONS TO NEZ PERCE CLAIMS 
NOTICE OF APPEARANCE FOR MICHAEL H FELTON 
ORDER SETTING HEARING ON MOTION TO ADMIT HS 
DOUGLAS B ENDRESON AND REID PEYTON CHAMBERS 
PRO HAC VICE 
STATUS REPORT FILED 
ORDER ON UNITED STATE'S OBJECTIONS TO 
DOMESTIC AND STOCKWATER RIGHTS IN REPORTING 
AREAS 8, 9, 11 AND 14 (BASINS 31, 32, 33, 
29, 27, 23, 24, AND 25) ISSUED BY SPECIAL 
MASTER HAEMMERLE 
NTC OF FILING ORIGINAL CLAIMS FOR DOMESTIC 
AND STOCKWATER RIGHTS IN BASIN 32 (RA 8) 
NTC OF FILING ORIGINAL CLAIMS FOR DOMESTIC 
AND STOCKWATER RIGHTS IN BASIN 33 (RA 8) 
NOTICE OF FILING ORIGINAL CLAIMS FOR 
DOMESTIC & STOCKWATER RIGHTS IN BASIN 31 
NOTICE OF FILING ORIGINAL CLAIMS FOR 
DOMESTIC & STOCKWATER RIGHTS IN BASIN 29 
STATUS CONFERENCE UH 
MINUTES 
ORDER RESETTING STATUS CONFERENCE & US 
VACATING NOV 17TH STATUS CONF UV 
NOTICE OF MEETING ZS 
CORRESPONDENCE FROM IDWR (TUTHILL) RE: BASIN 
55 UNCONTESTED HEARING; SUPPLEMENTAL RPTS 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT FILED RA 13 BASIN 63 
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AND PAYETTE COUNTIES 
VOLUMES 4-9: CANYON COUNTY 
VOLUMES 10-16: ADA COUNTY 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT FILED FOR D&S BASED O~ FED 
LAW, 3ASIN 63 PART II 
NOTICE OF DIRECTOR'S REPORT RA 13, BASIN 63 
CORRESPONDENCE FROM IDWR (TUTHILL) RE: BASIN 
35 PART !;SUPPLEMENTAL REPORTS EXTENDING 
IRRIGATION SEASON RECOMMENDATION 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
ORDER GRANTING MOTION TO ADMIT DOUGLAS B.L. 
ENDRESON AND REID PEYTON CHAMBERS ON BEHALF 
OF THE SHOSHONE-BANNOCK TRIBES 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT - BASIN 71 IRRIGATION & 
OTHER RIGHTS 
OBJECTIONS DUE 1/14/99 
RESPONSES DUE 5/17/99 
WA 
HEARING ON UNCONTESTED RIGHTS IN BASIN 71 HS 
IRRIGATION & OTHER RIGHTS 
ORDER RESETTING MONTHLY STATUS CONFERENCE HS 
NOTICE OF INFOR!fiATION MEETING WITH IDWR/COURT 
WEDNESDAY, 12/9 PRIOR TO STATUS CONFERENCE 
· & RECOMMENDATION AND CONSOLIDATING 
SUBCASES (JOYCE LIVESTOCK, PWR 107, 
(JUNE 28, 1934 PRIORITY DATE) 
***ORDER ADOPTING SPECIAL MASTER'S REPORT & 
RECOMMENDATION & CONSOLIDATING SDBCASES 
{PWR 107, JUNE 28, 1934 PRIORITY DATE)*** 
DIR'S REPORT BASIN 51 IRRIGATION & OTHER 
OBJECTIONS DUE 3/31/99 
RESPONSES DUE 7/31/99 
HEARING ON UNCONTESTED MATTERS IN BASIN 51 HS 
IRRIGATION & OTHER 
SUPP DIR'S RPT 55-02154, 55-07001 & 55-07342 
CONJUNCTIVE MGMT & IRRIGAT SEASON OF USE 
OBJECTIONS DUE 1/29/99 
RESPONSES DUE 3/5/99 
HEARING ON UNCONTESTED CLAIMS IN SUPPLEMENTAL HS 
REPORT (55-02154, 55-07001 & 55-07342) 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT FILED - BASINS 51 & 55 
IRRIGATION & OTHERS - FEDERAL RESERVED 
RIGHTS 
OBJECTIONS DUE 3/31/99 
RESPONSES DUE 7/31/99 
HK.Zill.ING SET ON UNCONTESTED CLAIMS IN BASINS HS 
51 AND 55, IRRIGATION & OTHER, FEDERAL 
RESERVED RIGHTS CLAIMS 
NOTICE OF DIRECTOR'S REPORT, RA 23 IDWR 
BASINS 73, 74 & 75 IRRIG & OTHER 
OBJ DUE 4/6/1999 
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HEARING SET ON U/C CLAIMS, BASINS 73,74 & 75 HS 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE: NOTICE OF DIRECTOR'S 
REPORT FOR DOMESTIC AND STOCKWATER FOR 
RA 13, IDWR BASIN 63 (D/R FILED 11/5/98) 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE: NOTICE OF DIRECTOR'S 
REPORT REPORTING AREA 4, IDWR BASIN 71 FOR 
IRRIGATION AND OTHER WATER RIGHTS 
NOTICE OF FILING DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR RA 23, 
IDWR BASINS 73,74 & 75 IRRIG AND OTHER 
ORDER REQUESTING SUPPLEMENTAL DIRECTOR'S 
REPORTS FROM IDWR FOR IRRIGATION SEASON 
AND CONJUNCTIVE MANAGEMENT GENERAL 
PROVISIONS IN REPORTING AREAS 1, 2 & 3 
MINUTES - MONTHLY STATUS CONFERENCE 
NTC OF FILING ORIG CLAIMS FOR D&S BASIN 27 
NTC OF FILING ORIG CLAIMS FOR D&S BASINS 23, 
24 AND 25 
MOTION FOR ADMISSION PRO HAC VICE F/B MW 
NATURE CONSERVANCY FOR ROBERT F WIGINGTON 
HEARING SET ON MOTION FOR ADMISSION PRO HAC HS 
VICE FOR ROBERT F WIGINGTON IN 36-04270 
SRBA ADMIN ORDER 12, ORDER ADOPTING STANDARD 
FORM 5 - AMENDED CLAIM FORM FOR DOMESTIC & 
STOCKWATER RIGHTS 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING FOR MONTHLY DOCKET 
NOTICE OF MEETING (JANUARY 19, 1999) 
NOTICE SETTING HEARING ON MOTION TO ADMIT HS 
JEANNE S WHITEING PRO HAC VICE 
NOTICE TO WITHDRAW MOTION TO APPEAR PRO HAC 
VICE (WIGINGTON, 36-04270 - NATURE CONSERV) 
MONTHLY STATUS CONFERENCE HELD UH 
MINUTES - MONTHLY STATUS CONFERENCE 
DIR'S RPT FOR CONJUNCTIVE MANAGEMENT IN 
BASIN 35 
OBJECTIONS DOE: 6/2/1999 
RESPONSES DUE: 10/04/1999 
HEARING ON UNCONTESTED RIGHTS REPORTED IN THE HS 
CONJUNCTIVE MGMT DIR'S RPT FOR BASIN 35 
SUPPLEMENTAL DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR IRRIGATION 
& OTHER USES, REPORTING AREA 5 (BASIN 35) 
PARTS I & II 
OBJECTIONS DUE: 6/2/1999 
RESPONSES DUE: 10/04/1999 
HEARING ON UNCONTESTED RIGHTS REPORTED IN HS 
SUPPLEMENTAL DIR'S RPT FOR IRRIGATION & 
OTHER USES FOR PARTS I & II, BASIN 35 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR IRRIGATION & OTHER USES 
FOR REPORTING AREA 4, PART 1, BASIN 72 
OBJECTIONS DOE: 06/02/1999 
RESPONSES DOE: 10/4/1999 
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DIR'S RPT, BASIN 72, IRR & OTHER USES 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR IRRIGATION & OTHER USES 
REPORTING AREA 5, BASIN 35, PART III 
OBJECTION DUE 6/2/1999 
RESPONSES DUE 10/4/1999 
HEARING SET FOR UNCONTESTED RIGHTS IN DIR'S HS 8/06/1999 
RPT FOR IRR & OTHER USE, BASIN 35, PART III 
NOTICE OF INFORMATION MEETING HS 2/16/1999 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR BASIN 61, IRRIGATION & 
OTHER RIGHTS 
OBJECTIONS DUE 6/15/99 
RESPONSES TO OBJECTIONS DUE 10/14/99 
HEARING ON UNCONTESTED PORTIONS OF DIRECTOR'S HV 8/17/1999 
REPORT FOR BASIN 61 IRRIGATION & OTHER 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR BASIN 61, FEDERAL 
RESERVED RIGHT CLAIMS 
OBJECTIONS DUE 6/15/99 
RESPONSES DUE 10/14/99 
HEARING ON UNCONTESTED PORTIONS OP DIRECTOR'S HV 8/17/1999 
REPORT FOR BASIN 61 FEDERAL RESERVED 
MONTHLY STATUS CONFERENCE HELD HH 2/16/1999 
MINUTES - MONTHLY STATUS CONFERENCE 
CASE MANAGEMENT PROPOSAL BASIN 71 
NOTICE VACATING AND RESETTING HEARING - HS 4/20/1999 
UNCONTESTED PORTIONS OF DIR RPT FOR 
BASIN 47 
NOTICE OF FILING ORIGINAL CLAIMS FOR DOMESTIC 
& STOCKWATER RIGHTS IN BASIN 01 PURSUANT 
TO I.C. SECTION 42-1401(2) 
NOTICE OF FILING ORIGINAL CLAIMS FOR DOMESTIC 
M'D STOCKWATER RIGHTS IN BASINS 21 AND 22 
PURSUANT TO I.C. SECTION 42-1401(2) 
ORDER SETTING EXPEDITED HEARING ON FORM OF HS 3/08/1999 
OBJECTIONS (FED RSVD, BASINS 51 & 55} 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR REPORTING AREA 16, 
BASIN 37 
OBJECI'IONS DUE: 09/10/99 
RESPONSES DUE: 01/10/2000 
HEARING: UNCONTESTED PORTIONS - BASIN 37 HV 11/12/1999 
DOCKET SHEET FILED FOR FEBRUARY 
HEAING HELD ON FORM OF OBJECTIONS lili 3/08/1999 
MINUTES 
ORDER CLARIFYING DIRECTOR'S REPORT IN RA 6 
BASINS 51 & 55, VOLUME THREE, FEDERAL RSVD 
WATER RIGHTS FILED ON BEHALF OF SHOSHONE-
PAIUTE TRIBES {DESIGNATING PP 1-4: 51-12899 
AND 55-13822} 
NOTICE OF FILING STMNT OF UNOBJ'T TO PORTIONS 
OF DIR'S RPT IN B55 FOR SUPMNTL DIR REPT 
NOTICE OF FILING STM],"T OF DNOBJC'T TO RECOMND 
IN DIR RPT IN BASINS 21 & 22 FOR D&S DIR RPT 
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DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR REPORTING AREAS 19 & 24 
BASIN 67, 69, 77, 78 & 79, DOMESTIC AND 
STOCKWATER RIGHTS 
OBJECTIONS DUE 09/17/1999 
RESPONSES DUE 01/21/2000 
HEARING ON UNCONTESTED - RA 19 & 24 HV 11/19/1999 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR FEDERAL RESERVED RIGHTS 
REPORTING AREAS 19, 22, 24, BASINS 67,69 
77,78,79,81,82,83,84,85,86 DOMESTIC AND 
STOCKWATER 
OBJECTIONS DUE 9/18/1999 
RESPONSES DUE 1/21/2000 
HEARING ON UNCONTESTED FEDERAL RIGHTS BASIN HV 11/19/1999 
67,69,77-79,81-86 DOMESTIC & STOCKWATER 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR DOMESTIC & STOCK WATER 
IN REPORTING AREAS 20 & 21, BASINS 02 & 03 
OBJECTIONS DUE 5/10/99 
RESPONSES DUE 9/10/99 
HEARING SET ON UNCONTESTED PORTIONS OF DIR HV 7/12/1999 
RPT FOR BASINS 02 & 03, DOMESTIC & STOCK 
DIRECTOR'S REPORTS FOR NEZ PERCE FEDERAL 
RESERVED RIGHTS BASINS 67,69,77,78,79,81 
82,83,84,85,86 
OBJECTIONS DUE 9/17/99 
RESPONSES DUE 1/21/2000 
SUPREME CRT AMENDED ORDER APPOINTING INTERIM 
PRESIDING JUDGE 
NOTICE OF WITHDRAWAL OF DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR 
35-02109 
AMENDED ORDER OF REFERENCE APPOINTING 
BRIGETTE BILYEU SPECIAL MASTER FOR 
DOMESTIC & STOCKWATER CLAIMS IN RA 23 
(BASINS 73, 74, AND 75) 
NOTICE OF APPEARANCE - SPECK & AANESTAD FOR 
RICHARD & PAULA ZIKER 
MONTHLY STATUS CONFERENCE HELD 3/16/1999 
MINUTES 
NOTICE OF FILING DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR 
DOMESTIC & STOCK WATER RIGHTS IN RA 22, 
IDWR BASINS 81,82,83,84,85 & 86 
OBJECTIONS DUE 9/17/99 
RESPONSES DUE 1/21/2000 
HEARING ON UNCONTESTED PORTIONS OF DIRECTOR'S HV 11/19/1999 
REPORT FOR RA 22, BASINS 81-86 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE: NOTICE OF DIRECTOR'S 
REPORT RA6, FEDERAL RESERVED WATER RIGHTS 
FILED ON BEHALF OF THE SHOSHONE-PAIUTE 
TRIBES 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE, NOTICE OF DIRECTOR'S 
REPORT RA 6, IDWR BASIN 51 AND SUPPLEMENTAL 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT RA 6, BASIN 55 FOR 
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IRRIGATION AND OTHER WATER RIGHTS 
AMENDED MOTION TO EXTEND DEADLINE FOR MG 
OBJECTIONS TO CONSUMPTIVE USE CLAIMS 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE: NOT OF FILING DIR REPT 
REPORTING AREA 6, B61 FOR IRRIGATION & OTHER 
WATER RIGHTS 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE: NOT OF DIRECTORS REPORT 
REPORTING AREA 4, IDWR B72 FOR IRRIGATION & 
OTHER WATER RIGHTS 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE: NOTICE OF DIR REPORT 
REPORTING AREA 5, IDWR B3 5 PART 1 FOR CONJ 
MGMT & B35 I & II FOR IRRIG SEASON OF USE 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE: NOTICE OF DIRECTORS RPT 
REPORTING AREA 5, IDWR B35 PARTS III & SUPPL 
DIR REPORT FOR REPORTING AREA 5, IDWR B35 
PART II FOR IRRIGATION & OTHER WATER RIGHTS 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE: NOT OF DIRECTOR'S RPT 
REPORTING AREA 23, IDWR B73,74,75 FOR DOM & 
STOCK WATER RIGHTS 
ORDER GRANTING MOTION TO EXTEND DEADLINE FOR 
OBJECTIONS IN BASIN 51 & 55 CONSUMPTIVE USE 
ORDER GRANTING US' MOTION TO WITHDRAW CLAIMS 
(55-13485, 55-13486, 55-13487, 55-13476 
55-13477 & 51-12756 WITHDRAWN) 
DOCKET SHEET FILED FOR MARCH 
ORDER SETTING DEADLINE FOR FILING ADDITIONAL 
PARTY OBJECTIONS 
MONTHLY STATUS CONFERENCE HELD HH 
MINUTES 
HEARING ON UNCONTESTED PORTION OF D/R, BAS 47 HH 
ORDER OF REFERENCE APPOINTING TERRENCE A. 
DOLAN SPECIAL ~ASTER FOR JONES V. NAF 
92-00014, AND FOR SUPP PR.ELIM D/R CLEAR CRK 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE: NOTICE OF DIRECTORS RPT 
FOR DOMESTIC AND STOCKWATER FOR REPORTING 
AREA 16, IDWR BASIN 37. 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE: NOTICE OF DIRIECTORS 
RPT FOR DOMESTIC AND STOCKWATER FOR REPTING 
AREA 22, IDWR BASINS 81,82,83,84,85, & 86 
MONTHLY STATUS REPORT FILED 
AFFDAVIT OF SERVICE: NTC OF D/R FOR D&S RA 20 
21, IDWR BASIN 02 & 03 
LDGD: IDWR CASE MANAGEMENT REPORT FOR BASIN 51 
IRIGATION AND OTHER 
AMENDED ORDER REQUESTING SUPPLEMENTAL 
DIRECTOR'S REPORTS FROM IDWR FOR IRRIGATION 
SEASON & CONJUNCTIVE MANAGEMENT GENERAL 
PROVISIONS IN REPORTING AREAS 1,2 & 3 
NOTICE RESETTING HEARING ON U/C PORTION OF HS 
DIRECTOR'S RPT FOR RA 23 BASINS 73,74 & 75 
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SHOW CAUSE; TO VACATE ORDER FOR THE 
DIRECTOR OF THE DEPARTMENT OF WATER 
RESOURCES TO SHOW CAUSE; AND TO PROHIBIT 
SPEC MASTER FROM PROCEEDING (36-00006 ET AL 
AFFIDAVIT OF PETER R ANDERSON IN SUPPORT OF 
IDWR'S MOTION TO DISMISS 
NOTICE OF SPECIAL APPEARANCE 
NOTICE SETTING HEARING ON MOTION TO DISMISS HS 
APPLICATION FOR ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE 
NOTICE OF FILING ORIGINAL CLAIMS FOR DOMESTIC 
AND STOCKWATER RIGHTS IN BASIN 47 
MO~Y STATUS CONFERENCE HH 
MINUTES 
NOTICE OF STAY AND AMENDED HEARING NOTICE ON 
MOTION TO DISMISS APPLICATION FOR ORDER TO 
SHOW CAUSE; TO VACATE ORDER FOR THE 
DIRECTOR OF THE DEPARTMENT OF WATER 
RESOURCES TO SF.OW CAUSE; AND TO PROHIBIT 
SPECIAL MASTER FROM PROCEEDING (36-00006) 
HEARING SET ON MOTION TO DISMISS APPLICATION HS 
FOR ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE 
HEARING HELD - MOTION TO DISMISS APPLICATION HH 
FOR ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE 
MINUTES - MOTION TO DISMISS APPLICATION 
FOR ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE - MO STATUS CONF 
ORDER STAYING ORDER FOR THE DIRECTOR OF 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES TO SHOW CAUSE 
IN SUBCASES 36-00006 ET AL (HAGERMAN 11) 
ORDER DIRECTING CLERK TO DOCKET AND FILE 
DOCUMENTS IN SUBCASE FILES (PERTAINING TO 
ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE) 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE: NOTICE OF DIRECTORS RPT 
REPORTING AREA REFORTING AREAS 19, 22 & 24, 
IDWR BASINS 67,69,77,78,79,81,82,83,84,85,86 
FEDERAL RESERVED DOMESTIC & STOCK WATER RTS 
LDGD: RESPONDENTS' BRIEF ON SECTION 42-1427 
ISSUES IN RESPONSE TO IDWR' S MOTION TO 
VACATE ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE (L/B CREAMER) 
HEARING HELD ON MOTION TO DISMISS APPLICATION HH 
FOR ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE 
MINUTES 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE-EXHIBIT'S 1 AND 2 OF 
JOHN MARSHALL 
NOTICE OF FILING STATEMENT OF UNOBJECTED TO 
PORTIONS OF THE DIRECTOR'S REPORT IN BASIN 
51 FOR THE IRRIGATION & OTHER USES PURSUANT 
TO IDAHO CODE SECTION 42-1412(7) 
HEARING HELD ON u/c BSl IRRIG & OTHER HH 
MINUTES 
MONTHLY STATUS REPORT FILED (RPT OF 5/15/99) 
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NOTICE OF TELEPHONIC STATUS CONFERENCE HH 
NOTICE RESETTING HEARING ON UNCONTESTED CLAIM HS 
IN BASIN 63 
** JOINT STIPULATION TO RESOLVE OBJECTIONS 
(STIPULATE TO 6/28/34 PRIORITY DATE FOR 
US BLM STATE-LAW STOCK WATER RIGHTS)**** 
NOTICE OF FILING STATEMENT OF UNOBJECTED TO 
RECOMMENDATION IN THE DIRECTOR'S REPORT IN 
BASINS 73, 74 & 75 FOR THE DOMESTIC & 
STOCKWATER DIRECTOR'S REPORT PURSUANT TO 
IDAHO CODE SECTION 42-1412(7) (REPORTING 
AREA 23) 
HEARING HELD - MONTHLY STATUS CONFERENCE HH 
MINUTES - MONTHLY STATUS CONFERENCE 
HEARING HELD ON UNCONTESTED PORTIONS OF RA 23 HH 
BASINS 73, 74, 75 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE NOTICE OF FILING FEDERAL 
RESERVED RIGHT CLAIMS, RPT AREA 6, BASIN 61 
AMENDED ORDER OF REFERENCE APPOINTING 
BILYEU SPECIAL MASTER FOR IRRIGATION & 
OTHER CLAIMS IN REPORTING AREA 4 BASIN 71 
NOTICE CONCERNING SRBA INTERNET WEB SITE 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR REPORTING AREA 5, BASIN 
BASIN 35, PART III, VOL. 3 (17 RIGHTS THAT 
SHOULD HAVE BEEN INCLUDED IN PART III) 
NOTICE OF FILING DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR 
REPORTING AREA 5, BASIN 35, PART III, VOL3 
OBJECTIONS DUE 8/20/99 
RESPONSES DUE 12/20/99 
HEARING ON UNCONTESTED PORTIONS OF BASIN 35 HS 
PART 3, VOL. 3 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT FILED, REPORTING AREA 1, 
BASIN 34. (IRRIGATION SEASON, CONJUNCTIVE 
MANAGEMENT GENERAL PROVISIONS). 
NOTICE OF FILING ORIGINAL CLAIMS FOR DOMESTIC 
AND STOCKWATER RIGHTS IN BASIN 63 PURSUANT 
TO I.C. SECTION 42-1401(2) 
NOTICE OF FILING ORIGINAL CLAIMS FOR DOMESTIC 
AND STOCKWATER RIGHTS IN BASINS 02 & 03 
PURSUANT TO I.C. SECTION 42-1401(2) 
ORDER RESETTING HEARING ON U/C PORTION OF D/R HS 
FOR RA 20,21 
***STIPULTN TO RESOLVE SUBCASES (US BLM STOCK 
WATER CLAIMS, PRIORITY DATE 6/28/34)*** 
IDAHO DEPT OF WATER RESOURCES CASE MANAGEMENT 
PROPOSAL FOR REPORTING AREA 4 (PART 1), 
BASIN 72 
IDAHO DEPT OF WATER RESOURCES CASE MANAGEMENT 
PROPOSAL FOR REPORTING AREA 5, BASIN 35, 
PART III 
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OBJ/RESPONSE TO THE 40 COUNTIES ONLY). 
IDWR CASE MANAGEMENT PROPOSAL FOR REPORTING 
AREA 6, BASIN 61-IRRIGATION & OTHER 
NOTICE OF FILING STATEMENT OF UNOBJECTED TO 
RECOMMENDATIONS IN THE DIRECTOR'S REPORT IN 
BASINS 02 & 03 FOR THE DOMESTIC, STOCKWATER 
USES PURSUANT TO IDAHO CODE SECTION 
42-1412(7) REPORTING AREAS 20&21 
NOTICE OF FILING STATEMENT OF UNOBJECTED TO 
RECOMMENDATIONS IN THE DIRECTOR'S REPORT IN 
BASIN 63 FOR THE DOMESTIC & STOCKWATER USES 
PURSUANT TO IDAHO CODE SECTION 42-1412(7) 
REPORTING AREA 13 
MINUTES FROM JULY STATUS CONFERENCE 
NOTICE OF FILING ORIGINAL CLAIMS FOR IRRIG & 
OTHER RIGHTS IN BASIN 72 
PARTIAL DECREE OF DISALLOWED WATER RIGHTS IN 
BASIN 21 
NOTICE RESETTING HEARING ON UNCONTESTED PARTS 
OF DIR'S RPT FOR BASIN 61 IRR & OTHER AND 
EVIDENTIARY HEARING ON UNCONTESTED PARTS OF 
DIR'S RPT FOR FEDERAL RESERVED RIGHTS IN 
BASIN 61 AND CHANGING LOCATION TO 
POCATELLO, IDAHO 
AMENDED ORDER OF REFERENCE APPOINTNG TERRENCE 
A DOLAN SPECIAL MASTER IN PREORTING AREA 6 
BASIN 51 FOR IRRIGATION & OTHER CLAIMS 
SUPPLEMENTAL DIRECTOR'S REPORTS FOR RA 3, 
BASIN 36 REGARDING PERIOD OF USE AND 
CONJUNCTIVE MANAGMENT GENERAL PROVISIONS 
OBJECTION DEADLINE 9/10/99 
RESPONSE DEADLINE 11/12/99 
HEARING ON UNCONTESTED PORTIONS OF DIRECTOR'S 
REPORT FOR RA 3, BASIN 36, PERIOD OF USE 
AND CONJUNCTIVE MANAGEMENT 
DOCKET SHEET FILED FOR JULY 1999 
NOTICE RESETTING HEARINGS (BASIN 61 U/C) 
LOCATION: POCATELLO, IDAHO 
NOTICE OF FILING STATEMENT OF UNOBJECTED TO 
PORTIONS OF THE DIRECTOR'S REPORT IN BASIN 
72 FOR THE IRRIGATION & OTHER USES PURSUANT 
TO IDAHO CODE SECTION 42-1412(7) 
NOTICE OF FILING STATEMENT OF UNOBJECTED TO 
PORTIONS OF THE DIRECTOR'S REPORT IN BASIN 
35 PART III FOR THE IRRIGATION & OTHER USES 
PURUSANT TO IDAHO CODE SECTION 42-1412(7) 
NOTICE OF FILING STATEMENT OF UNOBJECTED TO 
PORTIONS OF THE SUPPLEMENTAL DIRECTOR'S 
REPORT IN BASIN 35 PARTS I & II FOR THE 
IRRIGATION & OTHER USES PURSUANT TO IDAHO 
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NOTICE VACATING AND RESETTING STATUS CONF 
LOCATION: POCATELLO, IDAHO 
NOTICE OF FILING STATEMENT OF UNOBJECTED TO 
PORTIONS OF THE DIRECTORS REPORT IN BASIN 72 
FOR THE IRRIGATION & OTHER USES PURSUANT TO 
I.C. SECTION 42-1412(7) 
NOTICE OF FILING STATEMENT OF UNOBJECTED TO 
PORTIONS OF THE DIRECTORS REPORT IN BASIN 35 
PART III FOR THE IRRIGATION & OTHER USES 
PURSUANT TO I.C. SECTION 42-1412(7) 
NOTICE OF FILING STATEMENT OF UNOBJECTED TO 
PORTIONS OF THE SUPPLEMENTAL DIRECTORS RPT 
IN B35, PARTS I & II FOR IRRIGATION & OTHER 
USES PURSUANT TO I.C. SECTION 42-1412(7) 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE: NOTICE OF SUPPLEMENTAL 
DIRECTOR'S RPT, REPORTING AREA 1, IDWR B34 
REVISING IRRIGATION PERIOD OF USE AND 
CONJUNCTIVE MANAGEMENT GENERAL PROVISIONS 
NOTICE OF FILING ORIGINAL CLAIMS FOR 
DOMESTIC & STOCKWATER RIGHTS IN BASINS 
73, 74 & 75 PURSUANT TO I.C. SECTION 42-
1401(2) 
NOTICE OF FILING STATEMENT OF UNOBJECTED TO 
PORTIONS OF THE DIRECTOR'S REPORT IN BASIN 
61 FOR THE IRRIGATION & OTHER USES PURSUANT 
TO IDAHO CODE SECTION 42-1412(7) 
HEARING HELD ON u/c BASIN 61 IRRIG & OTHER 
MINUTES - MONTHLY STATUS CONFERENCE 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE: NOTICE OF SUPPLEMENTAL 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT, REPORTING AREA 2, IDWR 
BASIN 57 REVISING IRRIGATION PERIOD OF USE 
AND CONJUNCTIVE MANAGEMENT GENERAL PROVISION 
NOTICE RESETTING LOCATION OF SEPTEMBER STATUS 
CONFERENCE TO BOISE, IDAHO 
CORRESPONDENCE FROM STATE OF ID RE: FUTURE 
FILING OF OBJECTIONS TO FEDERAL RESERVED 
D&S CLAIMS MADE BY NEZ PERCE RA 19, 22 AND 
24 
NOTICE OF FILING CLAIMS FOR CONTESTED IRRIGA-
TION & OTHER RIGHTS IN BASIN 35 FOR VOLUME 3 
-DIRICTOR'S REPORT (REPORTING AREA 5) 
DOCKET SHEET FILED FOR AUGUST 1999 
MONTHLY STATUS CONFERENCE HELD IN BOISE, ID 
MINUTES 
NOTICE RESETTING LOCATION OF OCTOBER STATUS 
CONFERENCE TO CHALLIS, ID 
NOTICE RESETTING LOCATION OF HEARING ON 
UNCONTESTED PORTION OF DIR RPT FOR IRRIG & 
OTHER USES; RA 5, PART III 
NOTICE RESETTING LOCATION OF PUBLIC INFORM-
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DOCKET SHEET FILED 
ORDER RESETTING EVIDENTIARY HEARING ON u/c 
FEDERAL RESERVED RIGHTS CLAIMS IN BASIN 61 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE: NOTICE OF SUPPLEMENTAL 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT, REPORTING AREA 3, IDWR 
BASIN 36 REVISING IRRIGATION PERIOD OF USE 
AND CONJUCTIVE MANAGEMENT GENERAL PROVISION 
NOTICE OF FILING STATEMENT OF UNOBJECTED TO 
PORTIONS OF THE DIRECTOR'S REPORT IN BASIN 
35 FOR THE IRRIGATION & OTHER USES PURSUANT 
TO IDAHO CODE SECTION 42-1412(7) 
NOTICE OF FILING DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR 
IRRIGATION & OTHER USES, REPORTING AREA 8 
BASIN 32 
OBJECTIONS DUE 12/17/99 
RESPONSES DUE 4/21/2000 
HEARING ON UNCONTESTED PORTIONS OF DIRECTOR'S 
REPORT FOR RA 8, BASIN 32 
NOTICE OF RELATIONSHIP OF SUBCASES AND 
MOTION FOR EXPEDITED HEARING 
MONTHLY STATUS CONFERENCE HELD 
MINUTES 
NOTICE OF APPEARANCE FOR AQUA LIFE CORP 
(SUBCASES 36-02338, 36-02414, 36-02734 AND 
36-04011) FILED BY ROLIG & PETERSON LLP, 
INCLUDING REQUEST TO BE ADDED TO THE COURT 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING FOR EXPEDITED HRNGS 
AMENDED ORDER OF REFERENCE APPOINTING 
THOMAS R CUSHMAN SPECIAL MASTER FOR 
IRRIGATION AND OTHER CLAIMS IN REPORTING 
AREA 4, BASIN 72 
SECOND ORDER RESETTING EVIDENTIARY HEARING ON 
UNCONTESTED FEDERAL RESERVED RIGHTS CLAIMS 
IN BASIN 61 
NOTICE RESETTING HEARING ON u/c PORTION OF 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT - BASIN 37 
LOCATION: OROFINO, ID 
NOTICE RESETTING HEARING ON UNCONTESTED 
PORTION OF D/R RA'S 19, 22 & 24, BASINS 
67,69,77,78,79,81,82,83,84,85 & 86 
NOTICE RESETTING HEARING ON UNCONTESTED 
PORTION OF THE SUPPLEMENTAL D/R FOR BASIN 
36 - PERIOD OF USE AND CONJUNCTIVE MGMT 
NOTICE RESETTING NOVEMBER STATUS CONFERENCE 
NOTICE SETTING HEARING RE NOTICE OF 
RELATIONSHIP OF SUBCASES 
NOTICE OF DIRECTOR'S REPORT: RA 7, BASIN 41 
IRRIGATION & OTHER WATER RIGHTS 
OBJECTIONS DUE 
RESPONSES DUE 
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DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR BASIN 41 IRRIG & OTHR 
CORRESPONDENCE FROM MITCHELL SORENSEN RE: 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR LATE CLAIMS 
MTN TO DESIGNATE BASIN-WIDE ISSUE F/B CAl)(pBEL MD 
HEARING SET - MTN TO DESIGNATE BASIN WIDE HS 
ISSIJES OR ALTERNATIVE, MTN TO PARTICIPATE 
NOTICE SETTING EXPEDITED HEARING ON MOTION TO HS 
DESIGNATE BASIN-WIDE ISSUES 
NOTICE OF RELATIONSHIP OF SOBCASES AND MOTION 
FOR EXPEDITED HEARING F/B BEEMAN FOR NSGWD 
AFFIDAVI~ OF SERVICE: NOTICE OF FILING 
DIRECTORS REPORT REPORTING ARE.!\ 8, BASIN 32 
FOR IRRIGATION AND OTHER WATER RIGHTS 
DOCKET SHEET FILED FOR OCTOBER 1999 
NOTICE SETTING EXPEDITED HEARING ON NOTICE OF HS 
RELATIONSHIP OF SUBCASES AND MOTION FOR 
EXPEDITED HEARING 
MINUTES-NOTICE OF R~IONSHIP OF SUBCASES 
COMMENTS RE: GENERAL PROVISION LANGUAGE IN 
PARTIAL DECREES F/B BEEMAN & HOFSTETTER 
COMMENTS ON THE COURT'S PROPOSAL TO DEFER ON 
A CONJl:JNCTIVE MANGEMENT GENERAL PROVISION 
F/B ROSHOLT FOR TFCC AND NSCC 
COMMENTS RE: CONJUNCTIVE MANAGEMENT GENERAL 
PROVISION IN PARTIAL DECREE F/B GIVENS 
PURSLEY 
COMMENTS RE: GENERAL PROVISION LANGUAGE IN 
PARTIAL DECREES F/B YSURSA FOR JR SIMPLOT 
MONTHLY STATUS CONFERENCE HELD IN OROFINO, ID UH 
MINUTES 
ORDER VACATING EVIDENTIARY HEARING ON U/C 
FED RSVD RIGHTS CLAIMS IN BASIN 61 
CRANNEY BROS' DOUG GRANT'S AND KEVIN 
MICHAELSON'S COMPLIANCE WITH COURT'S 
DIRECTION TO SUBMIT LISTING OF SUBCASES 
PRESENTING ISSUES APPROPRIATE FOR REVIEW 
BY THE PRESIDING JUDGE 
TEST CASE PROPOSAL FOR RELATED SUBCASES F/B 
NSGWD 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
NOTICE OF FILING FEDERAL RESERVED RIGHTS 
CLAIMS IN BASIN 65 PART I 
OBJECTIONS DUE 8B 
RESPONSES DUE RB 
NOTICE OF DIRECTOR'S REPORT IDWR REPORTING 
AREA 15 BASIN 65 PART I FOR IRRIGATION AND 
OTHER WATER RIGHTS 
OBJECTIONS DUE 8B 
RESPONSES DUE RB 
HEARING ON UNCONTESTED RECOMMENDATIONS HS 
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CUSHMAN SPECIAL MASTER FOR IRRIGATION AND 
OTHER CLAIMS IN REPORTING AREA 6, BASIN 61 
NTC OF INFO MTG & STATUS CONFERENCE 
CORRESPONDENCE FROM DIRECTOR DREHER RE: 
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR LATE CLAIMS 
CORRESPONDENCE FROM STUNZ FONDA KIYUNA & 
HORTON RE: CHG OF ADDRESS FOR BRAD FLINDERS 
RECEIPT OF SRBA COURT DOCUMENTS - B41 DIR RPT 
D&S, IRR & OTHER CHECKED OUT BY JANA FOR 
SEMANCO 12/14, RETURNED 12/16 D&S/12/20 IRR. 
NOTICE OF FILING STATEMENT OF UNOBJECTED TO 
RECOMMENDATIONS IN THE DIRECTOR'S REPORT IN 
BASINS 67,69,77,78,& 79 FOR DOMESTIC & STOCK 
WATER USES PURSUANT TO IDAHO CODE 42-1412(7) 
NOTICE OF FILING STATEMENT OF UNOBJECTED TO 
RECOMMENDATIONS IN THE DIRECTORS REPORT IN 
BASINS 81,82,83,84,85 & 86 FOR THE DOMESTIC 
& STOCKWATER USES PURSUANT TO IDAHO CODE 
SECTION 42-1412(7) 
RESPONSE TO TEST CASE PROPOSAL FOR RELATED 
SUBCASES 
NOTICE OF FILING STATEMENT OF UNOBJECTED TO 
RECOMMENDATIONS IN THE SUPPLEMENTAL DIRECTRS 
REPORT IN BASIN 57 FOR THE PERIOD OF USE/ 
CONJUNCTIVE MANAGEMENT GENERAL PROVISIONS 
PURSUANT TO IDAHO CODE SECTION 42-1412(7) 
NOTICE OF FILING STATEMENT OF UNOBJECTED TO 
RECOMMENDATIONS IN THE DIRECTOR'S REPORT IN 
BASIN 37 FOR THE DOMESTIC & STOCKWATER 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT PURSUANT TO IDAHO CODE 
SECTION 42-1412(7) 
NOTICE OF FILING STATEMENT OF UNOBJECTED 
RECOMMENDATIONS IN SUPPLEMENTAL DIR'S RPT 
IN BASIN 36 FOR PERIOD OF USE & CONJUNCT 
MGMT GENERAL PROVISIONS F/B IDWR 
NOTICE OF APPEARANCE F/B D MARC HAWS ON 
BEHALF OF THE UNITED STATES 
MINUTES-DECEMBER STATUS CONFERENCE 
CORRESPONDENCE FROM CHARLES OLSON REQUESTING 
INCLUSION ON COURT CERT OF MAILING FOR EXP 
HEARINGS AND CERT OF MAILING FOR STATEWIDE 
CONJUNCTIVE MANAGEMENT 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
ORDER RE RELATIONSHIP OF SUBCASES, IE MOTION 
TO DESIGNATE TEST CASES AND MOTION TO 
DESIGNATE BASIN-WIDE ISSUES OR IN THE 
ALTERNATIVE, MOTION TO PARTICIPATE 
SECOND AMENDED SECOND ROUND SERVICE ORDER 
AMENDED ORDER OF REFERENCE APPOINTING 
TERRANCE A DOLAN SPECIAL MASTER FOR DOMESTIC 
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(BASINS 81,82,83,84,85 AND 86) 
REQUEST TO OBTAIN APPROVAL TO BROADCAST AND/ MF 
OR PHOTOGRAPH A COURT PROCEEDING SUBMITTED 
BY KELLY CROSS - KBCI TV 
CASE MANAGEMENT REPORT FILED BY IDWR BASIN 32 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE: NOTICE OF DIRECTOR'S 
REPORT FOR DOMESTIC AND STOCK WATER RIGHTS 
FOR REPORTING AREAS 19 & 24, IDWR BASINS 67, 
69,77,78 & 79 
ORDER RESETTING EVIDENTIARY HEARING ON u/c HS 
FED RESERVED RIGHTS CLAIMS IN BASIN 61 
HEARING LOCATION: FED BLDG, BOISE, ID 
AFFIDAVITS, BRIEFS, ETC. DUE BY: 021800 ZB 
CHANGE OF ADDRESS FOR PAUL A TURCKE 
NOTICE SETTING HEARING ON UNCONTESTED CLAIMS HS 
IN REPORTING AREAS 19,22,24 (BASINS 67, 
69,77-79, 81-86 
NOTICE OF FILING OF FEDERAL RESERVED RIGHTS 
CLAIMS IN BAS IN 3 3 
OBJECTIONS DUE: 4/7/00 8B 
RESPONSES DUE: 8/11/00 RB 
NOTICE OF FILING OF DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR 
IDWR REPORTING AREA 8, BASIN 33 FOR I & 0 
OBJECTIONS DUE: 4/7/00 8B 
RESPONSES DUE: 8/11/00 RB 
HEARING ON u/c PORTION SET FOR: 6/20/00 HS 
ORDER OF REFERENCE APPOINTING BRIGETTE BILYEU 
SPECIAL MASTER FOR IRRIGATION & OTHER 
CLAIMS AND FEDERAL RESERVED CLAIMS IN 
RA 8, BASINS 32 AND 33 
ORDER OF REFERENCE APPOINTING THOMAS R 
CUSHMAN SPECIAL MASTER FOR PT 1 IRRIGATION 
AND PT 1 FED RESERVED CLAIMS IN BASIN 65 
ORDER OF REFERENCE APPOINTING TERRENCE A 
DOLAN SPECIAL MASTER FOR IRRIGATION & OTHER 
CLAIMS IN BASIN 41 
ORDER OF REFERENCE APPOINTING TERRY DOLAN 
SPECIAL MASTER FOR THE NEZ PERCE TRIBE 
FEDERAL RESERVED WATER RIGHTS IN BASINS 
67,69,77-79,81-86 
ORDER OF REFERENCE APPOINTING TERRY DOLAN 
SPECIA':. MASTER FOR THE SHOSHONE-PAIUTE 
TRIBE WATER RIGETS IN BASINS 51 AND 55 
AMENDED ORDER OF REFERENCE APPOINTING THOMAS 
CUSHMAN SPECIAL MASTER FOR DOMESTIC & STOCK 
CLAIMS IN BASINS 67, 69, 77-79 
UNITED STATES' MOTION FOR STATUS CONFERENCE MG 
AND REQUEST FOR EXPEDITED CONSIDERATION 
AFFIDAVIT OF PETER C. MONSON 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
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STATUS CONFERENCE ON US' MOTION SET US 
NOTICE OF APPEARANCE FOR GLENDALE FARMS LLC 
F/B SPECK & AANBSTAD (37-12140, 37-12141) 
REVISED NOTICE OF SERVICE -- US SERVED ORDER 
GRANTING MOTION FOR EXPEDITED HEARING 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE: NOTICE OF DIRECTOR'S 
REPORT REPORTING AREA 8, IDWR BASIN 33 
FOR IRRIGATION & OTHER WATER RIGHTS 
AFFICAVIT OF SERVICE: NOTICE OF FILING A 
FEDERAL RESERVED RIGHT CLAIM, REPORTING 
AREA 8, BASIN 33 
MINUTES-HG ON UNCONTESTED CLAIMS IN REPORTING 
AREA 19,22,24-BASIN 67,69,77-79 & 81-86 
OBJECTION TO AFFIDAVIT OF PETER C MONSON AND 
OBJECTION TO MOTION FOR STATUS CONFERENCE 
F/B CAMPBELL FOR PIONEER IRRIGATION ET AL 
NOTICE VACATING AND RESETTING APRIL STATUS 
CONFERENCE TO 4/20/2000 IN LEWISTON 
NOTICE CHANGING LOCATION OF MONTHLY STATUS 
CONFERENCE FOR MAY 16 -- TO PAYETTE COUNTY 
NOTICE VACATING AND RESETTING JUNE STATUS 
CONFERENCE TO JUNE 22 IN ST ANTHONY 
NOTICE VACATING AND RESETTING AUGUST STATUS 
CONFERENCE TO AUGUST 23 IN IDAHO FALLS 
US RESPONSE TO ''OBJECTION TO AFFIDAVIT & 
OBJECTION TO MOTION FOR STATU CONFERENCE 
AFFIDAVIT OF MICHAEL J CIANCI IN SUPPORT OF 
FEDERAL RESERVED RIGHTS FOR MOUNTAIN HOME 
AIR FORCE BASE (61-11783, 61-11784, 
61-11785, 61-11786, 61-11787, 61-11788, 
61-11789) INCLUDING: EXHIBITS 1-4 
LDGD: US ' MEMOR..llliDUM IN SUPPORT OF FEDERAL 
RESERVED RIGHTS (BASIN 61, SEE ABOVE) 
NOTICE OF FILING STATEMENT OF UNOBJECTED TO 
PORTIONS OF THE DIRECTOR'S REPORT IN BASIN 
32 FOR IRRIGATION AND OTHER CLAIMS PURSUANT 
TO IDAHO CODE SECTION 42-1412(7) 
AFFIDAVIT OF DAVID R TUTHILL JR RE NUMBER OF 






STATUS CONFERENCE AS REQUESTED BY THE US HELD HH 
MINUTES 
HEARING ON UNCONTESTED PORTION OF BASIN 32 HH 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT HELD 
MINUTES 
NOTICE RESETTING EVIDENTIARY HEARING ON HS 
UNCONTESTED FEDERAL BASED RIGHTS - BASIN 61 
NOTICE CHANGING LOCATION OF MARCH STATUS HS 
CONFERENCE TO BURLEY, IDAHO 
STATUS REPORT - 1/15/00 - FILED 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
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OR PHOTOGRAPH SRBA 3/21/00 STATOS CONFERNC 
IN BORLEY 
EVIDENTIARY HEARING HELD ON ONCONTESTED FED HH 
RSVD RECOMMENDATIONS IN BASIN 61- AIR FORCE 
MINOTES 
ORDER GRANTING SOOTH IDAHO PRESS'S REQOEST 
TO BROADCAST AND/OR PHOTOGRAPH STATOS 
CONFERENCE 
NOTICE SETTING VIEW OF PREMISES FIELD TRIP HS 
NOTICE OF FILING STATEMENT OF UNOBJECTED TO 
PORTIONS OF THE DIRECTORS REPORT IN BASIN 41 
FOR THE IRRIGATION & OTHER OSES PURSOANT TO 
IDAHO CODE SECTION 42-1412(7) 
MONTHLY STATOS CONFERENCE HELD IN BURLEY, ID HH 
MINUTES 
UNITED STATES' MOTION FOR ENTRY OF AN ORDER MF 
RE: JUDICIAL CONDOCT (WITH PROPOSED ORDER) 
ORDER REQUIRING NEZ PERCE TRIBE TO FILE 
AMENDED CLAIM TO CORRECT WATER RIGHT 
NUMBER (FROM 79-11431 TO 79-13431) 
RESPONSE TO UNITED STATES' MOTION FOR STATUS 
CONFERENCE AND ORDER ON NEZ PERCE TRIBE'S 
MOTION TO SET ASIDE ALL DECISIONS,JUDGMENTS 
AND ORDERS ON INSTREAM FLOW CLAIMS ENTERED 
IN CONSOLIDATED SUBCASE 03-10022 BY JUDGER 
BARRY WOOD, AND MOTION TO DISQUALIFY JUDGE 
WOOD (FILED IN 03-10022) 
ATTACHMENT TO US MOTION FOR ENTRY OF ORDER -
LETTER TO THE .EDITOR FROM NIKO TZANAKAKIS 
ORDER RESETTING PUBLIC INFORMATION MEETING ZV 
ORDER RESETTING APRIL STATUS CONFERENCE UV 
LOCATION: TWIN FALLS 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING F/B OS RE: 3/23/00 LTR 
FROM DIRECTOR RE: MAPPING OF W/R CLAIMS 
IDENTIFIED PORSUANT TO IRCP 40(D) (2) (A) 
DOCKET SHEET FILED (W/ATTACHMENTS) 
ORDER RESETTING PUBLIC INFORMATION MEETING HS 
ORDER RESETTING APRIL STATUS CONFERENCE HS 
MOTION TO ADMIT SHAWN E DRANEY AND SCOTT H MF 
MARTIN PRO HAC VICE ON BEHALF OF JOHN MILLER 
AND REQUEST FOR EXPEDITED HEARING 
AFFIDAVIT OF SCOTT H MARTIN 
AFFIDAVIT OF RICHARD D HEATON 
AFFIDAVIT OF SHAWN E DRANEY 
NOTICE OF FILING OF DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR 
IDWR REPORTING AREA 15, BASIN 65, PART II 
FOR IRRIGATION AND OTHER WATER RIGHTS 
(BASIN 65 GENERAL PROVISIONS INCLUDED) 
NOTICE OF FILING OF FEDERAL RESERVED RIGHTS 
CLAIMS IN REPORTING AREA 15, BASIN 65 PII 
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AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE: NOTICE OF FILING A 
FEDERAL RESERVED RIGHT CLAIM, REPORTING AREA 
15, BASIN 65, PART I 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE: NOTICE OF FILING 
DIRECTORS REPORT REPORTING AREA 15, BASIN 65 
PART I, FOR IRRIGATION AND OTHER WATER RIGHT 
ORDER RESETTING JULY STATUS CONFERENCE FROM 
JULY 18, 2000 TO JULY 27, 2000 AT THE SRBA 
NOTICE VACATING PUBLIC MEETING FROM MAY 9, TO 
JULY 27, 2000 {STATUS CONFERENCE AT SRBA) 
STATE OF IDAHO'S RESPONSE TO U.S. MOTION FOR 
ENTRY OF AN ORDER RE JUDICIAL CONDUCT 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE: NOTICE OF FILING A 
FEDERAL RESERVED RIGHT CLAIM, REPORTING AREA 
15, BASIN 65, PART II F/B STATE OF IDAHO 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE: NOTICE OF DIRECTORS 
REPORT REPORTING AREA 7, IDWR BASIN 41 FOR 
IRRIGATION AND OTHER RIGHTS F/B STATE 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE: NOTICE OF FILING DIR'S 
RPT RPTING AREA 15, BASIN 65, PART II, FOR 
IRRIGATION AND OTHER WATER RIGHTS F/B STATE 
ORDER OF REFERENCE APPOINTING THOMAS R 
CUSHMAN SPECIAL MASTER FOR PART 2, IRR & 
OTHER CLAIMS AND PART 2 FEDERAL RESERVED 
CLAIMS IN REPORTING AREA 15, BASIN 65 
ASSIGNED MASTER WAS: 154 WOOD, BARRY 
OBJECTORS' RESPONSE TO UNITED STATES' MOTION 
FOR ENTRY OF AN ORDER RE: JUDICIAL CONDUCT 
AFFIDAVIT OF ANGELA D SCHAER 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
IDAHO DEPT OF WATER RESOURCES CASE MANAGEMENT 
REPORT FOR REPORTING AREA 8, BASIN 33 
IDWR CASE MANAGEMENT PROPOSAL FOR REPORTING 
AREA 15, BASIN 65, PART 1 IRRIGATION AND 
OTHERS 
ORDER RESETTING HEARING ON UNCONTESTED 
PORTION OF THE DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR IDWR 
REPORTING AREA 8, BASIN 33 IRRIGATION & 0TH 
ORDER SETTING EVIDENTIARY HEARING ON u/c 
FEDERAL RESERVED WATER RIGHT 33-10309 
LDGD: US' REPLY BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF ITS 
MOTION FOR ENTRY OF AN ORDER RE: JUDICIAL 
CONDUCT 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
NOTICE OF FILING STATEMENT OF UNOBJECTED TO 
PORTIONS OF THE DIRECTOR'S REPORT IN BASIN 
33 FOR IRRIGATION AND OTHER CLAIMS PURSUANT 
TO IDAHO CODE SECTION 42-1412(7) 
NOTICE OF APPEARANCE FOR UNITED STATES F/B 
DAVID L NEGRI 
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ORDER REQUESTING THAT IDWR CLARIFY WATER 
RIGHT NUMBERS LISTED ON ATTACHMENT "A" TO 
PROPOSED GENERAL PROVISIONS CONTAINED IN 
PART I OF THE DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR 
IRRIGATION & OTHER WATER RIGHTS IN BASIN 65 
AMENDED NOTICE OF FILING STATEMENT OF 
UNOBJECTED TO PORTIONS OF THE DIRECTOR'S RPT 
IN BASIN 33 FOR IRRIGATION AND OTHER CLAIMS 
PURSUANT TO IDAHO CODE SECTION 42-1412(7) 
NOTICE OF SUBSTITUTION OF COUNSEL F/B CUMER 
GREEN, ATTY FOR GARDEN VALLEY SCHOOL DIST 
NO. 71 (RE: PAYETTE RIVER BASIN 
ADJUDICATION VENUE CHANGE) 
REQUEST BY MARK & SUSAN POTTER TO BE REMOVED 
FROM THE COURT CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
ORDER RE: UNITED STATES' MOTION FOR ENTRY OF 
AN ORDER RE: JUDICIAL CONDUCT; ORDER FOR 
DISCLOSURE BY JUDICIAL OFFICERS (QUESTIONS 
REGARDING ALLEGED CONFLICTS OF INTEREST) 
IDWR CASE MANAGEMENT PROPOSAL FOR REPORTING 
AREA 15, BASIN 65, PART II, IRRIGATION 
AND OTHERS 
NOTICE SETTING SECOND HEARING ON UNCONTESTED HS 
PORTION OF THE D/R IN BASIN 33 I & 0 CLAIMS 
AMENDED DIRECTOR'S REPORT CORRECTING ATTACH-
MENT "A" TO PROPOSED GENERAL PROVISIONS FOR 
IRRIGATION & OTHER USES, RA 15 BASIN 65 
PARTS I & II 
NOTICE SETTING HEARING ON UNCONTESTED FEDERAL HS 
RESERVED WATER RIGHTS IN BASIN 61 
NOTICE OF PUBLIC INFORMATION MEETING AND HS 
MONTHLY STATUS CONFERENCE FOR AUGUST 
NOTICE OF PUBLIC INFORMATION MEETING AND HS 
MONTHLY STATUS CONFERENCE FOR OCTOBER 
MONTHLY STATUS CONFERENCE HELD HH 
MINUTES 
JOINT MOTION TO CONSOLIDATE SUBCASES AND MD 
MOTION TO VACATE ORDER OF REFERENCES AND MD 
MOTION TO STAY RELATED SUBCASES FILED BY MD 
UNITED STATES & WESTERN STOCKGROWERS ET AL 
NOTICE OF APPEARANCE IN SRBA F/B MCQUAID 
METZLER, BEDFORD & VAN ZANDT (PRIDGEN) 
LDGD: PROPOSED ORDER GRANTING JOINT MOTION TO 
CONSOLIDATE SUBCASES, VACATE ORDERS OF 
REFERENCE TO THE SPECIAL MASTER, AND STAY 
RELATED SUBCASES 
NOTICE OF PUBLIC INFORMATION MEETING AND HS 
MONTHLY STATUS CONFERENCE - SODA SPRINGS, ID 
DISCLOSURE OF SPECIAL MASTER DOLAN 
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DISCLOSURE OF SPECIAL MASTER CUSHMAN 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
NOTICE OF APPEARANCE - RICHARD GOODSON & 
TIMOTHY J CALLANAN, FOR JAMES B & 
MARGARET LYONS AS TRUSTEES OF LYONS FAMILY 
TRUST, AND SHIRLEY LYONS RAFN AS TRUSTEE 
OF SHIRLEY LYONS RAFN TRUST 
WA 
MONTHLY STATUS CONFERENCE HELD HH 
MINUTES OF MONTHLY STATUS CONFERENCE 
NOTICE OF INFORMATIONAL MEETING AND STATUS 
CONFERENCE RE: ISSUES INVOLVED IN STOCK-
WATER CLAIMS ON FEDERAL PUBLIC LAND 
INFORMATIONAL MEETING 9/l.B/00 9 AM 
STATUS CONFERENCE 9/l.B/00 11 AM 
LOCATION: TWIN FALLS 
DOCKET SHEET FILED (WITH 2 NOTICES ATTACHED) 
NOTICE OF HEARING AND SCHEDULING CONFERENCE HS 
RE: JOINT MOTION FILED BY THE UNITED STATES 
OF AMERICA AND WESTERN STOCKGROWERS 
ASSOCIATION ET AL 
NOTICE OF SCHEDULING CONFERENCE (LU RANCHING} HS 
NOTICE OF SCHEDULING CONFERENCE (AL CATTLE) HS 
MOTION TO AMEND EXHIBIT E ATTACHED TO JOINT MG 
MOTION TO CONSOLIDATE SUBCASES, VACATE 
ORDER OF REFERENCE TO THE SPECIAL MASTER 
AND STAY THE RELATED SUBCASES 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
MOTION TO DISMISS THE DIRECTOR AS A PARTY TO MG 
THE PAYETTE RIVER ADJUDICATION AND TO 
CONSOLIDATE THE PAYETTE RIVER ADJUDICATION 
WITH THE SRBA F/B STATE OF IDAHO 
LODGED: MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO 
DISMISS THE DIRECTOR AS A PARTY TO THE 
PAYETTE RIVER ADJUDICATION AND TO 
CONSOLIDATE THE PAYETTE RIVER ADJUDICATION 
WITH THE SRBA F/B STATE OF IDAHO 
ORDER SETTING HEARING ON MOTION TO DISMISS HS 
AND TO CONSOLIDATE 
NOTICE OF APPEARANCE FOR RICHARD GOODSON AT 
HAWLEY TROXELL ON BEHALF OF MDC COMMERCIAL 
MORTGAGE COMPANY & AG FIRST FARM CREDIT BANK 
MINUTES/SIGN IN SHEET FROM DUBOIS STATUS CONF 
SUPREME COURT ORDER APPOINTING PRESIDING 
JUDGE -- RODGER BURDICK 
MINUTES FROM HG/SCHED CONF ON WESTERN STOCK-
GROWERS ASSN ET AL'S JOINT MTN TO CONSLIDATE 
ORDER FOR BRIEFING RE: JOINT MOTION FILED BY 
THE USA AND WESTERN STOCKGROWERS ASSOC ETAL 
RESPONSIVE BRIEFING TO JOINT MOTION DUE BB 
REPLY BRIEFS DUE YB 
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DOCKET SHEET FILED 
LDGD: RESPONSIVE BRIEF IN OPPOSITION TO JOINT 
MOTION TO CONSOLIDATE SUBCASES IDENTIFIED 
IN THE ATTACHED EXHIBITS, VACATE ORDER OF 
REFERENCE TO THE SPECIAL VASTER FOR THE 
SUBCASES IDENTIFIED IN ATTACHED E!XHIBITS 
AND STAY THE RELATED SUBCASES IDENTIFIED 
IN ATTACHED EXHIBITS L/B HARRIS & PRIDGEN 
FOR LU RANCHING, BRACKETTS AND JOYCE LIVE-
STOCK 
DECLARATION OF CRIAG A PRIDGEN IN SUPPORT OF 
RESPONSE TO JOINT MOTION TO CONSOLIDATE,ETC 
MINUTES FROM MONTHLY STATUS CONFERENCE - TF 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE (ORDER SETTING HG ON 
MTN TO DISMISS - PAYETTE ADJ) F/B STATE 
NOTICE SETTING HEARING ON UNCONTESTED PORTION HS 
PORTION OF THE SUPPLEMENTAL DIRECTOR'S 
REPORT FOR BASIN 65 - PARTS I & II 
CORRESPONDENCE SENT TO DONOHUE RE: CURRENT 
CURRENT ADDRESS-------NOTICE DUE 1/2/01 
NOTICE OF FILING DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR LATE 
& MISCELLAEOUS CLAIMS 
OBJECTIONS DUE 1/22/01 BB 
RESPONSES DUE 5/22/01 RB 
HEARING ON UNCONTESTED PORTIONS OF DIR'S h'V 
REPORT ON LATE & MISCELLANEOUS CL.AIMS 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR LATE & MISCELLANEOUS 
CLAIMS 
LDGD: US BRIEF IN REPLY TO RESPONSIVE BRIEF 
IN OPPOSITION TO JOINT MOTION TO CONSOLI-
DATE SUBCASES IDENTIFIED IN ATTACHED EX A,B 
C, VACATE ORDER OF REFERENCE TO THE SPECIAL 
MASTER FOR SUBCASES IDENTIFIED IN EX A,B,C 
& STAY RELATED SUBCASES IN EX D & E 
US MOTION FOR EXTENTION OF TIME TO FILE BRIEF MG 
LDGD: MEMO IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR EXTENSION 
OF TIME TO FILE BRIEF F/B US 
ORDER GRA..'ITING EXTENSION OF TIME BD 
UNTIL JA..WARY 5, 2001 AT 5PM. 
CORRESPONDENCE FROM CRAIG PRIDGEN RE: SCHEDUL 
ING JOINT MOTION TO CONSOLIDATE AND STAY 
SUBCASES 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
CORRESPONDENCE FROM CRAIG PRIDGEN RE: 
SCHEDULING HEARINGS IN JANUARY/FEBRUARY 2001 
CORRESPONDENCE FROM IDWR RE: ELECTRONIC 
DISPLAY OF FEDER.AL-BASED WATER RIGHTS 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE: NOTICE OF FILING 
DIRECTORS REPORT OF LATE CLAIMS & MISC. CLMS 
FOR DOMESTIC AND STOCKWATER AND IRRIGATION 
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NOTICE OF FILING STATEMENT OF UNOBJECTED TO 
PORTIONS OF THE DIRECTORS REPORTS IN BASIN 
65, PART I & II FOR THE IRRIGATION & OTHER 
USES PURSUANT TO IDAHO CODE SEC 42-1412(7) 
NOTICE OF FILING STATEMENT OF UNOBJECTED TO 
PORTIONS OF THE DIRECTORS REPORTS IN BASIN 
65, PART I & II FOR THE IRRIGATION.& OTHER 
USES PURSUANT TO IDAHO CODE SEC 42-1412(7) 
(REFILED WITH PAGES MISSING ON 12/15 FILING) 
MINUTES FROM DECEMBER STATUS CONFERENCE-SRBA 
ORDER REGARDING UNCONTESTED WATER RIGHTS IN 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR IRR & OTHER USES, RA 
15, BASIN 65, PARTS 1 & 2 
CORRESPONDENCE FROM ROOT & SCHINDLER RE: 
CHANGE OF ADDRESS 
ORDER DENYING JOINT MOTION TO CONSOLIDATE 
SUBCASES, VACATE ORDER OF REFERENCE TO 
SPECIAL MASTER DOLAN AND STAY RELATED 
SUBCASES 
WA 
NOTICE RESETTING MARCH STATUS CONFERENCE TO HS 
MARCH 22 AT AMERICAN FALLS 
NOTICE RESETTING APRIL STATUS CONFERENCE TO HS 
APRIL 10 AT GRANGEVILLE (PACIFIC TIME) 
NOTICE RESETTING MAY STATUS CONFERENCE TO HS 
MAY 16 - OLD FED COURTHOUSE - BOISE 
NOTICE RESETTING HEARING ON UNCONTESTED HS 
PORTIONS OF DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR LATE & 
MISCELLANEOUS CLAIMS 
NOTICE OF CHANGE OF LOCATION FOR JUNE 19 HS 
MONTHLY STATUS CONFERENCE TO BURLEY 
NOTICE RESETTING JULY STATUS CONFERENCE HS 
NOTICE OF CHANGE OF LOCATION FOR AUGUST 21 HS 
STATUS CONFERENCE TO CALDWELL 
NOTICE OF CHANGE OF LOCATION FOR SEPTEMBER 18 HS 
STATUS CONFERENCE TO POCATELLO 
NOTICE OF CHANGE OF LOCATION FOR OCTOBER 16 HS 
STATUS CONFERENCE TO LEWISTON -PACIFIC TIME 
NOTICE RESETTING NOVEMBER STATUS CONFERENCE HV 
TO 11/14/01 AT BOISE 
MINUTES FROM JANUARY STATUS CONFERENCE 
SRBA SIGN IN SHEET FOR JANUARY STATUS CONF 
NOTICE OF APPEARANCE FOR ROSEBERRY IRRIGATION 
DISTRICT F/B BEEMAN & HOFSTETTER 
HEARING HELD - MOTION TO DISMISS/CONSOLIDATE HH 
PAYETTE ADJUDICATION 
MINUTES - HEARING ON MOTION TO DISMISS/ 
CONSOLIDATE PAYETTE ADJUDICATION 
COMMENTS RE PAYETTE ADJUDICATION PROPOSED 
ORDER F/B BEEMAN & HOFSTETTER 
COMMENTS RE PAYETTTE ADJUDICATIO PROPOSED 
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DOCKET SHEET FILED 
MINUTES FOR 36-00077D - AMND OJB TO CLKS RCD 
ORDER CONSOLIDATING THE PAYETTE ADJUDICATION 
(GEM COL"NTY CASE NO 3667) WITH THE SRBA 
& ORDER DISMISSING THE DIRECTOR AS A PARTY 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING - ORDER CONSOLIDATING 
THE PAYETTE RIVER ADJUDICATION WITH SRBA & 
ORDER DISMISSING THE DIRECTOR AS A PARTY 
F/B STATE OF IDAHO 
MINUTES FROM FEBRUARY STATUS CONFERENCE 
MOTION TO WITHDRAW FROM SRBA LITIGATION F/B MG 
ROOT & SCHINDLER FOR HECLA MINING CO 
NOTICE OF SUBSTITOTION OF COUNSEL - BERT 
OSBORN REPLACING LOUIE GORRONO AS ATTORNEY 
OF RECORD FOR EMMETT IRRIGATION DISTRICT IN 
NOTICE SET HEARING ON MTN TO WITHDRAW FROM HS 
LITIGATION F/B ROOT & SCHINDLER FOR HECLA 
NOTICE OF FILING DIR'S RPTS FOR LATE CLAIMS 
FOR D&S & IRRIGATION & OTHER CLAIMS IN IDWR 
BASINS 32,34,35,36,37,51,57,61,71 & 72 
OBJECTIONS DUE 5/4/2001 8B 
RESPONSES TO OBJECTIONS DUE 9/7/2001 RB 
HEARING UNCONTESTED CLAIMS IN DIR'S RPT FOR HV 
LATE CLAIMS BASINS 32-37,51,57,61,71 & 72 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR LATE CLAIMS, DOMESTIC 
& STOCK AND IRRIGATION AND OTHER IN BASINS 
32,34,35,36,37,51,57,61,71 & 72 
NOTICE OF SUBSTITUTION OF COUNSEL - OSBORN 
SUBSTITUTING FOR GORRONO AS COUNSEL FOR 
EMMETT IRRIGATION DISTRICT 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
ORDER REMOVING DOUGLAS A DONOHUE FROM COURT 
CERT OF MAILING FOR EXPEDITED HEARINGS 
ORDER AMENDING PARTIAL DECREES NUNC PRO TUNC 
TO CORRECT OMISSIONS IN PARTIAL DECREES 
ISSUED FOR UNCONTESTED WATER RIGHTS IN BASIN 
41, IRCP 60(A) (REFER TO LIST: B41REISSUE) 
PROPOSED ORDER GRAI\"'TING MOTION TO WITHDRAW 
SUBMITTED BY ROOT & SCHINDLER FOR HECLA 
PHONE PARTICIPATION FOR 4/10/01 HRG AT 1:30 
REQUESTED 
CORRESPONDENCE FROM GOODMAN & BOLLAR REQUEST 
NAME BE REMOVED FROM ¥.AILING LIST FOR SRBA 
MONTHLY STATUS CONFERENCE HELD HH 
ORDER OF REFERENCE APPOINTING THOMAS R 
CUSHMAN SPECIAL MASTER FOR IRR & OTHER 
CLAIMS IN REPORTING AREA 9, BASIN 29 
ORDER OF REFERENCE APPOINTING BRIGETTE BILYEU 
SPECIAL MASTER FOR IRR & OTHER CLAIMS IN 
REPORTING AREA 10 BASIN 45 
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DOLAN SPECIAL MASTER FOR IRR & OTHER CLAIMS 
IN REPORTING AREA 13, BASIN 63, PART 1 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
ORDER GRANTING MTN TO WITHDRAW F/B SCHINDLER 
PARTIAL DECREE OF DISALLOWED WATER RIGHTS 
BASIN 32 
PARTIAL DECREE OF DISALLOWED WATER RIGHTS 
BASIN 33 
PARTIAL DECREE OF DISALLOWED WATER RIGHTS 
BASIN 37 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - ORDER GRANTING 
MOTION TO WITHDRAW F/B SCHINDLER; NOTICE 
OF APPEARANCE FROM HECLA MINING DUE 5/11/01 
CORESPONDENCE FROM ROOT & SCHINDLER RE: 
COMPLIANCE WITH COURT'S ORDER TO SERVE 
HECLA MINING COMPANY WITH A COPY OF ORDER 
GRANTING MOTION TO WITHDRAW 
PARTIAL DECREE OF DISALLOWED WATER RIGHT 
CLAIMS (BASIN 65 I&O) 
PARTIAL DECREE OF DISALLOWED WATER RIGHT 
CLAIMS (BASIN 61 I&O) 
PARTIAL DECREE OF DISALLOWED WATER RIGHT 
CLAIMS (BASIN 61 D&S) 
PARTIAL DECREE OF DISALLOWED WATER RIGHT 
CLAIMS (BASIN 65 D&S) 
SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT CONCERNING UNREPORTED 
STOCKWATER CLAIMS IN ADMINISTRATIVE 
BASIN NO. 37 
ORDER SHORTENING TIME PERIOD FOR FILING 
RESPONSES TO OBJECTIONS TO THE DIRECTORS 
REPORT FOR REPORTING AREA 8, BASIN 31 
NOTICE RESETTING HEARING ON UNCONTESTED 
PORTIONS OF LATE CLAIM DIRECTOR'S REPORT 
FILED 3/5/01 
AMENDED ORDER OF REFERENCE APPOINTING 
BRIGETTE BILYEU SPECIAL MASTER FOR IRRIGTN 
AND OTHER CLAIMS IN REP AREA 9, BASIN 29 
AMENDED ORDER OF REFERENCE APPOINTING THOMAS 
CUSHMAN SPECIAL MASTER FOR IRRIGATION & 
OTHER CLAIMS IN RA 13 BASIN 63, PART 1 
AMENDED ORDER OF REF APPT'G TERRENCE A DOLAN 
SPEC MASTER FOR IRR&O CLAIMS IN REP AREA 10 
BASIN 45 
PARTIAL DECREE OF DISALLOWED WATER RIGHT 
CLAIMS IN BASIN 84 
PARTIAL DECREE OF DISALLOWED WATER RIGHT 
CLAIMS IN BASIN 75 
PARITAL DECREE OF DISALLOWED WATER RIGHT 
CLAIMS IN BASIN 74 
PARTIAL DECREE OF DISALLOWED WATER RIGHT 
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NOTICE OF APPEARANCE F/B MICHAEL WHITE FOR 
HECLA MINING 
CERT OF MAILING: NTC OF APPEARANCE FOR WHITE 
NOTICE OF FILING DIR'S RPT FOR IDWR RA 8, 
BASIN 31 FOR IRRIGATION & OTHER RIGHTS 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR IDWR RA 8, BASIN 31 
IRRIGATION & OTHER RIGHTS 
OBJECTIONS DUE 
RESPONSES DUE 
HEARING ON UNCONTESTED RIGHTS 
NOTICE OF FILING OF FEDERAL RESERVED 





DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR 
IDWR RA 8, BASIN 34 
OBJECTIONS DUE 
RESPONSES DUE 
FEDERAL RESERVED RIGHTS 
NOTICE RE DIRECTOR'S REPORT 
FILED 3/5/01 -- OBJECTION 
TO JUNE 22, 2001 
9/7/01 
11/9/01 
FOR LATE CLAIMS 
PERIOD EXTENDED 
NO CHANGE TO RESPONSE DEADLINE 
HEARING HELD ON UNCONTESTED RIGHTS IN 
DIRECTORS REPORT LATE CLAIMS 
HEARING HELD - MONTHLY STATUS CONFERENCE 
NOTICE OF FILING STATEMENT OF UNOBJECTED TO 
RECOMMENDATIONS IN THE DIRECTOR'S REPORT 
FOR LATE & MISCELLANEOUS CLAIMS HEARD ON 
5/16/2001 
ORDER OF REFERENCE APPOINTING BRIGETTE BILYEU 
S.M. FOR IRRIGATION & OTHER CLAIMS IN 
REP AB BASIN 31. 
ASSIGNED MASTER WAS: 175 BURDICK, HON. ROG 
CASE MGMT RPT F/B IDWR TO DIR'S RPT FOR LATE 
CLAIMS FILED 3/2/01 
CASE MGMT RPT F/B IDWR TO DIR 1 S RPT FOR LATE 
CLAIMS FILED 3/2001 
AFFIDAVIT OF DANNI M SMITH RE SERVICE OF 
SECOND ROUND SERVICE OF COMMENCEMENT NOTICE 
BASIN 65 PARTS I, II AND III 
HEARING HELD - MONTHLY STATUS CONFERENCE 
MINUTES - MONTHLY STATUS CONFERENCE 
ADMINISTRATIVE ORDER 13 - APPEALS IN THE 
SRBA 
HEARING HELD - MONTHLY STATUS CONFERENCE 
MINUTES 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
NOTICE OF FILING DIRECTORS REPORT FOR IDWR 
REPORTING AREA 8 BASIN 31 FOR IRRIGATION & 
OTHER WATER RIGHTS 
CORRESPONDENCE FROM ROBERT SPILLETT, JAMES 
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DOCKET SHEET FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
ORDER SHORTENING TIME PERIOD FOR FILING 
RESPONSES TO OBJECTIONS TO THE DIRECTOR'S 
REPORT FOR REPORT AREA 15, BASIN 65, PRT 3 
AMENDED DIRECTOR'S REPORTS RE: SEASON OF USE 
ELEMENT FOR IRRIGATION CLAIMS FOR COLD 
SPRINGS CREEK & TRIBUTARIES BASIN 61 AREA 6 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR IRRITGATION & OTHER 
RIGHTS IN RA 15, IDWR BASIN 65, PART 3 
NOTICE OF FILING OF DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR 
IDWR RA 15, BASIN 65, PART 3 FOR IRRIGATION 
AND OTHER WATER RIGHTS 
WA 
OBJECTIONS DUE 1/28/02 OB 
RESPONSES TO OBJECTION DUE 3/22/02 RB 
HEARING ON UNCONTESTED 6/18/02 1:30 HS 
LETTER FROM BRAD FLINDERS DELETING FROM 
EXPEDITED HEARING MAILING LIST 
ORDER SHORTENING TIME PERIOD FOR FILING 
RESPONSES TO OBJECTIONS TO THE DIRECTOR'S 
REPORT IN REPORTING AREA 7, BASIN 43 -
RESPONSES WILL BE DUE 30 DAYS FOLLOWING THE 
CLOSE OF THE OBJECTION PERIOD 
DIRECTOR'S REPORTS FOR FEDERAL RESERVED RIGHT 
43-11113, REPORTING AREA 7, IDWR BASIN 43 
PART 2 
DIRECTOR'S REPORTS FOR IRRIGATION AND OTHER 
REPORTING AREA 7, IDWR BASIN 43, PART 1 
NOTICE OF FILING DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR RA 7 
BASIN 43 FOR IRRIGATION AND OTHER 
OBJECTIONS DUE FEBRUARY 8, 2002 SB 
RESPONSES DUE APRIL 12, 2002 RB 
HEARING:UNCONTESTED PORTIONS 6/18/02 AT 1:30 HS 
NOTICE OF FILING FEDERAL RESERVED RIGHTS 
CLAIMS IN BASIN 43 
OBJECTIONS DUE FEBRUARY 8, 2002 BB 
RESPONSES DUE APRIL 12, 2002 RB 
SPECIAL NOTICE TO CLEAR CREEK CLAIMANTS 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES CASE 
MANAGEMENT PROPOSAL FOR REPORTING AREA 8, 
BASIN 31 
NOTICE OF SUBSTITUTION OF COUNSEL (RANDALL 
BRAMER WITHDRAWING AS COUNSEL OF RECORD) 
HEARING HELD - MONTHLY STATUS CONFERENCE HH 
MINUTES - MONTHLY STATUS CONFERENCE 
CORRESPONDENCE FILED BY RAYNELLE GEORGE 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE FOR NOTICE OF FILING 
DIRECTORS REPORT FOR IDWR REPORTING AREA 15 
BASIN 65 PART 3 FOR IRRIGATION & OTHER 
AFFIDAVIT OF DONALD V SHAFF RE: CLERICAL 
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FROM THE RECORD 
ORDER STRIKING ERRANT SUBCASE NUMBER 55-13192 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
NOTICE OF FILING STATEMENT OF 1JNOBJECTED TO 
PORTIONS OF THE MARCH 2001 DIRECTOR'S REPORT 
FOR LATE CLAIMS PURSUANT TO IDAHO CODE 
SECTION 42-1412(7) 
MOTION FOR ORDER OF INTERIM ADMINISTRATION MG 
AND MOTION FOR ORDER EXPEDITING HEARING 
ASSIGNED TO SOBCASE 92-00021 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE: NOTICE OF FILING A 
FEDERAL RESERVED RIGHT CLAIM, REPORTING 
AREA 7, BASIN 43 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE: NOTICE OF FILING 
DIRECTORS REPORT FOR IDWR REPORTING AREA 7 
BASIN 43 FOR IRRIGATION AND OTHER WATER 
RIGHTS 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
HEARING HELD ON UNCONTESTED CLAIMS 12/18/01 HH 
MINUTES OF MONTHLY STATUS CONFERENCE FILED 
NOTICE VACATING AND RESETTING MONTHLY STATUS US 
NOTICE VACATING AND RESETTING HEARING ON HS 
UNCONTESTED PORTIONS OF DIRECTOR'S REPORT 
FOR BASIN 31 IRRIGATION & OTHER 
CONFERENCE 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
AMINISTRATIVE ORDER 14 - ADMISSION PRO HAC 
VICE IN THE SRBA 
MINUTES FILED FOR STATUS CONFERENCE 1/22/02 
HEARING CONTINUED- DNCONTESTED CLAIMS 1/22/02 HH 
CONTINUED HEARING FOR UNCONTESTED CLAIMS SET HS 
2/19/02 
AFFIDAVIT OF DANNI M SMITH RE: SERVICE OF 
SECOND ROUND SERVICE OF COMMENCEMENT NOTICE 
BASIN 29 
NOTICE VACATING AND RESETTING HEARING ON 
UNCONTESTED PORTIONS OF DIRECTOR'S REPORT 
FOR BASIN 31 IRRIGATION & OTHER CLAIMS 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
IDWR CASE MANAGEMEN'I' PROPOSAL FOR REPORTING 
AREA 15, BASIN 65, PART 3 IRRIGATION & OTHER 
NOTICE OF FILING STATEMENT OF UNOBJECTED TO 
PORTIONS OF THE DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR IDWR 
REPORTING AREA 8 BASIN 31 FOR IRRIGATION 
AND OTHER WATER RIGHTS CLAIMS PURSUANT TO 
IDAHO CODE SECTION 42-1412(7) 
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HEARING HELD ON UNCONTESTED BASIN 31 
ORDER REQUESTING IDWR TO ISSUE AMENDED 
DIRECTOR'S REPORTS FOR CERTAIN BASIN 31 
UNCONTESTED SUBCASES IN ITS FEBRUARY 2002 
LATE AND MISCELLANEOUS CLAIMS DIR'S RPT 
MINUTES FILED FOR FEBRUARY STATUS CONFERENCE 
PARTIAL DECREE OF DISALLOWED WATER RIGHTS FOR 
BASIN 31 CLAIMS RECOMMENDED DISALLOWED 
ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREE FOR CONNECTED 
SOURCES IN BASIN 36 
PARTIAL DECREE FOR CONNECTED SOURCES IN 
BASIN 36 
ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREE FOR CONNECTED 
SOURCES IN BASIN 57 
PARTIAL DECREE FOR CONNECTED SOURCES IN 
BASIN 57 
ORDER SHORTENING TIME PERIOD FOR FILING 
RESPONSES TO OBJECTIONS TO THE DIRECTOR'S 
REPORT FOR LATE & MISC CLAIMS FOR REPORTING 
AREA 1 (34), AREA 2 (57), AREA 3 (36), AREA 
4 (72), AREA 5 (35), AREA 6 (51,55,61), AREA 
8 (31,32) AND AREA 15 (65) 
NOTICE CHANGING LOCATION FOR MARCH 19, 2002 
MONTHLY STATUS CONFERENCE 
LETTER ADDENDUM TO IDWR CASE MANAGEMENT 
REPORTED FILED 2/14/02 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR LATE CLAIMS & MISC. 
CLAIMS, DOMESTIC & STOCKWATER & IRRIGATION 
& OTHER, SEASON OF USE, AMENDED CLAIMS IN 
BASIN 31 
NOTICE OF DIRECTOR'S REPORT OF LATE CLAIMS & 
MISCELLANEOUS CLAIMS FOR DOMESTIC AND 
STOCKWATER & IRRIGATION & OTHER; SEASON 
OF USE; AMENDED BASIN 31 CLAIMS 
OBJECTIONS DUE 
RESPONSES TO OBJECTIONS DUE 
HEARING ON UNCONTESTED CLAIMS 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 




IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES CASE 
MANAGEMENT PROPOSAL FOR REPORTING AREA 7, 
BASIN 43 
MONTHLY STATUS CONFERENCE HELD - SALMON 
MINUTES MONTHLY STATUS CONFERENCE 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE: NOTICE OF FILING 
DIRECTORS REPORT FOR IDWR REPORTING AREAS 1, 
2,3,4,5,6,8 AND 15 (BASINS 31,32,34,35,36,51 
55,57,61,65) FOR LATE CLAIMS AND MISC CLAIMS 
FOR DOMESTIC & STOCKWATER & IRRIGATION & 
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NOTICE OF SUBSTITUTION OF COUNSEL - BRANDELLE 
WHITWORTH FOR CANDY JACKSON FOR SHOSHONE 
BANNOCK TRIBES 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
NOTICE OF CHANGE IN LOCATION FOR APRIL 16 
STATUS CONFERENCE TO ADA COUNTY COURTHOUSE 
200 W FRONT ST, BOISE 
WA 
MONTHLY STATUS CONFERENCE HELD - ADA COUNTY HH 
MINUTES FILED ON MONTHLY STATUS CONFERENCE 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
HEARING HELD FOR MONTHLY STATUS CONFERENCE HH 
MINUTES FILED FOR MONTHLY STATUS CONFERENCE 
INITIAL HEARINGS SET FOR BASIN 65 PART III 
DO NOT INCLUDE SEPARATE STREAMS ISSUES 
NOTICE OF FILING STATEMENT OF UNOBJECTED TO 
PORTIONS OF THE DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR IDWR 
REPORTING AREA 7, BASIN 43 FOR IRRIGATION & 
OTHER WATER RIGHTS CLAIMS PURSUANT TO I.C. 
SECTION 42-1412(7) 
NOTICE OF FILING STATEMENT OF UNOBJECTED TO 
PORTIONS OF THE DIRECTOR'S REPORT IN BASIN 
65, PART 3 FOR THE IRRIGATION & OTHER USES 
PURSUANT TO I.C. SECTION 42-1412(7) 
MONTHLY STATUS CONFERENCE HELD - SRBA HH 
MINUTES FILED FROM MONTHLY STATUS CONFERENCE 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
NOTICE RESETTING AUGUST AND SEPTEMBER STATUS 
CONFERENCE 
MINUTES FROM JULY STATUS CONFERENCE FILED 
CORRESPONDENCE F/B WILLIAM HOLLIFIELD REQUEST 
REMOVAL FROM EXPEDITED MAILING LIST 
CORRESPONDENCE F/B DEBORAH NELSON 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
DIRECTORS REPORT FILED FOR IRRIGATION & OTHER 
AREA 16 BASIN 37 PART 1 GROUNDWATER 
OBJECTION TO DIRECTORS REPORT FOR BASIN 37 8B 
DUE 10/11/02 
RESPONSES DUE 12/10/02 RB 
HEARING SET FOR UNCONTESTED RIGHTS FOR AREA HS 
16 BASIN 37 PART 1 IRRIGATION & OTHER 
MONTHLY STATUS CONFERENCE HELD HH 
MINUTES FILED FROM STATUS CONFERENCE 
STIPULATION AND JOINT MOTION FOR ORDER 
APPROVING STIPULATION F/B US AND VARIOUS 
PARTIES (ORIGINAL OF DOCUMENT IS FILED IN 
00-39576/AUGUST 2002) 
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REPORTING AREA 16, BASIN 37, PART 1 
GROUNDWATER FOR IRRIGATION AND OTHER WATER 
RIGHTS 
LODGED: CORRESPONDENCE F/B IDWR RE: BASIN 31 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
LODGED: CORRESPONDENCE F/B DEVIL CREEK RANCH 
NOTICE OF FILING STATEMENT OF UNOBJECTED TO 
PORTIONS OF THE DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR LATE 
& MISC. CLAIMS, DOMESTIC AND STOCKWATER & 
IRRIGATION AND OTHER WATER RIGHTS; SEASON OF 
USE CLAIMS, BASIN 36, AMENDED DIRECTORS 
REPORTS, BASIN 31 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR IRRIGATION & OTHER USES 
BOISE RIVER DRAINAGE ABOVE LUCKY PEAK 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR FEDERAL RESERVED CLAIMS 
BOISE RIVER DRAINAGE ABOVE LUCKY PEAK 
NOTICE OF FILING OF DIRECTOR'S REPORT 
IRRIGATION & OTHER AND FEDERAL RESERVED 
BOISE RIVER DRAINAGE ABOVE LUCKY PEAK 
OBJECTIONS DUE 1/31/03 
RESPONSES DUE 4/4/03 
HEARING ON UNCONTESTED RIGHTS 4/15/03 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE NOTICE OF FILING 
DIRECTORS REPORT FOR REPORTING AREA 16 BASIN 
37 PART 1 GROUNDWATER FOR IRRIGATION AND 
OTHER WATER RIGHTS 
MONTHLY STATUS CONFERENCE HELD - ADA COUNTY 
MINUTES FROM MONTHLY STATUS CONFERENCE FILED 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR LATE CLAIMS - REPORTING 
AREAS 2 & 6, BASINS 55 AND 57 
NOTICE OF FILING DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR LATE 
CLAIMS -- BASINS 55 AND 57 
OBJECTIONS DUE 
RESPONSES DUE 
HEARING ON UNCONTESTED RIGHTS 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 




IDWR CASE MANAGEMENT REPORT - BASIN 37, PRT 1 
HEARING HELD - STATUS CONFERENCE 
COURT MINUTES 
ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREE FOR ROTATION 
IRRIGATION GENERAL PROVISION IN BASIN 57 
(REYNOLDS CREEK) 
PARITAL DECREE FOR ROTATION IRRIGATION 
GENERAL PROVISION IN BASIN 57 (REYNOLDS CR) 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
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PORTIONS OF THE DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR 
REPORTING AREA 16, BASIN 37, PART 1, 
GROUNDWATER FOR IRRIGATION AND OTHER Wl}.TER 
RIGHTS CLAIMS PURSUANT TO IDAHO CODE SECTION 
42-1412 (7) 
ORDER RE UNCONTESTED PORTIONS OF THE 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR REPORTING AREA 16, 
BASIN 3 7, PART 1 
ORDER OF REFERENCE APPOINTING BRIGETTE BILYEU 
SPECIAL MASTER FOR IRRIGATION & OTHER CLAIM 
IN REPORTING AREA 16, BASIN 37, PART 1 
FINAL ORDER DISALLOWING WATER RIGHT CLAIMS 
(RECOMMENDED DISALLOWED, UNCONTESTED, B71) 
NOTICE OF FILING DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR LATE 
CLAIMS FOR BASINS 31,34,36,41,43,57,61,65 
WA 
OBJECTIONS DUE 04-23-03 8B 
RESPONSES DUE 06-25-03 RB 
HEARING ON UNCONTESTED RIGHTS 07-15-03 HS 
HEARING ON UNCONTESTED PORTIONS OF DIRECTOR'S HS 
REPORT FOR BASIN 63, BOISE RIVER DRAINAGE 
ABOVE LUCK PEAK 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
CASE MANAGEMENT PROPOSAL/BASIN 63/PART I 
IDWR NOTICE OF FILING STATEMENT OF UNOBJECTED 
PORTIONS OF THE DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR LATE 
CLAIMS, DOMESTIC & STOCKWATER & IRR & OTHER 
WATER RIGHTS BASINS 55 AND 57 
STIPULATION TO RESOLVE OBJECTIONS F/B US & 
STATE (EXHIBITS A & B WILL BE AMENDED TO 
REFLECT THE ACTUAL SOBCASES AFFECTED BY 
THE STIPULATION; NO ACTION WILL BE TAKEN 
ON THE STIPULATION UNTIL THE AMENDED 
EXHIBITS ARE SUBMITTED AND THE STIPULATION 
IS FILED IN EACH IDENTIFIED SUBCASE) 
NOTICE OF FILING OF STATEMENT OF THE UNOB-
JECTED TO PORTIONS OF THE "PART I DIREC-
TOR'S RE?ORT FOR THE IRRIGATION & OTHER 
USES, REPORTING AREA 13, IDWR BASIN 63 
(PART I)" PURUSANT TO IDAHO CODE SECTION 
42-1412 (7) 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
HEARING HELD HH 
MINUT3S FILED 
REVISED EXHIBITS A AND B, PART 1, (SUBCASE 
LISTS) FOR STIPULATION TO RESOVE 
OBJECTIONS FILED 3/11/03 
REVISED EXHIBIT B, PART II, (SUBCASE LISTS) 
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FINAL ORDER DISALLOWING WATER RIGHT CLAIMS 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
ORDER REMOVING SUBCASE 36-08878 FROM COURT'S 
REGISTER OF ACTIONS 
LETTER TO FRANCES MCGOVERN, MEDIATOR FOR NEZ 
PERCE ISSUES IN THE SNAKE RIVER BASIN 
ADJUDICATION 
MOTION FOR ORDER TO AMEND AOl - CHANGE MG 
SERVICE ADDRESS FOR UNITED STATES 
NOTICE OF HEARING ON MOTION FOR ORDER TO HS 
AMEND AOl - CHANGE US ADDRESS 
CORRESPONDENCE FROM JASON WALKER RE CHANGE 
IN FIRM NAME FROM LING & ROBINSON TO LING, 
ROBINSON & WALKER 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
HEARING HELD HH 
STATUS CONFERENCE MINUTES FILED 
ORDER AMENDING SRBA ADMINISTRATIVE ORDER 1 
RULES OF PROCEDURE (AMENDED 10-16-97) 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
NOTICE OF FILING STATEMENT OF UNOBJECTED TO 
PORTIONS OF THE DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR LATE 
CLAIMS, DOMESTIC AND STOCKWATER AND 
IRRIGATION AND OTHER WATER RIGHTS PURSUANT 
TO IDAHO CODE SECTION 42-1412(7) -
REPORTING AREAS 1,2,3,5,6,7,8 & 15 
IDWR BASINS 31,34,35,36,41,43,57,61 & 65 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT FILED FOR IRRIGATION & 
OTHER, REPORTING AREA 9, IDWR BASIN 29 
NOTICE OF FILING DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR BASIN 
29 FOR IRRIGATION AND OTHER WATER RIGHTS 
AND NOTICE OF FILING OF FEDERAL RESERVED 





HEARING ON UNCONTESTED RIGHTS 01-20-2004 
SPECIAL NOTICE REGARDING WATER RIGHTS 
ADJUDICATED IN LUNDBURG V. COLLINS 
SPECIAL NOTICE REGARDING PAPOOSE CREEK WATER 
RIGHTS ADJUDICATED IN THE SMITH V. 
SCOFFIELD DECREE 
BASIN 29 GENERAL PROVISIONS 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR FEDERAL RESERVED RIGHTS 
29-11609, 29-12485, 29-12499, 29-12877, 
29-13629, REPORTING AREA 9, IDWR BASIN 29 
HEARING HELD 
STATUS CONFERENCE MINUTES FILED 
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TEXT WA DISP/SET 
SPECIAi., MASTER FOR IRRIGATION & OTHER 
CLAIMS IN REPORTING AREAS 11 AND 14, BASINS 
23, 25 AND 27 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE: NOTICE OF FILING 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR BASIN 29, FOR 
IRRIGATION AND OTHER WATER RIGHTS AND 
NOTICE OF FILING OF FEDERAL RESERVED WATER 
RIGHT CLAIMS IN BASIN 29 
SUPREME COURT ORDER OF CONTINUING 
JURISDICTION FOR LIMITED PURPOSE IN THE 
SRBA FOR JUDGE ROGER BURDICK 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE: NOTICE OF FILING 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR BASIN 63, PART 1 FOR 
IRRIGATION AND OTHER WATER RIGHTS 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE: NOTICE OF FILING 
FEDERAL RESERVED RIGHT CLAIMS, PART II FOR 
IDWR BASIN 63, PART I 
NOTICE VACATING SEPTEMBER PUBLIC INFORMATION 
MEETING AND MONTHLY STATUS CONFERENCE 
ORDER RECOM!v.ENDING GENERAL PROVISIONS IN 
BASIN 31 REGARDING OBSTRUCTIONS IN 
CHANNELS -- ENTERED BY SPECIAL MASTER 
BILYEU IN SUBCASE 92-31 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
SOPREME COURT ORDER APPOINTING JUDGE 
MELANSON AS PRESIDING JUDGE 
DISCLOSURE OF HONORABLE JOHN M MELANSON 
NOTICE OF FILING AFFIDAVIT OF MICHAEL CISCELL 
RE DIGITAL BOUNDARY STANDARDS 
DIGITAL BOUNDARIES STANDARDS - AFFIDAVIT OF 
MICHAEL CISCELL 
HEARING HELD - MONTHLY STATUS CONFERENCE HH 10/21/2003 
MINTJ'I'ES ·- - STATUS CONFERENCE 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
AFFIDAVIT OF D1\NNI M. SMITH - SERVICE OF 
2ND ROUND/SERV OF COMMENCEMENT NOTICE B23 
AFFIDVAIT OF.D1\NNI M. SMITH - SERV 2ND ROUND 
SERV OF COMM. NOTICE B 81,82,83,84,85,86 
AFFIDAVIT OF DANNI M. SMITH - SERV 2ND ROUND 
SERV OF COMM. NOTICE FOR BASIN 25 
HEARING HELD - MONTHLY STATUS CONFERENCE HH 12/16/2003 
MINUTES FOR MONTHLY STATUS CONFERENCE 
AFFIDAVIT OF DANNI M SMITH RE:2ND ROUND 
SERVICE OF COMMENCEMENT NOTICE NOT 
NECESSARY FOR BASIN 74 (NO UNCLAIMED WATER 
RIGHTS DISCOVERED) 
IDWR CASE MANAGEMENT REPORT FOR BASIN 29 
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DOCKET SHEET FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
ORDER VACATING AND RESETTING HEARING ON THE 
UNCONTESTED PORTIONS OF THE BASIN 29 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT 
HEARING HELD - MONTHLY STATUS CONFERENCE 
MINUTES FROM MONTHLY STATUS CONFERENCE 
NOTICE CHANGING LOCATION FOR IDWR INFORMATION 
MEETING AND MONTHLY STATUS CONFERENCE FOR 
APRIL -- MOVED TO ADA COUNTY ON 4/20/04 
NOTICE CHANGING LOCATION AND DATE OF IDWR 
INFORMATION MEETING AND SRBA STATUS 
CONFERENCE FOR MAY -- 5/19/04 IN SALMON 
NOTICE CHANGING LOCATION FOR IDWR INFORMATION 
MEETING AND SRBA STATUS CONFERENCE FOR 
JUNE -- MOVE TO LEWISTON ON 6/15/04 
NOTICE CHANGING LOCATION FOR IDWR INFORMATION 
MEETING AND SRBA STATUS CONFERENCE FOR 
JULY -- MOVED TO IDAHO FALLS 7/20/04 
NOTICE VACATING IDWR INFORMATION MEETING FOR 
FEBRUARY 17, 2004 -- MONTHLY STATUS 
CONFERENCE WILL BE HELD BEGINNING AT 1:30 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
ORDER VACATING AND RESETTING HEARING ON 
UNCONTESTED RIGHTS REPORTED IN THE 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR BASIN 29, IRRIGATION 
& OTHER RIGHTS 
MONTHLY STATUS CONFERENCE HELD 
STATUS CONFERENCE MINUTES FILED 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
NOTICE OF FILING STATEMENT OF UNOBJECTED TO 
PORTIONS OF THE DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR IDWR 
REPORTING AREA 9, BASIN 29 FOR IRR AND 
OTHER WATER RTS CLAIMS PURUSANT TO I.C, 
SEC 42-1412(7) 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR LATE CLAIMS 
NOTICE OF DIRECTOR'S REPORT OF LATE CLAIMS 
AND MISC CLAIMS FOR IRRIGATION & OTHER 
WATER RIGHTS 
OBJECTIONS DUE 4/16/04 
RESPONSES DUE 5/21/04 
HEARING ON UNCONTESTED RIGHTS 6/15/04 
AMENDED NOTICE OF DIRECTOR'S REPORT OF LATE 
CLAIMS AND MISC CLAIMS FOR IRRIGATION & 
OTHER WATER RIGHTS 
OBJECTIONS DUE 5/14/04 
RESPONSES DUE 7/16/04 
HEARING ON UNCONTESTED RIGHTS 7/20/04 
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BASIN 29 UNCONTESTED LATE CLAIMS, MISC 
CLAIMS, ETC. 
HEARING HELD -- MONTHLY STATUS CONFERENCE HH 
HEARING HELD ON UNCONTESTED PORTION OF HH 
BASIN 29 DIRECTOR.' S REPORT 
ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREE FOR UNCONTESTED 
GENERAL PROVISIONS ON CONNECTED SOURCES IN 
IDWR ADMINISTRATIVE BASIN 29 
ORDER RESCINDING PARTIAL DECREE FOR 
UNCONTESTED GENERAL PROVISIONS ON CONNECTED 
SOURCES IN IDWR BASIN 29 AND 
ORDER OF RECOMMITMENT TO SPECIAL MASTER 
ASSIGNED MASTER WAS: 175 BURDICK, HON. ROG 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
ORDER SETTING STATUS CONFERENCE -- RE US 
CONSOLIDATION OF THE GENERAL DETERMINATION 
OF THE RIGHT TO THE USE OF SURFACE WATERS 
AND TRIBUTARIES FROM WHATEVER SOURCE OF THE 
LEMHI RIVER DRAINAGE BASIN 
MONTHLY STATUS CONFERENCE HELD HH 
MINUTES -- MONTHLY STATUS CONFERENCE 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
MONTHLY STATUS CONFERENCE HELD HH 
MINUTES -- MONTHLY STATUS CONFERENCE 
ORDER RE: IN THE MATTER OF THE GENERAL 
DETERMINATION OF THE RIGHT TO THE USE OF 
SURFACE WATERS & TRIBUTARIES FROM WHATEVER 
SOURCE OF THE LEMHI RIVER DRAINAGE BASIN 
(LEMHI ADJUDICATION) 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE DOCKET SHEET 
DIRECTOR'S REPORTS FOR IRRIGATION & OTHER 
REPORTING AREA 14 IDWR BASIN 23 PART I 
PART II DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR FED RESERVE 
RIGHTS REPORTING AREA 14 IDWR BASIN 23 
NOTICE OF FILING OF DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR 
BASIN 23 IRR AND OTHER WATER RIGHTS 
OBJECTIONS DUE 8/13/04 8B 
RESPONSES DUE 10/15/04 RB 
HEARING ON UNCONTESTED RIGHTS 10/19/04 HS 
NOTICE OF HEARING LOCATION FOR JULY STATUS 
CONFERENCE~- SRBA COURTHOUSE, TWIN FALLS 
NOTICE OF HEARING LOCATION FOR AUGUST STATUS 
CONFERENCE -- WASHINGTON COUNTY COURTHOUSE 
256 E COURT, WEISER, IDAHO 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE: NOTICE OF FILING 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR BASIN 23, FOR 
IRRIGATION AND OTHER WATER RIGHTS 
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HAC VICE -- F/B BEEMAN FOR KLAHN, HILLHOUSE 
TAUSSIX, HILLHOUSE II, JANKOWSKI 
ORDER SETTING HEARING ON MOTION FOR LIMITED HS 
ADMISSION OF COUNSEL PRO RAC VICE 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
ORDER AMENDING PARTIAL DECREE FOR GENERAL 
PROVISIONS IN ADMINISTRATIVE BASIN 34 TO 
INCLUDE GENERAL PROVISION 7 ON CONNECTED 
SOURCES 
NOTICE OF FILING OF STATEMENT OF UNOBJECTED 
PORTIONS OF THE DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR LATE 
CLAIMS PURSUANT TO IC 42-1412(7) 
AMENDED MOTION FOR LIMITED ADMISSION OF MG 
COUNSEL PRO HAC VICE F/B CITY OF POCATELLO 
ORDER ADMITTING COUNSEL PRO HAC VICE 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
MONTHLY STATUS CONFERENCE HELD HH 
MINUTES FROM MONTHLY STATUS CONFERENCE 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR IRRIGATION & OTHER 
USES REPORTING AREA 10 IDWR BASIN 45 PART I 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR FEDERAL RESERVED RIGHTS 
REPORTING AREA 10 IDWR BASIN 45 PART II 
NOTICE OF FILING OF DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR 
BASIN 45 IRRIGATION & OTHER WATER RIGHTS 
OBJECTION DEADLINE 01/07/05 BB 
RESPONSE DEADLINE 03/11/05 RB 
HEARING ON UNCONTESTED RIGHTS 03/15/05 HV 
NOTICE OF FILING OF DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR 
FEDERAL RESERVED CLAIMS IN BASIN 45 
OBJECTION DEADLINE 01/07/05 SB 
RESPONSE DEADLINE 03/11/05 RB 
ORDER OF REFERENCE APPOINTING TERRENCE A 
DOLAN SPECIAL MASTER FOR IRRIGTAION & 
OTHER CLAIMS IN REPORTING AREA 10, BASIN 45 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR IRRIGATION & OTHER 
USES & FEDERAL RESERVED RIGHTS --
REPORTING AREA 22, BASIN 83 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR IRRIGATION & OTHER 
USES -- REPORTING AREA 22, BASIN 86 
NOTICE OF FILING DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR 
BASIN 83 IRRIGATION & OTHER WATER RIGHTS 
OBJECTIONS DUE 12/3/2004 
RESPONSES TO OBJECTIONS DUE 2/4/2005 
HEARING ON UNCONTESTED CLAIMS 2/15/2005 
NOTICE OF FILING FEDERAL RESERVED RIGHT 
CLAIMS IN BASIN 83 
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RESPONSES TO OBJECTIONS DUE 2/4/2005 RB 
NOTICE OF FILING DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR 
BASIN 86 
OBJECTIONS DUE 12/3/2004 BB 
RESPONSES TO OBJECTIONS DUE 2/4/2005 RB 
HEARING ON UNCONTESTED CLAIMS 2/15/2005 HV 
REGULARLY SCHEDULED IDWR INFORMATION MEETING 
SCHEDULED FOR 10/19/2004 AT 10 AM IS 
VACATED. 
DISCLOSURE OF SPECIAL MASTER THEODORE R BOOTH 
CORRECTIONS TO ATTACHMENTS TO THE STIPULATION 
.AND JOINT MOTION FOR ORDER APPROVING 
STIPULATION AND ENTRY OF PARTIAL DECREES, 
AND STANDARD FORM(S) 4 MOTIONS TO FILE 
LATE CLAIMS, HELLS CANYON NATIONAL 
RECREATION AREA, SUBCASE ~'UMBER 79-13597 
(ENCOMPASSING 79-14054 THROUGH 79-14079 
AND TO FURTHER ENCOMPASS AND BE 
CONSOLIDATED WITH SUBCASES 78-12200 THRU 
78-12205). 
IDWR CASE MANAGEMENT PROPOSAL - BASIN 23 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
NOTICE OF FILING STATF.MENT OF UNOBJECTED TO 
PORTIONS OF THE DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR IDWR 
REPORTING AREA 14, BASIN 23 FOR IRRIGATION 
AND OTHER WATER RIGHTS CLAIMS PURSUANT TO 
IDAHO CODE SECTION 42-1412(7) 
NOTICE OF FILING AMENDED STATEMENT OF 
UNOBJECTED TO PORTIONS OF THE DIRECTOR'S 
REPORT FOR IDWR REPORTING AREA 14, 
BASIN 23 FOR IRRIGATION & OTHER WATER 
RIGHTS PURSUANT TO IDAHO CODE 42-1412(7) 
STATUS CONF HEARING HELD ON UNCONTESTED HH 
RIGHTS IN BASIN 23 
MINUTES FILED 
BOISE CITY CANAL COMPANY'S NOTICE OF 
SUBSTITUTION OF COUNSEL 
RIGHTS IN BASIN 23 
NOTICE OF FILING FEDERAL RESERVED RIGHT 
CLAIMS IN REPORTING AREA 24, BASIN 78 
OBJECTIONS DUE 01/14/05 BB 
RESPONSES TO OBJECTIONS DUE 01/28/05 RB 
HEARING ON UNCONTESTED CLAIMS 02/15/05 !IV 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR RA 24, BASIN 78 FED RES 
AFFIDVAIT OF SERVICE: NOTICE OF FILING OF 
FEDERAL RESERVED WATER RIGHTS IN BASIN 78 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE: NOTICE OF FILING 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR BASIN 86 FOR 
IRRIGATION & OTHER RIGHTS 
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DIRECTOR 1 S REPORT FOR BASIN 83 FOR 
IRRIGATION & OTHER RIGHTS 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE: NOTICE OF FILING 
FEDERAL RESERVED RIGHT CLAIMS IN BASIN 83 
ORDER OF REFERENCE APPOINTING THEODORE R 
BOOTH SPECIAL MASTER FOR IRRIGATION AND 
OTHER CLAIMS IN BASINS 83 AND 86 
NOTICE CHANGING LOCATION OF SRBA MONTHLY 
STATUS CONF FOR 1/18/05 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE: NOTICE OF FILING 
FEDERAL RESERVED RIGHT CLAIMS IN BASIN 23 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
CASE MANAGEMENT PROPOSAL FOR REPORTING AREA 
22, BASIN 83 
CASE MANAGEMENT PROPOSAL FOR REPORTING AREA 
22, BASIN 86 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE: NOTICE OF FILING 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR BASIN 45 FOR 
IRRIGATION AND OTHER WATER RIGHTS 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE: NOTICE OF FILING 
FEDERAL RESERVED RIGHT CLAIM IN BASIN 45 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR IRRIGATION & OTHER 
REPORTING AREA 22 IDWR BASIN 81 
NOTICE OF FILING OF DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR 
BASIN 81 FOR IRR AND OTHER WATER RIGHTS 
WA 
OBJECTION DEADLINE 03/18/05 BB 
RESPONSE DEADLINE 05/17/05 RB 
HEARING ON UNCONTESTED RIGHTS 05/17/05 HV 
NOTICE OF FILING OF FEDERAL RESERVED WATER 
RIGHT CLAIMS IN BASIN 81 
OBJECTION DEADLINE 03/18/05 BB 
RESPONSE DEADLING 05/17/05 RB 
HEARING ON UNCONTESTED RIGHTS 05/17/05 HV 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR IRRIGATION & OTHER 
REPORTING AREA 22 IDWR BASIN 84 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR FEDERAL RESERVED RIGHTS 
REPORTING AREA 22 IDWR BASIN 84 
NOTICE OF FILING OF DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR 
BASIN 84 IRR AND OTHER WATER RIGHTS 
NOTICE OF FILING OF FEDERAL RESERVED WATER 
RIGHT CLAIMS FOR BASIN 84 
OBJECTION DEADLINE 03/18/04 BB 
RESPONSE DEADLINE 05/17/05 RB 
HEARING ON UNCONTESTED RIGHTS 05/17/05 HV 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR IRRIGATION & OTHER USES 
REPORTING AREA 22, IDWR BASIN 85 
GENERAL PROVISIONS BASIN 85 IRR & OTHER 
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OBJECTIONS DUE 5/27/05 8B 
RESPONSES DUE 7/26/05 RB 
HEARING: UNCONTESTED RIGHTS BASIN 85 8/16/05 HS 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR IRRIGATION & OTHER 
USES BASIN 82 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR FEDERAL RESERVED RIGHTS 
BASIN 82 
GENERAL PROVISION BASIN 82 IRR & OTHER 
NOTICE OF FILING DIRECTOR'S REPORT BASIN 82 
OBJECTIONS DUE 3/25/05 8B 
RESPONSES DUE 5/24/05 RB 
HEARING: UNCONTESTED RIGHTS BASIN 82 6/21/05 HS 
NOTICE OF FILING DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR 
FEDERAL RESERVED RIGHTS IN BASIN 82 
OBEJECTIONS DUE 
ORDER OF REFERENCE APPOINTING THEODORE R. 
BOOTH SPECIAL MASTER FOR IRRIGATION & 
OTHER CLAIMS IN REPORTING AREA 22 BASINS 
81, 82, 84 AND 85 
ORDER RESETTING FEBRUARY MONTHLY STATUS HS 
CONFERENCE - MOVING FROM 2/15 TO 2/22 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR IRRIGATION & OTHER 
REPORTING AREA 14 IDWR BASIN 25 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR FEDERAL RESERVED 
RIGHTS, REPORTING AREA 14 IDWR BASIN 25 
NOTICE OF FILING OF DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR 
AREA 14, BASIN 25 IRRIGATION & OTHER RIGHTS 
OBJECTION DEADLINE 06/22/2005 8B 
RESPONSE DEADLINE 08/31/2005 RB 
NOTICE OF FILING FEDERAL RESERVED RIGHT 
CLAIMS IN BASIN 25 
HEARING ON UNCONTESTED RIGIITS B25 09/20/05 HH 
NOTICE RESETTING HEARING ON UNCONTESTED HH 
CLAIMS FOR BASINS 83 & 86 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE: NOTICE OF FILING 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR IDWR REPORTING AREA 
14, BASIN 25, FOR IRRIGATION AND OTHER 
WATER RIGHTS 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
NOTICE CHANGING LOCATION OF MARCH 2005 HH 
MONTHLY STATUS CONFERENCE 
AFFIDAVIT OF DANNI M. SMITH RE: SERVICE OF 
SECOND ROUND SERVICE OF COMMENCEMENT NOTICE 
FOR BASIN 63 {ADA COUNTY) 
NOTICE OF FILING OF STATEMENT OF THE 
UNOBJECTED TO PORTIONS OF THE DIRECTOR'S 
REPORT FOR IRRIGATION AND OTHER USES; 
REPORTING AREA 22, IDWR BASIN 86 PURSUANT 
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NOTICE OF FILING OF STATEMENT OF THE 
UNOBJECTED TO PORTIONS OF THE DIRECTOR'S 
REPORT FOR IRRIGATION AND OTHER USES & 
FEDERAL RESERVED RIGHTS 83-11939 & 
83-11940, REPORTING AREA 22, IDWR BASIN 83 
PURSUANT TO IDAHO CODE SECTION 42-1412(7) 
HEARING ON UNCONTESTED RIGHTS IN BASIN 83 & HH 
BASIN 86 
MINUTES 
NOTICE RESETTING HEARING ON UNCONTESTED HV 
CLAIMS FOR BASIN 45 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
NOTICE CHANGING DATE AND LOCATION OF APRIL HH 
2005 MONTHLY STATUS CONFERENCE 
NOTICE CHANGING DATE AND LOCATION OF HEARING HH 
ON UNCONTESTED CLAIMS FOR BASIN 45 
NOTICE CHANGING DATE AND LOCATION OF MAY 2005 HH 
MONTHLY STATUS CONFERENCE 
NOTICE CHANGING DATE AND LOCATION OF HEARING HH 
ON UNCONTESTED CLAIMS FOR BASINS 81 & 84 
NOTICE CHANGING LOCATION OF JUNE 2005 
MONTHLY STATUS CONFERENCE 
NOTICE CHANGING LOCATION OF HEARING ON 
UNCONTESTED CLAIMS FOR BASIN 82 
SUPPLEMENTAL DISCLOSURE OF SPECIAL MASTER 
THEODORE R BOOTH 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
CASE MANAGEMENT PROPOSALS FOR BASINS 81, 82 
AND 84, IRRIGATION AND OTHERS 
NOTICE OF FILING OF STATEMENT OF THE 
UNOBJECTED TO PORTIONS OF THE DIRECTOR'S 
REPORT FOR IRRIGATION AND OTHER; REPORTING 
AREA 10, IDWR BASIN 45, PART 1, PURSUANT 
TO IDAHO CODE SECTION 42-1412(7) 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR LATE CLAIMS -- BASINS 
23,29,31,32,34,35,36,43,45,57,61,65,72,86 
NOTICE OF DIRECTOR'S REPORT OF LATE CLAIMS 
AND MISCELLANEOUS CLAIMS FOR IRRIGATION & 
OTHER RIGHTS 
OBJECTIONS DUE 6/24/2005 
RESPONSES DUE 9/9/2005 
HEARING ON UNCONTESTED LATE CLAIMS 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
(FAX FILED) NOTICE OF FILING STATEMENT OF THE 
UNOBJECTED TO PORTIONS OF THE DIRECTOR'S 
REPORT FOR IRRIGATION & OTHER USES, IDWR 
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(FAX FILED) NOTICE OF FILING STATEMENT OF THE 
UNOBJECTED TO PORTIONS OF THE DIRECTOR'S 
REPORT FOR IRRIGATION & OTHER USES, IDWR 
BASIN 81 PURSUANT TO IDAHO CODE SECTION 
42-1412 (7) 
NOTICE CHANGING LOCATIONS OF JULY, AUGUST & 
SEPTEMBER 2005 MONTHLY STATUS CONFERENCES 
NOTICE CHANGING LOCATIONS OF JULY, AUGUST & 
SEPTEMBER 2005 MONTHLY STATUS CONFERENCES 
NOTICE CHANGING LOCATIONS OF JULY, AUGUST & 
SEPTEMBER 2005 MONTHLY STATUS CONFERENCES 
NOTICE CHANGING LOCATION OF HEARING ON 
UNCONTESTED CLAIMS FOR BASIN 85 AND 
HEARING ON UNCONTESTED LATE CLAIMS 
NOTICE CHANGING LOCATION OF HEARING ON 
UNCONTESTED CLAIMS FOR BASIN 82 
FINAL ORDER DISALLOWING WATER RIGHT CLAIMS 
UNCONTESTED CLAIMS RECOMMENDED DISALLOWED 
IN BASIN 81 
FINAL ORDER DISALLOWING WATER RIGHT CLAIMS --
UNCONTESTED CLAIMS RECOMMENDED DISALLOWED 
IN BASIN 84 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE: NOTICE OF FILING 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR LATE CLAIMS AND 
MISCELLANEOUS CLAIMS, BASINS 23, 29, 31, 
32, 34, 35, 36, 43, 45, 57, 61, 65, 72 & 
86 FOR IRRIGATION AND OTHER WATER RIGHTS 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE: NOTICE OF FILING 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR BASIN 81 FOR 
IRRIGATION AND OTHER WATER RIGHTS AND 
NOTICE OF FILING FEDERAL RESERVED RIGHT 
CLAIMS FOR IDWR BASIN 81 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE: NOTICE OF FILING 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR BASIN 82 FOR 
IRRIGATION AND OTHER WATER RIGHTS AND 
NOTICE OF FILING FEDERAL RESERVED RIGHT 
CLAIMS FOR IDWR BASIN 82 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE: NOTICE OF FILING 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR BASIN 84 FOR 
IRRIGATION AND OTHER WATER RIGHTS AND 
NOTICE OF FILING FEDERAL RESERVED RIGHT 
CLAIMS FOR IDWR BASIN 84 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE: NOTICE OF FILING 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR BASIN 85 FOR 
IRRIGATION AND OTHER WATER RIGHT CLAIMS 
AFFIDAVIT OF DANNI M. SMITH RE: SECOND ROUND 
SERVICE OF COMMENCEMENT NOTICE FOR 
BASIN 37, PART 1 
AFFIDAVIT OF DAVID R. TUTHILL, JR. RE: 
SERVICE OF SECOND ROUND SERVICE OF 
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BINGHAM, BONNEVILLE & CARIBOU COUNTIES) 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
NOTICE OF FILING STATEMENT OF THE UNOBJECTED 
PORTIONS OF THE DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR 
IRRIGATION & OTHER USES, IDWR BASIN 82 
ORDER EXTENDING DEADLINE FOR IDWR TO FILE 
CASE MANAGEMENT PROPOSAL FOR BASIN 85 
IRRIGATION AND OTHERS 
NOTICE OF INTENT TO ISSUE ORDER OF PARTIAL 
DECREE FOR GENERAL PROVISIONS IN BASIN 65 
INTERESTED PARTIES MAY VIEW PROPOSED 
ORDERS ON THE COURT'S WEBSITE 
WWW.SRBA.STATE.ID.US PARTIES SHALL HAVE 
UNTIL 5 PM 0~ 9/16/2005 TO REVIEW PROPOSED 
ORDERS AND SUBMIT OBJECTIONS 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
IDWR CASE MANAGEMENT PROPOSAL - BASIN 85 
ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREE FOR GENERAL 
PROVISIONS IN BASIN 23 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 54(B) 
FOR GENERAL PROVISIONS IN BASIN 23 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREE FOR GENERAL 
PROVISIONS IN BASIN 31 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 54(B) 
FOR GENERAL PROVISIONS IN BASIN 31 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
FINAL ORDER DISALLOWING WATER RIGHT CLAIMS 
(BASIN 82 UNCONTESTED DISALLOWED) 
MONTHLY STATUS CONFERENCE HELD 
MINUTES - MONTHLY STATUS CONFERENCE 
NOTICE CHANGING LOCATION AND/OR DATE OF 
MONTHLY STATUS CONFERENCE FOR THE MONTHS OF 
AUGUST AND OCTOBER 2005 
NOTICE CHANGING LOCATION OF HEARING ON 
UNCONTESTED CLAIMS FOR BASIN 85 & HEARING 
ON UNCONTESTED LATE CLAIMS 
NOTICE CHANGING LOCATION AND/OR DATE OF 
MONTHLY STATUS CONFERENCE FOR THE MONTHS OF 
AUGUST AND OCTOBER 2005 
IDWR CASE MANAGEMENT PROPOSAL FOR REPORTING 
AREA 14, BASIN 25 
ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREE FOR GENERAL 
PROVISIONS IN BASIN 43 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING - PARTIAL DECREE 
PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 54(B) 
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ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREE FOR GENERAL 
PROVISIONS IN BASIN 55 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING - PARTIAL DECREE 
PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 54{B) 
FOR GENERAL PROVISIONS IN BASIN 55 
ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREE FOR GENERAL 
PROVISIONS IN BASIN 61 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING - PARTIAL DECREE 
PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 54(B) 
FOR GENERAL PROVISIONS IN BASIN 61 
ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREE FOR GENERAL 
PROVISIONS IN BASIN 71 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING - PARTIAL DECREE 
PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 54(B) 
FOR GENERAL PROVISIONS IN BASIN 71 
ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREE FOR GENERAL 
PROVISIONS IN BASIN 72 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING - PARTIAL DECREE 
PARTIAL DECREE PURSUAI\"'T TO I.R.C.P. 54(B) 
FOR GENERAL PROVISIONS IN BASIN 72 
ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREE FOR GENERAL 
PROVISIONS IN BASIN 33 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING - PARTIAL DECREE 
PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 54(B) 
FOR GENERAL PROVISIONS IN BASIN 33 
ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREE FOR GENERAL 
PROVISIONS IN BASIN 41 
PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO IRCP 54(B) FOR 
GENERAL PROVISIONS IN BASIN 41 
E-MAIL CORRESPONDENCE FROM DA.LA WALTON, 
BUREAU OF RECLAMATION, RE CORRECTIONS TO 
THE LISTS OF WATER RIGHTS FOR SEPARATE 
STREAMS GENERAL PROVISION 
AMENDED PROPOSED PARTIAL DECREE FOR GENERAL 
PROVISIONS IN BASIN 65 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
CASE MANAGEMENT REPORT FOR LATE/MISC CLAIMS 
(FAX FILED) 
NOTICE OF FILING STATEMENT OF THE UNOBJECTBD 
TO PORTIONS OF THE DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR 
IRRIGATION & OTHER USES, IDWR BASIN 85 
PURSUANT TO IDAHO CODE SECTION 42-1412(7) 
HEARING DATE: AUGUST 16, 2005 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR IDAHO WATER RESOURCE 
BOARD CLAIMS PURSUANT TO I.C. 42-1507 
IDWR BASINS 71, 72, 75, 77. 78, 79, 81, 
82, 83, 84, 85 AND 86 
NOTICE OF FILING OF DIRECTOR'S REPORT OF THE 
IDAHO WATER RESOURCE BOARD CLAIMS PURSUANT 
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OBJECTIONS DUE 11/01/05 
RESPONSES DUE 01/06/06 
HEARING ON UNCONTESTED 01/17/06 
INITIAL HEARING ON CONTESTED CLAIMS 
TO NOTICE OF FILING STATEMENT OF UNOBJECTED 
PORTIONS OF THE DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR LATE 
CLAIMS AND MISCELLANEOUSE CLAIMS 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR IDWR BASINS Bl, 82, 83, 
84, 85 AND 86 FEDERAL RESERVED WATER RIGHTS 
NEZ PERCE TRIBE MULTIPLE USE CLAIMS 
NOTICE OF FILING OF CLAIMS TO FEDERAL 
RESERVED WATER RIGHTS IDWR BASINS Bl, 82, 
83, 84, 85 AND 86 (NEZ PERCE TRIBE 
MULTIPLE USE CLAIMS) 
OBJECTION DEADLINE 11/1/05 
RESPONSE DEADLINE 01/06/06 
HEARING ON UNCONTESTED 01/17/06 
CD FOR IDWR BASINS Bl, 82, 83, 84, 85 AND 
86 FEDERAL RESERVED WATER RIGHTS (NEZ PERCE 
TRIBE MULTIPLE USE CLAIMS) 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
LETTER F/B BRIAN L MCMAHAN OBJECTING TO BASIN 
65 GENERAL PROVISIONS (FAX FILED) 
(FAX FILED) NOTICE OF FILING STATEMENT OF 
UNOBJECTED TO PORTIONS OF THE DIRECTOR'S 
REPORT FOR IDWR REPORTING AREA 14, BASIN 25 
FOR IRRIGATION AND OTHER WATER RIGHTS 
CLAIMS PURSUANT TO IDAHO CODE SECTION 
42-1412(7) 
CORRESPONDENCE F/B DANA HOFSTETTER RE: 
GENERAL PROVISIONS IN BASIN 65 
HEARING HELD ON UNCONTESTED RIGHTS BASIN 25 
IRRIGATION AND OTHER 
MINUTES FILED 
HEARING HELD - INTERIM ADMINISTRATION FOR 
BASINS 71 & 72 
MINUTES FILED 
FINAL ORDER DISALLOWING WATER RIGHT CLAIMS 
(RECOMMENDED DISALLOWED; UNCONTESTED 
BASIN 25) 
CORRESPONDENCE F/B BRIAN MCMAHAN RE: PROPOSED 
PARTIAL DECREE FOR GENERAL PROVISIONS IN 
BASIN 65 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
CORRESPONDENCE F/B SPECIAL MASTER BOOTH IN 
RESPONSE TO BRIAN MCMAHAN'S LETTER RE: 
PROPOSED PARTIAL DECREE FOR GENERAL 
PROVISIONS IN BASIN 65 
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OF SECOND ROUND SERVICE OF COMMENCEMENT 
NOTICE FOR BASIN 21 (CLARK, FREMONT, 
JEFFERSON & ~ADISON COUNTIES) 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR IRRIGATION AND OTHER 
USES - SURFACE WATER REPORTING AREA 16, 
BASIN 37, PART 1 
NOTICE OF FILING DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR FOR 
BASIN 37, SURFACE WATER, PART 1 
OBJECTIONS DUE 3/10/2006 8B 
RESPONSES DUE 5/12/2006 RB 
HEARING ON UNCONTESTED RIGHTS 5/16/2006 HV 
CD FROM IDWR - BASIN 37, PART l DIR REPORT 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR IRRIGATION AND OTHER 
WATER RIGHTS IN BASIN 27, REPORTING AREA 11 
PART l 
NOTICE OF FILING OF DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR 
IRRIGATION AND OTHER USES IN BASIN 27, 
REPORTING AREA 11, PART 1 
OBJECTION DEADLINE 03/17/06 8B 
RESPONSE DEADLINE 05/19/06 RB 
HEARING ON UNCONTESTED 06/20/06 HH 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR FEDERAL RESERVED RIGHTS 
BASIN 27, REPORTING AREA 11 
NOTICE OF FILING OF FEDERAL RESERVED CLAIM 
IN BASIN 27 1 REPORTING AREA 11 
OBJECTION DEADLINE 03/17/06 8B 
RESPONSE DEADLINE 05/19/06 RB 
CD OF DIRECTOR'S REPORT, BASIN 27 PART 1 
CORRESPONDENCE F/B BRIAN L MCMAHAN RE: 
PROl?OSED l?ARTIAL DECREE FOR GENERAL 
l?ROVISIONS IN BASIN 65 
ORDER OF REFERENCE APPOINTING THEODORE R 
BOOTH SPECIAL MASTER REGARDING GENERAL 
l?ROVISIONS IN BASIN 65 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE: NOTICE OF FILING 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR BASIN 27 FOR 
IRRIGATION AND OTHER WATER RIGHTS AND 
NOTICE OF FILING FEDERAL RESERVED RIGHT 
CLAIM FOR IDWR BASIN 27 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT BASIN 63, PART II, RA 13 
IRRIGATION & OTHER WATER RIGHTS 
NOTICE OF FILING OF DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR 
BASIN 63, PART II, RA 13 FOR IRR & OTHER 
OBJECTIONS DUE 4/21/06 SB 
RESPONSES DUE 06/23/06 RB 
HEARING ON UNCONTESTED RIGHTS 07/18/06 HH 
NOTICE OF FILING OF GENERAL PROVISIONS FOR 
BASIN 63, PART II, RA 13 
OBJECTIONS DUE 04/21/06 8B 
RESPONSES DUE 06/23/06 RB 
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DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR FEDERAL RESERVED WATER 
RIGHT CLAIMS IN BASIN 63, PART II 
NOTICE OF FILING OF FEDERAL RESERVED WATER 
RIGHT CLAIMS IN BASIN 63, PART II 
OBJECTIONS DUE 04/21/06 
RESPONSES DUE 06/23/06 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
NOTICE OF RENUMBERING OF FEDERAL RESERVE 
WATER RIGHT CLAIM 51-12603 (FAX FILED) 
NOTICE OF RENUMBERING OF FEDERAL RESERVE 
WATER RIGHT CLAIMS 51-12604, 51-12605, 
51-12606 AND 51-12607 (FAX FILED) 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE: NOTICE OF FILING CLAIMS 
TO FEDERAL RESERVED WATER RIGHTS IDWR 
BASINS 81, 82, 83, 84, 85 & 86 (NEZ PERCE 
TRIBE MULTIPLE USE CLAIMS) 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE: NOTICE OF FILING 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT OF THE IDAHO WATER 
RESOURCE BOARD CLAIMS PURSUANT TO I.C. SEC. 
42-1507 
AFFIDAVIT OF DONALD V. SHAFF RE: SERVICE OF 
SECOND ROUND SERVICE OF COMMENCEMENT NOTICE 
FOR BASIN 01 (MINIDOKA AND JEFFERSON 
COUNTIES) 
AFFIDAVIT OF DONALD V. SHAFF RE: SERVICE OF 
SECOND ROUND SERVICE OF COMMENCEMENT NOTICE 
FOR BASIN 03 (NEZ PERCE AND PAYETT COUNTIES 
AFFIDAVIT OF DONALD V. SHAFF RE: SERVICE OF 
SECOND ROUND SERVICE OF COMMENCEMENT NOTICE 
FOR BASIN 69 ADAMS AND WASHINGTON COUNTIES 
AFFIDAVIT OF DONALD V. SHAFF RE: SERVICE OF 
SECOND ROUND SERVICE OF COMMENCEMENT NOTICE 
FOR BASIN 22 (FREMONT, MADISON AND TETON 
COUNTIES) 
NOTICE OF FILING STATEMENT OF THE UNOBJECTED 
TO PORTIONS OF THE DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR 
THE IDAHO WATER RESOURCE BOARD CLAIMS 
PURSUANT TO I.C. SECTION 42-1507 
PURSUANT TO IDAHO CODE SECTION 42-1412(7) 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT, RPT AREA 17 BASIN 21 




NOTICE OF FILING DIRECTOR'S 
BASIN 21 FOR IRRIGATION & 





RIGHTS IN BASIN 21 
8/15/2006 1:30 
SHAFF RE: SERVICE OF 
HEARING ON UNCONTESTED 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT 
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SECOND ROUND SERVICE OF COMMENCEMENT 
NOTICE FOR BASIN 78 
AFFIDAVIT OF DONALD V. SHAFF RE: SERVICE OF 
SECOND ROUND SERVICE OF COMMENCEMENT 
NOTICE FOR BASIN 79 
AFFIDAVIT OF DONALD V. SHAFF RE: SERVICE OF 
SECOND ROUND SERVICE OF COMMENCEMENT NOTICE 
FOR BASIN 77 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR REPORTING AREA 23, 
BASIN 74, PART I, IRRIGATION & OTHER USES 
AND BASIN 74 GENERAL PROVISIONS 
NOTICE OF FILING OF DIR3CTOR'S REPORT FOR 
BASIN 74 FOR IRRIGATION & OTHER USES 
WA 
OBJECTIONS DUE 06/30/06 8B 
REPONSES DUE 09/01/06 RB 
HEARING ON UNCONTESTED 09/19/06 HH 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT, PART II FOR FEDERAL 
RESERVED RIGHTS, REPORTING AREA 23, 
BASIN 74 
NOTICE OF FILING OF DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR 
FEDERAL RESERVED RIGHT CLAIM IN BASIN 74 
OBJECTIONS DUE 06/30/06 8B 
RESPONSES DUE 09/01/06 RB 
EVIDENTIARY HRG ON UNCONTESTED RIGHT HH 
ORDER SETTING STATUS CONFERENCE US 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE: NOTICE OF FILING 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR BASIN 63, PART II FOR 
IRRIGATION AND OTHER WATER RIGHTS AND 
NOTICE OF FILING FEDERAL RESERVED WATER 
RIGHTS CLAIMS FOR IDWR BASIN 63, PART II 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE: NOTICE OF FILING 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR BABIN 21 FOR 
IRRIGATION AND OTHER WATER RIGHTS 
CORRECTED MAPS FOR BASIN 74 DIRECTOR'S 
REPORT THAT WAS RECEIVED 1/23/06 
AFFIDAVIT OF DONALD V SHAFF RE: SECOND ROUND 
SERVICE OF COMMENCEMENT NOTICE NOT 
NECESSARY FOR BASIN 02 (NO UNCLAIMED WATER 
RIGHTS DISCOVERED) 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREE FOR GENERAL 
PROVISIONS IN BASIN 25 
PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 54(B) FOR 
GENERAL PROVISIONS IN BASIN 25 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT, REPORTING AREA 17, IDWR 
BASIN 22, GROUNDWATER IRRIGATION AND OTHER 
USES 
NOTICE OF FILING DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR 
BASIN 22, PART 1, GROUNDWATER FOR 
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OBJECTIONS DUE: os/oS/06 
RESPONSES DUE: 07/07/06 
HEARING ON UNCONTESTED: 07/18/06 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE: NOTICE OF FILING 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR BASIN 22, PART l 
GROUND WATER FOR IRRIGATION AND OTHER 
WATER RIGHTS 
ADDENDUM TO AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE: NOTICE OF 
FILING DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR BASIN 22, 
PART l GROUND WATER FOR IRRIGATION AND 
OTHER USES 
NOTICE CHANGING THE DATE AND LOCATION OF THE 
MAY 2006 MONTHLY STATUS CONFERENCE: 
MAY 31, BLAINE COUNTY COURTHOUSE, HAILEY 
NOTICE CHANGING THE DATE AND LOCATION OF THE 
HEARING ON THE UNCONTESTED PORTIONS OF THE 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR BASIN 37, PART 1, 
SURFACE WATER 
NOTICE OF APPEARANCE F/B US - ADDING 
WOOLDRIDGE & SNODGRASS 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT, REPORTING AREA 19, IDWR 
BASIN 69 IRRIGATION & OTHER USES 
NOTICE OF FILING OF DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR 
REPORTING AREA 19, IDWR BASIN 69 IRRIGATION 
& OTHER USES 
OBJECTIONS DUE 5/26/06 
RESPONSES DUE 07282006 
HEARING ON UNCONTESTED 11/21/06 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT, PART II FEDERAL RESERVED 
RIGHT FOR REPORTING AREA 19, IDWR BASIN 69 
NOTICE OF FILING OF FEDERAL RESERVED WATER 
RIGHT, REPORTING AREA 19, IDWR BASIN 69 
OBJECTIONS DUE 5/26/06 
RESPONSES DUE 7/28/06 
SUPPLEMENTAL ORDER OF REFERENCE APPOINTING 
SPECIAL MASTER BRIGETTE BILYEU TO PRESIDE 
OVER RECOMMENDED GENERAL PROVISIONS FOR 
REPORTING AREA 14 BASIN 25 
SUPPLEMENTAL ORDER OF REFERENCE APPOINTING 
SPECIAL MASTER BRIGETTE BILYEU TO PRESIDE 
OVER RECOMMENDED GENERAL PROVISIONS FOR 
REPORTING AREA 16 BASIN 37 PART l SURFACE 
WATER 
SUPPLEMENTAL ORDER OF REFERENCE APPOINTING 
SPECIAL MASTER BRIGETTE BILYEU TO PRESIDE 
OVER RECOMMENDED GENERAL PROVISIONS FOR 
REPORTING AREA 11 BASIN 27 PART l 
SUPPLEMENTAL ORDER OF REFERENCE APPOINTING 
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OVER RECOMMENDED GENERAL PROVISIONS FOR 
REPORTING AREA 22 BASINS 81, 82, 83, 84 AND 
85 
PART II DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR FEDERAL 
RESERVED RIGHTS, REPORTING AREA 24 BASIN 77 
NOTICE OF FILING OF FEDERAL RESERVED WATER 
RIGHT CLAIMS IN BASIN 77 
OBJECTIONS DUE 07/28/06 BB 
RESPONSES DUE 02/29/06 RB 
PART I DIRECTOR'S REPORT, REPORTING AREA 24 
IDWR BASIN 77 IRRIGATION & OTHER USES 
NOTICE OF FILING OF DIRECTOR'S REPORT 
FOR BASIN 77 FOR IRRIGATION & OTHER RIGHTS 
OBJECTIONS DUE 07/28/06 8B 
RESPONSES DUE 09/29/06 RB 
HEARING ON UNCONTESTED 10/17/06 HS 
NOTICE CHANGING LOCATION OF THE MONTHLY HH 
STATUS CONFERENCE FOR JUNE 2006 
LEMH: COUNTY COMMISSIONER ANNEX, SALMON 
NOTICE CHANGING LOCATION OF HEARING ON THE HS 
UNCONTESTED IRRIGATION & OTHER USE RIGHTS 
IN BASIN 27, PART 1 -- SALMON IDAHO 
AFF:DAVIT OF SERVICE, NOTICE OF FILING 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR BASIN 69 FOR 
IRRIGATION AND OTHER WATER RIGHTS AND 
NOTICE OF FILING FEDERAL RESERVED WATER 
RIGHT CLAIM FOR BASIN 69 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
ORDER OF REFERENCE APPOINTING THEODORE R 
BOOTH AS SPECIAL MASTER FOR IRRIGATION AND 
OTHER CLAIMS IN REPORTING AREi\. 13, BASIN 63 
ORDER OF REFERENCE APPOINTING BRIGETTE BILYEU 
AS SPECIAL MASTER FOR IRRIGATION AND OTHER 
CLAIMS IN REPORTING AREA 17, BASIN 21 
ORDER OF REFERENCE APPOINTING TERRENCE A 
DOLAN AS SPECIAL MASTER FOR IRRIGATION AND 
OTHER CLAIMS IN REPORTING AREA 23, BASIN 74 
ORDER OF REFERENCE APPOINTING THEODORE R 
BOOTH AS SPECIAL MASTER FOR IRRIGATION AND 
OTHER CLAIMS IN REPORTING AREA 19, BASIN 69 
ORDER OF REFERENCE APPOINTING BRIGETTE BILYEU 
AS SPECIAL MASTER FOR IRRIGATION AND OTHER 
CLAIMS IN REPORTING AREA 17, BASIN 22 
ORDER OR REFERENCE APPOINTING THEODORE R 
BOOTE AS SPECIAL MASTER FOR IRRIGATION AND 
OTHER CLAIMS IN REPORTING AREA 24, BASIN 77 
ORDER GRANTING MOTION FOR EXTENSION OF TIME 
FOR IDWR TO FILE CASE MANG RPT B 63 PRT 2 
SPECIAL MASTERS REPORT AND RECOMMENDATION MB 
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FOR GENERAL PROVISIONS IN BASIN 81 
SPECIAL MASTER THEODORE R BOOTH TO PRESIDE 
OVER RECOMMENDED GENERAL PROVISIONS FOR 
REPORTING AREA 22, BASIN 86 
SPECIAL MASTERS REPORT AND RECOMMENDATION FOR 
GENERAL PROVISIONS/BASINS 81,82,83,84,85,86 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE: NOTICE OF FILING 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR BASIN 77 FOR 
IRRIGATION AND OTHER WATER RIGHTS AND 
NOTICE OF FILING FEDERAL RESERVED WATER 
RIGHT CLAIMS FOR BASIN 77 
NOTICE OF CHANGE OF ADDRESS -- DENVER FIELD 
OFFICE OF USE DOJ 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR LATE CLAIMS 
NOTICE OF FILING DIRECTOR'S REPORT 
LATE CLAIMS 
OBJECTIONS DUE: 
RESPONSES TO OBJECTION DUE: 
HEARING ON UNCONTESTED RIGHTS 





CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
AFFIDAVIT OF DONALD V. 
SECOND ROUND SERVICE 
NOTICE FOR BASIN 67 
- DOCKET SHEET 
SHAFF RE: SERVICE 
OF COMMENCEMENT 
OF 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE: NOTICE OF FILING 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR LATE CLAIMS AND 
MISCELLANEOUS CLAIMS, BASINS 25, 27, 29, 
31, 33, 35, 36, 45, 51, 55, 57, 61, 65, 
69, 74, 77, 82, 84, 85 & 86 FOR IRRIGATION 
AND OTHER WATER RIGHTS 
PART I DIRECTOR'S REPORT IDWR LOWER BASIN 01 
IRRIGATION & OTHER USES 
NOTICE OF FILING OF DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR 
BASIN 01, PART I, IRRIGATION & OTHER WATER 
RIGHTS 
OBJECTIONS DUE 10/06/06 
RESPONSES DUE 12/08/06 
HEARING ON UNCONTESTED 03/20/07 
PART II DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR FEDERAL 
RESERVED RIGHT 01-10376, IDWR LOWER 
BASIN 01 
NOTICE OF FILING OF FEDERAL RESERVED RIGHT 
CLAIM IN BASIN 01, PART I 
OBJECTIONS DUE 10/06/06 
RESPONSES DUE 12/08/06 
ORDER OF REFERENCE APPOINTING TERRENCE DOLAN 
SPECIAL MASTER FOR IRRIGTIAON & OTHER 
CLAIMS IN IDWR LOWER BASIN 01, PRT 1 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE: NOTICE OF FILING 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR BASIN 22, PART I 
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HEARING HELD UNCONTES'I'ED BASIN 37 (TO BE 
RESET FOR AFTER INITIAL HRGS ARE HELD) 
MINUTES 
ORDER CONTINUING HEARING ON UNCONTESTED 
RECOMMENDATIONS IN THE DIRECTOR'S REPORT 
FOR IRRIGATION AND OTHER USES, SURFACE 
WATER, REPORTING AREA 16, BASIN 37 
(FAXED) IDWR CASE MANAGEMENT PROPOSAL FOR 
REPORTING AREA 17, BASIN 22, PART 1 
GROU1'"D WATER 
CASE MANAGEMENT PROPOSAL - BASIN 22, PART 1 
CASE MANAGEMENT PROPOSAL FOR REPORTING AREA 
11, BASIN 27 
ORDER RESETTING DEADLINE FOR IDWR TO FILE 
ITS CASE MANAGMENT REP0RT FOR BASIN 69 
CASE MANAGEMENT PROPOSAL FOR BASIN AREA 3 7, 
PART 1, SURFACE WATER 
ORDER RESETTING DEADLINE FOR CASE MANAGEMENT 
FOR B 63 PTII TO JULY 14 06 
HEARING HELD - UNCONTESTED BASIN 63 PART I & 
BASIN 22, PART I IRR & OTHER - WILL BE 
RESET FOR DECEMBER 2006 
MINUTES 
AFFIDAVIT OF DONALD V. SHAFF RE SERVICE OF 
SECOND ROUND SERVICE OF COMMENCEMENT 
NOTICE FOR BASIN 63 - CANYON COUN':'Y 
CASE MANAGEMENT PROPOSAL FOR REPORTING AREA 
13, BASIN 63, PA.~T 2 IRRIGATION & OTHERS 
NOTICE SETTING HEP.RING ON UNCONTESTED RIGHTS 
REPORTED IN BASIN 27 DIRECTOR'S REPORT 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT IDWR BASIN 03, PART I, 
IRRIGATION & OTHER USES 
NOTICE OF FILING OF DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR 
IDWR BASIN 03, PART I, IRRIGATION & OTHER 
OBJECTIONS DUE 11/01/06 
RESPONSES DUB 01/03/07 
HEARING ON UNCONTESTED 03/20/07 
BASIN 03 GENERAL PROVISIONS RECOMMENDATION 
HEARING HELD UNCONTESTED IN BASIN 21 
MINUTES 
NOTICE RESETTING MONTHLY STATUS CONFERENCE 
AND VACATING IDWR MONTHLY INFORMATION 
MEETING 
NOTICE RESETTING HEARING ON THE UNCONTESTED 
RIGHTS IN BASIN 77 DIRECTOR'S REPORT 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE, NOTICE OF FILING OF 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR BASIN 03 FOR 
IRRIGATION AND OTHER WATER RIGHTS 
CASE MANAGEMENT PROPOSAL FOR BASIN 77 
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NOTICE OF FILING STATEMENT OF UNOBJECTED TO 
PORTIONS OF THE DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR 
IRRIGATION AND OTHER; REPORTING AREA 16, 
IDWR BASIN 37, PART 1, SURFACE WATER 
HEARING HELD - UNCONTESTED IN BASINS 74, HR 
37 & 27 
MINUTES 
NOTICE RESETTING HEARING ON UNCONTESTED RH 
RIGHTS FOR BASIN 27, PART 1 HR 
NOTICE RESETTING HEARING ON UNCONTESTED HR 
RIGHTS FOR BASIN 74 
(FAX FILED) NOTICE OF FILING STATEMENT OF THE 
UNOBJECTED TO PORTIONS OF THE DIRECTOR'S 
REPORT FOR IRRIGATION & OTHER USES, IDWR 
BASIN 77 PURSUANT TO IDAHO CODE SECTION 
42-1412 ( 7) 
HEARING HELD (HRG UNCONTESTED BASIN 77) RH 
MINUTES 
NOTICE RESETTING HEARING ON UNCONTESTED RH 
RIGHTS FOR BASIN 22, PART I AND BASIN 63, 
PART II 
NOTICE SETTING STATUS CONFERENCE ON HR 
UNCONTESTED RIGHTS FOR BASIN 21 
LETTER FROM TED BOOTH TO CANDICE MCHUGH AND 
KEN KNOBLOCK CONCERNING BASIN 77 UNCONTESTED 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT IDWR BASIN 79, PART 1 
REPORTING AREA 24, IRRIGATION & OTHER USES 
NOTICE OF FILING OF DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR 
IDWR BASIN 79, PART 1, IRRIGATION & OTHER 
OBJECTIONS DUE 02/28/07 BB 
RESPONSES DUE 04/30/07 RB 
HEARING ON UNCONTESTED (BASIN 79, PART I) RV 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT IDWR BASIN 79, PART II, 
REPORTING AREA 24 FEDERAL RESERVED RIGHTS 
79-4314 & 79-10698 
NOTICE OF FILING OF DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR 
IDWR BASIN 79, PART 1, FEDERAL RESERVED 
RIGHTS 79-4314 & 79-10698 
OBJECTIONS DUE 02/28/07 BB 
RESPONSES DUE 04/30/07 RB 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
NOTICE OF FILING STATEMENT OF UNOBJECTED TO 
PORTIONS OF THE DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR IDWR 
REPORTING AREA 11, BASIN 27 FOR IRRIGATION 
AND OTHER RIGHT CLAIMS PURSUANT TO IDAHO 
CODE SECTION 42-1412 (7) (FAX FILED) 
(FAX FILED) NOTICE OF FILING STATEMENT OF 
THE UNOBJECTED TO PORTIONS OF THE 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR IRRIGATION & OTHER 
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HEARING HELD - UNCONTESTED RIGHTS BASIN 27 
PART I AND UNCONTESTED RIGHTS IN BASIN 69 
MINUTES 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR IRRIGATION & OTHER USES 
RA 14, IDWR BASIN 24 
NOTICE OF FILING DIRECTOR'S RPT FOR 
OBJECTIONS DUE 
RESPONSES TO OBJECTIONS DUE 
HEARING ON UNCONTESTED RIGHTS 







OBJECTIONS DUE 1/23/2007 
RESPONSES TO OBJECTIONS DUE 3/27/2007 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT - BASIN 37 PT 2 IRR & OTHER 
NOTICE OF FILING DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR IDWR 
REPORTING AREA 16, BASIN 37, PART 2 FOR 
IRRIGATION & OTHER CLAIMS 
OBJECTIONS DUE 5/23/07 
RESPONSES TO OBJECTIONS DUE 7/23/07 
HEARING ON UNCONTESTED RIGHTS 9/18/07 
ORDER OF REFERENCE APPOINTING TERRENCE DOLAN 
SPECIAL MASTER RO IRRIGATION & OTHER 
CLAIMS IN REPORTING AREA 14, BASIN 24 
ASSIGNED MASTER WAS: 199 MELANSON, JOHN M 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
NOTICE OF FILING STATEMENT OF THE UNOBJECTED 
TO PORTIONS OF THE DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR 
IRRIGATION & OTHER USES, IDWR BASIN 21 
NOTICE OF FILING STATEMENT OF UNOBJECTED TO 
PORTIONS OF THE DIR'S RPT FOR BASIN 22 
PART 1 
NOTICE OF FILING STATEMENT OF THE UNOBJECTED 
TO PORTIONS OF THE DIR'S RPT FOR 
IRRIGATION & OTHER RIGHTS IN BASIN 63 
HEARING HELD - UNCONTESTED RIGHTS FOR BASIN 
21, BASIN 22, PART I, BASIN 63, PART II & 
BASIN 74 (74 TO BE CONTINUED) ALL IRRIGA-
& OTHER RIGHTS 
MINUTES 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT - BASIN 01, PART 2, 
IRRIGATION & OTHER CLAIMS 
NOTICE OF FILING DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR 
BASIN 01, PRT 2, IRRIGATION & OTHER CLAIMS 
OBJECTIONS DUE 4/20/07 
RESPONSES DUE 6/20/07 
HEARING ON UNCONTESTED RIGHTS 
NOTICE OF FILING DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR 
GENERAL PROVISIONS - BASIN 01, PRT 2 
OBJECTIONS DUE 4/20/07 
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HEARING ON UNCONTESTED RIGHTS 
CASE MANAGEMENT PROPOSAL FOR BASIN 03 
IRRIGATION & OTHERS 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT, BASIN 63, PART 3, 
IRRIGATION & OTHER CLAIMS 
NOTICE OF FILING DIRECTOR'S REPORT, BASIN 63, 
PART 3, IRRIGATION & OTHER CLAIMS 
OBJECTIONS DUE 
RESPONSES DUE 
HEARING ON UNCONTESTED RIGHTS 




HEARING ON UNCONTESTED RIGHTS 
NOTICE FO FILING DIRECTOR'S REPORT, 









OBJECTIONS DUE 6/20/07 
RESPONSES DUE 8/20/07 
NOTICE CHANGING LOCATION OF JANUARY 16, 2007 
STATUS CONFERENCE TO THE IDAHO SUPREME 
COURT BUILDING, LOWER CONFERENCE ROOM 
NOTICE CHANGING LOCATION FOR JANUARY 16, 2007 
HEARING ON UNCONTESTED RIGHTS TO IDAHO 
SUPREME COURT BUILDING, LOWER CONFERENCE 
NOTICE RESETTING HEARING ON UNCONTESTED 
RIGHTS FOR BASIN 74, IRRIGATION & OTHER 
USES 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT - REPORTING AREA 17, BASIN 
22, PART 2, IRRIGATION & OTHER USES 
NOTICE OF FILING OF DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR 
BASIN 22, PART 2, IRRIGATION & OTHER USES 
OBJECTIONS DUE: 07/25/07 
RESPONSES DUE: 09/26/07 
HEARING SET - UNCONTESTED 822 11/20/07 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT - REPORTING AREA 19, BASIN 
67, IRRIGATION & OTHER USES 
NOTICE OF FILING OF DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR 
BASIN 67, IRRIGATION & OTHER USES 
OBJECTIONS DUE: 08/22/07 
RESPONSES DUE: 10/22/07 
HEARING SET - UNCONTESTED B67 01/15/08 
PART 2 DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR FEDERAL 
RESERVED RIGHTS, REPORTING AREA 19, 
BASIN 67 
NOTICE OF FILING OF FEDERAL RESERVED CLAIMS 
IN BASIN 67 
OBJECTIONS DUE: 08/22/07 
RESPONSES DUE: 10/22/07 
PART 1 DIRECTOR'S REPORT BASIN 02, RA 20 
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NOTICE OF FILING OF DIRECTOR'S REPORT PART 1 
BASIN 02, RA 20, IRRIGATION & OTHER USES 
OBJECTIONS DUE: 12/05/07 
RESPONSES DUE: 02/05/08 
HEARING SET - UNCONTESTED BASIN 02 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT, REPORTING AREA 24, 
BASIN 78, IRRIGATION & OTHER USES 
NOTICE OF FILING OF DIRECTOR'S REPORT, RA 24 
BASIN 78, IRRIGATION & OTHER USES 
OBJECTIONS DUE: 05/09/07 
RESPONSES DUE: 07/09/07 
HEARING UNCONTESTED 10/16/07 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT, RA 24, BASIN 78, FEDERAL 
RESERVED CLAIMS 
NOTICE OF FILING OF DIRECTOR'S REPORT, RA 24 
BASIN 78, FEDERAL RESERVED CLAIMS 
OBJECTIONS DUE: 05/09/07 
RESPONSES DUE: 07/09/07 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
NOTICE OF FILING OF STATEMENT OF UNCONTESTED 
PORTIONS OF THE 2006 DIR'S RPT FOR LATE & 
MISCELLANEOUS CLAIMS 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT PART I BASIN 75 RA 23, 
IRRIGATION & OTHER USES 
NOTICE OF FILING OF DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR 
IRRIGATION & OTHER WATER RIGHTS IN BASIN 75 
OBJECTIONS DUE: 10/17/07 
RESPONSES DUE: 12/18/07 
HEARING ON UNCONTESTED 02/19/08 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT PART II BASIN 75 RA 23, 
FEDERAL RESERVED RIGHTS 
NOTICE OF FILING OF FEDERAL RESERVED WATER 
RIGHT CLAIMS IN BASIN 75 
OBJECTIONS DUE: 10/17/07 
RESPONSES DUE: 12/18/07 
CASE MANAGEMENT PROPOSAL FOR IDWR LOWER 
BASIN 01, PART 1, IRRIGATION & OTHER USES 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR BASIN 73 IRRIGATION & 
OTHER RIGHTS 
NOTICE OF FILING DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR 
BASIN 73 IRRIGATION & OTHER RIGHTS 
OBJECTIONS DUE 12/19/07 
RESPONSES TO OBJECTIONS DUE 2/18/08 
HEARING ON UNCON'::ESTED RIGHTS IN BASIN 73 
PART I DIRECTOR 1 S REPORT, REPORTING AREA 12 
IDWR BASIN 47 IRRIGATION & OTHER USES 
NOTICE OF FILING OF DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR 
BASIN 47 IRRIGATION & OTHER WATER RIGHTS 
OBJECTIONS DUE: 09/19/07 
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HEARING UNCONTESTED: 01/15/08 
PART II DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR FEDERAL 
RESERVED RIGHTS IDWR BASIN 47 RA 12 
NOTICE OF FILING OF FEDERAL RESERVED RIGHT 
CLAIMS IN BASIN 47 
OBJECTIONS DUE: 
RESPONSES DUE: 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
09/19/07 
11/21/07 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
CORRESPONDENCE FROM IDWR - TRANSMITTING THE 
GENERAL PROVISIONS FOR BASIN 79 AND 
EXTENDING THE OBJECTION & RESPONSE DUE 
DATES TO: OBJ ON 6/13/07, RESP ON B/18/07 
HEARING ON UNCONTESTED PORTIONS OF DIRECTOR'S 
REPORT FOR BASIN 79 
IDWR CASE MANAGEMENT PROPOSAL FOR BASIN 74 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT, REPORTING AREA 16, IDWR 
BASIN 37, PART 3, IRRIGATION & OTHER USES 
NOTICE OF FILING OF DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR 
BASIN 37, PART 3, IRRIGATION & OTHER USES 
OBJECTIONS DUE: 11/14/07 
RESPONSES DUE: 01/15/08 
HEARING ON UNCONTESTED 
NOTICE RESETTING HEARING ON UNCONTESTED 
RIGHTS FOR BASIN 74, IRRIGATION & OTHER 
USES 
ORDER ON PARTIAL DECREE 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
AMENDED PARTIAL DECREE FILED 
ORDER ON PARTIAL DECREE 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
AMENDED PARTIAL DECREE FILED 
ORDER ON PARTIAL DECREE 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
AMENDED PARTIAL DECREE FILED 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
NOTICE OF FILING STATEMENT OF UNOBJECTED TO 
PORTIONS OF THE DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR 
BASIN 01, PART 1, FOR IRRIGATION AND OTHER 
WATER RIGHT CLAIMS PURSUANT TO IDAHO CODE 
SECTION 42-1412(7) 
NOTICE RESETTING HEARING ON UNCONTESTED 
RIGHTS FOR BASIN 03, PART 1 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
CERTIFICATE.OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
EXPEDITED MOTION FOR LIMITED ADMISSION -
F/B STEPHEN C CANN, NATURE CONSERVANCY 
HEARING ON EXPEDITED MOTION FOR LIMITED 
ADMISSION F/B CANN 
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SECOND ROUND SERVICE OF COMMENCEMENT 
NOTICE FOR BASIN 24 (BONNEVILLE AND CARIBOU 
COUNTIES) 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE: NOTICE OF FILING 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR BASIN 75 FOR 
IRRIGATION AND OTHER WATER RIGHTS AND 
NOTICE OF FILING FEDERAL RESERVED RIGHT 
CLAIMS FOR IDWR BASIN 75 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE: NOTICE OF FILING 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR IRRIGATION AND 
IRRIGATION AND OTHER WATER RIGHTS IN 
BASIN 24 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE: NOTICE OF FILING 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR BASIN 22, PART 2 
FOR IRRIGATION AND OTHER WATER RIGHTS 
IDWR CASE MANAGEMENT PROPOSAL FOR BASIN 24 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE: NOTICE OF FILING 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR BASIN 01, PART 1, FOR 
IRRIGATION AND OTHER WATER RIGHTS AND NOTICE 
OF FILING FEDERAL RESERVED RIGHT CLAIM FOR 
I::>WR BASIN 01, PART l 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE: NOTICE OF FILING 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR IRRIGATION AND OTHER 
WATER RIGHTS IN BASIN 01, PART 2 
AFFIDAVIT OR SERVICE: NOTICE OF FILING 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR BASIN 02 FOR 
IRRIGATION AND OTHER WATER RIGHTS 
WA 
HRARING HELD - EXPEDITED MOTION FOR LIMITED HH 
ADMISSION F/B CANN 
MINUTES 
CERTIFICATE OF COMPLIANCE WITH ADMINISTRATIVE 
ORDER NO. 14 (F/B STEPHEN C CANN) 
ORDER ADMITTING COUNSEL PRO HAC VICE 
{STEPHEN C CANN) 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR LATE CLAIMS 
NOTICE OF FILING DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR LATE 
AND MISCELLANEOUS CLAIMS 
OBJECTIONS DUE 7/6/07 8B 
RESPONSES TO OBJECTIONS DUE 9/7/07 RB 
HEARING ON UNCONTESTED RIGHTS IN DIRECTOR'S HH 
REPORT FOR LATE CLAIMS FILED 4/27/07 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR LATE CLAIMS FOR 
LATE CLAIMS FOR FEDERAL RESERVED RIGHTS 
NOTICE OF FILING DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR 
FEDERAL RESERVED LATE CLAIMS 
OBJECTIONS DUE 7/6/07 8B 
RESPONSES TO OBJECTIONS DUE 9/7/07 RB 
NOTICE OF FILING OF UNOBJECTED TO PORTIONS OF 
THE DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR BASIN 24 FOR 
IRRIGATION A."ID OTHER WATER RIGHTS CLAIMS 
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MOTION FOR STAY OF PROCEEDINGS ON IDAHO POWER 
COMPANY WATER RIGHTS IN BASINS 2, 36 & 37 
OR ALTERNATIVELY TO CONSOLIDATE 
PROCEEDINGS, AND REQUEST FOR EXPEDITED 
HEARING 
HEARING HELD UNCONTESTED RIGHTS BASIN 24 
MINUTES 
ORDER GRANTING MOTION FOR EXPEDITED HEARING 
ON MOTION FOR STAY OF PROCEEDINGS ON IDAHO 
POWER COMPANY WATER RIGHTS IN BASINS 2, 
36 AND 37, OR ALTERNATIVELY TO CONSOLIDATE 
PROCEEDINGS 
HEARING SET - MOTION FOR STAY 
ORDER OF REFERENCE APPOINTING TERRENCE A 
DOLAN AS SPECIAL MASTER FOR IRRIGATION AND 
OTHER CLAIMS IN IDWR ADMINISTRATIVE BASINS 
02, 03, 47, 73, AND 75 
ORDER OF REFERENCE APPOINTING T!l:RRENCE A 
DOLAN AS SPECIAL MASTER FOR IRRIGATION AND 
OTHER CLAIMS IN REPORTING AREA 16, BASIN 
37, PARTS 1 AND 2 
ORDER OF REFERENCE APPOINTING THEODORE R 
BOOTH AS SPECIAL MASTER FOR IRRIGATION AND 
OTHER CLAIMS IN IDWR ADMINISTRATIVE BASINS 
67, 78, AND 79 
AMENDED ORDER OF REFEREN'CE APPOINTING 
BRIGETTE BILYEU AS SPECIAL MASTER FOR 
IRRIGATION AND OTHER CLAIMS IN REPORTING 
AREA 16, BASIN 37, PARTS 1 AND 2 
NOTICE OF CHANGE OF EXPEDITED SERVICE LIST 
F/B CAMPBELL 
AMENDED ORDER OF REFERENCE APPOINTING 
BRIGETTE BILYEU SPECIAL MASTER FOR BASIN 
37 PARTS 2 AND 3 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING {ORDER GRANTING MOTION 
FOR EXPEDITED HEARING ON MOTION FOR STAY OF 
BASIN-WIDE ISSUE NO. 13 AND ORDER GRANTING 
MOTION FOR EXPEDITED HEARING ON MOTION FOR 
STAY OF PROCEEDINGS ON IDAHO POWER COMPANY 
WATER RIGHTS IN BASINS 2, 36 AND 37, OR 
ALTERNATIVELY TO CONSOLIDATE PROCEEDINGS 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
IDWR CASE MANAGEMENT PROPOSAL FOR BASIN 78 
IRRIGATION & OTHER WATER RIGHTS 
(FAX FILED) NOTICE OF FILING STATEMENT OF THE 
UNOBJECTED TO PORTIONS OF THE DIRECTOR'S 
REPORT FOR IRRIGATION & OTHER USES, IDWR 
BASIN 03 
NOTICE OF FILING OF STATEMENT OF UNCONTESTED 
PORTIONS OF THE DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR 
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TEXT WA DISP/SET 
RESPONSE TO MOTION FOR STAY OF PROCEEDINGS ON 6/22/2007 
IDAHO POWER COMPANY WATER RIGHTS IN BASINS 
2, 36 AND 37, OR ALTERNATIVELY TO 
CONSOLIDATE PROCEEDINGS 
LTR FROM PA'IJL TURCKE RE REMOVAL FROM COURT 
EXPEDITED MAILING LIST 
HEARING HELD - MOTION TO STAY PROCEEDINGS HH 6/25/2007 
IN BASINS 2, 36, 37, OR ALTERNATIVELY TO 
CONSOLIDATE 
MINUTES 
NOTICE RESETTING HEARING ON UNCONTESTED HH B/23/2007 
PORTIONS OF DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR BASIN 01 
PART 2 
IDWR CASE MANAGEMENT PROPOSAL FOR IDWR BASIN 
01, PART 2 IRRIGATION AND OTHER USES 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
CASE MANAGEMENT PROPOSAL FOR BASIN 79 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
(FAX FILED) NOTICE OF FILING STATEMENT OF 
UNOBJECTED TO PORTIONS OF THE DIRECTOR'S 
REPORT FOR BASIN 01, PART 2, FOR IRRIGATION 
AND OTHER WATER RIGHT CLAIMS PURSUANT TO 
IDAHO CODE SECTION 42-1412(7) 
CASE MA.,;fAGEMENT PROPOSAL FOR BAS IN 3 7, PART 2 
CASE MANAGEMENT PROPOSAL FOR BASIN 63, PART 3 
IRRIGATION & OTHER WATER RIGHTS 
HEARING HELD - UNCONTESTED BASIN 01 PART 2 HH 8/23/2007 
MINUTES 
IDWR CASE MANAGEMENT PROPOSAL FOR BASIN 22, 
PART 2, IRRIGATION & OTHER USES 
CLASS I PRIVATE OBJECTIONS LIST FROM IDWR 
RE: APRIL 2007 DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR LATE 
AND MISCELLANEOUS CLAIMS 
(FAX FILED) NOTICE OF FILING STATEMENT OF 
UNOBJECTED TO PORTIONS OF THE DIRECTOR'S 
REPORT OF LATE AND MISCELLANEOUS CLAIMS 
FOR IRRIGATION AND OTHER WATER RIGHTS 
PURSUANT TO IDAHO CODE SECTION 42-1412(7) 
HEARING HELD UNCONTESTED RIGHTS FOR LATE HH 9/18/2007 
CLAIMS DIRECTOR'S REPORT FILED 4/27/07 
HEARING HELD - UNCONTESTED BASIN 37, PART 2 HH 9/18/2007 
WILL BE RESET 
HEARING HELD - UNCONTESTED BASIN 79 - WILL HH 9/18/2007 
BE RESET 
MINUTES 
NOTICE CHANGING TIME OF HEARING ON IDAHO HH 10/16/2007 
POWER COMPANY'S MOTION TO DESIGNATE 
BASIN-WIDE ISSUE OR ALTERNATIVELY TO 
CONSOLIDATE SUBCASBS ON COMMON ISSUE 
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STATE OF IDAHO'S RESPONSE IN OPPOSITION TO 
THE IDAHO POWER COMPANY'S MOTION TO 
DESIGNATE BASIN-WIDE ISSUE, OR 
ALTERNATIVELY, TO CONSOLIDATE SUBCASES ON 
COMMON ISSUE 
STATE OF IDAHO'S RESPONSE IN OPPOSITION TO 
THE UNITED STATE'S MOTION TO CONSOLIDATE 
SUBCASES 
(FAX FILED) NOTICE OF FILING STATEMENT OF THE 
UNOBJECTED TO PORTIONS OF THE DIRECTOR'S 
REPORT FOR IRRIGATION AND OTHER USES, IDWR 
BASIN 78 
(FAX FILED) IDAHO POWER COMPANY'S REPLY TO 
THE STATE OF IDAHO'S RESPONSE IN OPPOSITION 
TO MOTION TO DESIGNATE BASIN-WIDE ISSUE, 
OR ALTERNATIVELY TO CONSOLIDATE SUBCASES 
NOTICE RESETTING HEARING ON UNCONTESTED 
PORTIONS OF DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR BASIN 79 
IRRIGATION AND OTHER RIGHTS 
IDAHO POWER COMPANY'S MOTION TO STRIKE 
STATEMENT OF GARY AND HELEN DEMOSS AND 
REQUEST FOR EXPEDITED HEARING 
HEARING HELD ON UNCONTESTED RIGHTS BASIN 78 
HEARING HELD ON IDAHO POWER COMPANY'S MOTION 
TO DESIGNATE BASIN-WIDE ISSUE OR 
ALTERNATIVELY TO CONSOLIDATE SUBCASES ON 
COMMON ISSUE 
MINUTES 
NOTICE OF REMOVAL OF ONE OF IDAHO POWER 
COMPANY ATTORNEYS FROM SERVICE (EXPEDITED 
MAILING) LIST (F/B MICHAEL MIRANDE) 
NOTICE SETTING HEARING ON THE UNCONTESTED 
CLAIMS IN BASIN 37, PART 2 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR LATE CLAIMS 
NOTICE OF FILING DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR LATE 
CLAIMS 
OBJECTIONS DUE 1/18/2008 
RESPONSES DUE 3/21/2008 
HEARING ON UNCONTESTED PORTIONS OF THE LATE 
CLAIMS DIRECTOR'S REPORT 
HEARING ON UNCONTESTED BASIN 22, PART 2 
TO BE RESEST AFTER INITIAL HEARINGS HELD 
MINUTES 
NOTICE OF APPEARANCE (JACOB T HASEMAN - U.S.) 
HEARING HELD - UNCONTESTED BASIN 63, PART 3 
WILL BE RESET AFTER INITIAL HEARINGS ARE 
HELD IN 2008 
MINUTES 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
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WILL RESET FOR JONE 2008 
HEARING HELD - UNCONTESTED BASIN 67 - WILL HH 
RESET FOR JIJNE 2008 
HEARING HELD - CNCONTESTED BASIN 79 HH 
MINUTES 
NOTICE OF FILING STATEMENT OF UNOBJECTED TO 
PORTIONS OF THE DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR 
BASIN 79 FOR IRRIGATION & OTHER CLAIMS 
NOTICE RESETTING HEARING ON UNCONTESTED HH 
RIGHTS FOR BASIN 47, PART I 
NOTICE RESETTING HEARING ON UNCONTESTED HH 
RIGHTS FOR BASIN 67 
NOTICE RESETTING HEARING ON UNCONTESTED HV 
RIGHTS FOR BASIN 63, PART III 
UNITED STATES' MOTION TO REVISE NON-DESTRUCT MF 
ORDER AND SUPPORTING MEMORANDUM 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
CASE MANAGEMENT PROPOSAL FOR IDWR BASIN 75 
IRRIGATION & OTHER USES 
HEARING HELD - BASIN 75 UNCONTESTED RIGHTS HH 
{WILL BE RESET AFTER INITIAL HEARINGS) 
MINUTES 
NOTICE SETTING HEARING ON US MOTION TO REVISE HH 
NON-DESTRUCT ORDER 
IDWR CASE MANAGEMENT PROPOSAL FOR BASIN 67 
IRRIGATION & OTHER WATER RIGHTS 
NOTICE RESETTING HEARING ON UNCONTESTED HH 
RIGHTS FOR BASIN 75, IRRIGATION & OTHER 
NOTICE RESETTING HEARING ON UNCONTESTED HH 
RIGHTS FOR BASIN 22, PART 2, IRR & OTHER 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
PIONEER'S RESPONSE TO UNITED STATES' MOTION 
TO REVISE NON-DESTRUCT ORDER 
AFFIDAVIT OF SCOTT L CAMPLBELL IN SUP:?ORT OF 
PIONEER'S RESPONSE TO UNITED STATES' MOTION 
TO REVISE NON-DESTRUCT ORDER 
HEARING HELD - UNCONTESTED RIGHTS FOR BASIN HH 
02, BASIN 37 PART 2 & 37 PART 3 - WILL 
NEED TO RESET ALL THREE 
MINUTES 
NOTICE RESETTING HEARING ON UNCONTESTED HH 
RIGHTS FOR BASIN 02, BASIN 37, PART 2 AND 
BASIN 37, PART 3 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR LATE CLAIMS 
NOTICE OF FILING DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR LA'rE 
CLAIMS 
OBJECTIONS DUE 07/02/2008 BB 
RESPONSES DUE 09/02/2008 BB 
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CLAIMS DIRECTOR'S REPORT 
NOTICE OF FILING DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR 




HEARING ON UNCONTESTED 
07/02/2008 
09/02/2008 
RIGHTS OF THE LATE 
CLAIMS DIRECTOR'S REPORT 
REQUEST TO BE INCLUDED IN THE COURT'S 
EXPEDITED MAILING LIST (EDWARD A LAWSON) 
NOTICE OF REMOVAL OF RICHARD F GOODSON FROM 
EXPEDITED MAILING LIST 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
CITY OF POCATELLO'S MOTION TO SUBSTITUTE 
PRO HAC VICE LOCAL COUNSEL 
ORDER GRANTING CITY OF POCATELLO'S MOTION TO 
SUBSTITUTE PRO PAC VICE LOCAL COUNSEL 
IDWR CASE MANAGEMENT PROPOSAL FOR BASIN 02 
IRRIGATION & OTHER WATER RIGHTS 
NOTICE OF FILING STATEMENT OF UNOBJECTED TO 
PORTIONS OF THE DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR LATE 
AND MISCELLANEOUS CLAIMS FOR IRRIGATION 
AND OTHER WATER RIGHT CLAIMS 
HEARING HELD ON UNCONTESTED RIGHTS FOR 
BASIN 73 - CASE MANAGEMENT REPORT NOT YET 
RECEIVED FROM IDWR - WILL RESET HEARING 
MINUTES 
HEARING HELD ON UNCONTESTED RIGHTS FOR LATE 
CLAIMS DIRECTOR'S REPORT FILED 11/9/07 
MINUTES 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
LODGED: UNITED STATES' REPLY BRIEF IN 
SUPPORT OF ITS MOTION TO REVISE NON-
DESTRUCT ORDER 
HEARING HELD ON MOTION TO REVISE NON-
DESTRUCT ORDER 
MINUTES 
CASE MANAGEMENT PROPOSAL FOR IDWR BASIN 73 
IRRIGATION & OTHER USES 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
HEARING HELD - UNCONTESTED RIGHTS FOR BASIN 
47 & BASIN 67 - WILL RESET HEARING ON BOTH 
BASINS FOR DATE AFTER INITIAL HEARINGS ARE 
HELD 
NOTICE RESETTING HEARING ON UNCONTESTED 
RIGHTS FOR BASIN 67, IRRIGATION & OTHER 
IDWR PARTIAL CASE MANAGEMENT PROPOSAL FOR 
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DOCKET SHEET FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
HEARING HELD - UNCONTESTED RIGHTS FOR BASIN 
75 - WILL RESET FOR SEPTEMBER 
MINUTES 
NOTICE RESETTING HEARING ON UNCONTESTED 
RIGHTS FOR BASIN 75, IRRIGATION & OTHER 
UNITED STATES' MOTION FOR ORDER TO AMEND 
ADMINISTRATIVE ORDER 1 SEC 6(E) (2) (C) 
ORDER AMENDING ADMINISTRATIVE ORDER 1, SEC 
6(E) (2) (C) 
HEARING HELD - BASIN 67 UNCONTESTED - NEED TO 
RESET 
MINUTES 
NOTICE RESETTING HEARING ON UNCONTESTED 
RIGHTS FOR BASIN 67 IRRIGATION & OTHER 
NOTICE OF FILING OF STATEMENT OF UNOBJECTED 
PORTIONS OF THE BASIN 67 DIRECTOR'S RPT 
IDWR PARTIAL CASE MANAGEMENT PROPOSAL FOR 
BASIN 37, PART 3 
NOTICE RESETTING HEARING ON UNCONTESTED 
RIGHTS FOR BASIN 73, IRRIGATION & OTHER 
NOTICE RESETTING HEARING ON UNCONTESTED 
RIGHTS FOR BASIN 75, IRRIGATION & OTHER 
NOTICE RESETTING HEARING ON UNCONTESTED 
RIGHTS FOR BASIN 47, IRRIGATION & OTHER 
NOTICE RESETTING HEARING ON UNCONTESTED 
RIGHTS FOR BASIN 63, PART III, IRRIGATION 
AND OTHER USES 
CASE MANAGEMENT REPORT FOR MARCH 2008 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR LATE AND MISC CLAIMS 
NOTICE OF FILING OF STATEMENT OF UNOBJECTED 
TO PORTIONS OF THE DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR 
BASIN 63, PART 3, FOR IRRIGATION AND OTHER 
WATER RIGHT CLAIMS PURSUANT TO IDAHO CODE 
SECTION 42-1412(7) 
NOTICE OF FILING STATEMENT OF UNOBJECTED TO 
PORTIONS OF THE DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR BASIN 
75, FOR IRRIGATION AND OTHER WATER RIGHT 
CLAIMS PURSUANT TO IDAHO CODE SECTION 
42-1412(7) 
(FAX FILED) NOTICE OF FILING STATEMENT OF 
UNOBJECTED TO PORTIONS OF THE DIRECTOR'S 
REPORT FOR BASIN 22, PART 2, FOR IRRIGATION 
AND OTHER WATER RIGHT CLAIMS PURSUANT TO 
IDAHO CODE SECTION 42-1412(7) 
HEARING HELD - UNCONTESTED BASIN 22, PART 2; 
BASIN 73 (RESET FOR AUG 2009); BASIN 75 
MINUTES 
HEARING SET - UNCONTESTED BASIN 73 
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UNCONTESTED, RECOMMENDED DISALLOWED - B67 
MOTION FOR LIMITED ADMISSION 
ORDER CONDITIONALLY ADMITTING COUNSEL PRO 
HAC VICE 
STATEMENT OF CERTIFICATION IN SUPPORT OF 
MOTION FOR LIMITED ADMISSION 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR LATE CLAIMS - IDWR 
BAS INS 1, 2, 21 , 2 2 , 2 3 , 2 5 , 2 7 , 2 9 , 31, 3 2 , 
34, 35, 36, 37, 45, 47, 61, 63, 65, 67, 72, 
74, 75, 79, 83 & 86 
NOTICE OF DIRECTOR'S REPORT OF LATE CLAIM AND 
MISCELLANEOUS CLAIMS FOR IRR AND OTHER 
WA 
MG 
OBJECTIONS DUE 01/19/09 BB 
RESPONSES DUE 03/19/09 RB 
HEARING ON UNCONTESTED RIGHTS OF THE LATE HH 
CLAIMS DIRECTOR'S REPORT 
HEARING HELD - UNCONTESTED BASIN 63, PART 3 HH 
MINUTES 
NOTICE RESETTING HEARING ON UNCONTESTED HS 
RIGHTS FOR THE LATE CLAIMS DIRECTOR'S REPORT 
FILED ON MARCH 21, 2008 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE: NOTICE OF FILING 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT OF LATE CLAIMS AND 
MISCELLANEOUS CLAIMS FOR IRRIGATION AND 
OTHER WATER RIGHTS 
FINAL ORDER DISALLOWING WATER RIGHT CLAIMS 
IN BASIN 22 
HEARING HELD - UNCONTESTED RIGHTS BASIN 02 - HH 
WILL BE RESET FOR APRIL 2009 
HEARING HELD - UNCONTESETED RIGHTS BASIN 37, HH 
PARTS 2 & 3 - STATUS CONF TO BE SET FOR 
MAY 2009 
HEARING HELD - UNCONTESTED RIGHTS FOR LATE HH 
CLAIMS DIRECTOR'S REPORT FILED 3/21/08 
WILL BE RESET FOR JAN 2009 
MINUTES 
NOTICE OF FILING STATEMENT OF UNOBJECTED TO 
PORTIONS OF THE DIRECTOR'S REPORT AND 
MISCELLANEOUS CLAIMS FOR IDWR BASINS 2, 3, 
22, 23, 29, 31, 35, 36, 37, 47, 55, 63, 65, 
67, 71, 73, 74, 78, 79, 84, 85 AND 86 FOR 
IRRIGATION AND OTHER WATER RIGHTS 
NOTICE RESETTING HEARING ON UNCONTESTED HH 
RIGHTS FOR THE LATE CLAIMS DIRECTOR'S REPORT 
IRRIGATION AND OTHER USES FILED 3/21/08 
NOTICE RESETTING HEARING ON UNCONTESTED HH 
RIGHTS FOR BASIN 02, PART 1, IRRIGATION AND 
OTHER USES 
NOTICE SETTING STATUS CONFERENCE ON HH 
UNCONTESTED RIGHTS FOR BASIN 37, PARTS 2 & 
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FINAL ORDER DISALLOWING WATER RIGHT CLAIMS IN 
BASIN 79 UNCONTESTED 
HEARING HELD ON UNCONTESTED RIGHTS FOR LATE HH 
CLAIMS DIRECTORS REPORT FILED ON 3/21/08 
MINUTES 
BASIN 47 CASE MANAGEMENT PROPOSAL 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
NOTICE OF FILING OF STATEMENT OF UNOBJECTED 
TO PORTIONS OF THE DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR 
BASIN 02, FOR IRRIGATION AND OTHER WATER 
RIGHT CLAIMS PURSUANT TO IDAHO CODE SECTION 
42-1412(7) HEARING DATE 4/21/09 
IDWR PARTIAL CASE ?l'!ANAGEMENT PROPOSAL FOR 
BASIN 37, PART 3 
AMENDED NOTICE OF FILING OF STATEMENT OF 
UNOBJECTED TO PORTIONS OF THE DIRECTOR'S 
REPORT FOR BASIN 02 FOR IRRIGATION AND OTHER 
WATER RIGHT CLAIMS PURSUANT '1'0 IDAHO CODE 
SECTION 42-1412(7) 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
NOTICE OF FILING STATEMENT OF UNOBJECTED TO 
PORTIONS OF THE NOVEMBER 18, 2008, 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT OF LATE CLAIMS FOR IDWR 
BASINS 1, 2, 21, 22, 23, 25, 27, 29, 31, 34, 
35, 36, 37, 45, 47, 61, 63, 65, 67, 72, 74, 
75, 79, 83 AND 86 PORUSANT TO IDAHO CODE 
SECTION 42-1412(7) 
HEARING EELD ON UNCONTESTED RIGHTS FOR BASIN HH 
BASIN 02, PART 1, IRRIGATION Ah"D OTHER 
MINUTES 
2008 FALL LATE CLAIMS CASE MANAGEMENT REPORT 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
ORDER RESCINDING ORDER OF REFERENCE TO 
SPECIAL MASTER TERRENCE DOLAN Ah"D ORDER OF 
REFERENCE APPOINTING THEODORE R BOOTH AS 
SPECIAL MASTER FOR BASIN 47 IRRIGATION AND 
OTHER CLAIMS 
HEARING HELD ON UNCONTESTED RIGHTS FOR HH 
LATE CLAIMS DIRECTOR'S REPORT FILED ON 
11/18/08, IRRIGATION & MISC RIGHTS 
STATUS CONF HELD ON UNCONTESTED RIGHTS FOR HH 
BASIN 37, PARTS 2 & 3 
MINUTES 
NOTICE SETTING STATUS CONFERENCE ON UNCON- HH 
TESTED RIGHTS FOR BASIN 37, PARTS 2 & 3, 
IRRIGATION AND OTHER USES 
IDWR PARTIAL CASE MANAGEMENT PROPOSAL FOR 
BASIN 37, PART 3 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
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BASINS 21, 22, 23, 27, 31; 34, 35, 
45, 47, 51, 63, 65, 67, 74, 75, 78 
NOTICE OF DIRECTOR'S REPORT OF LATE 
OBJECTIONS DUE 08/10/09 
RESPONSES DUE 11/09/09 
36, 3 7, 
& 84 
CLAIMS 
HEARING ON UNCONTESTED RIGHTS FOR THE LATE 
CLAIMS DIRECTOR'S REPORT FILED 6/10/09 
DIRECTORS REPORT FILED - 37-894B (THIS RIGHT 
WAS INADVERTENTLY OMITTED FROM THE BASIN 37 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR IRRIGATION & OTHER 
RIGHTS 





AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE: 
DIREcroR•S REPORT OF 
IRRIGATION AND OTHER 
SPRING 2009 
9/30/09 
NOTICE OF FILING 
LATE CLAIMS AND FOR 
WATER RIGHTS 
NOTICE VACATING AND RESETTING HEARING ON 
UNCONTESTED RIGHTS FOR BASIN 47, IRRIGATION 
AND OTHER USES 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
FINAL ORDER DISALLOWING WATER RIGHT CLAIMS 
BASIN 02 UNCONTESTED DISALLOWED 
NOTICE OF FILING OF STATEMENT OF UNCONTESTED 
PORTIONS OF DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR PART 2 
BASIN 37 
HEARING HELD ON UNCONTESTED RIGHTS FOR BASIN 
37, PART 2 ONLY 
MINUTES 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
HEARING HELD UNCONTESTED IN BASIN 73 
RESET FOR NOilEMBER 
MINUTES 
WILL 
NOTICE RESETTING HEARING ON UNCONTESTED 
RIGIITS FOR BASIN 73, IRRIGATION & OTHER 
NOTICE OF FILING STATEMENT OF UNOBJECTED TO 
PORTIONS OF THE JUNE 10, 2009, DIRECTOR'S 
REPORT OF LATE CLAIMS AND MISCELLANEOUS 
CLAIMS FOR IRRIGATION AND OTHER WATER RIGHTS 
FOR IDWR BASINS 21, 22, 23, 25, 27, 31, 35, 
36, 37, 45, 47, 51, 63, 65, 67, 74, 75, 78, 
AND 84 
HEARING HELD ON UNCONTESTED RIGHTS FOR LATE 
CLAIMS DIRECTOR'S REPORT FILED 6/10/09 
MINUTES 
JOINT MOTION TO DESIGNATE BASIN-WIDE ISSUE 
AFFIDAVIT OF TRAVIS L THOMPSON IN SUPPORT OF 
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DOCKET SHEET FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
NOTICE CHANGING DATE AND TIME OF MONTHLY 
STATUS CONFERENCE FOR OCTOBER 2009 
NOTICE CHANGING DATE OF MONTHLY STATUS 
CONFERENCE FOR NOVEMBER 2009 
ORDER - (RE: PRO TEM APPOINTMENT - MELANSON) 
NOTICE CHANGING DATE FOR HEARING ON 
UNCONTESTED RIGHTS FOR BASIN 73 IRR & OTHER 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
FINAL ORDER DISALLOWING WATER RIGHT CLAIMS 
(JUNE 20, 2009 LATE CLAIM REPORT) 
FINAL ORDER DISALLOWING WATER RIGHT CLAIMS 
(BASIN 03 UNCONTESTED) 
FINAL ORDER DISALLOWING WATER RIGHT CLAIMS 
(BASIN 75 UNCONTESTED) 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR LATE CLAIMS - IDWR 
BASINS 01, 02, 21, 22, 23, 25, 27, 29, 31, 
32, 34, 35, 36, 37, 45, 47, 61, 63, 65, 67, 
72, 74, 75, 79, 83 & 86 
NOTICE OF FILING OF DIRECTOR'S REPORT OF LATE 
CLAIMS AND MISCELLANEOUS CLAIMS FOR 
IRRIGATION AND OTHER WATER RIGHTS FALL 2009 
OBJECTIONS DUE: 02/01/2010 
RESPONSES DUE: 04/30/2010 
HEARING ON UNCONTESTED LATE CLAIMS 
NOTICE RESETTING HEARING ON UNCONTESTED 
RIGHTS FOR BASIN 73, IRRIGATION & OTHER 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
ORDER SETTING EVIDENTIARY HEARING 
AFFIDAVITS DUE 
(FAX FILED) NOTICE OF FILING STATEMENT OF 
UNOBJECTED TO PORTIONS OF THE DIRECTOR'S 
REPORT FOR BASIN 73, IRRIGATION AND OTHER 
WATER RIGHT CLAIMS PURSUANT TO IDAHO CODE 
SECTION 42-1412(7) 
HEARING HELD ON UNCONTESTED RIGHTS BASIN 73 
MINUTES 
SUPREME COURT ADMINISTRATIVE ORDER --
ORDER APPOINTING DISTRICT JUDGE ERIC J 
WILMAN AS PRESIDING JUDGE (EFF. 1/1/2010) 
SUPREME COURT ADMINISTRATIVE ORDER --
JUDICIAL REVIEW OF IDWR WATER RIGHT 
ADMINISTRATION DECISIONS SHALL BE ASSIGNED 
TO SRBA 
NOTICE CHANGING DATE OF MONTHLY STATUS 
CONFERENCE FOR MARCH 2010 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
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DISCLOSURE OF HONORABLE ERIC J WILDMAN 
HEARING HELD - UNCONTESTED B47 - WILL RESET HH 
MINUTES 
NOTICE RESETTING HEARING ON UNCONTESTED HH 
RIGHTS FOR BASIN 47 IRRIGATION & OTHER USES 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE: NOTICE OF FILING 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT OF LATE CLAIMS AND 
MISCELLANEOUS CLAIMS FOR IRRIGATION AND 
OTHER WATER RIGHTS IN BASIN NOS. 2, 3, 21, 
22, 23, 27, 29, 31, 34, 35, 36, 37, 47, 55, 
63, 65, 67, 71, 73, 74, 75, 77, 78, 79, 82, 
84, 85 AND 86 (SPRING 2008) 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE: NOTICE OF FILING 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT OF LATE CLAIMS AND 
MISCELLANEOUS CLAIMS FOR IRRIGATION AND 
OTHER WATER RIGHTS FOR FALL 2009 IN BASIN 
NOS. 2, 21, 22, 27, 34, 35, 37, 61, 63, 67, 
72, 75, 78 AND 83 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
NOTICE OF FILING OF STATEMENT OF UNOBJECTED 
TO PORTIONS OF THE DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR 
BASIN 47, FOR IRRIGATION AND OTHER WATER 
RIGHT CLAIMS PURSUANT TO IDAHO CODE SECTION 
42-1412 (7) (HEARING DATE 02/16/10) 
HEARING HELD BASIN 47 UNCONTESTED RIGHTS HH 
MINtJTES 
FINAL ORDER DISALLOWING WATER RIGHTS -
UNCONTESTED DISALLOWED RIGHTS BASIN 47 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
NOTICE OF FILING OF STATEMENT OF UNOBJECTED 
TO PORTIONS OF THE DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR 
LATE CLAIMS FOR IRRIGATION AND OTHER WATER 
RIGHT CLAIMS PURSUANT TO IDAHO CODE SECTION 
42-1412 (7) (FALL 2009) HRG DATE 05/18/10 
FINAL ORDER DISALLOWING WATER RIGHTS -
UNCONTESTED DISALLOWED RIGHTS BASIN 73 
FINAL ORDER DISALLOWING WATER RIGHTS 
UNCONTESTED DISALLOWED RIGHTS BASIN 74 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
2009 FALL LATE CLAIMS CASE MANAGEMENT REPORT 
HEARING HELD ON UNCONTESTED RIGHTS FOR HH 
LATE CLAIMS DIRECTOR'S REPORT IRRIGATION & 
OTHER (FALL 2009) 
MINUTES 
REQOEST FOR ISSUANCE OF PARTIAL DECREES 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
NOTICE SETTING HEARING ON UNCONTESTED RIGHTS HH 
FOR BASIN 37, PART III, IRRIGATION & OTHER 
ORDER GOVERNING CASE MANAGEMENT FOR REMAINING 
SUBCASES IN BASIN 45 
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BASINS 01, 02, 21, 22, 27, 29, 31, 34, 35, 
36, 37, 45, 47, 61, 63, 67, 72, 73, 75, 78, 
79, 81, 83, & 85 
NOTICE OF FILING OF DIRECTOR'S REPORT OF LATE 
CLAIMS AND MISCELLANEOUS CLAIMS FOR 
IRRIGATION & OTHER WATER RIGHTS SPRING 2010 
OBJECTIONS DUE: 09/08/10 
RESPONSES DUE: 11/15/10 
HEARING ON UNCONTESTED LATE CLAIMS 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE: NOTICE OF FILING 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT OF LATE CLAIMS AND 
MISCELLANEOUS CLAIMS FOR IRRIGATION AND 
OTHER WATER RIGHTS IN BASIN NOS 1, 2, 21, 
22, 27, 29, 31, 34, 35, 36, 37, 45, 47, 61, 
63, 67, 72, 73, 75, 78, 79, 81, 83, AND 85 
(SPRING 2010) 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
NOTICE OF FILING OF STATEMENT OF lJNOBJECTED 
TO PORTIONS OF THE DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR 
IRR & OTHER USES, BASIN 37, PART 3 
HEARING HELD ON UNCONTESTED RIGHTS, BASIN 37, 
PART III, IRRIGATION & OTHER 
MINUTES 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR LATE CLAIMS 
NOTICE 01'' FILING DIRECTORS REPORT FOR LATE 
CLAIMS 
OBJECTIONS DUE 1/24/11 
RESPONSES DUE 4/25/11 
HEARING ON UNCONTESTED PORTIONS 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE: NOTICE OF FILING 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT OF LATE CLAIMS AND 
MISCELLANEOUS CLAIMS FOR IRRIGATION AND 
OTHER WATER RIGHTS FOR FALL 2010 IN BASIN 
NOS. 1, 21, 22, 29, 31, 36, 37, 43, 45, 47, 
63, 65, 75 1 78, 83 AND 86 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO IRCP 54(B) FOR 
GENERAL PROVISIONS IN BASIN 81 
PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO IRCP 54(B) FOR 
GENERAL PROVISIONS IN BASIN 82 
PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO IRCP 54(B) FOR 
GENERAL PROVISIONS IN BASIN 83 
PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO IRCP 54{Bl FOR 
GENERAL PROVISIONS IN BASIN 84 
PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO IRCP 54(B) FOR 
GENERAL PROVISIONS IN BASIN 85 
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GENERAL PROVISIONS IN BASIN 86 
SPECIAL MASTER'S REPORT AND RECOMMENDATION 
FOR GENERAL PROVISIONS IN BASIN 24 
ORDER SETTING INITIAL STATUS AND SCHEDULING 
CONFERENCE RE: FORM AND CONTENT OF FINAL 
UNIFIED DECREE 
NOTICE OF FILING STATEMENT OF UNOBJECTED TO 
PORTIONS OF THE 11/24/10 DIRECTOR'S RPT 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
2010 SPRING LATE CLAIMS CASE MANAGEMENT 
REPORT FOR LATE AND MISC CLAIMS 
NOTICE OF FILING STATEMENT OF UNOBJECTED TO 
PORTIONS OF THE JUNE 29, 2010 DIRECTOR'S 
REPORT OF LATE CLAIMS FOR IDWR BASINS 1, 
2, 21, 27, 29, 34, 35, 36, 37, 45, 47, 61, 
63, 67, 72, 75, 78, 79, 81, 83 AND 85 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P 54(B) FOR 
GENERAL PROVISIONS IN BASIN 24 
HEARING HELD ON UNCONTESTED LATE CLAIMS 
FOR SPRING 2010 DIRECTOR'S REPORT FILED 
ON JUNE 29, 2010 
MINUTES 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
HEARING ON UNCONTESTED RIGHTS - LATE CLAIMS 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT FILED 11/24/10 
HEARING RE: FORM AND CONTENT OF FINAL UNIFIED 
DECREE 
MINUTES 
2010 FALL LATE CLAIMS CASE MANAGEMENT REPORT 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR LATE CLAIMS 
NOTICE OF DIRECTOR'S REPORT OF LATE CLAIMS 
AND MISCELLANEOUS CLAIMS FOR IRRIGATION 
AND OTHER WATER RIGHTS - SPRING 2011 
OBJECTIONS DUE: 08/12/11 
RESPONSES DUE: 11/14/11 
HEARING ON UNCONTESTED RECOMMENDATIONS 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE: NOTICE OF FILING 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT OF LATE CLAIMS AND 
MISCELLANEOUS CLAIMS FOR IRRIGATION AND 
OTHER WATER RIGHTS FOR SPRING 2011 IN 
BASIN NOS. 22, 29, 31, 33, 36, 37, 41, 47, 
63, 73, 75, 84 AND 85 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
LATE CLAIMS DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR WATER RIGHT 
RIGHT NO. 29-14000 
NOTICE OF LATE CLAIM DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR 
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OBJECTIONS DUE: 09/28/11 
RESPONSES DUE: 10/12/11 
HEARING SET (IF UNCONTESTED): 11/15/11 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE: NOTICE OF FILING LATE 
CLAIM DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR 29-14000 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE: NOTICE OF FILING LATE 
CLAIM DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR 22-13997, 
22-13998 AND 22-13999 
ORDER ESTABLISHING DEADLINE FOR LATE CLAIM 
FILINGS IN BASINS 23, 24, 25, 43, 51, 55, 
57, 61, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85 AND 86 
DEADLINE TO FILE: 11/30/11 
AMENDED ADMINISTRATIVE ORDER.14 ADMISSION 
PRO HAC VICE IN THE SNAKE RIVER BASIN 
ADJUDICATION 
NOTICE OF COURT'S INTENT TO ISSUE PARTIAL 
DECREE FOR GENERAL PROVISIONS IN BASIN 51 
AND NOTICE OF HEARING THEREON 
NOTICE OF HEARING SETTING STATUS CONFERENCE 
TO ESTABLISH SCHEDULING ORDER FOR FILING 
OF LATE CLAIMS FOR FEDERAL RESERVED WATER 
RIGHTS WITHIN THE OWYHEE DRAINAGE 
NOTICE CANCELLING IDWR INFORMATIONAL MEETING 
AND SRBA MONTHLY STATUS CONFERENCE HEARINGS 
FOR OCTOBER 2011 
NOTICE OF FILING FEDERAL RESERVED RIGHT 
CLAIMS IN BASIN 21 (YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL 
PARK CLAIMS) 
OBJECTIONS DUE: 11/30/11 
RESPONSES TO OBJECTIONS DUE: 01/31/12 
NOTICE SETTING HEARING ON UNCONTESTED RIGHTS 
FOR FEDERAL RESERVED RIGHT CLAIMS BASIN 21 
(YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK CLAIMS) 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE: NOTICE OF FILING 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR FEDERAL RESERVED 
RIGHT CLAIMS IN BASIN 21 (YELLOWSTONE 
NATIONAL PARK CLAIMS) 
SPECIAL MASTERS REPORT AND RECOMMENDATION FOR 
GENERAL PROVISIONS IN REPORTING ARE 14 
BASIN 25 
NOTICE OF FILING RECOMMENDATIONS FOR 
DISALLOWAL OF UNCLAIMED WATER RIGHT NUMBERS 
IN BASIN 27 
HEARING SET - DISALLOWAL OF UNCLAIMED WATER 
RIGHT NUMBERS IN BASIN 27 
NOTICE OF FILING OF STATEMENT OF UNOBJECTED 
TO PORTIONS OF THE 6/10/11 DIRECTOR'S 
REPORT OF LATE CLAIMS FOR IDWR BASINS 
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REPORT (JUNE 2011 DIRECTOR'S REPORT) 
NOTICE F/B U.S. ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
NOTICE F/B U.S. ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
NOTICE F/B U.S. ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
NOTICE F/B U.S. ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
NOTICE F/B U.S. ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
NOTICE F/B U.S. ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
NOTICE F/B U.S. ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
NOTICE F/B U.S. ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR LATE CLAIMS (FALL 2011) 
IDWR BASINS 2, 22, 37, 45, 63, 74, 78, 81, 
85 & 86 
NOTICE OF DIRECTOR'S REPORT OF LATE CLAIMS 
AND MISCELLANEOUS CLAIMS FOR IRRIGATION 
AND OTHER WATER RIGHTS (FALL 2011) 
OBJECTIONS DUE: 02/10/12 SB 
RESPONSES DUE: 03/30/12 RB 
HEARING ON UNCONTESTED CLAIMS: 05/15/12 HH 
ORDER RE: GENERAL PROVISION FOR BASIN 25 
ORDER CLOSING CLAIMS TAKING IN BASINS 23, 24, 
25, 43, 51, 55, 57, 61, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 
AND 85 AND DISALLOWAL OF UNCLAIMED WATER 
RIGHTS 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE: NOTICE OF FILING 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT OF LATE CLAIMS AND 
MISCELLANEOUS CLAIMS FOR WATER RIGHTS FOR 
FALL 2011 IN BASIN NOS. 2, 22, 37, 45, 47, 
63, 74, 78, 81, 85 AND 86 
MOTION FOR LEAVE TO WITHDRAW AS COUNSEL OF MG 
RECORD AND REQUEST FOR TELEPHONIC HEARING 
AFFIDAVIT OF K. HEIDI GUDGELL IN SUPPORT OF 
MOTION FOR LEAVE TO WITHDRAW AS COUNSEL 
OF RECORD 
ORDER GRANTING MOTION TO WITHDRAW AS COUNSEL 
OF RECORD 
HEARING HELD ON COURT'S INTENT TO ISSUE HR 
PARTIAL DECREE TO BASIN 51 GEN PROVISIONS 
MINUTES 
PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 54(B} 
FOR GENERAL PROVISIONS IN BASIN 51 
AMENDED ORDER CLOSING CLAIMS TAKING IN BASINS 
23, 24, 25, 43, 51, 55, 57, 61, Bl, 82, 83, 
84, 85, AND 86 / DISALLOWAL OF UNCLAIMED 
WATER RIGHTS 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
CORRESPO~"DENCE FROM IDWR RE CORRECTIONS TO 
SOURCE ELEMENT FOR BASIN 74 RIGHTS 
HEARING HELD ON UNCONTESTED RECOMMENDATIONS HH 
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ORDER ESTABLISHING DEADLINE FOR LATE CLAIM 
FILINGS IN BASINS 21,22, 29, 32, 33, 65, 
67, 69, 71, 72, 73, 74•, 75, 77, 78 AND 79 
DEADLINE TO FILE LATE CLAIMS: 03/30/12 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
HEARING HELD - DISALLOWAL OF UNCLAIMED WATER 
RIGHT NUMBERS IN BASIN 27 (FILED WITH 
COURT ON 11/14/11) 
HEARING HELD - UNCONTESTED RIGHTS FOR 
FEDERAL RESERVED RIGHT CLAIMS BASIN 21 
(YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK CLAIMS) 
MINUTES 
NOTICE OF FILING STATEMENT OF UNOBJECTED TO 
PORTIONS OF THE NOVEMBER 23, 2011, 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT OF LATE CLAIMS FOR IDWR 
BASINS 2, 22, 37, 45, 47, 63, 74, 78, 81, 
84, 85, AND 86 
ORDER OF DISALLOWAL OF UNCLAIMED WATER RIGHTS 
IN BASIN 27 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREE FOR GENERAL 
PROVISIONS IN BASIN 74 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 54(B) 
FOR GENERAL PROVISIONS IN BASIN 74 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
ORDER CLOSING CLAIMS TAKING BASINS, 21, 22, 
29, 32, 33, 65, 67, 69, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 
77, 78 AND 79 AND DISALLOWAL OF UNCLAIMED 
WATER RIGHTS 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT FILED -- 37-891A, 37-891C 
37-892 AND 37-20945 
NOTICE OF FILING DIRECTOR'S REPORT - 37-8911\., 





OBJECTIONS DUE 06/29/12 BB 
RESPONSES DUE 08/29/12 RB 
IF UNCONTESTED, HEARING SET HS 
ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREE FOR GENERAL PROVISION 
IN BASIN 37 PART 3 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 54(B) 
FOR GENERAL PROVISIONS IN BASIN 37 PART 3 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
NOTICE CHANGING DATE OF MONTHLY STATUS 
CONFERENCE FOR JULY 2012 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT - LATE CLAIMS AND 
MISCELLANEOUS FOR IRRIGATION & OTHER 
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CLAIMS AND MISCELLANEOUS CLAIMS FOR 
IRRIGATION AND OTHER WATER RIGHTS FOR IDWR 
74, 75, 81, 82, 83, 84 & 85 
OBJECTIONS DUE: 08/10/12 
RESPONSES DUE: 10/12/12 
HEARING ON UNCONTESTED LATE CLAIMS: 10/16/12 
BASINS 21, 22, 29, 31, 37, 51, 63, 67, 72, 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE: NOTICE OF FILING 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR LATE CLAIMS AND 
MISCELLANEOUS CLAIMS BASINS 21, 22, 29, 31, 
37, 51, 63, 67, 72, 74, 75, 81, 82, 83, 84, 
& 85 FOR IRRIGATION AND OTHER WATER RIGHTS 
ORDER GOVERNING PROCEDURES IN THE SRBA FOR 
ADJUDICATION OF DEFERRED DE MINIMIS 
DOMESTIC AND STOCK WATER CLAIMS 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
NOTICE OF CHANGE OF ADDRESS 
CORRESPONDENCE F/B IDWR (BROMLEY) RE: ORDER 
CLOSING CLAIMS FILED 4/25/12 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
NOTICE OF FILING STATEMENT OF UNOBJECTED TO 
PORTIONS OF THE DIRECTOR'S REPORT OF LATE 
AND MISCELLANEOUS CLAIMS FOR IRRIGATION AND 
OTHER WATER RIGHTS PURSUANT TO IDAHO 
CODE SECTION 42-1412(7) 
ORDER ESTABLISHING DEADLINE FOR LATE CLAIM 
FILINGS IN BASIN 01, 02, 03, 31, 34, 35, 
36, 37, 41, 45, 47 AND 63 
DEADLINE TO FILE LATE CLAIMS: 01/31/13 
HEARING HELD ON UNCONTESTED RIGHTS FROM 
LATE CLAIMS DIRECTOR'S REPORT FILED 6/7/12 
ORDER AMENDING IN PART ORDER CLOSING CLAIMS 
TAKING IN BASINS 23, 24, 25, 43, 51, 55, 
57, 61, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85 AND 86 AND 
DISALLOWAL OF UNCLAIMED WATER RIGHTS 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREE FOR GENERAL 
PROVISIONS IN BASIN 02 
PARTIAL DECREE FILED 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT OF LATE AND MISCELLANEOUS 
CLAIMS FOR IRRIGATION & OTHER WATER RIGHTS 
NOTICE OF DIRECTOR'S REPORT OF LATE CLAIMS 
AND MISCELLANEOUS CLAIMS FOR IRRIGATION & 
OTHER WATER RIGHTS FOR IDWR BASINS 1, 3, 
22, 25, 29, 35, 36, 45, 47, 51, 57, 63, 65, 
72, 78, 79, 84 AND 85 
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RESPONSES DUE: 05/24/13 
HEARING ON UNCONTESTED LATE CLAIMS: 06/18/13 
NOTICE OF FILING FEDERAL RESERVED RIGHT 
CLAIMS IN BASINS 51, 55, 84 
OBJECTIONS DUE: 03/22/13 
RESPONSES DUE: 05/24/13 
HEARING ON UNCONTESTED FEDERAL RESERVED 
RIGHT CLAIMS: 06/18/13 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE: NOTICE OF FILING 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR FEDERAL RESERVED 
RIGHT CLAIMS IN BASINS 51, 55 & 84 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE: NOTICE OF FILING 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR LATE CLAIMS AND 
MISCELLANEOUS CLAIMS, BASINS 1, 3, 22, 25, 
29, 35, 36, 45, 47, 51, 57, 63, 65, 72, 78, 
79, 84 & 85 FOR IRRIGATION AND OTHER WATER 
RIGHTS 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
ORDER CLOSING CLAIMS TAKING BASINS 01, 02, 
03, 31, 34, 35, 36, 37, 41, 45, 47, AND 63, 
AND DISALLOWAL OF UNCLAIMED WATER RIGHTS 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
NOTICE VACATING AND RESETTING HEARING ON 
UNCONTESTED LATE CLAIMS AND UNCONTESTED 
FEDERAL RESERVED RIGHT CLAIMS FILED ON 
DECEMBER 27, 2012 
NOTICE CHANGING DATE OF MONTHLY STATUS 
CONFERENCE FOR JUNE 2013 
NOTICE CHANGING DATE OF MONTHLY STATUS 
CONFERENCE FOR JULY 2013 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
NOTICE OF FILING STATEMENT OF UNOBJECTED TO 
PORTIONS OF THE DIRECTOR'S REPORT OF LATE 
AND MISCELLANEOUS CLAIMS FOR IRRIGATION AND 
OTHER WATER RIGHTS PURSUANT TO IDAHO CODE 
SECTION 42-1412(7) 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT OF LATE AND MISCELLANEOUS 
CLAIMS FOR IRRIGATION & OTHER WATER RIGHTS 
NOTICE OF DIRECTOR'S REPORT OF LATE CLAIMS 
AND MISCELLANEOUS CLAIMS FOR IRRIGATION & 
OTHER WATER RIGHTS FOR IDWR BASINS 2, 21, 
22, 31, 36, 37, 45, 47, 51, 61, 63, 65, 
77 & 85 
OBJECTIONS DUE: 08/23/13 
RESPONSES TO OBJECTIONS DUE: 11/25/13 
HEARING ON UNCONTESTED RIGHTS FOR LATE 
CLAIMS DIRECTOR'S REPORT FILED 06/20/13 
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FILED ON DECEMBER 27, 2012 
DOCKET Sh'EET FILED 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE: NOTICE OF FILING OF 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR LATE CLAIMS AND 
MISCELLANEOUS CLAIMS, BASINS 2, 21, 22, 31, 
36, 37, 45, 47, 51, 61, 63, 65, 74, 77 & 
85 FOR IRRIGATION 1\ND OTHER WATER RIGHTS 
NOTICE OF SUBSTITUTION OF COUNSEL 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
MO'.NTHLY STATUS CONFERENCE HELD 
MI],,"lJTES 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
NOTICE OF FILING STATEMENT OF UNOBJECTED TO 
PORTIONS OF THE SPRING 2013 DIRECTOR'S 
REPORT OF LATE AND MISCELLANEOUS CLAIMS 
FOR IRRIGATION AND OTHER WATER RIGHTS 
PURSUANT TO IDAHO CODE SECTION 42-1412(7) 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
IDWR SPRING 2013 CASE MANAGEMENT REPORT 
SPECIAL MASTER REPORT & RECOMMENDATION RE 
GENERAL PROVISIONS BASIN 01, PART 1 
SPECIAL MASTER REPORT & RECOMMENDATION RE 
GENERAL PROVISIONS BASIN 01, PART 2 
SPECIAL MASTER REPORT & RECOMMENDATION RE 
GENERAL PROVISIONS BASIN 03 
SPECIAL MASTER REPORT & RECOMMENDATION RB 
GENERAL PROVISIONS BASIN 35 
SPECIAL MASTER REPORT & RECOMMENDATION RE 
GENERAL PROVISIONS BASIN 45 
SPECIAL MASTER REPORT & RECOMMENDATION RE 
GENERAL PROVISIONS BASIN 73 
SPECIAL MASTER REPORT & RECOMMENDATION RE 
GENERAL PROVISIONS BASIN 75 
SPECIAL MASTER REPORT & RECOMMENDATION RE 
GENERAL PROVISIONS IN BASIN 47 
SPECIAL MASTER REPORT & RECOMMENDATION RE 
GENERAL PROVISIONS IN BASIN 67 
SPECIAL MASTER REPORT & RECOMMENDATION RE 
GENERAL PROVISIONS IN BASIN 69 
SPECIAL MASTER REPORT & RECOMMENDATION RE 
GENERAL PROVISIONS IN BASIN 77 
SPECIAI MASTER REPORT & RECOMMENDATION RE 
GENERAL PROVISIONS IN BASIN 79 
SPECIAI MASTER REPORT & RECOMMENDATION RE 
GENERAL PROVISIONS IN BASIN 78 
SPECIAI MASTERS REPORT & RECOMMENDATION RE 
GENERAL PROVISIONS IN BASIN 29 
SPECIAL MASTERS REPORT & RECOMMENDATION RE 
GENERAL PROVISIONS IN BASIN 21 
SPECIAL MASTERS REPORT & RECOMMENDATION RE 
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SPECIAL MASTERS REPORT & RECOMMENDATION RE 
GENERAL PROVISIONS IN BASIN 27 
SPECIAL MASTERS REPORT & RECOMMENDATION RE 
GENERAL PROVISIONS IN BASIN 37 
PART I GROUNDWATER 
SPECIAL MASTERS REPORT & RECOMMENDATION RE 
GENERAL PROVISION IN BASIN 37 
PART I SURFACE WATER 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
SPECIAL MASTER REPORT AND RECOMMENDATION FOR 
GENERAL PROVISIONS IN BASIN 63 
STATE OF IDAHO'S MOTION FOR INTERIM ORDER 
IMPLEMENTING THE ORDER GOVERNING 
PROCEDURES OF ADJUDICATION OF DEFERRED 
DE MINIMIS DOMESTIC AND STOCK WATER CLAIMS 
AND REQUEST FOR EXPEDITED HEARING 
NOTICE OF HEARING ON STATE OF IDAHO'S MOTION 
FOR INTERIM ORDER IMPLEMENTING THE ORDER 
GOVERNING PROCEDURES OF ADJUDICATION OF 
DEFERRED DE MINIMIS DOMESTIC AND STOCK 
WATER CLAIMS AND REQUEST FOR EXPEDITED 
HEARING 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
HEARING HELD - STATE OF IDAHO'S MOTION FILED 
ON 11/29/13 
MINUTES 
HEARING HELD ON UNCONTESTED LATE CLAIMS 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT FILED ON 6/20/13 
MINUTES 
ORDER GRANTING STATE OF IDAHO'S MOTION FOR 
INTERIM ORDER IMPLEMENTING THE ORDER 
GOVERNING PROCEDURES OF ADJUDICATION OF 
DEFERRED DE MINIMIS DOMESTIC AND STOCK 
WATER CLAIMS 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR FILING MOTION FOR 
DETERMINATION OF DEFERRED DE MINIMIS 
DOMESTIC AND/OR STOCK WATER USE 
DIRECTORS REPORT FOR LATE CLAIMS 
NOTICE OF FILING DIRECTORS REPORT FOR LATE 
CLAIMS AND MISCELLANEOUS CLAIMS FOR 
IRRIGATION AND OTHER WATER RIGHTS, BASINS 
1, 21, 22, 25, 29, 31, 37, 45, 47, 61, 63, 
65, 74, 75, 85, 86 
OBJECTIONS DUE: 3/20/2014 
RESPONSES TO OBJECTIONS DUE 5/22/2014 
HEARING ON UNCONTESTED CLAIMS REPORTED IN 
THE LATE CLAIM DIRECTOR'S REPORT FILED 
12/31/13 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE: NOTICE OF FILING 
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MISCELL.Abl"'.EOUS C"'".uAIMS BASINS 1, 21, 22, 25, 
29, 31, 37, 45, 47, 61, 63, 65, 74, 75, 
85, & 86 FOR IRRIGATION AND OTHER WATER 
RIGHTS 
ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREE FOR GENERAL PROVISION 
IN BASIN 01, PART 1 
PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 54(B) 
FOR GENERAL PROVISIONS IN BASIN 01, PART 1 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREE FOR GENERAL PROVISION 
IN BASIN 01, PART 2 
PARTIAL DECREE Pu"RSUANT TO I.C.R.P. 54(B) 
FOR GENERAL PROVISIONS IN BASIN 01, PART 2 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREE FOR GENERAL PROVISION 
IN BASIN 03 
PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 54(B) 
FOR GENERAL PROVISIONS IN BASIN 03 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREE FOR GENERAL PROVISION 
IN BASIN 21 
PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 54(B) 
FOR GENERAL PROVISIONS IN BASIN 21 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREE FOR GENERAL PROVISION 
IN BASIN 22 
PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I. R. C. P. 54 (B) 
FOR GENERAL PROVISIONS IN BASIN 22 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREE FOR GENERAL PROVISION 
IN BASIN 27 
PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.C.R.P. 54(B) 
FOR GfilIERAL PROVISIONS IN BASIN 27 
CERTIFICATE OF ~.AILING 
ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREE FOR GENERAL PROVISION 
IN BASIN 29 
PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 54(B) 
FOR GENERAL PROVISIONS IN BASIN 29 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREE FOR GENERAL PROVISION 
IN BASIN 37, PART 1, SURFACE WATER 
PARTIAL DECREE PURS~ANT TO I.R.C.P. 54(B) FOR 
GENERAL PROVISIONS IN BASIN 37, PART 1, 
SURFACE WATER 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREE FOR GENERAL PROVISION 
IN BASIN 37, PART l, GROUNDWATER 
PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 54(B) FCR 
GENERAL PROVISIONS IN BASIN 37, PART 1, 
GROUNDWATER 
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ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREE FOR GENERAL PROVISION 
IN BASIN 45 
PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 54(B) FOR 
GENERAL PROVISIONS IN BASIN 45 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREE FOR GENERAL PROVISION 
IN BASIN 47 
PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 54(B) FOR 
GENERAL PROVISIONS IN BASIN 47 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREE FOR GENERAL PROVISION 
IN BASIN 63 
PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 54(B) FOR 
GENERAL PROVISIONS IN BASIN 63 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREE FOR GENERAL PROVISION 
IN BASIN 67 
PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 54(B) FOR 
GENERAL PROVISIONS IN BASIN 67 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREE FOR GENERAL PROVISION 
IN BASIN 69 
PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 54(B) FOR 
GENERAL PROVISIONS IN BASIN 69 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREE FOR GENERAL PROVISION 
IN BASIN 73 
PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 54(B) FOR 
GENERAL PROVISIONS IN BASIN 73 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREE FOR GENERAL PROVISION 
IN BASIN 75 
PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 54(B) FOR 
GENERAL PROVISIONS IN BASIN 75 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREE FOR GENERAL PROVISION 
IN BASIN 77 
PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 54(B) FOR 
GENERAL PROVISIONS IN BASIN 77 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREE FOR GENERAL PROVISION 
IN BASIN 78 
PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 54(B) FOR 
GENERAL PROVISIONS IN BASIN 78 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREE FOR GENERAL PROVISION 
IN BASIN 79 
PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 54(B) FOR 
GENERAL PROVISIONS IN BASIN 79 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
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IN BASIN 35 
PARTIAL DECREE PURSUA."IT TO I.R.C.P. 54(B) FOR 
GENERAL PROVISIONS IN BASIN 35 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
LETTER RE CHANGE OF ADDRESS/ BEEMAN & ASSOC 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
BASIN 32 GENERAL PROVISIONS 
NOTICE OF FILING GENERAL PROVISIONS FOR 
WATER RIGHTS IN BASIN 32 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE: NOTICE OF FILING 
GEJ,;"ERAL PROVISIONS FOR WATER RIGHTS IN 
BASIN 32 
LDGD: LATE CLAIMS CASE MANAGEl".ENT REPORT 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
NOTICE OF FILING STATEMENT OF IJNOBJECTED TO 
PORTIONS OF THE FALL 2013 DIRECTOR'S REPORT 
OF LATE AND MISCELLANEOUS CLAIMS FOR 
IRRIGATION AND OTHER WATER RIGHTS PURSUANT 
TO IDAHO CODE SECTION 42-1412(7) 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREE FOR UNCONTESTED 
GENERAL PROVISION IN BASIN 32 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 54(B) 
FOR GENERAL PROVISIONS IN BASIN 32 
NOTICE CHANGING DATE OF MONTHLY STATUS HS 
CONFERENCE FOR AUGUST 2014 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE: LATE CLAIM DIRECTOR'S 
REPORT FOR WATER RIGHT NOS 74-361, 74-362, 
74-363, 74-364, 74-365, 74-367 & 74-368 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE: LATE CLAIM DIRECTOR'S 
REPORT FOR WATER RIGHT NOS 22-14112, 
22-14114 & 22-14115 
DOCKET SHEET FILED 
ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO LR.C.P. 
54(B) FOR A FIREFIGHTING GENERAL PROVISION 
APPLICABLE TO ALL BASINS IN THE SNAKE RIVER 
BASIN IN IDAHO 
PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 54(B) FOR 
A FIREFIGHTING GENERAL PROVISION APPLICABLE 
TO ALL BASINS IN THE SNAKE RIVER B.Al';IN IN 
IDAHO 
ORDER REGARDING SUBCASES PENDING UPON ENTRY 
OF FINAL UNIFIED DECGREE 









SNAKE RIVER BASIN ADJUDICATION 
253 3RD AVENUE NORTH 
TWIN FALLS, ID 83301 
DOCKET SHEET 11/07/12 
IWT055 
PAGE, 1 
REGISTER OF ACTION LIST SHOWING ALL UPCOMIN~ HEARINGS FOR THE PERIOD 11/01/2012 THRU 2/28/2013. 
NOTE: ALL HEARINGS WILL BE HELD AT THE SRBA COURTHOUSE UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED. 
DATE TIME SUBCASE# ROA-DESCRIPTION PARTIES INVOLVED 
11/13/2012 9,30 63-03182 
11/13/2012 9,30 63-03308 
11/13/2012 9,30 63-03583 
11/13/2012 9,30 63-07177 
11/13/2012 9,30 63-07349 
11/13/2012 9,30 63-07533 
11/13/2012 9,30 63-07903 
11/13/2012 9,30 63-31839 
11/13/2012 9,30 63-31840 
11/13/2012 9,30 63-31841 
11/13/2012 9,30 63-31842 
11/13/2012 9,30 63-31854 
11/13/2012 9,30 63-31855 
11/20/2012 1,30 00-91013 
(FAX) NOTICE OF HEARING 
HEARD BY SPECIAL MASTER: THEODORE R. BOOTH 
(FAX) NOTICE OF HEARING 
HEARD BY SPECIAL MASTER: THEODORE R. BOOTH 
(FAX) NOTICE OF HEARING 
HEARD BY SPECIAL MASTER: THEODORE R. BOOTH 
(FAX) NOTICE OF HEARING 
HEARD BY SPECIAL MASTER: THEODORE R. BOOTH 
(FAX) NOTICE OF HEARING 
HEARD BY SPECIAL MASTER: THEODORE R. BOOTH 
(FAX) NOTICE OF HEARING 
HEARD BY SPECIAL MASTER: THEODORE R. BOOTH 
(FAX) NOTICE OF HEARING 
HEARD BY SPECIAL MASTER, THEODORE R. BOOTH 
(FAX) NOTICE OF HEARING 
HEARD BY SPECIAL MASTER: THEODORE R. BOOTH 
(FAX) NOTICE OF HEARING 
HEARD BY SPECIAL MASTER: THEODORE R. BOOTH 
(FAX) NOTICE OF HEARING 
HEARD BY SPECIAL MASTER, THEODORE R. BOOTH 
(FAX) NOTICE OF HEARING 
HEARD BY SPECIAL MASTER: THEODORE R. BOOTH 
(FAX) NOTICE OF HEARING 
HEARD BY SPECIAL MASTER: THEODORE R. BOOTH 
(FAX) NOTICE OF HEARING 
HEARD BY SPECIAL MASTER, THEODORE R. BOOTH 
NOTICE OF COURT'S INTENT 
11/20/2012 1,30 00-9202175 NOTICE OF COURT'S INTENT TO ISSUE AMENDED 
ORDER GRANTING STATE OF IDAHO'S MOTION FOR 
ORDER OF INTERIM ADMINISTRATION IN IDWR 
BASIN 75 FOR THOSE WATER RIGHTS LOCATED IN 
11/20/2012 1:30 02-02209B NOTICE OF COURT'S INTENT TO ISSUE AMENDED 
PARTIAL DECREES AND NOTICE OF HEARING 
THEREON 
SNAKE RIVER BASIN ADJUDICATION 
253 3RD AVENUE NORTH 
TWIN FALLS, ID 83301 
DOCKET SHEET 11/07/12 
IWT055 
PAGE: 2 
REGISTER OF ACTION LIST SHOWING ALL UPCOMING HEARINGS FOR THE PERIOD 11/01/2012 THRU 2/28/2013. 
NOTE: ALL HEARINGS WILL BE HELD AT THE SRBA COURTHOUSE UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED. 
DATE TIME SUBCASE# ROA-DESCRIPTION 
11/20/2012 1:30 02-10196 
11/20/2012 1:30 29-07391 
11/20/2012 1:30 35-14276 
11/20/2012 1:30 47-17586 
11/20/2012 1:30 47-17587 
11/20/2012 lt30 51-02277 
11/20/2012 1'30 61-07413 
11/20/2012 1:30 61-07414 
11/20/2012 1 ,30 61-07415 
11/20/2012 1:30 61-07416 
11/20/2012 1: 30 61-07417 
11/20/2012 1:30 61-07418 
11/20/2012 1:30 61-07419 
11/20/2012 1:30 61-07456 
11/20/2012 1:30 63-33672 
11/20/2012 1:30 63-33675 
11/20/2012 1:30 63-33682 
11/20/2012 1:30 63-33683 
11/20/2012 1:30 63-03134B 
NOTICE OF COURT'S INTENT TO ISSUE AMENDED 
PARTIAL DECREES AND NOTICE OF HEARING 
THEREON 
NOTICE OF HEARING ON STATUS OF LICENSURE 
PROCEEDINGS 
NOTICE SETTING HEARING ON LATE CLAIM 
NOTICE SETTING HEARING - LATE CLAIM 
NOTICE SETTING HEARING LATE CLAIM 
NOTICE SETTING HEARING ON MOTIONS TO FILE 
LATE NOTICE OF CLAIM 
NOTICE SETTING HEARING ON MOTIONS TO FILE 
LATE NOTICE OF CLAIM 
NOTICE SETTING HEARING ON MOTIONS TO FILE 
LATE NOTICE OF CLAIM 
NOTICE SETTING HEARING ON MOTIONS TO FILE 
LATE NOTICE OF CLAIM 
NOTICE SETTING HEARING ON MOTIONS TO FILE 
LATE NOTICE OF CLAIM 
NOTICE SETTING HEARING ON MOTIONS TO FILE 
LATE NOTICE OF CLAIM 
NOTICE SETTING HEARING ON MOTIONS TO FILE 
LATE NOTICE OF CLAIM 
NOTICE SETTING HEARING ON MOTIONS TO FILE 
LATE NOTICE OF CLAIM 
NOTICE SETTING HEARING ON MOTIONS TO FILE 
LATE NOTICE OF CLAIM 
NOTICE SETTING HEARING - LATE CLAIM 
NOTICE SETTING HEARING - LATE CLAIM 
NOTICE SETTING HEARING ON LATE CLAIM MOTION 
NOTICE SETTING HEARING ON LATE CLAIM 
NOTICE OF COURTfS INTENT TO ISSUE AMENDED 
PARTIAL DECREES AND NOTICE THEREON 
PARTIES INVOLVED 
SNAKE RIVER BASIN ADJUDICATION 
253 3RD AVENUE NORTH 
TWIN FALLS, ID 83301 
DOCKET SHEET 11/07/12 
IWT055 
PAGE: 3 
REGISTER OF ACTION LIST SHOWING ALL UPCOMING HEARINGS FOR THE PERIOD 11/01/2012 THRU 2/28/2013. 
NOTE: ALL HEARINGS WILL BE HELD AT THE SRBA COURTHOUSE UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED. 
DATE TIME SUBCASE# ROA-DESCRIPTION 
11/20/2012 1,30 63-03275B NOTICE OF COURT'S INTENT TO ISSUE AMENDED 
PARTIAL DECREES AND NOTICE THEREON 
11/20/2012 1,30 63-09456 NOTICE SETTING HEARING ON MOTIONS TO FILE 
LATE NOTICE OF CLAIM 
11/20/2012 1,30 63-09457 NOTICE SETTING HEARING ON MOTIONS TO FILE 
LATE NOTICE OF CLAIM 
11/20/2012 1,30 63-09462 NOTICE SETTING HEARING ON MOTIONS TO FILE 
LATE NOTICE OF CLAIM 
1_1/20/2012 1:30 63-09465 NOTICE SETTING HEARING ON MOTIONS TO FILE 
LATE NOTICE OF CLAIM 
11/20/2012 1,30 63-09479 NOTICE SETTING HEARING ON MOTIONS TO FILE 
LATE NOTICE OF CLAIM 
11/20/2012 1,30 63-09480 NOTICE SETTING HEARING ON MOTIONS TO FILE 
LATE NOTICE OF CLAIM 
11/20/2012 1,30 63-09534 NOTICE SETTING HEARING ON MOTIONS TO FILE 
LATE NOTICE OF CLAIM 
11/20/2012 1:30 63-09569 NOTICE SETTING HEARING ON MOTIONS TO FILE 
LATE NOTICE OF CLAIM 
11/20/2012 1,30 63-09577 NOTICE SETTING HEARING ON MOTIONS TO FILE 
LATE NOTICE OF CLAIM 
11/20/2012 1,30 63-09587 NOTICE SETTING HEARING ON MOTIONS TO FILE 
LATE NOTICE OF CLAIM 
11/20/2012 1:30 63-09588 NOTICE SETTING HEARING ON MOTIONS TO FILE 
LATE NOTICE OF CLAIM 
11/20/2012 1:30 63-09589 NOTICE SETTING HEARING ON MOTIONS TO FILE 
LATE NOTICE OF CLAIM 
11/20/2012 1,30 63-09590 NOTICE SETTING HEARING ON MOTIONS TO FILE 
LATE NOTICE OF CLAIM 
11/20/2012 1,30 63-09591 NOTICE SETTING HEARING ON MOTIONS TO FILE 
LATE NOTICE OF CLAIM 
11/20/2012 1,30 63-09657 NOTICE SETTING HEARING ON MOTIONS TO FILE 
LATE NOTICE OF CLAIM 
11/20/2012 1:30 63-09804 NOTICE SETTING HEARING ON MOTIONS TO FILE 
PARTIES INVOLVED 
SNAKE RIVER BASIN ADJUDICATION 
253 3RD AVENUE NORTH 
TWIN FALLS, ID 83301 
DOCKET SHEET 11/07/12 
IWT055 
PAGE: 4 
REGISTER OF ACTION LIST SHOWING ALL UPCOMING HEARINGS FOR THE PERIOD 11/01/2012 THRU 2/28/2013, 
NOTE: ALL HEARINGS WILL BE HELD AT THE SRBA COURTHOUSE UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED. 
DATE 
11/28/2012 
TIME SUBCASE# ROA-DESCRIPTION 
LATE NOTICE OF CLAIM 
1:30 00-9202129 NOTICE OF HEARING ON MOTION FOR ORDER OF 
INTERIM ADMINISTRATION/ NOTICE OF HEARING 
ON MOTION FOR EXPEDITED HEARING 
11/28/2012 1:30 00-9202129 ORDER SETTING HEARING ON STATE OF IDAHO'S 
MOTION FOR INTERIM ADMINISTRATION OF WATER 
RIGHTS IN A PORTION OF BASIN 29 (BANNOCK 
CREEK DRAINAGE) AND REQUEST FOR EXPEDITED 
HEARING 
OBJECTIONS AND/OR BRIEFING IN OPPOSITION 
11/28/2012 1:30 00-9202129 AMENDED ORDER SETTING HERING ON STATE OF 
IDAH0 1 S MOTION FOR INTERIM ADMINISTRATION 
OF WATER RIGHTS IN A PORTION OF BASIN 29 
(BANNOCK CREEK DRA.rNAGE) AND REQUEST FOR 
EXPEDITED HEARING 
12/18/2012 1:30 37-22499 
12/18/2012 1:30 47-07574 
12/18/2012 1:30 63-00319 
12/18/2012 1:30 63-02289A 
12/18/2012 1:30 63-23577 
12/18/2012 1:30 77-14350 
1/15/2013 1:30 02-02049 
1/15/2013 1:30. 22-14052 
1/15/2013 1:30 45-02653A 
1/15/2013 1 :30 63-05155 
2/11/2013 10:00 00-91017 
2/19/2013 1:30 02-02010 
2/19/2013 1 :30 36-07382 
2/19/2013 1:30 85-15748 
OBJECTIONS AND/OR BRIEFING IN OPPOSITION 
NOTICE OF COURT'S INTENT TO ISSUE AMENDED 
PARTIAL DECREE AND NOTICE OF HEARING THEREON 
NOTICE SETTING HEARING - LATE CLA.IM 
NOTICE SETTING HEARING - LATE CLAIM 
NOTICE SETTING HEARING - LATE CLAIM 
NOTICE OF COURT'S INTENT TO ISSUE AMENDED 
PARTIAL DECREE AND NOTICE OF HEARING THEREON 
NOTICE SETTING HEARING - LATE CLAIM 
NOTICE SETTING HEARING - LATE CLAIM 
NOTICE SETTING HEARING ON MOTION TO FILE 
LATE NOTICE OF CLAIM 
NOTICE SETTING HEARING - LATE CLAIM 
NOTICE SETTING HEARING - LATE CLAIM 
ORAL ARGUMENT SET 
NOTICE SETTING HEARING - LATE CLAIM 
NOTICE SETTING HEARING - LATE CLAIM 
NOTICE SETTING HEARING LATE CLAIM 
PARTIES INVOLVED 
SNAKE RIVER BASIN ADJUDICATION 
253 3RD AVENUE NORTH 
TWIN FALLS, ID 63301 
DOCKET SHEET 11/07/12 
IWT055 
PAGE: 5 
REGIS'.:'3R OF ll.CTIO.N LIST SHOWING ALL UPCOMING 33.'l.RTNGS FOR THE PERIOD 11/01/2012 THRU 2/28/2013. 
NOT!c: ALL h'EARINGS WILL BE HELD AT T!!E SRBA COURTHOUSE UNLESS OTh".ERWISE NOTED. 
DATE TIME SUBCASE# ROA-DESCRIPTION PARTIES IN'VOLVED 
SKA"KE RIVER BASIN &lJU::)TCATION 
253 3RD AVEN'JE NORT?i 
1'WIN F.AI.LS, ID 833'.Jl 
DOCKET SHEE'l' lliD7i12 
:W'I:040 
PAGE: 
REGISTER OF ACTION LIST SHOWING ALL OBJ'ECT:;::QNS AND RESPONSES, FCR ':'HE PERIOD 10/0:/2012 TERU 10/31)2C12, 
S:JDCASE# DATE FI:..E)) 
NO':'H:NG TO REPORT FOR THIS TIME PERIOD, 
' 
SNAKE RIVER BASIN ADJUDICATION 
253 3RD AVENUE NORTH 
DOCKET SHEET 11/07/12 
IWT057 
PAGE: 1 






















REGISTER OF ACTION LIST SHOWING ALL ORDERS, PLEADING AND OTHER DOCUMENTS (EXCEPT OBJECTIONS AND 
RESPONSES) FILED, OR LODGED, EXCLUDING SUBCASES FOR THE PERIOD 10/01/2012 THRU 10/31/2012. 
DATE FILED ROA-DESCRIPTION 
10/09/2012 DOCKET SHEET FILED 
10/11/2012 NOTICE OF FILING STATEMENT OF UNOBJECTED TO PORTIONS OF THE DIRECTOR'S REPORT OF LATE AND MISCELLANEOU 
CLAIMS FOR IRRIGATION AND OTHER WATER RIGHTS PURSUANT TO IDAHO CODE SECTION 42-1412(7) 
10/12/2012 ORDER ESTABLISHING DEADLINE FOR LATE CLAIM FILINGS IN BASIN 01, 02, 03, 31, 34, 35, 36, 37, 41, 
45, 47 AND 63 
10/16/2012 HEARING HELD ON UNCONTESTED RIGHTS FROM LATE CLAIMS DIRECTOR'S REPORT FILED 6/7/12 
10/23/2012 ORDER AMENDING IN PART ORDER CLOSING CLAIMS TAKING IN BASINS 23, 24, 25, 43, 51, 55, 57, 61, 81, 
82, 83, 84, 85 AND 86 AND DISALLOWAL OF UNCLAIMED WATER RIGHTS 
10/17/2012 ABERDEEN-SPRINGFIELD CANAL COMPANY'S LATE 
10/17/2012 NOTICE TO PARTICIPATE 
10/31/2012 (FAX) JOINT MOTION TO AMEND SCHEDULE 
10/25/2012 MOTION FOR ORDER OF INTERIM ADMINISTRATION 
10/25/2012 MOTION FOR EXPEDITED HEARING 
10/25/2012 LODGED: MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR ORDER OF INTERIM ADMINISTRATION 
10/25/2012 AFFIDAVIT OF BARRY WILLIAMS IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR ORDER OF INTERIM ADMINISTRATION 
10/25/2012 NOTICE OF HEARING ON MOTION FOR ORDER OF INTERIM ADMINISTRATION/ NOTICE OF HEARING ON MOTION 
FOR EXPEDITED HEARING 
10/25/2012 NOTICE OF SERVICE 
10/26/2012 (FAX) MOTION FOR INTERIM ADMINISTRATION OF WATER RIGHTS IN A PORTION OF BASIN 29 (BANNOCK CREEK 
DRAINAGE) AND REQUEST FOR EXPEDITED HEARING 
10/26/2012 (FAX) LODGED, BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR INTERIM ADMINISTRATION FOR WATER RIGHTS IN PORTION 
OF BASIN 29 (BANNOCK CREEK DRAINAGE 
10/26/2012 (FAX) AFFIDAVIT OF TIMOTHY J LUKE IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR INTERIM ADMINISTRATION IN PORTION OF 
BASIN 29 (BANNOCK CREEK DRAINAGE 
10/29/2012 ORDER SETTING HEARING ON STATE OF IDAHO'S MOTION FOR INTERIM ADMINISTRATION OF WATER RIGHTS IN 
A PORTION OF BASIN 29 (BANNOCK CREEK DRAINAGE) AND REQUEST FOR EXPEDITED HEARING OBJECTIONS AND/OR 
BRIEFING IN OPPOSITION 
10/30/2012 AMENDED ORDER SETTING HERING ON STATE OF IDAHO'S MOTION FOR INTERIM ADMINISTRATION OF WATER RIGHTS 
IN A PORTION OF BASIN 29 (BANNOCK CREEK DRAINAGE) AND REQUEST FOR EXPEDITED HEARING OBJECTIONS 
AND/OR BRIEFING IN OPPOSITION 
10/16/2012 NOTICE OF COURT'S INTENT TO ISSUE AMENDED ORDER GRANTING STATE OF IDAHO'S MOTION FOR ORDER OF 
INTERIM ADMINISTRATION IN IDWR BASIN 75 FOR THOSE WATER RIGHTS LOCATED IN 
SNAKE RIVER BASIN ADJUDICATION 
253 3RD AVENUE NORTH 
DOCl<ET SHEET 11/07 /12 
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REGISTER OF ACTION LIST SHOWING ALL ORDERS, PLEADING AND OTHER DOCUMENTS (EXCEPT OB,TECTIONS AND 
RESPONSES) FILED, OR LODGED, EXCLUDING SUBCASES FOR THE PERIOD 10/01/2012 THRU 10/31/2012. 
DATE FILED ROA-DESCRIPTION 
10/12/2012 ORDER ESTABLISHING DEADLINE FOR LATE CLAIM FILINGS IN BASIN 01, 02, 03, 31, 34, 35, 36, 37, 41, 
45, 47 AND 63 
10/23/2012 ORDER AMENDING IN PART ORDER CLOSING CLAIMS TAKING IN BASINS 23, 34, 25, 43, 51, 55, 57, 61, 81, 
82, 83, 84, 85 AND 86 AND DISALLOWAL OF UNCLAIMED WATER RIGHTS 
10/01/2012 ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREES FOR IRRIGAITON DELIVERY ENTITY USING DIGITAL BOUNDARY DESCRIPTTION; I.C. 
SECTIONS 42-2028 (2, 42-219 (2), 42-1411 (2) (H) 
10/01/2012 ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREES FOR IRRIGATION DELIVERY ENTITY USING DIGITAL BOUNDARY DESCRIPTION; I.C. 
SECTIONS 42-202B(2), 42-219(2), 42-1411(2) (H) 
10/01/2012 ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREES FOR IRRIGATION DELIVERY ENTITY USING DIGITAL BOUNDARY DESCRIPTION; I.C. 
SECTIONS 42-202B (2), 42-219 (2) , 42-1411 (2) (H) 
10/01/2012 ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREES FOR IRRIGATION DELIVERY ENTITY USING DIGITAL BOUNDARY DESCRIPTION; I.C. 
SECTIONS 42-202B(2), 42-219 (2), 42-1411 (2) {H) 
10/01/2012 ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREES FOR IRRIGATION DELIVERY ENTITY USING DIGITAL BOUNDARY DESCRIPTION; I.C. 
SECTIONS 42-202B(2), 42-219(2), 42-1411(2) (H) 
10/01/2012 ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREES FOR IRRIGATION DELIVERY ENTITY USING DIGITAL BOUNDARY DESCRIPTION; I.C. 
SECTIONS 42-202B(2), 42-219(2), 42-1411(2) (H) 
10/31/2012 ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREES FOR IRRIGATION DELIVERY ENTITY USING DIGITAL BOUNDARY DESCRIPTION; I.C. 
SECTIONS 42-2028(2), 42-219(2), 42-1411(2) (H) 
10/31/2012 ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREES FOR IRRIGATION DELIVERY ENTITY USING DIGITAL BOUNDARY DESCRIPTION; I.C. 
SECTIONS 42-202B(2), 42-219 (2), 42-1411 (2) (H) 
10/01/2012 ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREES FOR IRRIGATION DELIVERY ENTITY USING DIGITAL BOUNDARY DESCRIPTION; I.C. 
SECTIONS 42-202B(2), 42-219 (2), 42-1411 (2) (H) 
10/01/2012 ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREES FOR IRRIGATION DELIVERY ENTITY USING DIGITAL BOUNDARY DESCRIPTION; I.C. 
SEC'l'IONS 42-202 (B) (2), 42-219(2), 42-1411(2) (H) 
10/01/2012 ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREES FOR IRRIGATION DELIVERY ENTITY USING DIGITAL BOUNDARY DESCRIPTION; I.C. 
SECTIONS 42-202B (2), 42-219 (2), 42-1411 (2) (H) 
10/01/2012 ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREES FOR IRRIGATION DELIVERY ENTITY USING DIGITAL BOUNDARY DESCRIPTION; I.C. 
SECTIONS 42-2028(2), 42~219{2), 42·1411(2) (H) 
10/01/2012 ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREES FOR IRRIGATION DELIVERY ENTITY USING DIGITAL BOUNDARY DESCRIPTION; I.C. 
SECTIONS 42-202B(2), 42-219(2), 42-1411(2) (H) 
10/01/2012 ORDER ON PAR'rIAL DECREE 
10/19/2012 MOTION TO FILE LATE NOTICE OF CLAIM 
10/31/2012 ORDER ON PARTIAL DECREE 
SNAKE RIVER BASIN ADJUDICATION 
253 3RD AVENUE NORTH 
DOCKET SHEET 11/07/12 
IWT057 
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REGISTER OF ACTION LIST SHOWING ALL ORDERS, PLEADING AND OTHER DOCID'JENTS (EXCEPT OBJECTIONS AND 
RESPONSES) FILED, OR LODGED, EXCLUDING SUBCASES FOR THE PERIOD :O/Cl/2012 THRU 10/31/2012. 
DATE FlLED ROA-DESCRIPTION 
10/31/2012 ORDER ON PARTIAL DECREE 
10/02/2012 ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREES FOR IRRIGATION DELIVERY ENTITY USING DIGITAL BOUNDARY DESCRIPTION; I.C. 
SECTIONS 42-202 (B), 42-219 (2), 42-1411 (2) (H) 
10/02/2012 ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREES FOR IRRIGATION DELIVERY ENTITY USING DIGITAL BOUNDA.~Y DESCRIPTION; I.C. 
SECTIONS 42-202 (B), 42-219 (2), 42-1411 (2) (H) 
10/02/2012 ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREES FOR IRRIGATION DELIVERY ENTITY USING DIGITAL BOUND-'L,Y DESCRIPTION; I.C. 
SECTIONS 42-202 (B), 42-219(2), 42-1411 (2) (H) 
10/02/2012 ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREES FOR IRRIGATION DELIVERY ENTITY USING DIGITAL BOUNDARY DESCRIPTION; I.C. 
SECTIONS 42-202 (B), 42-219(2), 42-1411(2) (H) 
10/02/2012 ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREES FOR IRRIGATION DELIVERY ENTITY USING DIGITAL BOUNDARY DESCRIPTION; I.C. 
SECTIONS 42-202 (B), 42-219(2), 42-1411 (2) (H) 
10/02/20l2 ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREES FOR IRRIGATION DELIVERY ENTITY USING DIGITAL BOUNDARY DESCRIPTION; I.C. 
SECTIONS 42-202(B), 1;2-219(2), 42-1411(2) (H) 
10/02/2012 ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREES FOR IRRIGATION DELIVERY ENTITY USING DIGITAL BOUNDARY DESCRIPTION; I.C. 
SECTIONS 42-202 (B), 42-219 (2), 42-1411 (2) (H) 
10/02/2012 ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREES FOR IRRIGATION DELIVERY ENTITY USING DIGITAL BOUNDARY DESCRIPTION; I.C. 
SECTIONS 42-202B (2), 42-219 (2), 42-1411 (2) (H) 
10/02/2012 ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREES FOR IRRIGATION DELIVERY ENTITY USING DIGITAL BOUNDARY DESCRIPTION; I.C. 
SECTIONS 42-202 (B), 42-219 (2), 42-1411 (2) (H) 
10/02/2012 ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREES FOR IRRIGATION DELIVERY ENTITY USING DIGITAL BOUNDARY DESCRIPTION; I.C. 
SECTIONS 42-202B(2), 42-219{2), 42-1411 (2) (H) 
10/02/2012 ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREES FOR IRRIGATION DELIVERY ENTITY USING DIGITAL BOUNDA.~Y DESCRIPTION; I.C. 
SECTIONS 42-202B(2), 42-219(2), 42-1411(2) (H) 
10/31/2012 ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREES FOR IRRIGATION DELIVERY ENTITY USING DIGITAL BOUNDARY DESCRIPTION; I.C. 
SECTIONS 42-202B(2), 42-219(2), 42-1411(2) (H) 
10/31/2012 ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREES FOR IRRIGATION DELIVERY ENTITY USING DIGITAL BOUNDARY DESCRIPTION; I.C. 
SECTIONS 42-202B(2), 42-219(2), 42-1411(2) (H) 
10/02/2012 ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREES FOR IRRIGATION DELIVERY ENTITY USING DIGITAL BOUNDARY DESCRIPTION; I.C. 
SECTIONS 42-202 (B), 42-219 (2), 42 1411 (2) (H) 
10/01/2012 ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREES FOR IRRIGATION DELIVERY ENTITY USING DIGITAL BOUNDARY DESCRIPTION; I.C. 
SECTIONS 42-202B(2), 42-219 (2), 42-1411 (2) (3) 
10/31/2012 ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREES FOR IRRIGATION DELIVERY ENTITY USING DIGITAL BOUNDARY DESCRIPTION; I.C-
SECTIONS 42-202B(2), 42-219 (2), 42-1411 (2) (H) 
10/31/2012 ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREES FOR IRRIGATION DELIVERY ENTITY USING DIGITAL BOUNDARY DESCRIPTION; I.C. 
SECTIONS 42-202B (2, 42-219 (2), 42-1411 (2) (H) 
SNAKE RIVER BASIN ADJUDICATION 
253 3RD AVENUE NORTH 
DOCKET SHEET 11/07/12 
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REGISTER OF ACTION LIST SHOWING ALL ORDERS, PLEADING AND OTHER DOCUMENTS (EXCEPT OBJECTIONS AND 
RESPONSES) FILED, OR LODGED, EXCLUDING SUBCASES FOR THE PERIOD 10/01/2012 THRO 10/31/2012. 
DATE FILED ROA-DESCRIPTION 
-------------------------------- --------" ------------------- ---~------------------------------
10/01/2012 ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREES FOR IRRIGATION DELIVERY ENTITY USING DIGITAL BOUNDARY DESCRIPTION; I.C. 
SECTIONS 42-202B(2), 42-219(2), 42-1411(2) (H) 
10/01/2012 ORDER ON PARTIAL DECREE 
10/01/2012 ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREES FOR IRRIGATION DELIVERY ENTITY USING DIGITAL BOUNDARY DESCRIPTION; I.C. 
SECTIONS 42-202 (B), 42-219(2), 42-1411 (2) (H) 
10/01/2012 ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREES FOR IRRIGATION DELIVERY ENTITY USING DIGITAL BOUNDARY DESCRIPTION, I.C. 
SECTIONS 42-202B(2), 42-219(2), 42-1411 (2) (H) 
10/01/2012 ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREES FOR IRRIGATION DELIVERY ENTITY USING DIGITAL BOUNDARY DESCRIPTION; I.C. 
SECTIONS 42-2020(2), 42-219 (2), 42-1411(2) (H) 
10/04/2012 DEADLINE TO FILE OBJECTION 
10/04/2012 DEADLINE TO FILE RESPONSE 
10/01/2012 ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREES FOR IRRIGATION DELIVERY EJ'.'TITY USING DIGITAL BOUNDARY DESCRIPTION; I.C. 
SECTIONS 42-2020(2), 42-219(2), 42-1411 (2) (H) 
10/01/2012 ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREES FOR IRRIGATION DELIVERY ENTITY USING DIGITAL BOUNDARY DESCRIPTION; I.C. 
SECTIONS 42-202B (2) , 42-219(2), 42-1411 (2) (H) 
10/01/2012 ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREES FOR IRRIGATION DELIVERY ENTITY USING DIGITAL BOUNDARY DESCRIPTION; I.C. 
SECTIONS 42-202B (2), 42-219(2), 42-1411 (2) (H) 
ORDER ON PARTIAL DECREE 10/01/2012 
10/01/2012 ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREE FOR IRRIGATION DELIVERY ENTITY USING DIGITAL BOUNDARY DESCRIPTION; I.C. 
SECTIONS 42-202B(2), 42-219(2), 42-1411(2) (H) 
10/29/2012 DEADLINE TO FILE OBJECTION 
10/29/2012 DFADLINE TO FILE RESPONSE 
10/31/2012 MOTION TO FILE LATE NOTICE OF CLAIM 
10/17/2012 DEADLINE TO FILE AMENDED DIRECTOR'S REPORT 
10/17/2012 DEADLINE TO FILE OBJECTION 
10/17/2012 DEADLINE TO FILE RESPONSE 
10/01/2012 ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREES 
10/11/2012 MOTION TO FILE LATE NOTICE OF CLAIM 
10/01/2012 ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREES 
10/31/2012 ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREES 
SNAKE RIVER BASIN ADJUDICA~ION 
253 3RD AV:illNUE NORTH 
TWIN FALLS, ID 83301 
DOCKET SHEET ll/C7 /12 
IWT057 
PAG-3: 5 
REGISTE?.. OF ACTION LIST SHOWING ALL ORDERS, PI.EADI~G AND OTHER DOCUMENTS (EXCEPT OBJECrIONS AND 








DATE FILED ROA-DESCRIPTION 
10/31/2012 ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREES 
10/31/2012 ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREES 
10/31/2012 ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREES 
10/31/2012 ORDER OF PARTIAf, DECREES 
10/30/2012 MOTION TO FILE LATE NOTICE OF CLAIM 
10/31/2012 ORDER OF 2ND AMENDED PARTIAL DECREE 
SNAKE RIVER BASIN ADJUDICATION 
253 3RD AVENUE NORTH 
TWIN FALLS, ID 83301 
SUBCASE # DATE FILED 
DOCKET SHEET 11/07/12 
IWT063 
REGISTER OF ACTION LIST SHOWING ALL PARTIAL DECREES 
FILED FOR THE PERIOD 10/01/2012 THRU 10/31/2012. 
CLAIMANT AS RECOMMENDED/DECREED 
















































































MINIDOKA IRRIGATION DISTRICT 
BOOM CREEK CANAL CO 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
BLAINE L LARSEN 
RODRICK H RINKER 
RODRICK H RINKER 
LAMBERT PRODUCE CO INC 
BOYD D FOSTER 
BLACKFOOT IRRIGATION CO 
CORBETT SLOUGH DITCH CO 
CORBETT SLOUGH DITCH CO 
WATSON CANAL CO 
WATSON CANAL CO 
WATSON CANAL CO 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
WATSON CANAL CO 
BLACKFOOT IRRIGATION CO 
CORBETT SLOUGH DITCH CO 
WATSON CANAL CO 
WATSON CANAL CO 
THE AMALGAMATED SUGAR CO 
TERRIE E TRAIL 
RALPH R CROWLEY 
NORTH FREMONT CANAL 
NORTH FREMONT CANAL 
NORTH FREMONT CANAL 
NORTH FREMONT CANAL 
NORTH FREMONT CANAL 
NORTH FREMONT CANAL 
NORTH FREMONT CANAL 
BOOM CREEK CANAL CO 
NORTH FREMONT CANAL 
SALEM UNION CANAL CO LTD 
SALEM UNION CANAL CO LTD 
SOUTHEAST IDAHO CANAL CO 
SOUTHEAST IDAHO CANAL CO 
BOOM CREEK CANAL CO 
CRAPO FARMS INC 
PAGE, 1 
SNAKE RIVER BASIN ADJUDICATION 
253 3RD AVENUE NORTH 
TWIN FALLS, ID 83301 
SUBCASE # DATE FILED 
DOCKET SHEET 11/07/12 
IWT063 
REGISTER OF ACTION LIST SHOWING ALL PARTIAL DECREES 
FILED FOR THE PERIOD 10/01/2012 THRU 10/31/2012, 
CLAIMANT AS RECOMMENDED/DECREED 
PAGE: 2 
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CANYON CREEK LATERAL 
CANYON CREEK CANAL CO INC 
CANYON CREEK CANAL CO INC 
PINCOCK GARNER DITCH ASSN 
HK CONTRACTORS INC 
PIONEER DITCH CO 
PIONEER DITCH CO 
PINCOCK GARNER DITCH ASSN 
CANYON CREEK LATERAL DITCH 
PINCOCK GARNER DITCH ASSN 
PINCOCK GARNER DITCH ASSN 
WALTERS PRODUCE INC 
CANYON CREEK LATERAL 
MARK HARRINGTON 
PAUL KATSILOMETES 
THOMAS C KATSILOMETES 
D & D RANCHES PARTNERSHIP 
MICHAEL W VAUGHAN 
MICHAEL W VAUGHAN 
JIM W WIGINGTON 
WYNDERMERE ASSN 
WYNDERMERE ASSN 
JIM J WALKER 
STEVEN M HARDMAN 
WILLIAM JONES 
CITY OF HAILEY 
CITY OF HAILEY 
BRUCE BEDKE 
BRUCE BEDKE 
LAMBERT PRODUCE CO INC 
LAMBERT PRODUCE CO INC 
LAMBERT PRODUCE CO INC 
LAMBERT PRODUCE CO INC 
LAMBERT PRODUCE CO INC 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
GREENE TREE INC 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
LESLIE A NEWMAN 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
MASON CREEK DITCH CO 
THE GREG AMARAL LIMITED 
LES STRONG 
CHARLES M CORRIGAN 
WILLARD COLSTON 
KENT E CRIST 
SNAKE RIVER Bl\SIN ADJUDICATION 
253 3RD AVENUE NORTH 
TWIN FALLS, ID 83301 
Su3CASE # 






DOCKET SHEET 11/07/12 
IW':::'063 
REGISTER OF AC'l'ION LIST SHOWING ALL PARTIAL DECREES 
FILED FOR THE PERIOD 10/01/2012 THRO 10/31/2012. 
CLAIMANT AS RECOMMENDED/DECREED 
CYRUS M BLEDSOE 
ALYCE LUNDVALL 
PAGE, 3 
SNAKE RIVER BASIN ADJUDICATION 
253 3RD AVE.:..'TTJE NORTH 
TWIN FALLS, ID 83301 
DOCKET SHEET H/07/12 
IWT063D 
REGISTER OF ACTION L::ST SHOWING ALL FEDERAL INSTREAM FLOW SUBCASE DISCOVERY 
FOR TllE PERIOD 10/01/2012 '.CHRU 10/31/2012. 
SUBCASE# DATE FILED ROA-DESCRIPTION 
NOTHING TO REPORT FOR THIS TIME PERIOD. 
1 
SNAKE RIVER BASIN ADJUDICATION 
253 3RD AVENUE NOR'rH 
TWIN FALLS, ID 833Cl 
DOCKET SHEET 11/07 /12 
IWT060B 
REGISTER OF ACTION LTST SHOWING ALL AME:h'"DED DIRECTORtS REPORTS 
FOR THE PERIOD 10/01/2012 THRU 10/31/2012. 
SUBCASE# ROA-DESCRIPTION 
Source: GROL"N.J WATER 
22-04090 10/04/2012 AMENDED DIRECTOR 1 S REPORT 
Source: PARADISE SPRINGS TRIBUTARY; 
22-13853 10/29/2012 AMENDED DIRECTOR'S REPORT CHANGE: QTY 
Source; GROUNDWATER 
37-12172 10/23/2012 AMEh"DED DIRECTOR'S REPORT CHANGE: SUBSTITUTION OF PARTY/POD/PLU 
Source: GROU!\"D WATER 
47-07354 10/17/2012 AMENDED DIRECTOR'S REPORT DISALLOWED - SPLIT INTO 47-17578 & 47-17579 
47-17578 10/17/2012 AMENDED DIRECTOR'S REPORT SPLIT FROM FORMER RIGHT 47-07354 
47-17579 10/17/2012 AMENDED DIRECTOR'S REPORT SPLIT FROM FORMER RIGHT 47-07354 
Source: EIGHTEENMILE CREEK TRIBUTARY 
74-02320 10/18/2012 AMENDED DIRECTOR'S REPORT C'IANGE, COMBINED USE REMARK 
PAGE: I 
SNAKE RIVER BASIN ADJUDICATION 
253 3RD AVENUE NORTH 
TWIN FALLS, ID 83301 
SUBCASE # DATE FILED 
DOCKET SHEET 11/07 /12 
IWT066B 
REGISTER OF ACTION LIST SHOWING ALL MASTER'S REPORTS 
AND CHALLENGES TO MASTER'S REPORTS 
FILED FOR THE PERIOD 10/01/2012 THRU 10/31/2012. 
CLAIMANT AS RECOMMENDED/DECREED 














































































ALLEN RANCH LLP 
ALLEN RANCH LLP 
ALLEN RANCH LLP 
EGIN BENCH CANALS INC 
EGIN BENCH CANALS INC 
EGIN BENCH CANALS INC 
EGIN BENCH CANALS INC 
EGIN BENCH CANALS INC 




RICHARD A EGBERT LIMITED 
CHRISTIE A HAUGH 
MEL HAYOB 
DOUGLAS H NIEDRICH 
SOUTHERN STAR ACRES 
WILLIAM R RATLIFFE 
BIG WOOD CANAL COMPANY 
BIG WOOD CANAL COMPANY 
BIG WOOD CANAL COMPANY 
BIG WOOD CANAL COMPANY 
BIG WOOD CANAL COMPANY 
ELLEN M SCOFIELD 
DOUGLAS H NIEDRICH 
CONNIE R AITKEN 
BIG WOOD CANAL COMPANY 
BIG WOOD CANAL COMPANY 
BIG WOOD CANAL COMPANY 
BIG WOOD CANAL COMPANY 
BIG WOOD CANAL COMPANY 
BIG WOOD CANAL COMPANY 
BIG WOOD CANAL COMPANY 
WILLIAM R RATLIFFE 
BIG WOOD CANAL COMPANY 
BIG WOOD CANAL COMPANY 
BIG WOOD CANAL COMPANY 
BIG WOOD CANAL COMPANY 
PAGE, 1 
SNAKE RIVER BASIN ADJUDICATION 
253 3RD AVENUE NORTH 
TWIN FALLS, ID 83301 
SUBCASE # DATE FIT..,ED 







DOCKET SllllllT 11/07 /12 
IWT066B 
RllGIST!lR OF ACTION LIST SHOWING ALL MASTER'S REPORTS 
AND CHALLENGES TO MASTER'S REPORTS 
FILED FOR THE PERIOD 10/01/2012 THRU 10/31/2012. 
CLAIMANT AS RllCOMMENDED/DECREED 
BIG WOOD CANAL COMPANY 
BIG l'IOOD CANAL COMPANY 
EDWARDS FAMILY LLC 







ESTATE OF FRANCES FRIESTAD 
LESLIE R HINZMAN 
JERRY D HORN 
PAGE: 2 
SNAKE RIVER BASIN ADJUDICATION 
253 3RD AVENUE NORTH 
TWIN FALLS, ID 83301 
DOCKET SHEET 3/07 /13 
IWT055 
PAGE: 1 
REGISTER OF ACTION LIST SHOWING ALL UPCOMING HEARINGS FOR THE PERIOD 3/01/2013 THRU 6/30/2013. 





















TIME SUBCASE# ROA-DESCRIPTION 
1: 30 22-00626 
1: 30 75-00019D 




1: 30 31-07419 
1: 30 36-02603D 
1:30 37-22804 









1: 30 63-33730 
NOTICE SETTING HEARING ON MOTION TO FILE 
AMENDED NOTICE OF CLAIM 
NOTICE OF COURT'S INTENT .TO ISSUE AMENDED 
PARTIAL DECREES AND NOTICE OF HEARING 
THEREON 
NOTICE OF COURT'S INTENT TO ISSUE AMENDED 
PARTIAL DECREES AND NOTICE OF HEARING 
THEREON 
NOTICE OF COURT'S INTENT_TO ISSUE AMENDED 
PARTIAL DECREES AND NOTICE OF HEARING 
THEREON 
NOTICE OF COURT'S INTENT 'TO ISSUE AMENDED 
PARTIAL DECREES AND NOTICE OF HEARING 
THEREON 
NOTICE OF COURT'S INTENT .TO ISSUE AMENDED 
PARTIAL DECREES AND NOTICE OF HEARING 
THEREON 
NOTICE SETTING HEARING - --LATE CLAIM 
NOTICE OF COURT'S INTENT'TO ISSUE AMENDED 
PARTIAL DECREE AND NOTICE OF HEARING THEREON 
NOTICE SETTING HEARING - -IATE CLAIM 
NOTICE SETTING HEARING - LATE CLAIM 
NOTICE SETTING HEARING - LATE CLAIM 
NOTICE SETTING HEARING - LATE CLAIM 
NOTICE SETTING HEARING - LATE CLAIM 
NOTICE SETTING HEARING - LATE CLAIM 
NOTICE SETTING HEARING - LATE CLAIM 
NOTICE SETTING HEARING LATE CLAIM 
NOTICE SETTING HEARING - LATE CLAIM 
NOTICE SETTING HEARING - LATE CLAIM 
NOTICE SETTING HEARING ON LATE CLAIM 
PARTIES INVOLVED 
e,-
SNAKE RIVER BASIN ADJUDICATION 
253 3RD AVENUE NORTH 
TWIN FALLS, ID 83301 
DOCKET SHEET 3/07/13 
nrro55 
PAGE: 2 
REGISTER OF ACTION LIST SHOWING ALL UPCOMING HEARINGS FOR THE PERIOD 3/01/2013 THRU 6/30/2013. 
NOTE: ALL HEARINGS WILL BE HELD AT THE SRBA COURTHOUSE UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED. 
DATE TIME SUBCASE# ROA-DESCRIPTION PARTIES INVOLVED ----~-------- ------------------------------ -------------------------------
4/16/2013 1: 30 63-05271 NOTICE SETTING HEARING - LATE CLAIM 
4/16/2013 1:30 63-08478 NOTICE SETTING HEARING - LATE CLAIM 
4/16/2013 1:30 63-04960 NOTICE SETTING HEARING - LATE CLAIM 
4/16/2013 1:30 63-02429 NOTICE SETTING HEARING - LATE CLAIM 
4/16/2013 1:30 63-33739 NOTICE SETTING HEARING - LATE CLAIM 
4/16/2013 1:30 63-00161CF NOTICE SETTING HEARING - LATE CLAIM 
4/16/2013 1:30 63-00266 NOTICE SETTING HEARING - LATE CLAIMS 
4/16/2013 1:30 63-00267 NOTICE SETTING HEARING - LATE CLAIMS 
4/16/2013 1:30 63-00268 NOTICE SETTING HEARING - LATE CLAIMS 
4/16/2013 1:30 63-33735 NOTICE SETTING HEARING - LATE CLAIMS 
4/16/2013 1:30 63-33736 NOTICE SET'£ING HEARING LATE CLAIMS 
4/16/2013 1:30 71-04011 NOTICE SETTING HEARING - LATE CLAIM 
4/16/2013 1: 3(P'l4~00039A NOTICE OF COURT'S INTENT TO CORRECT CLERICAL 
ERRORS AND NOTICE OF HEARING THEREON 
4/16/2013 1:30 04-15859 NOTICE OF COURT'S INTENT TO CORRECT CLERICAL 
ERRORS AND NOTICE OF HEARING THEREON 
4/16/2013 1:30 ·n-1sa60 NOTICE OF COURT'S INTENT TO CORRECT CLERICAL 
ERRORS AND NOTICE OF HEARING THEREON 
5/20/2013 1:30 3:7-12388 NOTICE OF HEARING ON RULE 60(B) MOTION FOR 
RELIEF FROM JUDGMENT 
'"ZN-- 5/21/2013 1:30 01-10614 NOTICE SETTING HEARING - LATE CLAIMS 
-1N 5/21/2013 1:30 01-10615 NOTICE SETTING HEARING - LATE CLAIMS 
; ~· 5/21/2013 1:30 01-10616 NOTICE SETTING HEARING - LATE CLAIMS 
5/21/2013 1:30 01-10617 NOTICE SETTING HEARING - LATE CLAIMS 
5/21/2013 1:30 01-10618 NOTICE SETTING HEARING - LATE CLAIMS 
5/21/2013 1:30 01-10619 NOTICE SETTING HEARING - LATE CLAIMS 
5/21/2013 1: 30 01-10620 NOTICE SETTING :HEARING - LATE CLAIMS 
SNAKE RIVER BASIN ADJUDICATION 
253 3RD AVENUE NORTH 
TWIN FALLS, ID 83301 
DOCKET SHEET 3/07/l3 
IWT055 
PAGE: 3 
REGISTER OF ACTION LIST SHOWING ALL OPCOMING HEARINGS FOR TEE PERIOD 3/01/2013 THRU 6/30/2013. 
NOTE: ALL HEARINGS WILL BE HELD AT THE SRBA COURTEOUSE UNLESS OTHl<RWISE NOTED. 
DATE TIME SUBCASE# ROA-DESCRIPTION 


































1:30 03 10274 
NOTICE SETTING HEARING LATE CLAIMS 
NOTICE SETTING HEARING - LATE CLAIMS 
NOTICE SETTING HEARING LATE CLAIMS 
NOTICE OF COURTrS INTENT TO ISSUE AMEN~ED 
?ART=i,L DECREE AND NOTICE OF HEARING THEREON 
NOTICE SETTING HEARING ON MOTIONS TO FILE 
LATE NOTICI< OF CLAIM 
NOTICE SETTING HEARING'ON MOTIONS TO FILE 
LATE NOTICE OF CLAIM 
NOTICE SETTING HEA.~ING iON MOTIONS TO FILE ;;,,-
LATE NOTICE OF CLAIM 
NOTICE SETTING HEARING ON MOTIONS TO FILE 
Ll'.TE NOTICE OF CLAIM 
NOTICE SETTING HEARING-ON MOTIONS TO FILE 
LATE NOTICE OF CLAIM 
NOTICE SETTING HEARING ON MOTIONS TO FILE 
LATE NOTICE OF CLAIM 
NOTICE SETTING HEARING ON MOTIONS TO FILE 
LATE NOTICE OF CLAIM 
NOTICE SETTING HEARING'ON MOTIONS TO FILE 
LATE NOTICE OF CLAIM 
NOTICE SETTING h'EARlNG ON MOTIONS TO FILE 
LATE NOTICE OF CLAIM 
NOTICE OF COURT'S INTENT TO ISSUE AMENDED 
PARTIAL Dl<CRl<E AND NOTICE OF HEARING THEREON 
NOTICE OF COURT'S INTENT TO ISSUE AMENDED 
PARTIAL DECREE AND NOTICE OF HEARING THEREON 
NOTICE OF COURT'S INTENT:TO ISSUE AMENDED 
PARTIAL DECREE AND NOTICE OF HE.ARING THEREON 
NOTICE SETTING F..EARING ON MOTIONS TO FILE 
LATE NOTICE OF CLAIM 
NOTICE SETTING HEARING ON MOTIONS TO FILE 
LATE NOTICE OF CLAIM 
PA.,'q,T::;:ES INVOLVED 
SNAKE RIVER BASIN ADJUDICATION 
253 3RD AVENUE NORTH 
TWIN FALLS, ID 83301 
DOCKET SHEET 3/07/13 
IWT055 
PAGE: 4 




















NOTE: ALL HEARINGS WILL BE HELD AT THE SRBA COURTHOUSE UNLESS OTHERWISE NO'rED. 
TIME SUBCASE# ROA-DESCRIPTION PARTIES INVOLVED ----------------
1:30 03-10275 


















NOTICE SETTING HEARING ON MOTIONS TO FILE 
LATE NOTICE OF CLAIM 
NOTICE SETTING HEARING - LATE CLAIMS 
NOTICE OF COURT'S INTENT TO ISSUE AMENDED 
PARTIAL DECREE AND NOTICE OF HEARING THEREON 
NOTICE OF COURT'S INTENT TO ISSUE AMENDED 
PARTIAL DECREE AND NOTICE OF HEARING THEREON 
NOTICE OF COURT'S INTENT TO ISSUE AMF,NDED 
PARTIAL DECREE AND NOTICE OF HEARING THEREON 
NOTICE OF COURT'S INTENT TO ISSUE AMENDED 
PARTIAL DECREE AND NOTICE OF HEARING THEREON 
NOTICE OF COURTrs INTENT TO ISSUE AMENDED 
PARTIAL DECREE AND NOTICE OF HEARING THEREON 
NOTICE SETTING HEARING ON LATE CLAIM MOTION 
NOTICE OF COURT'S INTENT TO ISSUE AMENDED . 
PARTIAL DECREE AND NOTICE OF HEARING THEREON 
' NOTICE SETTIN HEARING ON LATE CLAIM MOTION 
NOTICE OF COURT'S INTENT TO ISSUE AMENDED 
PARTIAL DECREE AND NOTICE OF HEARING THEREON 
NOTICE OF COURT'S INTENT TO SET ASIDE PARTIAL 
DECREE AND ENTER FINAL ORDER DISALLOWING 
WATER RIGHT CLAIM AND NOTICE OF HEARING 
THEREON 
NOTICE OF COURT'S INTENT TO ISSUE AMENDED 
PARTIAL DECREE AND NOTICE OF HEARING THEREON 
NOTICE OF COURT'S INTENT TO ISSUE AMENDED 
PARTIAL DECREE AND NOTICE OF HEARING THEREON 
NOTICE OF COURT'S INTENT TO ISSUE AMENDED 
PARTIAL DECREE AND NOTICE OF HEARING THEREON 
NOTICE OF COURT'S INTENT TO ISSUE AMENDED 
PARTIAL DECREE AND NOTICE OF HEARING THEREON 
NOTICE OF COURT'S INTENT TO ISSUE AMENDED 
PARTIAL DECREE AND NOTICE OF HEARING THEREON 
SNAKE RIVER BASIN ADJUDICATION 
253 3RD AVENUE NORTH 
TWIN FALLS, ID 83301 
DOCKET SHEET 3/07/13 
IWT055 
PAGE, 5 
REGISTER OF ACTION LIST SHOWING ALL UPCOMING HEARINGS FOR THE PERIOD 3/01/2013 THRU 6/30/2013. 
NOTE, ALL HEARINGS WILL BE HELD AT THE SRBA COURTHOUSE UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED. 
DATE TIME SUBCASE# ROA-DESCRIPTION 
5/21/2013 1,30 37-22806 
5/21/2013 1,30 37-07949 
5/21/2013 1,30 41-07063 
5/21/2013 1,30 51-07018 
5/21/2013 1,30 51-07030 
5/21/2013 1,30 51-07038 
5/21/2013 1,30 57-07265 
5/21/2013 1,30 57-07266 
5/21/2013 1,30 61-02152 
5/21/2013 1,30 61-07170 
5/21/2013 1,30 63-33740 
5/21/2013 1,30 63-33737 
5/21/2013 1,30 63-33738 
5/21/2013 1,30 63-33732 
5/21/2013 1,30 63-33733 
5/21/2013 1,30 63-33734 
5/21/2013 1,30 63-08067 
5/21/2013 1,30 65-23531 
5/21/2013 1,30 65-23532 
5/21/2013 1,30 65-07573 
NOTICE SETTING HEARING - LATE CLAIMS 
NOTICE OF COURT'S INTENT TO ISSUE AMENDED 
PARTIAL DECREE AND NOTICE OF HEARING THEREON 
NOTICE OF COURT'S INTENT TO .ISSUE AMENDED 
PARTIAL DECREE AND NOTICE OF HEARING THEREON 
NOTICE OF COURT'S INTENT TO ISSUE AMENDED 
PARTIAL DECREE AND NOTICE ·oF HEARING THEREON 
NOTICE OF COURT Is INTENT TO ·_;ISSUE AMENDED 
PARTIAL DECREE AND NOTICE OF HEARING THEREON 
NOTICE OF COURT'S INTENT TO.ISSUE AMENDED 
PARTIAL DECREE AND NOTICE OF HEARING THEREON 
NOTICE OF COURT'S INTENT TO ·:'ISSUE AMENDED 
PARTIAL DECREE AND NOTICE OF HEARING THEREON 
NOTICE OF COURT'S INTENT TO :.ISSUE AMENDED 
PARTIAL DECREE AND NOTICE OF HEARING THEREON 
NOTICE OF COURT'S INTENT TO ISSUE AMENDED 
PARTIAL DECREE AND NOTICE OF HEARING THEREON 
NOTICE OF COURT'S INTENT TO .:,ISSUE AMENDED 
PARTIAL DECREE AND NOTICE OF HEARING THEREON 
NOTICE SETTING HEARING ON L:A~E CLAIM MOTION 
NOTICE SETTING HEARING - LATE-CLAIM 
NOTICE SETTING HEARING - LATE CLAIM 
NOTICE SETTING HEARING - LATE CLAIMS 
NOTICE SETTING HEARING - LATE CLAIMS 
NOTICE SETTING HEARING - LATE CLAIMS 
NOTICE OF COURT'S INTENT TO,ISSUE AMENDED 
PARTIAL DECREE AND NOTICE OF HEARING THEREON 
NOTICE SETTING HEARING - LATE CLAIMS 
NOTICE SETTING HEARING - LATE CLAIMS 
NOTICE OF COURT'S INTENT TO ISSUE AMENDED 
PARTIES INVOLVED 
. ,-
SNAKE RIVER BASIN ADJUDICATION 
253 3RD AVENUE NORTH 
TWIN FALLS, ID 83301 
DOCKET SHEET 3/07/13 
IWT055 
PAGE, 6 
REGISTER OF ACTION LIST SHOWING ALL UPCOMING HEARINGS FOR THE PERIOD 3/01/2013 THRU 6/30/2013. 
NOTE, ALL HEARINGS WILL BE HELD AT THE SRBA COURTHOUSE UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED. 
DATE TIME SUBCASEjt ROA-DESCRIPTION 
5/21/2013 1:30 65-13761 
5/21/2013 1,30 65-13762 
_5/21/2013 1:3'0. 65-13766 
5/21/2013 1,30, 65-13853 
5/21/2013 1 :3UC65·13874 
5/21/2013 1:30· 65-23535 
5/21/2013 1:30t'67-07189 
' 5/21/2013 1 '3'0/·75- 07136 
,5/21/2013 1:30:75-07180 
5/21/2013 1, 3 0)' 75-07434 
.5/21/2013 1 , 3U',l82- 0 7187 
l .·. '[' 
5/21/2013 l: 30'"185- 07444 
5/21/2013 1:30 '85-07542 ,. 
:5/21/2013 1 ,30· 85-07583 
5/21/2013 1,30: 86-07318 
PARTIAL DECREE AND NOTICE OF HEARING THEREON 
NOTICE OF COURTfS INTENT TO SET ASDIE PARTIAL 
DECREE AND ENTER FINAL ORDER DISALLOWING 
WATER RIGHT CLAIM AND NOTICE OF HEARING 
THEREON 
NOTICE OF COURT'S INTENT TO SET ASIDE PARTIAL 
DECREE AND ENTER FINAL ORDER DISALLOWING 
WATER RIGHT CLAIM AND NOTICE OF HEARING 
THEREON 
NOTICE OF COURT'S I~-rE~"'T TO ISSUE AMENDED 
PARTIAL DECREE AND NOTICE OF HEARING THEREON 
NOTICE OF COURT'S INTENT TO ISSUE AMENDED 
PARTIAL DECREE AND NOTICE OF HEARING THEREON 
NOTICE OF COURT'S INTENT TO ISSUE AMENDED 
PARTIAL DECREE AND NOTICE OF HEARING THEREON 
NOTICE SETTING HEARING ON LATE CLAIM MOTION 
NOTICE 1 0F COURT'S INTENT TO''ISSUE AMENDED 
PARTIAL DECREE AND NOTICE OF HEARING THEREON• 
NOTICE OF COURT'S INTENT TO''ISSUE AMENDED 
PARTIAL DECREE AND NOTICE OF HEARING THEREON 
NOTICE OF COURT'S INTENT TO ISSUE AMENDED 
PARTIAL DECREE AND NOTICE OF HEARING THEREON 
NOTICE OF COURT'S INTENT TO' ISSUE AMENDED 
PARTIAL DECREE AND NOTICE OF HEARING THEREON 
NOTICE .OF COURT'S INTENT TO ISSUE AMENDED 
PARTIAL DECREE AND NOTICE'OF HEARING THEREON 
NOTICE OF COURT'S INTENT TO ISSUE AMENDED 
PARTIAL DECREE AND NOTICE OF HEARING THEREON 
NOTICE OF COURT'S INTENT TO SET ASIDE PARTIAL 
DECREE AND ENTER FINAL ORDER DISALLOWING 
WATER RIGHT CLAIM AND NOTICE OF HEARING 
THEREON 
NOTICE OF COURT 1 S INTENT TO ISSUE AMENDED 
PARTIAL DECREE AND NOTICE OF HEARING THEREON 
NOTICE OF COURT'S INTENT TO ISSUE AMENDED 
PARTIES INVOLVED 
SNAKE RIVER BASIN _JillJTJDICATION 
253 3RD AVENUE NORTH 
TWIN FALLS, IJ 83301 
DOCKET SHEET 3/07/13 
IWT055 
PAGE: 7 
REGISTER OF ACTION LIST SHOWING ALL UPCOMING HEARINGS FOR THE PERIOD 3/01/2013 THRU 6/30/2013. 
NOTE: ALL HEARINGS WILL BE HELD AT THE SRBA COURTHOUSE UNLESS OTH3RWISE NOTED. 
DATE TIME SUBCASE# ROA-DESCRIPTION PARTIES INVOLVED 
PARTIAL DECREE AND NOTICE OF HEARING THEREON 
5/21/2013 1:30 86-07345 NOTICE OF COURT'S I::'ifTENT TO ISSUE AMENDED 
PA..~TIAL JECREE AND NOTICE OF HEARING THEREON 
6/18/2013 1:30 00-39576 HEARING ON UNCONTESTED LATE CLAIMS: 06/18/13 
6/18/2013 1:30 00-39576 HEARING ON UNCONTESTED FEDERAL RESERVED 
RIGHT CLAIMS: 06/18/13 
6/18/2013 1:30 85-10764 NOTICE OF COGRT'S INTENT TO ISSUE AMENDED 
PARTIAL DECREE AND NOTICE OF HEARING THEREON 
SliAKE RIVER EA.SIN AD,TIIDICATIOll 
253 3R.P AVEU''Jls NCR'2H 
'?N::n FALLS, :::c &3301 
D0CK3T Sffti3'1' 3/07/13 
IWT040 
PAGE: 
















BAKER, ELD:::E E 
S':'EENSON, DANIE'.w, V 
SAWTOOTH LAW OFFICES PLLC 
llOl W RIVER S'l' S'..l'E :U.0 
PO BOX 7995 
BOISE, ID B3707 
BAKER JR, EDDIE 
STEENSON, DAl-,IEL V 
SAWTOOTH ~AW OFFICES PL~C 
~~0~ W RIVER ST S?E 110 
l?O l'OX 7985 
BOISE, ID 63707 
3.A.l(ER, E:J:JIE E 
S'.:.'EEKSOK, PAN::EL 
SAWTOOTH :,AW O::FICES PLLC 
1102. W RIVERS? S'?JZ l'Ul 
PO BOX 7985 
BOISE, ID 83707 
BAKER JR, EDDIE 
STEENSON, DANIEL V 
SAWTOOTH T..AW OFFICES l?I,I,C 
1101 W RIVER ST S'l'E 110 
PO 3OX 7955 
BOISE, ID 83707 
Issues: 03 09 
Water Source: EAST FORK SALMON RIVER TRIBUTARY: SALMON RIVER 
:ssue.s: o~ 09 
Water Source: BIG BOULDER CRBEX EAST FORK SALMON R!.'\tJ;;R 




STEENSON, DANI£:!, V 
SAWTOOTE LAW OFFICES PLLC 
1101. W Rr,JER ST STE: 110 
PO BOX 7585 
BOISE, ID 83707 
BAKER JR, EDDI3 
ST~RNSON, DANI3L V 
SAWTOOTH l..,Jl.W OFFICES PLLC 
1101 W RIVER ST ST~ 110 
PO BOX 7985 
BOISE, ID 83707 
Water Source: None Specified 
OB,JECTIO:N, BAKER, DAVID WAYNE & MELODIE L Issues: 03 05 09 
(ATTY) STEENSON, DANI£~ V 
SAWTOOTH :.AW ;)J,'J:'!CES 
1101 W RIV:!m. ST SYF. 
?O BOX 7985 
BOISE, ID 83707 
BAKER, DAVID WAYNE Water Source: EAST FORK SALMON 
Sl'::!ENSON, DANIE!. V 
SAWTOOTH :.AW O??ICES PLLC 
1101 W RIVER SY STE 110 
PO BOX 7985 
BOISE, ID 83707 
OBJECTION: INGRAf,J, GARY Ah"D JACKIE 
(ATTY} STEENSON, DANIEL V 
SANTOOTH LAW OFFICES PLLC 
1101 W Rl:vER ST STE 110 
PO BOX 7955 
BOISE, ID S37C7 
C:.AIMANT: ING?JIM, GARY 
(A1"l'.'Yj STEE".'ISQ;'l, ::JJ\:UEL V 
SMTOOTH LAW OFFICES PLLC 
1101 W RIVER ST STB 110 
PO BOX 7955 
BOISE, I~ 83707 
Issues: 03 
wa:;,er Source: EAS'::' FORK SAr.,XOt-; RIVER 
TRIBOTAaY! SA:Jo!ON RIVER 
':'RIB.JTARY: SALMON RIVE:R 
SNAXE RIVER BASlN ADJUDICATION 
253 3RD AVi:NUE NORTll 
'!'WIN FALLS, ID 83301 
DOCKET SHEET 3/07 /13 
Hfl'0-40 
PAGEt 














NTJMBER PRINTED, 11 
PARTIES INVOLVED 
OBJECT!ONt SRBRWOOD, ARCHIE 
(ATTY) STEENSCN, DANIEL V 
SAWTOOTH LAW OFFICES PtLC 
110\ W RIVER ST STE 110 
PO :acx 7985 
BOISE, ID 83707 
CLAIMANT: \same as Objection Na,;;e} 
OBJECTION; BA~ER, CHERYL X 
(A'l'T'l} STEENSON, DANililL V 
SAWTOO"TH LAW OFFICES FLLC 
1101 W R!VER ST STE 110 
PO BOX 7985 
BOISE, ID 83707 
CLA.IMANl',i' BAKER, R.ICHARD DOUGLAS 
(ATTY) STF.lENSON, DANIEL V 
SAWTOOTH LAW OFFICES Pl<LC 
1101 W RIVER ST ST~ 110 





BOISE, ID 83707 
BAK!llil., CHBRYL K 
STEENSON, DANIEL V 
SAWTOOTH LAW OFFICES PLLC 
1101 W RIVER ST STE 110 
J?O BOX 7985 
BOISE, ID 83707 
BAKER, RICHARD DOUGLAS;, 
STEENSON, DANIEL V 
SAWTOOTH LAW OFFICES P:LLC 
1101 W RIVER ST STE 110 
PO BOX 7985 -
BOISE, ID 83707 
OBJECTHW°-:: RYAN, KENNE'l'H C 
(ATTY) ' - STEEN.SON, DANIEL V 
SAW"l'OOI'H I.AW OFFICES PLLC 
1101 N R.IVER ST STE 110 
PO BOX 7985 
BOISE, .TD 83707 
CLAIMANT i RYAN, KENNETH C 
631 8 7':'l! ST 
POC!AT!ilLLO ~ .ID 832 O 1 
OBJECT.ION: LILAC THREE LLC/LILAC SIX Ll,C 
(ATTY}. STEENSON, DANIEL V 
SAW'l'OO'l"H LAW OFFICES PLLC 
1101 W RIVER ST STE 110 
PO BOX 7185 
BOISE, ID 83707 
CLAIMA.N'l';_;,.; \saiile as objection Name.ii.: 
OBJECTION; ' 'WESTERN STATES LAND 
{A?TY) LAWRENCE, DTIAN B 
101 S CAPITOU BLVD 10TH FL 
PO BOX 82:9 
BOISE, tu 03701-082~ 
CLA7MANTr {s~rne a$ Objection Name) 
:ssues: 03 
water Soux:·ce: EAST FORK SALMON RIVER 
Iasues: 03 
water soarce: EAST FORK SALMON RIVER 
.Issues, 03 
TRIBUTARY: SALMON RIVER 
TRIBU'l'ARY1 SALMON RIVER 
Water source: MRD CREEK TRI.BU':t'llY: EAST FOAA SALMON RIVER 
Issues: 03 
Water source: lil\S~ FORK SALMON RIV~R TRIBU'l'ARY: SALMON RIVER 
Issues: 03 
water Source; SALMON'RIVER EAST FORK TRIBiJTARY1 SALMON RIVER 
Issuest 01 02 03 04 OS 07 08 09 10 
Water Source; None Specified 
SNAKE RIVER BASIN ADJUDICATION 
253 3RD AVENUE NORTH 
DOCKET SHEET 3/07/13 
IWT057 
PAGE: 1 

























REGISTER OF ACTION LIST SHOWING ALL ORDERS, PLEADING AND OTHER DOCUMENTS (EXCEPT OBJECTIONS AND 
RESPONSES) FILED, OR LODGED, EXCLUDING SUBCASES FOR THE PERIOD 2/01/2013 THRU 2/28/2013. 
DATE FILED ROA-DESCRIPTION 
2/07/2013 DOCKET SHEET FILED 
2/04/2013 (FAX) PIONEER IRRIGATION DISTRICT'S RESPONSE IN OPPOSITION TO STATE OF IDAHO'S OBJECTION AND MOTION 
TO STRIKE 
2/05/2013 (FAX) SURFACE WATER COALITION'S RESPONSE TO STATE OF IDAHO'S OBJECTION AND MOTION TO STRIKE 
2/08/2013 (FAX) REPLY IN SUPPORT OF STATE OF IDAHO'S OBJECTION AND MOTION TO STRIKE 
2/08/2013 (FAX) CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
2/12/2013 HEARING HELD 
2/12/2013 MINUTES 
2/01/2013 (FAX) AMENDED MOTION FOR ORDER OF INTERIM ADMINISTRATION OF :SURFACE AND GROUND WATER RIGHTS IN 
BASIN 37 PARTS 2 AND 3 AND REQUEST FOR EXPEDITED HEARING 
2/01/2013 ORDER SETTING HEARING ON STATE OF IDAHO 1 S·' AMENDED MOTION ·-FOR'.'ORDER OF INTERIM ADMINISTRATION OF: 
SURFACE AND GROUND WATER RIGHTS IN BASIN 37 PARTS 2 AND 3 AND REQUEST FOR EXPEDITED HEARING OBJECTIONS 
TO AND/OR BRIEFING IN 
2/07/2013 CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - DOCKET SHEET 
2/19/2013 HEARING HELD 
2/19/2013 MINUTES 
2/20/2013 ORDER GRANTING STATE OF IDAHO'S AMENDED MOTION FOR ORDER OF INTERIM ADMINISTRATION OF SURFACE 
AND GROUND WATER RIGHTS: IN BASIN 3 7, PARTS 2 AND 3 
2/13/2013 ORDER CLOSING CLAIMS TAKING BASINS 01, 02-, --03, 31, 34, 35, 36'", 37, 41, 45, 47, AND 63, AND DISALLOWAL. 
OF UNCLAIMED RIGHTS 
2/27/2013 REQUEST FOR CORRECTION OF ERROR 
2/27/2013 REQUEST FOR CORRECTION OF ERROR 
2/28/2013 DEADLINE TO FILE OBJECTION 
2/28/2013 DEADLINE TO FILE RESPONSE 
2/01/2013 MOTION TO FILE LATE NOTICE OF CLAIM 
2/27/2013 MOTION TO FILE LATE CLAIM 
2/19/2013 ORDER OF 2ND AMENDED PARTIAL DECREE TO CORRECT CLERICAL ERROR; I.R. C. P. 60 (A) 
2/22/2013 RULE 60(B) MOTION FOR RELIEF FROM JUDGMENT 
2/26/2013 ORAL MOTION TO FILE AMENDED NOTICE OF CLAIM 
SNAKE RIVER BASIN ADJUDICATION 
253 3RD AVENUE NORTB 
Tll+N FALLS, ID 83301 
DOCKET SHEET 3/07/13 
IWT057 
PAGE; 2 
REGISTER OF ACTION LIST SHOWING ALL ORDERS, PLEADING AND OTHER DOCUMENTS (EXCEPT OBJECTIONS AND 
RESPONSES) FILED, OR LODGED, EXCLUDING SUBCASES FOR THE PERIOD 2/01/2013 THRU 2/28/2013. 
SUBCASE# DATE FILED ROA-DESCRIPTION 
----------------- --------- -------------------------------------------
53-33740 2/01/2013 MOTION TO FILE LATE NOTICE OF CLAIM 
65-23535 2/28/2013 MOTION TO FILE LATE NOTICE OF CLAIM 
72-15782 2/22/2013 MOTION TO AMEND CLAIM 
SNAKE RIVER BASI~ ADJUDICATION 
253 3RD AVENUE NORTH 
TNIN FALLS, ID 83301 
SUBCASE # DATE FILED 
PARTIAL DECREE FILED 
37-08165 2/19/2013 
DOCKET SHEET 3/07/13 
IWT063 
REGISTER OF ACTION LIST SHOWING AL~ PART=A~ DECREES 
FI~ED FOR THE PERIOD 2/01/2013 THRU 2/28/2013. 
CLAIMANT AS RECOMMENDED/DECREED 
MAGIC MFG INC 
PAGE; 1 
SNAKE RIV~R BASIN ADJUD=CATION 
253 3RD AVENUE NORTH 
TWIN FALLS, ID 83301 
DOCKE'l' SHEET 3/07/13 
::WT063D 
REGISTER OF ACTION LIST SHOWING ALL FEDERAL INSTREAM FLOW Sv'BCASE DISCOVERY 
FOR THE PERIOD 2/01/2013 THRU 2/28/2013. 
SUBCASE# DATE FILED ROA-DESCRI?TION 
NOTHING TO REPORT FOR THIS TIME PERIOD. 
PAGE: 1 
SNAKE RIVER BASIN ADJUDICATION 
253 3RD AVENUE NORTH 
TWIN FALLS, ID 83301 
DOCKET SHEET 3/07 /13 
IWT060B 
REGISTER OF ACTION LIST SHOWING ALL AMENDED DIRECTOR'S REPORTS 
FOR THE PERIOD 2/01/2013 THRU 2/28/2013. 
SUBCASE# DATE FILED ROA-DESCRIPTION 
Source: SNAKE RIVER TRIBUTARY: COLUM 
03-10179 2/06/2013 AMENDED DIRECTOR'S REPORT CHANGE: SUBSTITUTION OF PARTY 
Source: GROUND WATER 
22-13457 2/28/2013 AMENDED DIRECTORS REPORT 
Source: TETON RIVER TRIBUTARY: HENRY 
22-07369 2/07/2013 AMENDED DIRECTOR'S REPORT CHANGE: LANGUAGE 
Source: CASTLE CREEK TRIBUTARY: SNAK 
57-07034B 2/04/2013 AMENDED DIRECTOR'S REPORT DISALLOWED - SPLIT,TNTO 57-11665, 
57-11665 2/04/2013 AMENDED DIRECTOR'S REPORT SPLIT FROM FORMER RIGHT 57-07034B 
57-11666 2/04/2013 AMENDED DIRECTOR'S REPORT SPLIT FROM FORMER RIGHT 57-7034B 
57-11667 2/04/2013 AMENDED DIRECTOR'S REPORT .-SPLIT FROM FORMER RIGHT 57-07034B 
Source: GROUNDWATER 
57-07266 2/06/2013 AMENDED DIRECTOR'S REPORT CHANGE: LICENSED ISSUED 
Source: GROUND WATER 
63-08067 2/04/2013 AMENDED DIRECTOR'S REPORT,CHANGE, LICENSE ISSUED 
Source: CAMP CREEK TRIBUTARY: PAYETT 
65-13853 2/04/2013 AMENDED DIRECTOR'S REPORT CHANGE, LICENSE ISSUED 
Source: CLEAR CREEK TRIBUTARY: PAYET 
65-13762 2/04/2013 AMENDED DIRECTOR'S REPORT,CHANGE, DISALLOWED c PERMIT VOIDED 
Source: GROUNDWATER 
65-07573 2/04/2013 AMENDED DIRECTOR'S REPORT CHANGE, LICENSE ISSUED 
65-13766 2/04/2013 AMENDED DIRECTOR'S REPORT--.CHANGE: LICENSE ISSUED 
Source: REEVES CREEK TRIBUTARY: DEAD 
65-13874 2/04/2013 AMENDED DIRECTOR 1 S REPORT CHANGE: LICENSE ISSUED 
Source: SMOKEY CREEK TRIBUTARY: PAYE 
65-13761 2/04/2013 AMENDED DIRECTOR'S REPORT DISALLOWED - PERMIT LAPSED 
PAGE: 1 
57-11666 & 57-11667. 
SNAKE RIVER BASIN ADJUDICATION 
253 3RD AVENUE NORTH 
TWIN FALLS 1 ID 83301 
DOCK!lT SHEET 3/07 /13 
IWT060B 
REGISTER OF ACTION LIST SHOWING ALL AMENDED DIRECTOR'S REPORTS 
FOR THE PERIOD 2/01/2013 THRU 2/28/2013. 
SUBCASEll DATE FILED ROA-DESCRIPTION 
Source: DEER CREEK TRIBUTARX: MANN C 
67-07189 2/04/2013 AMENDED DIRECTOR'S REPORT CHANGE: LICENSE ISSUED 
Source: CARMEN CREEK TRIBUTARX: SALM 
75,'07136 2/06/2023 AMENDED DIRECTOR'S REPORT CHANGE: LICENSE ISSUED 
Source~ SALMON RIVER TRIBUTARY: SNAK 
75"'07180 2/06/2013 AMENDED DIRECTOR'S REPORT CHANGE: LICENSE ISSUED 
Source: SPRING TRIBUTARX: SALMON RIV 
75~'07434 2/06/2013 AMENDED DIRECTOR'S REPORT CHANGE: LICENSE ISSUED 
Source: SOUTH FORK CLEARWATER RIVER CL 
82C07187 2/06/2013 AMENDED DIRECTOR'S REPORT CHANGE: LICENSE ISSUED 
Source: CLEARWATER RIVER TRIBUTARY: 
85°07583 2/07/201'> AM!lND!lD DIRECTOR'S REPORT CHANGE: LICENSE ISSUED 
-:_ ~ 
Source: GROUND WATER 
85,p7542 2/06/2013,AM!lNDED DIRECTOR' 
i 
REPORT DISALLOWED'- PERMIT RELINQUISHED ,, _,,, 
soUrce: LAWYER CREEK TRIBUTARY! CLEA 
85"07444 2/06/2013 AMENDED DIRECTOR'S REPORT CHANGE: LICENSE ISSUED 
Source: CLEARWATER RIVER TRIBUTARY: 
8&•07318 2/07/2011 AMENDED DIRECTOR'S REPORT CHANGE: LICENSED ISSUED 
2/07/201!3cAME!IDED DIRECTOR'S, REPORT CHANGE: LICENSED, ISSUED 
PAGE: 2 
SW'J<E RIVER BASIN ADJUDICATION 
253 3RD AVENUE NOR'Ftl 
TWIN FALLS, ID 83301 
SUBCASE # DATE FILED 
















DOCKET SHEET 3/07/13 
IWT066B 
REGISTER OF ACTION LIST SHOWING ALL MASTER'S REPORTS 
AND CHALLENGES TO MASTE~ 1 S REPORTS 
F:LED FOR THE PERIOD 2/01/2013 THRU 2/28/2013. 
CLA~MANT AS RECOMMENDED/DECREED 
NORTH FORK RESERVOIR CO 
RICK MILES 
HARRY S & DIANE J RINKER 
HARRY S & DIANE J RINKER 
HARRY S & DIANE J RINKER 
ROCK CREEK LLC 
HARRY S & DIANE J RINKER 
HARRY S & DIANE J RINKER 
HARRY S & DIANE J RINKER 
ROCK CREEK 'LLC 
ROCK CREEKLLC 
HARRY S & DIANE J RINKER 
HARRY S & DIANE J RINKER 
HARRY S & DIANE J RINKER 
HARRY S & DIANE J RINKER 
PAGE: 
Snake River Basin Adjudication 
253 3RD AVENUE NORTH 
TWIN FALLS, ID 83301 
DOCKET SHEET 9/08/14 
IWT055 
PAGE, 1 
REGISTER OF ACTION LIST SHOWING ALL UPCOMING HEARINGS FOR THE PERIOD 9/01/2014 THRU 12/31/2014. 
NOTE: ALL HEARINGS WILL BE HELD AT THE SRBA COURTHOUSE UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED. 
DATE TIME SUBCASE# ROA-DESCRIPTION 
9/09/2014 2,00 00-91017 NOTICE OF HEARING 
9/09/2014 2,00 01-10614 NOTICE OF HEARING 
9/09/2014 2,00 01-10615 NOTICE OF HEARING 
9/09/2014 2,00 01-10616 NOTICE OF HEARING 
9/09/2014 2,00 01-10617 NOTICE OF HEARING 
9/09/2014 2,00 01-10618 NOTICE OF HEARING 
9/09/2014 2:00 01-10620 NOTICE OF HEARING 
9/09/2014 2,00 01-10621 NOTICE OF HEARING 
9/09/2014 2,00 01-10622 NOTICE OF HEARING 
9/09/2014 2,00 01-10623 NOTICE OF HEARING 
9/09/2014 2,00 21-13161 NOTICE OF HEARING 
9/09/2014 2,00 37-22806 NOTICE OF HEARING 
9/09/2014 2,00 63-33732 NOTICE OF HEARING 
9/09/2014 2,00 63-33733 NOTICE OF HEARING 
9/09/2014 2:00 63-33734 NOTICE OF HEARING 
9/09/2014 2,00 63-33737 NOTICE OF HEARING 
9/09/2014 2,00 63-33738 NOTICE OF HEARING 
9/09/2014 2,00 63-33732 NOTICE OF HEARING 
9/09/2014 2,00 63-33733 NOTICE OF HEARING 
9/09/2014 2,00 63-33734 NOTICE OF HEARING 
9/09/2014 2:00 63-33737 NOTICE OF HEARING 
9/09/2014 2,00 63-33738 NOTICE OF HEARING 
9/09/2014 2,00 65-23531 NOTICE OF HEARING 
9/09/2014 2,00 65-23532 NOTICE OF HEARING 
9/16/2014 1, 30 74-01075 NOTICE OF HEARING 
Snake River Basin Adjudication 
253 3RD AVENUE NORTH 
TWIN FALLS, ID 83301 
DOCKET SHEET 9/08/14 
IWT055 
PAGE: 2 
REGISTER OF ACTION LIST SHOWING ALL UPCOMING HEARINGS FOR THE PERIOD 9/01/2014 THRU 12/31/2014. 
NOTE: ALL HEARINGS WILL BE HELD AT THE SRBA COURTHOUSE UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED. 
DATE TIME SUBCASE# ROA-DESCRIPTION 
9/16/2014 1'30 74-01615 HEARING ON UNCONTESTED RIGHT: 09/16/14 
9/16/2014 1'30 74-02351 HEARING ON UNCONTESTED RIGHT: 09/16/14 
9/30/2014 1:30 63-00319 NOTICE OF HEARING 
10/21/2014 1:30 01-10630 HEARING SET - REPORTS ON DOCKET SHEET 
10/21/2014 1:30 24-10712 HEARING SET - REPORTS ON DOCKET SHEET 
10/21/2014 1:30 24-10668 HEARING SET - REPORTS ON DOCKET SHEET 
10/21/2014 1:30 24-10727 HEARING SET - REPORTS ON DOCKET SHEET 
10/21/2014 1:30 24-10790 HEARING SET - REPORTS ON DOCKET SHEET 
10/21/2014 1:30 24-10791 HEARING SET - REPORTS ON DOCKET SHEET 
10/21/2014 1:30 24-10792 HEARING SET - REPORTS ON DOCKET SHEET 
10/21/2014 1'30 24-10787 HEARING SET - REPORTS ON DOCKET SHEET 
10/21/2014 1,30 24-10797 HEARING SET - REPORTS ON DOCKET SHEET 
10/21/2014 1:30 63-33933 HEARING IF UNCONTESTED 
11/18/2014 1:30 21-13193 NOTICE SETTING HEARING - LATE CLAIM 
11/18/2014 1:30 21-00094C HEARING ON UNCONTESTED CLAIMS: 11/18/14 
11/18/2014 1:30 21-00096C HEARING ON UNCONTESTED CLAIMS: 11/18/14 
11/18/2014 1 :30 21-00097D HEARING ON UNCONTESTED CLAIMS: 11/18/14 
11/18/2014 1:30 21-02038 HEARING ON UNCONTESTED CLAIMS: 11/18/14 
11/18/2014 1:30 21-02062 HEARING ON UNCONTESTED CLAIMS: 11/18/14 
11/18/2014 1: 30 21-13193 AMENDED NOTICE SETTING HEARING 
11/18/2014 1'30 24-10711 HEARING SET - REPORTS ON DOCKET SHEET 
11/18/2014 1:30 24-10793 HEARING SET - REPORTS ON DOCKET SHEET 
11/18/2014 1:30 24-10795 HEARING SET - REPORTS ON DOCKET SHEET 
11/18/2014 1 :30 24-10796 HEARING SET - REPORTS ON DOCKET SHEET 
11/18/2014 1:30 24-10794 HEARING SET - REPORTS ON DOCKE1' SHEET 
Snake River Basi~ Adjudication 
253 3RD AVENUE NORTH 
TWIN FALLS, ID 83301 
DOCKET SHEE7 9/08/14 
IWT0.5.5 
PAGE, 3 
REGISTER OF ACTION LIST SHOWING ALL UPCOMING HEARINGS FOR THE PERIOD 9/01/2014 THRO 12/31/2014. 




















NOTICE SETTING HEARING - LATE CLAIM 
CORRECTED NOTICE SETl'ING HEARING 
NOTICE SETTING HEARING - LATE CLAIMS 
NOTICE SETTING HEARING - LATE CLAIMS 
NOTICE OF COURT'S INTENT TO ISSUE AMENDED 
PARTIAL DECREE AND NOTICE OF HEARING THEREON 
NOTICE OF COURT 1 S INTENT TO ISSUE AMENDED 
PARTIAL DECREE AND NOTICE OF HEARING THEREON 
NOTICE OF HEARING 
HEARING IF UNCONTESTED 
Snake River Baran Adjudication 
253 3RD AV~"""L"'"E NORTH 
TWIN FALLS, ID 93301 
DOCKE'!' SHEET 9/Ca/14 
D.T040 
PAGE: 
'.ttBGTSTER OF ACTION L'.:$7 SHOW:NG ALL 0£!<7EC'I':LONS A-°tl RESPONSES, FOR TF.E PERIOD 8/CJ../2014 THRU 8/;>J.-/2014, 
SUBCASE# ::iJ1.TB FILEO 
74-15911 8/04/2014 
NUMBER PR:N'l:'.!ID: l 
PAR'.:':'."ES INVOLVE.? 
RESPONSE: SIMPSON, JOH!-< Al,F'RED 
7 74 LEM EI RD 
SALMON, ID 834€7 
OBJECTION, ':'RACY, MALINDA 
(ATTY) BROMLEY, CHRIS M 
380 S 4Tll STREET STE 103 
BOISE, ID 63702 
CLAIMANT: (same as Objection Name} Water am .. rce: None Specified 
l 
Snake River Basin Adjudication 
253 3RD AVENUE NORTH 
DOCKET SHEET 9/08/14 
IWT057 
PAGE, 1 



























REGISTER OF ACTION LIST SHOWING ALL ORDERS, PLEADING AND OTHER DOCUMENTS (EXCEPT OBJECTIONS AND 
RESPONSES) FILED, OR LODGED, EXCLUDING SUBCASES FOR THE PERIOD 8/01/2014 THRU 8/31/2014. 
DATE FILED ROA-DESCRIPTION 
8/07/2014 DOCKET SHEET FILED 
8/22/2014 ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 54(B) FOR A FIREFIGHTING GENERAL PROVISION APPLICABLE 
TO ALL BASINS IN THE SNAKE RIVER BASIN IN IDAHO 
8/22/2014 PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 54(B) FOR A FIREFIGHTING GENERAL PROVISION APPLICABLE TO ALL 
BASINS IN THE SNAKE RIVER BASIN IN IDAHO 
8/26/2014 ORDER REGARDING SUBCASES PENDING UPON ENTRY OF FINAL UNIFIED DECGREE 
8/26/2014 FINAL UNIFIED DECREE 
8/06/2014 SUPREME COURT ORDER/OPINION 
8/27/2014 REMITTITUR FROM IDAHO SUPREME COURT 
8/28/2014 NOTICE OF HEARING 
8/08/2014 ORDER OF AMENDED PARTIAL DECREE NUNC PRO TUNC TO JUNE 23, 1999 
8/08/2014 ORDER OF AMENDED PARTIAL DECREE NUNC PRO TUNC TO AUGUST 5, 2008 
8/08/2014 EXPEDITED MOTION TO FILE LATE NOTICE OF CLAIM 
8/13/2014 ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREE ON UNCONTESTED WATER RIGHT CLAIM 
8/01/2014 MOTION TO FILE LATE NOTICE OF CLAIM 
8/04/2014 MOTION TO FILE LATE NOTICE OF CLAIM 
8/04/2014 MOTION TO FILE LATE NOTICE OF CLAIM 
8/06/2014 MOTION TO FILE LATE NOTICE OF CLAIM 
8/04/2014 MOTION TO FILE LATE NOTICE OF CLAIM 
8/05/2014 MOTION TO FILE LATE NOTICE OF CLAIM 
8/19/2014 MOTION TO FILE LATE NOTICE OF CLAIM 
8/18/2014 MOTION TO FILE LATE NOTICE OF CLAIM 
8/05/2014 (FAX) MOTION TO VACATE PARTIAL DECREE 
8/05/2014 (FAX) MOTION TO FILE AMENDED NOTICE OF CLAIM 
8/05/2014 DEADLINE TO FILE AMENDED DIRECTORS REPORT 
8/05/2014 DEADLINE TO FILE OBJECTION 
8/05/2014 DEADLINE TO FILE RESPONSE 
Snake River Basin Adjudication 
253 3RD AVENUE NORTH 
TWIN FALLS, ID 83301 
DOCKET SHEET 9/08/14 
IWT057 
PAGE: 2 
REGISTER OF ACTION LIST SHOWING ALL ORDERS, PLEADING AND OTHER DOCUMENTS (EXCEPT OBJECTIONS AND 
RESPONSES) FILED, OR LODGED, EXCLUDING SUBCASES FOR THE PERIOD 8/01/2014 THRU 8/31/2014. 
SUBCASE# DATE FILED ROA-DESCRIPTION 
------------------------------ --------- ------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------
31-12340 8/25/2014 EXPEDITED MOTION TO FILE LATE NOTICE OF CLAIM 
31-12341 8/25/2014 EXPEDITED MOTION TO FILE LATE NOTICE OF CLAIM 
37-00705 8/01/2014 ORDER OF AMENDED PARTIAL DECREE FILED NUNC PRO TUNC TO SEPTEMBER 24, 2010 
37-04258 8/01/2014 ORDER OF AMENDED PARTIAL DECREE NUNC PRO TUNC TO SEPTEMBER 24, 2010 
37-04404A 8/01/2014 ORDER OF AMENDED PARTIAL DECREE NUNC PRO TUNC TO SEPTEMBER 26, 2006 
37-07454 8/15/2014 ORDER OF SECOND AMENDED PARTIAL DECREE 
37-07602 8/15/2014 ORDER OF SECOND AMENDl!D PARTIAL DECRl!E 
37-20391 8/01/2014 ORDER OF AMENDl!D PARTIAL DECREE NUNC PRO TUNC TO SEPT!lMBl!R 24, 2010 
37-20392 8/01/2014 ORDER OF AMENDED PARTIAL DECREE NUNC PRO TUNC TO SEPTEMBER 24, 2010 
37-20397 8/01/2014 ORDER OF AMENDED PARTIAL DECREE NUNC PRO TUNC TO SEPTEMBER 24, 2010 
37-20398 8/01/2014 ORDER OF AMENDED PARTIAL DECREE NUNC PRO T!JNC TO SEPTEMBER 24, 2010 
37-20413 8/01/2014 ORDER OF AMENDED PARTIAL DECREE NUNC PRO TUNC TO SEPTEMBER 24, 2010 
37-21596 8/01/2014 ORDER OF 2ND AMENDED PARTIAL DECREE NUNC PRO TUNC TO JANUARY 17, 2007 
37-21740 8/01/2014 ORDER OF AMENDED PARTIAL DECREE NONC PRO TUNC TO Sl!PTEMB!lR 24, 2010 
37-30024B 8/01/2014 ORDER OF AMENDED PARTIAL DECREE NUNC PRO TUNC TO SEPTEMBER 24, 2010 
51-12353A 8/12/2014 ORDER OF AMENDED PARTIAL DECREE NUNC PRO TUNC TO JUNE 18, 2004 
61-11453 8/05/2014 ORDER OF AMENDED PARTIAL DECREE NUNC PRO TUNC TO SEPTEMBER 16, .2004 
63-00294 8/22/2014 ORDER OF AMENDED PARTIAL DECREE 
63-00295 8/22/2014 ORDER OF AMENDED PARTIAL DECREE 
63-00296 8/22/2014 ORDER OF AMENDED PARTIAL DECRl!E 
63-00297 8/22/2014 ORDER OF AM:ENDED PARTIAL DECREE 
63-00299 8/22/2014 ORDER OF AMENDED PARTIAL DECREE 
63-00300 8/22/2014 ORDER OF AMENDED PARTIAL DECREE 
63-00367 8/22/2014 ORDER OF AMENDED PARTIAL Dl!CREE 
63-00372 8/22/2014 ORDER OF AMENDED PARTIAL DECREE 
63-00374 B/22/2014 ORDER OF AMENDED PARTIAL DECREE 
Snake River Basin Adjudication 
253 3RD AVENUE NORTH 
TWIN FALLS, ID 83301 
DOCKET SHEET 9/08/14 
IWT057 
PAGE: 3 
REGISTER OF ACTION LIST SHOWING ALL ORDERS, PLEADING AND OTHER DOCUMENTS (EXCEPT OBJECTIONS AND 
RESPONSES) FILED, OR LODGED, EXCLUDING SUBCASES FOR THE PERIOD 8/01/2014 THRU 8/31/2014. 
SUBCASE# DATE FILED ROA-DESCRIPTION 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
63-08408B 8/18/2014 ORDER OF AMENDED PARTIAL DECREE NUNC PRO TUNC TO APRIL 3, 2009 
63-15125 8/19/2014 ORDER OF AMENDED PARTIAL DECREE NUNC PRO TUNC TO FEBRUARY 28, 2000 
63-18560 8/19/2014 ORDER OF AMENDED PARTIAL DECREE NUNC PRO TUNC TO FEBRUARY 28, 2000 
63-19271 8/19/2014 ORDER OF AMENDED PARTIAL DECREE NUNC PRO TUNC TO FEBRUARY 28, 2000 
63-19548 8/19/2014 ORDER OF AMENDED PARTIAL DECREE NUNC PRO TUNC TO FEBRUARY 28, 2000 
63-21129 8/19/2014 ORDER OF AMENDED PARTIAL DECREE NUNC PRO TUNC TO FEBRUARY 28, 2000 
63-21437 8/19/2014 ORDER OF AMENDED PARTIAL DECREE NUNC PRO TUNC TO FEBRUARY 28, 2000 
63-22357 8/19/2014 ORDER OF AMENDED PARTIAL DECREE NUNC PRO TUNC TO FEBRUARY 28, 2000 
63-29494 8/21/2014 ORDER OF AMENDED PARTIAL DECREE NUNC PRO TUNC TO FEBRUARY 28, 2000 
63-30534 8/19/2014 ORDER OF AMENDED PARTIAL DECREES NUNC PRO TUNC TO FEBRUARY 28, 2000 
63-30534 8/21/2014 CORRECTED ORDER OF AMENDED PARTIAL DECREES NUNC PRO TUNC TO FEBRUARY 28, 2000 
63-30535 8/19/2014 ORDER OF AMENDED PARTIAL DECREES NUNC PRO TUNC .TO FEBRUARY 28, 2000 
63-30535 8/21/2014 CORRECTED ORDER OF AMENDED PARTIAL DECREES NUNC PRO TUNC TO FEBRUARY 28, 2000 
63-30536 8/19/2014 ORDER OF AMENDED PARTIAL DECREES NUNC PRO TUNC TO FEBRUARY 28, 2000 
63-30536 8/21/2014 CORRECTED ORDER OF AMENDED PARTIAL DECREES NUNC PRO TUNC TO FEBRUARY 28, 2000 
63-30537 8/19/2014 ORDER OF AMENDED PARTIAL DECREES NUNC PRO TUNC TO FEBRUARY 28, 2000 
63-30537 8/21/2014 CORRECTED ORDER OF AMENDED PARTIAL DECREES NUNC PRO TUNC TO FEBRUARY 28, 2000 
63-30538 8/19/2014 ORDER OF AMENDED PARTIAL DECREES NUNC PRO TUNC TO FEBRUARY 28, 2000 
63-30538 8/21/2014 CORRECTED ORDER OF AMENDED PARTIAL DECREES NUNC PRO TUNC TO FEBRUARY 28, 2000 
63-30918 8/19/2014 ORDER OF AMENDED PARTIAL DECREE NUNC PRO TUNC TO FEBRUARY 28, 2000 
63-33515 8/22/2014 ORDER OF AMENDED PARTIAL DECREE 
63-33516 8/22/2014 ORDER OF AMENDED PARTIAL DECREE 
65-00546 8/20/2014 ORDER OF AMENDED PARTIAL DECREE NUNC PRO TUNC TO AUGUST 21, 1998 
65-00561 8/20/2014 ORDER OF AMENDED PARTIAL DECREE NUNC PRO TUNC TO AUGUST 21, 1998 
65-00566 8/20/2014 ORDER OF AMENDED PARTIAL DECREE NUNC PRO TUNC TO AUGUST 21, 1998 
65-00603 8/20/2014 ORDER OF AMENDED PARTIAL DECREE NUNC PRO TUNC TO AUGUST 21, 1998 
Snake River Basin Adjudication 
253 3RD AVENUE NORTH 
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REGISTER OF ACTION LIST SHOWING ALL ORDERS, PLEADING AND OTHER DOCUMENTS {EXCEPT OBJECTIONS AND 
RESPONSES) FILED, OR LODGED, EXCLUDING SUBCASES FOR THE PERIOD 8/01/2014 THRU 8/31/2014. 
DATE FILED ROA-DESCRIPTION 
8/20/2014 ORDER OF AMENDED PARTIAL DECREE NUNC PRO TUNC TO AUGUST 21, 1998 
8/20/2014 ORDER OF AMENDED PARTIAL DECREE NUNC PRO TUNC TO AUGUST 21, 1998 
8/20/2014 ORDER OF AMENDED PARTIAL DECREE NUNC PRO TUNC TO AUGUST 21, 1998 
8/20/2014 ORDER OF AMENDED PARTIAL DECREE NUNC PRO TUNC TO AUGUST 21, 1998 
8/20/2014 ORDER OF AMENDED PARTIAL DECREE NUNC PRO TUNC TO AUGUST 21, 1998 
8/20/2014 ORDER OF AMENDED PARTIAL DECREE NUNC PRO TUNC TO AUGUST 21, 1998 
B/21/2014 CORRECTED ORDER OF AMENDED PARTIAL DECREE NUNC PRO TUNC TO AUGUST 21, 1998 
8/20/2014 ORDER OF AMENDED PAR'l'IAL DECREE NUNC PRO TUNC TO AUGUST 21, 1998 
8/20/2014 ORDER OF AMENDED PARTIAL DECREE NtTNC PRO TUNC TO AUGUST 21, 1998 
8/13/2014 ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREES ON UNCONTESTED WATER RIG!IT CLAIMS 
8/20/2014 ORDER OF AMENDED PARTIAL DECREES NUNC PRO TUNC TO MARCH 7, 2003 
S/20/2014 ORDER OF 2ND AMENDED PARTIAL DECREE NUNC PRO TUNC TO MARCH 21, 2004 
8/13/2014 ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREES ON UNCONTESTED WATER RIGHT CLAIMS 
8/20/2014 ORDER OF AMENDED PARTIAL DECREES NUNC PRO TUNC TO MARCH 7, 2003 
8/20/2014 ORDER OF AMENDED PARTIAL DECREE NUNC PRO TUNC TO NOVEMBER 3, 2000 
8/20/2014 ORDER OF AMENDED PARTIAL DECREE NUNC PRO TUNC TO NOVEMBER 20, 1998 
8/20/2014 ORDER OF AMENDED PARTIAL DECREE NUNC PRO TUNC TO NOVEMBER 20, 1998 
8/20/2014 ORDER OF AMENDED PARUAL DECREE NUNC PRO TUNC TO FEBRUARY 25, 2000 
8/06/2014 ORDER OF AMENDED PARTIAL DECREES NUNC PRO TUNC TO DECEMBER 10, 2008 
8/21/2014 ORDER AMENDING PARTIAL DECREE 
8/06/2014 ORDER OF AMENDED PARTIAL DECREE NUNC PRO TUNC TO APRIL 21, 2009 




ORDER OF AM&"IDED PARTIAL DECREES NtJNC PRO TUNC TO DECEMBER 10~ 2008 
ORDER AMENDING PARTIAL DECREE NUNC PRO TUNC TO OCTOBER 20, 2008, TO CORRECT CLERIAL ERROR; I.R.C.P. 
60(A) 
8/06/2014 ORDER OF AMENDED PARTIAL DECREE NUNC PRO TUNC TO OCTOBER 20, 2008 
snake River Basin Adjudication 
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REGISTER OF ACTION LIST SHOWING ALL ORDERS, PLEADING AND OTHER DOCUME..~TS (EXCEPT OBJECTIONS A..~ 
RESPONSES) FILED, OR LODGED, EXCL!DING Sill3CASES FOR THE PERIOD 8/01/2014 THRU 8/31/2014. 
SUBCASE# DATE FILED ROA-DESCRIPTION 
---------- - -----------·~- ------------- - --------------- ---------------- --------------- - ----------
71-00036A B/13/2014 ORDER OF AMENDED PARTIAL DECREES NUNC PRO TUNC 
71-02004C 8/13/2014 ORDER OF AMENDED PARTIAL DECREES NUNC ?RO TUNC 
71-10768 8/13/2014 ORDER OF AMENDED PART:i:AL DECEES NUNC PRO TUNC 
73-12121 8/13/20:i.4 ORDER OF AMENDED PARTIAL DECEE 
73-12122 8/13/2014 ORDER OF AMENDED PARTIAL DECREE 
73-12248 8/13/2014 ORDER OF ?ARTIAL DECREE 
74-00361 8/13/2014 ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREES ON UNCONTESTED WATER RIGHT CLAIMS 
74-00361 8/14/2014 OROER AMENDING PARTIAL DECREE TO CORRECT CLERICAL ERROR; I.R.C.P. 60(A) 
74-00362 8/1.3/2014 ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREES ON ;JNCONTESTED WATER RIGHT CLAIMS 
74-00363 8/13/2014 ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREES ON UNCONTESTED WATER RIGHT CLAIMS 
74-00364 8/13/2014 ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREES ON UNCONTESTED WATER RIGHT CLAIMS 
74-00365 8/13/2014 ORDER O?' PARTIAL DECREES ON UNCONTESTED WATER RIGHT CLAIMS 
74-00367 8/13/2004 ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREES ON UNCONTESTED WATER RIGHT CLAIMS 
74-00368 8/13/2014 ORDER OF ?ARTIAL DECREES ON UNCONTESTED WATER RIGHT CLAIMS 
74-00745 8/15/2014 ORDER OF AMENDED PARTIAL DECREE NUNC PR TUNC TO NOVEMBER 5, 2007 
74-00878 8/15/20~4 ORDER OF AMENDED PARTIAL DECREE NUNC PRO TUNC TO JULY 9, 2007 
74-02.582 8/15/2014 ORDER OF AMENDED PARTIAL DECREE NUNC PRO TUNC TO AUGUST 14 1 2007 
75-12976 8/06/2014 ORDER OF 2ND AM3NDED PARTIAL DECREE NUNC PRO TUNC TO DECEMBER 2, 2004 
----------
Snake River Basin Adjudication 
253 3RD AVENUE NORTH 
TWIN FALLS, ID 83301 
SUBCASE # DATE FILED 
DOCKET SHEET 9/08/14 
IWT063 
REGISTER OF ACTION LIST SHOWING ALL PARTIAL DECREES 
FILED FOR THE PERIOD 8/01/2014 THRU 8/31/2014. 
CLAIMANT AS RECOMMENDED/DECREED 
FINAL ORDER DISALLOWING WATER RIGHT CLAIM 
63-00319 
63-10297 













































































ROBERT COLE HANSON 
GREG OBENDORF 
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REGISTER OF ACTION LIST SHOWING ALL PARTIAL DECREES 
FILED FOR THE PERIOD 8/01/2014 THRO 8/31/2014. 
CLAIMANT AS RECOMMENDED/DECREED 
------------- -------------------------------- --------------
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DOCKET SHEET 9/08/14 
IWT063 
REGISTER OF ACTION LIST SHOWING ALL PARTIAL DECREES 
FILED FOR THE PERIOD 8/01/2014 THRU 8/31/2014. 
CLAIMANT AS RECOMMENDED/DECREED 
U.S.A. 
U.S.A. 
HARRY S RINKER 
JERRY RITCHEY 
BONNIE ARKOOSH 
THE ALTON & PAULA HUYSER TRUST 
THE ALTON & PAULA HUYSER TRUST 
BRUCE NORVELL 
MICK HALVERSON 
BRUCE S TIDWELL 
LINDA O DRAKE 
SHARON F BOWERS 
JANICE M CENARRUSA 
THOMAS BAILEY 
SAWTOOTH BOTANICAL GARDEN 
USDI BLM 
USDI BLM 
PIONEER IRRIGATION DISTRICT 
PIONEER IRRIGATION DISTRICT 
FARMERS COOPERATIVE DITCH CO 
FARMERS UNION DITCH CO LTD 
RIVERSIDE IRRIGATION DIST LTD 
RIVERSIDE IRRIGATION DIST LTD 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
BOISE-KUNA IRRIGATION DISTRICT 
PIONEER DIXIE DITCH CO 
BRUCE C BARTLETT 
MISTY VALLOTTON 
LITTLE CATTLE COMPANY 
GRANT PETERSON JR 
BIG SKY RANCH 
LITTLE LAND & LIVESTOCK CO 
DALE J THOMPSON TRUST 







UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
JR SIMPLOT CO 
C & L FAMILY FARMS LLC 
CIRCLE ARROW GRAZING ASSN 
CHARLES JONES 
PAGE: 3 
Snake River Basin Adjudication 
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SUBCASE # DATE FILED 
DOCKET SHEET 9/08/14 
IWT063 
REGISTER OF ACTION LIST SHOWING ALL PARTIAL DECREES 
FILED FOR THE PERIOD 8/01/2014 THRU 8/31/2014. 
CLAIMANT AS RECOMMENDED/DECREED 
PAGE, 4 
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HOWARD E BALDWIN 
JAMES M BETZOLD 
MAVIS BENTLEY 
DEPT OF LANDS 
JIM J BUFFINGTON 
BRUCE F LEDBETTER 
EVELYN M BROWN 





HARRY L BETTIS 
MONTY PEARCE 
JUGHANDLE CORPORATION 
WILLIAM JEFF SMITH 
USDI BLM 
CARL R PORTNER 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
EAST WEISER IRRIG DISTRICT 
ESTATE OF HAROLD GIBSON 
WAYNE CADA 
STEVEN W MACKAY 
EAST WEISER IRRIG DISTRICT 
GEORGE WESTFALL 
DAVID KAUPANGER 
JON L CHRISTIANSON 
JON L CHRISTIANSON 
JON L CHRISTIANSON 
JACK B FUREY 
DOUG J PARKINSON 
CHRIS DRAKOS 
BRUCE MC CONNELL 
BRUCE MC CONNELL 
BRUCE MC CONNELL 
BRUCE MC CONNELL 
BRUCE MC CONNELL 
BRUCE MC CONNELL 
BRUCE MC CONNELL 
BRUCE MC CONNELL 
EAGLE VALLEY RANCH LLC 
VIOLA B ANGLIN 
ADRIAN RAND ROBISON 
USDI BLM 
Snake River Basin Adjudication 
253 3RD AVENUE NORTH 
TWIN FALLS, ID 8330l 
DOCKET SHEET 9/08/14 
IWT063D 
REGISTER OF ACTION LIST SHOW:NG A:.L FEDERA:. I~STREllM FLOW SUBCASE DISCOVERY 
FOR THE PERIOD 8/01/2014 THRU 8/31/2014. 
SUBCASE# ::JATE FILED ROA-DESCR:PTION 
NOTHING TO REPORT FOR THIS TIME PERIOD. 
PAGE, l 
Snake River Basin Adjudication 
253 3RD AVENUE NORTH 
TWIN FALLS, ID 83301 
DOCKET SHEET 9/08/14 
IWT060B 
REGISTER OF ACTION LIST SHOWING ALL AMENDED DIRECTOR'S REPORTS 
FOR THE PERIOD 8/01/2014 THRU 8/31/2014. 
SUBCASE# DATE FILED ROA-DESCRIPTION 
Source: GROUND WATER 
63-33933 8/06/2014 DIRECTORS REPORT OF DEFERRED DE MINIMIS DOMESTIC WATER USE 
Source: SPRINGS TRIBUTARY: LEE CREEK 
74-01075 8/29/2014 DIRECTOR 1 S REPORT FILED 
PAGE: 1 
Snake River Basin Adjudication 
253 3RD AVENUE NORTH 
TWIN FALLS, ID 83301 
SUBCASE # :JATE FILED 
REPORT & RECOMMENDATION OF MASTER 
31-12314 8/06/2014 
DOCKET SHEET 9/08/14 
IW7066B 
REGISTER OF ACTION LIST SHOWING ALL MASTER'S REPORTS 
AND CJl)I.LLENGES TO MASTER'S REPORTS 
FILED FOR THE PERIOD 8/01/2014 THRU 8/31/2014. 
CLAIMANT AS RECOMMENDED/DECREED 
GUNDERSON, !'AUL 
PAGE, 
Snake River Basin Adjudication 
253 3RD AVENUE NORTH 
TWIN FALLS, ID 83301 
DOCKET SHEET 10-07-2016 8:35:14 PAGE: 1 
IWT055 
REGISTER OF ACTION LIST SHOWING ALL UPCO~ING HEARINGS FOR THE PERIOD 10/01/2016 THRU 1/31/2017. 
NOTE: ~.LL HEARINGS WI~L BE HELD AT THE SR3A COURTHOUSE UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED. 
DATE TIME 













































NOTICE VACATING AND RESETTING HEARING ON 
NOTICE OF COURT'S INTENT TO ISSUE A.~ENDED 
PARTIAL DECREES 
NOTICE VACATING AND RESETTING HEARING ON 
NOTICE OF COURT TS Il!TENT TO ISSUll AV.ENDED 
PARTIA;, DECREES 
NOTICE VACAT=NG AND RESE?TING HEARIK"G ON 
NOTICE OF COURT 1 S INTENT ?O ISSUE AMENDED 
PARTIAL DECREES 
NOTICE VACATING A..~ RESETTING HEARING ON 
NOTICE OP COURT'S INTENT TO ISSUE AMENDED 
PARTIAL DECREES 
ORDER SETTING STATUS CONFERENCE 
ORDER SETTING STATUS CONFERENCE 
ORDER SETTING STATUS CONF'ERENCE 
ORDER SETTING STATUS CONFERENCE 
ORDER SETTING STATUS COh1FERENCE 
ORDER SETTING STATUS CONFERENCE 
ORDER SETTING STATUS CONFERENCE 
ORDER SETTING STATUS CONFERENCE 
ORDER SETTING STATUS CONFERENCE 
ORDER SETTING STATUS CONFERENCE 
ORDER SETTING STATUS COh"FERENCE 
ORDER SETTING STATUS CONFERENCE 
ORDER SETTING STATUS CONFERENCE 
ORDER SETTING STATUS COh"'FERENCE 
ORD3R SETTING STATUS CONFERENCE 
ORDER SETTING STATUS CONFERENCE 
ORDER SETTING STATUS CONFER3NCE 
Snake River Basin Adjudication 
253 3RD AVENUE NORTH 
TWIN FALLS, ID 83301 
DOCKET SHEET 10-07-2016 8:35:14 PAGE: 2 
IWT055 
REGISTER OF ACTION LIST SHOWING ALL UPCOMING HEARINGS FOR THE PERIOD 10/01/2016 THRU 1/31/2017. 
NOTE: ALL HEARINGS WILL BE HELD AT THE SRBA COURTHOUSE UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED. 
DATE TIME SUBCASE# 
10/25/2016 3:00 01-10623 
10/25/2016 3:00 21-00110 
10/25/2016 3:00 21-00111 
10/25/2016 3:00 21-00112 
10/25/2016 3:00 21-02154 
10/25/2016 3:00 21-02156 
10/25/2016 3:00 21-02161 
10/25/2016 3:00 21-04155 
10/25/2016 3:00 21-10560 
10/25/2016 3:00 21-12946 
10/25/2016 3:00 21-13161 
10/25/2016 3:00 21-13193 
10/25/2016 3:00 21-13194 
10/25/2016 3:00 25-07004 
10/25/2016 3:00 25-14413A 
10/25/2016 3:00 25-14413B 
10/27/2016 1:30 37-00864 
10/27/2016 1:30 37-00864 
11/22/2016 1:30 63-34203 
ROA-DESCRIPTION 
ORDER SETTING STATUS CONFERENCE 
ORDER SETTING STATUS CONFERENCE 
ORDER SETTING STATUS CONFERENCE 
ORDER SETTING STATUS CONFERENCE 
ORDER SETTING STATUS CONFERENCE 
ORDER SETTING STATUS CONFERENCE 
ORDER SETTING STATUS CONFERENCE 
ORDER SETTING STATUS CONFERENCE 
ORDER SETTING STATUS CONFERENCE 
ORDER SETTING STATUS CONFERENCE 
ORDER SETTING STATUS CONFERENCE 
ORDER SETTING STATUS CONFERENCE 
ORDER SETTING STATUS CONFERENCE 
ORDER SETTING STATUS CONFERENCE 
ORDER SETTING STATUS CONFERENCE 
ORDER SETTING STATUS CONFERENCE 
NOTICE SETTING HEARING ON MOTION TO SET ASIDE 
FINAL UNIFIED DECREE AND CLOSING CLAIMS 
TAKING AND DISALLOWAL OF UNCLAIMED WATER 
WATER RIGHTS AND NOTICE SETTING HEARING ON 
EXPEDITED MOTION TO FILE LATE CLAIM 
NOTICE CORRECTING DAY OF HEARING ON MOTION 
TO SET ASIDE NAD HEARING ON EXPEDITED MOTION 
TO FILE LATE NOTICE OF CLAIM 
NOTICE VACATING AND RESETTING HEARING ON 
UNCONTESTED LATE CLAIM 
Snake River Basin Adjudication 
253 3RD AVENUE NORTH 
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DOCKET SHEET 10-07-2016 8:35:15 PAGE: 1 
IWT040 
REGISTER OF ACTION LIST SHOWING ALL OBJECTIONS AND RESPONSES, FOR THE PERIOD 9/01/2016 THRO 9/30/2016. 
SUBCASE# DATE FILED PARTIES INVOLVED 
29-14176 9/28/2016 RESPONSE: ANDERSEN, JACOB Issues: 
(ATTY) BUDGE, THOMAS J 
201 E CENTER ST 
PO BOX 1391 
POCATELLO, ID 83204-1391 
OBJECTION: EVANS, MONTE 
{ATTY) RIGBY, JERRY R 
25 N 2ND E 
PO BOX 250 
REXBURG, ID 83440-0250 
CLAIMANT: EVANS, JERRE Water Source: None Specified 
(ATTY) RIGBY, JERRY R 
25 N 2ND E 
PO BOX 250 
REXBURG, ID 83440-0250 
29-14176 9/28/2016 CLAIMANT: EVANS, JERRE Water l!lsamee: None Specified 
(ATTY) RIGBY, JERRY R 
25 N 2ND E 
PO BOX 250 
REXBURG, ID 83440-0250 
29-14176 9/28/2016 RESPONSE: JOHNSON, BLAKE Issues: 
4751 EVANS LN 
PO BOX 47 
ARBON, ID 83212 
OBJECTION: EVANS, MONTE 
(ATTY) RIGBY, JERRY R 
25 N 2ND E 
PO BOX 250 
REXBURG, ID 83440-0250 
CLAIMANT: EVANS, JERRE Water Source: None Specified 
{ATTY) RIGBY, JERRY R 
25 N 2ND E 
PO BOX 250 
REXBURG, ID 83440-0250 
29-14176 9/28/2016 RESPONSE: WARD & SONS CO INC Issues: 
(ATTY) BUDGE, THOMAS J 
201 E CENTER ST 
PO BOX 1391 
POCATELLO, ID 83204-1391 
OBJECTION: EVANS, MONTE 
(ATTY) RIGBY, JERRY R 
25 N 2ND E 
PO BOX 250 
REXBURG, ID 83440-0250 
CLAIMANT: EVANS, JERRE Water Source: None Specified 
(ATTY} RIGBY, JERRY R 
25 N 2ND E 
PO BOX 250 
REXBURG, ID 83440-0250 
29-14176 9/28/2016 RESPONSE: ANDERSEN, WILLARD LYNN Issues: 
(ATTY) BUDGE, THOMAS J 
201 E CENTER ST 
PO BOX 1391 
POCATELLO, ID 83204-1391 
OBJECTION: EVANS, MONTE 
(ATTY) RIGBY, JERRY R 
25 N 2ND E 
PO BOX 250 
REXBURG, ID 83440-0250 
CLAIMANT: EVANS, JERRE Water Source: None Specified 
(ATTY) RIGBY, JERRY R 
25 N 2ND E 
PO BOX 250 
REXBURG, ID 83440-0250 
Snake River Basin Adjudication 
253 3RD AVENUE NORTH 
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DOCKET SHEET 10-07-2016 8:35:15 PAGE: 2 
IWT040 
REGISTER OF ACTION LIST SHOWING ALL OBJECTIONS AND RESPONSES, FOR THE PERIOD 9/0l/2016 THRU 9/30/2016. 
SUBCASE# DATE FILED PARTIES INVOLVED 
29-14176 9/28/2016 RESPONSE: CAMPBELL, KEN Issues: 
(ATTY) BUDGE, THOMAS J 
201 E CENTER ST 
PO BOX 1391 
POCATELLO, ID 83204-1391 
OBJECTION: EVANS, MONTE 
(ATTY) RIGBY, JERRY R 
25 N 2ND E 
PO BOX 250 
REXBURG, ID 83440-0250 
CLAIMANT, EVANS, JERRE Water Source: None Specified 
(ATTY) RIGBY, JERRY R 
25 N 2ND E 
PO BOX 250 
REXBURG, ID 83440-0250 
29-14177 9/28/2016 RESPONSE: ANDERSEN, JACOB Issues: 
(ATTY) BUDGE, THOMAS J 
201 E CENTER ST 
PO BOX 1391 
POCATELLO, ID 83204-1391 
OBJECTION, EVANS, MONTE 
(ATTY) RIGBY, JERRY R 
25 N 2ND E 
PO BOX 250 
REXBURG, ID 83440-0250 
CLAIMANT: EVANS, JERRE Water Source, None Specified 
(ATTY) RIGBY, JERRY R 
25 N 2ND E 
PO BOX 250 
REXBURG, ID 83440-0250 
29-14177 9/28/2016 CLAIMANT: EVANS, JERRE Water :Bss:m:ee: None Specified 
(ATTY) RIGBY 1 JERRY R 
25 N 2ND E 
PO BOX 250 
REXBURG, ID 83440-0250 
29-14177 9/28/2016 RESPONSE, JOHNSON, BLAKE Issues: 
4751 EVANS LN 
PO BOX 47 
ARBON, ID 83212 
OBJECTION: EVANS, MONTE 
(ATTY) RIGBY, JERRY R 
25 N 2ND E 
PO BOX 250 
REXBURG, ID 83440-0250 
CLAIMANT: EVANS, JERRE Water Source: None Specified 
(ATTY) RIGBY, JERRY R 
25 N 2ND E 
PO BOX 250 
REXBURG, ID 83440-0250 
29-14177 9/28/2016 RESPONSE: WARD & SONS CO INC Issues, 
(ATTY) BUDGE, THOMAS J 
201 E CENTER ST 
PO BOX 1391 
POCATELLO, ID 83204-1391 
OBJECTION: EVANS, MONTE 
(ATTY) RIGBY, JERRY R 
25 N 2ND E 
PO BOX 250 
REXBURG, ID 83440-0250 
CLAIMANT: EVANS, JERRR Water Source: None Specified 
(ATTY) RIGBY, JERRY R 
25 N 2ND E 
PO BOX 250 
REXBURG, ID 83440-0250 
Snake River Basin Adjudication 
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RESPONSE: A.._"i::ERSEN, W'.::;:.~RD LYNN 
{ATTY) BUDGE, THOMAS ,T 
201 E CENTER ST 
PC BOX 1391 
POCATELLO, ID 83204-1391 
OBJECTION; EVANS, MONTE 
(ATTY) RIGBY, JERRY R 
25 N 2ND E 
PO BOX 2.50 
REXBORG, ID 63440·0250 
CLAIMANT: E'VANS, JERRE 
{ATTY/ RIG3Y, JERRY R 
25 N 2~ R 
PO 30X 25:) 
REX3U?s.£, I~ 63440·0250 
RESPCNSE: CA."-tPBEI,I,, KEN 
(Al'lz} EULJGE, THOMAS J 
201 E CEN'l'ER ST 
PO BOX 139l 
POCATELLO, ID 83204-1391 
EVANS, MO}l"l'E 
RIGBY, JERRY R 
25 N 2ND E 
PO BOX 25:J 
REXBUKG, !:) 83440-0250 
C:..A::¥..ANT; E'.TANS, JERRE 
{A7 ..'7."!;} R1GBY, .T'.:::2?:Y R 
25 K :nm E 
PO BOX 250 
REXBURG, ID 8344C-C2$C 
RE.9PON.9E, ANDERSEN, JACOB 
(ATTY) BUDGE, THO!-'.AS J 
201 E CENTER ST 
PO BO:X: 1391 
POCATELLO, ID 83204 ··1391 
OBJECTION, EVANS, MONTE 
(ATTY} RIGBY, JERRY R 
25 N 2ND E 
PO BOX 250 
RBXBURG, I~ 83440-0250 
EVANS, JE??.E 
RIGBY, J::;:3;3;y 3; 
25 N 2ND :S 
PO :eox 250 
REXBURG, ID 3344C~C25C 
CLAIMANT: E'VANS, JERRE 
\ATTY) RIGBY, JERRY R 
25 N 2ND Z 
PO BOX 250 
REXBURG, ID 83440-0250 
RESPONSE: JOh"NSON, BLAKE 
4 751 EVANS LN 
:PO BOX 47 
AR.BOM, ID 832::2 
03JECTION: EVA~S, M01-f1'E 
(.ATTY) RIG3Y, JERRY R 
25 N 2:S:l E 
PO BOX 25::J 
REXBt;:iG, ID 93440-0250 
CLAIJ/..lillT, EVANS, JERRE 
(ATTY) RIGBY, JERRY R 
25 N 2'ND E 
PO BOX 250 
REXBURG, ID 83440-0250 
Iss-.ies, 
Water source: None specified 
Issues a 
Wate= Source; None Specified 
Issues: 
Water 3o-Jrce: :'.'10:::re Specif::_ed 
Water £smrea: None Specified 
Issues: 
water so~rce: None Specified 
Snake River Basin Adjudication 
253 3RD AVENUE NORTH 
T'iiIN FALLS, ID $3301 
DOCKET SHEET 10-07 .. 2016 8f35:l5 PAGE: 4 
IWT040 













RESPONSE: WARD & SONS CO INC 
(ATTY) BUDGE, THOMAS J 
201- E CENTER ST 
PO BOX 1391 
POCATELLO, ID 83204-1391 
OBJECTION: EVANS, MONTE 
(ATTY} RIGBY, VERRY R 
25 N 2ND E 
PO BOX 250 
REXBURG, ID 83440-0250 
CLAIMANT: EVA.T•lB, JERRE 
(ATTY) RIGBY, JERRY R 
25 N 2~ E 
PO :SOX 250 
REXBU~G, ID 83440-0250 
Rl!SFONSE:: ANDERS EK, WILLARD :.Th"'N 
{ATTY} BUDGE, THOMAS J 
201 E CENTER ST 
PO BOX 1391 
POCATELLO, ID 63204-1391 
OBJECTION: EVANS, MONTE 
{A'!'TY) RIGBY, JERRY R 
25 N 2ND E 
PO BOX 250 
REXBURG, ID S344C-0250 
CLAI¥.ANT l :BVANS, JERRB 
(ATTY) RIGBY, JERRY R 
25 N 2ND 3 
PO BOX :;so 
REXBURG, ID 83440-0250 
RESPONSE: CAMPBELL, KEN 
{ATTY) BUDGE, THOMAS J 
201 E CENTER ST 
PO BOX 1391 
POCATELLO, ID 83204-1391 
OBJECTION: EVANS, MONTE 
(ATTY) RIGBY, JERRY R 
25 N 2ND E 
PO BOX 250 
REXBURG, rn 83440-0250 
CLAIMANT: EVANS, JERRE 
(ATTY) RIGBY, JERRY R 
25 N 2Ni:l E 
PO BOX 250 
REXBURG, ID SJ440-C250 
OBJECTION: GS I.Ah""D COMPANY 
{ATTY) BUDGE, THOMAS J 
201 E CENTER ST 
PO BOX 139:L 
POCATELLO, I:D 83204"1391 
Cl.J!.TMANT: MEYERS, RANAE 
{ATTYJ RIGBY, JERRY R 
25 N 2ND E 
PO BOX 250 
REXBURG, ID S344P-C2SC 
OBJEC1'ION: NlUID & SONS CO INC 
(ATTY) BUDGE, TUOrAAaS J 
201 E CENTER ST 
PO BOX 1391 
POCATELLO, lD 83204-1391 
CLJ\IMJ'!,N'!, MEYERS, RANAE 
(A'£TY) RIGBY, JERRY R 
25 N 2ND E 
PO BOX 250 
REXBURG, l.O 83440 ·0250 
!ssues: 
Water Source: None Specified 
Issues: 
Water Source: None Specified 
Issues: 
Water Source: None Specified 
Issues: 10 
Water Source: None Specified 
Issues: 10 
Water Source: None Specified 
Snake River Basin Adjudication 
253 3RD AVENUE NORTH 
TWIN FALLS, ID 83301 
DOCKET SHEET 10-07-2016 8:35:15 PAGE: 5 
IWT040 
REGISTER OF ACTION LIST SHOWING ALL OBJECTIONS AND RESPONSES, FOR THE PERIOD 9/01/2016 THRU 9/30/2016. 
SUBCASE# DATE FILED PARTIES INVOLVED 
29-14189 9/19/2016 OBJECTION: GS LAND COMPANY Issues: 10 
(ATTY) BUDGE, THOMAS J 
201 E CENTER ST 
PO BOX 1391 
POCATELLO, ID 83204-1391 
CLAIMANT; MEYERS, RANAE Water Source: None Specified 
{ATTY) RIGBY, JERRY R 
25 N 2ND E 
PO BOX 250 
REXBURG, ID 83440-0250 
29-14189 9/19/2016 OBJECTION: WARD & SONS co INC Issues: 10 
(ATTY} BUDGE, THOMAS J 
201 E CENTER ST 
PO BOX 1391 
POCATELLO, ID 83204-1391 
CLAIMANT: MEYERS, RANAE Water Source: None Specified 
(ATTY) RIGBY, JERRY R 
25 N 2ND E 
PO BOX 250 
REXBURG, ID 83440-0250 
NUMBER PRINTED: 22 
Snake River Basin Adjudication 
253 3RD AVENUE NORTH 
DOCKET SHEET 10-07-2016 8,35,16 PAGE, 1 
IWT057 























REGISTER OF ACTION LIST SHOWING ALL ORDERS, PLEADING AND OTHER DOCUMENTS (EXCEPT OBJECTIONS AND 
RESPONSES) FILED, OR LODGED, EXCLUDING SUBCASES FOR THE PERIOD 9/01/2016 THRO 9/30/2016. 
DATE !PILED ROA-2JESCH?TIO..V 
9/07/2016 DOCKET SHEET FILED 
9/21/2016 NOTICE CHANGING DATES OF IDWR INFORMATIONAL MEETINGS AND MONTHLY STATUS CONFERENCE HEARING FOR 
OCT AND NOV 2016 
9/26/2016 NOTICE OF CHANGE OF ADRESS (HOFSTETTER) 
9/30/2016 MOl'ION TO SET 11.SIDE FINAL ;JNIFIED DECREE AND ORDER CLOScNG C:AIMS TAKING BAS:Ks 01 02 03 31 34 
35 36 37 41 45 47 AND 63 AND DISALLOWAL OF UNCLi,IMED WATER RIGHTS SRBA SUBCASE NO 00-92099 AND 
M3MORANDUM IN SUPPORT 
9/30/2016 EXPEDITED MOTION TO FILE LATE NOTICE OF CLAIM 
9/29/2016 ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREE ON UNCONTESTED FEDERAL WATER RIGHT CLAIMS 
9/29/2016 ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREE ON UNCONTESTED FEDERAL WATER RIGHT CLAIMS 
9/29/2016 ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREE ON UNCONTESTED FEDERAL WATER RIGHT CLAIMS 
9/29/2016 ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREE ON UNCONTESTED FEDERAL WATER RIGHT CLAIMS 
9/29/2016 ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREE ON UNCONTESTED FE::>ERAL WATER RIGHT CLAIMS 
9/29/2016 ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREE ON ;JNCONTESTED FEDERAL WATER RIGHT CLAIMS 
9/29/2016 ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREE ON UNCONTESTED FEDERAL WATER RIGHT CLAIMS 
9/29/2016 ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREE ON UNCONTESTED FEDERAL WATER RIGHT CLAIMS 
9/29/2016 ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREE ON UNCONTESTED FEDERAL WATER RIGHT CLAIMS 
9/29/2016 ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREE ON UNCONTESTED FEDERAL WATER RIGHT CLAIMS 
9/29/2016 ORDER OF PARTIAL DEC.~EE ON UNCONTESTED FEDERAL WATER RIGHT CLAIMS 
9/29/2016 ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREE ON ;JNCONTESTED FEDERAL WATER RIGHT CLAIMS 
9/29/2016 ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREE ON UNCONTESTED FEDERAL WATER RIGFIT CLAIMS 
9/29/2016 ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREE ON UNCONTESTED FEDERAL WATER RIGHT CLAIMS 
9/29/2016 ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREE ON UNCONTESTED FEDERAL WATER RIGHT CLAIMS 
9/29/2016 ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREE ON UNCONTESTED FEDERAL WATER RIGHT CLAIMS 
Snake River Basin Adjudication 
253 3RD AVENUE NORTH 
TWIN FALLS, ID 83301 
SUBCASE # DATE FILED 


















REGISTER OF ACTION LIST SHOWING ALL PARTIAL DECREES 
FILED FOR THE PERIOD 9/01/2016 THRU 9/30/2016. 
CLAIMANT AS RECOMMENDED/DECREED 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
10-07-2016 8:35:16 PAGE: 1 
IWT063 
Snake River Basin Adjudication 
253 3RD AVENUE NORTH 
TWIN FALLS, ID 83301 
SUBCASE # DATE FILED 
DOCKET SHEET 
REGISTER OF ACTION LIST SHOWING ALL MASTER'S REPORTS 
AND CHALLENGES TO MASTER'S REPORTS 
FILED FOR THE PERIOD 9/01/2016 THRU 9/30/2016. 
CLAIMANT AS RECOMMENDED/DECREED 
NOTHING TO REPORT FOR THIS TIME PERIOD. 
10-07-2016 8:35:16 PAGE: 1 
IWT066B 
Snake River Basin Adjudication 
253 3RD AVENUE NORTH 
TWIN FALLS, ID 83301 
DOCKET SHEET 
REGISTER OF ACTION LIST SHOWING ALL AMENDED DIRECTOR'S REPORTS 
FOR THE PERIOD 9/01/2016 THRU 9/30/2016, 
SUBCASE# DATE FILED ROA-DESCRIPTION 
NOTHING TO REPORT FOR THIS TIME PERIOD. 
10-07-2016 8:35:16 PAGE: 1 
IWT060B 
Snake River Basin Adjudication 
253 3RD AVENUE NORTH 
TWIN FALLS, ID 83301 
DOCKET SHEET 10-07-2016 8:35:16 PAGE: 1 
IWT063D 
REGISTER OF ACTION LIST SHOWING ALL FEDERAL INSTREAM FLOW SUBCASE DISCOVERY 
FOR THE PERIOD 9/01/2016 THRU 9/30/2016. 
SUBCASE# DATE nLED ROA-DESCR:?TION 
NOTHING TO REPORT FOR THIS TIME PERIOD. 
Snake River Basin Adjudication 
253 3RD AVEN'f}E NORTH 
TWIN FALLS, ID 83301 
DOCKET SHEET 1~-07-2016 8:54:03 PAGE: 1 
IWT055 
REGISTER OF ACTION LIST SHOWING ALL UPCOMING HEARINGS FOR THE PERIOD 1~/01/2016 THRU 2/28/2017. 
NOTE: ALL HEARINGS WILL BE HELD AT THE SRBA COURTHOUSE UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED. 
DATE TIME SUBCASE# ROA-DESCiUPTION 
--------------------------------- -----------------=----------~-------------- -------- - ---------- ---------- ----------
11/22/2016 1:30 63-34203 NOTICE VACATING AND RESETTING HEARING ON 
UNCO~"TESTED LATE CLAIM 
12/20/20~6 3:00 01-00219 ORDER SE'l'TING STATUS CONFERENCE 
12/20/2016 3:00 01-02064 ORDER SETTING STATUS CONFERENCE 
12/20/2016 3:00 01-02068 ORDER SETTING STA'.:US CONFERENCE 
12/20/2016 3:00 01-04055 ORDER SETTING STATUS CONFERENCE 
~2/20/2016 3:00 01-1004:2 ORDER SETTING STATUS CONFERENCE 
12/20/2016 3:00 01-10043 ORDER SETTING STATUS CONFERENCE 
12/20/2016 3:00 01-10044 ORDER SET'.:ING STATUS CONFERENCE 
12/20/2016 3:00 01.-10045 ORDER SETTING S'!'ATUS CONFERE..'\'fCE 
12/20/2016 3:00 01-10614 ORDER SET'.OING STATUS CONFERENCE 
12/20/2016 3:00 01-10615 ORDER SETTING STATUS CONFERENCE 
12/20/2016 3:00 01-10616 OR.0ER SETTING STATUS CO!l."FERENCE 
12/20/2016 3:00 01-10617 ORDER SETTING STATUS CONFERENCE 
12/20/2016 3:00 01-10618 ORDER SE?TING STATUS CO~,ERENCE 
12/20/2016 3:00 01-10620 ORDER SETTING STATUS CONFERENCE 
12/20/2016 3:00 01-l0621A ORDER SETTING STATUS CONFERENCE 
12/20/2016 3:00 01-l0621B ORDER SETTING STATUS CONFERENCE 
12/20/2016 3:00 01-10622 ORDER SETTING S'.:'ATUS CO~FERENCE 
12/20/2015 3:00 01-10623 ORDER SETTING STATUS CONFERENCE 
12/20/2016 3:00 21-00110 ORDER SE":TING S'.:ATUS CONFERENCE 
12/20/2015 3:00 21-00111 ORDER SETTING STATUS CONFERENCE 
12/20/2016 3:00 21-00112 ORDER SE'.:.'TING STATUS CONFERENCE 
12/20/2016 3:00 21-02154 ORDER SETTING STATUS CONFERENCE 
12/20/2016 3:00 21-02156 ORDER SETT:I:NG STATUS CONFERENCE 
12/20/2016 3:00 21-02161 ORDER SETTING STATUS CONFERENCE 
---------
Snake River Basin Adjudication 
253 3RD AVENUE NORTH 
DOCKET SHEET 11-07-2016 8:54:03 PAGE: 2 
IWT055 












REGISTER OF ACTION LIST SHOWING ALL UPCOMING HEARINGS FOR THE PERIOD 11/01/2016 THRU 2/28/2017. 












ORDER SETTING STATUS 
ORDER SETTING STATUS 
ORDER SETTING STATUS 
ORDER SETTING STATUS 
ORDER SETTING STATUS 
ORDER SETTING STATUS 
ORDER SETTING STATUS 
ORDER SETTING STATUS 










36-02356A NOTICE OF COURT'S INTENT TO ISSUE AMENDED 
PARTIAL DECREE AND NOTICE OF HEARING THEREON 
Snake River Basin Adjudication 
253 3RD AVENUE NOR'l"H 
TWIN PALLS, :D 83301 
DOCKET SHEE'.:' 1:~07-2016 8:54003 PAGE; 1 
IWT040 
REG:STER OF ACTION L:S7 SHOW:NG ALL OBJECTIONS Am: RESPONSES, FOR THE PERIOD :o/Ol/20~6 TIIRU lC/31/2016. 
DATE FILliD PA..~TIES INVOLVED 
NOTHING TO REPOR~ FOR ~HIS TIME PERIOD. 
Snake River Basin Adjudication 
253 3RD AVENUE NORTH 
TWIN FALLS, ID 83301 
DOCKET SHEET 11-07-2016 8:54:03 PAGE: 1 
IWT057 
REGISTER OF ACTION LIST SHOWING ALL ORDERS, PLEADING AND OTHER DOCIJMENTS (EXCEPT OBJECTIONS AND 
RESPONSES) FILED, OR LODGED, EXCLUDING SUBCASES FOR THE PERIOD 10/01/2016 THRU 10/31/2016. 
SUBCASE# DATE FILED ROA-DESCRIPTION 
----------- -------------- --------------- --------------- --------------- -------------- -------------- ---------------
34-00302 10/25/2016 ORDER OF AMENDED PARTIAL DECREES TO CORRECT CLERICAL ERRORS; I.R.C.P. 60 (A) 
34-02252 10/25/2016 ORDER OF AMENDED PARTIAL DECREES TO CORRECT CLERICAL ERRORS; I.R.C.P. 60(A) 
34-07019 10/25/2016 ORDER OF AMENDED PARTIAL DECREES TO CORRECT CLERICAL ERRORS; I.R.C.P. 60 (A) 
34-10056 10/25/2016 ORDER OF AM&'IDED PARTIAL DECREES TO CORRECT CLERICAL ERRORS; I.R.C.P. 60 (A) 
36-02356A 10/27/2016 REQUEST FOR CORRECTION OF ERROR 
Snake River Basin Adjudication 
253 3RD AVENUE NORTH 
TWIN FALLS, ID 83301 
SUBCASE # DATE FILED 
DOCKET SHEET 
REGISTER OF ACTION LIST SHOWING ALL PARTIAL DECREES 
FILED FOR THE PERIOD 10/01/2016 THRJ 10/31/2016. 
CLAIMM"T AS RECOMMENDED/DECREED 
FINAL ORDER DISALLOWING WATER RIGHT CLAIM 
65-23531. 
65-23532 











USDI BUREAU OF RECLAMATION 
USDI BUREAU OF RECLAMATION 
ROBERT L SPRA..U]R 
ROBERT L SPRAKER 
JOSEPHINE SPRAKER 
JOSEPHINE SPRAKER 
11-07-2016 8,54:03 PAGE, 1 
IWT063 
Snake River Basin Adjudication 
253 3RD AVl!NtJE NORTH 
TWIN FALLS, ID 83301 
DOCKET SHEET 11-07-2016 8:54:03 PAGE: 1 
IWT063D 
REGISTER OF ACTION LIST SHOWING ALL FEDERAL INSTREAM FLOW SUBCASE DISCOVERY 
FOR THE PERIOD 10/01/2016 THRO 10/31/2016. 
SUBCASE# DATE FILED ROA-DESCRIPTION 
NOTHING TO REPORT FOR THIS TIME PERIOD. 
Snake River Basin Adjudication 
253 3RD AVENUE NORTH 
TWIN FALLS, ID 83301 
DOCKET SHEET 
REGISTER OF ACTION LIST SHOWING ALL AMENDED DIRECTOR'S REPORTS 
FOR THE PERIOD 10/01/2016 THRU 10/31/2016. 
SUBCASE# DATE FILED ROA-DESCRIPTION 
NOTHING TO REPORT FOR THIS TIME PERIOD. 
11-07-2016 8,54,03 PAGE, 1 
IWT060B 
Snake River Basin Adjudication 
253 3RD AVENUE NORTH 
TWIN FALLS, ID 83301 
SUBCASE # DATE FILED 
DOCKET SHEET 
REGISTER OF ACTION LIST SHOWING ALL MASTER'S REPORTS 
A..'l'ID CHAL~ENGES TO MASTER'S RE?ORTS 
FILED FOR THE ?ERIOD 10/01/2016 THR~ 10/31/2016. 
CLAIMANT AS RECOMMENDED/DECREED 
NOTHING TO REPORT FOR THIS TIME PERIOD. 
11-07-2016 8,54,03 PAGE; 1 
IWT066B 
Snake River Basin Adjudication DOCKET SHEET 12-07-2016 8:43:42 PAGE: 1 
253 3RD AVENUE NORTH IWT055 
TWIN FALLS, ID 83301 
REGISTER OF ACTION LIST SHOWING ALL UPCOMING HEARINGS FOR THE PERIOD 12/01/2016 THRU 3/31/2017. 
NOTE: ALL HEARINGS WILL BE HELD AT THE SRBA COURTHOUSE UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED. 
DATE TIME SUBCASE# ROA-DESCRIPTION 
-------------- ---------------------------- ------------------------------ ----------------------------- ------------12/20/2016 3:00 01-00219 ORDER SETTING STATUS CONFERENCE 
12/20/2016 3:00 01-02064 ORDER SETTING STATUS CONFERENCE 
12/20/2016 3:00 01-02068 ORDER SETTING STATUS CONFERENCE 
12/20/2016 3:00 01-04055 ORDER SETTillG STATUS CONFERENCE 
12/20/2016 3:00 01-10042 ORDER SETTING STATUS CONFERENCE 
12/20/2016 3:00 01-10043 ORDER SETTING STATUS CONFERENCE 
12/20/2016 3:00 01-10044 ORDER SETTING STATUS CONFERENCE 
12/20/2016 3:00 01-10045 ORDER SETTING STATUS CONFERENCE 
12/20/2016 3:00 01-10614 ORDER SETTING STATUS CONFERENCE 
12/20/2016 3:00 01-10615 ORDER SETTING STATUS CONFERENCE 
12/20/2016 3:00 0:.-10610 ORDER SETT=NG STATUS CONFERENCE 
12/20/2016 3:00 01-10617 ORDER SETTING STATUS CONFERENCE 
12/20/2016 3:00 01-10618 ORDER SETTING STATUS CONFERENCE 
12/20/2016 3:00 01-10620 ORDER SETTING STATUS CONFERENCE 
12/20/2016 3:00 Ol-10621A ORDER SETTING STATUS CONFERENCE 
12/20/2016 3:00 01-106218 ORDER SETTING STATUS CONFERENCE 
12/20/2016 3:00 01-10622 ORDER SETTING STATUS CONFERENCE 
12/20/2016 3:00 01.-10623 ORDER SETTING STATUS CONFERENCE 
12/20/2016 3:00 21-00110 ORDER SETTING STATUS CONFERENCE 
12/20/2016 3:00 21-00111 ORDER SETTING STATUS CONFERENCE 
12/20/2016 3:00 21-00112 ORDER SETTING STATUS COllFERENCE 
12/20/2016 3:00 21-02154 ORDER SETTING STATUS CONFERENCE 
12/20/2016 3:00 21-02156 ORDER SETTillG STATUS CONFERENCE 
12/20/2016 3:00 21-02161 ORDER SETTING STATUS CONFERENCE 
12/20/2016 3,oo 21-04155 ORDER SETTING STATUS CONFERENCE 
Snake River Basin Adjudication 
253 3RD AVENUE NORTH 
DOCKET SHEET 12-07-2016 8:43:42 PAGE: 2 
IWTOSS 












1/24/2017 1 :30 
2/21/2017 1:30 
REGISTER OF ACTION LIST SHOWING ALL UPCOMING HEARINGS FOR THE PERIOD 12/01/2016 THRU 3/31/2017. 
NOTE: ALL HEARINGS WILL BE HELD AT THE SRBA COURTHOUSE UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED. 
SUBCASEJI ROA-DESCRIPTION 
21-10560 ORDER SETTING STATUS CONFERENCE 
21-12946 ORDER SETTING STATUS CONFERENCE 
21-13161 ORDER SETTING STATUS CONFERENCE 
21-13193 ORDER SE"rTING STATUS CONFERENCE 
21-13194 ORDER SETTING STATUS CONFERENCE 
25-07004 ORDER SETTING STATUS CONFERENCE 
25-14413A ORDER SE'I'rING STATUS CONFERENCE 
25-14413B ORDER SETTING STATUS CONFERENCE 
00-39576 NOTICE CHANGING DATE OF MON'£HLY STATUS 
CONFERENCE AND IDWR INFORMATIONAL MEETING 
FOR JANUARY 2017 
36-02355A NOTICE OF COURT'S XNTENT TO ISSUE AMENDED 
PARTIAL DECREE AND NOTICE OF HEARING THEREON 
65-04015B NOTICE OF COURT'S INTENT TO ISSUE AMENDED 
PARTIAL DECREE AND NOTICE OF HEARING T~EREON 
snake R~ver Basi~ A.djudica~ion 
253 3RD AVE!<ru"E NORTH 
TWIN FALLS, ID 53301 
DOCKET SHSET 12-07-2016 6:43:43 PA$E: 1 
IWT040 
REG:S'l'ER OF ACTION LIST SHOWING ALL OBJECTIONS AND RESPONSES, FOR THE PERIOD 11/01/2016 '..'HRU ll/30/2:.:16. 
SUBCASE/f DA'l'B FT~,ED PARTIES XNVOLVlID 
NO?HING TO REPORT FOR TH~S ~IME PERIOD-
Snake River Basin Adjudication 
253 3RD AVENUE NORTH 
DOCKET SHEET 12-07-2016 B,43,43 PAGE, 1 
IWT057 










REGISTER OF ACTION LIST SHOWING ALL ORDERS, PLEADING AND OTHER DOCUMENTS {EXCEPT OBJECTIONS AND 
RESPONSES) FILED, OR LODGED, EXCLUDING SUBCASES FOR THE PERIOD 11/01/2016 THRU 11/30/2016. 
DATE FILED ROA-DESCRIPTION 
11/07/2016 DOCKET SHEET FILED 
11/17/2016 NOTICE CHANGING DATE OF MONTHLY STATUS CONFERENCE AND IDWR INFORMATIONAL MEETING FOR JANUARY 2017 
11/22/2016 ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREE ON UNCONTEDTED WATER RIGHT CLAIM 
11/09/2016 REQUEST FOR CORRECTION OF ERROR 
11/17/2016 BLACK CANYON IRRIGATION DISTRICT'S NOTICE OF APPEAL 
11/17/2016 {FAX) UNITED STATES' NOTICE OF APPEAL 
11/17/2016 BLACK CANYON IRRIGATION DISTRICT'S NOTICE OF APPEAL 
11/17/2016 (FAX) UN:CTED STATES' NOTICE OF APPEAL 
Snake River Basin Adjudication 
253 3RD AVENUE NORTH 
TWIN FALLS, ID 83301 
SUBCASE # DATE FILED 
PARTIAL DECREE FILED 
63-34203 11/22/2016 
DOCKET SHEET 
REGISTER OF ACTION LIST SHOWING ALL PARTIAL DECREES 
FILED FOR THE PERIOD 11/01/2016 7HRU 11/30/2016. 
CLAIMA.'IT AS RECOMMENDED/DECREED 
AMERICA FIRST FEDERAL CREDIT 
12-07-2016 8:43:43 PAGE: 1 
IWT063 
Snake River Basin Adjudication 
253 3RD AVENUE NORTH 
TWIN ~•ALLS, ID 83301 
DOCKET SHEET 12-07-2016 8:43:43 PAGE: 1 
IWT063D 
REGISTER OF ACTION LIST SHOWING ALL FEDERAL INSTREAM FLOW SUBCASE DISCOVERY 
FOR THE PERIOD 11/01/2016 THRU 11/30/2016. 
SUBCASE# DATE FILED ROA-DESCRIPTION 
NOTHING TO REPORT FOR THIS TIME PERIOD. 
Snake River Basin Adjudication 
253 3RD AVENUE NORTH 
TWIN FALLS, ID 83301 
DOCKET SHEET 
REGISTER OF ACTION LIST SHOWING ALL AMENDED DIRECTOR'S REPORTS 
FOR THE PERIOD 11/01/2016 THRU 11/30/2016. 
SUBCASE# DATE FILED ROA-DESCRIPTION 
NOTHING TO REPORT FOR THIS TIME PERIOD. 
12-07-2016 8:43:43 PAGE: 1 
IWT060B 
snake River Basin Adjudication 
253 3RD AVENUE NORTH 
TWIN FALLS, ID 83301 
SUBCASE # DATE FILED 
DOCKET SHEET 
REGISTER OF ACTION LIST SHOWING ALL MASTER'S REPORTS 
AND CHALLENGES TO MASTER'S REPORTS 
FILED FOR THE PERIOD 11/01/2016 THRU 11/30/2016, 
CLAIMAf<"T AS RECOMMENDED/DECREED 
NOTHING TO REPORT FOR THIS TIME PERIOD. 
12-07-2016 8,43,43 PAGE, 1 
IWT066B 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTII JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OFTHE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
IN RE SRBA, CASE NO. 39576 
SUBCASE NO: 37-00864 Order 
Denying Motion to Set Aside and 
Order Denying Motion to File Late 
Claim 
GARY and GLENNA EDEN 
Appellants, 
v. 





















Supreme Court No. 44716-2016 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE 
I, Julie Murphy, Deputy Clerk of the Court, Snake River Basin Adjudication 
District Court of the Fifth Judicial District, State of Idaho, in and for the County of Twin 
Falls, hereby certify that the foregoing Clerk's Record on Appeal was compiled under my 
direction and is a true, correct and complete record of the pleadings and documents 
required by Idaho Appellate Rule 28; docwnents requested in Gary and Glenna Eden's 
CLERK'S CERrtFICATE. Supreme Court Docket No. 44716-2016 (SRBA Subcase No. 37-00864) 
Notice of Appeal filed on December 19, 2016, and per the Order on Objections to Clerk's 
Record and Transcript filed on March 28; 2017. 
Signed and sealed this 7th day of April, 2017 . 
.J,l)LIE-MURPHY ,/ .-
Deputy Clerk of the ~ourl' / 
Snake River Basin Adjudication 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE. Suprem~ Court Dockci No. 44716-20 L6 (SRBA SubcllSe No. 37-00864) 2 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
IN RE SRBA, CASE NO. 39576 
SUBCASE NO: 37-00864 Order 
Denying Motion to Set Aside and 
Order Denying Motion to File Late 
Claim 
GARY and GLENNA EDEN 
Appellants, 
v. 





















Supreme Court No. 44716-2016 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE 
OF SERVICE 
I, Julie Muiphy, Deputy Clerk of the Court, Snake River Basin Adjudication District 
Court of the Fifth Judicial District, State ofldaho, in and for the County of Twin Falls, 
hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the Clerk's Record on Appeal was served this 
day on the following parties: 
Dana L. Hofstetter 
Merlyn W. Clark 
Allison C. Parker 
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP 
877 Main Street, Suite 1000 
CLER K'S CERTIFJCA TE OF SERVICJ:.Suprcmc Court Docket No.44716-2016 (SRBA Subcl!Se No. 37--00864) 
PO Box 1617 
Boise, ID 83701-1617 
Lawrence G. Wasden 
Attorney General 
Clive J. Strong 
Deputy Attorney General 
Shantel M. Chapple Knowlton 
STATE OF IDAHO 
Natural Resources Division 
PO Box 83720 
Boise, ID 83720-0010 
Signed and sealed this 7th day of April, 2017. 
CLERK' S CERTIFICATE OF SER VICE. Supreme Court Docket No. ??m (SRBA Subcase No. 37--00864) 2 
